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This statement is subndtted for review pursuant to the mqulmments of _,S,___'_,_n.102(2)(C) of the National Environmental
-_.\ PolicyAct of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321 et uo.); E.O. 11990, _ of Wetlands; E.O. 11998, Roodplain Management;

_ 49 USC Subtile VII; 42 U.S.C. 7401 et Se¢l;,49 U.S.C. 47101 st BKI; WuNngton State EnvironmentalPolicy Act (RCW
1,. 43.21C); and otherapfl_cable laws. The propmmdacbon will knpact the 100-year ltoodplaJnas _ted on the Federal

EmergencyManagementAgency's Flood Insurance Rate Map. This EnvironmentalImpact Statement (EIS) is a combined
National EnvironmentalPolicyAct and Washington State EnvironmentalPolicy Act (SEPA) docurnenL With regard to
SEPA requirements,this EIS representsthesecondstep of a phased onvi_l reviewwhich began withpublicationof
the 1992 Right Plan Final EIS, which assessed alternativesfor a_ regional aviation needs. This Final EIS also
containsthe draftconformitystatement,as requiredby the Clean AirActamendments.

The Port of Seattle, operator of Seatl_-Tacoma InternationalAirport,has prepared a Master Plan Update for the AirporL
The Plan showsthe naed to address the poorweather operalJngcapeddlityof ihe Akport _ _ _ _ a _
parallelrunway(Runway 16X/34X) witha kmglh of up to 8,500 feet, mrated by 2,500 feet from e;-_t_g Rurmmy16L/34R,
wi_ associatedtaxiwaysand navigatk)nalaids. Other developmentneeds include:extension of Runway 34R by 600 feet;
establishmentof standard Runway Safety Areas for Runways 16R/34L and 16L/34R; development of a new air traffic
controltower;,developmentof a new norDtunitterminal, MainTerminal intprovenlentsand tenninal expanldon;parkingand
access improvementsand expansion; dove_ of the Soulh Aviation Support Area for cargo and/or maintenance
facilities, and relocation, redevelopment,and expansion of support facies. This Environmental Impact Statement
assesses the impact of alternative airport improvements, includinginstallation of navigational aids, aim)ace use, and
approachand departureprocedures. The proposed improvementswoutdbe completed during the 1996-2020 period, with
initial 5-year developmentfocused on the proposed new parallel nmway, and e]dstingpassenger terminal, paddng and
access improvements. The profx)sed improvements.and its altemativu would result in wetland impacts, floodplain
encroachment,streamrelocation,soc_d,noise,water, and air qualityknpacts.

ResponsibleFederal Official: SEPA contact:
Mr.Dennis Ossenkop Ms. Barbara Hinlde
FederalAviationAdministration Health, Safetyand EnvironmentalManagement
NorthwestMountainRegion Port of Seattle
1601 LindAve, S.W. - P.O. Box68727
Renton,Washington 98055-4056 Seattle, Washington 98168

/

.._ : , Date: Febrmm/, 1996
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FederalAviationAdministration Portof Sealtle
NorthwestRegion Seatt_-TacomaInternationalAirport
1601LindAve,SW P.O. Bo_68727
Renton,Washington98055 Seattle,Washington98168

February 1, 1996

Dear Reader.

Officials of the Central Puget Sound Region have been faced with developing a plan to meet the future
transportation demands in the Region, that exist now and will continue to grow in the future. The Master
Plan Update for Seattle-Tacoma International Airport has confirmed earlier studies which indicated that
poor weather conditions currently produce significant delays and that the present airside, terminal, and
landside facilities will no longer be able to efficiently accommodate air travel needs. As was noted in the
1992 Flight Plan Study, without undertaking expansion of the transportation facilities in the Region,
delays and inefficient facilities "could ultimately affect the Region's economy". This Final
Environmental Impact Statement examines the range of alternatives for addressing these needs and the
resulting environmental consequences.

In late 1993, the Port of Seattle initiated a Master Plan Update for Sea-Tac to examine the types of
facilities that would be needed through the year 2020. The Master Plan Update began with the
development of aviation demand forecasts, the review of airside facilities (runways, taxiways, etc.) and
the review of iandside facilities (roadways, terminals, cargo facilities, etc.). Based on the review of
various landside options and airside options, a series of development alternatives were formulated. This
Environmental Impact Statement is a project specific assessment and examines the full range of
alternatives to satisfying these needs, ranging from alternative modes of transportation, use of a new or
existing airport, activity management/system management, development alternatives at Sea-Tac, and the
Do-Nothing/No Build. Based on the public and agency comments, the Master Plan Update analysis, and
the Draft EIS, the Port of Seattle staff selected Alternative 3 as the Preferred Alternative. Primary
features of the Preferred Alternative are a proposed North Unit Terminal and a new parallel runway with
a length of 8,500 feet located about 2,500 feet west of ex/sting runway 16L/34R. To present information
for review by regional decision-makers, the Final EIS addresses three runway lengths (7,000 feet, 7,500
feet and 8,500 feet), and thus, consideration of the runway is noted as "up to 8,500 feet".

This Environmental Impact Statement has been a joint effort between the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) and the Port of Seattle, with the FAA taking the lead in preparation of the
technical analysis and report production. To solicit public comments on the Draft EIS, the FAA
provided a 90-day comment period and conducted two public hearings. This Final EIS reflects
comments received at the Hearings and during the comment period.

Key issues addressed in this Environmental Impact Statement are:

1. Why is development needed at Sea-Tac Airport? If it proceeds, when will it occur?

Chapter I describes the background leading to preparation of this Draft EIS and the issues and needs that
were identified. Chapter II, "Alternatives "describes the specific alternatives that could meet the need.

2. Why are improvements planned at Sea-Tae versus development of a new airport?

Following the 1992 Flight Plan Study, two planning efforts were undertaken, the Major Supplemental
Airport Study (called the MSA) and the Sea-Tac Master Plan Update. Chapters I and II and Appendix B
provide detailed descriptions of these efforts that led the Executive Board of the Puget Sound Regional
Council (PSRC) to determine that there were no feasible alternative airport sites. After extensive study
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NorthwestRegion Seattle-TacomaInternationalAirport
1601LindAve,SW P.O. Box68727
Renton0Washington98055 Seattle,Washington98168

by the officials of the Region, as led by the PSRC, Sea-Tac Airport was identified as f.he only feasible
site for addressing a portion of the future air transportation needs of the Region through 2020. The Port
of Seattle and the FA,A have reviewed the regional planning studies and have independently concluded
that a new airport can not meet the needs addressed by this Environmental Impact Statement.

3. What are the impacts of noise, air pollution, and water pollution, as well as the human
heath impacts?

This Environmental Impact Statement identifies the environmental consequences of the alternatives
across twenty-four environmental categories, including noise, air, water, and human health. Chapter IV,
and Appendices C through Q contain this analysis.

4. What mitigation will be recommended to implement any of the alternatives?

Each section in Chapter IV contains a summary of recommended mitigation. In addition, Chapter V
contains an overall summary of the environmental impacts and mitigation measures.

5. What comments were submitted on the Draft EIS and how did you change the document in
response to these comments?

Appendix T of the Final EIS contains all of the comments received on the Draft EIS. Responses to
applicable comments are provided in Appendix R. To aid in public review of the Final EIS, the entire
document has been reproduced, with changes made in the Draft EIS text in response to the comments.

6. Federal Approval Declaration

After careful and thorough consideration of the facts contained herein, and following consideration of the
views of those Federal agencies having jurisdiction by law or special expertise with respect to the
environmental impacts described, the undersigned finds that the proposed Federal actions are consistent
with existing national environdlental policies and objectives as set forth in Section 101(a) of the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969.

Lowell H. Johnson Date

Manager
Northwest Mountain Region Airports Division
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reject Title: Master Plan Update improvements for Seati_Tacoma inte_ Aiqx)rt.

Description of Project: The proposedMaster Plan Update inlplovements at Sea-Tac AJrponwould reduce existing
poor wealher aid'aft oper_ng delay and accommodate forecast growth in passengers,
cargo and aircraftoperabons, Pint of Seaffie staff have recommended Aitemabve 3 - North
Unit Terrr_nal w_ a new 8,500 foot long parallel runway. To present informationfor
consideration by regional _rs, Ibis E|S addresses a proposed runway with a
length up to 8,500 feet. Proposed_0ort improvementswouldinclude:

• Third parallel runway with a lengthof up to 8,500 feet located about 2,500 feet west of
existing Runway 16L/34R, and associatedtax,rays, safety areas, relocatedutilities,and
navigationalaids

• 600 footextensionsoutbwan:lof Runway 34R

• StandardRunway Safety Areas for existing Runways 16PJ34Land 16L/34R

• Terminal improvements and expansion, including the development of a North Unit
Terminal

• Parkingand access improvementsarid expansion

• Developmentof the South AviationSupport Area •

• Relocation, redevelopmentand expansion of support fadlities

Project Sponsor:. Portof Seattle

Lead Agencies: The Federal Aviation Administration(FAA) and the Port of Seattle are joint lead agencies for
the purposeof the NabonalEnvironmentalPolicyAct (NEPA) and State EnvironmentalPolicy
Act (SEPA) EnvironmentalImpact Statement (EIS).

The Port of Seattle contact is: Ms. Barbara Hinlde, Health, Safety and Environmental
Management Division,Portof Seattle, P.O. Box68727, Seattle, Washington,98168.

The FAA responsibleofficialis: Mr. Dennis Ossenkop, NorthwestMountain Region, Airports
Division, Federal Aviation Administration, 1601 Lind Avenue, S.W., Renton, Washington
98055-4056.

Cooperating Agency: The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is a cooperating agency under NEPA.

Ucenses, Permits and Federak.FAA Record of Decision,Air QualityConformity Determination; and approvalof
Other Approvals the Airport LayoutPlan; U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Section 404 permit;
Potentially Required:

State:. Departmentof Ecology Water Quality Certificationand National PollutantDischarge
EliminationSystem Permit for Stormwater; Department of Fmharies and WitdlHeHydraulic
ProjectApproval;Temporary Modificationof Water Quality, Department of NaturalResources
ForestPracticesPermit,Govemom Ctean Airand Water Certification;

Loca/: Puget Sound Regional Council Review; Port ol Seattle Commission project
decisions;City of SoaTac comprehensiveplan and zoning process, clearing and grading
permits,floodplainfillingpermits, demolitionpermits, and others.

Pdrmipat Authors and This NEPA/SEPA EIS was preparedunder the directionof the Federal Aviation
Conb-ibutom to the Administrationand Port of Seaffie. Technical analysis was provided by:
Draft and/or Rnol EIS:

Landrum& Brown, incorporated
Shapiroand Associates, inc.

INCA Engineers,inc.
Metro Communications,Inc.
GambrellUrban, Inc.
Parametrix,inc.
SynergyConsultants, Inc.

I
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FACT SHEET (Con_ued)

Date of Issue of Final EIS: February 9, 1996

Public Meetings: Two scoping meetings were held. The Public Scoping meeting was held on February 9,
1994. A meeting with Federal, State and local agencies was held at Sea-Tac Airport on
February 10, 1994.

Two public hea#ngs were conducted: June 1, 1995 at the SeaTac Red Lionand on June 14,
1995 at the Calvary Lutheran Church in Federal Way. Copies of comments received are
provided in Appendix T (Volumes 5 through 7); responses to applicable comments are
provided inAppendix R (Volume4).

Approximate Date of Final In accordancewith the NationalEnvironmentalPolicyAct, the issuance of the Final EIS is
Action by Lead Agencies: followed by a 30-day cool downperiod, whichwill end on March 18, 1996. After compliance

with applicable requirements, the FAA will issue the Record of Decision and then sign the
AirportLayoutPlan. Similarly, the Portof Seattle actionapprovingthe Master Plan UPdate is
expected in eady 1996.

Approximate Date of Limitedterminaldevelopment,cargo area expansion, developmentof an On-Airporthotel
Implementation: and existing terminal entrance roadway improvements could be initiated as eady as 1996.

The new runway, and associated navigational aids and taxiway development, could be
completedby 2001.

Availability of Copies: Copies ofthe Draft and Final EIS are available for inspectionat:

Federal Aviation Administration,Airports Des Molnas Library, 21520-1 lth South,
RegionalOffice, Room 540, 1601 Lind Des Moines
Avenue, SW, Renton, WA Federal Way Regional Library, 34200-1st
Portof Seattle, Aviation Planning, 3rd South, Federal Way
floor,Terminal Building,Sea-Tac Airport, Foster Library, 4205 South 142nd, Tukwila
and Pier 69 BidOffice, 2711 Alaskan Way, Kent Regional Library, 212 - 2nd Ave N,
Seattle Kent

Puget SoundRegional Council, Vashon Ober Park. 17210 Vashon
Information Center, 216.1st Avenue, Highway,Vashon
Seattle Tacoma PublicLibrary, 1102 Tacoma Ave
Beacon HillLibrary,2519- 1stAvenue, S., Tacoma

South,Seattle Universityof Washington, SuzalloLibrary,
Boulevard Park Library, 12015 Roseberg GovernmentPublications,Seattle

South,Seattle Valley View Library, 17850 Military Road
Seattle Public Library, 1000 - 4th Avenue, South, SeaTac

Seaffie West Seattle Library, 2306 - 42nd Ave SW,
Magnolia Ubrary, 2801 - 34thAve W, Seattle

Seattle Bellevue Regional Library, 1111 - 110th
RainierBeach Library,9125 Rainier Ave NE, Bellevue
AvenueS., Seattle
BothellRegional Library,9654 NE 182nd,
Bothell

BudenLibrary, 14700-61h SW, Burkm

To Purchase A Copy: This documentis available for publicreproductionat Kinko's located at Kent-Des Moines
Way and Intemational BlvdJSR 99. All 7 volumesof this reportcost over $350, including
color exhibits.

Locations of Other The Flight Plan ;=ISissued in 1992, technicatreports, backgrounddata, adopted documents,
Documents: and material incorporatedby reference inthis EIS are, unless otherwise stated in thisEIS,

locatedat:

FederalAviationAdministration,Airports RegionalOffice, Room 540, 1601 Lind Avenue, SW,
Renton, WA

Portof Seatlle, Aviation Planning,3rd Floor,Terminal Building,Sea-Tac Airport
PugetSound Regional Council,InformationCenter, 216-1st Avenue, Seattle

-Page2of2-
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EXECUTIVESUMMARY

FINAL ENVIRONNIENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

For the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport

Master Plan Update

Seanle-Tacoma International Airport (Sea-Tac Council - PSRC) co-sponsored a process, called

Airport) is the primary air transportation hub of the Fright Plan Study, to identify a long-term
Washington State and the Northwestern United solution to the Puget Sound Region's atr
States. As the primary transportation needs. Based
commercial service airport for _ _._..u_,,__m on the two and a half year
the Pacific Northwest, Sea-Tac ¢ effort which examined ways

Airport is the only airport which to accommodate demand,
provides scheduled co_ial ,....._,., the 1992 Flight Plan Study
air carrier service in the four- recommended a multiple

county Central Puget Sound area airpon system that included
serving 2.8 million residents. • a new runway at Sea-Tac
The Region consists of: King, Airport.
Pierce, Snohomish, and Kitsap
counties. Sea-Tac Airport is In response to the Flight

operated by the Port of Seattle ,,, h., Plan Study and additional

(also referred to as "The Port"), a study by the PSRC, the
municipal corporation of the PSRC General Assembly
State of Washington. Located adopted a Resolution ('No.
within King County and the City A-93-03) in April 1993 to
of SeaTac, the Airport is 12 miles amend the Regional
south of downtown Seattle and Aviation System Plan. The
about 20 miles north of Tacoma. PSRC resolution states: •

As of August 1995, service is " ...That the region should pursuevigorously,as the preferredaltenmtivc,amajorsupplemental
provided by 54 airlines. Nowstop air service is airportand athirdrunwayat Sea-Tac.
provided to 44 cities nationwide and to the
international cities of Copenhagen, London, I. _ major._le_ airportslio-ld be lo_d in the

four.county _ within a nmsonable travel time from
Tokyo, Hong Kong, Taipei, Seoul, Shanghai, signiticantmarke_ in the region.
Osaka, Vancouver and Victoria. Sea-Tac Airport 2. The thirdrunwayshallbeauthorizedby April I, 1996:
is the 21st busiest airport in the country, as
measured by total passengers. It is also the 8th a. Unless shown through an e_vironmon_assessmont,which will include financialand market
largest international air gateway to Europe and feasibility studies, that a supplemental site is
Asia, and the 18th busiestcargoairport, fea_ble and can eliminate the need for the third

runway;and

b. Afu_ demandmanagementand systemmmgemem
are pursued and achievedor (k:xermined

not to be feasible, basedon indepeadontevaluation;
CHAPTER I and

BACKGROUND AND c. When noise reduction performanceobjectives me
PURPOSE ANDNEED )che__ke__o pmued and achieved based on

in_t evaluationand based on _mant

A number of studies conducted in the late 1980s of realnoise impacts.

concluded that the existing two runways at Sea- 3. The Regiomd Council requests considerationby theFedend AviationAdministrationofmodifying theFour-
Tac would not be adeXluate to meet regional air Post Plan to reduce noise impacts, and the related
travel needs beyond the year 2000. As a result, impactson regionalmilitaryairtraffic.

the Port of Seattle and the regional planning 4. Evaluationof the major supplemental airportshall be
council (now called the Puget Sound Regional accomplished in cooperation with the suite of

Washington.
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o. 5. Pa_eed innned_ly m _ sia,-m_it_¢ of _-_onal Sevmm_ an_....Now, _P,_ BE
sn_es, including an envimnmen_ impa= IT RESOLVED, that the Exec_ve Board further
statementona Sea-Tacthirdnmway, clm_es that the 'Resolution A-93-03: lmplementa_on

6. Eliminate small supplemental ai_om, including Steps'adoptedby the ExeoneveBosrdallowthe
Paine Field, asa preferredalm'n_ve." Executive Be_d to determine whether the Regional

Council should go forwardwith additionalsupplemental
airportstudiesand punuantto thatauthority,the

The PSRC undertook a study of the feasibility of Effimsflve Sonrd deterndnes th=t further studies
a major supplemental airport- which became sheuidnetbeondertakeL ..."@-mphasisadded)
known as the Major Supplemental Airport (MSA)
study - in response to the recommendations of This Environmental Impact Statement for the
the Hight Plan Study and subsequent Resolution Master Plan Up4a,_ is the second step of a
A-93-03. /vISA Phase I consisted of an phased State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA)

exhaustive examination of new airport sites environmental review process that began with the
which subsequently narrowed the site evaluation publication of the EIS accompanying the 1992
to 3 sites (Arlington, Marysville and Tanwax Flight Plan EIS. The Flight Plan EIS examined
Lake). However, MSA Phase II was not initiated alternative sites and configurations for new or
following the Executive Board Resolution EB- expanded ah'ports, along with demand
94-01 (d_ed October 27, 1994) which states: management techniques, rail and other ground

transportation, and technological alternatives to
"W1-1EREAS.regionalstudiescompletedby thePaget limit the number of flight operationsand
Sound Air Transportation Committee, the Washington encourage altextmtives to air travel. The Flight
s=te Air Tramponaaon Committee, =ad the Paget Plan HIS and related materials are listed and
SoundRegional Council (PSRC) have clearly identified
a near termair transportationcapacity problem = Sea- described, and their locations are identified, in
Tac Intemat/onai _ and conCb_,_d___that th= Appendix B.
additionof a thirdall-weatherrunwayat Sea-Tat would

prov/de_ tin, city for there,on _ theye=r The Master Plan Update forecast the following
203o; ....WHEREAS,the Eanontlve _=rd cmdndu aviation demand:
that there are m feasible slim for a rosier
sup_ J_r'portwithin the feur-cemmy
and thatcontinuedexanfiontionof any localsitewill
pro|onB communityanxiety while erodingthe credibifity

MASTER PLAN UPDATE FORECASTS

Actual Master Plan Uxxiate ForecaSt
1993 2000 2010 2020

F,_amC.h_nms:
Domemc 8,700,000 10,800,000 13,800,000 17,200,000
Inm'mmon4tl 700.000 l. IO0.O00 1.500.000 I._0.000

Total F,aphtaements 9,400,000 11,900,000 15,300,000 19,100,000

Air Carrior 188.000 223,000 255,000 287,(}00
Air Taxi/Commuter 127,000 127,000 ! 18,000 117,000
All-Cargo 16,000 20,000 23,000 27,000
General Aviation 8,100 8,900 9,500 10,300
Military 400 300 300 300

Total Operations 339,500 379,200 405,800 441,600

Average Day Operations 930 1,040 1,112 1,210
Peak Month/Average Day 1,056 1,163 10.53 1,369

Sours: 1994Mm_r Pims Updnte Te_! Report No. 5 Preliminary Forecn.tt Rt,pon. Pon of Seattle.

Note: Enpla_wa_. PassenSe_ boardingaircraft Operations- mud arrivalsanddelxUtm_.

In1994,aircraftoperationswere353,052with10.5millionenplanedparaenge_
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With or without improvements at Sea-Tac by the Master Plan Updaw, poor weather (with
Ahport, aviation demand will increase as a the associated single arrival stream at Sea-Tac),
consequence of growth in the population and occurs about 44 percent of the time.

income of the region. The 1995 FAA Capacity Enhancement Update

As a result of existing high levels of poor weather found that about 4.5 minutes of average delay is
delay and forecast increased demand, the currently experienced per aircraft operation at
following four needs (shown in bold) were SewTac. Virtually all of the available air traffic
identified: procedural and technological improvements that

are currently available, have been implemented at

(A) Improve The Poor Weather Airfield Sea-Tac. As a result of these improvements,
Operating Capability in a Manner That delay has been reduced in recent years over
Accommodates Aircraft Activity with an earlier levels. However, arrival delay during poor

weather continues to exceed the good weather
Acceptable Level of Delay delay by about 850 percent.

Weather conditions and their patterns of
occurrence are important considerations when While Sea-Tac currently has sufficient operating
evaluating the operational capability of an capability during good weather conditions, during
airfield. The safe spacing between aircraft poor weather today, the existing runway system
specified by the FAA's air traffic control produces extensive amval delays as is noted in
standards differ depending upon weather the tables on the next page. Average delay is
conditions (i.e., the cloud ceiling and visibility), expected to more than triple as aircraft operations
Because of the narrow distance between the grow 23 percent (from 345,000 to 425,000).
existing parallel runways at Sea-Tac, When aircraft operations exceed 525,000
simultaneous arrivals to both runways are annually (after year 2020), aircraft delay will
permitted only in good weather conditions, have increased more than 700% over currentlevels. The single arrival stream during poor

When poor weather occurs at Sea-Tac, the total weather produces the greatest quantity of delay at
number of arrivals that can be accommodated is Sea-Tac Airport. Arrival delay represents over
reduced from the good weather level of 60 to 24 85% of total current delay experienced by an
arrivals per hour, as shown below, average flight.

Using average aircraft operating costs, delay at
Present Runway System Arrival Sea-Tac currently costs the airlines about $42

Operating Capability at Sea-Tac Airport million annually. When aircraft operations reach
425,000annually,delaycosts are expected to

Hourly Airfield Capability exceed $176 million annually.
Maximum

Condition Arrivals The FAA's National Plan of Integrated Airports
System (NPIAS) indicates that when average

Good Weather: delay exceeds 9 minutes per operation, impacts
VFRI 60 occurto the nationalaviationsystem. The

PoorWeather: maximum "acceptable"delayfor any single
VFR2 48 component of the National Airspace System is
IFR1 36 exmemely subjective and dependent upon a
IFR2 & 3 24 numberof factors unique to an individual facility.

Factors which typically influence "acceptable"
Source:1994Masu_rPlanUpdatein_,ntory, delay levels at an airport include the relative
P&DAviation,Pg. 3-8 occurrence of poor weather conditions, individual
VFR-VisualFliiO_Rules, airline cost of delay, and the effect of this
IFR- InstrumentFrightRules airport's delay at other airports throughout the

system. Since operating conditions are unique at
each airport, a single measure of acceptable delay

Current FAA air traffic control rules require at which applies to all airports has not been
least a 2,500-foot separation between parallel established. As a result, the weighted average
runway centerlines for two staggered arrival delay level is often used as an indicator of
streams during poor weather. Because the airports which may be experiencing significant
runways at Sea-Tac are only 800 feet apart, the levels of delay during certain conditions, andexisting airfield only allows a single arrival
stream during poor weather (VFR2 and IFR). thus, should consider delay reduction actions.
Based on the lO-year weather analysis performed
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The average all-weather delay per operation is a A new pantllel runway would have saved the
convenient way to describe airport efficiency airlines $24 million annually if it had been
because it is a single number. However, available for use in 1994. The delays saving is
describing the airport efficiency with a single expected to grow to around 559 milhfionperye_.
number can lead to poor decision-n_klng because in 2000, $70 million per year m _uu_ aria _,l,m
the all-weather average delay does not reveal the milfion annually when activity reaches 425,000
large difference in delay that occurs between operations (near the year 2013). As a result, if
good and poor weather, the runway were available for use in year 2002,

the delay ravings would compensate for the cost
As the number of operations increase, the average of c_on in a 5 year period. If completed
delay in VFR2 and IFR weather conditions will later, the pay-back period would be sooner than 5
increase exponentia/ly, creating fu_er years.
discrepancy between good and poor weather
delays, unless action is taken to address the poor
weather airfield operating capability.

AVERAGE ALL.WEATI_.R DELAY

Averaee Delay (min_.s_ Existin_ Airfield
Estim. Average i

Arriv_ l_magmn Taxi O_-ration
345,000 7.7 1.3 0.1 4_5
425,000 * 22.2 2.0 0.2 12.4
525,000 * 63.7 11.6 0.4 37.7

ARRIVAL DEIAY

Averaee Arrival Delay (minutes) Existin_ Airfield

_Operations VFRI VFR2 IFRI IFR2/3 IFR4 All-Weather
345,000 1.0 11.4 21.7 21.7 333.2 7.7
425,000 * 1.6 41.8 71.2 101.0 524_5 22.2
525,000 * 3.1 163.6 181.3 219.4 711.9 63.7

DELAY REDUCTION BENEFITS OF A NEW PARALLEL RUNWAY

New Runwayswiththefollowin_ Sevaration
]_o-Nothin_ _

Oven,dons Amv_ Averaec Arrival Avera_ Arriv_ Averaee

345,000 7.7 4.5 NA HA NA ]qA
425,000 * 22.2 12.4 4.7 3.8 4.2 3.3
525,000 * 63.7 37.7 13.3 8.3 12.3 7.7

_mm:¢:FAACapacityEnhancementUpdate,DataPackage12, Jum_1995.
• Assumesfulluseof the2.5nmsepamtiog

Chapter II of the Final EIS presents a detailed discussion of the alternatives to addressing existing and
future poor weather delay. The following briefly summarizes the findings of the review:

Alternatives i Summary of Evaluation
I. Useof OtherModes of Notconsideredfurther,as thisalternativewill notaddressthepoor

Transportation: " weatheroperatingissues at Sea-Tac. Less than5% of passengers
- Automobile,Bus usingSea-Tataretravelingto distanceswheresurface
- Rail transportationis efficient andcosteffective andlikely to be used.
- Teleconferencing

iv Executive Summary
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2. Use of Other _ Airports Noton_deredf-arther. Regioaala_n._tshnsbeenestablished
or Consu'uction of a New through PSRC EB-94-01 that: 1) These is no sponsor or funding for
Airport: a new airport;2) Extensive studies of dlese alm'nabves indicate that
- Use of an existing airport there are no feasible sites, 3) If a site could be identified, market
- Development of a new forces and planning and development requirements would prevent

airport the airportfxom successfully serving regional demand until 2010 or
- Replacement later. The FAA and Port have independently confirmed that a new
-- Su_|ernentAi aJl"pOl'twould not _r;_fy the needs addressed by this EIS,

3. Activity Akernsbves: Not considered fm'ther, as these actions will not eliminate the poor
- Demand Management weather opera_g need as all feasible actions have been
- System Management implemented.

4. Runway Development at Sea- To be con_dered fmlher: Runway lengths from 7,000 feet to 8,500
Tac feet (each length is included in Alternanves 2, 3 and 4).

5. Use of Air Traffic and Flight Not considered further. No technologies currently exist, or are
Technolog_ planned, to address the poor weather operating constraint at Sea-

(i.e., FMS/GPS, LDA, etc.) Tac.

6. Delayed or Blended Alm'aabve The net result of this aiterunbve would be a delay in the
(Combination of other modes, implementation of the Mar,er Plan Update altemativns. Because
use of existing airports, and there is no commitment to any individtlaJor combination of other
activity/demand management) alternatives and because aviationactivitylevels are currently

growing at a rate slightly higher than forecast, this alternative was
not considered further.

7. Do-Nothing/No-Build To be considered further (Altenuttive 1).

i

(B) Provide Suffident Runway Length to to fly non-stop from Sea-Tat to Hong Kong or
Accommedate Warm Weather Operations Shanghai at 76"t:.

Without Restricting Passenger Load Currently, Sea-Tac's runway lengths are: 9,425
Factors or Payloads For Aircraft Types feet, and 11,900 feet. These runway lengths
Operating to the Pacific Rim. require airlines to off-load payload (passengers or

cargo) to takeoff during warm weather conditions
The length of runway required by departing when se_,ing the most distant cities. With
aircraft is significantly affected by temperature, increased emphasis on direct service to Asian-
especially at higher temperatures and humidity. Pacific cities, this conslraint is expected to grow
The Master Plan Update examined runway and potentially inhibit the Region's long-term
lengths relative to cities currently served from economic growth. By the year 2020,
Sea-Tac, as well as cities likely to be served in approximately 681 depamn_s annually (0.3% of
the furore. This analysis showed that flight all departures or 1.3% of passenger aii_Mt and
distances to the Pacific Rim are the greJ_t_st A 15.3% of all-cargo aircraft) will be subject to
B747-200B with a full load requires takeoff weight penalties when using Runway
approximately 12,500 feet of runway length, 16IJ34R.
when operating with a full passenger/cargo load

Non-Stop Pacific Rim Service Altm-lumves Sunmmr_,of Evaluation

I. Exumsion of Runway 16L/34Rto To be cousidered further, as this is presenfly the longeat nmway
12,500 feet (included in Alternmives 2, 3 and 4).

2. Extension of Runway 16R/34L to Not considered further due to the cost of addressing impacts to S.
12,500 feet 188th.
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3. Developmentof a newrunwaywitha Notconsideredfurtherdue to substantial cost andcommunity
12,500ftlength disruptionthatwouldresult.

4. DelayedorBlendedAlternative Notconsideredfurther,asitwouldnotaddresstheneedsatSea-Tac.

5. Do-Nothing/No-Build Tobeconsideredfurther(AlternativeI).

Thislossof weightoperatingcapabilitywould
resultinpassengersandcargonotgettingtotheir "Totheextentpracticable,eachcertificateholder
destination as desired or an increase in operations shall provide and maintain for each runwayand
to serve the demand. In year 2000, this conlinued uvtiwaywhichis availablefor air carrieruse ....
practice would result in an annual economic loss (2) If construction,reckon, or significant
to the airlines of $1_. million, growing to $2 expansion of the runwayor laxiway began on or
million annually by 2010 and $3 million by 2020 a_r January .I, 1988 a sa/ety area whichconforms to the dimensions acceptable to the
tothe airlines. Adminimator at the time construction,

reconstruction,or expansionbegan.".
Over 90 percent of the weight restricted

departures would be by all-cargo operators. The FAA previously is_meda funding grant to the
Currently 10% of the cargo wansported through
Sea-Tac is destined for the Pacific Rim. Port which includes the following condition "13.
Economists predict that the Pacific Rim will By acceptance of this grant, the sponsor agrees
continue to experience above average economic that the safety areas for Runway 16L.r34R will be
growth in the foreseeable future.Thus, for the improved to dimensions acceptable to the FAA
Puget Sound and Washington State to retain their on the following schedule .... September 1996
pre-eminence in exporting area products, the safety areas to be complete". Subsequently, the
ability to serve the fastest economic growing Port requested that the alternatives for addressing
market in the world is essential, the RSA be included in the Master Plan Update.

The alternatives that would satisfy this need are The RSA dimension for Sea-Tac is defined as a
shown above. _ctangular area that is centered about the runway

that is 500 feet wide and extends 1,000 feet
beyond each runway end. This area should be

(C) Provide Runway Safety Areas (RSAs) that cleared, drained and graded, and is usually turfed.
meet current FAA Standards Under dry conditions, this area should be capable

of supporting occasional aircraft that could
An RSA is "A defined surface surrounding the overrun the runway, as well as fire fighting and
runway prepared or suitable for reducing the risk snow removal equipment.
of damage to airplanes in the event of an

undershoot, overshoot, or excursion from the Thus, the Master Plan Update recommends that
runway". When the runways at Sea-Tac were the RSAs be upgraded to current FAA design
originally built, they met then-current FAA standards in accordance with grant assurances
design standards. However, as a result of aircraft and Federal Aviation Regulation Part 139. The
overruns and incidents at airports in the U.S., the following alternatives could address this need:
FAA modified Federal Aviation Regulation
139.309(aX2) which now requires-

RSA Alternatives Summary of Evaluation

1. DisplacedThresholds/Declared Consideredas theDo-Nothing/No-Build.
DistanceProcedmes

2. Clearing,gradinganddevelopmentof Consideredfurther.
areasfor 1,000feetbeyondthe
existingpavement

i
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3. Clearing,gradingfor 1,000feet Consideredfurther(includedmAlm'_atives2, 3 and4).
includingthe600 ft extensionto 34R

4. DelayedorBlendedAlternative Not addressedfurther,as it wouldnotaddressthe RSArequirements

5. Do-Nothing/No-Build To beconsideredfurtherfor declareddistances(Ahernative1).

(D) Provide Efficient and Flexible Lamdside by the year 2020. In total, Sea-Tacwill require
Facilities to Accommodate Future an additional 30 passenger gates by year 2020.
Aviation Demand,

Over the last decade, several airlines have

Regional population and employment growth are examined the possibility of developing ahc_aft
expected to fuel growth in aviation demand maintenance bases at various airports throughout
regardless of the availability of facilities at Sea- the country. Based on these requests, and
Tac Airport. While enplaned passenger volumes anticipated future requests, the Port initiated the
are forecast to grow by 103 percent by 2020, air necessary planning and design to assure that a
cargo tonnage is expected to grow 150 percent, base maintenance facility can be accommodated
This anticipated growth will place extreme at Sea-Tac Airport. These plans have become
demands on the existing airport facilities, known as the South Aviation Support Area
Congestion currently exists on the Main Terminal (SASA) development plan and were assessed in a
roadway during peak hours. By year 2020, 1994 Final Environmental Impact Statement.
significant congestion could result throughout the The benefits of such a facility are the resulting
day. Therefore,to avoid congestionand high=skilljobsandeconomicactivitywhichmeet
passenger inconveniences, improvements to the the Port of Seattle's mission of fostering regional
landside facilities will be necessary. Flexibility economic development that will benefit the port
will be required to enable airport facilities to be district.
accommodated by varying types of airlines
(shuttle operations as well as long-haul), cargo To ensure that the Region's primary aviation
operatorsas well as aircraftmaintenance needs, facility is capable of efficiently accommodating

forecast air travel demand generated by area
Currently, airport facilities at Sea-Tac provide 90 economic activity and population, the Port of
narrow-bedy equivalent aircraft gates (NBEG) Seattle proposes to incrementally expand the
within 12,100 linear feet of gnte frontage. Based terminal, support facilities and other landside
on the forecast of aviation demand, Sea-Tac facilities.
Airport will require 101 N'BEG gatesby 2000,
111 NBEG gates by 2010 and 120 NBEG gates The following summarizes the alternatives

identified for this need.

Altemative Sum,,_ry of Eval-_tlon

1. Use of Oth_ Modesof Not consideredfarther,as less than 5% of the futurepassengersusing
Transportation Sea-Tat arelraveimgto distanceswheresurfacewansponationis

- Auto andBus efficientand costeffective.
- Rail

- VideoConferencing

2. Useof OtherAirportsor Not consideredfurther.Regionalconsensushasbeen established
Consuuctionof aNew Airport throughPSRCEB-9a-01that:1) there is no sponsoror fundingfor a

new aixpon;2) Extensivestudiesof thesealternativesindicatethat
. ",herearenofeasible sites;3) If asitecould be identified,market

forcesandplanning/developmentrequirementswouldpreventthe
airportfrom-_fully servingregionaldemanduntil2010 orlater.
TheFAA andPorthave independentlyconcludedthata new abpon

,,, would not safisf_the v___1_=a:Id_c,,dby this EIS.
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3. Activi_fDemandMR_o_ent Notconsidexedfurther,asfl_eseactionswillnotreducedemandasall
Alternatives feasiblealtenu_iveshave beenimplemented.

4. LandsideDevelopmentatSea- To be consideredfurther. Threeprimaryalternativesto be considered
Tac further. CentralTerminalDevelopment,NorthUnit Terminal

DevelopmemandSouthUnitTerminalDevelopment(Alternatives2,
3 and4, respectively).

5. Use of Technology Not consideredfurther.No technologiesctmmntlyexist to address
regional aviationdemandi_rowth.No new technologiesare
anne/pared.

6. Delayedor Bl_adedAlmrnative Thenet resultof thisaim'nativewould be a delayin the
(Combinationof othermodes, implementationof the MasterPlan U_-_J._- alternatives.Becausethere
use of existingairports,and is no commitmentto anyindividualor combinationof other
activity/demandmanagemen0 alternativesand_b,_n_- aviationactivitylevels arecurrentlygrowing

ata rateslightly higherthanfoget:a_ thisalternativewas not
consideredfurther.

7. Do-Nothing/NoBuild To be consideredfurther(Aitmmtive 1)

(E) Alternatives Considered • Alternative 3 (North Unit Terminal) this
alternative would include a new dependent

The following altenmtives and key (2,500 ft separation) parallel runway with a
improvements, as described in detail in Chapter length of up to 8,500 feet; a 600 ft extension
H, were carriedforward for detailed: to Runway 34R; fill, clearing and grading of

the 1,000 ft Runway Safety Areas for all
• Alternative 1 - Do-Nothing/No Build - The runway ends; and completion of the landside

previously described needs would not be and terminal development in a north unit
addressed in the Do-Nothing alternative, terminal configuration; and completion of the
However, a number of other developments South Aviation Support Area.
would occur: preparation of the South
Aviation Support Area (as approved in the • Alternative 4 (South Unit Terminal) this
1994 Final HIS and Record of Decision), alternative would include a new dependent
completion of the Runway 34L and 34R RSA (2,500 ft separation) parallel runway with a
grading, development and implementation of length of up to 8,500 feet; a 600 ft extension
declared distances for Runway 16R and 16L; to Runway 34R; fill, clearing and grading of
implementation of terminal area ground the 1,000 ft Runway Safety Areas for all
access and seismic improvements, runway ends; and completion of the landside

and terminal development in a south unit
insta/lation of a Category I_ Instrument terminal configuration; and completion of theLanding system on Runway 16L;
development of an On-Airport hotel; and South Aviation Support Area.
implementation of the Des Moines Creek
Technology Campus. Exhibits 11-5 through Exhibit ]]-8 show thesealternatives.

• Alternative 2 (Central Terminal) this

alternative would include a new dependent After review of the Draft Environmental Impact
(2,500 ft separation) parallel runway with a Statement, the Port of Seattle staff recommended
length of up to 8,500 feet; a 600 ft extension the implementation of Alternative 3 (the North
to Runway 34R; fill, clearing and grading of Unit Terminal) with a proposed 8,500 foot long
the 1,000 ft Runway Safety Areas for all new parallel runway located about 2,500 feet
runway ends; and completion of the landside west of Runway 16L/34R. However, to aid in
and terminal development for centralized public review, the document refers to a nmway
terminal facilities; and completion of the with a length "up to 8,500 feet" so that the
South Aviation Support Area. impacts of a 7,000 ft., 7,500 ft., and 8"500 ft.
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runway are identified. Tae elements of the . Minimi._._ aircraft push-ba_k and taxiing
improvenmnts included ha the Preferred conflicts as flights enter and exit the terminal
Alternative are listed beginning on page 11-41of area.
this Final EI$.

This alternative was recommended for the CHAPTER III

following reasons: AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

• Reduces the existing and future disparity
between the poor weather and good weather Communities which abut the City of SeaTac, in
operating capability, enabling dependent which the Airport is situated, are Des Momes,
parallel arrival streams dRring poor weather Tukwila, and Barien. Unincorporated portions of
conditions; King County also abut the City of SeaTac. These

• Provides the greatest delay reduction of all communities, and others, may be directly or
alternatives considered. The "reduced indirectly affected by operations at Sea-Tac
operating times associated with the Airport, especially by aircraft noise exposure.
implementation of a third parallel runway
would result in a substantial cost savings to The majority of Port owned Airport land is bound
the airlines. A new parallel runway would by International Blvd. to the east, SR 509 and
have saved the airlines $24 million annually 12th Avenue to the west, SR 518 to the north, and
if it had been available for use in 1994. The South 200th Street to the south. Sea-Tac Airport
delays saving is expected to grow to around abuts the City of SeaTac on all sides and
$59 million per year in 2000, $70 million per occupies more than 2,500 acres of land.
year in 2002 and $146 million annually when
activity reaches 425,000 operations (near the
year 2013). As a result, if the runway were
available for use in year 2002, the delay
savings would compensate for the cost of
construction in a 5 year period. If completed
later, the pay-back period would be sooner
than 5 years;

• The proposed new runway would
accommodate 99% of the possible
types for landing which currently use or are
anticipated to be operating at Sea-Tac;

• Enables unrestricted departure weights for
aircraft departing to the Pacific Rim countries
din*ragwarm summer weatber,

• Provides efficient and flexible landside
facilities to accommodate future aviation
demand providing the greatest levels of
service to air passengers by improving curb-
to-terminal and cttrb=to-gateaccess,
decreased walking distances, and the lowest
cost per new aircraft gate;

• Relieves the surface vehicle congestion on
the existing terminal drive system; _.,..._c--.,.

• Minimizes disruption of commercial
development along International Boulevard; This EIS addresses impacts of the Airportand the

• Enables future expansion of terminal and proposed Master Plan Update improvements that
suppon facilities in an incremental fashion to would be experienced within the Puget Sound
accommodatean"travel demand as growth Region. Within this general geographicarea, this
occurs; EIS referencestwo primarystudy areas:

• Minimizes the disruption to existing airport
facilities during the implementation of the General $mdy area - encompassing the existing
proposed improvements; and noise exposure area as defined by the existing

(1994) DNL 60 and greater noise contour; and
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tolerant forms. Additionally, major spills of
DetaiLed focus area - the area which would be aviation fuel into Des Moines Creek m the mid-
affected to construct ahem_ive airport 1980s resulted in the mortality of most fish and
improvements. This area includes amy land aquatic _e in that creek.
which might be acquired.

Where applicable, other study areas were used to In the Puget Sound Region, sand and gravel units
disclose the existing or anticipated impacts, within the glacial drift form the principal

aquifers. These aquifers are recharged from

precipitation. Water levels within wells are
generally within 100 feet of the ground surface.

The currentpattern of land use within the general Perched water is also commonly encountered in
study areaconsists of the following uses: the glacial deposits where silt and clay within the

glacial soils act as acquiuu'ds, allowing water to
• Residential: 49.5% of the study area accumulate in sand and gravel lenses.

• Opens pace/agriculmre: 16.7% of the study area A total of 55 wetlands were identified in the

• Commercial/industrial: 12.6% of the study area detailed focus area. These wetlands range in size
from approximately 0.01 acres to 30.3 acres, with

• Airports (Sea-Tac and Boeing Field): 11.4% of a combined area of nearly 150 acres. A total of
the study area 20 emergent, nine scrub-shrub, four open-water,

• Community and public facilities 2.7% of the and 22 forested wetlands were identified.

study area Biological Resources
• Other: 7.0% of the study area

Habitat in the airpogt vicinity consists of isolated
Based on the 1990 Census, the general study area parcels of forest, shrub, and grass with scattered
contains 43,347 single-family homes, 25,702 wetlands. Appmx_ely 714 acres of upland
multi-family dwelling units, and 3,006 mobile forest, 191 acres of upland shrub, 1,012 acres of
homes. Located within the boundary of the upland herbaceous habitat, and 144 acres of
genera] study area are several classes of land uses we_ are present within a one-mile radius
that are normally considered to be sensitive to from the airfield area. Fragmented stands of
high levels of aircraft noise exposure, second growth deciduous and coniferous forest

characterize much of the area. These areas
NataralResource$ provide habitat for a typical assemblage of

wildlife species found in lowland Puget Sound
Because the prevailing winds are from the Pacific forests.
Ocean, the general meteorological conditions of
the Puget Sound Region are typical of a marine Two federally listed or proposed threatened or
climate. The relatively cool summers, mild endangered species, which may occasionally use
climate are enhanced by the presence of Puget the a/rpon area, are the peregrine falcon and bald
Sound. The Cascade Range to the east serves as eagle. The closest bald eagle nests to the Airport
a partial barrier to the temperature extremes of are located at Angle Lake (.75 mile southeast)
the continental cfimate of eastern Washington and Seahurst Park (two miles northwest).
State.

Future Planm_d Development
There are two independent meam systemsthat
drain the major portions of the airport area, Des
Moines Creek and Miller Creek. The Airport Specific planned development projects are
covers an estimated 30 percent of the Des Moines envisioned by local and county governments in
Creek basin and five percent of the Miller Creek the general study area in addition to those
basin. Both Des Moines and Miller creeks are generally de___ribed in the comprehensive land
classified by the State as Class AA use plans. These projects are: 28th/24th Avenue
(extraordinary) waters, although _tormwater South Aneria/Project; State Route 509 Extension
runoff from urban development within the two and South Access Road; Regional Transit
drainage basins have contributed to water quality Authority High-Capacity, Light-Rail System; On-
degradation and violations of some water quality Airport Hotel by the Port of Seattle; Des Moines
standards. Degradation of.water quality from Creek Technology Campus; South Aviationstormwater runoff has had harmful effects on
aquatic biota and the biological integrity of both Support Area (SASA); Regional Justice Center;
creeks. Diversity of aquatic life has tended to and Airport Business Center in SeaTac.
shift from pollutant-intolerant forms to pollutant-
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occur on the new runway, with about 2.6 percent
of dopama_.

CHAPTER IV The development of a new pandlel runway would

]ENVIRONMENTAL CON_DUENCES OF be expected to increase dwelling unit impacts 6.1percent over the Do-Nothing/No-Build
'rI_ALTERNATIVF.,S alternative. However, in all instances, these

future impacts would be less than the current
The following summarizes the environmental noise exposure. A 7,000-ft long new runway
impacts of the four Master Plan Update would result in slightly less noise impacts in
alternatives, comparison to the longer 8,500-foot. However, a

7,500-foot long runway, with a north threshold
1. NOISE staggered south, could result in fewer impacts

than the shorter 7,000-foot long runway. Exhibit
The percentage of people, housing units, and area IV.1-1 shows the existing (1994) noise exposure
affected by sound levels of DNL 65 and greater is while Exhibit IV.1-13 shows the year 2020
expected to decline in the future in comparison to impacts of the Preferred Alternative (Alternative
current and past noise exposure, regardless of 3). The future "With Project" departure flight
future development at Sea-Tac Airport. This tracks are shown in Exhibit C-16.
decline in impacts is expected due to the Port's
noise reduction program and the Federal mand_t* While this analysis has focused on the areas
to phase-out Stage 2 ahcraR no later than the year exposed to DNL 65 and greater sound levels, for
2000. residents that are disuubed by noise less than

DNL 65, these impacts could continue and
change slighdy. As is shown by the assessment

Aircraft Noise of noise impacts caused by aircraft flying at
(DNL 65 and Greater) altitudes between 3,000 feet and 18,000 feet

Povulation Housine So. Mi. (provided in Appendix C), these impacts are not
1994 31,800 13,620 9.31 expected to be significant.

2000 The proposed Master Plan Update alternatives
Altem.1 8,970 3,870 3.40 would affect the volume of uaffic using area
Altm.2 9,890 4,020 2.S7 roadways. As is shown, the proposed new
Aitern.3 9,890 4.020 2.86 parallel runway would not affect area roadway
Altcm.4 9,890 4,020 2.S6 noise. The terminal and landside development

2010 within the Master Plan Update alternatives would
ARem.1 9,450 4,060 3.54 altel" the use of roads, and result in increased
Altern.2 9,870 4,190 2.97 noise at some residential/incompatible locations
Alterm3 9,860 4,190 2.98 and decreased noise at other locations. The
Altern.4 9,860 4,190 2.98 roadway noise analysis indicates that the greatest

2020 change in peak hour roadway noise would occur
Altern.! 10,800 4,610 3.97 with the development of the SR-509 Extension
AlterrL2 11,270 4,760 3.31 and South Access Road (a Do-Nothing and "With

Project" action that is expected to be undertaken
ARem.3 11,240 4,740 3.34 by the Region).Alm.a.4 11.270 4,_eo 334

2, LAND USE
Note:Alternative1ffiDo-Nothing,
Alternative2, 3 &4 are"WithPmjecC.
AU"WithProject"_mmaves _ac_dea newdepeadem Compared to existing conditions, under the Do-
f2.500ftsepmatio_)parallelnmwaywithalengthupt o Nothing alternative (Alternative 1) there would
8300feet Anaisnon-aiqx_ian_ be a reduction of approximately 66 percent in

" population affected by noise levels of 65 DNL or

The diffemaces between the noise impacts of the greater in the year 2020. This decrease is
three "With Project" alternatives are very small, primarily due to the replacement of the noisier
as is shown in the Ai/ci/dt Noise table above. Stage 2 aircraft with quieter Stage 3 aircraft.

Because the new dependent parallel runway is Noise impacts for all Master Plan Update
proposed to reduce poor weather delay, which is Alternatives will be less in all forecasts years
predominantly arrival related, the runway is relative to existing and historical impacts.expected to be used primarily for arrivals. About Compared to the Do-Nothing alternative for the
12.1 percent of arrivals in a south flow would same years, each of the "With Project"
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., alternatives(witha dependentseparatednew 6. s_3ClALIMPACT_
: 8,500-footrunway)wouldaffectabout5 percent

morepeoplem theyear2020withnoiselevelsof The Master Plan Update alternativeswere
65 DNL or greater.Fewer schools(1) and evaluatedfortheirimpacton adjacentresidential
churches(3)would be affectedundertheyear communities,and businesses.Socialimpacts
2020"WithProject"alternativescomparedtothe consideredinthissectionincludethefollowing:
Do-Nothingaltemadve. residentialand businessdisplacement,and

disruptionofexistingcommunitiesand planned

This section of Chapter IV summarizes the development.
municipal comprehensive plans and the
compatibility of the Master Plan Update with Assuming a development of a new runway length
these plans. Existing land use is shown m up to 8.500 feet, the following number of
Exhibit IV.2-1 and Exhibit IV.2-2 shows the properties could be acquired under the 'Wv'ith
locations of the noise sensitive facilities in the Project" alternatives to complete construction, to
area. cleartherunwayprotectionzones(RPZs),andto

mitigate adverse environmental impacts:
3. CULTURAL.ARCHAEOLOGICALAND

HISTORICAL RESOURCES
Number to be Acouired

Impacts to archaeological, cultural, and historical 8,500-ft Single Condos/
resources, both on and off-airport, can be caused Dep_dent _ _ ]_usincss
by airport development and airport sctivity. _:
Subjectto continuedcoordinationunder the AU=n=iv¢I 0 0 0
Section 106 process, it was concluded that there AlL2, 3, & 4 388 260 105
are a number of historic and archaeological sites
in the Airport area, but none would be adversely ]qon-Runwavrelated:
affected by the proposed Master Plan Update AlternativeI 3 0 0
alternatives. Alternative2 & 3 3 0 0

Altemmive4 3 0 12

4. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
SZC'nON,,_t_L_._DS

The U.S. Department of Transportation Act of If a 7,000-foot new parallel runway wereconstructed, 348 single-fan_ly residences, 26
1966, Section 4(0, provides for the protection of apartment or condominium units, and 96
certain publicly owned resources: public parks; businesses would be acquired. A 7,500-foot
recreational areas; wildlife and waterfowl refuges runway would require the acquisition of 361
of federal, state, or local significance; and land singie-family residences, 26 aparunents or
that holds historic site of federal, state, or local condominiums units, and 104 businesses. All
significance. The parks andrecre_onal facilities acquisition would comply with the Uniform
in the airport area, but no DOT Section 4(0 or Relocation Act,
LAWCON Section 6(0 resources would be
directly or indirectly impacted by any of the
Master Plan Update alternatives. 7. HUMAN I_ALTH IMPACTS

The EIS assesses the human health related issues
$. pRIME AND UNIOUE FARMLAND associated with:

Throughout the 20th century, the nation's prime * noise,
and unique farmland has decreased dramatically • air quality,
because of urban development throughoutthe • water quality,country. The Farmland Protection Policy Act of • radio transmissions and light emissions, and1981 was enacted to n_nin_ze the extent to • ah-c_aftincidents/accidents.
which federal programs contribute to mmecessary

and irreversible conversion of farmland to non- The Airport present environment has the potential
agricultural uses. No prime or unique farmlands toaffecthuman health, although the potential is
were identified within the acquisition or difficult to assessandcharacterizebecausemany
construction areas of any "With Project" research studies indicate conflicting reports of
alternative. Thus, no such farmlands would be human health impacts.adversely affected.

In general, adverse environmental impacts are
expected todecreasein the future as improved
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technology results in lower air, noise., and water
pollutant emissions. The proposed Master Plan _,lt 2 Air3
Update alternatives are expected to increase noise
and stot_water flows slightly over the Do- AnnualLossin $227.5 $227.5 $291.9
Nothing alternative. However, the irapacts of the Propcn7Tax('r_,_saads)
future "With Project" alternatives are expected to AnnualLostTaxable $2.2 $'2.2 $15.6
be less than the currentconditions. SalesTranu_om (Mi_om)

JobsDispl*__e__ 627 627 822

8. _NDUCED SOCIO-ECONOM]C Impactsm.elets if displacedbusinessesrelocatedwithinthe
IMPACT gel _ the8.500R newdepe_lentparallelrunway.

andthatcom,w.mialpropertymtheRPZisacquired.
As major passenger and cargo transportation
facility, Sea-Tac Airport directly and indirectly
contributes to the economic su_cum_ of the Puget A new 8,500 foot parallel runway would displace
Sound Region. Induced socioeconomic benefits businesses and numerous residences through
are generated in the Region by changes in property acquisitions, reducing the existing
employment oppommities, payroll generation, property and sales tax revenue and employment.
business expendituresforgoodsandservices, and The property tax and sales impacts to an
tax revenue. The existing and forecast Do- individual community are less than five percent.
Nothing induced socioeconomic impacts are This would occur primarily m the City of SeaTac
shown on the next page. and, to a lesser extent, in the City of Burien. The

only acquisition of property landside
All of the Master Plan Update alternatives would development the is the South Unit Terminal
create jobs in construction. Further elaboration (Alternative 4), which would acquire 12
of these impacts is provided in Section 23 properties on the northwest corner of
"Construction Impacts." Construction-related International Blvd. and South 188th Street.
jobs would be approximately 8,200 for the Do-
Nothing (Alternative 1 and about 45,500 for the Reductions in tax revenues would be offset long
"With Project" alternatives, term by positive net gains in future tax receipts as

property is more intensely developed in the
Airport vicinity. Local salestax revenues will be

Airp_Activity RelatedImpacts generated by people directly employed at Sea-
Alternative1.2. 3. and4 Tac Airport and induced revenues by airport

activity (e.g., taxable spending on goods and
1993 2010 2020 services by people employed at the Airport, air

TotalJobs 205,690 335,344 418,632 cargo businesses, hotel and commercial uses).

PersonalIncome 2,585.6 4,215.4 5,262.4 9.(Millions)

Earnings/DirJobs 15,910 25,938.7 32,380.9 The majority of the pollutant emissions in the
(Millions) Puget Sound Region-75 pea,cent-is generated by
BusinessRevenue 6,355.7 10,361.9 12,935.5 motor vehicles (i.e., cars, trucks, buses, taxis,
(Millions) motorcycles). Aircraft operating at Sea-Tac

contribute less than one percent of the c.atbon
State& LocalTaxes monoxide emissions, nitrogen oxides, and
(Millions) 406.6 662.9 827.9 volatile organic compounds for all mobile

sources within the Puget Sound Region. Whether
a new runway is built or not, air pollutant

The activity-related, induced socio-economic emissions from roadway vehicles and aircraft
impacts would be the same for all Master Plan would be expected to increase in the Region as
Update alternatives. However, the acquisition population increases.
effects would differ. The following summarize
the impacts of the ''With Project" alternatives Key findings of this analysis are:
compared to the Do-Nothing (Alternative 1):

• Air Pollutant Inventory: Airport-related
pollutant emissions from Sea-Tac are less
than the levels established by the State
Implementation Plan for reducing air
pollutants. They would continue to be less
than forecast, with or without airport
improvements.
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• Area Dispersion Analysis: The dispersion erosion potential. Higher runoff volumes could
analysis performed for the airport area be partially offset by Stormwater infiltration
indicates that exceedances of the Ambient where on-site soils ate suitable.
Air Quality Standards would occur with or
without Airport improvements. Although pollutant loading will increase

somewhat because of greater amounts of
Development of the proposed third parallel Stormwater runoff associated with the "With
runway would not worsen air pollution in the Project" alternatives, compliance with mitigation
Airport area. In fact, use of a third ranway requirements is expected to prevent significant
would result in a reduction in pollutant pollution or degradation of surface and
concentrations at most locations, groundwater resources.

• Roadway Intersection Analysis. Pollutant
concentrations at several highly congested 11.
intersections on International Boulevard (SR

99) currently exceed the 8-hour carbon Wetland investigations of the airport area
monoxide standard. The addition of the identified almost 150 acres of wetland. The
proposed North Unit Terminal would result Master Phm Update alternatives at Sea-Tac
in changes in traffic volumes and patterns Airport would affect areas of these wetlands
which would increase pollutant levels above through placement of fill material, grading,
already high levels. However, proposed removal of existing vegetation, and changes in
mitigation would alleviate the increased hydrologic ret,-imes as a result of increased
pollutant concentrations, impervious surface area and stormwater

management system restructuring. Exhibit
The proposed Master Plan Update improvements IV.I1-2 shows the locations of the wetlands.
at Sea-Tac conforms to the requirements for the
Puget Sound Region and to the State of The elements of the wetlands affected by each of
Washington's plan for "eliminating or reducing the "With Project" alternatives are palustrine
the severity and number of violations of the emergent, scrub-shrub, open water, and forested
national ambient air quality standards and systems. The wetlands dismpted from the "With
achieving expeditious attainment of such Project" alternatives will be determined by how
standards." much earth is excavated from the on-site borrow

locations. Utilization of Borrow Area 8 (North
10. WATER QUALITY AND HYDROLOGY Borrow Area) would result in direct impacts

occurring to 16-acres of wetland in six different
Changing the Airport's landscape, as would systems. Due to the large quantity of wetlands at
happen with the proposed Master Plan Update this site. excavation in this area will be avoided.
alternatives, could affect the hydrology of the
airport area as well as the downstream systems. [
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 ("With Project") would [.Alternative WetlandImmcts

include earthwork and the addition of impervious [Alt 1 (Do-Nothing) 1.7 acres
land surface area. This decreases the amount of [Alt2 (O=tralTenninalwith):
rainfall infiltrating the soil and increases [ 8,500 fi runway 10.37acres
Stormwater runoff flow rates and volmnes. _ 7"500ftrunway 9.43 acres
Exhibit IVA0-4 shows the locations of proposed ' 7,000 ftrunway 9.62 acres
airport improvements relative to the watersheds. Alt 3 0qonhTerminalwith):

Preliminary estimates indicated that 61 acre-feet 8,500 ft 10.37 acres
of new on-site detention storage volume would 7,500 ft 9.43 acres
be required for the proposed developed areas that %000ft 9.62 acres
drain to Miller Creek, and 31 acre-feet of storage Alt 4 (SouthTerminalwith):
for areas draining to Des Moines Creek. These 8,500ft 10.37 acres
detention volumes would attem_,te peak runoff 7,500 ft 9.43 acres
rates from the Airport to provide protection from 7,000 ft 9.62 acres
down_ flooding for storms having up to a
IO0-year return period. New impervious areas Source:Shapiro&Associates.1995
would increase annual runoff vohunes to Miller
Creek by 6 to 8 percent and volumes to Des
Moines Creek by 1 to 2 percent. Most of the Development that poses a significant threat to
additional volume would flow through the wetlands would require permits or approvals
downstream systems at rates that have low from the following agencies: U.S. Army Corps
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of Engineers, Washington State Depmmamt of adopted metropolitan transportation plan
Ecology, and Washington Department of regional surface travel levels.
Fisheries and Wildlife. In addition to these
permits or approvals, compensatory mitigation The refined analysis of the Preferred Alternative
wouldberequired, showedthefollowing:

12.FLOODPLAINS * TotalAirportsurfacetrafficisexpectedto
increasefromapproximately75,030vehicles

Construction and operation of the proposed per average day in 1994, to approximately
Master Plan Update alternatives could 139,035 vehicles per average day in 2020 for
significantly reduce the 100-year floodplain area the Do-Nothing Alternative, or to
and flood storage capacity, increase volumes of approximately 129,055 vehicles per average
stormwater runoff and peak flows, and increase day in 2020 for the Preferred Alternative.
flooding potential in downstream areas on both The differences between the Do-Nothing
Miller and Des Moines Creeks. Exhibit IV.12-2 Alternative traffic volumes and the Preferred
shows the locations of the floodplains. Because Alternative traffic volumes are associated
mitigation is required to prevent reductions of with the off-site parking mode choice
100-yenr floodplain area and flood storage assumptions.
capacity, the proposed Master Plan Update * The transportation improvement project that
alternatives are unlikely to result m significant would have the greatest impact on conditions
encroachment on the lO0-year floodplain or loss in the Airport area is the construction of the
of flood storage capacity. In addition, flow State Route 509 Extension and South Access.
modelingresultsusingdetention requirements for
the new development show that the proposed • The Preferred Alternative (With State
alternatives will not increase peak flows or Route 509) impacts the surface
potential flooding in downstream areas of Miller transportation system at five intersections
or Des Moines Creek. and one freeway ramp in comparison

with the Do-Nothing Alternative.

13. COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT AND • The Preferred Alternative (Without State
COASTAL BARRIERS Route 509) impacts the surface

transportation system at ten intersections
The Airport Master Plan alternatives will and one freeway ramp in comparison
conform to all applicable Coastal Zone with the Do-Nothing Alternative.
Management Program policies. The Port will
certify that the Master Plan Update improvements 16, PLANTS AND ANIMALS (BIOTIC
conform to all applicable Coastal Zone COMMUNITIES)Management and Shoreline Management

policies. Approximately 40 percent of the detailed study
area is occupied by Sea-Tac Airport and is

14. W!!JD AND SCEI.qICRIVERS characterized by frequently mowed grassland
bisected by service roads and taxiways. This area

The proposed Master Plan Update alternative will provides little wildlife habitat value. Wildlife
not affect wild or scenic rivers, habitat surrounding the airfield consists of

fragmented habitat, which is composed of forest,
15. SURFACE TRANSPORTATION shrub, and grassland with scattered wetlands.

These areas are subject to a variety of airport-
Continued regional population growth will related disturbances as well as increasing
impact the surface u'ansportation system in the residential, commercial, and industrial
vicinity of Sea-Tac Airport regardless of the development. Each of the "With Project"
improvements undertaken at the Airport. Two alternatives would remove approximately the
surface transportation analyses were performed, same amounts of vegetation (about 712 acres
as are described m detail in Appendix O: total). Of the mud, the majority is managed

grassland (about 303 acres) About 269 acres of
• an equivalent level of analysis of all Master forest, 78 acres of shrub, 52 acres of unmanaged

Plan Update alternatives based on grassland, and 10 acres of wetlands would be
preliminary regional surface travel levels, removed tradereach "With Project" alternative.and,

• a refmed analysis of the Preferred Alternative Various physical, biological, and chemical
(Alternative 3), reflecting the Region's factors affect fisheries and aquatic biota.

Urbanization in the Miller and Des Moines Creek
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basins has altered some of the:_ factors with and off the A/tport, would be abandoned. The
resulting changes in the aquatic ecosystem, extent of the off-a/rport abandonments depends
Hydrologic regime and c.l_nel morphology have on the area ultimately acquired to complete the
been altered, habitat complexity and quah'tyhave Master Plan Update development.
been reduced, and water quality has been
degraded. These alterations have reduced the 19. EARTH
diversity and abundance of fish and _umic biota
in Miner and Des Moines Creeks. Project construction and operation (including

clearing, grading, excavation, and fill placement)
Construction and operation of the dependent are evaluated and potential mitigation measures
parallel runway would have some adverse affects identified. Source of fill materials, depth of fill
on fishery and aquatic resources of Miller and placement, and methods of placement and
Des Moines Creeks and Puget Sound. About compaction also are addressed. Actions that
3,700 feet of Miller Creek and its tributaries would occur in sensitive b_7*rd areas are
would require realignment and relocation to identifiedanddescribed.
complete the runway. About 200 feet of Des
Moines Creek would require relocation due to the The Master Plan Update alternatives would
600 ft extension of Runway 34R. About 2,200 require the movement of the following quantities
feet of open channel on Des Moines Creek would of earth:
require relocation due to the South Aviation
Support Area (SASA). The 200-foot section of MillionCubicYards
Des Moines Creek that would be affected by the Alternative of Fill
extension of Runway 34R is within the area that Alternative 1 fDo-Nothing) 2.4
would be realigned as mitigation for SASA. Alternative 2 23
Proposed mitigation would reduce potential Alternative3 23
impacts on the hydrology, water quality, and
aquatic habitat and biota the two creeks and Alternative 4 23

Puget Sound. Note:Alummives2, 3 and4 assumea newpanflleirunway
witha lmlHhupw 8,500fee=,located2,500ft we=tof

17. ENDANGERED SPECIES OF FLORA Runwayl_f_P,. - l"neDo-Nothinginclude.sthe
AND FAUNA developmentof the SouthAviationSupport(SASA)

andDesMoinetCreekTechnologyCampus.
Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973
(as amended) requires an analysis of the effects Of the 23 million cubic yards of fill needed,
of major construction projects on federally listed about 17.25 million cubic yards would be needed
or proposed threatened or endangered species for an 8,500-foot new parallel runway. The
that may use a project area. Records suggest the 7,500-foot and 7,000-foot .new parallel runway
potential for use of the area of the proposed options are estimated to require 13.52 and 16.77
Master Plan Update alternatives by bald eagles, million cubic yards of fill, respectively.
peregrine falcons, marbled mmrelets, pileated Preliminary investigations indicate that all of the
woodpeckers, and great blue herons, as well as required fill could be obtained from a
several other candidate species. A Biological combination of Port of Sea_t0e-owned property
Assessment was conducted for all Federally and off-siteborrow sources.
listed and candidate species in consultation with
the US Fish and W'ddlife Service. No significant Two seismic hazard areas have been identified by
impacts on threatened and endangered species are the City of SeaTac on the site of the proposed
expected as a result of the proposed Master Plan new parallel runway. They are small areas of
Update Alternatives. shallow, loose sediment that likely would liquefy

during a seismic event. During construction this
18. PUBLIC SERVICES AND UTILrrIES sediment would be removed and replaced with

compacted fall.
Public servicesand utilities would require minor

changesbasedon z::'_residences,businesses,and Erosion of exposed soils in areas of excavation,
facilities displace+ by development. Major fill, and stockpile would occur during
utifities that woul6 be relocat_ or protected in- construction. The amount of erosion would
place are the SouthwestSubun ._:Sewer District, depend on the design and implementation of an
Miller Creek Interceptor_+ Seattle Water Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan.
Department mink fine, Puget Power third
electrical service metering point, and US West
tnmk lines entering at S. 176th Street. A variety
of existing utility services, both on the Airport
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7,e. _ indi_,_ the capability of serving the increaseddemand.

Solid waste is composed of solid and semi-solid
waste, including suchthingsasgarbage, rubbish, 23.CONSTRU_'TI0 N
metal, paper, plastic, and wood. Based on the
analysis of solid waste conditions, and the Consmtction impacts are short-term and
impacts of the Master Plan Update alternatives, temporary. Construction impacts considered in
no significant impacts on solid waste generation this section include:
anddisposalareexpected.

• noise,
21. HAZARDOUS WASTE * air,

• surface transportation,
Operations at the Airport by the Port and airport • social impa_s,
tenants involve the storage and use of hazardous * socioeconomic, and
materials and the generation of hazardous wastes. • water quality.
Fifty-one potential or known b_-*rdous substance
sites exist on the Airport property and m the At this time detailed design and consu'uction
vicinity of the Sea-Tac Airport. Eleven of those plans have not been prepared. Therefore, it is
sites are located in the area where a new parallel not possible to identify the specific types of
runway would be completed, and one is located conm'uction equipment and frequency of usage
in the proposed SASA Area. Sites located west that could occur with any of the Master Plan
of the Airport, and those located on Port of Update alternatives. Depending upon the
Seattle (lOS) property, have the potential to be amount of fill excavated from on-site borrow
most affected by the Master Plan Update areas, the impacts to wetlands could vary
alternatives, substantially as would consmaction related

surface traffic, noise and air pollution.
Potential bAT_rdsduring construction phases (of Provisions of FAA Advisory Circular 150/5370-
all alternatives) could include the exposure of I0, "Standards for Specifying Construction of
contaminated soils during excavation, release of Airports," will he incorporated into construction
hazardous substances during UST removal and specifications.
buildingdemolition, and spillsof construction-

related hazardous materials (e.g., fuels, 24. AESTH_TIC_ AND URBAN DESIGN
lubricants, paints, and asphalt).

The proposed "With Project" will change the
Mitigation for potential construction-related visual character of the area. Adherence to
baT_rds include developing a Spill Prevention, applicable design and landscaping standards can
Control, and Countermeasmes Plan (SPCCP) ensure that this impact would not be adverse,
outlining procedures for transport, storage, and rather enhance the views and aesthetic
handling of b_rdous materials, and a H,,_nious characteristics around the Airport perimeter.Substances Management and Contingency Plan
outlining procedures for removal, storage,
transportation,anddisposalof hazardous wastes. ., " - . -+
All federal, state, and applicable local rules and
guidelines for handling and disposal of hazardous CHAPTER V
substances would be followed.

MITIGATIONMEASUREStOt
22. ENERGY sUPPLY AND NATURAL PROBABLE. UNAVOIDABLE, ADVERSE

RF_OURCF_ ENVIRONMENTAJ_

Energy and natural resourcesin the form of The followingmeasurescouldbeimplementedto
lessen the impact of the "With Project"

electricity, natural gas, aviation fuel, diesel fuel, alternatives:
and gasoline are consumed through the operation
of the airport facilities, aircraft, and attendant
equipment. Demand for Airport services, would 1. NOISE. LAND USE AND SQ_
increase demand on the sources of energy at the IMPACTS
Airport. The proposed "With Project"
alternatives (Alternative 2, 3 and4)areexpected Through the implementation of the Noise
to increasein annualenergy usage seven to nine Remedy Program, the Port of Seattle has
percent over the Do-Nothing (Altemafive l). All conducted an extensive noise and land use
suppliers of these natural resources have compatibility effort. As a result of this noise and
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land use compatibility program, a notable portion from new flight paths from the operation of
of the existing and future noise exposed area has the new runway. Many residences evaluated
been subject to sound insulation and, for the more for noise impacts prior to 1992 were not
severely noise affected areas, acquired and evaluated to consider the additional noise
relocated. Therefore, the noise exposure that impacts that the proposed runway would
would result from any of the "With Project" generate. The Port of Searde estimates that
alternatives would effect a sinai] number of some 60 and 70 houses that were evaluated
residents compared to the Do-Nothing. Exhibit and/or insulated prior to 1992. The Port will
IV.2-3 shows the year 2020 noise exposure audit these facilities, and subject to FAA
relative to the Noise Remedy Program sound insulation criteria, sound insulate the
boundaries, remaining portions of the home that do not

achieve the applicable noise ]eve] reduction
To facilitate continued noise reduction, the noise guidelines.
and land use mitigation now in effect should be
continued: Acauisition in the Avoroach Transitional

Area - In recognition of the fact that the
• Noise Budget - limiting the total noise energy standard Runway Protection Zone (R/Z)

carriers may generate at the Airport. dimensions do not always provide sufficient
noise and safety buffer to the satisfaction of

• Nighttime LimitafionsProgram-limifingthe nearby residents, the FAA will cost-
hours of operation for Stage 2 ah_vaft, participate with airport operators to acqmre

• Ground Noise Conu-ol - reducing the noise of "up to 1,250 feet laterally from the runway
ground events such as powerback operations, centerline, and extending 5,000 feet beyond
ran-ups, and reverse thruston landing, each end of the primary surface.l' The FAA

Memorandum provides funding eligibility for
• Hight Corridorization maintenance of a box up to 5,000-font long and 2,500-foot

runway heading flight tracksby departingjets wide, centered on the runway and beginning
until reaching altitudes above 4,000 feet. 200 feet from the physical end of the runway.

• Flight Track and Noise Monitoring Based on the configuration of current airport
maintenance of noise levels records flight land, local stn_ts, and residential
uack location inforjn_tion for identification development patterns, the approach and
of deviations and communication with public transitional area selected for use as a
and users, mitigation area includes the standard Runway

Protection Zone and a rectangular extension
Several land use mitigation suategles will be of the RPZ outward another 2,500 feet. The
undertaken: fimit of coverage of the proposed approacb

and transitional areas are shown in Exhibit
Mitieatin e Significant Noise Inmacr_: The IV.6-3.
following five noise sensitive facilities would
experience significant increased noise In the northern approach and transitional
impacts (i.e. an increase of 1.5 DNL or more) area, 82 single-family residential parcels, 2
in the year 2020 in comparison m the Do- apartment buildings (with 28 units), and 2
Nothing: mobile home parks, with 96 units, would be

acquired. To the south, 71 single-family
• Sea-Tac Occupational Skills Center; residential parcels and 6 apartment buildings
• WondsideElementary: (with 32 units) would be acquired. Only

residential properties in the approach and
• SurmyTerraceElementary; transitional area would be acquired -
• Bnmelle Residence; commercial land uses, which make up most

of the area to the south, would not be
• Bryan House. acquired and would remain in place on both

runway ands. Based on the current assessed
The Port will coordinate with the owners of value of these 309 residential homes and
these properties and sound insulate the noise multi-family buildings located in the
sensitive uses subject to FAA sound approach and transitional area, it is estimated
insulation guidelines, that the cost of acquisition and relocation

Provide Direcuonal " Sotm,4nrOofinf: would be approximately $35 milfion.

Residences that were insulated prior to 1992 .L, FAAM_ Action:LendAcquisition.may need additional directional
soundpronfmg to mitigate noise generated efig/bleRunwayProtection,ObjectFreeAreaand

ApproachandTrt_iliona]Zones,datedApril30, 1991.
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These requirements would be
As the probable impact of low flying ahc_t compcments of the proposed design and
would not be experienced until the opening are expected to reduce potential impacts
of the proposed new parallel runway, this on surface water and groundwater
option will receive further consideration quality.
dunng the forthcoming Sea-Tac Airport FAR
Part 150 Update, which the Port anticipates Effective erosion and sedimentation
tmdertakmg during 1996. It is anticipated control could be achieved by using a
that during the Part 150 Update, the Port system of erosion controls (e.g.,
would further explore this action with the mulching, silt fencing, sediment basins,
specific residents within the Approach and check dams) that are properly
Transition Area, and, if the residents so applied,/nstalled, and maintained.
desire, establish a program including
relocation objectives, timing and funding Use of BMPs at cortsn-ocnon sites, such
priorities, as spill containment areas, phasing of

construction activities (to mimmize the
(2) Water Oualitv amount of disturbed and exposed areas),

and conducting activities during the dry
The following stormwater management season (April through September), also
mitigation will be undertaken unless basin should prevent or reduce potential
planning determines that other actions would impacts on surface water and
mitigate the impacts of the proposed groundwaterqmdity.
improvements:

Temporary and permanent terraces are
• Provide stormwater detention for recommended for f'dlsiopes and cutslopes

construction and operation of new wherever possible because they reduce
on-site development, sheet and rill erosion. Terraces reduce

• Stormwater quality treatment would slope length, reducing potential rill
be provided with a combination of development and surface erosion.
wet vaults and biofiltration swales. Terraces also increase deposition,

reducing tzanspon of eroded materials
• Design stormwater facility outlets to from construction sites.

reduce channel scouring,
sedimentation and erosion, and The Port of Seattle's National Pollutant
improve water quality. Where Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
possible, flow dispersion and outlets permit requires the Port to prepare
compatible with suream mitigation several plans and to carry out several
should be incorporated into studies to identify pollutants coming
engineering designs, from the Airport, and to prevent and

• To mitigate potential reductions in control potential operational impacts on
shallow groundwater recharge and surface and groundwater resources from
incremental reductions in base flows industrial wastewater system (IWS) and
in the creeks, infdtration facilities storm drainage system(SDS) discharges.
would be constructed where feasible.

• Maintain existing and proposed new • Specific plans required as part of
stormwaterfacilities, compliance with the NPDES permit

include:
• The potential for using constructed

aquifers within the runway fill, as • a stormwaterpollution
described in Appendix Q-C, should prevention plan (SWPPP);
be further invastigated. • a spill prevention, control and

• Tyee pond would be re}ocated and countermeasures plan (SPCCP);
enlarged as pan of the SASA. * a construction erosion and

sediment control plan for each
Various mitigation requirements, as project exposing more than 5
stipulated by federal, state, and acres of ground;

applicable local laws, policies, and • a sludge characterization anddesign standai-ds, would be applicable to
construction and operation of the treatment disposal plan; and
proposed new parallel runway and • a solid waste disposal plan.
landside development at the Airport.
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• Specific studies required as part of operational impacts on water quality
compliance with the NPDES permit include:_/
include:

• an engineering and treatability • Creating a Monitoring Team, including
study of the IWS representatives appointed by the

appellants;
• a vehicle washwater study

• Conducting at least two _dditional
• annual stormwater monitoring sampling events of permit_l stormwater

reports ouffalls in 1995;

• whole effluent (both TWS and • Contributing funds to the Des Moines
stormwater)toxicitystuams Creek Basin planning and visioning

• a marine sediment monitoring process;
study. • Developing a short-term monitoring plan

• Major elements of the SWPPP in cooperation with the Monitoring Team
include: to sample Miller Creek basin ouffalls and

• monitoring of base flow and the outfall from Lake Reba examining
stormwater runoff from the glycol, BOD TSS, flow, ammonia, and
Ah-pon ouffaUs, turbidity and develop appropriate

responses, as necessary, for any• identification and
implementation of operational identified water-quality problems.
BMPs and applicable source
control BMPs that do not require Additional mitigation for potential
capital improvements (by operational impacts to surface water quality
December 31, 1995); would be considered depending on the results

• identification and of the stream monitoring study_ and the
implementation of BMPs effects of Airport stormwater runoff on
requiring capital improvements Miller and Des Moines Creeks. Monitoring
(by June 30, 1997); of selected stations upstream and downstream

of Airport ouffalls to Miller and Des Moines
• development of a list of Creeks is planned for this winter (95/96).

pollutants that would be present Potential additional mitigation that would be
instormwaterand estimationof consideredincludesuseofalternative,FAA-

annual quantities of these approved runway anti-icing chemicals (e.g.,
pollutants in stormwater calcium magnesium acetate and sodium
discharges; formate) or diversion of runway runoff to the

• inspection of SDS periodically to IWS during anti-icing events. The latter
ensure they are functioning option is being evaluated as part of ongoing
properly and that there are no IWS en.gineering study, which includes
illegal discharges (i.e., to the capital nnlxovements to increase the
SDS); and treatment efficiency and capacity of the IWS

• modification of the existing plan l_.atment plant.
whenever there is an alteration of
airfield facilities or their design, Basin planning is another method for
construction, operation or investigating mitigation of water quality
maintenance, which causes the impacts on Miller and Des Moines Creeks
SWPPP to be less effective in and Puget Sound from Airport and urban
controllmgpollmants, runoff. Although the Airport affects

relatively small proportions of both the
The Stipulated Settlement Agreement and Miller and Des Moines Creek drainage basins
Agreed Order of Dismissal, which dismissed (appmxiraately 5 and 30 percent,
Ms. Brasher's, Normandy Park Community respectively), activities on these areas could
Club's, and the City of Des Moines' appeal of significantly affect these drainages. The Port
the Port's NPDES permit comamed the of Seattle is actively participating in basra
following provisions. Components of the plarmmg activities in the Miller and Des
stipulated NPDES permit, appeal settlement

agreement expected to mitigate potential _/ S_ud,_Aam_aNo. 94.157,
War_inEwaPolhaio_ConlrolHearingsBoard.1995.
.StormwmerRect,_mgEnt,irormwraMoratoringPlan,
Portof Seattle,August,1995.
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Moines Creek basins with local jurisdictions, that airports do not have "wildlife
including King County and the cities of Des attractions" within 10,000 feet of the edge of
Moines, Normandy "Park, SeaTac, and any active jet runway. For these reasons, the
Burien. Port proposes to conduct wetland mitigation

outside of the watershed where these
(3) Wetlands and F]oodnlains conswaints do not exist.

The Port of Seattle has initiated the wetland After investigating over 100 individual
permitting process with the Seattle District of parcels, the Port has selected a site located
the Corps. The Corps is a cooperating within the City of Auburn for the
agency in the preparation of this EIS. development of the compensatory wetland
Additional coordination is anticipated with mitigation. This site, located in Section 31,
the Washington State Deparunent of Township 22N, Range 5E, Willamette
Ecology. It is anticipated that permits would Meridian in the Green River watershed, is a
be issued after approval of the Final 69 acre parcel of land slightly south of S.
Environmental Impact Statement/Record of 277th Street and east of Auburn Way. The
Decision for the Master Plan Update actions undeveloped parcel has been farmed in the
and that no adverse impacts would occur on recent past, and currently supports a mix of
wetlands as a result of the Master Plan upland pasture grasses and forbs that are
Update prior to issuance of the appropriate common to abandoned agricultural land in
permits, the Puget Sound Region. Approximately 4.3

acres of reed canarygrass-dommated wetland
Significant unavoidable adverse impacts will was delineated at the site. The site is bound
occur to wetlands as a result of by a variety of land uses including agriculture
implementation of the proposed to the north and south; undeveloped land,
improvements. These impacts include filling, multi-family housing and a drive-in theater to
grading, changes of hydrology, and removal the west; and the Green River, patches of
of vegetation. The Port of Seattle will avoid riparian forest, and undeveloped slopes to the
adverse impa_ where possible (e.g., use of east. A narrow strip of land along the
off-site fill to avoid wetland impact in western banks of the Green River is held by
Borrow Area 8), will minimize impact by King County. In December 1995,the Port of
using Best Management Practices (BMP) Seattle gained ownership of the property
during construction and operation of the following a bankruptcy proceeding by the
proposed improvements. However, as is previous owners.
noted in Chapter IV, Section 23
"Construction Impacts', the filling of on-site The Port of Seattle has coordinated with the
borrow _s could further minimize Corps of Engineers concerning the proposed
wetland impacts. However, if the minimum mitigation site and the plan included in this
use of on-site material occurs, maximum off- Fmai EIS. Appendix P contains a detailed
site mack trips will result as well as possible mitigation plan for the wetland mitigation.increased cost of construction.

Floodplain encroachment and flooding
After extensive study, the Port of Seattle has impacts in the Miller and Des Moines Creek
selected a pref_ed wetland mitigation site in basins resulting from the proposed
the lower Green River Valley. Mitigation for improvements would be unlikely because of
impacts on wetlands at the Airport. within the required mitigation. Mitigation will include
watershed where the impacts may occur, is adherence to floodplain development
not feasible for three reasons: (I) the standards and floodway management
majority of the area surrounding the Airport requirements of the FAA and Washington
is developed, and not enough land area exists State Department of Ecology. Compensatory
in the watershed to create compensatory mitigation is required by state law for any
mitigation wetlands, (2) much of the proposed filling of 100-year floodplain so as
undeveloped land in the watersheds is to achieve no net loss in flood storage
existing wetland, or land unsuitable for capacity and to prevent an increased risk of
wetland mitigation due to topographic loss of human life or property damage._ _
(moderate to steeply sloping) or hydrologic
(lack ofsufficient water) conditions, and (3)
the FAA guidelines strongly recomn_ncff

_' "Wildlife Artn_io_ On or Near Airpo_," FAA Draft _/ Environmentally Sensitive Areas. Flood Hazard Areas,
Chapter15.30210-250, City of SeaTac Municipal

Adv_oryCircular150/5200-,nodate. Code.
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Compensatory mitigation for floodplain (A) _ficm for International Blvd. and.
impacts near the northwest comer of the
proposed new parallel runway has been
incorporated into the stream relocation design The Preferred Alternative increases pollutant
(Appendix P). The stream mitigation design, concentrations over the Do-Nothing
which was developed in cooperation with alternative at this intersection. This is due
several resources agencies, including the U.S. primarily to changes in how airport-related
Army Corps of Engineers, would create an traffic would access the Airport in the future.
equivalent amount of floodplain storage - so The mitigation measures include the addition
no net loss of flood storage capacity or of an additional northbound left-turn lane (2
increased risk of loss of human life or total); the construction of high capacity
property damagewouldresulL right-Uim lanes in the southbound and

eastbound directions; and the construction of
As this Environmental Impact Statement a westbound right-turn lane. These
demonstrates, no other practicable alternative improvements would occur by 2010 when
exists other than completion of one of the relief would be needed to substantially
proposed Master Plan Upd__t_ealternatives, decrease the time vehicles idle at this
Significant floodplain encroachment would intersection. By 2020, an additional lane
be unlikely as a result of the "With Project" along International Boulevard (SR 99) would
alternatives due to strict mitigation alsobeadded
requirements which would be adhered to
under any of the alternatives. (B) Mitimtfion for International Blvd. and

South 6ethStr
Storm flow modeling based on conceptual
stormwater detention facilities and using The Preferred Alternative increases pollutant
these design storms indicates no increase in concentrations over the Do-Nothing
peak flow rates and little risk of flooding alternative at this intersection. Pollutant
from the proposed Master Plan Update concentrations at this intersection are only
alternatives, Prefiminary compensatory marginally higher by the year 2020.
floodplain replacement designs for floodplain Mitigation measures proposed would include
encroachment in the Miller Creek basin for adding an additional southbound left-turn
the 8,500-ft runway length, demonstrating no lane (2 total); and improvements to the
net loss of flood storage capacity, are westbound right-tm'n lane. These
presented in Appendix P. improvements would occur by 2010. An

additional lane along International Boulevard
(4) Air Oualitv (SR 99) would be needed by 2020 to provide

additional relief at this intene, c'tion.
The proposed landside improvements
included in the "With Project" alternatives- (C) Additional Initiatives For Rednein_
improved terminal facilities and public and Air Pollutants within the Airport Area
employee parking-would result in changing
vehicular traffic movement and patterns in The Port of Seattle continues to support the
the immediate airport area. For the Preferred air quality initiatives which have been
Alternative, (Alternative 3), the majority of enacted in the Puget Sound Region to
employee parking within the terminal area improve air quality. The Port of Seattle is
shifts to a new lot located north of SR 518, also commiued to reducing emissions from
reducing congestion and pollutant various umrces at the Airport. On-going
concenu'ations, considerations have focused on reducing the

number of vehicles accessing the airport by
The analysis contained in this document providing alternatives to single-occupancy
represents a worst case evaluation. Thus, the vehicle access to and from the Airport. Other
Port of Seattle will conduct an air monitoring actions have addressed motor vehicle idling
program at two roadway intersections to along the terminal cmbfront. Airport staff
determine if such exceedances would occur, rigorously monitor access and idling by
If such exceedances are found, the Pot of taxi's, limousines, and buses within the
Seattle will undertake appropriate action such terminal area.
as those identified below..

The Port of Seattle has supported a trip
reduction strategy which has several
components: employee shuttle bus service to
remote public and employee parking to
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reducevehicleu'ipsin the terminalarea;
regional light-hill transit system; limiting • Intem_onal Boulevard (State Route
passenger drop-off and pickup, and providing 99) and South 160th Street - For the
short-termparkingalternatives, year2010onlyminorimprovementsto

the intersextionare necessary(dual
Additionalactionsthatcouldfurtherreduce southbound left-turn lanes,
air pollutant concenwations atSea-Tac: improvements to the westbound right-

turn lane). These improvements are
• Financialdisincentivesforsingle notsufficientfortheyear2020traffic

occupancy driving to the Airport levels due to the significant amount of
• Raise short-termparkingrates regional trafficon International

• Implement toll system on the Boulevard (State Route 99). For the
aixportroadway with lower fees for year 2020, the International Boulevard
High Occupancy Vehicles (HOV). (State Route 99) corridor would need

to be improved to provide additional
• Convenience disincentives/incentives: capacity (i.e. seven lanes plus HOV

treaur_ts). The Port of Seattle would
• Development of remote Park'n'Fly be responsible for a pro-rata

operations contribution towards the proposed
• Requireprivate autos to use third improvements at this intersection.

floor plaza instead of terminal
curbfront * International Boulevard (State Route

• Require use of alternative fuels by 99) and South 170th Street - For theyear 2010 only minor improvements to
courtesy vehicles the intersection are necessary (dual

northbound left-turn lanes, high-s Improved airportaccess roads that
attractusers off the area anerials (i.e., capacity right-turn lanes in thesouthbound and eastbound directions,
South Access Road). westbound right-turn lane. These

(5) Surface Transportatio. improvements would not be sufficient
for the year 2020 due to the significant
amount of regional traffic on

Mitigation is proposed for each adverse International Boulevard (State Route
impact that would occur with each "With 99). For the year 2020, theProject" alternative (Alternatives 2, 3, and 4). International Boulevard (State Route
An adverse impact is defined as a significant 99) corridor would need to be
degradation in level of service (reducing the improved to provide additionallevel of service) compared to the Do-Nothing
alternative. In all cases the proposed capacity (i.e. seven lanes plus HOVtreatn_nts). The Port of Seattle would
mitigation measures will be sufficient to be responsible for a pro-rataalleviate the significant adverse impact
caused by proposed Airport improvements, contribution towards the proposedimprovements at this intersection.

Because of the uncertainty of the proposed • Air Cargo Road and Southbound
extension of SR 509 and South Access, as Airport Expressway Ramps; Air Cargo
well as the public accepumce and use of high Road and South 170th Street:
and higher occupancyvehiclesand the Northbound Airport Expressway
impact of regional traffic on airport area Ramps and South 170thStreet-These
roadways, the Port will continue to three intersections would require
participate in cooperative planning with State signalization by the year 2010.
and local officials to address its respective However, the consuuction of the North
share of surface transportation impacts. Unit Terminal would eliminate these
Mitigation actions thatareexpected to be three intersections by the year2010.
addressed in continued mitigation planning Therefore, temporary signals should be
includethe following associated with the installed when the signal warrants are
Prefened Alternative: satisfied in order to provide adequate

intersection control until the North
North U_it Terminal A]ternalive (With Unit Terminal is constructed. The Port
.State Route .f_9) of Seattle would only be responsible

for a pro-rata contribution towards the
The following mitigation possibilities have installation of the temporarysignals
been identified: due to the significant amount of
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regional pass-through traffic utilizing eastbound, and westbound directions;
the Airport Expressway at this and a w_bouncl right-ram lane. The
interchange area. Port of Seattle would be responsible for

• Northbound Interstate 405 On-Ramp a pro-rata contribution towards the
from Southbound Interstate 5 .proposed. improvements at thismlx_'se_oon.
Eastbound State Route 518/
NorthboundInterstate405 shouldbe • 28th/24thAvenue South and South
widened to two lanes through the 200th Street Only minor
interchange. This additional lane could improvements to this intersection
then be dropped at the State Route 181 would be required (dual westbound
Off-Ramp located down-sueam. The left-turn lanes, eastbound right-ram
Port of Seattle would only be lane, re-striping the northbound
responsible for a pro-rata.conu'ibution approach to provide one left-turn, one
towards the proposed improvements at through, and two right-ram lanes). The
this interchange. Port of Seattle would be responsible for

a pro-rata contribution towards the
North Unit Terminal Alternative ¢Without proposed improvements at this
State Route 509) intersection.

• Military Road South and South 200th
• International Boulevard (State Route Street/Southbound Interstate 5 Ramps-

99) and South 160th Street - The Only minor improvements to this
impacts and possible mitigation intersection would be required (dual
measures are the same for this scenario northbound left-turn lanes, two
as with SR 509. The Port of Seattle eastbound through lanes). The Port of
would be responsible for a pro-rata Seattle would be responsible for a pro-
contribution towards the proposed rata contribution towards the proposed
improvements at this intersection, improvements at this intersection.

• International Boulevard (State Route * Military Road South and Northbound
99) and South 170th Street - The Interstate 5 Ramps Only minor
impacts and possible mitigation im_vements to this intersection
measuresare the samefor this scenario would be required (widening the
as with SR 509. The Port of Seattle eastbound approach to provide one left-
would be responsible for a pro-ram turn and one right-turn lane, and
contribution towards the proposed providing a southbound right-turn
improvements at this intersection, phase overlap). The Port of Seattle

would be responsible for a pro-rata
• International Boulevard (State Route contribution towards the proposed99) and South 188th Street - This

intersection would require the improvements at this intersection.
consu_ction of an urban interchange to * Air Cargo Road and Southbound
meet the City of SeaTac's adopted Airport Expressway Ramps; Air Cargo
level of service standard. With this Road and South 170th Street;
type of improvement it would also be Northbound Airport Expressway
possible to incorporate a fly-over ramp Ramps and South 170th Street - These
design for the Airport South Access. three intersections would require
The Port of Seattle would be signalization by the year 2010 without
responsible for a pro-ram contribution SR 509. However, the construction of
towards the proposed improvements at the North Unit Terminal would
this intersection, eliminate these three intersections by

• International Boulevard (State Route the year 2010. Therefore, temporary
99) and South 20,_h Street - These signals should be installed when the
include the fo!,.:wing: providing signal warrants are satisfied in order to
additional capacay along the provide adequate inte.-._ection control
International Boulevard (State Route until the North Un Terminal is
99) corridor (i.e. seven lanes plus HOV constmaed. The Port of Seattle would
treatments); providing additional only be responsible for a pro-rata
capacity along the South 200th Street contribution towards the installation of
corridor (i.e. seven lanes); dual left- the temporary signals due to the
turn lanes in the southbound, significant amount of regional pass-
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through traffic utilizing the Airport the proposed new runway are included in
Expressway at this interchange area. Chapter IV, Section 24 "Aesthetics and

• Northbound Interstate 405 On-Ramp Urban Design" of this Final EIS.
from Southbound Interstate 5 - The
impacts and proposed mitigation (7) Construction ImDaet_
measures are the same for this scenario
as with SR 509. The Port of Seattle Although no surface transportation
would be responsible for a pro-rata congestion mitigation is required, the
contribution towards the proposed following measures are identified tonainimiTe construction related surface
improvements at this interchange, transportation impacts:

(6) Earth 1. Develop a Construction and Earthwork
An Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan, Management Plan. The Plan would
including measures specific to site designate preferred haul routes and
conditions, will be designed and implemented specific conditions such as hours of
to minimize erosion and sedimentation levels, operations, traffic control changes, and
The plan would include elements for site route mitigation. Depending upon the
stabilization, slope and drainageway sel_ conaactor(s) haul mutes, such
protection, sediment retention, and dust controls couldinclude:
control on haut routes and borrow sites. • Provisions that restrict track uaffic

during AM and PM peak periods.
As stated in Chapter IV, Section 2 "Land
Use, the application and implementation of • Contract provisions which would
City of SeaTac regulatory provisions to the require the contractor to cover all
Master Plan Update improvements is loads to reduce debris and dust loss
currently the subject of negotiation through from the transport activities and to
interlocal processes between the Port and provide for street cleaning and
City. If applicable, as determined from the pavement repairs during the
result of the interlocal negotiation process construction process.
between the Port of Seattle and the City of
SeaTac (not expected prior to issuance of the 2. Consider acquiring material rights to the
Final EIS), the City of ScaTac Malay Island sites. Use of Site #14 and
Environmentally Sensitive Areas Ordinances the Maury Island King County Park
allow alterations to seismic hazard areas only (consistent with the development of the
if (1) site-specific subsurface investigations park and if permits can be obtained)
show the site is not a seismic hazard or (2) would limit the affected routes to SR
mitigationisimplementedthatrendersthe 509,whichcouldhandleadditionaltruck
proposed development as safe as if it were traffic throughout the day without
not located in a seismic hazard area._ Two significant impacts on levels of service.
seismic hazards occur on the site of the new
parallelrunwayinrelativelysmallareasof Becauseofthesocialdisruptionthatwould
loose,shallowsedimem. Duringrunway occurinthegeneralvicinityoftheproposed
consn'uction,this sediment would be new runway construction,a construction
removedandreplacedwithcompactedfill.If mitigationacquisitionwillbe implerrmnted.
future subsurface investigations verify the This acquisition includes about 70 residential
occurrence of seismic ba_,ards on Borrow and commercial propenies located east of
Source Areas I, 5, and g, special measures to Des Moines Memorial Drive between SR 509
maintain cut slope stability during excavation and SR 518.
in these areas may be required.

To minimize the fugitivedust transport,

A landscapingplanwillbe developedfor unpavedroadsand inactive/)onionsof the
areas of excavation and construction. For the construction site will be watered (achieving a

borrow source areas, the landscaping plan 50 percent reduction in dust) or chemically
could includemcontourmg,seeding,and stabilized(achievingan80percentreduction)
plantingof tm_ and shrubs. Potential duringdryperiods.
mitigationmeasuresforaestheticimpactsof

Environmenlally SensitiveAreas Ordinance, City
of SeaTac, 1994.
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CHAPTERI

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND
PURPOSE AND NEED

1. BACKGROUND E,XI_BIT I-1

Seattle-Tacoma International Aiqmrt (Sea.Tat Smms-Taema_1_rtLoeaeont_
Airport) is the primary air transportation hub of
Washington State and the Northwestern United
States. The Airport is located within King
County and the City of SeaTac, about 12 miles
south of downtown Seattle and about 20 miles =.,.., *.-..,_
north of Tacoma. Airport property consists of
about 2,500 acres of land.

As of August 1995, service was provided by
approximately 54 airlines. Scheduled passenger
service is provided at Sea-Tac by 10 major
airlines.l/ In addition, 14 all-cargo carriers have
scheduled service at the Airport. Non-stop air
service is provided to 44 cities nationwide and to
the international cities of Copenhagen, London,
Seoul, Tokyo, Hong Kong, Taipei, Shanghai,
Osaka, Vancouver, and Victoria. Sea-Tac
Airport is the 21st busiest airport in the counu'y, _'_
as measured by total passengers. It is also the 8th
largest international air gateway to Europe and
Asia, and the 18th busiest cargo airport.

Sea-Tac Airport is the primary commercial
service airport for the Pacific Northwest and is
the only airport which provides primary
scheduled commercial air carrier service in the
four-county Central Puget Sound area, which
consists of King, Pierce, Snohomish, and Kitsap
counties. Exhibit I-1 shows the location of Sea- (1) Airport Manaeemeat
Tac Airport relative to the Puget Sound Region
(referred to as "Region"). Seattle-Tacoma International Airport is

operated by the Port of Seattle (also referred
On a per-capita basis, Washington State conducts to as "The Port"), a municipal corporation of
more international wade than any other state, the State of Washington. The policies of the
Washington State is the fourth largest exporter in Port are established by a five member
the nation, behind California, Texas and New Commission, elected at large by the voters of
York. Top air exports include automatic data King County for four-year terms. The
processing equipment, measuring insmunents, policies enacted by the Commission are
aircraftparts, and engines, implemented by the Port's Executive Officer,

administrative, and operations staff, The
operations and taxation boundaries of the
Port coincide with the geographic boundaries
of King County. The Port finances its
operations and capital improvements at Sea-

1/ As of yearend1993,MajorAirCarriers,as definedby Tac Airport through the collection of revenuetheUS.I_t of.Tnmspormtion,include:America
West,American,Conttnenud,Vel_ Fed=_ F.xpres_ from leases, rentals and other charges to
Northwest,Southwest,TransWorld,United,andUSAir. airlines, and other users of Port facilities and
X major=dine is onewithan _nutl revenuein exca_ services. The Port has the authority to levy
of $1billion.
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real property taxes, but, no such property tax lower levels for departing and arriving
revenue has been used for Sea-Tat Airport in passengers.

over 20 years. In 1976, the Port of Seattle and King County
(2) Airport History adopted the Sea-Tac/Communities Plan to

guide development of the Airport and
The Puget Sound Region has been a focal surrounding unincorporated King County
point for aviation since the first Boeing neighborhoods. Included was the first major
aircraft was buiR in 1916. In 1928, King off-airport land acquisition program in the
County built the area's first commercial country designed to reduce the impact of jet
airport (Boeing Field - now known as King airtT_ noise on the community. The plan
County International Airport). In January of was updated in 1985 when the Port adopted
1941, with Boeing Field overcrowded and the the Noise Remedy Program, a $140 million
area in need of additional commercial and programto expand land acquisition and noise
military aviation facilities, the Aviation insulation of homes, and to give home-selling
Committee of the Seattle Chamber identified assistance to those most affected by aircraft
the need for another major airport and noise.
immediately started considering possible
sites. By mid-Februnry 1942, two suitable By 1984, 26 carriers served Sea-Tac, an
sites had been found (Bow Lake and Lake increase from 12 carriers prior to airline
Sammamish). With the City of Seattle and deregulation in 1979. In 1985, the Port
King County unable to serve as sponsors, the completed an update of the Sea-Tat Airport
Port of Seattle was requested to serve as Master Plan. Many of this plan's
airport sponsor, recommendations were implemented through

the 1980s and early 1990s.
When the Chamber approached the Port of
Seattle concerning sponsorship of the airport, The inability of existing airfield facilities to
the Port initially rejected the opportunity. _odate mfffic into the 21st century
However, based on the desires of more than was first recognized in the mid-1980s when
100 Wade, labor and service organizations in the Port completed the Comprehensive
the Region, the Seattle Chamber passed a Planning Review & Airspace Update Study.
resolution requesting the Port operate and The purpose of the Study was to assess the
manage the new airport// The Port acquired validity of previous plans developed for Sea-
906 acres of land, and in 1943 officially Tac in light of air travel growth and other
broke ground on the new airport. The land chan.ging conditions at the Airport. While
originally contained a horse riding academy, prevlous plans had not indicated a need for
two rabb/tries, a frog farm, a mushroom farm, new runway capacity, this new study showed
a dog kennel and 50 homes, that the existing runway system would not be

capable of serving the increased demand past
At its opening, the Airport consisted of 4 the year 2000.
runways - a main runway (6,100 feet long)
was oriented north/south, with crosswind In1989, theFederal Aviation Adminisu'ation
runways in the east/west, southeast/northwest (FAA) initiated an Airport Capacity
and southwest/northeast directions. As early Enhancement Study for Seattle-Tacoma
as June of 1956, the Port of Seattle began International Airport. This study found that
pre?aring for the jet age by extending the 48,000 hours of ai/cr/d_ delay were incurred,
roam runway. During the 1960s and 70s, costing aircraft operators $69 million
extensive additions and improvements were annually in 1989 with 335,259 operations.
made to the passenger terminal. From 1967 The primary cause of delay was found to be

to 1973, Sea-Tae underwent notable change poor weather which reduces o__ "onai
with the completion of the second parallel capacity from 98 to 55 operations/ per hour.
runway, north and south satellite terminals, This reduction in capacity is a result of the
the passenger subway, ,_e north airport close spacing between the ,'wo parallel
access freeway, and an _ :t story parking runways. Exhibit 1-2 show., the general
garage. During this " _, the Airport layout of the Airport.
roadways were separatecintoupper and

2/ "PortBackingof FieldRequested',SeattleTimes, 3/ Totalaina-a_operationsarethestunof thelandingsand
Ma_ 3. 1942. takeoffs.
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(3) Regional Airport Plannin_ reduction objectives; and (3) feasible demand
and system management actions. The PSRC

Both the 1988 Sea-Tac Airport resolution states:
Comprehensive Planning Review and the
1988 Puget Sound Council of Governments - ... Thatthe regionshouldpursuevigorously,as the
(since renamed Puget Sound Regional preferredalten_ve, amajorsupplementalairportanda
Council - PSRC) Regional Airport System third nmwayat Sen-Tac.

Plan (RASP) concluded that the exisxing two I. The majorsuppiememalairportshould be located
runways at SewTac would not be adequate to m the four-coonty area withina reasonabletravel
meet regional air travel needs beyond the timefromsignificant mm'ketsintheregion.

year 2000. As a result, the Port of Seattle 2. Thethirdnmwayshallbe anthorizedby April l,
and the PSCOG entered into an interlocal 1996:

agreement to co-sponsor a process tc identify a. Unless shown through an environmen_
a long-term solution to the Puget Sound assmsmmt,whichwill includefinancialand
Region's air transportation needs. The blue- marketfeasibility studies,th_ a supplemental
ribbon panel, known as the Puget Sound Air site is feasibleand can eliminatethe needfor
Transportation Committee {PSATC) thethimnmway;,and
conducted the effort known as the Fiight Plan b. Alter demand managementand system
Study. Based on the two and a half year _t programsare purraed and
effort which examined ways to accommodate achievedor determinednot to be feasible,
demand, the Flight Plan Study recommended based on independentevaluation;and

a multiple airport system that included a new c. Whennoisereductionperformanceobjec_ves
runway at Sea-Tac Airport. Two arescheduled,pursuedandachievedbasedon
supplemental airports were recommended: Indegxmdentevaluation and based on
Paine Field in Snohomish CounW (located ngasmementofrealnoiseimpacts.
north of the Airport), and another airport to 3. TheRegionalCouncilrequestsconsiderationby
be located somewhere in Pierce County the FederalAviationAdministrationof modifying

(south of King County). the Four-Po_Planto reducenoise impacts,and
therelatedimpactson regionalmilitaryairWafl3c.

In November 1992, based on the Flight Plan 4. Evaluationof the majorsupplementalairportshall
Study, the Port of Seattle passed Port beaccomplishedm cooperationwiththestateof
Resolution (No. 3125) mandating: Washington.

5. Proceed munediatelyto conduct site-specific
"SECTIONh (a) .... thePortof Seattleadoptsthe studies, including an environmentalimpact
portions of the PSATC (Puget Sound Air suuementona Sen-Tacthirdrunway.
TransportationCommiuce)recomme_lation._dated 6. Eliminatesmallsupplementalairports,including
June 17, 1992, that directlypertainto addinga PalneField,asa preferredalternative."
dependentrunwayat Sen-TacInternationalAirportto

improvethe all.weathercapacityand safety of the Ill response to the requirement in A-93-03 forairfield. In addition,thePortof SeattleCommission
calls for the remainderof the regionalsolutionto independent evaluation of demand/system
includea reconsiderationof a fastrailsystemlinking management and noise reduction action for
Poland, OKand Vancouver,B.C.airportsand u=u_l Sea-Tac, the Executive Board established an
businessdistrictstogetherwith the diversionof all Expert Arbilration Panel to make decisions in
cargoonlycarriersto an alternativeairportsiteaswell these areas binding upon the Regional
as the multiple_rvortsystemrecommendedby the Council. Copies of these resolutions are
PSATC." lo_ated in Appendix A.

Chapter H of this Environmental Impact In response to the recommendations of the
Statement addresses the alternatives Flight Plan and subsequent PSRC Resolution
identified by the Port resolution. Also in A-93-03, the PSRC undertook a study of the
response to the Flight Plan Study and feasibility of a major supplemental airport-
additional study, the PSRC General which became known as the Major
Assembly adopted Resolution No. A-93-03 in Supplemental Airport (MSA) study. The
April 1993 to amend the RASP. This MSA was envisioned to be conducted in two
resolution establishes three conditions for phases: MSA Phase I to identify feasible
proceeding with a third runway at Sea-Tac: sites, and MSA Phase II to prepare a site plan
(1) the feasibility of a "major supplemental for the feasible sites. MSA Phase I consisted
airport, and whether it could be put into of an exhaustive examination of new airport
service in time to eliminate the need for a sites and narrowed the site evaluation to three
third runway; (2) implementation of noise
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general locations (Arlington, Mmysville and materials are listed and described, and their
Tanwax Lake). However, MSA Phase II was locations are identified, in Appendix B.
not initiated as a result of the PSRC
Executive Board Resolution EB-94- Following publication of the Flight Plan EIS
0](adopted in October 1994): and related materials, and based on

information in that EIS and elsewhere, the
"WHEREAS,regionalstudiesmmple=dby the Puget PSRC and Port directed the focus of
SoundAirT_on Conmaue=,theWashington additional studies and environmental review
StateAir Tra_on Conm,i_e, and the Puget to development of a new runway and
SoundRegionalCouncil(PSRC)haveBeadyidenCSed associated facilities at Sea-Tac. With regard
a nearteemairmmsponationcapaa_ lxoblemat Sea- to its SEPA responsibilities, therefore, the
Tac InternationalAirport,and conc.__d¢___that the Port has prepared this HIS as a Phase IIaddiuon ofa lhird all-weathe_ runway at Sea-Tat would
provide adequate capacity for the region through the project-level EIS, focusing on alternative
year2030; and ....WHEREAS,the F,,_-,,sw kard configurations for new and expanded
concludesthat therearomofeas_ s_s yor a _ajor facilities at Sea-Tac.
mpplemema/a/vpenw_ tkefm.,.eaumy_n
and that_nt_al emmbtation ofa_,_ s_ewill Similar to SEPA's requirements, NEPA and
prolong community _.day wk//e oozing the other federal statutes and regulations require
o_bi_ of r_io, ml fo_, m_d.....NOW, the FAA to consider alternative courses of
THEREFOREBE ITRESOLVED,that theExecutive action to accomplish its objectives. InBoardfurtherclarifiesthatthe"ResolutionA-93-03:
ImplemenmionSteps"adoptedbytheExecutive_ response to this requirement, as well as the
allowtheExec_ve Boardto determinewhetherthe requirements of SEPA, the Flight Plan EIS
Kegional Council should go forward with additional and related materials listed in Appendix B are
supplemen_l airport studies and pmsu_I to that hereby incorporated by reference into this
authority,the ExecutiveBoarddeterminesthatfurther EIS. Copies of these documents are available
studies should not be un_k_,, BE IT FURTHER for public review as indicated in Appendix B.
RESOLVED,thatthe_ of the F.lmcsa_-_JBoard ]11 addition, information regarding the
of tke Pulet Sound Reffional Council Is Io affwm the alternatives considered by the FAA and the
General Ass_d_ly'$ al_roual of a _ ruaway for Port is presented in Chapter II.
Sea-Tat, provided the project meets the indepmdent
evaluation of the noise and demand nmaagemcnt
cond/t/ons set out in Resolution A-93-03, a_d satisfies
theenvimnmen_impactreviewprocess. FURTHER, 2. AVIATION DEMAND FORECASTS
the Execmive Board recommends that the Region work
with the S_ w enact legbiational}owingfor The rate of airtrausportation passenger growth at
substantialandequitableinc_mtivesand compensation Sen-Tac has outpaced the national rate over the
for corm'atmilies impacted by the l_'oximJly of essential last four decades. Much of this has been a
publicfacilities.(Emphasis added) f'ul_ctionof tremendous population growth in the

Puget Sound Region during the same period. The
With regards to the Washington State annual rate of population and economic growth in
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) the Region during the 1980s, 70s, 60s and 50s
requirements, this Environmental Impact was nearly double that of the nation.
Statement for the Master Plan Update is the

second step of a phased environmental (1) Pooulation and Employment
review process that began with the '

publication of the EIS accompanying the In developing VISION 2020, the
1992 report of the PSATC (referred to as the Metropolitan Planning Organization (Puget
Flight Plan EIS). The Flight Plan EIS, along Sound Regional Council PSRC) has
with extensive studies conducted by the published its regional Wavel characteristics
PSATC, analyzed potential environmental and socioeconomic assumptions for years
impacts of a wide range of alternatives for through 2020. Sea-Tac Airport is generally
meeting future air lrausportation demand, considered to serve the four-county Central
The Flight Plan EIS, as a programmatic/non- Puget Sound Region (consisting of King,
project EIS, examined alternative sites and Kitsap, Pierce, and Snohomish counties). To
configurations for new or expanded airports ensure compatibility with the regional
(including Sea-Tat),along with demand planning process, this Environmental Impact
management techniques, rail and other Statement has used the PSRC's most recent
ground transportation, and technological estimates of current and furore population,
alternatives to limit the number of flight employment, travel, and congestion.
operations and encourage alternatives to air
travel. The Flight Plan EIS and related
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In 1993, the Region had a population of 2.95 Three Fortune 500 manufacturing companies
million and employed 1.58 million persons, are headquartered in the Puget Sound Region:
The past and future population and Boeing (aircraft), PACCAR (diesel trucks),
employment levels developed by the PSRC and Weyerhaeuser (forest. products). A
are listed in Table I-I. number of Fomme 500 servlce companies are

headquartered in the Region: Airborne
Freight, Alaska Airlines, Costco Wholesale,

TABLE I-I Microsoft, Nord_uum, Safeeo Financial,
Univar, and Washington Mutual Savings and

Population and Employment Loan Association. Although the Region's
of thePugetSoundRegion economic base is strong, h is highlyconcenlrated in the aerospace indnslry. In the

past, employment in the Puget Sound Region
Year Pooulation __t fluctuated by a much wider magnitude than
1960 1.51million 605,900 that of the nation, due in large part to the
1970 1.94 million 803,800 cyclical swings of the aerospace industry. In
1980 2.24 million 1,112,500 1992, aerospace accounted for 7 percent of
1990 2.75million 1,562,500 total jobs or 44 percent of the total
2000 3_.8 million 1,876,000 manufacturing sector jobs of the Region.
2010 3.65million 2,131;800 Since the early 1970s, the Region has
2020 4.14 million 2,265,700 experienced a fast growth in service and trade

sectors, paralleling the trends observed
so==: PSRC_ 94=n_Me=eWI_ Tmawnat_ throughout the country.
PlanTechnicalReportMTP-12,September,1994.

The Region's economy is made up of two

The population of the Region has nearly categories of indusuies: the basic sector,
doubled between 1960 and 1990. While the which exports goods and services outside the

Region, and the non-basic sector, which
growth rate is anticipated to slow, the 1.4 produces goods and services consumed
million new residents that are forecast by within the local economy. Growth in basic
year 2020 is greater than the growth that
occurred between 1960 and 1990 (1.2 sector employers is critical for generating
million). Between 1960 and 1990, net in- new employment, income, and sales by
migration (people moving from outside the injecting new funds into the local economy.
Region to the four counties), averaged 57 Exports of consumer and business services,and of goods sold through wholesalers
percent of the annual population change over located within the Region, are traded to
the period. Because the Region is a major outside communities through distribution
employment center, migration into this area channels in the Central Puget Sound Region.has been primarily for economic reasons
(such as better jobs or business Forest products, pulp, paper, aircraft, ships,and seafood products are recognized as the
opportunities), traditional components of the Region's

Population and employment growth of the economic base. Services such as
mmsportation,engineering, and finance arePuget Sound Region has and will likely

continue to outpace the national average, also exported and thus considered base
Between 1960 and 1990, the population of induslries. In addition, an increasing share of
the United States grew at an average annual software and durable goods are exported,
growth rate of 1.08 percent. In conwast, the making these industries significant
population of the Puget Sound Region grew contributors to the economic base.

at a rate of 2.0 percent. The population of the The PSRC's forecast recognizes that theUnited States is expected to grow at an
average annual rate of 0.86 percent between future regional economic performance will
1990 and 2020, while the Puget Sound probably depend considerably upon the
Region is forecast to grow at a rate of 1.4 prospects of certain Wade and serviceindustries. Manufacturing is expected to
percent, nearly double the national average, remain rather constant through2020. TradeDuring the 30 year period, the U.S. civilian
labor force grew at an average annual growth and service indusuies are expected to be the
rate of 1.1 percent - while the Puget Sound main growth sectors in the future, with
Region experienced a 3.2 percent growth, annual growth rates of 1.6 and 2.2 percent

respectively through the year 2020. By 2020,
56 percent of the forecast total employment
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intheRegionwillbeinthetradeandservice Duringthe1990s,nationalairwavelgrowth
sectors, slowed radically. Aiz_ra_ operations have

declined or stayedrelativelyconstant from

(2) _ year to year as a result of airline
consolidationin responseto declining

Inassessingaviationtrafficanddemand,the financialconditionsand reducednation-wide
followingtermsareused: passengertraffic.Duringthefirstfouryears

of the 1990s,the ietharKv of boththe U.S.
• Passengers - the sum of enplanements and world economies have presented the U.S.

and deplanements; aviation industry with a series ofchallenges.

• Ennlaned Passen2ers passengers Economic growth averaged less than 0.5
bonding aircraft th_atwill be departing an percent annually. As a result of a slowing
airport. Enplanements are approximately world economy and increased airline
half of total passengers; and competition, the airlines lost more than $10

billion (more than the total profit earned by
• Operation An aircraft arrival or the industry since the initiation of

departurefzomanairport commercialpassengerservice).

Exhibit I-3 lists annual enplaned passengers This combination of slow traffic growth and
and tom] aircraft operations between 1964 record financial losses that occurred in the
and 1993 at Sea-Tac. As is shown, the late 1980s and early 1990s resulted in the
number of enplaned passengers nearly tripled liquidation of four major airlines: Eastern,
between 1960 and 1970, and doubled in the Pan American, Midway (which did not
10 years between 1970 and 1980. Enplaned operate at Sea-Tac), and Braniff. Three
passenger levels doubled again between 1980 carriers (America West, Continental, and
and 1993. Enplaned passengers grew from Transworld Airlines) entered into Chapter 11nearly 2.4 million in 1970 to approximately
9.4million in 1993. - bankruptcy; while all three have emerged

from bankruptcy, their operating
charaateristics have been substantially

While passenger demand grew 299 percent altered.
between 1970 and 1993, aircraft operations

grew at a much slower rate - 125 percent over The slowing of national passenger growth
the same period. Commuter operations that has occurred since 1987 has not been
during this period grew at the fastest rate, experienced at Sea-Tac, (shown in Exhibit I-
significantly increasing the percentage of 3. In 1970, Sca-Tac enplaned about 1.3
smaller aircraft operating at Sea-Tac. percent of the tom] U.S. enplanements. By
Commuter operations peaked in 1990 and 1987, this had grown to 1.5 percent.
have declined slightly. In 1970, commuter However, by 1993, Sea-Tac had grown to
operations represented 4 percent of total accommodate 1.8 percent of U.S.airport operations. By 1990, commuters
represented 42 percent of total operations, enplanements. While aircraft operations
declining to 38 percent in 1993. Because of fluctuated in recent years, enplaned
the smaller aircraft used by these carriers, passengers have continued to increase each
commuter passengers only represent about 7 year.

percent of total passengers in 1993. EXHIBIT1-3

While the passenger growth rate at Historical Airport Activity
Sea-Tac over the last 5 years has
slowed compared to previousyears, _s 4oo_oo

its average 4"6 Ire'cent increase per i ,o_'s°'°° li

year far surpasses the total growth 3oozoo
experienced within the U.S. of 1.7 . Is 2sozoo

20O.OOO1 gpercent per year over the same _ i _o
period. ._ - ,so_oo j $.g s _oozoo

SO.O00
0 0

[ " ,--z_-o¢_a,m ""'-p=,r¢., [
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The following summarizes the number of economy (population and income). Total
passengers and aircraft operations by the l0 enplaned passengers are expected to
busiest carriers serving Sea-Tat Airport in grow from 9.4 million in 1993 to 11.9
1993: million in 2000 and 19.1 million in 2020.

Total aircr_ operations are projected to
1993Activity increase from 339.500 in 1993 to 379,200

Passen_ _dines in 2000 and 441,600 in 2020.

Horizon 1,715,242 40,697 The growth rate of ai_-c_afloperations is
United 3,864,779 34_46 expected to be slower than the growth of
Alaska 3,575,849 24,437 passengers because of increased use of
Delta 1,470,668 8,089 larger a;,-_-aft and rising load factors. In
Northwest 1,911,565 7,239 the future, the growth of domestic
American 1,328,787 6,753 commuter operationsis expected to slow
Harbor NA 5,081 due to a greater shift towards short-haul
MorrisAir 959,259 4,565 air carrier service and the use of larger
MarkAir 557,604 3,757 (60+ seats) aircraft by commuter airlines.
Continental 676,960 3,495 Growth in the future by commuter

operations (ai_c_-aRwith less than 60
As was noted earlier, Sea-Tat is the 18th seats) is also expected to decline due'to
busiest cargo airport in the United States. Air the increased seat size of aircraft, which
cargo consists of freight and mail and is will result in the operations being
handled by a variety of airline types: cargo categorized as air carrier. This re-
carried in. the cargo section of commercial categorization has affected reported
passenger aircraft, integrated express carriers, operations levels at Sea-Tac, as Horizon
dedicated cargo airlines, overseas passenger was once listed as a commuter and is now
airlines, regional and charter airlines, listed as an air carrier.

In 1991, 58 percentof the Sea-Tac air cargo Over a 20 year period, cargo activity has
was carried by major, U.S., foreign flag or grown at an annual growth rate of 4.8regional passenger airlines. In 1993, 46
percent of the cargo shipped through Sea-Tac percent. However, between 1985 and1993 cargo grew at an annual rate of 7.8
was carried in passengeraircraft, percent. In comparison, Boeing forecasts

that air freight growth will average 4.8
In 1970, 130,000 metric tons of cargo were percent in the U.S., 6.7 percent world-
transported in and out of Sea=Tac. By 1993, wide, and 7.6 percent between the U.S.
the cargo tonnage had grown to 382,000 tons, and Ask In forecasting future cargo
nearly tripling the levels of 1970. In 1993, 65 tonnage, the more recent trend was used.
percent of the cargo mmsported from Sea- AS is shown in Table I-2, cargo is
Tac Airport was destined to continental US expected to increase from 381,000 tons in
markets, 10 percent to Alaska, I1 percentto 1993 to 880,000 tons by year 2020, anEurope, 9 percent to Asia and 4 percent to
Hawaii. increase of approximately 131 percenL

About 46 percent of cargo is expected to
1. Master Plan U_iate Forecasts be carried by passenger aircraft and 54

percent by all cargo carriers.
In April 1994, the Port of Seattle
completed an updateof earlier forecasts 2. Comnarison of Master Plan
for Sea-Tac Airport as part of the Master Umiate Forecasts to the FAA
Plan Update. Table I-2 lists the Master Terminal Area Forecut
Plan Update forecasts for the years 2000,
2010 and 2020 in comoarison to 1993 A number of aviation demand forecasts
actual levels. Because of the growing have been performed for Sea-Tac Airport
population and economlc conditions in over the last lO years. A comparison of
.thePuget Sound Region, forecast demand the Master Plan Update forecasts to the
zs expected to increaseregardless of Federal Aviation Adminisl_ation's 1993
future airport improvements. This Terminal Area Forecast (TAF) is shown
growth directly corresponds with the in Exhibitl-4A.
Puget Sound Regional Council's
anticipated growth in the regional
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TABLE I-2

MASTERPLANUPDATEFORECASTS

Actual Master Plan Dpdate Forecast
199,3 2000 2010 2020

Domestic 8,700,000 10,800,000 13,800,000 17.200,000
International 700.000 I. 100.000 1.500.000 1,900.000

Total Enplanements 9,400,000 I 1,900,000 15,300,000 19,100,000

Origin and Destination EPS 6,580,000 8,220,000 10,580,000 13,220,000

Affcra_ O_-rations:
Air Carrier 188,000 223,000 255,000 287,000
Air Taxi/Commuter 127,000 127,000 118,000 117,000
All-Cargo 16,000 20,000 23,000 27,000
General Aviation 8,100 8,900 9,500 10,300
Military 400 300 300 300
Total Operations 339,500 379,200 405,800 441,600

Tons of Cargo 381,000 510,000 680,000 880,000

Average Day Operations 930 1,040 1,112 1,210
Peak Month/Aver-age Day 1,056 1,163 1,253 1,369
Peak Hour Operations 76 85 91 101

Source: ] 994 MasterPlan UpdateTechnicalRetmrtNo. 5PreliminaryForecastRe_ort.Port of Seattle.
EPS = Enplanements

EXHIBIT I-4A

Comparison of Operations Forecasts
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EXHIBIT 1.4B

Comparison of Enplanement Forecasts
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As Exhibits I-4A and I-4B show, the
aircraft operations forecast of the Master 3. Commmrison of Master Plan
Plan Update is slightly less than the Forecast to the Flight Plan
FAA's Terminal Area Forecast, yet the Forecast
Master Plan Update reflects more
enplaned passengers. During the Flight Plan Project, a series of

aviation demand forecasts were
The Master Plan Update enplaned developed. During Phase I, an initial
passenger forecast is 4 percent greater forecast was prepared. Later, during
than the TAF, yet 9 percent less than the Phase lI, the forecast was revised
TAF operations forecast. This is a downward to reflect the airline financial
reflection of the Master Plan Update's conditions occurring in the industry. The
recognition of the trend toward larger Phase II forecasts were then used in
aircraftand greater load factors. Phase HI of the Flight Plan to assess the

air services and operating needs of
Comparison of projected growm at the 30 airport system alternatives.
busiest air carrierairportsshows that,
between 1990 anc 2005, enplaned The Phase ITI forecasts indicated that
passenger levels are expected to grow on total passengers (enplanements and
the average 4.04 percent annually. The deplanements) would grow at Sea-Tac
TAF projects that growth at Sea-Tac from their 1990 levels of 16.2 million to
during this period will be approximately 21 million in 1995, 21.6 million in 2000,
4.1 percent annually. Domestic air 29 million in 2010 and 38.3 million in
carrier passengers are expected to 2020. As is shown in Exhibit I--4B, the
increase 3.9 percent annually between annual enplanement forecast associated
1992 and 2004 on a national basis, while with the Flight Plan is slightly lower than
aircraft operations are expected to the Master Plan Forecast Update through
increase 2.2 percent annually during the the year 2010. By 2020, the Master Plan
same period. Update forecast is slightly below the

forecast of the Flight Plan.
In spite of the minor differences, the TAF
and the Master Plan Update f_ are
similar in that they both project growth at
Sea-Tac to be above the national average.
The TAF is believed to be greater in the
longer-term, as the basis for the TAF are
U.S. Office of Budget projections for
growth in the national economy.
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3. _PURPOSE AND NEED operationisin the rangeof 4 to 6 minutes.
Delays increase rapidly if trafficdemand

The overall objective of the Seattle-Tacoma increases beyond this level. An airport is
International Airport Master Plan Update Study considered to be severely congested when
was to: average delays exceed 9 minutes per operation."_:

The FANs 1993 Aviation System Catmcitv Plan
" 'preparea comprehensiveAit_rt MasterPlan identifies Sea-Tac and 22 other airports as

(Update) for the airside, terminaland landside currently having 20,000 hours or more of annualneededat Sea-Tac to meet air traveldemand to
the year 2020 and beyoncL' Specifically the delay. According to the 1993 study, delay at Sea-
masterplan updatestudymust fulfill each of the Tac is expected to continue to exceed 20,000
relevant objectives stated in Port Resolution hours annually through the year 2002, assuming
3125. Theseareas follows:Designa mechanism that no improvements are undertaken to increase
and processto promote (land use and
community)compau"oil__ improved capacity.
coordination,communicationand involvement
In additionto the thirdrtmwaystudies, include a Sea-Tat Airport, in its current configuration, is
reconsiderat/onof a fastrailsystemtogetherwith unable to efficiently serve the air travel demands
diversionof all cargocarriers. Fullyexplorethe of the Region now and in the future. Relative toimpactsof peakperiodpricingandotherdemand
management techniques. Explore land the population center of the United States,
acquisitionand redevelopment to compatible Washington State is located in the northwest
uses. Attenuateairportnoise throughthe use of comer of the Country. As a result, air travelers
berms and barriers. Promote aggressive on- and businesses in the Region and Pacific
airportemissions reductions. Promote regional Northwest rely on the worldwide air servicetransit and reduction in use of automobiles.
Improvethe aestheticappearanceof the airpon afforded by Sea-Tac Airport. Vacationers access
boundary.Develop a comprehensiveszormwater Seattle and the Pacific Northwest through Sea-
managementplan.'-uv Tac. C/ties in Idaho, Oregon and Washington

rely on air service at Sea-Tat as an important
During the Master Plan Update Study, aviation transportation link.
demand forecasts were prepared to determine
how activity would grow and how this growth As was shown in the Master Plan Update,
would affect the ability of the existing facilities inefficient airfield operations occur during poor
to serve this demand. Based on the forecast weather conditions, as the airfield is only able to
demand, various airport development needs were accommodate a single arrival stream. As a result,
identified, the number of akc_aft operations is presently

reduced during poor weather as aircraft are
In addition to the Airport operator's planning unable to land in an efficient manner. Thus,
activities, the Federal Aviation Administration (in aircraft are either held on the ground in their
concert with the local airport operator and users) originating city, slowed enrome or are placed in
also identifies and, on occasion, evaluates facility holding patterns awaiting clearance to land at
needs at specific airports. 49 USC Section 47103 Sea-Tac Airport. With or without the proposed
(the re-codified section 507(a) of the Airport and airport improvements, airport activity is expected
Airway Improvement Act - AAIA) requires the to increase as a consequence of regional
Secretary of Transportation to maintain a national population growth. As aviation demand grows,
plan for the development of public use airports, aircraft operating delay will increase
The National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems exponentially. The increased passenger, cargo
(NPIAS) presents airport development data in and aircraft operations demand will place
compliance with AAIA. The 1993-1998 NPIAS increasing burdens on the existing terminal and
states "Experience shows that delays increase support facilities. Without improvement, the
gradually with rising levels of uaffic until the roadway system, terminal space, gates, cargo and
practical capacity of an airport is reached, at freight processing space will operate with greater
which point the average delay per aircraft inefficiency, congestion, and reduced quality of

service.

_- Sea.TacAirportPlanmngHmory and Study
l_latwnahips,MasterPlan Update,TechnicalReport
No.3, Portof Seattle,May1994. TheRegiondefined _ NationalPlanoflmegraledAirportSystems(NPIAS)
in the PortResolutionis the fourcountyair ser_ce 1993-1998,FederalAviationAdmin_April 1995,pp.area. 10+
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The provision of efficient airport facilities is Runway 16L/34R is the longer runway at
essential to the welfare of the Puget Sound 11,900 feet, while Runway 16R/34L is 9,425
Region. Regional population growth will place feet long. Runway 16R/34L is located 800
pressures on the Region's ability to attract feet westofRunway 16L/34R. The landing
economic activity, especially in the service and threshold of Runway End 16L is displaced
trade sectors. During the Flight Plan Study, it 490 feet.
was found that "As the ability of Sea-Tat to meet
the needs of the area becomes exacerbated, the Weather conditions and their patterns of

Puget Sound Region will begin to feel the occm-rence are important considerations
economic consequences of a deteriorating air when evaluating the operational capability of
transportation system."_ The Region can be a an airfield. The safe spacing between ai_c_t
principal gateway to the Pacific Rim, but will be specified by the FAA's air uaffic control
forced to compete for that position with other sumdards differs depending upon weather
ports in Washington, as well as throughout the conditions (i.e., the cloud ceiling and
Country and Can_dR+ visibility). Because of the narrow distance

between the existing parallel runways at Sea-
The efforts of regional officials, leading up to and Tac, simultaneous arrivals to both runways
including the Master Plan Update, have identified are permitted only in good weather
the following needs (which are shown throughout conditions. The following points define the
this document in bold): weather categories which were used at Sea-

Tac to evaluate airfield operating

(1) Improve the poor weather airfield performance and their percent occurrence at
operating capability in a manner that Sea-Tac:
accommodates aircraft activity with an
acceptable level of aircraft delay; • Visual Flight Rule ] (VFRI) - ceiling

(height of cloud base above ground) is at
(2) Provide sufficient runway length to least 5,000 feet and visibility at least 5

accommodate warm weather operations miles. Based on I0 years of weather
without restricting passenger load factors conditions ending in 1992, VFRI occurs
or payloads for aircraft types operating to at Sea-Tac approximately 56 percent of
the Pacific Rim; the time.

(3) Provide Runway Safety Areas (RSAs) that • VFR2 - ceiling is between 2,500 and
meet current FAA standards; and 4,999 feet and visibility is more than 3miles. These conditions occur about 20

(4) Provide efficient and flexible landside percent of the time at Sea-Tat.

facilities to accommodate future aviation • Insmunent Flight Rules (IFR) - ceiling is
demand, under 2,500 feet or visibility is under 3

miles. Within the IFR category, there are
The needs that are being addressed by this several levels, where IFR4 is the poorest
Environmental Impact Statementare summarized weather condition. IFR conditions occur
below: about 24 percent of the time.

(1) Improve The Poor Weather Airfield When poor weather occurs at Sea-Tac, the
Operating Capability In A Manner total number of arrivals that can be
That Accommodates Aircraft Activity accommodated is reduced as shown in Table
with an Acceptable Level of Aircraft 1-3.
Delay.

The present runway system at Sea-Tac
Airport, as shown in l_.,hibit 1-2, consists of
two parallel runways: 16R/34L and ]6L/34R.

PhaseII."DewlopraentofAltemativ_,PugetSoundAir
TransportationComnaueeFlightPlanProject,Final
Report,June,1991,Pagei
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haveincreasedtheefficiencyoftbeairtraffic
TABLE I-3 flowandare-

Present Runway System Arrival 1. FAA's implementation of its 4-Post Plan
Operating Capability at Sea-Tac Airport resulted m a more consistent separation

between arriving aircraft and a more
Hourly Airfield Canabilitv balanced use of the runways;

Maximum 2. Instrument Landing System (ILS) Hold
Condition _ Line for Runway 16R was moved from
Good Weather: east of the runway to between the

VFR1 60 runways. Therefore, the aircra_ waiting
Poor Weather: to depart Runway 16R can wait 800 feet

closer to the runway threshold and do not
VFR2 48 have to cross an active runway. This
IFR1 36 reduces the time between departures from
IFR2, 3, and 4 24 Runway 16R.

Source:P&DAviation,InventoryPg.3-8. 3. Runway centerline lights on Runway 16L
were installed, therefore, Runway 16L
can be used in more weather conditions

Current FAA air traffic oontrol rules require for departures. This reduces the amount
at least a 2,500-foot separation between of time that only Runway l 6R is used for
parallel nmwaycenterlines for twostaggered arr/vals and departures due to poor
or dependent:7/arrival sq_,ams during poor weather from 7 percent to 0.3 percent
weather. Therefore, during poor weather annually.
(IFR and VFR2), Sea-Tat is limited to a 4. Air Traffic Conu'ol personnel have
singlearrivalstream. Basedon the10-year concentrated on reducing departure
weatheranalysisperformedby theMaster delaysandhavebeenmore aggressivein
Plan Update, poor weather (with the monitoring flows.

associated single arrival stream at Sea-Tac), 5. The aircraft fleet is more homogeneous,
occurs about44 percent of the time. meaning that there are fewer larger and

smaller aircraft using the Airport.
Exhibit I-5 shows a comparison of the Therefore, the average longitudinal
arrival operating capability of the current separation between aircraft is less.

airfield to the existing and future arrival 6. The fleet is more modem resulting in
demand as well as the overall hourly higher average approach speeds.
operating capability to the total hourly levels. Therefore, the time between arrivals is
As was shown in the 1991 Capacity less.

Enhancement Study, 48,000 hours of aircraft 7. Improved lighting and signage has been
operating delay occurred in 1988 or about 13 installed on the airfield increasing the
minutes per average alJc_.R.Delay is the ease of using the Airport.
additional amount of aircraft operating time
caused by inefficiencies in the air traffic 8. Reduced in-trail separation was approved
con_ol system or airfield performance and is for arrivals on ]6L and it is anticipated
not related to flight schedule delay, for arrivalson 34R.

There are several changes that have occurred These improvements have resulted in
at Sea-Tat since 1989 that have contributed substantial reductions in aircraft operating
to a recent reduction in delay. These changes delay. As a result of FAA actions, virtually

all of the available air traffic procedural and
teclmological improvements that are
currently available, have been implemented

7/ Dependentrunwayoperationsrefertoconditionswhen_ at Sea-Tac.
aircraftarrivingto one nmway affectarrivalsW a
nearbynmway. Reb'_a'ictionsare in place dm-ing
dependentoperationsdue to the proximityof arrival A number of ways exist to measure aircraft
su'ean_andtheneedto maintainstandardairtrtfi]c delay, depending upon the issue of concern.
aircraftsepm_ions
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To aid in assessing air traffic issues, the FAA current delay experienced by an average
measures delays by identifying the number of flight. However these averages do not
operations that experience 15 minutes or describe thoroughly the disparity that
more of delay in any one of the four flight presently occurs beween good weather delay
segments. The Air Traffic Management and poor weather delay in the arrival
Operations System (ATOMS) data for Sea- operation of Sea-Tac Airport. Table 1-5
Tac indicates that reported delays (delays in presents the arrival delay associated with the
excess of 15 minutes) per 1,000 operations various weather conditions.
have dropped from 30 in 1990 to
approximately six in 1994 at Sea-Tac. While Sea-Tac currently has sufficient
Between May 1993 and August 1994, the operating capability during good weather
reportable delays per 1,000 operations have conditions, during poor weather today, the
stabilized aroundsix. existing runway system produces extensive

arrival delays. For instance, when weather
In addition, the FAA also measures delay at transitions from VFRI to VFR2, average
airports based on the Airline Service Quality arrival delay increases 1,040 percent (from
Performance (ASQP) criteria. This consumer 1.0 minute to 11.4 minutes). Delays further
based measurement quantifies on-time worsen when IFRI/2/3 conditions occur;,
performance of flights. The ASQP data arrival delay increases 2,070 percent over
indicates that about30,667 hours ofdelayare VFRI (at 21.7 minutes in conlrast to 1.0
presently experienced every year at Sea-Tac. minutes). It is important to note that average

delays reflect that some flights would
Because the ATOMS and ASQP experience less delays, while others would
measurement systems do not provide a clear experience substantially greater levels of
picture of the precise cause of delays at an delay.
airport experiencing severe delays, the FAA
conducts specialized delay assessment Using average aircraft operating costs, delay
studies. The 1995 Capacity Enhancement at Sea-Tac currently costs the airlines about
Update estimated delay due to airfield $42 million annually. When aircraft
performance at Sea-Tac based on three operations reach 425,000 annually, delay
demand scenarios:Baseline(345,000),Future costs are expected to exceed $176 million
l (annual operations of 425,000, annually.
approximately the year 2016 of the Master
Plan forecast), and Future 2 (525,000 As is noted earlier, the NPIAS indicates that
operations, beyond the 2020 horizon of the when average delay exceeds 9 minutes per
Master Plan Update). The delays associated operation, impacts occur to the national
with these activity levels are presented in aviation system. However, specific airport
Table I-4. planning guidelines have not been established

to define an acceptable level of delay.
Average all-weather delay is expected to Therefore, the FAA has relied upon the
nearly triple as aircraft operations grow 23 definition of locally acceptable delay levels,
percent (from 345,000 to 425,000). When determined by airport users working in
aircraft operations exceed 525,000 annually concert with the FAA and the airport
(after year 2020), aircraft delay will have operator.
increased more than 700 percent. Arrival
delay represents over 85 percent of total
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TABLE 1-4

AVERAGE ALL-WEATHER DELAY

Average Delay (minutes) Existing Airfield
Estim. Average

O_erations _ Denarmre Taxi Oueration
345,000 7.7 1.3 O.1 4.5
425,000* 22.2 2.6 0.2 12.4
525,000* 63.7 11.6 0.4 37.7

Source:CapaciWEnhnaeeme_Upda_Dn_l_ckngeNo. 12, June,,1995.
* Assumesfullimplementmonof the2.5nauticalmileseparation.

TABLE 1-5

ARRIVAL DELAY

Aver___ _rrival Delay (minutes) Existing Airfield

_Operations VFR.I VFR2 IF_,,I IFR2/3 WR4 All-Weather
345,000 1.0 11.4 21.7 21.7 333.2 7.7
425,000* 1.6 41.8 71.2 101.0 524.5 222
525,000* 3.1 163.6 181.3 219.4 711.9 63.7

Source:FAAC_iV EnhancementUpdate,Datap_m_ No. 12,June,1995.
* Asstmuesfullimple_enrmionof the2.5nauticalmileseparation.

The maximum "acceptable" delay for any average delay does not reveal the large
single component of the National Airspace difference in the delay that occurs between
System is extremely subjective and good and poor weather. Table I-5 indicates
dependent upon a number of factors unique that the average arrival delay currently
to an individual facility. Factors which exceeds 10 minutes in VFR2 conditions and
typically influence "acceptable" delay levels exceeds 20 minutes in IFR conditions. VFR2
at an airport include the relative occurrence conditions occur 20 percent of the time and
of poor weather conditions, individual airline IFR conditions occur 24 percent of the time.
cost of delay, and the effect of this airport's Nearly 45 percent of the year, the average
delay at other airports throughout the system, arrival delay is 10 minutes or greater.
Since operating conditions are unique at each
airport, a single measure of acceptable delay As the number of operations increase, the
which applies to all airports has not been average delay in VFR2 and [FR weather
established. As a result, the weighted conditions will increase exponentially,
average delay level is often used as an creating further discrepancy between good
indicator of airports which may be and poor weather delays, unless action is
experiencing significant levels of delay taken to address the poor weather airfield
during certain conditions, and thus, should operating capability.
consider delay reduction actions.

AS is shown in Table 1-4, current average all-
The average all-weather delay per operation weather delay exceeds 4 minutes. Average
is a convenient way to describe airport all-weather delay at Sea-Tac is expected to
efficiency because it is a single number, reach tenminutesofall-weatherdelayaround
However, describing the airport efficiency the year 2002 based on an interpolation of
with a single number can lead to poor data from the Capacity Enhancement Update.
decision-making because the all-weather Because delay rises so quickly when average
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delayexceeds4--6minutes,improvementsare (appro_ly 6,459miles).A B747-200B
needed today and currentpoor weather requiresapproximately12,500feetofrunway
relateddelayisexcessive,resultingin an lengthwithafullpassengerloadtoflynon-
inefficientairport, stoptoHong Kong fromSea-Tacortoreach

• Shanghaiwitha fullpassengerorcargoload

As is shown in the preceding tables, the at 76°F. Sea-Tac's current runway lengths
primary cause of current and future delay is are:
associated with poor weather conditions.
Thus, to achieve a reduction in overall delay, _ Runway
the poor weather arrival operating constraint ' 9,425 16P,J34L
must be addressed. To reducedelay during
poorweather,a new runway separatedby 11,900 16L/34R
about 2,500 feet west of Runway 16L/34R is
proposedto accommodateexistingandfuture Departuresat Sea-Tac currently experience
aircraft types. Its primary purpose would be takeoff weight penalties due to the runway
to enable two separate arrival streams to Sea- lengths when the destination distance is over
Tac during poor and good weather, thus 4,500 miles. By the year 2020,
increasing the efficient operating capability approximately 681 departures annually (0.3

-of the Airportduring peak periods, percent of all departures or 1.3 percent of
passenger aircraft and 15.3 percent of all-
cargo airer_) will be subject to takeoff

(2) Provide Sufficient Runway Length to weight penalties.

Accommodate Warm Weather This loss of weight operating capability
Operations Without Restricting would result in passengers and cargo not
Passenger Load Factors or Payloads
For Aircraft Types Operating to the getting to their destinations as desired orincreaseoperationsto servethe demand. In
Pacific Rim. the year 2000, this could result in severe

interference with air transportation. One
Present runway lengths at Sea-Tac require measure of the airtransportation deficiency is
airlines to off-load payload (passengers or that it could result in an annual economic loss
cargo) to enable takeoff during warm weather of $1.2 million, growing to $2 million
conditions when serving the most distant annually by 2010 and $3 million by 2020 to
cities. With increased emphasis on direct the airlines._
service to Asian-Pacific cities, this constraint

is expected to interfere with efficient air Over 90 percent of the weight restricted
transportation, departures would be by all-cargo operators.

Currently 10 percent of the cargo transported
The length of runway required by departing through Sea-Tac is destined for the Pacific
aircraft is significantly affected by Rim. Economists predict that the Pacific Rim
temperature, especially at higher will continue to experience above average
temperatures and humidity. Aircraft must economic growth in the foreseeable future.
occasionally departwith less than the desired To ensure the Region's ability to handle
payload (passengers and/or cargo) due to unrestricted current and future passengerand
combinations of high temperature, heavy cargo demand for access to the Pacific Rim,
payload, and long flight distance, the Master Plan Update proposes to meet the

need for a runway with a length of 12,500
The Master Plan Update examined runway feet by extending Runway 34R by 600 feet.
lengths relative to cities currently served
from Sea-Tac, as well as cities likely to be
served in the future. This analysis showed
that flight distances to the Pacific Rim are the
greatest. Hong Kong, the economic and trade

hub of the Pacific Rim, is the most distant ]F _Cost-BenefitAnalysis of 600 foot Extension of
market currently served from Sea-Tac Runway 34R"memofromP&DAviauontothePortof

Seattle,November15,1994.
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(3) Provide Runway Safety Areas (RSAs)
that Meet Current FAA Standards. _ - while the RSAs for the

north and south meet the grade standards,

they are not of the correct length. HorizontalAn RSA is "A defined surface surrounding

the runway prepared or suitable for reducing issues are:11_
the risk of damage to airplanes in the event of 16L The current RSA is 700 feet long,
an undershoot, overshoot, or excursion from with an irregular width up to 500
the runway"._ When the runways at Sea-Tac feet. South 154th Slreet is located
were originally built, they met then-cunent within the RSA.
FAA design standards. However, as a result
of aircraft overruns and incidents at airports 34R The present RSA is 535 feet long and
in the U.S., the FAA modified the sumdards. 500 feet wide.

In 1987, the FAA modified Federal Aviation Due to the displaced threshold, the available
Regulation 139.309(a)(2) that requires: landing length is 10,680 feet.

"To the extent practicable,each certificateholder _ 22'. The north RSA of this
shall provide and maintainfor each nmway,and
taxiwaywhich is availableformrcarrieruse- (2) runway does not conform to transverse and
If cons_ction, reconsm_ea, or significant longitudinal grade standards and does not
expansionof the nmway or taxiway began on or meet horizontal standards:_:
a_r January I, 1988, a safety area which
conforms to the dimensions acceptable to the 16R The current RSA is 645 feet long
Admimsn-ator at the time cons_on, with widths varying from 130 feet to
recons_uction,orexpansion began...'. 500 feet. The longitudinal grade out

to about 645 feet meets FAA

The FAA issued a grant to the Port which standards, but increases to 2:1 out to
an airport service road and South

includes the following condition: 154th Street.

"13. By acceptanceof this grant,the sponsor agrees
thatthe safety areas for Runway 16L/34R will be Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR)
improvedto dimensionsaCCel_bleto the FAA on 139.309(a)(2), and subsequent acceptance of
the following schedule.... September 1996 safety a grant to maintain an existing runway,
areasto becemplete"..L0'

mandates that the Port of Seattle bring the

Subsequently, the Port requested and RSA's for 16L/34R into compliance with
received approval to address the RSA FAAstandards. To ensurecompatibilitywith

the overall airport needs, the FAA agreed to
alternatives in the Master Plan Update. allow the Port to determine the appropriate

The RSA dimension for Sea-Tat is defined as means of complying during the Master Plan

a rectangular area centered about the runway Update. Thus, the Master Plan Update
that is 500 feet wide the length of the runway recommends that the RSAs be upgraded to
and extends 1,000 feet beyond each runway current FAA design standards in accordance
end. In addition to the two-dimensional with grant assurances and FAR Part139.
standards, FAA has longitudinal and
transverse gradient standards for RSAs. The
RSA should be cleared, drained and graded,
and is usually turfed. Under dry conditions,
this area should be capable of supporting
occasional aircraft that could overrun the

runway without causing structural damage, as

well as free fighting and snow removal J.F "Declared DLmmce CriteriaApplication Study for
equipment. Runway 16L-34R at Seanle-Tacoma International

Airp_", Portof Seattle,September, 1991.
The existing RSA deficiencies are: J_ Following completion of • Declaration of Non-

Significance. the Port brought Runway End 34L into
compliance in 1995.

_/ FAA Advismy Circular 150/5300-13, _ .1_ Runway Safety Area Expansion Study . Preliminary
Chapter3, RunwayDesign. Eegineering ._udy for Runway 16R/34L, HNTB,

J-_ Grant#33, PageS. Ma.-_,1992
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(4) Provide Emeieat and Flexible Over the last decade, several a/rimes have
l.amdside Facilities to Accommodate examined the possibility of developing

aircraRmaintenance bases at various airports
Future Aviation Demand. throughout the country. In 1990, Northwest

Airlines approached the Port concerning the
As was described in Chapter I, Section 2 development of the A-320 aircra_
"Aviation Demand Forecasts", regional maintenance base, a new aircraft being added
population and employment growth are to the carrier's fleet mix. Later, Northwest
expected to fuel growth in aviation demand Airlines chose Minneapolis for this base. In
regardless of the availability of facilities at 1991, Alaska Airlines also approached the
Sea-Tac Airport. Shown below is the growth Port with a similar request for a maintenance
inpassengersandoperations: basetoaccommodate5 narrow-bodyaircraft

andtheabilitytoaccommodateB-757andB-
767 aircraft.

Time _ Passengers Operations
1993-2000 27% 12% Based on these requests, and anticipated
1993-2010 63 20 future requests, the Port initiated the
1993-2020 100 30 necessary planning and design to assure that

a base maintenance facility can be
While enplaned passenger volumes are accommodated at Sea-Tac Airport. These
forecast to grow by 100 percent by 2020, air plans have become known as the South
cargo tonnage is expected to grow 131 Aviation Suppon Area (SASA)development
percent. This anticipated growth will place plan and were assessed in a 1994 Final
ex1_reme demands on the existing airport Environmental Impact Statement/Record of
facilities. Congestion currently exists on the Decision
Main Terminal roadway duringpeak hours.

While Alaska Airlines has determined that
By year 2020, significant congestion could they will not proceed with their maintenance
result throughout the day. Therefore, to base project at this time, the Port expects that
avoid congestion and passenger additional proposals of this type are likely to
inconveniences, improvements to the arise, as economic conditions within the
landside facilities will be necessary, airline industry improve. The benefits of such
Flexibility will be required to enable airport a facility are the resuRing high-skill jobs and
facilities to be accommodated by varying economic activity which meet the Port of
types of airlines (low-cost operators, shuttle Seattle's mission of fostering regional
operations, as well as long-haul), cargo economic development. See Chapter IV,
operators as well as aircraft maintenance section 8 "Induced Socio-Economic Impacts"
needs. Table I-6 lists the current facilities concerning the current impacts of Sea-Tac
and identifies the facilities that wil} be Airport on the local economy. In addition,
necessary to meet the forecast demand in the because of the Region's dominance in the
year 2020. construction and maintenance of aircraft and

aircraft pars, it is likely that the job skills of
Currently, airport facilities at Sea-Tac the Region's populace will atract such
provide 90 narrow-body equivalent aircraft development.
gates (NBEG) within 12,100 linear feet of

gate frontage.l_ Based on the foreca_ of To ensure that the Region's primary aviation
aviation demand, Sea-Tac Airport will facility is capable of efficiemly
require I01 NBEG gates by 2000, I I I N'BEG accommodating forecast air travel demand
gates by 2010 and 120 NBEG gates by the generated by area economic activity and
year 2020. Thus, Sea-Tac will require an population, the Port of Seattle proposes to
additional 30 passenger gates by year 2020. incrementally expand the passenger terminal,

support facilities and landside.

J-_ Source:P&DAviation.NarrowBodyEquivalentgates
is a theoreticalnu:asurementcalculatedby dividing
linear gate frontage by the average frontage required of
a narrow-body alrcr_ Sea-Tac currently has the
following gates: 12 Group IV (B747), 14 Group IV
(other wide body), 48 Group II1 (narrow body), and I
Group ]1 (¢ommm_).
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TABLE I-6

Seanle-Tacoma International Airport

Environmental Impact Statement

EXISTING FACILITIES AND FUTURE FACILITY NEEDS

Year 2020

Facility Existimz Requirements
Cargo Area

Warehouse& Office (SF) 626,366 1,314,000
Truck Docks 259 544
DC- 10 Parking 18 35

Air Mail Facility site (acres) 9.7 9.7
General Aviation

Signature(acres) 2 2
Weyerhaeuser(acres) 3 3

Air Traffic Control
Tower Site (acres) N/A 3
TRACON Site (acres) N/A 5

AirportRescue and Fire Fighting Site (acres) 2.5 4

Airline Maintenance
Alaska Hangar (SF) 144,000 144,000
Delta Hangar 82,000 82,000
Northwest Hangar 114,000 114,000

AircraftGates(NarrowBodyF.4uiv_dentC_es) 90 120

Passenger Terminal Space (SF) 1.9 million 3.0-3.4 million

CurbLengths
Ticketing level (LF) 2,560 5,230
Baggage level (LF) 3,136 6,272
Small TransitVans(I._ 750 1.500

Subtotal 6,446 13,002

Parking Spaces
Garage- ShortTerm 1,000 2,000
Garage- Long Term 7,000 10,750
Garage - Rental Cars 1,000 2,000
Garage - Other/Employees 400 100

Subtotal 9,400 14,850

Large Transit 40 80
Employee Lot 4,500 8,000
Cargo Area 1,173 2,460
Off-Site Private 9,500 N/A

Some: P&DAviation
LF= LinearFeet --
SF=SquareFeet
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TABLE II-I
page Iof2

Seattle-TacomaInterna_onalAirport
Environmental Impact Statement

SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

(1) Improve The Peer Weather Airfield Operadag Capability In A Manner That Accommodates
Aircraft Activity With An Acceptable Level of Aircraft Delay

A_er'm_e EvalaatioD
A. Use of Other Modes of Not considered further, as this altem_ve will not address the poor wcather operating

Transportation issues at Sea-Tat. Less than 5% ofpassengen using Sea-Tat are traveling to distances
where s-in'faceuznspomuion is efficient and cost effective,

B. Use of Other Airports or Not considered further. Regional consensus has been established through PSRC EB-9_-
Cons_uctionofaNew 01 as: 1) there is no slx)nsor or funding for a new airport; 2) Extensive studies of these
Airport ahernafives indicate that there are no feasible sites; 3) If a site could be identified,

market forces and planning/development requl_monts would prevent the airport fi'om
successfully serving regional demand until 2010 or I_. The FAA and Port have
independently concludedthat a new airportwould not satisfy the needs addressed by

EIS.

C. Activity/Demand Not considered further, as these actions will not elimi-_ the poor weather operating
M_n_at need.

D. Runway Development az To be considered further: Rtmway lengths from 7,000 feet to 8,500 feet (Alternatives 2,
Sea-Tac 3 and 4 in this EIS).

E. Use of Technology Not considered fur_er. No technologies currently exist, or are planned, to address the
poor weather operating _t atSea-Tac.

F. Delayed or Blended The net result of this alternative would be a delay in the implementation of the Master
Alwmative (Combination Plan Update alternative. Because there is no commitment to any individual or
of other modes, use of combination of other alternatives and because aviation activity levels are currently
existing airports, and growing at a rate slightly higher than forecast, this alternative was not considered
activity/demand further.
marm_¢Ill_lt)

G. Do-Nothing/No-Build To be considered further (Akemafive 1 in this EIS).

(2) Provide Sufficient Runway Length to Accommodate Warm Weather Operations Without
Restricting Passenger Load Factors or Payloads For Aircraft Types Operating to the Pacific
Rim

Alternative Evaluation

A. Extension of Runw_ T° be considered furtber' as this is presendy the l°ngest runway"
16L/34Rto 12,500 feet

B. Extension of Runway Not considered further due to lhe cost of addressing impacts to S. 188th SllxeeL
16R/34L to 12,500 feet

C. Development of a new Not considered further due to substantial community disruption and unneeessary cost
12,500 fl long runway that would result.

D. Delayed Akernmive .- Not considered further,as it would not address the needs of Sea-Tac

E. Do-Nothing/No-Build To be considered further (Alternative l in this EIS)

- II-2A - Chapter II
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Page 2 el2

Seattle-Tacoma Inter-_ional Airport

Environmenta/Impact Statement

SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

(3) Provide l_-nway __ceafetyAreas (RSAs) that Meet Current FAA Standards

Alternative Evaluation

A. DisplacedThreshold/DeclaredDislanCe ConsideredasfileDo-Nothing/No-Build.
Procedures

B. Clearing,gradingand developmentof Consideredfurther.
areasfor 1,000feet beyondtheexisting
pavement

C. Clearing,gradingfor 1,000feet Consideredfiwther.
includingthe600 it extensionto 34R

D. DelayedAlternative Not consideredfurther,as it wouldnot addresstheRSA requirements.
However,thiswouldbe the sameas theDo-Nothing

E. Do-Nothing/No-Build Tobe consideredfurtherfor declareddistances(Alternative1).

(4) Provide Efficient and Flexible Landside Facilities to Accommodate Future Aviation Demand

Alternative Evaluation
A. Use of OtherModes of Not consideredfurther,as less than5% of the futmepassengersusingSea-Tat

Transportation areIravelingto distanceswhere sm'facemmsportafionis efficientandcost
effectiveand i;kelyto be used.

B. Use of OtherAirportsor Not consideredfurther.Regionalconseesushas beenestablishedthroughPSRC
Consu'uctionofaNew Airport EB-94-01as: I) there is no sponsoror fundingfora new airport;2) Extensive

suuiiesof _ese akem_ves indicatethatthereareno feas_le sites;3) lfa site
couldbe identified,marketforcesand planning/developmeatrequirements
wouldpreventtheairportfromsuccessfullyservingregionaldemanduntil 2010
or.lmer.

C. Activity/DemandManloement Not consideredfurther,as these actionswill not reducedemand.

D. LandsideDevelopmentat Sea- To be consideredfurther:.Threeprinmryalternativesto beconsideredfurther:.
Tac CenualTerminalDevelopment,NorthUnitTerminalDevelopmentand South

UnitTerminalDevelopment(Alternatives2, 3 and4, respectivelyin this EIS).

E. DelayedorBlendedAlternative Them resultof thisalternativewould bea delayin the implementationof lhe
(Combinafienof o_er modes, MasterPlanUI_*_ alternatives.Because thereb no commitmentto any
use of existingairports,and individualor combinationof otheralternativesandbecause aviationactivity
activity/demandmanagement) levelsarecurrentlygrowingat a rateslightlyhigherthanforecast,this

alternativewas notconsideredfurther.

F. Do-Nothing/No-Build . To be consideredfurther(AlternativeI in thisEIS)

Soaw.e:Landrum&Brown
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TABLE II-2

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Environmental Impact Statement

SUMMARY OF SEA-TAC AIRPORT ORIGIN-DESTINATION
PASSENGERS FOR _ TOP 25 CITIES

% of O&D Air Road
City Passengers i, Miles 2/ Miles

Los Angeles Area 10.6% 830 1,134
San Francisco Bay Area 9.6% 590 816
Hawaiian Islands 4.6% 2,328 N/A
New York/Newark 3.9°,6 2,081 2,841
Chicago 3.2% 1,510 2,052
Anchorage 3.0°,6 1,259 2,349
Reno 2.9*,6 490 754
Portland, OR 2. 7% 113 174
Denver 2.7% 886 1,341
Washington, D.C. 2.6% 2,023 2,721
San Diego 2.6% 886 1,341
Phoenix 2.5% 913 1,258
/.,asVegas 2.1% 962 1,465
Santa Ana/Laguna Beach 2.1% 830 1,134
MinneapoLis/SL Paul 2. 1% 1,216 1,653
Spokane 2.0% 194 280
DaUas/Ft Worth 2.0% 1,459 2,131
Boston 1.8% 2,170 3,016
Atlanta 1.5% 1,897 2,625
Detroit 1.3% 1,689 2,327
Orlando 1.2% 2,215 3,088
Houston 1.1% 1,626 2,369
Salt Lake City 1.1% 599 848
Philadelphia 1.0% 2,068 2,816
Sacramento 1.0% 526 715

Subtotal 71.2°,6 --

Other Cities 28.8% -- --

TOTAL 100.0% --

1/ Seattle-Tacoma Imamalional Airport, 1993 Ab7_ort Acm, iO,Report, Port of Seattle,

2: _ comp.msoflware_
2a Rand McNally.P_ad Atlas. Rand McNally. 1990.

DatacompiledbyLandrum&Brown:Oct.20, 1994.
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Steering Commiuee (HSG'I_C) 8, 1995 final order ou the demand/
completed a comprehensive feasib'dity system managementisme.
assessment of true high speed rail service.
The HSGTSC eva],,=,_! train service at • Based on origin and destination
two maximum speed levels, 185 mph and characteristics of Sea-Tac passengers,
300 mph. The two levels of service were it is eanmAt,-_dthat less than 5% of air
projected to provide average train speeds pmsenge_ could be drawn to use raft
of 105 mph and 135 mph, re.spe_vely, by 2020 if an efficient 185 mph high
Twelve trains a day were used as a speed rail system were available m that
baseline for system analysis. The most tinmtmme.
feasible location for the N-S high speed
_on corridor has been identified * WSDOT estimates that, ff high
by WSDOT as east of Lake Washington rail were available by 2020, diversions
and the City of Bellevue, WA, which is between air and high speed rail would
substantially east of Se,a-Tac International _t 1% of all air travel
Airport. passengers and less than 2% of airport

operanous.
A new high speed system would require
new ri.ghts-of-way, electrification, grade • Federal funding support for Amtrak is
separanon, other _, 'and declining and congressional
stations. The 334 mile N-S corridor commiuees have proposed to phase out
between Portland and Vancouver, BC is federal funds over the next six years,
estimated to cost betwcen $9.03 and $11.95 including support for new service
billion. The 256 mile East-West corridor improvements.
between Seattle and Spokane is estimated
to cost between $5.5 and $7.3 billion. Improved Conventional Higher Speed
Development of this service is not Raft Service - ma._mum speeds of 125
considered reasonable until after the year mph
2020 due to the costs.

Washington State determinedthat an
Ridership forecasts for the 185 mph and incrementalappmach to establishing higher
300 mph service included both diversion of speed rail service with maximum speeds of
existing and projected m___omobileand air 125 mph would be appropm_ and cost
travelers, plus new inoh__cedtrips. While effective. Improved conventional
discretionary travelers would comprise passenger rail service objectives include:
approximately two-thirds of all projected nnprovements to mtermodal facifities,
riders, new service m the N-S corridor eight daily round trips from Seattle to
could be a.',Jactiveto the business traveler Portland, and thr_ daily round trips
andcompe_uvewithairtravel, between Seattle and Vancouver, BC. The

WSDOT ten-year service improvement
Despite the potential for Irue high speed program would provide a trip of 2 hours 50
rail tocompetewithairwavel, this rail minutes between Seattle and Portland and a
option has been determined to be infeasible trip of 3 hours 55 minutes from Seattle to
as an aRemative to satisfying the poor Vancouver, BC. Program improvements
weatherarrivaldelayneedsm Sea-Tac. willresultin50 to60 mph averagetrain
Data supporting this determination are speeds in the corridor. Train speeds would
described in the following points, continue to vary from l0 mph up to the

new maximum limit of 125 mph.
• The development horizon for true high

speed rail is beyond the planning Implementation of the state rail
period for the Sea-Tac Intemalional improvement program is contingent upon
AirportMasterPlan Update(2020). severalfactors."lheseinclude(I)obtaining
This long term planning and state and local governments' consent to
implementation period makes high increase Irain speeds and frequency; (2)
speed rail an infeasible alternative, safety, capacity, and track improvements;
This conclusion is supported by the (3) increased freight uain speeds; (4)
PSRC's ExpertArbitrationPanelon coutinuedprovisionof railserviceby
Noise and Demand/System Amtrak; and (5) f_nding of the rail
Management Issues in their December programby the State.

- II-3- Chapter II
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ALTERNATIVES

Federal and state guidelines concerning the The following paragraphs define these
environmental review process require that all alternatives and evaluate them based upon their
reasonable alternatives which might accomplish ability to satisfy the needs identified by this EIS.
the objectives of a proposed project be identified
and evaluated. The examination of alternatives is (A) Use of Other Modes ofTransl_rtatiou
of criu_ importance to the environmental Alteraalives
review process and serves to establish the
conclusion that an alternative that addresses the Altemaxive modes of transportation were
project purpose and might enhance environmental evaluated in terms of their capability to divert
quality (or have a Jess detrimental effect) has not passengers and cargo from Sea-Tac by
been premanmfly dismissed from consideration, offering alternative modes of meeting their
Table II-1 lists the alternates that were needs. Of critical importance to the
identified to satisfy the individual needs, evaluation are such factors of trip

characteris_cs and navel needs of the freight

1. INDIVIDUAJ_ ALTERNATIVES TO shippers and air passenger and the feasibility
SATISFY_G THE NEEDS of using alternative modes. Akernative

modes considered include: automobile, rail

As described earlier, a wide range of alternatives and bus service, and telecommunications/
have been considered for meeting the air capacity video conferencmg.
needs of the Puget Sound Region, including the
studies and documents listed in Appendix B 1. Bus and Automobile Modes
which are incorporated into this Environmental
Impact Statement by reference. This section A review of the trip characteristicsof air
summarizes and supplements certain information travelers who utilize the Airport indicates
and analysis included in these prior studies, in that a majority begin or end their trip at a
addition to considering other alternatives to meet point more than 500 miles from the Puget
the needs identified in the preceding section. In Sound Region. As the majority of
general, it isanticipated that the improvements freight/cargob transported in the cargo
would occur commensurate with growth in section of passenger a_,_ft, and about
aviation activity. 65 percent of cargo is bound for

c_ntinental U.S. cities, the profile of
(I) Improve The Poor Weather Airfield cargo destinations is assumed to be the

Operating Capability In A Manner That same as for passengers. Table 11-2 lists
Accommodates Aircraft Activity with an the origin-des_ation (O&D) data of the
Aceeptable LevelofAireraftDelay. top twenty-five markets for Seattle-Tacoma International Airport travelers

.and .comparesthe distances to these cities
The following alternatives were identified: m mr miles and highway miles. These

top twen_-five markets serve slightly
(A) Use ofOtherModes ofTransport_on more than71 percent of the scheduled

03) Use of Other Airports or Construction of a O&D passengers.

New Airport Alternative modes of transportation, such
(C) Activity/Demaed Management as rail, bus, or automobile, offer feasible

alternatives to freight shippers and air
(D)Runway DevelopmentatSea-Tac travelers, particularly those traveling 500
('E) Useof Technology miles or Jess. As shown in Table II-2,

only two of the top twenty-five market
(F) DelayedorBlended Alternative cities (Portland and Spokane) fall within
(G) Do-Nothing/No-Build both the 250 air mile radius and 500 road

- II-I- Chapter II
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miles or less. Beyond 250 air miles or • Current Rail Service, with maximum
500 roadway miles, alternative modes of speeds of 79mph.
transportation become less desirable.
During the winter, road access between The review and evabmfion were based
eastern-western Washington citiescan be upon Washington State Legislative and
undependable because of snow in the WSDOT studies completed since 1989,
mountains. Costs of fuel and the value of freight and passenger rail plans, and
l_ne require that people or goods discussions with the Washington State
Wavering long disumces do so in a quick Depmmnent of Transportation (WSDOT)
and efficient manner to minimize travel and Amm_ A more complete summary of
time and associated costsX For those this inforr_rion is pre____-ntedin Appendix
reasons, use of bus or automobile modes B - Snwlics of Alt_llatives. Based upon
as an alternative to Sea-Tac is not this review and evabmrion, it has been
reasonable for most air travelers or concluded tha_ rail service improvements
freight shippers. Thus, it can be would not have a substantial effect on the
concluded that bus and automobile level of operations at Sea-Tac International
modes are not a feasible alternative to Airport befme 2020. This conclusion is
accommodating forecast air traffic valid for mac high speed service with
demand, speeds over 150 mplL, higher speed

conventional rail service with speeds up to
2. Rail Technology 12.5 mph, and cun_nt conventional

passenger service with train speeds up to
Rail service alternatives wexe evaluated in 79 mph.
order to assess their potential to address the
increasing air travel demands and poor Factors lmuting to this determin_on
weather arrival delay issues at Seattle- include:
Tacoma International Airport (Sea-Tac)
within the 2020 planning horizon. The (1) air passengers traveling to markets
feasibility of rail as an alternative is within 500 miles of the Airport comprise
contingent upon the ability of rail service to less than 5 percent of all passengers at Sea-
successfully compete with air Tac, so the potential impact of diversions is
uansport_on in markets within 500 miles limited;
of Sea-Tac, thereby divertingsome
passengers from air to rail and reducing the (2) the potential for current or improved
number of operations at Sea-Tat. The convenuonal rail service to divert a
potential of raft to divert air passengers is significant number of passengers from air
based upon a series of factors such as time is low, since travel l_nes and frequency of
competitivenessandfrequencyof service, service are not competitivewithairtravel;
Onlytwo ofthetoptwenty-fivemarkets,
Portland and Spokane,fall within 500 road (3) true high speed rail service that could
miles of Sea-Tat. Vancouver, BC also compete with air transportation will not be
meets this distance criterion, but is not a implemented until after 2020;
major origin or _on city for air
travel from Sea-Tac Oess than 1% of O&D (4) increases in rail ridetship are projected
passengers), to continue to come from the pleasure and

discretionary Iravel marled; and
Three rail alternatives offering different
levels of service were reviewed and (5) funding for needed rail improvements is
evabmt_d. Theseincluded: not committ_l beyond the two year

appmprimion by the State.
• High Speed Rail Service, with

ov_'150mph, The following discussion provides a
• Higher Speed Conventional Rail detailed evaluation of each rail service

Service, with maximum speeds of 125 option.
mph, and

True High Speed Rail Service, with
• speeds over 150 mph

F The .$emant_ of Air Pa_senfferTramportaUon. Between 1991 and 1992, the WSDOT and
MacNeal.F.dward.1981. the High Speed Ground Transportation
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Higher speed conventional rail service (up 1995-97 funding allocation is
to 125 mph) has been determined to be approximately :$34.4 million, down
i_d,.,y,_te as an altem_ve for satisfying from $40.2 million for 1993-95.
thepoor weatherarrival delay needs at Sea- Twelve million dollazs of the cun_t
Tac. This analysis is supported by the appropriation is desig_,*_ for the
PSRCs Expert Panel on Noise and purchase of one ulung trainset.
Dcmand/Sysmm Management in their Legislativebudgetsupportisdescribed
December 8, 1995 final order on as being dependent upon _'s
sys=m/demand management. Factors continu_! service and funding
leadingto thisconclusionam identified participation.
below:

Current RaH Service- ma)amum

• After the imlememation higher speed speeds of 79 mph
conventional _ servic_ WSDOT
analysis projects that train ridetship Oment intermty passenger rail service is
would continue to reflect the operated in the I-5 corridor by Amtrak.
discretionary and pl_ travel From Seattle, three daily round n'ip wains
mazkets. Higher speed trains would serve Portland, OR, one round mp train
oper_ on scbedulesof 2 bonn 50 se_-vesVancouver,BC and one round trip
minutes for the nip between Se--le wain serves Spokane. Anmak es'mmams
and Portland and 3 hours 55 minums travel limes of 3 hours 55 minutes, 4 hours
for the Seame to Vanc_er, BC trip. 35 minutes, and 7 hours 15 minutes,
These limes would not be competitive respectively.
with air travel.

Oment Wain operations are slowed by
• As notedearlier,truehighspeedrailis trackconditions,trackgeometry,speed

the mode that would be the most Ym_itaaom, slower freight waffic,
competitivewith air service. WSDOT crossings, station spacing, sight distances,
forecast that true high speed rail might train spa_g, siding locations, and siding
divert 1% of all air passengers. Since length. Train speeds in the North-South
higher speed conventionalrailwould (N-S) corridorvary from 10 mph up tothe
provide slower service than true high current maximum of 79 mph. Passenger
speed rail thepotentialdivemon from trains _tly average between 40 and
airtohigherspeedconventionalrail 50 mph withinthecorridor.The new
would be an even smaller percentage Vancouver, BC service is using the new
of those passengers, tilt train equipmenL but because of track

conditionsand speed/imitations thetrain
* O&D passengers in markets within 500 operateswithinconventionalAmtrak

miles that would be servedby paramete_notex__eee__ing79mph.
improvedconvendo_lrailconstitute
lessthan5% of all passengers at Sea- The current frequency and level of
Tac (the percentageof O&D intercity passenger rail service is not
passengers traveling betweenSea-Tac feasible as an alternative for addressing
and the top 25 cides is summ_-_ in Sea-Tac's poor weather capacity needs.
Table II-2). Thus, the potential impact This conclusion is supported by the
of diversions is limited. December 8, 1995 final order on these

by the PSRC's Expert Panel on
* The provision of higher speed Noise and System/Demand ManagemenL

conventional rail service is contingent The following data supports this
uponthe conlinuedIm'ovisionofservice conclusion:
by Amtrakas wellas fundingofthe
Washington State Rail Program. To * Cmrent Amwak scheduled travel
implement the 20 year rail strategy, it times from Seattle to Portlandand
is estim_t-a that $802 mitlion will be Seattle to Vancouver, BC are 3 hours
neededtomeetintercityrailpassenger 55 minutesand 4 hours 35 minutes,
serviceobjectivesm the Seattle- respectively.Thesetraveltimesand
Portlandcorridor.done.Thcpassenger frequenciesarenotcompetitivewith
programdoesnot have a dedicated airtravel.
sourceoffundingandisdependenton
a statebiennialappropriation.The
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• Cmrent and ftmrre train ridership and collaborative compu_ng could serve
increases will continue to come from as an alternative mode of satisfying the

automobile and bus operations, where need for air lravel. The following
travel times and services are paragraphs summarize the ctment
competitive. Ridership wig continue understanding of the probable impact of
to reflect the discretionary and such technology on future air travel
pleasure travel markets, demand.

• Potential reductions in federal support Considerable progress has been made in
for Amn-ak will either _,,se the last decade in improving the
reductions in the current level of reliability and speed of voice and data
service provided or will necessitate communication. While high speed
new _g efficiencie_ and cost communication services can be provided
reductions in order to retain the level over existing telephone lines, the
of service. The fall 1995 federal widespread installation of fiber optics
transportation budget debate contains and state-of-the-art electronicsignal
sever_proposalsthat,if enacted, technologyare expectedto resuh in
would limitfuture_ funding notabletechnologicalimprovementsin
and operations,includinga proposal the nextdecades.Similarto the swift
toendfederalfundinginsixyears, pace inwhich desktopcomputershave

become an integral part of society, hi.gh
Condnsions speed communication technology Is

expected to be available m year 2010
In summary, all three levels of rail (such that most companies will have
service eval-_t,-d (true high speed access) and 2020 (most workers will have
service, higher speed conventional access) time periods.
service, and current service) have been
determined to be infeasible as Two primary studies have been
altemanves for addressing the need conducted to assess the impact of
idendtiec by this EIS. Six general communication technology on air Iravel
conclusions support this determination: demand.
(1) true high speed rail is beyond the
2020 planning horizon; (2) less than 5 A Strategic Assessment Repon_ for the
percent of all Sea-Tac passengers have Massachusetts Aeronautics Commission
destinations within 500 miles of Sea-Tac indicated that by 2010, a reduction in air
and might consider rail as an alternative travel passenger demand of 7 percent at
to air;. (3) current service and higher Boston Logan could occur as video
speed conventional service wig not conferencing is used as a substitute for
providetravel times that are competitive air travel. By 2030, video conferencing
with air travel; (4) increases in rail could reduce demand by 15 percent at
ridership are projected to continue to Logan. Key findings of this study that
come from the pleasure and discretionary may be applicable to Sea-Tac:
travel markets; and (5) funding for rail
impmvemants is undetermined beyond • For non-discretionary travel
the current two year state appropriation. (typically a business waveler), video
This conclusion is also supported by the conferencing has the potential to
PSRC's Expert Panel on Noise and satisfy some portion of trip demand.This study estimated between 5
Demand/SystemManagement. percent to 30 percent of U'avel,
3. Telecommunications aad Video depending on uip purpose;

Confereacin_ • For discretionary travel (i.e.,
vacations) technology is believed to

Video technology has been around for be very limited (less than 5 percent).
almost 30 years, and offers (with service
improvements) the potential to serve a
portion of the .air travel market
throughoutthe counu-y.With technology
that has been developed but available in 2/ Szr=:egic A_=_,,_ P,e4,ort, Massar.huseus
limited quantities, video conferencing Ae_nami= Comm_ion by ArthurD. Liule_July

1993.
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Industry-wide,it is antic_ that 03)Use ofOtherAirportsorConstruction
telecommtmicationhasthe potentialto ofaNew AirportAlcermabves
reducebusiness-relatedairwaveldemand
by I 1 percent and overall air travel This section presents a review of the ability
demand by 4 perc._L of other exi._ug area _orts and

undeveloped sites to reduce the existing and
At Sea-Tac, approximately 41 percent of future poor weather delay conswaint at Sea-
air u-avelers use Sea-Tat for business Tac and to accommodate future air travel
trips, while 59 percent use the Airport for demand. During this study, as well as during
pleasme/pm'sonal trips. Applying the the Flight Plan Study, three scenarios of new
findings of the studies noted above to airport development were considered:
Sea-Tac, less than 5 percent of air travel
demand could be satisfied by ReplacemerlT Aimort Through this
communication technologies by the year concept, Sea-Tac would be closed upon
2010 (when data and video-conferencing the development of a single new airport
is expected to be available on a limited that would accommodate long-term
basis within most companies). By 2020, aviation demand.
when such technology is expected to be
widespread (on most desks - similar to SuvDlemental Airports - A supplemental
the availability of desktop computers airport would result in a two or more
today), it would reduce air irhvel by less airport system. During the Flight Plan
than 9percent. Study, it was "decided that Sea-Tac

should serve as the primary airport", with

A report also notes that "..it is reasonable the supplemental airport serving to
to suggest that demand for air travel will relieve Sea-Tac. Two supplemental
increase as workers become more airport concepts exist:

efficient and productive: cost savings and Major S_pplemental A major
productivity gains will enable a supplemental airport would result in
significantly highernumberofcorapanies two new independent parallel air
to sell their products and services in areas carrier length runways at either a new
not targeted before due to higher
operating costs. These activities will or existing airport(s).
lead to additional demand for business air S_rpplemental - This concept would
travel services.'_' result in the development of one new

air carrier length runway at a new or
Therefore, communication technologies existing airport.
are not a reasonable alternative to air
serv/ce need in the time period of the As is shown in the following sections, the
improvements at Sea-Tac Airport. development of a new airport will not address

the poor weather conditions at Sea-Tat or
* * * * serve the demand for air travel in the Puget

Sound Region for the following key reasons:
Based upon the information and analysis
discussed above and the studies incorporated I. There is no sponsor, identified source of
herein, it is unlikely that alternative modes of funds or acceptable site for a new airpo_

um_spormtion, such as rail 0raditional or 2. Extensive study of this issue resuked in
high speed), automobile/bus and the consideration of all alternatives for
communication technologies, can provide a addressing air mmsponation capacity
suitable solution to the needs identified by issues in this Region. Based on this
this EIS. process, the Puget Sound Regional

Council (PSRC) adopted Resolution A-
93-03 and EB-94-01 confirming that no
feasible sites exist;, and

_/ Malang Connections, How TeJeconvnunicaUon_ 3. If a new site could be identified, market
TechnologWa Will A_'ect Bm'inLTx and L_u_re A_r forces would not enable it to successfully
Trm_l, by Apogee ges_..h, 1.994. compete with Sea-Tac until regional

_- Malang Connecnons, How Tel_commumcanom origin and destination air _'avel demand
Technologise Will Affect Business and Z_ure Air exceeds 10 million enplanements
Travel, by.Apogee.R_._ _.h, 1994.
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annually - currently forecast to occur detailed study during the second phase of
aroundthe year 2010. the Study. The three sites recommended

by the working group were: Tanwax
The Port of Seattle and the FAA have Lake, Mary_lle East and Arlington,
reviewed the regional plarming studies and which each included an evahmtion of two
have independently concluded that a alternanve site locations (Appendix B
supplemental airport would not satisfy the contains a detailed summary of this study
needs addressed by this Environmental and the specific sites considered).
Impact Statement. The following sections However, a substantial amount of
elaborate on why a supplemental or opposition arose concerning the
replacement airport is not a reasonable feas_ility of developing a new airport at
alternative, these sites due to land use and

environmental impact concerns.
1. Regional New Aireert Planuine

Activities The PSRC Executive Board, the group
responsible for preparing a study of the

Both the 1988 Sea-Tac Airport need and feasibility of a supplemental
Comprehensive Planning Review and the airport found: "there are no feasible sites
1988 Puget Sound Council of for a major supplemental airport within
Governments (PSCOG, since renamed the four-county region and that continued
Puget SoundRegional Council)Regional examination of any local sites will
Airport System Plan concluded that the prolong community anxiety while
existing two Sea-Tac runways would not eroding credibility of regional
be adequate to meet regional air travel govemance."_
needs beyond the year 2000. As a result,
the Port of Seattle and the PSCOG The reports and findings of the Flight
entered into an interlocal agreement to Plan Study and the Major Supplemental
co-sponsor a process to identify a long- Airport Study were used as the basis for
term solution to the Puget Sound evaluating the use of other airports.
Region's air wansportation needs. Therefore, these reports are included by
Known as the Flight Plan Study, this reference.
effort recommended a multiple airport
system that includeda new nmway at 2. New Airport Alternatives
Sea-Tac Airport. Two supplemental
airports were suggested: Paine Field in Based on the review summarized in this
Snohomish County(north of the Airport), chapter, a replacement airport is not a
and another airport to be located reasonable, feasible or prudent solution
somewhere m Pierce County (south of to the near-term conslraints at Sea-Tac
the Airport). Airport. In addition, a major

supplemental (two independent runways)
Also in response to the Flight Plan Study and a supplemental (one runway) airport
and an additional study by the PSRC, the were also found to be unreasonable.
PSRC General Assembly adopted a Additional details leading to these
Resolution No. A-93-03 in April 1993 to conclusions are provided below.
amend the Regionai Airport System Plan
(RASP). The PSRC resolution slates: a. Replacement Airvort
"...That the region should pursue
vigorously, as the preferred alternative, a The analysis of alternative sites was
major supplemental airport and a third infdated with the assumption that
runway at Sea-Tat" subject to the six either an existing airport could
issues identified in ChapterI (Page I-3). replace Sea-Tac Airport or a new

airport could be developed with air
During the first phase of the Major and surface accessibility similar to
Supplemental Airport Study conducted the proposed improvements at Sea.
by the PSRC, a list of 25 potential sites Tac. Sites considered during these
were identified. This list was then planning efforts included locations in
narrowed to 12 for-more consideration.
Based on this more detailed review, three
sites were initially recommended for a _ ResolutionoftheExecutiveBoardEB-94091,October

27, 1994.
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thefourcountyRegion,as wellas • Env_owmenm]assessment/
outsidetheRegion.A replacement impaczstazemem(year4-6)

a_portwas assumedtoresultm the * Fundingandconstmc_onplans
closureofSea-Tat.Ifallexis_gor (year6-7)
forecast air carrier traffic were

• Acquisition ofneccs._ary landtransferred to a new airport, the new
airport would require three parallel (year 7-9)
runways m operate efficiently in the * Construction of facilities (year 9-
year 2020. Assuming that all air 15)
carrier traffic operated at an
alternative site, a minimum of 3,000 Thus, if a consensus (which is a time
acres of land could be needed. This consuming process) was established
would essentially replace the to pursue a replacement airport in
facilities provided by Sea-Tac. 1996, a new facility could be
Additional land, to provide an available no sooner than 2006-2010.
environmental buffer, would depend Additional facilities are needed at
on the location and airport layout. Sea-Tat Airport to relieve existing

poor weather delay and forecast
Several cities a_ross the nation have aviation demand growth. Thus, a
studied the ability to create a new air replacement airport is not a feasible
catTi.er airport to replace or altemati_;e to meeting the existing
supplement an existing facility, and future poor weather related needs
However, only one new large airport of Sea-Tac. Expansion of Sea-Tac
development in the United States has Airport would be required, even if
occurred in two decades, the new this timetable could be accelerated by
Denver International Airport. In a few years.
1985, the Denver region came to a
consensus that a new airport was b. Snnplemental Airpert(One or
needed to replace Stapleton. Such a Two Runways}
conclusion was reached after
extensive study of the airport Off-loading fulure growth in traffic at
capacity and environmental impact Sea-Tac Airport to an alternative
issues that would be associated with supplemental airport would generate
expanding Stapleton into the the need for a new facility that
adjoining Rocky Mountain Arsenal. accommodates about 9.7 million
Accelerated planning and annual enplanements by year 2020.
development was initiated for this This level represents the forecast
facility, which cost over $4 billion growth above Sea-Tac's current 9.4
when it opened in early 1995. Thus, million enplaned passenger level.
this fast-Wack example shows that it Based on generalized airport
is unlikely that a major new airport planning parameters, this activity
could be planned and developed in level would correspond to an a/rport
under I0 years, once the time about the size of Sea-Tac today.
consuming effort of consensus is

c'_xablish_ Similar to the rep.iacement airport, a
supplemental mrport zs not a

To complete all of the requisite reasonable solution to the poor
studies for a Sea-Tac Airport weather delay issues at Sea-Tac. As
replacement, the following steps is described in this section, a
would be necessary. Using supplemental airport capable of
conservative timing estimates, addressing the need (I) is not
planning and development of a compatible with regional plaunin_,
replacement airport could occur as (2) would not be financially viable in
follows: the timeframe to addressexisting and

future poor weather delay and growth
• Replacement airport consensus in air travel demand; (3) can not be

(year/)) . completed in the necessary time
• Site selection study (year Oto I) frame; and (4) does not have an

identified sponsor or source of
• Master plan study (year 2-4) funding.
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Compatib'ditv with Reeioual would likely prevent its use in the
Plunnin_ As has been noted fore_e____blefutnre.
previously, the RFsiun sponsored the
Flight Plan and Major Supplemental Boeing Field - King County
Airport studies which lead to the International Airport is located 4
determination by elected officials of miles north of $ea-Tac. The airport
the Region that no feasible site occupies 647 acres of land, including
exists. Additional information a 10,001-foot long air carrier runway
concerning these planning efforts is and a 3,780-foot runway. While this
provided in Appendix B. facility is a general aviation airport, it

also serves Boeing Corporation,
Numerous sites in the Region have corporate jets, charter, and cargo.
received anent/on as potential The area around Boeing Field is fully
supplemental airports. Paine Field in developed with commercial and
Snohomish County and McChord industrial uses. Due to the close
AFB in Pierce County, presently proximity of Boeing Field to Sea-
could serve air carrier demand. In Tac, extensiveai_r_pacecoordination
addition,Boeing Field has sufficient exists especially during poor weather
runway length to accommodate some conditions. Therefore, airspace and
portionof scheduledair carrier landsidecoestrdintsmake use of
service. The followingbriefly Boeing Field in a supplemental
summarized the issues associated airport cap_ity infeasible. King
with these existing facilities: County initiated a strategic master

plan for Boeing Field in 1995.
Paine Field: Located in Snohomish

County, Snohomi_h County Airport Appendix B contains a smmnm_ of
(Paine Field) occupies 1,238 acres, issues associated with these existing
This airport functions primarily as a airport facilities, in addition to other
general aviation facility, and is used airports in the Region.
extensively by Boeing Corporation.
The airport has three runways, the It is recognized that commercial air
longest of which is 9,080 feet. service at an existing airport in the
Boeing's Everett plant dominates the Region could be initiated at any time.
north side of airport property, while It is likely that such air service would
mixed light industrial development be by a charter or niche carrier
and some residential areas are (cargo, low-cost, etc.). However,
predominant on the south. Reflecting such activity would not materially
widespread opposition from county affeet the demandat Sea-Tac and the
residents, the Snohomish County result/rig facility needs. Low-cost
Council votedin1994toopposeuse operators have historicallyinitiated
of Pa_e Field as a supplemental new service at an airport with 30 or
airport, less aircraft operations. As such,this

would represent less than 3 percent
McChord Air Force Base (AFB) - of Sea-Tac's current daily ah_,-.sft
Joint use at McChord AFB was operations- and would likely amount
considered during the PSRC's to less than 1 million enplanements a
Supplemental Airport Study. This year (10 percent of Sea-Tac's
effort found that due to the increased enplaned passengers).
military mission at the AFB, joint use
would not be practical or acceptable Market Considerations - A second
to the Air Force at this time. To factor leading to the determination
enable joint use at other Air Force that a supplemental airport is not a
Bases in the country, separate feasible alternative relates to the
civilian alrside and landside facilities capacity of the regional market tO
must be constructed, including an support a second airport. A study of
additional runway. Thus, due to the multiple airport systems found that
extensive study and coordination origin and destination demand must
with the military to plan and develop reach a certain level before a two-
such facilities, the ability of airport system can survive
achieving joint use at McChord economically. With forecast demand
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levels for the next 15 years, a described by deNemevflle's study
sul_ieraenl_ a_port (that indica_ O_azair ser_i_ would 1/ke_
successfully competes with Sea-Ta¢) consolidate at Sea-Tac, which would
would not be effective in serving the remain the Region's primary airport.
commercial passenger demand in the
Puget Sound Region. That study As is noted in Table I-2, O&D
foundthata two-airportsystemwill enplanementsare not expectedto
not succeed until the origin and reach the 10 million level believed
destination(O&D) marketwithina necessaryto successfullysupporta
city exc__eeds 10 million annual two airport system until near the year
enplanements. When O&D 2010.
enplanements are less, competition
entices traffic to stay at the facility Timeframe (_onsiderations - The
with the greaterair service: development of a supplemental new -

airport site (with one or two
"These inten_ons inevitably lead to runways) would incur nearly the
concenu'_onas theonlystableoutcom_ To same lead time as the development of
vi_ the proce_,,imaginea regionwith
twoairpom.Assumesomeminings_,,,_on a replacement airport. In all of these

regards the airi/ae _ The instances, it has been demonslrated
catchmemareasthatwould_d to this that it takes lO-I5 years from
sinm_ meinev_bly,-equal / that conceptualization to implementation.
morepassengerswouldpn:fe_oneofthetwo InChicago, discussionsbeganinthe
a/rpor_Someairline, m ¢lecidinghowto 1960s to consider an airporttoservethese sites, wouldnanr_ly decideto
pwvidemorererviceto the_ aapon m supplement O1-Iare ImemationaJ
hopesof gaininga decisiveadvantagein this Airport. In 1986, the State of Illinois
more lucrativesite.Othe_Ira-lineswould and the FA.A initiated a study to
matchthisanen_ implying overalluxviae determine the need for a new a/rpon;to the more popu_ airport. Passengers
would respondto the beuerse_ce, thus this s'mdy found that a new airport
evlar_g the_-ca:r.hnm_1,_a of the more could be needed in the year 2005.In
popularsite. AMineswouldrespondnextby 1993, a Master Plan and
remf_._g _s tmdency. Andso on until Environmental Assessment werebenefitsof further ¢on_n are
_." Muiti-AiroortSv_.ems in in,areal and art Er_viro_etita]

RicharddeNeufville, Impact Statement is expected to be
M_ee_b_use_ ln_tme of Technology, completed in 1996/7. As is
March,1986. demonstrated in Chicago, the

planning alone associated with a
The O&D air service area in the supplementa/ new airport will take
Puget Sound Region is long and approximately 10 years.
narrow, due to the geography of the Construction would be expected to
area and dis_vufion and loc_on of take an additional 5 to 10years.
population. As a result, the public

has suggested, and the PSRC Lack of Sponsor or Fnndin_ - A
Supplemental Airport Study fourth and final factor leading to the
evaluated, segmenting this air service conclusion that a supplemental
area into multiple passenger airport is not a reasonable alternative
catchment areas - each supporting a is the lack of an identified sponsor or
commercial an'port. During the source of funds for such a project
PSRC study, one of _ site Any general purpose government,
evaluation criteria was the percentage including ports, may develop and
of the Puget Sound Region operateairportfacilities. However,
population that was 10 minutes at this date, no government (or
closer to a site than are presently private interest) in the Region has
closer to Sea-Tac. The _ identified itself as a potential sponsor
accessibility (associated with the or made funding available for such a
Bothell/Mill Creek site) is 31% of project.
the Puget Sound Region. Thus, it is
only likely that. 31 percent of the Conclusions - While the Port of
popula_on would have a ]ocational Seattle and FAA support continued
reason for use of a new airport site. work among regional officials to
As a result, the competitive forces examine the feasibility of possible
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sites for a supplemental airport, this diacr;m;-_tion, and without imposing an
alternative is unreasonable to undue burden on intersum.- commerce.

satisfying the existing and future Demand management techniques may not be
poor weather and aviation demand implemented that unfairly discriminate
growth needs at Sea-Tac before the against types of aircraft or impose an undue
year 2010. burdenon interstate commerce.

, • • Several acceptable demand management
swategies are in use at Sea-Tat today that

Development of a new air ca_,'_,erairport affect the number and peaking of aircra_
would be a long-term solution w airport operations. Yield management, which is a
capacity constraints in the Re.on. This ticket-pricing strategy focused on increasing
alternative was evaluated to _tddress the load factors, is a common practice among

needs identified by this EIS. As is shown in airlines. The FAA operates Cenn-al Flow
the preceding paragraphs, the Region has Comrol to reduce congestion and delay by
determined that a replacement or holding ahc4-afl on the ground at their
supplemental airport is not feas_ie to meet origination until they can land at a destination
these needs, airport, such as Sea-Tac. General aviation

operations already have naturally transitioned

(C) Activity or Demand Management tO using nearby Boeing Field due to its
Alteraatives proximity to downtown Seattle.

In reviewing such alternatives, the character
Another group of alternatives which are of the existing and forecast activi_, must be
frequently suggested when considering considered. As is described in Chapter I, air
airport deveiov:nent include traffic demand traveler demand is expected to grow from 9.4
management an0 activity restrictions. The million enplanements to 19.1 million in 2020
primary objective of activity management - a 100 percent increase over 1993 levels.
alternatives is to increase airport efficiency Ahc_aftoperations are expected to grow at a
by the airport operator's establishment of much slower rate (about 30 percent) between
pricing or regulatory actions, thereby 1993 and 2020. While general aviation
delaying or eliminating the need for future activity is expected to increase slightly in the
airport development. During the Flight Plan future, it is forecast to naturally decline (as a
Study, the following types of demand percentage of total activity) as air carrier
management were evaluated: activity increases. The demand for air navel

to and from the region (O&D enplanements)
• Discouraging air travel to reduce is expected to grow 100 percent (from 6.6

demand; million in 1993 to 13.2 million in 2020), and
• Diverting airline passengers u) some the number of connecting passengers is

other mode oftrausportation (see earlier expected to grow at the same rate.
alternative discussed in this chapter);

The Flight Plan Study found that "TDM
• Shifting a class or classes of aircraft, (Transportation Demand Management)

such as commIReT$,all-cargO or general cannot be used to stop growth...... TDM is
aviation within the system of regional most effective for 'buying time'. TDM will
airports; not eliminate the ultimate need for capacity

• Encouraging the use of aircraft with improvements.'_.
larger average seating capacity;

A demand management strategy that has been
• Requiring or encouraging higher load suggested is to reduce the quantity of

factors;and commuter aircraft operations, which are
• Shifting aircraft operations to non-peak primarily connecting passengers, by either

periods oftheday, limiting access to the Airport or by
developing a commuter airport. However,

Federal law, and assurances in grant connecting traffic at Sea-Tac is a
agreements that the Port of Sea_e has consequence of ah'line hubbing. At Sea-Tac,
entered intowith the Federal government,
requirethat access be permitted to the Airport • The Flight Plan Project, Draft Final Report and
on fair and reasonable terms, without unjust Tech,,_,.,,IAppem_eJ, Puget Sound Regional Council

andPortof Sem_e,January19¢T..
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this conne_dnWhub activity is clearly airline operating behavior (resulting in a
demonstratedby the Horizon/Alaska A_lines reduction in operations with greater load
rel_onship. Horizon servesa number of factors) would increase airport revenues
smallercitieswith smallerah_._t. A dsamaticaIlyandraiselegalissues.Suchan

substantialquantityofHorizonpassengersfly increaseinfeesthatwouldaffectthelevelor
toSeattletoconnectwithanAlaskaAirlines type of operationswould be highly
flight to anotherdestination. As a result, if questionable; it could be viewed as imposing
such traffic was prohibited, and not an undue burdenon intersta_ commerce and
ac,commoda_l at any area airport, larger being conWary to the tenets of airline
aircraft would likely be used in some markets deregulation.
and other passengerswould be forced to
drive to Seattle m access air service. A The Flight Plan Study concluded that "...
prohibition on commuter traffic might be demand m_namnnent measures will at best
found discriminatory and thus, it may not be delay for a few years the need for capacity
feasible, improvements. For purposes of this ana_is,

therefore,it was assumed the maximum
A diversion of commuter traffic to another demand management set of measures will
airport would result in the need for ground delay capacity improvements for five years."
uaasportadon from the other airport to Sea-
Tac such that passengers could connect to This conclusion has been supported by the
flights from Sea-Tac. Without a rail PSRC Expert Panel on Noise and
connection, such a diversion would result in Demand/System Management in their
unnecessary and undesirable congestionon December 8, 1995 final order on
area roads. As was described earlier, the system/demand management. For these
Region is examining the development of rail reasons, activity management alternatives
service. However, the rail system is not a were found unreasonable in addressing the
reasonable alternative in the time frame of needs identified by this EIS.
the needs at Sea-Tac as discussed in an

earlier section. (D) New Runway Development
Alternatives At Sea-Tae AirportSome have suggested that a cargo-only

ah-portbe developed or that cargo operations
be diverted to another existing airport. As is described in ChapterI "Background and
However, nearly half of all cargo is shipped Purpose and Need", a significant increase m
in passenger ai,c,,fft.Thus,some cargo delay currently occurs during poor weather
would be required to arrive in the Region at due to the 800 foot spacing between parallel
one airport and be transported to Sea-Tat or runways. To reduce the existing and future
visa-versa_ Because the Region currently has poor weather related arrival delay, an
a time advantage over other locations on the increase in spacing between parallel runways
west coast, it is likely that the added time to is necessary. The Master Plan Update
deplane, sort and enplane the cargo would recommends the development of a new
result in unnecessary inefficiencies in parallel runway to address existing and future
operation. For non-connecting cargo, the poor weather related delay. In examining theRegion would also experience unnecessary
and, thus, inefficient, additional aircraft possible options for siting a new nmway,

several FAA design standards must be used.operations to transport cargo and passengers
separately. Because of the nighttime noise To achieve independent arrival operations on
limitations program at Sea-Tat, one Alaska two parallel runways during poor weather
Airlines nighttime cargo flight began requires a runway spacing of 4,300 feet with
operating at Boeing Field in late 1995. This existing radar. With precision runway
one flight has resulted in notable new noise monitors (PRM), a runway spacing of 3,400
controversy at Boeing Field. feet will enable independent parallel arrival

strearns. The FAA is considering testing
Historically, airport operators have notbeen technology, such as PRM, at runway lateral
successful inchangingtheoperatingbehavior separations as low as 2,500 feet forof major airlines through pricing policies.
An average of 3-6 percent of airline operating independent parallel arrival streams. To date,
costs are associated with the operating fees testing has only been conducted to 3,000 feet
charged at airports. The level of charges separation.
(fees) that would be necessary to change
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In examining the ability to address the poor requinanent of increased lateral spacing
weather operating constraint, two primary when pilots are relying on theirinsmunents andwake vortex (wind
new runway concepts were considered: tm-bulen_) caused by aircraft landings.

Thus, poor weather arrival delay would
* provision of a third parallel in the current not be reduced. Two parallel nmways

north-south ali_ment- The pandlel separated by less than 2,500 feet apart
ali onment was considered to include a require that pilots be able to confirm
runway system in the current 16/34 visually that their aircraft are on the
orientation as well as an alim_nent in proper approach and that the wake
other orientations. Other orientations vor'ocesfrom aircraft aheadof them do
were determined unreasonable, as they not interfere. As is described in analysis
would result in substantially greater of technology alternatives, technologies
social impacts (relative to a parallel do not exist to eliminate the wake vortex
runway) and significantly greater constraint. While this alternative does
development costs to develop a two not meet Sea-Tac's needs, it was
parallel runway system, where the considered in the Mas_ Plan Update to
runways were 3,400 feet separated, test the effectiveness of segregating

• the development of a new runway that is commuter traffic from the air carrier
not parallel to the existing runway system traffic.
(converging ali tmment). This concept
would result in the development of a new • Runway sevaration of 2.500 to 3.400 feet
runway that is at a diagonal to the (denendent/sta_ered ama-oach streams):
existing runway system. As the The separationof 2,500 feet is the
predominant wind direction in the Region minimum separation necessary to enable
is north and south, a erosswind runway independent simultaneous arrival streams
would have minimal _ge. In addition, a during good weather. During poor
runway that is alignedwithBoeing Field _ with 2,500 feet or more, dual
was also considerecL This akemative arrival streams can occur, but aircraft
would result in non-parallel runway must be staggered. Based on the results
(converging approaches). Current FAA of the FAA Capacity Enhancement
procedures enable dependent parallel Study, which originally found a
arrival streams to converging runways substantial delay reduction by having two
down to certain poor weather conditions, arrival streams during poor weather
However, to enable the necessary (although staggered), this separation
divergence of the missed approach standard was evaluated in detail.
pattern, this alternative would require a
substantially greater new runway * Runway sevarations of 3.400 feet Qr
embankment (relative to a parallel m_ater:. Currently, a runway spacing of
configuration), increased cost, and 3,400 feet is the minimum separation that
greater social disruption and enables independent simultaneous
environmental impact, arrivals during good and poor weather.

However, R is anticipated that a

For the reasons noted above, only a third reduction in this standard will occur in
the near-furore, possibly as low as 3,000

runway that is parallel to the existing feet due to new radar technology.runways at Sea-Tat was considered further.

Three poor weather runway separation
In examining poss_le runway separations scenarios exist:
between the proposed new runway and

existing Runway 16L/34R the following * Independent Dual Parallel Approach
runway separation alternatives were Streams
considered:

• Dependent Dual Parallel Approaches -
• Runway semration less than 2,500 feet: staggered

Development of .a runway with a * Do-Nothing/NoBuildseparation of less than 2,500 feet would

not enable two arrival streams during Only the Independent Dual and Dependentpoor weather conditions due to the
Dual Staggered scenarios would satisfy the
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need to relieve the poor weather operating During the Master Plan Update pilots
delay, expressed the need for the maximum length

possible for a new runway. While the ah_,_t
In addition to runway separation, runway operating manuals indicate a certain length
length was also eval_mt_l. The length of the for an ah_t, pilots indicated a preference
runway determines the types (and number) of for additional pavement when landing in case
aircraft operations that can use the runway. /t should be needed. As air traffic rules place
To achieve the greatest reduction in poor the pilot in command of the ah-craft if two
weather related delay, the greatest number of runways are available for use, with one
aircraft types must be capable of using the longer than the other, a pilot will frequently
runway. Table II-3 shows the percent of ask for assignment to the longer runway.
2020 Sea-Tac fleet tha_ would be capable of
either landing or taking-off from various Thus, this alternative was found to satisfy the
length runways and do not reflect how the needs identified by this F.IS. A later section
runway would be used. in this EIS provides a detailed description of

the further evaluation of this alternative.

As is shown in Table ]]-3, the longer the
runway, the more arrival and/or departure 0g) Use ofTechnolo_v Alternatives
activity "that is capable of being
ac_mmodated. For instance, aircraft A number of technology opportunities exist
operational manuals indicate that less than 33 to reduce delay during poor weather. The

1993 Aviation Sy_'tem Cavaciry Plan and
percem of the Sea-Tac fleet in year 2020 can 1994 Federal Research and Technology for
land on a runway with a length of 5,500 feet Aviation 21 provide detailed summaries of
or less, while 99 percent of arrivals can land technology that is being evaluated to reduce
on an 8,500-foot runway, delay. These include:

Table II-3 * Airport Surface Capacity Technology
(primarily affecting the movement of
aircraftwhile on the ground);Year 2020 Aircraft Fleet Runway Length

Operating Coverage at Sea-Tat * Terminal Airspace Capacity Technology
(primarily affecting aircraft on approach

Runway % % or departurefrom an airport); and

Lena_h Landings Takeoffs * Enroute Airspace Capacity Technology
5,000 31 3! (primarily affecting aircraft operating
5,500 33 37 between cities - outside the airspace of
6,000 75 47 the origin/destination city); and

6,500 86 54 * System Planning, Integration and Control
7,000 91 67 Technology and Vertical Flight Program.7,500 97 85

8,000 97 90 The following paragraphs briefly summarize
8,500 99 90 thetechnologyandhow itcouldbeappliedto
9,000 100 94 Sea-Tac in the reduction of poor weather9,500 1o0 95

10,000 100 95 related delay,
10,500 100 96

• Airvor_ Surface Cavacirv Technology -
11,000 100 98 During the taxi-in or taxi-out of the gate
11,500 100 98 area, flights may be delayed due to
12,000 100 99 taxiway blockage, separations at taxiway
12,500 1{)4) 100 intersections, departure queues, etc. The

FAA's airport surface trafficautomation
Thepercentageof totalairera_capableof usingthe
lengthanddo not reflectthe ,percentageof timethat
thertmwaywouldbeusecL "I/ Aviation Svs_tern_irv pl,n FederalAviation
Source:P&DAviation A_on, 1993; Federal Research and

Technolorvfor Av/mi_ Office of Technology
_t, U.S.Congress,September,1994.
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program is focused on lighting, radar, and implementation of technology at
sensors to make ground operations safer a/rports. While Sea-Tac's airfield does
and more efficient by providing air traffic not consist of converging runways,
controllers with the ability to identify all Center TRACON Automauon Systems
a/rcraR and special vehicles on the offer the potential at Sea-Tac to reduce
ground during all-wea_er conditions, conlroller workload and to increase
Because of the fiequency of poor weather airspace efficiency by enabling
in the Puget Sound Region,Sea-Tat conu-oIlerstosmoothom trafficflows
Airport has beenthe site of severaltypes and to coordinate traffic more
of low visibility technologies, including efficiently. However, this technology
Airport Surface Detection Equipment will not enable Sea-Tac to operate with
(ASDE-3), infrared vision and heads-up two approach streams during poor
cockpit displays. Such programs include weather.
the Surface Movement Guidance and -Precision Runway Monitor is an
Concol System (SMC-CS) and various improved _=r technology and
elements of the airport surface controller display aid which enables the
automation system. While limited testing separation between parallel runways to
of parts of the system has occurred, l_.e be reduced and still enable two
FAA anticipates that pre-production umm independent arrival streams. Based on
of this technology will be tested in full tests of PRM at Raleigh and Memphis,
during the 1997 timeframe, the FAA has published dual

Taxi delay is a minor part of overall simultaneous independent parallelapproach procedures under poor
delay at Sea-Tac Airport. While this weather with runways separated by
technology will improve efficiency on 3,400 feet or more. Additional analysis
the airfield in the future at Sea-Tat, it is being performed by the FAA
would not enable dual approaches to Sea- Technical Center to determine the
Tac during poor weather conditions or minimum spacing below 3,400 feet that
address aviation demand growth. PRM approaches can be accomplished.

However, without additional
• Terminal Airsvace. Canacitv TechnoloL,v technology to address wake vortices- The terminal airspace zs the controlled

airspace normally associated with aircraft associated with ahc_afi movement, the
departureand arrival patterns to and from PRM at Sea-Tac would not be
airports within a terminal system and envisioned to enable parallel
between adjacent terminal system in approaches in poor weather with
which tower enroute air lxaffic control is runways separation less than 3,000
provided. To permit more closely spaced feel
arrivals and departures in poor weather - Microwave Landing System (MLS) =
conditions, improvements will be Current Instrument Landing System
required in precision navigation, (ILS) final approach procedures require
enhanced vision, and improved long su'aight approaches and can cause
surveillance capabilities. Such concerns for close._ spaced and
technology includes: multiple airport environments, or

airports which have tall struczures near
-Terminal Air Traffic Control the runway approach. The MLS

Automation (such as converging enables curvedapproachesto avoid
runwa_ display aid, Center TRACON structures and minimize dependencies
Automation System and integration of between airports. Sea-Tac currently
terminal automation techniques with has an MLS which is used by
other air traffic control and cockpit commuter ah-c_aftto enable the FAA to
automation capabilities). The purpose more efficiently sequence commuter
of these technologies is to assist air ah-_aR between in-wail air carrier
traffic controllers in enhancing the activity.
management of traffic in the terminal
airspace and to facilitate the - Traffic Alert and Collision

" Avoidance System (TCAS)
Appficatioas - TCAS is a system that

A convergingrunwaysystemisonewhcxerunwaysaxe provides warnings to pilots concerningnot parallelto one mother. Thus, CRDA is not
applicabletoSea-Tat. n_-by airborne aircraft that are
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equipped with n'amponders. The the mimed approach point (typically 2-
program is expected to be tested in 3 nautical miles from the runway
1996 for use in reducing spacing threshold).
between aircraft on final approach and
to monitor separation between aircraft As a result, the approach minima for
on approaches. However, due to pilot dual _ appro_hes are typically
concernsoverfalsewarnings,programs higherthan those for basic VFR
in evaluating the value of TCAS have minima. Due to the frequen_ of IFR
slowed, conditions at Sea-Tac, the higher

minima associated with an LDA
- Wake Vortex Avoidance/Advisory approach would limit the use of this

System - Vortices begin when an procedure during those conditions
aide,aftlifts off and continue when the greatest delays occur.
throughout the flight, stopping when an Therefore, this technology could be
ah_iaft lands. The slxength of a vortex useful in reducing delays during VFR2,
isa functionofliftneededforflight, althoughitwould not affectdelays
and therefore,iscorrelamdto aircraft duringIFR conditions.
weight A betterunderstandingof
wake vortex slrength, duration and LDASidestepProcednre
movement created by specific aircraft
types under various wind and weather
conditions could result in a reduction _,_---

--A

has demonstrated that wake vortices 1
ran be dissipated using various
combinations of aircraft flaps and
spoilers on heavy jets. However, such
measures increase the need for longer , ,,, ,k _-/_-
runways,and increasewear on tires, _ *
fuel consumption and noise.
Technology is being investigated to aid As is descr/bed in the preceding chapter,
in the detection of vortices, which weather is categorized as:
wouldreduce in-u'ail separation.Such
revised criteria could increase airport Good Weather Poor WeathcT
capacity by 12-15 percent during poor VFR1 56.1% VFR2 19.7%
weather conditions. However, current IFRI 17.0%
technologies are not anticipated to IFR2 5.4%
enable parallel approaches to runways IFR.3 1.5%
witha separationof lessthan2,500 IFR4 0.3%
feet. While thistechnologywould
result in slight capacity improvements The LDA would assist with addressing
at Sea-Tac, it would not enable dual dual approaches during one of the five
independent approaches during poor poor weather conditions, it would only be
weather conditions, available during VFR2. Thus, the single

- Localizer Directional Aid (LDA) arrival stream would not be addressed
Approaches - The IDA approaches during 65 percent of the poor weather
create the appearance of the availability conditions, or 242% of weather
of widely spaced runways, where one conditions (all IFR conditions).
su-eam is aligned with the runway and , Currently during VFRI, arrival delay
the other stream is offset by an currently averages about l minute.
established LDA distance. At 2-3 Average arrival delay increases to 11.4
miles from the landing threshold, one minutes in VFR2 and 21.7 minutes or
stream sidesteps over and is then more in IFR conditions. While the LDA
aligned with the cen_rline of the would reduce delays during VFR2, it
runway. Since an LDA approach is would not reduce the most severe delays
offset from the extended runway that occur during IFR conditions, which
centerline, visual -separation between make up 60 percent of the arrival delay
aircraft on adjacent approaches and the problem.
air traffic control tower must exist at
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Avera_ArrivalDel!v(minutes) The FAA is presently operating an
Existing Existing LDA procedure at St. Louis's Lambert

W_ LDA Field and at San Francisco
VFRI 1.0 1.0 International. The LDA at Sea-Tac
__t_&_12l_i_- would be most similar to the procedure
IFR1 21.7 21.7 at San Francisco, where theIDA has
IFR2 21.7 21.7 reduced arrival delays during VFR2 but
[FR3 21.7 21.7 does not address IFR delay.
WR4 333.2 333,2
Avg. Art 7.7 4.4 While the FAA may pursue the IDA in

thefutureat Sea-TacAirportas an
Source:Capacity_ P_ _ _ interim measure to the availability of a

#I2,Feee_^vm_/ukn_,Jm199S. proposed new parallel runway, the
IDA was found to not satisfy the need

Due to the offset centerline type for the proposed Master Plan Update
approaches, this technique would airside improvements.
require a deviation from the established
noise abatement approaches. An LDA
would also change the paths that - Global Positioning System (GPS) -
aircraft would use on approach to the Over the last few decades, the FAA has
existing runways at Sea-Tat. In south pioneered the development of
flow, which occurs about 70% of the navigation improvements to reduce
time, instead of arriving aircraft abe, aft delay. Instrmnental to the
aligning their approach over the reduction in delay is the development
Duwamish indus_al corridor, arrivals of technology that enables aircraft to
would either overfly the West Seattle fly more precise flight tracks. The
ridge or the Beacon Hill ridge and then most significant development to date is
side step over to the runway within 2-3 the use of satellite technology as an aid
miles. Due to the 300-400 feet higher to communication, navigation and
elevation of properties located on these surveillance. Developed by the U.S.
ridges, a substantial increase in arriving Department of Defense over the last 20
aiJ_ie_t noise would likely be years, GPS/GNSS (Global Navigation
experienced on the ground. Satellite System) is expected to allow

alxcr_ to fly flexible and highly
The benefits of the LDA are ov=,_tdted accurate flight tracks anywhere m the
because: world. The FAA has responded by

initiating a comprehensive satellite
* The LDA would not be available program involving government,

during 65 percent of the poor industry and users to expedite research,
weather (it is not usable duringIFR development and field implementation
conditions); a third paraltel runway of improved navigation services. The
would address these IFR weather foundation of the FAA program is the
conditions; GPS, a satellite-based radio-navigation

* Future departure operations would and time lzansfer system operated and
be affected to a greater degree by controlled by the Department of
the IDA, resulting in greater total Defense. GPS has essentially replaced
future delay. A third parallel the MLS as the next generation
runway would enable the outboard precision approach system. It has
runways to be used for arrivals applicability in reducing delay and
during peak periods, with the .congestion at the surface of an airport,
inboard runway available for m addition to the terminal and enroute
departures; airspace.

* As 60 percent of the delays occur To date, work is on-going concerning
during IFR conditions, the IDA the GPS. FAA has only. approved one -
would not address a significant stand-alone non-preclston approach
majority of the ex/sting and future using GPS as the primary navigation
poor weather delay, aid (Steamboat Springs, Colorado).

GPS approaches however, have been
approved to supplement ILS
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approaches and are being tested at a Avoidanze/Advisory System have application
number of airports. While GPS is to addressing the poor weather issues at Sea-
expected to have si_ificant long-ten_ Ta_. It is expected the PRM will be used at
benefits to the overall avia_on system, Sea-Tac if the runway lateral separation
it is not expected to address the wake testing shows that such technology could be
vortex issues described previously, applicable to runways with a separation of
Therefore, GPS would not enable dual 2,500 feet or less. However, the primary.
approaches to the existing runways issue that would remain is the wake-vortex
duringpoor weather, condition. The FAA continues to evaluate

- Flight Managemem Systems (FMS) - wake vortex conditions. However, there are
New computer technology being no plans currently envisioned to reduce the
incorporated into the newer generation wake vortex standards.
ah-crafl are capable of efficiently
performing various navigational
functions. At airportssuch as Sea-Tat, OF)Blended or Delayed Alternative
FMS procedures have been used to
u-ansi_on aircraft from an enroute WAC 197-11-440 (5Xvii) states that an EIS
phase of flight to existing charted must:.
visual procedures and instrumen_ _ thebmefitsanddisadvantagesofreserving
landing approaches. FMS procedures for u,ne fimne _ the implementationof the
are expected to allow the reduction of v,_eosal,ascomparedwithpo_le a_p_-,_ a: this
weather minimums for charted visual t_e. Theagencyperspectiveshouldbe thaxeach
approaches and offer alternative arrival ge_-_on is, in_ a mmee of me en_tfor sm:ceedinggmera_ons. Particularattention
paths to FMS equipped alrtrafL Other shouldbegiventothe possibilityofforeclosing
benefits of FMS include a reduction in futureoptions by implementing the proposal."
airspace conflicts, a reduction in
controller workload, and possible The characterization "_reserving for some
energy reduction and improvements in future time" implies purposefully delaying
the precision of noise abatement flight the implementation of the proposed
tracks. However, FMS would not improvements. The net effect of delaying
enable dual independent approaches to implementation of the proposedthe existing runways during poor
weather, improvements would result in the conditions

presented in this EIS as Do-Nothing.

• Enroute Airspace Cal_iW Technology -
Enroute airspace ts the conlrolled To consider the intent of this SEPA
airspace above or adjacent to the terminal provision, this section discusses the benefits
airspace. Because of non-uniform and disadvantages of delavin_
demand for portions of the enroute implementation of the Master Plan Update.
aJaspace, technology is being evaluated to These benefits and advantages include:
reduce delays and match traffic flow to

demand. Benefits ofdela_e implementation:

• System Planning_Intem'ation and Control * Impact on the nana_ resources would
Technolo_v - A number of technical occur later in time.
tools are being developed to aid in the * Impact on the built and social resources
evaluation of air trafficconlxol would occurlater in time.
procedures andsystemperformance.

• Vertical Fli2ht Performance This Disadvantages ofdelaving.implementatiop

program is evaluatingmeans to improve * Existing poor weather related aircraft
the safety and efficiency of vertical flight arrival delay would continue, and would
operationsand increase the capacity of increase;
the national airspace throughresearch, * Unnecessarycostsofdelays incurredby
engineering and developmentefforts the airlines of about $24 million annually
focused on vertical flight. (in 1994) and growing to $146 million

Of the technology listed above, the Precision
Runway Monitors (PRM) andWake Vortex
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annuallywhen activityreaches425,000 * The MasterPlan Updateforecastwas
operations(neartheyear2013)._ preparedinearly1994,basedon

through1993. Activitylevelsthrough

In addition, actions that might assist with October 1995 indicate that passenger
delaying the timing in which the need for levels are growing slightly faster than
airport improvements were also considered forecast by the Master Plan Update -
and are referred to as the Blended giving no indication that demand will be
Alternative.As was describedin the delayed.

preceding sections, three alternatives, if None of the actions individually would
available and used, could offer means of satisfy the need for the proposed airport
reducing aviation demand at Sea-Tat: use of improvements. In addition, no actions exist
alternative modes, use of existing airports, to address the poor weather constraint that
and activity/demand management. Because exists at Sea-Tat other than the development
of the significant financial investment that of a new parallel runway with a separation of
airport users experience with airport 2,500 feet or more. As was shown,
infrastructure development, such technology/proceduralactions could reduce
improvements are typically not undertaken the severity of some of the poor weather
until the need has already arisen or the need conswaint (only during VFR2). However, no
will arise in near fimu_ with a demonstrable technologies exist to address the ITR single
benefit relative to cost. Therefore, if these arrival stream constraint Thus, if a blend of

other alternatives, independently or in non-development related actions were used to
combination, were implemented and used, the satisfy the poor weather needs at Sea-Tac, the
needs would not arise as quickly at Sea-Tac, Do-Nothing alternative as presented in this
and thus, implementation of the proposed EIS would result.
Master Plan Update improvements could be

delayed. SEPA poses the question "would their pursuit
"foreclose future options'". None of the

This alternative was considered and proposed airport improvements would
dismissed for the following reasons: prevent another option or other major

• This alternative does not reduce the plannedimprovements in the Airport area
existing disparity between good and poor from being pursued. However, airport
weather operating capability and funding could be limited for use in other
resulting delay. As a result, the delay improvements. For instance, if funding from
savings of $24 million annually today traditional airport sourceswere used to
would not be achieved, and would implement some alternative (other than the
escalate to $146 million when activity Do-Nothing and "With Project" alternatives
levels reach 425,000 annually, described in this EIS) a shortage in funding

• Based on studies of these individual could result
actions, there is no indiunion that any
individual alternative would result in a For these reasons, this alternative was not
diversion of I0 percent or more considered further.
passengers from Sea-Tac in the
reasonably foreseeable firoae; (G) Do-Nothinr_/No-Buiid

• No actions exist to alleviate the majority
of the existing and future poor weather The Do-Nothing alternative would result in
arrival delay. While the Localizer Sea-Tac Airlxm remaining as it is today.
Directional Aid (LDA) would reduce Therefore, existing operational congestion
arrival delays duringVFR2, it would not and delay would continue and not be
address 60 percent of the existing poor relieved. Also, the existing negative
weather (IFR) delay problem, environmental and operational impacts of the

Airport would not be reduced. Although this
alternative may not be prudent, it is feasible,
and therefore, is one of the alternatives

91 "Seattle-TacomalraernatWnal Airport, Capacity
EnhancernemUpdate".FederalAvianonAdmm.,July
1995.
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consideredthroughoutthe Environmental runw_, the followingoptionswere

Impact Statement. considered:
1) Extend Runway I6R by 3,075 feet;

(2) Provide Sufficient Runway Length to The maximum extension that can be
Accommodate Warm Weather conducted to this runway end is
Operations Without Restricting approximately 125 feet before
Passenger Load Factors or Payloads wetland (The Lake Reba Detention
For Aircraft Types Operating to the sites 4 through 8 totaling 20.6 acresas described in Chapter IV, Section
Pacific Rim. I I - Wetlands) would be affected.

In addition, South 154th sueet is

As is described earlier in this chapter, future located 900 feet and SR 518 is 2,200
aviation needs at Sea-Tac include a 12,500- feet north of Runway end 16]L

Therefore, maximum extension of
foot long runway to enable service to Hong this runway end would require the
Kong.theprimaryeconomicandtradehub of displacementor tunnelingof these
the Pacific Rim. The following alternatives roads.

were considered: 2) Extend Runway 34L by 3,075 feet -
This runway could be extended abom

• Extension of Runway ]6Id34R - 1,000 feet south before it would
Presently, Runway 16Lr34R is 11,900 affect wetland (site 28 - about 18
feet long. To achieve the desired 12,500- acres). South Iggth Street is located
foot length, this runway would require a approximately 1,200 feet south of the
600.foot extension. Three build options end of Runway end 34L and would
exist l) Extend to the North (Runway also require relocation or tunneling.
End 16L) by 600 feet; 2) Extend South
(Runway End 34R) by 600 feet;and 3) 3) Extend both ends suchthat3,075 feet
Extend North and South (both ends) such is added. As is noted for the
that 600 feet is added. The full extension previous sub-alternatives, Partial
to the north (Runway End 16L) would extensions of these runway ends, the
require the relocation of SR 518 and maximum extension that can be
South 154thS_eeL However, as is noted achieved in either direction without
in the next subsection, the runway safety affecting wetlands acreage in excess
area for this runway end does not meet of 20 acres is under 1,200 feet.
current FAA desig_ standards. Thus an Because of the roadway relocations
extension of the runway to the north associated with this runway
would further exacerbate the RSA issues, extending this runway would cost at
requiring the relocation of SR 5 ] 8. Full least three times the cost to extend
extension to the south (Runway End 34R) Runway 16IJ34R and impacxabom 4
would require grading and fill due to times thequantityofwetland.

steep terrain. Similar RSA issues exist • Develovmer_t of a r_ew nmway with a
for this runway end. All of these issues 12.500 foot length - The development ofwould also be incurred if both ends of the
runway were extended. The extension of a new 12,500 foot runway wasdeterminedunreasonable at Sea.Tac
both ends is not reasonable due to the based on a qualitative review of the
increased construction costs associated alternatives which address the arrivalwith two consu_ction sites, the need to

delay issues. Such a runway would need
address expanded RSA in both directions to be parallel to the existing runwayand no perceptible reduction in
environment impact, system at the Airport, and as suchwouldneed to be developed east or west of the

• Extension of Runway 16R/34L - existing two parallel runways.
Presently Runway 16R/34L is 9,425 feet Development east of the existing
long and is the runway loe-t,,d furthest runways would require the runway to be
from the terminal complex. An extension placed parallel and east of International
of 3,075 feet would be necessary to Blvd. (SR 99), thus displacing massive
achieve the desired runway length, amounts of commercial development and
Similar to the options for its adjoining severely disrupting the urban village

designationthatthe City of SeaTac
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wishes to achieve. Development west of reasonable development option to providing a
the existing runways, at leas_ 2,500 feet 12,500 foot runway at Sen-Tat.
from the easterly parallel would require
the relocation of a 4,000 foot segment of To address the runway length issue as well as
SR 509, relocation of the SR 509/South the RSA, described in the next section, the
188th Interchange, and the relocation runway would be extended 600 feet and a
and/or tunneling of approximately 5,000 1,000 foot runway safety area completecLfeet of South 188th Sueet. In addition, a
substantial displacement of area Given the length of the existing embankment
businesses and residences would be (which extends 535 feet beyond the current
necessary. For these reasons, these threshold), the Master Plan Update
alternatives were determined to be improvement would result in an expansion of
unreasonable, the embankment by 1,065 feet. This

extension and the associated parallel taxiway
• Delayed Alternative - As is noted earlier, and taxiway enlrance to the South Aviation

SEPA requires the oonsidemtion of the Support Area will be developed to ensure that
benefits and disadvantages of delaying the ultimate planned alignment of the South
implementation of the proposed
alternative. The benefits of delaying Access/SR-509 extension can be completed.
implementation of the runway extension
would be avoiding the adverse impacts
identified by this EIS. The disadvantages (3) Provide Runway Safety Areas ('RSAs)
would be continued off-loading of that Meet Current FAA Standards.
passengers and/or cargo for flights

departing during warm summer months. As was descn'bed earlier, the RSAs are safety
areas that are allocated w provide for

Delaying implementation oft his element possible ah_aft overnms, undershoots and
of the Master Plan Update would not excursions. The RSA design criteria is
foreclose fima-e options, as this element presently not met to the south due to terrain
is not likely to be implemented during an changes. The RSA design criteria is not met
early phase of the Master Plan Update to the north due to terrain and to South 154th
developmenL However, ff plans street.
associated with the development of the

South Aviation Support Area (SASA)do For airports that cannot meet the RSA
not recognize the development of this standards, the FAA has established
runway extension, the relocation of Des guidelines for the use of declared distances.
Moines Creek might be necessary twice. With the declared distance procedures, the
Thus, the proposed mitigazion included in FAA requi_,s that an airport operator declare
this EIS incorporates _ae planned which portions of the runway are available
extension of the runway in the layout of for takeoff and landing calculations so that
the relocatexi Des Moines Creek. the 1,000 foot RSA is available. Declared
Implementation of the runway extension distances were established by the FAA for
does not foreclose any other future space constrained airports where the
opnons, conventional RSA confignration cannot be

provided at the ends of the runways. FAA
• Do-NothinrJNo-Build - The Do-Nothing defines declared distances fo_.

alternative would result in the Airport

remaining as it is today. Therefore, • Takeoff Run Available (TORA) - the
service to cities at greater distances length of runway declared available and
would result in reduced payload during suitable for satisfying takeoff run
warm weather conditions. Although this requirements;
alternative may not be prudent, it is
feas_le, and therefore, is one of the * Takeoff Distance Available (TODA)- is
alternatives considered throughout the the TORA plus the length of any
Environmental Impact Statement. remaining runway or clearway beyond

the end of the TORA available for
Based on the options" available to address satisfying takeoff distance requirements.
existing runway RSA issues, the 600 foot The TODA length is determined by
extension of Runway 34R is the only aircr_operators based on the conu'olled

obstacles in the departure area. At Sea-
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Tac, where no clearways are present, runway are available for take-off and
TODA is the same as TORA. landing, so that the full 1,000-foot safety

areas are p_d_ foroperaxions on the
• Accelerate-Stop Distance Available runway. Those portions of the runway

(ASDA) - is the nmway length available declared not usable for takeoff and
to accelerate to VI(takeoff speed) and landings are then considered part of the
then decelerate to a safe stop. RSA.

• Landing Distance Available (IDA) - is
the runway length available for landing. - Rnnway 16R/34LI_ was the focus ofthe RSA issues as the north end of

As the RSAs are mandated by Federal the runway (end 16R)represents the
Aviation Regulation (FAR) Pan 139.309(a) greatest constraint_ Exhibit H-IA
and subsequent grant assurances, only two shows the existing conditions. Thefollowing identify alternatives to
basic options exist: addressing this RSA:

• Use of Declared Distances with displaced - (Alternative RSA-1A) A 250-foot
runway thresholds; displacement to the threshold of

• Clearing, grading, filling and Runway End 161_ This
development of the requisite areas for alternative would include a
"1,000 feet beyond the existing pavement partial grading and filling for 750
end. feet of the area north of the

existing runway threshold. With
Since publication of the Dra_hEIS, the Port of the 250-foot displacement, the
Sea_e has completed the grading off the end full 1,000-foot long KSA would
of Runway End 34L to provide the requisite be provided. This alternativewould avoid the northward
1,000 foot RSA. This project, completed per relocation of South 154th Street,
a SEPA Determination of Non-Significance but would require the
and NEPA Categorical Exclusion, showed conswaction of a retaining wall
that this element would not affect wetlands, along the roadway and relocation
It was completed by bringing 14,000 cubic of approach lights and other
yards of material to the site. In December navigational aides. However,
1995, the Port completed a DNS for the 34R when in north flow (arrivals on
RSA (clearing and grading approximately 34L or departures on 34L) the
465 feet). As the DNS for this project ASDA (accelerate-stop distance
showed, 0.1 acre of wetland will be filled, available) and LDA (landing
The Port received approval from the Army distance available) would be
Corps of Engineers (COE) in 1993, subject to reduced by 250 feet. In south
a Nationwide COE Permit, to fill this flow, a reduced LDA of 250 feetwould occur. The Port estimated
wetland. It will be completed by bringing that this option would cost500,000 cubic yards of material to the site. between $3-6 million to
This EIS addresses the cumulative impact of complete. For these reasons, this
the proposed runway extension and alternative was found
completion of the RSA for 34IL unreasonable.

The following summarize these alternatives - (Alternative RSA-2A) A 450-foot
associated with the RSAs for Runway displacement to the threshold of
16L/34R and 161t: Runway End 16R. This

alternative is the same as the

• Declared Distances/Displace the runway above, except with an expansion
l_shoid: Recognizing that airportsmay of the existing RSA out to 550
incur difficulty in achieving the full RSA feet, using a 450 displacement of
standard, the FAA has enacted declared the north runway end to achieve
distance criteria as defined in the the requisite 1,000 feet. While
preceding section. With the declared
distance criteria, the FAA requires that lff Followingthe issuanceof a D_-rminazioraof Non-
an airport declare which portions of the Significancein Februm'y1995, the Port of Seattle

cleared, graded and filled the requisite RSA for 34L.
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other lengths could occur, this would be reduced to 11,600 and
distance would avoid the the ASDA would be reduced to
development of the retaining 11,600 feet. Due to the length
wall. As a result, a 450-foot requirement of 12,500 feet
reduced IDA to the south on identified in the Master Plan
Runway 16R would occur. The Update, displacement of this
Port estimated that this option nmway was not considered a
would cost between $1.0 and realistic alternative.
$3.0 million to complete.

Declared Distance Summary: Relative to

The reduced landing distances declared distances, the FAA noted to the
would restrict the usage of Port in a February 1993 letter "The FAA
taxiway. M to some aircraft, thus s_-ongly recommends that declared
mcreasmg the runway distances not be used at Seattle-Tacoma
occupancy. For these reasons, International Airport Air_r_ operations
this alternative was found during low visibility conditions are a
unmaumable, major concern. Declared distance

lighting would be required in addition to
- (Alternate R_-3A) A 770-foot low vis_ility lighting and result in a

displacement to Runway End confusing lighting system during low
16R. This altm'nm_v"e would use vis_ility operations. We recommend
the existing 230 feet of full-width you consider relocating the threshold to
RSA with a 770-foot adjoin the starting boundary of the
displacement. This alternative RSA".II_ For these reasons, these
would result in a 770-foot alternatives were not found reasonable.
reduction in the LDA to the south However, because the Port must address
and a 770-foot reduction in the the RSA compliance issue, if clearance,
ASDA to the north. A relocation grading and filling were not undertaken,
to South 154th would not be the declared distances would be the Do-
required. The Port estimated that Nothing action.

option would cost between
$0.5-1.5 million to complete. * Clear_ce. _adin_ filling and

develonment of the re0uisite areas for
1.000 feetbeyond the existin2 pavement

Because of the reduced available end: These alternatives would result in
runway length, aircraft landing the conventional configurations for the
would not be able to use the RSAs.
existing taxiway exits in an
efficient manner. Thus runway - Runway 16R/34L (Alterm_e RSA-
occupancy would be increased or 4A): To provide the necessary area,
additional taxiway exits would the north RSA would require the
need to be developed. For these relocation of South 154th Street
reasons, this alternative was around the RSA. No wetlands would
found unreusonable, be affected in clearing, filling,

gradingand developing a 1,000-foot
- Runway 16[J34R, shown inEx_bit RSA on the north or south end of this

H-lB. Alternatives for this runway runway. While conceptually, the
RSA are: road could be tunneled under the

- (Alternat_ RSA-IB)A 300-foot RSA, the cost of such tunneling
displacement to 16L (which is would be far greater than relocating
currently displaced 490 feet - the road. The cost to relocate the
thus the existing displacement road and to complete this ahemativeis about $20-$30 million. While this
would be reduced), and a slight
build out of the 16L RSA to cost is greater than the declared
700'. As a result of the distance options, the majority of this
displacements, the south flow cost associated with relocating South
IDA would be reduced to 11,600

and the ASDA would be 11,900 J.tl Lett_ fromPaul Jo_ Civil Engineer, Seattle
feet. In north flOW, the IDA Ah'portsDislrictOfficetothe Portof Seattle,February

19,1993
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l._th Street would be incurred in • Debved Alternative- As is noted earlier,
completing the new parallel runway. SEPA _ the con_derafion of the

benefits and disadvantages of delaying
Runway 16L/34R (Alternative RSA- implementation of the proposed
2B): This ahcrnafive would clear, alternative. Delaying implementataon of
fill and grade 300 feet in addition to actions to addressing the RSA issues is
the existing RSA to the north, and
relocate South 154th Street. If the not possible, due to the FAA grantassurances. Therefore, the only non-
16L landing displaced threshold were development options would be the
removed, a total of 300 additional establidxment of declared distance
feet would be needed. The sou_ern procedures and displaced runway
RSA would be cleared, filled, and thresholds. The advantages of this would
graded an additional 465 feet. This be a reduction in the amount of fill
alternative is a viable alternative, but transported to the site and associated
would require two const_ction adverse off-ah'port impacts. The
efforts, to address the existing RSA disadvantages would be reduced runway
issue, and then extend at a later date landing lengths, required techniques for
extend 34R the additional 600 feet. low visibility lighlang, and reduced
To ensure compatibility of the airfield efficiency. Implementation of the
mitigation, these projects were clearing and grading alternative does not
assessed in one phase, preclude other options in the future.

• Clearance. m'ading, flllinm and * Do-Nothine./No:Build 12/This alternative
would maim_in the current RSA

develot_ment of the renuisite area dimensions, which do not meet FAA
includin2 the 600-foot extension of requirements. As this option may result
Runway 34R /Alternative RSA-3B)- in the FAA bringing an RSA enforcementAs is noted in the _prec____ingsection, action affalrm the Port of Seattle, it is notto provide unreslricted payload to
ah-_idt serving the Pacific Rim a a reasonable alternative. The result of a
takeoff roll available length of Do-Nolhing alternative would be the
12,500 is needed. As the only requirement that displaced thresholds be

developed, as described previously.
reasonable alternative to satisfying While this option is considered to be athis need is the southern extension of
34R, the cumulative alternative of last resort action for airports with low
addressing the RSA was also visibility conditions, it is technically
considered. Therefore, a 600 foot feasible; declared distances are not
runway extension would require the recommended due to the low visibility
clearance, filling and grading of lighting confusion that pilots could
1,600 feet (the extension plus the experience. Each displacement would
standard RSA distances). Given the require relocation of approach lights and

other navigation aides. The following
12,500 foot length need, this identifies the declared distancesclearing, filling, and grading of 1,600
feet off 34R is the only reasonable associated with the Do-Nothing:
alternative to addressing the RSA - Rtmwa__ 16L/34R (Alternative RSA-
issues on the southern end of 1B): Because of the non-standard
Runway 161J34R. To address the RSA's, the threshold of 16L would
runway length issue described in the remain displaced. The glideslopas on
previous section, as well as the RSA, both ends would be reFocated. As a
the runway would be extended 600 result, in north flow, the maximum

available landing distance available
feet and a 1,000 foot runway safety (IDA) at Sea-Tac would be 11,145
area completed. Given the length of feet. In the south flow, the maximum
the existing embankment (which IDA would remain as 11,145.
_tends 535 feet beyond the current
threshold), the Master Plan Update
improvement would resuh in an -_ Technically, the fiteral Do-Nothing is not an option for
expansion of the embankment by adc_mg the RSA issues. The Port of Seattle has two
1,065 feet, for a total length of 1,600 olmom for addressingRSA_ tom of whia_requ_
fL_t. some action: grade and develop off the _ of the

runways or establish declared distance procedures. The
Do-Nothing alternative presented m this EIS reflects the
non-development aclion (declared distances).
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- I_n_a_ 15R/34L (Mt_e R_- wavelets from SeaoTaC,al_'nsfive modes
IA): Because the horizontal criteria of transportation, such as rail (trad_onal
is only standard at a length of 230 or high speed) or automobile/bus, cannot
feet, Runway End 16R would be be realistically considered as providing a
displaced 770 feet. As a result the suitable solution to needs identified in
LDA and ASDA would be reduced this study at Sea-Tat Airport.
an equivalent distance. Therefore, in
a south flow, the LDA would be 03) Use of OthcrAirtmrts or
reduced from 9,425 feet to 8,655 feet. DeveloPment 9f a New Airport
This would prevent about 1% of the Alternatives
year 2020 aircrafttypesfrom being
able to land on this runway. As a As was described beginning on page II-6,
remit of the displacement to Runway an extensive stud)"of the development of
16R, greater runway occupancy a replacement or supplemental a/rpon
would occur due to the placement of was conducted by the Puget Sound
current taxiway exits. Regional Council. This study found:

"The Executive Board concludes that

Due to the runway length needs of the there are no feasible sites for a major
Airport,asdescribedinthischapter, the only supplemental airport within the four-
reasonable ahema_ve to achieving county region and that continued
compliance with the FAA's RSA design examination of any local sites will
standards is the clearance and grading of the prolong community anxiety while

eroding the credibility of regional
requisite areas (Alternatives RSA-3B and govemance."H_ Based on the analysis
RSA-4A). presented earlier and the findings of the

Puget Sound Regional Council, it is
(4) Provide Efficient and Flexible unlikely that use of other airports or

Laadside Facilities to Accommodate development of a new airport are
Future Aviation Demand reasonable alternatives to serving future

air travel demands.

Alternatives that could accommodation of (C) Acbvitv/Demand Alternativesfuture aviation demand include:

Another group of alternatives which are
(A) Useof Other Modes of Transportation frequently suggestedwhen considering

airport development include traffic
(B) Use of Other Airport/Development of A demand management and activity

New Airport restrictions. As was described in a

(C) Activity/Demand Management preceding section (starting on page II-
l l), activity alternatives would not

(D) Landside Development at Sea-Tat reduce demand such as to prevent the
Airport need for improvements at Sea-Tac

AL,port
(E) Delayed or Blended Altemati_

(F) Do-Nothing/No-Build (D) Ludside Development at Sea-Tae
AirportAlternat_es

The following summarizes the issues The Master Plan Update identified
associated with each of these alternatives, numerous alternatives to address the

future terminal and support facility
(A) Use of Other Modes of requirements. Table I-6 lists the

Traasportafion Alternatives landside facility requ/rements. Once the
possible runway options were evaluated,

Alternative modes of transportation were the planning process began to focus on
evalunt_ (on page If-l) in terms of their existing and forecast conditions in the
capability to meet .the needs of freight terminal, cargo, support and roadway
shippers and travelers who presently use system. This effort showed that, in some
Sea-Tac Airport. Based upon the
characteristics of freight shipments and

•L_-/PSRCExecutiveBoardResolutionEB-94-01.
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cases, the present airportfacilities are not beyond the current 1.9 million square
cfficicntly accommodating passengers feet (SF) are:
and aircra_ In other instances, these
existing facilities were determined to be Additional Passenger Terminal
insufficient to accommodate future Space Needs

activity. The following smnmarizes . 2000: 412,000to 613,000SF
options to addressing terminal, cargo and • 2010: 744,000 to 1,076,000SF
support facilities. . 2020:1,080,000 m 1,533,000 SF

I. Terminal Facilities In addition to the provision of
terminaland gate facilities, passenger

One of the primary criteria used in access must be provided. C_tly,
planning future terminal facilities is all passengers access to the Main
the need for aircraft gates. Aircraft Terminal is through the Airport
gate requirements define the general roadway system curbfront or parking
layout of the terminal and the garage. The Master Plan Update
quantity of building space, through found that currently there is
the establishment of the number and insufficient curbfront to
size of aircraft that can enplane and accommodate peak demand, resulting
deplane passengers. Based on the in a poor level of service on some of
forecast increase in passengers and the aceess/egress ramps. The Master

operations, the need for Plan Update found tha_ "the
aircraft gates is expected to increase fundamental problem whichremains
about 20% by the year 2020. To is that the configuration of the
reoog_aizethe diff=rences between the terminal curb has evolved fi'om the
physical requirements of various original terminal plan in which traffic
gates (i.e., narrowbody versus turns at the midpoint of the roadway.
widebody), the linear frontage (I.F) This not only creates a point of
of gate space is also identified, congestion at the turn itself, but
Currently, Sea-Tac Airport has 75 limits the extenl to which the
actual gates, within 12,100 linearfeet umninal curb may be extended in a
ofterminalfrontage, linearfashion."This cundidon is

expected to become severely
The existing and forecast gate inefficient and congested with a 100
re_luimnentis: percent increase in passengers by

• 1993- 75gatesin 12,100LF year2020.

• 2000 - 86 gates in 13,800 LF Based on the facility requirements, a
• 2010 - 94 gates in 15,100 LF series of terminal development
• 2020 - 100 gates in 16,300 LF options (shown in Exhibit rl-2) are

identified:
Because of the varying dimensions
and space requirements of various Centr_fi-_d Terminal - To
aircraft, a gate equivalency is often maximize the infill of the existing
used. The NarrowBody Equivalent central core, opportunities to satisfy
Gate (NBEG) would range from 89.9 existing terminal needs were
in 1993to 120.6in2020. examined within the existing Main

Terminal land envelope. However,
In addition to the gate space, the because of the limited amount of
square footage of additional terminal
space was quantified. Using the space, only one concept wasidentified as being viable. Thb
aviation demand forecasts, a range of option would resuh in the
additional terminal space was development of a passenger
quantified. The lower bounds of the Trausporlation Distribution Center
range indicate maximized expansion on the site immediately east of the
of existing facilities, while the higher existing main parking garage. This
bounds represent development of facility could accommodate the
new terminals. Additional space regional rail facility, as well as

provide supplemental curbfront for
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high occupancy vehicles and busses. - Avout Acquisition of the
Because of the distances between this commercial property west of
facility and the existing Main International Blvd., north of S.
Terminal, it would be connected with 188th. This area presently
a people mover (such as moving consists of 12 privately held
sidewalks) to minimize passenger parcels, including the West Coast
walking distances. This system Hotel, piT-_ Hut, Denny's, etc.
could require the use of portions of The cost to acquire these parcels
one or more floors of the existing is estimated to be about $32
parking garage. Supplemental million.
passenger check-in and baggage
claim could also be developed in the Avoiding the acquisition of these
distribution center, parcels would restrict terminal

and supporting roadway
Public terminal space would be deveiopmem, but would require
developed through a significant the displacement of virtually all
southern extension of Concourse A, of the aircraft maintenance and
with a Federal Inspection Service hangar facilities currently located
(FIS) facility, improved passenger to the south of the Main
security screening space and Terminal. Access to the new
expansion of the north and south terminal facilities would result in
satellites. A limited ticketing level development of a connection to
expansion could also occur to the S. 188th Street at about 24th
northern end of the Main Terminal. Avenue South (west of

International Blvd.).
Thisoptionwould focus on the use of
high occupancy vehicles for access to While the commercial avoidance
the Airport to relieve congestion on option would achieve the airside
the surface roads. Such modes could and landside requirements, it
include shuttles and light rail to would not relieve the current
divert passengers away from private curbfront congestion in the Main
autos, taxis and limos. Additional Terminal area. To avoid the
public parking would be developed commercial property would
through a southern expansion of the result in the development of a
parking garage. To service the wansit roadway system that connects the
curb, an elevated roadway, east of the existing Main Terminal to the
existing garage, would be required, new South Terminal. As a resuR,
Additional parking requirements vehicular congestion currently
could be satisfied through the experienced would be
development of a parking garage on compounded, as this option
the site of the current Doug Fox would concentrate additional
parkinglot. traffic in an alreadycongested

an_ For these reasons, this
While this option would not option is not a reasonable
completely satisfy fima-e terminal solution to the needs at Sea-Tat.
and roadway needs, a substantial

amount could be me_ Therefore, the Commercial Acquisition .
central terminal option is a viable Acquisition of the wiangular
alternative, shaped land envelope bound on

the south by S. 188th Street, on
South Terminal - This option would the east by International Blvd.,
result in the development of and on the east by Air Cargo
expanded terminal facilities to the Road would enable the
south of the Main Terminal. Two development of a south unit
basic south terminal options are terminal with a roadway system
defined by property acquisition that could bypass the existing
approaches: Main Terminal. R would enable

the development of a south unit
terminal roadway system that
could allow passengers to
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separately access either the Main would be developed to support the
Terminal or the new South Unh north terminal. A north unit terminal
Terminal, thus avoiding the would divert passengers away from
conge_d area. Along with the the Main Terminal and roadway
development of the unit terminal system and thus, assist with relieving
would be the development of a congestion on the exis_ng ramps.

new parkinggarage. Passengers could connect to the
A number of building concepts existing terminal facilhies through
exist to develop the separate, but the development of either an
connected South Unit Terminal. underground people mover system or
The specific location and layout the provision of a shuttle bus system.
of the building would depend on The regional rail system could be
the number md operating interfac_ with the existing terminal
characteristicsof the airlines that facilities (at the rear of the parking
would use the new South garage) or at the new North
Terminal. Such features could Terminal.
include a reverse flow roadway
system to maximize the terminal _Be___n_this option would meet the
curbfront. However, due to land facility needs and address roadway
envelope c_nslraints, this type.of congestion associated with the
roadway would not be practical, existing Main Terminal, it is a viable

alternative.

The proposed Regional Rail
SysWm station could be West Terminal Development
integrated into this new terminal. While the Master Plan Update didnot examine a west terminal option,

Because this option would passenger terminal facilities could be
provide the necessary terminal developed west of the existing
and roadway congestion relief, it airfield However, to provide the
is a viable alternative, necessary roadway system and

infiastruc_m,e, an extensive amount

North Terminal Development of acquisition between Des Moines
Additional passenger terminal Memorial Drive and SR 509 would
facilities could be developed north of be required. In addition, this
the existing Ma_ Terminal. This terminal alternative would
option would place development in substantially increase the amount of
closer proximity to the enWance earth needed to fill area lowland, to
roadway and could be completed culvert or relocate Miller Creek, and
without acquiring land. However, it affect additional wetland. An
would result in the displacement of extensive underground transportation
several airport facilities, including system, or surface system would be
the Airport Rescue and Fire Fighting needed to enable passengers to
(ARFF) facility, and a number of connect with activities in the existing
cargo buildings and the U.S. Airmail Main Terminal. Because of the cost,
facility, and human and nara_ resource

disruption, a west terminal
A number of building configuration alternative was not considered further
concepts exist for a North Terminal. in this Environmental Impact
Poss_ilities include an mdependeut Statement.
unit terminal and a unit terminal with
a new _*__llite concourse. The Regardless of which terminal
specific location and layout of the alternative is ptu_ued, a number of
building would depend on the improvements would be required:
number and chm-acteri_cs of the
airlines that would use the new * Expansion of the Main Terminal
facility. Configurations could also for ticketing and baggage claim;

include a reverse flow roadway * Expansion and refurbishment of
system to maximize passenger Concourse A for additional
curbfront. A new parking facility
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aircrallparkingandthepotential roads.Optionstoaddressingcargo
relocation of the HS to facilities are:
Concourse A from the South
Satellite; Centralized Cargo Option - About

176 aer_ of land would be required
• Improvements to the interline to centralize the cargo facilities m a

and outbound and inbound singlecomplex. To centralizethe
baggage systeras; fa¢ili_ea, iT is assumed that the

• On-Airport Concourse D hotel; existing cargo facilities would be
abandoned and redeveloped at

• Expansion of the Parking anotherlocationon-airport.Two
Garage; locations for .cenwalized facilities

• Expansion of the South Satellite were identified: the area known as
for additional holdroom, in- the South Aviation Support Area
transit facilities and public (SASA) and a northsite. Because ofthe site characteristics and size
circulation; and requirements and cost,the complete

• Improvements to the redevelopment of a new centralized
access/egress ramps, cargo complex is notpractical.

2. SupportFacilities DecentralizedCargo Option- The
decentralized cargo option would

The Master Plan Update evahmted result in supplementing existing
the need for support facilities based cargo facilities at new sites on-
on the aviation demand as well as the airport. Decenwalized cargo
facilities that would be displaced facilities could be developed within
through the provision of airside and the existing cargo development (to
terminal facilities. Support facilities the north of the Main Terminal),
include: cargo and freight forwarder, further north on existing airport
general and corporate aviation, air property or in the SASA. Within the
traffic control tower, Aircraft Rescue existing cargo area, all of the year
and Fire Fighting (ARFF), aircraft 2010 needs can be served and about
maintenance, airport maintenance, 67% of the year 2020 cargo building
fuel storage, flight kitchens and area needs can be accommodated and
miscellaneous facilities, about 57% of the hardstand needs.

The post year 2010 forecast needs
Air Cargo: As is noted in ChapterI, can then be accommodated in the
total tonnage of aircargo is expected SASA.
to increase 131 percent between 1993
and 2020. As a result of the forecast Aircraft Maintenance As is
growth, the following additional described in the Final EIS and
cargo space will be needed: Record of Decision of the South

Aviation Support Area (SASA), three
Forecast AddilionalCargoNeeds principal objectives will be met

Floor _ through the development of the
year Area Hardstands SASA: to accommodate displaced
2000 641,000 5 line maintenance facilities, to
2010 836,000 11 accommodate future line
2020 1,060,000 17 maintenance facilities, and to

accommodate a major base
Given the land available after maintenance facility. That EIS
addressing airside and terminal addressed three sites for the
development needs, a limited development of aircraft maintenance
quantity of land exists to address needs: northeast, far north andsoutheast. The northeast was
cargo facility needs. In siting cargo rejected as there is insufficient landfacilities,_ two characteristics are
essential: direct access to the airfield to develop the requisite 84 acres.
and direct access to surface The far north site (located north of
transportation (public or airport) SR 518, west of 24th Avenue South)

was rejected because of the cost of
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developingataxiw_bridgeoverSR Tower Siting Criteria"and
518, and fill requirement costs. 6480.7 "Airport Traffic Control

Tower Design". A_roxima_ely
Because of the need to use portions 5-6 acres of land would be
of the SASA site for supplemental needed for the ATCT, TRACON
cargo facilities, the extent of ahc,-,tft and FAA personnel parking
maintenance facility development in preferences. Given the function
the SASA would be dictated by the of the ATCT, it should be located
displacement caused by alternative near the center of the Airport, on
terminal development either the east or west side of the

Airport. However, Sea-Tac
Miscellaneous Facilities - A number Airport is presently site
of airport facilities would require comm_ed on the east, limiting
expansion to serve forecast aviation the land available for the
demand: required space.

Air TraffTc ControlFacilioc. Due The FAA examined 20 different
to insufficient building space sites for the proposed Air Traffic
necessary to accommodate Control Tower.L_ Through an
growing FAA _ waffic control evaluation process, the
requirements, the FAA has been unfe_le sites were eliminated
studying the need for expanded if they did not achieve the
facilities at Sea-Tat. following goals: 1) maintain a

clear and unobsWucted view to
Currently, the FAA's Air Traffic all aircm_ movement areas and
Control Tower (ATCT) is to the edge of the taxiway safety
located on top of the Main areas for the proposed new
Terminal Building. The ATCT parallel runway;, 2) eliminate or
has the primary function of minimize the need to modify
controlling flight operations existing structures in order to
within the Airport's designated meet the vis_ility criteria; and 3)
airspace and for conlxolling the eliminate or minim_e the impact
movement of aircraft on the to existing or future ILS
Airport's runways, taxiways and .approach minimums. Only two
other designated areas. The sacs meet these goals:
Terminal Approach Control
(TRACON) is responsible for I. Site A3 - would involve a 231-
controlling the approaching and foot controltower and is located
departing ahcralLThe existing in thenorthern support area.
ATCT provides adequate ne_ the existing U.S. Post

Office buildit_ This site couldvisibility to all existing runways
and taxiways and would exceed home theTRACONandprovide

some on-sReparkingand be
the visibility requirements of the _ce_le from the c_dng
propo_i new parallel runway pubfic roadway syste_
located 2,500 feet west of However, it would also limit the
existing Rmlway 161./341L The future poor _ minimums
existing ATCT, however, lacks for approachesto Runway 16L;
sufficientfloor area to and

adequately meet future demand 2. Site A4 - would locate a 12g-
for additional controllers and can foot control tower at the south
not be efficiently expanded to cndofConcoutseB. While this
accommodate additional site avoids the flame poor
conU'oller positions and weatherminirn_3S i._UeS, it
technology that is anticipated in would require special
the future, cons_ction techniques. First,

ff a standardtower co--on

The FAA has established criteria specificationwere used, itwould

for the establishment c£airtraffic L_ A_ct T,-¢_ Control ro,_r Si_nz $_. Seanle-
conU_l facilities: FAA Order racon,,, InternationalAirport. Final Report, HNTB,
6480.4 "Airport Traffic Con_ol Decemberz995.
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occ,_ the spa_ of one _ * A_rafl }_.scue and F/re
gate. A non-sumdatd design Fighting (ARFF). located north
could be reed, how_cr, of the North Satellite, would

the cost of the new requite reloc_on due to
tower. In addition, the site expansion of the North SatcllRe.
wouldnot enableon-miteparking Alternative development sites for- ATCT pcasonnel would be
requir_ w park in the garage the AR_ included development
and walk to the tower, and to the west, east, northwes_ and
deliveries would require access north of the existing airfield.
to the secure aircr_ operations The west site was determined
area. impractical due to the earthwork

relaxed costs. To meet FAA
• A_porz _enw_e Facility - safety standards and certification

Expanded building space to requirements, a split operation
house existing airport would be required if a north or
maintenance functions and south location were identified.
vehicles is needed. In addition, This was also determined
the present airport maintenance unreasonable due to unnecessary
facility (located in the existing costs. Therefore, a site on the
cargo area) could be displaced to east of the airfield was
facilitate the infill of cargo needs determined to be the only
in the existing cargo area. To reasonable alternative.
address snow facility
requirements, a site west of the • Alask_ Delta and Northwest
existing runways near South Airlines line maimen_ce
188th Street was identified. The facilities would be displaced by
remaining facility requirements terminal expansion to the south.
could be safis'f_ north of SR Due to land availability and
51g/cast of 24th Street South or facility location requirements,
in the SASA. thr_ replaccancnt locations exist:

west, north and southeast. A
As a result of alternative airside and prior section summarizes the
landside facilities, a number of alternatives analysis that was
support facilities will be displaced, prepared for the 1994 Final
Properties that could be displaced Environmental Impact Statement
include: and Record of Decision

concerning SASA maintenance
• General Aviation and Corporate facilities. Therefore, displaced

Aviation: Signature Flight maintenance facilities will be
Support, located adjacent to the developed in the SASA.
Alaska Airlines maintenance
base, would be displaced by the * Northwest Airlines (located near
maximum expansion of the South the Northwest Maintenance
Terminal. Weyerhaeuser Flight Hangar) and United Airlines
I:L-pat_ent, located on the Flight Kitchens (located north of
southwestern portion of the the North Satellite) would be
existing airfield would be displaced by the respective
displaced by any new runway terminal expansion.

option. To maintain aircraft and * Underground Fuel storage
public access requirements, three systems will require relocation
sites exist: west, north and and upgrade to be compatible
SASA. The west site is not with alternative terminal
reasonable due to the high developmenL To maintain
earthwork related costs. A site service requirements,
on the northwest portion of the replacement storage systems will
airfield and SASA site were be developed for the displaced
determined reasonable buildings currently served as well
akemalives, as newly developed facilities,
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such as a new North or South (F) ,Do-Nothin_No-Build Alternative

UnitTerminal. The Do-Nothingalternativewouldresult
• AirMailFacility-theNorthUnit intheAirportre_ining as itistoday.

Terminal,if configuredwith Therefore,futureoperationalcongestion
concoursefingerswould require and delay would not be relieved,and
thedisplacementoftheU.S.Post would increase.As is describedin

OfficeAir Mail Facility.This ChapterI,airtraveldemand isa direct
facility would likely be relocated fimc_ion of population, employment and
to SASA- income. As the population of the region

is expecmd to continue w grow at a rate
While not addressed in this greater than the national average, air
Enviromental Impact Statement, it is travel demand is expected to grow,
expected that in futt_ years, that the Port regardless of the facilities that would be
of Seattle will also examine future non- available at Sea-Tac. As a result, the
aviation uses of undeveloped airport land efficiency of the Puget Sound air travel
or development above aviation uses. system wouldbecroded.
This could mclude additional on-airport
hotels, on-airport office development and The level of service afforded passengerswoulddeclinesubstantially inaccordance
collateraldevelopmenL with passenger growth and the peak

Iravel periods would be extended if the
(E)Delayed/Blended Alternative improvements are delayed. In summary,

it would take passengers longer to enter
As is noted earlier, SEPA requires the the Airport, access parking and move to
consideration of the benefits and the ticket counters and gates. Similarly,
disadvantages of delaying cargo and freight activities would incur
implementation of the proposed greamr congestion and delay m
alternative. Delaying implementation of deliveries.
actions to addressing the futm-egrowth in
aviation demand would result in the Do- Also, the existing environmental and
Nothing for some period. Advantages of operational impacts of the Airport would
this approach would be delaying impacts not be reduced. Although this alternative
to thehuman, social and nana'al character may not be prudent,itisfeasible,and
oftheairportarea.The disadvantages therefore,is one of the alternatives
would be reducedqualityofserviceof consideredthroughouttheEnvironmental
airport facilities, increased congestion on Impact Statement.
some on and off-airport roads, and

increased passenger and user Later in this chapterand it_Appendix IL
inconveniences. Implementation of these consideration is given to the possibility
projects does not for_losc other future that the delay and costs inherent to the
options, as these plans have recognized Do-Nothing alternative could rcsuh in
other major planned improvements in the fewer passengers and operations than
Airport area such as RTA, Sea-Tac's "W-_hProject". Although this scenario is
PRT, South Access and the SR 509 not likely, if it occurred, the spreading of
Extension. flights in to the nighttime hours,

cong.-ted landside facilities, and other
A combination of actions that would impacts would be less than depicted here.
delay or reduce the aviation demand See Appendix R for more detail.alternatives, called the Blended
Alternative, was evaluated in terms of the , , , , ,
capability to meet the needs of freight
shippers and travelers who presently use This chapter summarizes various alternatives to
Sea-Tac Airport. As was discussed in the the proposed Master Plan development at Sea-
preceding section (on page II-lS), this Tac Airport. The Master Plan Update Airsideakemative is not a reasonable alternative
as it would not satisfy the need. Options Report and Landside Options Report

provide detailed analysis of all reasonable
alternatives. Three development alternatives and
the Do-Nothing were identified and carried
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forward for this Environmental Ixnpa_tStatement. (A)

The proposed development alternatives represent Based on the preliminary, identification of
the reasonable akematives from an possible ranges of opuons, as described
environmental, economic and operational above, eight (8) possible SewTa¢ airside
standpoint which address the pax'pose and need development opuons were identifiecL
for improved airport facilities. Exhibit H-4 shows the placement of the

runways associated with each option. These

2. THE PROPOSED _..I.,TERNATIVES TO include:

BE ASSESSED * Qvtion 1 - Do-Nothing: This option
would leave the existing airfield as it is

Based on the consideration of individual today:. Existing Runway 16L/34Rwith a
alternatives to the proposed need, the following length of 11,900 feet and existing
cumulative alternatives are carried forward for Runway 16Rf34L with a length of 9,425

detailed impact assessment. These alternatives feet. Two options were considered: A -
the Do-Nothing delay does not cause

are: Waffle to spill over into the nighttime
hours and B - the delay causes shifts to

(1) Alternative Expansion at Sea-Tae nighttime hours.

Airport * Ootion 2 -- Commuter - Close Spaced:
An additional 5.200-foot commuter

A number of on-site alternatives exist to runway with 1,500 feet separation from
address the proposed needs at Se.a-Tac existingRtmway16L/341L
Airport. During the Master Plan Update,
these needs were addressed for rite following • Ovtion 3 - Commuter Dependent:
types of airport functional uses: Implementation of this option would

result in the conslruction of a new 5,200
foot long runway 2,500 feet west of

• Ai_ide Runway 16L/34R. The north threshold
• Landside of this runway would be 1,435 feet south

of the north ends of the existing
- Passenger terminal runways.
- Roadways
- Cargo and Maintenance * Option 4A - Programmatic Baseline: 1_

Option 4A would resuk in the
- Support facilities development of a new 7,000 foot long

parallel runway, located 2,500 feet west
The Master Plan Update began with the of existing Runway 16L}341L The
review of airside options, as this functional northern end of the new runway would
use is usually the largest land user at any align with the northern ends of the
airport. Once options to address these needs existing runways. To enable the
were identified, the planning process focused development of the new runway, and to
on the landside, with the terminal and address existingRSAissues,South 154th
roadway needs reviewed first followed bythe Street and South 156th Way would
cargo/maintenance and support facifities, In require relocation to the north. Also with
addition to the threepreferred airside options, Option 4A, Runway End 34R would be
three preferred landside options were extended 600 feet to the south, providing
identified. The following summarizes the a runway length of 12,500 feet.
review of airside and landside options, as Qptiol_4B - 7,000 Foot - Pmm-amrnatj¢
descn'bed in detail in Master Plan Update _: This option would result in
Technical Report No. 6 "Airside Options the development of a new 7,000 foot long
Evaluation", Technical Report No. 7a parallel runway located 2,500 feet west
"Terminal Facility Options", and 7b "Other of existing Runway 16L/341L The
Facilities Requirements and Options". northern end of the new runway would beapproximately 1,435 feet south of the

.1_ Option4Ais thebaselinerunwaydiscussedmd
assessedintheFlightPlanStudy.
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northern ends of the exL_g _y_ would be greater _ the D_N_m_
resulting in the stagger. To lesser spacing or commuter length
accommodate the RSA for the new runways. However, due to terrain
runway, South 154th Streetwould changeswest of the preset runway
require relocation to the north, system, the longer runways result m

greatercost- The largestcost, with
* Option 4C - 7,500 Foot - $ta_,ered: This minimal incremental benefit, is achieved

option would result in the development with the widest spacing (3,300
of a new 7,500 foot long parallel runway separation). The delay reduction
located 2,500 feet west of existing difference between Option 6 and Options
Runway 16L/34P,- The northern end of 4A through 5 is minimal.
the newrunwaywouldbe approximately
935 feet south of the existing runways' The following environmental conditions
northern threshold, resulting in the were considered in the preliminary
stagger.To accommodatetheRSA for screeninganalysisoftheairsideoptions:
the new runway, South 154th Street
would require relocation to the north. * Noise and Land Use

• Option 5 - Depe_ldent-Maximum * Ahci_ft Air Pollution
Length: Option 5 would entail the * Water and Natural Resources
development of a new 8,500 foot long • Constzxmtion/Displacernent Impacts
runway located 2,500 feet west of
existing Runway 16L/34R. The north As was shown by the environmental
end of the new runway would be aligned screening, there were three primary levels
with the north ends of the existing of impacts associated with the various
runways, requiring the relocation of options. Clearly, the wider separation
South 154th Streetand South 156thWay. (3,300 feet separation associated with

Option6) resultedin the greatestoverall
• Option 6 - Indepepdent - Mar_mura environmental impacL While aircraft air

].¢ngth: A new 8,500 foot long runway pollutant levels would be the lowest with
would be constructed approximately Option 6, virtually all other impacts were
3,300 feet west of existing Runway the greatest. The Do-Nothing and
16L/34K Because of the length and commuter lengths (options 1 through 3)
locationofthenew runway,anumberof wouldresultm theleastimpacton the
roads would require relocation: South natural resources as well as human
156th Way and South 154th Street would environment, yet would result in the
require relocation to the north, and greatest air pollution levels due to lesser
approximately 1 mile of SR 509 delay reduction. The impacts varied
(including the interchange at S. Ig8th) much less among the 2,500 foot
and Des Moines MemorialWay would separationrunwayswithlengthsof7,000
requirerelocationtothewest. feet,7,500feetand8,500feel

To facilitatethe MasterPlanUpdate's
evaluation, a preliminary cost estimate Based on the results of this screening
and an operational and environmental evaluation, it was determined that
screening analysis was conducted. Table Options 2 and 3 did not satisfy the poor
H-5 presents a summary of the analysis, weather delay reduction need. Therefore,
The Master plan Update Technical they were not recommended. Due to the
ReportNo. 6, Airside _fions Evaluation substantial disruption, with minimal
contains a detailed description of the incremental benefit, it was determined
methodology and results, that a runway separation of 3,300 feet is

not desirable (option6). Therefore,
As was described earlier, the longer the Options 4A, 4B, 4C and 5 werefound to
runway length, the greater the types and meet the need and thus _vere
thus number of al,-_ftoperations that recommended for further study.
would be capable of using the runway,
especially during poor weather Subsequent to the Master Plan Update
conditions.As expected,the delay preliminaryscreening analysis,the
reduction achieved with the 2,500-foot FAA's Capacity Enhancement Update
separation capable of acxommodatingair Study examined the delay benefits
carrier jets (Options 4A, 4B, 4C, and 5) associated with several airfield options.

As is shown in Table II-4, a new parallel
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TABLE 11-5

Page Iof2

Enviro-mentaI Impact Statement

Master Plan Update

pP_I.D_tINARY AII_IDE SCREENING ANALYSIS

Master Plan Utw_J*e Airside Options
1A IB _ 4A 4C ,_ 6

% of year 2020 arrivals which could be
accommodated on new nmway N/A NIA 31 91 97 99 99

% of year 2020 d_ which could be
accommodatedonnew runway N/A N/A 31 67 85 90 90

Initial Total Average Delay year 2020
per aircr_ operation 22.0 22.0 14.2 5.4 4.6 3.8 3.8

Estimated Runway Consmlction Cost
(milfion $) $0 $0 $255 $347 $294 $364 $596

Noise: Population Impacts i. year 2020 *
DNL 65 and greater 12,800 13,650 13,050 13,450 13380 14,030 15,040
60-65 DNL 40,820 42,370 40,440 40,700 40,770 40,760 41,030

Noise: Housing Impacts in year 2020*
DNL 65 and greater 5,390 5,730 5,480 5,650 5,630 5,870 6360
60-65 DNL 17,910 18,580 17,690 17,870 17,900 17,920 17,980

Noise Impacted (65+ DNL in year 2020):!/
Parks 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
I-IJstoric/Cullm'alsites 3 4 3 4 4 4 5
Churches 13 13 13 13 13 13 15

HospilaIs/Nursing homes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Librar_ 1 1 1 ! 1 1 l
Schools 8 9 9 8 8 8 8

Note:Impactspresentedinthistablewe_ proparudu apartofa_s(_, basedoninitialdatacollection.Aswasnoted m
presentingthisdaminJuly1994,thebaseinfm-nmionwaslinerup_=,_bythisEnvironmenlalImpactStmemont

• Allforece_year2020noiseimpactsarelemthanthe1994impac_ Thep=contageofyear2020arrivalsordoparmresdoesnotrefexto
thepercemageoftimethatthenmway wouldbeused.

a/ Noise ingmclednoise sens_ve facilitiesnoted abovedo not includethe units displacedby common.
Option IA/B -- Do-Nothing
Option2 - CommuterClose Spaced- thise_on was not evaluateddee to its similarityto Option 3.
Option3 - ConnnuterDependent
Option4A - Progr_m,-_c Baseline (7,000 fl new runway)
Option4B - PrognmmmicStagge_ - this option was notevaiu______dueto m similaritytoOptions4A, 4C and 5.
Option4C - 7,500 Foot- Staggered
O_on 5 -]A-pond_t-M_dmmn_ (8,500 fl new nmway)
Option6 - independent- _um Length

N/A - Not Applicable

Source: Landrum& Brown,Shapiro& __ and CrambrellUrban- Populationand dwelling units using 1990 census.
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TABT._ II-5
t_t_ 2 or2

Environmental Impa_ Statement

PLanUpda_

PRELIMINARYAIRSIDESCREENINGANALYSIS

Master Plan Uvdnt_ Airside O_ions

IA, 113 _ 4A 4¢ 5 6

A_ ]n_to_ (tonsperdayinyear2020)
Carbon Monoxide 13.86 13.86 10.18 6.g2 6.g2 5.86 4.86

Nilrogen Oxides 6.82 6.82 6.49 6.19 6.19 6.11 6.02
Particulate Matter (PMI0) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sulfur Oxides 0.33 0.33 0.28 0.23 0.23 0.22 0.20

Wetland Impacts (acres) 0 0 4.2 5.4 5.0 5.4 27.7

lO0-Ye.arFloodplain Impacts (acres) 0 0 1 7 2 7 30

Stream Relocatica Oine_ feet) 0 0 2,760 2,970 2,760 2,970 12,240

Earth Impacts (million cubic yards) 0 0 12 17 13 ]7 28

Conscuction Impact (units displace_):
Properties 0 0 330 410 400 420 700
Homes 0 0 260 330 300 320 500
Parks 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
HistoricYCulmralsites 0 0 I 1 1 I 3
SchooLs 0 0 0 0 0 0 I

Impactsprescmedin this tablewere p_epared_ a partof apregbw/sm'ys_g, basedon initialdatacollection. As was notedin
presentingthisda_ in July 1994, the base informanonwas laxerupdatedbythis EnvironmentalImpactStatcmcm.

OptionIA/B -- Do-Nothing
Option2 - Com_uterClose Spaced- this optionwas notevldumeddue to its similarityto Option3.
Option3 - CommuterDcpendcm
Op_m 4A - Prowi,a,_am'cBaseline (7,000 ft new runway)
Option413- Programma/icStag_ - this opt/onwas not evaluateddueto its simflariwto Options 4A, 4C and 5.
Opt/on4C - 7,500 Foot- Staggered
Op_on 5 - _-Maxmn_ Leng_ (8,.S00_ new runway)
Option6 - Indcpondcm- MaximumLength

Source: Landrum& Brown,Shapiro& A._soci_,_,and CmmbrollUrban- Populationanddwelling units u._ng 1990census, ..
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runway with a separation of 2,500 feet • Site 2 - is also 1_o_,'d off-airport, west of SR-
would reduce delay levels during the 25 509 and north of South 170th Street. This site

consists ef nearly 30-acres of wetland and
year planning horizon to acceptable would require _ fill to prevent
levels. Average all-wea_er delay would reflective or obsmlclrve surfaces, which are
not reach l 0 minutes until sometime after about 200 feet below the tin.hold elevation
the year 2025. of Runway 16I. Due to the distance away

from the existing airfield, _ site would
The development of the proposed new require the _______ extension ofcondu_
parallel runway at Sea-Tac would require • Site 3 - is located about 1,050 feet west of the
the displacement of the ASR-9, the exiting ASR-9, within the area that would be
Airport Surveillance Radar which detects acquired to develop the new parallel runway.
the presence and monitors the location of Because of elevation differences, this site
in-flight ah_aft within 60 nautical miles would also require steep fills or retaining
of the Airport. The ASR-9 is currently wails to raise the elevation of the site.

lo¢___t__clon the west side of the airfield, • Site 4 - is lc___;_ in south and west of Lake
about 2,150 feet sou_ of the threshold of Lora, on land that would be acquired for the
Runway 16R and 750 feet west of the development of the new parallel runway.
runway. The ASR-9 should be located as Due to _rOantti__. 9 highways (SR-Sl8 and SR
close to the ATCT as practical. It 509), and buiJdi-_, the site is believed to not
requires a base facility area of about 60 meet acceptable performance criteria for the
feet by 60 feet, with the actual radar ASR-9.
suspended on a tower. A radius of • Site 5 - is located on the northwe_ end of
approximately 1,500 feet from the base _ Airport land, near the City of Sea,_le
of the tower must be free from any reservoir. Of the sites identified, _ is the
buildings or objects that might cause only site that would be above the ground
signal reflections, and be at least 0.5 elevation of the runway thresholds. Further
miles from other electronic equipment, e_ami,_=rion would rmuh'e insm'ance that the

site would not result m false targets due to

Alternatives locations for the ASR are: surrounding buildings.
• Site 6 - is located on the north end of the

• Site l - is loca__!edsouth and west of the airport, between Runway 16R and the
threshold of Runway 34L, south of South proposed new parallel runway. Further
188th Slreet on vacant land not presently ey_rminatlon will have to consider the impact
owned by the ._'ortof Seattle. The site would of the new runway in the poss_le creation of
require a Udi tower to enable radar coverage false targets. The site is conuully located and
of the airliel_, as the site is 130 feet below the would enable easy access for maintenance.
threshold of Runway 161.. Commercial and
roadway land uses in the vicinity could * Site 7 - is located west of the proposed
represent false target sources. Because of the embankment for the new parallel runway near
distance away from other airport facili_es, SR 509 at about 173rd slreeL This would be
establishment of the ASR-9 at this site would on land acquired to construct the new runway.
require extensive conduit.

TABLE II-4

DELAY REDUCTION BENEFITS OF A NEW PARAI J.g'L RUNWAY

]qew ]_unwavs with the foliowin_ Senaration
Do-Nothin2 2.500 it So.ration 3.000/t Semration

Activity Arrival Avera2e Arrival Aven_e Arrival Avera2e

345,000 7.7 4.5 NA NA NA NA
425,000 * 22.2 12.4 4.7 3.8 4.2 33
525,000 * 63.7 37.7 13.3 8.3 12-3 7.7

!Source: FAACapacityEnhancem_tUpda_DataPackage 12, June, 1995.
• A._mnes full useof the 2.5 nmsepar_ov_
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althoughveryinei_iciently.A number of
• Site8-islocatedonaritethatwouldbe commento_ on the Ds"aflF.,ISquestioned

betweenexistingnmway 16g/34Land whetheritisaccuratethatthe number of

thenew parallelrunway,nearthe middle passengers and aircra_ operations would be
oftheah'fieId.The siteiscannily thesamewithorwithout¢onsu-uctionofthe
locat_ new runway and overall Master Plan Update

• Site 9 - is.located west of the proposed improvements. Appendix R contains a
embankmentfor the new parallel runway detailed response to the question of whether
nearataboutIOtthmeet,eastofSit- the Do-Nothing and "With Project"
509. This would be land acquiredto ahernatives are capable of serving the
buildthe new nmway, forecast demand.

Based on the preliminary evaluation - Growth in demand for air travel will
which determined that Site 3, 7, 8 and 9 result from the forecast growth in the
would meet the siting needs for the ASR- Region's population and income levels.
9,allfoursiteswere evaluatedinthis If a new runway and otherfacility.
EIS. improvementsare not conslaxtcted,the

growthin demand forairnavelwould
03) LaadsideOntions continuetooccuraswouldthenumberof

operations, because it is expected that the
During the landside planning process the Region will continue to experience
initi_ focus was on the terminal growth in population and income;

developmentneeds,becauseadditional • The FlightPlan Studyfound thazthe
terminalspace and gate development capaciv/of theexistingairfieldatSea-
would likely displace adjoining Tac isabout380,000annualoperations.
maintenanceand cargo development. Itistheoreticallypossibleformorethan
Once the options for addressing existing 350,000 operations to occur at Sea-Tac in
and futmetenninalnceds were identified, a year, as evidenced in the 1992 Flight
the roadways necessary for serving these Plan EIS: "By extending operations into
facilities were examined, followed by the the late evening and early morning hours
consideration of cargo, maintenance and and with increased average delay, the
other support facilities, airport (Sea-Tac) can handle up to

As was described in the preceding 460,000 operations per year."£_
section, three primary terminal options • Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that
exist: centralized, north and south unit the same number of flight operations
terminal development. Following the would occur with and without the new
identification of the terminal options, runway.
alternatives for addressing the remaining
landside facilities were identified. If the proposed new parallel runway and

other Master Plan Update improvements were
The following alternatives define the not constructed, and the increasing delay at
groupingof airside and landside development Sea-Tac results in fewer annual aircraft
options, operations than would occur with the

improvements, the impacts of the Do-Nothing
(2) AlterutivelDo-Nothiu_fNoBuild) alternative would be different from the

impacts of the "With Project" alternatives. In
This alternative would preserve Sea-Tac as it most areas, the impacts of the Do-Nothing
generally is today. As a result, the existing alternative would be less, as summarized in
poor weather related delay would continue, Appendix R.
growth in passengers and aircraft operations
could occur, but would be accommodated at
less efficient levels with increasing levels of
delay and congestion. Table 1-6 lists the
currentairportfacility capabilities as well as J_ FlightPlm_FinalI:nv_ronmenmllmp_ Statement,pp.
fuulre need. 3-16. AlsoTheFlightPlanProject,Dm_ FinalRepon

. and Teclmi_ Appzad/_s including Draft
Pmgnammmc EnvironmentalImpact S_

The existing facilities at Sea-Tac are capable Jmeary1992indicmcsth_ the passenger¢apacily of
of serving the forecast demand for air navel, me eXiSl_gfacililyhinges between32 MAP_md3g

MAP(p.B-90 WorkingPaper7m.p. 11)
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As was noted earlier, the No-Build conmius a detailed discussion concerning the
alternative would require that the Runway Do-Nothing and "With Project" forecast
Safety Area issues be addressed through use assumptions.
of declared distances which would require
displacement of the landing thresholds, and Because the existing airport facilities would
implementing declared distance procmures, not be able to ac_.ommodate the forecast
This would reduce the landing distance demand efficiently, the hourly levels of
available on each runway end. The activity (aircraft operations, passengers and
displacements would be 16R-770 feet, 16L- vehicular tntffic)would differ. Therefore, an
300 additional feet (790 feet total), and 34R- analysis of how the demand profile would
465 feet. change with or without airport development

wasperformed.
The following improvements are included in
the Do-Nothing (Alternative I): To test the ability of the existing airside and

landside to aecommo___t_the forecast 103%

• Implementation of declared distance increase in passenger demand and 30%
procedures and displacements to the increase in airera.h operations, a review of the
thresholds of Runway 16L and 16R to operating capability was conducted. First the
address the FAA mandated nmway safety ability of the existing airfield to
arearequirements; accommodate this growth was tested using

• Installation of an Instnnnent Landing the FAA's air traffic flow conn'ol
System (ILS) on Runway 16L capable of methodology. As ah_afc operationsin_lutse, delay will increase exponentially.
Category mb visibility down to runway Such delays will result in a spreading of the
visual range of 300 feet; peak operating hours. As the activity would

• Clearing and grading of the 34L and 34R be accommodated, the evaluation focused on
runway safety area (as studied and the quantity of ah-c_'_toperations that would
approved in 1995 SEPA Determinations be delayed from daytime hours into late
of Non-Significance); evening and nighrame hours.

• Implementation of the South Aviation
Support Areas (SASA) as approved in the At Sea-Tac, the good weather acceptance rate
1994 Final Environmental Impact is 60 arrivals per hour. During poor weather,
Statement and Record of Decision; the acceptance rate is reduced to 36 or fewer

• Development of the South Access Road arrivals per hour. Based on the arrival
and Extension of SR 509; acceptance rates, the hourly demand during

the average day in years 2000, 2010 and 2020
• Implementation of the terminal area was evaluated. Based on the percentage

ground access improvements and seismic occurrence of poor weather, a slight
improvements, as assessed in the spreading (less peaks) of the demand would
November 1995 SEPA Determination of occur between 10 a.m.-I p.m. and 6 p.m.- 9
Non-Significance; p.m. in year 2000. As additional growth in

• Implementation of an On-Airport Hotel aviation demand occurs, delay associated
(as addressed in the 1995 Final with the existing airfield would result in
Environmental Impact Statement for the additional spreading of activity level peaks.
OwAirportHotel); and By year 2020, the hourly demand profile

• Development of the Des Moines Creek would be flattened between 7 am. and 12
Technology Campus (as discussed in the a.m. Exhibit H-3 shows the resulting
1995 Final Environmental Impact average all-day's hourly activity levels in
Statement for the Des Moines Creek year 2020 associated with Master Plan
Technology Campus). Update alternatives.

As was described in Chapter I, growth in As is shown in the table, during poor
population of the region is expected to result weather, when the arrival acceptance rate is

36 or fewer arrivals per hour, the year 2020in a 103% increase in enplaned passengers
between 1993 and 2020 and a 30% increase demand would be significantly affected.
in aircraft operations. --The increased air Between 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. about 39 arrivals
travel demand is expected to occur whether are forecast. When the acceptance rate is 36
or not further airport facility improvements arrivals per hour (about 24% of the year),
are pursued at Sea-Tac. Appendix R three arrivals would be delayed into the

adjoining hour. As 47 arrivals are forecast
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for the adjoining hour, 14 arrivals would be Airport Surface Detection
further delayed. These conditions would Equipment (ASDE);
continue to ripple through the day until non- Relocation of S. 156th Way and
peak hours or the poor weather clears. To 154th Sueet South;
examine an average day conditions, shifts in Acquisition of land and relocation
activity during poor weather were examined, of residents and businesses;
Delay associated with Alternative 1 would
result in shifts in arrivals and departures in • Installation of the CAT ITIInsm_ent
years 2000, 2010 and 2020. Howevm', only Landing System (]LS with Iocalizer,
in year 2020 would delay be so great that the glideslope, middle marker, and AJ.,SF-
aver'age day dism'bntion of day to night ]I) on 16L;
traffic woulc be affectecL From an * A midfieid overnight a_-c,afl parking
environmenta, perspective, the hourly apron would be developed between the
distribution of traffic is one essential element new runway (16X/34X) and existing
to theassessment of impacts. Nigh_b,,e (10 Runway 16R/34L;
p.m. to 7 am.) is of concern due to the added
sensitivity to noise during hours when the • Development of a new Air Traffic
average population is sleeping. In year 2020, Control Tower and TRACON;
the "With Project" alternatives (Alternatives • Dual 34L south parallel taxiway and
2, 3 and 4) would result in 73 nighttime taxiway bridge over 188th Avenue
arrivals and 71 nighttime departures. The South;
Do-Nothing 2020 alternative would result in * Additional taxiway exits on existing
77 night arrivals and 74 departures, runways;

Exhibit II-5 shows the airport layout • Extension of Runway 34R by 600 feetand relocationof the glideslopeand
associated with Alternative I. electrical utilities; and

(3) Alternative 2 (Central Terminal) * Clearance, grading and development of
the Runway Safety Areas.

Exhibit II-6 shows the layout of Alternative
2. This alternative would result in the The terminal and support development
development of a new parallel runway, with a associated with this alternative represents
length of up to 8,500 feet,J2/ located about the maximized expansion within the
2,500 feet west of Runway 16L/34R, and existing Main Terminal and supporting
increasing passenger facilities through roadway system. Landside development
incremental expansion of the existing Main includes:
Terminal.

• Significant southward expansion of
The elements of this alternative include: Concourse A and the Main Terminal:

Relocation of Northwest Flight
• A new Runway 16X/34X with a length kitchen;

up to 8,500 feet_ The runway would be
equipped to enable Category mb - Development of displaced
precision approaches on 16X with Cat I Northwest, and Delta A_
precision approach capability on 34X. Maintenance facilities in the
Instrmnentatiun would include glide SASA;
slopes, localizers, one Inner Marker, One Development of the On-Airport
Middle Marker, one DME, three RVRs, hotel on Concourse D;

two PAPIs, one ALSF-H, and one Widening the existing terminal
MALSI_ curbfront;

- Relocation of the Airport Development of the elevated transit
Surveillance Radar (ASR) and curb above the parking lot exit on

the east side of the parking garage;
Expand the Parking Garage to the

J2_ TheMasterPlanUpdateidentifiedthreeviablerunway SOtrth tO accommodate about
lengths, e=h located 2,500--fee we= of exis_g 10_00vehicles;Runwayi6L/34R. Therefore,to evaluatea worstcase
condition,a nmway,lengthof up to 8,500feetwillbe Provision for RTA (Regional
assessed.The impactsof a 7,000-footor a 7,500foo_ Transit Authority) at a stationnmwaywiththe2.50_ftseparanonarealr.oaddre______ed_.
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located along the bypass roadway, One Middle Marker, one DME, three
east of the parking garage; RVR.% two pAPIs, one ALSF-IL and

- Development of a pedestrian bridge one/MALS_
from the RTA station connected to Relocation of the Airport
the MainTerminaI; Surveillance Radar (ASR) and

Airport Surface Detection- Development of the by-pass
roadway, serving the south portion Equipment (ASDE);
of the Concourse A extension, Relocation of S. 156th Way and
parallel to InternationalBlvd.; I54th Stzeet South;

• Expansion of the North and South Acquisition of land and relocation
Satellites: of residents and business_;

Relocation of the main AKFF * A midfield ove_ight ai_;_afl parking
facility, apron would be developed between the
Relocation of the Alaska Hangar to new runway (16X/34X) and existing
the SASA; Runway 16R/34L;

• Implementation of the terminal area * Development of a new Air Traffic
ground access improvements and ControlTower and TRACON;
seismic Improvements, as assessed in * Installation of the ILS on 16L
the November 1995 SEPA (localizer, glideslope, middle marker,
Determinationof Non-Significance; and ALSF-II);

• Relocation of Airborne Cargo company • Dual 34L south parallel taxiway and
for the development of the Air Traffic taxiway bridge over 188th Avenue
Comrol facility;, South;

• Development of the general and • Additional taxiway exits on existing
corporate aviation facilities in the north runways;
airfield location between the runway • Extension of 34R by 600 feet and
protection zon_ for 16Rand 16X; relocation of the glideslope and

• Development of a parking structure on electrical utilities; and
the cta_,,t Doug Fox parking lot; * Clearance, grading and development of

• Development of additional airport the Runway Safety Areas.
employee parking north of SR
518/west of 24th Avenue South; and Landside development includes:

• Development of the airport
maintenance facility north of SR * Limited expansion of Concourse A and
51g/East of 24th Avenue South. theMain T=iminal:

- Relocation of Northwest Flight
(4) Alternative 3 (North Unit Terminal) kitchen north of SR 518;

As another alternative to address terminal - Development of displaced
development requirements, a new unit Northwest Aircraft Maintenancefacilities in the SASA;terminal could be developed north of the
Main Terminal. Exhibit II.'/11v illustrates Development of the by-pass
the locations of facilities with roadway to connecting the New
implementation ofthisalternative. North Unit Terminal with 188th

Street South at 24th Street;

• A new Runway 16X/34X with a length Expansion of the Parking Garage to
up to 8,500 feet. The runway would be accommodate about 10,900
equipped to enable Category IJIb vehicles;and
precision approaches on 16X with Cat I
precision approach capability on 34X. Development of the On-Airport
Insmnnentation would include glide hotel on Concourse D.
slopes, localizers, one Inner Marker, • Development of the North Unit

Terminal and parking structure:
Development of the North UnitJ.lv An officialAirportLayoutPlan (ALP) hasbeen

preparedforthePreferredAlternate. Itis availableon Terminal parking structure to
requestfz_ntheFA#- accommo<l_teabout 4,000 vehicles
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and the associated tenninaFgarage precision approach capability on 34X.
a_.esssystem; Jm'lrumenlafion would include glide

- Development of access ramps from slopes, localizers, one Inner Marker,
SR 518at20thAvenue foraccess One Middle Marker, one DME, three
to the existing cargo area and new RVRs, two PAPIs, one ALSF-II, and
cargo facilities; one MALSR;

Displacementof the Doug Fox - Relocax/on of the Airport
Parking facility; Surveillance Radar (ASK) and

Airport Surface Detection
Displacement of the U.S. Post Equlpment(ASDE);
_ Air Mail Facility to SASA; Relocation of S. 156th Way and
Relocation of the ARFF to the 154th Street South;

UAL flight kitchen area; Acquisition of land and relocation
• Implementation of the Imminal area ofresidents and businesses;

ground access improvements and
seismic Improvements, as assessed in • A midfield overnight aircraft parking
the November- 1995 SEPA apron would be developed between the
Determination of Non-Significance; new runway (16X/34X) and existing

• Relocation of Airborne cargo to other Runway 16RB4L;
portions of the c._go area or SASA for • Development of a new Air Traffic
the development of the Ah Traffic C..omxolTower and TRACON;
Control facility;, * Installation of the ILS on 16L

• Development of a cargo warehouse (Iocalizer, glideslope, middle marker,
North of SR 518/east of 24th Avenue and ALSF-II);

South; * Dual 34L south parallel taxiway and
• DevelopmentoftheSASA: taxiway bridge over 188th Avenue

- Displace Northwest hanger;, South;
• Additional taxiway exits on existing

- Expansion capacity for cargo/ runways;mamtonance,
• Extension of 34R by 600 feet and

- Cargo facility for I I hardstand relocation of the glidesiope and
position; elecu'ical utilities; and

General Aviation facilities; and • Clearance, grading and development of
General supportequipment the Runway Safety Areas for all

• Development of the general and runway ends.
corpcn-_ aviation facilities in the
SASA or at the north airfield location; The terminal and support development

associated with this alternative represent
• Development of additional airport the South Unit Terminal option:employee parking north of SR 518/west

of 24th Avenue South; and * Limited expansion of Concourse A and
• Development of the airport the Main Tel...inal"

m_intemmce facility at a north field - Displaced Northwest and Delta
location between the runway protection Hangars to the SASA; andzones for Runway 16X/34X and
16R/34L or at _e existing Caterair - Development of an On-Airport
location, hotel on Concourse D;

• Expansion of the North and South
(5) Alteruative 4 (South Unit Termln-I) Satellite:

As is shown in i¢.ThlbitH-g, the elements Relocate the Alaska hanger to
of this alternative include: SASA; and

Relocate the ARFF.

• A new Runway 16X/34X with a length * Development of the South Unit
up to 8,500 feet. The runway would be Terminal, parking garage for about
equipped to enable Category mb 5,000 vehicles, and elevated access
precision approaches on 16L and Cat I bypass system;
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- Relocationof NorthwestFlight runways and the proposednew parallel
KitchennorthofSR 518; rtmway.

• Implementationof the terminalarea • ExtensionofRunway 34R by 600 feettothe
ground access improvements and south;

seismicImprovements,as assessedin • Terminalimprovementsintheexistingmain
the November 1995 SEPA terminal area and significant new terminal
Determination of Non-Sisnificance; and parking development to be iocm_ north

• Expansionofthem parkinggarage oftheexistingmainterminal;and
tO accommod_ about 9,600 vehicles; • Development of the South Aviation Support

• Development of the general and Area for al_(;raft maintenance and possible
corporate aviation facilities in the north growth in aircargo facilities;
airfield location;

This alternative was recommended for the
• Development of additional airport following reasons:

employee parking north of SR
51g/west of24th Avenue South; and • Reduces the existing and future disparity

• Development of the airport between the poor weather and good weather
maintenance facility north of SR operating capability, enabling dependent
518/East of 24th Avenue South. parallel arrival streams during poor weather

conditions.

The environmental impacts of these alternatives * Provides the greatest delay reduction of all
are presented in detail in ChaptersIV and V. alternatives considered. The reduced

operating times associated with the
• * * implementation of a third parallel runway

would result in a substantial cost savings to
With all "With Project" alternatives, the land the airlines. A new parallel runway would
acquired by the Port west of the proposed new have saved the airlines $24 million annually
parallel runway would be designated for future if it had been available for use in 1994. The
airport compatible land uses. The Master Plan delays saving is expected to grow to around
Update has not identified specific uses of this $59 million per year in 2000, $70 million per
land. Thus, when uses are identified applicable year in 2002 and $146 million annually when
environmental process will be undertaken, activity reaches 425,000 operations (near the

year 2013). As a result, if the runway were
available for use in year 2002, the delay

(6) Selected Preferred Alternative savings would compensate for the cost of
construction in a 5 year period. If completed

After review of the Draft Environmental Impact later, the pay-back period would be sooner
S_tement, the Port of Seattle staff recommended than 5 years.the implementation of Altenmtive 3 (the North
Unit Terminal) with a proposed 8,500 foot long * The proposed new runway would
new parallel runway located about 2,500 feet accommodate 99% of the possible aircraft
west of Runway 16IJ34R. However, to aid in types for landing which currently use or are
public review, the documentrefers to a runway anticipatedto be operatingat Sea-Tac.
with a length "up to 8,500 feet" so that the * Enables unrestricted departure weights for
impacts of a 7,000 ft., 7,500 tL, and 8,500 _ aircraftdeparting to the Pacific Rim counu-ies
runway are identified. The elements of the duringwarm summerweather.
improvements included in the Preferred * Provides efficient and flexible landside
Alternative are listed beginning on page H-39 of facilities to accommodate future aviation
this Final EIS and include the following key
elements: demand providing the greatest levels of

service to air passengers by improving curb-
to-terminal and curb-to-gate access,

• A proposed new parallel runway and with a decreased walking distances, and the lowestlength up to 8,500 feet, and associated
taxiways andnavigational aids; costpernew aircraft gate.

• Relieves the surface vehicle congestion on• Relocation of South 154th/156th to the north
to enable the 'clearing, grading and the existing terminal drive system.
development of the RSAs for the existing * Minimizes disruption of commercial

developmentalong InternationalBoulevard.
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• Enablesfutureexpansionof terminaland 40117) for land acquisition,site
supportfacilitiesinan incrementalfashionto preparation,runway and u_,jway
accommodateairtraveldemand as growth consl_'fion,and environmental
occurs, m/dgadon;

• Minimizes the disruption to existing airport - Final approval of a revised airport
facilities during the implementation of the layout plan (49 USC 47107 (aX16))
proposed improvements, and environmental approval (42

• Minimizes ah6,/dt push-back and taxiing USC 4321-4347 and 40 CFR 1500-
conflicts as flights enter and exit the terminal 1508);
area. - Certification of air quality

conformance of the proposed
3. FEDERAL_ STATE AND LOCAL facility with applicable air quality

ACTIONS limitations under National (section
I76 (¢XI) of the Clean Air Act as

Regardless of the development alternative amended (42 USC 7506(e))end
pursued, action will be required at the Federal, state ambient air quality standards;
State and local level The next section Approval for andrelocation/upgrade
sunmmrizes the applicable Federal and State of the existing tower, TRACON,
laws. The types and groups respons_le for the and navigational aids (49 USC
action include the following: 44502 (a) (1)); and

(1) Federal Actions - Certification that the proposed
facility is reasonably necessary for

Action is expected to be required of two use in air commerce or for the
primary federal agencies: national defense (49 USC

44502(b)).

• Federal Aviation Administration ('FAA'):
Key actions by the FAA include: • U.S. Army Cor_ of En2ineers (COE_ -

The COE will be responsible for
- A determination under 14 CFR Part permitting work relating to wetlands or

157 (49 USC 40113(a)) as to Des Moines end Miller Cresks. Theyare
whether or not it objects to the the responsible federal agency which
airport development proposal from processes permits under the Clean Water
an airspace perspective, based on Act (Section 404) and Rivers and
aeronautical studies; Harbors Aft (Section I0). The COE also

- Decisions under the authority of 49 initiates the process for a water quality
USC40103(b)todevelopairlraffic certification (Section 401) with the
control and airspace management Washington State Department of
procedures to effect the safe and Ecology.
efficient movement of air n-afficto

and from the proposed runway, (2) AiroortOueratorAction s
including the development of a
system for the muting of arriving Actions expected by the Port of SeaRle
and departing traffic and the design, include: finalimfion of the Airport Layout
establishment, and publication of plan and Master Plan Update documentation;
mandardized flight operating adoption of the Final EIS; application for
procedures, including instrument applicable permits; issuance of General
approach procedures, and standard Airport Revenue Bonds; amendment of the
insmunent departureprocedures; Passenger Facility Charge application;

- A determination, through the application for federal financial assistance;
aeronautical study proees___s,under 14 and conslruftion of the preferred ahemative,
CFR 77 (49 USC 40103(b), 40113) as identified in the Final EIS.
regarding obstructions to navigable
airspace; (3) State and _ _ctions

Decisions regarding project h is anticipated that the Port of Seattle will
eligibility for Federal grant-in aid seek certain state and local permits to
funds (49 USC 47101, et seq.) or implement the Master Plan Update
Passenger Facility funds (49 USC improvements. The types of permits would
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be similar for all alternatives. The following and airline capital expenditures. General Airport
organi_ttions could be involved: Revenue Bonds would be issued by the Port of

Seattle. Funding fi'om the Aviation Trust Fund

• Washington Department of Ecology would be requested for capacity and airfield
• Washington Departmem of Fish and relaxed improvements. The Aviation Trust Fund

Wildlife is funded primarily by a nationwide ah-line
• Washington Departmentof Nannal passengertickettax. The Portof Seattlealso

Resourr.es anticipatesthecollectionof userfeesto fund
• Washington_ent ofCommunity expansionprojects,suchasthePassengerFacility

Development- Officeof Archaeology Charge(PFC).
andHistoricPreservation

• Puget Sound Air PollutionControl The generalphasingassociatedwith the Do-
Agency Nothingalternative(AlternativeI)isasfollows:

• PugetSoundRegionalCouncil
• King County • Phase I (1995-2015):Establishment of the Declared Distance

• City of SeaTac procedures;
Constructionand gradingofthe34L and

4. FUNDING AND TIMING 34R RSAs;

The proposed development is expected to cost Displ ._ent ofRtmways 16L and 16R;
approximately $1.4-1.5 billion in 1994 dollars, to Improvements to the Main Terminal
completeoverthenext25years.Includedinthis roadwayandrecirculationroads;

Developmentof anon-airporthotel;
cost are: Initiation of development of the South
• Land Acquisition - $82-147 million Aviation Support Area (SASA) as

approved in the 1994 Final EIS;
• New Parallel Runway, runway extension, Development of the CTI facilities at the

runway safety areas and taxiway Des Moines Creek Technologic Campus.
improvements - $280-426 million

• Terminal facilities - $ 681 million • Phase H (2015-2020):
Development of the SouthAccessandSR

• Roadway improvements - $264 million 509 Extension.
• Other landside improvements - $74 million

Numerous improvements proposed to occurearly
The differences among the Master Plan Update in the 25-year horizon are included in all "With
alternatives are: Project" alternatives. The following identifies

the general phasing schedule for all common
Alternative 2 (Central Terminal): elements of capital improvements and the Master
- With 8,500-ft new runway: $1,508,300,000 Plan Update "With Project" alternatives:
- With 7,500-ft new runway. $1,382,250,000
- With 7,000-ft new runway:. $1,398,650,000 * Phase 1 (1995-2000):

Alternative 3 (North Unit Terminal): - Acquisition of property for the
pro sed new parallel runway and

- With 8,500-ft new runway: $1,431,400,000 RP_'_;
- With 7,500-ft new runway:. $1,382,250,000
- With 7,000-ft new runway:. $1,398,650,000 - Removal of the 16L displaced

threshold;
Alternative 4 (South Unh Terminal): Initiation of construction of the

With 8,500-R new runway: $1,545,570,000 proposed new parallel runway;
With 7,500-ft new runway:. $1,419,540,000 Relocation of the ASR and ASDE;
With 7,000-R new runway: $1,435,950,000 Relocation of South 156th Way and

The cost estimate includes the on-going capital 154th Street South;
improvement program and the proposed Master Construction and grading of the 34L
Plan Update improvements.These improvements and 34R RSAs;
would be completed using a combination of Port Improvements to the Main Terminal
of Seattle, private, and.Federal funding. Funding roadway and recirculation roads;
from the following scurtes may be sought: FAA Development of the CTI facilities at
grants from the Aviation Trust Fund, Special the Des Moines Creek Technology
Facility Bonds,General Airport Revenue Bonds, Campus;
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Initiate construction of the midfield - Construct/on of the second phase of
ovenfight ah,.._i parking apron the midfield overnight parking apron;
between Runway 16R/34L and - Improved access and circulation
16X/34X; roadway at the Main Terminal;

- Completion of RSA upgrades for all - Additional expansion of the existing
runway ends; main parking garage;

- Extension ofRunway34RJ_; - Expansion of the existing northemployee parking lot;
- Construction of New Tower/ Development of a new airport

TRACON; maintenance facility and removal of
- Relocation of the Airborne cargo the exislingfacility;

facilities within the north cargo Relocation of the United Airlines
complex due to the new tower;, Maintenance facility to SASA; and

Expansion or re-development of Continued expansion or re-
cargo facilities in the north cargo development of the existing cargo
complex; facilities m the north cargo complex.
Relocation of genera/ aviation and The following identify the later phases of each
corporate aviation; "With Project" alternative:
Development of a new snow
equipment storage facility between Alternative 2 - Central Terminal
the RPZs for 34L and 34X;

Expansion of Concourse A; • Phase 2B (2001-2005)
Development of On-Airport hotel; Completion of Concourse A

Addition of parking stalls to the
existing Main ParkingGarage; • Phase 3 (2006-2010):Initial expansion of North and South

- Improvements to the existing Satellite
terminal access and recirculation Parking Garageexpansion
roads; - Extensions to existing terminal roadways

- Development of a new parking - Development of southern bypass road
garage at the site of the Doug Fox east of main terminal parking
parking lot; - Development of parking slructure at

- Site preparation and initial Doug Fox lot
development of the South Aviation
Support Area (SASA); * Phase 4 (2011-2015)
- Development of the ground - Extension of the South Satellite

support equipment facility;
• Phase 5 (2016-2020)- Relocation of the Northwest - Extension of the North Satellite

aircraft maintenance facility to

SASA _; Alternative 3 - North Terminal
Overhaul and/or replacement of the
Satellite Transit System (STS); • Phase 2B (2001-2005)

Additional expansion of Concourse A.
• Phase 2A (2001-2005):

Completion of the proposed new * Phase3(2006-2010)
parallel runwa_ Initial development of the North Unit
Expansion of Main Terminal to Terminal and concourses;
south; Development of the North Unit Terminal

roadway system;
Extension of the dual parallel taxiways A

J.2/ The cxtemionof this runwaymay occurm a later and B to the south;
phase.However,forworstcue _ resourcein_oaa Construct first phase of parking slructure
planning,thiselementwasassessedaspartofthePhase north of SR 518;
I hnpmvemenls. In this /6Oivach, longer-range Additional expansion of the northmitigationplanningreflecl_the cumul_veimpactof
projectsoccuringincloseproximityofoneanother, employee parking lot;

Z_ If this facilityis not replaced,lm_visionfor a new Further expansion and re-development
a_-a_ mamtemmcebase in the SASA locationis within the existing north cargo complex;mammr_d.
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Provideanupperroadwaywans/tplazaat Alternative4-SouthTerminal
theMain Terminal;
Relocate the ARFF facility to north of the • Phase 2B (2001-2005)
North Unit Terminal. - Initial expansion of the North and South

Satellites.

• Phase 4 (2011-2015)
- Additional concomse development at the * Phase 3 (2006-2010)

Development of the new South Unit
North Unit Terminal; Terminal;
Development of additional taxiway exists Completion of Concourse A;
on 16L/34R; Parking Garage expansion;
Expansion of the north parking slructme; Extensions to existing terminal
Furtherexpansion of the north employee roadways;
parking lot; Development of southern bypass road
Relocation of the Delta Cargo facilities to east of main terminal parking; and
SASA; Development of parking structure at
Relocation of the USPS Air Mail Facil/ty Doug Fox IOL

tOSASh,; • Phase 4 (2011-2015)
Develop connections to the RTA system - Extension of the South Satellite.
at the east side of the main parking
garage. • Phase 5 (2016-2020)

- Extension of the North Satellite.
• Phase 5 (2016-2020)

- Completion of the North Unit Terminal;
- Expand the north parking stzucture;
- Further expansion of the north employee

parking lot;
Develop site for north cargo building_
north of SR-518 east of 24th Avenue S.
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CELAPTERm

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

1. LOCATION encompasses the Port Noise Remedy Program
boundari_.

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (Sea-Tac
Airport) is located in southern King County, 3, BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Washington, 12 miles south of downtown
Seattle, and is owned and operated by the Port The following sections summarize the existing
of Seattle. The Airport is generally bound by land use and zoning characteristics of the
State Route (SR) 99 to the east, SR 509 and 12th general study area, which encompasses the area
Avenue to the west, SR 518 to the north, and currently affected by _ noise of DNL 60
South 20Oth Street to the south. Additional and greater.
large areas of land owned by the Port and used
for runway prote_on and noise compatibility (1) General Land Use and Noise-
extend northward to 12gth Slreet and southward _ensitiv¢ Facilitie_

to 216th Street. The current pattern of land use within the
general study area_ is shown in Exhibit

Sea-Tac Airport is sim___dprimarily within the IV.2-1 (located in the next chapter in
City of SeaTac and occupies more than 2.500 Section 2 "Land Use"). The Port's 1994
acres of land. Exhibit IlI,l shows the location land use analysis found the following uses
of the Airport and the adjacent communities, in the general study area:

2, SURROUNDING CQ_AND * Residential: 14,685 acres (22.9 sq.
POLITICAL _][CTIONS miles), or 49.5 percent of the study area

• Open space/agriculture: 4,955 acres (7.7
Communities which abut the City of SeaTac, in sq. miles) or 16.7 percent of the study
whichtheAirportis situated, are Des Moines, area
Tukwila, Kent, and Burien. Unincorporated
portions of King Countyalsoabut the City of • Commercial/indusmal: 3,740 acres (5.8
SeaTac. These communities, and others, may be sq. miles) or 12.6 percent of the studyarea
directly or indirectly affected by operations at
Sea-Tac Airport, especially by ah_aft noise * Airports (Sea-Tac and Boeing Field):

3,380 acres (5.3 sq. miles) or 11.4
exposure, percent of the study area

A genera] study area, shown in Exhibit rri.2, • Community and public facilities: 815
was defmed for the purposes of graphically acres (1.3 sq. miles) or 2.7 percent of
depicting the area potentiallyaffectedby the smdyarea

existing and future noise exposure of 60 DNL • Other:.2,065 acres(3.2 sq. miles) or 7.0
andgreater.Thisareaisbasedonthestudyarea percentofthestudyarea
usedforthe1991NoiseExposureMap Update

for Sea-Tac AirporL_ The general study area The general study area includes 43,347
encompasses approximately 29,650 acres of single-family homes, 25,702 muRi-family
land (46.3 sq. mi.), including portions of dwelling units, and 3,006 mobile homes.
unincorporated King County and all or portions Within the area potentially affected by
of eight cities: Seattle, Tukwila, SeaTac, ah-port expansion, current land use is
Normandy Park, Des Moines, Burien, Federal predominantly single-family residential and
Way, and Kent. .The general study area open space.

2/ 5ea-TacA_n Vicmtry1.andUseInventory,Portof
:l/ NoiseExposureMap Update,Pertof Seattle,1991. Seaule,1994.
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Located within the boundary of the general South Des Moines neighborhoods, and other
study area are several classes of land uses areas. The most recent annexation by Des
that are normally considered to be sensitive Momes m july, 1995 was the North Hill
to high levels of aircraft noise exposure, a.s annexation. Tukwila annexed another 3,000
identified by the FAA's Part 150 land use acres in the Thomdyke, Foster, and Riverton
compatibility guidelines. Among these neighborhoods, as well as a large
noise-sensitive uses are 108 schools, 65 manufacturing and industrial area to the
churches, 9 hospitals, 15 nursing homes, and north, adjacent to East Marginal Way.
nine libraries. Exhibit IV.2-2 shows the
location of noise-sensitive facilities in the (3) Zoning_and Comprehensive Plans
general study area. Other land uses may
also be noise sensitive. These uses will be Zoning is one tool available to local
evaluated on an individual basis later in this communities to regulate the use of their land
report in Chapter IV, Section 2, "Land Use and to ensure the compatibility of their land
Impacts". Publicly-owned parks and uses with airport operations. Exhibit III-3
recreation facilities are shown in Exhibit reflects the general pattern of anticipated
IV.4-1 and are discussed later in this report future land use based on exlsung
m Chapter IV, Section 4 "DOT Section 4(0 comprehensive plan designations for the
Lands". Historic, archaeological and various jurisdictions in the study area. The
cultural resources are discussed in Chapter extent to which the City of SeaTac's zoning
IV, Section 3, and are shown in Exhibit will apply to airport improvements is
IV.3-1. See also Appendices E-A and E-B. currently the subject of an interlocal

negotiations process between the Port of
(2) Community Development Seattle and City of SeaTac.

Communities that are located within The majority of land surrounding Sea-Tac
unincorporated King County do not directly Airport is presently zoned Industrial to
control their local zoning, growth permit airport-related land uses,
management, or comprehensive planning. Commercial to permit the types of
Such planning for communities in the businesses located along SR 99, Urban High
county is accomplished through a sub-area or Medium to permit the multi-family
planning process which utilizes advisory housing adjacent to SR 99, and Airport Use
groups of citizens from the affected areas, and Aviation Business Center to permit the
Ultimately, however, planning issues are business park development occurring in
decided on a county-wide basis, areas directly adjacent to the Airport.

Incorporation into self-governing cities Within the City of SeaTac, the Airport and
permits those communities to directly adopt airport-related uses are presently zoned
and enforce the tools of development and Industrial and Airport use while the single-
growth management. From 1970 to 1993, family areas are primarily zoned Urban
South King County experienced rapid Low. Zoning along hternational Boulevard
growth of residential, commercial, and (SR 99) is primarily Community Business
industrial development. Most of the area for commercial uses, and Urban Medium
around Sea-Tac ALrpon was still part of and Urban High for multi-family housing.
unincorporated King County in the early To the north and south of Sea-Tac Airport,
1980s. By I993, the situation was the City of SeaTac has adopted Airport Use
completely reversed. Most notably, the and Aviation Business Center classifications
cities of Federal Way and SeaTac were to permit development of uses which are
incorporatedin 1990, and Burien was indirectlyrelatedtotheAirport. To the
incorporatedas a cityin 1993. Together, west of the Airport,zoningispresently
the incorporation of these three cities residential, but may change based upon
created more than 23,000 acres of newly completion of the West SeaTac Subarea
incorporated area in South King County. planning process (see Chapter IV, Section 2
Within these cities were nearly 50,000 'T,andUse").
homes and110,000residents.

.- Bmien's land within the general study area
Annexations contributedfunher to this trend is presently zoned primarily for single- and
toward incorporation. During the 1980s, multi-family housing. Commercial
Des Moines annexed over 1,400 acres in the development is permitted along Fn_'t
North Hill, Des Moines Creek, Zenith, and Avenue South.
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Urban centers in King County will likely be
Most of the land in Des Moines is zoned for connected to the proposed Regional Transit
singJe-fami]y homing except for the Project (RTP) which would connect
downtown and marina area and along Tacoma, Seaale and Everett. Development
Pacific Highway South, I-5, and arterial of urban centers in conjunction with the
streets such as Kent-Des Moines Road, RTP would permit con_ntrated areas of
where multl-family and commercial uses are development around high-capaci_ transit
permitted, stations. Within the EIS study area, the

cities of SeaTac, Federal Way, Tukwfla,
Tukwila permits a large variety of business Kent, and Seattle are identified as urban
and industrial densities and honsmg centers. North TukwiJa, Seattle's
densities. Duwamish and Ballard/Interbay areas, and

the Kent industrial area have been identified

Comprehensive plans are required of each as manufacturing and industrial centers.
city and county in high _'owth areasunder

the Washington State Growth Management The Draft City of SeaTac Comprehensive
Act (GMA) of 1990. According to the Act, Plan was released in September, 1994. A
with a few exceptions, jurisdictions must final comprehensive plan was adopted on
adopt comprehensive plans by July I, 1994, December 20, 1994. As a designated urban
and must adopt developments, regulations, center by King County, the city may have atand zoning to implement the comprehensive
plans by January 1, 1995. Many least one major station on the proposed rail

wansit line, and as many as three. Otherjurisdictions have not met either the July,
1994 or January, 1995 deadline but, to date, potential station sites are: SR 99/l_filitaryRoad/SR 518, SR 99/South 200th St., and
the State has not assessed penalties upon
any jurisdiction. Downtown SeaTac/Airpon area. The three

sites are proposed to be linked by a personal
A detailed discussion of the stares of rapid transit system. SeaTac's urban center
comprehensive planning by local would be located along the International
jurisdictions (SeaTac, Des Momes, Burien, Boulevard (SR 99) corridor near the
Tukwila, Normandy Park) in relation to the Airport. An increase in density, both
Master Plan Update is provided in Chapter residential and employment, would be
IV, Section 2 "Land Use". anticipated to occur within this urban center.

The GMA requires each comprehensive City of SeaTac Subarea plans will be
plan to contain, at a minimum, elements developed during 1995 and 1996 to address
pertaining to land use, transportation, capital more specific, localized planning issues
facilities, and utilities. It also requires local such as the International Boulevard
plans to address 13 state goals. The Growth development. Additionally, the West
Management Hearing Board for the Central SeaTac Subarea Plan may evaluate the
Puget Sound will hear adequacy challenges potential conversion from residential to

nonresidential use. A large portion of thisto comprehensive plans, and resolve
disputesbetween local jurisdictions, subarea is residential land which would be

acquired to complete the new runway

The King County Comprehensive P/an and development portion of the Master Plan
the Countywide Planning Policie_ were Update.
prepared in response to the GMA. They
encourage in_ population densities in The City of SeaTac has identified Sea-Tac
urban centers and growth areas, identified Airport as an essential public facility, as
bylocaljurisdictions, to accommodate each well as SR 509, SR 518, the Federal
jurisdicfion's expected populJ_tlon and Detention Center, and the King County
employment growth for the next 20 years. Solid Waste Transfer Station. The GMA
The County's emphasis on in-fill of urban also requires that local comprehensive plans
cemers is designed to minimize urban include a process for identifying and siting
sprawl, essential public facilities, which are

. facilities that are typically difficult to site.
Among such facilities are airports.

3/ TheginsCo=L'yCo,ap,=_p_,November Other than the City of SeaTac, Burien
1994andCoura3nv_PlanningPolic_,Y,a_ would be the city most directly affected byComny,1992.
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Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan alternatives, Population growth is expected to be
due to acquisition and resulting changes in slower between 1990 and 2010 (32%)
Land Use. The City of Burien was than in the prior two decades (42%).
incorporatedin 1993 and initially adopted The Puget Sound Regional Council -
pomons of the 1981 King County Highline PSRC, the area'$ metropolitan planning
Community Plan as their interim organization, forecasts that growth in
comprehensive plan. As a result of the the Region's population will approach
city's recent incorporation, Burien was 900,000 from 1990 to 2010, with over
granteda GMA extension to February, 1997 60% of this growth occurring by the
for adoption of a new comprehensiveplan. year 2000. From 2010 to 2020 the
However, the City expects to have a Region will gain nearly half a million
preferred land-use alternative identified by residents. Due in part to local growth
the end of 1996. Burien adopted a new management policies, most of this
interim comprehensive plan on April 10, population growth is expected to take
1995 (see Chapter IV, Section 2 "Land place in areasalreadyurbanized._

Use"). Overthe pasttwo decades,employment
(3) Secie-EcenomicOvez',iew grew at a faster pace than did

population, increasing 36% in the
This section identifies region-wide 1970s, and 39% in the 1980s. Forecasts
population and employment trends, indicate that regional employment will
Aviation activity is createdby both the level grow at 2.8% annually between 1995
and type of growth (e.g., manufacturingvs. and 2000, twice the average rate of the
service businesses; export.oriented goods previous 5 years. The Region's
vs. local market goods) experienced by a employment base is expected to gain
region. 550,000new jobsfrom1990 to 2010,

withnearly57% this growth occurring
(a) Puget Sound Re2ion by the year 2000. Total employment

growth from 2010 to 2020 is projected
Since World War IL the populationof to increase by 6.3%, a slower rate than
the Puget Sound Region has grown any previous time period.
erraticallyin accordancewith prevailing
economic conditions. Between 1960 Co)Localprofile
and 1993 the Region's population
increased by more than 75% from 1.5 F.mploymenttrends in areassurrounding
million to 2.9 million. Rapid growth the Airport are influenced by the
occurred in the late 1960s, in the later presence of Sea-Tac Airport. For
1970s, and once again in the later instance, the City of SeaTac entirely
1980s. In the decade of the 1970s, surrounds Airport properties and
populationincreased15_5%,while in implements special land use zoning
decade of the 1980s population conditions that complement Airportuses
increased23.6%. Population growth in and foster Airport-related economic
the 1980s buoyed the Region's housing growth(e.g., Aviation Business Center).
markets, uansportat/onservices,
utilities, andretail outlets. Growthalso Table lII-1 displays the general study
placed pressmes on the Region's areapopulation and employment trends
infrastructure to accommodate new from 1970 to 2020. Information in this
residents and employers, table also shows growth relative to other
Approximately halfof the Region's general studyareacities and sub-areas
growth stemmed from a net increase of and for King County. While ultimate
births over deaths, but the remaining development patterns will respond to
growth came from net in migration, jurisdictional policies that influence
Since 1990, however, the Region'srate growth (e.g., taxes, regulatory
of net in migrationhas declined, due to environment, zoning, planning policies)
the sluggish performance of the local
economyY

PSRCdatabase,November,1994.VISION2020,
GrowthManagementAct,andlocalComine_miv¢

encouragepopulationandemploymentl_wtb
Foundationsfor the Future.October.1994.Puget in alreadyurba_iT,_l_areaswithindesignatedurban
SoundRegionalCouncil. growthare&
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andnational economic trends,as well as temperature extremes of the continental
other factors, the PSRC forecasts do climate of eastern WashingtonState.
provide a clear indication of future
economic trends in the general study Streams and lakes within the general study
area. area are shown in Exhibit IV.IO-4 and

discussed in ChapterIV, Section I0 "Water

4..NATURAL RF_OURCES Quality" There are two independent streamsystems that drainthe major portions of the
aiz_ortarea,Des Moines Creek and Miller

The following paragraphs summarize the Creek. The Des Moines Creekbasin covers
existing physiography, water resources and an estimated eight square miles including
naturalresourcesof the _'pon environs, the majorityof Sea-Tac Airport, the City of

SeaTac, and the City of Des Moines. The
(I) Physiom"anhy Miller Creekbasin coversnine squaremiles

and includes a small portionof Sea-Tac
Sea-Tac A/rport is located within the Puget Airport, and parts of the cities of SeaTac
Lowland mbprovince of the Pacific Border and Burien. Both creeks and their
physiographicprovince. The PacheicBorder tributaries flow to Puget Sound. The
provinceis a north-southtrending stmcttwal Airport covers an estimated 27 percent of
andtopographic depression bordered on the the Des Moines Creek basin and four
west by the Olympic Mountainsand on the percentof the Miller Creekbasin.
east by the Cascade Mountains. The Puget
Lowland subprovince is underlain by Existing 100-year floodplains in the Miller
volcanic and sedimentary bedrock that is and Des Moines Creek drainage basins are
covered with glacial and nongiacial identified in Exhibit IV.12-1. Development
sediments on the existing land surface, of the urban area has resulted in the

channelization of Miller and Des Moines
The Airport is located along a north-south Creeks and the separation of these creeks
trendingridge with elevations decreasing to from historic floodplain areas, which were
the west toward Puget Sound. Elevation at at one time likely much larger. In Miller
the Airportrunwaysystem is about 400 feet Creek, localized flooding has been reported
above mean sea level and dropsto sea level between S.W. 150thandS.W. 152ndStreets
within approximatelytwo miles to the west. just west of FirstAvenue S., upstream of
The steepest slopes in the vicinity of Sea- S.W. 160th Street,and throughout the basin
TacAirport are to the west of the Airport. where dumped yard waste constrains

streamflow. In Des Moines Creek, wetland
Fluvial, lacustrine, and direct ice contact filling and undersized drainage facilities
processes of the Vashon Glacier are contribute to localized flooding of
responsible for most of the.land forms in the tributaries.
area as the glacier cut meltwater channels
and deposited sediments into low-lying In the Puget Sound Region, the principal
areas. Soils in the vicinity of the Airport aquiferswere formedwithin sandand gravel
belong to the Alderwood Association. glacial drift. These aquifers are recharged
These are moderately- well drained, from precipitation. Aquifer water levels are
undulating to hilly soils that have dense, generally within 100 feet of the ground
very slowly permeable glacial fill at depths surface. Disconfiauous zones of perched
rangingfrom 20 to 40 inches, groundwater are also commonly

encounteredin the glacial deposits. Silt and
(2) Water Resources clay within the glacial soils act as

acquitards, allowing water to accumulate in
Sea-Tac Airport is located approximately the perchedsand and gravel lenses.
twomileseast of Puget Sound. Because the
prevailingwinds are from the Pacific Ocean, A total of 55 wetlands were identified
the general meteorological conditions of the within the area shown in Exhibit IV.II-1
Puget Sound Region are typical of a marine (See Chapter IV, Section II). These
climate. The relatively mild clin_t_ is wetlands range in size from approximately
created by the presence of Puget Sound and 0.02 acres to 30 acres, with a combined area
nearby mountains. The Cascade Range to of nearly 144 acres. A total of 20 emergent,
the east serves as a partial barrier to the nine scrub-shrub,four open-water, and 22

forested wetlands were identified.
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(3) Bioloeieal Resources contributes to degradation of populations of
fish and other aquatic life.

Habitat in the airport vicinity consists of

isolated parcels of forest, shrub, and grass FUTURE PLANNED DEVELOPMENTwith scattered wetlands. Approximately 5.
741 acres of upland forest habitat, 191 acres
of upland shrub habitat, 1,012 acres of As discussed earlier in this section, community
upland herbaceous habitat, and 144 acres of comprehensive plans in the general study area
wetland habitat are present within a one- are in the process of being revised in response to
mile radius from the atrfield area. The the Growth Management Act of 1990. These
primary vegetation associations are plans will form the general fi-amework for future
deciduous and mixed forest communities, development. More extensive discussion of this
These second-growth forests are used by a subject is provided later in Chapter IV, Sectim;
variety of wildlife typical of lowland Puget 2 'q_amdUse".
Sound.

Two federally listed or proposed threatened Specific planned non-airport related
or endangered species, which may development projects are envisioned by local
occasionally use the airport area, are the and county governments in the general study
peregrine falcon and bald eagle. The closest area in addition to those generally described in
bald eagle nests to the Airport are located at the comprehensive land use plans. This EIS
Angle Lake (.75 mile southeast) and addresses the possible implementation of these
Seahurst Park (two miles northwest), actions when identifying the cumulative

impacts, except where noted. These projects are
Both Des Moines and Miller creeks are described below.
classified by the State as Class AA
(extraordinary) waters, although stormwater (1) Tramportation Pro|eets
runoff from urban development within the
two drainage basins has contributed to water A number of surface transportation planning
quality degradation. Stream channel studies are underway and planned to occur
geometry and fishery resources in these in the near future to address the Region's
basins have been altered by urbanization, growing surface transportation congestion.
Modifications of the streams have Projects that have been or are under study
contributed to increased erosion and include:
downcutting in the ravine reaches, with
consequent increased sedimentation and 28th/24th Avenue South Arterial
aggradation in lower gradient reaches. _roiect: A FinalEnvironmentallmpact
Slzeam channels have become wider to Statement was completed in early 1993
accommodate increases in peak flows, that studied the development of an
resulting in reduced streambed rou_hne_% arterial to serce existing and expected
reduced bank and bed stability, reduced local access traffic generated by the
habitat complexiW, and loss of fish habitat, proposed business park developments in

the Cities of SenTac and Des Moines,

Degradation of water quality from south of the Airport. Pending fundin.g,
stormwater runoff has had adverse effects engineering, and design, the project ts
on aquatic biota and the biological integrity expected to take 2-3 years to complete.
of both creeks. Diversity of aquatic life has
tended to shiR from pollutant-intoleram State Route 509 Extension and South
forms to pollutant-tolerant forms, p.ocess Road: The Washington State
Additionally, major spills of aviation fuel Depamnent of Tnms_rtatio_ Port of
into Des Moines Creek in the mid-1980s Seattle, Cities of SeaTac and Des
resulted in the mortality of most fish and Moines, Metro/King County, and
aquatic life in that creek. _ owners are studying an

extension of SR 509 from its present
Both streamscontinue to supportreduced terminusatSouth 188th Street (located
numbers of coho salmon, and cutthroat directly at the southwest corner of

trout. The status of chum salmon and non- airport property). This study is
salmonid fishes is uncertain. The reduction examining connecting SR 509 with I-%J

of water quality due to urban sources also southeast of Sea-Tac Airport and
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developing a south access roadway to implement innovative mmsit and
link the south end of the AYaport with t- ride.sharing .services for the commuter
5. A corridor-level Draft Environmenta] market that would supplement traditional
Impact Statement was released in bus services. Metro's plan identifies the
December, 1995. SeaTac area as a hub location and Sea-Tac

Airport as a major regional destination. The
Re2ional Transit Authority I-Iizh- SeaTac area is also identified as one of the
Catu¢itv. Lif.ht-Rail System: A employment target areas.
Regional Transit Authority was formed
to address future transit needs for the The Port of Seattle, City of SeaTac and
Puget Sound area. The RTA is MEFRO have been coordinating on ways to
examining options of major expansion reduce congestion in the Airport area as
of existing bus service, additional bus well as considering ways to meet
and carpooI facilities, and possibly a community, airpon and transit system needs
high-capacity light rail transit system as the Six-Year Plan is implemented.
(HCT). Such a fight raft system would Among the issues under consideration are
link Seattle, Tacoma, and communities inmrovements to the current airport bus Mop
on the east side of Lake Washington. and alternative locations for a transit hub on
One of the alignments under airport propeaty or elsewhere in SeaTac
consideration is along International Current discussions focus on the
Blvd South adjacent to Sea-Tac Airport. development of a METRO hul_ either on-
Three potential HCf stations are being airport or in the immediate vicinity of the
included in the City of SeaTac's Airport. Discussions are expected to
International Boulevard Center land use continue, as METRO implements the 6-Year
plans. In March, 1995, voters from the Plan. None of the proposed Master Plan
counties of King, Snohomisb and Pierce Upda_ improvements would adversely
did notapprove the proposed RTA Plan. affect the ability of IvIETRO to implement
However, the RTA is considered a long- the actions within the 6-Year Plan.
term regional transportation
improvement project and is included in The City of SeaTac has also conducted
the Puget Sound Regional Council's extensive studies of surface transportation
adopted 1995 Metropolitan congestion within their municipal
Transportation Plan. In addition, a boundaries. Their Comprehensive Plan
revised RTA Plan will likely be calls for the implementation of a transit
presented to the voters of King, supportive master plan connecting the city's
Snohomish, and Pierce Counties in No_ Gateway, City Center, and South
1996. GatewayY Elements of the transit plan for

the city include:
A number of other roadway improvements
are planned for the airport environs. These * Rail Transit - connections to the State's
projects and their plmmed implementation future High Capacity Transit System;

are described as a part of the Surface • Personal Rapid Transit - a private
Trans_ Improvemem Project (TIP) venture effort using light, elevated
discussion in Appendix O. guideways to carry up to four

passengers in a system that could
In 1996, King County's transit system will encircle Sea-Tac;
begin implementation of its Six Year Plan,
shifting from a downtown Seattle-centered • Surface Bus - to include improved
system to one of multiple, interconnected conventional bus service through the
centers. Over the six-year period more local City; and
services will be available in each • Pedestrian technology such as
community, new inter-suburban services pedestrian moving sidewa]ks to connect
will be introduced, and regional services a city transit center to Sea-Tac facilities.
will link major destinations. These tiered

services could co_te_ at '_'ansJt hubs" of The Port of Seattle supports and continues
varying sizes and deigns. Hubs are to work with the City of SeaTac in the
intended as secure, comfortable places for
passengers to transfer and in some cases for

buses to layover. The plan also lists a _ Cityof_aTac, TransitSupponiveLand OseMasler
number of employment target areas to Pkm.CityofSeaTac,byHewiu-lsley. 1994.
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investigation of cost effective surface travel . Pricing Strategies
demand management (TDM) actions. * Transit Service Improvements

Typically, the TDM strategies being looked Further discussion on TDM su'ategies is
at by the Port target groups such as presented in Chapter IV, Section 15,
employees, or are urban area-wide in "Surface Transportation". Additionally,
impact. The Port of Seattle is already Appendix O includes a copy of the July,
implementing several different employer 1995 Draft Sq_fle-Tacoma International
support programs that have ultimately Aitport MasterPlan Intemational Boulevard
reduced employee traffic levels for terminal Access Study and Travel Demand
area employees (i.e., rideshare matching and Mana2ement Miti2ation Policies.
information services, preferential parking
for fide-sharers, guaranteed ride home, (2) Other Devd0nmentProiects
flexible work schedule for ride-sharers, and
use of a part- or full-time transportation Airvort Hotel: The Port of Seattle has
coordinator). However, there are several prepared an EIS for the development of
other TDM employer incentive programs a hotel building on the northeast end of
which include financial support measures the passenger terminal on the site of the
that the Port could implement to encourage existing United Airlines office building.
employees to use alternative higher
occupancy modes (i.e., rideshare subsidies Des Moines Creek Technology Camvus:
and transportation allowances). Other During the 1970s and 1980s, the Port of
employer based TDM s_rategies the Port has Seattle undertook a noise mitigation
considered are various work hour program that resulted in the acquisition
arrangements such as flex-time, staggered and relocation of homeowners that were
work hours, compressed work weeks, and severely affected by ai_c_Mt noise. As a
telecommuting, result, the Port of Seattle owns land

located north and south of the Airport in
However, of far greaterpotential for Sea- the City of SeaTac and south of the
Tac, is the application of a number of Airport in the City of Des Moines.
regional and area wide TDM strategies to Some houses in this area were
reduce singie-occupant auto traffic. In purchased during the 1980's and some
addition, TDM measu_s can make existing of the remaining properties were
and future transit operations at the Airport acquired in the 1990's. The Port
more effective by reducing the number of proposes to use land south of the
transit vehicle trips and increasing the Airport for the development of
number of people carried. These TDM manufactmmg facilities for Cell
measures could be implemented by the Port Therapeutics Inc. (CTI). The CTI
or other public agencies on an area wide development is part of a larger program,
basis which can affect non-work trips to the known as the Des Moines Creek
terminal, but are almost always multi- Technology Campus (DMCTC), an 85
jurisdictional and multi-modaL It is these acre development bound on the east by
types of strategies that may have the most 25th Avenue South, on the south by S.
potential benefit for the Sea-Tac terminal 216th Street, on the north by S. 208th
area since they are aimed at the non-work Street, and the west to 20th Avenue S.
trips which form the vast majority of A FmaIHIS was completed in 1995 for
terminal travel and new trips generated by this proposal.
fimue growth.

The Port of Seattle's application
Additionally, the Port of Seattle is looking package for rezoning and Des Moines
for ways to improve ground access and Creek Technology Campus Master Plan
mitigate future traffic increases due to was submitted to the City of Des
passenger growth. Regardless of the Moines in December, 1995. The Des
continuing state of development in Moines City Council is scheduled to
improved ground access programs, most review and act on the applications in the
strategies to improve ground access fall into first quarter of 1996.
a few broad categories which include:

South Aviation Suvnort Area (SASA):
• HOV Lanes In 1994, the Port of-Seattle and the FAA
• Private Passenger Vehicle Constraints completed a F'mal Environmental
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Impact Statement for planned aircraft • Independent office/retail development;
maintenance facilities to be located on * Office and/or retail above existing
the southern perirr_ter of Ai_z't aviation uses (i.e., above parking lots,
property. The extension of concourse A existing or new terminals) or adjacent to
and the South Satellite, as envisioned in the City of SeaTac PRT station or the
the 1992 Terminal Development RTA station; and

Program, would require that the exi.qmg • Airport compatible uses on Port owned
line maintenance hangars land west of the proposed new runway.

located south of the terminal complex
be relocated. In addition, during the late
80s/early 90s, several carriers expressed
an interest in developing major base 6. t_pLICABLEFEDER AL AND STA'r_..
maintenance facilities at Sea-Tac. The L AWS
FEIS (approved in March 1994), and
Record of Decision issued on The following statutes and regulations are
September 13, 1994, presented the appficable to the proposed development:
environmental impacts of the proposed
development. (1) 49 USC 47101 et seq., establishes theairport development grant program and

_viation Business Center: The requires that a project may not be
Aviation Business Center (ABC) land approved unless the Secretary of
use designation reflects the Transportation is satisfied that the project
existing/potential ABC zoning and is consistent with plans (existing at the
related development standards. One time the project is approved) of public
purpose of the designation is to promote agencies for development of the area in
a major center (located to the southeast which the airport is located. [49 USC
of the airfield) supporting, high 47106(a)(1)]. Federal policy requires that
concentrations of customer, vlsitors, airport development must also "provide

• employees, and pedestrian activity to for the protection and enhancement of
create a quality development area in natural resources and the quality of the
which people can work, shop and access environment of the U.S." [49 USC
child care. A second, related purpose is 47101(a)(6)] The Secretary may not
to create a development area with a authorize a project involving airport
business orientation to the Airport and location, major runway extension, or
compatible with Airport operations, runway location found to have a

significant adverse effect on natural

Federal Detention Center:. The federal resources unless it is found, in writing,
detention center is located at the after full and complete review, that "no

southwest quadrant of the intersection possible and prudent alternative exists and
of 26th South and South 200th. that every reasonable step has been taken
Funding for the facility was approved to minimize the adverse effect." [49 USC
and the facility is currently under 47106 (c)(1)(C)] The Secretary of
construction, which began in January, Transportation may not approve an
1995. The facility is expected to be application for funding of a new runway
completed and operating by the fall of unless the CEO of the state in which the
1996. project will be located certifies in writing

that there is reasonable assurance that the

(3) Non-Aviation Related Airport project will be located, designed,
DevelgpmentPianp constructed and operated in compliance

with applicable air and water q!ml_ty
This EIS does not address future collateral standards. [49 USC 47106(c)(1)(B)].
non-aviation development at Sea-Tac
Airport. As was described m Chapter H (see (2) Clean Air Act, as amended. (42 U.S.C.
page ]]-41), the Port of Seattle will likely 7401 et seq.) and implementin_
pursue financially productive use of its _, requires that the
undeveloped land at Sea-Tac. Such Admimstrator of the Environmental
development efforts could include: Protection Agency "review and comment

in writing on the environmental impact of
any matter relatingto duties and

• Additional on-airport hotels; responsibilities granted pursuant to this
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act or other provisions of the authority of establishes a permit procedure "Section
the Administrator, contained in any (1) 404 Permit" for activities involving
legislation proposed by any Federal dredging and filling in waters of the
department of agency; (2) newly United States, including wetlands. The
anthorized Federal project for Secretary of the Army, acting through the
construction and any major Federal Army Corps of Engineers, is responsible
agency action (other than a project for for issuing such permits.
construct/on) to which Section I02(2)(C)
of PL 91-190 applies; and (3) proposed (7) The Uniform Relocation Assistance and
regulations published by any department Real Pmtxa'tv A_uisition Policies Act of
or agency of Federal government." The 1970 (42 _U.S.C. 4601 et. sea.), as
amended Act also requires that "A Federal amended, requires consideration of the
agency must make a determination that a costs and impacts of residential
Federal action conforms to the applicable relocations in judging alternatives in the
implementation plan." Also applicable is acquisition of real property.
the Washington State Clean Air Act,
Chapter 70.94 RCW. (8) Council of Environmental Quality

Regulation for lnmlementin2 the
(3) Devartment of Trans_rtation Act. ]_'ocedural Provisions of the National

Section 4(t3 f49 U.S.C. Section 303fc)) _13viromnental Policy Act (40 CFR 1500-
provides that the Secretary shall not 1508).
approve any program or project which
requires the use of any publicly owned (9) State Environmental Policy Act (Revised
land from a public park, recreation area, Code of Washinmon RCV" 43.21C) "The
or wildlife and waterfowl refuge of purposes of this chapter are: (I) To
national, state or local sitmificance, or declare a state policy which will
land of an historic site of national, state or encourage productive and enjoyable
local significance as determined by the harmony between man and his
officials having jurisdiction thereof unless environment; (2) promote efforts which
there is no feasible and prudent alternative will prevent or eliminate damage to the
to the use of such land and such program environment and biosphere; (3) stimulate
or project includes all possible planning to the health and welfare of man; and (4) to
minimize harm resulting from the use. enrich the understanding of the ecological

systems and natural resources important to
(4) Executive OrOfr ,, 11988. Floodplain the state and n.ation."

Management (43 FR 6030) and Order
DOT 5650.2 April 23. 1979 Floodvlai_ (10) W..ashin_on State Growth Manauement
Management and PrQtc_on links the need Act (RCW 36.70A) requires the
to protect lives and property values with development of countywide planning
the need to restore and preserve natural policies, a comprehensive plan with
and beneficial floodplain values, mandatory elements, and development
Agencies are required to make a finding regulations, all of which must be
that there is no practicable alternative consistent with one another. It requires
before taking action that would encroach local government decisions be consistent
on a floodplain, with their plans and that state agencies

comply with locally adopted plans and
(5) The National E_vimnmental Poficv Act of regulations.

1969 ¢42 U.S.C. 4321 et. see.Lestablishes
a broad national policy to improve the In addition, the following laws, regulations and
relationship between man and the guidance docun_nts, among others, relate m
environmeat, and sets out poficies and airport improvements:
goals to ensure that environmental
considerations are given _ attention • Washington State Hydraulic Code, Chapter
and appropriate emphasis in all _ecisions 75.20 RCW and the Hydraulic Code Rules,
of the Federal government. Chapter 220-110 WAC;

• Washington State Surface Mining, Chapter
(6) The Federal Water Pollution Control Act 78.44 RCW;

Amendments for 1972 f33 U.S.C. 1344 et.
seq.) as amended by the Clea_ Water Act • Washington State Forest Practices Act,
of 1977. (_3 U.S.C, 1251 et. sea.). Tifle76RCW¢;

ChapterIII - ITLI0.
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• City of SeaTacComprehensivePlan, Land
Use Code, Building Code, and related
regulations;

• AirportNoiseandCapacityActof1990
(49U.S.C.47S21etseq.);

• ArchaeologicalandHistoricPreservation
Actof1974(16U.S.C.469etseq.);

• AviationSafety and NoiseAbatement Act
of 1979;

• E.O. 11514 - ProtectionandEnhancement
ofEnvironmentalQuality;

• E.O.11593-Protectionandl_,nhancement
ofCulturalEnviroment_

• E.O. ] 1990 - Protectionof Wetlands;
• E.O. 12372 - InmrgovemmentalReview of

FederalPrograms;
• E.O. 12898 - EnvironmentalJustice;

• Feder_-Aid Highway Act, as amended,for
grantsto completeroadwayprojects;

• Fish and Wildlife CoordinationAct;
• NationalHistoric PreservationAct of 1966,

asamended,AdvisoryCouncilonHistoric
PreservationRegulations(31CFR 800),
U.S.DeparnnentofTransportation
RegulationsandProcedures(23C'FR771)
andTechnicalAdvisoryT6640.8A;

• FAA AdvisoryCircularI050.1D"Policies
andProceduresforConsidering
EnvironmentalImpacts";

• FAA AdvisoryCircular5050.4A"Airport
EnviromncntalHandbook".
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE ALTERNATIVES

This chapter presents an assessment of the 15. Surface Transportation

environmental impacts of the proposed Master 16. Plants and Animals (Biotic Communities)
Plan Update alternatives for Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport The alternatives assessed 17. Endangered Species of Flora and Fauna
include: 18. Public Services and Utilities

19. Earth

• Do-Nothing : Alternative I 20. Solid Waste

• "With Project" Altenmtives 21. Hazardous Waste and Materials
• Alternative 2 - Cemxal Terminal

22. Energy Supply and Natural Resources
• Altema_ve 3 - North Unit Terminal

23. Construction Impacts• Alternative 4 - South Unit Terminal
24. Aesthetics and Urban Design

Included in the assessment of each "With

Project" alternative is a new parallel runway with The impacts of the alternatives on the
a length up to 8,500 feet, located 2,500 feet environmental factors are assessed relative to the
(dependent) west of existing Runway 16L/34R. existing conditions (1993 or 1994 if available)
Where the impacts of a runway shorterthan 8,500 and future years 2000, 2010 and 2020.
feet would differ from the 8,500 feet length,
impacts are identified: In the discussion of impacts, the following study

areas will be used unless otherwise noted:

As required by FAA Orders 1050.1D and
5050.4A and Washington State Environmental • General Study Area - encompassing the
Policy Act, the following environmental factors existing noise exposure area as defined by 60
are assessed for each alternative identified above: DNL; and

• Detailed Focus Area- area which would be

l. Noise disrupted to construct alternative
2. land Use development. This area includes all lands
3. Cultural, Historic and Archaeological that might be acquired.

Resources

4. DOT Section 4(t")Lands

5. Prime and Unique Farmland

6. Social Impacts
7. Human Health

8. Induced Socio-Eeonomic Impacts

9. Air Quality

10. Water Quality
l 1. Wetlands

12. Floodplains

13. Coastal Zone Ma.n.agement and Coastal
Barriers

14. Wild and Scenic Rivers

Chapter IV - IV-I -
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 1

NOISE IMPACTS

The impact of aircraft and surface transportation noise reduction program and the Federal mandate
noise levels upon the communities surrounding to phase-out Stage 2 aircraft no later than the .y,.e_r
the Airport is presented in this section. The 2000. This analysis focuses on me tmpacts wimm
analysis includes determination of impacts on the DNL 65 and greater noise exposure; however,
surrounding area in 1994 and as forecast for the areas exposed to DNL 60-65 were evaluated and
years 2000, 2010 and 2020. are presented for information purposes.

The difference between the noise impacts of the The development of the proposed new parallel
three "W/th Project" alternatives is very small: runway would be expected to result in as much as

a 4.4 percent increase in dwelling unit impacts
over the Do-Nothing alternative in the year 2000.

Aircraft Noise However, in all instances, these future impacts
(DNL 65 and Greater) would be less than the current noise exposure. A

7,000-fl long new runway would result in lesser
]>ovulation _ousinE So. Mi. noise impacts in comparison to the longer 8,500-

1994 31,800 13,620 9.31 foot However, a 7,500-foot long runway, with a
2000 north threshold staggered south, could result in
Ahem.I 8,970 3,870 3.40 even less impacts than the shorter 7,000-foot long
Altem.2 9,890 4,020 2.87 runway.
Aitern.3 9,890 4,020 2.86
Altem.4 9,890 4,020 2.86 Aircraft ground noise associated with the South

2010 Unit Terminal (Alternative 4) would result in the
AiterrL1 9,450 4,060 3.54 greatest noise exposure, while Alternative 3
Altern.2 9,870 4,190 2.97 (North Unit Terminal) would produce the least
Altem.3 9,860 4.190 2.98 "With Project" impacts. Detailed informationrelative to the level of aircraft noise impacts
Altern.4 9.860 4,190 2.98 within each jurisdiction surrounding the Airport is

2020 presented in Chapter IV, Section 2 "Land Use".
Alum. I 10,800 4,610 3.97

Altern.2 11.270 4,760 3.31 While this analysis has focused on the areas
Altern.3 11.240 4,740 3.34 exposed to DNL 65 and greater sound levels, it is
Altem.4 11.270 4,760 3.34 anticipated that changes in noise exposure could

also occur outside the DNL 65. For residents that
Note: Alternative1_Do-Nothing are disturbed by noise less than DNL 65, these
Alternative2, 3 & 4 me"WithProject". effects could continue and change slightly. As is
All "WithProject"altmu_ves includea newdependent shown by the assessment of noise impacts caused
(2,500_ _o_) l_all©!r,nwaywitha len_ upto by aircraft flying at altitudes between 3,000 feet
8,500feet Areaisnon-abportland. and 18,000 feet (provided in Appendix C), these

impacts are not expected to be significant.
Because the proposed new dependent parallel
runway is proposed to reduce poor weather delay, The proposed Master Plan Update alternatives
which is predominantly arrival related, the would affect the volume of lraffic using area
runway would be expected to be used primarily roadways. To evaluate the impact on area roads,
for arrivals. About 12.1 percent of arrivals in a the Federal Highway Administrations noise model
south flow would occur on the new runway, with STAMINA 2.0 was used to assess the peak hour
about 2.6 percent of departures, average sound level [Leq_,_,)]. The proposed

new parallel runway would not affect area
As is shown above, the number of people, housing roadway noise. The terminal and landside
units, and area affected by DNL 65 and greater development within the Master Plan Update
sound levels is expected to decline in the future in alternatives would alter the use of roads, and
comparison to 1994 noise exposure regardless of result in increased noise at some
future development at Sea-Tac Airport. This residential/incompatible locations and decreased
decline in impacts is expe_ed due to the Port's

ChapterIV - IV. 1-l -
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noise at other locations. The roadway noise • Ground terrain

analysis indicates that the greatest change in • Run-upnoise
roadway noise would occur with the development
of the SR509 Extension and South Access Road • Departure climbs adjusted for local

(a Do-Nothing and "With Project" action that is elevation and temperature
expected to be undertaken by the Region). The * AircraR taxiing noise
greatest increase in noise associated with the
"With Project" alternatives relative to the Do- The new features of the Integrated Noise
Nothing would range between 1.0 dBA and 2.8 Model were used in this analysis.
dBA andwould occur in the corridor of the South
AccessRoad. Without the South Access Road, Airfield layout and operational fleet mix for
the greatest increased noise, in comparison to the each condition were drawn from data
Do-Nothing would occur along International produced for the Airport Master Plan Update.
Blvd., south of I 88th. Runway utilization was developed from

Airport records and material made available
(1) AIRCRAFT NOISE EFFECTS during the FAA's Capacity Enhancement

Plan Update for Sea-Tac. The detailed

For the purpose of this evaluation, aircraft noise statistical informationrelated to these and
impacts represent the land area and number of other factors important to the development ofthe noise contours are presented in Appendix
people and residences exposed to aircraft noise C,
above predetermined levels. Contour lines

representing average annual noise conditions were Appendix C contains a detailed description
generated showing the Day-Night Average Sound of the following:
Level (DNL or Ldn) of 60, 65, 70 and 75 dBA for
aircraft operations. The number of existing * Measurement of Noise

residents and dwelling units located within the * Noise footprints of aircraft types (SEL
noise exposure pattern of current and each future contours)
alternative condition were identified. • Historical Noise Studies at Sea-Tac

• Noise Modeling Assumptions
The following sections provide a brief summary
of the methodoiog_v used and the resulting • Noise Screening of Track Changes above
impacts. Appendix C provides detailed 3,000 feet altitude
information related to the methodology used in • Locational Impact analysis
preparing the noise analysis, statistical * DNL levels
information used in the development of noise • Time Above a threshold of A-
contours, and information related to the hnpact of weighted Sound level

• Peak Sound Exposure Level (SEL)
noise on people residing in the vicinity of Sea- • Equivalent Sound Level (Leq)Ta¢. Chapter IV, Section 7 contains a summary

of the human health effects due to noise. 03) ExTL_inlAircraft Noise Reduction

(A) Methodology Prmeram_

The Port of Seattle was one of the first airport
Day Night Sound Level (DNL)contours were operators in the U.S. to focus on ways to
developed using the Integrated Noise Model reduce aircraft noise impacts on the residents
(INM), Version 4.11. The INM is a surrounding its Airport. This section
sophisticated computer model that evaluates summarizes the noise abatement and
the cumulative noise exposure of all airt-rafl airport/a_'ra_ operation actions that have
operating to and from the Airport on an been implemented by the FAA and the Port of
average annual day. Noise associated with the Seattle. Each noise contour developed for
aircraR while on the runway or in flight has this Environmental Impact Statement assumes
been available since the introduction of the that the existing noise abatement program will
model in 1978. Version 4.11 of the IHM, remain in effect in the futm_. The program is
released by the FAA m December of 1993, the resuR of many years of continuous noise
has some new features that allow a standard abatement and mitigation planning efforts
evaluation of aircraft noise to include the which have occurred at Sea-Tac. Among
effects of: these have been the Sea-Tat Communities

Plan, the original and subsequent Part 150
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Noise Compatibility Plans, and the innovative which place ,,;.-_._ft along either side of the
Noise Mediation Project- These efforts have extended centerlines of the runways until
resulted in a series of long-term and short- reaching positions several miles to the north
term measures expected to reduce aircraft or south of file Airport. During periods of
noise by at least half by the year 2001, aswell low activity Gate night), the northbound
as to mitigate the effects of such noise on Duwamish/Elliott Bay departure procedures
residences, provide for slight turns at Boeing Field

toward Elliott Bay and Puget Sound to depart

Existing noise abatement programs include: the local airspace. During periods of high
activity, runway heading is maintained until

• Noise Budget reaching an established altitude.

• Nighttime Stage 2 Aircraft Limitations The Port has installed a sophisticated flight
• Ground Noise Control track monitoring system which allows its

• Flight Corridor Noise Abatement Noise Abatement Office to observe
Procedures compliance with the noise abatement

• Flight Track and Noise Monitoring procedures. The system has the capability tolzack individual flights. The Port also

A noise budget went into effect on January 1, maintains a permanent noise monitoring
1991. It sets forth limitations on the amount system which provides continual noisemeasurements at 11 stations located around

of aircraft noise energy which may be the Airport. This system is expected to be
generated by the airlines serving the Airport.
This level is gradually reduced until 2001 updated in the 1996-98 time flame.

when the Airport will have an all-Stage 3 Chapter IV, Section 2 "Land Use" describes
fleet. This program and others are monitored the Noise Remedy Program which has
on a quarterly basis by the Port of Seattle reduced noise and surrounding land use
Noise Abatement Staff and reported to the
public through Port publications and a noise incompatibilities.

advisory committee. (C) Area _ffected by Noise

A nighttime limitations program was Table IV.I-I summarizes the area within
implemented in October, 1990, to phase-out
all noisier aircraft (Stage 2) during the each contour range for each alternativeevaluated.
nighttime hours. During the first two years,
only pre-existing Stage 2 flights were allowed
between midnight and 6 a.m. In succeeding 1. Existing Conditions
years, the restricted hours have expanded. As
of October 1995, no Stage 2 was allowed The aircraft noise exposure pattern for the
between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. without special average annual day in 1994 is presentedin Exhibit IV.I-1. The noise levels
permission, represented by the contours range from 75

The ground noise enutrol program is DNL nearest the Airport to 60 DNL
intended to reduce both the peak levels and furthest from the Airport. The 60 DNL is
duration of ground noise events. Although provided for informational purposes only
the focus of the program is to restrict noise to assist the reader in better understanding
events during the nighUime hours, other the aircraft noise exposure patterns in the
benefits accrue from the measure. The community.
measures include the prohibition of power

On the basis of scientific surveys andback operations at the gates,Z_and restrictions
on maintenance engine nzwups at night, analysis, the FAA has established 65D]_ as the critical level for the

Flight corridor procedures are in place determination of noise impacts.I/ The 65
which provide departure instructions to pilots DNL contour incorporates 12.23 square

miles (7,827 acres), including much of
of jet aircraft to follow departure headings Airport property. The predominant use of

southerly traffic flows at the Airport

1/ A powerbackOlX'rafionis conductedwhenajet aircraft
backsawayfromtheterminalgateunderitsownreverse
thrustpoweT.AtSea-Tac,jet aixcm_arepushedaway 2/ FedendAviazionRegulaZionPartlJ0andtheFederal
fl13mthegatesby tugs. Imeragen_Comm/tt_onNoise.
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results in a larger portion of the contour the Airport. Directly east and west of the
pattern falling south of the airfield due to runway ends, the contour bulges outward
the prevailing winds. Owing to the from the Airport, reflecting the locations
greater thrust levels used, depama'es are at which thrust is initially applied to begin
typically several decibels louder than the takeoff roll for departing aircraft.
approaches at the same distance from the Between the nmway ends, the contour
aircraft, resulting in larger noise contours curves in toward the Airport as a result of
in the principal direction of departing greater attenuation rates applied to noise
traffic. Therefore, the noise contours for dispersion for aircr_ which are on the
the existing condition reach farther into ground.
communities south of the Airport than
into those to the north. The 70 DNL contour reaches to between

South ll2th and ll6th Streets at the
The contour shape also reflects the Rainier Golf Club on the north and nearly
predominant runway usage during north to Kent-Des Moines Road on the south. It
or south flow. When traffic is in south extends from 12th Avenue on the west to
flow, Runway 16L (the east parallel the passenger terminal complex to the

runway) is used for most departures, east. The the7Shape0characteristicswhile the west parallel runway (1611) is demonstrated by DNL generally
used for most approaches. In north flow, repeat those of the 65 DNL, although over
Runway 34L is used for most departures a smaller area. The area between 70 and
while Runway 34R is used for most 75 DNL contour covers 1,933 acres,
approaches. 3_ The resulting pattern of including Airportproperty.
existing noise exposure indicated in
Exhibit IV.I-I clearly shows greater The 75 DNL contour remains over
noise exposure along the centerline of the Airport property or public right-of-way to
approach to Runway 1611to the north and the east, west and south. To the north, the
along the extended centerline of the 75 DNL extends into a residential area
approach to Runway 34R south of the just north of 136th Street along the
Airport. This characteristic is further centerline approach to Runway 16R and
emphasized by compliance with the reaches 215th Street South along the
Standard Insmanent Departure headings centerline approach to Runway 34R. The
which are slightly to the left of the effect of noise generated by aircraft
extended centerline when in either north taxiing on taxiways is evident in the small
or south traffic flow. protrusions of the east side of the 75 DNL

contour over the terminal complex.
The 65 DNL noise exposure contour Elsewhere, the noise levels from aircraft-
extends from its north end over the related ground activity are masked by the
Duwamish River, just south of the Boeing overflight noise levels.
plant at Boeing Field southward to
terminate near 2g0th Sueet South. To the 2. Furore Exposure
east, the contour generally follows Pacific
Highway (SR 99) south of the passenger The following sections summarize the
terminal complex. North &the terminals, noise exposure pattern of the alternatives
the contour tapers from southeast to in years 2000, 2010 and 2020. FAA
northwest across developed residential Order 5050.4A, Chapter 5, Paragraph 47e
neighborhoods. West of the Airport, the (IXd)2 states: "FAA's threshold of
65 DNL contour tapers southeasterly significance has been determined to be a
across residential neighborhoods from the 1.5 I.An increase in noise over any noise
vicinity of 18$th Street and 8th Avenue to sensitive area located within the 65 Ldn
its southern end. It remains generally east contour". The following sections
of and parallel to State Road 509, north of summarize the changes in the noise

- exposure contours and identifies any 1.5

The FederalAviationAdminiswafionplans to improve DNL (Ldn) change of noise within the 65
theefficientuse of _ airfieldthroughincreaseduse of DNL noise exposure contours.
Runway 34R for d_ and Runway 34L for
arrivalsduring north flow. At the time of the (a) Alternative 1 (Do-Nothin_q
p_aratiun of this document,tim adjmmnenthad not
been implemented. As it is mti_pmd _ dds
increasedne._e=,will occur in 1996, it is incorporated Aircr_ noise exposure patterns for
intothe evaluationsof futm_Do-NothingConditions. the future Do-Nothing condition were

ChapterIV - IV. I-4 -
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prepared for the years 2000, 2010, 50 percent. The 65 DNL extends
and 2020, and areshown in Exhibits from just west of Pacific Highway
IV.l-2, lrV.1-3 and IV.I-.4, South on the east and lies along 12th
respectively. In each case, the noise Avenue to the west. It reaches from
exposure represents projected noise just south of West Marginal Way on
levels generated by an all Stage 3 the north to 244th Street South at its
fleet, with average daily operations southern end. Its greatest width is
levels growing from current 946 to approximately 5,600 feet at South
1,038, 1,140and 1,280 respectively. 18$th Street. The 70 DNL contour

reaches from 128th Street South at its

The noise exposure patterns for northern end to 216th Street at its
interim years are expected to be less southern extremity. Directly east and
than the current impacts. In each west of the Airport, the contour
future case, the fleet is expected to be remains over the Airport or
composed of less noisy Stage 3 compatibly-used properties. The 75
aircraft (e.g., 13-757,B-737-300, and DNL contour reaches from 146th
MD-g0). The operating flight SUeet South southward to a point just
characteristics (runway use, flight north of 200th Su'eet South. The
track use, approach and departure contour remains entirely on Airport
procedures, etc.) now in place are propertyor public right-of-way.
assumed to be continued with one
exception. During good weather The noise contoursfor the year 2010
conditions (which are predominantly and 2020 Do-Nothing alternative are
north flow), Runway 34R would be only slightly larger than those of the
the predominant departure runway, year 2000 Do-Nothing alternative, yet
while Runway 34L would be the are smaller than the existing
principalarrivalrunway, condition. By the year 2010, the 65

DNL would increase to4,032 acres or
The level of operations in the year by 3.9 percentfrom the year 2000 Do-
2020 is expected to sustain sufficient Nothing. By 2020, the 65 DNL
pressureon the capacityof Sea-Tat to contour would include 4,358 acres
cause a small number of evening and be 11.3 percent larger than the
operations (4 arrivals and 3 year 2000 contour Between 2000 and
departureson an annual average day) 2020, the north end of the 65 DNL
to be delayed into the nighttime contour would move northward by
hours._ A discussion of this effect is approximately 1,000 feet and the
provided in Appendix C. The effect south end will extend by
during average (all-weather) approximately 1,200 feet. The 70 and
conditions is not anticipated in the 75 DNL contours would exhibit
earlier years evaluated, similar small increases in their

lengths over the 20 year period
The land area exposed to various between 2000 and 2020. However, in
sound levels for each future year are no future case would the contour
presented in Table IV.I-1. The table approachthe size of the 1994 contour.
indicates that within each contour
range, the land area (while less than In each future year Do-Nothing case,
existing conditions) increases with the presence of aircraft ground
time and number of aircraft activity is noticeable in the shape of
operations, the 75 and 70 DNL contours in the

vicinity of the various terminal
By the year 2000, the area within 65 facilities, but would generally be
DNL would shrinkflom the existing masked by flight noise in the 60 and
levels to 3,910 acres, a reduction of 65 DNL contours.

°.

-_ As is describedin Chap_ IL delaysduringIFR
conditionswouldresultin a substantialnumberof
operationsbeing delayedinto the nighttimehours.
However,tor_znt anaveragemmualcondition,the
all.weather(combinedIFRandVFR)conditionwas
evalumed,
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(b)Alternative2 fCeutral usedformost departures.f_When
weather is better than 5 miles
visibility and 5,000 foot ceilings, the

The noise exposure patterns for majority of arrivals would be
Alternative 2 are presented on expected on the center runway and
Exhibits IV.l-S, IV.I-6 and IV.I-7 departureswould be made from the
for the years 2000, 2010 and 2020 runway nearest the terminal complex
respectively. For noise modeling (16L/34R), supplemented in both
purposes, this alternative assumes the cases by the other existing runway
presence of a new nmway (16X/34X) (16R/34L), When weather is worse
with a length up to 8,500 feet_ than 800 foot ceilings and 600 foot
located 2,500 feet west of Runway visibility, arrivals from the north
16L/34R, the extension of Runway would be made to the new runway,
16L/34R by 600 feet to the south, and while Runway 16L would be used for
taxiway development to departures. The worst weather
accommodate these runway condition (visibility less than 1,800
improvements, as well as alrside feet) occurs very infrequently at the
improvements to the terminal Airport during north traffic flow.
complex discussed in the alternatives Traffic flows and runway use for all
section ofthisdocurnent, future development alternative are

detailedin Appendix C.
A comparison between the noise
contours associated with Alternative For the year 2000, the effects
2 and those associatedwith associatedwiththeconstructionof
Alternative 1 (Do-Nothing) provides the proposednew runwaywould be as
insight into the effects related to the follows: The area exposed to noise
operation of the proposed new above 65 DNL would be greater to
Runway 16X/34X. Adjustments to the west than for the Do-Nothing
the manner in which the Airport alternat/ve, particularly in close
would be used if three runways are proximity to lhe new runway, but also
present are reflected by the changes along the edges of the noise contours
between the two contour sets. to the northand south of the Airport.
Furthermore,the new runway would
alleviate delay slipping flights into The aircr_ noise exposure pattern
the evening and late night hours, for Alternative 2 also reflects several
While, the presence of the new areaswhere noise levels areexpected
runwaywould cause the shape of the to be slightly reduced as a result of
contour for each noise exposure level the development of the new parallel
to shorten, it would also result in runway. Notably, the length of each
broadening of the shape, particularly contour would be shorter under the
adjacentto the Airport,but also along conditions of Alternative 2 than under
the approachand departurecorridors, the Do-Nothing Alternative. This

would result from the dispersion of
The proposed new parallel runway flights on three runways versus two.
would allow the use of simultaneous The effect of this action would be a
approaches to the two outboard reduction of the length of each
runways (Runways 16L./16X and contour by approximately 1,000 to
Runways 34R/34X) during weather 2,000 feet at both their north and
conditions when visibility is between southends.
600 feet and 5 miles and the ceiling is
between 800 and5,000 feet, while the The development of passenger and
center runway (16R/34L) would be cargo facilities on Airport property

- would also result in minor shifts of
ground noise paUerus along the east
side of the nmse contours
immediatelyeast of the runways. All

_/ Anevaluationofthenoiseeffectsofsixdifferentairfield
optionswas pn:semedin TechnicalMemorandum.
EnvironmentalScreenin_of the MasterPlanUvdme

Landmm& Brown,Inc.September, _' 1995FAACapa¢_EnhancementStudy,DataPackage
1994. 7,September,t994.
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aircra_ ground noise effects above 65 The departing sh'craft which could
DNL would occur on Airport not be served include nearly all wide-
property, body aircraft over 350 seats (]3747,

MD11, B-777), as well as many older

A similar comparison of the Do- generation ahc,_&ft with Stage 3
Nothing and Alternative 2 contours engine reu'ofits 03-727, B737-200)
for the years 2010 and 2020 yields serving long haul markets. The
comparable observations, although runway length would accommodate
the extent of the eastward and landings by all but heavily loaded
westward shifts of noise contour lines large aircraft such as the MD-12 and
could be greater by 100 to 200 feet. 747-400. Therefore, operations by

these aircraft would occur on the two

As is presented in Appendix C, the existing runways.
changes in DNL levels at 1,290 sites
were computed. Table IV.l-2 lists North of the Airport, 0.8 percent of
the sites which would be exposed to the total aircraft operations (8.3
significant (1.5 DNL) increases in percent of the runway operations)
aircraft noise as a result of normally occurring on the new
Alternative 2 in year 2020. As noise runway would need the longer
increases between 2000 and 2020, the runway length provided by the two
number of sites experiencing a existing runways. To the south, 0.6
significant increase would grow. percent of the total operations (6.2
Thirty-two (32) sites would percent of Runway 16X/34X
experience significant increases in operations) would require the longer
2000, 39 sites in 2010 and 45 sites in lengths of Runways 16R/34L or
2020 in comparison to the respective 16L/34R. The effect of such small
year Do-Nothing. Of these 45 sites, changes in runway use would create
all but 5 would be located in areas small differences in the noise
that would be acquired or are exposure contour for the 7,000-foot
compatible uses. Chapter IV, Section runway in comparison to the 8,500
2 "Land Use" discusses the foot long runway, as was shown in
compatibility of these uses with the the Master Plan Update and in Table
noise exposure. H.3-1. Very slight shifts to the east

of the flight-related portion of the
The noise patterns associated with the contour would be expected, balanced
construction of proposed Runway by minor extensions of the contours at
16X/34X with a shorter length were their northernmost and southernmost
also evaluated. Under these sub- ends. Areas immediately west of the
alternatives, the runway would be new runway would be exposed to
located 2,500 feet west of Runway slightly lower cumulative ground
16L/34R, and be either 7,000' or noise levels and fewer taxiing events
7,500' in length. Its north end would by large aircraft.
be located immediately west of the
north end of Runway 16R/34L or Although the noise contours prepared
staggered in a southerly direction, for the 7,000 foot long runway option
This analysis was extrapolated from were developed usmg somewhat
the environmental screening different runway use assumptions,2_
evaluation performed for the Master the general comparisons between the
Plan Update, as described in Chapter alternative and Do-Nothing contours
rl. are comparable to this case. Based on

that evaluation, one may conclude
Runway Length 7,000 feet: As was that the noise contours for the 7,000
indicated by Table II.3-1, the 7,000- foot runway option would be wider
foot runway would be able to than those of the Do-Nothing
accommodate91 percent of the types condition (reflecting use of the new
of ah-_,rLftlanding at Sea-Tac in the
year 2020 and 67 percent of year

2020 type departing ai_c_a/t. This 2/ Thescreeninganalysiswas prepared in mid-1994, using
does not refer to the percentage of thebest informationavailableat thetime. Subsequent
time that the runway would be used. analysishasresultedin refinedoperatingassumptions.
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runway), but narrower than those percent of all arrivals and 0.3 percent
associated with the 8,500 foot long of all departures to longer runways.
runway, because fewer large jets The effect of this small change m
would be able to use it runway use on the noise contours and

individual noise peaks would be
The stagger of the runway would imperceptible to the average person.
result in the shift of some ground Very slight shifts of the western edge
noise effects from the northernmost of the contours to the east and south
portion of the Airport to the north end would be expected, balanced by
of the proposed new runway under minor extensions of the contours.
this alternative. The resultant impact
would not be expected to create The stagger of the runway would
impacts exceeding 65 DNL off- result in the southerly shii_ of ground
airport property, noise effects from the northenunost

portion of the Airport to the north end
As is presented in Appendix C, the of the new runway under this
change in DNL levels at 1,219 sites alternative. The resultant impact
were computed. Table IV.Io2 lists would not be expected to exceed 65
the sites which would be exposed to DNL off-airport property.
significant (1.5 DNL) increases in
aircraft nmse as a result of (e) Alternative 3 (North Unit
Alternative 2 in year 2020. As noise TeminaB
increases between 2000 and 2020, the
number of sites experiencing a As is the case with Alternatives 2 and
significant increase will grow. 4, the general pattern of aircraft noise
Thirty-two (32) sites would exposure for Alternative 3 would be
experience significant increases in set by the location of three parallel
2000, 39 sites in 2010 and 46 sites in runways in a north-south orientation.
2010 in comparison to the respective Within the same year of evaluation,
year Do-Nothing. Of these 46 sites, the patterns would differ from each
all but 5 are located in areas that other only in minor adjusunents to the
would be acquired or are compatible taxiway noise dispersion over the
uses. Chapter IV, Section 2 "Land terminal complex. In no case would
Use" discusses the compatibility of these variations relative to Alternative
these uses with the noise exposure. 2 fall beyond the boundaries of

Airport property. The aircraR noise
Runway Length 7,500 feet: The exposure pattern associated with
noise effects associated with the Alternative 3 with a length of 8,500
construction of a 7,500-fl long feet is presented for the years 2000,
Runway 16X/34X located 2,500 feet 2010 and 2020 respectively, on
west of Runway 16I.J34R, were Exhibits IV.l-g, IV.l-9 and IV.l-10.
evaluated. As indicated by Table
IL3-1, this runway length option As is presented in Appendix C, the
would be able to accommodate 97 change in DNL levels at 1,252 sites
percent of the types of aircraft were computecL Table IV.I-2 lists
arrivals at Sea-Tac in the year 2020 the sites which would be exposed to
and 85 percent of akci_a_ type significant (1.5 DNL) increases in
departures; this does not refer to the ai,_-_ff noise as a result of
actual usage of the runway. Since a ARemative 3 in year 2020. As noise
greater number of aircraft types may increases between 2000 and 2020, the
be accommodated, than for the 7,000 number of sites experiencing a
R option, including most landings by significant increase will grow.
heavy ai_ad_ (weight exceeding Thirty-three (33) sites would
-._0,000 pounds), the noise pattern experience significant increases in
may be expected to closely 2000, 40 sites in 2010 and 47 sites in
approximate the pattern of the 8,500- 2010 in comparison to the respective
fl length alternative, year Do-Nothing. Of these 47 sites,

all but 5 are located in areas that

The 7,500' length of the runway would be acquired or are compatible
would cause the redisu'ibution of 0.5 uses. Chapter IV, Section 2 "Land
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Use" discussesthe compatibilityof 2020. As noise increasesbetween
theseuseswiththenoiseexposure. 2000 and 2020,thenumber of sites

experiencinga significantincrease

Runway lengths 7,000 and 7,500 will grow. Thirty-three (33) sites
feet: The use of alternative runway would experience significant

lengths and staggers, as discussed increases in 2000, 40 sites in 2010
under ARemative 2, would have and 47 sites in 2010 in comparison to
virtually the same effects for the respective year Do-Nothing. Of
Alternative 3 which are identical to these 47 sites, all but 5 are located in
those presented above, areas that would be acquired or are

compatible uses. Chapter IV, Section
"Land Use" discusses the

(d) Alternative 4 (South Unit __LmpatibilityTerminal) of these uses with the
noise exposure.

As is the case with Alternatives 2 and
3, the general pattern of aircraft noise * * *
exposure for Alternative 4 would be
set by the location of the new parallel Each "With Project" alternative would
runway. Within the same year of result in an increase of 5 percent to 7
evaluation, the patterns would differ percent in the area of noise exposure
from each other only in minor within 65 DNL over the Do-Nothing
adjustments to the taxiway noise alternative duringeachyearofevaluation.
dispersion over the terminal complex. The length Of the proposed new runway
In no case would these variations would have little effect on the area within
from Alternative 2 fall beyond airport
property. The sites that would the noise pattern, although the number of
experience significant changes in operations to the new runway by large
DNL are identical for this alternative aircraft would become progressively less
as those of Aitemadve 2. The aircraft if the length of the runway was reduced.
noise exposure pattern associated While this analysis has focused on the
with Alternative 4 is presented for the areas exposed to DNL 65 and greater
years 2000, 2010 and 2020 sound levels, it is anticipated that changes
respectively, on Exhibits IV.I-11, in noise exposure could also occur
IV.l-12 and IV.l-13. outside the DNL 65. For residents that

are disturbed by noise less than DNL 65,
Runway lengths 7,000 and 7,500 these impacts could continue and changefeet. The use of alternative runway
lengths and staggers, as discussed slightly. As is shown by the assessment
under Alternative 2, would have of noise impacts from aircraft overflights
effects for Alternative 4 which are at altitudes between 3,000 feet and 18,000
identical to those presented for feet (provided in Appendix C), these
Alternative 2 at 7,000' and 7,500' impacts are not expected to be significant.
runways.

The noise patterns associated with each
(e) Preferred Alternative terminal development alternative would

(Alternative 3) be nearly identical, and in fact, cover the
same area in the years 2000 and 2010, By

The aircraft noise exposure pattern 2020, the pattern of the North Unitassociated with the Preferred
Alternative (Alternative 3) is Terminal (Akemative 3) would be several
presented for the years 2000, 2010, acres less than that of the two other "with
2020 respectively, on Exhibits IV.l- project" alternatives.
8, IV.l-9 had IV.I-10. As is
presented in Appendix C, the change Notably, even with the addition of the
in DNL levels at 1,252 sites were proposed new parallel runway, the noise
computed. Table IV.I-2 lists the exposure pattern of each future alternative
sites which would be exposed to would be between 42 percent and 50
significant (1.5 DNL) increases in percent smaller than the noise exposure
aircraft noise as a result of Preferred pattern of the existing condition.
Alternative (Alternative 3) in the year
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(2) SURFACE TRANSPORTATION NOISE • Vehicle Classification - the proportion of
EFFECTS vehicle types using each traffic segment.

These data are divided into three
categories: passenger cars, medium

The roadway noise assessment identifies the noise trucks and heavy trucks.
impacts associated with the proposed surface
transportation changes. The Federal Highway * Travel Speeds -.the velocity of the traffic
Adminisu'ation (FHWA) computer program, flow effects the length of exposure to
STAMINA 2.0, was used in this analysis to roadway noise, as well as the loudness of
predict noise levels for existing 1994 conditions, the individual event.
as well as for the Do-Nothing and "With Project"
alternatives for the years, 2000, 2010, and 2020. Using the information compiled for each

roadway segment, the STAMINA program
Chapter IV, Section 15 "Surface Transportation" produces peak hour Leq levels for each
and Appendix O provide a detailed description of location selected by the user. These locations
the existing and future surface Iransportation ate typically noise sensitive facilities or
system. Peak hour roadway traffic volumes were residential areas near the roadway.
used to quantify the road noise-related Equivalent
Noise Level (Leq)_ The Leq depends not only on 1. Noise Ret_ivers
the loudness of the events but also on the number
of single noise events that occur during a Roadway noise levels were computed for
measurement period. For example, increased 108 receiver locations. The locations
traffic volume (and/orincreased speed) increases were selected at a distance of about 50 to
the Leq. 500 feet off the roadway edge in noise

sensitive residential areas or near noise

(A)Methodolo_v sensitive facilities. To enable the
development of a composite noise picture,

The analysis was conducted using the FHWA- reflecting aircraft and surface
approved roadway noise analysis model, transportation noise, the 108 sites were
STAMINA 2.0, which calculated the roadway coordinated between the two analyses.
noise levels at 108 user-specified receivers. The roadway noise-sensitive receiver
The model considers the distance of the locations are illuslrated in ExhibitC-21.
critical receivers from the surrounding
roadways, together with the volume and type 2. Roadway Noise Impact Criteria
of traffic on the roadways and the speeds of
the traffic, to compute the noise levels at each State and local governments have the
receiver. The required input information primmy responsibility to control use of
includes: roadway noise sources. Noise regulations

and guidelines have been established by
• Roadway Description - Sets of roadway the FHWA, the Washington State

segments were defined within a network Department of Transportation (WSDOT),
composed of 16 primary area and local jurisdictions. Surface traffic
thoroughfares. The network is the same noise impacts occur when predicted Leq
as is described in detail is Chapter IV, noise levels approach or substantially
Section 15 "Sufface Transportation'. exceed these guidelines. Although

"substantially exceed" is not defined,
• Traffic Volume - for the Final EIS, the WSDOT considers an increase in average

existing and Preferred Airport Master sound level of I0 dBA or greater to be a
Plan Update alternative (Alternative 3) significant impact.F For residences,
forecast traffic volumes were updated to parks, schools, churches, and similar
reflect the final Metropolitan areas are sensitive to roadway noise at or
Transportation Plan. Traffic volume above an hourly Leq of 67 dBA.
revisions for Alternatives 2 and 4 were WSDOT considers a noise impact to
not prepared. The traffic on each of the occur if predicted Leq noise levels
major roadway segments during the peak approach within 2 dBA of the noise
hour of the day was evaluated, sensitivity criteria. Thus, if a noise level

were 65 dBA or higher, it would approach

_/ TheaventgeAugustpeakhour trafficvolume foreach
por_onof thermdwaynetworkwase.wdforthis _ WashingtonSlateDepe_meatof Trartsportafion,
asse_ent. PersonalConversation,1994.
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or exceed the FHWA noise sensitivity 2. Future Conditions
criterion of 67 dBA.

Unlike aircraft noise, future roadway
(B) Surface Transportation Noise Impacts noise will increase in the future whether

or not improvements are undertaken at
This section presents the general findings of Sea-Tat Airport. The increased noise
the surface transportation noise analysis and impacts will result from regional
the changes to the roadway noise pattern population growth and the associated
which may be expected with and without the increase in roadway traffic.
Master Plan Update alternatives. Table/V.I-
3 provides Leq noise level information for (a) Alternative 1 (Do-Nothing)
those locations which experience a peak hour
level of 65 dBA of Leq for one ormore of the In addition to the locations where
alternatives, existing impacts occur, the following

new receiver locations would
1. Existin2 Traffic Noise experience noise levels at or above

65.0 dBA for the Do-Nothing
To provide base year data for comparison, Alternative.
emstmg 0994) noise levels were
calculated for the analysis area. The • By the year 2000, five additional
results were compared to actual ambient sites would be exposed to peak
noise measurements conducted as part of hour Let] noise levels above 65
the SR509/South Access Road Corridor dBA. Three sites located along
EIS Phase ]1 Study.l_ Based on the Kent Des Moines Road west of
results of the comparison, the STAMINA International Boulevard, and two
model was calibrated to more closely sites along S. 200th Street east of
represent existing conditions. International Boulevard, will

experience Leq increases between
Based on the existing conditions as shown 2.0 and 3.0 decibels. Otherwise,
in Table C-25, peak hour surface traffic the change in noise levels will be
noise levels range from 48.5 dBA to 73.5 less than two decibels.

dBA Leqc,,_, _ Under the guidelines • In year 2010, noise levels at theprovided by the FHWA, 35 sites were
identified as being noise-impacted by 108 sites would range between
roadway traffic, with an Leq_,,,_._)of 67 and hourly Leq of 50.8 and 74.8
dBA or greater. A total of 51 sites dBA. If airport improvements are
experience an Leqo,_._ ) in excess of 65 not undertaken (Do-Nothing) all
dBA. These roadway noise impacted locations having noise levels
areas are located primarily along SR518, above 65 dBA in year 2000
SR509, and I-5/Milimry Road, South would continue to experience the
154th Way, and International Boulevard. same levels or slightly greater
Noise levels near these corridors were a noise and eight additional sites
result of the combination of high traffic would experience Lcq_,.k._) in
volumes and travel speeds. At several excess of 65 dBA. All of these
locations along Des Moines Memorial new sites would be located along
Drive South and Kent-Des Moines Road, major arteriais such as South
traffic volumes and speeds would not 154th Way, Des Moines
generally produce noise levels in excess Memorial Drive South, South
of 65 dBA, although the modeled levels 160th Street/Military Road and
produced exceed that level. This is South 200th Street. Other than a
believed to have occurred due to site located along South 24th
imprecision associated with STAMINA Avenue which is impacted by the
modeling, relocation of 156th Way/154th

Street, all increases are less than
._ 2.0 dBA above 2000 levels.

• By the year 2020, the most
significant change to the area
roadway network would be the

1_ SRSO9/South Access Road Corridor EJS Phase lI Study, development of the SR509 andCH2MWill,Auge_ 1994.
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South Access Road. Of the 108 new runway. All of the receiver
sites evaluated, 71 would locations identified for the existing
experience Leq_,m_, sound levels conditions experiencing peak hour
in excess of 65 dBA. Fifty-Seven average roadway noise levels at or
sites will experience sound levels above 65.0 dBA would continue to do
at or above 67 dBA. These so under the Central Terminal
increases would be due primarily Alternative.
to the gradual growth in the total
traffic levels. Noise levels would Among the sites impacted by noise in
range from 54.1 dBA to 74.7 dBA all three future years, the predicted
during hours of peak roadway noise levels associated with the
traffic activity. Relative to Central Terminal Alternative would
existing conditions, the year 2020 result in minor adjustments of peak
Do-Nothing conditions would hour noise levels of two decibels or
incur the greatest roadway related less in comparison to the Do-Nothing.
noise increases along the corridor
of the new SR509/South Access (el Alternative3 (NorthUnit
roadway. Termini)

Other than the sites directly impacted Roadway modifications related to the
by the SRS09/South Access Road new North Unit Terminal include the
extension, the increase in peak hour development of new access roadways
average sound levels from existing to and from the Airport Expressway,
noise levels remains within seven and access from 170th Street. In
decibels of Leq for all sites evaluated, ad"¢h'tionto the new north terminal
The locations where the noise levels roadways, 156th Way/154th Street
decrease from the existing conditions would be relocated north of its
are in part due to reallocated tra_c existing aligmnent, and SR518
and reduced travel speeds due to enlrance and exit ramps with 24th
increased traffic congestion. The Avenue would be constructed. The
areas experiencing the greatest majority of these changes would
increase in noise exposure reflect occur before the year 2010, and
noise along maas which receive the therefore are reflected in the 2010 and
reailocatedUafl]c. 2020 scenarios. Also, the 2020

analysis incorpomt_ the proposed
Oh) _ SRSO9/South Access Road.

Changesinroadway noiseimpactsfor
Because all of the proposed terminal the North Unit T_minal Alternative
roadway consUuction would be are nearly idemical to those of the
concentrated in the terminal core area Central Terminal (Alternative 2) with
with Alternative 2, no critical the exception of a few locations. All
receivers would be located within 500 increases in noise would be less than
feet of the new terminal roadways.J2 / 1.0 dBA except along International
Therefore, the terminal roadway Boulevard, where a peak hour Leq
additions would not impact the noise increase of 2.8 dBA would be
levels at the existing receiver experienced.
locations.

(d) AJ[terpative 4 (South Unit
Of the sites identified as having
roadway noise levels in excess of the
FHWA and state guidelines for the Under this alternative, alterations
existing condition, on!y one, located would be made to the existing
on South 154th Street east of Des roadway system which relate to the
Moines Memorial Drive would be development of new terminal
eliminated due to the relocation of the structures to be located between the
South 154th Street to construct the existing terminal building and South

188th Street. In addition to terminal
roadway modifimaions, South 156th

11, STAMn_2.0Ra_nm_m_em_X Way/154th Street would be relocated
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north of its existing alignmenL Also, would occur, _ roadway noise levels
the 2020 analysis incorporates the beyond those forecast by this analysis would
proposed SRS09/Sonth Access Road. resulL However, until specific project plans are
Because of the location of the new completed for these developments, the total
terminal building, no critical receivers cumulative impacts cam not be identified. The
would be located within 500 feet of

the proposed South Unit Terminal local project that would be likely to have the
roadway modifications. All of the greatest/mpact on noise conditions in the A/rport
receiver locations identified for the area is the development of a SR509/South Airport
existing conditions experiencing peak . Access Road. The impacts of this roadway,
hour average roadway noise levels at which would not likely be available until the year
or above 65.0 dBA w/ll continue to 2020 has been included in the year 2020 Do-
do so under the South Unit Terminal Nothing and "With Project" roadway noise
Alternative. In comparison to the Do- analysis deson'bed in the preceding paragraphs.
Nothing, the largest average noise
level increase associated with (4)
Alternative 4 (1.4 dBA) would occur

near the new South Access Road in Two key findings of the aircraft noise analysis
year 2020. are:

(el Preferred pAteraative • Future impacts will be less than the current
(Alternative 3) noise exposure regardless of which Master

As was noted in Chapter I], the Port Plan Update alternative is pursued;
of Seattle staff have recommended * The "With Project" alternatives would result
Alternative 3 as the Preferred in slightly greater noise exposure in
Alternative. Using adopted comparison to the Do-Nothing.
Metropolitan Transportation Plan
(MTP) surface transportation data, Section 2 "Land Use" presents the population and
the Preferred Ahernafive (Alternative dwelling unit impacts associated with each of the
3) was re-assessed. With the greater alternatives. In each case, the "With Project"
levels of regional surface travel with alternatives would result in an increase over the
the MTP, the associated roadway "Do-Nothing" alternative in the number of
related noise levels would be greater persons and residences exposed to significant
for all alternatives in future years, aircraft noise.
The _'_ate_ increase in noise
exposure in year 2000 over the Do- In all cases, the properties which would be newly
Nothing of 2.5 dBA during the peak incorporated into the 65 DNL contour by the
hour would occur in the vicinity of "With Project" alternatives a&eady fall within the
8th Avenue S, north of SR518. boundaries of one or more of the Port's Noise
However, using the WSDOT criterion Remedy Programs designed to mitigate existing
outlined earlier, this increase is not noise levels. Therefore, no additional (project-
considered significant. In year2010, related) mitigation would be needed, as is
the comparison of the Preferred described on page IV.2-6.
Alternative to the Do-Nothing shows
that the additional noise would be Nevertheless, all measures (except the Noise
lessened to 1.7 dBA at this site and by Budget)12/ now in effect to reduce aircraft noise
year 2020 would be further reduced to within the community would be continued in an
1.5 dBA. effort to assure the minimization, to the extent

practical, of existing and future noise levels.
(3) CUMULATIVE IMPACT_ Appeadix C provides a summary of previous

noise abatement planning efforts and programs
As is identified in Chapter l:II "Affected which have been periodically conducted since the
Environment" a number of non-airport related early 1970's. The measures now in effect
developments are planned in the airport vicinity, include:
These actions would not likely affect aircraft
operations or aircraft fleet mix. They could,

however, affect surface transportation volumes in 12/ ThegoaloftbeNoiseBudgetof anaJIStage3 fleetwill
the Airport area. As additional surface traffic benat.bedby2001.
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* Noise Budget - limiting the mud noise energy
carriersmay generate at the Airport until the
fleet is substantially all Stage 3.

• Nigh_me Limitations Program- limiting the
hoursof operationfor Stage 2 ah-c_afl.

• GroundNoise Control - reducingthe noise of
ground events such as powerback operations
andrun-ups.

• Flight Corridorization maintenance of
runwayheadingflight tracks by departingjets
until reaching specified altitudes.

• FlightTrack and Noise Monitoring-
maintenanceof recordsofnoiselevelsand
flighttrack locationinformationfor
identificationof deviations and
communicationwithpublicandusers.

As noneoftheMasterPlanUpdatealternatives
wouldcreatesignificantincreasedroadwaynoise
levels,nomitigationisneeded.
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Table IV.I-I

Seattle-TacomaInternationalAirport

Environmenm/Impac_ Sm_'ment

AREA AFFECTED BY AIRCRAFT NOISE

(SquareMiles)

DNL DNL 65 DNL 60

DNL DNL 75& and DNL and

Alternative 6;5-70 70-75 _ Qireater 60-65 Greater

Existing 6.58 223 0.40 9.31 14.40 23.71

20OO
Alternative I 2.77 0.63 0.00 3.40 8.12 11.52

Alternative 2 2.62 025 0.00 2.87 8.02 10.89
Alternative 3 2.62 03,4 0.00 2.86 8.02 10.88
Alternative 4 2.62 0_24 0.00 2.86 8.02 10.88

2010
Alternative 1 3.12 0.42 0.00 3.54 8.54 12.08
Alternative 2 2.72 0_,5 0.00 2.97 8.44 11.41
Alternative 3 2.73 0.25 0.OO 2.98 8.45 11.43
Alternative 4 2.73 0.25 0.00 2.98 8.45 11.43

2O20
Alternative 1 3.18 0.78 0.01 3.97 9.24 13.21

Alternative 2 3.01 030 0.00 3.31 9.13 12.44
Alternative 3 3.04 0.30 0.00 3.34 9.07 12.41
Alternative 4 3.04 0.30 0.00 3.34 9.11 12.45

Alternative 1: Do-Nothing/No-Build
Alternative 2: Central Unit Terminal with a new runway length of up to 8,500 feet located 2,500 feet

west of existing Runway 16L/34R
Alternative 3: North Unit Terminal with a new runway length of up to 8,500 feet located 2,500 feet west

of existing Runway 16IJ34R (Preferred Alternative)
Alternative 4: South Unit Terminal with a new runway length of up to 8,500 feet located 2,500 feet west

of existing Runway 16L/34R
Excludes Airportlandand landacquiredto complete the proposedMasterPlan Update improvements.

Source: Landrum& Brown, fromthe IntegratedNoise Model, Version4.11, November, |994.
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TABLE IV.I-2

Seattle-Tacoma Internationa] Airport

EnvironmentalImpactStatement

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT CHANGES
IN AIRCRAFT NOISE

Grid # Descril_on Air I _ AIt 3 AR 4 Air 2- AR 3-Ah AIt 4-Air ]
Alt !

5 RMS#5 lacquisitiminca) 62.9 68.0 68.0 68.0 5.1 5.1 5.1

0 RMS #6 (compatiblearea) 73.3 74.9 74.9 74.9 1.6 1.6, 1.6RMS #10 (Compatiblemea) 64.2 66.0 66.0 66.0 !.8, 1.8 1.8
228 Grid E-29 {acquisitioninca) 63.0 65.3 _5.3 65.3 2.3 2.3 2.3
229 Grid E-30 {acquisitionarea) 63.4 65.9 :._.9 65.9 2.5 2.5 2.5
230 Grid E-3 i (acquisitionarea/ 64.7 69.1 _5 ! 69.0 4.4 4.4 4.3
231 Grid E-32 {acquisitionarea`) 64.6 67.9 67.9 67.8 3.3 3.3 3.2
232 Grid E-33 (_,quisitiona_a) 64.5 66.9 66.9 66.9 2.4 2.4 2.4
233 GridE-34 {auleisitiea area) 63.4 65.9 65.9 65.9 2.5 2.5 2.5
234 GridE-35 (acquisitionarea_ 62.2 65.5 65.5 65.5 3.3 3.3 3.3
235 G_'dE-36 (acquisitionmu`) 62.0 66.5 66.5 66.5 4.5 4.5 4.5
236 Grid E-37 (acquis/tionarea) 62.5 67.6 67.6 67.,6 5.1 5. i 5.1
237 GridE-38 (acquisi_a area! 64.0 68.1 68.1 68.1 4.1 4.1 4.1
238 Grid E-39 (acquis/_mare*,) 64.9 66.9 66.9 66.9 2.0 2.0 2.0
239 GridE-40 {acquisitionatea_ 64.4 66.2 66.2 66.2 1.8 !.8 1.8
240 Grid E-41 (acqu/s/ti_ area_ 63.6 65.3 65.3 65.3 1.7 1.7 1.7
302 .. Grid F-30 (acquisitionmu) 68.6 70.2 70.2 70.2 1.6, 1.6 1.6
303 Grid1:-31 (Exist_ airfieid_ 70.2 75.5 75.5 75.5 5.3 5.3 5.3
304 Grid F-32 (Exissingairfield) 70.2 74.9 75.0 74.,9 4.7 4.8 4.7
305 Grid F-33 (Existi_ airfield) 71.0 74.7 74.7 74.7 3.7 3.7 3.7

.,306 Grid F-34 (Exist_ airfield) 69.8 72.5 72.6 72.5 2.7 2.8 2.7
307 Cn'id1:-35(Exist_ airfield) 68.6 72.6 72.,6 72.6 4.0 4.0 4.0
308 GridF-36 {Existmsairfield) 68.1 73.2 73.2 73.3 5.1 5.1 5.2
309 GridF-37 (ExistinSatrf_d ) 69.2 76.3 76.3 76.3 7.1 7.1 7.0
310 GridF-38 _.xissm8 airfield) 70.7 75.4 75.4 75.5 4.7 4.7 4.8
377 Grid G-32 (ExistinS akfield) 86.2 92.3 92.3 92.3 6.1 6.1 6.1
378 Grid(3-33 _=xistins airfield) 88.0 90_, 90.2 90.3 2.2 2.2 2.3
379 GridG-34 (F.xis_n| airfield) 86.4 88.1 88.1 88.1 1.7 1.7 1.7
450 GridH-32 (Existingairfield) 80.7 90.0 89.4 88.,9 9.3 8.7 8.2
451 GridH-33 (Existm8 airfield) 82.6 84.3 84.1 84.2 1.7 1.5 !.6
453 GridH-35 i_F,xis_ s airfield) 84.0 85.2 85.2 85.8 1.2 1.2 1.2
528 Grid1-37 (F.xistia|airfi_d) 68.1 76.4 76.4 75.3 8.3 8.3 7.2
867 Bruneile Resid. (A27) 66.6 68.1 68. ! 68. i 1.$ 1.5 !.5
939 Sea-TacOccup. (S102) 62.3 65.4 65.4 65.4 3.1 3.1 3.1
1114 R4 (DesMoinesWaymintsof 150th) 64.1 67.3 67.3 67.2 3.2 3,2 3.1
1115 R-5 _les MoiaesW_ southof I_h) 64.4 67.9 67.9 67.9 3.5 3.5 3.5
1119 R-9 (156tbWaymsd!0thAve,q) 66.5 76.7 76.7 76.6 10.2 10.2 10.1
1120 R-10 (lMth Win/md9thPl) 64.9 69.1 69.1 69.0 4.2 4.2 4.1
] 123 R-13 (16Othsad 9thAve_ 64.3 66.8, 66.8 66.7 2.5 2.5 2.4
1124 R-14 (160thSt md 9thAve) 64.3 66.7 66.7 66.6 2.4 2.4 2.3
1200 %132 (SthSTnmb of$.l ?4_b) 62.3 65.4 65.4 65.4 3.1 3.1 3.1
1202 %i36 (SthAve S. And156thSt) 63.6 65.6 65.6 65.4 2.0 2.0 1.8
1209 T-44 (SthAvenoah ors. IMthSt) 63.6 65.6 65.6 65.5 2.0 2.0 1.9
1212 Br_anHouse (A7.9) ' 62.8 65.2 65.2 65.2 2.4 2.4 2.4
!217 V_ Farm(A56) 63.2 66.0 66.0 65.9 2.8 2.8 2.7
1218 Paul House (AS'r) 63.9 66.0 66.0 65.8 2.1 2.1 1.9

Source: Lmu:lrmn& Brown, 1994
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CHAFrER IV, SECTION 2

LAND USE

Aircraft noise is generally regarded to be the impacts by jurisdiction. The noise contours for
primary impact of an airport on surrounding land existing conditions and the future alternatives
uses. This section summarizes the population, were also electronically overlaid on the Airport
housing units, and noise-sensitive facilities that environs database of noise-sensitive facilities
are affected by existing airport operations (1994), (schools, churches, hospitals, and nursing homes,
and by those of the Master Plan Update libraries, parks and recreation facilities, and
alternatives for futureyears. The compatibility of historical sites) to determine which uses are
the alternatives with local and regional land use affected by noise.
plans is also evaluated.

The degree of noise impact within the noise

Compared to existing conditions, under the Do- contour was determined using Part 150 of the
Nothing alternative (Alternative 1) there would Federal Aviation Regulations which contains
be a reduction of approximately 66 percent in guidelines for determining the sensitivity of
population affected by noise levels of 65 DNL or specific land uses to various levels of aircraR
greater in the year 2020. This decrease is noise.T Table IV.2-1 lists these land use
primarily due to the replacement of the noisier compatibility guidelines and notes that residences
Stage 2 aircraft with quieter Stage 3 aircrafL and certain public-use facilities are not
Fewer noise sensitive public facilities would be compatible with high levels of aircraft noise.
affected in the future in comparison to current These Federal guidelines show that residential
impacts, land uses are normally incompatible in areas

exposed to noise levels in excess of 65 DNL.
Noise impacts for all Master Plan Update With appropriate soundproofing, however,
Alternatives will be less in all forecast years residential structures may be compatible with
relative to existing and historical impacts, noise exposure levels of 65-75 DNL. Other
Compared to the Do-Nothing alternative for the noise-sensitive land uses such as medical,
same years, each of the "With Project' educational, religious and cultural facilities, areas
alternatives (with a dependent separated new of public assembly, resom, and group camps
8,500-foot runway) would affect about 5 percent follow these same patterns of compatibility. As
more people in the year 2020 with noise levels of discussed later in Chapter IV, Section 4 "DOT
65 DNL or greater. Fewer schools (1) and Section 4(0 Lands", park and recreation uses are
churches (3) would be affected under the year normally considered to be compatible with noise
2020 "With Project" alternatives compared to the exposure levels below 75 DNL.
Do-Nothing alternative. The "With Project"
alternatives, with the 7,000-ft and 7,500-fi The Part 150 land use compatibility guidelines
runway options would affect slightly more people indicate that most land uses, including residences,
than the Do-Nothing alternative, are compatible with noise exposure levels below

65 DNL. The area within DNL 65 and greater
noise exposure is considered significantly

(1) METHODOLOGY impacted by aireraR noise exposure by the FAA'sland use compatibility guidelines. It is also
generally recognized that some residents,

Noise contours delineating locations of equal especially owner-occupants of single-family
noise exposure (60, 65, 70, and 75 DNL) were homes, may be highly annoyed by exposure to
developed for existing (1994) condition, and for noise below 65 DNL (yet circumstances can vary
the Do-Nothing and "With Project" alternatives with individual residents). In view of this
for the years 2000, 2010, and 2020. To sensitivity, are_ affected by 60 to 65 DNL are
determine the amount of noise affected also included in this report for the information of
population and housing, the contours were the reader. However, there are no generally
electronically overlaid on the 1990 Census data.ll recognized standards for characterizing the actual
The political boundaries were included to enable
the quantification of population and housing

2/ Noise Control and CorapatibilityPlanning for
Airports. Append_ 1, FAA AdvisoryCircularAC

1/ 1990 STFI-B File, U.S. Bureau of Census. 150/5020-1, August 5, 1983.
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effect of such noise exposure on these be sensitive to aircraft noise levels above 65
individuals. Accordingly, areas exposed to less DNL.
than65 DNL aredescribedas beingmarginally

impacted, but these impacts are not judged to be The aircraft noise exposure pattern for existing
significant, conditions is shown in the previous section

"Noise" in Exhibit IV.I-I. As shown in Tables
IV2-4 and IV,2-5, there are currently 31,800

(2) EXJ_1NG CONDITIONS people residing in 13,620 housing units affected
by 65 DNL or greater noise levels, the level of

The existing land uses in the general stndy area sj_,nifiuant impact Of these people, the greatest
are shown in Exhibit IV.2-1. Nine jurisdictions proportion (34 percent, or 10,780 people) reside
are either partially or wholly contained within in the City of Des Moines. An almost equal
this study area: Seattle, Tukwila, SeaTac, Burien, proportion (31 percent, or 9,920 people) reside in
Des Moines, Normandy Park, Federal Way, Kent, unincorporated areas of King County, north and
and KingCounty (unincorporated). Existing land south of the Airport.
use consists of the following:_

Table IV.2-3 indicates that the following noise-
* residential (49 %) sensitive facilities are affected by 65 DNL or
• open space/agricu:'ure (I 7 %) greater noise levels under existing conditions: 2g

• commercial/indus,._al (13 %) schools, 24 churches, 2 libraries, and 3 nursing
homes. Only two parks or recreational facilities

• airports (11%), which includes Sen-Tac
Airport and Boeing Field are affected by 75 DNL or greater noise tevels,the normal threshold of compatibility for such

• community and public facilities (3 %) uses. No historical or cultural sites on, or eligible
• other (7 %). for, the National Register of Historic Places are

currentlyaffected.Impactsto publicparksor
All sides of the Airport abut the City of SeaTac. recreational facilities are discussed later in
Land use within the City of SeaTac, adjacent to Section 4 =DOT Section 4(0 Lands".
the Airport, is primarily residential to the west,
commercial to the east in the vicinity of (3) FUTITRECONDITIONS
International Blvd., open space and park Iand to
the north, and open space/park, golf course, and For each alternative, noise-affected population
commercial to the south, and housing units by jurisdiction are shown for

the years 2000, 2010, and 2020 in Tables IV.2..4,
Existing land use and zoning in the various IVO_-5, =tad IV.2_. It is important to note that
jurisdictions in the study area is discussed in these tables include all homes affected by 65
Chapter m. Exhibit 111-3 shows anticipated DNZ, or greaternoise exposure, regardless of
future land use, based on existing comprehensive whether or not they haw been made noise-
plan designations, compatible through participation in the Port's

Noise Remedy Program or through building code
Table IV,2-2 lists noise-sensitive facilities in the sound insulation requirements. Since the Noise
general study area. These land uses include 108 Remedy Program has insulated over two
schools, 65 churches, 9 hospitals, 15 nursing thousand units to date, with more planned in the
homes, 9 libraries, and 84 parks and recreation future (see mitigation), the numbers of noise-
facilities. These facilities are shown in Exhibit affected population and housing units in these
IV.2-2. tables overstate the extent of current and future

land use incompatibility.
Existing land use impacts are categorized into

two groups: residential uses and noise-sensitive As with existing conditions, 1990 population and
facilities. All residential land uses, with the housing census data were used to estimate fiaure
exception of motels and hotels, are considered to impacts on population and housing. Anticipated

- population changes from 1990 to 2020 are based
on PSRC Forecast Analysis Zones (FAZs) which

3/ Sea-Ta¢Ad'portV_cinityLand Uselnvemory.Portof are discussed in Chapter HI. For the area affected
Seattle,1994.

ChapterIV - 1V.2-2-
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by 65 DNL and greater noise levels, little or no noise exposure could change as follows: 2
population growth is andcipax_, less _hools, 3 less cburchas, ! more public

park or z_'re_ationa]facility (see Table IV.Z-

(A) Alternative I 0)o-Nothing) 3 and Table IV.2-6). The number of librariesand nursing homes affected (1 each) would
be the same as for Alternative I ('Do-

As was denim cartier, noise exposure is Nothing). No inventoried historical or
expected to decline in the future. A total of cultural sites on or eligible for the National
8,970 people in 3,870 housing units would be Register would be affected by the 65 DNL or
affected by 65 DNL or greater noise levels in greaternoise levels under Alternative 2.
the year 2000. This would be a 72 percent

reduction in population affected from There would be a significant change in noise
existing conditions. By year 2010, a total of levels (1.5 DNL or greater) within 65 DNL
9,450 people in 4,060 housing units would be and greater for three school buildings or
affected by 65 DNL and greater noise/eve_s, educational facilities in the year 2020. These
This would be a 71 percent reduction from are: Sea-Tac Occupational Skills Center
existing conditions in population affected. By (S102: increase 3.1 DNL); Woodside
year 2020, a total of 10,800 people in 4,610 Elementary School (S105: increase 1.7
housing units would be affected by 65 DNL DNL); and Sunny Terrace Elementary (S106:
and greater noise levels, a 67 percent increase 2.6 DNL). It should be noted,
reduction from existing conditions in terms of however, that Woodside Elementary is
population affected, currently an administrative eemer and does

not have children in a teaching environment.
Compared to existing conditions, the number Sunny Terrace is currently a mental healthof affected noise-sensitive facilities (65 DNL facility and is not being used as an
and greater) in 2020 would be reduced from elementary school.28 to 13 schools, from 24 to 13 churches,

from 2 libraries to no libraries, and from 3 Runway lengths 7,000 and 7.500feet: These
nursing homes to 1 nursing home (see Table options would affect approximately 5 percentIV.2-6). Parks and recreational facilities fewer people and housing units than theimpacted by 75 DNL and greaternoise levels
would decrease from 2 to 1. No inventoried 8,500 foot new runway.

historical or cultural sites on, or eligible for (C) Alternative 3 {North Unit Terminal)the National Register, would be affected by

noise levels of 65 DNL or greater under the Compared to the 2000 Do-Nothing
Do-Nothingalternative. alternative, this alternative would affect

08) Alternative 2 (Centrnl Terminal) about I I percent more people with noise
exposure levels of 65 DNL or greater.
Compared to the Do-Nothing alternative,

Compared to the Do-Nothing alternative about 4 percent more people would be noise(Alternative I) in the year 2000, this
alternative would affect about ll percent impacted in 2010 and 2020 with
more people, and an additional 150 housing implementation of Alternative 3.

units with noise of 65 DNL or greater. Affected noise-sensitive facilities (65 DNL
Compared to the Do-Nothlng alternative, and greater in the year 2020) for Alternative
about 5 percent, or 420 more people, would 3 would be the same as Alternative 2.be affected in the year 2010, and an

additional 130 housing units would fall There would be a significant change in noise
within 65 DNL or greater noise contours, levels (1.5 DNL or greater) within DNL 65Compared to the Do-Nothing alternative,
about 4 percent, or 470 more people,and 150 and greater for three schools or educationalfacilities in the year 2020. These are: Sea-
housing units would be affected in the year Tac Occupational Skills Center ($102:2020, w/thin 65 DNL or greater noise
contours. While this would be an increase increase 3.1 DNL); Woodside Elementary
over the Do-Nothing (Alternative 1), it would School (S105: increase 1.7 DNL); and Sunny
be lessthanthe existing impacts. Terrace Elementary (S106: increase 2.6

DNL). It should be noted, however, that

Compared to theDo-Nothing alternative in Woodside Elementary is currently an
year 2020, the number of noise-sensitive adminiswative center and does not have
facilities affected by 65 DNL and greater children in a teaching environment. Sunny

Terrace is currently a mental health facility
ChapterIV - 1V.2-3-
LandUse
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and is not being used as an elementary increase 3.1 DNL), Woodside Elementary
school. School (S105): increase 1.7 DNL), and

Sunny Terrace Elementary (S 106: increase

Runway lengths 7,000 and 7,500feet. These 2.6 DNL). It should be noted, however, that
options would affect approximately 5 percent Woodside Elementary is currently an
less people and housing units than the 8,500 adminiswafive center and does not have
foot new runway, children in a t_e__e!dngenvironment. Sunny

Terrace is currently a mental health facility

(D) Alternative 4 (South UuitTerminal} and is not being used as an elementaryschool.

When compared to options with the same
runway length, this alternative would result (4)
in the same noise impacts as Alternative 2
and only 0.03 percent greater than for As described in the preceding section, the
Alternative 3. Compared to the Do-Nothing proposed Master Plan Update "With Project"
alternative, noise impacts of 65 DNL and alternatives (Altmmfive 2, 3 or 4) would result in
greater in the year 2020 would be about 4 a slightly greater noise impact than would occur
percent greater, with the Do-Nothing alternative. These impacts

would be less than those of the existing
There would be a significant change in noise conditions. The following sub-sections
levels (1.5 DNL or greater)within DNL 65 summar/ze measures that could be implemented
and greater for three schools or educational to mitigate the noise related land use impacts of
facilities in the year 2020. These are: Sea- the Master Plan Update alternatives.
Tac Occupational Skills Center (S102:
increase 3.1 DNL); Woodside Elementary (A) C_rrent Noise Remedy and Relocation
School (S105: increase 1.7 DNL); and Sunny Prom-ares
TerraceElementary (S106: increase 2.6
DNL). It should be noted, however, that In March, 1990, the Sea-Tac Noise Mediation
Woodside Elementary is currently an Agreement was completed by the Sea-Tac
administrative center and does not have Noise Mediation Committee. The committee
childrenin a teachingenvironment. Sunny was organized to develop new Airport noise
Terrace is currently a mental health facility programs and to improve existing programs._
and is not being used as an elementary The commiuee was comprised of residents of
school, noise-impacted communities, and

representatives of the airlines, the FAA, the
Runway lengths 7,000 and 7,$OOfeer. These Airline Pilots Association, airport users, and
options would affectapproximately 5 percent the Port of Seattle. The following noise
fewer people and housing units than the remedy and relocation programs, monitored
8,500 foot new runway, by the Port of Seattle, are in place._ The

NoiseRemedy Program (NRP) is keyed to
0E) Preferred Alternative (Alternative 3) the boundaries shown in Exhibit IV.2-3 and

is based on the noise exposure of 65 DNL
As described in Chapter 11,the Port of Seattle and greater for the year 2000, as forecast in
staff have recommended the implementation the Port's first Part 150 Study (1985).
of Alternative 3 (North Unit Terminal) with a
new parallel runway with a length of 8,500 AS of December 31, 1995, the two noise
feet. Comparedto the 2000 Do-Nothing programs coordinated through the Port of
alternative, the Preferred Alternative would Seattle (i.e. the noise insulation, and
affect about 11 percent more people with transaction assistance, including special
noise exposure levels of 65 DNL or greater, purchase option programs) included
Compared to the Do-Nothing alternative, assistance to residents in 7,576 residential
about 4 percentmore peoplewould be noise land parcels. Of these, 1,644 residenceswere
impacted in 2010 and 2020 under the actively awaiting insulation. Residents in
Preferred Alternative (Alternative 3). 3,733 parcels had their units completely

insulated; residents in another 110 parcels
There would be a signifi .c_at change in noise
levels (1.5 DNL or greater) within DNL 65
and greater for three schools or educational -_ NotTeE.Tposu_MapUpdate.Portof Seattle,1991.
facilities in the year 2020. These are: Sea- I' Soundlaformat_on.FactS_t Ol2,Pon ofSeattle,
Tac Occupational Skills Center (SI02: 1992.
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had completed the process of transaction redu_on with the insulation should be at
assistance; and residents in another 47 least5dB).
parcels had completed the special purchase
option program, in addition to the 1,328 The rate of insulation ueatment by the
homes that have already been purchased by Port of Seattle was increased in 1994
the Port since the inception of the program, from 30to over 100 homes a month. The
In addition, residents in 714 parcels were in Port plans to spend about $100 million
the process of having their homes insulated, over the next six years to complete the

program. All eligible residences from
I. AeonisitionandRelocatiolt which applications are received axe

scheduled to be sound insulated by the
The Acquisition and Relocation Prowam year 2000.
applied to the area of the Port's program
forecast to be affected by noise exposure If a residence is in the Neighborhood
of 75 DNL and greater in the year 2000. Reinforcement Area of the Port's
This area is called the "Remedial program and has participated in the
Acquisition Area". It allows the sound insulation .program,the owner of
purchase of the most severely impacted that residence ts then eligible for
homes in exchange for fair market value mmsaction assistance, if desired. The
and relocation assistance. This includes Port coordinates the Transaction
(where applicable) closing costs, moving Assist_ce Program "which ensures that
costs, interest differentials, and residences of willing participants are sold
replacement housing payments or rental and that owners receive a fair market
differential payments. Vacated houses value for their homes.
are either resold and removed from the
property or demolished. The land is then 3. Community Involvement
held in reserve for future compatible
uses. By the end of the program period in Citizen committees have been provided
1993, the Port had acquired 1,328 homes an active role in solving noise problems
and relocated 3,900 residents, for many years. These committees

include: the Noise Mediation Committee,
2. Insulation and Transactioq the Sea-Tat Noise Advisory Committee,

Assistance which monitors the implementation and
results of the Noise Mediation

The insulation program applies to the Agreement, and the technical review
forecast year 2000 65-75 DNL noise committees, which reviews noise contour
exposure area of the Port's current Noise updates. Other committees have included
Remedy Program. The area found the Insulation Demonstration Project
affected by 65-70 DNL is called the Committee, the Joint Committee on
Standard Insulation Area and the area Aircraft Overflights, and the Public
from 70-75 DNL exposure is called the Building Insulation Program Committee.
Neighborhood Reinforcement Are& The All committee meetings are open to the
goal of the insulation program is to public.
significantly reduce noise within homes
around the Airport, thereby reducing 03) Adequacy of Noise Remedy Program
noise impacts on area residents and for Mitigation
supporting the residential nature of the
neighborhoods. As a result of the Noise To identify potential deficiencies of the
Mediation Agreement, the program for current program in meeting future noise
the cost-share insulation area has been mitigation needs of the Ma_er Plan Update
modified to a full 100 percent Port cost alternatives, the current Noise Remedy
participation. Depending on residential Program was compared to the noise contours
location, insulation treatment varies from prepared for this Environmental Impact
standard (in areas of exposure to 65-70 Statement In making this comparison, it was
DNL) to extensive (in areas which noted that the existing conditions (1994) are
exceed 70 DNL exposure). The level of larger than those of any forecast year. Of the
noise reduction design must, however, future contours, the year 2020 "With Project"
meet FAA criteria (i.e., interior noise contours are the largest. From this
levels should not exceed 45 DNL and comparison, the following conclusions can be

reached:

ChapterIV - IV.2-5 -
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• The existing conditions (1994) contour (C) Mltintign Strategies
for 65 DNL falls within the current Noise
Remedy Program boundary, exc_'ptto the Several nIitigation strategies are currently
northwest of the Airport and at the anticipated:
southernmost tip of the contour.

M_;_onfin_ Si_ificant Noise Imvacts:
• The 2020 "With Project" noise contours The following five public facilities or

for 65 DNL fie entirely within the current historic sites would experience
Noise Remedy Program boundaries, significant increased noise impacts (i.e.

an increase of 1.5 DNL or more) in the
• With limited exceptions, the 2020 "With year 2020 in comparison to the Do-

Project" noise contours for 65, 70 and 75 Nothing alternative:
DNL fit within Noise Remedy Program
boundaries of 5 DNL higher (see Exhibit • Sea-Tac Occupational Skills Center
IV.2-3). That is, the 70 DNL contours (S102) would experience an increase
for 2020 fit within the Remedial of3.1DNL;
Acquisition Area (which is based on 75 • Woodside Elementary School (S105)
DNL), the 65 DNL contours fit within would experience an increase of 1.7
the Neighborhood Reinforcement Area DNL;
(which was defmed based on 70 DNL),
etc. • Sunny Terrace Elementary School

(S106) would experience an increase

From this comparison, it could be concluded of 2.6 DNL;
that the currentprogram would provide noise • Brunelle Residence (A27) would
mitigation for projected 2020 noise levels by experience an increase of 1.5 DNL;
approximately an additional 5 DNL beyond (the house no longer exists on the
currentPort noise reduction plans, property);

To conclude that the current Noise Remedy * Bryan House (A29) would
Program measures could adequately provide experience an increase of 2.4 DNL;

noise mitigation for the "With Project" Impacts on these facilities will be
alternatives, other conditions must be met, mitigated by acoustical insulation that
including: would allow their uses to be compatible

with increased noise levels. Two of the
• The Noise Remedy Program would have schools are currently not being used for

to be completed for those areas affected educational uses, and future plans for
by the runway development actions prior these buildings need to be confirmed
to opening the new runway. The Port is with the Highline School District. Port
presently scheduling completion of the Commission Resolution 3125 and the
residential portion of the Noise Remedy 1993 Update to SewTac's Part 150 Noise
Program by 2000, with public buildings Compatibility Program contain Port
and schools anticipated to be completed intentions to expand the Airport's
by 2003. insulation programs for public buildings.

The Port has been discussing school
• Residences which have been previously insulation with the Highline School

sound insulated must have adequate noise District. Depending upon the District's
level reduction from operations on the designation of the long-term use of the
proposed new runway. Approximately two impacted schools and on the
60 to 70 residences, located on the west District's desire to have these buildings
side of the current flight tracks and which insulated, they would undergo insulation
were sound insulated prior to 1992, were _reatment as needed for compatibility
treated more on one side than on the independent of a formal school or public
other. These slsucmres will be audited to building insulation program. The
determine if the new flight lracks would residences would be addressed by the
expose their untreated west sides to existing Noise Remedy insulation
excessive noise levels:- program if the owners agree.
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Provide Directional Soundnroofm¢: includes the stmldard Runway Protection
Residences that were insulated wior to Zone and a rectangular extension of the
1992 may need additional directional KPZ outward another 2,500 feet. The
soundproofing to mitigate noise limit of coverage of the proposed
generated from a new flight path from the approach and transitional areas are
operation of the pro.pos_ new third shown in Exhibit IV.2-3.
runway. To mitigate norse caused by the
proposed airport improvements, these In .the northern approach and transitional
facilities would be further insulated. The area, 82 single-family residential parcels,
Port of Seattle estimates that some 60 to 2 apartment buildings (with 28 units),
70 houses were evaluated and/or and 2 mobile home parks, with 96 units,
insulated prior to 1992 and could require would be acquired. To the south, 71
additional soundproofing at a cost of single-family residential parcels and 6
about $6,000 to $I0,000 per residence, aparunent buildings (with 32 units)
The additional sound insulation measures would be acquired. Based on the current
that could be required include new assessed value of these 309 residential
windows, new doors, and thicker walls, homes and multi-family buildings, iT is

_ted that the cost of acquisition and
A_uisition in the Ap_h Transitional relocation would be approximately $35
Area - In recognition of the fact that the million.
standard Runway Protection Zone (RPZ)
dimensions do not always provide As was noted in the Draft EIS, input from
sufficient noise and safety buffer to the the affected residents is necessary to
satisfaction of nearby residents, the FAA design and initiate an acceptable
has indicated that funding could be relocation program. Such inpm was
available to airport operators acquiring solicited during the Draft EIS's 90-day
"up to 1,250 feet laterally from the public comment period and through
runway centerline, and extending 5,000 display boards, which were created and

feet ._l_fond each end of the primary used at the June 1, 1995 Public Hearingsurface, for the express purposes of soliciting
feedback from the affected residents

The acquisition of properties within the concerningthis action. As is shown in
approach and transitional areas north and Appendices R aad T few comments
south of the proposed runway may serve concerning the program were received.
as a feasible and appropriate mitigation Therefore, as the probable impact of low
measure. This measure would involve flying aircraft would not be experienced
the acquisition of all residential uses, and until the opening of the proposed new
any vacant, residentially zoned properties parallel runway, this option will receive
which cannot be compatibly zoned, further consideration during the
within selected areas bo_ to the north forthcoming Sea-Tac Airport FAR Part
and the south of the new runway ends. 150 Update, which the Port anticipates
Commercial land uses, which make up undertaking during 1996. It is
most of the eligible area to the south, anticipated that during the Part 150
need not be acquired and may remain in Update, the Port would further explore
place on both runway ends. this action with the specific residents

within the Approach Transition Area,
The FAA Memorandum provides funding and, if the residents so desire, establish a
eligibility for a box up to 5,000-feet long program including relocation objectives,
and 2,500-feet wide, centered on the timing and funding priorities.
runway and beginning 200 feet from the

physical end of the runway. Based on the (5) COMPATIBILITY OF _ SEA-TA_
configuration of current airport land, .AIRPORT MASTER PLA_ U]PDATElocal streets, and residential development ,WITH LOCAL AND REGIONAL LANDpatterns, the approach and transitional
area selected for use as a mitigation area

This section examines the compatibility of the
FAA Memo_ Action: LamdAcquisition- Master Plan Update alternatives with relevant
eligible RunwayProtection,ObjectFree Area and local and regional land use plans available
ApproachandTrartsitimuflZones,datedApril30, 1991.
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through December I, 1995. The following are We_t SeaTac Subarea Plannin2 Process
discussed: City of SeaTac Comprehensive Plan;
adopted and interim comprehensive plans, The adopted comprehensive plan for the City
elements and code amendments for Des Moines, of SeaTac retains the existing residential
Normandy Park and Burien; the Tukwila zoning in the West SeaTac area between 12thAvenue S. and Des Moines Memorial Drive.
Comprehensive Plan; The King County In the Draft Comprehensive Plan,_ this
Comprehensive Plan; The King County residential area had been proposed as
Countywide Planning Policies; VISION 2020: primarily "business park" designation in the
Growth and Transportation Strategy for the "City Center" and the "Urban Villages"
Central Puget Sound Region, Puget Sound alternatives considered by the Cit3'. Because
Council of Governments (1990); and the 1995 a _ could not be reached with regard
Update of VISION 2020 and 1995 Metropolitan to future land use in West SeaTac, the
Transportation Plan; applicable resolutions of the existing residential zoning was not changed.
PSRC2' including the PSRC's Multi-County The West SeaTac Subarea planning process,
FrameworkPolicies under GMA. which had begun prior to the preparation of

the comprehensive plan, has reconvened with

(A) City ofSeaTae Comnrehensive Plan a new citizen advisory committee. The West
SeaTac Subarea Plan, and appropriate

Sea-Tac International Airport lies wholly eDviromllental review, is expected to be
within the City of SeaTacexcept for a completed in approximately Spring of 1996.
portion of property acquired for noise
mitigation which is located in Des Moines. _ As a result of the continuing

land use planning process for West
Thus, the City would be directly affected by SeaTac, the compatibility of the Masterdevelopment proposed in the Master Plan
Update, particularly the construction of a new Plan Update and the proposed new
parallel runway, which also would lie wholly parallel runway w/th planned future land
within the City. It is important to note that use for this area cannot be fully assessed
the City of SeaTac Comprehensive Plan until the West SenTac Subarea Plan is
(adopted December 20, 1994) does not completed and adopted.
specifically address the issue of a new
parallel runway for the following reason: Any existing inconsistencies between the

Master Plan Update and the current City

"The Port of Seattle is a separate governmental of SeaTac Comprehensive Plan will be
agency, which has teken lead agency status addressed to the extent required as part of
regarding the potential conswaction of a third the future amendments to the City of
runway. 2. Commmion of a third runwayis a SeaTac's Comprehensive Plan.
proj.mspecie prqx_a].Separ_environmen_
smdi_specifically relatedto the proposalwill be Airvort-Related Land Use Goals and Ppliciesdone.

The City of SeaTac Comprehensive Plan
The final draft of the SeaTac Comprehensive specifies one goal and two policies in regard
Plan was issued in March 1995. _ to "Airport-Related Land Use." Policy 1.6A

ts to "Encourage land uses adjacent to Sea-
Other planning and policy making efforts of Tac International Airport that are compatible
the City deal more directly with the Airport with airport operations.'/t' The Plan notes:and its relationship to the City. The extent to

which the comprehensive plan policies "Improvingland use compatibilivyin [areassummarized below will govern the Master immediatelyadjacent to the Airport] enables
Plan Update development is currently the the City to take better advantage of the job
subject of an interiocal process between the and tax revenue benefits of the Airport,
Port and the City of SeaTac. maimainand enhancetheAirport'srole as an

esumtial public facility, and help reduce
negative mq_-'ts to City residents. Some

7/ SeeAppendixA forcopiesof PSRCresolutionsA-93- appropriateland uses near airports include
03andEB94-01.

|/ CityofSeaTacComprehemivePlan- FinalEIS,Cityof /_ Cityof SeaTacComprehensivePlanDraft,Cityof
SeaTac_December2, 1994. SeaTac,September6, 1994.

_/ CityofScaTacCo--re Plan- FinalDraft,City J.F Cityof $eaTacComprehensivePlan- FinalDraft,City
of SeaTac,March,1995. of SeaTac,_ 1995.
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open space and passive park land, parking, Essential Pgblic Facilities
uanspenation-related activities, and some
maanfacuaing or businessparkuses. Multi- As noted in Chapter Ill "Affected
family housingthat is constru_d to meet the Environment", the Washington Growth
applicablenoisestandardsa_l designedto Management Act (GMA) requires that
reao_iz_ noise issues would also be jurisdictional comprehensive plans include aappropriateforareaswithinthe 65 to 75 DNL
area. Single-family residential use, on the process for identifying and siting essential
otherhand,is an example of a land use type public facilities. It is also important to note
that is not generallyrecommendedfor such that GMA states that "no local
areas." comprehensive plan or development

regulations may preclude the siting of
Comment: The Master Plan Update, and essential public facilities. "gl/ The City of
the development of the proposed new SeaTac has identified Sea-Tat International
parallel runway, would maintain and Airport as an essential public facility. 13: In
enhance Sea-Tac Airport's role as an it's comprehensive plan, the City of SeaTac
essential regional public facility as also has established a special siting process
recognized in SeaTac's Airport-Related to be used by the City for e_ential public
Land Use Goal 1.6. It would also facilities which may apply to certain
potentially enable the City to take better components of the Master Plan Update.
advantage of the job and tax revenue Criteria to be used for the siting process
benefits of the Airport as resuh of include the following: evaluation of any
induced business and economic viable alternatives, interjurisdictional
development. The rezone of this areaand analysis, financial analysis, and physical and
construction of the proposed new parallel infias_cture analysis. The comprehensive
runway, while displacing residences, plan states that an ad hoc review committee
could also result in greater long-term land will be established by the City Council, as
use compatibility than presently exists in needed, in response to a request to site an
the West SeaTac area. This would occur essential public facility in SeaTac. The
over-time as a result of the transition committee would assess the proposed facility
from residential uses to non-residential using the adopted criteria previously
uses including airport operations discussed. Once the commmee has
("Airport Indnstnal" designation in the completed its review, h would forward its
SeaTac Comprehensive Plan), and findings and recommendations to the City
adjacent business park and other non- Council for fmal action.
residential uses that could be developed
along the fringe of the expanded Airport
in the West SeaTac subarea. Comment: It is unclear at this time

whether or how this process would be

Policy 1.6B "encourages the development of applied to the Master Plan Update or to
airport compatible activities in the Aviation the construction of the proposed_new
Business Center (ABC) area." The ABC parallel runway. The application and
district was created in 1991 to encourage a implementation of these and other City
wide mix of airport-related businesses in the regulatory provisions to the Master Plan
area southeast of the Airport. The Plan states Update improvements is c_tly the
that "this district will provide needed space subject of negotiation through interlocal
for airport-related activities, which play a key processes between the Port and the City
role in the City's economy", of ScaTac. This process will probably

not be completed prior to the issuance of
Comment: The Aviation Business Center the Final EIS for the Master Plan Update.
would be compatible with Master Plan
Update akematives which would occur
adjacent to the center. Both would be
mutually-supportive, located near the
proposed High Capacity Transit (HCT)
station at International Blvd. and S. 200th
Street, and create additional job and tax
revenue benefits for the CRy. 12J WashingtonStateGrowthManagementAct, 1990.

ROW36.70A.200

.I_ Cityof SeaTa¢ComprehensivePlan- Final,March,
1995.
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08) Adopt_,___Draft. and Interim local comprehensive plans that will be based
Con, re ens'we ._ " i en. and on the following: (1) conformity with
_n_latedC eAmend.men _ requirements in GMA for comprehensive
_" of plan elements; (2) cons_ency with the
SeaTae.-_ ar Regional Transportation Plan; and (3) since

July I, 1995, consistency with established
regional guidelines and principles as required

The applicability of the policies in these by Substitute House Bill 1928. The
jurisdictions which are adjacent to the City of certification requirement in GMA is
SeaTac is limited due to the fact that these described in RCW 47.80. The City. of
cities have limited, ff any, direct regulatory SeaTac's Transportation Element in the
authority over the principal permits and adopted 1994 SeaTac Comprehensive Plan
approvals required to construct the was recommended by PSRC for certification
improvements associated with the Master in November 1995. As of January 1, 1996,
Plan Update. These cities do, however, play PSRC had not completed i_ certification
an important role in the public comment review for the cities of Des Moines, Burien,
process associated with the permit and Tukwila, or Normandy Park (Burien's
approv_ process given their proximity to .the Comprehemive Plan required under GMA
Airport.J-_ As discussed below, the ponctes has not yet been prepared as discussed later
and regulations in each of these cities, as well in this section). In addition to this
as in King County and other regional bodies, certification review, which is mandatory,
(such as the PSRC's resolutions) adopted PSRC is also engaged in a process of
pursuant to Washington's Growth coordination and consultation with local
Management Act (GMA), Chapter 36.70A jurisdictions regarding the consistency of
RCW have some applicability to certain local plans with adopted VISION 2020
elements of the Master Plan Update. For policies. This process is voluntary on the
example, the consistency requirements of part of local jurisdictions, and consists of the
GMA impose a responsibility on these cities jurisdiction completing a checklist and PSRC
to take into account and consuR with providing comments on the checklist to the
neighboring municipalities, King County, and jurisdiction. This voluntary coordination
any applicable regional bodies and planning process between PSRC and the cities of Des
documents in _g their plan policies Moines, Burien, and Normandy Park has not
(RCW 36.70A.I00). As the Airport has been been completed.
identified as an "essential public facility" by
the City of SeaTac, all nearby municipalities, At the time of preparation of this Final EIS,
including SeaTac, are required to adopt the cities of Des Moines, Normandy Park.
policies which do not preclude the operations Tukwila, and Burien were in various stages
associated with the Airport and the siting of of adopting comprehensive plans under GMA
essential public facilities (RCW 36.70A.200). as discussed in the following portion of this

section. Each of these jurisdictions (except
Each of the individual municipality's interim Tukwila), however, adopted a number of
and adopted policies must also be evaluated interim land use elements, policies, and code
in the context of County and regional policies amendments, primarily in March and April of
relating to air Wanaportation capacity and 1995 which are of direct relevance to the
pertinent siting issues. As discussed in this Master Plan Update. These have been, or are
Final EIS, the 1995 Update of VISlON 2020, expected to be incorporated into the
Puget Sound Regional Council actions, comprehensive plans of each jurisdiction
policies and resolutions, the Countywide when they are adopted pursuant to GMA.
Planning Policies, and the King County The adopted ordinances and code
Comprehensive Plan, all contain pertinent amendments are referenced and evaluated in
siting policies which relate to the Master Plan relation to the Airport Master Plan Update in
Update. the following discussion.

PSRC is currently engaged in a process for City ofDes Moines
certification of transportation elements in

The City of Des Moines on December 7,
" 1995 adopted a comprehensive plan under

J_ Similarly.the Portof Seattlehascoordinatedwithand G]_. A Draft EIS for the Greater
conmtentedon many ofthepoficiesandplansofthe
local communities, as mu.rnermedin Pen Comprehensive Plan was issued on October
correspondence. 18, 1995 and the Final EIS was issued on
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November 29, 1995. Des Moines has local significance from noise levels that
previously adopted interim elements of the exceed 55 DN'_ or existing noise levels.
Greater Des Moines Comprehensive Plan.
These elements, and the associated policies The adopted Greater Des Moines
and code amendments, are discussed below. Comprehensive Plan has incorporated these
The City's intent was to re-adopt all the policies reflectingthe following language:
elements as one unified document in
fulfillment of GMA requirements. The City Policy 8-03-01 (3): "Adopt appropriate
notes that the "new" Greater Des Moines plans, _oning, development and building
Comprehensive Plan does not contain regulations and review procedures to ensure
substantive changes from the adopted interim that designated residential neighborhoods
elements.J_ will not be exposed to environmental noise

levels that ex__oeed_an Ldn of 55 elBA, or

Overall Comments: While many of the existing noise levels as of April 20, 1995,
adopted policies relate to impacts that whichever is greater. A reduction in the
include those generated by aircraft noise, environmental noise level (greater than 55
Des Moines may not have any direct Ldn) that existed as of April 20, 1995 should
regulatory authority over the permits and become the new maximum environmental
approvals associated with actions level (chapter 18.08 DMMC, chapter 18.19
proposed in the Master Plan Update. DMMC, chapter 18.38DMMC)."
Moreover, to the extent these policies
seek to preclude the expansion of the Policy 8-03-02 (3): "In order to minimize
Airport, which has been deemed an adverse impacts related to noise, protect
essential public facility under the adopted historic properties and archaeological sites of
City of SeaTac Comprehensive Plan, local significance from environmental noise
these policies may be inconsistent with exposure levels that exceed an Ldn of 55
Countywide Planning Policies, the 1995 dBA, or existing levels as of April 20, 1995,
Update of VISION 2020 PSRC whichever is greater. A reduction in the
resolutions,J-fthe essential public facility environmental noise level (greater than 55
provisions of GMA, and King County's Ldn) that existed as of April 20, 1995 should
Comprehensive Plan. The become the new maximum environmental
inconsistencies of these policies with level."
existing and proposed Airport expansion
are discussed below. Stratet,v g-(N-02 (d): "Oppose land use and

transl_rtation proposals that would subject
C0mmuniw Character Plan Element and historic and archaeological sites of local
Ordinance (Ordinance No. 1125) significance to environmental noise exposure

levels of Ldn of 65 dBA, or existing levels as
Ordinance No. 1125 was adopted by the Des of April 20, 1995, whichever is greater. A
Moines City Council on April 6, 1995. reduction in the environmental noise level

(greater than 65 Ldn) that existed as of April
Policy 3 states: "The City shall adopt 20, 1995 should become the new maximum
appropriate plans, zoning, development and environmental level."
building regulations and review procedures to
ensure that designated residential Comment: The FAA's Part 150 Land
neighborhoods will not be exposed to Use Compatibility guidelines (see
environmental noise levels which exceed Ldn previous discussion m Chapter IV,
of 55 dBA, or existing noise levels as of the Section 2 and Table IV.2-1) generally
effective date of this element, whichever is provide that residential land use is
greater." Similarly, Policy 7 calls for compatible at or below 65 DNL ( note:
protecting historic properties and sites of 65 DNL is used in this Draft EIS and is

assumed to be the same as the notation
used by Des Moines and other

15/ JudithKilgore,CityofDesMoines,coverletterto jurisdictions: Ldn 65 dBA). It should be
GreaterDesMoinesComprehensivePlanandDraft noted that existing noise levels in much
EnvironmentalImpactStatement,OctoberIS, 1995. of Des Moines exceed 55 DNL, including
TheRegionaJCouncil-iscurnmtlyengagedin a process noise from sources typically found in
to reviewIOcomprehensivep|ans. TheplansforDes suburban areas, other than aircraft noise.
Moine_NormandyParkand Burienhave not been Historic properties are also generally
reviewedforconsistencywithVISION2020policies, considered compatible at or below 65
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DNL according to federal guidelines (see protection of exterior noise levels which
Chapter IV, Section 3). exceed 60 DNL.

Policy 4 states: "The city shall establish and Ordinances No. 1122 and 1123 have been
adopt reslrictlons on the use of _n-face streets ino_rporated into the Greater Des Moines
in residential neighborhoods to assure that Comprehensive Plan as Policy 6-03-23 and
extraordinary increases in commercial traffic Su_tegy 8-04-09 (4) and (5).
do not damage residential roads or subject
residential neighborhoods to unusual Comment: FANs Part 150 Land Use
congestion and noisy surface street traffic." Compatibility guidelines generally

provide that park and recreational
In addition, the City of Des Moines adopted facilities are compatible with exterior
Ordinance No. 1129 on April 13, 1995, nosse levels at or below 75 DNL. For
which relates to the Waffle code and prohibits parks and recreational facilities with
operation of vehicles of excessive weight on noise-sensitive facilities such as outdoor
mty s_eets. Specifically, this ordinance amphithemers, the guideline general!, is
authorizes the Public Works Director to 65 DNL according to FAA Part 150 ..a_a
survey city streets not part of the state Use Compatibiihy guidelines (see Table
highway system and reslrict those s_reets in IV_-I).
such a condition that operation of vehicles
exceeding 30,000 pounds would cause Code Amendment Relafin_ to Proverties
serious damageordesu'action. Acouired bv Public Entities for Public

Purooses (Ordinance No. 1126)
Comment: Policy 4 and Ordinal : could
significantly limit the number and size of Ordinance 1126 was adopted on April 6,
trucksthat can use these streets. 1995.
Depending on the type of trucks required
for the existing and future construction This ordinance states: (I) "Except to the
needs at the Airport, these policies may extent otherwise provided in state law, all
create an inconsistency with the effective land within the city of Des Moines acquired
operation of the Airport (or require use of and owned by public entities is designated for
off-site borrow - increasing the cost of use as open space land or for public facilities
improvements) and thus confllct with designed to benefit the city and its residents
applicable County, regionaL, and City of (e.g., fire station, school building) except for
SeaTac policies and designations of the land rezoued through established procedures.
Airport as an essential public facility. (2) Except to the extent otherwise provided in

state law, property within the city of Des
Parks. Recreation. and Oven Soace Element Moines acquired and owned by public
(Ordinance No. 1122). and Textual Code entities may not be used for new commercial
Amendment Remudin_ the Desimw4ion and activities, unless the city makes a finding that
Protection ofParks (OrdinanceN& 1123) such land uses are of value to the city and

should be perm/tted."
Ordinance 1122 and Ordinance 1123 were

adopted on April 6, 1995. Ordinance II26 has been incorporated into
the draft Greater Des Moines Comprehensive

The Parks and Open Space ordinance Plan as Policy 8-03-03 (5).
addresses what are termed "excessive exterior
noise levels generated by... transportation Comment: To the extent this amendment
activities or facilities..." The policies in this inhibits operations at the Airport, which
element call for protection from exterior has been deemed an essential public
noise exposure levels in excess of 55 DNL or facility under the adopted City of SeaTac
the DNL in existence on the effective date of plan, it may be inconsistent with the
this elerrent, whichever is higher. The 55 essential public facility provisions of
DNL _reshold applies to "parks and GMA, King County's comprehensive
recreational areas of local significance" plan, and 1995 Update of VISION 2020
except for golf courses, ball fields, outdoor policies.
spectator areas, amusement areas, riding
stables, nature lrails, and wildlife refuges.
For these exempt park and recreation
facilities, the draft ordinance calls for
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that is associated with the Master Plan
Essential Public Facilities Update.
The Greater Des Moines Comprehensive
Plan contains a policy addressing the siting of It should be noted that similar or identical
essential public facilities. Policy 5-03-05 policy language is included in the
states the following: comprehensive plans and adopted ordinances

of both Normandy Park and Des Moines in

Policy 5-03-05 "City plans and development areas related to airport impacts. As a result,
regulations should identify, and provide a many of the same comments noted previously
process for consideration of, the siting of regarding Des Moines ordinances also apply
essential public facilities. Essential public equally to Normandy Park.
facilities should include: (A) domestic water,
sanitary sewer, public schools, and fire Interim Land Use Element
protection; B) difficult-to-site facilities such
as those identified by RCW 36.70A_200 and Policy 1.6.3 of the Interim Land Use Element
County-wide Planning Policies; and C) states: "The city shall adopt appropriate
essential state facilities specified by the plans, zoning, development and building
Office of Financial Management. Des Moines regulations and review procedures to ensure
should not accept a disproportionate share of that designated residential neighborhoods
the adverse impacts resulting from air w/ll not be exposed to exterior noise levels
transportation." which exceed an Ldn of 55 dBA, or existing

noise levels as of the date of adoption,
Comment: The City of Des Moines has whichever is greater." Policy 1.7.3 states: "In
not yet developed a process for the siting order to minimize adverse impacts related to
of essential public facilities. To the noise, historic properties of local significance
extent that the adjacent Sea-Tac Airport shall be protected from exterior noise levels
is deemed to be an essential public which exceed an LAinof 55 dBA, or existing
facility, the City's Comprehensive Plan levels as of the date of adoption, whichever is
only addresses in passing its adverse greater." Policy 1.10.4 outlines a similar goal
impacts. In violation of the GMA, the for park and recreation areas. The same noise
Plan does not indicate in what way the standards (either 55 DNL of 60 DNL
City's GMA Comprehensive Plan depending on the type of park and
policies and regulations may purport to recreational facility) and the same language
inhibit or preclude either existing or are used for this policy as was discussed
furore Sea-Tac Airport operations, previously for the Des Moines parks and

open space ordinances (Ordinances No. 1122
City. of Normandy Park and No. 1123).

Normandy Park is located west of the Airport The same policies for 1.6.3, 1.7.3, and 1.10.4
and the City of SeaTac, and is not adjacent to are contained in the comprehensive plan
Airport property. Normandy Park adopted an adopted by the City in December, 1995.
Interim Land Use Element on March 28,
1995, including the following ordinances: Comment: As discussed previously in
Residential Neighborhood Protection regard to Des Moines policies and
(Ordinance No. 607), Historic Preservation ordinances, these Normandy Park
(Ordinance No. 608), Park Preservation policies differ from the general FAA Part
(Ordinance No. 609), Property Acquisition 150 Land Use Compatibility guidelines.
(Ordinance No. 610) Normandy Park issued a The policies in each of these areas
Draft 1995 Comprehensive Plan in August contain new exterior sound exposure
1995. The City adopted a Comprehensive noise levels which, when applied to
Plan under GMA on December 12, 1995. aircraft noise, are substantially stricter
NormandyPark will have no direct regulatory than the noise guidelines generally
authority over the permits and approvals established by the FAA Part 150 Land
required for development identified in the Use Compatibility guidelines. Thus the
Master Plan Update. However, given its applicability of these far stricter noise
relative proximity to the Airport, the City will criteria proposed in the policies may be
play an important.role in the public comment inconsistent with the general FAA
process associated with some of the permits, standards, as well as the policies of King
approvals, and related environmental review County and regional (PSRC and VISION

2020) planning bodies which place a
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priority on assuring adequate air identical in many rases to those cited
transportation ,/capacity in this region in previously for Des Moines and Normandy
the futm_.LT. These possible Park.
inconsistencies also raise questio .ns w/th
regard to GMA's consistency _ResidentialArea Protection Ordinance
requirements and its essential public (OrdinanceNo. 134)
facility provisions.

Sec. 3 states: "Residential neighborhoods
Policy 1.8.4 states "all land acquired within shall not be subject to adverse land uses,
the City for public purposes by public entities activities, or traffic which generate exterior
shall be designated for use as openspace land noise levels exceeding 55 dBA IAu."

or for public facilities designed to benefit the Sec. 4 states: "Proponents of projects which
city and its residents (e.g., fire station, parks, will increase exterior noise levels to which
school building,etc.) and shall be subject to residential areas are exposed above an Ldn of
the zoning requirements applicable to open 55 dBA, must submit a noise mitigation plan
space and public facilities. The open space to the city of Burien Department of
land use and open space zoning designation Community Development for review and
shall allow only parks, recreational areas, or approval before required permits are issued
other public land uses." to allow the project to proceed."

To the extent this amendment Sec. 5 details "restrictions on non-routine
seeks to preclude existing and/or future commercial vehicles."
operations at the Airport, which has been
deemed an essential public facility under Comment: Sec. 3 and Sec. 4 differs from
the adopted City of SeaTac plan, it may the FAA Part 150 Land Use
be inconsistent with the essential public Compatibility guidelines. To the extent
facility provisions of GMA, King these changes are as part of the City's
County's comprehensive plan, PSRC planning responsibilities under GMA, the
resolutions, and VISION 2020 policies, inconsistencyissuesinthe area of alrm_

noise identified previously for Normandy
City of Burien Park and Des Moines may also apply.

The City of Burien is located west of, and It should be noted that Burien's roads are
adjacent to the City of SeaTac. Burien was anticipated to be used to only a limited
granted an extension (to February 28, 1997) extent by lrucks hauling material to the
by the State for adoption of a new Airport. The roads used may be limited
comprehensive plan due to its recent to only several cry blocks (see Chapter
incorporation(February 28, 1993). Burien IV, Section 23, "Construction Impacts",
adopted an Interim Comprehensive Plan as for fu_er discussion). Nevertheless,
well as text amendments to existing code these draft amendments appear to
provisions on April 10, 1995. Code significantly limit the number and size of
amendment ordinances include the following: trucks that can use these streets.
Pmtection ofResidentiaIAreas;Protectionof Depending upon the type of Irucks
Environmentally Sensitive Areas; Surface requiredfor the existing and future needs
Water Management; Protection and of the Airport, these policies may be
Preservation of Landmarks in the City of inconsistent with the effective operation
Burien; Land Within the City of Burien of the Airport and thus conflict with
Acquired for Public Purposes; and applicable County, Regional, and City of
Designation of Parks of Local or Regional SeaTac policies and designations of the
Significance. The Interim Comprehensive Airport as an essential public facility for
Plan contains a number of policies and the Region.
strategies that are includedin the code
amendments discussed below. The language Protection and Preservation of Landmarks in
of these policies and code amendments is the City of Burien (Ordinance No. 130 which

establishes new Charter 18.120 entitled
"HistoricPreservatiol_")

12' TheRegionalCoaaci!is cumm_ymg_,edin a process
to review10_ive plans. Thepimlsfor Des Chapter 18.120.030 states: "Significant sites,
Moines,NormandyPark and Bmiea have not been districts, buildings, structures, and objects
reviewedforconsistencywi_ VISION2020policies.
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shall not be subject to adverse land uses the adopted City of SeaTac plan, it may
which generate exterior noise exposure levels be inconsistent with the essential public
exceeding55dBA Ldn." facil/typrovisionsof GMA, King

County/s comprehensive plan, and

Chapter 18.120.040 ,states: "Proponents of VISION 2020 policies and resolutions of
projects which will increase exterior noise the PSRC.11/
levels to which significant sites, districts,
buildings, structures, and objects are exposed Desi_aating Parks of Local or Ret,ional
aboveanlxinof55dBA, must submit a noise Simfifif._nce (Ordinance No. 131 which

"- mitigation plan to the city of Burien establishes newChamerl2.30_
Depamnent of Community Development for
review and approval before required permits Chapter 1230.110 establishes maximum
are issued to allow the project to proceed." exterior noise level criteria for "parks of local

orregionalsignificance" which are the same
Comment: FAA Part 150 Land Use as those discussed previously for the cities of
Compatibilityguidelinesand accepted Des MoinesandNormandy Park. Exceptfor
federal practices generally provide for outdoor amphitheaters and music shells, golf
different criteria in evaluating aircraft courses, ball fields, outdoor spectator sports
noise impacts on historical sites, areas, amusement areas, riding stables, nature

Wails, and wildlife refuges, the ordinance
Land Within the City ofBurien Aceuired by states that "park and recreational areas
Public Entities for Public Pumoses designated as being of local or regional
(Ordinance No. 133 which establishes new significance as specified by the city shall not
_hapter 18.130 entitled "Pro_vertv be subjected to adverse land uses which
Acqui_itiorl by Public Entities"_ result in exterior noise level exposures which

exceed 55 dBA Ida." For "outdoor
Chapter 18.130.020 states: (1) "Except to the amphitheaters and music shells designated as
extent otherwise provided in state law, all being of local or regional significance", the
land within the city of Burien acquired for maximum noise level is 50 dBA /.An. For
public purposes by public entities shall be "golf courses, ball fields, outdoor spectator
designated for use as parks and recreational spore areas, amusements areas, riding
land or for community facilities designed to stables, nature lrails, and wildlife refuges
benefit the city and its residents (e.g., fire designated as being of local significance as
station, school building) and shall be subject specified by the city", the maximum noise
to the zoning requirements applicable to park level would be 60 dBA Ldn.
and recreation or public facilities. The open
space land use and open space zoning Comment: As was discussed previously
designation shall allow only parks, for the cities of Des Moines and
recreational areas, or other public land uses. Normandy Park, these noise criteria may
(2) Except to the extent otherwise provided in be inconsistent with FAA Part 150 Land
state law, property within the city of Burien Use Compatibility guidelines for park
acquired for public purposes by public and recreational facilities (see Chapter
entities may not be used for new commercial IV, Section 4 of this Final EIS).
activities, unless the city makes a finding that
such land uses are of value to the city and Tnkwila
should be permitted."

The City of Tukwila adopted a
Comment: The Master Plan Update Comprehe_ive Plan under GMA on
identifies the potential for property December 4, 1995. This Plan proposes the
acquisition in the City of Burien within development of an arban center in the
the northern RPZ (Runway Protection Southcenter area (at the intersection of I-5
Zone) and the mitigation area for the and 1-405). This area of Tukwila had been
proposed new nmway (see Chapter W, designated as an urban center by King
Section 6 "Social Impacts"). These County In addition, the northwest portion of
properties may be used for purposes
other than those permitted in this draft
ordinance. To the extent this amendment J_ The Regional Council is currently engaged in a process
seeks to preclude existing and/or future to reviewT0comprehensiveplans. Thephmsfor Des
operations of the Airport, which has been Moines.NormandyParkand Burienhavenot been
deemed an essential public facility under reviewedfor consistency withVISION2020policies.
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Tukwila in the vicinity of East Marginal Way operation should take into account the overall
(Duwamish/Green River corridor) has been value of the essential public facility to the
designated as a manufacturing/industrial region and the County and the extent to
center by King County and Tukwila. The which, if properly mitigated, expansion of an
Economic Development element of the existing public facility located in the County
Comprehensive Plan discusses the strong role might be more economically and
that business activity plays in Tukwila and environmentally efficient to County
emphasizes that the City is a major residents."
commercial activity center.

I:-219: "King County should ensure that no
Comment: The proNimhy of Sea-Tat racial, cultural or class group is unduly
Airport is a key asset to the continued impacted by essential public facility siting or
maintenance and growth of a strong expansion decisions."
Tukwila business community, especially
for the urban center and F-220: "King County should strive to site
manufacmring/indusuialcenter, essential public facilities equitably. No

single community should absorb an

(C) Kin_ County Comnrehensive Plan and inequitable share of the facilities and their
the Countywide Plaunine Policies knpac_, Siting should consider

environmental equity and enviromental,
economic, technical and service area factors.

The Countywide Planning Policies (discussed The net impact of siting new essential public
in Chapter 3) were adopted in 1992 and facilities should be weighed against the net
amendments adopted in 1994.1_ The impact of expansion of existing essential
Countywide Planning Policies emphasize public facilities, with appropriate buffering
growth within designated urban centers. The and mitigation. Essential public facilities
1994 amendments to the Policies identified that directly serve the public beyond their
the City of SeaTac as an urban center. The general vicinity shall be discouraged from
emphasis on urban centers and urban in-fill is locating in rural areas "designed to help preserve rural, resomce, and
sensitive-area lands from development,
promote non-auto, rapid transit by linking F-221: "A facility may be determined to bean essential public facility if it has one or
urban centers with a high capacity uansit more of the following characteristics:(HCT) system, and minimize costly urban

sprawl and extension of services and utilities a. The facility meets the Growth
to outlying areas. Management Act definition of an

essential public facility,
The King County Comprehensive Plargf b. The facility is on a state, county, or local
contains several policies that address community list of essential publicproposed new essential public facilities or facilities;
expansions of existing facilities. These
would include the following ("F" policies are c. The facility serves a significant portion
those relating to essential public facilities, of the County or metropolitan region or is
and "T" policies are those relating to part ofaCountywideservicesystem;or
transportation): d. The facility is difficult to site or expand.

F-222: "Siting analysis for proposed new, or
F-217: "Proposed new or expansions to expansions to existing essential public
existing essential public facilities should be facilities shall consist of the following:sited consistent with the King County

Comprehensive Plan." a. An inventory of similar existing essential

F-218: "King County and neighboring public facilities in King County and
counties, if advenmgeous to both, should neighboring counties, including their
share essential public facilities to increase locations and capacities;
efficiency of operation. Efficiency of b. A forecast of the future needs for the

essential public facilities;

19_ CountywidePbaningPolicies,C_wthMmmipnnent c. An analysis of the potential social and
PlanningCouncil,July,1992. economic impacts and benefits to
KingCountyOmCschemivcPUre,adopsedNovember, jurisdictions receiving or surrounding the
1994. facilities;
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d. An analysis of the propnsal's consistency alternatives to the automobile. Issues of
with policies 1:-217through F-221" demand mmmgemem are addressed in

' Chapter H of this document. Mitigation
e. An analysis of alternatives to the facility for adverse impacts of the Master Plan

including decentralization, conservation, and proposed new parallel runway would
demand management, and other be required and are detailed for each
strategies; appropriate element of the environment

f. An analysis of economic and /n Chapter/V.
enviroumental impacts, including
mitigation, of any existing essential 0D)VISION 2020 (1990) and 1995 Update
public facility, as well as of any new
site(s) under consideration as an

alternative to expansion of an existing VISION 2020 Growth and Transportation
facility; Strategy for the Puget Sound Region g2 is a

g. Extensive public involvement; and long-range plan for the cen_'al Puget Sound
h. Consideration of any applicable prior area, including King, Kksap, Pierce, and

review conducted by a public agency, Snohomish counties. The Plan, completed in
local government, or citizen's group." 1990, proposes containment of growth and

concentration of employment into about 15
T-54.0: Regional aviation facilities play a centers connected with a regional rapid
foundation role in promoting a strong transit system. A range of central places iseconomy as well as providing significant
direct and indirect employment opportunities described by the VISION 2020 Plan as a
to residents of the County and Puget Sound means of identifying where various levels of
region. Consistent with this plan's policies growth and types of transportation could be
concerning the siting of essential public located. Within the range identified, higher
facilities, King County should work with the order places are expected to receive relatively
Puget Sound Regional Council and its high growth and be well connected to their
members to ensure that any regional regional mmsportation system.
projected capacity problems, and the air
transportation needs of the region's residents Comment: In the VISION 2020 plan, the
and economy are addressed in a timely Airport area was classified as a
manner. Siting decisions must be consistent Subregional Center. This was the highest
with the Regional Airport System Plan, the order place of any of the potential
Countywide Planning Policies and this plan. Airport sites considered in the Flight plan

Project Final EIS._ Other potential
Comment: The Master Plan Update, and Airport sites considered were Paine
the proposed new parallel runway, by Field, Arlington, McChord, Cenwal
supporting the planned growth within a Pierce (South Hill), Fort Lewis, and
designated urban center (SeaTac) are Olympia/Black Lake. As a Subregional
compatible with the Countywide Center, the Sea-Tac International
Planning Policies. The expansion of an Airport/City of SenTac area is identified
existing facility (Sea-Tac International as a "focus of regional growth" in the
Airport) provides an alternative to VISION 2020 Plan. Improvements in the
locating a new essential public facility in Master Plan Update for the Airport,
a ruralarea (see Chapter 11for discussion including the conduction of the
of Puget Sound Regional Council proposed new parallel runway, are
(PSRC)21/ Supplemental Airport Study). compatible with the growth envisioned
With three potential HCT stations on the for this Subregional Center.
proposed light rail line to serve Sea-Tac

Airport and the City of SeaTac, An update to VISION 2020 has been
expansion of the Airport facility would prepared by the Puget Sound Regional
serve to promote rail transit and

21/ It is tmpommtto notethatthePSRChasan/mportant 22"/ VISION2020Growthand Transportation5tratezyforroleunderGMAm reviewinglocalGMAplansand
policies. Thus,the PSRCresolutions_scussed m thePugetSoundRegion,PugetSoundCouncilof
ChapterII are an importantpolicy frameworkfor Govemm_L%1990.
evaluationfor theconsistencyof local transportation- 2._ FlightPlanProject Final EI5,PugetSoundRegional
relinedpolicieswithregionalpolicies. Council1992.
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Council.Z4/ The 1995 Update of VISION O) addresses regional growth planning
2020 Update adopted new and revised objectives. Regionally share the burden
policies addressing growth management, and provide mitigation to communities
transportation, and the economy that are impacted by regional capital facilities."
integrated throughout eight topic areas:
Urban Growth Areas; Contiguous and RF-_.4: "Regional capital facilities
Orderly Development; Regional Capital proposed to be located in rural areas must
Facilities; Housing; Open Space, either demonsume that a non-urban site
Resour_ Protection and Critical Areas; is the only appropriate location for the
Rural Areas; Economic Development; facility (for example, a dam) or (in the
and Transportation. The state GMA case of urban facilities) demonstrate that
requires the region to have multi-county no urban sites are feasible. If rural siting
policies to deal w/th growth and is necessary, measures should be taken to
transportation issues that extend beyond mitigate adverse impacts and prohibit
the boundaries of the individual development incompatible with rural
jurisdictions. The key multi-county character."
policies in the 1995 Update of VISION
2020 Update document related to Comment: The Master Plan Update, and
regional capital facilities are the the new parallel runway, would be
following: compatible with regional growth

planning objectives, and by expanding an
RT-8.31: "Support effective existing facility, would provide an
management and preservation of existing alternative to conmruction of a new
regional air transportation capacity and facility. Further, it would provide an
ensure that future air lrausportation alternative to constructing a new facility
capacity and phasing of existing airport in a rural area. The Master Plan Update
facilities needs are addressed in would support the development of a
cooperation with responsible agencies, designated urban center(SeaTac). Issues
Coordinate this effort with long-range of demand management arc considered in
comprehensive planning of land use, Chapter]] ofthis document. Measures to
surface mmspormtion facilities for mitigate adverse impacts of the Master
effective access, and development of Phm Update are di_ussed as a part of
financing strategies." each applicable element of the

environment in Chapter IV and Chapter
RF-3: "Strategically locate public V.
facilities and amenities in a manner that

adequately considers alternatives to new Please also refer to the Response to
facilities (including demand Comment R-7-31 located in Appendix R
management) implements regional of the Final EIS, which discusses the
growth planning objectives, maximizes relationship of the Master Plan Update to
public benefit and minimizes and the following 1995 VISION 2020 Update
mitigates adverse impacts." adopted policies: RC-2.6; RC-2.7; RC-

2.10; RH-4.4; RO-6.6; RE-7.11; RT-8.6;
RF-3.1: "Invest in major public facilities RT-8.11; RT-8.14; and RT-8.40.
and urban amenities in a manner that
supports the development of urban and
manufac_ring/industrial centers."

RF-3.3: "Site specifically defined
regional capital facilities in a manner flint
(1) reduces adverse societal,
environmental and economic impacts on
the host community, (2) equitably
balances locations of new facilities, and

241 VISION2020:199,5Updatea_I-199,5Metropofium
TramportationPlan,PugetSotmdgegiomdCouncil
adoptedbyResolutionNo.PSRC-A-95-02,May15,1995.
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TABLE IV.2.1

Seattle-TacomaImernationalAirport
EnvironmentalImpactStatement

PART 150 LAND USE COMPATIBILITY GUIDELINES
Page 1 of 4

Yearly Day-Night Average
_ound Level (DNL_ in Decibels

Below Over

LandUse 65 65-70 _ 75.80 80-85 85

RESIDENTIAL:

Residential,otherthanmobilehomesand

transientlodgings y N 1 N t N N N
Household units (l l)
Single units-detached (11.11)
Single units-semidelached (l 1.12)
Single units-anached row (l 1.13)
Two units-side-by-side (11.21)
Two units-one above the other (11.22)

Apar_nents-walk up (11.31)
Aparunents-elevator (I 1.32)
Group quarters (12)
Residential hotels (13)
Other residential (19)

Mobile home parks (! 4) Y N N N N N
Transient lodgings (15) y N 1 N I N l N N

PUBLIC USE:

Schools, hospitals, and nursing homes Y 25 30 N N N
Educational services (68)

Hospitals, nursing homes (65.13, 65.16)
Churches,auditoriums,and concerthalls Y 25 30 N N N

Cultural activities (including churches) (71)
Auditoriums, concerthails (72.1)

Governmental services(67) Y Y 25 30 N N
Transportation y y y2 y3 y4 y4

P_ilruad, rapid transit and su_
railway transportation (41)

Motor vehicle transportation (42)
Ah-craetrempor_on (43)
Marine CnLft_aslxm (,*4)
Highway and street right-of-way (45)

Parking (46) y y y22 y3 y4 N

Footnotes contained on page 4 of table.
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TABLE IV.2-1

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Environmental Impact Statement

PART 150 LAND USE COMPATIBILITY GUIDELINES
Page 2 of 4

Yearly Day-Night Average
_und Level (DNL) in Decibels

Below Over

Land Use 65 6.%70 70-75 75-80 80-85 85

COMMERCIAL USE:
Offices, business, and professional y Y 25 30 N N
Finance, insurance and real estate services (61)
Personal services (62)
Business services (63)
Professional services (65)
Other medical facilities (65. I)
Miscellaneous services (69)

Wholesale and retail-building materials,
hardware and farm equipment y y y2 y3 y4 N
Wholesale wade (5 I)
Retail wade-building materials, hardware

and farm equipment (52)
Repair services (64)
Contract conslruction services (66)

Retail Trade - general
Retail =ade-general merchandise (53) Y Y 25 30 N N
Retail u'ade-food (54)
Retail trade-automotive, marine cra_

aircraft and accessories (55)
Retail trade-apparel and accessories (56)
Retail lzade-furniture, home _gs

and equipment (57)
Retail trade-eating and drinking establishments (58)
Other retail trade (59)

Utilities (48) y y y2 y3 y4 N
Communication (47) Y Y 25 30 N N

MANUFACTURING AND PRODUCTION

ManufactuzJng" general y y y2 y3 y4 N
Food and kindred products - manufacturing (2 l)
Textile mill products-manufactming (22)
Appmel and other finished products made

from fabrics, leather and simil_r matg, lah-manufacnwlng (23)
Lumber and wood products (except furniture) - manufacturing (24)
Furniture and fixtmes-manufazturing (25)

Paper and allied products-manufacturing (26)
Printing, publishing, and allied industries (27)
Chemical and applied producB-manufacmring (28)
Petroleum refining and related induswies (29)
Rubber and misc. plastic products-mNnufacun'ing (3 I)
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TABLE IV.2-1

Sea_e-TacomaIn_amafionalAirport
Environmental Impact Statement

PART 150 LAND USE COMPATIBILITY GUIDELINES
Page 3 of 4

Yearly Day-Night Average
Sound Level (DNL) in Decibels

Below Over

Land Use 65 65-70 70-75 75-80 80-85 85

Stone, clay and glass products-manufacturing (32)
Primary metal industries (33)
Fabricated metal products-manufacturing (34)
Miscellaneous manufacturing (39)

Photographic and optical Y Y 25 30 N N
Professional, scientific, and controlling

instruments, photographic and optical
goods; watches andclocksmanufacturing 05)

Agriculture (except livestock)
and forestry y y6 y7 y8 y8 y8

Agriculture (except livestock) (81)
Agriculture related activities (82)
Forestry activities and related services (83)

Livestock farming and breeding (81.5 - 81.7) y y6 y7 N N N

Mining and fishing, resource production
and extraction Y Y Y Y Y Y

Fishing activities and related services (84)
Mining activities and related services (85)
Other resource production and extraction (89)

RECREATIONAL:

Outdoor sports arenas and spectator sports (72.2) y y5 y5 N N N
Outdoor music shells, amphitheate_ (72.11) Y N N N N N
Nature exhibits and zoos (72.1) Y Y N N N N
Amusements,parks,resortsandcamps Y Y Y N N N

Amusements (73) Pinks (76)
Public assembly (72)
Resortsandgroupcamps(75)
Other cultural, entertainment and recreation (79)

Golf course, riding stables and waxes
recreation(74) Y Y 25 30 N N

Numbers inparentheses refer to Standard Land Use CodingManual (SLUCM)

* Thedesignationscontainedin thistable do not constituteaFederaldeterminationthatany useof landcovered by the
programis acx_pmbleor unacceptableunderFederal,State,or local law. The responsibilityfordeterminingthe
acceptableandpermissiblelandusesremainswiththelocalauthorities.FAA determinationsunderPart150,,renm
intended to substitutefederallydeterminedlandusesfor those detmminedto be appropriateby local authoritiesin
responseto locallydeterminedneeds endvalues in achievingnoise compatiblelanduses.
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TABLE IV2-1

Seattle-Tacoma Intema_onal Airport
Environmental Impact Statement

PART 150 LAND USE COMPATIBILITY GUIDELINES
Page4 of4

KEY TO TABLE

Number in( ) StandardLandUse CodingManual(SLUCM).

Y (Yes) LandUseandrelatedstructurescompatiblewithoutrestrictions.

N (No) LandUse andrelatedsu-uclumsarenotcompatibleand shouldbe
prohibited.

25,30,or35 Land Useandrelated_s gcnen_Ilycompatible;measuresto
achieveNoiseLevelReduction(NRL),outdoortoindoor,of25,
30,or 35 must be incorporatedintodesignand cons_ctionof
SlZIJCtI_.

NOTES FOR TABLE

I. Where the communiWdeterminesthat residentialuses must bc allowed,mcastm:sto achicvc outdoorto indoorNoise Level
Reduction(NLR) of at kmst25_B md 30dE shouldbeincorporatedintobuilding¢odns_I becondden_ in individuaJ
approvals. Normal mnxauction can be expected w provide a NLR of 20 dE, thus, the reduction require_nentsare often
stated as 5, 10 or 15dE over slandardc_n_ructim and normallyassume mechanicalvontilalion and clnsa/windows year
round. However,the use of NLR criteriawill notelil_nate outdoornoise problems.

2. Compatiblewhere measm_ to achieve NLR of 25 are inco_'ated into the design and conslm_un of portions of these
buildings where the public is received, office areas,noise seasitive 8teas or wherethe normal noise level is low.

3. Compatiblewhere measuresto achieve NLR of 30 are incm1_led into the design and _ction of portions of these
buildingswherethe public is n_eJved,office areas,noise sensitive m_asor where the normal noise level is low.

4. Compatiblewhere me_ures to achieve NLR of 35 ate incorporatedinto the design and consm_ctiun of portions of these
buildingswhere the public is received,office areas,noise sensitive areasor where the normal noise level is low.

5. Landuse compatibleprovidedspecialsoundreinforcementsystems are installed.

6. Prime useonly, any residentialbuildingsrequireNLR of 25 to be compatible.

7. Prime useonly any residentialbuildingsrequireanNLR of 30 to becompatible.

8. Primeuseonly, NLR for res/denfialbuildings notnomudly feasible, and such uses should be pmh_ited.

g. Designations contained in the table do not onnsfimte a Federaldeamaination that any use of land coven:d by the
program is acceptable or unacceptableunder Federal, State, or local law. The respon_'bilW for determining the
acceptabilityandpermis_'blelanduses remainwiththe local authorities.

h. AlthoughTable 2 of FAR Part150 definesthe compatibilityor noncompatibilityof variouslanduses for the purposes
of Federal Aid, prognm_ or m_ctions onder the ASNA Act, adjturonentsor modificationsof the descriptions of the
landuse categoriesmay be desirableafl_ considerationof specific local cund'_uns.

Source: Federal Aviation Adminiswafion Advisory Circular AC 150/5020-1, Noise Control and
Compatibility Planning For Airports, Appendix 1, August 5, 1983.
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 3

ARCHAEOLOGICAL, CULTURAL, AND HIgTORICAL RESOURCES

Impacts to archaeological, cultural, and historical this area for indirect effects from an Airport.
resources, both on and off-airport, can be caused The project impact area, as _ferenced below,
by airport development and airport activity, is the DNL 65 and greater noise exposure.
Examples of impacts often encountered at • Acqu_ition Area to be acquired to enable
airports are: construction of the alternatives. The

potential exists for any structure within this
• Acquisition or relocation of resources (direct area to be demolished or moved to permit

impacts) airport development.
• Disruption of sites caused by consu_ction

(direct impacts) For purposes of this analys.is the general study
• Alteration of surface transportation patterns area was assessed based on mventory records on

(indirect impacts) file at King County and the State Office of
Historic Preservation for previously inventoried

• Adverse environmental impacts, such as properties that are listed or eligible for the
noise, air pollution, and water pollution, that National Register, as of June 1994._ Each
change the use of the site (indirect impacts) slructure identified within the existing 65 DNL

contour was field verified. A noise exposure
In this section, the Master Plan Update level of 65 DNL was selected for this evaluation
alternatives were evaluated in terms of potential based on the noise compatibility criteria
impacts to objects, buildings, structures, and sites discussed earlier in Chapter IV, Section 2 "Land
of archaeological, cultural, and historical Use". Noise impacts on historical structures and
importance. The primary requirements for the sites are considered to be related to the
protection of the resources are stipulated in the interference with the use of the structure or site.
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 As noted earlier, most land uses, including
(particularly Section 106)and its implementation residences, are compatible with noise exposure
regulations for "Protection of Historic Properties below 65 DNL.
(36 CFR Part 800).'1 t The purpose of the

legislation is to ensure that cultural resources are The acquisition area was evaluated in three steps:
inventoried, evaluated, and considered in a literature search, an evaluation of previously
analyzing proposed development and that steps inventoried properties, and a site visit. For the
are taken to avoid or mitigate any adverse effects, first step, the King County Cultural Resources

Division and the Washington State Office of
Subject to continued coordination under the Archaeology, Historic Preservation, and other
Section 106 process, it was concluded that there sources were consulted, and all identified
are a number of historic and archaeological sites resources were noted. The second step consisted
in the Airport area, but none would be adversely of a historical integrity evaluation of all
affected by the proposed Master Plan Update previously inventoried properties located within
alternatives, the existing 65 DNL and greater noise exposure

(1) .METHODOLOGY area. Previously inventoried properties thatwould possibly be disrupted or acquired as a
result of a Master Plan Update alternatives or

For purposes of this analysis, the following study located in the 65 DNL noise contour were
areas were identified: researched at the King County Tax Assessment

Office for verific_ation of the date of construction
• General Study Area which is the same as and other noted characteristics. All structures

used in Chapter IV, Section 2 "Land Use"
and encompasses the-existing 60 DNL noise

exposure contour. The potential exists within 2' The NationalHistoricLandmark, NationalRegisterof
HLrtonc Pl,_ea, Dewnnined F_digible for National
Register,State Register of Historic Places (with

1' National Historic Preservation Act, Section 106. 1966 supplements), Washington State Office of Archaeology
(as amended), a_d Historic Preservation, January 31, 1993.
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within these areas were then assessed in In the spring of 1995, the Cities of Burien, Des
accordance with National Register criteria. The Moines, and Normandy Park designated a number
criteria for listing on the National Register of of historic resources that had been included in the

Historic Places are sites, districts, or objects of Airport Community Coalition (ACC) Historic
historical, archaeological, or cultural Properties Survey as locally significant. Of these
significance:3t properties 62 were found to be affected by 65

DNL and greater noise levels for existing
• Associated with events that made significant conditions (1994) and future Master Plan Update

contributions to our history, or are alternatives. The information included in the

• Associated with the lives of persons ACC Historic Properties Survey was sent to
significant in our past, or SHPO for review-'_ (see Table 1).

• That are of a particular type, period, or
method of construction that possess high (2) F_,_ISTING CONDITIONS
artistic value, or

• That provide important information about Table IV.3-1 lists previously recorded properties
history or prehistory, within the general study area that have been

identified as archaeological sites, national or state

As determined by the State Historic Preservation historic sites, or local historic sites as inventoried
Office (SI-IPO), all properties of federal, state, or by King Count3&/ or SHPO. 7/ It should be noted
local significance would be required to comply that, for these properties, termed "local historic
with the U.S. Department of Transportation sites," none are currently identified as being on or
Section 4(0 requirements, eligible for the State or National Register.Exhibit IV.3-1 shows the locations of sites

The third step included a field survey of the within the general study area.
entire acquisition area, which was completed in

Table IV.3-1 lists existing and future DNL noiseDecember, 1994. Appendix E-A contains a
detailed summary of the survey methodology. A levels for the historic sites. A review of
complete field reconnaissance for existing previously recorded sites in step two showed the
historical structures was conducted for all existence of two historic (Vacca Farm and the
acquisition areas affected by the Master Plan Albert Paul House) and no archaeological sites
Update alternatives. An inventory form was within the acquisition area. An additional ten
completed for each structure that was consmzcted previously recorded sites (9 historic and l
before 1945, as determined from the county tax archaeological) were identified in the existing 65
records. These forms are included in Appendix DNL or greater noise exposure. These sites are:
E-A. A total of 67 sites (2 sites previously 14th Avenue South Bridge (A2); Sunnydale
recorded and 65 newly identified) were recorded School (A16); Homer Crosby Home (A22);
within the acquisition area. These properties are Brunelle Residence (A27); Bryan House (A29);
listed in Table IV.3-2. Of the 67 properties Rayback House (A38); Walsworth House (A39);
evaluated, approximately 57 properties had been Chesney House (A42); Hiligrove Cemetery
previously moved or modified extensively and (A60); Muckleshoot Indian Campground (A68).
were determined to exhibit no historical integrity. The 14th Avenue South Bridge is listed on the
Inventory forms and photographs were submitted National Register of Historic Places.
to the SI-IPO for review. Based on the materials
submitted, it was concluded that none of the 67 The detailed field survey in step three resulted in
properties are eligible for listing in the National the identification of 65 additional historic sites
Register of Historic Places.N Information in the (not previously recorded) within the acquisition
Draft EIS. including the SHPO letter of March g, area. The total number of historic properties in
1995 confirms that none of the 67 properties the acquisition area (defined as residences over
within the acquisition area consmacted before 50 years old) totals 67 (two previously recorded
1945 are eligible for the National Register.

LetterfromCneg_ WashingtonStateOfficeof
• Archaeologyand[-listoncPreservation,November22,

1995.

fV Pe_onalCommunicationwithCharlesSundberg,King
National Register Bulletin No. 15. "How to apply CountyOfficeof HittoricPreservation.September,
National Register Criteria', NationalParksService. 1994.
1991. 7/ PersonalCommunicationwithSaraSteel,Washington

-_ LetterfromGregGriffith,WashingtonStateOfficeof StateOfficeof ArchaeologyandHistoricPreservauon.
ArchaeologyandHistoricPreservabon,March8, 1995. May,1994.
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sites plus an additional 65 other residential sites), properties within the acquisition site are not
These sites are listed in Table IV.3-2 and shown eligible for the National Register. I/

Therefore, no direct impacts to significant
in Exhibit IV.3-2. historical resources would occur.

O) FUTURE IMPACTS No previously inventoried properties located
The assessment of future impacts of the Master within the 65 DNL and greater noise
Plan Update alternatives included both direct and exposure (year 2000, 2010, and 2020) are
indirect impacts which are presented in this cunently listed in the State or National
section. The impact on archaeological, culttmd Registers.
and historical resources for Alternative 1 (Do-
Nothing) and Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 (``With As is shown in Table IV.3-1, three
Project") were assessed. Assessment and review previously inventoried properties would be
by the SI-IPO has concluded that the sites affected by DNL 65 and greater sound levels
recorded within the potential acquisition area do for any future year evaluated by the "With
not meet the criteria for nomination to the Project"alternatives. These include the same
National Register. two sites affected by the Do-Nothing

(Brunelle Residence and Hillgrove Cemetery)
The impacts of each alternative on and the Bryan House.
archaeological, cultural or historic resources are
summarized in the following points: Also as indicated in Table IV.3-1, in

comparison to the Do-Nothing two sites

(A) Do-Nothin2 (Alternative 1) would experience DNL increases of 1.5 or
more with the "With Project" alternatives:

Under the Do-Nothing alternative, no direct Brunelle Residence (1.5 DNL increase) and
impacts to resources of archaeological, Bryan House (2.4 DNL increase). The 1.5
cultural or historical significance would be DNL increase in areas affected by DNL 65
anticipated. The proposed SR509/South and greater is an FAA guideline (as identified
Access Road project, which requires the in FAA Order 5050.4A, Chapter 5, paragraph
relocation of residences and businesses along 47e.
the selected corridor, would not affect any
historical resources listed on or eligible for The SHPO has determined that the Brunelle
the National Register of Historic Places. House and the Bryan House are not eligible
Within the general study area, two historic for the National Register ofHistoricPlaces. 2/
sites would be affected by 65 DNL or greater
noise levels under the Do-Nothing alternative As discussed in Appendix E-B (see Table 1)
for any of the future years evaluated: and Chapter IV. Section 3, none of the
Brunelle Residence (A27) and Hillgrove historic properties designated as locally
Cemetery (A60). significant by adopted ordinances of Burien,

Des Moines, or Normandy Park and exposed
(B) "With Prelect" Alternatives to noise levels of 65 DNL and greater would

(Alternatives 2, 3_and 4) experience a 1.5 DNL or greater increase
under any of the Master Plan Update

No known archaeological or cultural sites alternatives for the years 2000, 2010, or
would be physically impacted as a result of 2020. Consequently, they would not be
the proposed new parallel runway or iandside affected by the proposed improvements.
development of any "With Project" Therefore, no indirect impacts are anticipated
alternative. Therefore, no direct impacts to to occur with the proposed a_rport
archaeological or cultural resources would improvements.
oCCur.

Other than noise, no indirect impact of
No significant historical resources would be significance to historical, archaeological or
physically impacted as a result of cultural resources were identified.
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4. Seventy-five
properties greater than 50 years old could
potentially be displaced through acquisition, s, Letter from Greg Griflith, Washington State Office of
However, the Washington State Office of ArchaeologyandHistoricPreserva,on, March8. 1995.
Archaeology and Historic Preservation _ Letter from Greg Griffith, Washington State Office of
(SHPO or OAI-_) have detfrmined that the Atuhaeoiogy and Historic Preservation, November 22,1995.
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anticipated to occur with the proposedairport
(C)PreferredAlternative(Altern_ve 3) improvements.

No known archaeologicalor culturalsites (4)CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
would be physicallyimpactedas a resultof
the preferredaltemative. Therefore, nodirect The cumulative impact of the SeaTac Master
impacts to archaeological or cultural Plan and other proposed local projects within the
resources would occur. No significant vicinity could create direct and indirect impacts
historical resources would be physically on historical, archaeological and cultural
impacted as a result of Alternative 3. resources. However, until project specific plans
Seventy-five properties greater than 50 years are developed for these developments, the
old could potentially be displaced through cumulative impacts can not be identified.
acquisition. However, the Washington State
Office of Archaeology and Historic
Preservation (SHPO or OAHP) have (5) MITIGATION MEASURES
indicated that the propertieswithin the
acquisition site are not eligible for the Because no direct or indirect impacts to cultural,
National Register. Therefore, no direct historic,and archaeologicalresources listed on or
impacts to significant historical resources eligible for the National Register of Historic
would occur. Places were identified, no, mitigation measures

are anticipated to be nece. v at this time. It is
No previously inventoried properties located possible that unknown c.:.mral, historical or
within the 65 DNL and greater noise archaeological sites could be discovered during
exposure (year 2000, 2010, and 2020) are conslruction. In the event that any artifacts are
currently listed in the State or National discovered during construction activities,
Registers. As is shown in Table IV.3-1 gad construction in such areas will be halted
IV.3-2, only one previously recorded historic immediately and the SHPO and other proper
site would be exposed to DNL 65 or greater authorities willbe contacted within 24 hours.
in any future time frame. In comparison to This will be done so that the findings could be
the Do-Nothing, the preferred alternative recorded and the level of significance
would result in a 1.5 DNL increase, which is determined. If findings of significance were
considered by FAA guidelines a significant made, mitigation measures would be developed
change in noise. Based on a preliminary through a Memorandum of Agreement among
assessment, it has been recommended that FAA, the Washington State Office of
this site (Brunelle Residence) would not be Archaeology and Historic Preservation, Advisory
eligible for the Federal Register and is not Council on Historic Preservation, and others.
considered to be a significant historic
resource. Therefore, no indirect impacts are
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 4

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION SECTION 4(F)RESOURCES

This section discusses the impacts of the Master case, programs must include all possible planning
Plan Update alternatives for Sen-Tat Airport on to minimize harm resulting from the use.
applicable U.S. Deparanent of Transportation
(DOT) Section 4(f) resources.l' The U.S. Airport development can adversely impact
Department of TransportationAct of 1966, Section 4(f) or 6(0 resources either directly or
specifically Section 4(f), provides for the indhectly. A direct impact, or direct use, would
protection of certain publicly owned resources, involve acquisition of all or a portion of the
DOT Section 4(0 resources include public parks; resource. An indirect impact, or constructive use,
recreational areas; wildlife and waterfowl refuges may be created by adverse noise impacts, surface
of federal, state, or local significance; or any land traffic impacts, air pollution impacts or others.
from an historic site of federal, state, or local Federal Agency land use compatibility guidelines
significance. Chapter IV, Section 3 "Cultm-al, identify adverse incompatible noise impacts on
Historic, and Archaeological Resources", most urban recreation resources as noise levels
provides a detailed description of the resources above 75 DNL, unless the resource contains a
discussed in this section, receptor of unusual noise sensitivity such as an

auditorium or outdoor performing arts center, in
Special procedures are required when which case the threshold would be a noise level
development would affect lands purchased or of 65 DNL or greater.
developed using Land and Water Conservation
funds. The Land and Water Conservation Fund Parks, recreational areas, wildlife and waterfowl
Act of 1965 (Public Law 88-578), 16 U.S.C. 601- refuges, and historic sites were inventoried and
8(f)(3), commonly known as LAWCON Section identified in Exhibit IV.4-1. In total, 79 public
6(f) requires that parks, six private recreation uses, and various

historic sites were identified within the general
"No propertyacquiredor developedwith assistance study area in the following jurisdictions:
underthis section shall,without the approval of the unincorporated King County, Burien, Des
Secretary (of the Dep/uhuent of the Interior), be Moines, Federal Way, Kent, Normandy Park,convertedto other thanpublic outdoorrecreational
uses. The Secretaryshall approve such conversion SeaTac, Seattle, and Tukwila.
only if he finds it to be in accord with the then
existing comprehensive statewide outdoor (2) DIRECT IMPACTS
recreationplan and on}yuponsuch cona/fions as he
deems necessary to assm_ the substitutionof other The following section summarizes direct impacts
recreation propertiesof at least equal fair market on 4(f)and 6(0 resources.
value and of reasonable equivalent usefulness and
location." (A) Existin_ Conditions

As is described in this section, no DOT Section Parks and recreation areas that were
4(f) or LAWCON Section 6(0 resources would identified in the general study area (the area
be directly or indirectly impacted by any of the currently affected by 65 DNL and greater
Master Plan Update alternatives, sound levels) are shown in Exhibit IV.4--I.

(1) METHODOLOGY As shown, a total of 84 parks and recreational
facilities (including 6 private golf courses)
are located within the study area. Currently,

Programs or projects will not be approved by the Sea-Tac Airport has no direct impacts on
federal government if they require the use of these facilities.
DOT Section 4(0 or LAWCON Section 6(f)

resources, unless there is no feasible and prudent No land in the study area has been purchasedalternative to the use of such land. In such a
with Land and Water Conservation funds or
designated for conversion under Section 6(0.

I_ 49 USCSection303.
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03) .]yutereConditions Course would need to be used for the
Runway 34R extension. Because the

The direct impact of future airport activities Port of Seattle leases the property for
on DOT Section 4(0 lands is described in the privateuse, the Tyee Valley Golf Course
following subsections, does not qualify as a DOT Section 4(0resoulv_.

1, Do-Nothine _Alteraative !) Threebaseball diamonds located northof
SR 518 and east of Des Moines Way

No public parks, recreation areas, or South, would be affected. These
historical or cultural sites would be facilities are partially located in the RPZ
acquired or otherwise directly impacted for the existing runways and partially in
as a result of Airportimprovementby the the RPZ for the proposed new parallel
Port of Seattle under the Do-Nothing runway. They are owned by the Port of
alternative. The development of a SR Seattle and leased on a month-to-month
509/South Airport Access Road by bash to the Hishline East Little League.
WSDOT would likely have the largest The baseball diamonds are used for
direct and indirect impact of all planned interim recreational purposes only and
improvements on land use in the area. could be relocated.. Because this
These impacts for the various alternatives location is used for recreational purposesunder consideration are detailed in the

on a temporary basis, the baseball
Draft EIS for SR 509/South Access diamond sites would not ualify as a
(issued in December 1995). Depending DOT Section 4(0 resource.2/qon the alternative chosen, the

constructionof the SR 509/South Access Sixty-seven residences of 50 years in age
would directly or indirectlyaffect one or or more would be acquiredto implement
more of the following Section 4(0 any of the "With Project" alternatives.
resources: Des Moines Creek Park, the Gregory Griffith, Comprehensive
proposed Des Moines Creek Trail, and Planning Specialist at the State Office of
ZenithPark. Archaeologyand Historic Preservation,

however,confirmedthat none of these
2. "With Project" fAlternatives 2, 3, properties are eligible for the Slate or

and 4) National Register of Historic Places.
Appendix E-A contains detailed

The acquisition areais the same foreach
"With Project" alternative at a given informationon theseproperties.

runway length. Within the acquisition 3. Preferred Alternative
areas that vary by the shorter runway
lengths (7,000-fl and 7,500-fl vs. the (_Jterutive 3)

longer 8,500-ft), there are no 4(0 No acquisition of any DOT Section 4(f)
properties. Therefore, the following properties is anticipated. As shown in
discussion swnmarizes the direct impact Exhibit IV.4-1, a small portion of the
of all "With Pmjecff alternatives. No Des Moines Creek Park (noted as site
acquisition of any DOT Section 4(0 P44) would be located in the expanded
propertieswould be anticipated. Runway Protection Zone (RPZ) in the

event of extension of Runway 34R.
As shown in Exhibit IV.4-1, a small Because this propertywould not need to
portion of the Des Moines Creek Park be acquiredand because the RPZ would
(noted as site P44) would be located in not physically prevent the property's
the expanded Runway Protection Zone intended use as a park, the location of
(RPZ) in the event of extension of Des Moines Creek Park in the KPZ
Runway 34R. Because this property would not constitute a direct Section 4(0
would not need to be acquired and
because the KPZ would not physically
prevent the property's intended use as a • FAAOrder$050.4A.,Cha]ptm"5,Paragraph47,• (7)a3
park, the location of Des Moines Creek sines "Wherepropertyb owned by and currently
Park in the RPZ would not constitute a designatedforusebyammsportafionagencyanda park
direct Section 4(0 impact. A portion of orrecremoauseoftbe landb madeonlyonaninterimasection4(0 detelminafionwouldnotordinarily
the privately operatedTyee Valley Golf berequired."

ChapterIV - IV.4-2 -
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impact. A po_on of the privately provision that provides the Port of Seattle the
operated Tyee Valley Golf Course would option to reclaim all or a portion of the land
need to be used for the Runway 34R for the purpose of expanding airport
extension. Because the Port of Seattle operations or facilities into the leased area.
leases the pro_rty for private use, the
Tyee Valley Golf Course does not Thereare12publicly-ownedparkswithinthe
qualify as a DOT Section 4(f) resource, general study area that are currently affected

by noise levels of 65 DNL and greater and
Three baseball diamonds located north of that could qualify as DOT Section 4(f)
SR 518 and eastof Des Moines Way resources.Theseincludethefollowing:
South, would be affected. These
facilities are partially located in the RPZ * Sozehern Heights Park (PI4): This small
for the existing runways and partially in neighborhood park is operated by King
the RPZ for the proposed new parallel County. Southern Heights Park has two
runway. Because this location is used for tennis courts, play equipment, and a large
recreationalpurposes on a temporary
basis,thebaseballdiamond siteswould grassyarea.There areno trailsinthis
not qualifyas a DOT Section4(f) park.
resource.,_j • North SeaTac Park (t'28): The City of

SeaTac is currently in the process of

As was noted earlier,numerous completing a constzuctiondocument

properties of local significance are describing its plan to invest $9 million on
located in the airport vicinity. The State capital improvements for these two parks
Office of Archaeology and Historic (North SeaTac Park and South 142nd
Preservation, however, confirmed that Street Park), which are adjacent to one
none of these properties are eligible for another. Currently, North SeaTac Park
the State or National Register of Historic has an equestrian center, a BMX facility
Places. Consequently, there are no (an off-road bicycle course), a new
cultural structures that qualify for community center building, three soccer
protection under DOT Section 4(f). fields, four baseball fields, and several

open space Wails. At the center of North

(3) INDIRECT IMPACTS SeaTac Park, two additional buildings (a
gymnasium and a one-story building
previously used as a ceramics activity

Table IV.4-1 lists existing and projected noise center and currently owned by the
levels at the parks and recreation facilities in the Department of Public Works) have been
study area (shown in Exhibit IV.4-1) for 1994, abandoned for ten years. Both buildings
2000,2010, and2020, were closed for asbestos abatement.

Initial park proposalsdiscussed the need

(A) E_,isting Conditions to demolish these buildings but, with the, increasing cost of demolition, the City of

As shown in Table IV.4-1, a total of 15 parks SeaTac is considering renovating the
and recreation facilities are currently affected structures. A final decision is not
by aimmft noise levels of 65 DNL or greater, expected in the near furore. These parks
Two of these are privately owned golf are operatedbytheCityofSeaTac.
courses (Glen Acres Golf Club and the • Angle Lake Park (P43): Angle Lake Park
Rainier Golf Course) and are not DOT provides swimming oppommities in
Section 4(f) land. Another facility (Tyee Angle Lake. There are restrooms,
Valley Golf Course) is not a Section 4(f) concessions, a children's play equipment
resource because it is leased from the Port of area, a small lifeguard structure, and a
Seattle for private use. The lease has at all park maintenance storage facility. There
times contained a special termination is an area of unique Douglas fir trees,

severalwails,and a residentialstructure

3/ FAAOrder5050.4A,Chapter5, Paragraph47, • (7) a3 belonging to a previous park caretaker.
states "Wherepropertyis owned by and currently Angle Lake Park is operated by the City
designatedforuseby atransportationagencyandapark of SeaTac.
orrecreationuseof the landismadeonlyon aninterim
basis,a section4(0determinationwouldnotordinarily
berequired."

ChapterIV - IV.4-3 -
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• Des Moines Creek Park (/44): Des 28th Avenue South, and is owned by the
Moines Parkcovers an area of over 100 Cityof Des Moines.

acres and includes bike trails and ICddng • Mount Rainier Pool (/72): Mount
wails. This park is jointly operated by Rainier Pool provides year-roundthe Cities of Des Moines and SeaTac.

swimrmg activities through organized
• Parkside Park (/53): This parkis a very swim teams, lap swimming, free swim

small rest areapark which is operatedby and classes. Mount Rainier Pool is
the City ofDes Moines. Thereareno IocattedadjacenttoMount RainierHigh
re:reationalfacilitiesatthispark. Schoolat2245019thAvenueSouth,and

is owned andoperatedby King County.• Parkside Wetlands (7'54): Parkside
Wetlands is an undeveloped park,with a * Sonju Properly (P-76 _aure park site):
few unpaved wails. The park is jointly The Sonju _ is ml undeveloped
operatedby the City of Des Moines and natural, wooded area with potential
the City ofKent, future use as part of the north-south

• Barnes Creek Nature Trail (P64): The pedestrian trail The property containsnumerous trees and understory
BarnesCreekNature Trail is a gravel and vegetation. The propertyis located south
natural pedestrian trail in the heart of of South 245th Street between 16th and
residentialDes Moines. The lrail follows 20th Avenues South. The 9.5 acre
Barnes Creek through a wooded area
with both canopy and understory property is owned by the Sonju family,and is under negotiation for purchaseby
vegetation. Children and adults heavily the City of Des Moines.
use this trail for jogging and mountain
bike activities. The 1.2 acre, 0.6 mile • Zenith Park (/79): Zenith park is a
trail runs north-south to SR-509 right-of- neighborhood park with significant open
way between Kent-Des Moines Road and space and heavily used sports fields. The
South 223rd Street, and is owned by the 11.6 acre park is located northwest of
City of Des Moines. The _-aiiwill be South 240th Street and 16th Avenue
an important section of a planned north- South, and is leased by the City of Des
south pedestriantrail from SaltwaterPark Moines from the Highline School
to theCity of SeaTac. Barnes Creek District.
Trail is already impacted by existing
airportflight noise. None of these parksand recreationalfacilities

include noise-sensitive facilities. As
• CityPark/Kiddie Park (/67): City indicatedin ChapterIV, Section 2, parks

Park/KiddieParkis an older, family park without unusually noise-seusitive facilities or
of lawn, trees, play smlclm_ picnic activities are consideredcompatibleuses (and
tables and nature trails. The active areas thus would not be indirectly impacted)unless
overlook and provide access to the they are affected by noise levels of 75 DNL
Massey Creek ravine with a beautiful or greater. The only facilities that are
strand of trees and understoryvegetation, currentlyaffected by noise levels of 75 DNL
The park is used primarily by children and greaterare Des Moines Creek Park, and
and families from the surrounding the Tyee Valley Golf Course. As discussed
neighborhood. The 3_2 acre park is previously, the Tyee Valley Golf Course does
located at 21st Avenue South and South not const/tu_ a Section 4(0 resource, as it is
231st StreeL The park is severely privatelyused.
impacted by existing airportflight noise,
which diminishes its tranquilatm'butes. (B) Parks and Reereatien Areas and

• M'u_ay Park (/71): Midway Park is a Historic Prooerties Desinated as
small neighborhood park with play. Le_llvSiniflcantbvLoeai
slructures,a basketballcourt, play fields, Jurisdictions
picnic tables, and walkingpaths. The
park _._heavil."asedby children from In spring 1995, Burien, Des : 'nes, ant
nearby low-income housing units and NormandyParkdesignated a num._r of parks
presd_ool children from at least three and recreation areas and historic properties
daycare facilities. The 1.6 acre park is within their respective city limits as locally or
locatedsoutheast of South 221 Streetand regionally significant. These facilities have

been assessed in this Final EIS.

ChapterIV - IV.4..4-
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Parks and Recreation Areas areas included in Table 137.4-1, which
lists existing and future DNL noise

As discussed in Chapter IV, Section 2 (Land levels, are the following: Burien Park
Use), the ordinances discussed below relating (P33); Chelsea Park (P32); Des Moines
to the protection of parks and recreation areas Memorial Park 0'70); Lakeview Park
were recently adopted by Burien, Des 0'34); Moshier Park (P29); Salmon
Moines, and Normandy Park- All three of Creek Park (P20) and Seahurst Park
these ordinances state that park and (P31). Seahurst Park was designated by
recreation areas designated by the respective Ordinance No. 131 as regionally
city as locally or regionally significant should significant. Four other parks designated
generally be protected from noise levels that as locally significant in Ordinance No.
exceed 55 DNL. In addition, these I31 (Highline Community Center Park,
ordinances also state that noise levels should Lake Btwien Park, Seola Beach Park, and
not exceed 60 DNL for specific park and Shorewood Park) are located west of
recreational facilities (e.g, golf courses, ball First Avenue South and thus are outside
fields, outdoor spectator sports areas, the general study area for the Master Plan
amusement parks, riding stables, nature nails, Update. None of these five parks are
and wildlife refuges) designated as locally located within the existing (1994) 65
significant. The Burien ordinance also states DNL noise contour nor would they be
that for outdoor amphitheaters and music exposed to 65 DNL or greater noise
shells designated as being of local or regional levels under any of the furore Master
significance by the City, noise levels should Plan Update alternatives.

not exceed 50 DNL. * ,_e_ Moines: Ordinance No. 1123

All of these ordinances sets noise level (adopted April 6, 1995) designates 13parks and recreation areas as locally
criteria below those specified by 14 CFR Pan significant. Designated locally significant
150 guidelines. According to Part 150 of the parks and recreation areas included in
Federal Aviation Regulations noted Table IV.4-1, which lists existing and
previously in this section, pubfic parks and
recreational areas are normally considered future DNL noise levels, are thefollowing: Des Moines Beach Park
compatible with air operations at or below 75 (P45); Des Moines Creek Park (P44);
DNL. If the public park or recreational area Des Moines Marina and Fishing Pier
contains a noise-sensitive use, such as an (P68 and P69); Big Catch Plaza (P65);auditorium or outdoor performance center,
the use would be compatible at or below 65 Mt. Rainier Pool (P72); ParksideWetlands (P54); Redondo Waterfront
DNL. Park (P75); Saltwater State Park (1'56);

Many of these parks are presently affected by Woodmont Park (P57); and Zenith Park(P79). One other designated locally
noise levels in excessof the recently adopted significant park, Des Moines Field House
local noise guidelines. For purposes of this Park, is located at 1000 220th StreetEIS, the evaluation focused on determining
the existing and future noise exposure with South in Des Moines Park (P46) and
and without the proposed improvements. In would not be exposed to noise levels
accordance with FAA Orders 1050.1D and exceeding 65 DNL under current
5050.4A, significant impacts are considered conditions or under any of the Master
to occur if an increase in noise exposure of Plan Update alternatives.

1.5 DNL occurs to sites exposed to 65 DNL Two other proposed parks and recreationor greater noise exposure. Thus, the
following section presents the assessment of areas are designated as locally significant in
noise impacts on park and recreational Ordinance 1123: "Proposed Sports Park" and
facilities under this Federal standard of "Proposed Des Moines Creek Trail." The
significance, proposed Sports Park would be located at thenorthwest corner of 216th Street South and

24th Avenue, primarily on land owned by the
• Burien: Ordinance No. 131 (adopted Port of Seattle. This City of Des Moines

April 10, 1995) designated 10 parks and development is planned to include several
recreation areas as locally significant and baseball fields, soccer fields, tennis courts,
one as regionally significant. Designated and _. ssibly a golf driving range. No noise-
locally significant parks and recreation sensitive uses, such as an outdoor performing

ChapterIV - IV.4-5 -
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hall, are planned. The Des Moines City 1125 adopted April 6, 1995); and Normandy
Council has approved the Sports Park, and Park[Ordinance No. 608 adopted March 28,
the project is currently in negotiations 1995).
between the Port of Seattle and Des Moines.
DNL noise levelsfor this proposed park AppendixE-B of this Final EIS lists and
would be similar, but slightly less, than for evaluates these properties designated as
Des Moines Creek Park (P44), which is Iocally significantineachofthese ordinances
located closerto the Airport (about one-half th_ are affected by noise levels of 65 DNL
mile to the north of the proposed site), and greater for existing conditions (1994) or
Consequently, the proposed Sports Park under any of the Master Plan Update
would not be exposed to noise levels that alternatives. The adopted ordinances for all
exceed 75 DNL (or 1.5 DNL additional noise three of these jurisdictions generally provide
whencomparingthe Do-Nothing to the "With for protection of Ifi._mricproperties of local
Project") under any of the Master Plan significance from noise levels that exceed 55
Update alternatives. The dra_ Grea_er Des DNL. These ordinancessetnoise-level
Moines Comprehens_e Plan (October 18, criteria below those specified by federal
1995) contains a policy (6-03-24) that allows guidelines. Acxording to Part 150 of the
the City to waive the maximum noise FederalAviationRegulations(asexplainedin
limitations for parks of local significance ChapterIV, Section 3), l_storicpropertiesare
"when it is determinedby the City Council normally considered, compatible with air
that the public interest would be betterserved operations at or below 65 DNL.
by allowing the establishment of a park or
recreationareaof local significance within an (C) Future ]4ppncts
area with excessive noise levels." The
"Proposed Des Moines Creek Trail" would The following paragraphs smnmarize the
link Des Moines CreekParkwithDes Moines potential DOT Section 4(0 imp_ in the
Beach Park. Maximum noise levels for the years2000, 2010 and 2020.
proposedtrail would be the same as those for
Des Moines Creek Park (P44). As a result, 1. Do-Nothim_ (Alternative 1)
the proposed mdl would not be exposed to
noise levels that exceed 75 DNL underany of As noise decreases in the future as a
the Master Plan Update alternativesand the result of quieter a_,,,_, indirect aircraft
change in noise levels for facilities within 65 noise iml_tCtson parks and recreation
DNL would be less than 1.5 DNL. land would also decrease. In 1994, 12

potentially eligible Section 4(0 resources
• Normandy Pc_.. Ordinance No. 609 and three non-eligl_le resources were

(adopted March 28, 1995) designated affected by ai_afl noise of 65 DNL or
seven parks as locally significant. These greater. Under the Do-Nothing
are the following: Brittany Park; alternative, in 2000, 2010 and 2020, only
Decorative Parks; City Hall Park; Civic four potentially efigible Section 4(f)Center Park; Marine View Pa_ Nature resources (North SeaTac Park: P28,
Trails Park;and Walker Preserve. As the Southern Heights Park:PI4, Des Moines
entire city of Normandy Park is located Creek Park: P44, and Mr. Rainier Pool:
outside of the general study areaas well P72) and two non-eligible resources
as the 65 DNL for _sting conditions (Tyee Valley Golf Courseand Rainier
(1994) or any of the Master Plan Update Golf Course) would be affected by noise
alternatives, none of these parks would levels of 65 DNL or greater under the
be exposed to noise levels thatexceed 65 Do-Nothing alternative.DNL.

HistoricPro_es Since none of these parks contain noise-sensitive facilities, their recreational use
would remaincompatible. Only the Tyee

As discussed in ChapterIV, Section 2 (Land Valley Golf Course, which is not a
Use), ordinances relating to the protection Section 4(f) property,would be affected
and preservation of historic resources were
recently adopted by Airport-vicinity by incompatible noise levels over 75DNL.
jurisdictions. The following ordinances were
adopted:Burien (OrdinanceNo. 130, adopted
April 10, 1995); Des Moines (Ordinance

ChapterIV -IV.4-6-
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2. "With Proiect" A_rnstives 2. 3. As is shown in Table IV.4-1, by
and 4 comparing each of the "With Project"

alternatives (Alternative, s 2, 3, and 4) to
Year 2000: A total of five parks and the Do-Nothing (Alternative l), none of
recreational facilities would be noise the alternatives would result in a 1.5 or

impacted by the "With Project" more DNL increase at a DOT Section
alternatives at DNL 65 and greater noise 4(f) site exp?sed to DNL 65 or greater
levels. Four of the five facilities are sound levels. -_
potential DOT Section 4(f) resources:
Southern Heights Park, North SeaTac As discussed in Appendix E-B (see Table
Park, Des Moines Creek Park, and Mr. 1) and Chapter IV Section 3, none of the
Rainier Pool. In addition, one non- historic properties designated as locally
eligible resource, Tyee Valley Golf significant by adopted ordinances of
Course, would be exposed to a noise Burien, Des Moines, or Normandy Park
level of 75.4 DNL that are exposed to noise levels of 65

DNL and greater would experience a 1.5
Of the four eligible DOT Section 4(f) DNL or greater increase under any of the
resources, none contain noise-sensitive Master Plan Update alternatives for the
uses; thus all are considered compatible years 2000, 2010, or 2020.
uses since the noise levels at these sites Consequently, they would not be
do not exceed DNL 75. impacted by project improvements.

Year 2010: A total of six parks and As indicated in Table IV.4-1, none of the
recreational facilities would be noise parks designated as locally or regionally
impacted by the "With Project" significant in the adopted ordinances of
alternatives at 65 DNL and greater noise Burien, Des Moines, or Normandy Park
levels. Four of the six facilities are that are exposed to noise levels of DNL
potential DOT 4(f) resources: Southern 65 or greater under any of Master Plan
Heights Park, North SeaTac Park, Des Update alternatives for 2000, 2010, or
Moines Creek Park, and Nit. Rainier 2020 would experience a 1.5 or greater
Pool. In addition, two non-eligible DNL increase. None of the parks
resources (Rainier Golf Course and Tyee designated as locally or regionally
Valley Golf Course) would be exposed to significant in the adopted ordinances of
noise levels of 65.1 DNL and 75.1 DNL, Burien, Des Moines, or Normandy Park
respectively, would be exposed to noise levels

exceeding 75 DNL under any of Master
Of the four eligible resources, none Plan Update alternatives for 2000, 2010,
contain noise sensitive uses and are thus, or 2020. Additionally, there are no
compatible with the noise exposure, designated parks of local or regional

significance with noise-sensitive uses
Year 2020: A total of seven parks and that would be exposed to noise levels
recreational facilities would be impacted exceeding 65 DNL under any of the
by DNL 65 and greater noise levels. Five Master Plan Update alternatives.
of the seven facilities could be DOT

Section 4(f)resources: Southern Heights Other than noise, no indirect impact of
Park, North SeaTac Park, Des Moines significance to DOT Section 4(0
Creek Park, Barnes Creek Tail, and Mr. resources were identified.
Rainier Pool. In addition, Rainier Golf

Course and Tyee Valley Golf Course There would be no significant adverse
would be exposed to 65.6 DNL and 75.5 effects to Section 4(f) resources.
DNL respectively. Therefore, no mitigation would be

required.Of the five eligible resources, none
contain noise sensitive facilities and are
thus, compatible with the respective
noise levels. • The1.5DNLincreaseforsiu:saffectedby DNL65and

greateris a guidelineused by theFAAto determinea
significantchangein aircn_ noise c_osur_ perFAA
On_ 5050.4A,Chap_ 5,Paragraph4_ • (I) (0.
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The Washington State Office of preferredalternativein comparisonto the
Archaeology and Historic Preservation Do-Nothing
confirmed that no historical or cultural
sites would be directly affected. No historical or cultural resources that
Therefore no mitigation would be are eligible or potentially eligible for the
required. State or National Register would

experience significant noise impacts.
3. Preferred Alternative (Alternative There are no significant adverse effects

to Section 4(0 resourees. Therefore, no
mitigationwill be required.

A total of 9 parks and recreational
facilities would be impacted by 65 DNL The Washington State Office of
or greater sound levels with the preferred Archaeology and Historic Preservation
alternative. Six of the nine facilities are confirmed that no historical or cultural
potential Sect/on 4(1) resources: sites will be directly affected. Therefore
Sou*hemHeights Park(affected by 65-70 no mitigationwill be required.
DNL), North SeaT_ Park (7075 DNL),
Des Moines Creek Park (70-75 DNL), (4) _TIVEDd_PACTS
Barnes CreekNature Trail (65-70 DNL),
Mr. Rainier Pool (65-70 DNL) and As is identified in Chapter HI "Affected
Zenith Park (65-70 DNL). The three Environment" a number of non-airport related
non-eligible resources include: Glen developments are planned in the airportvicinity.
Acres Golf Club, Rainier Golf Club, and These actions, in combination with the Master
Tyee Valley Golf Course. The only park Plan Update at Sea-Tac Airport, could affect
that would be exposed to noise levels of DOT Section 4(f) land in the airport area,
75 DNL and greater in any futureyear is However, until specific project plans are
Tyee Valley Golf Course, which is not a completed for these developments, the total
Section 4(1) land. cumulativeimpacts cannot be identified.

Of the three potentially eligible Section
4(1) resources, none contain noise- (5) MITIGATION
sensitive facilities; thus, all are
considered to be compatible uses. Each There are no significant adverse effects to
of these noise levels representsabout a 2- Section 4(1) resources. Therefore, no mitigation
5 DNL decrease over ex/sting conditions, is expected to be required.
None of the sites within 65 DNL noise
exposure would experience a 1.5 or more
DNL increase when comparing the
Preferred Alternative to the Do-
Nothing._ Of these three parks,
Southern Heights Parkwould experience
no change with the preferred alternative
over the Do-Nothing alternative. North
SenTac Park would experience a 0.8
DNL increase in the year 2000,
decreasing to a 0.6 DNL increase in year
2020 when comparing the l_mfem_
alternative impact to the Do-Nothing.
Des Moines Creek Park would
experience a 0.7 DNL decrease in noise
exposure in year 2000 and a 0.8 DNL
decrease in year 2020 with any of the

5/ The1.5DNLincreaseisaguidelineusedbytheFAAto
deta'minea s/gnifi_nt change in tir=r_ noise
exposure,perFAAOrder$050.4APmalln_ 47(e)(i)
(0.
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CHAFFER IV, SECTION 5

PRIME AND UNIQUE FARMLAND

Throughout the 20th century, the nation's prime urban development or water storage); or (2)
and unique farmland has decreased dramatically unique farmlands, determined to be of state
because of urban development throughout the or local importance according to the
counlry. In response, the U.S. Department of appropriate state or local agency with the
Agriculture Soil Conservation Service (SCS) has concurrence of the U.S. Secretary ofAgriculture. Generally, the FPPA is not
attempted to identify and preserve such land for applicable if:l_
agricultural purposes. The Farmland Protection

Policy Act (FPPA) of 1981 was enacted to 1) The land was purchased before August 6,
minimize the extent to which federal programs 1984, for the purposes of redevelopment.
contribute to unnecessary and irreversible In other words, land is not considered
conversion of farmland to non-agricultural uses. prime farmland if it has been committed
This section discusses the impact of the Master to urban development (i.e., commercial,
Plan Update alternatives on prime and unique industrial or residential),

farmland. No prime or unique farmlands were 2) The acquired area does not directly or
identified within the acquisition or construction indirectly convert farmland. Indirect
areas ofany"WithProject'alternative. Thus, no conversion includes using farmland in
such farmlands would be affected, such a way as to preclude the land from

being farmed or plans to convert the land
(1) METHODOLOGY withinthe foreseeablefuture.

3) The land is not defined as prime
The area considered for impacts to prime and farmland by the FPPA. That is, "...land
unique farmlandsincludes lands potentially that has the best combination of physical
requiring acquisitioninfee simple, purchase of and chemical characteristics for
easements which change land use, or relocation producing food, feed, fiber ... without
of people, improvements, or economic activities intolerable soil erosion as determined by
resulting from the proposed alternatives. Areas the Secretary (of Agriculture). Prime
where soondproofmg measures are under way or farmland includes land that possesses the
where the Port of Seattle acquired aviation above characteristics but is being used
easements would not be considered prime currently to produce livestock and
farmland; nor would properties involved in the timber. It does not include land already
Sales Assistance Program, provided those in or committed to urban development orwater storage." Urban development is
properties remain in private hands. Agricultural defined as land with a density of 30
land in this area was then evaluated to determine su'dctures in each 40-acre area.
its eligibility for Protection under the FPPA.

4) The land is not unique farmland (i.e.,
land other than prime farmland that is

(A) Eli_ibilitv Criteria for FPPA Lands used for production of specific high-
value food and fiber crops, as determinedIf a proposed Federal action involves

farmland acquisition that will be converted by the Secretary). Unique farmlands
must economically sustain high quality

to a non-agricultural use, it must be and high yields of specific crops and bedetermined whether any of that land is
protectedby FPPA. Protected farmlands managed according to acceptable
under FPPA comprise either (l) prime farming methods.
farmlands (i.e., those that have the best
physical and chemicalcharacteristics for
producing items such as food, feed, or fiber
and which have not already been targeted for 1' FAA Order 5050.4A, "Airport Envimnmen_

Handbook",FederalAviationAdministration,1985.
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5) The land has not been determined by a
state or local agency to be of statewide Secondly, Vacca Farm fails to meet the
or local importance, with concurrence of criteria of a unique farmland, which is based
the SecretaryofAgricuhure. on local culturalsignificance. After

completion of an initial field investigation

(2) EXISTING CONDITIONS and classification of all structures that are 50
years and older was completed, preliminary.

The only agricultural land use that currently assessments indicated that none of the sites,
exists in the immediate airport area is the Felix including Vacca Farm, met the cmeria for
Vacca Farm, locked at 15208 Des Moines eligibility for inclusion in the State or
Avenue S. in the City of SeaTac. Although National Register.
currently in farm use, the Vacca Farm property is
zoned residential non-farm use (RM-900) and is There are no agricultural lands in the City of
considered a legal non-conforming use by the Burien portion of the area that would be
City of SeaTac.2_According to City officials, the acquired to complete the "With Project"
Vacca farm is the City's only active farm alternatives. As a result, no prime and
operation, unique farmland would be affected under an5'

of the Master Plan Update alternatives.

(3) reTraCt COl_moNs
(C)PreferredAlternative

In the future, impacts on prime and unique (Alternative 3)
farmlandwould be expectedto change as
follows: As noted earlier, the "With Project"

alternative, including the Preferred
(A) .Do-Nothipe (Alternative I) Alternative, would not result in prime and

unique farmland impacts.
As the Do-Nothing alternative would not
resultinany acquisitionof land, no impacts (4)CUMULATIVE IMPA_rI'S
toprimeoruniquefarmlandwouldresult.

As no prime or uniquefarmlandexistin the
immediateairportarea,no cumulativedirect

(B)"WithPrelect"Alternatives impactswould beexpected.Indirectcumulative
(Alternatives2.3.and 4) impactscouldoccurthroughtheconstructionof

otherurbandevelopmentintheRegion.
The VaccaFarmwouldbe acquiredthrough
implementationofanyofthe"WithProject" (5)MITIGATION MEASURES
alternatives.The Vacca Farm does not

qualifyforprotectionunderFPPA criteria As no impactsto prime or uniquefarmland
eitheras a primefarmlandor as a unique wouldexistwiththeproposeMasterPlanUpdate
farmland.First,itisnotconsidereda prime alternatives,nomitigationisnecessary.
farmland,as thesitehas beenrezonedto
non-farmuse.Moreover,thefarmisusedas
a smallpumpkin patchand market,rather
than as an economicallyviablecrop,
producinga high-yieldharvest.Pumpkins
are not incluaedin the FPPA listof

economicallyviablecrops. Economically
viablecropsincludecilrusfTuits,treenuts,
olives,cranberries,flu/Is,and vegetablesthat
are consumed in great volumes.

2' _ from MidmelBooth, City of SeaTacSenior
Planner.Cityof SeaTac,December12,1994.
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 6

SOCIAL IMPACTS

The primary purpose of this section is to examine (1) METHODOLOGY
the potential effect of the Master Plan Update
aRematives on adjacent residential communities, In evaluating the impact of acquisition on the
and businesses. Social impacts considered in this social fabric of the airport environs, the following
section include the following: residential and types of acquisition were considered:
business displacement, and disruption of existing
communitiesand planned development. Impacts • Primary - the area necessary,to physically
on surface transportationarc also consideredto constructelementsof analternative;
be social impacts; however,, they are addressed
separately in Chapter IV, Section 15, "Surface • RPZ - the area encompassed by the RunwayProtection Zone. FAA standards for this area
Transportation". indicate that such properties must not

The following number of properties could be obsmict the approach/departure activity from
acquired under the "With Project_ alternatives to a runway end. Thus, in some instances,
complete construction, to clear the runway depending upon terrain, acquisition may not
protection zones (RPZs), and to mitigate adverse be necessary if no obstructions would occur.
environmental impacts: * Mitigation - the area acquired exclusive of

the primary and RPZ acquisition, to mitigate
for adverse impacts of construction. The

Ngu_berto be Acauired mitigation area is located to the west of the
8,500-ft Single Condos/ primary acquisition area and east of SR509

Family Aparnnents Business and Des Moines Memorial Drives. SR509
_: and Des Moines Memorial Drives would be
_ltemative 1 0 0 0 considered an existing boundary which
Air. 2,3,&4 388 260 105 would protect properties to the west from

adverse impacts and also minimize splitting
Non-Runwa_related: of neighborhoods.
Alternative 1 3 0 0

Alternative2 & 3 3 0 0 Land parcels to be acquired in these three areas
Alternative4 3 0 12 were identified using September 1994, King

County Assessor's Office data and the Seattle
Note:Theacquisitionnotedaboveassumesdevelopmentof CommonLand Database. A list andmap of those
a newrunwaylengthupto 8,5O0feet properties were generated for use in this analysis.

(z) r+XXSTeSGco_mo_s
If a proposed new 7,000-foot parallel runway
were constructed, 348 single-family residences, The urban residential area surrounding the
26 aparunent or condominium units, and 96 Airport experienced substantial growth from the
businesses would be acquired. A 7,500-foot 1940s to the 1960s. Residential growth has
runway would require the acquisition of 361 siowed sincethemid-1970s3/
single-family residences, 26 aparunents or
condominiums units, and 104 businesses. Under To mitigate for adverse noise impacts, the Port of
any of the "With Project" alternatives, some Seattle has acquired a substantial number of
vacant parcels would also be acquired. All homes immediately north and south of Sea-Tac.
acquisition would comply with the Uniform The Port's Acquisition and Relocation Program
Relocation Act.±' (a part of the Port's Noise Remedy Program) has

resulted in the fair market value purchase of the
most severely noise-impacted homes. Relocation

2' .._.a-TacArea UpdmeDraftEISoKingCountyPlanning
I' U.S.DepartmentofTransportation,49CFRPart24. andCommunityDevelopment,1988.
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assistance has been provided by the Port to these #284.01 to 17 percent in tract #288.01. The
occupants. Vacated houses have either been overall residential (single and multi-family)
resold and removed from the property or vacancy rate for the eight census tracts in 1993
demolished. The land is then held in reserve for was 3.8 percent -_ The vacancy rate for

future compatible uses, such as the North SeaTac apartments in the SeaTac area was reported as 7
Park, located north of the Airport and SR 518. percent by the Seattle Times October 22, 1995.
Under the Sea-Tac Communitzes Pkm of 1974, The newspaper article was based on a semi-
approximately 950 houses were designated for annual apartment vacancy survey conducted by
acquisition; in 1985 the Part 150 Program added Dupre + Scott Apartment Advisors, Incorporated
approximately 400 more houses to the acquisition for the entire Region which compiles information
list of the noise remedy program and the purchase reported by companies managing buildings with
assurance program was started. A total of 1,328 20 or more units. A more detailed breakdown of
acquisitions was completed between 1974 and social and housing characteristics of the
1993. The Port's Noise Remedy Program immediate airport area, by u'act, is listed in Table
completed the planned acquisition in 1994 and is IV.6-2.
currently focusing on insulating noise-impacted
residences. The residential portion of the noise (3) _ CONDITIONS
remedy program (which presently consists of
home sound insulation) is scheduled to be The following sections summarize the potential
completed by 2000, with schools and public social impigts of each Master Plan Update
buildings anticipated to be completed by2003._ j alternative for the years 2000, 2010 and 2020.

Exhibit IV.6-2 shows the acquisition areas.
The general study area is made up of 38 census Table IV.6-4 lists the owners of the parcels that
tracts, shown in Exhibit IV.6-1. Table IV.6-1 could be acquired to complete the Master Plan
presents socioeconomic data, by census tract, Update alternatives. At this time, all parcels
within the study area based on 1990 census data. encompassed by the Runway Protection Zone

(RPZ) for the new parallel runway are included in
Median household income of the study area the listing. FAA guidelines recommend that
ranges from $15,900 in tract #110 (east of Boeing these areas be acquired or be under the control of
Field) to $53,395 in tract #286 (Normandy Park). the Airport Operator. As commercial
The non-white population varies from 5.9 percent development is compatible with the noise levels
in tract #286 to 84.1 percent in tra_#110. The experienced in these areas, the Port may acquire
over 65 years of age ("Elderly") population avigation easements from these owners rather
ranges from 3.8 percent in uact #299 (in than acquire outright.
unincorporated King County) to 26.6 percent in
react #290.01 (in Des Moines). (A) Do-Nothin_ (Alternative I)

The immediate environs of the Airport consists of Major property acquisition and displacements
eight censustracts. Censustyacts #274, #280, of residencesand businesseswould not occur
and #285 are primarily in Burien, tracts #273, under the Do-Nothing Alternative.
#281, #284.01, and #288.01 are primarily in the Depending upon the outcome of the West
City of SeaTac, and tract #287 is primarily in SeaTac Subarea planning process (see
unincorporated King County. The tracts also Chapter IV, Section 2 "Land Use"), the West
include sections of Tukwila and Des Moines. SeaTac community could experience a

gradual transition from residential to business
A total of 27,067 people live in the eight census park use or other nonresidential uses more
tracts, as listed in Table IV.6-2. Fifty-nine compatible with Airport operations, or it
percent of those people own their residence, could remain in residential use for current or
while the remaining 41 percent rent. Median greater density.
income ranges from $26,339 in tract #284.01 to
$39,272 in tract #287. The non-white population Three residential properties associated with
varies from 6.4 percent in tract #287 to 20.5 the South Aviation Support Area require
percent in tzact #284.01 (tract #284.01 contains acquisition.
only 474 persons). The over 65 years of age
population ranges from 4.9 percent in tract

3, PhoneconversationwithEarlMunday,Portof Seattle dJ PSRCEconomicand DemographicDatabasefor 1993.
NoiseRemedyOffice.October25, 1995. PugetSoundRegionalCouncil.1994.
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The roadway project that is likely to have the businesses would be displaced by this
greatest impact on the social character of the ahernative, as shown by catego_' in
Airport area is the development of a South Table IV.6-3. Also, 87 vacant
Airport Access Road (also called the SR 509 residentially zoned and 5 vacant
extension). From 55 to 184 single family commercially zoned parcels would be
residences, 55 to 209 multi-family units, I 1 acquired. The 648 residential units
to 15 mobile homes, and 9-30 businesses include 388 single-family residential
(depending on the alternative) could be units and 260 apartment or condominium
acquired in the cities of Des Moines and units, including the 234 units at Lake
SeaTac by SRS09/South Access._ Lora Apartments. This apartment

complex is located m the runway
03) "With Project"Altenmt_,es protection zone of the proposed new

(Alternatives 2, 3, and 4_ parallel runway.

Table IV.6,3 provides a summary of the Alternative 2 with New Runway Length
residential and commercial parcels that 7,500feet:. The future impacts of this
would be acquired under Alternatives 2, 3, runway option would be similar to those
and 4. The acquisition among the found under the 8,500-foot option, except
alternatives associated with the new parallel that 27 fewer single-family residences,
runway is the same. The terminal 234 fewer apartments or condominium
development associated with the South Unit units, and one less business would be
Terminal (Alternative 4) is the only other acquired. Six fewer vacant residential
acquisition that would be incurred with the parcels would be acquired. The
"With Project" alternatives. Table IV.6-4 acquisition area for the 7,500 foot
provides a list of the propertieP--by owner, runway is shown in Exhibit IV.6-3.
address, and land use--which would be
acquired under Alternatives 2, 3, and 4. Alternative 2 with New Runway Length

7,000 feet: The future impacts of this
Acquisition of property can be accomplished runway option would be similar to those
through purchase; condemnation (also known found under the 8,500-foot option, except
as eminent domain, a right of the government that 40 fewer single-family residences,
to take private property for public use by 234 fewer apartments or condominium
virtue of the superior dominion of the units, and 9 fewer businesses would be
government over land within its jurisdiction); displaced. Seven fewer vacant
or establishment of an easement, by donation, residential parcels would be displaced.
or exchange. Unless received by donation, The acquisition area for the 7,000 foot
acquisition of private property requires the runway is shown in Exhibit IV.6.4.
payment of just compensation to the property
owner, k is expected that the majority of the Alternative 3 (North Unit Terminal) All
property acquired for construction of the new Runway Lengths: The impacts of
parallel runway or establishment of RPZ Alternative 3 would be the same as those
areas will be acquired through outright (or resulting from the implementation of
fee simple) purchase of prope_; regardless, Alternative 2 except in the terminal area.
all property acquisitions will comply with the An additional displacement of the Doug
Uniform Relocation Assistance Act. Fox parking facility (land owned by the

Port) would occur as a result of the
1. Displacements expansion of the North Satellite and the

new North Unit Terminal.
Alternative 2 (Central Terminal) with
New Rmncay Length 8,500 feet: This Alternative 4 (South Unit Terminal) All
alternative, with a proposed new parallel Rmtway Lengths: The impacts of
runway of 8,500 feet in length, would Alternative 4 would be the same as those
require acquisition as shown in Exhibit resulting from implementation of
IV.6-2. No acquisition would be Alternative 2 except in the terminal area.
required for the terminal area expansion. An additional 12 commercial properties
A total of 64g _esidential units and 105 (including the West Coast Hotel, Pizza

Hut, Dennys, Jack in the Box, and other
businesses) would be affected north of S.

-_'SR5091SouthAccessDraftEIS,issuedDecember1995.
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188th Street and west of International housing are likely if land located along
SR 99 is rezoned for Central Business

Bwd. District or Aviation Business Center use.

In 1990, there were an estimated 10.189 In addition, the results of current
housmg units in the City of SeaTac.f planning for the West SeaTac subarea
Approximately 6 percent of all housing also may affect the availability of single
units in the City of SeaTac would be family housing in the City. Local real
pctentially displaced by alternatives with estate agent sources indicate that if me
an 8,500 foot runway. Relocations of housing market continues at its present
this magnitude have occurred in the past course, and relocations occur over a
as a result of airport relocation projects period of two to four years, relocation of
and comparable housing in nearby, areas residents to similar housing in nearby
have been found. The current Port of areas would be feasible._
Seattle estimated time line for acquisition
would be three to four years. The 2. Disruetien of Community
acquisition would most likely start soon
after receipt of environmental approval.
The estimated acquisition period of three The greatest di.quption of community
to four years is based on the Port of character woula occur iv. the primary
Seattle's typical acquisition rate of about acquisition area. located within the West
10 residences per month, which has been SeaTac neighborhood, to the west of the
the norm for the previous acquisition Airport- This disruption would occur
program. Acquisition would be equally for a. of the "Wilt Proie_"
completed in groups and would most ahernatives. Conslruction of the new
likely start at properties nearest the parallel runway, with a 2,500 fl
Airport and proceed west. A specific separation, would result in the
schedule for acquisition would be displacement of a substantial portion of
established in advance, as required by the the West SeaTac area between 12th
Uniform Relocation Assistance Act. The Avenue S. and SR 509.
current noise remedy " not
anticipated to be P_ff_tedlS by The acquisition and relocation of
implementation of the proposed new established residences and expansion of
parallel runway, and the schedule for that the Airport west of its presem location
program will pro:,eed regardless of the would alter existing community
outcome ofthissmdy, character, which is primarily sing,e-

family residential. Areas of displacement
With consideration given to the .'-.g would be converted from residential use
percent vacancy rate2/in the Sea'fac area, to primarily Airport and industrial/
and the fact that some people may choose commercial uses and vossibly some
to leave the area, it appears that SeaTac, park/recreation/open space uses. SR 509
Des Moines, Kent, Federal Way, and and Des Moines Memorial Drive South
other nearby communities, contains would be the western boundary of the
adequate comparable housing stock or acquisition area and would serve as a
developable land to absorb the demand buffer for remaining residences to the
created by displacements under any of west of SR 509 and Des Moines
the alternatives. However, finding Memona: Drive South. Community
replacement housing within the City of cohesion in the West SeaTac area would
SeaTac for all displaced residents likely be affected as residents relocate,
would not be possible. Generally, disengage from the community, and
construction of single family housing in establish ties to other neighborhoods and
the City of SeaTac has declined in recent communities. Residences that remain on
years. Further decreases in single family the west side of SR 509 and Des Moines

Memorial Drive South would notice the
effects of acquisition on the east side of

fi' City of SeaTac Comprehensive Plan, Fmal SR 509 and Des Moines Memorial Drive
Environmental Impact Statem_'nt,City of SeaTac,
January,1995.

2t PSRCEconomicand DemogrphicDatabasefor 1993. _' Phoneconvemon with [:)onGreenup.Real Estate
PSRC,1994. Agent.AllAmericanRealtors.January18. 1995.
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Somh visually. Conversion of some of and another 14% is school-age (5 to 17
the acquired land to park or open space years old).
areas would help to counteract some of
the potential losses in community. Therefore, it is concluded that all of the
cohesion by providing a location for alternatives would meet the intent of
other community activities. Executive Order 12898.11/

Typically after a public works progr'_m 3. Disruption of Pianned
has been announced, residents voice Development
concerns about the impact of the
announced plan on property values. The compatibility of the Master Plan
Residences in the area needed to build Update alternatives with the new City. of
the proposed runway will be acquired at SeaTac Comprehensive Plan (adopted
fair market value and residents relocated December 20, 1994) and the West
in accordance with the Uniform Act- The SeaTac Subarea Planning Process is
Port anticipates that acquisition can be discussed in Chapter IV, Section 2 "Land
completed in a 4 year period. Use". The West SeaTac Planning

process is continuing and is expected to
No minority, age or income group would be completed in Spring of 1996.
be disproportionately affected by
displacements that would occur as a 4. Affordable Housin_ in West
resuRof the "With Project" alternatives. $¢aT_¢ Acauisition Area
Likewise, suchgroups are not currently
disproportionately affected by the noise The King County Growth Management
environment of the Airport, nor would Planning Council's Countywide Planning
any be disproportionately adversely Policies have established targets for
affected in the future. This conclusion is affordable housing in King County. The
based on the finding of eight census tract targets aim for 20% of new units to be
population, as shown in Table IV.6.-2_ affordable to households earning below
and illustrated in Exhibit IV.6-1 as well 50% of the King County median income,
as a more detailed census block level and for another 17% of new units to be
analysis. Using the King County average affordable to households earning between
non-white figure of 15.3 % as a basis for 50% and 80% of King County median
comparison, Exhibit IV.6-1 compares income. Housing that costs no more than
census tract non-white percentages to 30% of gross monthly income per month
primary, runway protection zone, and is considered affordable.
mitigation displacement areas and
projected LAn noise contours. Noise
contours generated for the "With Project" As part of its 1994 Comprehensive Plan,
ahematives do not appear to the City of SeaTac documented city- and
disproportionately affect any minority county-wide affordability issues. They
groups. Furthermore, 1990 census data noted that households earning below 50%

of the medianincome in KingCountycanfor the acquisition areas analyzed on a
block level produced the following racial afford houses up to $81,300 or rent and
breakdowns: White, 91%; Hispanic, 4%; utility payments of $452 per month;
Asian, 3%; Black,. 2%; American Indian, households earning between 50% and
2%; Other 2%.1_ The population in the 80,6 of median income in King County
acquisition areas is approximately 9% can afford houses between $81,300 and
non-white, which is less than the King $130,100, or rent and utility payments of
County average of 15.3%. Analysis also $724 a month. The City of SeaTac has a
shows that approximately 10% of the set target of 198 new housing units
population is elderly (65 years and older) affordable to people making 50% of the

median income and 168 new housing
units affordable to people making
between 50% and 80% of the median

PSRCEconomicandDemographicDatabasefor 1993.
1994.

lff Note: Percentagesdonotaddto 100%becauseofthe
overlapof censusracialparameters 11' ExecutiveOrder12898,"EnvimnmemalJustice".
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income for a total of 366 affordable Terminal) with a new parallel runway with a
housing units by the year 2000. leng',h of 8.-_00 feet. Table IV.6-3 contrasts

• the acquisiuon associated with the Preferred
Alternative with the other alternatives

For this EIS, affordable housing is assessed.
considered housing affordable to
households with 80% of the median 1.
income in King County. 1990 census
block data for the acquisitionareaswere A total of 649 residential units and 105
analyzed to estimate the quantity of businesses would oe displaced by this
affordable housing affected by alternative. The 649 residential units
acquisition. Census block data were include 389 single-family residential
faztored to match acquisition areas, units and 260 apartment or condominium
Using this type of analysis, it is estimated units, including the 234 units at Lake
that approximately 77% of the houses in Lora A_artments. This apartment
the acquisition areas would be considered complex is located in the runway
affordable, and 91% of the apartments in protection zone of the proposed new
the acquisition area would be considered parallel runway. An additional
affordable. This translates to between displacement of-the Doug Fox parking
270 to 300 acquired affordable houses facility (land owned by the Port) would
and 24 to 237 acquired affordable occur as a result of the new North Unit
_ar_ents or condominiums under the Terminal.
"With Project"alternanves.

Approximately 4 percent of all housing
5. DevelonmentPotentialofWest units in the City of SeaTac would be

SeaTacAcaaisitionArea acquired by the compleuon of the
proposed new parallel runway Po_ of

In the Do-Nothing Alternative, residents Seattle officials estimate that acquisition
located in the West Se.aTac Subarea could be completed within three to four
would not be acquired, as the proposed years of a decision of project go-ahead.
third parallel runway would not be
undertaken. This area is a well With consideration given to the 3.8
established residential neighborhood, percent vacancy rate in the area, and the
Thus, without airport development, it is fact that some people may choo_= to
not likely to undergo significant re- leave the area, it appears that n:_arhy
development pressures. Gradual re- nezghbomoods would be able to ao_orh
development might be expected, as the displaced residents. Local real estate
residents make home improvements and agent sources indicate that if the housing
replace aging housing stock, market continues at its present course,

and relocation occur over a period of two
As a consequence of the "With Project" to four years, relocation of residents to
alternatives, some vacant land would similar housing in to nearby areas would
result in the aconisition area for the be feasible.
proposed new parallel runway. This land
would have excellent development The Port of Seattle proposes to purchase
potential for airport compatible uses (as avigation easements from commercial
noted on the official futme airport layout properties located in the runway
plan). At this time the Port of Seattle protection zone (RFZ) of the proposed
does not have specific development plans new parallel runway, onless the uses on
for these areas and is coordinating with such properties conflict with the safety
the City of SeaTac in the development of guidelines for RPZ,s. However, for
the West SeaTac Subarea Plan. purposes of conducting a worst-case

analysis, this EIS assesses the impacts of
(C) Preferred Alternative (Alternative 3) purchasing and relocating these

businesses.

As is described in Chapter II, the Port of
Seattle staff have recommended the
implementation of Ahemative 3 (North Unit
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2. DisruBtignofCommuni_ affordable.Thistranslatestobetween
Character_n_dEnvironmental 270 and 300 acquireaffordablehouses
Justice and 24 to 237 acquired affordable

aparo_nts or condominiums.
The greatest disruption of community
character would occur in the primary 5. Develoumeptpotenfiai of the West
acquisition area, located within the West SeaTac Acquisflion Area
SeaTac neighborhood, to the west of the
Airport. Construction of the proposed As was noted earlier, the completion of
new parallel runway, with a 2,500 ft the proposed new parallel runway will
separation, would result in the acquisition require substantial acquisition in the
of a substantial portion of the West West SeaTac Subarea. At this time, the
SeaTac area between 12th Avenue S. and Port of Seattle does not have specific
SR 509. plans for the development of this area.

However. this land has been noted for

Typically after a public works program possible airport compatible development.
has been announced, residents voice

concerns about the impact of the (4) _TIVEIMPACT$
announced plan on property values.
Residences m the area needed to build
the runway will be acquired at fair As is identified in Chapter M "AffectedEnvironment" a number of non-airport related
market value and residents relocated in developments are planned m the airport vicinity.
accordance with the Uniform Act. The These actions would not likely affect aircraft
Port anticipates that acquisition can be operations or aircraft fleet mix. They could,
completed m a 4 year period, however, affect the quantities of displaced

residences and surface transportation volumes in
No minority, age or income group would the airport area. However, until specific project
be disproportionately affected by plans are completed for these developments, the
displacements that would occur as a total cumulative impacts can not be identified.result of the Preferred Alternative, as
described previously. Therefore, it is
concluded that all of the alternatives (5) _GAT_ON
would meet the intent of Executive Order
12898.12' All acquisition associated with the Master Plan

Update will comply with the Uniform Relocation

3. Disruption of Planned Assistance Act. ]3/ Currently, the Port determines
Develooment an acquisition price and enables owners to

arrange for an independent appraisal if they

The compatibility of the Preferred disa.gree with the acquisition price. The Act
Alternative with the new City of SeaTac requtres that relocation benefits must be made
Comprehensive Plan (adopted December available when an acquisition is involuntary on
20, 1994) and the West SeaTac Subarea the part of the owner. Relocation benefits could
Planning Process is discussed in Chapter include payment of moving costs, potential for a
IV, Section 2 "Land Use". The West housing or rental supplement to cover any
SeaTac Planning process is continuing increased costs of a comparable replacement
and is expected to be completed in dwelling, an interest differential to cover interest
Spring of 1996. rate and loan balance differences, and payment of

closing costs.

4. Affordable Housin2 in the
Acouisifion Area

About 77 percent of the houses that
would be acquired to complete the
Preferred Alternative would be
considered affordable, and 91 percent of
the apartments would be considered

12, ExecutiveOrder12898,"EnvironmentalJustice". J_ U.S.Departmentof Transportation,49 CFRPart24.
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TABLE IV.6-3

Seattle - Tacoma International Airport
Environmental Impact Statement

SUMMARY OF PARCEI._ PROPOSED TO BE

ACQUIRED FOR ALTERNATIVES 2.3, AND 4
(Port Of Seattle ParceLs Excluded)

New Runw_v Omions
g.500 • 7.000 ft. %500 ft.

Primary-Runway
Single-Family Residential 266 198 247
Aparnnents or Condomimum 12 0 12
Businesses 1 0 0
Vacant Refidential 56 51 56
Vacant Commercial 0 0 0

Primarv-SASA
Single-l_amily Residential 3 3 3
Aparunems or Condomimum 0 0 0
Businesses 0 0 0
Vacant P_sidentiaJ 1 1 I
Vacant Commercial 2 2 2

Mitigation
Single-Family Residential 81 94 79
Avaranents or Condomiamm 14 26 14
Busmesses 15 8 14
Vacant Residential 24 28 24
Vacant Commercial 0 0 0

RPZ-North
Single-Family Residential 38 53 32
Apartmen_ or Condominium 234 0 0
Businesses 1 0 2
Vacant Residential 6 0 0
Vacant Commercial 0 0 0

RPZ-South
Single-Family Residential 0 0 0
Aparanents or Condomimum 0 ,, 0
Businesses 88 88 88
Vacant Residential 0 0 0
Vacant Commercial 3 3 3

PARCEL TOTALS

Single-Family Residential 388 348 361
ApartmentsorCondomlnmm 260 26 26
Businesses 1_ 105-117 96-108 104-116
Vacant Residential 87 80 81
Vacant Commercial 5 5 5
TERMINAL-RELATED

CenWal 0 0 0
NorthUnit l I I
South Unit 12 12 12

Note: Commercialpropertywithin the RPZmay not be acquired, avigation easementsmay bepurchased.
Source: GambrellUrbm-,,1995,

I' DependingonTerminalC_on
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TABLE IV.6-4

Page I of 12

Seattle-Tacoma Intema_onal Airport
Environmental Impact Statement

PROPERTIES PROPOSED FOR ACQUISITION

Numberof
Taxpayer _ _

Runway (8,500 ft length)

Manley, Carolyn M 1001 S 168th ST SF Resid.
Smith, Gerald M&Barbara A VO 100I S 170th ST SF Resid.
Gesmer, D A 1002 S 170th ST SF Re$id.
Harms, Todd D 1003 S 1681h ST SF Resid.
Kazmirsk/, Loreua G&Michael 1003 S 170th ST SF Rmid.

Miller, Jack F & Violet M 1004 S 170th ST SF Resid.
Kaapan& Douglas 1004 S 174th ST SF Resid.
Lamner, Steven P&Coleen E 1005 S 168th ST SF Resid.

Meyer ,Ilene 1005 S 171st ST SF Resid.
Gehnng, Kathleen M 1006 S 170th ST SF Re_d.
Rigney, James A 1006 S 173rd ST SF Resid.
Schuh, Charles A 1006 S 174th ST SF Resid.
Wilcoz, William W 1007 S 168th ST SF Resid.
Kramz, Glenn E&Rosenmry 1007 S 173rd ST SF Resid.
Cornish, Daniel B 1008 S 156th WY SF Resid,

Zielinski, Brian 1009 S 157th PL SF Resid.
Wallin. Kurt R & Tamara K 1009 S 170th ST SF Resid.
Orban, Fm_'nc 1009 S 171g ST SF Resid.
Eepps, Michael D 1010 S 171st ST SF Resid.
Lavin, June 1010 S 172nd ST SF Resid
BerwalcL Rudolph WM 1010 S 174th ST SF Resid.
Sisco, William J 1012 S 173rd ST SF Resid.
Hardwick, Harold F__ha R 1013 S 160th ST SF Resid.
Winders, Hugh W 1013 S 173rd ST SF Resid.
Breach, Laura M 1014 S l$6th ST SF Reaid.
Godfrey, Kenneth J 1014 S 160th ST SF Resid.
Dail, Ri_nor 1015 S 157th PL SF Resid.
Anak& Ross W&Counie J 1016 S 156th ST SF Resid.

Stanmers, Hm-ryR 1016 S 174th ST SF Resid.
Oban, Steven T&Lanrel D 1017 S 170th ST SF Resid.
Wood, David K&Virginia L 1017 S 171st ST SF Resid.
Dickson, Jack B 1018 S 156th W'Y SF Resid.
Von Waid, Gay Alan 1018 S 1701h ST SF Resid.
Favro, M S & Favro E C I018 S 171st ST SF Resid.
Cerino, Diana M 1019 S 157th PL SF Resid.
Palmer, A J 1020 S 156th ST SF Resid.
Kollars, Duane F 1020 S 160th ST SF Resid.
Nelson, Noel E&Barbara E 1021 S 173rd ST SF Resid.
Russell, AL H&Karen A 1022 S 173rd ST SF Resid.
Johnson, l_mb_rly Ann 1024 S l$6th ST SF Resid.
Kiliz, Shirlee N 1024 S 174th ST SF Resid.
Dahlstrom, David P 1025 S 156th WY SF Resid.

Bailey, Daria J 1025 S 170th ST SF Resid.

Sacco, P A 1025 S 171st ST SF Resid.
Chick Ron&Laurie 1026 S 160th ST SF Resid.
Hm_ Melvin F 1026 S 171st ST SF ResicL
Honon, Tommy D & Judy 1028 S 172rid ST SF Resid.
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TABLE IV.6-4

Pagc2off2

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Environmental Impact Statement

PROPERTIES PROPOSED FOR ACQUISITION

Number of

Taxpayer _ _
Turner,_ A 1028 S 173rdST SF Resid.
KreR._,.Gregory R & CherylR 1029 S 173rd ST SF Raid.
TrinuyChinch INC 1031 S 15gin ST SF ReskL
Leighton. Ronald I 1032 S ! 60th ST SF Raid.
Videen, Robert 1032 S 174th ST SF Resid.
Bla_btmL JimR&Camlina 1033 S 170th ST SF Resid.
Sac,co, JosephJ&ET AL 1033 S 171st ST SF Resid.
Goff;GletmO 1034S 171stST. SF Res_d.
Dean. Jacquelyn K ET AL 1035 S 174th ST SF Resid.
TownsendFamily Trust 1036 S 156th WY SF Resid.
Wright. JeromeL 1036 S 172nd ST SF Resid.
Gome2, JosephR & MarthaG 1036 S 173rdPL SF Resid.
Scbwerdffeger,Harry W !036 S 173rdST SF Reskl.
Day, JonathanT & Shelia 1037S 156L_._'Y SF Resid.
Fader. Les R&Holly R 1037 S 173rdST SF Resid.
Daum, Gary T & KarenM 1038S 160thST SFRcsid.
Austin, Frank 1039 S 160th ST SF Resid.
Walker, EugeneR 1039 S 174th ST SF Resid.
Bonney, JesseC 1040 S 156th W'Y SFResid.
Dean, FrancisR I040 S 171st ST SF Resid.
Ham/lwn, Roy M 1040 S 172nd ST SF Resid.
Maxkham,Melvin C & Bonnie J 1040 S 173rdPL SF Resid.
BurneY.,RobertL 1040 S 174m ST SF Resid.
Braze, Jimmie Irene 1041S 150thST SF Resld.
Conrad,JohnH 1041S 158thST SF Resid.
Pavao, David A&Cynthia A 1041S 170thST SF Resid.
Underwood,RichardD&R_ee P 1041S l_lst ST SF Resid.
Castelluccio, Joseph Sr& Juan 1042 S 173rdST SF Resid.
Beard, Phillip C & Den/s¢ J 1044 S 160thST SF Resid.
Kenne¢ Ida Living Trust 1045 S 156th WY SF Resid.
Sofie, LouisE JR 1045 S 160th ST SF Resid.
Hohon, M D 1045 S 173rdST SF Resid.
NolI,D M 1046 S 174th ST SF Resid
Semeney, Liada E 1047 S 173rdPL SF Resid.
Gilkerson,Andrew J&Kathleen 1047 S 174th ST SF Resid.
Creech,ErnestClark 1049 S 160th ST SFResid.
Reyes, Leo C 1049 S 171st ST SF Resid.
McPherren,Dennis L& 105_ 5 160th ST SF Resid.
Tyler,Beverly S 105=':-170thST SF Resid.
Barnes,Thom_ E 105-_:-: ,':_2.ndST SF Resid.
Litras,Judy A&ComerJodi L 1055 S ;74th ST SF Resid.
Mortensnn ! 066 S 156th W'Y (2 residences) SF Re_dd.
C-endr_m,Oliver O&Terri J 1102 S 166th PL SF Resid.
VonWald, Dale ._ i 103 S 168th ST SF Resid.
Goodpar,er, Louis R i 109 S 168th ST SF Resid.
Ratcliffe, Michael 1110 S 166th PL SF Resid.
Harwood,Richard & Jerome 1i ! :i S 176thST SFResid.
Miller,Thomas D 1112 S 168th ST SF Resid.
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Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Environmental, Impact Statement

PROPERTIES PROPOSED FOR ACQUISITION

Number of

Taxpay_ _ _
wo 1113s1 s'r SFR d.

Wipperfurthg, C 1114 S 167th PL SF Resid.

Pham Hieu Ngoc 1115 S 166th PL SF R_id.
R_iiffe, Michael M 1118 S i 66th PL SF Resid.
Parker, A R I 11 g S i 67th PL SF Resid.

Razor, Terry A 1118 S 176th ST SF ReskL
Brown, Jack L 1120 S 16gth ST SF Resid.
Jones, Osburn N HI & Diana D 1120 S 176th ST SF Re,aid.
Partout, Redentor O & Tamara J 1121 S ! 67th PL SF Resid.
St_oh, Kenneth P 1121 S 16gth ST SF Resid.

Mohamed, Abdullehe l&Ali Mar 1123 S 166th PL SF Resid.

Kanong_,_ Loka L&Tmana 1126 S 166th PL SF Resid.
Higgins, Dennis B 1127 S 154th PL SF ReskL
Colbry, D G 1130 S 167th PL SF Resid.
Simone, Stephen&Susan M 1131 S 154th PL SF Resid.
Garmer, Richard 1131 S 168th ST SF Resid.
Walker, Glen L & AnitaS ! 134 S 166th PL SF Resid.
Bird, Marion B &Maum, Scott E 15127 12th AV S SF Resid.

Gen2ale, Anthony,Trustee 15225 12th AV S SF Resid.
Brown. Beverlee A 15307 12th AV S SF Resid.

Forsythe, William D 15313 12th AV S SF Resid.
Patterson, Shawn D 15322 IOthAV S SF Re$id.

Anderton, Karenh R 15323 12th AV S SF Resid.

Boston, Donald W 15324 iOth AV S SF Resid.
Scarsella, Tony 15325 ! OthAV S SF Rcsid.
Wheller, Neola 15326 10th AV S SF Resid.

Moloney, Martin T SR 15331 12th AV S SF Re,id.

Spear, Marilyn F 15332 10th AV S SF Resid.

Scarsella, Tony 15337 10th AV S SF Rexid.
Norwood, Robert A&Nancy 15338 10th AV S SF Resid,
Jones, Margaret Ruth TTEE 15404 10th AV S SF Retid.
Regan, D C 15410 lOth AV S SF Resid.
Kehrtr, Howard W 154 13 9th PL S SF Resid.
Christensen, Nell H 15416 10fit AV S SF Retid.

Pihlstrom, L 15417 10th AV S SF Resid.
Goodmansen, Helen V 15419 9th PL S SF Resid.

Purks, Merlin R 15422 10th AV S SF Retid.
Pomeroy, Freda L 15423 lOth AV S SF Rtetid.
Eapinosa, Lisa A 15424 9th PL S SF Re*id.
Gronote, Jeffrey W&Tonya D 15427 12th AV S SF Resid.
Pope, Christy L 15428 10th AV S SF Retid.

Byers,Cheryl M 15429 lOth AV S SF Resid.

Kamp, William B&Julia M 15429 12th AV S SF Resid.
McCabe, Emmen B 15429 9th PL S SF Resid.

McGumn-Smith, Jo A & Dale I 15430 9th PL $ SF Resid.

Barnes, Donald J SR 15431 12thAV S SF Resid.
Casebolt, Mark 15433 12th AV S SF Re$id.

Slobodcn, Edward G 15433 9thPL S SF Retid.
Prill,Mickel R&Michelle M 15434 IOOtAV S SF Resid.
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Seattle-Tacoma InternationalAirport
Environmental Impact Statement

PROPERTIES PROPOSED FOR ACQUISITION

Number of

Tax_ay_ ]__ I_
Den& MarthaJ 15435 10thAV S SF gesid.
Pochard,John A 15436 9th PL S SF Resid.
Froil=m&EdwardI 15437 12thAV S SF Resid.
Devic,k, John M 15439 12thAV S SF P._id.
Scnube_ Kunis&Lisa 15440 10thAV S SF Resid.
R2nkcr,Lucille L 15441 10thAV S SF Resid.
Ponder, Thomas D 15441 12th AV S SF Resid.
Quigley, RobertN 15442 9th PL S SF Resid.
Grant,Eric W 15443 12thAV S SF Resid.
Roch¢,JolmH 15443 9thPL S SFResid.
Gudmunnson, Michael C 15446 10thAV S SF Resid.
Pocket, A P 15447 10thAV S SF Resid.
Young. D Y 15449 9thPL S SF Resid.
Vandevender,L 15453 12thAV S SF Resid.
Walther. Lila J 15455 9th PL S SF Resid.
McBreen, Scott 15458Des Moines WY S SF Resid.
Hanse_ Wesley. C 15459 9th PL S SF Resid.
Condominium 15600 Des Moines WY S Condominium 12 un.,ts
Marciniak, William I 15605 12thAV S SF Resid
Rmdal, Betty J 15619 12thAV S SF Res/d.
Lee, Lois B 15631 12thAV S SF Resid.
Goodsel. Steven E 15653 12thAV S SF Resid.
ThurmmLMarilynJoan&Edwin 15706 9th PL S SFResid.
Weave.-,Lot/A 15712 9th PL S SF Resid.
Finnegan ,T D 15714 10th AV S SF Resid.
Denmson, Daniel N&Jan M 15718 9th PL S SF Resid.
Fumey, RobertA 15722 10thAV S SF Resid.
Shourek, JohnJ & Iris 15730 10thAV S SF Resid.
Gagnat,Hazel N 15803 12thAV S SF Resid.
Seablon_Eric L 15811 12thAV S SF Res/d.
Blive=z,MargaretM 1581! 9th AV S SF ResicL
Rose, TimothyJ&Barker,Ann M 15812 9th AV S SF Resid.
Heath, A E 15821 12thAV S SF Resid.
Senger, Paul F 15822 9th AV S SF Resid
Johnson, TenmnceC 15826 9th AV S SF Resirl
Quitiquit, Max 15835 12thAV S SF Resid
Behn, Ray E 15840 9th AV S SF Resid.
LeCompte, Howard& Eulalia M 15843 12thAV S SF Resid.
Smith, Gonton L&Betty Limos 15850 9th AV S SF Resid.
Wood, William W 15851 12thAV S SF Resid.
Wilson Rozanne R 15856 9th AV S SF Resid.
Hiller, LarryR 15857 12thAV S SF Resid.
Grondahl, Sandra 1600512thAV S SF Resid.
Varon Mitche] A 16015 12thAV S SF Resid.
Coberly, WarrenG 16018 9thAV S SF Resid.
Lyons, P L !6022 9thAV S SF gesid.
Handran, MargaretM 16031 12th AV S SF Rcsid.
Thorso_ JR George R 16032 9th AV S SF Resid.
Maclellan, Gary A 16033 12thAV S SF Rcsid.
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Environmental Impact Statement

PROPERTIES PROPOSED FOR ACQUISITION

Number of

Taxpayer _ _
Conradi, D 16035 12th AV S SF Resid,
Zmaeff, J & McCart M J 16037 121h AV S SF Rmid.

Grime, Mary Ann 16043 12th AV S SF Resid.
Morell, Gary R 16155 12th AV S SF Resid.
Gehrmg, Brad J 16205 12th AV S SF Resid.
Horn, Douglas L 16208 8th AV S SF Retid.
Myers, Leona G TTEE 16213 1/2 12th AV S SF Retid.
Jarisch, Brian L&Diane M 16213 12th AV S SF Resid.

ClemenL Bradley I&Diane K 16224 8th AV S SF Resid.
Jones, Randolph M & Jane E 16241 I2th AV S SF Resid.
Bardon, William C&Mary F 16406 8th AV S SF Resid.
Olson, John P 16408 8th AV S SF Resid.
Photon, Clifford C 16422 8th AV S SF Resid.
Lopez_ Alfredo & RobertA 16429 12th AV S SF Resid.
Lopez. Alfredo & RobertA 16431 12th AV S SF ResicL
Roullard, Richard H 16436 8thAV S SF Resid.

Fauskc, David Arne 16437 12th AV S SF Resid.
Palmer, Kenneth W 16441 12th AV S SF Resid.
Roullard, Richard H 16452 8th AV S SF Resid.
McClenm Teresa i 6602 8thAV S SF Rcsid.

Hosey, Nancy C 16603 10th AV S SF Resid.
Ovian, Eugene E 16605 10th AV S SF Resid.

Dickey, Cecil Eric&Cathy Lynn 16607 IOth AV S SF Resid.
Billings, Betty. L 16608 1lth AV S SF Resid.

Ko_ Chad M 16623 1OthAV S SF Resid.
Neumann, Willard A 16631 iOth AV S SF R_id.
Brownlow, Doris M 16633 10OrAV S SF Resid.
Hamper Gary, L&Dorothy A 16637 iOth AV S SF Resid.
Patterson Donald S&Barbara 16651 1lth AV S SF Resid.
Turner, Mmsha A 16655 12th AV S SF Rt.id.

Danon, Christopher B&.Barbara 16657 I IthAV S SF Re_d.

Wcisz, John T 16663 ! lth AV S SF Resid.

Bruce, Clare H 16664 i lth AV S SF Resid.
McDonald, John L&Nancy L 16671 ! lth AV S SF Resid.

OSullivan, William C 16679 1lth AV S SF Resid.
Cowles, Gerald R&I_tma L 16680 1lth AV S SF Resid.

Mugford, Allen H 16687 1ith AV S SF Resid.

Duncan, Thoma E&Layton,Rhnnda 16690 1tth AV S SF Resid.
Howatt, Thomas M 16695 1lth AV S SF Resid.

Kmmarm Rodney G&Lisa Ann 16759 12th AV S SF Resid.
Bottorff, Ted A&Patricia M ! 6802 8thPL S SF Resid.

Goodpo_er, Ken & B_ 16821 12th AV S (parcel 1) SF Resid.
Goodposter, Ken & Barbara 16821 12th AV S (parcel 2) SF Resid.
Dyrc, BonitaVirgmia 16841 8th PL S SF Resid.
Raub, Jack - 16852 8th PL S SF Resid.
James,John L 16862 8th PL S SF Resid.

Morris,EstherL 16869 gila PL S SF Resid.

Ellis, William M & Margie A 17011 12th AV S SF Resid.
Markham, Melvin C &Bonnie J ! 7309 12th AV S SF Resid.
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Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Environmental Impact Statement

PROPERTIES PROPOSED FOR ACQUISITION

Number of

Taxpayer _ _
Markham,Me| &Bonnie 17315 12th AV S SF Resid.
Rio, PeterT&ShirleyM 17333 12thAV S SF ResicL
Abbey, WayneG&Yvonne 17405 12thAV S SF ReskL
Grau¢,Mm3,Ann 17411 12thAV S SF Resid.
Monroe, Sylvia 17417 12thAV S SF Resid.
Thackrey, RobertA 17433 12thAV $ SF ResicL
Millington, Georse 17437 12thAV S SF Resid.
Perry,JamesS ]7441 12thAV S SF Re_d.
Grimstad,RobertF 839 S 157thPL SF R___'_d:
Ruffino, Joe A 841 S 157thPL SF Resid.
Swanson, ArmondG 844 S 157thPL SF Resid.
Warner,Lee B 849 S 164thST SF
Rivera,LuisI 903 S 156th ST SF Resid.
Whittington,EdgarB 903 S 160th ST SF Resid.
Hipps, Donald R&PatriciaR 906 S 156th ST SF Resid.
Smith, BrendaL 906 S 160th ST SF Resid.
Neill, RaquelA 910 S 156thST SF Resid.
Menel, RobertD& Priscilla 911 S 160thST SF Resid.
Chung, Ho Min&Wu,Cheong JA 915 S 156th ST SF Resid.
Johnson, ThomasH & Suzanne 918 S 160thST SF Re_d.
Cosa, Anthony 924 S 170th ST SF Resid.
Gale, JamesE 928 S 170thST SF Re_d.
Doeotcau,David P&Wagner,EL 931 S 156th ST SF Resid.
Keamey, PaulC 941 S 156thST SF Resid.
Vacca, Tony & Betty J 15060 Des Moines _ S Commercial 1 business
Brougham,Marlene No address SF Re=id.Vacant
Chung, Ho Min & WUu Cheong Ja No address SF Resid. Va=ant
Trinity Chruch,Inc. No adan:ss SF Resid. Vacant
ChristensemNell H. No address SFResid.Vacant

EvergreenEnterpriseAssoc. No address SF Resid. Va_mt
Vacca, Tony & Betty J. No address SF Resid. Vacant
Sc.arsella,Tony No address SF Re=icLVae=mt
Pond_, Thomas David No address SF Resid. Vacant
Froiland,Edward No address SF Reald. Vacmtt
Hans_, Wesley C. No address SF Resid. Va_mt
Cubbins,Dorothy No address SF Resid. Vacant
Behm, Ray E. No adch_s SF Resid. Vacant
Cassel,JamesE. No address SFResid.Vacant
Beard,PhillipC. & DeniseJ. No address SFResid.Vacam
Lillis, James No address SF Res/d. Vacant
Looney, William A. No address SF Resid. Vaca=tt
Chung,Ho Min&Wu,Cheong JA No address SF Resid. Vacant
Hoskin, Glenna B. No ad,_e_ SF Resid. Vacant
Morrell,Gary R. . No address SF Resid. Vacan!
MorrelLGary17,. Noaddress SF Resid. Vacant
Conradi,Dale C. No address SF Resid. Va¢=mt
Conradi,Dale C. No address SF Resid. Vacant
Elial, Donald J. No addrt'ss SF Resid. Vacant
Elias Donald J. No address SF Resid. Va_mt
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Number of

Taxpayer pro._-rty Address ].allJi]_U.,_,._l_
Elias, Donald J. No address SF Resid. Vacaat
Albedyll, Walter G. No Mdress SF gesid. Va_mt
Brown,WarrenE. No address SF Rcs/d. Vacam
Roullard,RichardH. No Mdrcss SF Resid. Vacant
Roullard,RichardH. No address SF Resid. Vacant
Maulolo,Amani F&V_ennaT. 16016 9thAV S 148 SF Resid. Vacant
Hardwich,InaRuth No address SF Res_d.Vacant
Childers,ScottPanl& No address SF Resid. Vacant
Abel Don G. No address SF Resid. Vacant
Morrison,Carla& E. Beverly No address SF Rcsid. Vacant
Schuh, CharlesA. No address SF Resid. Vacant
Stateof Washington No address SF Resid. Vacant
Hanuood, RichardL. 17203 Amblmm BL S 148 SF Rt_id. Vacant
Meyer,Ilene No address SF Resid. Vacant
Emmctt Conmuction No addn:ss SF Resid. Vacant
Tha_krey,Robert A. No ad&'ess SF Resid. Vacant
Kulp, Donald E. No address SF Resid. Vacant
•Kuip, Donald F,. No address SF Resid. Vacant
Gale,JamesE. No address SFgesid.Vacant
Harwood,RichardL. No address SF Resid. Vacant
Tyler, Robert D. & Beverly Sue No address SF Resid. Vacant
Ryland,Keith F. & BonnieE. No address SF Resid. Vacant
Stark,Ben G. 653 S 168th ST 148 SF Resid. Vacant
Stark,Bm G. 653 S 168th ST 148 SF Resid. Vacant
Stark,Ben G. 653 S 168thST 148 SF Rcsid. Vacant
Rio, PetrT. & ShirleyM. No address SF Resid. Vacaat
Pcte_ Kingston No addrt_ SF Rerdd.Vacant
Pct¢_ Kingston No address SF Rcrdd.Vacant
Peters,Kingston No address SF Resid. Vacam
Chiristie,William B. No address SF Resid. Vacant
Nitro/, Holland & Scott No adckess SF Res/d. Vacant
Litras,Judy A. & Comer,Jodi L. 1055 S 174thST 148 SF Resid. Vacant
SASA

Turay,Arnold G 2702 S 200th ST SF Resid.
Rickard,Mtry A 19453 28th AV S SF Res/d.
Sithar,JeronimoB & J_metT 19908 27IhAV S SF Resid.
Tibetan,MaxineM. No address SF Res/d. Vacant
Turay, Arnold 2708 200th ST CommemiaJVacant
Higldine Wau= Di.mi_ 19900 2gthAV S Commer_ai Vacant

Construction Mitigation
RSTEnterprises,INC 15416 Des Momes W'Y S (2 resid.) SF Resid.
RST Ente_ises INC 15446 Des Moines WY S SF Resid.
Smith,Roy C 15454 Des Moines WY S SF Resid.
Brate,David P&FnmcesD 15618 Des Moines WY S SF Resid.
Pearson& Associates, Inc. 15626Des Moines WY S Apar_ent 14traits
Rav_mder,WillimnOR Jmlettt 15818Des Moines WY S SF Resid.
ll|e$, Paul 15820Des Moines WY S SF Resid.
Berry, CarlM & Nanny E 158239th AV S SF Resid.
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Environmental Impact Statement

PROPERTIES PROPOSED FOR ACQUISITION

Number of

Taxpavvr _ Land Use Status
Tinker, M Jane 15829 9thAV S SF Resid.
Ame, HarrietJaDe 15831 9th AV S SF ResicL
Ruggenberg, JK 158339th AV S SF Resid.
Nye, FrankF 15855 91hAV S SF Resid.
Simmons, Gary L 15864 Des Moines WY S SF Resid.
Wright, Wendell l._Denise L 15904 Des Moines WY S SF Resid.
P_,-_er,'Oren 15914 Des Moines WY S SFResid.
Lapin, John E 15926 Des Moines WY S SF Rmid.
Bivins, Sonny L 16002 Des Moines WY S SF Resid.
Wattles, Ella Mae_Wattles RA 16005 9thAV S SF Resid.
Banenet_, Glenn D&Julie M 160179th AV S SF Rtsid.
Huffman,Echo 16019 9m AV S SF Resid.
S:.-and,M J 16028 Des Moines WY S $F Re__Xa.
P._. Lisa L 16032 8_ AV S SFResid.
h.,.-,rahan,BrianC 16038 Des Moinm WY S SF Resid.
Lobdell, George U 16054 Des Moines W'Y S SF Resid.
Warner, Lee !6056 Des Moines WY S SF Resid.
So. Pyong Chun 16062Des Moines WY S SF Resid.
Lothts, MarkD&Lofms,Robin 16207 8thAV S SF Resid.
Ctwaight, Marie 16222 Des Moiaes W'YS SF Resid.
Dettler, MandridR 16223 8thAV S SF Resid.
Horn,Donald L 16228 Des Moines WY S SF Resid.
Peterson, Steven F..&I)ehraA 16232 Des Moinm WY S SF Resid.
Roliwagen, ArdethN 16240 Des Momm WY S SF Resid.
L_.... .rd,Don L 16244 8fl_AV S SF Resid.
Z::. MartinE& 16247 8thAV S SF Resid.
Scarseila Ida 16252 Des Moines WY S SF Resid.
Roltler. Donald A 16255 8thAV S SF Resid.
Morrow,Michelle M 16404 Des Moines WY S SF Resid.
Gordon, Claire& Gretchen 16405 8thAV S SFResid.
Woods, EverettL 16410 8thAV S SF Resid.
Alseth, Lorene M 16412 8thAV S SFResid.
Gray, John R 16412 Des Moines WY S SFResid.
Sea,ella, Frank&KI_ 16418 Des Moines WY S SFResid.
Lawson, David M&Jacqutime Y 16425 gthAV S SFResid.
Enck, RichardD&Steward,Doro 16430 Des Moines WY S SF Resid.
Barth,Anne 16441 8thAV S SF Resid.
Cooper, Lin C 16444 Des Moines WY S (2 resid.) SF Resid.
Wiiliamson, JohnA&KrL_ E 16445 8thAV S SF Resid.
Roullard,RichardH 16454 8thAV S SF Resid.
Olson,Curt_ 1645581hAV S SFResid.
Galando, Mike 16463 8th AV S SF Resid.
Randall,EarlD 16609 8ZhAV S SF Resid.
Chamberlin,Charles R .. 16609 8thAV S SFResid.
Ruetten, TheodoreL 16613 8thAV S SF Resi&
Ikaudin, II CDR F X 16616 8thAV S SFResid.
McClung, JeffreyL 16623 8thAV S SFP,esid.
Mjelde, Lynn Wane T 16628 8m AV S SFRestd.
Nelson, Kathryn J 16638 8thAV S SFP,e_d.
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Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Environmental Impact Statement

PROPERTIES PROPOSED FOR ACQUISITION

Number of

Taxpayer _ L_d Use Status
Rout_ Russell A2_mna M 16646 kh AV S SF Resid.

Longthorp_ Paul L&Katherme 16650 I_h AV S SF l_mid.
Gnmso, Manha 16662 8th AV S SF Resid.
Ricci, Phiilip J 16665 8th AV S SF Re_d.
Josic, Frank JR 16815 8th PL S SF Resid.
English, Janice 16818 8th AV S SF Resid.
State of Washington 16823 _h AV S SF Resid.
Delgado, Agusfin & Watc_ Robe 16823 8th FL S SF ResicL
Opaa,Rolando 168288thAV S SF Resid.

Frank W 16833 8th AV S SF Resid.
Whimey David A&Loma M 16842 44 _h AV S SF Resid.
Stocks, Ronald & Pamela 16846 8th AV S SF Resid.

Martin, Stanley W 168548thAV S . SF Resid.
Singer,Norman H 168628thAV S SF RmkL

Park,JR JamesT&Michelle 168668thAV S SF Resid.

Pound, Beverly H 16874 lift AV S SF Resid.
Kobela, PEGI 632 S 168th ST SF Resid.
Provo, Napoleon J JR 638 S 168th ST SF Resid.
Rodda,JohnB 644 S 168thST SF Resid.

Benda,LeonRa (Mercy) 813 S 157thPL SF Resid.

Small, Jeff_'y S 819 S 157th PL SF Res/d.
Swand, Darrell T 819 S 160th ST SF Resid.
Brate, David P&Frances D 820 S 157th PL SF Resid.
Momson, Rose F 832 S 157th PL SF Resid.
Genzal_ Anthony 15045 Des Moines WY S Comme_'hd 4
Erickson, Ronald Olympic Bowl 15051 _ Moines W'Y S Commercial 1 bu._ne_
Winter, Charles & S_ Shell Gas Slazion ! 504 1 Des Moines WY S Commercial I bu._nes

Vacca, Tony & Beny J 15208 Des Momes WY S Commercial i business

RST EnterpriseINC -RaffoGin-age 1.5418Des MoinesWY S Commercial 2 Imsin____,___
RST EnterprisesINC 15424Des Momes WY S Cornmer_d 2 _

Cromie, James M - Chevron Station 15804 Des Moines WY S _ ! business
Jovanovich, John * Jovm_ovich & Sones 15636 Des Moines W'Y S Commes¢ial ! busineB

Marine Sypply
Tucker, Charles W - Tucker's Up_ 152! 7 Des Moiaes WY S Comme_-i_ ! business

Shop

Vistaunet, David T, Chris A - Red Apple 808 S 152rid ST Comme_'iai ! busiae_
oroc=y

Crornic, James M. No address SF Resid. Vacant
RST Enteqm-ises, Inc. 146 8th AV S 0 SF Resid. Vacam
Wright, Wendell, L & De_ise L 159 Des Moines WY S 148 SF Resid. Vacant
Leonard, Don L 16256 8th AV S 148 SF P._;id. Vacant
RoutU Russell, A & Anna M 16646 8th AV S 148 SF P.,csid.Vacant
Longthorp, PaulL & Katherine No address SF Resid. Vacant
Grasso, Martha 16662 8th Av S 148 SF Rcsid. Vacant
Reynolds, David C " No address SF Resid. Vacant
Scoccolo, Azmondo No address SF Resid. Vacant
Scoccoio, An'hondo 16016 9th AV S 148 SF Resid. Vacarn
Child.s, Rober D No address SF Resid. Vacam

Banh, Anne No addre_ SF Resid.Vacant
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PROPERTIES PROPOSED FOR ACQUISITION

Numberof

, Taxpayer _ _Status
Berth,Anne No address SFResid.Vacent
Rollwagen.ArdethN No address SFResid.Vaaant
Zink, Mar_ E & No address SF ReskLVacunt
Woods. Everett R & PamelaJane 649 S 168th ST 148 SF Resid. Va=mt
Woods, Eve='ettR 16845 8thAV S 148 SF Resid. Vacant
Woods. Everett R 16845 8thAV S 148 SF Resid. Va=ant
Woods, EverettR & PamelaJane 653 S 168thST 148 SF Resid. Vaumt
Woods, EverettR & Pamela Jane 168078th AV S 148 SF Resid. Va_at
Jo$ie,FrankJr Noaddress SFReskLVacunt
Woods, EverettR 168768th AV S 148 SF Resid.Vaalnt
Woods. EverettR 16876 8th AV S 148 SFResid. Vacant
Woods, EverettR & Pamela Jane 16872 8th AV S 148 SF Resid. Vat=rot

New Runway RPZ - North

Noland,Leroy Deaa _0_ S 147th ST SF Resid.
Cinkhn. Tina L 14703 1lth AV S SF Resid.
Pearc¢,John N 14715 1lth AV S SF Reeld.
Runing,Roger N&Sharon C 1004 S th ST SF Resid.
Slavik,F R 1471410thPL S SFResid.
Yellam,Michael&Shirley 1471010thpL S SFResifi.
Collins,C C 1473310thPL S SF Resid.
Running,Clifford L 14723 10thPL S 168 SF Resid.
Bear,Lester M 14706 i lth AV S 168 SF Resid.
Elliott,Bobble l.,&Chrisline 14700 I lth AV S 168 SF Resid.
Anderson,Douglas 14811 Des Moines WY S 168 SF Resid.
McCamish, Kevin C.&TeresaK 853 S th ST 168 SF Resid.
Amdr, WaldoD 14644 1lth AV S 168 SF Resid.
Olson,MarloL 1004S 150thST 168 SFRcsid.
Yung, Vang& Va, Her 14809 9thAV S SF Resid.
Eisiminger, William F !5028 Des Moines WY S SF Resid.
Walter,RussellE & Judith C 15040Des MoiaesW'Y S SF Resid.
Ei_inger, William F 15016Des Moines WY S SF Resid.
Yellam, Frank ]5052 Des Moines W_' S SF Resid.
Higgginbotham,Richard&Miller 15010Des Moines WY S SF Resid
Robbins, Simon V 863 S th ST 168 SF Resid.
Robbins, S V 869 S th ST 168 SF Resid.
Wilchet,James W & Virginia 15006Des Moines W'Y S SF Resid.
Eisiminger, William F 1003 S 150th ST SF Resid.
Wardall, Georgia 1009S 150th ST SF Resid.
Hoxie, DarrylL 1021 S 150th ST SF Resid.
Vcntimiglio, Robert 1029 S 150th ST SF Resid.
Wooding, KennethFJ_Leona 1033 S 150th ST SF Resid.
Young, Duwayne A&Sman A 1042 S 150th ST 168 SF Resid.
Jamer_CorrineM " 1034 S 150th ST 168 SF Resid.
Geise, R D 14915 12thAV S 168 SF Re=rid.
Christianson,Marlyn&Mfy 14907 12thAV S 168 SF Resid.
Smith,Daniel E & Romm Q. g40 S th ST SF Resid.
Warfield,RaymondO 850 S th ST SF Resid.
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TABLE IV.6-4

Page 11ofl2

Seattle-TacomaInuernationalAirport
EnvironmentalImpact Statement

PROPERTIES PROPOSED FOR ACQUISITION

Numberof

Taxnayer _ _
Ewoidt, RonaldD 858 S thST 168 SF KmkL
Terw/iiq&, Morgan 847 S 147thST SF Rcsid.
lviry_n_r,Ronald R&ChristmeV 853 S 147thST 168 SF Redd.
Dm'ame,ramie Virginio 861 S 147th ST 168 SF Resid.
PacificGulf Properties - Lora Lake ! 5001 Des Moines WY S Apartment 234 units

^pa_unents
Seike Shu Benjamin&.Kiyoski- Des 14634 Des Moines WY S Comaaercial 1 Business

Moines WayNursery
Christian.son.Maryline L & Mary No address Sf. Rmidem Vacant
Robbins,Sima_ V No address Sf. Resident Vaunt
Robbins,Siman V No address Sf. Resident Vacant

Sine of Washington No address Sf. Resident Vsam
King County No addn:_ Sf. Resident Vacant
Kin_ Calvin I No address Sf. gelident Vacam
New Runway RPZ - South

Pnre_mn, Don J - Office andDeli 18521 Des Moines W37S CommeTcial ! business
Alaska Airlines, Inc. - AlaskaAirlines 18724 Des Momcs WY S Commercial i business

StoresAnnex
Chu,Sho Mei - Jim's Detail Shop 18429Des Momes W_ S Commercial I business
Herl2Realty Cot - HertzAuto Sales & 18625Des Momes W3' S Comme_ial I business

Service
Bjomeby, Robert 18800Des Momes WY S CommercialVacam
CombinedTransportServices 18905 Des Moines W_' S CmIQmefcialVacant
Chu, Sho Mei 18435 Des Moines WY S CommeTcialVacam

All-AmericanHomes INC 18624 12thAV S Commercial ! business
HJGwmn&CO - Jerry'sAuto Detailing 18451 Des Momes WY S Commescial 1business
Avis RentA CarSystem INC 18811 16thAV S Commercial 1business
H JGwinn& CO - Ron's Auto Rebuild 18451 Des Moines WY S Commercial I business
Bjomeby, Robert G&Auna M - 1273 188th ST Commescial I business

A-i Collision
Pacific Gulf PropertiesINC - Warehouse 18915 16thAV S Commescial 6 businesses
U S West INC ! 8800 Des Moines WY S Commercial 1 business
Chu, Sho Mei 18441 Des Moines WY S Commercial ! business
GroreLMatt& Aew - SeaTac Industrial 18902 13THPL S Commercial 24 businesses

Park
Bjomeby Robert G - A-I Collision 1265 188th ST S Conune_ial 1 business
Wenna Building Corp - NEL Tech 18634 Des Moines WY S Commercial 16 businesses
Owore.k,Matt& Aew - SeaTaclndusmal 19002 Des Moines WY S Commercial 18 businesses

Park
OworeL Maxt& Aew - SceTac]ndusmal ! 9010 Des Moines WY S Commercial 12 btmnesses

Park

Alternative 4 - South Unit Terminal

West Coast Gateway Hotel 18415 Pacific HW S Commercial ! business
Sharp's Raster Ale House 18425 Pacific HW S Commercial 1 business
Parking " 2806 S 188th ST Commercial 1 business
LA Qumta Inn 2824 S 188th ST Commercial I business

Chapter IV - IV.6-70 -
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TABLE IV.6-4

Page 12of 12

Sca_e-Tacoma International Airport
Environmental Impact Statement

PROPERTIES PROPOSED FOR ACQUISITION

Number of
Taxpayer _ _

Airport Plaza Hotel 18601 Intemauonal Bird S. Commercial 1 business
Jack-in-the-Box 2840 S 188th ST Commercial l business
Budget Rent A Car 2806 S 188th ST Commeruial 1 business
Denny's 18623 Pacific HW S Commemial I b_mess
Parking 18445 Pacific HW S Commercial 1 business
pi:,-_aHilt 18605 Pacific _ S Colnllleruia] I btlSiIle_
Barrett's SeaTac Mini Mart 1861_ Pacific HW S Commercial 1 business
WA STATE Liquor Store 18616 Pacific HW S Commercial 1 business

Note: Co_umerc.ialpropmies in the RPZ may not be acquired. Subject to FAA approval, an avigalion cascmemt may be
p_ in lieu of acquisition.

Soars: KingCounty.
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 7

HUMAN HEALTH

This section presents the human health and emanate from highways, railroads, and
related issues associated with: airports.

• Noise (A) Ph_iolofi'eal Effects

• Air Quality Themostimmediate and verifiable health
• Water Quality danger presented by high sound levels is

., • Radio Transmissions and Light loss of hearing. To relate hearing loss to
Emissions sound exposure, the total sound level

• Air Traffic Safety energy entering the ear is used. Noise
metrics, such as the DNL and Leq are

The Airport presently creates environmental measures of sound energy. The U.S.
impacts that have the potential to affect Environmental Protection Agency
human health. This impact is characterized (EPA)'s Levels Document, l' indicates
as potential since many research studies that exposure to sound levels of 70
indicate conflicting reports of human health Leq(,2 ) (approximately 75 DNL or
impacts. However, in general, adverse 74.6 _r_, for 8 hours) or higher on a
environmental impacts are expected to continuous basis, over a very long period,
decrease in the future as technology results in at the human ear's most damage-sensitive
lower air, noise and water pollutant frequency may result in a very small but
emissions. The proposed airport permanent loss of hearing.
improvement alternatives are expected to
result in slightly increased noise and water The Bureau of Labor workplace related
pollutant levels over the Do-Nothing. noise standards permit unprotected
However, the impacts of the future "With workers to be exposed to average noise
Project" alternatives are expected to be less levels of 90 dBA for eight hours per day.
than the existing conditions. There has been pressure from medical

researchers to lower the eight-hour
(1) NOISE standard to 85 dBA. As is shown in

Chapter IV, Section 1 "Noise", average
Noise by definition is unwanted sound. In airtr_ noise levels do not reach or
general, noise can interfere with activities exceed 85 to 90 dBA (as measured in
such as face-to-face conversation, radio and DNL).
telephone use, sleep, etc. It may also have
detrimental impacts on human health. Noise The single-event noise levels from many
can cause actual physical harm such as aircraft which operate from runways at
hearing loss, and it may have an adverse the AirpoR commonly exceed 85 dBA on
effect on mental health. All of these issues neighboring residential land uses.
have been studied, but there are few clear cut However, on the basis of the single-event
conclusions relative to airport noise, noise analysis and aircraft noise

measurements, it is concluded that such
The majority of the literature divides levels would be exceeded for a daily total
community noise into two types, indigenous of a fraction of one hour, as opposed to
and transportation. Indigenous noise is the eight hours of the OSHA standards.
typically low-level noise generated by the Furthermore, aircraft noise levels of 115
normal activity of daily living, such as traffic dBA, permitted by OSHA for 15 minutes
on local streets, lawn mowers, air conditioner per day, would never be experienced by
compressors, outdoor residential activity,
etc.- and is essentially a function of
population density. Transportation noise is 1/ Information on Levels of EnvironmentalNoise

RequL_ite to Protect Health and Welfare with an
related to airtra_ railroads, and traffic on Aa,qumeMarginof Safety,EPA.Officeof Noise
major roadways. The major sources of AbamnemandControl,Washington,DC, March,
community noise are transportation related 1974.
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residents around Sea-Tac Airport as The following summarizes the
shown in Appendix C. Appendix C physiological risk issue: "The evidence
shows that the peak sound exposure level of non*auditory effects is more
(SEL) currently impacting residents ambiguous, leading to differences of
closest to Sea-Tat is 111.7 dBA, at site opinion regarding the burden of proof for
#299 (grid site F29). Thus, hearing noise control. It seems unlikely...that
damage would not be expected for research in the near future will yield
residents near Sea-Tac. findings which are either a positive or

negative direction. Consequently,
Noise is generally considered a stressor, arguments for transportation noise
While there is no clear evidence that control will probably continue to be
community noise as a stressor results in based primarily on welfare criteria such
permanent physiological impairment, the as annoyance and activity, dismrbance."_'
cumulative effect of noise with other

sl_-_sors may cause health impacts.2/ In 03) Psycholofical Effects
addition, some researchers believe that
noise induced stress may cause The effects of noise on the mental and
physiological harm. Such conditions emotional health of residents are not so
could impact mortality ratcs, birth clear as those for hearing loss..Most
defects, achievement scores, and survey reports on this subject fred that
psychiatric admissions, there is little reliable evidence on the

relationship between noise exposure and
In spite of years of study attempting to mental health.T Studies conducted since
isolate the effects of airport noise on the late 1960s have found that in
humans, the impacts appear to be so low communities impacted by aircraft noise,
that they cannot be related to the general the interruption of communication, rest,
satisfaction of the research community, relaxation and sleep are among the most
particularly below DNL 70 dB._ hnportant causes for registering
According to a recent summary of complaints and suggesting potential
aviation noise researcl_ some psychological effects.
international researchers have published
data indicating that a siguiftcant In addition, when people perceive a
physiological risk exists. However, the threat"totheir well-being, they are apt to
summary of such research indicates that feel stress which, in turn could affect
virtually all of the studies have had emotional health. Such perceived threats
serious methodological problems and could result from a loss of property value
therefore questionable results. Several and personal financial secm_y, and fear
problemsthat occur in trying to associate of aircraft accidents.
exposure to airport noise with adverse
health effects are 1) oriented In absence of more conclusive research
measurements of noise yield a poor on the psychological effects of aircraft
indication of personal noise exposure, noise on residents around airports, this
and 2) long latency periods between analysis focuses on the potential impact
exposure and disease greatly complicate on speech conununication and sleep, as
interpre_onofresearchfindings._ well as perceived threats to property

values and personal safety.

A large body of research exists which
2/ "Airport Noise Report", July 9, 1990, pp., 1041- documents the effect of noise on sleep

8318/90. interruption and skmp disturbance, but
Federal Agency Review of Srl*etrd Airport No,st the long-range effects of sleep
Ana_is/me,,, F=lmkl_ _cyCommitteeon disturbance by typical night airportNoise (FICON) - August, 19c:.

4/ Report on Aviation Nokrc Re_= -'reh Conducted by
U.S. Federa/ Age_Wx, FICON, Jtme, 1994pp. B- _ Health Effects, Martin Taylor and Peter A.
22. Wilkins, T_'on Noise Referance book: ed.

£_ If Adverse Effects Exist, T_y are Weak Fid_ll P.M. Nelson; Btmerworths, 1987.
Says,"AhportNoiseRepo_, Interview with 2/ Avw,tmn Noue Effects,J. Stevtm Newman and
Sanford Fidell of BBN Systems and Technologies, Kristy It. Beanie, Rcpon No. FAA-EE-85-2,
August 14, 1994, pp., 117-I18. March, 1985.
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operations are not conclusive. It is confirming many of the findings of the
certainly clear that sleep is essential for UK study.
good physical and emotional health and
that loss of sleep can lead to emotional Probably the most significant impact of
distress such as depression, fatigue, and noise on human act/v/ties, other than
irritability which in turn can lead to sleep disturbance, is the interference with
hypertension, alcoholism, heart attacks, speech communication. Besides
sclerosis of the liver, increased use of disruplgng recreational and social
tranquilizers, and violence, act/v/ties, the masking of speech _,

airport noise can reduce education time
A recentstudy of aircraft noise and sleep and the performance of work involving
disturbance prepared in December, 1992 speech communication. Speech
has been received with great interest by interruption may also lead to accidents in
the medical commumty and those shops, offices, and homes near an
interested in the effects of ahc.iafc noise, airport.lff This affects a number of
The document published by the British common activities including
Civil Aviation Authority_ reported conversations in the home and outdoors,
interviews of people from eight study classroom teaching, listening to radio and
areas around four major United Kingdom television, and telephone conversations.
(UK) airports. The UK study showed
that, below outdoor event levels of 90 Speech interference associated with
dBA SEL, there is not likely to be any aircraft noise is a primary source of
measurable increase in overall rates of annoyance to individuals on the ground.
sleep disturbance during normal sleep. Exhibit IV.7-1 shows the impact of noise
At 90-100 dBA SEL (outdoors), the on speech communications. The
chance of the average person being disruption of leisure activities such as
awakened is about one in seventy-five, listening to the radio, television, music
The UK study also showed that and conversation gives rise to frustration
individual rams of sleep disturbance and irritation. Adequate speech
varied markedly;, the two to three percent communication is important in the
most sensitive individuals were disturbed classroom, home, office and industry
over 60 percent more than average. Men setting. The degree to which noise
were found to be somewhat more easily interferes with indoor speech depends not
disturbed than women, but there was no only on physical factors, such as noise
statistical relationship to the subject's levels, distance between the speaker and
age. In addition, there appeared to be listener and room acoustics, but also non-
little relationship between sleep physical factors such as the speaker's
disturbances and the time of night. A enunciation and the listener's interest in
much stronger relationship was found and familiarity with the topic. A 1963
with the sleep cycles that occur for each study, sponsored by the British
individual approximately every 90 gnvemment, found that aircraft noise of
minutes. 75 clB annoyed the highest percentage of

the population when it interfered with the
Reaction to the UK study in the United television sound.I/' In general, people
States has been both mixed and guarded, begin to experience difficulty with
in part because the findings appear to speech communication when background
contradict many earlier studies, including noise levels exceed 55 dBA.121 Once the
a major study prepared for the same
agency in 1979. However, a recent U.S. reportis being prepared for publication (contact
Air Force study_ is in the process of MajorgobertKull 513-25.%3605).

J._ llvgationNoise F_,ffec_,J. Steven Newmanand
Kristy R. Beanie, Report No. FAA-EE-85-2,
Malv.h,1985.

Report of a Field_ady ofAb_afl Noueand Sleep .IF GreatBritainComnuueeonthe ProblemofNoise.
Disturbance, A study _nL_ioned by the Dept Noise, Final Report. Presented to Parliament by
of TrensImn from the Dept. of Safety, theLordMinisterforSciencebyCommandof Her
Environment,rod EngineeringCivil Aviation Majesty. London,H.M.StaxioneryOffme,July,
Author_',Dec. 1992. 1963.
FieldStudyofAireraflNoim-lnducedSleep 12_ dirport Noise Report. July 9, 1990,pp., 1041-
Disturbance,USAF(ArmstrongLaboratory),final 8318/90.
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A-weighted sound pressure level of a to more recent studies indicates that the
noise event increases above 70 dBA, impact was greater in the 1960's, when
telephone communication becomes jet aircraft first entered the fleet, than m
difficult and people talking at distances the 1980's. This presumably is the result
greater than 3 feet apart may have to of stabilization of real estate markets
shout. The highest noise that allows following an initial adjustment to noisier
conversation with !00 percent jets, and of noise reduction in more
intelligibility at normal voice levels modern State3planes.
throughout an average room is 45 dB, but
99°,6 intelligibility is possible at 55 clB An FAA lalmmary report on aviation
and 95% is possible at 65 dB. noise effects states:

A typical cold climate home, such as "Studies have shown that aircraft noise
those in the Sea-Tat vicinity can reduce does decrease the value of residential
outdoor noise levels by approximately 20 propertylocated aroundairports. Although
to 25 dB or more. Therefore, to achieve there are numy socioeconomic factors
I00 percem intelligible speech indoors, which must be considered because they
the preferred maximum outdoor noise may negatively affect property valuesthemselves, all resmu_ conducted in this
leve] is 65 dBA or less. This noise level area foamdnegative effects from aviation
would allow for 95 to 100 percent noise, with effe_ ranging from 0.6 to 2.3
sentence intelligibility in a normal voice percent decreaae in Im_my value .per
indoor conversation in which the speaker decibel tacreme of cumulative norse
and listener are 2 meters (approximately expomre .. The studies am be divided into
6.5 feet) or less apart. Residences two groups and some conclusions drawn.
located in areas receiving sustained The firmgroup of erairaares ... was based
levels of exterior noise of 75 to 80 dBA on 1960data(and included New York,Los
would incur interior speech intelligibility Angeles and Dallas) and suggests a rangeof 1.8 to 2.3 percmt decrease in value per
in the range of 97 percent to 99 percent decibel (DNL). The second group of
(interior level of 55 clBA - 60 dBA). estimates, covering the period from 1967 to
This noise level would allow normal 1970, suggests a mean of 0.8 percent
conversations at a comfor',able voice devaluationper decibel change in DNL......
effort at typical conversational The benem line is that noise has been
distance.t3, shown to decreasethevalueof property by

only a small amount -- approximately 1
There is no known researchon the mental percentdecrea_ per decibel(DNL). At a
effects on airport neighbors which might minimum, the depreciation of a home dueto aircraft noise is equal to the cost of
resuR from perceived threats to financial moving to a new residence. Because there
security or personal safety. However, the are manyother factors that affect the price
likelihood of such stress effects is and desh-abi]hy of a residence, the
supportable based on the comments annoyance of aircrat_noise remains just
routinely received from the public in one of the considerations that affect the
forums conducted for airport noise marketvalueofahome."J_
studies around the nation.

Recent comparisonsof appreciation rates
One of the stressors that could affect for residential, commercial, and
residents of a noise exposed area is the industrial property in noise-impacted
possible impact of noise on realestate areas near Sea-Tat Airport to non-noise-
values. A limited number of studies has impacted areas in the Sea-Ten: Airport
attempted to measure the impact (if any) Vicinity Land Use /mentor), Projectof noise on property values. Studies
conducted at airports other than sea-Tac found no impacts attributable to the
have concluded that airport noise has proximity of Sea-Tae Airport.
only a slight impact on property values. Additionally, in February 1995, claims
Additionally, comparison of older studies of 12 plaintiffs alleging devaluation of

property because of airplane noise were

13' Informationon Levels "ofEnvironmentalNoise
Requisiteto Protect Public Health and Welfare J_. Av_Jon NoiseE_ets, J.StevenNewmanand
withanAdequateMarginof Softly, Environm_tal KristyILBeartie.,ReportNo.FAA-EE-85-2,
ProtectionAgency,March,1974. Mafth, 1985.
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tried before a jury in Federal District the existing condition or a 2.6 percent
Court. The jury failed to award damages decrease from the year 2020.
to the plaintiffs. Similar claims by other To assess one element of suess, a worst
plaintiffs are pending, case evaluation of property value impact

was performed. This assessment was
(C) Existin_ Conditions based on the assumption of 1 percent

decrease in property value per DNL over
Under the current airfield configuration 65 dBA. As discussed earlier, this
and operating procedures, approximately overstates the impact of noise at Sea-Tae
31,800 people in 13,620 homes are on property values. To assess the
impacted by noise levels 65 DNL and potential effect on property values due to
greater. Many of the homes in these changes in aircraft noise levels which
neighborhoods are cunently enrolled in could be caused by the "With Project"
the Noise Remedy Program which is alternatives, property value impacts were
aimed at mitigating the effects of airport estimated at in comparison to the Do-
noise. This represents a 52 percent Nothing alternative. Table IV.7-1
reduction in population exposed overt he assumes that the average value of
1991 conditions presented in the Noise residential property in the noise impacted
Exposure Map Update. In 1991, about area is $150,000. Property affected by
67,000 people in 29,119 housing units 65-70 DNL was assumed to be impacted
were exposed m aircraft noise levels of by $3,750 and property affected by 70-75
65 DNL and greater. DNL by $11,250. No impacts were

assumed for DNL 75 and greater impacts,
As is shown in Appendix C "Noise", as these residential units would be
Southern Heights Park (Park P14, grid purchased. In addition, ifpropertyvalues
point site #1052) currently experiences were assumed to decrease as a result of
noise levels in excess of 65 dBA 96.5 increased noise levels, the properties no
minutes (1.6 hours) per day, aircraft longer affected by DNL 70-75 were
sound of 75 dBA for 23.6 minutes a day, assumed to appreciate by the values
and sound in excess of 85 dBA for 2.9 noted.
minutes a day.

As is shown in Table IV.7-1, noise
0D)Egla/:LC,mtd_i_ exposure would increase to some

residencesasa consequenceof "With
Each Master Plan Update alternative Project" alternatives and decrease to
would change sound patterns around the others. Thug it is anticipated that airport
Airport, as a result man3' residencesmay noise value related stresscouldencounter new or different levels of property
sound generating from the Airport. continue m the future uponimplementation of the Master Plan
While these shifting sound levels would Update alternatives.
not be significant enough to cause any
adverse health effects, some residences * * *
would encounter higher sound levels than
they might have incurred with the Do- Literature pertaining to the noise effects
Nothing and others could actually on human health are oftencontradictory.
experience lower sound levels. For Some studies suggest that there are clear
example, Southern Heights Park would indicators that noise, particularly aircraft
experience noise in excess of 65 dBA for noise, has a detrimental effect on the
103.3 minutes (l.7 hours) a day with the cardiovascular system, mortality rates,
Do-Nothing alternative in year 2020. birth defects, achievement scores,
This represents a 7 percent increase psychiatricedmissions, sleep disturbance
compared to the existing conditions, and overall psychological well being.
However, with any of the new runway However, none of these studies have
alternatives in the year 2020, this same gained acceptance from researchers that
park would experience these noise levels would allow the studies to be used as a
100.6 minutes (1.7 hours) per day, basis forimpactassessrnents.
representing a 4.2 percent increase from
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TABLE IV.%1

CHANGES IN PROPERTY VALUE

IN COMPARISON TO THE FUTURE DO-NOTHING (ALTERNATIVE I)

DNL 65-70 13N'L70-75
Increased Decreased Incr'--_ed DNL 65

Value/ Value/ Value/ Value/ a_d greater
Increased _ In__.._d I_m_sed Total

Altem. Noise Noise Sutnotal Noise .Noise Subtotal
Housing Units
Year2000
Air 2,3,4 470 280 !90 40 70 -30 160
Year2010
Air2,3,4, 520 340 180 40 90 -50 130
Year2020
Air 2,4 560 310 250 50 150 -100 150
Air3 540 310 230 50 150 -100 130
PropertyVaiues
Year2000
Ak 2,3,4 $1,762,500 ($1,050,000) $712,500 $450,000 ($757,500) ($'337,.500) $375,000
Year 2010
Air2,3,4, $1,950,000 ($1,275,000) $675,000 $450,000 ($1,012,500) ($562,000) $112,500
Year2020
Air2,4 $2,100,000 ($1,162,500) $937,500 $562,500 ($1,687,500) ($1,125,000) ($187,500)
Air3 $2.025,000 ($1,162,500) $86Z500 $562,500 ($1,687,500) ($1,125.000) ($262.500)

Notes: Assumes an average;_opefty valueof $150,000. Assimles thatpropertyvalues de_mse/increase in value by 1%
perdecibel increase/decreaseaboveDNL 65. Values ($xxxxx) indicatethat thepropertieswould appreciatem value due
to a iesscalingof noise exposure,

Source: Landrum& Brown, 1995

In general, the research community has • Comparison to Acceptable Source Impact
cited methodological and epidemiological Levels (ASILs).
problems within the studies. The only
clear-cut conclusion is that prolonged The purpose of this analysis is to evaluate the
exposure to ex'iremely high levels of noise potential change in air toxic emissions
will cause hearing damage, but only associated with present and future aircraft
unprotected airport workers in close activity levels, with and without the proposed
proximity to operating aircraft are exposed improvements.
to these levels.

The air toxics levels are based on the
(E)_ relationships between hydrocarbons and three

air toxics identified by a more detailed study
The proposed land use mitigation by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
described in Section 2 "Land Use" at Chicago Midway Airport. This study,
contains a detailed description of entitled "Estimation and Evalumion of Cancer
mitigation which would help alleviate Risks Attributed to Air Pollution in Sowhwest
increased health impacts which might arise Chicago", was used as it is the only known
due to the "With Project" alternatives, study of poss_ie cancer effects of an airport,

and is the most current evaluation of air toxics
(2) _ in an airport area.

This section examines the potential adverse It has been estimated that as many as 1,800 to
effects to human health associated with 2,400 cancer cases per year nationally can be
increased future levels of aircraft emissions, atlributed to air pollution, not including radon.
The air toxics evaluation provides two ways to Individual industrial operations and facilities
compare changes in air toxics emissions: that congregate large numbers of fossil fuel

burning equipment and vehicles present high
• An air toxic emissions inventory localized risks. However, a higher level of
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cumulative risk from air toxins are produced known or probable carcinogens; the cancer
by activities that are more population oriented, threshold is bas_ on the probability of
such as driving motor vehicles, and operating developing one cancer case per 1,000,000
non-road equipment and vehicles, and heating population over an individuals lifetime.
with fireplaces and wood burning staves. The The ASILs are not regulatory standards,
Midway Study found that the major and concentrations above the ASILs are
contributor to risk is the emissions by roadway allowable and are found in urban areas,
vehicles, and are considered "overprotective".

Nonetheless, predicted concentrations
Monitoring in some larger cities has indicated above theASILs may trigger more refined
that risk levels in residential areas has health risk analysis or control technolog3'
approacbedl .ls compmbl¢to the riews.
risk industrial facilities.fi,'_l_ ZAssociety becomes
more urbanized, the level of risk associated 03) Port of Senttle's Air Toxic
with everyday lifestyles will increase our Monitoring Program
exposure to health deteriorating airborne
pollutants. During 1993, the Port of Seattle conducted

a sampling program at Sea-Tac to measure
(A) _ benzene, formaldehyde, and 53 additional

air toxies. Samples were collected at 13
The air to_ics analysis is based on the on and off-airport locations during October
results of the emissions inventory and through December. The results of this
dispersion modeling presented in Chapter study, are presented in Appendix D. The
IV, Section 9 "Air Quality". This analysis purpose of the air monitoring program was
is based on use of the FAA's Emissions to collect samples of air toxics in and
and Dispersion Modeling System (EDMS). around the Airport. Concentrations of the
The modeling methodology, input various air toxics monitored were
assumptions and sources considered are compared to the Washington Deparanent
identified in Appendix D. The output of of Ecology Acceptable Source Impact
the EDMS model are an emissions LeveIs(ASIL).
inventory and a dispersion analysis by
modeled receptor location. The air toxics monitoring program

concluded the following:
Based on the pollutant relationships
identified in the Midway study, * Several air toxics at all monitored
hydrocarbons (Volatile Organic locations were above the ASILs.

Compounds) were converted to levels for * No differences in upwind versus
three air toxics: Benzene, 1,3-Butadiene, downwind concentrations (i.e.,
and Formaldehyde. The conversion conlxibutions from the Airport) were
factors used in the analysis are presented observed.
in Appendix D. • Monitored concentrations for Benzene

As d_ermined in the Midway Study, the and Carbon Monoxide were well
primary contributor in terms of pollutant below levels predicted by a 1991
risk are the air taxies: 1,3-butadiene, Ecoiogy modelingstudy.
formaldehyde and benzene. As • Benzene concentrations were highest
demonstrated by that study, these toxic along International Boulevard.

pollutants are characterized as either * Pollutant profiles for most of the air
probable or possible human carcinogens, toxics were indicative of automobile

exhaust.
The concentrations were then compared to
the Washington State Department of * Concentrations at Sea-Tac were within
Ecology Acceptable Source Impact Levels a range exhibited in other similarly
(ASILs). The ASILs are established for sized urban areas such as St. Louis,

Houston, and Boston.

15/ The Air Taxies Problem in the UnitedState$: An Benzene, toluene, xylenes and other toxic
Analys_ of Cancer Risks for Selected Pollutants, VOCs are present in fuel and are contained
U.S.EPA,1985. in jet and auto fuel exhaust due to
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incomplete combustion. Evaporative loss condition. The Preferred Alternative
of the fuel during storage, refueling, and (Alternative 3) would result in comparable
fuel handling operations also result in or slightly lessemissionsthan for the other
emissions of these VOCs. These same "With Project" alternatives.
compounds are also contained in gasoline
and elevated levels observed in many 0D)AirToxicsDispersion/Lifetime
urban areas have been attributed to Cancer Probability
automobiles.

The Draft EIS analysis also included a
As the air toxics monitoring program was cancer risk assessmem. Cancer risk was
a preliminary, short-term survey of air defined based on population, the
toxics over a four day period, it is difficult concenl_on for a particular air toxic, and
to assign meaningful significance to short- known cancer risk conversion factors. The
term measurements as compared to longer- number of potential cancer cases was
term guidelines. Therefore, as the based on the probability that an individual
monitored data was for a limited, short- would develop cenc_" when continuously
term period, it is not certain ff the actual exposed to a pollutant at an ambient
levels would be exceeded on an annual concentration of one microgram per cubic
basis, meter (ug/m3) for 70 years (the average

lifetime). As indicated in the Draft EIS,
The study confirms that air toxics are less than one cancer case might be
present throughout the Region, and attributable to all pollutant sources
suggests that air toxics would be high with (roadway and air traffic) at the modeled
or without airport development due receptor locations.
particularly to the influence of automobile
exhaust. However, in consultation with the air

quali_ agencies, it was determined that
Information gathered as part of the Port of ihsumcient information is available to

adequately conduct a meaning_l risk
Seattle's Air Quality Sampling program assessmenLTherefore, forthe Final EIS, a
does provide an air toxic-to-hydrocarbon risk analysis was not conducted.relationship. As established by the Air

Quality Sampling program, the use of the Or) Acceptable Source Impacts Levelsconversion factors identified in the
Midway Study would result in higher As observed for the Port of Seattle Air
concentrations (or, the conversion ratio Quality. Sampling proLzram,the maximum
would be slightly less based on actual mr tomes concentrauons at all modeled
emissions at Sea-Tac). Therefore, the receptors exceeded the annual Acceptable
conversion factors identified in the Source Impact Levels (ASILs). Table

IV.7-3 presents a comparison of the air
Midway Study were used as a reasonable toxic concentrations for the existing (1994)
worst case analysis, condition for roadway, parking, and airpo_

soWces..As., shown, the majority of air
(C) Air Toxies Modelinf Inventory_ toxic emzsssonsat each receptor are

produced by motor vehicles.
Table IV.7-2 presents the results of the air
toxics emissions inventory for benzene, In comparison to contributions by motor
1,3-bumdiene, and formaldehyde. The vehicles, aircraft are a minor source of
emissions inventory is presented for the toxic emissions within the Airport
on-airport sources only. As shown, air environment. Motor vehicles (cars, trucks,
toxic emissions would be expected to buses, etc.) contribute over 70 percent of
increase with or without the project. Air the toxic emissions. Aircraft contribute
toxic emissions are expected to initially about 20 percent of the air toxic related
decrease by the year 2000 due to the emissions; al_c._a_ground support vehicles
phase-out of the older, more polluting produce six percent. Other on-airport
Stage 2 aircraft. AS identified in the Draft activity such as heating plants, training
EIS, each of the "With Project" fires, maintenance activities, and fueling
alternatives (Alternatives 2, 3, and 4) systems produce minimal air toxic
would result in equal or less air toxic emissions.
emissions than for the Do-Nothing
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In the fimne, emissions from roadway risks are not likely to occur as a result of the
sources will continue to conlribute the alternatives.
majority of air toxic emissions in the
Airport environment. Improvements in (A) ETi_in_ Conditions
future motor vehicle emissions can,
however, offset continued growth in There are a number of surface water and
traffic. At the same time, aircraft activity ground water resources within the airport
will continue to grow. By the year 2020, are& Surface waters include Miller and
a/rcr_-related emissions are expected to Des Moines Creeks (and their tributaries)
represent about 25 percent of these air and Puget Sound. Miller and Des Moines
toxics emissions, as compared to motor Creeks are Class AA (extraordinary) with
vehicles' 65 percent, regard to water quality standards. Existing

surface water quality generally appears to
Each of the "Wi_ Project" alternatives be good. Class AA standards, however,
(Alternatives 2, 3, and 4) would result in occasionally are not met for selected water
similar air toxic emissions, as presented in quality parameters.
Table IV.7-4. The Preferred Ahemadve

(Alternative 3) would result in comparable In addition to surface water resources,
or slightly less air toxic concentrations at there are perched, shallow, intermediate,
most receptors in comparison to the Do- and deep ground water resources in the
Nothingcondition, vich_ityof the A/rpor¢. Groundwater

occurs in discontinuous, perched zones at
(3) WATER OUALITY various locations. Although it has not

been demonstrated, the intermediate level
Human health was also evaluated in terms of and deeper regional aquifers may be
water qualily of surface water and 8youndwater interconnected beneath the Airport.
sources used for drinking water, and the
potential effects of the alternatives on water Groundwater found in perched zones is not
quality. A summary of existing surface and a drinking water resource due to its
ground water quality is presented in Chapter discontinuous nature, relatively small
IV, Section I0 "Water Quality and volume and low flow rates. Perched
Hydrology". The assessment of potential groundwater quality has been impacted in
impacts on surface and groundwater resources several locations by airport operations.
from the proposed ahemafives can be avoided These sites are in various stages of
or mitigated through effective implementation investigation, remediation, monitoring
of stormwater and pollution control design and/or assessment. Quality of
standards. Potential impacts on human health groundwater resources in the shallow
from waterborne pollutants generated from the regional aquifer has not been generally
proposed Master Plan Update alternatives is demonstrated, but is assumed to be good,
based on pollutant types, pollutant fate and except for five localized areas beneath the
transpo_ and risks of exposure to Airport where impacts of leaking
contaminated surface water and gronndwaters, underground storage tanks and/or fuel
Federal, state, and local regulations would be distribution lines have been identified by
complied with under all akematives to the PUn (See Chapter IV, Section 10).
minimize (1) pollutant loads to surface and These impacts are in variousstagesof the
groundwaters, (2) risksof pollutant exposure, investigation-remediation process.
and (3) risks to human health.

Deeper aquifer groundwater quality is
Surface waters in the vicinity of the A/rport excellent, as shown by regular monitoring
that would receive minor amounts of pollutants of two wells in the deep Aquifer. There
from stormwater runoff or accidental spills of have been no violations of state or federal
petroleum products include Miller and Des drinking water standards (i.e., maximum
Moines Creeks and Puget Sound. Although contaminant levels) in either of these two
unlikely, shallow and regional t¢'oundwater wells. Furthermore, there have been no
aquifers could be affected by the proposed
Master Plan Update alternatives. Because
proposed mitigation would prevent significant
pollution in water resources, human health
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detectable levels of any priori_ pollutants effectively implemented, there is a lowor other pollutents of concem, probability that VOCS, a potential
human health risk, could enter Miller

03) _ or Des Moines Creeks or groundwater
aquifers.

Potential human health risks related to
water involve pollutantuse/release, Airportoperations are not anticipated
pollutantconcenu'ationsandtransport,and to resultin significantlevelsof
human exposure to contaminated waters, pollution m surface water or
The potential human health risks from groundwater resources. Potential
exposure to water pollution resulting from spills of fuel, petroleum products, and
construction and operation of the proposed other environmentally hazardous
alternatives is presented below, materials, and stormwater discharges

resultingfrom Airport operations,
1. Do-Nathinf (Ahernative D would be managed by implementing

fea_-al,_, and localstandardsfor
If proposed alrside and landside spill prevention and control and
improvements are not pursued, surf.ace stormwater management This is
water and gronndwaterqualityin expectedto significantly protect Miller
Miller and Des Moines Creek basins and Des Moines Creeks and shallow
would be subject to continued and deeper groundwater. In addition,
operation of the existing Airport because there is 25 feet or more of
facilities. Future urban development low-permeability clays and glacial till
in these basins and the associated lying above the shallow regional
generation of pollutants would be aquifer and the deeper, regional
subject to existing federal, state, and Highline aquifer, contamination of
local pollution control requirements, drinking water from Airport operations
Pollution-control facilities, best appears unlikely.
management practices, and
environmental studies required under Potential human health risks from
an N'PDES permit would reduce polluted surface water and
existing pollutant loading from the groundwater$ are directly related to the
Airport. Therefore, human healthrisks specific pollutant, route of exposure,
from exposure to polluted surface level of exposure, duration of
waters or gronndwaters associated exposure, and frequency of exposure.
with Sea-Tac could diminish in the There are generally two mutes of
future, exposure to polluted surface water and

ground: ingestion or
2. "With Pro_iect"Alternatives consumption, and skin contact (e.g.,

(Alternatives 2.3) and 4) contact recreation). The greatest risk
of exposure to polluted surface waters

Construction activities, if not properly is through skin contact, since neither
managed, could adversely affect Miller or Des Moines Creeks or their
surface waters through temporary tributaries is used as a drinking water
increases in suspended solids, caused som_. Airport stormwater runoff
by erosion and sedimentation. Minor generally contains low concentrations
quantities of fuels, solvents, or (a few parts per billion) of pollutants,
lubricantsin accidentalspillscould exceptfortotal zinc,whichmay occur
result in elevated levels of volatile at several hundred parts per billion.
organic compounds (VOC). Theseconcenlrationsaredilutedonce

Stormwater pollution prevention the stormwater mixes with receiving
measures, however, are expected to waters. Therefore, the concenuations
protect receiving waters from "clauses of waterborne pollutants available for
of such contaminants at con ._ction human exposure are very low.
sites. If such measures are not Because little or no contact recreation

(e.g., wadingand swimming)occursin
J-_ PersonalcommunicationwithJayGibson,Planning Miller and Des Moines Creeks

and ConstructionM_, WaterDistrictNo. 75, (especially during high flow,November15,I994.
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stormwater runoff events), it is petroleum hydrocarbons) become
unlikely that people would be exposed bound to soil particles through the
for any significant duration to these process of adsorption. Through this
low levels of pollmants. For these process, polluted groundwater is
reasons, the potential human health naturally purified and cleansed of
risks from water contact or many pollutants. In the event that
consumption appear to be extremely sludiow groundwaters that discharge to
low. Miller or Des Moines Creeks become

pollmed, it is likely that such pollutant
Other potential routes of exposure to concemrafions would be very. low as
pollutants are through consumption of groundwaters are diluted with
contaminated fish and shellfish or skin receiving surface waters. For these
contact with cunmminated sediments, reasons, the potential human health
Miller and Des Moines Creeks do not risk from contact with polluted
supportcommercial fisheries and most groundwater is extremely low.
forms of metals do not bioaccumulate
or bioconcentrate in fish or shellfish. The greatest potential risk to human
Therefore, it is unlikely that health involving groundwater is from
consumption of fish is a significant pollution of a source of drinking water
potential soume of exposure to supply (i.e., from the two Highline
pollutants bound to suspended solids Aquifer wells). His'torically, there has
would be deposited and accumulate on been no measurable pollution of the
the bottom of Puget Sound where Hi#dine wells. Geoteclmicai
potential for human contact would be explorations around the Airport
negligible, Furthermore, even if indicate that the Highline Aquifer is
contaminated sediments were generally separated from potential
deposited in accessible areas (e.g., in pollutant sources and the perched and
pools or at the mouths of these creeks) Upper Aquifer groundwaters by layers
these pollutants are not in forms that of glacial till, silt loams, and clay that
would be adsorbed through the skin. have very low permeabilities and high
Therefore, none of these sources are pollutant filtration capabilities.
expected to be a likely route of Therefore, th=,e is a low risk of
exposure to contaminants found in pollution to the deeper Highline
Airport stormwaterrunoffandtheydo Aquifer and Deep Aquifer from
not appear to represent a significant leaking fuel distribution systems or
potential risk to human health, fuel spills at Sea-Tac Airport.

Significant contamination of these
In several locations, perched drinking water supplies could occur
groundwater beneath the Airport, have from accidental and uncontrolled
been polluted by fuel leaking from release of pollutants to soils in areas of
distribution lines and underground l_,,eahle strata (e.g., advance and
storage tanks. Similar contamination recessional outwash). Pollutants
of shallow-perched groundwater could released ha advance and recessional
occur in the future. Human exposure outwash likely would be adsorbed or
to contaminated shallow perched removed by soil particles; therefore, it
groundwater would occur if shallow is unlikely that they would reach the
groundwater eventually emerges and Highline Aquifer or Deep Aquifer.
discharges to surface water (Miller and Furthermore, implementation of spill
Des Moines Creeks) or wetlands (i.e., prevention control and countermeasure
seeps). Because perched groundwater plans and the wellhead protection plan,
that could become polluted by Airport which are required by federal and state
operations is typically confined and laws, would prevent pollutant sources
perched in depressions on glacial till, it from reaching the Highline Aquifer.
is unlikely that polluted groundwater
would be discharged to Miller and Des
Moines Cv_ks. In addition, as
polluted groundwater moves through
the soil, many pollutants (e.g.,
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3. Preferred Alterantive plans and the wellhead protection plan,
which are required by federal and state
laws, would prevent pollutant sources

Airport operationsassociated with the from reaching the Highline aquifer.
Preferred Ahemative are not
anticipated to result in significant (C)_jggZiOa
levels of pollution in surface water or

• groundwater resources. Potenti_ Compliance with cons_ction design
spills of fuel, pe_oleum products, and standards and various environment'a]
other environmentally b_7_rdons management plans would reduce the
materials, and stormwater discharges potential that contamination of surface
resulting from Airport operations, water and groundwater would result from
would be managed by implementing cons_ucfion and operation of the proposed
federal, state, and local standards for alternatives. Human health risk related to
spill prevention and control and exposure to polluted surface water and
storrowater management. This is groundwater could be mitigated by
expected to significantly protect Miller implementation of.and Des Moines Creeks and shallow

and deeper groundwater. In addition, * Conswaction erosion and sediment
because there is 25 feet or more of control plan;
low-permeability clays and glacial till • Construction waste handling and
lying above the shallow regional disposal plan;aquifer and the deeper, regional
Highline aquifer, contamination of * Spill prevention, conU'ol, and
drinking water from Airport operations countermeasuresplan;
appears unlikely. * Stonnwater pollution prevention plan;

• Wellhead protection plan; and
The greatestpotential risk to human • State and federal surface- and
health involving groundwater is from drinking-water standards.
pollution of a source of drinking water

supply (i.e., from the two Highline State and federal drinking-water standards
aquifer wells). Geotechnical establish Maximum Contaminant Levels
explorations around the Airport (MCLs) for drinking water supplies.Z2' In
indicate that the Highline aquifer is the event that MCLs are violated, state
generally separated from potential regnlations (i.e., referenced sections of the
pollutant sour_s and the perched and WAC) identify specific actions that are
upper aquifer groundwaters by layers required to protect human health.
of glacial till, silt loams, and clay that Specifically, the water supplier is required
have very low permeabilities and high to:
pollutant filtration capabilities.

Therefore, there is a low risk of • Notify the Washington State
pollution to the deeper Highline Department of Ecology (Ecology)
aquifer and Deep aquifer from leaking when a" violation of an MCL has
fuel distribution systems or fuel spills occurred.

at Sea-Tac Airport. Significant * Notify the consumers served by thecontamination of these drinking water
supplies could occur from accidental system.
and uncontrolled release of pollutants • Determine the cause of contamination.

to soils in areas of permeable strata * Take action as directed by Ecology.(e.g., advance and recessional

outwash). Pollutants released in As previously stated, there have been no
advance and recessional outwash violations of MCLs or detectable levels of
would likely be adsorbed or removed
by soil particles; therefore, it is

unlikely that they would reach the 12, Washington Adm/n_ve Code(WAC) 246-290-Highline aquifer or Deep Aquifer. 310(3)Pr_ary and Secondm'yMCI.sfor Inorganic
Furthermore, implementation of spill Chemicaland Physical Paramueterz.Washington
prevention conu'ol and countermeasure StateDeparlmmtof Health,Olympia,Washington.

July,1994.
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substances with established MCLs in aids, etc. The operating ranges utilized by
either of the two drinking water wells, these entities vary from extremely high to

extremely low frequencies. Given the
(4) RADIO TRANSIWLqglONS AND forecast growth in aviation activity, the

LIGHT EMISSIONS FCC was asked if there is the potential for
capacity, constraints that could limit the

This section examines the potential effects of number of additional users/facilities. It is
radio interference and electromagnetic fields the feeling of the local FCC office that
associated with airport operations on the existing and future technologies provide
surrounding population, adequate means for additional frequency

,_,_e without adversely impacting the
(A) Radio Interference operation of the Airport. Narrower band-

width mmsmissions is one method that

"Radio interference" is a generic term used would create additional channels for use.
to describe signal disruption to an Another method would be to petition the
electronic transmitting or receiving device FCC through a proposed rule-making to
(e.g., AM/FM radio, television, citizens allocate more frequency specmnn to cover
band radio, etc.). There are many causes the particular needs of the users. In
of interference to elecuvnic devices, conclusion, based on the interview with
However, they each have relatively the the FCC, k was determined that existing
same effect on transmitted signals in that and future operation of the Airport would
they interrupt a signal's ability to be cause no adverse impacts to the
received in its entirety. Although radio surrounding population and that future
interference due to the operation of an requirements can be adequately and safely
Airportdoesnotadverselyimpacthuman accommodated.
health, at least in any direct way, it could
cause inconvenience, and consequently, (B)ElectromamaefieFields
emotional stress to the surrounding
population. The term electromagnetic fields (EMF)

refers to both electric and magnetic fields
The FCCH' provided a summary of that occur both naturally and as a result of
complaints received since 1992 from the generation, delivery, and use ofeioctric
within an area of a one-mile radius power. Electric fields are created
surrounding theAirport. Since 1992, there whenever power lines are energized or
has been only one complaint that the FCC even whenever an electric cord to an
could link to the operation of aircraft in the appliance is plugged into an outlet.
vicinity of Sea-Tac. The complaint was Magnetic fields result from the motion of
def'med as aircraft radio transmissions the electrical charge or current, such as
interfering with a resident's home when there is current running through a
entertainment equipment. However, no power line or an appliance cord. With the
attempt was made by the FCC to vast array of electrical appliances and
determine which airport or which aircraft equipment, building wiring, dis_bution
operation resulted in the interference. The lines, and Inmsmission lines, exposure to
vast majority of the FCC reported EMF is nearly a continuous event. Around
complaints were related to interference airports, the public often is concerned with
caused by operation of citizens band (CB) the quantityof radar and other electronic
and ham radios by residents of the area. equipment.

Numerous radio frequencies and users are Over the past three decades, there has been
associated with the daily operation of the both public and scientific uncertainty as to
Airport, including: airport operations, FAA the potential adverse effects to human
air traffic control, approach/departure health associated with exposure to EMF.
conu'ol, ground conu-ol, emergency Early studies of the effects of
response, aircraft navigational/approach electromagnetic fields on humans

examined cardiovascular, digestive, and
Telephone in_ with Donald Robcr_n, cenwal nervous system disorders expected
Elcclronics Engim:cr,Fcdenfl Communications to be related to EMF exposure in the
Conunission(FCC)FieldOperationsBureau,Seattle
Office.,August4, 1994.
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occupational envimnmeut.J._ Recently, individuals to obtain the required amount
concern has been focused on possible of sleep. Extended pe_'ods of
carcinogenic effects related to sleeplessness or interrupted sleep can

adversely impact the health of an
environmental EMF exposure from individual. _sure to bright lights can
electrical dis_ibution lines, also cause irreversible damage to me retina

portion of the eye and, in extreme cases,
Numerous studies have been conducted in can cause blindness.
an attempt to positively prove or disprove
the relationship between EMF exposure Airport-related light emissions are only
and numerous forms of cancer, birth considered to have a notable impact if
defects, mental disorders, and other intense light is directed towards or is
adverse health cond/tions. There have located within a residential area. The
been studies that have provided some following briefly discusses the potential
statistical relationships between EMF adverse health impacts and complaints
exposure and adverse health conditions, received by the Port and the FAA related
However, there are a multitude of to airportlightemissions.
variables that make it ex_mely difficuR
to positively relate the adverse health (D) Existin_ Conditions
conditions to a particular EMF source, the
most significant variable being the The area surrounding Sen-Tac is heavily
inability to contrast an "exposed" developed. The area immediately west of
populatio- with an "unexposed" airport property is a heavily populated
population since some exposure to EMF is residential area, while the areas
universal. Even though some studies have immediately to the north, south, and east
statistically related EMF to adverse health, are occupied by either indus'ay, roadways,
it has been concluded that exposure to and a golf course. All residential areas
EMF does not appear to cause direct near Sza-Tac are located far enough from
damage toDNA orother geneticmaterial, theterminal,parking,airfield, aprons,and
Thus, it is believed that exposure to EMF support facility lighting source so as to
could notinitiatecancer._ limit the impacts due to these light

sources.
(c) _¢ht.F,mmiam

The following summarize the types of
Airport facilities are illuminated by lights in uses as naviga_bonal ai_ to the
various types of lighting which can impact existing runways at Sea-Tact
residential areas m tile vicinity o_an
airport. These !ights can emanate from • Touchdown Zone Lights are rows of
any of the following sources: flush white three-light installations on

either side of the runway centerline
• Airfield lighting starting at I00 feet past the landing
• Apron lighting threshold and extending 3,000 feet
• Terminal and facilities lighting down the runway. The lights are
• Roadway and parking lot lighting designed to provide depth information
• Visual navigation aids for touchdown and dir_-tional

information during the roll-out phase
Two potential adverse immcts to human of a landing aircraft. They are neededheal_ related to airport light emissions
_clnde sleep disturbance and eye damage, on wide runways because the runway
_,Jeepoismrbance could be caused by light edge lights do not provide sufficient
emissions that create an environment reference. Because each light f_tture
considered to be unsuitable for some is covered by a steel grid capable of

supporting aircraft weight, the light is

J_ Monitoringof Ongoing Ruearch on the Health r_! blinding. Heating elements in each
E.O'eetsofH_,h VoltageTramm_ion Lines(Reports " _.t remove ice and snow. These
one through nine), Bure_ of Toxic Substances, ..=:'ITSare used on runways 16L/34R
VirginiaDeparenentof Healthet at, NinthAnnual and 16R.
Report,April20, 1994.•

2._ Momtoringof OngoingResearch on the Health • Visual Approach Slope Indicator
Effects of High Voltage TransmLz_on Lines, Bureau System (VASI-6) is a system of three
of Toxic Substaaces, Virginia Dcpar_ent of Health
et al, Ninth Annual Report, April 20, 1994,
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rows of two lights on either the left or sides. At 1,000 feet from the runway
right side of the touchdown end of the end, a single set of eight white lights is
runway. Each light contains a split- located on both sides of the centerline
filter which emits either a red or white light bars. Starting 1,000 feet from the
light beam depending on the angle threshold, the centerline light bars are
between the light and the pilot. This augmented with a sequenced flasher.
approach system provides visual These flashers emit a bluish-white
guidance during the approach to a light and flash in sequence toward the
runway and is visible to the pilot along threshold at a rate of twice per second.
the flight path from 3 to 5 miles out These lights are used on Runway 16P,.
during daylight and up to 20 miles or • Medium Jntensity Approach Lighting
more at night. The visual path of a System with Sequenced Flashing
VASI-6 provides safe obstruction Lights (MALSF) are mounted on
clearance within ten degrees on either pedestals of varying heights,
side of the extended centerline, up to consisting of a series of seven, five-
six nautical miles from the runway light bars spaced at 200 foo.t intervals
threshold. These lights are used on along the runway_ centerline to a
runways 16L and 34L. distahce of 1,400 feet.The series oflights at a distance of 1,000 feet from

• High Intensity Approach Lighting the nmway end is three light bars
System with Sequenced Flashing wide. All ligl_a_tsin the system are
Lights, Category 1 (ALSF-I) white, except for the threshold lig_.ts,
Configtwation consists of a continuous which have green filters. These hghts
row of green lights spaced five feet are used off I6L.
apart at the runway threshold, three • Medium Intensity Approach Lighting
red, five-light bars and two red, three- System with Runway Alignment
light bars at 100 feet from the runway Indicator Lights (MALSR) are the
end, and 23 white, five-light bars at same as MALSF with the addition of
100 foot spacing along the extended runway_ ali.gnment indicator lights
runway centerline to a distance of extending m a row-like manner
2,400 feet from the runway end. At beyond the 1,400 foot set of lights at
1,000 feet from the runway end, a 200 foot intervals out to 2,400 feet
single set of eight white lights is from the runway threshold. These
located on both sides of the centerline white lights flash in sequence towards
light bars. Starting 1,000 feet from the the threshold at the rate of twice per
threshold, the ceuterline light bars are second. These lights are used on
augmented with a sequenced flasher. Runway 34L.
These flashers emit a bluish-white
light in sequence toward the threshold * High Intensity Runway Lights (I-HRL)
at a rate of twice per second. These are used to outline the edges ofrunways during periods of darkness or
lights are used on runway 34R. restricted visibility conditions. They

• High Intensity Approach Lighting are located approximately 200 feet
System with Sequenced Flash/ng apart with a maximum height of 24
Light_, Category 1I (ALSF-2) inches above pavement elevation. The
configuration consists of a continuous lights are white, except the last 2,000
row of green lights spaced five feet feet of the runway where split
apart at the runway threshold, and 24 amber/white lights designate a caution
white, five-light bars at 100 foot zone for landings. The lights marking
spacing along the extended runway the ends of the runway_emit red light
centerline to a distance of 2,400 feet toward the runway to indicate the end
from the runway end. On either side of runway to a departing aircraft and
of the centexline light bars are nine emit green outward from the runway
red, three-light bars out to a distance end to indicate the threshold to landing
of 900 feet from the runway_end. At aircraft. These lights are used on
500 feet from the runway_end, a single 16R/34L and ]6L/34R.
white, four-light bar is located
equidistant between the centerline * Runway centerline lights - flush white
light bar and the red light bars on both lights spaced at 50-foot intervals
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beginning 75 feet from the landing been received over the past six years
threshold and extending to within 75 relating to light emissions associated with
feet of opposite end of the runway, the operation of the Airport. The
Because each light fixture is covered complaint was filed in 1988 by a nearby
by a steel grid capable of sup.porting hotel concerning the operation of the
aircraft weight, the light Is not airport reference beacon. The complainant
blinding. Heating elements in each indicated that the light shined in the guest
light remove ice and snow. Both rooms at the hotel resulting in complaints
runways at Sea-Tac have centerline from the .guests. Since an airport reference
lights, beacon _ requir_ by all Pan 139

aitports_ its location and function are• Taxiway edge lights are blue low-
power output light fixtures. They are fixed by function.
located not more than ten feet from the
edge of the pavement at no more than
200-foot intervals along the taxiway
edges. Taxiway lights emit little The following summarize the impacts in
illumination beyond a 25-foot radius, the fima_ of the Master Plan Update
Taxiway turnoff lights are flush lights alternatives.
spaced at 50 foot intervals, defining
the curved path of aircraft Iravel from 1. Do-Nothing (Alternative 1)

the centerline of the runway to a point The Do-Nothing alternative wouldon the taxiway. These lights are
steady burning and emit green light, result in the existing lighting
The lights are designed to support the mechanism. As there are minimal
weight of aircraft and melt snow and concerns with light emissions to date.
ice from the lens. All taxiways at Sea- no changes would be expected in the
Tac have such lights. Taxiways A, B, future.
D, N and Q are m]uipped with
centerline lights for low visibility 2. "With Projeet'Mternativ_
conditions. (Alternative 2.3. and 4)

• Taxiway Centerline Lights occur on all The proposed airfield improvements
taxiwaysatSea-TacexcepttaxiwayC, are expected to result in airfield
In addition, other low visibility lighting such as occurs today. This
lighting, such as hold position lights, would include an ALSF-2 on new
and stop bar lights, facilitate aircraft runway 16X/34X. As is noted
movement on the airfield, previously, this consists of a

• Rotating Beacon identifies the location continuous row of green lights spaced
of the Airport at night and is identified five feet apart at the runway threshold,
by projecting a green and white beam and 24 white, five-light bars at 100
of light 180 degrees apart. This foot spacing along the extended
beacon is located atop the Air Traffic runway centerline to a distance of
Control Tower in the Main Terminal 2,400 feet from the runway end. On
are_ either side of the centerline light bats

are nine red, three-light bars out to a
* Obstructions in the vicinity of the distance of 900 feet from the runway

Airport are also marked or lighted to end. At 500 feet from the runway end,
warn pilots of their presence. These a single white, four-light bar is located
obswuctions may be identified by a equidistant between the centerline
steady-red, flashing-red, or white light bar and the red light bars on both
_obe light, sides. At 1,000 feet from the runway

end, a single set of eight white lights is
Representatives of the PortZY and the located on both sides of the centerline
FAA22' indicated that one complaint has

21/ Telephoneinterviewswi_ James$erri]l,Port of 22, TelephoneimervicwwithRichardMeyer,Fedmd
Seattle;RachelGarmn,Portof Seattle,August3, Aviation Admini.ca'ation,Northwest Mountain
1994; and Diane Summerhays,Port of Seattle, Region,September10,1994.
August15,1994. 23/ 14CFRPart139.
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light bars. Starting 1,000 feet .fi'omthe These lights would be placed in a way,
threshold, the centerline light bars are and incorporate shielding techniques
augmented with a sequenced flasher, to prevent any off-airport light
These flashers emit a bluish-white emission impacts. The new runway
light and flash in sequence toward the would also be cons_cted with low
threshold at a rate of twice per second, visibility lighting including in
These lights would be placed in a way, pavement centerline lights, edge
and incorporate shielding techniques lighting etc.
to prevent any off-airport light
emission impacts. The new runway The ASR-9 would be relocated as a
would also be consmacted w/th low result of any "With Project"
visibility lighting, including in alternative. The ASR-9 emits EMF at
pavement centerline lights, edge 2.7 to 2.9 gigahertz. As the ASR-9
lighting, etc. does not emit a fixed beam (it rotazes

every 4-5 seconds), this intensity,
The ASR-9 would be relocated as a would not pose a threat to humans. In
result of any "With Project" addition, the clearance around the
alternative. The ASR-9 emits EMF at structure ensures that reflective
2.7 to 2.9 gigahertz. As the ASR-9 surfaces do not jeopardize the
does not emit a fixed beam (it rotates surrounding area.
every 4-5 seconds), this intensity
would not pose a threat to humans. In 4.
addition, the clearance around the
structure ensures that reflective Lighting associated with the Master
surfaces do not jeopardize the Plan Update alternatives are not
surrounding area. expected to result in any off-airport

impacts due to the use of shielding
3. Preferred Alternative techniques.

LAU_ut_t._
(5) Am TRAFFICSAFETY

The proposed airfield improvements
associated with the Preferred To address the possible health impacts from
Alternative expected to result in aircraft operations, air nafficsafety was
airfield lighting such as occurs today, assessed. To assess such safety conditions, a
This would include an ALSF-2 on new review of dJ_ between 1984 and 1993
runway 16X/34X. This consists of a concerning aircraft accidents, incidents and
continuous row of green lights spaced pilot deviations at Seattle-Tacoma
five feet apart atthe runway threshold, International A/rport was conducted. Based on
and 24 white, five-light bars at 100 the existing conditions, forecast conditions
foot spacing along the extended with and without future airport development
runway centerline to a distance of were forecast. As is shown, Sea-Tac Airport is
2,400 feet from the runway end. On currently operated with a low accident,
either side of the centerline light bars incident and pilot deviation rate. In 1992, the
are nine red, three-light bars out to a FAA and Port of Seattle enacted extensive low
distance of 900 feet from the runway visibility condition equipment, focused on
end. At 500 feet from the runway end, addressing the period when the greatest
a single white, four-light bar is located potential exists for safety infractions. Air
equidistant between the centerline Iraffic and pilot aids were enacted, making
light bar and the red light bars on both Sea-Tac one of the more advanced airports in
sides. At 1,000 feet from the runway the Counlry. While activity levels are
end, a single set of eight white lights is expected to grow in the future, safety is not
located on both sides of the centerline anticipated to be adversely affected. The
light bars. Starting 1,000 feet from the proposed Airport Master Plan Update
threshold, the centerline light bars are alternatives would increase the number of
augmented with a sequenced flasher, runway crossings, but is not anticipated to
These flashers emit a bluish-white adversely affect the air traffic conlrol or
light and flash in sequence toward the ground control personnel's ability to safely
threshold at a rate of twice per second, handle this traffic.
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(A) tAireraft Aeeidente and Incidents no loss of life or human injury.. Of
these accidents, one was attributed to

Federal aviation statutes define the mechanical failure and two to pilot
responsibility for safe and efficient air error. Thus, in considering potential
u'avel as a partnership with all users and causes of accidents and incidents,
service providers in the national aviation mechanical issues, pilot error, and
system. The FAA is the prime agency wenther must be considered.
charged with the task of providing the
regulation, promotion, development, and Data provided by the FAA,
safety of civil aviation. Additionally, the Information Management Section of
FAA is mandated to provide safe and the Regulatory Support Division
efficient airspace for use by civilian and concerning the occurrence of incidents
military aircraft. In 1974, Congress at Sea-Tac between 1984 and 1993
created the National Transporm_on .Safety included:
Board (N'rSB). The NTSB _s an
independent Government agency, within 39 - involving air carrier aircraft
the Department of T_. _on designed 13 - involving commuter aircraft
to promote transportaUon safety. The 9 - involving general aviation
NTSB is charged with conducting 5- involving aircraft (type of
independent, unbiased investigations of operation unavailable)
accidents involving all modes of
transportation regulated by governmental Noted in Table IV.7-5 is a fiat rate in
agencies and the formulation of safety the number of accidents and a low
improvement recommendations based on ratio of incidents when factored with
their fmdings._ the steady increase in the number of

aircraft operationsover this ten-year
In evaluating safety, the number and type time period.
of aircraft accidents and incidents were
considered. An ah_i-,tt_accident is defined 2.
as an occurrence associated with the
operation of an aircraft which takes place No direct correlation exists between
between the time any person boards the accidents and incidents and the
aircraf_ with the intention of flight and number of ai_a_ operations at a
until such time as all such persons have particular airport. Any correlation
disembarked, and in which any person between accidents/incidents and
suffers death or serious injury, or in which operations does not take into account
the aircraft receives mbstantial damage, increased maintenance requirements,
An incident is defined as an occurrence experience of future aircraft crews,
other than an accident associated with the aging aircraft, and mechanical failures
operation of an aircrm%which affects or or fatigue. However, if a correlation
could affect the safety of operations. Zy between the numbers of incidents per
The FAA oversees the investigation of 1,000 ahci/d_ operations is assumed,
most incidents, except where the NTSB the probability of an increase in the
chooses to act as lead investigator, number of accidents and incidents at

Sen-Tac would be expected as aircraft
1. Existin_Condifiom operations grow. Therefore, an

estimate of the number of future
Records were obtained from the NTSB accidents and incidents was estimated
Analysis and Data Division. which based on the existing rate.
indicates that Sea-Tac Airport has a
very good safety record. There have a. Do-Nothing (Alternative 1
only been 3 accidents in the 10 year
period between 1984 and 1993, with As descn_l in Chapter l, aircraft

operations are expected to increase
in the future due to an increase in

2,_ indenendemSafetyBoard_,etaf 1974.P.L.93-633, the population of the Region.
88State.2166;49U.S.C.Sectioa1111et seq.

2.Y ChapterVHI.NationalTnmsporlafionSafety
Board,Part830.2
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TABLE 137.7-5

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ACCIDENT/INCIDEHTS
TO CORRESPONDING OPERATIONS

Total

1984 0 7 224,052
1985 0 8 234,957
1986 1 2 260,199
]987 0 5 292,337
1988 0 7 316,260
1989 1 4 335,259
1990 0 6 355,007
1991 0 9 338,607
1992 I 8 345,995
1993 0 9 339,459

;ource:FAA andNTSB. Aircraftoperationsfrom:AirportMasterPlan Update,TechnicalReport
No. 5. PreliminaryForecastReporLTable3-1, P&DAviation,April 1994.

i

As is shown in Table IV.7-6, c. Preferred AIternative
regardless of future airport
development, there is the potential
for increased accident and The proposed Master Plan Update
incidents. Sea-Tac's rate of alternatives are expected to result
accidents are approximately 1 in the same number of aircraft
accident per 1,014,044 aircraft operations as the Do-Nothing
operations. Thus, about 0.4 (Alternative 1). As all of the
accidents could be expected each alternatives would accommodate
year in the future. Similarly, forecast growth in activity, the
during the 10 year period, 1 alternatives would not be expected
incident occurred for every 46,802 to adversely affect the future
operations. Therefore, the probability of incidents and
number of average incidents per accidents.
year could increase from 7.5 in
1994 to 9.4 by 2020. 0B) PJ]eLD_txialio_!

b. "With Project" Alternatives Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) 91.123
(Alternatives 2. 3. and 4) instructs pilots to comply with Air Traffic

Control (ATC) clearances and instructions.
The proposed Master Plan Update No pilot may deviate from an ATC
alternatives are expected to result clearance which has been obtained, except
in the same number of aircraft in an emergency, unless the pilot obtains
operations as the Do-Nothing an amended clearance. Any variation from
(Alternative 1). As all of the FAR 91.123 by a pilot is a "pilot
alternatives would accommodate deviation'. Data relating to pilot
forecast growth in activity, the deviations which have occurred at Sea-Tac
alternatives wouldnot be expected was gathered from the FAA Facility
to adversely affect the future Operations Branch, FAA Northwest
probability of incidents and Mountain Region Air Traffic Division.
accidents. The data included identification of traffic

complexity and types of aircra_ in the fleet
mix for the subject years. Since October
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1987, deviations are identified by specific All but one of the 62 TCA violations
categories: were by general aviation pilots. The

cause of the pilot deviations ranged
• Order 8020-11 Report - when from the pilot being too busy, weather

requested by Flight Standards District conditions, malfunctions in radio
Office, an 8020-11 Report is filed for communications, a break in routine,
events that occur which are not etc.
included in the violations below.

2.
• TCA Violation - A Class B Airspace

violation is when an aircraft enters Factors influencing the occurrence of a
Class B Airspace without prior ATC pilot deviation include: I) Too bus)',
approval or clearance. Class B 2) Weather, 3) Radio Quality, 4)Airspace is defined as con_olled
airspace extending up from the surface Lost/Not paying attention, and 5)
or higher to specific altitudes. Skill. Because there is no directcorrelation between any one of these

• Altitude Violations - is when a pilot characted_cs and aircraft operations,
devia_,s from the ATC assigned there is no clear way to anticipate how
altitude given for the assurance of safe pilot deviations would change in the
flight controlled airspace; future. However, if a correlation is

assumed between the number of pilot
• Runway Incursion: is defined as an deviations and aircraft operations,

incident between aircraft, vehicles, or future conditions can be identified.
any other obstacle which occurs within

the runway and taxiway area. a. Do-Nothin_ (Alternative l)

1. Existin_ ConditioK Using the rate per 1,000 aircraft
- operations of pilot deviations, the

Pilot Deviations which occurred within future Do-Nothing conditions were
Sea-Tac Air Traffic Ccm_l Tower forecast based on forecast annual
Terminal Comrol Arm (Class B operations, a_! are shown below.
A'.wspa_) since 1987 include:

The forecast growth in aircraft
• 8020.11 Report: 23 operations is expected to result in
• TCAViolatinns:62 an increased number of pilot
• Altitude Violations:28 deviations regardless of future
• Runway Incursions: 9 Airport improvements.

TABLE IV.7-6

FORECAST ACCIDENTS AND INCIDENTS

Do-Nothin_ (Air 1) With Project (Airs 2_3.4)
Year _ _ _ _ Accidents ]ncid_
Existing 353,052 0.4 7.5 353,052 0.4 7.5
2000 379,200 0.4 8.1 379,200 0.4 8.1
2010 405,800 0._ 8.7 405,800 0.4 8.7
2020 441,600 0.4 9.4 441,600 0.4 9.4

5our_: MetroCommm_icationsbasedonthehistoricrateof accidemsandincideMs.
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Do-Nothing (Alter, afire 1)
8020-11 TCA Altitude Runway

Year _ _ _
1994 3.5 9.4 4.3 1.4
2000 3.8 10.1 4.6 1.5
2010 4.0 10.8 4.9 1.6
2020 4.4 11.8 53 1.7

Source: MetroCommurucmions,basedon¢ximngconditionsprojectedinproportiontoforcc_ opera_ons.
i

b. "_VjtbPrqiect" (Alternatives Number of All-Weather Average

Existing With New
The proposed Master Plan Airfield Runway
Update "With Project" 1993 432 NA
alternatives would increase the 2000 483 695
number of runway crossings, as 2010 564 812
arriving a_jal_ land on the new 2020 619 878
parallel runway and then taxi to
the terminal/ cargo facilities. Somme: 1995 CapacityEnhancement
The FAA's 1995 Capacity PlanDam Package7, Septembe_,
Enhancement Study performed a 1994.
detailed assessment of the
airfield operating performance No direct correlation exists
associated with the runway between the increase in runway
options, crossings and safety, as the

separation standards used by air

As the new runway would affect traffic control will ensure
the number of runway crossings, adequate separation between
the number of nmway incursions aircrr_, and aircraft and service
could be affected. This analysis vehicles. The effect of
showed the average, number of separation standards will be the
all-weather crossings would experience of delay. The review
change as follows: of aircraft accidents, incidents

and pilot deviations between
1984 and I993 for Sea-Tac show
evidence that the Airport will
continue to operate with the same
low accident/incident ratios. No
direct correlations have been
found to suggest that increased
aircraft operations will adversely
affect the ratios of accidents and
incidents in the future.

With Project (Alternatives 2. 3. and 4)
8020- I 1 TCA Altitude Runway

Year Violations Violations _ Incursions
1994 NA NA NA NA
2000 3.8 I0.1 4.6 2.2
2010 4.0 10.8 4.9 2.3
2020 4.4 11.8 5.3 2.4

Source:MetroCommunications,forecastbasedon existingconditionsandchangesinrunwaycrossings.
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However, ai_c_ai_ separation separation standards used by air
standards used by air traffic traffic control will ensure
control will continue to ensure adequate separation between
adequate separation and safety aircraft, and aircraft and service
between aircraft and service vehicles. The effect of
vehicles. Further, upon separation standards will be the
conswaction of the new air uaffic experience of delay. The review
control tower, the ground conlrol of alrcm_ accidents, incidents
position will be supplemented and pilot deviations between
with another position. Ground 1984 and 1993 for Sea-Tan show
control may then be split for evidence that the Airport will
inbound and outbound traffic or continue to operate with the same
may possibly be between gate low accident/incident ratios. No
hold/push back - ground, and direct correlations have been
movement control-ground, found to suggest that increased

aircraft operations will adversely
As is shown in this analysis, Sea- affect the ratios of accidents and
Tan is one of the more advanced incidents in the future.
airports in the United States. However, ai_-_ separation
While the National standards used by air traffic
Transportation Safety Board does control will continue to ensure
not compare safety records adequate separation and safew.
among airports, this analysis between aircraft and service
shows that the Master Plan vehicles. Further, upon
Update will enable the existing construction of the new air traffic
low incident and accident and control tower, the ground con_"
pilot deviation rate to be position will be suppleme_
maintained, with another position. Gro

control may then be split
C. Preferred Altemativf inbound and outbound traffic

may possibly be between gm
The Preferred Alternative would hold/push back - ground, ano
increase the number of runway movement conwol-ground.
crossings, as arriving aircraft
land on the new parallel runway
and then taxi to the terminal/ (C) _d[l]_ahk_.Q_
cargo facilities. This analysis
showed the average number of As no significant degradation of safety
all-weather crossings would would result, no mitigation is necessary.
change as follows:

Number of All-Weather Average
?,uae.Jamn

Existing With New
Airfield Runway

1993 432 NA
2000 483 695
2010 564 812
2020 619 878

Source: 1995 CapacityEahancement
PlanDataPackage7, September,
1994.

No direct correlation exists
between the increase in runway
crossings and safety, as the
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Table IV.7-2

Seattle-Tacoma Imern_onal Aa-port

Environmental Impact Statement

AIR TOXIC EMISSIONS INVENTORY
AIRPORT SOURCES 1/

TONS/YEAR

Year/Alternative VOC'S Benzene 1,3.Butadiene Formaldehyde

1994 Existing 519 11 10 87

2000 Alternative 1 (Do-Nothing) 370 8 7 62
2000 Alternative 2 370 8 7 62 .
2000 Alternative 3 370 8 7 62

2000 Alternative 4 372 8 7 62

2010 Alternative 1 (Do-Nothing) 498 11 10 83
2010 Alternative 2 497 11 10 83

2010 Alternative 3 496 11 10 83
2010 Alternative 4 503 11 I0 84

2020 Alternative 1 (Do-Nothing) 764 17 15 128
2020 Alternative 2 752 16 15 126
2020 Alternative 3 751 16 15 126

2020 Alternative 4 756 16 15 127

11_ _¢m inch.: Eleamg Plant. Tntining Fare_ Sm'faee Cmmg. F-uel Farm_ Cnemd SulRt_t _. _ _

voc =vet=ireOttm__

VOC emi_n_$ _ with _(m _ Modeling System 0EDMb")_'eftion 944. The methodology

for emverting VOC to the w mxi_ is ae.umbed in Appendix D.

Somce: l.aadt'mtt & Brown Inc. ! 995
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 8

INDUCED SOCIO-ECONOMIC EFFECTS

A major passenger and cargo transportation
facility such as Sea-Tac Airport directly and
indirectly contributes to the economic structure tAlt2 Air3 AIr4
of the Puget Sound Region. Induced socio- AnnualLoss in Property$227"5 $227_5 $291.9
economic impacts are generated in the Region by Tax(Thousands)
changes in employment opportunities, payroll AnnualLostTaxable $2.2 $2.2 $15.6
generation,businessexpendituresforgoodsand SalesTnmsa_omOdnliom)
services, property tax receipts, and sales tax Jobs Displaced 627 627 822
revenue. The existing and f_ induced Assmnesthe 8,500 ft new dependentparallelrunway.
socioeconomic impacts are shown below: AssumesthatcommercialpropertymtheRPZisacquired.

AirportActivityRelatedImpacts
Alternatives1.2. 3. and4 Through implementation of a new parallel

runway with a length up to 8,500 feet, property
1993 2010 2020 _rui_fions would displaceseveral busmesses

Total Jobs 205,690 335,344 418,632 and numerous residences, reducing the existing
property tax receipts, sales tax revenue, and

PersonalIncome 2,585.6 4,215.4 5,262.4 employment. This would occur primarily in the
(Millions) City of Se.aTac and, to a lesser extent, in the City
Earnings/DirJobs 15,910 25,938.7 32,380.9 of Burien. The only landside development that
(Millions) would result in the acquisition of property is the
BusinessRevenue 6,355..7 10,361.9 I2,935.5 South Unit Terminal (Alternative 4), which
(Millions) would acquire 12 properties located on thenorthwest comer of International Blvd. and South
State& LocalTaxes 188th Street. As the property tax and sales tax
(Millions) 406.6 662.9 827-5 impacts to an individual community are less than

five percent, they are not considered significant.
Reductions in property tax receipts would be

All of the Master Plan Update alternatives would partially offset by positive net gains in future tax
result in construction related socio-economic receipts as property is more intensely developed
impacts. Further elaboration of these impacts is in the Airport vicinity. Negative fiscal impacts
provided in Section 23 "Construction Impacts". also would be pat-dally offset by local sales tax
ConsWaction related jobs would be revenues generated by people directly employed
approximately 8,200 for the Do-Nothing at Sea-Tac Airport and induced revenues due to
(Alternative 1) - as the Do-Nothing includes airport activity (e.g., taxable spending on goods
actions such as implementation of the actions and services by people employed at the Airport,
noted in Chapter I"I. Construction-related jobs air cargo businesses, hotel and commemial uses).
would be about 45,500 for the "With Project"
alternatives. (1) METHODOLOGY

Through implementation of the "With Project" The analysis and information presented in this
alternatives, the induced socioeconomic impacts section was based on published reports;
would change in the furore relative to the Do- consultation with the Port of Seattle; State
Nothing. The activity related induced socio- agencies (i.e., Washington Department of
economic impacts would be the same for all Revenue and Department of Employment
Master Plan Update alternatives. However, the Security); local jurisdictions' finance or budget
acquisition effects would differ among offices; and King County Department of
alternatives. The following summarize the Assessments. Field investigation of areas in the
impacts of the "With Project" alternatives vicinityof the Airport was also undertaken. A
relative to the Do-Nothing (Alternative 1), which discussion of methodology is presented below.
wouldresult m no acquisition effects:

ChapterIV - IV.$-I-
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(A) Master Plan Ul__a_ Operation Effects The aggregate economic effects associated
with improvements envisioned m the Sea-Tac

The employment, income, and expenditures Airport Master Plan Update were calculated
created by operation of the Airport can be based on the direct and indirect employment
characterized as follows: and income, and excendimres created under

each proposed alternative. Economic effects
• _ Direct effects are were based on exi.qmg studies completed by

consequences of economic activities the Port of Seattle. The most recent analysis
carried out at the Airport by airlines, was published in May 1994.2' An extensive
airport management, fixed-base operators number of jobs with airlines and the Airport
and other tenants with a direct are dependent on the number of flights and
involvement in aviation. Employing passengers at Sea-Tac International Airport;
labor, purchasing locally-produced goods thus, impacts in future years were estinmted
and services, and contracting for airport m proportion to changes in forecast avianon
construction and capital improvements activity levels. Effects are presented for

are examples of _ activities that years 2000, 2010, and 2020 based on the
generate directimpacts.J_ maximum aviation activity that can be

accommodated.

• _ ar_ the first round of
local purchases by off-site economic 08) AiroortMasterPian Construction
activities that are attributable to the Effects
Airport's operanon. These activities
include services provided by travel Direct and indirect jobs generated by
agencies, hotels, cargo and freight construction of facilities at the Airport are
forwarders andretaileetablishments, discussed in Chapter IV, Section 23,

• _ are the result of the "Construction Impacts".

multiplier influences of the direct and (C) Pr0pertv Acouis/fion Effectsredirect effects. Induced effects include

activities of the service sector o,* the Property acquisitions for the Sea-Tac Master
economy, such as grocers and gas station Plan Update would occur mainly in the cities
attendants who receive benefits of the of SeaTac and Burien. The direct effects that
local purchases of those directly and would result from acquisition and
indirectly employed, displacement of businesses and residences

• _ are componentsof the areof two types: (I)removalof propertiesfrom the tax base; and (2) loss of sales tax
directJmdirect effects of Airport revenues from businesses unable to relocate
operations: in their respective city. Property and sales
• Air-traveler effects, which include taxes constitute the largest sources of revenue

expenditures made by Wavelets for for a typical city.
food, lodging, retail goods, ground
transportation and other goods and The extent of lost property tax receil_ts was
services.In addition to the origin_ estimated from the assessed valuation of
expenditures, air Wavelers also acquired property and the tax allocation
induce additional effects in terms of formula found in the Property Levy Codes as
employment, payroll and output, reported by King County Depot of

• Business-revenue effects, which Assessments. The long-term fiscal impacts
consist of revenue received by firms presented in this section do not take into
providing services to airlines, account the effects of property revaluation
passengers and air cargo over time.
shippers/consignees; and

• Tax effects, which include state and The loss of sales tax revenue from the
local tax effects as well as taxes paid displacement of businesses is estimated by
to airport-specificFederal tax funds, applying an average taxable sales transaction

per establishment over time. The estimate is

1, MeasuringtheEconomic5ign/ficanceofAirporta, 2, TheLocalandRegionalEconomicImpactsof thePort
FederalAviationAdm/nistration,1986. ofSeanle,MartinO'ConnellAssociates,May31, 1994.
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based on information available from the with restaurants in the Seattle area, followed
Washington Departmem of Revenue. The by jobs in area hotels. -_ As a result of local
primarysourceof iRformafionon parcels and regionalpurchasesby theseindividuals,
affecmdby theMasterPlanUpdateisfrom nearly20,000reducedjobsweresupportedm
the Sepmmber, 1994, King County thelocaland stateeconomies.As aresultof
Assessor'sdatafiles, thelocalpurchasesbyfirmsdependentupon

the Airport,about 1,500jobs were also

Employmenteffectscanresultfromtheloss indirectlygeneratedin the localeconomy.
ofjobsassociatedwithacquiredproperties. Because of the demand forthe products
These effects were estimated based on a shipped by air, morethan 100,000jobs in the
telephone survey and applying employment Region were related to air freight that was
density factors for each type of active shipped through Sea-Tat.
business establishment in the study area._

Nearly $1.3 billion of direct earnings were
received by the 78,711 direct employees, and

(2) EXISTING CONDITIONS the multiplier effect generated by these
employees created a total income and

Sea-Tac Airport is a diverse economic system consumption expenditure of $2.6 billion.
that influences various sectors of the local and Bus_ providing services at the airport,
regional economy. These sectorsmclude: airline as well as those local visitor industry
and airport services, freight transportation, businesses providing services to the air
passenger ground transportation, contract visitors, received $6.4 billion of total, direct
construction and consulting services, and the
visitor industry, revenue.

Federal, state, and local taxes are generated
(A) Total Existing Economic Influences by individuals and business which make

expenditures in the Region. State and local
Table IV.8-1 shows the total economic governments, especially those municipalities
effects that were generated in 1993 by nearest the Airport, received $406.6 million
passenger and air cargo activity at Sea-Tac of property tax receipts and sales tax revenue.
Airport. The total employment impact of Also, $199 million of Federal aviation-
205,690 jobs generated by Airport activity related tax revenue was generated. This
represents nearly 12% of total jobs in the consists of the I0 percent ticket tax, the
central Puget Sound region. Federal tax on enplaned cargo, the Federal

Inspection Service fees and the International
A total, of 78,711 jobs were generated Deparun_ tax. In addition, $45 million of
directly by activity at the Airport and as a customs receipts were also collected by the
result of local purchases by visitors arriving federal government at Sea-Tac Airport.at the Airport. This figure represents nearly
5% of the region's total employment. Of the
78,711 direct jobs, there were 14,381 direct
Airport jobs, or less ltmn 1% of the region's
total jobs, dislributed within the following
economic sectors: Airline/airport sector
provided 11,896 jobs, of which passenger
airlines provided 8,197 jobs. The freight
transportation sector provided 995 jobs; the
ground lransportation sector provided 1,199
jobs; and conslruction/consulling provided
292jobs.

Of the78,711directjobs,thepurchasesof
passengers arriving at the Airport generated
the remaining 64,330. The majority of these
direct visitor induslry jobs were generated

' _- TheLocalandR_onalEconomiclmpactsofthePort
TripGenera:ionHandbook,4thEdition.lnsfimteof ofSeattle.MartinO'ConnellAssociate_May31.1994.
TransportationEngimm3,1990. p61 arid74.
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(A)Aln_rt ActivltvRelatedImnacts
TABLE IV.8-I

Futureimpactsfromairportoperationswere
_YOFEXISTI_G(1993) derivedby using the existingratioof

AIRPORT-RELATEDECONOMIC economic impact to airport activi_ and
IMPACTS applying the ratios to future activity levels.

As enplanements increase, most economic
Airport&Visitor IndustryImpacts impacts are expected to increase

proportionately. Table IV.8-3 displays the
Job, estimatedeconomic impactsof future eirport

Direct 78,711 operations.
Induced 19,482
Indirect 1,497 I. Do-Nothint_ (Alternative 1)
Related 106.000

TOTAL 205,690 The Do-Nothing alternative would result
in _'?on facilities at Sea-Tac remaining

Penona) Income(Millions) as they are today, with a few exceptions,
Direct $1252-3 such as completion of the South Aviation
Re-spending $I.333.3 Support Area and Des Moines Creek

TOTAL $2,585.6 Technology Campus. Aircraf_ operations
are expected to grow 30% while

Earnings/DirectJobs(Millions) $15,910.0 enplaned passengers are expected to
BusinessRevenue(Millions) $6.355.7 grow 100% by 2020, regardless of the
State&IlZCalTaxesOVdllions) $406.6 future facilities available at Sea-Tac
FederalAviationTaxes (Millions) $199.0 Airport. Based on the forecast growth in
U.S. Customs (Millions) $45.0 airport activity, the economic impacts

were _tirnated.
Source: _ Local and Regional _om_m_ Impacts of the

Portof &tan/e,MartinO'ConnellAssociates,May
31,1994,pa_e56.1n1993dollm,s. AS is shown in Table 13'.8-3, the

employment levels in the Region
associated with airport activity are

(]8) _.mulovment Influe_'es by expected to grow from 205,690 jobs in
Jurisdiction 1993 to 260,823 in 2000 and 418,632 in

2020, a 26 percent and 103 percent
Sea-Tac Airport is the center of aviation increase respectively.
activity for the Puget Sound Region. Table
IV.8-2 lists the 1993 distribution of jobs by 2. "With Prelect" Alterlmtjve_
jurisdiction.The majorityof the 14,381 (Alternative 217, gull 4)
directAirport jobs (82%) were held by
residentsofKing County.Residentsofthe Each of the"With Project"alternatives
CityofSeattlehold25% ofdirectjobsatthe would resultinthe same levelof total
Airport, while 57% of the jobs are contained airport activity as the Do-Nothing.
within jurisdictions in the immediate Therefore, the activity related socio-
surroundings of the Airport. Table IV.8-2 economic impact of these alternatives
also shows the proportion of direct airport would be the same as the Do-Nothing
employment to each jurisdiction's total (Alternative 1).
employment.

AS is described in Chapter H, the "With
(3) FUTURE CONDITION_; Project" ahematives would reduce the

economic costs to the airlines associated
Sea-Tac Airport will continue to influence the with forecast increases in congestion,
socioeconomic character of the Region in the delay, and declining air service efficiency
future, with or without expanded and improved compared to the Do-Nothing aRematives.
landside and air._ide facility developments. The
following paragraphs summarize the impacts in An increase in the physical space at the
the years 2000, 2010, and 2020. Airport would be expected to result in an

increase in employment. Such
employment could result from the need
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to maintain and protect the new facilities. 1993-2000 and 1993-2020. Therefore, it
In addition, new facilities could enable is enticipamd that housing demand will
the Port and airport tenants to improve continue to grow in the Region with or
the services afforded to the traveling without improvements at Sea-Tat
public and shippers. However, until Airport. However, assuming that surface
more detailed space allocation plans are Wdnsportation congestion continues in the
prepared, a definition of these additional Region, it is possible that airport related
employment oppommities cannot be employees will seek housing in closer
prepared, proximity to the Airport. Therefore,

additionalhousing pressurescouldoccur

3. Preferred Alternative in the airport area in the future.
{Alternative 3)

2. "With Pro|oct" Alternatives
As is noted earlier, the Preferred (Alternative 2. 3, and4)
Alternative (Alternative 3) would result
in the same activity related induced Because airport related inducedsocio-
socio-economic impact as the Do- economic impacts are expected to be the
Nothing (Alternative I). As is described same with implementation of the "With
in Chapter II, the Preferred Alternative Project" as the Do-Nothing alternative,
would reduce the economic costs to the airport improvements are not anticipated
airlines associated with forecast increases to adversely affect population growth and
in congestion, delay, and declining air movement.
service efficiency compared to the Do-
Nothing alternative. In addition, an 3. Preferred Alternative (Alternative
increase in the physical space at the 3)
Airport would be expected to result in an
increase in employment. Such Because airport related induced socio-
employment could result from the need economic impacts are expected to be the
m maintain and protect the new facilities, same with implementation of the
In addition, new facilities could enable Preferred Alternative as the Do-Nothing
the Port and ah'porttenants to improve alternative, airport improvements are not
the services afforded to the traveling anticipated to adversely affect population
public and shippers. However, to present growth and movement.
a worst-case assessment, this assessment
shows that same level of Airport activity (C) Property Aceuisiti0n Efforts
related impacts as the Do-Nothing.

Airport/mprovements can have an effect on
(B) population Growth and Movement real property taxes, sales taxes and

employment as a result of acquisition
In addition to economic impacts, future requirements. The following paragraphs
Airport activity may also have an impact on summarize these impacts.
population growth and movement based on
the assumption that most employees live near 1. Do-Nothine fAlternative 1)
their place of employment. Therefore,
airport employment may influence Property acquisition and residential and
population levels in the General Study Area business displacement at Sea-Tac Airport
regardless of other land use and employment- beyond that currently planned would not
generating dynamics anticipated to occur in occur under Alternative I. Thus, there
the future. In turn,growthin population would be no related fiscal and
directly affects local housing demand and employment impacts from Airport
property values, development. Depending on the outcome

of the West SeaTac Subarea planning
1. Do-Nothin2fAIternat_ve _[) process (as described in Chapter IV,

Section 2 "Land Use"), the West SeaTac
The employment levels in the Puget community could experience a gradual
Sound Region associated with airport transition from residential to business
activity are expected to grow 26 percent park uses or other non-residential uses
and 103 percent respectively between more compatible with Airport operations.
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The SR 509/South Access Road may Prouertv a_pd sales taxes are the two
entail significant residential and business major sources of revenues cities receive.Cities also receive lesser amounts of
displacements from property acqu__"itions
within the right-of-way corridor. Loss m revenue from excise taxes, including
annual property tax receipts by Des leasehold and real estate excise taxes,
Moines and other affected jurisdictions and from licenses and permits.
and taxing districts could range from intergovemmental sources, charges for
$412,000 to $674,000 depending on the services, fines and forfeits, and
alternative selected. These effects are miscellaneous items._ Revenue issues
discussed in detail in the SR-509/South specific to the Master Plan Update are
Access Road Draft EIS, issued in property tax receipts and sales tax
December, 1995. This projec', would revenues.
likely enhance market potential of under-
developed properties and increase Property Tax Receipts Effects: Property
commercial development that is better taxes constitute the largest revenue
served by improved transportation source for the cities of SeaTac and
access. Burien. The City of SeaTac ha:

considerable number of State Puo.c

The Des Moines Creek Technology Services (SPS)properties. These were
Campus, sponsored by the City of Des assessed at $710 million m 1993.
Moines and Port of Seanle, is an 85-acre Burien's SPS properties were assessed at
site south of the Airport. The site is now $32.1 million for the same year. These
vacant. It is planned to generate a cluster values are pan of the city's assessed
of biomedical manufacturing, high-tech, value base.
and aviation-related businesses that
would thrive m a location near the The properties affected by the Sea-Tac
Airport and air cargo infrastructure. The Airport Master Plan Upda__teare of ten
evolution of this Technology Campus levy codes and several regular property
would likely generate significant levy rates corresponding to the
localized agglomeration of new acquisition arens.i_
businesses and create an employment
center close to a large residential a. Runway Length 8,500 feet:
population served by all utilities and Alternative 2, with a new dependent
transportation systems, parallel runway with a length of

8,500 feet, would require off-airport
2. "With Prelect" Alternatives acquisition. Properties not already

(Alternative 2. 3. and4) owned by the Port in these areas
would be acquired as pan of the

Table IV.6-3 provides a summary, by Master Plan Update improvements.
area, of the residential and comme_ial In the primary acquisition area, a
parcels that would be acquired under total of 270 residences, one
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 for the various condominium (containing 12 units),
runway lengths. The acquisition area is and five businesses would be
the same for each alternative (for each
runway length) and differs only in the
terminal area. • leasehold rev_Lv._arederivedby a city fromairport

propertywithina ciW'sboundaries.Thesepropemes
A variety of business types would be mecalledSPSprop_es andincludeairlinesandother
displaced, such as neighborhood retail wiiiaes Weming _,,wa_/ni_. UnderRCWS4.]2the StateDepwmmnof Revmue=muallyasr_u_ the
and food establishments, small local va_e of all airlinesoperatingin Washingtonfor
service establishments, automotive propertytax _. Publicly owned property,
services, airline businesses, and includingPortpmpe_ generatesleaseholdexcisetaxes
warehousing and shipping firms that are fromthe leaseor nmt of publiclyownedproperty
directly connected to the freight and privateparties. The taxrateleviedis about12.8%ofwhich the Statereceives6.8%, citiesreceive4%, and
goods enterprises at the Airport. The coontiesreceive2%.
potential impacts of property acquisition f_ Levy codesdesignatedby the King CountyA______r
are discussed below, are0932fortheCity of Burien,and2201, 2205. 2206,

2210,2212,2218,2219,__ md 2231fortheCityof
SeaTac.
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acquired. In the north and south residential and business properties
planned for the new nmway, as are fully displaced, the City would

well as for the Runway 34R lose approximately $181,687 in
extension, additional acquisition property tax receipts annually. This
would be required. This would figure represents approximately 2.g%
include 38 residenc_, one apartment of the City's property,tax revenues._
with 234 units, and 89 businesses. Analysis conducted by the City. of

SeaTac indicates that the 1995

Table IV.&4 presents the effects on General Fund property, tax loss would
the cities of SeaTac and Burien and be 3.68%X
displays the total assessed property
valuation. The overall total assessed The taxable assessed value base for
value of residential property that the newly formed City of Burien was
would be acquired is $54.08 million $1.6 billion. Property acquisitions
and $21.3 million for occurring within the City of Burien
business/commercial properties. The would reduce the city's AV base by
breakdown by city is as follows: $15.2 million, or 0.95%. The City of

Burien receives property tax receipts
on a rate ofS3.00838 for each $1,000

TABLE 13/.84 of assessed value. If these residemial
and business properties are fully

TOTAL ASSESSED PROPERTY displaced, Burien would forego less
VALUATION TOBEACQUIRED than one percent or $45,867 in
(8,500 fgdependent parallel runway) property tax receipts armtmlly./_

Property acquisitions would reduce
Buriea Valuation property tax receipts to the Highline
Residential $12,773.200 School District by $254,882. This
Businesses $ 2.473.300 figure represents 1.4% of the School

TotalValuatinn $15,246,500 Dis'a'ict's revenues that are derived
SeaTac from local property taxes.ll/

Residential $41.306,I31 Other taxing districts also would
Businesses $1g.809.000 forgo revenues based on the property

TotalValuation $60,115,131 levy rates shown in Table IV.8-5.
Source: Basedon KingCoantyAssessordatabase. However, the fiscal impacts are not

Assumesthe 8,500 ft depeadontparallel considered significant because of the
nmwaylocated2,500feetwestof existing small contributions these forgone tax
Runway16L/'34R. receipts comprise of a taxing

district's total budget.The taxable assessed value base for
the City of SeaTac was nearly $2
bilfion. Property acquisitions

OCCUlTIngwithin the City of SeaTac 8, PersonalConversation,MikeMcCarty,Cityof SeaTac.would reduce the city's AV base by FimmceDepammmt. The City of Seatae Budget
$60 million, or 3%. The City of shows1993budgetedrevenuesfrom_ taxesat
SeaTac receives property tax receipts $6,388.149.
on a rate of $3.02811 for each $1,000 2' City of Sea-Tat, Memo to Scou Rohlfs from Galen May
of assessed value.2/ If these 16,1995.

City of Bmiea, Budget for 1993-94, prope_ tax
receiptsi_/,,_ont 44% (at $4.623,708 collected)of

2' Ki_Conat7 _'sdataba_foryear 1993.Forthe GeaeralFondrevenues.
purposesof esfimalingallocationamongvarioustaxing 11_ I-lig,hlineSchoolDim-ictBudget,1995. Localproperty
_e_cies of prolxa'tytax z_veauespaid by these axes comprise18%,SURefundscomprise72'/., and
properties,propertytaxrateshavebeenaveragedacross Federalsp_ial purposefunds comprise6% of the
the levy code areascontainedwithintheacquisition $I03,900,000total revenuesof the SchoolDistrict.areas. The City of-SeaTac'slevy rateper thousand
dollarsof assessedvalueis an averageof eight levy This analysispresentsa baselineestimateof fiscal
codes. The Cityof SeaTachas$710millionAVfrom impactsto theSchoolDistrictassuminga constantlevy
SIS ixopcnicswhicharecxcmptfrompmpm_taxes, rat,:.
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The property levy rates for each tax traits, and nine fewer businesses
district are as follows: would be displaced. Notably for the

City of Burien, acquisitions would
reduce the city's AV base by

Table IV.8-5 $142.800.

Because fewer residences and
PROPERTY LEVY RATES businesses would be displaced under

this alternative, reductions m
property tax receipts to the Highline

Consolidated levy 5.91873 School District would be less than
State SchoolFund 3.39960 0.5% of the District's revenues

King County 2.21546 derived from local property taxes.
Port of Seattle 0.30367 The masnitude of the fiscal impacts

Citylevy 3.01824 to other taxingdislrictsaLsowouldbe
HighlineSchoolDisu'ictlevy 3.38213 less than those found under the
Library 0.57899 8,500-foot option.EMS 0.24972

The asdmated loss in property tax
Levyrateper$1.000of assessedvalue, rev_ues represents potential

Cilylevy is ti_ averageof BurienandSeaTac maximum effect and assumes that a
ram. business or residence would be

unable to relocate within the same
Source: KingCountyDepanmuntof Assessmmt, city. Depending on a property's

1994. location,property values could
decrease adjacent to the proposed

b. Runway Length 7,500 feet: The buyout areas, resulting in lower
future effects to the Cities of SeaTac property tax receipts to a jurisdiction.
and Burien's revenue base would be Potential decreases in property values
similar to those found under the west of SR 509 might be reduced by
8,500-foot option, except that 27 the separation fi'om the acquisition
fewer residences, 234 fewer area provided by the roadways
apartments or condominium units, physical buffer. Vahesofpmperties
and one less business would be near the buyout areas in Burien,
displaced in Burien. In the west side between SR 509 and Des Moines
runway-related mitigation area, 81 Way, also could be affected.
residences, one apartment with 14 Additionally, any decline in a city's
units, and 15 businesses would be AV base would be partially offset by
acquired. Acquisitions would reduce expected future increases in the
the City of SeaTac's AV base by $59 area's AV base resulting from
million, or 2.9%; and the City of increases in airport-compatible
Burien's AV base by $2,473,300, or development mg within
0.15%. ScaTac and Burien. For instance,

greater land use compatibility than
Property acquisitions would reduce presently exists in the West SeaTac
property tax receiptsto the Highline area could result in the transition
SchoolDistrict by $207,910,or I.I% from residential uses to non-
of the Districfs revenues that are residential uses including Airport
derived from local property taxes, operations and business park. These
The fiscal impacts to other taxing commercial properties typically hold
districts would be similar to those a higher assessed value than
found under the 8,500-foot option, residential uses, require less public

services (i.e., schools), and also
c. Runway Length 7,060 feet: The would generate greater revenues to

future effects to both cities' revenue ScaTac.12'
base would be similar m thosefound

under the 8,500-foot option, except
that 40 fewer residences, and 234 _' Referto Section2 _ Use"fordiscussionof We.st
fewer apamnents or condominium SeaTacRanmgPmcess.
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d. Terminal Development: Only one impact from airport improvements of
alternative wonld require the $246,035.
acquis/tion of non-airport properties
to complete the terminal The cumulative impact from prop¢_
development: South Unit Terminal acquisitions from airside and
(Alternative 4). landside developments would reduce

property tax receipts to the I-fighiine
As is described earlier,the SchoolDistrictby$'275,356,or 1.4%
Alternative4 would requirethe of the Districfsrevenuesthat are
acquisitionof 12 additional derived from localpropertytaxes.
commercial properties located in the The magnitude of the fiscal impacts
City of SeaTac north of S. 188th to other taxingdistricts would be
Street and west of International Blvd. similar to those found under other
These properties contain the runway length options.
following businesses:

Sales Tax Revenue Effects: Sales tax is
• West Coast Gateway Hotel (a levied on taxable sales within a county or

145 room hotel), city at a total rate of 8.2%. Of this
• Sharp's Roaster Ale House amount, the cities of SeaTac and Burien

Restaurant receive a net of 0.852%._T Typically,
• La QuintaInn (142 room hotel) sales tax receipts are the second largest
• Airport Plaza Hotel ( 123 room revenue source for a city. Taxable retail

with attached Zorro's Restaurant) sales generated within these cities were
• Jack-in-the-Box fast food; $432.7 million and $242.8 million for
• Denny's Restaurant; SeaTac and Burien, respectively._ The
• Pizza HutRestaurant; average taxable sales generated per
• Barrett's SeaTac Mini Mart; establishment in SeaTac and Burien was
• Washington Stare Liquor Store; $202,892 and $116,318, respectively.
• 3 parking lots

The Sea-Tae Airport Master Plan Update
As these commercial properties acquisition areas would displace
support Airport activity, other local business/commercia] properties for P___ch
business activities and area residents, proposed runway option. Table IV,6-3
it is reasonable to assume that they provides a summary of the number of
will be relocated to other properties parcels acquired under these runway
in the general vicinity. However, to options, and Table IV,6-4 lists these
present a worst-case evaluation, the parcels with the number of businesses.
Impact on assessed valuations was
performed to determine the impacts * * •
if the properties were not relocated in
the immediate area. The overall As the tax revenue impacts to each
assessed value of these commercial individual jurisdiction is less than 5%,

the impact is not considered significant.properties would reduce the City of
SeaTac's AV by $21.3 million
(1.07%). Property acquisitions from a. Runway Length 8,500 feet: Table
t_i.,,irm! development would reduce IV.8-6 shows estimatedtaxable sales
property tax receipts to the Highline generated by properties within the
School District by $72,039, or 0.4% acquisition areas. The properties to
of the District's revenues from local be acquired generated an estimated
property taxes. The cumulative $2.2 million in taxable sales
zmpact of the airside and landside transactions. This figure is
development (assuming an 8,500 foot distributed at $1.6 million and $0.6
new parallel runway) on the City of million in taxable sales for the cities
SeaTac would be $81.4 million or
4.6% of the AV. The loss of these
commercial properties would reduce J_' WashingtonDepanmemof Revenuenetsa}estax
the City's property tax receipts by avere8=reflectstateadmimsuativel_rC_t on the1%
$64,348 annually, with a cttn3ulative r,akutrateforlocaljuri.ufictions.

.i_ WashingtonStateDepartmentof Revenue.1993data.
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of Burien and SeaTac, respectively, are supporting Airport activity, other
For the City of Burien, the potential area businesses and residents, it is
loss of taxable sales represents reasonable to assume that they will
0.65% of total taxable sales relocate to other protmfies in the
generated. The loss of taxable sales airport area. However, to present
from acquired businesses represents the worst-case impacts, the loss of
0.14% of total sales generated m the sales were estimated. These
City of SeaTac. commercial properties generate

$13.4 million in taxable sales. The
b. Runway Length 7500 feet: The displacement of these facilities could

future effects on the revenues derived represent a loss to the City of SeaTac
from taxable sales for the cities of of 3.1% of total sales generated in
SeaTac and Burien would be similar the City of SeaTac. Combined with
to those found under the 8,500-foot development of the new 8,500-foot
option. The differences between the dependent parallel runway, the City
7,.500- and 8,500-foot options are of SeaTac could incur a cumulative
that the Shell Gas Station and a loss of 3.2% of total sales.
portion of the Vacca farm also are
located .within RPZ: !orth in the * * *
7,500-foot option.

As the tax revenue impacts to each
c. Runway Length 7,000 feet: The individual jurisdiction is less than 5%,

future effects on both the cities of the impacts are not considered
SeaTac and Burien's taxable revenue sjwnificanL
base would be sfightly less in terms
of lost sales revenues than those Emp/oyment Effects: Sea-Tac Airport
found under the 8,500-foot option. Master Plan Uwhte acquisition areas
Both the Primary-SASA and RPZ- would displace businesses for each
South acquisitions are identical to the proposed runway option. Table IV.6-3
8,500 foot and 7,500 foot options. (presented earlier) provides a summary
The major diffe_nce between the of the number of parcels acquired under
7,O00-foot and 8,500-foot options these runway options, and Table IV.6-4
occur in the Mitigation area and lists these parcels with the number of
RPZ-North area. In the Mitigation businesses at the location.
area, adverse effects on taxable sales

are diminished to the extent that a. Runway Length 8,500 feet: Table
Genzale Commercial Building IV.8-6 shows the estimated number
(Burien), Olympic Bowl (Burien), of jobs provided by the businesses
Shell Gas Station (Burien), and Red that would be acquired to complete
Apple Grocery are not displaced, the 8,500-foot new dependent
There are also no acquisition parallel runway. Total acquisition
properties under the Primary- properties employ an estimated 627
Runway and RPZ-North acquisition people with Burien employers
areas, providing 40 jobs and SeaTac

employers providing 587 jobs.L_ For
d. Terminal Development: Only one the City of Burien, the maximum

terminal development option would potential loss of these jobs represent
require the acquisition of non-airport 0.29% of total employment. For the
properties - the South Unit Terminal City of SeaTac, the decline in jobs
(Alternative 4). from acquired businesses could

As is described earlier, the
Alternative 4 would require the
acquisition of 12 additional
commercial properties located m the

City of SeaTac .north of S. 188th 1._ Eanp/oymeatfiguresderivedfromtelephonesurveyo:
Street and west of International Blvd. businessesfromDecembe_- January1995;andin some
Because these commm_ial properties caseapplyingmnpioymentdensityfactorper landuse

category.
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represent 4.4% of total uses generated by airport-compatible
employment._ development occtm-mg within thecities of SeaTac and Burien. Thus,

b. Runway Length 7,.q00 feet: The any potential effect would be
future effects on the employment partially offset by growth-inducing
basefrom acquiredpropertiesand effects generated from Airport
displacedbusinessesforthecitiesof development.
SeaTacandBurienwouldbe similar
to those found under the 8,500-foot d. Terminal Development: As is
option. The differences between the described previously, only the South
7,500- and 8,500-foot options are the Unit Terminal (Alternative 4) would
Shell Gas Station and a portion of the result in the displacement of
Vacca farm that are locatedwithin businesses.While itis reasonable to
the 1Lgrg-North in the 7,500 foot assume that these business would
option, relocate tonearby propemes,ff they

were permanently displacedthe
c. Runway Length 7,000 feet: The _-port development would displace

effects on the employment base from 195 jobs, representing 1.5% of
acquired properties for the cities of employment within the City of
SeaTac and Burien would be slightly SeaTac. With the new 8,500 foot
less in terms of lost employment parallel runway, the cumulative job
than those found under the 8,500-foot displacement could be 6.3% (822
option. Both the Primary-SASA and jobs) of the City's employment base.
RPZ-South acquisitions are identical

for the 8,500-foot and 7,500-foot 3. preferred Alternative
options. The major difference j_
betweenthe7,O00-foot and 8,500-

foot options occurs in the Mitigation Table IV.6-3 provides a summary, by
area and RPZ-NoCth. In the area, of the residential and commercial
Mitigation area, adverse effects on parcels that would be acquired under
employment are diminished to the Alternative 3, the Preferred Alternative.
extent that Genzale Commercial A variety of business types would be
Building (Burien), Olympic Bowl displaced, such as neighborhood retail
(Burien), Shell Gas Station (Burien), and food establishments, small local
and Red Apple Grocery are not service establishments, automotive
displaced. There are also no services, airline businesses, and
acquisition properties under the warehousing and shipping finns that are
Primary-Runway and RPZ-North directly connected to the freight and
acquisition areas, goods enterprises at the Airport. The

potential impacts of protmrty acquisition
Overall, the number of jobs affected are discussed below.
would remain nearly the same across

each runway option, because the Property Tax Revenues: The Preferred
large_ concentration of jobs is Alternative would require off-airportcontained within the RPZ-South
acquisition area.The estimated loss acquisition. In the primary acquisitionarea, a total of 270 residences, one
in these jobs represents potential condominium (containing 12 units), and
maximum effects and assumes that five businesses would be acquired. In the
businesses would be unable to north and south RPZs planned for the
relocate within the same city. proposed new runway, as well as for the
Finally, any decline in employment Runway 34R extension, additional
would he partially offset by future acquisition would be required. This
increases in employment-generating would include 38 residences, one

apartment with 234 units, and 89
businesses. The overall total assessed

J._ WashingtonDepartmentof EmploymentSecurity ValUe of residential property that would
_mhase, Burienprovideda totaJ of 13.600 jobs; be acquired is $54.08 million and $21.3SeaTacprovidesa totalof 13,400jobs (figuresexclude
resourceandc.m_strutnion-telmedjobs).
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million for buslness/cornn_rcial
properties. * * *

The taxable assessed value base for the As is noted throughom this section, the
Cityof SeaTac was nearly$2 billion. PreferredAlmmafiveisnot expectedto
Propertyacquisitionsoccuamg witl_n cream sj_mificantimpactson the local
the City of SeaTac would reduce the municipal tax based as a result of
city's AV base by $60 million, or 3%. acquisition.
The City of SeaTac receives property tax
receipts on a rate of $3.02811 for each
$1,000 of assessed value. If these (3) _'MULATIVEIMPACTS
residential and business properties are
fully displaced, the City would lose Cumulative impacts can occur if the Airport
approximately $181,687 in property tax Master Plan Update alternatives are implemented
receipts annually. This figure mpresonts in combination with other major non-airport
approximately 2.8% of the City's related projects. At this time, the long-term and
pmpeny taxrevenues, combined impact from the consmlction and

operation of a number of facilities planned for the
The taxable assessed value base for the Sen-Tac Airport vicinity cannot be fully assessed
newly formed City of Burien was $1.6 or quahtified with any degree of precision.
billion.Propeay acquisitionsoccumng
within the City of Burien would reduce Cumulative displacement impacts may occur if
the city's AV base by $15.2 million, or the Airport Master Plan Update is implemented
0.95%. The City of Burien receives as other major projects are underway. The
property tax receipts on a rate of Regional Tmmit System proposal currently
$3.00838 for each $1,0(30 of assessed anticipates two planned transit stations (one at
value. If these residential and business the alzport, the other at the intersection of I-5 and
properties are fully displaced, Burien SR 518) near the A/rport. Preliminary station
would forego less than one percent or area plans call for the intensification of land uses
$45,867 in property tax receipts annually, and ummt-compatible residential and

cornn_tcialdevelopment.Transit stationsin
Sales Tax Revenue Effects: The combination with supportive land uses improve
properties to be acquired generated an regionalaccessibility, and lead to higher land
estimated $2.2 million in taxable sales values around stations. Higher values, in turn
transactions. This figure is distributed at give rise to higher commercial rents,
$1.6 million and $0.6 million in taxable densification, and a fairly rapid absorption of
sales for the cities of Burien and SeaTac, building space.
respectively. For the City of Burien, the
potential loss of taxable sales represents There are no other known plans for major
0.65% of total taxable sales generated, redevelopment by either SeaTac or Burien that
The loss of taxable sales from acquired would lead to significant residential or business
businesses represents 0.14% of total displacements in thosecommunities.
sales generated in the City of SeaTac.

(4) MITIGATI0]N MEASURES
Employment Effects: Table IV.8-$
shows the estimamd number of jobs All propertyacquisition associated with the
provided by the businesses that would be Master Plan Update would comply with the
acquired to complete the proposed new Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real
parallel runway. Total acquisition PropertyAcquisition Policies Act. Currently, the
properties employ an estimated 627 Port of Seattle determines an acquisition price
people, with Burien employers providing and provides for an owner to get an independent
40 jobsand SeaTacemployers providing appraisal if they di_gree with the proposed
587 jobs. For the City of Burien, the acquisition price. The procedure provides that
mammum potential loss of these jobs relocation benefits must be made available when
represents 0.29% of total employment, an acquisition is involunta,-y on the part of the
For the City of SeaTac, the decline in owner.
jobs from acquiredbminesses could
represents 4.4% of total employment.
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While location decisions may vary from business
to business, the criteria genera/ly includes the
corn of doing business, location and access, local
quali_of life and amenities. The ability of a
business establishment to relocate within the
same jurisdiction and/or area is a function of
many factors, including the availability of
business relocation sims; alternative site rents;
existing operating expense and costs; whether the
store/business is a chain, franchise, or sole
proprietorship; number of customers; and size of
the market areait serves.

The majority of the businesses that could be
affected by the "With Project" aJternatives have
been in operation for many years. Most of the
retail stores serve customers within the
immediate area and very few of these businesses
serve customers passing through the area.

A small retail establishment would fikely be able
to relocate easily because of the grater supply of
alternative retail space and land uses. Fast food
and convenience store establishments would he
easy to relocate within the area, since the area is
still growing and many alternative sites are
available.

There are no mitigation measures proposed to
compensate for socioeconomic effects on the
study area, becanse no significant adverse effects
are expected to occur. While the "With Project"
alternatives could result in an initial lowering of
property tax and sales tax revenue andjobs, these
impacts are expected to be mitigated by the
induced socioeconomic impacts from
constructionand operation of improved airport
facilities.
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Table IV.8-2

DISTRIBUTION OF DIRECT AIRPORT JOBS BY RESIDENCE

Percentage by Existing % of Jurisdiction's
Jurisdicdon Jurisdiction Airport Jobs Total Employment

King County 82.13 % 11,811 1.3
Airport Area Cities 56.81% 8,I70 2.0

Burien 3.38 % 486 3.6
Des Moines 3.03 % 436 4.7

Federal Way 12.49 % 1,796 4.6
Kent 7.72 % I, I I0 4.9

Normandy Park 0.86 % 124 3.7
SeaTac 2.75 % 395 3.0
Seattle 25.50 % 3,667 1.2
Tttkwila 1.08% 155 2.1

KitsapCounty HA HA HA

Pierce County 11.36 % 1,634 0.8
Snohomish County 2.14% 308 0.2

Purer Sound Region 96.00 % 13,806 1.0

Source: The Local and Regional Economic Impacts of the Port of Seanle, Marun O'Connell Associates, May 1994,
page 63; employment data for wage and salary workers comes from the Washington Department of
Employment Security for 1993.

NA = Not applicable

TABLE 13.8-3

FUTURE AIRPORT ACTIVITY RELATED EFFECTS
2O0O-2O20

Master Plan Undate Alternatives 1.2. 3 anda
2000 2010 2020

Jobs

Direct 99,809 128,325 160,197
Induced 24,704 31,762 39,651
Indirect 1,898 2,441 3,047
Related 134.412 172.816 215.737

TOTAL 260,823 335,344 418,632
Personal Income (Millions)

Direct $1,588.0 $2.041.7 $2,548.8
Re-spending $1.690 7 s2.173.7 $2.713.6

TOTAL $3,278.6 $4,215.4 $5,262.4

Em'amg_t Jobs(Millions) $20,174.5 $25,938.7 $32,380.9

Business Revenue (Millions) $8,059.3 $10,361.9 $12.935.5

State & Local Taxes ('Millions) $515.6 $662.9 $827.5

FederalAviationTaxes(Millions) $252.3 $324.4 $405.0

U.S. Customs ('Millions) $57.1 $73.4 $91.6

Source: Factors derived f_om Port of Se.a_e. The £oca/and Regional Economic Impacts of the Port of Seattle, Mart_
O'Connell Associates, May 31, 1994, page 94; and aviation activity levels contained in 1994 Master Plan Update,
Technical ReportNo. 5. All figuresan in 1993 dollars.
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TABLE IV.8-6

CURRENT TAXABLE SALES AND EMPLOYMENT

FROM BUSINESSES THAT COULD BE ACQUIBED DUE TO THE MASTER PLAN
UPDATE IMPROVEMENTS

City _ Owner Sales _molovees

Runway Related Construction Mitigation Acquisition (A_vcs 2, 3 and 4)

Burien Commercial Building Genzale, Anthony $ 465,272 20
Burien Olympic Bowl Frickson, Ronald Closed for lease
Burien Shell Gas Station Winter, Charles & S____-. 113,899 4
Burien Tucker's Upholstery Shop Tucker, Charles W. I5,000 4

Burien Red Apple Grocery Cistaunet, David T. & Chris A. 994,646 12
SeaTac Agnculumd/Farming Vacca, Tony & Betty J. NSG NA
SeaTac Raffo Garage RST Enterprises Inc HA NA
SeaTac Commercial/Office RST Enterprises Inc NSG NA
SeaTac Chevron Station Cromie, James M. 114,899 6
SeaTac Jovanovich& SonsMarine Jovanovich,John 65,000 4

SeaTac Agricultural/Farming Vacca, Tony & Betty NSG NA

RPZ Acquisition _
SeaTac Des Moines Way Nursery Seike Shu Benjamin & Kiyoshi 47,043 12
SeaTac Office & Deli Paarezanin,Don J. 35,000 24
SeaTac Alaska Airlines Stores Annex Alaska Airlines NA 8

SeaTac Jim's Detail Shop Chu Sho Mei 75,000 12
SeaTac Hertz Auto Sales & Service Hertz Realty Corp 80,000 15
SeaTac All-American Homes All-American Homes Inc. NA 6

SeaTac Jerry AutoDelai] H J Owinn & Co 30,000 8
SeaTac Avis Rent A Car Avis Rent A Car System Inc 60,000 12
SeaTac Rons Auto Rebuild H J Gwirm & Co 80,000 6
SeaTac A-1 Collision Bjomeby, Robert G & Anna M 20,000 8
SeaTac Warehouse/Shipping Pacific Gulf Properties Inc. NA 30
SeaTac Telephone Co. Building U S West Inc. NSG NA
SeaTac Sea Tac Industrial Park G_o_-ek,Matt & Aew NA 140

SeaTac A-1 Collision Bjorneby, Robert G 30,000 8
SeaTac Nel-Tech Weona Building Corp NA 128
SeaTac Sea Tac Industrial Park Gworek, Matt & Aew NA 90
SeaTac Sea Tac Industrial Park Gworek, Matt & Aew NA 40
SeaTac Alaska Airlines Warehouse Alaska Airlines NA 30

Acquisition Area Total $2,225,759 627

Source: Shapiro& Associates. Taxable retailsalesper business estiraatedfrom dataprovided by Washington Departmentof
Revenueandemploymentfiguresfromtelephonesurveyandapplication of employmentdensityfactors.1994.

Theestimated loss in thesejobs ,cp_e.sontspotential maximumeffects and assumes thatbusinesseswould be unableto
relocatewithinthe same city.

Commercialpropertiesin the RunwayProtectionZone of the new parallelnmway may not be acquired- avigation
easementsmay bepurchased.

NA=Not available NSG =No Sales TranmctionsGenerated.
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IV,SECTION 9

AIR QUALITY

The air quality analysis presented in the Draft EIS has been ttlutated to account for changes m the
surface transportation analysis (Chapter 1_, Section 15 "'Swface Transportation ', and Appendix 0).
Additional_, in response to numerous comments concerning the assumptions used m the air quality
analysis and the presentation of results in the Draft F,_, this ch_ter and the associated Appendix D
have been revised. In re-examining the modeling assumptions used in the .¢m.._.sis, s.evera.! "test.case'
analyses were conducted to evaluate the effect of various levels of aircraft activity on mr pollutant levels
(presented in Appendix 1)). Each of the individual comments concerning the _ analysis are responded
to inAppendix R (See response to comments R- IO-1 through R- l O-68).

The proposed Master Plan Update improvements Development of the proposed third parallel
at Sea-Tee conforms to the requirements for the runway would not worsen air pollution in the
Puget Sound Region and to the State of Airport area. In fact, use of a third runway
Washingnon's plan for "eliminating or reducing would result in a reduction in pollutant
the severity and number of violations of the concentrations at most locations.
national ambient air quality standards and
achieving expeditious attainment of such • Roadway Intersection Analysis: Pollutant
standards." This was determined through the concentrations at several highly congestedintersections on International Boulevard (SR
preparation of an airport emissions inventory, an 99) currently exceed the g-hour carbon
areawide dispersion analysis, and a roadway monoxide standard. The addition of the
intersection analysis. Additionally, the analysis proposed North Unit Terminal would resultincludes an evaluation of air toxic emissions (see
Section 7 "Human Heakh"), and construction in changes in traffic volumes and patternswhich would increase pollutant levels above
vehicle impacts (see Section 23 "Consu'uction already high levels. However, proposed
Impacts"). mitigation would alleviate the increased

The majority of the pollutant emissionsin the pollutant concenwations.
Puget Sound Regiun-75 percent-is generated by
motor vehicles (i.e., cars, trucks, buses, taxis, Mitigation actions can help curtail the additional
motorcycles). Aircraft operating at Sea-Tat carbon monoxide levels at those intersections that
contribute less than one percent of the carbon would experience a change in traffic with the
monoxide emissions, nitrogen oxides, and proposed improvements. Other mitigation plans
volatile organic compounds for all mobile and improvements-such as new aircraft and
sources within the Puget Sound Region. Whether automobile technology, restructured ground
a new runway is built or not, air pollutant traffic patterns, more efficient poor-weather
emissions from roadway vehicles and aircraft landIng operations-can also help alleviate
would be expected to increase m the Region as projected pollution levels for the airport and the
population increases. Puget Sound Region. Mitigation measures arediscussed at the end of this section.

Key findings of this analysis are:
Projects revolving the location of a new runway

• Air Pollutant Inventory: Airport-related may not be approved unless there is "reasonable
pollutant emissions from Sea-Tac are less assurance" that the project will be located.
than the levels established by the State designed, constructed, and operated in
Implementation Plan for reducing air compliance with applicable air quality standards
pollutants. They would continue to be less (the XAQS). Certification in the form of a
than forecast, with or without airport "'Governor's Air Quality Certificate", issued by
improvements, the Washington State Governor's O_ce, is

requ4red indicating that the proposed project will
• Area Dispersion Analysis: The dispersion comply with all applicable air quality standards.

analysis performed for the airport area
indicates that exceedances of the Ambient
Air Quality Standards would occur with or
without Airport improvements.
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(1) AIR QUALITY STANDARDS The se_e_, classifications for non-a_-_ent
areas are m increasing order of severity:

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency marginal, moderate, serious, severe, and exu'eme.
(USEPA) has adopted air quality sta_dards that The Puget Sound Region has been designated as
specify the maximum permissible short-term and a 'high-moderate' non-attainment area for carbon
long-term concentrations of air conmt_.inants, monoxide, and as a 'marginal' ozone non-
Tne National, State, and local Ambient Air attainment area. The CO non-atta;.nmen_ a_a
Quality Standards (AAQS) consist of a primary extends from north of Everett to Tacoma. Ti_e
and secondary standard for each pollutant as ozone non-attainmantareacomprisesall of Pierce
presented in Table IV.9-1. Air quality standards County, all of King County except for a small
are the levels established to protect the public portion in the northwest comer, and the western
health from harm within a margin of safety. All portion of Snohomish County.
areas of the country are required to demonstrate
attainment with the AAQS. Accordingly, Ecology has prepared

implementation plans for reducing CO and ozone
levels within the Puget Sound Region. For areas

The Washington State Department of Ecology designated marginal non-aUainment for ozone,
(Ecology) and the Puget Sound Air Pollution the State must demonswate through its SIP that it
Control Agency (PSAPCA) have established state will reduce ozone pollutants 15 percent over
and local ambient air quality standardsthat are at 1990 levels by 1996, and meet the ambient air
least as stringent as the national standards. Local quality standards by November 15, 1999.standards that are more stringent than the national

standards for sulfur dioxide have been in effect As found by the State's emission inventory,
since 1968. motor vehicles (i.e., cars, trucks, buses, taxis,

motorcycles) are the primary air pollutant
The air quality standards focus on limiting the generator in the Region. Motor vehicles
quantity of six criteria pollutants: contribute 75 percent of the total pollutant levels

* Ozone (03) in King County, while non-road activity such aslawn and garden equipment, construction
• Carbon Monoxide(CO) eouipment and airport activity represent 20
• Niurogen Dioxides (NO2) percent of the pollutant emissions in the Region.
• Particulate Matter (PMio) A=cordingly, the greatest source of CO emissions
• Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) in the Region are motor vehicles.• Lead (Pb)

The SIP "inventories" pollutant levels by a
Hydrocarbons (HC) are not a criteria pollutant variety of sources within the Region including
and therefore no ambient air standards have been airports. Once all the pollutant sources are
established for this pollutant. Since inventoried, then the SIP focuses on measures to
hydrocarbons, however, react with nilrogen reduce pollutant levels in omer to meet pollutant
oxides in sunlight to form ozone, hydrocarbon reduction goals for the Region. The SIP
and nilrogen oxide emissions are included in the inventories do not mean that activity within the
analysis performed for this EIS. Because air Region cannot grow. For example, the SIP
monitoring in the Puget Sound Region has accounts for growth in aircraft activity at Sea-Tac
indicated compliance with the lead standard since as shown below (1990 and forecast 1995
1980, lead was not examined in this study, emissions):

(2) PUGET SOUND REGION

The Clean Air Act requires states with areas that
exceed the AAQS to develop plans for each area
that, when implemented, will reduce air
pollutants and attain the standards. These
attainment plans must be adopted by the state and
submitted to the USEPA in the form of a State
Implementation Plan (SIP). Compliance with
the AAQS (i.e. establishing the area as
attainment or nonattainment) is determined by
long-term monitoring throughout the Region.
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STATE IMPT-r-M_,NTATION PLAN (3) __ -__ A___ _ PO ANT
AIRCRAFT EMISSIONS INVENTORY

For the EIS, an aircraft pollutant inventory was
60oo prepared similar to the SIP inventory. The

aircraft pollutant inventory s_mnmrizes the total
quenti_y of each poUumm emitted by aircraft

operating at the Airport. The aircraft emissionsinventory was performed using the FAA's
t Emissions and Dispersion Modeling System
g (EDMS) computer model. The following present

the existing inventory levels and future pollutant
emissions for the Airport for the years 1994,
2000, 2010, and 2020. The emissions levels are
shown in comparison to the SIP inventory levels.

CO VOC NO_

For a more detailed comparison of the SIP andEm_sioa$ FffS inventory, as well as the 1991 Ecology Study
analysis methodolo_es, refer to Append_ R (R-
I0-2).

By 1995, overall emissions within the Region are
expected to decrease by 37 percent over 1990
levels. At the same time, the SIP planned for (A) Existin_ (1994) Inventory
aircraft emissions at Sea-Tac to increase by 63
percent for Carbon Monoxide, 77 percent for The Airport's existing pollutant emissions are
Nitrogen Dioxides, and 31 percent for Volatile consistently below the State's inventoried
Organic Compounds (hydrocarbons). Because emissions for Sea-Tac. The following chart
motor vehicles are expected to remain the largest compares the emissions for 1994 with theState's 1990 emissions inventory levels for
contributor of pollutants, the SIP focuses on Sea-Tac.
reducing emissions from motor vehicles to
achieve the Region's goals for reducing air
pollutants. The anticipated decrease in emissions EXISTING EMISSIONS INVENTORY
from motor vehicles is expected to result from
increased use of oxygenated fuels, continuation I
of the vehicle inspection and maintenance
program, and by the replacement of older
automobiles with newer, cleaner models.

3000"

Appendix D summarizes the air monitoring

conductedintheRegion. Additionally,several _ _oo-

specificair monitoringprogramshave been

conducted at the Airport and within the Region. is00
The most recent air monitoring program
conducted at the Airport was along the terminal 10co
curbfront to assess the potential impact of a
planned on-airport hotel from December to
January1994/1995.Thismonitoringfocusedon 0
carbon monoxide and found no violations of the _c ,ca co
1-hour and 8-hour CO standards. Each of the air
monitoring programs are more fully described in
Appendix D.

Residents have long expressed concern over the (B)Fntnre Pollntan( Inventor_,
source of "black speckles" or 'black residues' at
their homes. Therefore, a residue sampling For each project alternative and time period,
program was conducted aspartofth_EJS. The aircraft emissions are below SIP levels.
results of the sampling program are described in Nonetheless, emissions are expected to
AppendixD, and in Appendix R (R-10-43). increase as aircraft activity increases,

whether or not a new runway is built.
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Starting with the year 2000, Table IV;_2 pollutant levels were compared to the National,
places side-by-side the emission levels or me state, and local Ambient Air Quality Standards
four alternatives-the Do.Nothing (AAQS) presented in Table IV.9-1.
(Alternative I) and the three "With Project=

options (Alternative 2 through 4). Inc_.ded is EDMS can be used to produce two levels ofthe Preferred Alternafive (Alternative). detail: a screening anatysis which incorporates
"worst case" ope,'-a_onal and hypothetical

The results show that there would be little meteorological condmo_: and, a more detailed
difference in total emissions between each of 'refined' analysi_ u_a_ considers actual
the alternatives. The differences would be operational patterns and ni_orical meteorological
due primarily to minor changes in aircraft conditions.
taxiing patterns associated with each
alternative and an overall slight reduction in The screening dispersion analysis helps to
departure delay time. The future emissions identify locations in the Airport environment
levels show that use of the proposed third where possible exceedances of the air quality
parallel runway would result in increased standards could result. The screening analysis
aircraft taxiing, but also a reduction in produces a peak hour pollutant concenlration that
departure delaytime, assumes that the peak activity for ah_ft,

roadways, and other sources occurs at the same
time. The analysis also considers that the

CHEMICAL ABBREVIATIONSand "worst" weather conditions for pollutant
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT dispersion also occurs at the same time. This

CO CarbonMonox/de situation produces a highly unlikely if not
HC Hydrocarbons improbable combination of events.

PMi0 Parti_htteMatter Receptor locations for all alternatives were
NO2 NitrogenDioxides selected based on air pollutant contours (pollutant
03 Ozone contours or isopleths _resent lines of equal
SO2 SulfurDioxide pollutant concenm_on). The pollutant contours
VOC VolatileOrganicCompounds were created using a grid of 400 receptor
ppm partspermillion locations equally spaced at 300 meters apart. The

pollutant contours help identify locations at
(4) ARF_ DISPERSION ANALYSIS which the highest possible concentrations could

be found and where the air quality standards
An areawide air pollution dispersion analysis was might be exceeded. Exhibit IV.9-1 identifies the
performed to determine the impact of airport- receptor locations identified by the screening
related activity on pollutant levels in the vicinity analysis and for which a more detailed, refined
of the Airport. This analysis was undertaken to dispersion analysis was then conducted.
ensure that the proposedMaster Plan Update Appendix D pl_-sents the pollutant contours and
alternatives would not increase the frequency or receptor locations.
level of pollution, particularly in the communities
surrounding the Airport. The analysis concluded The EDMS refined analysis includes two primary
that development of the proposed third parallel enhancements over the screening analysis. The
runway would not worum existing exceedances, first incorporates "temporal" factors that describe
or create new exceedances of the ambient air hourly, weekly, and monthly activivy for each of
quality standards for all forecast periods, the different pollutant sources (aircraft,

roadways, etc.). In comparison to the screening
The area dispersion analysis encompasses a wider analysis, the 'temporal' factors assign activity
range of sources than the air pollution inventory, according to when it actually occurs. The second
which focused solely on ah-c_s.ftemissions. The component uses actual meteorological conditions
dispersion analysis accounts for emissions from for each of the five most recent years (1988-
aircraft and aiJ_afl support equipment, on and 1993) for the Puget Sound Region. Each year
off-airport parking lots, roadways, training fires, includes 8,760 hours of actual weather data. Use
fuel systems, terminal heating and cooling, and of the temporal factors and actual weather data
aircraft maintenance activities, produces pollutant emission levels more closely

linked to "real world" conditions.
The FAA's Emissions and Dispersion Modeling
System (EDMS) computer model was utilized to
perform the dispersion analysis. Modeled
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7n 1992, the' Wmhb_vron State Deparonem of location are influenced by emissions from
Ecology prepared a screening level analysis for aireta_ takeoffs. There were no exceedances
Sea-Fac. The F_ takes the ana_sis to the next, of the NO: mnderd in any of the coramunity
more detailed level of analysis beyond the arcas surroundingtheAirporL
Ecologysru,_.

A_ thi_ area requires security clearance,
The following sections describe the results of the prolonged public exposure along South 154th
areawide refined dispersion analysis. Street would not be expected relative to the
Background concenlmtions were included in this longer-term annual NO2 standard. Receptors
analysis. The background concenu'ation is a level within the xurrounding community areas are
of pollutant concentration that is not directly below the ambient air quality standards for
attributable to any one source. Background all pollutants.
concentrations for CO, NO_, SOt, and PMsowere
added to the estimated concenlzations determined OB)Future Pollutant Concentrations
by the dispersion modeling. Even before airport
sources are considered, the recommended Tables IV.9-4, IV.9-5, and IV.9-6 present
background concentrations account for 30 to 60 the results for the future Do-Nothing and
percent of the levels allowed by the ambient air "With Project" alternatives for CO and NO2.
quality standards. The main distinction between the Do-Nothing

and "With Projecf' conditions is the lower
(A)Existin_PollntantConeentrations maximum concenlration of NO: with the

proposed third parallel runway. Some
The highest concentrations of carbon receptor locations may experience a slight
monoxide occur along the terminal curbRont, increase in pollutant concentrations, although
There were no exceedances of the short-term concentrations would continue to be well
1-hour and 8-hour standards for carbon below thestandards.
monoxide identified by the areawide
dispersion analysis. As for the existing condition, the highest

concenffations of NO: m the future would
Table IV.9-3 shows the concentrations of occur along South 154th Street. With the
carbon monoxide and nfirogen dioxide with proposed airport improvements, South 154th
the addition of background levels for each would be relocated furtherto the north. Still,
receptor location for the existing condition, this receptor would be located in close
For each receptor location, the source proximity to the runway ends. For carbon
(airport, roadways, background) of the monoxide, the highest 8-hour concentrations
pollutant concenlyations is illustrated. As would occur in the terminal areas. All future
shown, airport sources are generally not the l-hour CO concentrations would be well
major contribution to receptor below the standard.
concentrations.

1. Altenpative _1{Do-Nothin_
For existing condition, no exceedances of the
I-hour and 8-hour CO standard were Including background, the highest NO:
identified by the areawide dispersion concentration identified by the refined
analysis. The highest CO concenlrations dispersion analysis would be along South
occurred in the terminal roadway area. 154th Street. By 2010, NO:

concenlrations along 188th Street would
An exceedance of the NO: ambient air also exceed the standard. No other
quality standard was identified at one receptor locations would exceed the
receptor location. The receptor located at annual NO: standard.
South 154th Street indicated potential NO:
concenlrations substantially higher than the Including background, the highest CO
standard (0.08 ppm as compared to the concentrations would occur in the
annual 0.053 ppm standard). This receptor is terminal area. The highest
locatedjust 650 feet (200 meters) north of the concentrations occur along the Airport
end of Runway 16L. Airport property is terminal roadway in the area of the
located on either side for the entire length of planned hotel and along the south-
South 154th Street in the Airport area. There terminal area curbfront.
are no homes, parks or businesses located in
this area. Pollutant concentrations at this
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2. "Wi_ Prelect" Alternatives standards. Additional changes would
(Alternatives 2, 3 and 4) occur in how vehicles access the A/rpon.

These changes are eval,_,_ted in the

Development of the proposed third roadway mtersection analysis presented
parallel runway would result in similar in the next section.
NOz concentrations as for the Do-
Nothing condition. For each alternative, (5) ROADWAY INTERSECTION
the highestconcentrationofNO2 forall
receptorlocationswouldbe alongSouth
154thStreet.Exceptfor154thSneerand Becausemotorvehiclesarethemajorsourceof
along 188thStreet,allotherreceptor airpollutants,a separate,more detailedair
concentrationswould be belowtheNO2 qualityanalysiswas conductedforseveralhighly
standard, congested roadway intersections in the Airport

area. The intersection analysis focuses on
Each of the terminal development options emissions generated by motor vehicles in the
would resultin changes in traffic immediatevicinityof fourof the most highly
volumesandmovements.Thesechanges
arefairlylocalizedand would focuson congested intersectionsalong International
changes in CO concentrations.As Boulevard(SR 99) as follows:at South 160th
presented in the Draft EIS, for each Slzeet; South 170th Slzeet; South 188th Street;
alternative,thehighestconcenmttionsof and at South 200th Slreet.Additionally,the
CO would occur in the existing terminal proposed relocation of An'port employee related
area. All concentrations would be below parking to north of SR 518 along 24th Street was
the l-hour and 8-hour CO standards, also considered. The location of the relocated

Additional changes would occur in how employee parking lot and intersections modeled
vehicles access the Airport. These areshown inExhibit IV.9-2.
changes are evaluated in the roadway
intersection analysis presented in the next Carbon monoxide is the pollutant of greatest
section, concern at roadway intersections because it is the

pollutant emitted in the greatest quantity by
3. Preferred AIternative(_lteruative motor vehicles for which short-term health

3 - North Unit Terminal_ standardsexist. The intersection dispersion
analysis used the CAL3QHC air quality computer

As is described in Chapter H, the Port of model. The modeling methodology used in the
Seattle staff have recommended the analysis is fm_er described in Appendix D.
implementation of Alternative 3 (Nor_
Unit Terminal) with a new parallel
runway with a length up to 8.500 feet. Pollutant concentrations are for locations at 3
As the previous paragraphs indicate, the meters (12 feet) from the edge of each roadway,
highest concentration of NO:. for all for the maximum concentrations ident_ed.
receptorlocations would be alongSouth
154th Street However, with the The analysis bases its results on two standard CO
Preferred Alternative, the maximum measurement levels-one-hour and eight-hour
concentrations would be less than for the concentrations. The air quality standards for one
Do-Nothing condition. As the proposed hour is 35 ppm; for eight hours, 9 ppm. In total,
improvements include the extension of thirty-rwo receptor locations were modeled in the
the primary Runway 16L/34R, vicinity of each intersection. How existing and
concenwations south of the Airport funtre levels would compare to the standards is
would increase slightly. Except along presented in Table IV.9-7 and Table IV.9-8 and
154th Slree: _nd South 188th Street by summarized below.
the year 2020, all other receptor
concenlntions would be less than for the (A) Existine Imoaets
NO2 air quality standard.

The already high traffic volumes at these
The Preferred Alternative would result in intersections and poor meteorolog/cal
changes in traffic volumes and conditions contributed to high 8-hour CO
movements. The highest concentrations concentrations at all intersections considered.
of CO would occur in the existing The l-hour CO concentrations are belowthe
terminal area. All concenwations would 35 ppm ambient air quality standard.
be below the ]-hour and 8-hour CO
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For the International Boulevard (SR 99) (SR 1. Aiterame_veI (De-Nothiue_
99) and South 188th Street interse_on, the
highest concentration was with a peak 8-hour For all four intersections alongInternational Boulevard (SR 99), theconcentration of about 18 ppm, including
background, with a worst case wind angle of future Do-Nothing CO concentrations
20 degrees from the northeast. For would exceed the 8-hour standard.
International Boulevard (SR 99) and South
170th Street, the highestS-hourconcentyation For the year 2000, the highest CO
was just over 12 ppm. For South 160th concentration for International Boulevard
Street, the highest 8-hour concentration was (SR 99) at South 188th Street would be
abotn 10 ppm, and 15 ppm at South 200th 15 ppm including background; I l ppm at
Street. These concentrations are all well South 170th Street; 10 ppm at South
above the 8-hour 9 ppm standard. 160th Street; and 13 ppm at South 200th

Street. By 2010, emissions would be
(B)Fnturelmpaets expected to increase as traffic levels

' inertly,with or without development.

In the future, these intersections would By 2020, emissions would start to
continue to experience high traffic volumes, decrease as reductions in vehicle
Although improvements in vehicle emissions emissions noticeably compensate for
are expected and would have a positive effect increases in roadway traffic. The
on CO concentrations, the increase in uaffic exception is at South 17001 Street.
volume would counter the beneficial effect of
these improvements. The proposed changes Tables IV.9-7 and IV.9-8 illustrate the
in terminal roadways and employee parking maximum 1 and 8-hour CO
would begin by the year 2000. Employee concentrations at each intersection. The
parking currently located south of the g-hour CO standard would be exceeded
existing terminal (the South Lot), would at each intersection.
begin to be relocated to north of SR 518.

2. "With proiect" Alternatives
As is noted in Chapter HI, other regional {Alternatives 213, and 4)
development efforts are anticipated in the
future. These planned development actions, As indicated, each of the terminal
or other smaller developments, in development options would result in
combination with proposed Master Plan changes in traffic volumes and
Update improvements, could affect area movements, and in how vehicles access
surface transportation and air quality, the Airport. These changes are fairly

localized and would focus on changes in
The roadway project that is likely to have the CO concenlrations.
greatest impact on air pollutant conditions in
the airport area is the development of an As presented in the Draft EIS, each of the
extension of SR 509 and South Airport alternatives resulted in exceodances of
Access Road. These roadway improvement the 8-hour carbon monoxide standard at
projects have been included in the year 2020 the intersections of South 188th Street
Do-Nothing and "With Project" air pollutant and International Boulevard (SR 99), and
analysis, at South l T0th Street and International

Boulevard (SR 99). Concentrations for
As presented in the Draft F,IS, Alternative 3 each alternative were generally at or
resulted in the lowest overall CO below the flame Do-Nothing
concentrations for the intersections modeled, concentrations.

As shown in Tables IV.9-7 and IV.9-8, in By 2020, however, Alternatives 2 and 4
the future, CO concentrations for the l-hour would increase the severity of the 8-hour
concentration would be below the standard, exceedances over the Do-Nothing
while the 8-hour concenwations would condition, particularly at South 170th
exceed the standard similar to conditions that Slreet and International Boulevard (SR
exist today. 99). Generally, the Alternative 4

. concentrations were equal to the
concenlrations identified for Alternative
2. Alternative 3 resulted in the lowest
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overall CO concentrations for the concentrations. There would be
intersections modeled, exceedances of the 8-hour standard, but

they would not worsen over the Do-
3. Preferred Alternative (Alternative Nothing condition.

3) (E) South 154th Street and 24th

Development of the Preferred Alternative Street: geioc.=ted ]_mplo,'ee
would result in changes in the way traffic Par_ag___gg
accesses the Airport and affect traffic
movement in the airport area. As for the Beo_nnirtg in the year 2000, employee
Do-Nothing condition, each of the park_g will be relocated from south of
heavily congested intersections along the existing terminal (the South Lot), to
International Boulevard (SR 99) would north of SR 518 along 24th Street (the
continue to exceed the 8-hour standard. North Lot). The relocation in employee

parking will occur with or without the
(A) International Boulevard fSR 99) proposed improvements. Overall, the

aud South 188th Street number of employees using the lot, and
the volume of u-affic along 24th Street

Concentrations of CO atthe International would be low. By 2020, a total of 128
Boulevard (SR 99) and South 18gth vehicle trips would use the lot for the Do-
Street intersection would be at oi below Nothing condition during the peak hour.
the future Do-Nothing concentrations. "With Project", a total of 329 vehicle
There would be exceedances of the 8- trips would use the lot, with 1,523
hour standard, but they are less severe vehicle trips occumng along 24th Street
than for the Do-Nothing condition, in the peak hour.

08) International Boulevard (SR 99) Pollutant concentrations along 24th
and S?uth 170th Street Sweet reflect the low traffic volumes.

Receptors were located three meters (12
For the International Boulevard (SR 99) feet) on either side of the roadway. The
and South 170th Street intersection, the results indicated that the maximum 1-
Preferred Alternative (North Unit hour CO concentration would be less
Terminal), CO concentrations would than g ppm, as compared to the 35 ppm
begin to increase slightly over the Do- standard. The 8-hour CO concentrauon
Nothing condition by 2010. The would be less than 6 ppm as compared to
maximum concentrations at this the 9 ppm standard. The relocated
intersection would exceed the ambient empioy_ parking lot would contribute
standard. The increase in CO approxunately five percent of the total
concenu-ations "With Project" as emissions.
compared to the Do-Nothing condition
would be very minimal with a difference (6) MITIGATION MEASURES
of one-tenth of one part per million.

The proposed landside improvements included in
(C) International Boulevard fSR 99) the "With Project" alternatives-improved

and southl60th_;treet terminal facilities and public and employee
parking-would result in changing vehicular

Concentrations of CO at the International traffic movement and patterns in the immediate
Boulevard (SR 99) and the South 160th airport area. For the Preferred Alternative,
Street intersection would begin to (Alternative 3), the majority of employee parking
increase slightly over the D-Nothing within the terminal area shifts to a new lot
condition by 2010. A difference of located north of SR 518, reducing congestion and
approximately 0_. ppm (two tenths of pollutant concentrations.
one ppm) would occur "With Project" as
compared to the Do-Nothing Condition. The intersection "hot spot" analysis for carbon

monoxide indicated that potential exceedances of
(D) International Boulevard (SR 99) the standards might occur with the Preferred

and South 200th. Street Alternative (North Unit Terminal). The North
Unit Terminal alternative would change how

At South 200th Street, concentrations of motor vehicles accessthe Airport. Accordingly,
CO would not exceed the Do-Nothing
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these changes would result in increases in motor ¢oncenm_tions at this intersection are only
vehicle traffic, and result in possible exceedances marginally higher by the year 2020 (as shown
of the AAQS at International Boulevard (SR 99) in Table IV.9-8, a difference oftwo-tenms ox
and South 170th Street, and at South 160th Su-eet. one ppm or less).
This added Airport-related traffic further
conUibtnes to these already heavily congested Mitigation measures proposed would include
roadway intersections, adding an additional southbound le_turn

lane (2 total); and improvements to the

The analysis contained in this document westbound right-turn lane. These
represents a worst case evaluation. Thus, the improvements would occur by 2010. An
Port of Seattle will commit to an air monitoring additional lane along International Boulevard

program to determine if such current conditions (SR 99) would be needed by 2020 to provide
exist on the roadway system. Based on the actual additional relief at this intersection.
measurements, the probable impact of the
proposed improvements will be evaluated. If Tables IV.9-7 and IV.9-8 present the effect
such exceedances would likely occur, the Port of of these measures. As shown, the
Seattle will undertake appropriate action, such as improvements would reduce the CO

concenlrations and would not exceed the Do-
those identified below. Nothing condition.

(A) Miti__tion for International Blvd. and
South 170th Street (C) Additional Initiatives For Reduein_

Air Pollnta_t_ within the Airport Area
The Preferred Alternative increases pollutant
concentrations over the Do-Nothing The Port of Seattle continues to support the
alternative at this intersection. This is due air quality initiatives which have been
primarily to changes in how airport-related enacted in the Puget Sound Region to
traffic would access the Airport in the future, improve air quality. These initiatives have

included the growth management planning
Because of the high waffic volumes and mandated by the Growth Management Act;
unacceptable level of vehicle delay, several the wood burning stove curtailment initiative
improvements in this intersection could be of the 1990's; the seasonal use of
undertaken to reduce air pollutant oxygenated or reformulated fuels (between
concenwations. The mitigation measures November 1 through March 1); and the
include the addition of an additional Inspection/Maintenance program which
northbound left-turn lane (2 total); the monitors emissions and compliance with air
consu'uction of high capacity right-turn lanes quality pollution control equipment on motor
in the southbound and eastbound directions, vehicles. These measures are enforced as
and the construction of a westbound right- part of the USEPA's vehicular emission
turn lane. These improvements would occur standards which require progressively more
by 2010 when relief would be needed to stringent tailpipe emission standards.
substantially decrease the time vehicles idle Restrictions on commercial and residential
at this intersection. By 2020, an additional outdoor burning and mandatory use of
lane along International Boulevard (SR 99) oxygenated fuels are measures used to
would also be added, decrease ambient CO concentrations in the

Puget Sound Region.
Tables IV.9-7 and IV.9-8 present the effea
of these changes on carbon monoxide The Port of Seattle is also committed to
concentrations. As shown, these reducing emissions from various sources at
improvements would address the air quality the Airport. On-going considerations have
and increased lraffic volumes anticipated at focused on reducing the number of vehicles
this intersection. The CO concenlrations accessing the airport by providing
would be below the Do-Nothing condition for alternatives to single-occupancy vehicle
the Preferred Alternative. access to and from the Airport. Other actions

have addressed motor vehicle idling along the
(B) .MitiNtion for International Blvd. and terminal curbfront. Airport staff rigorously

South_t60ttt_;treet monitor access and idling by taxi's,
limousines, and buses within the terminal

The Preferred Alternative increases pollutant area.
concentrations over the Do-Nothing
alternative at this intersection. Pollutant
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The Port of Seattle has supported a trip • That the project will not cause or contribute
reduction strategy which has several to any new violations of any of the ambient
components: employee shuttle bus service to air quality standards (AAQS) in the project
remote public and employee p_g to area orthemetropolitanarea;
reduce vehicle trips in the terminal area;
regionat light-rail u-ansit system; limi..fing • That the project will not increase the
passenger drop-off and pickup, and providing frequency or sevenW of any existing
short-term parking alternatives, violations of any AAQS; and

Additional actions that could further reduce * That the project will not delay timely
airpollutant concentrations atSea-Tac: attainment of the AAQS or any requiredinterim emission reduction in the project

• Financial disincentives for single area.

occupancy driving to the Airport The purpose of the air quality analysis, therefore,
• Raise short-term parking rates is to demouswate that the proposed improvements

at Sea-Tac conform to the SIP requirements for
• Implement toll system on the the Puget Sound Region. Because the Master

airportroadway with lower fees for Plan Update includes proposed changes to the
High Occupancy Vehicles (HOV). airfield, landside, terminal and off-mrport

roadways, two forms of conform_ have been
• Convenience disincentives/'mcentives: addressed: Transportation and general

conformity. Transportation conformity applies to
• Development of remote Park'n'Fly all roadway and mmsit projects to be funded or

operations approved by the Federal Highway Adminiswation
(FHWA) or Federal Transit Adminisu'ation

• Require private autos to use third (FTA). The Port of Seattle and the FAA have
floor plaza instead of terminal determined that transportation conformity does
curbfront not apply. However, ff transportation conformity

• Require use of alternative fuels by does apply, as is shown by the analysis in thissection, all proposed airport improvements
courtesy vehicles conform to the State Implementation Plan and

thus transportation conformity could be
• Improved airport access roads that demonstrated.

attract users offthe area arterials (i.e.,

South Access Road). Non-roadway u'ansponafion projects, such as the
proposed improvements at Sea-Tac, are governed

The Port of Seattle's plans are to continue to by the "general conformity" regulations (40 CFR
explore ways in which to reduce pollutant Part 93, Subpart B). General conformity applies
levels at the Airport. to Federal Actions occurring in areas designated

nonatminment for any of the criteria pollutants as
(7) CLEAN AIR ACT CONFORMITY identified in Table IV.9-1. The designation of

nonanainment is based on the exceedances or
The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 require violations of the air quality standm'ds. As
Federal agencies to ensure their actions conform indicated, the Puget Sound Region has been
to the appropriate State Implementation Plan designated nonattainment for carbon monoxide
(SIP). The SIP is a plan which provides for and ozone.
implementation, maintenance, and enforcement
of the Ambient Air Quality Standards (AAQS), The' USEPA has issued rules for determining
and includes emission limitations and control general conformity of airport related projects.
measures to attain and maintain the AAQS. Although the conform/ty determination is a
Conformity is defined as demonstrating that a Federal responsibility, State and local air
project conforms to the State Implementation agencies are provided notification and their
Plan's purpose of "eliminating or reducing the expertise consulted. The Federal agency must
severity and number of violations of the ambient provide a 30-day notice of the Federal action and
air quality standards and achieving expeditious draft conformity determination to the appropriate
attainment of such standards". The determination USEPA Region, and State and local air agencies.
of conformity is governed by the following The Federal agency must also make the draft
principles: determination available to the public to allow

opportunity for review and comments. This Final
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EIS serves that purpose. All public comments on Public notices announcing the availability of the
the draft conformity determination will be draft conformivy determination arc being
respondedtointheFAA's RecordofDecision. publishedin four local newspapers (Post
The Final Conformity determinationis Intelligencer,SeattleTimes, Tacoma News
anticipatedtobeincludedintheFAA'sRecordof Tribune,and HighlineTimes)concurrentwith
Decision. issuanceofthisFinalEIS. Itisanticipatedthat

the final conformity determinationand
To meettheairqualitycriteriaofconformity,the commitmentsformitigationwillbe includedin
analysisrelieson air qualitymodeling as theFAA'sRecordofl)ecision(RODL
specified in 40 CFR Section 93.158(aX3). The
results of the modeling effort are used to The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 require
demonstrate whether the Federal action will Federal agencies to ensure their actions conform
cause or contribute to a violation of the AAQS or to the appropriate State Implementation Plan
delay the timely attainment of a standard. As (SIP). Therefore, mitigation measures must be
indicated in this section, an emissions inventory identified and the procesa and schedule for
and dispersion analysis were performed for the implementatwn and enforcement described.
proposed improvements at Sea-Tat. The results Sponsors of airport projects must provide written
of the dispersion analysis indicate that, with commitments to any mitigation plans. See
mitigation, the proposed improvements would not Appendix R _-10-5J).result in any new exceedances, nor increase the
frequency orseverity ofany existing violations of
the ambient air quality standards for carbon (8) AIR CERTIFICATION
monoxide (CO) or nin'ogen dioxide (NO2) at any
modeled receptor locations. The addition of the 49 USC 47106(cX1)(B) requires that AirportImprovement Program applications for airport
proposed Federal action to the existing conditions projects involving the location of a new runwayresults in fewer emissions than for the Do-

may not be approved unless the Chief Executive
Nothing condition, thereby demonstrating Officer of the state in which the project isconformity with the State's SIP by not increasing

located, or the appropriate state official certifies
emissions with respect to the baseline condition, in writing that there is "reasonable assurance"

Therefore, it has been demonstrated, by USEPA that the project will be located, designed,
standards, that the Federal action for proposed constructed, and operated in compliance with
improvements at Sea-Tac conform to the applicable air quality standards (the AAQS).
applicable SIP for the Puget Sound Region. This Therefore, certification from Washington State's
conclusion of a positive general conformity Governor's Office is required indicating that the
determination for the Federal action planned at proposed project will comply with all applicable
Sea-Tac fulfills the FAA's obligation and air quality standards. Certification is issued in
responsibility under 40 CFR Part 93, Subpart B. the form of a Governor's Air Quality Certificate.
This General Conformity Determination has been
prepared as specified in Section 176(c)[42 USC It is anticipated that the Governor's Certificate
7506c] of the Clean Air Act Amendments of will be issued before completion of the FAA's
1990. The determination has been made in Record of Decision.
accordance with the final rule of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
"Determining Conformity of General Federal
Actions to State or Federal Implementation
Plans" as published in the Federal Register on
November 30, 1993. The final rule (40 CFR Part
93, SubpartB) was effective January 31, 1994.
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TABLE IV.9-1

Seattle- TacomaInternationalAirport
Environmental Impact Statement

AlVIBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

WASHINGTON PUGET SOUND

POLLUTANT NATIONAL STATE REGION

sEcomx
CARBON MONOXIDE

8 Hour Average 9 ppm N/A 9 ppm 9 ppm
I Hour Averase 35 ppm N/A 35 ppm 35 ppm

PARTICULATE MA'I'TER

0PMIo)

Annual .ArithmeticAve? 50 pfdm3 50 p.g/m3 50 p.g/m_ 50 _g/m 3

24 Hour Average = 150 p.g/m3 150 ttg/m3 I50 p.g/m3 150 p.g/m3
PARTICULATE MATER

CrsP)
Annual Geometric Average N/A N/A 60 t_g/m_ 60 p.g/m3
24 Hour Average N/A N/A 150 lxg/m3 150 p_m 3

OZONE

1Hour Average a 0.12 ppm 0.12 ppm 0.12 ppm 0.12 ppm
SULFUR DIOXIDE

Annual Average e 0.03 ppm N/A 0.02 ppm 0.02 ppm
30 Day Average N/A N/A N/A 0.04 ppm
24 Hour Average 0.14 ppma N/A 0. ] 0 ppma 0. l 0 ppme
3 Hour Average N/A 0.50 ppm N/A N/A
1Hour Average f N/A N/A 0.25 ppln 0.2.5 ppm
I Hour Avere_e N/A N/A 0.40 ppma 0.40 ppm=

LEAD

Calendar Quarter Average ¢ 1.5 _3 1.5 _tglms N/A 1.5 pg/m 3
NITROGEN DIOXIDE

Annual Average e 0.053 ppm 0.053 ppm 0.053 ppm 0.053 ppm

Notes;
ppm = partspermillion
;_g/m3 " microgramspercubicmeter
Annual,Quarterand 30 Day standardsneverto be exceeded; shortertermstandardsnotto be ex___e___edmore thanonce peryear
unless noted.

N/A - Not Applicable

a. Notto beexceeded morethan once ayear.

b. Standardattainedwl_mthe expectedmmuaianthnmti¢meanconcentrationsis less thanor equalto 50_Wm_.
c. Standardattainedwhen the expectednumberof day=per calendaryearwith a 24 hour average concentrationabove 150

vg/m3is equalto or less than one.

d. Standardattainedwhen expected numberof days per calendaryearwith maximum hourlyavez-ageconcentrationabove0.12
ppmis equal to or less man one.

e. Never to be exceeded.

f. Notto beexceeded more than twice in seven consecutivedays
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Table IV.9o2

Sere-Tacoma International Airp_
Fanvimmnenud Impa_ Staxemem

AIRCRAF'I" EMISSIONS INVENTORY

21lO

5000-

3000 • _:i::, : :: : i

|000

DO-NIIbuI AIItl_lllVt ] AJttfltt_¢ 3 AhelrltltJV¢ • 1995 S|P II 21

I

2020

6000 - _l
i

i
_, _OBO ,, , , ,, , ! ,, mVOC

,..° i

Do-NoI_m0 AiltTlll_¢ _ AJllrltStlv8 _ AJllqll_lline¢ 4 ISP_$ _P J/2/

1/ Non-highwaymobtlepro.cect_onsfor1995,F.mi.ssSonsInventoryforCarbonMonr_ andP_curso_ of Ozonefor King,
P_rotmsdSnohomt.chCounts,Washington$...-,PugetSoundA_ PollutionO_-m'olAgeecy._ber, 1994.

21 Includesnhi_my,_ generalavialion,andoonunulcr_ forSoallle-Taea_naInternationalAiqxx1..
Note: Altetnlmvc3isthePrefem_dAltmumve.

Note: VOillil¢Oq_micC_¢_mds(VCX_'s)arenon-methaneOtpmcc_q_oundstl_ _ withNO2 andsunlighttofccm
ozone.

Source: Landrum&Brown,usingtheEDIvlSVersion
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Table IV.9-3

Se_mle-Tncomn Imemmiomtl Airport

Environmental Impact S_at_nem

EXISTING CONDITIONS (1994)

REFINED DISPERSION ANALYSIS

Receptors: I - Terminal-South;13=,Temti_l Hotel; 4A = Highlia¢Nuxsctcs;SA- SeaTacP,c=ervoit;.9A - Sea-Tac_ _; I 0A
- DcsMoinesCreekPat; Ex. 154th- Exmmg South154thStx=et;188thEast- South188thSm_t, EastReceptor.188111West
- South 188thStxcct,West Receptor.Receptorlocations are shown on Exhibit IV.9-I.

Source: Landn_ & Brown, Inc., using EDMS Version 944

AAQS: i-hour CO -3 5ppm; 8-hour CO = 9 ppm; NO_= 0.053 ppm
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TableIV.9.4

Seattle-Tacoma_tesnmionalAn'port

Envimnmea_ ImpactStatement

I-HOUR CARBON MONOXIDE (CO)
REFINED DISPERSION ANALYSIS

_em_ Withl_eim

mmmmlkl,_ mn_

Receptors: l=T_-South; 13=TerminalHotel; 4A=l-lJa,hSne Nurseries; $A=SeaTac Reservoir, 9A--Sea-Tac _al
Park;IOA=DesMoinesCreekPark;Ex./Fu. 154th_E,v,isting vs. FutureSouth 154thSueeU 188thEastmr,_outh188th
Street, East Receptor;,188th W_ 188th Street, West Recep¢_, Pref. Air Term.zProposed North umt
Terminal. ReceptorLocationsareshownonE_i_t IV.9-1.

Note: AAQS = 35.0
Background= 5.0ppm

Source: Landrum& Brown,Inc., using EDMS Version944
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TableIV.9-5

Sea_le-TacomaInternationalAirport

Environmental Impact Statement

g-HOUR CARBON MONOXIDE (CO)
REFINED DISPERSION ANALYSIS

=_-_._ "_ .........

m. m Am

!

I1_ wm "lNrm,

ai_mh_s s_

Receptors: lfTenninal-South; 13ffiTamimflHotel; 4AffiliJ_Sn¢ Nmseries; 5A--.SeaTa_Reservoir. 9AffiSea-T_:lndussfial
Park;10AffiD_Moines _ I_rlc Ex.ff-u. 154tbffiExi_iagvs. _ South 154th Street; 188thEast---.Sout_]88th
Street, East Receptor, 188th West=South 188th Sure,t, West Receptor. Pref. Air Term.fPmvosed North Unit
Termite. ReceptorLocations ate _own on ExPire TV.9-1.

Note: KAQS ffi9.0 ppm
Background= 3.5 ppm

Source: _ & Brown, Inc., usingEDMS Version944
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tim. IL IL _L
k W_ "J'erm.

Stratum"

Receptors: l=Term/nal-South;13ffiTermma]Hotel: 4A=H/ghline Nurseries;5A=SeaTac Reservoin 9A=Sea-T_ Industrial
Park;i0A=DesMoines CreekPark:_./Fu. Z54c/_Exi_/ng vs. FutureSouth 15_thSu-ee_ [$8th East=_South188th
Su'eet, East Receptor,,188th West=South 188th S_-ee_ We_t Receptor, Pref. Alt Term.fProposed North Unit
Terminal ReceptorL,oca_onsareshown on Ev,,hibitIV.9-1.

Note: AAQS =0.053ppm
Background ffi0.02 _m

Source: Landrum& Brown.Inc.,usingEDMS Version944
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SR 99 and 16Otb Street Intersection

se

Is

a. J ct

10 e

|

! O

KZi|eJO| 2000 3010 30Z0

Sou_:e:Lmthun&Brm_, Inc.,Decemb_,1995
Not=: AAOS=Amb_emAirOuaJ_ Sumdmls(i-HourCO-35ppm)

ln_a3e_om modeled8r¢shownonExhibitIV.9-2.

_/Backgroundlevel-5.0ppm
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 10

WATER QUALITY AND HYDROLOGY

Changing the Airport's landscape, as would good quality. Deeper, regional groundwater
happen with the proposed Master Plan Update resources used as drinking water are excellent
alternatives, could affect the hydrology of the quality and have no history of detectable levels of
Airport area as well as the downstream systems, pollution.
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 (the "With Project"
alternatives) would include earthwork and the Although pollutant loading would increase
addition of impervious land surface area. These somewhat because of greater amounts of
factors would decrease the amount of rainfall stormwater runoff associated with the "With
infiltrating the soil and increase stormwater Project" alternatives, compliance with mitigation
runoff flow rates and volumes. Unmitigated, requirements would be expected to prevent
these changes in hydrology could cause significant pollution or degradation of surface
downstream flooding, channel erosion, and and groundwater resources.
degraded in-stream habitat. Detailed hydrologic
modeling of the Airport and its surrounding (I) METHODOLOGY
watersheds was performed to quantify the
magnitude of downstream impacts and to The objectives of this analysis were to
determine appropriatemitigationstrategies, characterize existing hydrologic conditions in

downstream systems, to evaluate hydrologic
Preliminary estimates indicated that 61 acre-feet impacts, and to determine appropriate mitigation.
of new on-site detention storage volume would HSP-F_' Version 10.0, a continuous simulation
be required for proposed developed areas hydrologic model, was used to model the
draining to Miller Creel and 31 acre-feet of hydrology of the Airport, Miller Creek, and Des
storage would be required for areas draining to Momes Creek3' Data included in this document
Des Momes Creek. These detention volumes were generated as pan of the modeling analysis
would atten.ate peak runoff rates from the contained in AppendixG,
Airport to provide protection from downstream
flooding for storms having up to a 100-year The HSP-F model for Miller Creek was based on
return period. New impervious areas would an earlier HSP-F model of the entire watershed
increase annual runoff volumes to lower Miller developed for King County to use to evaluate the
Creek by 6 to 8 percent and volumes to Des Lake Reba Detention facility for stormwater
Moines Creek by 1 to 2 percent. Most of the control._ Flood frequency estimates from this
additional volume would flow through the earfier model were subsequently used in FEMA
downstream systems at rates that have low floodplain studies for Miller Creek# For this
erosion potential. Higher runoff volumes could analysis, the previously developed HSP-F model
be partially offset by stormwater infiltration was upgraded with stream channel characteristics
where on-site soils are suitable. Stormwater data from the FEMA studies and calibrated with
infiltration also would recharge shallow five years of stream flow data (July 1989 to June
groundwater. In both creeks, low and median 1994) collected by King County Surface Water
flow rates would be largely unaffected Management Division from gages at the Lake
throughout the year, and high flows would

increase slightly, most likely with no adverse 2 User MarmalforRele._e I0. Hydrologic 5m,_tlonimpacts on stream channel characteristics. Pmsram- FORTRAN(HSP-F),,__
Protect_nA,=,_, 1993.

Although Miller and Des Moines Creeks 2' HSP.FltydrvlogicModzlingAnalysisForSe_.Tac
occasionally violate Class AA (extraordinary) Ar_ponMe.tierPlanUpdmeF.IS,Momsom=ryWaer
water q_mllty standards for selected parameters Group,1995.(cune=ly inPreJimimtyDraftvernon)
during storm flow conditions, water quality • MillerCreekRegional StonnwmerDeterawnFacilities
generally appears to be good. Some shallow and Design Hydrologic Modeling, Northwest Hydraulics
perched groundwater has been contaminated by Consultant.1990.
leaking fuel distribution systems and • MillerCreek,Normandy Park, Wm/dngton, Limited
underground storage tanks at the Airport. Other MapMa/mmmceStudy,NorthwestHydraulics
Shallow, perched grolmdwater iS asblll_d to be Consultants,1991.

ChapterIV - lV.lO-I -
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Reba Detention facility and lower Miller Creek any given year, of 1 percent, I0 percent, 50
(as shown in Exhibit IV.10-1). percent, and 90 percent, respectively. The 10(3-

year and 10-year return periods are
The HSP-F model for Des Moines Creek was conventionally used to evaluate flooding
based on recent hydrologic studies including a potential, while 2-year and 1.11-year return
hydrologic model developed for the 1994 SASA periods are most commonly used to evaluate
EIS and another model used to de.sip Tyee stream channel erosion and sedimentation
Pond.,_ Data from the Des Moines Creek potential. Comparing flow durations and annual
Watershed P/an_ also were used in developing runoff volumes of Alternatives 2 through 4
the HSP-F model. The Des Moines Creek model asamst those of Alternative 1 provided an
was extended downsueam to South 208th Street indication of stream channel erosion potential.
and calibrated with five years of stream flow Differences in annual runoff volumes among the
data (October 1989 to July 1994) collected by alternatives also were calculated to evaluate
King County Surface Water Management changes in recharge to shallow groundwater.
Division at the inlet to Tyee Pond (Exhibit
IV.10-1). Determining flow exceedance characteristics for

the alternatives allowed a comparison of average
Hydrologic simulations were based on 47 years flow rates during different seasons of the year
•of hourly precipitation records collected at the when habitat requ/remonts for aquatic species
Airport from 1947 through 1994. The may vary. For purposes of this analysis, low,
simulations focused on the operational impacts of median, and high flow rates were evaluated
the proposed Master Plan Update alternatives, during different seasons of the year representing

90, 50, and 10 percent flow exceedance levels,
Representative locations along Miller Creek and respectively.
Des Moines Creek were selected to evaluate the
alternatives. Three locations were evaluated Analysis of water resou_-ces in the Miller and Des
along Miller Creek, including below the Lake Moines Creek basins was based on review of
Reba Detention facility (Location A in R-hlbit existing data. Potential impacts of each
IV,10-1), at First Avenue S. (Location B), and alternative on surface and groundwater resources
near the mouth of thecreek(I.ocation C). Two were assessed by comparing estimates of
locations were evaluated along Des Moines pollutant loads in stormwater runoff for each
Creek, including below the confluence of the east alternative with existing water quality, state
and west branches (Location D) and at South water quafity standards, and other relevant water
208th Street (Location E). Both Miller Creek and quality criteria, and known pollutant
Des Moines Creek were sinmlated for a 47-year characteristics (e.g., fate, transport, and toxicity).
period. At each location, hydrologic paran_ters In addition, required and practicable mitigation
including flood frequencies, annual flow measures are discussed.
duration, annual runoff volumes, and flow
exceedance characteristicsas is listed in Table (2) EXISTING CONDITIONS
IV.10-1 were summarized and eval-_t,_J.

The following paragraphs summarize the existing
A flood frequency analysis for existing surface water and ground water quafity.
conditions was done to characterize the peak flow
rates in the creeks, which then served as a basis (A) Hvdrol_
for determining the adequacy of the prescribed
stormwater management facilities in attenuating Miller Creek watershed has a total basin area
peak flow rates under Alternative 2, 3, or 4. For of 5,183 acres as is listed in Table IV.10-2.
the flood frequency analysis, various return The watershed has about 1,224 acres of
periods for the peak flows were considered, effective impervious land area with 60
including 100-year, 10-year, 2-year, and 1.1l- impervious acres at the Airport. Des Moines
year periods. Peak flows for each of these return Creek watershed has a total basin area of
periods have a probability of occurring, during 3,585 acres. Des Moines Creek watershed

has about 1,202 acres of effective impervious
area with 369 impervious acres at the

5, _ AviationSupportAreaFinal_ Ah'port.
Impam5tmem_,nt,Portof Seattle;1994

[f TR-2OModelFHesfor DesMoinesC_tk PondC(Tyee The prir_ ]arid U._S in _ wateI_hP_ are
Pond),KingCountySurfaceWaterManagement residential and commercial. ApproximatelyDivision.1989.

ChapterIV - IV.10-2-
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62 percent of the hind use in the Miller Creek Locations A, C, and E and are listed in
basin is residential 14 percent is commercial Appendix G.
(non-Airport), and 4 percent is
Approximately 29 percent of the land use in (13)Surface Water OualiW
the Des MoinesCreekbasinis residential, 23
percent is commercial (non-Airport), and 27 Surface water resources within the vicinity of
percent is Airport. Both Miller Creek and the Airport are shown in Exhibit IV.10-4.
Des Moines Creek watersheds are urbanized Portions of three drainage basins are within
and exhibit "flashy" stream flow the vicinity of the Airport: the Lower Green
characteristics associated with developed River basin, the Miller Creek basra, and the
basins. Storm flow rates measmed in the Des Moines Creek basin. _,sendy, minimal
creeks at the established gage stations, as runoff from the Airport drains to the Lower
well as those modeled, generally showed Gree_ River basin. Approximately 19% of
rapid flow rate increases in response to the existing Airport surface area is in the
rainfall and rapid decreases at the cessation ]krallerCreek basin,'and approximately 81%
of storms. Between 1987 and 1991, King is in the Des Moines Creek basin, with
County Surface Water MazmgementDivision portions from each basin going to the
received drainage and flooding comphtiatsin Industrial Wastewater System (IWS).
the Miller Creek watershed, some of which
were floodin$ and erosion problems along The Miller and Des Momes Creek basins
Miller Creek.2' exhibit similar drainage patterns, topographic

characteristics, and land uses. Drainage from
Flood frequencies under existing conditions both basins flows to Puget Sound. Several
were computed by using 47 years of tributaries, lakes, and wetlands are associated
hydrologic simulation for Locations A, B, with each of these drainages. The Seattle-
and C along Miller Creek and LocationsD Tacoma International Airport covers an
and E along Des Moines Creek (as shown in estimated 5 percent of the Miller Creek basin
Exhibit IV.10-1). The 100-year flow rates in and 30 percent of the Des Moines Creek
Miller Creek, for instance, ranged from 171 basin.
cubic feet per second (c_) below the Lake
Reba Detention facility to 468 cfs at the Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek and their
mouth (Table IV.10-4). The 2-year flow Iributaries are classified by the Washington
rates ranged from 80 cfs below the Lake Department of Ecology as Class AA
Reba Detention facility to 173 cfs at the (exuaordinary) waters._ Surface waters are
mouth. The 100-year flow rates in Des classified on the basis of both present and
Moines Creek were estimated to be 232 cfs potential water uses. Classes range from
below the confluences of the east and west Class AA (exwaordinary) to Class C (fair).
branches and 280 cfs at South 208th Street, Although Miller and Des Momes Creeks are
while the 2-year flow rates at these locations classified as Class AA (extraordinary)
were 103 cfs and 112 cfs, respectively (Table waters, they presently fail to meet some of
IVAO.5). the state water quality standards listed in

Table IVA0-6.
Average seasonal flow rates were computed
for existing conditions toillustratethe range Water quality degradation in Miller and Des
that occurs throughout the year. Low, Moines Creeks and their tributaries is
median, and high flow rates were calculated characteristic of pollutants commonly found
for Location B along Miller Creek and for in urban stormwater runoff. Such pollutants,
LocationD along Des Moines -Creek includingnutrients,organics(e.g.,oiland
(Exhibits IV.10-2 and IV.10-3). Stream grease), metals, fecal coliform bacteria, and
flow rates are highest from October through suspended solids, have contributed to
April, coinciding with the wet season. Flows occasional violations of Class AA water
in the streams typically reach their lowest quality standards and federal water quality
rates between May and September. Similar criteria in these basins. Miller and Des
seasonal flow characteristicswere found at Moines Creek storm flow monitoring data

2' Drainage Complaints Informatmn for _ Wmhington_ve Code . Wawr Oualiry
Milltrl$almon/_ola_ PlanningArea.King Standardsfor theSurfaceWatersofthe_ of
CountySurfaceWmerManagommtDivtswn,1992. Washinston.WACIT3-201A.Novemb_25,1992.
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indicate that state Class AA water quality percent or more of the total copper and zinc
standards are occasionally violated for pH, in stormwater runoff may be in dissolved
dissolved oxygen, andammonia(asshownin forms._' Therefore they can be _ken up by
Table IV.10-3). In addition, these a_,m aquatic life through water, plants, and other
indicate that fecal coliform bacteria numbers _ mgeswA. Copper, zinc, and lead are
h_juendy exceed state water qua/ity generaUythe metalsof mos_concernm urban
standards. Potential sourcesof fecal coliform stormwatm-nmoff.
bacteria include failing septic systems in
residential areas near Miller and Des Moines Urban and Airport stormwater runoff
Creeks. Total phosphorus levels observed in cenUibute to elevated levels of pollutants m
storm flow samples often exceed the U.S. Miller and Des Moines Creeks during storms.
Environmental Protection Agency total Many of these polluumts (e.g., organics and
phosphorus criterion of I00 _/L, which is mecs/s) are bound to suspended solids that

recommended to _m_vent nuisance algal pass rapidly thnmgh the systems and aregrowths in streams. Except for occasional deposited in the sediments of receiving
contributions of glycol and ammonia wa_rs, including Puget Sound.
following deicing events and elevated copper Consequently, concentrations of these solids-
and zinc, pollutant concenwations observed bound pollutants in streams quickly diminish
in airport stormwater runoff are comparable •as storm events pass and base flow conditions
to storm flow momtoring data results retum.J_'
collected from locations upstream and
downstream of the Airport in both basins. Existing pollutant loading contributions to
These dam appear to indicate that pollutant Miller and Des Moines Creeks have been
sources in both basins are widespread and not estimated for the Airport, the remainder of
limited to the Airport. Runoff from portions the basins, and the total basin. The relative
of state highways 509, 518 and 99 within pollutant conu-ibution from Airport
these drainage basins are likely major stormwater runoff was compared to total
contributors to elevated levels of metals and pollutant loading in each basin. Pollutant
suspended solids in Miller and Des Moines Ioadings for seven pollutants (TSS, BOD, TP,
Creeks.JO copper, lead, zinc, and oil and grease) in

Airport stormwater runoff have been
National and local (Bellevue, Washington) estimated based on water quality monitoring
studies of urban runoff have shown that dam. Pollutant loadings from *he Airport
copper, lead, and zinc are generally the most may be over-estimated as stormwater samples
common and abundant metals in urban were collected on the front end of storm
rtmoff.11' The U.S. Environmental Protection e_z_ when pollutants concenlrations
Agency has determined that most metals in appeared to be higher compared to the
stormwater runoff are associated with or remainder of the storm flow event 14.
bound to suspended solids and, thus,
generally are not available to aquatic life as Annual pollutant loadings were estimated for
potential toxicants. Approximately 40 these pollutants for the remainder of the

Miller and Des Momes Creek basins by

Toward a Cleaner Aquatic _. K.M. multiplying a range of established low and
M=ramem, U.S. anvimnum_ Ptotmion Agency, high loading rates for different land uses
washington,D.C..1973 (AscitedbyU.S.EPA1986) (e.g., open space, commercial, residential) by

JO Penomi communicationwith DavidMamn.s, King the g_m, iate land use areas. Total
CountySurfaceWaterMamgenmaDivi_on, March pollutant ioadings were then calculated by
22,1995 adding Airport comributions to the remainder

11' To,_ams/n UrbanRun_. Calvin,D.v. and R.K.
Moore,Municipalityof Meu_olit_ Seattle.Seattle, .12'WA. 1982.BellemeUr&mRunoffPnqp_nS_mma_. Rgmizs of the Nationwi_ Urban Runoff Program,
Repor_ Pitt, R. and P Bissonaette, City of Bell_u_, Vo/ume I -fina/Report. Water Planmng Division, U.S.
StormtrodSurfaceWaterUtility,Bellevue,WA. 1984. Emdmnnm_ ProtectionAgency,Washington,D.C.
£.yecuof 5eatt_ Area HishwayStormwaterRunoffon 1983.
Aqum_Bio_ ]-lighwayRunoffWaterQualityl_-l_t _ Tom¢_u_in UrbanRunoff. Gslvin,D.V. Pages_6-
No.11. Pone]e,GJ.,B.W.Mnr,R.R.Homer,andE.B. 210 inR. Se.zbloomandG.Mews,eds. Proceedingsof
Welch,Departmentof CivilEn_incering,Universityof theNorthwestNmapointSourcePollutionConference.
Washington,Seaale, WA. 1982. Remits of the WmhingtonDepastmontnf SocialandHealthServices,
Nat_onw/deUr&mRunoff Program,VommeI - fina/ Olympia,WA. 1987.
Report. WaterPlanningDivi_on,U.S. En_-no_w_atal J-_ _attleTacoma International Airport 5tormwater
ProtectionAgency,Washington,D.C. 1983. PollutionPrevenn'onPlan,Portof Seattle,Jun¢,1995.
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of these basins(Table IV.10--7).All cleaneror comparableto urbanrunofffor

polhmmt loadingratesusedwere basedon TS5, BOD, TP, total copper, mud lead, total
dam collected in Pacific Northwest region zinc, and oil and grease. It should be noted;
(i.e., Portland, Seattle, King County)studies. however, that based on limited Airport
Therefore, h is expected that actual pollutant stormwater monitoring for dissolved metals
loading rates would be accurately represented (i.e., copper, lead, and zinc), a majority of the
by the estimated ioadings and actual loading copper and zinc appears to be in dissolved
rates would likely fall somewhere in between ionic forms. Therefore, the Airport may
the low and high loading estimates. Based on ¢ontn'buteto a higher percentage of the total
estimated loading rates, the Airport dissolved copper and zinc pollutant loadings
contributes about 2 to 39% of the total TSS, in Miller and Des Moines Creeks. This is
BOD, TP, copper, lead, zinc, and oil and importantbecause dissolved metals are more
grease pollutant loads in the Des Moines toxic to aq_sH¢ biota. The stream monitormg
Creek basin and between less than 1 and 4% study of Miller and Des Moines Creeks being
of the total loading for these pollmams in the conducted by the Port of Seattle this winter
Miller Creek basin. (1995-1996) at selected locations upstream

and downstream of Airport stormwater
The percent contribution of Airport discharges of the receiving waters is expected
stormwater runoff to total annual pollutant to determine toxicity of Airport stormwater
loading vanes for the d_'et_t parameters, runoff andcreekwaterquality,
depending on the loading rate used for
estimating Ioadings from the remainder of the Other pollutants sometimes found in Airport
Miller and Des Moines Creek basins. Using stormwater runoff include ethylene and
the lower loading rates for the different land propylene glycol, potassium acetate, and
uses, the Airport conlributes a higher ammonia.Ethylene and prowlene glycol are
percentage of the total pollutant loading, presently used in the deicing of ah_iafi, and
Using the higher loading rates, the Airport urea and potassium acetate are used to de-ice
contributes a lower percentage of the total runways and taxiways at SewTac Airport. In
pollutant loading. The relative contributions general, deicing of large numbers of aimraft
of these pollutants to the total pollutant occurs infrequent/_, however, deicing of
ioadings in each basin is generally lower than some aircraft (MD-80) occurs frequently.
the percent of each basin that the Airport Anti-icing of runways and taxiways occurs
covers (i.e. 30°/@of the Des Moines Creek infi_tuently during snow storms or when
basin and 5% of the Miller Creek basin). The water is present on runways and taxiways and
only exception being that the Airport could temperatures are at or below freezing. As a
conUibute as much as 39°,6 of the total copper result, relatively small quantities of these
loading in the Des Moines Creek basin based substances are used annually during Airport
on estimated total copper loadings using the operations compared to other large airports.
lowerloadingrateforthe appropriate land In 1991,an estimated115,000gallons of
uses in the remainder of the basin. A deicing fluid were used at Sea-Tat Ai_nlf/.
majority of the total pollutant loads for these All of the ah-¢iaR deicing areas drain to the
seven pollutants comes from stormwater Industrial Wastewater System 0WS).
runoff from other urbanized areas within each Runways and taxiways drain to a separate
basin. Estimat_ conu'ibutions from the storm drainage system. Some gly_ls and
Airport to the total pollutant loadings for ammonia (from degradation of urea) have
these pollutants supports the statements that been observed in stormwater runoff.
Airport runoff is generallycomparable or
cleaner than swrmwater runoff from other Most of the glycols from aircraft deicing are
urban areas in these basins for these collected and conveyed to the IWS and
pollutants and that sources of pollutants to treated by the IWS treatment plant before
the creeks arewidespread in these basins, being discharged to a sewer line that carries

effluent to the Midway Sewer Treatment
The Annual Stormwater Monitoring
Summary Report 1_ also indicates that

Airport stormwater runoff is g_rally K_ DraftSea-TacALrportC_hensiwStormwaterand
"- IndustrialWastewaterPlan:Task4Rcporl-De-icing

FluidsHandlingPractice_opreparedbyKCM,Inc.for
15/ Annual_ormwmerMonitoringSummaryRzport, Port thePortof SeaRl¢,1994.

ofSeani¢,August1995.
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Plant. Glycols have been observed in four of Salmonids, which require cold, clean water,
seven monitoredstormwater outfalls. Glycol generally are indicators of good water
concentrations monitored in Airport quality. Even though base flow water quality
stormwater runoff are generally two orders of may be considerably better than storm flow
magnitude below levels reported to have water quality, limited base flow data for
acute toxic effects on salmonids. Levels of conventional parameters on Miller Creek
.glycols in Airport stormwam"runoff samples indicate that mnpemtme, dissolved oxygen,

have ranged from below analytical limits of and pH _tly violate state waterdetection (<5 rag/L) to 479 mg/L_/. quality standards. These base flow data
Although unlikely, glycol levels in also indicate that numbers of fecal coliform
stormwater runo_ which contribute to bacteria frequently exceed the Class AA
biochemical oxygen demand, may conm'bute water quality standard. Violations of these
to reductions in dissolved oxygen and chronic parameters are not necessarily an indication
effects on aquatic biota (e.g., reduc_ growth of the presence of toxic concentrations of
or increased susceptibility to disease), pollutants or poor water quality. Although

no base flow data are available for Des
Ammonia (from the degr__dafionof urea used Moines Creek, it appears likely that Des
in runway anti-icing) levels observed in Moines Creek base flow water quality is
Airport stonnwater runoff occasionally similar to that of Miller Creek, since no
exceed both Class AA acute and chronic permitted industrial discharges are present
toxicity standards. Ammonia levels (from and because Des Moines Creek has similar
degradation of urea)in stormwater runoff drainage area, watershed, and land use
samples have ranged from below limits of characteristics.
detection (<0.01 mg/L. to 13.1 mg/L.
Elevated levels of glycols and ammonia in Historically, fuels spills from the Airport
A/rpon stormwater runoff may con_ibute to have had a s/fnificant adverse impact on
adverse impacts on the biota of receiving water quality in Des Momes Creek. Three
waters, fuel spills to Des Moines Creek have been

reported since 1973. Each of these spills
of fish aquatic

Some heavy metals, particularly copper, lead, resulted in the mortality J,_ andand zincappearto violate both chronic and fife in Des Moines Creek. In 1973, an
acute toxicity standards for aquatic life. uncertain quantity of fuel was spilled into
Because metals dmt_ are reported as total Des Moines Creek. The cause of this first
metals and state water quality standards are spill was not reported. The 1985 and 1986
based on dissolved ionic forms, it is uncertain spills, which ocemrad at the Olympic tank
whether or not chronic and acute toxicity farm and the Northwest tank farm,
standards for these metals are occasionally respectively, were caused by problems with
violated. State water quality standards (not the stormwater drainage and containment
shown in Table IV.10-2) govern dissolved systems at those facilities. The spill at the
metals and vary depending on receiving Olympic tank farm occurred when a valve on
water hardness, a stormwater discharge line was

inadvertently left open, permiuing the spilled
Water quality data available for Miller and f_el to dischargeto Des Moines Creek. All
Des Moines Creeks indicate that water stormwater is now retained within the spill
quality has been degraded by urbanization containment berms and pumped to the
and pollutant loading from urban stormwater Industri_ Wastewater System. Spills at the
runoff. Although Miller and Des Moines Northwest tank farm resultedfrom a
Creek monitoring data show that pollutants in mechanical failure. Spill containment
storm flow and base flow occasionally systems at the Northwest tank farm have
violateselected Class AA water quality
standards, water quality generallyappearsto
be good, as indicated by the presence of
resident and anadromons sahnonid
populations (e.g., trom and salmon).

.lff Personalcommtmicaticmwith Tim Yokers,Process
Supervisor,SouthwestSuburbanSewer District,on

17/ 5:ormwamrPollutionPrewntmaP/an, Portof Seattle, August11, 1994.
June,,1995. J_, South Aviatmn _ Area Final FJwironmental

Impact Statemem. Port of Seattle, Seattle. WA, 1994.
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been improved to contain potential future of perched ground_ is typically too
spilis2_ limited for use as a drinking water supply.

There is no known use of this 8roondwater as
The 1WS is a separate conveyance system a source of drinking water m the Airport
that collects and conveys wastewater fi'om vicinity, and its quality is unknown though
airport operations in the cargo, hangar, and assumed to be generally good. Some specific
gate areas, including deleing wnstewater, to areas of perched shallow groundwater
three IWS lagoons and a dissolved air beneath the Airport is contaminated by
flotation treaunent facility in the southwest aviation fuel.21'
comer of the Airport. Collected wmtewater,
which includes glycols, is treated at the IWS In addition to perched groundwater, shallow,
tz_,atmentplant to meet NPDF__ permit intennedia=, and deeper regional aquifers
effluent limits before being discharged to an underlie the Airport. Based on recent
lg-inch line that goes to the Midway Sewer geotexhnical investigations m potential
Treatment Plant and then to a deep water borrow site areas to the north and south of the
outfall in Puget Sound. The Port of Seattle is Airport, an uppermost aquifer is located
presently in negotiations to settle a notice of about 30-100 feet beneath the surface at an
intent to sue for alleged violations of the elevation of about 300 feet above sea level.
NPDES permit discharge limits for the IWS This upper level aquifer (also called advance
effluent, outwash or shallow aquifer), which has been

contaminated in five locations from leaking
(C) Groundwater Oualitv jet fuel, and rental car fuel distribution

systems at the Airport, is not used for
The Airport lies on the Des Moines Drift domestic water supply. In addition, available
Plain, which is the topographic area between site data indicates that impacts on the aquifer
Puget Sound and the Duwamish Valley. tend to be localized and contamination has
Three distinctgroundwateraquifers(shallow, not moved far or been identified at
intermediate, and deep) have been identified sienificant distances away from the sites.
in the Des Moines Drift Plain. Shallow, Contarni-At_! soft and groundwater at these
intermediate, and deep groundwater are sites is in various stages of characterization
separated by low-permeabillty silt and clay and clean-up by the responsible parties.
layers within the drift plain. In addition, in
some locabons groundwater is perched in There are severalstages to management of
depressions located on top of relatively groundwater contamination: discovery and
imperviousglacialtillrnamrialand beneath reporting;identification andcharacterization
the thin mantle of Alderwood and Everett of the sources, types, and extent of
gravelly sandy loam softs common in this contamination; evaluation and selection of
region (see Chapter IV, Section 19). Perched remedial responses; implementation of
groundwater is often found within 5 to 15 remedial responses (i.e., clean-up); and
feet of the ground surface during the wetter monitoring and samvling to confirm clean-up
months (October through March) but has been successfu]ZZ/.Chaxacterizafion of
generally _recede during drier months, some localized groundwater contamination
Perched groundwater may appear on the has been completed and clean-upis ongoing.
surface as hillslope seeps, but is not likely a At some locations, contamination is in the
si_ificant contributor to base flow process of being c_ and
conditionsm PugetLowland sumuns suchas appropriamremediation will be developed as
Miller and Des Moines Creeks. Perched necessary to protect environmental and
groundwater zones are discontinuous, human health. In some cases, long-term
Although no comprehensive surveys or monitoring may be an appropriate
mapping of shallow, perched groundwater management strategyifthereisno immediate
has been done m the vicinity of the Airport, threat to human or environmental health.
the presence of Alderwood and Everett series

soils and seeps around Millerand Des 2J.' Penonal commtmicationwith RogerNye, TexicsMoinesCreeksandassociatedwetlandsisan
Clean-upProgram.WashingtonStateDepm'mzemof

indicator of their presence. The availability Ecology.pononaicommunic=WnonAugust18,1994.
- 22/ LeuerfromMr.RogerNye,WashingtanDeparm_tof

EcologyToxicsClem_upProtnmm,datedFebruary27,
2_ 5tonnwoJerPollutionPrevomonP/an. Portof Seattle. 1995toMr.RonaldPm_,AssistantPiam_, CityofSeattle,WA. June,1995. DesMoines.
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Sources of contamination (e.g., leaking The three SWD wells are part of a well field
underground storage tanks and fuel in the Highline Aquifer developed as part of
distribution systems) typically are corrected an artificial recharge and recovery
immediately upon detection, demonstration program. Treated Cedar River

water is injected into the wells from the fall

Management of groundwater contamination to siring, stored temporarily, and later
at the Airport is being conducted acx,ording to withdrawn during peak summer demand
all applicable environmental regulauons, periods between smnmer and early fall.
including the Washington Mode] Toxics
Control Act (MTCA). The Washington According to well logs, the static surface
Department of Ecology (Ecology) is water level of the Highline Aquifer is
responsible for implementing MTCA, approximately 80 to 200 feet beneath the
including listing areas or sites of known ground surface. Overlying aquitards o_
contamination and delisting sites as clean-up gland till and clay, which have very low and
activities are completed. Ecolog3/s Toxic_ low permeabilities, protect the integrity of the
Clean-upProgramhas confirmedthatsome Highline Aouifer by restrictingdownward
areas of contamination have been cleaned-up, movement or contaminants through these
All Ecology Toxics Clean-up Program files, layers. For mese reasons, the U.S. EPA
including a list of known areas of considers the Highline Aquff_ to.have a low
groundwater contamination and the stares of susceptibility to contamination from
completedand activities at the Airport (i.e., contaminants originatin.g from the ground
records) are available to the public by sm'f_e._ There is no threat of
appointment at the Washington Department contaminationto SWD wells from existing
of Ecology Northwest Regional Office in contamination at the Airport because the
Bellevue. wells are located up gradient and/or cross

gradient of existing contamination and the
The intermediate or, Hightine Aquifer (also direction of groundwater flow. These wells
called the Third Coarse Grained Deposit would become more susceptible to
(Qc(3)) is located at an elevation between contamination if excavation of potential fill
about 227 and 108 feet above mean sea level, source materials at Borrow Source Area 5
which is over I00 feet beneath the surface of remove aquitsrds (e.g., glacial till) providing
the Airport. The Seattle Water Department a potential pathway for contaminants
(SWD) has three operating wells in the originating on the ground surface to reach the
Highline Aquifer. Exhibit IV.10-4 shows underlying aquifer. However, even with
the locations of these production wells. The removal of these material, their up
I-Iigidine Water District (HWD), formally gradient/cross gradient location continue to
Water District 75, operates two wells in a protect them from c_'nination associated
deep aquifer (also called Fourth Coarse with the Airport.
Grained Deposit (Qc(4)), which is located at
about sea level. The two HWD wells serve Highline Water District wells also are
as a source of drinking water for over 39,000 protected from existing contamination by
customers_. The Des Moines well and the overlying aquitards. As indicated previously,
Angle Lake well (HWD wells) are located additional studies are being conducted to
about a mile southwest and south of the better determine detailed groundwater
Airport, respectively. The Des Moines well movement patterns in the vicinity of the
is located near Borrow Source Area 3 Airport. Both the Des Moines well and the
(Chapter IV, Section 19 Earth, includes a Angle Lake well are over a mile south or
discussion of Borrow Source Areas). All southwest of the nearest area of localized
three SWD wells are located north of SR 518 contamination near the Alaska Airlines
and the Airport. Two SWD wells, Riverton hangar and are considered, given current
Heights Wells #l and 02, are located near data, to be up gradient and/or cross gradient
Borrow Source Area 5. The third SWD well, of the Airport.
Boulevard Parkis located furthernorth.

Most of the contamination at the Airport is
jet fuel, which has relatively low water

23J GroundwaterContamination,_asoeptibiliwA_exsr_nt, _ Finali_port HighlineWellFieldAquiferStorageand
HighlineWate_Disui_, SeaTac,WA,1994. RecoveryProject,SeattleWaterDepartment,1994.
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solubility and generally binds to soil existing laws, an approved wellhead
particles. Gasoline, which is also present, protection plan must be in place by mid-
contains hydrocarbon constituents that while 1996.22' Groundwater contamination
more mobile thanjet fuel also have relatively susceptibility a,_sments have been
low water solubilities and a tendency to completed for these wells, the firm.step m the
adsorb to sand, silt, and clay particles, wellhead protection plannmg process.
Geologic materials present between existing
contamination and Highline Water District Based on previous geotechnical studies and
wells would restrict movement of ongoing groundwater monitoring in the
contaminated groundwater from perched vicinity of ground_ter contamination,
groundwater and the upper aquifer to the uppermost groundwater beneath the Airport
deep Aquifer. In addition, there is no is located in perched zones that are laterally
indication from groundwater monitoring well discontinuous and likely do not discharge to
data that contamination is moving toward Miller or Des Moines Creeks. Flow of
either of these wells. Migration potential of groundwater in the shallow aquifer (advance
contaminants is low due to the low hydraulic outwash aquifer) generally appears to be

conductivities, rang_nv2._from about 0_3 to toward the west. The shallow aquifer0.00003 feet per day , low flow rates and discharges to Miller and Des Moines Creeks
high pollutant adsorption and retention where the creeks intersect advance ourwash
capacity of geologic materials (i.e., till and deposits. Groundwater contamination areas
clay units) between localized areas of are located near the terminals on the east side
contamination and the wells. Therefore, it is of the Airport. Groundwater flow rates are
unlikely that potable water would become generally slow (a few feet per year). Because
contaminated or be ingested and existing localized areas of contaminated groundwater
localized areas of groundwater contamination are isolated and small, geologic deposit
do not represent a potential threat to human conductivity rates are low, and contamination
or environmental health. In addition, is being monitored and cleaned up, it is
groundwater management activities being unlikely that contaminated groundwater
conducted in compliance with MTCA would reach Miller or Des Moines Creeks.
regulations are being designed to clean up
any potential threats to human or A more detailed recent geohydrology study at
environmental health, the Airport completed by the Port of Seaule

characterizes subsurface geology, aquifers,
Although neither the Highline Aquifer nor and aquitards, groundwater occurrence,
the deep aquifer is a sole-source aquifer, movement, and recharge and discharge
wellhead protection plans are being prepared relationships in the vicinity of the Airport
to protect these wells from pollution within (Appendix Q-A of the Final EIS). This
the 10-year time of travel zone, which is the study confirms that:
area within about a half-mile radius of each

well. Deep Aquifer water quality is * There are four zones of groundwater
excellent..There have been no violations of occurrence: perched zone; upper or
drinking water standards or detectable shallow aquifer (Vashon Advance
volatile organic caxbons in these wells._ In Outwash (QVA)), Intermediate or
conjunction with the federal Wellhead Highline Aquifer (Third Coarse Grained
Protection Program, Higldine Water District Deposit (Q¢(3)), and Deep Aquifer
and the Seattle Water Department are in the (Fomth Coarse Grained Deposit (Qc(4));
process of preparing wellhead protection
plans. The plans include idenuficafion and • Ground water is occasionally perched on
evaluation of potential sources of top of glacial till, within fill, or in
groundwaterpollution adjacent to these wells isolated lenses of sand within glacial till
and specific measures for preventing deposits.
groundwater contamination. To comply with • Perched groundwaters beneath the

Airport are generally seasonal, laterally

25/ Geology of Seattle Wozhmgtorg Bulletin of me discontinuous, and likely do not
Associationof EngineeringC_oi_ 28(3):239-302,
1991....

2_ PenonalcommunicatioawithJayGibson.Planningand 27_ LetterfromScott Haskins,ActingSuperintendentof
C.onsma_o_Mar_l_, W_ l_st_aNo. 75 on Water,SeattleWaterDepartment,December21, 1994
November15, 1994. toMichaelCheyne,Portof Seattle.
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discharge to Miller or Des Moines (3) FUTURE CONDITIONS
Creeks.

• Perched groundwater is generally Potential construction and operational impacts
separated from the uppermostaquifer are evaluated for five different construction
(advance outwash) by an aqultard of phases scheduled for completion by the years
glacial till (10-50 feet thick); this 2000,2010, and2020.
aquiterd restricts the downward
movement of contamination from (A) Do-Nothine (Alternative 1)
localized areas of perched groundwater to
the upper aquifer. Hydrology in Miller Creek and Des MoinesCreek would not changeappreciably in future

• The upper aquifer is generally located in years under Alternative 1 (Do-Nothing).
advance outwash deposits and generally Oppommities for new development in the
flows west; discharge from this aquifer upper reaches of the basin are limited and
to Miller and Des Moines Creeks occurs would be subject to increasingly more
in areas where the creeks intersect these suingent stormwater detention standards.
deposits. While annual stormwater volumes would

• A 50-to-100 foot thick aquitard of very increase with additional development, flood
low permeability silt and clay material frequencies would remain about the same.
(Lawton Clay) generally exists between Effortssuch as improving the efficiency of
the upper and intermediate or Highline existing regional stormwaxer detention
Aquifer, this aquitarcl restricts the facilities and constructing new facilities
movement of pollutants from isolated could improve stream flow conditions by
areas of contamination in the upper further attenuating peak flow rates, thereby
aquifer to the intermediate aquifer;, the reducing flooding, erosion, •and
Lawton Clay aquitard appears to be sedimentation. These issues would be
discontinuous to the south near Borrow addressed as pan of future basin planning
Source Area 1, activities jointly conducted by King County

• Downward movement of contaminants Surface Water Management Division, the
through clay and till aquitards is Port of Seattle, and the cities of Burien, Des
restricted by the very low hydraulic Moines, and SeaTac.
conductivity and high absorption capacity
of the silt and clay particles in these Construction would not have the potential to
deposits, affect surface water and groundwater quality

if a proposed new parallel runway and
• Removal of the glacialtill aquitardat associated terminal options were not

borrow source areas would increase the constructed. Because ofvarious conditions
susceptibility of the upper aquifer to of the Port of Seattle National Pollutant
contamination from substances Discharge Elimination System Permit
originating on the ground surface; in (NPDES) that would be implemented
addition, removal of the glacial till regardless of whether the proposed Master
aquiterd would expose underbfing Plan Update alternatives are completed, the
advance outwash deposits and increase quality of Airport stormwater runoff and
upperaquifer recharge area and recharge water from the Industrial Wastewater System
volumes; these increases could be (IWS), which discharges to the Midway
reduced in the futm_ if new Sewage Treatment Plant outfall could
developments create impervious surfaces improve. Because pollutant sourcesin both
in these areas, the Miller and Des Momes Creek basins and

• Construction of the parallel third runway Puget Sound appear to be widespread and
would reduce the upper aquifer recharge because the Airport likely contributes only a
area, but an overall net increase in upper fraction of the total pollutants to these waters,
aquifer rechargeareaand volumes would the potential for improvement of these
result from activities in borrow source receiving waters is unlikely to be significant.
areas.

In the case of SR 509/South Access, the
" roadway alignment could include at least 3

miles of roadway length in the Des Moines
Creek watershed and 0.7 miles in the Miller
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Creek watershed.2_ The SR 509 roadway 4 were less than those for Alternative 1. On-
alignment would impact several wetlands and site detention, combined with diverting 66
cross Des Moines Creek in up to three acres of in_-wious surface area at SASA
different locations. Coordinating mitigation from the stormwater system to the indusmai
associated with the Master Plan Update waste systel_z2' caused the lower peak flow
improvements with the mitigation for this rates in Des Moines Creek for these reRLrn
roadway, in instances where these project periods. Regulating peak flow rates to the
areas impact a common resource, would 10-year relarn period rate and more
increase the effectiveness of the mitigation frequendy occurring flows would decrease
and minimize the likelihood of significant fum_ flooding and erosion potential in Des
cumulative impacts. Moines Creek.

(B) "With Project" Alternatives By adding impervious and compacted fill
(Alternative 2. 3 and 4) areas to the watersheds, the "With Project"

alternatives would increase the annual runoff
Under the "With Project" alternatives, volumes in Miller Creek and Des Moines
approximately 97 acres of new impervious Creek. Annual runoff volumes would be
surface area and 264 acres of ill] area would increased by 6 to 11 percent at various
drain to Miller Creek. Approximately 95 locations in Miller Creek and 1 to 2 percent
acres of new impervious surface area and 282 in Des Moines Creek (Table IV.10-9).
acres of fall area would drain to Des Moines However, 91 to 93 percent of the incremental
Creek. volume in Miller Creek would occur at rates

less than the l.ll-year remm period flow
Stormwater leaving the Airport area would rate, and 97 percent would occur at rates less
be detained according to Washington State than the 2-year return period flow rate.
Department of Ecology standards. To meet Approximately 92 to 96 percent of the
these standards, preliminary hydrologic incremental volume in Des Moines Creek
modeling indicated that approximately 61 would occur at rates less than the 1.11-year
acre-feet of new stormwater detention return period flow rate, and 97 to 99 percent
volume would be needed on-site in the Miller would occur at rates less than the 2-year
Creek watershed, and 31 acre-feet would be return period flow rate. The 1.11-year and 2-
needed on-sitein the Des Moines Creek year remm periodflow ratesare generally
watershed, considered to be responsible for defining the

shape of slxeam channels; therefore, most of
A conceptual layout of the stormwater the additional volume added to the creeks
management facilities and discharge would pass downstream at rates having low
locations is shown in l_-,hlbit IV.10-5. erosion potential.
Hydrologic simulationsindicatethe peak
flowramsinMillerCreekwouldbe slightly Flow exceedance characteristicswere
lowerincomparisontoAltemalive1forthe determinedforbothMillerCreek(Exhibit
flood frequencies listed in Table IV.10-4. At IV.10-6) and Des Moines Creek (Exhibit
Lzcafion B, for instance, the 100-year peak IV.10-7) for different seasons of the year.
flow rate was predicted to decrease from 293 Low and median flows for both creeks were
cfs under Alternative 1 to 292 ds under largely unaffected during the summer months
Alternatives 2, 3, or 4. Peak flow rates for (May-September) and only slightly affected
returnperiods of 1.11 years and 2 years were during the winter months (October-April). In
estimated to be lower for Alternatives 2, 3, or Miller Creek, high flows increased on
4 compared to those of Alternative 1 (shown average by 0.2 cfs during the summer months
in Table IV.10-TA). In Des Moines Creek, and 1.4 cfs during the winter months when
in-sueam peak flow rates for Alternative 2, 3, comparing Alternative 1 (Do-Nothing) to the
or 4 were predicted to be the same for the "With Project" (Alternatives 2, 3 and 4). In
100-year remm period compared to those of Des Moines Creek, high flows increased on
Alternative 1 (see Table IV.10-8). For the average by 0.1 cfs during the summer months
l.ll-year, 2-year, and 10-year return periods, and increased on average by 0.6 cfs during
flow rates predicted for Alternatives 2, 3, and the winter months when comparing

2_ SR$09/5outhAccessRoadDisciplineDraftReport- _ SouthAviationSupportArea FinalEnvironmental
WaterQuality.ShapiroandAssociates,Inc..1994. lngag't5tatemou,Portof Se,attle.1994.
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Alternative 1 to Alternatives 2 through 4. and from consu'uction equipment
The magnitude of changes in flow was maintenance activities. Because spilled
similar at Locations A, C, and E. These petroleum products and other substances
relatively small changes in flow rates would generally are bound to soil panicles, spilled
notappreciablyaltertheexistingcharacterof substancesare unlikelyto reach or
these stream channels, conmmimue surface water or groundwamr.

Potential mmspon also is related to the
Two variations in the design of Alternatives 2 distance of a spill site from surface and
through 4 include runway lengths of %000 groundwmer resources, the size of the spill,
feet and 7,500 feet instead of an 8,500-foot consu'uction sire characteristics (e.g., soils
length. The 7,000-foot end 7,500-foot and topography), and contractor
runway lengths would create approximamly preparedness. Impacts from potential spills
18 percent end I2 percent less impervious can be mitigated by.implementationof best
area, respectively, compared to the 8,500- management prances (e.g., construction
foot runway length. A corresponding wasm handling plans and fueling and vehicle
reduction in the magnitude of peak runoff mainmmnce plans) and strict contractual
rates entering the stormwater management requirements of contractors.
facilities would resulL Since flow rates
leaving the facilities are .limited by Potential increases in suspended solids or
stormwamr releaseratecriteria_the peak other pollutants (e.g., spilled petroleum
flow rates at the outlets would be about the products) from construction sites are directly
same for each of Alternatives 2 through 4, related to the size of the construction area,
regardless of nmway length. Smaller the amount of exposed soil, topography,
amounts of detention volume would be proximity to water bodies, and the
required for the 7,000-foot and 7,S00-foot effectiveness of erosion and sediment control
runway lengths to auentu_ peak flow rates plans. Phase 1 consu-uction activities
to Department of Ecology criteria. In scheduled for completion by the year 2000
comparison to the 8,500-foot length, the have the greatest potential to affect surface
7,000-foot and 7,500-foot runway lengths and groundwater quality because
would result in more infiltration end less consumction areas total 193 acres (for an
annual mnoff volume. 8,500-foot runway). Phase 1 construction

activities include construction of the new
Pomnfial construction impacts on surface parallel runway, realignment of South 156th
water quality generally would be primarily Way and South 154th Street, and
relatedto short-termincreasesm total constructionof otherairport infrastructure.
suspended solids from erosion and Unless mitigamd effectively through
sedimentation. Such impacts would be compliance with grading and drainage design
mitigatedby implementationofan approved standards,runway construction,which
stormwaterpollutionprevention plan and involvesclearing,grading,and fillingof249
erosion and sedimenuaion control plan, acres, would con_bum significant quantities
which are required conditions of the Port of of sediment to Miller Creek and Des Moines
Seattle NPDES permit for the Airport. These Creek and temporary increases in suapended
plans would be required beforeconsmlction sediment levels. Without effective
could begin and would include .specific mitigation, Phase I conslruction of the 7,500-
performance standards and conungancy foot runway or 7,000-font runway option also
plans, would result in temporary increases in

suspended solids in Miller and Des Moines
Another potential construction impact on Creeks. Because of the smaller areas
water quality involves a range of pollutants affected, the 7,500-foot and 7,000-foot
used during consu'ucfion (e.g., fuels, runway options would have incrementally
lubricants, and ocher peuoleum produc_, and lower risks of temporarily increasing the
constructionwastesuch as concretewash concentrationof totalsuspendedsolidsin
water). Pollution could resultfrom these creeks.
accidental spills of these substances, from
leaking storage containers, from refueling, Construction activities scheduled for

" completion by the year 2010 (Phases 2 and 3)
are limited to airport i_'rasmocmresrequired

2_ Stormwa_r M_.mfement Manual for the Puget Sound to support airport operations, including
Bas/n,WashingtonStateDepartmentofEcology,1990.
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expansion of existing parking, creation of a in stonnwat_ runoff as suspended solids. It
new parking garage, and expansion of the is assumed that all sediment yielded from
north and south satellites. All of these fillslopes and cutslopos would be delivered to
proposed construction activities (involving stormwater management facilities and
about 80 acres) are within the Des Moines proposed conceptual stormwater nmoff
Creek drainage basin. Incl_.&u_lerosion and control wet vaults, wet ponds, and
seO_imentationduring conslrucfion of landside bioffltration swales would remove at least
options would contribute to temporary 80% of suspended solids in stormwater
increases in total suspended solid levels, runoff. Therefore, 20% of the estimated
Potential impacts on water quality are not sediment yields would be delivered to Miller
expected, however, since implementation of and Des Moines Creeks as TSS.
erosion and sedimentation control plans
(which are required before construction During and up to I year after construction, it
begins) would effectively control erosion is estimated there would be an increase in
through prevention or collection of eroded TSS loading of between about 28 to 71 tons
material in nearby catch basins. If Best per year to Miller Creek and between about
Management Practices (BMPs) are not 24 to 60 tons per year to Des Moines Creek,
effectively implemented, Phase 2 and 3 depending on the effectiveness of erosion
construction activities could result in controls. Based on estimated existing
temporary increases in suspended sediment sediment Ioadings (as TSS) for Miller Creek
levels in Des Momes Creek. and Des Moines Creek, these represent

estimated increases of about II to 27%

Activities scheduledfor completion by the (Miller) and 14 to 36% (Des Moines) during
year 2020 (Phases 4 and 5) involve about 40 and immediately after construction. As
acres or about 22% of the total area affected vegetation becomes established the first year
by Phases 1 through 3. Activities mcluds after completion of construction, average
consm_ction of new taxiways, additional annual increased sediment loading would be
expansion of the north and south satellites, expected to decrease exponentially to about
additional expansion of existing parking l0 tons per year on Miller Creek and 7 tons
facilities, and new ai_,=ft maintenance per year on Des Moines Creek; these
facilities within the South Aviation Support represent an increase of about 4% compared
Area (SASA). Proposed landside to existing total loading for both creeks.
conswdction activities, which generally These estimated increased Ioadings may be
would redevelop previously developed areas, higher than actual Ioadings, as some of the
are within the Des Moines Creek drainage eroded material would be expected to be
basin. If erosion and sedimentation control deposited at the base of slopes and would not
and consm_tion waste management plans are be delivered to stormwater runoff facilities or
effectively implemented, significant Miller and Des Moines Creeks. Actual
temporary increases m suspended sediment increases in sediment loading to the creeks
levels or other pollutants in Des Moines depends on the effectiveness of the erosion
Creek from Phases 4 and 5 construction and sediment controlm_ implemented
activities are unlikely, as part of an approved erosion and sediment

control plan. Numbers could be higher if
Potential increases in total suspended solids Uuhr._tted stormwater runoff from
(TSS) in Miller and Des Moines Creeks from consuuction and borrow source areas reaches
sheet and rill erosion of fillslopes and Miller andDesMoinesCreeks.
cut.slopes have been estimated (Please see
Chaptm"IV, Section 23 for a more detailed In addition to potential impacts to surface
discussion on erosion and sedimentation water, activities at borrow source areas could
estimates). Sediment yielded from fillsiopes affect groundwater resources by altering
and borrow source areas and actualamount geology and changing groundwater recharge,
of sediment reaching the creeks would be movement, and discharge patterns. In
expected to be reduced by removal of general, precipitation percolates through
suspended solids by stonnwater management shallow mantles of soil to underlying glacial
facilities (i.e., wet vaults, wet ponds: and till (except at borrow source area3 where till
biofill_ration swales). The primary is generally absent), contributing to
mechanism for delivery of sediment from seasonally perched groundwater,
these sitesto Miller and Des Moines creeksis groundwater recharge, and groundwater
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discharge to Miller and Des Moines Creeks acute effects on salmonids._' Increases in
(along slopes near the creeks). Removal of the quantifies of glycols or runway anti-icers
glacial fill layers at most borrow source areas (i.e., urea and potassium acetate) in
would expose underlying advance or stormwater runoff could contribute on
recessional outwash deposits increasing adverse effects on aquatic biota in Miller and
potential recharge and suscq_'bility to Des MoinesCreeks.
contamination of the uppermost aquifer,
which is located in advance outwash Operational activities related to Phases 2, 3,
deposits. Removal of glacial till layers and 4, and 5 would not have significant adverse
exposure of more permeable advance and effects on water quality. Completion of these
recessional outwash could result in phases, which consist almost entirely of
proportional reductions in perched redevelopment of previously developed
groundwater or increases in upper aquifer areas, would not si_,n_ficanfly increase
(advance outwash aquifer) recharge, impervious surface areas, stormwater runoff,
Potential impacts on perched groundwater or pollutant loading to Miller and Des
and upper aquifer recharge, discharge, and Moines Creeks.
movement patterns depends on the geology at
these site_ proposed grading plansand future Under Phases 2 through 5, pollution of
site development. Please see Chapter IV, surface water and groundwater could result
Section 23 "Consmmion Impacts" of the from airport operations via the use or leakage
Final EIS for a more detailed discussion of of b=-_rdous materials (e.g., fuels and other
potential impacts to surface and groundwater, petroleum products) stored in large quantities

at the Airport. Causes of past fuel spills to
Potential operational impacts on surface and Des Moines Creek have been remedied
groundwater quality are related primarily to through containment and recovery measures
the amount of new impervious surface area now in place. Future spills of fuel and other
and increased stormwater runoff. Airport substances used at the Airport are unlikely to
stormwa_r ouffalLsto Miller and Des Moines reach Des Moines Creek because tenants are
Creeks are shown in Exhibit IV.10-8. Abom required to prepare and implement spill
193 acres of new impervious surface would prevention, control, and countermeasures
be created upon completion of Phase I (i.e., plans. In addition, the Port of Seattle ai_o is
Year 2000). Drainage from the new nmway required to prepare a Spill Preventmn,
and taxiways would be detained on-site and Control and Countermeasures Plan as par:,of
then conveyed to both Des Moines Creek and the NPDES Permit issued and enforced by
Miller _ Although proposed stormwater the Washington Department of Ecology. The
management facilities would remove some permit contains a series of general and
pollutants from airport runoff, Miller and Des specific conditions designed to prevent and
Moines Creeks would receive increased control delivery of pollutants to Miller and
loadings of organics, metals, fecal coliform Des Moines Creeks and Puget Sound.
bacteria, and nutrients during storms.
Increases in the loadings of these pollutants Chapter IV, Section 16 "Plants and Animals"
in these creeks during storms would includes a discussion of the portions of
contribute to violations of Class AA water Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek, and
quality standards for dissolved oxygen, their tributaries which would be directly
copper, lead, zinc, and mmmonia. These affected and require relocation as a pan of
increases would adversely affect the the Master Plan Update improvements.
beneficial uses of _ strums and could
result in acute and chronic effects on aquatic (C) Preferred Alternative (Alter_afive 3)
biota (i.e., impa/rment of the propasauon of
aquatic biota). As was described e,-'lier, approximately 97

acres of impervious surface area and 262
Concemrations of glycols detected in Airport acres of fill area would drain to Miller Creek
stormwater runoff are several orders of with the Preferred Alternative (Alternative
magnitude below levels reported to have 3). Approximately 95 acres of impervious

31' Sea_le-T_cor_InternationalAirportDe-lcer/Ami.icer
Study. PreparedbyWoodward-ClydeComulumtsfor
the Portof Semle 1993.
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surface area and 282 acres of fill area would Moines Creek for different seasons of the
drain to Des Moines Creek. To meet the year. Low and median flows for both creeks
Washington State Ecology standards, would be largelyunaffectedduringthe
approxinmwly 61 acre-feetof new summer months0Play-September)and only
stormwaterdetentionvolume would be slightlyaffecmdduringthe wintermonths
needed on-site in the Miller Creek watershed, (October-April). In Miller Creek, high flows
and 31 acre-feet would be needed on-site in would increase on average by 0.2 cfs during
the Des Moines Creek watershed, the summer months and 1.4 cfs during the
Hydrologicsimulationsindicatethe peak wintermonthswhen comparingAliernabvel
flow rates in Miller Creek would be slightly (Do-Nothlng) to the Preferred Alternative. In
lower in comparison to the Do-Nothing for Des Momes Creek, high flows would
the flood frequencies assessed. At Locanon increase on the average by 0.1 cfs during the
B, for instance, the 100-year peak flow ram summer months and mcrense on average by
would decrease from 293 cfs under 0.6 cfs during the winter months when
Alternative 1 to 292 ds under with the comparing Alternative 1 to the Preferred
Preferred Alternative. Peak flow rates for Al_m_ative. The magnitude of changes in
remm periods of 1.11 years and 2 years were flow would be similar at Locations A, C, and
estimated to be lower compared to those of E. These relatively small changes in flow
Alternative 1. In Des Momes Creek, in- rates would not appreciably alter the existing
stream peak flow rates would be the same for character of these stream channels.
the 100-year return period compared to those
of Alternative 1. For the 1.11 year, 2-year, Pomntial construction impacts on surface
and lO-year return periods, flow rates wouJd water quality generally would be primarily
be less than those for Alternative 1. On-site related to short-term increases m total
detention, combined with diverting 66 acres suspended solids from erosion and
of impervious surface area at SASA from the sedimentation. Such impacts would be
stormwater system to the indusuial mifiga_l by implementation of an approved
wastewater system,32' would cause the lower stormwater pollution prevention plan and
peak flow rates m Des Moines Creek for erosion and sedimentation conlrol plan,
these return periods. Regulating peak flow which are required conditions of the Port of
rates to the 10-year renn'nperiodrateand Seattle NPDES permit for the Airport. These
more frequently occumng flows would plans would be required before cons_ction
decrease future flooding and erosion could begin and would include specific
potential in Des Momes Creek. performance standards and contingency

plans.
By addingimpervious and compacted fill
areas to the watersheds, the annual runoff Another potential construction impact on
volumes would increase in Miller Creek and water quality involves a range of poiluumts
Des Momes Creek.Annualrunoffvolumes used during construction (e.g.,fuels,
would be increased by 6 to 8 percent at lubricants, and other petroleum products, and
various locations in Miller Creek and 1 to 2 construction waste such as concrete wash
percent in Des MoinesCreek.However, 91 water). Pollution could resultfrom
to 93 percent of the incremental volume in accidental spills of these substances, from
Miller Creek would occur at rates less than leaking"storage containers, from refueling,
the 1.11-year return period flow rate, and 97 and from construction equipment
percent would occur at ratesless than the 2- maintenance activities. Because spilled
year return period flow rate. Approximately petroleum products and other substances
92 to 96 percent of the incremenud volume in generally are bound to soil particles, spilled
Des Moines Creek would occur at rates less substances are unlikely to reach or
than the 1.11-year return period flow rate, contaminate surface water or groundwater.
and 92 to 97 percent would occur at rates less Potential transport also is related to the
thanthe2-yearreturnperiodflowrote. distanceof a spill sitefrom surfaceand

groundwater resources,the size of the spill
Flow exceedance characmristics were construction site chm'acmristics (e.g., soils
determined for both Miller Creek and Des and topography), and contractor

• preparedness. Impacts frompotential spills
can be mitigated by implementation of best

32, South Av/_'/on Support Area F/n_ Env/ronmt, ntal management practices (e.g., construction
Impact 5tateraent, Port of Seattle. 1994.
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waste handling plans and fueling and vehicle and large-scale projects in the watersheds. In the
maintenance plans) and strict contracu_ Des Moines Creel{ watershed, proposed non-
requirements of contrantors. Master Plan Ul_-t* projects and other urban

development would add impervious sudace area
Potential increases in suspended solids or in the watersheds and reduce infiltration. As with
other pollutants (e.g., spilled petroleum all new development, these projects wo).dd be
products) from construction sites are directly required to provide stormwater management
related to the size of the construction melt, facilities deigned to Ecology standards. As
the amount of exposed soil, topography, currently planned, impacts from each project
proximity to water bodies, and the would be mitigated on a project-by-project basis.
effectiveness of erosion and sediment control
plans. Although it is anticipated that consUuction and

operational impacts on water q.uality would be
Operational activities related to Phases 2, 3, mitigated through implementauon of NPDES
4, and 5 would not have _nificant adverse permit requirements, detention requi_ments, and
effects on water quality. Completion of these compliance with butte _ q_lali_y standards,
phases, which consist almost entirely of construction and operation of the proposed
redevelopment of previously developed Master Plan Update alternatives and other
areas, would not significantly increase projects m the vicinity could contribute to
impervious surface areas, stormwater runoff, cumulative adverse effects on surface water and
or pollutant loading to Miller and Des groundwater resources. Implementation of an
Moines Creeks. erosion and sedimentation control plan would

reduce temporal5, increases in total suspended
Under Phases 2 through 5, pollution of solids but may not eliminate them. Similarly, the
surface water and groundwater could result potential for pollutant loading would be reduced
from airport operations via the use or leakage but not eliminated by the required stormwater
of h_7_rdons materials (e.g., fuels and other management facilities (e.g., detention facilities,
petroleum products) stored in large euantities wet ponds, biofiltration swale.s). The proposed
at the Airport. Causes of past rue! :pills to project in combination with other proposed
Des Momes Creek have been :._medied development in these drainage basins would
through containment and recovery measures result in incre4tsed pollutant loading to receiving
now in place. Future spills of fuel and other waters and adverse cumulative effects on water
substances used at the Airport are unE.dcelyto quality.
reach Des Moines Creek because tenants are
required to prepare and implement spill These other projects also could contribute to
prevention, control, and countermeasures cumulative effects on groundwater. Conversion
plans. In addition, the Port of Seattle also is of forests and other vegetated areas to impervious
required to prepare a Spill Prevention, surfaces contributes to reduced infiltration and
Control and Countermeasures Plan as part of groundwater recharge. Reductions in pervious
the NPDES Permit issued and enforced by areas would reduce recharge to perched
the Washington DepartmentofEcology. The groundwater and aquifers. Assuming that
permit contains a series of genera] and shallow groundwater discharges are a component
specific conditions designed to prevent and of base flows in Miller and Des Moines Creeks,
control delivery of pollutants to Miller and incremental reductions in groundwater discharge
Des Moines Creeks and Puget Sound. could reduce base flows in these creeks.

Chapter IV, Section 16 "Plants and Animals" (5) MITIGATION
includes a discussion of the portions of
Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek, and The following stormwater management
their tributaries which would be directly mitigation would be required unless basin plans
affected and require relocation as a part of determine that other criteria would be acceptable:
the Master Plan Update improvements.

• Provide stormwater detention for

(4) CUMULATIVE IMPACT_ construction and operation of new on-sitedevelopment. Detention criteria would be
based upon Department of Ecology standards

Hydrology in Miller Creek and Des Moines limiting 2-year peak flow rates from the
Creek could be affected by furtee development developed portions of the site to 50 percent
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of the existing 2-year rate, _g the el_llced biofillration and water quality
developed lO-year flow rate to the existing improvement and the third cell would be off-
lO-year ram, and ]imlting the developed I00- line,+ _oviding detention for large storm
year flow rate to the existing 100-year rate. events,=.
Stormwa_r detention volumes would be
provided with either underground storage Various mitigation requirements, as stipulated by
vaults, as shown in Exhibit IV.10-S, or with federal, state, and applicable local laws, policies,
regional storage ponds. Detention and design standards, would be applicable to
requh,ements of Ecology's $tormwater construction and operation of the proposed new
Management Manual for the Puget Sound parallel runway and landside development at the
Basra are more stringent than those of the Airport. These requirements would be
King County Surface Water Design Manual, components of the proposed design and are
the latter of which have been adopted by the expected to reduce potential impacts on surface
City of SeaTac. The King County Surface water and groundwater quality. For example,
Water Design Monu_ is p_._nfly being potential temporary increases in suspended solids
revised and the revised version ,s expected to levels in Miller and Des Moines Creeks or their
contain design standardsthat are comparable tributaries from construction activities would be
to or more stringent than Ecology's manual, reduced by implementation of an effective

erosion and sedimentation control plan, which is

• Stormwater quality treatment would be required before construction could begin.
provided with a combination of wet vaults
andbiofiltration swales. Effective erosion and sedimentation control could

be achieved by using a system of erosion controls
• Design stormwater facility outlets to reduce (e.g., mulching, silt fencing, sediment basins, and

channel scouring, sedimentation and erosion, check dams) that are properly applied, installed,
and improve water quality. Where possible, and maintained. In a study of construction sites
flow dispersion and outlets compatible with in King County between January 1988 and April
the proposed stream mitigation (Appendix P) 1989, the most common reasons for ineffective
should be mc_ into engineering erosion control plans included failure to install
designs. Best Management Practice (BMP) erosion

• To mitigate potential reductions in shallow controls, improper installation of erosion
groundwater recharge and incremental controls, and failure to maintain erosion
reductions in base flows in these creeks, controls._ The Port of Seattle may need to
infiltration facilities would be conm'ucted include specific provisions in its agreements with
where feasible. One location has been contractors to ensure that erosion control
identified as suitable for shallow infiltration measures are properly installed and maintained
facilities an area in the northeast comer of the during construction activities (e.g., performance
Airport._'. bonds).

• Existing and proposed new stormwater
facilitiesshouldbe maintainedaccordingto Use ofBMPs atconstructionsites,suchasspill
proceduresspecifiedin the operauons containmcmtareas,phasing of cons_on
manuals of the facilities, activities (tominimize the amount of disturbed

and exposed areas), and conducting activities
• The potential for using constructed aqui/ers during the dry season (April through September),

within the runway flU, as described in also should prevent or reduce potential impacts
Appendix Q-C, should be further on surface water and groundwater quality.
investigated. According to the NPDES permit (Permit No.

• Tyee pond would be relocated and enlarged WA-002_5-1) issued by the Washington State
as part of the SASA project The relocated Department of Ecology, the Pon of Seattle is
and enlargedpond would be a three-celled
system with 40 to 45-acre feet storage
capacity located north of the main SASA _ SoulhAv_on Supp_m Area FinalEm,ironmental
footprint. The first two cells would be lmpact_.mement,Portof Seaale,1994.
densely vegetated emergent wetland cells for _ Ermion and 5¢.di_vu_Control: An Ev_uadon of

impi_v_,nmtionof Best Management Pracuce_ on
ConstrucwonSi_ in King County, Wa.fhington

3E Dra_ TechnicalMenlorandumdatedJune 28, 1995 January1988-April1989. Preparedby C. Tiffany,G.
fromDanCambelLHongWest& Associate, Inc. to Minton,andg. Friedman-ThomasfortheKingCounty
JimPeters_ andJohnGankshow,HDREngineering, ConservationDit_a, Remon,WA. King County.Inc. 1990.
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responsible for developing and implementing a • whole effluent (both IWS and
construction erosion and sedimentation control stormwater) toxicity studies
plan to prevent and conlrol the potential for water • a marine sediment monitoring study.
quality impacts .on surface water from all . Major elements of the SWPPP includ_:
construction acu,nues at the Airport. • monitoring of base flow and stormwater

runoff from the Airport out.Us;
Temporary and permanent terraces are
recommended for fillslopes and cutslopes • identification and implementation of
wherever possible because they reduce sheet and operational BMPs and applicable source
rill erosion. Terraces reduce slope length, control BlVlPs that do not require capital
reducing potential rill development and sm'fitce improvements (by December 31, 1995),
erosion. Terraces also increase deposition, • identification and implementation of
reducing transport of eroded materials from BMPs requiring capital improvements
consmiction sites. Other BMPs and mitigation (by June 30, 1997);
that could be used to reduce potential increases in • development of a list of pollutants that
TSS from construction activities include would be present in stormwater and
graveling of access ro_s, use of wheel wash estimation of annual quantities of these
facilities, and covering c- loads. Prohibiting fuel pollutants in stormwater discharges;

storage, refueling, or maintenance of construction • inspection of SDS periodically to ensure
equipment at borrow source areas or they are functioning properly and that
implementing best management prances, such as there are no illegal discharges (i.e., to the
installing proper temporary fuel storage and spill SDS); and
containment or designated maintenance areas
would eliminate or reduce spills and • modification of the existing planwhenever there is an alteration of airfield
contamination potential, facilities or their design, construction,

Several required and numerous optional practices operation or maintenance, which causes
are used to mitigate the potential for operational the SWPPP to be less effective in
impacts on surface water and groundwater controlling pollutants.
quality. The Port of Seattle's National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit In addition, the Port of Seattle is condt,t,t,t,t,t,t,t,t,t_ga
requires the Port to prepare several plans and to stream study of Miller and Des Momes Creeks to
carry out several studies to identify pollutants determine the effects of Airport stormwater
coming from the Airport, and to prevent and discharges on aquatic biota. Implementation of
control potenual operational impacts on surface these plans and mitigation measures is expected
and groundwater resources from industrial to identify potential existing water quality
wastewate_ system (IWS) and storm drainage problems caused by airport operations and to
system (SDS') discharges, control and reduce the potential pollutant loading

to Miller and Des Momes Creeks and Puget
• Specific plans required as part of compliance Sound from the Airport.

with the NPDES permit include:

• a stormwater pollution prevention plan The Port of Seattle has completed or is in the
(SWPPP); process of completing a number of operational

• a spill prevention, control and BMPs and capital improvements that are
counts plan (SPCCP); expected to reduce the mount of pollutants in

• a construction erosion and sediment stormwater runoff. The Port of Seattle has
control plan for each project exposing implemented a strategy to reduce anti-icing
more than 5 acres of ground; fluids._ This strategy minimizes the amount of

• a pond sludge characterization and potassium acetate and urea required to anti-ice
treatment disposal plan; and runways and taxiways and the frequency of anti.

• a solid waste disposal plan. icer use by:

• Specific studies required as part of
compliance with the NPDES permit include: * Using remote sensors to provide temperatureand moisture dat_ on runway and taxiway
• an engineering and tr,--_t_hility study of

the IWS -

• a vehicle washwater study
• annual stormwater monitoring reports _ StormwaterPollutionPreventionPlan,Portof Seattle,June30, 1995.
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surface conditions to determine when which presently drain to the SDS and Chrffall
chemicals need to be applied; 002, to the IWS;

• App.lying chemicals before ice forms, which • Connecting a st_'ted glycol source: an
reqmres less chemical compared to deicing; area north of the South Satellite to the IWS;

• Applying chemicals at specified rates using • Connecting the aviation industrial activity
applicators with metering systems, area now draining to Ouffall 007, which is

suspected of contributing to elevated
This procedure is expected to reduce the mnount ammonia and BOD with stormwater runoff,
of potassium acetate and ammonia in stormwater to the I/IS; and
runoff and in Miller and Des Moines Creeks. • Connecting snow storage areas, which have

been identified as probable sources of
In accordance with the SWPPP, the Port of glycols, to the MS.
Seattle has completed or is in the process of
completing a number of mitigation actions.
Operational, source conm3l, and capital Theseimprovementsare expected to reduce the
improvement BMPs completed and implemented amounts of anti-icing and deicing chemicals (e.g.,
as pan of the SWPPP are expected to reduce the potassium acetate, ammonia, and glycols)
amounts of fecal coliform bacteria, potassium reaching SDS outf_ls and Miller and Des Moines
acetate, glycols, ammonia, and other pollutants in Creeks.
stormwater runoff from reach/rig Airport
stormwater outfalls and Miller and Des Moines The Stipulated Settlement Agreement and Agreed
Creeks. Recent capital improvements correcting Order of Dismissal, which dismissed Ms.
specific identified problems include:37'_3-_ Brashefs, Normandy Park Community Club's,

and the City of Des Moines' appeal of the Port's

• Installation of an elevated berm to contain NPDE.S _'rmit contained the following
washwater from solid waste containers and provmons:
prevent drainage of fecal coliform bacteria to
Ouffall 002.

• Creating a Monitoring Team, including
• Connection of areas in the C and D representatives appointedbytheappellants;Concourse to the IWS.

• Conducting at least two additional sampling
The Port of Seattle continues to monitor events of permitted stormwater ouffalls in
stormwater quality. The results of ongoing base 1995;
flow and stormwater runoff water quality • Contributing funds to the Des Moines Creek
monitoring are used to determine the need for Basin planning and visioning process;

additional BMPs and capital improvements to the • Developing a short-term monitoring planin
SDS, The Port of Seattle develops BMPs and cooperation with the Monitoring Team to
structural improvements in coordination with sample Miller Creek basin ouffalls and the
Ecology, as necessary', to mitigate operational outfall from Lake Reba examining glycol,
impacts on water quality and aquatic biota in BOD TSS, flow, ammonia, and turbidity and
Miller and Des Moines Creeks. These are develop appropriate responses, as necessary,
reflected, in part, by periodic revisions to the for any identified water-quality problems.SWPPP.

A number of capital improvements to the IWS are Additional mitigation for potential operational
scheduled to be completed on or before June 30, impacts to surface water quality would be
1997, including : considered dapend_g on the results of the stream

monitoring study_ and the effects of Airport
• Connecting the Port Maintenance Shop Yard stormwater runoff on Miller and Des Moines

and a portion of the U.S. Postal Service Creeks. Monitoring of selected stations upstream
akcraft parking area near the North Satellite, and downsu_.am of Airport ouffalls to Miller and

_._ Sz_mdatedSettlemenl Agreement No. 94-15 7 ,
37/ StormwmerPollutionPrevent_onPlan, Port of Seattle, Washington Pollution Control Hearings Board, 1995.June 30, 1995.
3._ Annual _ormwater Monitoring l_port Sunmuwy, Port _ 5tormwater Receiving Environment Momtormg Plan,

of Seattle, August 30, 1995. Port of Seattle, August, 1995.
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Des Moines Creeks is plann_i for this winter (6) WATER CERTIFICATION
(95/96). Potential additional mitigation that
would be considered includes use of a_rna_e, 49 U$C 47106(c)(1)('B) requires that Airport
FAA-approved runway anti-icing chemicals (e.g., Improvement Program applications for airport
calcium magnesium acetate and sodium formate_ projects involving the location of a new runway
or diversion of runway runoff to the IWS during may not be approved unless the Chief Executive
anti-icing events. The latter option is being Officer of the state in which the project is
evaluated as part of ongoing /WS mgin_-ring loQued, or the appropriate state official certifies
study, which includes capital improvements m in writing that there is "reasonable assurance"
/ncrease the treamlent efficiency and capachy of that the project will be located, designed,
the IWS ueaunentplant, constructed, and operated in compliance with

appficable air and water quality standarc/_.
Basin planning is another method for Therefore, certification from Washington State s
investigating mitigation of water quality impacts Governor's Office is required indicating that the
on Miller and Des Moines Creeks and Puget proposed project will comply with an applicable
Sound from Airport and urban runoff. Although water quality standards. Certification is issued in
the A/rportaffectsrela_velysmanproportionsof the form of a Governor's Water Quality
both the Miller and Des Moines Creek drainage Certificate.
basins (approximately 5 and 30 percent,
respectively), activities on these areas could It is anticipated that the Governor's Certificate
significantly affect these drainages. The Port of will be issued before completion of the Record of
Seattle is actively participating in basin planning Decision.
activities in the Miller and Des Moines Creek
basins with local jurisdictions, including King
County and the cities of Des Moines, Normandy
Park, Sea-Tac, and Burien.
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TABLEIV.lO-I

Seattle-TacomaInternationalAirport
EnviromnenmlImpactStatement

SUMMARY OFHYDROLOGIC PARAMETERSEVALUATED

p_r_m,,.t,-_- Relevance of Parameter
Rood Rood frequencies for Alternative I establish baseline conditions and allow evaluation of the

Frequencies performance of swrmwawr detention facilities under Alternatives 2 through 4. Flood
fTcq,_,e_cJesare useful for evaluating flooding and erosion potential.

Flow Duration lner-J,_ in flow duration ma)t indicate potential for increased sue.am channel erosion.
AnnualRunoff IncreasesinrunoffvolumesrelativetoAlternative 1may indicateincseasedstreamchannel
Vo!-me e_sion potential and reductions in shadow gromu_ater recharge.
Flow Flow exceedance parame_ allows seasonal evalumion of low (90 percent exceedance),
Exceedance median (50 Ixm:ontexceedance), and high flow (10 percent ex.__,-ee0_J,-ce) conditions, which

could be r*|at,-d to aquatic habitat requirements.

TABLE IV.10-2

SeatUe-Tacoma International Airport

Environmental Impact Statement

DESCRIPTION OF WATERSFER.DS

l Watershed
Category MillerCreW' , Des MoinesCreek42'
ExistingWatershed

Total Area (Acres) 5,183 3.585

ImperviousArea(Acres) 1,224 1,202
ExisungLandUsesintheWatershed(Acres)
Residential 3,238 1,052
Commercial 727 815

Airport 193 983
Open Q_ks, cemetea'ies, etc.) 720 735
Forest/Wedand 305 *

Airport - Alterantive I (Do-Nothin_
Tout] Area (Acres) 193 983
ImperviousAreaDrainingtoIndusu'ial Waste 50 204
System(Acres)
ImperviousArea DraininBto StormSystem(Acres) 60 369

Airport._temat/v_ 2,3,and4 ("Withrmjeet")
Total Area (Acorn) 519 1,187
Impervious Area Draining to Industrial Waste 50 270
System(Acres)
Impervious Area Draining to Storm System(Acres) 157 464

_te___,'dand wetlandareafor Des Moines _ ate includaJamong the otherlanduse categories.

Sou_e: NorthwestHydraulics,1990; Shapiro& Associates,GambrellUrban,1994.

02: MillerCreekRegionalStormwaserDetentionFacilitiesDesignHydrologicModeling,NorthwestHydraulicsConmlumts,
1990.

42, Shapiro and Associates, and GambrellUrban,1994.
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TABLE IV.10-4

Seanle-Tacoma International Airport

Environmental Impact Statement

EXISTING FLOOD FREQUENCIF_ FOR LOCATIONS

ALONG MHJ.ER CREEK

Alternative 1 (Do-Nothing)

Return Flow Rates (cfs)

Period Probability Stream Location

(Years) ('t) A B c
100 I 171 293 46s
10 10 125 185 293
2 50 80 109 173

1.11 90 47 64 104

LocationAis belowtheLakeRebaDetentionfacilityExhibitIV.10-1).
LocationBisatFh_'tAvenueSouth.
LocationCisnearthemouthofthecreek.
Source:MontgomeryWaterGroup,1995.

TABLE IV.10-5

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Environmental Impact Statement

EXISTING FLOOD FREQUENCIES FOR
LOCATIONS ALONG DES MOINES CREEK

AlternativeIa)o.Noe_0
Return Flow Rates (cfs)
Period Probability Stream Location

_Yem's) (%) D E
100 I 232 280
10 10 154 178
2 50 103 112

1.11 90 74 76

LocationD isbelowtheconfluenceof theeastandwestbranches(Exhibitrv.lO-l).
LocationEisatSouth208thStreet.
Source:MontgomeryWaterGroup.1995.
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TABLE IV.10-6

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
EnvironmentalImpactStatement

WASWINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGX_"

CLASS AA FRI_-qHWATER WATI_ QUALITY STANDARDS

Parameter Standard

Fecal coliform bacteria Shall not exceed a geomeu'ic mean of 50 colonies per
100 mL, and shall have not more than 10 percent of
the samples used to calculate the geometric mean
exc__#__.ingI00coloniesperI00mL.

Dissolvedoxygen Shallex__ceed__9.5mg/L.

Totaldissolvedgas Shallnot exceed110 percentof saturationatany
point of sample collection.

Temperature Shall not exceed 16"C due to human activities.
Temperature increases from point source discharges
shall not, at any time, exceed t = 23/(T + 5), where t
= the permissive temperana_ increase measured at
the mixing zone boundary and T = highest ambient
temperature outside the mixing zone in the vicinity of
the discharge. Incremental increases resulting from
non-point source activities shall not exceed 2.8"C.

pH Shall be within the range of 6.5 to 8.5 with a human-
caused variation within a range of less than 0.2 units.

Turbidity Shall not exceed 5 NTU over background when the
background turbidity is 50 NTU or less, or have more
than 10 percent increase in turbidity when
background turbidity is more than 50 NTU.

Toxic, radioactive, or deleterious Shall be below those that may adversely affect
material concentrations characteristic water uses, cause acute or chronic

conditions in the most sensitive aquatic biota, or
adversely affect public health.

Aesthetic values Shall not be impaired by the presence of materials or
their effects, excluding those of natural origin, which
offend the sensesof sizht__meli, touch, or t__e_

Source:WAC173-201A.November25,1992.
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TABLE IVAO-7

Se._de-TacornaInm'aationalAirport
Environmental Impact Statement

LOW AND HIGH ESTIMATES OF STORMWATER RUNOFF
POLLUTANT LOADING CONTRIBUTIONS (pounds/year)

for seven pollutants from the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport to Mffler and Des Moines
Creeks compared to the total pollutant loads for these basins.

Ai_rport_ Remainder of Basin _ Total Basin LoadinL,_ % from Airport

Low High Low High Low High

Des Moines Creek

Pm:

TSS 22,764 311,106 1.221.353 " 333,870 1,244,117 6.8 1.8
BOD 23,614 73,129 123.558 96,743 147,172 24.4 16.0
TP 212 986 4,187 1,198 4,399 17.7 4.8
Tot. Cu 103 161 285 264 388 39.0 26.6
Tot. Pb 15 413 553 428 568 3.5 2.6
Tot. Zn 232 1,129 1,547 1,361 1,779 17.0 13.0
O&G 5,954 32,363 32,363 38,317 38,317 15.5 15.5

Miller Creek

Parameter

TSS 2,995 522,300 2,669,300 525,295 2,672,295 0.6 0.1
BOD 3,058 139,775 209,900 142,833 212,958 2.1 1.4
TP 54 2,052 8,969 2,106 9,023 2.6 0.6
Tot.Cu II 243 448 254 459 4.3 2.4
Tot.Pb 3 635 857 638 860 0.5 0.3
Tot.Zn 54 2,024 2,638 2,078 2,692 2.6 2.0
O&G 1,179 61,110 61,110 62,289 62,289 1.9 1.9

I!

Almual airport pollutantloads taken from the $eatde-Tacoma lnwrnationai Airpon £tormwmer Pollutian PrevRmf_m
Plan, Portof Seattle,June, 1995.

PoIlutamloads forbasin,_g the Airpo_
_f

A nmge of low and high potlumatloading ramsfor d/fferemland uses (e.g., residenual, comnem:iaLopea space) based
on dataf'mmthe PacificNorthwest was obtaiaedfrom the literature. TotalmmuaJponuum loadingswere calcuJatedby
mulfiplyin8 the loadingratesby the_ landuseate_ within eachbasin('TableIV.10-2)

4/

TSS - toud suspe_l_ solids; BOD- biodumfical oxygendemand;TIP- totalphosphorus;Tot.Cu- total copper. Tot. Pb
- tvtal iead; Tot Zn . umdzmc; O&G . o_laad Oease.

Chapter IV - IV.10-20E -
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TABLE IV,10-TA

FLOOD FREQUENCIES AND RATES FOR LOCATIONS ALONG MILLER CI_-K FOR
ALTERNATIVE 1AICDALTERNATIVES 2, 3 AND 4.

Reun_ Probability '" Alternative I Alternatives 2-4
Perind (_) Row Rates(a3) Re*, Rates(as)
(Years) SueamLec_on StreamLocation

A B C ^ B C
100 1 171 293 468 t66 292 454
10 10 125 185 293 119 181 285

2 50 80 109 173 76 105 170
1.11 90 47 64 104 46 63 103

Location A is below the Lake Reba Detention facility (Exhibit IV.10-1). Location B is at Fint Avenue South.
Location C is near the mouth of the creek.

TABLE IV.10-8

FLOOD FREQUENCIES AND RATES FOR LOCATIONS ALONG DES MOINES Ci_K FOR
ALTERNATIVE 1 AND ALTERNATIVES 2,3 AND 4.

Return Probability Alternative I Alte_rnmives 2-4
Period (%) HowRates(cfs) FlowRates(cfs)
(Years) StreamLocation SueamLocauon

D E D E

100 1 232 280 232 280
10 10 154 I78 149 173

2 50 103 112 96 108
1.11 90 74 76 68 74

LocationD is below the confluence of theeast andwest imur._$ (Exhibit]W.IO-I).
Location E is at South 208th St.

TABLE IV.10-9
ANNUAL RUNOFF VOLUMES TO MILLER CREEK AND DES MOINES CBRRK

l Miller Creek Des Moines Creek
Stream Location Stream Location

A B C D E
Annual Runoff Volume
(acre-feet)

Alternative 1 1,680 2,880 5,054 3,525 4,184

Alternatives 2-4 1,781 3,124 5r361 3.586 4 _
Change in Annual Runoff
Volume

(acre-feet) 101 244 307 61 39
(%) 6 8 6 2 1

Percent of Volume Increase 93 91 92 96 95
Flowing at < Q_ 11_

Percentof VolumeIncrease 97 97 97 99 98
Flowin_ at < O_ z

Ql.ll is the in-sl_am peak flow rate for a l.ll-year t_um period.
Q2.00 is the in-slreampeak flow ratefor a 2-year returnperiod.

Source: MontgomeryWater Group,1995.
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Exhibit IV.10-3. Average low, median, and high flow rates for
Alternative I at Location D along Des Moines Creek.
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Source: Montgomery Water Group,1995.
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Exhibit IV.10-2. Average low, median, and high flow rates for
Alternative 1 at Location B along Miller Creek.
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Exhibit IV.10-6. Average low, median, and high flow rates for
Alternative I and Alternatives 2-4 at Location B along Miller Creek.
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Exh|bit IV.10-7. Average low, median, and high flow rates for
Alternative I and Alternative 2-4 at Location D along Des Moines Creek.
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CHAFrER IV, SECTION 11

WETLANDS

Proposed Master Plan Ul__t *_alternatives at Sea- _ent of Fisheries and Wildlife. InTac Airport would affect existing wetlands, to required permits or approvals,
Impacts on these wetlands would include: componsatory mitigafion would be required.
ePxilacementof fill material, dredgin.g, removal of

sting vegetation, and changes m hydrologic (1) METHODOLOGY
regimes as a result of increased impervious
surface area and stormwater management sysmn Three different methods were used to identify
restructuring, wetlands, and potential impacts:

Wetlands that would be affected by each of the • comprehensive and intermediate, on-site
"With Project" alternatives are paJustrine wetland determinationsZ_/were conducted to
emergent, scrub-shrub, open water, and forested delineate wetlands that could be affected;
systems.1/ Wetland investigations of the airport • existing wetland delineations of portions of
area identified almost 144 acres of wetland. The the detailed study area were reviewed and
specific number of wetlands that would be included as part of this document; and
affected by the "With Project" alternatives will
be determined by how much earth is excavated * in those portions of the detailed study area
from the on-site borrow locations. Utilization of where right-of-chin/ was not granted,
Borrow Area 8 (North Borrow Area) would result wetlands were identified from aerial
in direct impacts occurring to 16-acres of wetland photographs, existing inventories, and
in six different systems. Due to these large observations made from adjacent properties.
impacts, excavation is not proposed to occur in
Borrow Area 8. A detailed description of criteria used to make

wetland determinations is contained in Appendix

About 34 individual wetlands could be directly H-A.-_ As is noted in Appendix A, the U.S.
affected by development at the Airport- Army Corps of Engineers is a cooperating agency
Including fill for the following: in the preparation of this EIS.

(2) EXISTING CONDITIONS

Alternative _ A total of 55 individual wetlands were identified
AR l (Do-Nothing) 1.70 acres within the detailed study area and are shown in
AR2 (Ce_u-aJTenninalwith): Exhibit IV.II-1. These wetlands range in size

8,500 t_runway 10.37acres from approximately 0.02 acre to 30 acres with a
7,500 fl runway 9.43 acres total area of approximately 144 acres. A total of
7,000 ftrunway 9.62 acres 20 emergent, 9 scrub-shrub, 4 open water, and 22

Air 3 (North Terminal with): forested wetlands were identified. Wetlands may
8,500 fl I0.37 acres have more than one classification, (i.e.,
7,500 fl 9.43 acres forested/scrub-shrub), in these cases the
7,000fi 9.62acres predominant vegetation class is listed first.

Alt4(SouthT_with): Table IV.II-I contains a list of wetlands
8,500R 10.37acres identified, their classification, the approximate
7,500 fl 9.43 acres area of each wetland, and the degree to which

they may be affected by the proposed Master
7,000 fl 9.62 acres Plan Update alternatives.

Source:Shapiro&Associates.1995
Assumes fill is not exotvated from On-Site Borrow Area 8.

_/ Corps of Engbtee_ WethmdJ Delineation Manual,

Adverse impacts on wetlands would require Eevironmm_Labomory,1987.
permits or approvals from the following agencies: 3, Federal Manual for Identifying and Delineating

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Washington State 3ur_dictional Wetlands, FederaJ lmer_ency
Committee for Wetland Delineation, 1989.

Department of Ecology, and Washington -_ Jurudictional WetlandDeterminationfor the Seatde-
Tacoma Jmernalional Airpor: Matter Plan Update

F Classification of Wetland_ andDeepwater Habitatj of Environmemal Impact Statemem, Shapiro and
the UmtedStatex, Cowaxdin, et el., 1979. Associates, Inc., 1995.
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Wetlands provide hydrologic and biological quantities of wetland in Borrow Area 8, the
functions that are considered important to human excavation will not occur in this area.
health, safety, and welfare. Hydrologic functions
provided by wetlands include: storage of flood or (]3) West Wetland Area
stormwater, enhancementof water quality by
filtering out pollutants; recharge of groundwater Thirteen wetlands (Wetlands 15 through 27)
aquifers; and dissipation of floodwater energy, were delineated in the area of the proposed
Biological functions of wetlands include new parallel nmway during August and
providing breeding, feeding, nesting, and resting September, 1994. Ten additional wetlands
habitat for fish and wildlife species as well as (Wetlands 35 through 44) were identified in
retention and detention of nutrients. Different the west wetland area from either aerial-
classifications of wetlands are generally photograph interpretation or review of
considered to be better suited to provide different existing inventories, delineations were not
wetland functions. Forested and scrub-shrub conducted as right-of-eno'y was not granted
wetlands are generally considered to provide by property owners. The west wetland area
greater flood energy dissipation and wildlife is bound on the west by Des Moines
nesting habitat than that provided by emergent Memorial Drive S., on the east by existing
wetlands. Emergent wetlands are generally runways, on the north by S. 154th Street, and
considered to provide greater water quality on the south by S. 200th Street. Soils
improvement functions and wildlife feeding throughout this area consist of fill and are
opportunities than other wetland types. Open highly compacted. The wetlands in this area
water wetlands are usually associated with range in size from 0,06 acres (Wetland 22) to
groundwater recharge and fish habitat functions. 30_3 acres (Wetland 43).
Additional detail on the biological end hydrologic
functions impacted by the proposed Master Plan (C) South Aviation Suvoort Area
Update altematives are presented in the Wetland Wetlands

Mitigation Plan (Appendix P). Three wetlands were identified within the

The following sections briefly describe the South Aviation Support Area (SASA). Two
location, size, and general chamcteri_cs of wetlands (Wetlands 52 and 53) were
wetlands in the study area. Wetlands are "identified and delineated as part of the 1994
discussed by region in which they occur, as SASA Final EIS._' A wetland (Wetland 28)
illustrated in Exhibit IV.11-2: Nor_ Borrow was identified and the portion within the
Source Areas and Warehouse/Parking Area, West potential construction area was delineated.
Area, South Aviation Support Area, and South The SASA boundaries are demarked on the
Borrow Source Areas. Detailed descriptions of north by S. 188th Street, on the east by
each wetland are provided in Appendix HA. Pacific Highway S. ('Highway 99), on the

south by S. 200th Street, and on the west by
(A) North Borrow Source Areas (5 & 8) 18th Avenue S. Wetlands in this area range

and Warehouse/Parldn_ Aren in size from 0.6 acres (Wetland 53) to 18.1
Wetlauds acres (Wetland 28).

A total of 16 wetlands were identified in the
North Borrow Source Areas and the (D) South ]Borrow Area Wetlands
Warehouse/Parking Area. Of these, 14 were
delineated (Wetlands 1 through 14), and two Four wetlands (Wetlands 29, 30, 31, and 32)
(Wetlands 33 and 34)were identified from were delineated in the south borrow area
existing wetland inventories. Wetland during November 1994. The South Borrow
numbering follows the labels assigned in the Area (Borrow Areas 1, 2, and 3) is located
wetland delineation report as provided in between 16th Avenue S., 24th Avenue S., S.
Appendix HA. This portion of the study 216th S1xeet, and S. 200th Street. Three
area is bound on the south by S. 154th Street, additional wetlands (Wetlands 48, 49, and
on the west by 15th Avenue S., on the north 50) were delineated and are described in the
by S. 146th Street, and generally on the east Des Moines Creek Technology Campus Draft
by 28th Avenue S. Sizes of wetlands in this
area range from 0.07 _ (Wetland l) to
17.6 acres (Wetland 33). As a result of the

_/ SouthAviationSupportAreaFinal F/S, Portof Seattle,
1991.
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EIS._ Des Moines Creek traverses this area summarizes potential impacts on wetlands by
in a relatively deep ravine. Wetlands in this location and alternative.
area are smaller than 0.03 acres.

Construction of the proposed new parallel
(E) Other Wetlaads runway, extension of Runway 34R, grading and

-- filling of the Runway Safety Areas, and
Four wetlands were identified in the general utilization of borrow source areas would require
vicinity, outside of any identified impact removal of existing vegetation, draining, and
area. These wetlands were not delineJ_L_lbut discharging of fill material to wetland habitats.
rather were identified from the Natuma/ Existing wetland area and functions would be lost
Wetland Inventory M_, Des Moines, or diminished as a resuR of these actions. Loss of
Washington, Quadrcmgle.21 These wetlands wetland habitat and function represent a
range in size from 0.06 acres (Wetland 46) to significant adverse environmental impact.
26 acres (Wetland 54).

Wetland impacts associated with each of the
(3) FUTURE CONDITIONS proposed Master Plan Update alternatives are

described below.
Of the 55 individual wetlands identified, 34 could
be directly affected by future airport (A) Do-Nothin_ (Alternative 1)
improvements at Sea-Tac. Each of the proposed
"With Project" alternatives would affect The Do-Nothing alternative would maintain
wetlands. The specific areaof wetland that could Sea-Tac as it exists today. As the Port of
be affected would depend upon the amount of fill Seattle has received approval from the FAA
excavated from the on-sRe borrow locations, to initiate development of the South Aviation
This analysis assumes that Borrow Area 8 would Support Area, impacts to wetlands could
not be utilized. Wetland impacts can be avoided occur to complete that development. As was
or minimized through the use of off-site fill described in the Final Environmental Impact
However, use of off-site material would increase Statement for the SASA development,
the amount of uuck Izaffic affecting area roads approximately 1.7 acres of wetland would be
duringtheconstructionperiod,as discussedin affected(Wetlands52,53,and 55).No other
Section 23 "Construction Impacts". wetland impacts would be expected.

Proposed extension of SR509 could effect up
Development of an 8,500-ft runway and full to 11.1 acres of wetland.l / However, as a
utilization of the south borrow source and specific alignment as not been identified,
warehouse/parking areas would directly affect these impacts are not included in the Do-
about 10.4 acres of wetland including; 7.07 acres Nothing assessment.
of forested wetlands, 0.39 acres of scrub-shrub
wetlands, and 2.88 acres of emergent wetlands. 03) .¢_WithPgoieet" _lternatives
Development of a 7,500-ft runway would directly (Alternatives 2_3_and 4)
affect9.43acresof wetlandincluding;about6.6
acres of forested wetland, 0.38 acres of scrub- Each of the "With Project" alternatives
shrub wetland, and about 2.46 acres of emergent would affect wetlands. No direct wetland
wetland. Development of the 7,000-fL runway impacts would be anticipated m a result of
option would directly affect about 9.62 acres of the various iandside improvements.
wetland including; about 6.58 acres of forested However, wetland impacts would vary as a
wetland, 038 acre of scrub-shrub wetland, and result of the three alternative runway lengths
2.56 acre of emergent wetland. (8,500, 7,500, or 7,000 feet). Wetland

impacts associated with each runway length
All impacts on wetlands would be anticipated to option are listed in Table IV.11-2.
occur during the Phase Itime period (1996-2001).
No wetland impacts would occur as a result of
terminal expansion options. Table IV.11-2

f_ Des Moines Creek Technology Campus, Draft
F.JS,Portof Seattle,.Febrtuuy,1995.

7-/ Natwnal Wetland Inventory Map, Des Moines,
Washington, Qua#_'angle,U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service,1987. _ SR $Og/South Access Draft F.JS, Decembet, 1995.
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as those described for the 7,500 foot-long
1. 8_00-ft New Runwa_ runway option.

Cons'auctionactivitiesassociated with
building an 8,500-fl proposed new * * *
parallel runway, separated by 2,500 feet
from Runway 16L/34R, extending Development in the SASA would affect two
Runway 341L development of additional forested wetlands (Wetlands 52 and 53), and
warehouse and parking space, and shrub/scrub wetland (#55) with a total area of
utilizing Borrow Areas 1,2,3 and 5 for 1.7 acres. Proposed extension of Runway
su'uctund fdl would affect 10.37 acres in 34R would affect Wetland 28 (0.06 acre).
31 different wetland habitats.

Full development of warehouse/parking

Impacts associated with construction of facilities north of the existing air-cargoarea
theproposednew runwayincludefilling, at the Airportwould directlyaffecttwo
grading,orotherwiseaffecting7forested forestedwetlands(WetlandsI and 2). The
wetlands (Wetlands II, 14, 18, 19, 21, total wetland impact as a result of
37, and 40) with a total area of cons_ction in this area would be
approximately 2.88 acres. Two scrub- approximately0.81 acre.
shrub wetlands (Wethmds 20, and 22)
totaling 0.07 acre would be impacted. Utilization of Borrow Areas I, 2, and 3 for
Approximately 2.51 acres of 11 different sUucunal fill would result in direct impacts
emergent wetlands would be affected by on two forested wetlands (Wetlands 29 and
construction of an 8,500-foot-long third 51), two scrub-shrub wetlands (Wetlands 30
runway. About 5.48 acres of wetland and 49), and three emergent wetlands
habitat would be impacted as a result of (Wetlands 31, 32, and 50). Total wetland
the proposed new parallel runway, area affected by utilization of the southborrow source areas would be: 1.62 acres of

2. 7#00-ft New Runway forested wetland habitat, 0.12 acreof scrub-
shrub wetland habitat, and 0.08 acre of

Impacts associated with new runway emergent wetland habitat. A total of 1.82
construction include filling, grading, or acres of wetland habitat would experience
otherwise affecting 6 forested wetlands impacts as a result of development activities
(Wetlands18, 19, 21, 25, 37, and 40) inthisare&
with a total area of approximately 2.40
acres. Two scrub-shrub wetlands (C) preferred Alternative
(Wetlands 20 and 22) totaling 0.06 acre
would be directly impacted. As is described in Chapter IL the Port of
Approximately 2.09 acres of 9 different Seattle staff have recommended the
emergent wetlands (Wetlands 12, 15, 16, implementation of Alternative 3 (North Unit
17, 23, 24, 26, 35, and 41) would be Terminal) with a new parallel runway with a
affected by construction of a 7,500-foot- length of 8,500 feet. As the previous
long third runway. Impacts would occur paragraphs indicate, all of the alternatives
on 4.55acresof wetland habitat as a would result in the filling of wetlands. The
result of the 7,500 fl long new parallel preferred alternative would result in the
runway, filling of 10.37 acres of wetland in 33

different wetland habitats. These impacts
3. 7,000-ft Nfw Runway include the following:

Impacts associated with development of a * 7.07 acres of forested wetlands
7,000 foot-long runway would be similar * 0.39 acres of shrub-scrub wetlands
to those described for the 7,500 foot-long * 2.88 acres of emergent wetlands
runway option, with the exception of
emergent wetland impacts. Direct No wetlands were identified in Borrow Area
impacts as a result of this alternative 5. The Port will not excavate earth from
would include filling, grading or Borrow Area 8 in order to avoid over 16
otherwise affecting "2.19 acres of 9 acres of impact to wetland areas.
different emergent wetlands. Impacts on
scrub-shrub wetlands would be the same * * *
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wetlands. Within the on-site alternatives

FAA Order 5050.4A "Airport Environmental (Alternatives 1 through 4), the D_-Nothmg
Handbook" states: alternative (Alternative 1) will not satisfy the

Region's aviation needs. In assessing
"FederalaSancies ... avoidundertakingor providing Alternatives 2, 3 and 4, attempts would be
assistance for new consuuctionlocated in wetlands made to minimize adverse impacts to
unlessthe headof the agencyfinds:a) thatthereare wetlands.
no practicableehemafives to such _on, and

b) thatthe proposedaction includes all practicable As the Do-Nothing alternative would not satisfy
measuresto minimize harmto wetlandswhich may the needs identified by the EIS, it was determined
result fi'omsuch use." [Chapter5, Pamgnkoh47 • not to be a practicable alternative.
(Ii)(b)]

Wetland impacts could be avoided through the
"The term 'practicable'means feas_le. Whether acquisition of off-site fill to complete a portion of
another altem_ve is practicable depends on its the "With Project" alternatives. As is noted in
feas_flity in termsof safety, meetinguanspormion the previous sections, about 16 acres of wetland
objectives, design, en_eering, environment, could be affected in on-site Borrow Area 8.
economics, end any other applicable factors."

[Chapter5, paragraph4Ve(llXe)] (4) CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

In evaluating alternatives, Chapter11considered: As previously mentioned, a maximum of I0.37

• Off-site alternatives to satisfying the existing acres of wetland would be filled as a result of the
and future aviation needs - as was shown Master Plan Update "With Project" alternatives.
none of the off-site alternative can satisfy the Loss of this amount of wetland area, however,should be viewed as one of many contributing to
need for the following reasons: cumulative effects on natural resources in the
1. There is no sponsor, identified source of Puget Sound Region. The result of past wetland

funds or acceptable sitefor a new airport; filling has been to increase the functional
importance of the remaining wetlandsin the

2. Extensive study of this issue resulted in Region. Removal or alteration of wetlands as a
the consideration of all alternatives for result of the alternative airport development and
addressing air transportationcapacity other projects in the area may limit the ability of
issues in this Region. Based on this remaining wetlands to perform the lost or
process, the Puget Sound Regional diminished functions. This may be particularly
Council(PSRC) adoptedResolutionA- trueof the stormwaterstoragefunctions of
93-03 and EB-94-01 confirming that no wetlands in the project vicinity. Increased
feasible sites exist; and impervious surfaces associated with development

3. If a new she could be identified, market activities at the Airport may increase both the
forces would not enable it to be depth and duration of stormwater in remaining
successful until regional origin and wetlands. This could result in incr_esed
destination air u-avel demand exceeds 10 floodwater elevations for longer periods of time
million enplanements annually - currently in the watershed.
forecast to occur around the year 2010.
In addition, all of the sites considered in (4) MJTIGAT][ON
the Major Supplemental Airport Study
were found to affect wetlands. Actions that affect wetlands generally require

authorization from various federal, state, and
• Technology or Activity Management applicable local agencies. In the State of

Alt_ea no technology or Washington,projects with significant adverse
activity�demand management related wetland impacts require a Section 404 permitalternative is capable of addressing the poor from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps),
weather related constraint at Sea-Tac or to and Section 401 Water Quality Certification from
accommodate f_ increases in air lravel the Washington State Departmentof Ecology
demand. (Ecology). In addition to the required permits

• On-Site _lternatives. Because of FAA safety and appmvais, compensatory wetland mitigation
related airport design standards, no other on- may also be required to offset significant adverse
size alternative exists to avoid the fill of impacts on wetlands andtheir functions.
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The Port of Seattle has initiated the wetland to steeply sloping) or hydrologic (lack of
permitting processwiththe SeanleDislrict of the sufficient water) conditions, and (3) the FAA
Corps. The Corps is a cooperating a2ency in the guidelines slrongly recommend_ that a/rpons do
preparation of this EIS. Additional coordination not have "wildlife attractions" within I0,000 feet
is anticipated with the Washington State of the edge of any active jet runway. For these
Deparunent of Ecology. It is anticipated that reasons, the Port proposes to conduct wetland
permits would be issued after approval of the mitigation outside of the watershed where these
Final Environmental Impact Statement/Record of constraints do not exist.
Decision for the Master Plan Update actions and
that no adverse impacts would occur on wetlands The Port of Seattle is committed to attaining '_no
as a result of the Master Plan Update prior to net loss" of wetlands through mitigation efforts.
issuance of the appropriate permits. After investigating over 100 individual parcels,the Port has selected a site located within the City

Significant unavoidable adverse impacts would of Auburn for the development of the
occur to wetlands; these impacts include filling, compensatory wetland mitigation. This site,
grading, changes of hydrology, and removal of located in Section 31, Towa_hip 22N, Range 5E,
vegetation. The Port of Seattle would avoid Willamette Meridian in the Green River
adverse impacts where possible (e.g., use of off- watershed, is a 69 acre parcel of land slightly
site fill to avoid approximately 16-acres of southofS. 277th Street and east of Auburn Way.
wetland impact in Borrow Area 8), and would The undeveloped parcel has been farmed in the
minimize impact by using Best Management recent past, and currently supports a mix of
Practices (BMP) during conslruction and upland pasture grasses and forbs that are common
operation of the proposed improvements. Among to abandoned agricultural land in the Puget
the BMPs to be utilized are: installation of silt- Sound Region. Approximately 4__ acres of reed
fences around wetlands not being directly canarygrass-dominatedwetlundwas delineated at
affected, timing of construction activities to avoid the site. The site is bound by a variety of land
impacts during the rainy season, and staging of uses including agriculture to the north and south;
construction equipment and vehicles away fi'om undeveloped land, multi-family housing and a
wetland areas, drive-in theater to the west; and the Green River,

patches of riparian forest, and undeveloped
In addition to avoidance and minimization as slopes to the east. A narrow slrip of land along
mitigation for direct impacts on wetlands, the the western banks of the Green River is held by
Port of Seattle has identified the following King County. In December 1995, the Port of
wetland compensatory mitigation needs as a Seattle gained ownership of the property
result of direct impacts on wetlands. Direct following completion of a bankruptcy proceeding
wetland impacts and mitigation area required, bythepreviousowners.
presented in Table IV.11-3, represents the
"_,vorst-case scenario;" that is, the maximum The Port of Seattle is coordinating with the Corps
wetland impact that could occur as a result of the of Engineers concerning the proposed mitigation
proposed action (a new parallel runway with a site and the plan included in this Final EIS.
length of up to 8,500 feet and full utilization of Appendix P contains a detailed mitigation plan
on-site south borrow source areas and warehouse/ for the proposedwetland mitigation, including:
parking facilities). Wetland mitigation ratios
listed assume creation of new wetland area as • Water regime;
presented in Appendix P. • Site grading;

• Landscape plan; and
After extensive study, the Port of Seattle has • Monitoring plan
selected a preferred wetland mitigation site in the
lower Green River Valley. Mitigation for Initially, the City of Auburn expressed
impacts on wetlands at the Airport, within the reservations concerning the development of the
watershed where the impacts may occur, is not mitigation site within the City boundaries.
feasible for three reasons: (1) the majority of the However, the final mitigation planwas developed
area surrounding the Airport is developed, and to reflect their concerns regarding land use.
not enough land area exists in the watershed to
create compensatory mitigation wetlands, (2)
much of the undeveloped land in the watersheds
is existing wetland, or land unsuitable for
wetland mitigation due to topographic (moderate _ "WildlifeArea=iotaOnorNearKnurl" FAA DraftAa_sory Ct,z'ular150/5200.,no date.
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TABLE IV.11-1
Page I of 2

Searde-Ta_ma InternationalAirport
Environmental Impact Statement

WETLAND CLASSIFICATION AND AREA

(8,500FootRunway

WetlandNumber Classification Are_'(ac) ImpactJ' (ac)
1 PFO 0.07 0.07
2 PFO/EM 0.74 0,74
3 PFO 0.56 0,56
4 PFO 5.02 0.0
5 PFO/SS 4.58 0.0
6 PSS 0.878 0.0
7 PFO/OW/EM 6.7 0.0
8 PSS/EM 4.95 0.0
9 PEM/FO 2.85 O.13
10 PSS 0.31 0.0

1] PFO/EM 0.50 0.47
12 PEM/FO 0.21 0.21
13 PEM 0.05 0.05
I4 PFO 0.19 0.I9
15 PEM 0.28 0.28
"i6 PEM 0.06 0.06
17 PEM 0.03 0.03
18 PFO 0.12 0.12
19 PFO 0.57 0.57
20 PSS/EM 0.1)6 0.06

21 PFO 022 0.22
22 PSS/EM 0.06 0.06
23 PEM 0.78 0.78
24 PEM O.14 0.14
25 PFO 0.06 0.06
26 PEM 0.02 0.02
27 PEM 0.0 0.0
28 POW/SS 18.1 0.06
29 PFO 0.74 0.74
30 PSS/FO 0.50 0.50

31 PEM 0.05 0.00
32 PEM 0.05 0.05
33 PFO/SS/EM/OW 17.6 0.0
34 POW 1.4 0.0
35 PEM 0.21 0. !8
36 PFO/EM 0.3 0.0
37 PFO/SS 2.41 1.68
38 PEM/SS 0.0 0.0
39 PFO O.07 0.0
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TABLE IV.11-1
Page 2 of 2

Seattle-Tacoma Imemat/ona/A/rport
Environmental Impact Statement

WETLAND CLASSIFICATION AND AREA

WetlandNumber Clasdfic_ion An_ (ac) _/ (ac)
40 PFO 0.09 0.09
41 PEM 0.08 0.08
42 PEM 0.5 0.0
4.3 PEM/SS/FO/OW 30.3 0.0

PFO/SS 0.7 0.0
4_" PEM 5.0 0.0
46 POW 0.06 0.0
47 POW 0.2 0.0
48 PEM 0.02 0.0
49 PSS 0.02 0.02

50 PEM 0.03 0.03
51 PFO 8.1 0.48
52 PFO/SS 1.0 i.0
53 PFO 0.6 0.6

PSS/OW 25.7 0.0
55 PSS 0.04 0.04

TOTALS 143.8 10.37

P - Pal_n¢
EM - EmergentMarsh
OW- OpenWate_
FO - Forested
SS - Shrub/Scrub

I/ Source: Paramcmx;and Shapiro& A.mociates,Wetlandimpactvalues providedby aGIS opm-axedby GambrcllUrban,
1995. Wetlandareavaluesforw_iands !-31 basedonsurveyconduc,._byPortof Scaal¢ (1995). Area valuesfor
wetlands 32-48 basedon GIS output Areavalues forwetlmm_49-54based on existing lilersmr¢.
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TABLE IV.11o2

SUMMARY OF WETLAND IMPACTS BY AREA AND ALTERNATIVE

Wet!_nd Tvvcs Affected (acres) a/

Runway Len_,th Option Forested Shrub/Scrub Emergent Total

8,500 ft. New Parallel Runway
Runway 2.88 0.07 2.51 5.48
SASA 1.50 0.20 0.00 1.70

Warehouse/Parking 0.51 0.00 0229 0.81
South Borrow Areas 1.62 0.12 0.08 1.82
North Borrow Areas 0.56 0.00 0.00 0._6

TOTAL 7.07 039 2.88 10.37

7,500 ft. Parallel Runways
Runway 2.40 0.06 2.09 4.55
SASA 1.50 0.20 0.00 1.70

Warehouse/Parking 0.51 0,00 0229 0.81
South Borrow Areas 1.62 0.12 0.08 1.82
North Borrow Areas 0.56 0.00 0,00 0._6

TOTAL 6.59 0.38 2.46 9.43

7,000 ft. Parallel Runways
Runway 2.49 0.06 2.19 4.74
SASA 1.50 0.20 0.00 1.70

Warehouse/Parking 0.51 0.00 0.29 0.81
South Borrow Areas 1,62 0.12 0.08 1.82
North Borrow Areas 0.56 0.00 0.00 0.56

TOTAL 6.68 0.38 2.56 9.62

_a/ All runwaylengthsasstanea2,500 foot (dependent)separationfromRunway 16L/34IL
The impactsnotedaboveassume maximumuse of south on-siZefill for construction,r_sultmgin a worst-case
presentationof wetland impacts. Assumes no mmerialis takenfromBorrowArea 8.
Source: Pananelrix;Shapiroand Associaz_ and GambrellUrban, 1995.

TABLE IV.11-¢3

SUMMARY OF WETLAND IMPACTS AND POTENTIAL MITIGATION AREA
Wetland Class

Total Forested Shrub/Scrub Emersent

Total Wetland in Study Area (ac) 143.8 51.7 50.8 41.3
Wetland Area Directly Impacted (ac) 10.37 7.07 0_39 2.88

Minimum Mitigation Ratio 2:1 2:1 1.5:1

Mitigation Area Required (ac) 19.24 14.14 0.78 4.32

Source:Pmenemx; andShapiro&Associates, 1995.
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 12

FLOODPLAINS

Reported flooding and 100-year floodplains in existing stream flow information are used to
the Sea-Tat area were identified from the most identify existing and future peak flow rates and
recent Flood Insurance Rate Maps compiled by flood frequencies. Future peak flow rates and
the Federal Emergency Management Agency, flood f_'quencies are calculated by using existing
flood msmm_ce studies, and drainage complaints, detention requirements for the 2-, 10-, and 100-
Potential impacts on floodplains and flooding in year storm events. Potential flooding and
Miller and Des Moines Creeks were evaluated by impacts are estimated by comparing existing flow
using consemction footprints associated with the rate remm frequencies to future flow rate return
"With Project" alternatives and by modeling frequency.
post-construction flows.

(2)EXISTINGCONDmONS
Without mitigation, consu_ction, and operation
of the proposed Master Plan Upd*t,, alternatives Existing floodplains have been significantly
could result in significant adverse floodplain altered by modern tlrbani-stion ill both the Miller
impacts, including reduction of lO0-year and Des Moiues Creek basins, contributing to
floodplain area and flood storage capacity, existing floodplain encroachment and reduction
increased volumes of stormwater runoff and peak in available flood storage capacity. Urban
flows, and mcreased flooding potential in development in two basins also has altered the
downsl3-eamareas on both Miller and Des Momes hydrology of Miller and Des Moines Creeks,
Creeks. Because mitigmion would be required to causing historic flooding in some areas, generally
prevent reduction of 100-year floodplain area and downstream of the Airport, and increased risk of
flood storage capacity, the proposedMaster Plan flooding in naturally floodprone areas (i.e.,
Update alternatives would be unlikely to result in depressions and low-lying downstream areas
loss of flood storage or conveyance capacity. In adjacent to these creeks).
addition, flow modeling results using detention
requirements for the new development show that (A) Pre_nt Fioodnhd- _onditions
the proposed Master Plan Up_t_ alternatives
would not increase peak flows or potential Urban development within the two basins has
flooding in downstream areas of Miller of Des altered the existing size and structure of
Moines Creek. floodplains and contributed to the present

floodplain configurations. As is typical of

(1) METHODOLOG Y most urbanized drainage basins, sacamside
development has resulted in channelization of
Miller and Des Moines Creeks and hasThe boundaries of 100-year floodplains are

determined by the Federal Emergency eliminated or reduced linkages between the
Management Agency (FEMA) and the U.S. Army creeks and floodplain areas. Urban
Corps of Engineers. Floodplain boundaries are development activities that have contributed
estimated on the basis of hydraulic modeling, to altered floodplain configuration include
Existing 100-year floodplain boundaries falling of wetlands and riparian areas,
discussed in this section are those identified in removal of _ide vegetation within
the most current FEMA flood insurance rate streamcorridors,and construction of roads,
maps and flood insurance studies. The residences, and commercial development.
approximate floodplain area affected by each These alterations contribute to flooding by
alternative was determinedby overlaying the redtcing channel capacity and floodplain
potential construction footprints for each storage in Miller and Des Moines Creeks.
proposed Master Plan UI_t ,_ alternative on the

In the Miller and Des Moiues Creek basins,
floodplain maps. _ identifies two types of 100-year
Potential flooding impacts of the alternatives floodplain boundaries: Zone A and Zone AE.
were determined by using recent hydrologic In Zone A, no base flood elevations have
modeling results for Miller and Des Momes been determined.Base flood elevations have
Creeks. Hydrologic models calibrated with been determined for Zone AE. Existing 100-
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year floodplains in each drainage basin are Northwest Pond and the Tyee Pond, the latter
identified in Exhibit IV.12-1.Y The Zone A of which was conslzucted in 1989, _ provide
100-year floodplain boundary is an estimated significant flood storage. (See Chapter IV,
boundary. Zone AE includes the 100-year Sect/on 10, "Water Quality and
floodplain boundaries from which the base Hydrology") As the creek begins its descent
flood elevations have been determined, toward Puget Sound near South 200th Street,

the channel becomes more incised and

The 100-year floodplain widths vary, confined, and there is a narrow floodplain.
depending on topography. In the Miller Farther down the ravine, the creek becomes
Creek basin, relatively wide 100-year well confined and the floodplain is very
floodplain areas extend southward from the narrow, averaging about 30 feet in width.
Lake Reba Detention facility and Lake Lora The floodplain widens to about 280 feet near
areas. These floodplains are located in the mouth of the creek and confluence with
depressions and relatively fiat areas with Puget Sound at Covenant Beach Camp. The
little topographic relief, and extend area most susceptible to flooding and which
downstream to about Fn'st Avenue S. The has experienced historic flooding is Covenant
Lake Reba Detention Facility and Lake Lora Beach Camp near the mouth of Des Moines
provide considerable flood storage because of Creek. Flooding has occurred primarily
their associated weOands and a flow control during _ storms and unusually high tide-
structure at the outlet of the Lake Reba conditions.f
Detention facility. This flow control
structure was conmucted recently by the 08)
King County Surface Water Management
Division as pan of the Lake Reba regional In the Miller Creek basin, historic flooding
detention facility capital improvement problems have been reported between
pmjecL Below Fwst Avenue S., Miller Creek Southwest 150th Street and Southwest 152nd
is more confined by the narrow, steep ravine Street just west of Des Moines Memorial
topography. The average 100-yearfloodplain Drive. upmeam of Southwest 160th Street,
width in this area is about 50 feet. As the and elsewhere throughout the basin where
creek nears Puget Sound and the base of the yard waste has constrained streamflow.$
steep ravine, the channel and floodplain This flooding, caused primarily by
widen to about 300 feetY The areas most undersized or poorly maintained conveyance
susceptible to flooding in the Miller Creek strucutres, has been corrected by
basin are along the lower reaches of Miller modification of the Lake Reba regional
Creek and Walker Creek. This flood prone detention facility, other _ucmml
area lies within the northwest portion of the improvements, and maintenance activities
City of Normandy Park, uear the Puget Sound (e.g., culvert debris removal).
shoreline.2' c_1Onlyminor flooding problems
have been reported in the past few years. Historic flooding also has been reported for

the Des Moines Creek system._ An
The Des Moines Creek 100-year floodplain undersized grassy swale and fdling of a
has a configuration s'unilar to Miller Creek. wedand near South 216th Street have
From the origins of the two main tributaries contributed to flooding problems in this reach
at Bow Lake and the Northwest Ponds down of Des Moines Creek. An undersized
to South 200th Sm_et, no 100-yem- floodplain detention facility and filling of wetland also
has been identified. In this gently sloping

area around the Tyee Valley Golf Course, _ $omhA_ionSupponFinalEnvironmentlmpactthere are two manma_ detention facilities, SmwJnou,FederalAviationAdministrationandPortof
Northwest Pond, and Tyee Pond. Both the Seame.Seattle.WA.1994.

-_ Floodirtsur_weS_dyoCityofDesMoine$,
Wa_aston, Eiat County.Fedm_Emergency

1/ Flood!_ RateMaps,Kmf Cosm_, Washm&mn, MmmgementAgez_y.1985.
and IncorporatedAreas. MapNumber$3033C0319D, _/ Re¢_ ReportNo. 12,MillerCreekBas_
53033C0309D. 53033C0308E. and $3033C0317D KingCountyBasinReconnaissanceSummaryProgram.
Federal_]_t Agency. September Vol.m. KingCountySurfaceWaterManagement,
29, 1989_ September30, 199:4.. _Se_m_le,WA. 1987.

2/ FloodinmrmweStudy,CityofNormandyPark _ Recon_,,mqce ReportNo. 9, DesMomesCreekBasi_
Washington.KingCounty.U.S.Depattla_tof King CountyBasinReconnaissanceSummaryProgrant
HousingandUrganDevelopment,FederalInsurance goLIll. KingCountySurfaceWaterManagement,
Adminisu'ation.1980. Sealtle,WA 1987.
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havecontributedto flooding on Tributary (B) "WRhProiect All_rmztives
03TTA (shown in Exhibit IV,10-4). (Alternatives2.3.and 4)
Similarly,wetlandfillinghascontributedto
floodingonTributary0379neartheoutletof The proposed airside and landside
Wetland 53 (as shown in Exhibit IV.If-I). alternatives would result in floodplain

encroachment of varying amounts, depending

According to conversations with public on the runway length, as shown in Exhibit
works personnel in the cities of Normandy IV.1Z-2. An 8,500-ft new parallel runway
Park, Des Moines, and SeaTac, no significant (with a lateral separation of 2,500 feet from
flooding problems were reported during the existing Runway 16L/34R) would result m
November 1990 and January 1991 storms, the loss of about 7.2 acres of 100-year
The last major flood events on Miller and floodplain adjacent to and downstream of
Des Moines Creeks were in 1972 and 1977, Lake Lora. By contrast, about 1.1 acres of
respectively. According to the flood 100-year floodplain would be eliminated with
insurancestudy,damagehas generallybeen a7,500-footstaggered,runwayalignment.A
limited to stream erosion and limited flooding 7,000-foot runway would displace an
of residences in Normandy Park (Miller estimated 0.03 acre of 100-year floodplain.
Creek) and Des Moines (Des Momes Creek). Encroachment on the floodplain could result
The 1977 flood event on Des Moines Creek, in loss of flood storage capacity. Increases in
which was associated with a high tide with an flood heights in downstream areas,
approximate recurrence interval of 70 years, particularly in those susceptible to flooding,
caused some property damage to buildings at would depend on the amount of flood storage
the Covenant Beach Bible Camp.2_ displaced and on stormwater runoff detention

facility flow release rates, volumes, and
(3) FUTURE CONDITIONS liming of peak rates relative to other areas of

the watershed.

Without mitigation, the proposed Master Plan
Update alternatives could result in significant Without mitigation, flooding could occur in
floodplain encroachinent, reduced flood storage receiving areas downstream of Airport
capacity, and increased flow rates and flow stormwater runoff discharges into Miller and
volumes, and could cause flooding in Des Moines Creeks. The amount of
downstream areas adjacent to Miller and Des stormwater runoff and potential flood
Moines Creeks. Development requirements impacts would be directly related to the
prohibit significant floodplain encroachment and amount of new impervious surface area
reduction of flood storage capacity. In addition, constructed for each alternative. Because the
stormwater runoff detentionrequirements will landside options are essentially the same for
prevent significant increases in peak flow rates, the different runway lengths, the amountof
Implementation of these mitigation requirements impervious surface area varies only as a
would be expected to prevent significant function of the runway alignment options.
floodplain or flooding impacts from the proposed An 8,500-foot runway couldhave the greatest
Master Plan Update altematives, potential flood impacts because it would

result in the most impervious surface area (
(A) Do-Nothing (Alternative 1) an estimated 73 acres). By comparison, the

7,500-foot and 7,000-foot runway alignments
Under Alternative I, adverse impacts on could have lower potential flood impacts
floodplains or flooding in the Des Moines because they would create an estimated 65
basin would potentially result from and 60 acres of impervious surfaces,
development of the South Aviation Support respectively. Because stormwater drainage
Area. The Tyee Pond would be relocated controls are required for new Airport
elsewhere on the Tyee Valley Golf Course as developments, it is unlikely that the proposed
part of theSASA mitigation to retain existing alternatives would have significant flood
storage capacity and flood control on Des impacts.
MoinesCreek. This would maintain existing
conditions and prevent flooding as a result of
the SASA.

2_ FloodInsuranceStudy.KiagCmmty,Washington&
IncorporatedAreas.Volumes1.4,FEMA,1994.
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(C) Preferred Alterna_ve fAItern-tive 3) equivalent amotmt of floodplain storage - so no
net loss of flood storage capacity.

As is described in Chapter IL the Port of
Seattle staff have _ded the Another potential flood storage and flood control
implementation of Alternative 3 (North Unit mitigation option for the Miller Creek basra that
Terminal) with a new parallel runway wi_ a is being considered revolves modification of
length up to 8,500 feet As the previous cm-rent operating procedures at the Lake Reba
paragraphs indicate, al] of the alternatives Regional Detention facility to provide additional
would result in the floodplain encroachment, storage. King County Surface Water
About 7.2 acres of the 100-year floodplain Management Divis/on, which currently operates
adjacent to and downsueam of Lake Iora the facility, is negotiating transfer of the facility
would be filled. However, as is noted, operating responsibilities to the Port of Seattle.
Appendix P contains a proposed mitigation According to as-built drawings, the Lake Reba
plan for this area that would compensate for Detention facility has a design storage capacity of
the filled floodplain, about 80.acre feet; however, a dam safety report

indicates that it has a maxmmm storage capacity
(4) CUMULATIVE IMPACTS of about 90-acre feet. Based on the dam safety

report, the storage capacity appears to be
Adverse impacts on floodplains or flooding in the undemsed. Before any recommendations can be
Des Moines basin would potentially w._ult from made on operational procedure modification for
development of other proposed projects in the maximizing or providing additional capacity, the
vicinity, particularly if these encroach on existing outlet rating curve for the facility must be
floodplains or fail to meet regional detention verified to accurately determine detention
requirements for stormwater runoff, characteristics and available storage capacity.
Enforcement of local floodplain development
standards and stormwater nmoff detention FAA directives state: "a significant
requirements would prevent floodplain encroachment will require a federal finding as
encroachment and mitigate potential flooding part of any favorable decision on the action that
impactsfrom other proposeddevelopment, there is no practicable alternative and that the

action conforms to applicable state and/or local
(5) _ floodplain protection standards."_ Significant

encroachment includes the risk of loss of human
Floodplain encroachment and flooding impacts in life, likely property damage, and notable adverse
the Miller and Des Moines Creek basins resulting impacts on natural and beneficial floodplain
from the proposed alternatives would be unlikely values (e.g., groundwater recharge, wildlife
because ofrequiredmitigafion. Mitigation would habitat, flood storage and control). FAA
include adherence to floodplain development directives also state: "The term practicable
standards and floodway management means feasible. Whether another alternative is
requirements of the FAA and Washington State practicable depends on its feasibility in terms of
Department of Ecology. Floodplain development safety, meeting transportation objectives, design,
standards prohibit any reduction in the 100-year engineering, environment, economics and other
floodplain or base flood storage volume, applicable factors." FAA directives indicate that
Compensatory mitigation is required by state law an alternative is feasible if it can engineered, but
for any proposed filling of 100-year floodplain so an alternative also must be prudent, which is a
as to achieve no net loss in flood storage capacity reference to safety, policy, environmental, social,
and to prevent an increased risk of loss of human or economic ¢onsequences./l_/ These _ves
life or property damageX require analysis of all practicable measures to

minimize harm, restore and preserve the natural
Compensatory mitigmion for floodplain impacts and beneficial floodplain values affected, and
near the northwest corner of the proposed new provide evidence of conformance with applicable
parallel runway has been incorporated into the state or local floodplain protection sumdards.
stream relocation design (Appendix P). The
stream mitigation design would create an

_t FAAAirportEnvironmemalHandbook.5050.JA
ChapterS,Paragrph47e.(12)(F).FederalAviation

' Adminismttion,Washington,D.C. October8, 1985.
Em_iromTm_aflySensitiv_Areas.FloodHazardAreas, .L_ 49USC47101andSection4(0 ofthe_nt of
Chup_r15.30210-250,CityofSeaTacMunicipal TransportationActItqu/re_ thatno"pos_ble"
Code. or"feam'ble"alternativeexists.
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As this Environmental Impact Statement As shown in the preceding section, the Master
demonsu'ates, no other practicable alternative Plan Ul_-I re alternatives are the only practicable
©xists other than completion of one of the alternative to satisfying the needs identified by
proposed Mas_ Plan Update alternatives, this EIS. While the displacement would be
Significant floodplain encroachment would be substantially greater (7.2 acres displaced versus
unlikely as a result of the "With Project" 0.03 acre,s) with the preferred alternative,
alternatives due to strict mitigation requirements potential impacts would be mitigated through
which would be adhered to under any of the creation of an equivalent amount of floodplain so
alternatives, therewould be no net lossof floodstorage

capacity of increased risk of loss of human life or
The WashingtonStateDepartmentof Ecology propertydamage.
alsohas specificmitigationrequirements to
reduce potential flooding impacts from new
developments. New projects are requiredtomeet
Ecology stormwaterdrainage detention for the 2-,
10-, and 10G-year storm events.£F Storm flow
modeling based on conceptual stormwater
detention facilities and using these design storms
indicates no increase in peak flow rates and little
risk of flooding from the proposed Master Plan
Update alternatives. Required mitigation would
be expected to prevent significant adverse
impacts on floodplains or flooding in the Miller
and Des Moines Creek basins. Preliminary
compensatory floodplain replacement designs for
floodplain encroachment in the Miller Creek
basin for the 8,500-ft. runway length,
demonstrating no net loss of flood storage
capacity, are presented in Appendix P.

III StormwaterManagementManualforthePuget
Wa_n_ Sine Departm_tof Ecology,1990.
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 13

COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM AND
COASTAL BARRIERS

The Washington State Department of Ecology The proposed Airport Master Plan alternatives

(Ecology) determines the consistency of a would result in development located within King

proposed development with the Coastal Zone County and the Cities of SeaTac and Burien.

Management Act and the Washington Coastal Within the Airport vicinity, Angle Lake is the
Zone Management Program. Before issuing a only waterbody under the jurisdiction of a local

Section 10/404 permit, the U.S. Army Corp of Shoreline Master Program? / and it would not be

Engineers must receive notice that Ecology, affected by any of the Master Plan Update

following review of the proposed project, alternatives. Prior to construction, the Port of
concurs with the Port of Seattle certification Seattle will certify that the proposed Master Plan

s'tatement of compliance with the Washington Update alternatives conform to all applicable

Coastal Zone Management Program._ local shoreline management program policies
and Coastal Zone Management program policies.

All coastal counties within the state of

Washington are subject to the Coastal Zone

Management Program. Local shoreline master
programs are enforceable policies of the State's
Coastal Zone Management Program. Local

shoreline master programs are approved and
adopted by the state, which ensures consistency
with the Coastal Zone Management Act.

Personalcommunicauon,telephoneconversationwith
Bonnie Shorin, Washington State Deparunentof _ C/0' of 3eaTacCompre_nsivePlan. City of SeaTac
Ecology, Shorelandsand CoastalZone Managment Deparanentof Planning& CommunityDevelopment,
Program,November3, 1994andMarch4, 1995. 1994.

ChapterIV - IV.13-1 -
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 14

WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS

According to the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, as amended (16 United States Code 1271 et seq.), there are
no wild and scenic rivers within the airport area. Therefore, no wild and scenic rivers would be affected
by any of the Master Plan Update alternatives.

ChapterIV - IV.14-1 -
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CHAFFER IV, SECTION 15

SURFACE TRANSPORTATION

The analysis presented in the Draft EIS was updated to reflect the Puget Sound Regional
Council's adopted 1995 Metropolitan Transportation Plan.

Continued regional population grow_ will * The PreferredAlternative (With State Route
impact the surface transportation system m the 509) impacts the surface transportation
vicinity of Sea-Tat Airp_ regardless of the
improvements undertaken at the Airport. This system at five intersections and one freewayramp junction in comparison with the Do-
section of the Environmental Impact Statement Nothing Almxnadve. These include:
presents a summary of the detailed surface
transportationanalysis provided in Appendix O. • International Boulevard/State Route 99
Chapter IV, Section 23 of the E:ISsummarizes and South 160th Street;
the construction-related surface Iransportation • International Boulevard/State Route 99
impacts, and South 170th Street;

• Air Cargo Road and Southbound
Two surface wanspormtion analyses were Airport ExpresswayRamps;performed:

• Northbound Airport Expressway Ramps
• an equivalent level of analysis of all Master and South 170th Street;

Plan Update alternatives based on * Air Cargo Road and South 170th Su'eet;
preliminary regional surface Iravel levels, and

and; * Northbound 1-405 on-ramp from
• a refined analysis of the Preferred Southbound I-5.

Alternative (Alternative 3), reflecting the Mitigation measures would reduce theseRegion's adopted metropolitan
transportation plan regionalsurfacetravel impacts.
levels. * The Preferred Alwamative (Without State

Route 509) impacts the surface
The refined analysis also assesses the impact of transportation system at ten intersections
the Preferred Master Plan Update Alternative and one freeway ramp junction in
with and without the proposed South Access/SR comparison with the Do-Nothing
509 extension. Alternative. These include:

The refined analysis of the Preferred Al_ernagve • International Boulevard/State Route 99
showed the following: and South 160th Sureet;

• In_mational Boulevard/State Route 99
• Total Airport surface traffic is expected to and South 170th Street;

increase from approximately 75,030
vehicles per average day in 1994, to • International Boulevard/State Route 99

and South !88th Street;approximately 139,035 vehicles per average
day in 2020 for the Do-Nothing Alternative, • International Boulevard/State Route 99
or to ap-pcoxinutmly 129,055 vehicles per and South20001Street;
average day in 2020 for the Preferred
Alternative. The differencesbetweenthe • 24th/28th Avenue South and South
Do-Nothing Alternative traffic volumes and 200th Street;

the Preferred Alternative trafficvolumes are * Military Road South and South 200th
associated with the off-site parking mode Su'_ffSouthbound Interstate 5 Ramps;
choice assumpdbns.

• Military Road South and Northbound
Interstate 5 Ramps;

ChapterIV - IV.] 5- ] -
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* Air Cargo Road and Southbound The highest or most efficient operation isLOS A, which indicates little or no
Airport Expressway Ramps; congestion, while LOS F indicates severely

• Northbound Airport Expressway Ramps congested traffic flow conditions.
and South 170th Street;

• Air Cargo Road and South 170th Street; The level of service calculations for the
initial analysis were performed according to

and the methodologies presented in the
• Northbound 1-405 on-ramp from Transportation Research Board's 1985

Southbound I-5. I-llt,hway Canacitv Manual for signalized

. The transportation improvement project that intersections, unsignalized intersections,
would have the greatest impact on freeway ramp junctions, and according to
conditions in the Airport area is the _forall-way stop mtersecuons.
construction of the State Route 509 The refined freeway ramp junction level of
Extension and South Access. Numerous service analysis was performed according to
alternatives have been developed and the methodologies presented in the
evaluated that range from building a limited Transportation Research Board's 1994Hit,hwav Cmmcity Manual. LOS
access expressway, to using the proposed
24th/28th Avenue South arterial. -Since the calculations were penormed for peak hour
land use development assumptions have conditions at all relevant intersections and
dramatically changed during the past few freeway ramp junctions in the Airport
years, it is anticipated that the project- vicinity.
specific EIS for the proposed South Access
would perform furtherconsiderations of cost Current flight schedules indicate that the
effective means of reducing congestion on Airport's weekday peak period occurs
the regional roads south of the Airport. between ll:00 a.m. a_l l:00 p.m.l' Surface

transportation patterns m the vicinity of the

(1) METHODOLOGY Airport peak between ll:00 a.m. and l:00
p.m., and between 3:00 PM and 6:00 pM.2'

The surface transportation analysis is based on The afternoon peak reflects the heaviest
detailed level of service calculations at relevant traffic conditions of the day and the period
intersections and freeway ramp junctions in the of peak congestion for the surface
Airport vicinity as identified in l_.YhtbitIV.15-4. transportation system. The hour between
These calculations were performed for existing 5:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. represents the hour
1994 conditions and for all future year of peak congesuon for the surface
conditions; including the years 2000, 2010, and transportation system. Therefore, the level
2020 for the Do-Nothing Alternative and all of service calculations were performed for
Master Plan Update Alternatives. For each peak hour conditions that occurred between
furore year the level of service results of the Do- 5:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m.
Nothing Altema_ve were separately compared
to the level of service results of the Master Plan (B) Future Traffic Volume Forecasts
Update Alternatives in orderto identify the
adverse impacts. An adverseimpact is defined The Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC)
as a significant degradation in level of service is the Metropolitan Planning Organization
when the Master Plan Akemative is compared for the Puget Sound area. This past year the
to the Do-Nothing Aitemative and the level of PSRC was in the processof updating the
service is lowered by the proposed 1995 Meuopolitan "transportation Plan
improvements. Mitigation is proposed for each (MTP) and has adopted it this past Spring.
adverse impact thatwould occur with each The MTP represents the transportation plan
Master Plan Update Alternative. for the entire Puget Sound are&

(A)Level of Serviee 0LOS_ The initial analysis of all Master Plan
Update alternatives was prepared in early

Level of service (LOS) is used to describe

the operating conditions at intersections, 1, TechnicaiReportNo. 4:FacilitiesInventory,p.54,
freeway ramp junctions, or along roadway P&DAviation,RevisedAugust 12.
segments. The level of service is described 2/ HistoricalAverageDally Tra_c Counts, City of
by the letters ranging from "A" through "F'. SeaTacDeparlment of PublicWorks,1994.

ChapterIV - IV.15-2 -
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1995 based on the anticipatedpreferred vehicles,shuttles, car rentals, taxis, and
Metropolitan Transportation Plan transit.

akemative, Package 3 (the Demand • Passenger Off-Site Parking - Traffic
Management/ Expansion Focus Package). gene__t_edby passengers using the off-
Base year 1990 and Package 3 future year site parking facilities but not including2000, 2010, and 2020 traffic volumes were
obtained, and were used to forecast future the courtesy vehicles.
trafficvolumes. Annual average growth • Airport Employee- Traffic generated by
rates were calculated from the MTP traffic Port of Seattle employees, airline
volumes. These calculated annual average employees, tenants and the remote
growth rates were then used to forecastthe parking lot shuttle bus.
future year traffic volumes for each Master
Plan Update alternative. • Air Cargo - Traffic generated by the air

cargo facilities and associated
employees.

For the _nal EIS, the surface transportation
analysis was updated for two separate * Airfield Operations Area (AOA)
conditions: (1) to reflect the changes Traffic generated by activities within
associated with the adopted Meu'opolitan the Airfield Opemuons Area, including
Transportation Plan and (2) to reflect the the off-site flight kitchens.

selection of Alternative 3 (North Unit * General Aviation- Traffic.generated by
Terminal) as the preferred Airport Master general aviation acUvmes and
Plan Update improvements. The adopted associatedemployees.
Metropolitan TransportationPlanreflects a
different forecast scenario than was used in • Maintenance - Trafficgenerated by the
the Draft EIS, and as a result, the traffic Aircraft Maintenance facilities and
volume forecasts are approximately 20 associated employees.

percent higher in the refined analysis of the * Other Traffic generated by
Final EIS. A more detailed description of miscellaneous activities such as
the differences between the adopted and deliveries to the An-port (non air cargo
initial Meu'opolitan Transportation Plans is related).
included in Appendix O-B. A refined

analysis was not prepared for Alternatives 2 The mp characteristics of these eight
and 4, since it would not alter the conclusion categories of Airport traffic were used to
oftheDraftEIS. In addition,thisrefined allocateAirporttrafficto the various
analysis would not alter the selection of the activity centers on-Airport. Table IV.1S-1
preferred alternative,as theselectionwas smnmarizes Airport traffic by eachcategory
based on other factors. Although the traffic for each year evaluated. Table IV.15-2
volumes would be greater with the adopted summarizes the mode choice patternsof
Metropofitan Transportation Plan, the passenger related Airport traffic.Exhibit
outcome of the analysis would not change; IV.15.1 summarizes the regional origin-
Alternatives 2, 3 and 4 would affect the destination patterns of all Airport related
surface transportation system in a similar traffic. Further discussion of Airport related
manneras described in the Draft EIS. trip generation and travel patterns can be

found in Appendix O-B.
(C) Airport Trio Generafiop and Travel

Patterqs (2) EXISTING CONDITION S

The Airport is a sizable regionaltraffic
generator with an estimated 75,030 annual The following sections summarize the existing
average vehicles per day in 1994. Eight surface transportationsystem and the level of

categories of AL-porttraffic were quantified service presently afforded by this system.and described as follows:

• Passenger - Traffic on the terminal drive (A) Surface Tran_;portation System
system consisting of short-term and
long-term garage parking, passenger The surface transportation system is
drop-offs and pick-ups, courtesy illustrated in Exhibit IV,15-5 and further

defined in Appendix O-B. Existing 1994

ChapterIV - IV.15-3-
SurfaceTransportabon
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traffic volumes were provided by the City of
SeaTac, Washington State Department of The proposed new parallel runway will not
Transportation (WSDOT), and collected by affect roadway traffic levels and will not notably
field observations. These traffic volumes alter the surface transportation system. Several
were then seasonally adjusted to reflect Transportation Impmvemem Projects are
annual average daily traffic (AADT) planned within the Airport vicinity between now
conditions. WSDOT seasonal adjustment and the year 2020. These projects are shown by
factors were used to adjust these volumes, type in Exhibits IV.15-6, IV.15-7, and IV.15-8
The 1994 AADT vohtmes were then and are described m Appendix O-13. The
compared to the City of SeaTac 1991-1992 projects that would si_mificanfly improve the
traffic volumes_ WSDOT 1992 traffic operational performance of the surface
volunms,_ and the MTP base 1990 traffic transportation system include:
volumes m ensure data conformity. These
comparisons determined that the 1994 . International Boulevard (State Route 99) -
AADT volumes are an accurate International Boulevard would be widened
representation of area traffic volumes and to seven lanes (six general purpose lanes,
are consistent with other mmsportation and one two-way left-turn lane) with
planning efforts. The 1994 volumes are sidewalk_ and associated intersection
shown m Exhibit IV.15.5. improvements from South 152nd Street to

South 216th Street by the year 2000.3

(B) Level of Service • Interstate 5 - HOV and truck climbing lanes
would be constructed from Pierce County to

Detailed level of service calculations were Tukwila by the year 2000.f_ The partial
perfonued at relevant intersections and reconsmlction of the Interstate 5 and State
freewayramp junctionsin the Airport Route 518/luterstate405 interchangeto
vicinity.The intersectionlevelof service constructan HOV bypasswould alsobe
resultsaresummarizedin TablesIV.15-3 included.
throughIV.15-$,and shown m Exhibits
IV.15-2 and IV.15-4. The freeway ramp * State Route 509 Extension - State Route 509
junction level of service results are would be extended to connect with Interstate
summarized in Appendix O. Five of the 33 5 in the vicinity of South 216th Street by the
evaluated intersections, and 5 of the 23 year 2020. The interchange at South 188th
evalpmtm4 freeway ramp junctions operate Street would be reconstructed, and new
underLOS E or LOS F conditions, interchanges constructed at South 200th

Street/16th Avenue South, the Southern

The surface transportation system has Airport Expressway, 24th Avenue South,
significant peak hour congestion, and Interstate 5.2'
particularly on the freeway system, mainly * Southern Airport Expressway The
due to regional, non-Airport related, traffic. Southern Airport Expressway would be

constructed as part of the State Route 509
Appendix O-C contains a summary of the extension project, and would connect the
current conditions on the Airport terminal Airport terminal drive system to State Route
arearoadways. 509 by the year 2020. A partial interchange

would be conslzucted at South 200th Street.
(3)II_I3.8.LA_YSIS0Fru'rtw_

• Airport Access - The existing Airport access
from International Boulevard/State Route 99

As was noted earlier, two analyses of the surface
transportation system were conducted. This
section summarizes the initial comparative

analysis performed for each Master Plan Update _ Comprehensive Transportation PlanSummaryReport.
alternative, p. 31, City of SeaTac Department of Public Works ant

the TRANSPO Group, Inc., 1991.

Washington5tatew_ MultimodalTransportation
Comp_ Transportation Plan Summary Repon, P/an, p. I-F-4, Wmhington State Department of
City of SeaTac Department of Public Works and the Transportation, 1993.

TRANSPO Group, Inc., 1991. 1' Washington Start, wide Multimodal Transportation
1992 Annual Trt_ Report, Washington State P/an, p. l-F-17, Washington State Department of
Department of Tnmsportation. Transportation, 1993.

Chapter IV - IV. 15-4 -
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would be limited w Iransit type vehicles • The intersection of Air Cargo Road and
only._ S. 170th Street remains at LOS F but the

average delay more than doubles in
While the surface transportation system analysis length.

was completed for the interim years (2000 and * The intersection of Northbound Alrpon
2010), the following sections summarize the Expressway ramps and S. lT0th Street
ultimate year 2020 conditions for each degrades from LOS B to LOS F.
Alternative. A detailed description of all future
year conditions for each Alternative is included • The intersection of InternationalBoulevard and S. 170th St. remains at
in Appendix O-A. LOS F but the average delay more than

triples inlength.
(A) Alternative 1 (Do-Nothin2)

• The intersectionof Southbound Airport

Year 2020 Alternative I traffic volmnes are Expressway off-ramp and S. 200th
shown in Exhibit IV.15-3. Approximately Street degrades from LOS A to LOS B.

70 percent of the Airport terminal traffic The planned Airport improvements includedwould access the terminal drive system via
the Northern Airport Expressway, 20 in Alternative 2 would alter Airport-related

• percent via the Southern Airport travel patterns and would cause the
Expressway, and 10 percent via the following operational improvements:
InternationalBoulevard access.

• The intersectionof24thAvenueS.and
S. 154th Street improved from LOS D to

Level of service calculations were LOS C.
performed at relevant intersections and
freeway ramp junctionsm the Airport • The intersectionof International
vicinity. The intersection level of service Boulevard and S. 160th Street improved
results are summarized m Tables IV.1S.3 from LOS D to LOS C.
and IV.15-4, and shown in Exhibit IV,l_2.
The freeway rampjunction level of service (C)Alternative 3 (North Unit Terminal)
results are summarized in Appendix O-A.

Eight of the 33 intersections, and 13 of the Level of service calculations were
23 evaluated freeway ramp junctions would performed at relevantintersections and
operate at LOS E or LOS F conditions. The freeway ramp junctions in the Airport
surface wanspormtion system would vicinity. The intersection level of service
experience significant peak hour congestion, results are summarized in Tables IV.15-3
particularly on the freeway system, mainly and IV.l_-4, and shown in Exhibit IV.1S-2.
due to regional, non-Airport related traffic. The freeway ramp junction level of service

results are summarized in Appendix O-A.
(13)Alternative2 (Central Terminal) In comparison with the year 2020 Do-

Nothing (Alternative 1), the following
Level of service calculations were adverse impacts were identified:
performed at relevant intersections and
freeway ramp junctions in the Airport * The intersection of Southbound Airport
vicinity. The intersection level of service Expressway off-ramp and S. 200th
results are summarized in Tables IV.lf,-3 Street degrades from LOS A to LOS B.
and IV.1S.4, and shown in Exhibit IV.15-2. The change in average delay is less than
The freeway rampjunction level of service one second in length, and therefore not
results are summarized in Appendix O-A. significant; mitigation is not needed.
In comparison with the year 2020
Alternative I iT)o-Nothing), the following The planned Airport improvements included
impacts were identified: in Alternative 3 would change Airport-

related travel patterns and could cause the
following operational improvements:

ff Comprehtn.m,eTrcmspo_r____nPlanSummaryReport,
p.34,CityOfSeaTacDeparmmmofPublicWorksand
theTRANSPOGroup,Inc.,1991.
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• The intersection of 24th Avenue S. and junctions would operate at LOS E or
S. 154th Street improved from LOS D to LOS F conditions.
LOS C.

Most of the congestion occurs along the
• The intersection of International International Boulevard/State Route 99,

Boulevard and S. 160th Street improved South 188th Street, and South 200th
from LOS D to LOS C. Street corridors. A great deal of the

• The intersection of Military Road and S. congestion on the South 188th Street
188th Street improved from LOS D to and South 200th Street corridors is from
LOS C. the planned development located south

of the Airport on the 28th/24th Avenue

(D) Alternative 4 (South Unit Terminal) South corridor. Since the State Route
509 Extension project does not provide
direct connections for traffic traveling

The planned Airport improvements included northbound on Interstate 5, this traffic
in Alternative 4 would change the Airport- must use either tbe South 188th Street or
related travel patterns and could cause the the South 200th Street corridors to
same operational improvements as access Interstate 5.
described under Alternative 2.

2. Terminal Drive System
(4) RI_ ANALYS_ OF TIlE

]PREFERRED ALTERNATIV_ Approximately 74 percent of the Airport
passenger traffic would access the

The refined analysis of the Preferred Alternative terminal drive system via the Northern
(Alternative 3) was prepared based upon the Airport Expressway, 25 percent via the
adopted MTP and clarification in the location Southern Airport Expressway, and I
and operational characteristics associated with percent via the International Boulevard
the Preferred Alternative. An assessment of the access. Appendl/x O-C contains a
Do-Nothing (Alternative 1) was also prepared detailed description of the on-airport
and demonstrates how the proposed airport roadway system.
improvements would alter surface transportation

conditions. (B) Preferred Altemativg (With State

(A) Do-Nothinf (Alternaqve 1_ Route $@9)

The Preferred Alternative was assessed
ChapterH provides a detailed description of assmning the construction of the State Route
the actions included in the Do-Nothing 509 Extension and Southern A/rpon
alternative. The main Do-Nothing actions Expressway project, as defined in the PSRC
that would affect area surface transportation adopted 1995 MTP. This scenario also
patterns would be the State Route 509 includes the plannea Airport improvements
Extension/South Access and me. South that impact the existing sm'face
Aviation Support Area improvements, uansponafion patterns as described in

1. Surface Transportation System Chapter II.

Year 2020 traffic volumes for the Do- 1, Surfaoe Transportation System

Nothing Alternative are shown in Year 2020 traffic volumes for the North
Exhibit IV,15-$. Level of service umt Terminal Alternative (With State
calculations were performed at relevant Route .509) are shown in Exhibit IV.15-
intersections and freeway ramp 5. Level of service calculations were
junctions in the Airport vicinity. The performed at relevant intersections and
intersection level of service results are freeway ramp junctions in the Airportsummarized in Table IV.15-$ and
shown m Exhibit IV.IS4. The freeway vicinity. The intersection level ofservice results are summarized in Table
ramp junction level of service results are IV.15-$ and shown in Exhibit IV.15.4.
summarized in -Appendix O-B. The freeway ramp junction level of
Eighteen of the 40 intersections, and 12 service results are summarized in
of the 24 evaluated freeway ramp Appendix O-B. Sixteen of the 40

ChapterIV - Iv'.15-6-
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evaluated intersections, and 13 of the 27 asscciat,_l with the On-Airport roadway
evaluated freeway rampjunctions would system.
operateatLOSE orLOSFconditions.

(5) CUMULATIVEIMPACTS
2. Terminal Drive System

As is identified in Chapter HI "Affected
Approximately 64 percent of the Airport Environment" a number of non-Airport related
passenger mtffic would access the developments are anticipated in the Airport
terminal drive system via the Northern vicinity. There actions are likely to a[-fect
Airport Expressway, 15 percent via the
Southern Airport Expressway, and 21 surface transportation volumes in the Airport
percent via the International Boulevard area. As additional surface traffic would occur,
access. Appendix O-C contains a increased congestion beyond those forecast by
detailed description of the on-airport this analysis would result. However, until
roadway system, specific projects are proposed for these

developments, the total cumulative impacts can
(C) Preferred Alter_tiv_ (Without State not be identified. The roadway project that is

Route 509) likely to have the greatest impact on conditions
m the Airport area is the construction of the

To contrast the impact of the Preferred State Route 509 Extension and Southern AirportAlternative with and without the SR 509
extension, the "without SR 509" scenarios Expressway. The impacts of this roadway,
was assessed, as defmed in the PSRC which would not likely be available until the
adopted 1995 MTP. This Alternative also year 2020, have been included in the year 2020
includes the planned Airport improvements Do-Nothing and Preferred Alternative roadway
that impact the existing surface analysis describedin the preceding paragraphs.
transponauon patterns as described in In addition, other regional and local initiatives
Chapter1I. are under study to increase vehicle occupancy.

These initiatives should assist in reducing
1. Surface Transportation System roadway congestion.

Year 2020 traffic volumes for the North (6) MITIGATIONUnit Terminal Alternative (Without

State Route 509) are shown in Exhibit Mitigation is proposed for each adverse impact
IV.15-5. Level of service calculations that would occur with each "With Project"
were performed at relevant intersections alternative (Alternatives 2, 3, and 4). An
and fi_eway ramp junctions in the adverse impact is defined as a significant
Airport vicinity. The intersection level degradation in level of service (reducing the
of service results are summarized in level of service) compared to the Do-Nothing
Table IV.15-5 and shown in Exhibit alternative. In all cases the proposed mitigation
IV.15-4. The freeway ramp junction measures would be sufficient to alleviate the
level of service results are summarized significant adverse impact caused by proposed
in Appendix O-B. Seventeen of the 33 Airport improvements.evaluated intersections, and 13 of the 27

evaluated frcewayramp junctions would Because of the uncertainty of the proposed
operate at LOS E or LOS F conditions, extension of SR 509 and South Access, as well

as the public acceptance and use of high and
2. Terminal Drive System higher occupancy vehicles and the impact of

regional traffic on airport area roadways, the
Approximately 64 percent of the Airport Port will continue to participate in cooperative
terminal traffic would access the planning with State and local officials to address
terminal drive system via the Northern its respective share of surface transportation
Airport Expressway, 15 percent via the impacts. Mitigation actions that are expected to
Southern Airport Expressway, and 21 be addressed in continued planning include the
percent via the International Boulevard following:access. Appendix O-C contains a
detailed description of the conditions
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(A) Alternative ;_(Central Terminal) & intersection of International
Alternative 4 (SOUthUnit Terminal) Bonievard/S. 170th Street do not begin

until the year 2010. This mtersecuon
The planned Airport improvements included would operate at LOS F in year 2010
in Alternative 2 and Alternative 4 would and 2020 with or without ah-port
cause adverse impacts to the surface improvements. However, under
transportation system at three intersections. Alternatives 2 and 4 conditions the
The following mitigation measures are average delay at this intersection is
proposed for each identified adverse impact: more than doubled in the year 2010, and

more than tripled in the year 2020
• Significant differences in the compared to the Do-Nothing levels.

operationa] conditions at the This level of service degradation is
intersection of Air Cargo Road/S. primarily caused by the conslruction of
170th Street would not begin until the the employee garage at the current Doug
year 2010. This intersection would Fox lot and the reconstruction of the
operate at LOS F with Alternatives 2 Airport access from International
and 4, as well as with the Do-Nothing Boulevard into a transit type vehicle
in 2010 and 2020. However, with these entrance only in the year 2010. The
alternatives, the average delay at this recommended mitigation includes
intersection is more than doubled in the improvements to the south leg to
years 2010 and 2020. This ]eve] of provide dual left-turn lanes, and
service degradationis primarily caused improvements to the west leg to provide
by the conslruction in 2010 of an a high-capacity free right-lurn lane. If
employee parking garage at the site of these improvements me completed, the
the current Dong Fox lot. If this level of service would improve to LOS
intersection were signalized, the level of E in the year 2010, and remain at LOS E
service would improve from LOS F to through the year 2020.
LOS B in the year 2010, and remain at
LOS B through the year 2020. (13) Alterpatiwp :_{_lorth Unit Terminal)

- Preferred Altermtflve
• Significant differences in the

operational conditions at the Because of the uncertainty of the proposed
intersection of Northbound Airport extension of SR 509 and South Access, as
Expressway ramps/S. 170th Street de well as the public acceptance and use of
not begin until the year 2010. This high and higher occupancy vehicles and the
intersection degrades from LOS B (Do- impact of regional traffic on airport area
Nothing) to LOS D (Alternatives 2 and roadways, the Port will continue to
4) in the year 2010, and from LOS B participate in cooperative planning with
(Do-Nothing) to LOS F (Alternatives 2 State and local officials to address its
and 4) in the year 2020. This level of respective share of surface transportation
service degradation is primarily caused impacts. Mitigation actions that are
by the construction in 2010 of the expected to be addressed in continued
employee garage at the present Doug planning include the following mitigation
Fox lot. The secondary cause is the associated with tbe PreferrodAlternative:
reconstruction of the Airport access

from International Boulevard into a North Unit Terminal Alternative (Withtransit type vehicle enu'ance only in the
year 2010. Mitigation measures could State Route 509)
include improvements to the south leg
to provide dual fight-turn lanes, and The following possible mitigation has been
protected phasing for the east_und identified:
lefts. If these improvements are
completed, the level of sen'::e would
improve to LOS B in the year 2010, and • International Boulevard (State Route99) and South 16001 Street - This
LOS D in the year 2020. intersection would degrade from LOS

• Significant differences in the E toLOS F in the year 2010 with the
operational conditions at the proposed improvements and

development of the SR 509 extension.
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The construction of the North Unit would provide a level of service ra_ung
Terminal will ILkely shift some of LOS E for the year 2020. The tort
regional traffic from South 170th of Seattle would be responsible for a
Street to South 160th Street, but the pro-rata contribution towards the
primary cause of the congestion is the proposed improvements at this
regional traffic on International intersection.
Boulevard (State Route 99). For the • Air Cargo Road and Southbound
year 2010 only minor improvemeuts Airport Expressway Ramps; Air
to the intersection would be necessary Cargo Road and South 170th Street;
(dual southbound left-turn lanes, Northbound Airport Expressway
improvements to the westbound right- Ramps and South lT0th Street- These
turn lane). These improvements three intersections would need
would provide a level of service signalization by the year 2010 with
rating of LOS E for the year 2010. SR 509 extension. However, the
However, these improvements would conslruction of the North Unit
not be sufficient for the year 2020 Terminal would eliminate these three
traffic levels due to the sitmificant mwrsections by the year 2010.
amount of regional traffic on Therefore, temporm'y signals should
International Boulevard (State Route be installed when the signal warrants
99). For the year 2020, the
International Boulevard (State Route are satisfied in order to provide
99) corridor wotdd need to be adequate intersection control until theNorth Unit Terminal is constructed.
improved to provide additional The Port of Seattle would only be
capacity (i.e. seven lanes plus HOV responsible for a pro-rata contribution
treatments). These improvements towards the installation of the
would provide a level of service rating temporary signals due to the
of LOS D for the year 2020. The Port significant amount of regional pass-of Seattle would be responsible for a through traffic utilizing the Airport
pro-rata contribution towards the Expressway at this interchange area.proposed improvements at this
intersection, s Northbound Interstate 405 On-Ramp

from Southbound Iuterstate 5 - This
• International Boulevard (State Route freeway ramp junction would degrade

99) and South 170th Street - This from LOS C to LOS F in the year
level of service at this intersection 2020 with SR 509. The primary cause
would actually improve under this would be a shift m Airport trafficscenario (better LOS F rating), but it
would serve as an access point to the patterns that would route more traffic
Airport terminal area and would need eastbound through the Southcenter
to meet the City of SeaTac's adopted interchange. Eastbound State Route518/Northbound Interstate 405 should
level of service standard. For the year
2010 only minor improvements to the be widened to two lanes through theinterchange. This additional lane
intersection would be necessary (dual could then be dropped at the Statenorthbound left-turn lanes, high-
capacity tight-turn lanes in the Route 181 Off-Ramp located down-
southbound and eastbound directions, sueam. The Port of Seattle would
westbound right-turn lane). These only be responsible for a pro-rata
improvements would provide a level contribution towards the proposed
of service rating of LOS E for the year improvements at this interchange.

2010. Again, these improvements North Unit Terminal A|tet'_a_vewould not be sufficient for the year
2020 due to the significant amount of ONRhout State Route $09)
regional traffic on International
Boulevard (State Route 99). For the • International Boulevard (State Route
year2020, the Iutema_ional Boulevard 99) and South 160th Street - The
(State Route 99) corridor would need impacts and possible mitigation
to be improved to provide additional measures would be the same as with
capacity (i.e. seven lanes plus HOV SR 509. The only exception is that
treatments). These improvements for the year 2020 the improvements
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would provide a level of service rating • 28th/24th Avenue South and South
of LOS E instead of LOS D. The Port 200th Street - This intersection would
of Seattle would be responsible for a degrade from LOS D to LOS F in the
pro-rata contribution towards the year 2020 without SR 509 extension.
proposed improvements at this Only minor improvements to this
intersection, intersection would be needed (dual

westbound left-ram lanes, eastbound
• International Boulevard (State Route right-ram lane, re-striping the

99) and South 170th Street - The northbound approach to provide one
impacts and possible mitigation left-turn, one through, and two right-
measures would be the same as the turn lanes). These improvements
with SR 509 extension scenario. The would provide a level of service ra6ng
Port of Seattle would be responsible of LOS E for the year 2026. The Port
for a pro-rata conlribudon towards the of Seattle would be responsible for a
proposed improvements at this pro-rata contribution towards the
intersection, proposed improvements at this

• International Boulevard (State Route mtersectiou.
99) and South 188th Street - This
intersection would degrade deeper • Military Road South and South 200thSueet/Southbound Interstate 5 Ramps
into LOS F in the year 2020 without - This intersection would degrade
SR 509. This intersection is forecast deeper into LOS F in the year 2020
to have a demand of approximately without the SR 509 extension. Only
6,000 vehicles during the PM Peak minor improvements to this
Hour and would need the construction intersection would be needed (dual
of an urban interchange to meet the northbound left-turn lanes, two
City of SeaTac's adopted level of eastbound through lanes). These
service standard. With th/s type of improvements would provide a level
improvement it would also be of service rahng of LOS D for the
possible to incorporate a fly-over year 2020. The Port of Seattle would
ramp design for the Airport South be responsible for a pro-rata
Access. The Port of Seattle would be contribution towards the proposed
responsible for a pro-ram contribution improvements at this intersect/on.towards the proposed improvements
at this mtersection. * MilitaW Road South and Northbound

Interstate 5 Ramps - This intersection
• International Boulevard (State Route would degrade from LOS E to LOS F

99) and South 200th Street - This in the year 2020 without the SR 509
intersection would degrade deeper extension. Only minor improvementsinto LOS F in theyear 2020 without to this intersection would be needed
SR 509. Significant improvements (widening the eastbound approach towould be needed in order to meet the

provide one left-turn and one right-City of SeaTac's adopted level of
service standard. These could include turn lane, and providing a southbound
the following: providing additional right-tm-n phase overlap). These
capacity along the International improvements would provide a level
Boulevard (State Route 99) comdor of service rating of LOS D for the
(i.e. seven lanes plus HOV year 2020. The Port of Seatde would
treatments); providing additional be responsible for a pro-rata
capacity along the South 200th Street contribution towards the proposed
corridor (i.e. seven lanes); dual left- improvements at this intersection.
turn lanes in the southbound, * Air Cargo Road and Southbound
eastbound, and westbound directions; Ah-pon Expressway Ramps; Air
and a westbound right-turn lane. Cargo Road and South 170th Street;
These improvements would provide a Northbound Airport Expressway
level of service rating of LOS E for Ramps and South 170th Street - These
the year 2020..The Port of Seattle three intersections would need
would be responsible for a pro-rata signalization by the year 2010 without
contribution towards the proposed SR 509. However, the construction of
improvements at this intersection, the North Unit Terminal would
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remove these three intersections by representatives from member agencies, was
the year 2010. Therefore, temporary organized m direct the I_S consultant team.
sipals shouldbeinstalledwhenthe An ExecutiveCommiuee,composedof
signal warrants are satisfied in order elected and appointed officials from
to provide adequate intersection member agencies, provided direction on
control until the North Unit Terminal policy decisions and will select the preferred
is constructed. The Port of Seattle corridor alignment. The Federal Highway
would only be responsible for a pro-
rata contributiontowards the Association(FHWA) mustapproveand the
installation of the temporary signals Washington Transportation Commission
due to the sigmficant amount of must adopt the preferred corridor ahemative
regional pass-through traffic utilizing before a more in-depth project-level analysis
the Airport Expressway at this can be completed. The corridor
interchange area. programmaticDraftEIS has been completed

. Northbound Interstate 405 On-Ramp and was issued in December, 1995. Each of
from Southbound Interstate 5 - The the "build" alternatives analyzed in the
impacts and possible mitigation Draft EIS include the extension of State
measures would be the same as the Route 509 to Interstate 5, and the
with SR 509 extension scenario. The construction of the South Access roadway as
Port of Seattle would be responsible a limited access expressway that connects
for a pro-ratacontribution towards the the Airport's terminal drive system with
proposed improvements at this State Route 509.
interchange.

Over the past few years the Puget Sound
(C) State Route _09 and South Access Regional Council has been updating the

Metrovolitan Tran_svonation Plan
Issues surrounding the State Route 509 (MTP).J_ The adopted 1995 MTP
extension project and an Airport South includes both the State Route 509

Access have been discussed among the Port extension and South Access roadway
of Seattle and the surrounding southwestern projects to be completed by the year 2020.
King County communities for qmte some

time. State Route 509 was originally All of these plans and studies were based
adopted by the Washington State on two general developmentsTransportation Commission in 1957 as a assumptions: the forecast passenger
l/m/ted-access highway between Seattle and activity levels at the Airport; and the
Tacoma. Consu_ction from the northern proposed urban development south of the
terminus began in the 1960s in South Airpon alongthe28th/24thAvenue South
Seattle, and ended in the 1970s at South corridor. These development assumptions188th Street. WSDOT did not finish the

are summarized by plan or study as
construction of the proposed highway due to follows:
rising costs, limited federal and state
highway construction funds, and local
government opposition to the project. • SeaTae Area Umiat_ f19_9) - This

plan forex,ast a 190 acre business park

In 1992 the WSDOT took the lead for along the 28th/26th Avenue South
several local agencies (Cities of SeaTac, corridor which would generate
Des Moines, King County, and the Port of approximately 30,000 to 50,000
Seattle) to begin the _aW,__ggU1L..5_ average weekday trips. It was also
Extension/South Access Road Corridor assumed that 40 percent of Airport
Environmental Impact Smdv._ A technical traffic would utilize the South Access
Steering Committee, composed of roadway.

• J._ 1995 Metropolitan Transportation Plan: The
ff State Route 509 E._enawn/5outh Access Road Transportation Element of VISION 2020, O,e ReBion 's

Corr/_r Study, KingCounty,SenTac,DesMoines, AdoptedGrowthand Trans_nation 5tra_gy,, Puget
Kent,December1995. SoundRegionalCouncil,May25 1995.
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• _90uthAccess R_dwav Study (1990) * The con_on of two separate
- This plan forecast a 6 million gross roadway facilities: the construction of
s(F_'e foot (gsf) business park along a peincipal arteriaJalong the 24thf28th
the 28th/24th Avenue South corridor Avenue South corridor to
which would generate approximately accommodate the forecast urban
60,000 to 80,000 average weekday development; and the construction of
trips. Airport activity levels were also a sepanue limited access expressway
forecast at 38 million annual for the Aizlx)rt to accommodate
passengers by the year 2010. forecast Airport passenger activity.
According to that report 149,000
average weekday trips, of which * The construction of a combined
approximately 40 percent, or 59,600 facility along the 24th/28th AvenueSouth corridor to accommodate both
average weekday trips, wc_d utilize the forecast urban development, and
the South Access roadway, the forecast Airport passenger

• City of SeaTac _nnrehensive activity.
Tmnsv0rtafion pJa_ (1994) - This
plan forecast a 2-3 miltion gsf Until a preferred corridor alternative is
combined commercialFmdusnial/retalJ selected from •the State Route 509
development along the 25th/24th Extension/South Access Road Corridor
Avenue South corridor which would
generate approximately 34,000 _ and the project-level analysis isbegun, the exact alignment and
average weekday nips. configuration of both State Route 509 and

• Seattle-Tacoma International South Access are unknown.
Airport Master Plan Update (1995)

Current Airport activity forecasts
developed for the Master Plan
Update£t' indicate that approximately
98,000 annual average weekday nips
within the terminal area by the year
2020 would occur, of which only
19,600 annual average weekday nips
(20 percent) would utilize the South
Access roadway.

Differences between these development
assumptions have led to severm different
proposed alignments and configurations
for the South Access roadway. These
development assumptions will also
continue to evolve with land use decisions

concerning the South Aviation Support
Area,22_ the Des Moines Creek
Technology Campus,_ and other local
development. However, there are two
alternate options for the South Access
roadway described as follows:

11, TechnicalReportNo.2:PreliminaryForecastReporl,
PortofSeattle,1994.

12, South Av_ion Support Area Final Envircmmenml
Impact5m:emem.Portof S_, March1994.

13_ De_ Mouw_ Creek Technoioty Campus Final
EnvironmentalImpact 5tazera_nt.CH2M Hill, May1995.
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TABLE IV.I_I

Seanle-Tacoma Inmrnauonal Airpon
Environmental Impact Statement

AIRPORT TRAFFIC SUMMARY

Do.Nothing Alternative Conditions

Airport Tnzmc 1994 Furore Year

Description Exis_n_ 2000 2010 2020

Passenger 58,200 64_200 79,300 95,100
Passenger Off-Site Parking 1,160 2.570 6,740 14,930

AirportEmployee 6,410 7,140 8,540 10,270

AirCargo 4,450 6,000 7,930 10,290
Airfield Operations Area (AOA) 1,460 1,630 1,740 1,900

General Aviation 60 65 70 75

Maintenance 3,190 4,730 6_270 6,270

Other 100 130 160 200

Totals 75,030 86,465 110,750 " 139,035

North Unit Terminal Alternative Comiitions

Airport Traffic 1994 Future Year

Description " .xbeng 200O 2010 2O2O
Passenger 58,200 64,200 80,300 98,000

Passenger Off-Site Parking 1,160 1,290 1,670 2,050

Airpo,rtEmployee 6,410 7,140 8.540 10,270
AirCargo 4,450 6,000 7,930 10,290

Airfield Operations Area (AOA) ' 1',_¢60 ........ 1,630 1,740 1,900
GeneralAviation 60 65 70 75

Maintenance 3,190 3.190 4.730 6,270

Other 100 130 160 200

Totals 7_;,030 83,645 10S,140 129,W35

Source:INCAEngineers,Inc.,December,1995.
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TABLE IV.15-2

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Environmental Impact Statement

PASSENGER MODE CHOICE PATTERNS

Passenger 1994 Do-Nothing Alternative North Unit Terminal Air.

Mode of Access _ 2000 2010 2020 2000 2010 2020

Curb Side A_.ving 16.0% 16.0% 16.0% 16.0% 16.0% 16.0% 16.0%
(Drop-Off/Pick-Up) Departing 33.0% 33.0% 33.0% 30.0% 33.0% 33.0% 30.8%

: Courtesy Buses Arriving 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4-5% 4.5% 4.5%

Depm'fin," g 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5% 4.5%
Taxis Arriving 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.35% 4.35% 4.359

Departing 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7% 4.35% 4.35% 4.35q

For-Hire Vans Amvin 8 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% J1.0% 1.0%
Departing 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%

METRO Transit Arriving 2.0% 3.0% 3.0% 2.6% 3.0% 3.0% 2.6%

Departing 2.0% 3.0% 3.0% 2.6% 3.0% 3.0% 2.6%

RTA Amving None None None 7.8% None None 7.7%

Departing I None None None 7.8% None None 7.7%

Scheduled Buses Arriving 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6%

Departing 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6%
Short-Term Arriving 26.0% 26.0% 26.0% 21.6% 26.0% 26.0% 21.2%

Parking Departing 910% 9.0% 9.0% 4.6% 9.0% 9.0% 6.4%

Long-Term Arriving 19.0% 16.0% 14.0% 8.0% 18.35_t 18.35% 15.85°A
Parking Departing 19.0% 16.0% 14.0% 8.0% 18.35% 18.35% 15.85°A

Car Rentals Arriving 1%1% 17.1% 15.0% 13.0% 17.1% 17.1% 17.1%

  arting 17.1% 17.1% 15.0% 13.1% 17.1% 17.1% 17.1%!
Off-Site Arriving 2.0% 4.0% 8.1% 13.1% 2.0% 2.0% '2.0%

Parking Departing 2.0% 4.0% 8.1% 16.0% 2.0% 2.0_o 2.0%
Chatter Buses Arriving 3.6% 3.6% I 3.6% 3.6% 3.6% 3.6% 3.6%

Departing 3.6% 3.6% 3.6% 3.6% 3.6% 3.6% 3.6%

OtherBuses Arriving 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5%
Departing 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5%

Totals Arriving 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Departing 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%t 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Source: P&D Aviation, Inc., 1995.
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TABLi_, IV.15-3

Seattle-Tacoma InternationalAirport
Environmental Impact Statement

INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE SUMMARY

1994 2020 2020 2020 2020

late _rseet_"_m_Eva__ted l_mtiR_ Alt I Alt 2 Air 3 Air 4

S_thhotmd SR 509 !Rmvm& SR518 l:t B B B B
Nor_bomul SR 509 _,,,-p, & SR 518 A A A A A
20th Ave. S. & E'---e:bo-und SK 518 ]Ram_, N/A N/A N/A B N/A
20th Ave. S. & We__"_lmd SR $18 l_nmp, N/A N/A N/A B N/A
Des Moines M_emonalDrive S & South 156th Street B C C C C
20th Av____e& South 154th Slreet N/A N/A N/A A N/A
Per__ eter RM,'l/24th Ave. S. & South l.T4th Street B D C C C
Internab____!Blvd. & So_nh 154th Street D E , E E E

Solnhl_n_d SK 509 & South 160th S1zeet E F F F F
Northbound SR 509 & South 160th Sueet D • F F F F
Des Moines M_e_orial Drive So_.___& S. 160th Street B B B B B
Air Cargo Rd/Perim._ Rd & South 160th Su'eet A B B B B
International Blvd. & South 160th Street B D C C C
Sonthl'_3tmdAirpo_ Exp. ]_nm,n__& Air Cargo Rd. D B B N/A B
Air Cargo Rd & South 170th Su%%'t C F F N/A F
Northbound Airport K_p,.ltam_ & S. 170th Sureet D B F N/A F
InternationalBlvd. & South 170th S_eet D F F F F
InterrmtionalBlvd. & South 176th Street B B B B B

lmL-rll_onAIBlvd. & Airport _ce , B A A A A
So_whhound SK 509 OffolZnmp& Sourly..188th A B B B B
Nor,hbound SR 509 Off-ltam,n & South 188th N/A C C C C
Des Moines Memorial Dr. S. & S. 188th C C C C C
28_ Ave_ South & S. 188th Slreet B B B B B
Intemanonal Blvd. & South 188th Street F F F F F

Military Road & South 188th SU'eet C D D C D
Southbound I-5 _ & South IgSlt_Sueet B B B , B, B
Northbound I-5 BmT_ps_& South 188th Slreet C C C. C C
2"SthAve. South & South 192rid Slzeet B B B B B
InternationalBlvd. & South 192nd Street E F F F F ....

Des Moines Memorial Drive S. & South 200th Slzeet B C C C C
Southbound SR 509 Ramps/] 6th Ave. S & S 200th N/A B B B B
Northbound SIt 509 Ramps/16th Ave. S & S 2 .00th NIA B B B B
Southbound Airport Exp. Off-Ramp & S. 200th N/A A B B B
NorthboundAirportExp.On-Ramp & S.200th N/A A A A A
28th Ave. South & South 200tb Street C A A A A
Internatignal Blvd. & South 200th Street C C C C C
Military Rd & S. 200th St./Southbound 1-5 Ramps B D D D D
Military Road & Northbound I-$ Ramps C C C C C
Southbound SR 509 Ramps 4: 24th Ave. S. N/A B B B, B
Northbound SR 509 Ramps & 24th Ave. S. N/A C C C C
Des Moines Memorial Dr. S. & Marine View Dr. B B B B B

Lg.ternauonalBlvd. And Kent-Des Moines Memorial C D D D D
Southbound 1-5 Ramps & Kent -Des Moines Mere. E F F F F

N/A = Not Applicable
Source: INCA Engineers, January, 1995
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;°" TABLE IV.15-4

Seatde-Tacoma International Airport
Environmental Impact Statement

INTERSECTION AVERAGE DELAY SUMMARY

1994 2020 2020 2020 202U
lat,,--=_:-;':._ Ev,,:;;_-_ Fv;,,_,e= ,tAt I Alt 2 Air 3 AIt 4

So,_,L_botmdSR 509 ]_-,..F & SR 518 12.1 7.0 6.9 6.9 7.8
Nor_:md SR 509 P-_,? & SR 518 2.0 2.3 2J 2.3 2.3
20th Ave. S. & E_:,end SR 518 ]_._,,p_ N A N/A N/A 6.6 N/A
20th Ave. S. & W_,_:_-.o-_-;dSR 518 P _,,_, • N/A N/A N/A 7.1 N/A
Des Mo__*_ Mere-.;,,; Drive S & So,,*h 156th Slzeet 6.4 21.7 16.2 17.9 16.2
20th A _v,__,_,,_& Su_, 154th S_-e_-t N/A N/A N/A 4.2 N/A
F=;_._::_; Ro_d/24th Ave. S. & South 154th Street 6.8 31.7 19.1 22.5 19.1
l_ter-ua_mmlBlvd. & Sou_h 154th S'_-u,;_ 37.0 55.7 55.4 54.0 55.4
Southbound SR 509 & So,____160th Street N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S
Northbour_d SR 509 & _:_.-_h..160th Slxeet N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S
Des Mo_ M_,,,.ial D_i_e So,___& S. 160th Slreet 5: 7.7 5.4 5.4 5.4

Air C._r:o Rd/Pei_,_,,6",erRd & South 160th Slreet 4.5 5.6 5.0 5.3 5.0
l_-__na! Blvd. & South 160th Street 11.0 26.1 24.4 21.2 19.7

Sv,_,_hboundAi,---_,-tl:+Yp,l_,ms_ & Air Car_o Rd. N/A 7.3 7.3 N/A 7.3
Air C_-_o Rd & South 170th Street 16.8 190.6 501.7 N/A 501.7
Northbound Ah---_ Exp,. llamp_ & S. 170th S_reet N/A 12.0 108.4 N/A !08.4
Inte_adonal Blvd. & South 170th Sn,.,et 39.7 94.0 342.6 80.1 3332
l_m_ua_nn_l Blvd. & South 176lh Slreet 8.1 6.1 6.5 6.3 8.1

Int_.finllal Blvd. & Airport I:m,.ence 9.0 3.5 4.8 4.8 4.8
Southbound SR 509 Off-I_amp & So'__'__188th N/A 14.1 14.1 14.1 14.0
Northbound SR 509 Off-Rmn,n& South 188th N/A 22.1 22.1 22.1 22.1
DeS Mo'_m_;Memorial Dr. S. & S. 188th 21.3 17.7 17.9 16.5 17.8
28th Ave. South & S. 188th Su_-'et 12.6 I1.0 8.1 8.1 8.6
InterBat_nnalBlvd. & South 188th Slreet 86.4 83.7 71.3 65.7 71.3

Mili_ Road & South ! 88th Street 16.7 39.2 27.7 202 27.2
Southbound I-5 ]_,nm,_& South 188th Slreet 10.7 112 10.8 10.3 12.9
Northbound I-5 ]tmn,n_& __m_h188th Slreet 19.5 18.8 20.9 21.0 20.9
28th Ave. South & _ 192nd Sueet 8.5 6.1 6.0 6.0 6.0
lmernaOoa__alBlvd. & SO,____192nd Street N/S , N/S N/S N/S N/S
Des Mo'm_ M___nrialDrive S. & So,,th 200th Slreet 8-_ 15.0 15.1 15.1 15.1

So_m,b_boundSR 509 ltm,m_/16th Ave. S & S 200th N/A 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.3
Nor_.bo,__mdSR 509 Irma_/_ 16thAve. S & S 200th N/A 6.5 6_5 6.5 6.5
Southh,>_,md_Airport E"_T_Off-Rm_, & S. 200th N/A 4.4 5.2 5.2 5.2
Northbo_md _ __'_, 0_, & S. 200th N/A N/S N/S N/S N/S
28th Ave. South & South 200th Sweet N/A 3.8 4.2 4.2 4.2
l_n_te_T_rlrmalBlvd. & Se_:h 200th Street 21.6 17.8 20.9 20.6 20.9

Mi!it_-y Rd & S. 200th SL/somhhound I-5 _ 7.6 31.9 30.8 31.9 30.8
l_lii"_m_ llnad & Northbound !-5 _am_, N/A 23.0 18.1 20.3 18.1
Somhhound SIL509 p.mn_ & 24th Ave. S. N/A 13.0 13.6 13.0 13.6
Northbound SR 509 l_=m,ns& 24th Ave. S. N/A 18.9 19.7 19.7 ! 9.7
Des Mo'm*-_M_,m_'ial Dr. S. & Marine View Dr. 6.3 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0
Int_m_i _nmdBlvd. And Kent-Des Moines Memorial 21.1 34.0 34.6 34.6 31.1

Southbound I-5 Ram_ & Kent -Des Moines Mere. 41.5 129.5 129.6 129.6 129.6

NIA = Not Applicable N/S - Not signalized. See Appendix O, Table 25 for intersection reserve cavacity.
Source: INCA Engineers, January, 1995
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TABLE IV.15-$
Pace I of 3

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport

Environmental Impact Statement

INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE SUMMARY

Level of Service (LOS)
Intersection Evaluated 1_74 2020 Air 1 3,020 AIt 3 2020 Ait 3

i_.=i_-_liag De.No_Ia_ (W/SR.q}9) (W/O SR509)

Southbound SR509 Ramps & SR518 B C D D

_lonhboond SR509 l_mps & SR.SI8 A A A A

International Blvd. / SR99 & South 154th Street D F E F

International Blvd. / SR99 & South 160th SIz_-,,et C F F F

Intema_onal Blvd. / SR.99 & South 170th Street F F F F

[InternationalBlvd. / SR99 & South 17611_Slreet C C D D

'International Blvd. / SK99 & South 180th Street C B B B

International Blvd. / SR99 & South 188th Street F F F F

InternationalBl'vd. / SR99 & South 192rid Street F D D D

International Blvd. / SR99 & South 200th Street D F F F

International Bivd / SR99 & Kent-Des Moines / E E E F
SK516

24th Ave S / P==haeter Rd & S 154th / 156th Street B F F E

Des Momes Memorial Drive S & S 156th Street B C C C

Des Momes Memorial Drive S & S 160th Street B B B B

NorthboundSR509 Ramps & S 160th Street C F F E

Southbotmd SR509 Ramps & S 160th Street E F F F

AirCm'go Rd / Perimeter Rd & S 160th Street B C C C

AirCargo Road & SB Airport Expr'-,_'wayRamps D C N/A N/A

,AirCargo Road & South l'/0th Street C F N/A N/A

Chapter IV - IV.15-12E -
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TABLE IV.I_$
2 of 3

Seattle-Tacoma Imemational Airport
EnvironmentalImpactStatement

INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE SUMMARY

LevelofService(LOS),
Intersection Evaluated 1994 2020 AIr I 2920 Air 3 2020 Ait 3

Do.Noa,h__ OV/SP.3_) OV/OSRSeg)

NB AirponExpresswayP,_ap$& S I70th Snc.et C F N/A ..... N/A

Southbound SR5 !8 Ramps & South 188th Sm_et A B B D

Northbound SR5I'8 Ramps & South 188th Street N/A B B N/A

Des Momes Memorial Drive S & S 188th Slicer B B B C

28th Avenue So_h & South 188th Sueet B F .... E F

Military Road Sourly'&South 188th Street D F ' F F

ISouthbonnd Intersm_ 5 Ramps & South 188th Street C F F F

Northbound lnt_isti.e 5 Ramps & South 188th Slxeet D F F F

l_s MoinesMemorialDriveSouth&South200th B B B B
Street

Des Moines Memorial Dr S & Marine View Dr / B B B B
sR509

28th Avenue South & South 200th Street C D D F

Military Rd S / S 200th Su'eet & SB Int=,_tate 5 B F F F
Ramps

Military Road South & NorthboundInterstate5 C E E F
P.am_
28thAvenueSouth&South192ridb'lreet A B B B

!SB Interstate 5 Ramps & Kent-Des Moines / SRSI6 D F F F

SB SR509 Off-Ramp / 16th Ave S & S 200th Street N/A B B N/A

N'B SR509 On-Ramp / 16th Ave S & S 200th Su-eet N/A B B N/A

Southbound SR509 Ra_ & 28th Avenue S N//_ B B N/A

Northbound SR509 Ramps & 28th Avenue S N/A C B N/A

Chapter IV - IV. 15-12F -
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TABLE IV.15-S
Page3 or3

Seattle-TacomaInternationalAirport
Environmental Impact Statement

INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE SUMMARY

Level of Service (LOS)
Intersection Evaluated 1994 282e,tdt 1 2020 Alt 3 2020 AIt 3

Extsfi_ Do-No_,b,g (w/SRS09) (w/O SP.._09)

Southbotmd Airport Expressway Off-Ramp & S 200th N/A A A N/A
Street

NorthboundAirportExpresswayOn-Ramp & S 200th NIA A A NIA
Street

20th Avenue S & Westbound SR.Sl 8 Ramps N/A N/A' B B

20th Avenue S & Eastbound SR518 Ramps N/A N/A C B

20th Avenue South & Sou_h 154th / 156th Street N/A N/A B C

N/A - This intersectiondoes notexist forthattimeperiodoralternative.
Source: INCAEngineers,December 1995.
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CHAFFER IV, SECTION 16

PLANTS AND ANIMALS (BIOTIC COMMUNITIES)

This report describes vegetation and wildlife section of Des Moines Creek that would be
communities and evaluates potential impacts of affected by the extension of Runway 34R is
the proposed Master Plan Update alternatives on within the area that would be realigned as

mitigation for SASA. Proposed mitigation would
these communities, reducepotential impactson the hydrology, water

Approximately 40 percent of the detailed study quality, and aquatic habitat and biota of Miller
area is occupied by Sea-Tac Airport and is and Des Moines Creeks and Puget Sound.

characterized by frequently mowed grassland (1) METHODOLOGY
bisected by service roads and taxiways. This area
provides little wildlife habitat value. Wildlife
habitat surrounding the airfield consists of For purposes of this analysis, the stud)' areaconsists of a 4 square mile area that is bound by
fragmented habitat, which is composed of forest, Highway 99 to the east, S. 140th Street to the
shrub, and grassland with scattered wetlands, north, State Route 509 (SR509) and Des Moines
These areas are subject to a variety of airport- Way S. to the west, and S. 216th Street to the
related disturbances as well as increasing south.l_Study area boundaries were determinedresidential, commercial, and industxial
development. Each of the "With Project" using preliminary site plans to analyze the
alternatives would remove approximately the proposed Master Plan Update alternatives and
same amounts of vegetation (about 712 acres their potential impacts. Because of resl_ricted
total). Of that total, the majority is managed access in the privately-owned, residential areas,studies focused on public property and lands
grassland (about 303 acres), which provides little owned by the Port of Seattle.wildlife habitat value. In addition, about 269
acres of forest, 78 acres of shrub, 52 acres of
unmanaged grassland, and 10 acres of wetlands Information for this report was gathered from a
would be removed under each "With Project" variety of sources. The Washington Departmentof Fisheries and Wildlife (WDFW) Nongame and
alternative. Priority Habitats and Species) Programs, and the

Various physical, biological, and chemical Washington State Department of Natural
factors affect fisheries and aquatic biota. Resources Natural Heritage Program were
Urbanization in the Miller and Des Moines Creek consulted regarding sensitive wildlife and plant
basins has altered some of these factors with species and priority habitats in the study area. In
resulting changes in the aquatic ecosystem, accordance with Section 7(c)of the Endangered
Hydrologic regime and channel morphology have Species Act of 1973, the U.S. Fish and WildlifeService (USFWS) and the National Marinebeen altered, habitat complexity and quality have
been reduced, and water quality has been Fisheries Service were consulted regarding
degraded. These alterations have resulted in federally listed threatened or endangered species
reduced diversity and abundance of fish and possibly occurring in the project area (as
aquatic biota in Miller and Des Moines Creeks. described in Chapter IV, Section 17).

Analysis of fishery and aquatic resources within
Consmaction and operation of the proposed new the Miller and Des Moines Creek basins was
dependent parallel runway would have some

based on past and recent studies. The Kin_adverse affects on fishery and aquatic resources Cotmty Sensitive Areas Map Folio (1990),of Miller and Des Moines Creeks and Puget
Sound. About 3,700 feet of Miller Creek and its
tributaries would require realignment and
relocation to complete the runway. About 200 1' Thisareaincludesportionsof Sections4, 5, 8, and9,
feet of Des Moines Creek would require Township22N, Range4E, and Sections16,17, 20, 21,

relocation due to the 600 ft extension of Runway 2, 28,29,32and33,Township 23N, Range 4E.
34R. About 2,200 feet of open channel on Des King County5ensinveAreasMap Folio. Department
Moines Creek would require relocation due to the of Parks,Planning and Resources, Planning andCommunityDevelopmentDivision, King County,
South Aviation Support Area. The 200-foot washmgum,1990.

ChapterIV - IV.16-] -
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National wetlands inventory maps,_ and the inventories, and topographic and resource maps
catalog of Washington streams for the Puget allowed an inventory and assessment of resources
Sound Region_ were reviewed for information on that could be affected by the proposed Master
sensitive habitat areas and fisheries resources. Plan Update alternatives.
Discussions of fish habitat (e.g., substrate
composition, pool: riffle ratios, riparian Two, one-day site visits were conducted in
vegetation, in-stream cover, and channel October and November 1994 to fieid-ver_
morphology) are based on recent fish habitat information collected on vegetation communities
surveys performed on Miller Creek (as descn'bed within the study area, wildlife habitat, and
in greater detail in Appendix F) and Des Moines general wildlife use of the am& Additional field
Creek._ Evaluation of potential con,qruction and surveys were conducted during December 1994
operation impacts on fisheries in these drainages in conjunction with wetland surveys. Wildlife
involved a comparison of existing and future fish observations and habitat data were recorded to
population vitality (e.g., abundance and diversity) further augment existing information.
based on fish habitat requirements and
preferences, water quality, and water quantity. (2) EXISTING CONDITIONS

Vegetative cover and wildlife habitat in the study Both wetland and upland habitats are located
area were assessed by aerial photograph and map within the study area and are shown in Exhibit
interpretation. Habitat c_l_sification was IV.16-L Several wetland communities and
determined using a two-tiered system of generally several upland habitat associations were
accepted vegetation and wildlife habitat identified. These communities are discussed in
categories: forest, shrub, grassland, and wetland, the following section. A detailed characterization
The secondary levels included three types of of vegetation, wildlife species, and fish, and
forest and two types of grassland: coniferous, common and scientific names of plant species
deciduous and mixed forest, and managed or occmring in the study area are presented in
unmanaged grassland. Wetlands are classified Appendix M. Scientific nomenclature follows
according to the USFWS Wetland Classification industry standards._
System._ The vegetative classification was
interpreted from color aerial photographs at a (A) V_e_fioa
scale of 1:24,000 and a vegetative cover map of
the focus area was developed at a scale of No rare plants, high-quality native wetlands,
1.2,500. Further consultation was made with the or high-quality native plant communities
Port of Seattle. Personnel with specific listed by the Washington Department of
knowledge of the study area provided information Natural Heritage Information System are
on bald eagles and otherwildlife, located in the study area._

A review of this information along with Upland vegetative communities consist of
information provided in previous technical grassland, shrub, deciduous forest, coniferous
studies,2_ agency reports, natural resource forest, and mixed deciduous/coniferous

forest. Eight habitat types are distinguished
as shown in Exhibit IV.16-1: grassland,

2/ National Wetlands Im,zuory, Maple Valley, managed lawn, pasture, row crop, mixed
Wash/ngtonQuadrangLe. U.S. Fish and Wildlife shrub, coniferous forest, deciduous forest,Service.1988.

-_ A c_os of W,,,ainstonStr_,nsand Salmon mixed forest, mixed vegetation classes,and
U:iliza,'n_:VoL1, l_ret Sound Resio_ Williams, wetland. Existing acreages of each habitat
R.W., P.M. Laramietad JJ. Ames, Washington type were determined by overlay of the
Depamnemofl__s__he__'m,1975. vegetation map and are shown in Table
Draft Fish Habitat 5m'oeyof Des Moines Cree/a IV.16-1. For ease of tabulation; the managed
Renamedby ResourcePlaming Am_ate_ Aquatic lawn, pasture, and row crop categories wereesourceConsultants.md CaldwellAssocia_sfor the
PortofSeattle.May,1994. combined into one category (managed
Cla_i_n "____of wetlm_ and Dcepnm_rHabitatsof grassland), which includes managed
the Un/ted5tara. U.S.Hsh andWildlife&:_vice,Pub.
#FWS/OBS-79/31.Cowardin,L.M.,V. Carter,F.C.
Golet,andKT.LaRoe,1979. _ Floraof the PacificNortbweJLHitctu:ock.C.L.andA.

2/ 5outhAviationSupportArcaFumlElS. Portof SeatUc, _ 1976.
1994. _1_ Commmicafim with SandraNorwood,Washington

_/ Des MoinesCreekT_chnolojD,C_npsu,Prd/mmary NatnndHeritageProgram,DivisionofLandandWater
DEIS.PortofSeatUe.1994. Conservation.January,1995.
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o

grassland areas associated with aix_ort Ornamental trees and shrubs also are
operations areas, industrial and commercial common throughout these residential areas.
development, and agricultural lands. From a
wildlife perspective, these areas provide For descriptive purposes, the study ar_ has
similar habitat value, been divided into five distinct areas: (1)

Airfield Vegetation, (2) South Aviation
Seven streams were identified. Des Moines Support Area (SASA) Vegetation, (3) West
Creek and Miller Creek are the largest of SeaTac Vegetation, (4) North Borrow Area,
these s_,ams. The r/par/an areas associated (areas 5 and 8) and (5) South Borrow Area
with slreams consist of both upland and (areas 1-4). Appendix M contains a detailed
wetland communities dominated by an description of the vegetation communities in
overstory of red alder, black cottonwood, and each of these areas. Vegetation communities
willow Ixees with Himalayan blackberry, in each of these areas are briefly described
mixed grasses, lady fern, field horsetail, below.
slough sedge, burreed, reed canarygrass, and
creeping buttercup comprising much of the 1. Airfldd Vegetation
understory.

The airfield encompasses the runway
area and associated airport facilities and
is bound on the east and west by

TABLE IV.16-1 runways, on the north by S. 154th Street,
EXISTINGWILDLIFEHABITAT and on the south by S. 192nd SlreeL This

area is characterized almost entirely by
(Acres) managed grassland interrupted by an

_ array of service roads, airport runways,
and taxJways. This is the most common

ManagedGrassland 900 vegetative community in this area,
Grassland* 142 totaling approximately 774 acres in the
Shrub 253 airfield. Upland shrub habitat often
Wetland** borders the runway area and is scattered

ForestedWedand 52 throughout the site. Several small
Scrub.s]m_ Wetland 5] patches of gruss/forb association
EmergeatManh 41 emergent wetland occur in the airfield

DeciduousForest 723 area.
MixedForest 78
ConiferousForest 112 2. South Aviation Support Ar¢_

Total 2352 (SASA) Vegetation

The SASA area is located immediately
* Includesumlumagudgra_landsuchas ov_i_,wn SOUthof the airfield and is bound on thefieldsandgrasdlandareasscatteredthroughoutless

developedportionsof thesite. west by Des Moines Way S., on the east
by Highway 99, and on the south by S.

** Refer to Wetland Section of this report for detailed 200th Street. Much of this area has been
informationonwetl_ds previously described in the 1994 SASA

Final EIS and is predominately
Source: ShapiromdA.sso_m_.Inc.,1994 characterized by a former residential

that is now revegetated with grassland
Wooded residential areas characterize parts and shrubland, two small mixed
of the eastenunost portion of the study area, deciduous/coniferous woodiots, and the
between the airport and Highway 99. Field Tyee Valley Golf Course.
studies were not conducted in this portion of
the study area due to restricted access. 3. West SeaTae Veeetation
Existing information shows that these areas
are dominated by Douglas fir, big-leaf maple, Fragmented stands of second-growth
and red alder. Common understory species mixed deciduous/coniferous forest are
include red alder saplings, Himalayan prominent components of the vegetative
blackberry, hazelnut, and Indian plum. cover along the western portion of the

focus area. It is bound on the east by the

chapter IV .IV.16.3 .
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airfield, on the west by Des Moines Way Vegetation communities provide habitat for
S. and SR509, on the north by S. 154th several species of terrestrial and aquatic
Street, and on the south by S. 200th wildlife. Wildlife diversity is generally
Street. related to the structure and plant species

composition within these vegetative
4. North Borrow Area (Oa-sitg communities. Fragmentation of habitat and

Borrow Source Areas 5 and 8) significant ongoing noise disturbance caused
by airport opinions limit wildlife use of the

The North Borrow Area is bound on the study area.rv Wetlands and forested areas
south by S. 154th Street, on the north by with well developed shrub layers are likely to
S. 146th Street, and Lora Lake on the support the greatest number of species and
west. Houses that once existed in this populations of wildlife._ Common and
area have _ removed as part of the scientific names of wildlife species discussed
Port's Noise Remedy Program. The in the following text are presented in
North Borrow Area is largely forested Appendix M along with a detailed
and contains the Lake Reha Detention characterization of the study area.
facility, a King County regional
stormwater detention facility. A gravel (C) _isheries and Aouatic Resources
storage area is located in the southern
portion of this borrow site and is Although urbani_tlon has significantly
predominately devoid of vegetation, altered channel morphology and fish habitat,
Miller Creek enters the north end of this Miller, Walker, end Des Moines Creeks
area, flows past the north end of Lake continue to support populations of resident
Reba, and into Lora L_ke. Forested and anadromous fish, other fishes, and
wetland is the most common vegetative associated aquatic biota. Historically, Miller
community in the North Borrow Area. and Des Moines Creek basins supported large

runs of coho .salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch)

5. Sout_ Borrow Area (Oa-site and _Lrhap_ small runs of chum salmon (O.Borrow Source Areas I-4_ ket-,). Presently, both basins support only
small runs of cobo salmon, which appear to

The South Borrow Area is bound on the be maintained by annual releases of hatchery-
south by S. 216th Street, on the north by reared fingerlings raised by the Des Moines
S. 200th Street, on the east by 16th Salmon ChapterofTroutUnlimited. WDFW
Avenue S., and on the west by 24th has not conducted any spawner surveys on
Avenue S. Des Moines Creek Park is either Miller or Des Moines Creeks since
located in the central portion of this area, 1985; no spawning coho were observed in the
between Borrow Areas 1 and 2. Both 1985 survey.l_ The Des Moines Salmon
upland and wetland second-growth Chapter of Trout Unlimited reported about 91

deciduous forest are prevalent vegetative fish in a recent coho _awner surveycomponents of the South Borrow Area. conducted on Miller Creek. There is no
Des Moines Creek flows through a steep known chum salmon or steelhead use of
forested ravine from the north side of this
area to the southwest comer.

(B) WiidlifeSuecies _' Di.tmrbance to birds by gas compressor noLre

Wildlife habitat within the Airport vicinity MaclamzieValleyand North Slope, 1972. An_ GasBiol. Rep. Set. 14. Gunn, W.W.H.. and J.A.
has been highly modified through Livingston, eds., 19/4.
urbanization and residential development. _' Managemem of Wildl_ Habimt_ in Foresu of Western
Much of the study area is protected from Oregona,_ wask_zm, Vots.]and2. Brown,ER.
humanand domestic animal intrusion through (ed).,U.S.ForestService,1985.
restricted access and fencing. When J_ C,ua/ogof Was_Str_andSalmon
considering habitat value from a regional U_izanon. W'dliams,KW.,R.Mlaramie,andJJ.

Antes. Washington Department of F_'Jes. 1975.
perspective, the relatively undisturbed Ja Personal communication with Joe Robel, Fisheries
vegetation communities in the area offer Biologist, Washington Department of Fish and
valuable habitat for wildlife. Wildlife.August8, 1994.

J-_ PenmudcommunicationwithAllenMiller,Restoration
Coordinator,Des MoinesSalmco Chapterof Trout
Unlimited.July18, 1994.
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either crcek._/ Barriers to upsuemn fish sampling locations, is likely Bow lake and
passage limits salmon use of Miller Creek to the Northwest Ponds upsueam of S. 200th
the area below the culvert at 1st Avenue S. Street. Though no comprchcnsive population
(about 2 miles) and to the below S. 2O0th studies have been conducted on either creek,
Su_'t on Des Moines Creek (about 2.5 recent electrofishing surveys conducted on
miles). Des Moines Creek and limited observations

made on Miller Creek, suggested that these
In addition W anM_'omous fish, both Miller creeks support relatively small populations of
and Des Moines Creeks support resident saimonidandnougame fLshspecies.
populations of cutthroat m)ut (O. cI¢¢M) an.d
pumpkinseed sunfish (Lepomis gibbosus)..tF O) FUTURE CQNDITIONS
Des Moines Creek also supports resident
populations of rainbow _'out (Oneorhynchus Potential impacts on vegetation communities and
mykis_), bluegili(LepomLr macroch/rus), wildlife habitat are discussed in the following
black bullhead (Ictalurus melas), and section. Potential conmuction and operational
largemouthbass(Micropterussalmoidea). In impacts for each of the "With Project"
addition, Miller, Walker, and Des Moines alternatives me evaluated by the years 2000,
Creeks likely support small populations of 2010, and2020.
native nongame fishes, including sculpin
(Cottus sp.) and other nongame fishes Construction and operation impacts on fish and
indigenous to the area. Eiectrofishing aquatic biota that could result from the proposed
conducted on Des Moines Creek in four alternatives include effec_ on water quality,
reaches (one downstream and three upstream water quantity, and aquatic habitat. It is
of S. 200th Street) captured five rainbow anticipated that required mitigation would
trout, 13 bluegill, 17 black bullhead, and two prevent such impacts, however.
largemouth bass.J2/ Bluegill, bullhead, and
largemouth bass appearto be restricted to the (A) Do-Nothing (Alternative 1_
Northwest Ponds, Bow Lake and slower
water habitats at the Tyce Valley Golf The following paragraphs summarize the
Course. In a recent (October 1994) impact of Alternative 1 on vegetation,
electrofishing survey at seven locations on wildlife and fish.
Des Moines Creek between Marine View
Drive and S. 200th Street, a total of 50 1.
salmonids were captured, including 48
cutthroat trout ranging from about 3 to 13 The Do-Nothing alternative would result
inches and two juvenile coho salmon.Z_ in the Airport area renmining as it exists
Lengths of juvenile echo were not reported, today, with the exception of minor
Cutthroat trout were captured at all seven improvements. Therefore, no impact on
locations, but juvenile echo were captured vegetation and wildlife habitat would be
only at the most downstream station. In expected as a result of continued
addition, 14 pumpkinseed sunfish were functioning of Airport facilities. Due to
captured, ranging from about 1.5 to 2.5 the completion of the SASA development
inches. The source of pumpkin.seedsunfish, approved in the 1994 SASA Final EIS,
which were caught at six of the seven about 142 acres of land would be

affected. The primary vegetation
affected (60 percent) would be managed

J_ Personalconununicafionwith Joe Robel, Fisheries grassland. Construction activities
Biologist, WashingtonDepartmentof Fish and associated with theSRS09/South Access
Wildlife.AugustS. 1994. Road project would result in the

12' Peno_ comm=ti¢=ionwithPhilSct_der. Fishm= permanent loss of between 28 and 56
Biologist, WashingtonI_t of Fish and acres of vegetation, depending on the
Wildlife,August18,1994. selected alternative.

1_ Personalcon_nicadon with AI_ Johnson.Aquatic
Sciemi_.,AqumicRcsouroeConsulumm,November12,
1994. 2. Wildlife Species

L_ .SouthAviationSupportAreaFinalEIS. Portof Seattle.
1994. The Do-Nothing alternative would result

2_ Personalcommunicationwith AlanJohnson,Aquatic in the Airport. area remaining as it exists
Scientist,AquaticResourceConsultant,August I8, maay, with the exception of
1994. improvements such as the SASA and the
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SR509/South Access road proj.ect creeks and the mud pollutant loads for
Habitat degrade'on and vegetmon the entire Miller and Des Moines Creek
removal as a result ofcons_cfion would basins. Most of the total estimated
result in displacement of wildlife species, annual pollutant ioadings for total
Noise disturbance related to _on suspend_solids, oil and- grease, total
activities may cause disnuhance-sensitive copper, total lead, total zinc, biochemical
species to avoid potential habitat in an oxygen demand, and total phosphorus
area surrounding the constru_ion zone. c_nes from other residential,

conmme_ial, and light industrial areas in
3. Fish and Aouafie Resourem these basins (see Chapter IV, Section l 0

_ixQUM_fity. and Hydrology_" andfor a more detailedFish and aquatic biota will continue to be
adversely./dTectad by existing degraded d_ussion of pollutant loading
water quality, water quantity, ana sueam contributions from the Airport and
ttabitat conditions that result from copper toxic'.tty). However, the Airport
various land uses in these basins. About my .contribute a relatively l_igh
2,200 feet of open channel of Iributary_ l_..'on ot total ioadings of the more
0377, a Class 3- _,.,itmm .sFsment o! tomc dissolved forms of copper and zinc.
Des Moines Creek, would req".rare Additional studies are being conducted
relocation clue to SASA. Water qual'__ by the Port of Seattle to evaluate the

tbxic'_y of stormwater runoff on the

of Miller and Des Moines Creeks could _. biota in Miller and Des Moines
e due to implementation of

permit requi/ements for the
Airpo.rt. Several" other proposed
developments in the basins (e.8_, SP__09 (B) "With Project" Alternatives
extenszon) could .aciverse_ affect t "e 2 3 a d 4
hydrology: water quality, ancl aquatic
,at_itat m Miller and Des Moines Creeks The following paragraphs summarize the
and Puget Sound if not adequately impact of "With Project" alternatives on
mitigated, vegetation, wildlife and aquatic resources.

Stormwater..nmoff from the Airport 1.
contains, polmt_ts that can be toxic to
aquatic bzota at levels above acute and The primary effect on vegetation
ci_ronic toxicity standards. Standards are communities from construction is the
generally e_,ablished below levels direct removal of vegetation. Thisobserved to have toxic effects on the
most sensitive test organisms. Toxicants impact is similar among all "With
found in stormwater runoff include Project" alternatives but varies in
dissolved copper and zinc, glycols, and severity depending on the type and
ammonia. Acute and chronic toxicity of quantity of vegetation that would be
these pollutants on aquatic biota in M311er affected. Loss of plant communities that
and Des Moines Creeks depend on other offer limited habitat value, such as
receiving water qualities, mcluding ;H, managed grassland, result in less of an
h_ardness,and temperature. The toxicity adverse effect than loss of more complexol metals is _ 1._qportional to vegetation associations, such as mture.water hardness (toxicity mcreases as
naroness decreases). Ammonia toxicity__ forests, wetlands and riparian zones.
varies as a function of pH and Table IV.16-2 shows the approximate
temperature. Based on cxistin amount of each vegetation community
stormw_er monitoring data,, levels o_ that would be lost as a result of each
copper, zinc, and .mnmonm occasionally alternative. All "With Project"
ap.__ to exceecl acute aad chronic alternatives would result in a direct
toxicity sumdsrds. Glycol levels in conversion of appmxinmtely 10 acres ofstormwater runoff generally_appearto be wetland, 52 acres of umnmu_ed
several orders of magnitude ]bwer than grassland, 269 acres of upland forest, 78those causing acute toxic effects on
saimonids but could contribute to chronic acres of shrub, and 303 acres of managed
effects on aquatic biota, grassland to impervious surfaces. Slight

differences in impacts between the "With
The actual quantities of these pollutants Project" alternatives would occur as a
in .r_.eiving waters and corresponding result of the different terminal location.
tomcity to aquatic biota _ on
concentrations of these pollutants in the

CL_er IV - IV.16-6.
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TABLE IV.16-2

IMPACTS ON VEGETATION AND WILDLIFE HABITAT

AREA IMPACTED (acres)*
Ahematives

_ AR 1 Air 2 AR 3 Air 4_
Managed Grassland 900 85 303 283 311
Grassland 142 0 52 57 57
Shrub 253 20 78 83 71
Wetland

Forested Wetland 52 2 7 7 7
Scrub-shrub Wetland 51 0 I I 1

Emergent Marsh 41 0.2 2 2 2
Deciduous Forest 723 34 251 255 244
Coniferous Forest 112 l I8 14 14

Mixed Forest 78 0 0 0 0

Total 2,352 142.2 711.7 701.7 706.7

* Assumes8,500-footrunwayaltcma_vcseparatedby2,500feetfi-om16L/341L

[Source:ShapiroandAssocims,Inc.1994

Phase 1 construct/on activities scheduled minimize wetland impacts, Borrow Area
for completion by the year 2000 would 8 would not be used as a fill source. No
affect the greatest mount of vegetation, excavation would occur in this portion of
Consm_ction areas for this phase total the site. Grading, clearing, and
over 300 acres (for an 8,500-fl new excavationof Borrow Areas 1,2,3,4, and
parallel runway). Phase 1 consmlction 5 would be expected to occurduring
activities would include constructionof Phase 1.
the new parallel runway, realignment of
S. 156th Way and S. 154th Street, and Construction activities that would be
construction of specified airport scheduled for completion by the year
infiasmlctures. 2010 (Phases 2 and 3) would be limited

to airport infrastructuresrequired to
Constructionof the proposed new supportairportoperations, including
runway itself would require the clearing, expansion of existing parking areas and
grading, and filling of over 200 acres of creation of a new parking garage, and
upland forest, shrub, grassland, and expansion of the north and south satellite
wetland communities. Phase 1 concourses. Consvmction activities for
construction with either the 7,500-font Phases 2 and 3 would require the
runway or 7,000-foot runway options clearing,grading, and filling of
would require the removal of similar approximately l OOacres of upland forest,
vegetation communities in comparison to shrub, grassland, and wetland
the 8,500-foot option; however, communities.
consu'uction of either of the shoner
runway options would result in a Construction activities that would be
correspond/ngly lower impact on these scheduled for completion by the year
communities. In addition to the 300 2020 (Phases 4 and 5) would include
acres of vegetation removed as a result of consmtction of new taxiways, additional
Phase I construction, approximately 221 expansion of the north and south satellite
acres of upland forest, shrub, grassland, concourses, additional expansion of
and wetland vegetation would be cleared existing parking facilities, and new
in Borrow Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. To aircraft maintenance facilities within
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SASA. Conslruction activities associated
with these efforts would occur Disturbance caused by construction
predominantly in former residential areas activities in the study area may have an
that are part of the Port's Noise Remedy adverse impact on wildlife by disrupting
Program. Primary impacts would involve feeding and nest_.g, activities. Clearing
the removal of approximately 90 acres of and grading acuvlues m the South
grassland andshrubcommonities. Borrow Area, adjacent to the large

forested tract that encompasses Des
Cumulative impacts on plant Moines Creek Park could have an impact
communities could occur as a result of on breeding wildlife. This habitat is used
concurrent or future construction of extensively by neotropical migrant and
several other proposed projects in the resident songbirds for breeding.
Airport vicinity. The primary impacts Significant noise disturbance, especially
associated with construction and in this relatively undisturbed area of the
operation of these projects are habitat site, could cause birds to abandon their
degradation and removal of vegetation, nests.
These impacts would contribute to
additional loss of native vegetation and Construction activities associated with
habitat, thus fia'ther reducing the limited any of the "With Project" alternatives
natural resources in the vicinity of the could have adverse effects on wildlife
Airport. Vegetation communities populations in aquatic habitats.
potentially affected include managed Approximately I0 acres of wetland loss
grassland, shrub, mixed would occur as a result of filling and
deciduous/coniferous forest, and wetland, grading. A variety of small mammals

and amphibians would be directly
No loss of vegetation communities would impacted by this loss because they rely
be anticipated during the operational on these areas for foraging, breeding, and
phase of the proposed Master Plan overwintering habitat. Because of their
Update alternatives. Indirect impacts limited mobility, these taxa would likely
may occur as a result of increased local perish during construction activities.
development associated with increased Many of the aquatic habitats have been
human use of the area. previously degraded by activities such as

co_ fuel spills, and refuse
Impacts or "_egetation communities as a dumping, Exposing soil and removing
result of Atternative 2, 3 and 4 are vegetation could result in an increase in
similar. Slight differences in impacts sediments and other non-point pollutants
would occur as a result of the different entering adjacent wetlands, contributing
terminal locations. These differences to further degradation of aquatic habitat.

Many amphibian species are sensitive to
would almost entirely involve managed pollutants, and water quality in aquaticgrassland.

habitats on the site may be a limiting

2. W_ld_ife factor for some of these species.

The conversion of one habitat type to
Consm_ction activities associated with another, such as forested tracts to
development of any of the "With Project"
alternatives would result in the managed grassland, can have a profound
displacement of wildlife species. Highly effect on the complement of wildlife
mobile animals such as large mammals species using an area. Loss of forested
and birds are able to move away from parcels in the study area would furtherstress those species dependent on
disturbances into nearby habitats. It is forested habitats because these species
generally assumed, however, that these would be displaced to similar habitats
habitats are at or near carrying capacity elsewhere. Increasing urbanization over
and these animals would be required to the past 15 years has fragmented existing
compete for already limited resources, forested tracts and greatly reduced theLess mobile animals such as small

area of forest habitat available for
mammals, amphibians, reptiles, young wildlife.
animals, and nesting birds, would most
likely perish during construction.
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The effects of habitat fragmentation on these areas would be directly impacted as
wildlife has been well documented for des_bed above. Phase 1 construction
birds, hut recent studies have been with 7,500-foot runway or 7,000-foot
conducted with other taxa. In general, runway options would require the
the number of species using a particular removal of similar habitat in comparison
habitat decreases as the distance between to the 8,$00-foot option; however,
patches of habitat increases (i.e., construction of either shorter new runway
fragmentationofhabi_ typically results option would result in a correspondingly
in loss of species). Studies with birds lower impact on wildlife species and
have shown that smaller patches of habitat. In addition to the I00 acres of
habit_, with proportionately more edge, habitat removed as a result of Phase 1
may be associated with increased construction, approximately 221 acres of
predation and nest parasitism._ _ upland forest, shrub, grassland, and

wetland habitat would be cleared in
The long-term effect of conversion of one Borrow Areas 1,2,3, 4 and 5.
successional habitat to another is a shift Construction of the new runway would
in the local carrying capacity, require the use of approximately 17
Populations of species that utilize million cubic yards offill. The north and
grasslands and more urbanized habitats south borrow source areas have been
such as American robin, European identified by the Port as potential, fill
starling, house sparrow, raccoon, source areas (with the exception of
opossum, and deer mouse would likely Borrow Area 8, where no fill excavation
increase after constTuction of the will occur). Grading, clearing, and
proposed Master Plan Update excavation of Borrow Areas 1,2.3,4 and 5
alternatives, and species that utilize would be expected to occur during Phase
older, more complex successional stages 1.

would _cperiance _opulation decreasesdue whabhatloss. Construction activities that would be
scheduled for completion by the year

As is noted in the FAA's Aviation Noise 2010 (Phases 2 and 3) would require the
Effectz "The effects of aviation noise on clearing, grading, and filling of an
animals ... have revealed that the effects additional 100 acres of upland forest, "
are highly species-dependent and that the shrub, grassland, and wetland habitat.
degree of the effect may vary widely." Impacts on wildlife communities related
Upon cousmmion of the proposed new to these consu'uction activities would be
parallel runway, aircraft would approach relatively low, in comparison to Phase l-
the A/rport at varying altitudes and related impacts. Of the I00 acres of
locations in comparison to current habitat removed during these phases,
approach procedures. The varied approximately 60 acres would be
approach procedures may cause some managed grassland. This vegetation
wildlife species to avoid the Airport area. community offers little wildlife habitat

due to low speciesdiversity and frequent
Phase 1 construction activities that would mowing.
be scheduled for completion by the year
2000 would have the greatest effect on Conswuction activities that would be
wildlife communities. The cons_a'uction scheduled for completion by the year
footprint for this phase covers over 300 2020 (Phases 4 and 5) would require the
acres of upland forest, shrub, grassland, removal of approximately 90 acres of
and wetland habitat with a new runway grassland and shrub habitat. This would
length up to 8,500 feet. This mosaic of occur mostly in the former residential
habitats is located in the area west of the areas of the site. These open grassland
airfield and wildlife species inhabiting areas currently provide habitat for small

mammals,birds, and reptiles which, in
21, SpeciesRichne_, PopulationDynamics,and Wildlife turn, provides foraging habitat for raptors

Conserva:WninFmgme_edl_mdscapes.L_mkuhl. and predatory mammals. A relative
JohnF. CollegeofFont Resources,Univexsityof abundance of these urban grassland areas
w_, 1985. are available in the Airport vicinity and

22, Coraerva_nBiology:The5d,,nceandScarcityof raptors and coyote likely would moveDh,crsRy.Soul_,MichaelE. 1986.
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away from disturbed areas on the habim_ For the g,500-fontnew runway
consuuction site to these areas, option, about 3,700 feet of Miller Creek

and its tributaries would be realigned and
Cumulative impacts on wildlife relocated, including about 980 feet of
communities may occur as a result of Miller Creek and 440 feet of the _bumry
other projects proposed in the Airport south of Lora Lake (see Appendix P).
vicinity. Fragmentation of habitat, This entire 980.foot section of Miller
wildlife disturbance caused primarily by Creek is adjacent to the Vacca Farms and
vehicular traffic and airport operations, has a diteh-like character with a sandy
and other activities associated with bottom. About 200 feet of Des Moines
urbanization have diminished wildlife Creek uibutary 0377, a Class 3
use of the area. Continuing development intermittent slream, would require
in the vicinity would contribute to relocation to coraplete the extension of
additional loss of wildlife habitat and Runway 3411. It is assumed that
further reduce the limited wildlife proposed improvements identified in the
resources in the area. South Side Aviation Support Area EIS

also would be implemented. This would
Cumulative impacts on wildlife require relocation of 2,200 feet of open
associated with increased local channel of tributary 0377, a Class 3
development would be related to the loss intermittent segment of Des Moines
of wildlife habitat and displacement of Creek._ A 7,500-foot runway alignment
wildlife species, option would require relocation of a total

of about 2,700 feet of Miller Creek and
No loss of habitat would be anticipated its 1Tibutaries, including about 400 feet
during the operational phase of the the tributary south of Lora Lake with
proposed Master Plan Update undetermined salmonid use. A 7,000-
alternatives. Indirect impacts may occur foot runway alignment would require
as a result of increased local development realignment and relocation of about
associated with increased human use of 2,300 feet of Miller Creek tributaries.
the Airport area. These tributary reaches are intermittent

Class 3 streams.

Impacts on wildlife as a result of
Alternative 2, 3, or 4 are similar. Slight Of the different new runway lengths, the
differences in habitat impacts would 8,500-foot option would directly affect
occur as a result of the different terminal the greatest amounz of stream. The
locations. These differences would 7,500.foot and 7,000-font runway
almost entirely involve managed alignments would affect about 27 percent
grassland, and 38 percent less stream channel,

respectively, than the 8,500.foot runway
3. Fish option. Sureamsections directly affected

by runway fill would be replaced by
Potential cons_ction impacts on fish reconsu_cting new channels with
and aquatic biota would be both short and enhanced aquatic habitat at relocated
long-term in nature. If not effectively alignments under all new runway options
mitigated, erosion of exposed surfaces at and alternatives.
consmzction sites could conUibute to
temporary increases in total suspended Potential operational impacts on fishery
solids and sedimentation in Miller and and aquatic resources would also include
Des Moines Creeks. (See Chapter IV, adverse effects on water quality and
Section 23 "Constriction Impacts") water quantity (i.e., hydrology). Chapter

IV, Section 10 summarized the
Potential lung-term impacts on fish and hydrological impacts. Pollutant toxicity
aquatic biota would result from planned and potential water quality impacts are
fill activities under the different new discussed in Appendix M and Chapter
runway options. All new runway options

would require the realignment and 2_ 5outh Aviation Support Area Final En_ronmen_l
relocation of portions of Miller Creek impact5mtem,_u. U.S.DepartmentofTnmspom_on,
resulting in the loss of existing fish FederalAviationAdminima_on,and Pon of Seattle,

Seattle.WA. 1994.
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IV, Section I0. Reduced groundwater 1.
recharge and reduced base flows could
occur in Miller and Des Moines Creeks Like all "With Project" alternatives, the
as a result of the proposed Master Plan preferred alternative would result m a
Update alternatives. All new runway direct conversion of approximately l0
length options would result in increased acres of wetland, 52 acres of unmanaged
impervious surface area, contributing to grassland, 269 acres of upland forest, 78
reduced groundwater recharge and acres of shrub, and 303 acres of managed
possibly reduced base flows in the grassland to impervious surfaces.
creeks. Reduced base flows could
adversely affect stream temperature and Phase l constructionactivities scheduled
dissolved oxygen levels. Exceedingly for completion by the year 2000 would
high temperatures (above 70°F) and low affect the greatest amount of vegetation.
dissolved oxygen (below 6 rag/L) could Construction areas for this phase total
be lethalor have other adverse affects over300 acres. Constructionof the

(e.g.,reducedgrowth)on salmonidsand proposed new runway itselfwould
other aquatic biota. It is unlikely that require the clearing, grading, and filling
base flow reductions that would be of over200 acres of upland forest, shrub,
caused by the "With Project" alternatives grassland, and wetland communities. In
would conlribute to lethal temperatures addition to the 300 acres of vegetation
or dissolved oxygen levels, removed as a result of Phase l

construction, approximately 221 acres of
Cumulative Impacts: Even with upland forest, shrub, grassland, and
successful implementation of proposed wetland vegetation would be cleared in
mitigation, consm_ctionand operation of Borrow Areas l, 2, 3,4, and 5. To
the proposed Master Plan Update minimizewetlandimpacts,BorrowArea
alternativesand other planned 8wouldnotbeusedasafillsource.No
developmentintheareacouldconu'ibute excavationwouldoccurm thisportionof
tocumulativeimpactsonfishandaquatic thesite,
resources.Althoughs_ormwaterdrainage
controlswould reducepollutantloading ConstructionactivitiesforPhases2 and3
toMillerand Des MoinesCreekssome would requiretheclearing,grading,and
increasedpollutantloadswould reach fillingof approximately100 acresof
receiving water bodies. Potential upland forest, shrub, grassland, and
cumulative impacts would be greatest for wetland communities. Construction
bottom dwelling fish and invertebrates activities scheduled for completion by the
that are exposed to pollutants near the year 2020 (Phases 4 and 5) would include
sediment-water interface or in constructionof new taxiways, additional
contaminated sediments, expansion of the north and south satellite

concourses, additional expansion of
(C) Preferred AIteraative existing parking facilities, and new

aircraft maintenance facilities within

As is described in Chapter II, the Port of SASA. Construction activities associated
Seattle staff have recommended the with these efforts would occur
implementation of Alternative 3 (North Unit predominantly in former residential areas

that are part of the Port's Noise Remedy
Terminal) with a new parallel runway with a Program. Primary impacts would involve
length of 8,500 feet. All of the "With the removal of approximately 90 acres of
Project" ahernatives, including the preferred grassland and shrub communities.
alternative, would affect plants and animals.

Appendix P contains a proposed mitigation Cumulative impacts on plant
plan for this the creek relocations that would communities could occur as a result of
compensate for the segments of the creek concurrent or future construction of
affected by the proposed airport several other proposed projects in the
improvements. Airport vicinity.These impacts would

• contribute to additional loss of native
vegetation and habitat, thus further
reducingthe limited natural resources in
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the vicinity of the Airport. Vegetation to further degradation of aquatic habitat.
communities potentially affected include Many amphibian species are sensitive to
managed grassland, shrub, mixed pollutants, and water quality in aquatic
deciduous/coniferous forest, and wetland, habitats on the site may be a liming

factor for some of these species.
2. Wildlife

The conversion of one habitat type to
Construction activities associated with another, such as forested tracts to

development of any of the .preferred managed grassland, can have a profound
alternative would result m the effect on the complement of wildlife
displacement of wildlife species. Highly species using an area. Loss of forested
mobile animals such as large mammals parcels in the study area would further
and birds.are able to move away from slress those species dependent on
disturbances into nearby habitats. It is forested habitats because these species
generally assmned, however, that these would be displaced to similar habitats
habitats are at or near cawing capacity elsewhere.
and these annnals would be required to
compete for already limited resources. The long-term effect of conversion of one
Less mobile animals such as small successional habitat to another is a shift
mammals, amph_iaus, _tiles, young in the local carrying capacity.
animals, and nesting birds, would most Populations of species that utilize
likely perish during construction, grasslands and more urbanized habitats

such as American robin, European
Disturbance caused by construction starling, house sparrow, raccoon,
activities in the study area may have an opossum, and deer mouse would likely
adverse impact on wildlife by disrupting increase a_er construction of the
feeding and nesting activities. Clearing proposed improvements, and species that
and grading activities in the South utilize older, more complex successional
Borrow Area, adjacent to the large stages would experience population
forested tract that encompasses Des decreases due to habitat loss.Hj
Moines Creek Park could have an impact
on breeding wildlife. This habitat is used Phase 1 construction activities scheduled
extensively by neolropical migrant and for completion by the year 2000 would
resident songbirds for breeding, have the greatest effect on wildlife
Significant noise disturbance, especially communities. The construction footprint
in this relatively undisturbed area of the for this phase covers over 300 acres of
site, could cause birds to abandon their upland forest, shrub, grassland, and
nests, wetland habitat with a new runway length

up to 8,500 feet. This mosaic of habitats
Construction activities could have is located in the area west of the airfield
adverse effects on wildlife populations in and wildlife species inhabiting these
aquatic habitats. Approximately 10 acres areas would be directly impacted as
of wetland loss would occur as a result of described above. In addition to the 100
filling and grading, A variety of small acres of habitat removed as a result of
mammals and amphibians would be Phase I construction, approximately 221
directly impacted by this loss because acres of upland forest, shrub, grassland,
they rely on these areas for foraging, and wetland habitat would be cleared in
breeding, and overwintering habitat. Borrow Areas 1,2,3, 4 and 5.
Because of their limited mobility, these
taxa would likely perish during Conslruction activities scheduled for
conm'uction activities. Many of the completion by the year 2010 (Phases 2
aquatic habitats have been previously and 3) would require the clearing,
degraded by activities such as grading, and filling of an additional 100
construction, fuel spills, and refuse acres of upland forest, shrub, grassland,
dumping. Exposing soil and removing and wetland habitat. Impacts on wildlife
vegetation could result in an increase in
sediments and other non-point pollutants
entering adjacent wetlands, conuibuting _ ConservationBiolofy: TheScienceand Scarcityof

Diversk'y.Soul_,MichaelE. 1986.
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communities re_isL-,d_to these conslruction extension of Runway 34R and the
activities would be relatively low, in development of the South Aviation

comparison to Phase l-related impacts. Support Area.21' This would require
Of the 100 acres of habitat removed relocation of 2,200 feet of open channel
during these phases, approximately 60 tributary 0377, a Class 3 intermittent
acres would be managed grassland. This segment of Des Moines Creek.
vegetation community offers little
wildlife habitat due to low species Potential operational impacts on fishery
diversity and frequent mowing, and aquatic resources would also include

adverse effects on water quality and
Cons_ction activities scheduled for water quantity (i.e., hydrology). Chapter
completion by the year 2020 @bases 4 IV, Section l0 summarized the
and 5) would require the removal of hydrological impacts. Reduced
approximately 90 acres of grassland and groundwater recharge and reduced base
shrub habitat. This would occur mostly flows could occur in Miller and Des
in the former residential areas of the site. Moines Creeks as a result of the proposed
These open grassland areas currently Master Plan Update alternatives. All of
provide habitat for small mammals, birds, the "With Project" alternatives, including
and reptiles which, in turn, provides the preferred alternative, would result in
foraging habitat for raptors and predatory increased impervious surface area,
mammals. A relative abundance of these coutributing to reduced groundwater
urban grassland areas are available in the recharge and possibly reduced base flows
Airport vicinity and raptors and coyote in the creeks. Reduced base flows could
likely would move away from disturbed adversely affect stream temperature and
areas on the construction site to these dissolved oxygen levels. Exceedingly
areas, high temperatures (above 70°F) and low

dissolved oxygen (below 6 rag/L) could
Cumulative impacts on wildlife be lethal or have other adverse affects
communities may occur as a result of (e.g., reduced growth)on mlmonids and
other projects proposed in the Airport other aquatic biota. It is unlikely that
vicinity. Fragmentation of habitat, base flow reductions would contribute to
wildlife disturbance caused primarily by lethal temperatures or dissolved oxygen
vehicular traffic and airport operations, levels.
and other activities associated with
urbanization have diminished wildlife Cumulative Impacts: Even with
use of the area. Continuing development successful implementation of proposed
in the vicinity would contribute to mitigation, construction and operation of
additional loss of wildlife habitat and the proposed Master Plan Update and
further reduce the limited wildlife other planned development in the area
resources in the area. could contribute to cumulative impacts

on fish and aquatic resources. Although
3. Fish stormwater drainage controls would

reduce pollutant loading to Miller and
Potential long-term impacts on fish and Des Moines Creeks some increased
aquatic biota would result from planned pollutant loads would reach receiving
fill activities. The proposed new parallel water bodies. Potential cumulative
runway would require the relocation of impacts would be greatest for bottom
about 3,700 feet of Miller Creek and its dwelling fish and invertebrates that are
tributaries, including about 980 feet of exposed to pollutants near the sa_diment-
Miller Creek and 440 feet of Class 2 water interface or in contaminated
tributary south of Lora Lake (see sediments.
Appendix P). This entire 980-foot
section of Miller Creek is adjacent to the
Vacca Farms and has a ditch-like
character with a sandy bottom. About
200 feet of Des Moines Creek tributary 2._ $outhAv_ationSupport AreaFinal F.m,iromnental
0377, a Class 3 intermittent stream, lmpactStaternent.U.S. Department of Trantpot_tion.
would require relocation to complete the FederalAviationAdministration, andPortof Seattle,

Seaule,WA. 1994.
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(4) _ Potential adverse impacts on aquatic habitat from
channel realitnnneot and relocation or flow

Safety issues concerning wildlife-___-ced aircraft regime modifications could be mitigated through
accidents are a serious concern to both Port and properly reconsu'uctinS the stream channels to
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). In provide enhanced fish and aquatic biota habitat
accordance with FAA requirements, a Wil_ife conditions. It is assumed that no stream
Hazard Management Plan was prepared for Sea- realignmeat mitigation of Des Moines Creek is
Tac Airport. A wildlife control prosram was necessary for extension of Runway 34R because
developed as part of this management plan and the entire iensth of tributary 0377 flowing
consists of both long-term and short-term through Tyee Golf Course would be aligned
programs for controlling wildlife populations in based on mitigation proposed in the SASA Final
the immediate vicinity of the Airport. The F,IS. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps),
primary goals of these programz focus on: and WDFW would be consulted t_ _-nsure that
identifying potential wildlife auxactants on-site specific features and design sumdards are
and altering or eliminating these features to implemented to mitigate direct impacts on stream
reduce the risk of a wildlife and aircraft collision, habitat caused by filling of existing stream

channels. Proposed realignment and relocations
Potential construction and operation impacts on of Miller and Des Moines Creeks or their
water quality, hydrology (i.e, flow regime), and tributaries would require various permits,
aquatic habitat would be reduced or avoided by including a Hydraulic Project Approval (HPA)
proposed mitigation as discussed in Appendices from WDFW and a Section 10/404 permit from
G and P. In addition, several required elements the Corps. Design requirements and specific
of the Port of Seattle N'PDES permit for conditions of the I-IPA and Section I0/404
discharges of stormwater runoff and the permits would be complied with in the proposed
Industrial Waste System, including the stream channel relocation designs. HPA
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan and the regulations specify that such plans must provide
Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures comparable or better habitat in realigned and
Plan, would reduce pollutant loads to Miller and relocated sections of streams, including habitat
Des Moines Creeks and Puget Sound. type and slructme, channel gradient, substrate

composition, and riparian or streamside
Impacts from Airport stormwater runoff would be vegetation.gl_
mitigated by implementing Washington
Deparunem of Ecology detention and treaUnent In addition, City of SeaTac (SeaTac) Zoning
requirements for stormwater runoff. Although Code contains provisions relating to stream
implementation of detention requirements for the relocations and to protection of streams and
2-, 10-, and 100-year design storms are expected aquatic resources. These provisions are
to control increases in peak flows compared to summarized as follows. Stream buffers range
existing conditions, they would not mitigate from between 100 feet (Class 1) and 25 feet
increased durationandfrequencyofhigherflows (Class 3), depending on sU_am class and
following storms. Because there already is a lack presence of salmonid fishes. A buffer of 50 feet
of high flow habitat in both Miller and Des is required for Class 2 screams, which are not
Moines Creeks, additional mitigation could be used by salmonids. Class 1 streams are those
required to minimize adverse impacts on resident identified as "Shorelines of the State" in adopted
and anadromous mlmonids caused by high flow shoreline master programs. Class 2 streams are
events. Potential changes in flow regime could perennially flowing streams, and Class 3 s;rean_
be mitigated by implementing stormwater have intermittent flow and are not used by
releases and drainage conlrois that emulate salmonids. Stream buffers begin at rite ordinary
existing flow conditions. This could include high water mark or top of the bank on either side
infiltrating treated stormwater runoff (e.g., roof of the stream and extend perpendicular away
and sidewalk runoff) to reduce swrmwater nmoff from the stream. Stream relocations are
volumes and rates. This would also increase permitted subject to the stream alteration and
groundwater recharge and maintain base flows, mitigation requirements of the zoning code.
Potential adverse impacts on high and low flows Special studies and mitigation plans are required
also could be reduced by consm_tiag emergent that demonstrate maintenance of base flood
wetlands that moderate flood flows and
contribute to base flows. -

2_ Was_gton &tmmmrm_ Code . Hydrmd_ Code
Retulatmn._. WashingtonDepmtmentof Fish and
WiMlife.1994.
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storagevolume and functions,replacementor planswouldresultinimprovedwaterqualityand
improvement of water quality and fish habitat, associated benefits to fish and other aquatic biota.
and maintenance or improvement of other
biological and hydrological functions of the
su_am. Relocated streams have the same buffer
requirements as the previously unaltered stream.

The cities of SeaTac and Des Moines have
adopted measures for protecting streams from
potential water quality and water quantity
impacts, resulting from increased stormwater
runoff.Bothlocal governmentshaveadoptedthe
King County SurfaceWater Design Manual
(SWDM), whichhas specificdesignsstandards
for stormwatermanagement facilities(e.g.
detentionpondsand biofihrationswales).The
SWDM isintheprocessofbeingrevised.The
revised version is expected to contain design
standards that are .comparable to or more
stringent than those of the Stormwater
Monogement Atanual for the Puget Sound Basin.

As noted in Chapter IV, Section 2 "Land Use",
the Port of Seattle is involved in interlocal
negotiations with the City of SeaTac concerning
jurisdictional authority. This process, which is
not expected to be completed until after the Final
EIS is issued, is expected to resolve the issue of
applicability of City of SeaTac regulations to the
Master Plan Update.

Potential adverse impacts of Airport operations
on high and low-flow in-stream habitat could be
mitigated by constructing high and low flow
habitat in the relocated and realigned sections of
Miller and Des Moines Creeks. This would be
accomplished using in-stream stru_s, such as
large organic debris and other channel roughness
features, altering the existing channel geometry,
and constructing scour pools. The channel
improvements would be based on hydrologic and
hydraulic analysis to determine where and how
structures should be placed to create optimum
benefit. This mitigation plan for the stream
relocation and habitat improvement in Miller
Creek was developed m cooperation with
resource management agencies and others
including the Corps of Engineers, the Washington
StateDepartment of Fish and Wildlife, King
County, and the Des Moines Salmon Chapter of
Trout Unlimited.

The Port continues to actively participate in the
development of cooperative basin plans that
include measures to reduce and control point and
non-peim pollution throughout the Des Moines
Creek basin. Effectively implemented basin
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 17

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 woodpeckers in the forested portion of the South
(as amended) requires an analysis of the effects Borrow _ upslope from Des Momes Creek.
of any major construction projects on any Table IV.17-1 lists all species of concern that
federally listed or proposed threatened or may occur inthefocusarea.
endangered species that may use a project area.
Consultation with the umted States Fish and USFWS indicated that the bald eagle and
Wildlife Service CUSFWS) is necessary if any peregrine falcon are the only federally listed or
threatened or endangered species would be proposed threatened or endangered species
affected by a project. Records suggest the documented to occur in the detailed study area.2'
potential for use of the area affeaed by proposed W'mtermg populations of bald eagles and migrant
Master Plan Upd_t_ alternatives by bald eagles, peregrine falcons may use portions of the Airport
peregrine falcons, marbled murrelets, pilea_l area and shoreline areas along Puget Sound for
woodpeckers, and great blue herons, as weft as foraging and perch sites. Wintering bald eagles
several other candidate species. For the Draft may occur near the Airport area from October31
EIS, a Biological Assessment was prepared for through March 31._ No breeding sites for either
all federally listed and proposed species in species occurs in the detailed study are.& Two
accordance with Section 7(c) of the Endangered active bald eagle nest exist within the vicinity of
Species Act (Appendix K). For the Final EIS, an the Airport. The closest eagle nest is located on
addendum to that Biological Assessment was Angle Lake, approximately 0.75 mile southeast
prepared and is included in Appendix K. No of the Airport. The next closest nest is located
significant impacts on threatened and endangered near Seahurst Park, approximately 2 miles
species are expected as a result of the proposed northwest of the Airport. Information on the
Master Plan Update Alternatives. local bald eagle nests and bald eagle use of the

Airport area is provided in the Biological
(1) EXISTING CONDITIONS Assessment and associated Addendum

(Appendix K).
A review of Washington Depamnent of Fish and
Wildlife's (WDFW) Priority Habitats and Species Candidate species listed by USFWS that could
Data System and Nongame Data System revealed potentially occur in the detailed study area
that no federal or gate-listed sensitive, include bull trout, black tern, mountain quail,
threatened, or endangered wildlife species northern red-legged frog, northwestern pond
regularly use the detailed study area. WDFW turtle, and spotted frog.
has, however, documented the presence of great
blue heron and pileated woodpeckers in the The northern red-legged frog is common
vicinityofthedetalJedstudyarea.1'The great throughoutwesternWashingtonand likelyuses
blue heron is currently considered a State monitor wetlands in the detailed study area for breeding
species and the pil_ woodpecker is a and overwintering. From January through June,
candidate for State listing as threatened or red-legged frogs may be found in marshes,
endangered. Great blue heron use open water swamps, ponds, lakes, and slow-moving sueams
areas and wetlands throughout the area for forage where breeding takes place. During the non-
and perch sites; however, noise disturbance from breeding season, these frogs are more terrestrial
aircraft operations limits nesting by this species, and can be found in upland grassland or forest.
On several occasions during field surveys, great The red-legged frog is currently listed as a Level
blue herons were observed perching m the trees II candidate for federal listing as threatened or
surrounding Lake Reba and the Northwest Ponds. endangered.
Pileated woodpeckers are typically found in
dense, mature forests. Excavated snags provide

evidence of foraging activity by pileated 2, David Frederick,U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Divisionof EcologicalServices,EndangeredSpecies

I' Cornmunicauonwi_ Tom Cyra,Washington Program,June,1994.
Depamnentof Wildlife,PriorityHabitatsand Species _' David Frederick,U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Programand NongameHeritageDatabase,January, Divisionof EcologicalServices,EndangeredSpecies
1994. Program,June,1994.
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Field studies conducted for the Biological study area. These species are coho salmon,
Assessment indicate that the occurrence of black steelhead, and churn salmon._
tern, marbled murrelet' mountain quail, bull U'out'
northwestern pond turtle, and spotted frog is No rare plants, high-quality native wetlands, or
unlikely because appropriate habitat for these high-quality native plant communities listed by
species does not exist in the focus area. The the Washington Natural Hentage Program
Biological Assessment for all listed and information System are located in the detailed
candidate species is presented in Appendix IL study areafl

(2)FUTURECOmmONS

TABLE IV.17-1 Potential impacts on threatened and endangered
species are discussed in the following socuon.

SPECrEq OF CONCERN LISTED AS Potential construction and operational impacts
POTENTIALLY OCCURRING IN THE for each of the "With Project" alternatives were

DETAILED STUDY AREAl eval,,,,_4 for five construction phases scheduled
for completion by the years 2000, 2010, 2020.

.C_ S_tus* (A) Do..Noth_e (Alternative 1)

Baldeagle ST.--'T The Do-Nothing alternative would result in
Peregrinefalcon SE,FE the Airport area remaining as it exists today,
Greatblue heron SM with the exception of the SASA

development, the SRS09/South Access Road
Pileatedwoodpecker SC project, and other improvements. Therefore,
MarbledmmTelet SC, FC no impact on threatened or endangered
Black tern FC species is expected.
Bull trout FC

Mountainquail FC (B) "_'ith P_.|ect"Altenmtives
Northernred-leggedfrog FC {Alternalives 2. 3, and 4)
Nonhwe._rnpond turtle FC
SpoRedfrog FC As a result of the proposed new parallel
Cohosalmon FC runway construction,approximately274
Steelhead FC acres of forest, grassland, and wetlands,
Chumsalmon FC potentially suitable for bald eagle perch and

foraging habitat, would be permanently lost.
These areas are located in the North Borrow

*Stores Area,South Borrow Area, the SASA, and
westoftheexistingairfield.

SC = Statecandidateforendangered,threatened,or

sensitive;SE = Stateenoangeted; SM= Statemonitor; Bald eagles and peregrine falcons occur as
ST = Statethreatened;FC = Federalcandidatefor transients in the detailed study area. Airportendangered,threatened,orsensitive; • • •
FE= Federalendangered, FS = Federalsensitive; development related construction acUvmes
FTfFederaldireatened are not expected to significantly affect

nesting or wintering bald eagles. The only
nesting pairs in the vicinity of the Airport are

-_ ManagementRecommendationsfor PrioritySpecies, located near Seahurst Park, approximately 2
WeshingtonStateDepartmentofWildlife1991. miles west of the Airport and at Angle Lake,

located about 0.75 miles southeast of the

The National Marine Fisheries Service Airport. Construction activities are not likelyto affect these nests because of their distance
documents three anadramous fish species that are from the site. Wintering populations of bald
currentlycandidatesfor listingas potentially
occurringm, or downstreamfrom,the detailed

-_ BrianBrown.U.S.Departmentof Commerce,National
OceanicandAm_ospher/cAdminiswation,National

" MarineFisheriesSemce, June,1994.
_' Sandra Norwood, Washington Natural Heritage

Program,DivisionofLa_ andWamTComervation,
January,1995.
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eagles and peregrine falcons use shoreline perch sites. These species may occasionally
areas along Puget Sound for foraging and forage for birds, small mammals, and fish in
perch sites. These species may occasionally grasslands, wetlands, and open water areas of
forage for birds, small mammals, and fish in the site. However, the proximity of higher-
grasslands, wetlands, and open water areas of quality habitat immediately outside the study
the site. However, the proximity of higher- area decreases use of Airport property by
quality habitat immediately outside the study these species. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
area decreases use of Airport property by service concurred with the FAA's finding
these species. The U.S. F_h and grddlffe that the proposed Airport improvements
service concurred with the FAA's finding would "not likely adversely affect" peregrine
that the proposed Airport _mprovements falcons andbaldeagles.2'
would "not likely adversely affect" peregrine
falcons and bald eagles.t/ The red-legged frog, a candidate species for

federal listing as threatened or endangered,
The red-legged frog, a candid_t_ species for may occur in the detailed study area. Red-
federal listing as threatened or endangered, legged frogs are common throughout western
may occur in the detailed study area. Red- Washington and use wetlands for breeding
legged frogs are common throughout western and overwmtering. Impacts on red-legged
Washington and use wetlands for breeding frogs resulting from construction of the
and overwintering. Impacts on red-legged proposed alternatives would include
frogs resulting from construction of the displacement of individuals or local
proposed alternatives would include populations, and loss of breeding and
displacement of individuals or local ovenvintermg habitat.
populations, and loss of breeding and
overwintering habitat. (3) CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

(C) Preferred Alternative (Alternative 3) Cmnulative impacts may occur from the
concurrent or future construction of several other

As was noted in earlier chapters, the Port of proposed projects in the Airport vicinity;
Seattle staff have recommended the however, these projects are not expected to have
development of a runway with a length of a si_tmif]cantimpact on threatened or endangered
8,500 feet and a north unit terminal concept, specles. Habitat potentially affected by these
As a result of the proposed new parallel projects may include perch sites and foraging
runway construction, approximately 274 habitat; however, such habitat features are
acres of forest, grassland, and wetlands, uncommon in the area of the potential Master
potentially suitable for bald eagle perch and Plan Update alternatives areas because the
foraging habitat, would be permanently lost. developed nature of the sites. Bald eagles and
These areas are located in the North Borrow peregrine falcons are not likely to use regularly
Area, South Borrow Area, the SASA, and forage or perch in such highly developed areas.
west of the existing airfield.

(4)MITIGATION
Baldeaglesand peregrinefalconsoccuras
transients in the detailed study area. Aiq_n No significant impacts on threatened or
development related construction activities endangered species are expected as a result of the
are not expected to significantly affect proposed Master Plan Update alternatives.
nesting or wintering bald eagles. The only Therefore, no mitigation is required.
nesting pairs in the vicinity of the Airport are
located near Seahurst Park, approximately 2
miles west of the Airport and at Angle Lake,
located about 0.75 miles southeast of the
Airport. Consu'uction activities are not likely
to affect these nests because of their distance
fromthe site. Wintering populations of bald
eagles and peregrine falcons use shoreline
areas along Puget Sound for foraging and

Letterfrom DavidFrederick,USFWS,December 2' LetterfromDavidFrederick,USFWS,December
6, 1995. 6, 1995.
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CHAPTERIV,SECTION15

PUBLIC SERVICES AND UTILITIES

This section addresses the public services and are connected to the Airport water
utiliues serving the immediate Sea-Tac system. Oment water demand at the
International Airport vicinity, both on the Airport Airport is 172 million gallons per year.
and off the Airport, that would be affected by the By implementing recommended
proposed Master Plan Update alternatives, This conservation activities (see Appendix Q-
area (focus area) roughly corresponds to property B, Water Conservation Plan), annual
owned by the Port of Seattle and service areas water consumption is expected to decline
within nearbyjurisdictions, to about 166 million gallons per year by

2000. However, long-term water demand
Public services and utilities impacts include at the Airport is expected to increase with
minor effects on existing services for residences, the forecast increase in passenger traffic.
businesses, and other facilities displaced by Based on air traffic projections presented
ahemative Master Plan development. Major in this Final EIS and with implementation
utilities that would be relocated or protected in- of recommended conservation activities,
place are the Southwest Suburban Sewer Disuict, annual water consumption is forecast to
Miller Creek Interceptor, Seattle Water increase to about 213 million gallons per
Departmentmink line,Puget Power third yearby2010,and266 milliongallonsper
electrical service metering point, and US West year by 2020. Projected water demands
mink lines entering the Airport at S. 176thStreet. assume conservauon activities will
A variety of existing utility services, both on the reduce water consumption from the

Airport and off the Airport, would be abandoned, current rate of 8.2 gallons _er passengerThe extent of the off-airport abandonments to 7.0gallons perpussenger.
would depend on the area ultimately acquired to
complete the Master Plan Update development. Five water utility agencies serve the

Airport area. The five agencies are the
(1) METHODOLOGY Seattle Water Department, Water District

No. 20, Water District No. 49, Water
The analysis and information presented in this District No. 75 (I-Iighline), and Water
section included a review of published reports Dismct No. 125. Water lines within the
and consultation with the Portof Seattle.l'2' Airport are maintained by the Port using

water provided by Seattle Water
(2) FXISTING CONDITIONS Department. Most of the water facilities

in the detailed focus area consist of small
The following describes existing conditions at lines serving residential and other local
Sea-Tac and within adjacent service areas, users. There is, however, a major 36-

inch-diameter Seattle Water Department
(A) Utilities trunk line crossingthe focus area and

si£_ificant local fire protection trunk
The following summarize the existing water, lines within Airport property.
wastewater, solid waste, electrical, natural
resource, telephone, and cable TV services. Water Storage - The Port maintains

300,000 gallons of on-site storage in an
1. Water elew_t____reservoir at the northeast comer

of Airport property. Additional storage
The PUn serves as its own water district is available in the City of Seattle system;
for the majority of the Airport property, their 20-million-gallon Riverton Heights
with supplies obtained from the Cityof reservoiris locatedless than one mile
Seattle water system. No residential uses north of the Airport.

_' Seanle-Tacoma internatwnal Airport, Third Dependent
Runway, Preliminary F.ngu_ermg Report, HNTB, 1994.

2' Facilities lm,entory, Ma._er Plan Update Techracal Report _ C_.omprehtmame Water £yatem Pkm. Honon Dermis &
No. 4, P&D Aviation, 1994. Associates, August, 1991.
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Pumping System - The two 24-inch waste tream_nt plant. An overflow
ma_s that serve the Airport ate lagoon (approximately 4 million cubic
connected directly to the pump stations feet capacity) was also constructed in
and serve as suction headers for the 1977. Plant effluent is then piped to a
pumps. The pump station is located at point downstream from the Des Momes
the northwest corner of the intersection domestic sewage trealJnent plant, where
of Air Cargo Road and S. 161stSueet- it joins that plant's effluent and is

conveyed to Puget Sound.
The existing domestic pumping system is
insufficient m capacity to meet existing 3. _DelidWaste
and future system demands. Also, the
existing configuration (of pumping to the Solid waste collection services are
elevated reservoir for mbsequentgravity addressed in Chapter IV, Section 20,
flow to the distribution system) does not "Solid Waste", of this report.
provide the pressures desired under
normal operating requirements. Elevated 4.
areas of the Airport that are near the
elevated storage tank cannot be supplied Electrical power service to the Airport
from the tank and a separate pump is area is provided by Puget Sound Power
required to serve these facilities, and Light and Seattle City Light. Puget

Power maintains a mink distribution line
2. Waste Seweraee generally overhead along S. 176th Street,

12th Avenue S., and S. 160th Street.
Sanitary Waste -Four off-site sanitary This generally delineates the Puget
sewer utility agencies serve the Airport Power service area. From ,.no
vicinity. The agencies are the Southwest distribution line, there are also two Puc:,_
Suburban Sewer District, the Val "Cue Power services into the Airport prope_-
Sewer District, the Midway Sewer One service is the third electrical ser._=:
District, and the Rainier Vista Sewer metering point for the Airport, iocatec at
Dislrict. Sanitary waste is conveyed to the intersection of S. 176th Street and
the Midway and Val Vue Sewer Districts 12th Avenue S. The other service is a
for treatment before final discharge into feeder to the Airport Surface Radar
Puget Sound. The existingsystem is in (ASR) and Ah]x_ Surface Detection
good condition and is sized to accept Equipment (ASDE) navigation aids on
loads anticipated in the SeaTac the west side of the airfield.
Comprehensive Plan. Additionally, the
Port maintains sanitary sewer lines on Seattle City Light maintains overhead
Airport property. Two significant distribunon lines along S. 156th Way and
sanitary sewer mink lines also traverse 12th Avenue S. to S. 160th Street. There
the area west of the existing airfield, are no connections to on-airport services
One is the 27-inch diameter Miller Creek from the Seattle City Light lines in this
Interceptor, operated by the Southwest area.
Suburban Sewer District. The other is an

8-inch diameter Port sewer line carrying The emergency power system is a
sewage from the northeast Airport area to separate 4.16 kV system served normally
the Miller Creek Interceptor. through tie-breaker switch 52. This

system serves loads through ten
Industrial Waste - The Airport industrial emergency transformers in the Passenger
waste sewage system was designed and Terminal, Parking Terminal, and the
consm_cted to service 135 acres of paved North and South Satellites. Its primary
airport land. The system consists of a function is to provide back-up electrical
network of undergrmmd trunk sewers and power to the field lighting vault for all
surface gutters designed to collect fuel nmway and taxiway lighting.
spills and storm drainage from the
taxiways and apron areas for treatment. $.
Waste is held in the retention lagoons
(620,000 cubic feet total storage Natural gas service to the area is
capacity) before being treated in the provided by Washington Natural Gas.
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Gas mains exist along 12th Avenue S., 08) Pubfie Servks_
providing local residential gas service,
and on Airport property area providing Proposed development could also affect the
service m the Weyerhaemser hangar, provision of public services. The following
These mains are generally 1.25-inch and sections summarize the current fire and
2-inch diameters, emergency medical services.

There is a 6-inch gas line along Highway 1. Fire
99 that branches at 188th Street with
service west into Des Moines. The The Port Fire Depanrnent and the City of
Airport is served with branch lines from SeaTac provide fire protection to the
these mains at seven points with 4-inch A/rpon area. In general, the Port is
and 6-inch lines. Existing on-airport responsible for providing fire protection
lines can be extended to ar_ommodate services on Port-owned properties.
expansion. The demand on the mains is
dependent on a much larger service area. The Port F'weDepartment maintains one

f_ill-time fire stanon at the Airport, The
6. Telephone station is located north of the existing

North Satellite Building. The estimated
Telephone service in the Airport Area is response time to existing runways is
provided by US West Communications. under 3 minutes. Port has entered into
Telephone service to the Airport is mutual aid agreements and has back-up
provided by US West. AT&T serves the arrangements with local fire districts as
administration, and Collins provides well. Fire District 24 maintains a full-
automatic call distribution for Alaska_ time fire station at S. 200th Street and
Republic, Wien, and Western airlines 30th Avenue S.
reservations.

Fire stationsserving the area adjacent to
Off-Airport services, generally to the the Airport include the City of SeaTac
residential areas west of the Airport, are fire stations at Angle Lake (2929 S.
furnished by overhead lines. Major 200th Street); McMicken Heights (3521
telephone service to the Airport is S. 170th Street); and Riverton Heights
provided from the west. At one location, (3215 S. 152nd Street).
trunk lines enter Airport property near
the intersection of S. 176th Street and Airport Rescue and l=trefighting (ARFF)
12th Avenue S. These trunk lines consist facilities include a headquarters building,
of four cables (one fiber opticcable, one a rescue and firefighting training area,
1800-pair copper cable, one 1200-pair and several paved areas set aside for
copper cable, and one 200-pair copper maintenance and practice drills. The
cable). The lines serve the Airport and location of the existing ARFF station is
Akin tenants, and also carry near the middle of the Airport, where it
communications for three other US West provides adequate response to existing
offices (Cherry, Duwamish, and Des nmways and airport facilities. The
Moines). At a secondservicelocation, a existing ARFF headquarters building
US West mink line enters the Airport at houses all rescue and stmonua] response
Des Moines Way S. and S. 188th Street vehicles for the Airport and is located
and extends to the Main Terminal. 700 feet north of the North Satellite

concourseand approximately 1,100 feet
7. _:able Television east of existing Runway 16L/34R.

Cable television service in the Airport 2. Emer2encv Medical Services
area is provided by TCL Currently, TCI
maintains feeder lines along 12th Avenue The Port Fire Department, King County
S., S. 156th Way, S. 160th Street, and S. Paramedics, and private carriers provide
176th Street. emergency medical services to the

- Airport area. The Port Ftre Department's
medical aid unit is the first unit
dispatched in a medical emergency at the
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Airport. The department aid units are (3) _JTURE CONDITIONS
staffed with at least one certified
Emergency Medical Technician. The The following paragraphs discuss future impacts
emergency dispatcher (or the Fire associated with each of the Airport Master Plan
Department aid unit in contact with the Update alternatives. Generally, the demand for
dispatcher) may request a paramedic unit public services and utilities is expected to be the
depending on the degree of the same for all alternatives.
emergency. This determination is made
either before or after the Ftre Department (A) De-Nothin_ (Alternative 1)
aid unit arrives at the scene.

Air travel demand would grow as would the
Several paramedic units serve the Airport demand on publicservicesand utilities.
area. These include: Medical Unit No. 4 Because these services would remain as is in
located at approxi_atP-|y S. IS4th Street the future withouttheproposedMaster Plan
and Highway 99 (serving the City of Update improvements, the adequacy and
SeaTac area); Medic Unit No. 5, located safety of those services at Sea-Tat could be
at Valley Medical Center in Renton; and compromised.
Medic Units No. 6 and No. 8 located in

south King County. (B) "With Project" Alternatives
(Alternative 2, 3 and 4)

Transportation to area hospitals is
typically done by medic units, although Public services and utilities provided by
this depends on the seriou,mess of the nearby cities and others would be affected
accident. If the accident does not warrant slightly by changing airport demands. Local
medical unit transportation, then a jurisdictions' Comprehensive Plans are
private carrier is contacted (this enables formulated on the premise that local public
medical unit vehicles to respond to other services and utilities will have the capacity to
calls), accommodate futuregrowth and related

needs. The City of Se,aTac is in the process
3. Police of drafting concurrent requirements and has

established a process for siting major public
Police service for all Airport-owned facilities (see Section 2, '_LandUse").
property is provided by the Port of
Seattle Police Departm_t. The Police Many of the existing public utilities that
Department is headquartered at the Main serve residences, businesses, and other
Terminal Building and police facilities facilities in the acquisition areas would be
are scattered around the Airport and toud slightly impacted. These impacts take two
44),000 square feet. The current actual forms: (I) potential impacts to public
staff level is 61.4 full time officers. The services off-Airport that could occur if the
Police Department has a response time of facility providing the services was displaced
5 minutes to secm'ity checkpoints, or if there were some disruption in the flow

of service; and (2) impacts could occur if the
The Port of Seattle Police Department demand for certain public services decline as
has mutual aid agreements with local related properties are acquired.
jurisdictions and shares specialized
personnel with local police forces upon Based on the Master Plan Update
request. Currently there is a need for ahematives, there would he little impact to
additional police officers due to off-Airport, jurisdiction-provided services,
increased security demands at the either from displacement or interruption in
Airport.4' public services.

The "With Project" alternatives would
contribute to the need for additional Port of
Seattle police officers to serve the increased
geographical patrol area, including the new

" airport area added west of 12th Avenue South
to Des Moines Memorial Drive S. The

-_ Wilkinson.Tom, 1996. Port of S_mte Pofice Police Department has also noted the
Departme_personalcommunication,Jmmm'y5, 1996.
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difficulty of at.tying the proposed, new line would be under the emit of
parallel runway from its current Jocanon ano the north safety area for the new parallel
has suggested that a more cenwalized runway. Construction design and plans
location would be helpfud in reducing this would address mechanisms to avoid
potential impact..Y disruption of services during

development.
The Port of Seattle Police Depamnent also
has responsibility for adjacent roadways and Water: The existing 36-inch diameter
may be affected by potential u'affic volume Seattle Water Department trunk line
increases which could add to the need for crossing the airfield would be directly
additional staff members (traffic volumes impacted by the design for the new
would increase underthe Do-Nothing as well parallel runway. The actual length of the
as the "With Project" Alternatives). The water line affected would depend on the
Master Plan Updst_ehas identified an existing embankment slope design and would not
need for additional facilities space for police vary for any of the runway length
services. Planned improvements in facilities concepts.
would also be affected by the proposed North
Terminal expansion area (Alternative 3) ._f£_:i_tL___: The existing third
which could result in the need to replace service metenng point, located near S.
police servicefacilitiesplannedthere. 176th Street, would be relocated to

continue this service.
1. Utility Relocations

Telecommunications: The major US
Major utilities in and through the Master West telephone trunk lines entering the
Plan area that are recommended for airport near S. 176th Street would be
relocation (or protected in place where relocated south of the south end of the
possible) include the following: new parallel runway.

Sanitary Sewer:. Southwest Suburban 2. Utifitv Abandonments
Sewer District, Miller Creek Interceptor
and POS sewer line from northeast There are a variety of existing utility
airport area services, both on and off-airport, that

• Water. Seattle Water Department would likely be impacted. The extent of
mink line off-ai_ abandonments depends on the

final acqmsition area. Based on
• Electrical Power:. Puget Power third preliminary acquisition areas, the

electrical service metering point anticipated abandonments are
• Telephone: US West tnmk lines summarized below. These abandonments

entering airportat S. 176th Street. are expected to be the same for the 7,000
foot, 7,500 foot, and 8,500 foot new

The Southwest Suburban Sewer District, runway options.
Miller Creek Interceptor would be
affected by the embankment for the _lDJl_: Approximately 15,000
proposed new parallel runway, linear feet of existing 8-inch, 10-inch,
Abandoning the line without replacement and 12-inch diameter sanitary sewers;
is not feasible, because of the broad area Port of Seattle sewer for the
the line serves. Weyerhaeuser Corporation hangar.

An existing 8-inch-diameter, gravity Water. The following water mains
sewer line extends across the north would be impacted: Water District 20
Airport area from the intersection of 24th (4,300 linear feet of water mains); Water
Avenue S. and S. 154th Street to the District 49 (15,300 linear feet of water
Miller Creek Interceptor near Lora Lake. mains); Water District 125 (2,800 linear
Approximately 1,4(]0 linear feet of this feet of water mains).

._: Puget Power service to
5/ Wilkinson,Tom, 1996. Port of Seattle Pofice residential areas within property

Department,personal communicationwith Jeff acquisition areas would be impacted. NoBuckland,ShapiroandAssociates,January5, 1996.
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service disruptions to properties Airport area from the intersection of 24th
adjoining acquisition areas or to the Avenue S. and S. 154th Street to the
service provider would be affected. Miller Creek Interceptor near Lora Lake.

Approximately 1,400 linear feet of this
Teleohone Service: Service west of the line would be under the embankment of
Ai_rt is provided by US West overhead the north safety area for the new parallel
lines, and any service restoration or runway. Consumcuon design and plans
reconf'lguration to accommodate would address mechanisms to avoid
remaining users in s_luisition areas disru_on of services dm'ing
would be done by US West. development.

Fire: Because of vehicle response times Water:. The existing 36-inch diameter
to the new parallel runway, FAR Part 139 Seattle Water Department mink line
requirements, and because the Iraining crossing the airfield would be directly
area is located within the safety area for impacted by the design for the new
the new parallel runway, the existing parallel runway. The actual length of the
ARFF facifity may have to be relocated water line affected would depend on the
and a new building required. These embankment slope design and would not
facilities would be replaced in a way vary for any of the runway length
which enables the Port of Seattle to concepts. The Port of Sea_e would
contain its high respomiveness to critical coordinate with Seattle Water for
situations, relocation of the 36-inch Bow Lake line.

Relocation of the pipeline would comply
(C) Preferred Alternative (Alternative 3) with Seattle Water design requirements

and the Port would reimburse Seattle

The following summarizes the impacts Water forallreasonable costs associated
associated with the Preferred Alternative, with therelocation.
Alternative 3.

Electrical Svstfm: The existing third
1. _t/iit_ Relocafiom service metering point, located near S.

176th Street, would be relocated to
Major utifities m and through the Master continue this service.
Plan area that are recommended for
relocation (or protected in place where TelecommunicaC_onx: The major US
possible) include the following: West telephone tnmk lines entering the

airport near S. 176th Street would be
5anitar_ Sewer. Southwest Suburban relocated south of the south end of the
Sewer District, Miller C._ek Interceptor new parallel runway.
and POS sewer line from northeast
airportarea 2. Utllit'y _budoments

• Water: Seattle Water Department
trunkline There are a variety of existing utility

services, both on and off-airport, that
• Electrical Power: Puget Power third would likely be impacted.

electrical service meteringpoint

• Telephone: US West trunk lines Sanitary Scw_. Approximately 15,000
entering airport at S. 176th Street. linear feet of existing 8-inch, 10-inch,

and 12-inch diameter sanitary sewers;
The Southwest Suburban Sewer District, Port of Seattle sewer for the
Miller Creek Interceptor would be Weyerhaeuser Corporation hangar.
affected by the emt_nt-m_m for the
proposed new parallel runway. Water:. The following water mains
Abandoning the line without replacement would be impacted: Water District 20
is not feasible, because of the broad area (4,300 linear feet of water mains); Water
the fine serves. District 49 (15,300 linear feet of water

" mains); Water District 125 (2,800 linear
An existing 8-inch-diameter, gravity feet of water mains).
sewer line extends across the north
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_: Puget Power service to adequate flow and pressure; and replacing old
residential areas within property steel piping and loop dead.end mains.
acquisition areas would be impacted. No
service disruptions to properties If the embankment for the proposed new parallel
adjoining acquisition areas or to the runway is consu'ucted with a 55-degree slope or
service provider would be affected, retaining walls in locations critical to the Miller

Creek interceptor line, relocation of the line as a
Televhone Service: Service west of the result of increased vertical loading should not be
Airport is provided by US West overhead necessary. The final phases of engineering for
lines, and any service restoration or the Master Plan Update facilities should
re.configuration to accommodate determine the optimal design for this line.
remaining users in acquisition areas
would be done by US West. Some reconfignration of the Puget Power

distribution system may be needed to continue
Fire: Because of vehicle response times service to the residential area remaining west of
to thenewparallelrnnway, FARPart139 8th Avenue S. after abandonment of the
requirements, and because the training distribution lines to the east. Reconfignration of
area is located within the safety area for the City Light distribution system should not be
the new parallel runway, the existing required.
ARFF facility may have to be relocated
and a new building required. These Puget Power is proposing the addition of a
facilities would be replaced in a way switching station and substation at the Airport.
which enables the Port of Seattle to Additional substation capacity would be required
contain its high responsiveness to critical to serve the new commercial and industrial load
situations, associated with the Airport on the property south

of the Airport.
(4) CUMULATIV E IMPACTS

As is identified in Chapter In "Affected
Environment" a number of non-airport related
developments are planned in the airport vicinity.
These actions could increase demand for utilities
and public services in the airport area. However,
until specific project plans are completed for
these developments, the total cumulative impacts
can not be identified. The development of a SR
509/South Airport Access Road could have a
notable effect on utilities and public services.
Because a specificalignment for the roadway has
not been selected, its cumulative impacts can not
be identified.

(5) MITIGATION

Mitigation options for maintaining the water
service provided by the trunk line would include
protecting the existing pipe in-place with a cap
sm_cmre,or replacing the pipe with a parallel
line.

The Airport water system calls for the correction
of current system deficiencies that include:
improving the intertie with the Highline Water
District; replacing the on-site and Riverton
Heights Reservoir connections; installing large
capacity domestic pumps, which are sufficient to
meet current and projected demand and using a
direct connection to the Seattle system to provide
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 19

EARTH

This section describes existing topography, regarding geologic and soil conditions and
geology, soils, and sensitive b_7_rd areas sensitive b_rd areas within the detailed study
associated with the proposed Airport Master Plan area. Results of geotechnical investigations and
Update alternatives. Potential impacts on earth prelimimu'y engineering design analyses for
resources that could result from construction and projects included in the Master Plan alternatives
operation (including clearing, grading, have been summarized m this document_l/_ '
excavation, and fill placement), are evaluated and
potential mitigation measures identified. Source Substantial amounts of fill would be needed to
of fill materials, depth of fill placement, and construct the proposed airside and landside
methodsof placementand compactionalsoare improvement. Potenl_l sourcesof large
addressed.Actionsthatwouldoccurinsensitive amountsoffillhavebeenidentifiedon Portof
hazardareasareidentifiedanddescribed. Seattle-ownedpropertieson and adjacenttothe

Airport(on-site)as wellas off-siteproper_es.
The MasterPlanalternativeswould requirethe .Impactsto on-siteborrow sourceareasare
movementofthefollowingquantitiesofearth: includedinthissection.Becauseimpactstooff-

siteborrow sourceareashave alreadybeen
MillionCubicYards documented during the permitting process for

Alternative of Fill these facilities, they are not addressed in this
Alternative 1 (Do-Nothing) 2.4 document.

Alternative 2 23 (2) EXISTING CONDITIONS
Alternative 3 (PreferredAft) 23

Alternative 4 23 The following paragraphs summarize the existing
topography and geology.

Note:/Uternatives2, 3 and4 assumea newparallelrunway

witha lengthupto 8,500feet,locked2,500flwestof (A) TouocraohvRunway16L/34R.

Approximately 1725 million cubic yards of fill Sea-Tac Airport is located along a north-south trending ridge, with elevations
would be needed for a proposed 8,500-foot new decreasing to the west toward Puget Sound.
parallel runway. Preliminary investigations Exhibit IV.19-1 shows topography.
indicate that all of the required fill could be Elevations east of the Airport range fromobtained from a combination of Port of Seattle- about 325 to 450 feet above mean sea level
owned property, and off-site borrow sources. (MSL). Elevations just west of the Airport

range from about 250 to 400 above MSL, but
Two seismic hazardareas have been identified by drop to sea level within approximately two
the City of SeaTac on the site of the proposed miles. North and south of the Airport,
new parallel runway. They are small areas of
shallow, loose sediment that likely would liquefy elevations generally range from 125 to 400feet above MSL. From north to south,
during a seismic event. During constzuction this
sediment would be removed and replaced with elevation at the main runways ranges fromabout 420 feet 340 above MSL.
compacted fill.

Slopes along the east side of the Airport are
Erosion of exposed soils in areas of excavation, generally moderate. Slopes north and south
fill, and stockpile would occur during of the Airport are slightly steeper,
construction. The amount of erosion would particularly those associated with Des
depend on the design and implementation of an Moines Creek on the south end and Miller
Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan. Creek on the north end. The steepest slopes

(1) METHODOLOGY
. 1, Seattle.TacomaInternationalAirportThirdDependent

Methods used to prepare the discussion on earth R=mwayPrelhnmaryEngm_er_ngReport, HNTB,1994.
impacts included review of existing information 2' SouthAviationSupportArea FinalEI5.Portof Seattle.1994.
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in the detailed study area exist west of the is comprised of deposits from the Vashon
Airport and are associated with Miller Creek, glaciation. This ridge is dissected by
before the creek turns westward to drain into several swales and gulleys, which have
Puget Sound, and within two large swales been .partially filled as part of the
that drain westward toward that creek, extenswe grading performed during

initial consCuction of the airfield and
The South Aviation Support Area (SASA) is subsequent expansions. Deposits of the
located on a hiIIslope that generally slopes older Salmon Springs glaciation are
westward to Des Moines Creek. That creek exposed along the walls of _ and
is located along the eas_m margin of the river valleys.
SASA site, and separates it f_om the adjacent
airport. Elevation ranges from 425 feet to Surface geology typically encountered in
250 feet above MSL. Slopes from east to the vicinity of the Airport is described
west generally are moderatelysteep. Fill below.
material for the existing runway and taxiways

is located in the northwest corner of the site. • Lacustrine Devosits: These deposits
The fill is at an elevat/un of 340 feet, and has consist of peat, silt, and clay and
embankment slopes of 50 percent, typically occur in shallow

depressions overlying
The topography of the Des Moines Creek glaciolac_e sand and recessional
Technology Campus (DMCTC) site is gently outwash. These materials are
rolling with slopes that range from nearly generally not suitable fill or subgrade
level to about 6 percent. Des Moines Creek material.
flows just outside the northwest boundary of
the site. The creek ravine is about 70 feet * Recessional Outwash: This unit
deep and has side slopes of 40 to 60 percent, typically overlies Vashon till and
Elevation on the sites ranges from 275 to 350 partly fills depressions and former
feet above MSL. glacial channels. The predominant

type is a medium sand with localized
08) Geology deposits of coa_e sand and gravel.

• Glacial (Vashon) Till: This unit is
The existing geology and subsurface exposed at the ground surface or
conditions are described in the following underlies a variable thickness of
section. Recessional Ourwash. It typically

consistsof an unsortedmixture of

1. Re2ionalGeolot, v andStratizraph_ highly compacted sand, silt, and
gravel that is often cemented.

The Airport and vicinity are located • Kame Terrace Det_sits: A kame
within the Des Moines Drift Plain of the terrace is stratified drift that has been
Puget Lowland subprovince of the deposited between a glacier and an
Pacific Border physiographic province, a adjacent valley wall. It is comprised
north-south trending smsctural and of silty sand and gravel with lenses of
topographic depression bordered on the glacial fill and sand, silt, and clay.west by the Olympic Mountains and on
the east by the Cascade Mountains. • Advance Outwash: This unit

underlies the till and typically
The Puget Lowland physiographic consists of dense medium sand with
subprovince is underlain by Tertiary variable amounts of gravel. Advance
volcanic and sedimentary bedrock, which outwash deposits beneath the Vashon
is covered with Quaternary glacial and Till comprisethe uppermost aquifer
nonglacial sediments to the existing land in the Airport area.
surface. Deposits of at least four • Salmon Svrinas DriR: These
glaciations have been identified with the sediments range from fine-grained
Vashon period being the most recent lacustrine silts and volcanic ash to
(ending approximately 11,000 years ago). silty sand and gravel. This unit

includes glacial and non-glacial
The area around Sea-Tat occupies the sediments.
top of a north-south trending ridge, which
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2. Site SubsurfaeeCoudifiow- lower, west side of the SASA is
predominantly, recessional outwash that

Surface geology of the Airport ..ay--eah_ overlies glacial till. In some places, the
been modified by extensive graamg ano recessional outwash directly overlies
filling during conslruction of the original advance ourwash. Lacusu_ne deposits,
airfield and subsequent expansions. Fill chiefly silt and clay, occur in the vicinity
of variable thickness overlies native of Des Moines Creek near the western
deposits over most of the Airport margin of the site. Fill materialassociated with the south end of the

The site of the proposed new parallel Airport covers the northwest comer of
runway is primarily underlain by till, the site. Shallow (perched)groundwater
often with a thin covering of recessional occm's on the site at depths of 10 to 28
outwash._ Perched groundwater occurs feet below ground surface.
during the winter wet season at depths of
5 to 15 feetbelow groundsurface, and Surfacegeologyon theDMCTC siteis
permanent groundwater occurs in primarily glacial till. Recessional
advance outwash at a depth of 27 feet outwash overlies the till in the northwest
(300 feet above MSL). Fill material comer of the site. Shallow groundwater
ranging from 15 to 42 feet thick overlies occurs in wetland areas and in localized
the native soils at two locations within areas of perched groundwater above the
this area: one is located south of S. 176th till.
Slreet, and the second is located west of
the airfield and north of S. 168th Street. (C) Soils
The fill is of variable quality and
consi_ency and contains variable Soils in the portion of the study area south of
amounts of asphalt and cement concrete S. 192nd Street are identified in the 1973
and wood debris. It is not likely to be King Cowtty Soil Survey as belonging to the
suitable subgrade material. Isolated Alderwood Soil Association. _ Soils north of
lenses of perched groundwater occur S. 192nd Street were not mapped during the
within the fill. Soft, wet soil and 1973 soil survey, but were identified as
recessional outwash silt, ranging from 5 Alderwood soils in a 1952 soil survey.f
to 20 feet thick, occur within swales that However, since that survey, much of that area
extend across the proposed new parallel has been excavated and covered with varying
runway site. These materials have low thickness of fill.
bearing capacity and compressibility, and
are generally not suitable fill or subgrade The Alderwood Soil Association consists of
material. Similar low bearing-capacity moderately well drained, undulating to hilly
soils are expected to occur at the north soils that have dense, very slowly permeable
end of the north safety area embankment, glacial till at depths ranging from 20 to 40

inches. The association is comprised of
Surface geology on the higher, east side about 85 percentAlderwood soils, 8 percent
of the SASA is primarily advance Everett soils, and 7 percent less extensive
out'wash sand that is underlain by a thick soils. The Alderwood Association occurs as
stratum of dense gravels.g Glacial fill large tracts on uplands and terraces in both
overlies the advance outwash in the the northern and southern parts of King
northeast and southeast corners of the County. It occupies approximately 52
site. About 30 feet of fill has been placed percent of the soil survey area in King
on the Seattle Christian School property, County.
which is located in the southeast corner
of the site. The fill is comprised of The Alderwood soil series is made up of
various materials including glacial till, moderately well drained soils that have a
concrete rubble, and other debris. The "weakly consolidated" to "strongly

consolidated" substratum at a depth of 24 to

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport Third
Dependent Runway Preliminary Engineering
Report. HNTB, 1994: ._ Soil Survey of King County Area , Washington,

USDA Soil ConservationService. 1973._1 Seattle-Tacoma International Airpprt Third
Dependem Runway Preliminary Engineering f_ Soil Survey of King County Area , Washington,
Report, HNTB, 1994. USDA Soil ConservationService, 1952.
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40 inches. These soils have formed under K/rig County Soil Survey._ The area
conifers on glacial uplands. Slopes are located south of S. 192 Slreet is within
convex and generally range from 0 to 30 the limits of the soil survey. Within this
percent, hut range as steep as 70 percent, area, King County and the City.of SeaTac
Slopes gre_ter than 15 percent are considered have identified erosion hazard areas
an erosion hazard, along segments of Des Moines Creek.

Because the study area located north of
The Everett soil series is made up of S. 192 Slreet, including the site of the
somewhat excessively drained soib that are proposed new parallel runway, is outside
underlain by very gravelly sand at a depth of the limits of the soil survey, no erosion
18 to 36 inches. These soils formed in very hm_nl areas have been identified in this
gravelly recessional outwash deposits, under area by King County or the City of
conifers. They exist on terraces and terrace SeaTac. The embankments along the
fronts and are gently undulating and west side of the existing airfield could
moderately steep with slopes ranging from 0 potentially be an erosion ha-_rd area,
to 30 percent. Slopes greaterthan 15 percent however.
have a moderate to severe rating for erosion
b_rd. 2. Landslide Hazard

The less extensive soils in this association In landslide-sensitive areas, unstable or
occur in depressions or on terraces along potentially unstable conditions increase
small streams. These soils, mostly the the risk of a slope failure. Criteria used
Norma, Bellingham, Orcas, Shalcar, and for determining landslide sensitivity
Seattle soil series, have impeded drainage include slope percentage and gradient,
and are subject to flooding. There are soil type, character of underlying
substantial areas of Kitssp soils, which have stratigraphic units, presence of springs or
a silty substratum, in the major valleys, seepage, and type of vegetative cover.

No landslide hazard areas have been
(D) Hazard Areas identified in the study area by King

County or the City of SeaTac. Fill
The City of SenTac and King County have material on the Seattle Christian School
ordirm_cs regulating the use and property within the SASA site may be a
development of environmentally sensitive landslide hazard; the hazard potential of
areas and have developed map folios this fill has not been verified.£_l'During a
indicating hazard areas within their stream survey of Miller Creek (Appendix
jurisdictions.2 _ For Earth resources, baird F of the Draft EIS), a recent
areas would include erosion hazard, landslide slump/landslide scar was identified on
hazard, and seismic b_l. The extent of the left bank (looking downstream) of
these h,._,,.,d areas in the vicinity of the Miller Creek, near its confluence with the
Airport are shown in Exhibit IV.19-2. Burien Lake tributary.

1. F,,12mLggJhlEd 3..seismic Hazard

Erosion h-_,'d areasaredefined by King Sezsmic ha-ards include ground shaking
County and the City of SeaTac as areas and associated ground failure (including
with soil types that have been rated by landslides), soil liquefaction, and surface
the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) as fault rupture resulting directly from
having severe to very severe erosion earthquakes. The Puget Lowland
hazard. Because this definition is based physiographic subprovince is a
on SCS soils classification, the County seismically active region and historically
and City sensitive-areas studies identify has experienced thousands of
erosion h_-and areas only in portions of earthquakes. This has led to the
the county that have been covered by the designation of the subprovince in the

ff SoilSurveyof King CountyArea, Washington.USDA
7./ $ens_eAre_Ord_mc_,KJngCmmly, 1990. SoilCeme_ationService,1973.
IV EnvironmentaUySe_l/ve Areal Ordbmnce,City of J-_ SouthAviationSupportArea FinalElS. Portof Seattle,

SeaTac,1994. 1994.
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Uniform Building Code for Puget Sound the total wetland impacts). Four borrow sites
as a zone 3 for seismic risk on a scale of are located south of the Airport and two are
1 (lowest) to 4 0aighest). llt No evidence located to the north. Additionally, some of
has been reported that shows a fault trace the required fill could be supplied by the
across the project area,_,v. Although the excavation of SASA.
Airport is in proximity to the Seattle
fault, which is rtco_aized as seismically 1. Borrow Source Arcs 1
active, the relationship between the
Seattle fault and seismic activity in the Area 1 is an approximately l lO-acre

vicinity off the Airport remains former residential area within the south-unccrtain.U runway protection zone of the existing
runways. The area slopes gently to

Seismic hazard areas are defined by King moderately to the northwest, toward Des
County and the City of SeaTac as areas Moines Creek. Elevation ranges from
subject to seven= risk of earthquake 250 to 350 feet above MSL. A small
damage as a result of seismically induced portion of the north side of Area I is
settlement or soil liquefaction. These mapped as a seismic ba_,,-d area. An
conditions occur in areas underlain by erosion bs,_,-d area for this area is
cohcsionless soils of low density usually mapped in the southwest comer of the
in association with a shallow site (Exhibit IV.19-2). No landslide
groundwater table. Such conditions are h_-_rds have been identified on the site.
found in areas of recent river, lake, or
beach deposits, and areas of artificial fill Higher elevations of Area 1 arc underlain
Several seismic h_rd areas have been by glacial till. In places, the till has a
identified inthesmdyareabytheCounty thin mantle of silty sand fill and
and the City of ScaTac. These areas recessional outwash. Lower elevations in
occur in lacusU'ine deposits and along the northern and western parts of the site
segments of Miller, Walker, and Des art underlain by recessional outwash. At
Moines Creeks. Two seismic b_,_,d the ex'a'eme northern end of the site, the
areas occur on the site of the proposed outwash is overlain by organic silt
new parallel runway, lacustrine deposits. Advance outwash

was encounte_-d boneath the till and
('E)Borrow Source Areas recessional outwash. Depth to

groundwater ranges from 30 to 49 feet
Preliminary evaluation of potential borrow below ground surface (bgs). Seasonally
source areas indicates tha_ a substantial perched groundwater occurs at depths of
portion of the anticipated fill needs could be up to 7 feet in recessional outwash that
obtained from six sites on Port-owned overlies glacial till, and at a depth of 4
L_o.perties on and adjacent to the Airport.L_ feet in the lacustrine deposits.

The sites, labeled Areas 1 through 5, and
Area 8, total approximately 335 acres. 2. Borr0wSourceAnm2
Potential on-site borrow source area locations
are shown in Exhibit IV.19-1. As is noted Area 2 is an approximately 20-acre site
in Section 11 "Wetlands", maximum use of of mostly undeveloped land situated
these on-site borrow areas would result in north ofS. 216th Stre__ 15th and
21.3 acres of wetland impacts (about 74% of 16th Avenues. Slopes art gentle to

moderate to the northwest, becoming
steeplysloping in the ex1_eme northwest

11: Ua/form Bu/_aS Code, lammational C.ong_.ssof comer near Des Moin_ Creel
BuildingOfficiais,1988. Elevations range from 175 to 275 feet

12/ ._mo_¢ton_ Map of t_ Puset Soan_ Re_o_ above MSL, with the majority of the site
w=_r,_o,, Gow=, H. D., J. C. Yotmt,and IL S. being at or above 225 feet above MSL.Crosson,198S.U.S.G.S.MapNo.1-1613.

13/ Personal communicationwith Steve Palmer,U.S. An erosion baird area associated with
Geoiog/calSurvey,OlympiaOffice,September8, 1995. the Des Moines Creek Ravine is mapped

.l_ 5earde-Tacomaln_,natwnal AirportThirdDependent along the northern margin of the site.
RwlwayPrelimmaryEnsmeeringReport,HNTB,1994. NO seismic or landslide haTard$ have

1.Y DraftBorrow5ourceStudy,ProposedNew Roadway, been identified on the site.
._aale-Tacoma lmernmwnal Airport, SeaTac,
Washington,AGI,April,1995.
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Surface geology is predominantly glacial northern part of the site. Groundwater
fill. Till thickness ranges from 17 to 31 conditions on the site are highly variable.
feet. Up to 13 feet of recessional Groundwater was encountered in the
outwash overlies the till in the southern advance outwash and perched on top of
portion of the site. Advance outwash the pre-Vashon drift, ranging in depths
underlies the till throughout the site. from 10to 100 feet bgs.
Depth to groundwater ranges from 34 to
39 feet bgs. No perched groundwater 5. Borrow Source Area 5
was encountered during drilling
performed in December, 1993 and Area 5 is approximately 60 acres of
November, 1994. vacant and cleared former residential

property situated immediately north of
3. BorrowSoureeArea3 SR-518, south of 146th Slreot, and west

of 24th Avenue S. The site slopes
Area 3 is an approximately 60-acre moderately to the southwest, toward SR-
former residential area that is within the 518. Elevation ranges from 275 to 475
fenced security portion of the Airport feet above MSL. A landfill is located in
runway protection zone. Des Moines the north part of Area 5. A seismic
Creek Park is located immediately south ht/ah-d area is rapped along the
of Area 3. Elevations range from 250 to southwestern bmmdaxy of the site. No
350 feet above MSL, sloping gently to landslide or erosion hazard areas are
moderately to the southeast. Moderate to identified by King County or the City of
steep slopes occ_ in the sow/n.central SeaTac.
portion of the site, in an area that appears
to be a former borrow site. Abandoned The site is underlain by glacial till that
playing fields east of the site also appear extends to depths of 57 to 103 feet before
to have been used as a former borrow contacting the underlying advance
source, outwash. Recessional outwash up to 10

feet thick and fill material overlie the till
Recessional outwash blankets Area 3. It in places. The landfill material ranges
occurs to depths more than of 49 feet in from 7 to 17 feet thick and is comprised
the southern part of the site, but is of silty sand to sandy silt with asphalt,
underlain by glacial till at depths of about concrete, and wood construction debris.
10 feet in the northern part of the site. The landfill also is reported to contain
Permanent groundwater occurs between 50,000 to 70,000 cubic yards of
34 and 87 feet. No seismic or landslide petroleum hydrocarbon-contaminated
baTards have been identified on the site. slreet sweeping material. The flu is

underlain by 4 to 17 feet of recessional
4. Borrow Source Area 4 outwash which, in turn, is underlain by

glacial till. Depth to groundwater ranges
Area 4 is an approximately 40-acre area from ll0 to 118 feet bgs. In places,
on an undeveloped wooded hill situated perched groundwater occurs in
west of Tyee Valley Golf Course, which recessional outwash on top of the till.
is immediately south of Sea-Tac. The top
of the wooded hill is about 395 feet 6. Borrow Souree Aren 8
above MS/,. The site slopes moderately
to steeply down all sides of the hill. No Area 8 is an approximately 55-acre site
seismic, erosion, or landslide bA=,Ard that has been used in the past for both
areas are identified by King County or borrow and fill disposal. It is located
the City of SeaTac. between S. 154th Street and SR 518,

immediately north of the existing
Till was encountered along the east slope runways. A moderate to steep slope
of the hill. Till thickness averages about extends northward down from S. 154th
20 feet. The hilltop and the west and Slxeet to the site. The slope becomes
north slopes appear to be underlain by gently sloping further to the northwest,
advance outwash that0ccurs at depths of toward Lake Reba. Elevations range
llS feet on the hilltop. Pre-VashondriR from 270 to 375 feet above MSL,
underlies the advance outwash in the althoughmostof the site is at or below
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325 feet above MSL. An area designated for retaining wall construction and about
as a seismic baird is located along the 20,000 cy of material would be needed to
northeastern boundary of the site. No complete grading for the 34L runway safety.
erosion or landslide hazard areas are area.
identified by King County or the City of
SeaTac. Approximately 192,000 to 529,000 cubic

yards of material would be excavated for
A steep slope in the southeast corner of consu'uction of the Des Moines Creek
Area 8 appears to be largely comprised of Technology Campus (DMCTC) site,
fill. Numerous small piles of debris are depending on the grading option selected.J-2r
located immediately south of Lake Reba. Some of this material could be used on-site as
Surface water and shallow groundwater backfill. Approximately II,000 to 518,000
associated with Lake Reba occur in the cubic yards of excess material would be
northernlow-lying portionsof the site, generated.
and about 20.7 acres of the site is

wetland.The easternportionofthesite Extensiveearthworkwould be requiredto
has a substantialthicknessof fillthat preparethe SRS09/SouthAccessroadbeds
contains large pieces of asphalt and for construction. Between 3.7 and 7.5 miles
concrete debris. Till occurs in the of new roadway and impervious surface area
southwest corner of the site to depths of could be created, depending on the selected
about 12 feet. Advance outwash alternative, At its maximum extent, the
underlies the till and fill material. Depth SR509 corridor would cross erosion and
to groundwatervaries from about 6 to 35 landslide hazard areas associated with Des
feet bgs. Moines Creek, Masse), Creek, and the north

and southforksof McSorleyCreeks.Two
7. Other On-Site Sources additional erosion h_rd areas, and up to

five seismic baird areas could be Iocate_
It is anticipated that the Port of Seattle within the proposed alignments.H
will investigate the availability of Approximately 3.2 to 4.2 million cubic yards
additional borrow source sites on other of material would be excavated during
current or future Port-owned land. Such construction of the SR 509/South Access
sites could include the South Aviation road project, depending on the alternative
Support Area (SASA), where material selected. Between 3.2 and 8.6 million cubic
could be excavated, and then replaced yards of fill would be required, for
through a landfill=type operation. Prior embankment and roadbed conslruction.J2
to the use ofthismaterial, the Port would
comply with all requisite environmental (B) AlternaOve 2 (Central Terminal)
analysis.

Impactson earth resourcesasa resultofthe
(3) FUTURE CONDITIONS "With Project" alternatives would include

changes to topography, construction in
The following sections summarize the impacts of seismic hA_,rd areas, and soil erosion.
the four Master Plan Upd_*__alternatives on earth Measures to control erosion during
resources, consWuction could be required to comply

with stateand applicable local regulations.
(A) Do-Nothin_ fAltelmative t) Tnms_rtafion-system impacts related to

Wansport of fill materials are addressed in the
As is identified in the Final EIS for the South
Aviation Support Area (SASA),
approximately 2.38 million cubic yards (racy)
of fill would be excavated from the SASA 12, Portof .Y_ttleDesMoinesCruet7edmlogy Camp_a

s!te to ,col_plete the approved preferred DrtOE/S, CH2MHIIA_I995.alternative. About 2.16 mcy could be used lip SR..5Og/$outhAccess Road Corr_or EIS Phase 11
as backfill on the site. About 300,000 cubic S_dy Geology D_c_vline Report, Shapiro and

Associates,Inc.,Mmv.h,1995.
yards (cy) of imP0rted fill would be needed 2_ Dr_ ._nvironmemalImpactStatementandSection400

EmlumWn, SR 509/Somh Access Road Corridor
Project. U.S. Departmentof TransponmionFederal

d._ FinalEnvironmentallmpa_ Statemen:,SouthAvmtwn Highway Administrationand Washington State
SupponArea,Portof Seaulc,March,1994 DepartmentofT_on, December,1995.
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Chapter IV, Section 23 "Construction develop the airfield level facilities of the
Impacts" of this report. SASA as currently proposed. Sixteen

potential off-site borrow sources have
1. Borrow Requirements been identified that could supply the

remaining volumes of required fill._&'
The most extensive earthwork associated
with the Master Plan alternatives would Cons_ction of terminals, airport support
occur from the proposed new parallel facilities, utilities, and roads would occur
runway, the 600-foot _ion of in developed areas that previously have
Runway 16L/34R, runway safety area been excavated and filled. Relative_
improvements, and site preparation of the minor amounts of fill would be required
SASA. These elements of each "With for their commtction and could be
Project" alternative would require a total supplied by off-site borrow sources.
of approximately 23 million cubic yards
of compacted fill (Table IV.19-1) with As described in Section 11 "Wetlands",
approximately 17.25 million cubic yards the diutdvantage of using the on-site
for an 8,500-foot new runway, 2.4 borrow areas could be the impact of
million cubic yards for extension of about 2.4 acres of wetland. However, as
Runway 16/34R; 0.98 million cubic yards is discussed in Section 23
for the runway safety area improvements; "Construction", if these borrow areas are
and 2.38 million cubic yards to level the not used, an increase in off-airport truck
SASA in preparation for support facility trips would be required to import fill to
conslruction. The 7,500-foot and new Sea-Tat Airport.
parallel runway options are eslimatad to
require 13.52 and 16.77 million cubic 2. Excavation and Fill Placement
yards of fill, respectively. Cut and fill
estimates for the aircraft apron area, The following sections summarize the
additional tax/ways, and relocation of S. excavation and fill placement associated
156th Way are not available at this time, with each of the major construction sites.
but are not expected to be of the
magnitude of the other airfield projects, a. New Pgrallel Runway

Preliminary es;imate__ indicate that The aerial extent of runway
approximately 3.1 million cubic yards of excavation and construction is shown
the required fill could be generated on Exhibit IV.19-1. The new
during excavation of the new runway runway site would first be stripped of
site, and approximately 2.16 million all vegetation and topsoil.
cubic yards of fill could be generated Subsurface material over most of the
during SASA site excavation site is primarily till and recessional

outwush that has moderate to good
Approximately 17.73 million cubic yards bearing capacity, low to moderate
of additional fill would be needed, compressibility, and is suitable
Preliminary evaluation of potential on- subgrade material. Over-excavation
site borrow source areas indicates that 4 of unsuitable subgrade materials
to 8 million cubic yards of the required beneath the proposed new runway,
borrow could be obtained from Port- taxiways, and embankment toes
owned properties on and adjacent to the would be required, however. Over-
Airport. Resource verification would be excavation would include 10 to 20
necessary to confirm availability, feet of soft soils in swaies that cross
quantity, and quality of fill materials at the new runway and north safety
each potential on-site borrow soume area, area; two existing fills, ranging from
however. The borrow potential of 15 to 42 feet thick; and, potentially,
additional current or future Port-owned soils in wetland areas (as shown in
properties also may be evaluated. Exhibit IV.II-2). Temporary
Additional fill could be excavated from conu'ol of groundwater would be
the SASA property for cons_ction of
the new parallel runway. This material
would have tO be replaced, however, to 2Jr $eartle.TaeomalntemariomffA_rponThirdDependent

RunwayPreliminaryEngineeringR_on, HNTB.1994.
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needed in the swale and wetland Fill zones may be used to ma.,dmize
areas. Over-excavation materials use of on-site fill and produce a new
would be either distributed over the runway that would have acceptable
infill area or disposed of at approved _gth, compressibility, and long-
disposal s/tes, term fill settlement. Three general

zones are proposed:
Additional site preparation would
include keying and benching along • Zone A. High suength and low
the existing embankment to create a compressibility would be
stable fill ba_ where the existing required to a depth of 5 feet
grades slope beneath the proposed below runway and taxiway
new runway embankment, pavement subgrade. High
Sm.-amfiow within the swales that quality, import select fill should
cross the proposed site would need to be used in this zone to achieve
be intercepted and controlled to consistent,high compaction.
protect embankment fill stability. • Zone B. Moderate strength and
Subdraius should also be installed low compressibility would be
behind any reinforced earth slopes required at depth beneath the
and walls, runway and taxiways, and for

construction of reinforced earth
The new runway would require slopes. Import select fill or on-
construction of an extensive fill site fill may be used in these
embankment to establish the areas to provide consistent,
proposed runway and runway safety moderate to moderately high
area grades. Upon completion, compaction.
runway grades would range from 410
feet above MSL at the north * Zone C. General compacted fill

with moderate sutngth andthreshold to 350 feet above MSL at
the south threshold. To establish compressibility would be
these grades, fill thickness would acceptable for the infill zone ofthe embankment between anyrange up to approximately 160 feet at
the maximum depth, with typical reinforced earth slopes and the
depths ranging between 30 and l O0 runway and taxiway fill zones.
feet. Cutsinexisting grade of up to Because more variable, low to
20 feet would be required, moderate compaction is

acceptable in Zone C, on-site fill
could be used.

Onreinforced fill slopes no steeper

than 2 horizontal to 1 vertical are Embankment settlement could result
recommended for most of the safety from settlement of the underlying
area embankment west of the new native soils, settlement of
parallel runway. The fill would be embankment fill during placement
placed in layers using common due to self weight, and post-consWaction techniques. Reinforced
earth embankments, allowing placement settlement of fill due to
embankroent slopes of up to 55 creep and inundation.

degrees from the horizontal, could be Over the long-term, differential
used along portions of the west settlement of the new parallel runway
embankment, where practical, to and taxiway pavements would occurminimize encroachment onto
adjacent areas. Construction of in proportion to variations in fill
reinforced embankments involves thickness along the alignment.
establishing a zone of moderately Differential settlement criteria for the
well-compacted fill with layers of runway pavement is limited to less
steel or polymer reinforcement, than 0.5 inch in 50 feet. Based on
Retaining walls would be used currently proposed new runway

elevations and corresponding fill
wherever --practical to minimize thickness, it appears feasible that the
encroachment on SR 509. proposed fill zones can achieve the

required differential settlement
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criteria over runway alignment and b. _l_unwavExtension and Safety
the runway and taxiways. Mitigating Area
measures may be necessary to meet
differential settlement criteria in Conswaction of fill embankments
areas where there are large changes would be needed for the proposed
in fill thickness over relatively short extension of Runway 34R and safety
distances, which could occur in the area. Approximately 3.38 million
vicinity of the existing fill slope cubic yards of fill would be needed
south of S. 176th Sueet, and where for embankment consmtction. Upon
the proposed parallel taxiway would completion, the elevation of the
straddle the existing airfield runway and safety area would be
embankment north of S. 170th Street. about 340 feet above MSL.

Runway construction is scheduled for Site preparation, conslruction
completion by the year 2001. To requirements, fill placement, fill
meet this schedule, year-round settlement, and seasonal consmJction
construction of the embankment may restrictions would be similar to those
be necessary. Import-select fill has described for the new runway.
low moisture umsitivky and can
generally be used during wet c. s_,SA Site
weather. The majority of on-site
borrow source materials is The SASA would require extensive
moderately to highly moisture- earthwork to prepare the site for
sensitive because of its high frees paving and consuuction of Airport
content. This material would not be support facilities. The fmished area
suitable for year-round construction would be approximately 80 acres
in fill zones requiring consistent, with a totalpaved area of about 56
moderate to high compaction, acres. The excavation and
Construction sequencingcould be constructionareafootprint is shown
established to use all-weather in Exhibit IVA9=I. The footprint
consm_ctionmaterial from off-site area would be leveled to grades of
sources in these areas during the about 0.7 percent by excavating the
winter months. It should be feasible higher eastern side of the site and
to achieve low to moderate filling the lower west side of the site.
compaction with on-site borrow Des Moines Creek would be
material during the wetter winter relocated to the east. Post-
months, conslxuction elevation would be

about 450 feet above MSL. Fills up
Four stockpile sites have been to 70 feet thick and cuts up to 60 feet
identified on Port property near the would be necessary to achieve the
new runway site. These four sites, proposed grades. Because
identified as Stockpile Sites AB, C, J, groundwater has been observed at
and 0 on Exhibit IV.19-1, have a depths of less than 10 feet below
total estimated stocl_ile capacity of ground surface, dewatering would be
580,000 cubic yards.t1' required in some areas during

excavation.

Approximately 2.38 million cubic
yards of material would be
excavated, most of which could be
used on-site as compactedbackfill.
About 022 millioncubicyardsof
topsoiland other material not
suitablefor fillwould need to be

disposed of either on Port property
" for therunwaysafetyareaor off-site

211 Sea-rachue_Airpon,DesifnDevelopmem at a pre-approved disposal site.
for a NewRunway,DraftFillMaterialStockpileSite
5_udy,HNTB,December,1994
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A series of retaining walls would be walls, pipe trenches, and other
constructed around the site. A structures.
reinforced earth wall is proposed for
the west side of the site. The walls During .excavation, shallow
would have a maximum height of 90 groundwater likely would be
feet, and would be constructed in encountered in wetland areas and in
tiers about 30 feet in height with a localized areas of perched
30-foot setback to the next tier. A groundwater above the till.
permanent tieback pile wall would be Trenching and sump pumps could be
necessary on the east side of the site. used to control perched groundwater.
The tieback walls would have a Pm'manent drainage systems may be
maximum height of 63 feet and needed in wetlands and low-lying
would be nearly vertical. Import fill areas to maintain stability, of fill
would be needed to construct the slopes and retaining slrucmres.
reinforcedearthwall as on-siteflu is
unsuitable for this purpose because e. Airport Area.
of its high moisture sensitivity.

Conswdction of facilities within the
d. Des Moines Creek Technolo_ airfield, terminal, and support facility

Campus areas would require .minor amounts
of earthwork relative to construction

The technology campus would be of other elements included in the
considered on 54 acres of the 90- "With Project" alternative. Because
acre site. This site is a large portion constructionwould occur in nearly
of the Borrow Area 1 already level, developed areas that have
identified. As identified in the Draft previously been excavated and filled,
EIS for the Des Moines Creek required amounts of excavation and
Technology Campus, two grading fill, and consequent changes to
options are under consideration, existing topography, are expected to
Grading Option A would conform to be small.
the existing topography as closely as
possible. Approximately 192,000 f. Borrow Source Areas
cubicyardsof material would be
excavated, most of which could be On-site borrow source areas likely
used on-site as compacted backfill, would be used to the maximum
Approximately 10,000 cubic yards of extent possible to minimize off-site
excess material would need to be borrow source area utilization.
disposed of either on Port property or Deposits on the sites were divided
at an approved disposal site. Under into soil units, and samples from each
Grading Option B, the hilly terrainof unit were analyzed to evaluate their
the site would be leveled and finished suitability for use as fill material and
grades would more closely match the to develop preliminary design
lower elevations of the northwest criteria. In general, the majority of
corner of the site. Approximately potential fill material from on-site
529,000 cubic yards of material borrow source areas would be
would be excavated; II,000 cubic derived from recessional outwash,
yards of this could be used on-site, till, and advance outwash deposits.
Approximately 518,000 cubic yards Fill derived from advance outwash
of excess material would be and recessionaloutwash deposits
generated. These cut and fill would likely be less moisture-
estimates assume that all on-site sensitive than material derived from
material is suitable for reuse. Most till deposits. The maximum borrow
of the excavated material would be soil volume (in place) was estimated
glacial till, however. Till has limited for each on-site source area. These
use for general site grading and estimates are based on a maximum
cannot be used for structural backfill, cut of 10 feet above the water table
Imported select fill would be required or to the pre-Vashon drift across each
for backfill around footings, retaining area; a minimum 30-foot-wide buffer
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from adjacent property lines; and cut which could result in the removal
slopes at 2:1 (horizontal:vertical). of up to 2.2 million cubic yards
Other assumptions specific to of material. Both estimates
individual borrow source areas are assume no material would be
discussed below, excavated within the SR509

corr/dor.

The following borrow estimates are • Area 5. About I.I million cubic
based on in-place soil volumes on the yards of fill material could be
borrow sites. Volumes of the in- obtained using a uniform 15-foot
place material may either increase or cut. Up to 1.75 million cubic
decrease after excavation, placement, yards of material may be
and compaction. The amount of fluff excavated using a maximum cut
(increase) or compression (decrease) of 35 feet in places. Peu_leum
varies with the soil material type and hydrocarbon-contaminated fill
the degree of compaction after that occurs on the site is included
placement. Fluff and compaction in these estimates.
factors are expected to range from
+12% to -9%, respectively, for • Area 8. About 20.7 acres of
material obtained from the on-site wetland occur on the site.
borrow source areas._4 Additionally, the site is located

near the Lake Reba detention
• Area 1. About 2.3 million cubic facility. To avoid impacts on

yards of material could be wetlands and the lake, no
obtained using a uniform 15-foot material will be excavated from
cutand no material is removed Area 8.
from the DMCTC site. Deeper
cutsof up to 45 feeton portions 3. HazardAreas
wouldresult in theremovalofup
to 4.0 million cubic yards of Under Alternative 2, excavation and
material. Excavation of the low- construction would occur in areas that
lying area at the north end of the have been identified as seismic hazards
site was not included in the by the City of SeaTac (Exhibit IV.19-
estimates because of the likely 2).2ZJ Soils in seismic h*,=rd areas are
occurrence of shallow prone to liquefaction during an
groundwater. The current plans earthquake, which could result in vertical
for this site call for the removal displacement of embankments and
of up to 500,000 cubic yards, pavement. Two of these areas are

located on the SASA. Geutechnical
• Areas 2. About 330,000 cubic analysis of soils in these areas indicates

yards fill material could be thatthesesoils would not liquefy during
obtained using a uniform 15-foot a seismic event and these areas,
cut. Deeper cuts appear feasible therefore, do not pose a seismic bAT_,d.Z_
and could provide up to 650,000 Two seismic hazard areas occur on the
cubic yards of fill material, site of the proposed new parallel runway.

• Area 3. Excavation depths of 0 Geotecimicai investigations indicate
to 30 feet at the south end of these seismic hazards are loose, saturated
Area 3, and 0 to 55 feet at the sediment, about 5 to 20 feet deep, that
north end could produce up to likely would liquefy during a seismic
2.9 million cubic yards of event. During runway construction, the
material, sediment would be removed and replaced

• Area 4. About 300,000 cubic with compacted fill Seismic hazard
yards fill material could be areas also occur on Borrow Source Areas
obtained using a uniform 15-foot 1, 5, and 8. Excavated cut slopes in these
cut. Deeper cuts up to 30 feet
may be feasible west of the
proposed SR509 right-of-way, 2_ EnvironmemallySensitiveAreas Map Folio, City ofSeaTar_1991.

2P SouthA_tion 5appon Arm FinalF,IS. Pon of Seattle,
221 DraftBorrow5ourceArea5_y, AGI,April.1995. 1994.
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areas would be prone to failure during a elements included in Alternative 3. Because
seismic event, const_ction would occur in nearly level,

developed areas that have previously been
No landslide hazards have been identified excavated and filled, required amounts of
in the study area, based on existing excavation and fill, and consequent changes
information sources. Fill material on the to existing topography, are expected to be
Seattle Christian School property within relatively small.
the SASA may be a landslide h_7_d,
hov_-ver.2s/ The types of material and (D) Alternative 4 ( South Unit Terminal)
placement method used to construct this
fill should be investigated to evaluate its Under Alternative 4, impacts associated with
landslide potential, development of the new pandlel runway and

the SASA, airfield improvements, relocation
Erosion bArards are identified in the of S. 156th Way, and excavation of on-site
northwest corner of the DMCTC site, borrow source areas would be the same as for
along the western margin of Borrow Alternative 2.
Source Area 1 and along the northern
margin of Borrow Source Area 2 Similar to Alternative 2, construction within
('Exhibit IV.19-2). These h*7*rd areas the airfield, t_iminal, and support facility
are associated with steep ravines along areas would require minor amounts of
Des Moines Creek. No development or earthwork relative to construction of other
borrow excavation would occur within elements included in Alternative 4. Because
these hazard areas and their associated construction would occur in nearly level,
buffer areas, developed areas that have previously been

excavated and filled, required amounts of
4. Erosion excavation and fill, and consequent changes

to existing topography, are expected to be
Erosion of exposed soils in areas of relatively small.
excavation, fill, and stockpile would
occur during construction. Erosion and (E) Preferred Alternative (Alternative 3)
sedimentation estimates for the new
parallel runway, runway improvements, As is described in Chapter H, the Port of
and on-site borrow source areas are listed Seattle staff have recommended the
in Table IV.23-3, and discussed in implementation of ARemative 3 (North Unit
Chapter IV, Section 10, "Water Quality Terminal) with a new parallel runway with a
and Hydrology", and Section 23, length of 8,500 feet. The following
"Construction Impacts", of this Final summarize the earth impacts of this
EIS. An Erosion and Sedimentation alternative.
Control Plan would be designed and
implemented to control erosion, dust, and I. Borrow Reouirements
waste disposal and minimize impacts.

The most extensive earthwork associated
(C) Alternative 3 (North Unit TerminaB with the Preferred Alternative would

occur from the proposed new parallel
Under Alternative 3, impacts associated with runway, the 600-foot extension of
development of the new parallel runway and Runway 16L/_R, runway safety area
the SASA, airfield improvements, relocation improvements, and site preparationof the
of S. 156th Way, and excavation of on-site SASA. These elements would require a
borrow source areas would be the same as for total of approximately 23 million cubic
Alternative 2. yards of compacted fall with

approximately 17.25 milfion cubic yards
Similar to Alternative 2, construction within for an 8,500-foot new runway; 2.4
the airfield, terminal, and support facility million cubic yards for extension of
areas would require minor amounts of Runway 16/34R; 0.98 million cubic
earthwork relative to consmJction of other yards for the runway safety area

-- tmprovements; and 2.38 million cubic
yards to level the SASA in preparation

2._ South Aviation Support Area Final EIS, Port of for support facility construction. Cut andSeattle,1994.
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fill estimates for the aircraft apron area, stripped of all vegetation and topsoil.
additional taxiways, and reloca_on of S. Subsurface material over most of the
156th Way are not available at this time, site is primarily till and recessional
but are not expected to be of the outwash that has mtxierate to good
magnitude of the other airfield projects, bearing capacity, low to moderate

compressibility, and is suitable
Preliminary evaluation of potential on- subgrade material. Over-excavation
site borrow source areas indicates that 4 of unsuitable subgrade materials
to 8 million cubic yards of the required beneath the proposed new runway,
borrow could be obtained from Port- taxiways, and embankment toes
owned properties on end adjacent to the would be required, however. Over-
Airport. Resource verification would be excavation would include 10 to 20
necessary to confirm availability, feet of soft soils in swales that cross
quantity, and quality of fill materials at the new runway and north safety
each potential on-site borrow source area, area; two existing fills, ranging from
however. The borrow potential of 15 to 42 feet thick; and, potentially,
additional current or future Port-owned soils in wetland areas. Temporary
properties also may be evaluated, control of groundwater would be
Additional fill could be excavated from needed in the swale and wetland
the SASA property for construction of areas. Over-excavation materials
the new parallel runway. This material would be either distributed over the
would have to be replaced, however, to infill area or disposed of at approved
develop the airfield level facilities of the disposal sites.
SASA as currently proposed. Sixteen
potential off-site borrow sources have Additional site preparation would
been identified that could supply the include keying and benching along
remaining volumes of required fill. the existing embankment to create a

stable fill base where the existing
Construction of terminals, airport support grades slope beneath the proposed
facilities, utilities, and roads would occur new runway embankment.
in developed areas that previously have Streamflow within the swales that
been excavated and filled. Relatively cross the proposed site would need to
minor amounts of fill would be required be intercepted and controlled to
for their construction and could be protect embankment fill stability.
supplied by off-site borrow sources. Subdrains should also be installed

behind any reinforced earth slopes
As described in Section 11 "Wetlands", and wails.
the disadvantage of asing the on-site
borrow areas could be the impact of The proposed new runway would
about 2.4 acres of wetland. However, as require c_on of an extensive
is discussed in Section 23 fill embankment to establish the
"Construction", if these borrow areas are proposed nmway and runway safety
not used, an increase in off-airport truck area grades. Upon completion,
trips would be required to import fill to runway grades would range from 410
Sea-TacAirport. feet above MSL at the north

threshold to 350 feet above MSL at
2. Excavation and Fill ]p_a,_ent the south threshold. To establish

these grades, fall thickness would
The following sections summarize the range up to approximately 160 feet at
excavation and fill placement associated the maximum depth, with typical
with each of the major construction sites, depths ranging between 30 and I00

feet. Cuts in existing grade of up to
a. New Parallel Runway 20 feet would be required.

The aerial extent of proposed runway Unreinforced fill slopes no steeper
excavation and construction is shown than 2 horizontal to I vertical are

on Exhibit IV.19-1. The proposed recommended for most of the safety
new runway site would first be area embankment west of the
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proposed new parallel runway. The c.
fall would be placed in layers using
common construction techniques. The SASA would require extensive
Reinforced earth embanknmnts, earthwork to prepare the site for
allowing embankment slopes of up to paving and construction of Airport
55 degrees from the horizontal, could support facilities. The finished area
be used along portions of the west would be approximately 80 acres
embankment, where practical, to with a total paved area of about 56
minimi,_ encroachment onto acres. The footprint area would be
adjacent areas. Construction of leveled to grades of about 0.7 percent
reinforced embankments involves by excavating the higher eastern side
establishing a zone of moderately of the site and filling the lower west
well-compacted fill with layers of side of the site. Des Momes Creek
steel or polymer reinforcement, would be relocated to the east. Post-
Retaining walls would be used construction elevation would be
wherever practical to minimize about 450 feet above MSL. Fills up
encroachment on SR 509. to 70 feet thick and cuts up to 60 feet

would be necessary to achieve the
F'fllzones may be used to maximize proposed grades. Because
use of on-site fill and produce a new groundwater has been observed at
runway that would have acceptable depths of less than I0 feet below
strength, compressibility, and long- ground surface, dewatering would be
term fiH settiemenL Embankment reqmred in some areas during
settlement could result from excavation.
settlement of the underlying native
soils, settlement of embankment fill Approximately 2.38 million cubic
during placement due to self weight, yards of material would be
and post-placement settlement of fill excavated, most of which could be
due to creep and inundation, used on-site as compacted backt-dl.

About 0.22 million cubic yards of
Four stockpile sites have been topsoil and other material not
identified on Port property near the suitable for fill would need to be
new runway site. These four sites, disposed of either on Port property
identified as Stockpile Sites AB, C, J, for the runway safety area or off-site
and O on Exhibit IV.19-1, have a at a pre-approved disposal site.
total estimated stockpile capacity of
580,000 cubic yards. A series of retaining walls would be

constructed around the site. A
b. Runway F,,xtension and Safety reinforced earth wall is proposed for

_rea the west side of the site. The walls
would have a maximum height of 90

Construction of fill embankments feet, and would be constructed in
woudd be needed for the proposed tiers about 30 feet in height with a
extension of Runway 34R and safety 30-foot setbackto the next tier. A
area. Approximately3.38 million petmm_nt tieback pile wallwould be
cubic yards of fill would be needed necessary on the east side of the site.
for embankment construction. Upon The tieback walls would have a
completion, the elevation of the maximum height of 63 feet and
runway and safety area would be would be nearly vertical. Import fill
about 340 feet above MSL. Site would be needed to construct the
preparation, construction reinforced earth wall as on-site fill is
requirements, fill placement, fill unsuitable for this purpose because
settlement, and seasonal construction of its high moisture sensitivity.
restrictionswould be similar tothose
described for the new runway.
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d. Des Moines Cr_k Teclmoloey e.

_.amous Conswaction of facilities within the

The technology campus would be airfield, terminal and support facility
constructed on 54 acres of the 90- areas would require minor mounts
acre site. This site is a large portion of earthwork relative to construction
of the Borrow Area 1 already of other elements. Because
identified. As identified in the Draft c_on would occur in nearly
EIS for the Des Moines Creek level, developed areas that have
Technology Campus, two grading previously been excavated and filled,
options are under consideration, requited amounts of excavation and
Grading Option A would conform to fill and consequent changes to
the existing topography as closely as existing topography, are expected to
possible. Approximately 192.000 be small.
cubic yards of material would be
excavated, most of which could be f. Borrow Source Areas
used on-site as compacted backfill
Approxlrm-_ly 10,000cubic yards of On-site borrow source areas likely
excess material would need to be would be used to the maximum
disposed of either on Port property or extent possible to minimize off-site
at an approved disposal site. Under borrow source area utilization.
Grading Option B, the hilly terrain of Deposits on the sites were divided
the site would be leveled and finished into soil units, and samples from each
grades would more closely match the unit were analyzed to evaluate their
lower elevations of the northwest suitability for use as fill material and
comer of the site. Approximately to develop preliminary design
529,000 cubic yards of material criteria. In general, the majority, of
would be excavated; l 1,000 cubic potential fill material from on-site
yards of this could be used on-site, borrow source areas would be
Approximately 518,000 cubic yards derived from recessional outwash,
of excess material would be till, and advance outwash deposits.
generated. These cut and fill Fill derived from advance outwash
estimates assume that all on-site and recessional outwash deposits
material is suitable for reuse. Most would likely be less moisture-
of the excavated material would be sensitive than material derived from
glacial tilL however. Tall has limited till deposits. The maximum borrow
use for general site grading and soil volume (in place) was estimated
cannot be used for structural backfill, for each on-site source area. These
Imported select fill would be estimatesare based on a maximum
required for backfin around footings, cut of 10 feet above the water table
retaining wails, pipe trenches, and or to the pre-Vashon drift across each
othersmdctures, area; a minimum 30-foot-wide buffer

from adjacent property lines; and cut
During excavation, shallow slopes at 2:1 0torizontahvenical).
groundwater likely would be Other assumptions specific to
encountered in wetland areas and in individual borrow source areas are
localized areas of perched discussed below.
groundwater above the till.
Trenching and sump pumps could be The following borrow estimates are
used to control perched groundwater, based on in-place soil volumes on the
Permanent drainage systems may be borrow sites. Fluff and compaction
needed in wedands and low-lying factors are expected to range from
areas to maintain stability of fill +12% to -9%, respectively, for
slopes and retaining structures, material obtained from the on-site

borrow source areas.

• Area I. About 2.3 million cubic
yards of material could be
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obtained using a nniform 15-foot
cut and no material is removed 3.
from the DMCTC site. Deeper
cuts of up m 45 feet on portions Excavation and construction would occur
would result in the removal of up in areas that have been identified as
to 4.0 million cubic yards of seismic hazards by the City of SeaTac.
material. Excavation of the low- Soils in seismic hazard areas are prone to
lying area at the north end of the liquefaction during an earthquake, which
site was not included in the could result in vertical displacement of
estimates bec_____of the likely embankments and pavement. Two of
occurrence of shallow these areas are located on the SASA.
groundwater. The current plans Geoteclmical analysis of soils in these
for this site call for the removal areas indicates that these soils would not
of up to 500,000 cubic yards, fiquefy during a seismic event and these

• Areas 2. About 330,000 cubic areas, therefore, do not pose a seismic
yards fill material could be hazard. Two seismic h,_,ard areas occur
obtained using a uniform 15-foot on the site of the proposed new parallel
cut. Deeper cuts appear feasible runway. Gootechnical mvestigaxions
and could provide up to 650,000 indicate these seismic hazards are loose,
cubic yards of fill material, saturated sediment, about 5 to 20 feet

• Area 3. Excavation depths of 0 deep, that likely would liquefy during a
to 30 feet at the south end of seismic event. During runway
Area 3, and 0 to 55 feet at the construction, the sediment would be
north end could produce up to removed and replaced with compacted
2.9 million cubic yards of fill. Seismic hazard areas also occur onBorrow Source Areas 1, 5, and 8.
material. Excavated cut slopes in these areas

• Area 4. About 300,000 cubic would be prone to failure during a
yards fill material could be seismic event.
obtainedusingauniform15-foot
cut. Deeper cuts up to 30 feet No landslide ba,ards have been
may be feasible west of the identified in the study area, based on
proposed SR 509 right-of-way, existing information sources. Fill
which could result in the removal material on the Seattle Christian School
ofup to2.2millioncubicyards propertywithinthe SASA may be a
of material. Both estimates landslide b_-_rd, however. The types of
assume no material would be mmerial and placement method used to
excavated within the SR 509 construct this fill should be investigated
corridor, to evaluate its landslide potential.

• Area 5. About 1.1 million cubic
yards of fill material could be Erosion ba-ards are identified in the
obtained using a uniform 15-foot northwest comer of the DMCTC site,
cut. Up to 1.75 million cubic along the western margin of Borrow
yards of material may be Source Area 1 and along the northern
excavated using a maximum cut margin of Borrow Source Area 2. These
of 35 feet in places. Petroleum h_7_rd areas are associated with steep
hydrocarbon-contaminated fill ravines along Des Moines Creek. No
that occurs on the site is included development or borrow excavation would
in these estmmtes, occur within these hazard areas and their

associated buffer areas.
• Area 8. About 20.7 acres of

wetland occur on the site. 4. Erosion
Additionally, the site is located

near the Lake Reba detention Erosion of exposed soils in areas of
facility. To avoid impacts on excavation, fill, and stockpile would
wetlands and the lake, no occur during construction. Erosion and
material will be excavated from sedimentation estimates for the new
Area 8. parallel runway, runway improvements,
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and on-site borrow source areas are listed were not located in a seismic hazard area.2a
in Table IV.23-3, and discussed in Two seismic hazards occur on the site of the new
Chapter IV, Section I0, "Water Quality parallel runway in relatively small areas of loose,
and Hydrology", and Section 23, shallow sediment. During runway construction,
"Construction Impacts", of this Final this sediment would be removed and replaced
EIS. An Erosion and Sedimentation with compacted fill If future subsurface
Control Plan would be designed and investigations verify the occurrence of seismic
implemented to control erosion, dust, and ba_,rde on Borrow Source Areas l, 5, and 8,
waste disposal and minimize impacts, special measures to maintain cut slope stability

during excavation in these areas may be required.

(4) CUMUI,,ATIVE IMPACTS A landscaping plan would be developed for areas
of excavation and construction. For the borrow

The cumulative impact of the SeatTac Master source areas, the iaadscaping plan could include
Plan and other proposed projects within the recontouring, seeding, and planting of trees and
vicinity would be an increased the amount of shrubs. Potential mitigation measures for
excavation, fill, and modification of existing aesthetic impacts oftbe proposed new runway are
topography within the vicinity of the Airport, and included in Chapter IV, Section 24 "Aesthetics
an increased potential for erosion. Many and Urban Design" of this Final F,IS.
proposed projects, such as the Regional Transit
Project, would require use of substantial fill,
which, together with the Sea-Tac Master Plan
Update airport improvements, would increase the
borrow demand within the Region.

(5) MITIGATION

An Erosion and Sedimentation Conu'oi Plan,
including measures specific to site conditions,
would be designed and implemented to minimize
erosion and sedimentation levels. The plan
would include elements for site stabilization,
slope and dminagzway protection, sediment
retention, and dust control on haul mutes and
borrow "sites. Approval of the plan by the
applicable local authority and the Washington
State Department of Ecology would be required
prior to project construction.

As stated in ChapterIV, Section 2 "Land Use",
the application and implementation of City of
SeaTac regulatory provisions to the Master Plan
Update improvements is cuncntly the subject of
negotiation through interlocal processes between
the Port and City.

If applicable as determined from the result of the
interlocal negotiation process between the Port of
Seattle and the City of $enTac (not expected
prior to issuance of the Final EIS), the City of
SeaTac Environmentally Sensitive Areas
Ordinances allow alterations to seismic ba_,Ard
areas only if (1) site-specific subsurface
investigations show the site is not a seismic
hazard or (2) mitigation is implemented that
renders the proposed development as safe as if it

2_ Environmentally Sensitive ArezzrOrdinance, City
of SeaTac, 1994.
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TABLE IV.19-1

Sea.e-TacomaInm_adonalAirpo_
Environmental Impact Statement

FILL ANDBORROWREQUIREMENTS
(Million Cubic Yards)

Master Plan Update Total Fdl R_quirements (]_fi]llou Cubic Yards)

Construction Activity Minimum Maximum

8,500 Ft. Runway 172.5 19.84
RSA Improvements 0.98 1.13

Relocation ofS. 1541_ Slzeet 0.13 0.14
Sub-Total 18.36 21. l l

Runway 34R Extension 2.40 2.76
SASA Facilities 2.20 •2.53

Sub-Total 4.60 5.29

Total Fill Required 22.96 26.40

On-Site AvailableOn-Sitetill (MCY)
Borrow Source Minimum Maximum

Area l 0.00 0.50
Area 2 0.00 0.65
Area 3 0.00 2.90
Area 4 0.00 2.20
Area 5 0.00 1.75
Area 81/ 0.00 0.00
Sub-Total 0.00 8.00

Common Excavation2/ 2.90 3. I0
Total Available Fill 2.90 11.10

1' Materialwill notbe excavatedfromthison-site borrowsourcedue to the largequantityof wetland.
2' Gradingandexcavationinthe fill placementareawill generateadditionalfill material.
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 20

SOLID WASTE

Solid waste is composed of solid and semi-solid in the Cedar Hills Regional Landfill (97 percent
waste, including such things as garbage, rubbish, of total disposal tonnage) and one rural landfill (3
metal, paper, plastic, and wood, which are percent of total disposal tonnage). Hazardous
generated at Sea-Tac Airport by a wide variety of waste is regulated and disposed of according to
sources such as: federal and Washington State rules.

• Consnmctionactivity; The system of capital facilities owned and
• Airport tenant operations; and operated by the King County Solid Waste
• Airport operations. Division includes Cedar Hills Regional Landfill,

seven transfer stations and two drop-box
Chapter IV, Section 23 "Construction Impacts" facilities. In addition, there are eight closed
summarizes the solid waste impacts of landfills in the Region.
constructingthe proposed Sea-Tac Airport
Master Plan Update alternatives. Cedar Hills Re.gional landfill has six years of

capacity remaining and room to construct
The analysis and information presented in this additional capacity for the 20-year planning
section are based on a review of published horizon. Its remaining (permitted) capacity is
reports, consultation with the Port of Seattle and approximately 45 milfion cubic yards.
King County Department of Public Works, Solid Modifications to expand the tonnage capacity at
Waste Division. Cedar Hills are planned and expected to be

completed by 1996. Achieving the King County
Based on the analysis of solid waste conditions, WR/R goal of 65 percent would extend the useful
and the impacts of the Master Plan Update life of the Cedar Hills Regional Landfill to the
alternatives, no significant impacts on solid waste year 2020. The King County Solid Waste
generation and disposal are expected. Division is currently exporting a portion of the

County's mixed municipal solid waste to an out-
(l) REGIONAL AND LOCAL SITUATION of-County landfill. If waste is exported, the

Cedar Hills Landfill would be operated as a back-
King County generates over 1.45 million tons of up facility in the event of an emergency.
solid waste annually._t' In 1988, King County
adopted a goal of reducing the disposed waste Under the existing condition, except for the new
stream by 65% by the year 2000 through waste Enumclaw Transfer Station, existing King
reductionand recycling(WR/R). In 1993-94, County transfer stations lack capacity for
King County reduced and recycled an estimated projected Regional waste quantifies. The
45% of total waste generated. With the exception Houghton, Factoria, and Algona stations are near
of hazardous waste, all remaining solid waste is capacity and the First Northeast and Bow Lake
disposed in area landfills, stations are projected to reach capacity between

2006 and 2010. The FLrStNortheast, Algona,
A 1990 study of solid waste in King County Factoria, Houghton, and Renton stations have
(excluding Seartle)2' indicated that 60 percent of approximate capacities of 350 tons per day
the disposal waste was generated by residential (126,700 tons per year), and Bow Lake is 750
users. The county system includes transfer and tons per day (271,,500 tons per year). Enumclaw
disposal of mixed municipal solid waste, special has a capacity of 200 tons per day (72,400 tons
wastes, and recyclables delivered to county- per year). Except for the new Enumclaw Station,
operated transfer stations, landfills, and drop- existing transfer stations were not designed to be
boxes. Disposal in King County presently occurs flexible and accept the changing types of

recycling services that may be desirable in the
future. A transfer/recycling station project is

1' 1992 ComprehmsDe 5olidWasteManagement Plan, underway to replace the Factoria Station. SitingKingCountyDepartmentofPublicWorksSolidWaste
Division.August,1993. forstationsisbeingreconsideredby KingCounty

andwillbedeterminedintheir199"/Planupdate.2' KingCountyWasteCharacterizationStudy,King
County,1990-91.
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The two privately owned and operated
wansfer/recycling stations are the Regional TABLE IV.m0-1
Landfill Company's (formerly Rabanco) Third WASTE COMI_SITIONFOR
and Lander facility and the Waste Management
of Seattle (formerly Eastmont) facility. SEA-TAC INTERNATIONAL A/RPORT

Federal Aviation Administration guidelines _
recommend that landfills not be located near Organics: 90.2
airports because of bird m'ike concerns. Paper 48.2
However, a waiver can be obtained if it is proven plastics 12.4
that there is (or will be) no bird smT_ potential. Wood midYardWaste 4.0
Waste disposal sites are considered incompatible OtherOrganics 25.6
"if located within I0,000 feet of any runway end Food Wastes 15.1
used or planned to be used by turbine powered Inorganics 9.7
aircraft or located within a 5-mile radius of a Glass 4.5
nmway that attracts or sustains b_-Ardous bird Metals 3.8
movement into, or across the runways and/or MisceUaneousInorganics 1.4
approach and departure patterns of aircraft."_
There are no landfdls located within 5 miles of Somme:/_s ComuyWane CharacterizationSum'y,King
Sea-Tac Airport. The closest landfill is Cedar County,1990-1991.
Hills, which is approximately 25 miles from the
ALrport. There are no other landfills being
proposed for King County that are inside a 5-mile The Port of Seattle enacted a waste reduction
radius of the Airport._ program at Sea-Tac in the early 1990s. A draft

plan is scheduled for completion in mid 1995 that
(2) EXISTING AIRPORT GENERATED will contain future waste reduction/recycling

WASTE objectives.

Solid waste collection and disposal services for There is no information available on the ratios of
Sea-Tac Airport are currently provided under international and domestic waste at the Airpc_
contract with Nick Raffo Garbage Company. International waste is collected from the South
This company has adequate waste collection and Satellite and brought to the Service Tunnel to be
hauling capacity to accommodate existing processed (antoclaved), then placed in the
demands. Consmmtion, demolition, and land terminal wash compactor.
clearing waste is forwarded via private venders to
either to the Roosevelt Station or to a station All of the waste generated at Sea-Tac Akport is
located in Arlington, Oregon. deposited at the Cedar Hills Regional Landfill.

The nearest transfer station to the Airport is Bow
Approximately 2,286 tons of solid waste were Lake, located in Tttkwila. This station is
directly generated by airport activity in 1993.-_ projected to exc__,_i_planned capacity near 2010.
This represents approximately 0.16 percent of the The second closest station is the Renton station,
estimated solid waste generated in King County 12 miles west of Cedar Hills, is not expected to
for that same year. Airport waste composition is exceed its 20-year planning horizon.
shown in Table IV.20-1.

Contraction and demolition-related wastes
associated with Sea-Tac Airport are also
contractedout with a privatefirmand these
wastes are deposited at Roosevelt Station and at
Arlington, Oregon.

(3) FUTURE CONDmON$

This sectionsummarizes the potential solid waste
WasteD_7_,salS#esonorNearaimom, Or_r generation in the future with and without airport
5200.$,4,FederalAviationAdministration. _mprovements. The future solid waste impacts
Pefsonal Communication, King Eamnty Solid Waste are based on present solid waste disposal
Division,December1l, 1994. practices and conditions in.King County. Future

solid waste generation can be estimated based on
2 PersonalCommunication.K.D.Schrakk,Portof the existing annual solid waste generationSeattle,AviationDivision,December12,1994.
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tonnage per enplaned passenger. Based on 1993
waste, each enplaned passenger was zouna to 08) "With Project"/alternatives
generate roughly 0.5 pound of waste. (Alternatives 2.3 and 4)

(A) De-Nothine (Alternative D As each of the "With Project" alternatives
would result in the same level of passengers

The Do-Nothing alternative would result in and aircraft operations as the Do-Nothing,
the Airport facilities remaining as they are solid waste generation would be expected to
today. Air travel demand is expected to
grow, regaxdless of the facilities that would be the same. Thus, the projected quantity ofwaste generated by the Airport would not
be available. Therefore, solid waste significantly affect King County solid waste
generation would be expected to increase, disposal practices and facilities.

A forecast of waste generation quantifies is
derived by using the existing ratio of
enplaned passengers to total solid waste Soli0 Waste Generation (Tons/vr)
generated multiplied by future forecasts of Year Aft 1 Alts 2. 3.4
enplaned passengers._¢ Total solid waste 1993 2,286 NA
generated at Sea-Tac Airport is expected to 2000 2,888 2,888
increase at these following levels: 2010 3,713 •3,713

2020 4,635 4,635

Do-Nothing (Alternative 13 Source: Shapiro&Asr_ciams.1994.
Year _ NA - Notappficable.
1993 2,286 tons
2000 2,888 tons
2010 3,713 tons The construction of Alternatives 2, 3 and 4
2020 4,635 tons will result m additional solid waste

generanon. The construction related solid
Source:Portof Seanle.December1994.Reponedin waste is presented in Chapter IV, Section 23
tonsperyear. "Construction Impacts".

(C) Preferred Alternative (Alternative 3)
For year 2020, the forecast solid waste
generated at Sea-Tac represents a 104% As the Preferred Alternative would result in
increase over the estimated current Airport- the same level of passengers and aircraft
generated sofid waste for year 1993. operations as the Do-Nothing, solid waste
However, the projected increase should not generation would be expected to be the same.
appreciably affect solid waste disposal Thus, the projected quantity of waste
practices and facilities in King County generated by the Airport would not
because current airport-generated wastes significantly affect King County solid waste
comprise only 0.16 percent of the total waste disposal practices and facilities.
generated. Further, using equivalent
forecasts of total waste tonnage levels
generated for the entire County, Airport- Solid Waste Generation £Tnns/vr)
generated waste would still represent less
than 0.2 percent of total waste generated in Preferred
the county at year 2020. Operating landfills Year _ Alternative
have adequate capacity and useful life to 1993 2,286 NA
accommodate the projected waste tonnage 2000 2,888 2,888
generated at the Airport. Finally, with the 2010 3,713 3,713
implementation of the Airport's WR/R 2020 4,635 4,635
program,futureAirport wastewouldbe that

much more diminished. Source: Shapiro &Associates.1994.
. NA-Notapplicable.

[_ 1994MasterPlanUpdate,TechnicalReportNo.5.
Portof Seattle.
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(4) CUMULATIVEIMPACTS

Additional population growth and urban
developmentin the Region will resultin the
generationof addiuonal solid waste. Such
growth was factored into the preceding
muflysis. The cumulative impacts of known
plmmed development, in addition to the
forecastincrease in waste senermionat Sea-
Tac, is not expected to have a s_L,nificant
impaa on the Region's overall waste
generation.

As no significantadverseimpactswould
result,nomitigationis required.

Chapter IV - W.20-4 -
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 21

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES

This section presents a summary of known and accidental releases of these substances increases,
potentially existing hazardous materials and resulting in a greater potential for adverse
waste at Sea-Tac Airport and its vicinity. Also environmental impacts.
presented is an analysis of potential impacts
associated with hazardous substances that might Mitigation for potential construction-related
occur through implementation of the Master Plan b-_lous substance impacts would include
Update ahematives, developing a Spill Prevention, Control, and

Countermeasures Plan (SPCCP) outlining
Fifty-one sites are listed in the Vista procedures for transport, storage, and handling of
Enviromental Information Agency data base as ba_rdons materials, and a Hazardous Substances
potential or known baTardous substance sites on Management and Contingency Plan outlining
the Airport property and in the vicinity of the procedures for removal, storage, transportation,
Sea-Tac Airport. Eleven of those sites are and disposal of hazardous wastes. All federal,
located in the area where a new parallel runway state, and local rules and guidelines concerning
would be completed, and one is located in the the handling and disposal of hazardous
proposed SASA Area. Sites located west of the substances would be followed.
Airport, and those located on Port of Seattle
(POS) property, have the potential to be most The risk of operational impacts resulting from
affected by the Master Plan Update alternatives, releases of hazardous substances will be
Potential sites in the on-site borrow source areas minimized once existing facilities are upgraded to
include historic and current businesses in Borrow accommodate increased aircraft operations; fuel
Source Area I; a construction debris landfill in storage, distribution, and leak protection systems
Borrow Source Area 5; the abandoned Sunset are modernized; and provisions of the SPCCP
Park Landfill, located to the north and possibly and the Pollution Prevention Plans (PPP)
hydrologically upgradient from Borrow Source covering Port and tenant activities are
Area 5; and the possible presence of residential implemented.
fuel oil underground storage tanks COSTs) or
residual contamination associated with those (I) b_THODOLOGY
USTs in all borrow source areas. Operations at
the Airport by the Port of Seattle and airport Existing conditions are based on various
tenants involve the storage and use of hazardous information sources including federal, state, and
materials and the generation of hazardouswastes, local data bases. Agency data base searches were

conducted by Vista Environmental Information.
Potential hazardous substance impacts during Information on use and storage of hazardous
construction phases (of all alternatives) could materials and generation of hazardous waste at
include the exposure of contaminated soils during the Airport was provided by the Pon.1'
excavation activities, release of ba_,ardous Information on airport tenant activities that
substances during UST removal and building involve baT=_OUSsubstances was compiled from
demolition activities associated with facility interviews with fuel providers, Port versonnel,
relocations, and spills of construction-related and available reports and studies._ l:irFinally,
ha_ous materials (e.g., fuels, lubricants,

paints, and asphalt). J/ Seattle.TacomaInternationalAirportSpill Prewntion
Operational impacts associated with ba-_rdous Controland CountermeasurePlans, DratL Portof
substances, if they were to occur, would be Seattle,1995andPort o/Seattle Sea-TacInternationalAirportPollutionPrevemionPlan_t_ _,mmry,
similar under all Master Plan Update alternatives MorseEnvironmentalManage_,Inc.,1994.
analyzedand would be relatedto the increasein 2/ Techmcal l_port No. 7B, Other Facilities
aliG,/detoperations, increased _ operations Requwementsand Options. Airport Master Plan
would require greater storage and use of fuel and Uj_me P&D Aviation. 1994. EnvironmemalSite
other hazardous mater_.'als. With the increase in dsse_mantof theSeaTacThirdRunwayProjectArea.

Shapiroand Associates,Inc. 1995. South Aviation
fuel storage, refueling operations, airport and SupportAreaPhase] HazardousWasteE.m,ironmenta]
aircraft operations, and greater use of ba_'ardous Assess,nent. Paramelrix, Inc., 1992. South Aviation
materials in the terminal, the potential for Suppo,_Area Final Em,ironmentolImpact Statement.

FederalAviationAdmini_-ation,!994.
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information on historical land use in the potential Contamimmts originating at Site 5 (AFP
on-site borrow source areas was gathered from Parmers_ea-Tac Dism'bution), if present, could
various sources including historical aerial have migrated onto an adjoining area. Risk sites
photographs, Polk City Directories, Cole immediately east of the Airport (Risk Sites 13,
Metropolitan Household Dire_ories, and other 14, 16, 24, and 25).p_sent potential risk because
regional smdies._' of their close pmmmny and location upgradiem

fi_m Sna-Tac. Contaminants originating from

(2) EXISTING CONDITIONS these sites could migrate or may have migrated
onto Port property. Contaminants originating on

A review of agency dat_ bases for Sen-Tac sites southeast of the Airport (risk sites 19, 29,
Airport and vicinity revealed a variety of sites 30, and 31) may present some risk to the area
involving past, current, and potential releases to pl,mned for development as the SASA. The
the environment ofba-Anious substances. These remaining sites (6, ll, 12, 17, 18,20,21,26,27,
include 18 listed leaking underground storage 33, and 35-38) are located on and are directly
tanks (LUST) sites; 7 sites suspected by the associated with Sea-Tac Airporu Contaminants
Washington State Department of Ecology may be present in nearby soils at these sites.
(Ecology) as being contaminated by h_,nlous
substances (SCL); one site confirmed by Ecology Additionally, an area immediately north of the
as contaminated by bA-_rdous substances, one IWS was used to iandfarm sludge from the IWS
site under review by the U.S. Environmental lagoons. Up until 1981 lagoon sludge was
Protection Agency (CERCLIS); one site known periodically removed from lagoon I and land
to have had a h_dous substance spill (ERNS); farmed (i.e., tilled to enhance natural
one site listed as a Resource Conservation and biodegr___d___tionof contaminants) in an upland
Recovery Act (RCRA) regulated 13_.Jttment, area north of the IWS trealment plant in the
storage, and/or disposal facility; 7 sites listed as vicinity of a proposed snow equipment storage
RCRA small generators (Sm Gen); one site listed shed. This practice was abandoned in 1981. A
as a RCRA large generator (Lg Gen); and 34 sites 1990 study of the land farmed sludge site found a
where underground storage tanks (UST) are listed layer of contaminated soil between 9 and 15 feet
as being present. The hazardous substance risk thick with total petroleum hydrocarbon
sites, their addresses, and agency data bases on concentrations (TPH) varying from 130 to 1,800
which they are listed are presented in Table parts per million (ppm). The Model Toxics
IV.21-1 and are shown on Exhibit IV.21-1. Control Act (MTCA) defines and regulates
Table IV.21-2 presents those contaminants and disposal of h=,=,dous and dangerous wastes and
compounds confirmed or suspected to be present establishes specific cleanup levels, depending on
at each site listed in Table IV21-1. Many sites zoning and existing or proposed land uses (e.g.,
listed are found on more than one agency data industrial, commercial) in Washington. TPH
base. It is important to note that a site being levels for some of the land farmed sludge layer
reported on one of these lists does not necessarily are well above the MTCA Method A cleanup
mean that a release of a b-_,dous or toxic levels of 200 pans per million (ppm), which is
substance has occm'red. In many cases, such applicable to this site. Samples were tested for
materials are routinely used and disposed of benzene, ettwlbenzene, toluene, and zylene
safely, and little or no risk is posed to the (BETX) contamination. BETX levels were
environment. Sites known or believed to be below MTCA Method A cleanup levels. No TPH
contaminated, either currently or in the past, are levels above MTCA cleanup levels were found in
reported in the LUST, SCL, NPL, and ERNS samples collected at the contact between the land
lists, farmed sludge layer and underlying fill Prior to

consmJction of the snow equipment storage shed.
Contaminants, if present, at the sites west of 12th some TPH-contaminated soils may require off-
Avenue South (Risk Sites 1-4, 7, 9, and 10) site disposal at an approved facility in accordance
would not impact current Port property on and with applicable regulations. A 1990 study of
around the Airport, as the risk sites are lagoon sludge sediment indicated that pond
hydrologically downgradient. Sites north of Sea- sludge was not a dangerous waste according to
Tac (Risk Sites 15, 20, 23, 28, and 32) represent MTCA standards. ECOLOGY (which
little to no risk because of their distance from implements MTCA) has permitted the sludge to
lands which would be affected by the Master Plan remain in the IWS lagoons pending completion of
Update alternatives. .. the 1WS Engineering Report, which is required as

part of the NPDES permit. Pond sludge will be
removed and the pond relined in 1996.

3] Abandoned/.andS//Studym/_ng Coumy.Seattle-
KingCountyDepa_mNmtof Health,1985.
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(A)PortofSe___.leOueratiousatSea-Tae waste generated by the Pen. As of
November 1994, materials stored at the

As part of its day-to-day operations at Sea- hazardous materials storage area include
Tac Airport, the Port of Seattle stores and those listed in Table IV.21-4.
uses hazardousmaterials,and generatesand
disposes of hazardous waste. Hazardous Until recently, the Port of Seattle Fire
materials used by the Port are stored in seven Department has conducted annual fire fighter
underground storage tanks (LISTs), 13 above training at the bum pit located near the
ground storage tanks (ASTs), tanker trucks, southwest corner of the Airport. Typically,
drums, and containers at the following such training occurred over a three-night
locations as shown in ExhibR IV.21-2: period during November. AddR?'onally, fi_

fighters from King County International
• Fire Station - located just north of the Airport (Boeing Field) conducted annual fire

North Satellite Terminal Building and fighter training at Sea-Tac. Typically,
west ofAirCargoRoad; approximately. 79 individual fires, lasting

• Auto Shop - located in the maintenance about 5 minutes each, were set and
building which is north of the Fire extinguished annually. Each fire consumed
Station and south of the United Airlines approximately 400 gallons of fuel that

consisted of roughly 85% Jet A Fuel and 15%
Maintenance Facility Building; unleaded gasoline. Contaminated or waste

• Paint Shop - located in the maintenance fuel was not used. Fires were extinguished.
building; using 20 to 40 gallons of Aqueous Film

• Maintenance Building Yard - located Forming Foam (AFFF) that contains glycol
immediately south of the maintenance foam (3%) and water. Use of the burn pit
building; was suspended during 1995. A facility at

• Supply/Loading Dock Area - located in Moses Lake, Washington, is planned to be
the main terminal building on the tunnel used in 1996, and a permanent fire fighter
level; training facility at North Bend, Washington,

• Boiler Room and Cooling Towers - the is anticipated to be in use in 1997.-_
boiler room is locate inthe main terminal
building on the tunnel level, the cooling Port of Seattle operations at Sea-Tat
towers are located immediately south or generated 17,406 pounds of extremely
parking lot 5 on the south side of the hazardous waste and 77,098 pounds of
main terminal; dangerous waste in 1993. Extremely

• Conveyor Shops - one shop is located at hazardous wastes include cleaning solvent,
the main terminal building, another shop waste oil and freon, oil booms contaminated
is located at the south satellite, and the with toluene, waste gasoline, gas-soaked
remaining conveyor shop is located at the rags, and polycyclic chlorinated biphenols
north satellite; (PCBs). Dangerous wastes include crushed

fluorescent lamp glass (fluorescent light
• Engineering Yard/Building - located by tubes contain mercury), paint-related waste,

the water tower just east of 160th Street; runway rubber, oil booms contaminated w/th
• Contractor Staging Areas- one located benzene (<500 parts per million (ppm)

southwest of IWS Lagoon 3, one located benzene), antifreeze and urea, sand blast
at Gate E-35 near the northeast comer of residue, household hazardous waste (small
the field, two located north of the quantities of various ba-ardous materials that
runways, and one located at the cannot be combined with other materials for
engineering yard; disposal), and ethylene glycol2

• IWS Treatment Facility - located in the
southwest comer of the Airport; and

• Hazardous Materials Storage Area
located in the southwest portion of the
airfield near the IWS u_atment facility.

Table IV.21-3 presents a summary of Port of
Seattle hazardous materials storage at Sea- 4/ MikeMadella,Portof SeattleFireDepartment,
Tac. The ba-Ardous materials storage area september15,1995.
consists of two small storage buildings used _ Sea-TaclmerrmtionalAirportPollutionPrevontwn
to temporarily store hazardous materials and PlanEaecurmeSummary,MorseEnvironmental

Mmagcrs.Inc.,1994.
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B. _,_r_ Tenant Opera_ons Sea Port Pe_'ole,t_ supplies all aviation and
aW,o gasoline to airport tenants. It is

Airport tenant operations also include the use estimated that 6,000 gallons of aviation
of hazardous substances in their day-to-day gasoline and 7,500 gallons of auto gasoline
operations. Activities that require the use of are used by airport tenants on a monthly
hazardous materials and the generation of basis._ Signature Flight Service distributes
bR_rdous waste include aircraft fueling aviation and auto gasoline at Sea-Tac
operations, aircraft maintenance, and Airport. This fuel is disl_buted via tanker
ancillary operations associated with aircraft Irucks.J-_
transportation.

Other b*,_,dons materials used by Airport
Olympic Pipeline Company supplies all the tenants include various solvents, cleaning
Jet A fuel stored and used at Sea-Tac Airport. fluids, detergents, cleansers, sealants,
Olympic Pipeline operates an above-ground adhesives, iubric4m_, antifreeze, and fuels.
storage facility with a 24.l-million-Balion These materials are typically stored in small
capacity at the south end of the Airport (Risk quantities and are replaced when stored
Site 6, Site 9). The aboveground storage supplies are exhausted. The quantities stored
tanks are supplied by a pipeline directly from and used do not likely present a tangible risk
the oil refineries located in Skagit and to human health and the environment.
Whateom Counties. The pipelines are
monitored for leaksby a leak detection C..Environmental Site As_essment
system that is monitored on a 24-hour basis. Summary
The pipeline is also checked every two to
three years by a "smart pig," a device that Environmental Site Assessments (ESA) were
inspects for corrosion or defects that could conducted for the land areas to be affected by
lead to future problems. The tanks are alternative airport development to identify
periodically inspected by ultrasound, cleaned, environmental issues presented by the
and visually inspected every two to three potential presence of any toxic or hsT_nious
years.f A total of 98 USTs and ASTs are materials in areas being considered for
located at Sea-Tac. Seventy-eight (78) of development._ _J2/The complete ESA for the
these are maintained and are the new runway embankment area is included as
responsibility of airport tenants. The Appendix L. The ESA for the South
remainder are the responsibility of the Port of Aviation Support Area is included in the
Seattle. The majority of the storage is South Aviation Support Area Final
controlled by three major carriers. United Environmental Impact Statement. The
Airlines maintains 11 USTs with a 420,0000 following _phs summarize the findings
gallon capacity storing Jet A Fuel, two USTs of the site assessments.
with a 32,000-gallon capacity storing auto
gas, and one 20,0000gallon AST storing 1. New RunwayDevelopmentArea
glycol. Northwest Airlines maintains 14

USTs with a combined capacity of 420,000 The new parallel runway development
gallons storing Jet A Fuel and one 2,0000 area is located west of the north half of
gallon UST storing heating oil Delta Sea-Tac Airport and is bound by State
Airlines maintains three USTs with a Route (SR-) 518 to the north, SR-509 to
combined capacity of 100,000 gallons storing the west, and S. 176th Street to the south,
Jet A Fuel, four ASTs with a combined and includes the undeveloped
capacity of 14,000 gallons storing glycol, one northwestern portion of the Airport. The
2,000-gallon AST storing A/C exterior ESA consisted of reviews of aerial
cleaner, and two ASTs with a combined photographs, Polk City Directories,
capacity of 20,000 gallons storing auto gas.2/ Sanborn Fire Insurance and Metsker
.Anestimated 1,092,000 gallons of Jet/_ fuel

zs used at Sea-Tac Airport daily._ 9/ Phone conversationwith Lisa McGhee, Signature
Flight Service, January 7, 1995.

J-_ Randy Allea, phone conversation December 29, 1994,
_' David Justice, phone convers_Jon, Septembe_ 7, ] 995. Signann-e Hight Service.

Olympic Pipeline. . 11/ E.ra,tronmentaI Site Asseasmem of the SeaTa¢ NEw
7/ STIA Tanks Inventory Database. Port of Seattle, Runway Project Area. Shapiro and Associates, Inc.,

September 12, 1995. 1995.

Ron Greene, phone conversation December 28, 1994 _ South Aviation Support Area Phase 1 Hazardous Waste
with staff at Olympic Pipeline Company. Em_ronmental Asse._mem. Parameuix, Inc, !992.
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historical maps, regulatory lists, and in the SASA Environmental Impact
reports; and site reconnaissance. Statement (EIS) and is available in

libraries where this EIS has been placed

The prelimin.ary assessment indicated on file.
that there ts little potentiai for
contamination associated with activities One UST site was reported to be located
that have occurred or currently occur on on SASA at the Tree Golf Course Pro
theundeveloped northwestern portion of Shop. These tat_ were reported|)'
the airport facility. A review of federal removed without notifying the
and state agency d_ra bases revealed one Washington State Department of Ecology
site north of SR-518 (Risk Site 5), two (Ecology) so they still appear m
sites immediately south of South 176th Ecology's UST date base. Leaks from
Street (Risk Sites 9 and 10), three sites USTs and spills of petroleum products at
on the Airport (Risk Sites 6, I 1, and 27), the Airport have resulted in
and five sites west of the Airport in the contamination of soils at SASA and may
new parallel runway development area have impacted groundwater.
(Risk Sites 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7) that are
either confirmed or suspected as Two buildings, Building 19040 and
environmental contamination risk sites. 19050 were used as a carpentry shop and
The potential for widespread paint shop, respectively. Activities
contamination of the area appears associated with painting in Building
relatively low. Localized contamination, 19050 may have resulted in contaminants
however, is likely. (paints and solvents) being inn'oduced to
Potential risks include soil and nearby soil and groundwater. This
groundwater contaminationby petroleum building was serviced by a septic system.
products associated with underground Paint disposed of in the building's sinks
storage tanks at existing or former and drains, and cleaning of paint brushes
residentia! properties, current or former in the sinks, may have resulted in
gas stations, and commercial and haTardons materials collecting in the
industrial facilities, including Sea-Tac septic tank.
Airport. The concrete batch plant
currently operating at the north end of Budget Rent-a-Car maintains four USTs
this area (Site 7) presents a small risk, as (Risk Site 13, Exhibit IV.21-1) at the
does any site on which machinery that north SASA.
uses petroleum products operates or is
serviced. 3. On-site Borrow Source Areas

The large volume of fill underlying the Six general areas near the Sea-Tac
north end of the Sea-Tac runways also Airport and owned by the Port of Seattle
presents some risk, primarily because, at have been targeted as potential on-site
the time the fill was placed, monitoring borrowsources for construction of a new
the fill for the presence of hazardous parallel runway. The areas being
waste generally was not practiced. Some considered (numbered I - 5, and 8) are
potential exists, therefore, for the shown in Exhibit IV.19-2. Each area
presence of zones of contaminated soil was assessed to ascertain whether soils in
within the fill mass. any of the potential borrow source areas

may be contaminated with substances
2. South Aviation SnvDort Area that could have adverse effects.

A Phase I ESA on the pmposecl South Sources of historical information
Aviation Support Area (SASA) was reviewed for this abbreviated assessment
prepared in 1992.1_' This study included included aerial photographs;H' Polk City
review of historical records of land use, Directories; Ls' Cole Metropolitan
review of agency records for evidence of
past or present (1992) hazardous waste

Lq WalkerandAssociates,AerialPhotographsdated1936,storage and use, and site visits. The 1946,1960,1969,1977,1985,and1992.Walkerand
complete SASA Phase I ESA is included Associates,Seattle,Washington.

15/ PoikCityDirectoriesdated1954,1960,1976.1981,
131 SouthAvwtwn SupportAreaPhase1HazardousWaste and1987.SttT"p_l[oLibrary,Universityof Washington,

EnWronmentaiAsaeasment.Parnmetrix,lnc, 1992. Seattle,Washington.
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Household Directories,H_ Kroll Maps, storage tank that may have leaked, -
and local reports121 Information from causing localized contemination.
dire_ries is somewhat limited as the
Polk Company did not compile , Area 3 - Area 3 is an approximately
information for the Des Moines area, and 60-acre site, and is bound by S. 209th
the Cole Company did not begin Street, S. 200th Street, the eastern
compiling until 1969. property lines of properties on the

east side of 16th Avenue S., and 18th
• Area 1 - Area 1 is a 110-ac_ site Avenue S. Although once

that formerly was a residential area. residentially developed, most of the
The area is bound by S. 216th Slreet; residences were removed between
24th Avenue S.; 20th, 21st and 22nd 1985 and 1992. An area near S.
Avenues S.; and S. 212th, 206th and 204th Street, on the west side of Des
202nd Streets. The area once was Moines Creek, appeared, to be an
developed with residences and Uailer a_ve borrow pit m aerial
parks, although most of those photographs dated 1977. The pit
buildings were removed between appeared to have been abandoned in
1985 and 1992. Businesses operated aerial photographs taken in 1985. No
within Area 1 that pose some threat businesses that would be potential
of conutmination include the so_ of contamination were
following: Cleaner Carpets, 21420 S. identified in the area. The only
21st Ave (1969); Import Motor potential risks identified stem from
Exchange, 2020 S. 216th St. (1979- the possible presence of underground
89); Nursery, 2031 S. 216th St. fuel-oil storage tanks that may have
(1979); SeaTac Auto, 21306 S. 22nd been associated with former
Ave (1989).H' Other potential residential struetur_.
contaminant sources include any
underground fuel-oil swrage tanks * Area 4 - Area 4 comprises
that may have been left in the area approximately 40 acres, and is bound
when it was cleared of residences, by S. 200th Street, S. 196th Place,

16th Avenue S., and 18th Avenue S.
• Area 2 - Area 2 comprises The area is on the north- and east-

approximately 20 acres and is bound facing sides of a low, wooded hill
by S. 216th Slreet, S. 212th Street, and was sparsely developed. No
the eastern property boundaries of risks were identified for Area 4.
properties located on the east side of
15th Avenue S., and 18th Avenue S. • Area 5- Area 5 is an approximately
The south one-third of the area is 60-acre site that is bound by S. 146th
pasture, in the center of which is a Street and S. 150th Street, SR 518,
vacant warehou_shed structure. In 16th Avenue S., and 22nd and 24th
1979, the property was listed as the Avenues S. The eastern portion of
Legend Horse Center. A vacated Area 5 was residentially developed
single-family residence is located until around 1974 when the houses
near the western boundary of Area 2, were removed. Currently located on
and an occupied building is near the this site are a remote wansmitter
northeast property boundary._ No antenna and equipment building, the
businesses that pose a potential threat North Approach Lighting System,
of contamination were identified in and a landfill containing construction
Area 2. The vacated residence may debris comprised of cement and
have had an underground fuel-oil asphalt-concrete. The landfill is also

reported to contain 50,000 to 75,000
cubic yards of petroleum-J-_ ColeMeuopolimnHouseholdDirectoriesdated1969,

1979,1989,1991. SeatflePublicLibrary,Seatfle, contaminated str,_t sweepings with
Washington. petroleum hydrocarbon

17/ Se_le-KingCoonlyDepatmamtofHealth, 1985. concenU'ations ranging from 200 to
Abandoned Landfill Study in King Connty. 1,100 ppm.Z_ The only business

J-_ ColeMetropolitanHousehold_es dated1969,
1979,1989,1991. SeattlePublicLibra,, Semxle,
Washington.

191PreliminaryEngineeringStudy.HN'rB,1994. 20/ PreliminaryF.ntbweringStudy. HNTB,1994.
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limd m Ar. S TF S-hli Thisar--o-'d.ot be
ConsU_ction. affe¢_ as material will not be

excavated from this area.
A few blocks to the north is the Tub
Lake/Sunset Parksite, which is listed O) FUTURE CONDITIONS
by the Washington StateDepartment
of Ecology as a hazardous waste she. The following summarize the future conditions.
King County Public Works and King
Counvy Parks and Recreation both (A) Alterua0ve _I(Do Nothiu_
operate facilities at this site. Both
facilities had leakingunderground No h_rdons substances impacu; are
storage tanks that were removed. A expected as long as existingfacilities are
now abandoned landfill is located on upgraded to accommodate increased aircraft
the Tub Lake/Sunset Park site near operations; fuel storage, distr/bution, and leak
the southeast corner of the protection systems are modernized; and
intersection of S. 140th Street and provisions of the Spill Prevention Control
18th Avenue S. The landfill was and Countermeasures Plans (SPCCP) and the
used between 1941 and 1945 by the Pollution Prevention Plans (PPP) covering
U,S,Navy as a dump site for bilge Port and tenant activities are adhered to.
oil. 21/ At least some of the oil has Accidental releases, however, may occur
migrated into Tub Lake; the oil is even with these measures in place. Should an
reported to bubble to the surface of accidental release occur, it could result in
the lake from time to time._ This negative environmental impacts. The Port
site is listed as Sunset Park/Tub Lake would address any hazardous substances
dump on the by the Washington State problems (including accidental releases)
Depat'anent of Ecology. discovered in a timely and appropriate
Contaminants confirmed to be manner. LUST and suspected and confumed
present at this site include priority contaminated sites located on the Airport are
pollutant metals, PCBs, and currently being evaluated and/or remediated.
pe_oleum hydrocarbons. According
to Ecology, the current status of the Aircraft operations are expected to increase
site relative to the Model Toxics by 30% between 1993 and 2020. It is
Control Act is that an independent reasonable to assume that fuel use at the
remedial action is being conducted, airport will increase by a comparable
This site has been ranked as Risk percentage, as is described in Section 22
Level 3 by the Washington Ranking "Energy Supply and Natural Resources".
Model, where l indicates the greatest
risk to human health and the Airport and aircraft maintenance operations
environment and 5 indicates the and the associated use of b_rdous materials
lowest risk.2a/ If groundwater are expected to increase at a level comparable
migrates from the former landfill area to the increase in aircraft operations.
toward Area 5, soils at or near the Passenger enplanements are expected to
groundwater surface are likely to be increase by 49°,6 by 2020. The use of
contaminated with petroleum bR_rdous materials associated with terminal
hydrocarbons and may not be activities would be expected to incrementally
suitable for use as fill increase related to this increased level of

passenger enplanements.
* Area 8 - Area 8 comprises 55 acres

and is bound by S. 154th Street, SK- Increased use of fuel and ba_rdous
518, 16th Avenue S., and 24th substances at the Airport will require greater
Avenue S. Area 8 has been used as a storage capacity for these materials, more
borrow area and for debris transport of baTardous materials to the

Airport, and possibly generation of increased
levels of baTardous waste requiring disposal.

21/ WashingtonStateDepmmemofEcoiogyFiles With the increase in fuel storage and
reviewedNovember3,1995 refueling operations, airport and aircraft

22/ Abandoned_,_in.KingCuun_. Seattle. operations, and greater use of bJ?ardoos
KingCountyDepartm_tofHtalth,1985.

23/ ConfirmedandSuspectedComa_;,,m.,_SitesReport.
WashingtonStateI_t of Ecology,1994. 24/ PreliminaryF_J_neeringStudy,HNTB,1994.
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materialsin the _minal, the potentialfor constructionworkersto contaminatedsoils
accidentalreleasesof these substances during excavationactivities,releaseof
increases, resulting in greater potential for h_rdous substances during UST removal
adverse environmental impacts, and building demolition activities associated

with facility relocation, and spills of

0B) "With Prnject"Alternativ.eg construction related barardous materials
(Alternative 2. 3 and 4) (e.g., fuels, lubricants, paint, and asphalt).

Potential b-_rdous substances impacts Activities that may result in h_-_rdous
during construction phases of all alternatives substances impacts related to runway
could include exposure of construction construction would occur during Phase 1
workers to contaminated soils during (1996-2000) and would include relocation of
excavation activities, release of b_-_,dous the Weyerhaeuser Hangar and USTs, the
substances during UST removal and building ASP, and associated UST, and the ILS Glide
demolition activities associated with facility Slope Antenna and associated UST; and
relocations, and spills of construction related excavation of existing fill Expansion of the
hazardous materials (e.g., fuels, lubricants, main terminal and associated gates during
paint_ and asphalts). Phase I would require relocation of the

Northwest Airlines Hanger to SASA.
Activities that may result in hazardous Expansion and construction during Phase 2
substances impacts related to runway (2001-2005) would include relocation of the
construction would occur during Phase 1 United Airlines Maintenance Facility and the
(1996-2000) under all "With Project" Port of Seattle's Airport Maintenance
alternatives and would include relocation of Facility both north of the North Satellite. the
the Weyerhaeuser Hangar and USTs, the Northwest Airlines USTs, and the Delta
ASR and associated UST, and the ILS Glide Airlines USTs all located south of the main
Slope Antenna and associated UST; and terminal. During Phase 3 (2016-2020), the
excavation ofexistingfill. ARFF would be displaced by North Unit

Terminal development.
Expansion of the main terminal and
associated gates during Phase 1 under (4) CUMUI_TIVEIMP_CTS
Alternative 2 would require relocation of the
N.W. Airline Hanger to SASA. Expansion Expected increase in airport use, development of
and construction during Phase 2 (2001-2005) Airport facilities, and urban development within
under Alternative 2 would include relocation surrounding communities would result in the
of the United Airlines Maintenance Facility incn-.ased use of b_ntous materials and
and the Port of Seattle's Ah]x_t Mamtenance generation of greater amounts of baTJ_lous
Facility both north of the North Satellite, and wastes. Higher use would increase the likelihood
the Delta Airlines Hangar, the N.W. Airlines of releases of these materials to the environment.
USTs, and the Delta Airlines USTs all Proper storage, use, and disposal procedures
located south of the main terminal, would reduce the probability of releases and thus
Expansion and construction during Phase 3 minimize impacts on human health and the
(2006-2010) under Alternative 2 would not environmenL
occur in areaswherehazardousmamials are
currentlybeing stored or used. During Phase (5) MITIGATION
4 (2011-2015) under Alternative 2, the
Alaska Airlines Maintenance Facility would Construction-related actions involving hazardous
be relocated. During Phase 5 (2016-2020) substances that require specific management
under Alternative 2, the ARFF would be guidelines or mitigation include the transport,
displaced byNorth Satellite expansion, storage, and handling of fuels, lubricants,

solvents, and paints used during construction;
l-h_rdons substances impacts under remediation of anticipated and unanticipated
Alternatives 3 and 4 would be similar to hazardous wastes encountered during
those that would occur under Alternative 2. construction activities; removal and disposal of

asbestos-containing materials and PCB-
(C) Preferred Alternative (Alternative 3) containing electrical equipment from structures

that would be demolished; excavation and
Potential h_,_,rdous substances impacts removal of USTs and associated piping; and
during construction phases of the Preferred relocation ofba-a,dous materials currently stored
Alternative could include exposure of and used at aircraft maintenance, airport
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maintenance, airport rescue and fire fighting materials including asbestos-containing materials
(ARFF), and other facilities that would be and PCB-containing electrical equipment. The
displaced or relocated as a result of airport contractor would remove or have removed, bycertified asbestos workers, all asbestos-
development, containing products located on the project site.
Construction Bes_ Management Practices (BMPs) All construction and demolition work in
would be implemented to control the release of buildings possessing asbestos-containing
b_-'_rdous materials used during the consu'uction products is regulated by and would be consistent
phase of the project. The Port of Seattle or their with the following: Puget Sound Air Pollution
construction contractor would be required to Conlrol Agency (Regulation I_ Article 4),
develop procedures for aansport, storage, and Washington Industrial Safety and Health Act
handling of hazardous materials and prepare a (WAC 296-62.077 and WAC 296-65),
Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasures Occupational Safety and Health Administration
Plan that would outline those procedures. A (29 CFR I910), and U.S. Environmental
Construction HAT_rdousWaste Management and Protection Agency (40 CFR 61, Subpart M).
Contingency Plan would be developed to outline
procedures for removal, storage, transportation, Removal of PCB-containing electrical equipment
and disposal of known h*_rdous wastes such as would be conducted by using proper procedures
contaminated soils, asbestos-containing materials, as outlined in 40 CFR 761 and WAC 173-303.
PCB-containing eleclrical equipment, and used UST removal would be conducted according to
h_7_rdous substances generated ' during proper procedures as outlined in WAC 173-360.
construction. The contingency plan would cover Plans and procedures would be developed for the
procedures to be followed should a previously safe relocation of hazardous materials currently
undiscovered hazardous waste site be unearthed stored and used in existing maintenance facilities
during construction activities. The contingency that would be relocated as part of the project.
plan should include the following elements: Obsolete b-7_rdous materials would be disposed

of according to prescribed regulations governing

1. Immediately suspend all work in the area. the transport and disposal of such substances.

2. Determine risk to human health and the Regular on-site inspections by appropriate
environment. If material discovered appears regulatory agency personnel during all phases of
to present an immediate risk to human health, conslruction would ensure conformance with all
or if risk is unknown, the area would be applicable local, state, and federal rules and
evacuated and cordoned off. guidelines.

3. Record all circumstances and actions taken.

4. In consultation with appropriate local, state, The risk of operational impacts resulting from
and federal agencies, develop remedial releases of b_7_,rdous substances would be
measure to correct problem, minimized once existing facilities are upgraded to

accommodate increased aircraft operations; fuel
storage, distribution, and leak protection systems

All federal, state, and applicable local rules and are modernized; and provisions of the Spill
guidelines concerning the removal and disposal Prevention Control and Countermeasures Plans
of asbestos-containing material and PCB- (SPCCP) and the Pollution Prevention Plans
containing electrical equipment would be (PPP) covering POS and tenant activities are
followed in conjunction with demolition of any strictly implemented.
su-ucturesas partof the proposed Master Plan
Update. StnJctures to be demolished would be
surveyed prior to demolition for b_7_rdous
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TABLE IV21-1

: SEA-TAC AIRPORT RISK SITES

Man 11) Site _kddrws List
] FurnaceDoctors 1037 S. l$6th Way ERNS
2 ChevronUSA SS 94312 15804 Des Momes Drive UST, RCRA-TSD

3 Nick RaffoGarbage 15424Des Momes Way UST
4 _dlie's Tcmco 15939Des Moines Way LUST
5 AFP Pm'lne_ 1900S. 146th St. SCL
5 Sea-Tat Disln'bmionCram" 1900 S. 146thSt. UST
6 FuelFarms Sea-TacAirport SCL
7 Lees Sanitation 849 164th UST

8 SeaTs: Airport Sm-T_: Airport SCL
9 Highline School Dislrict 17810 8th LUST
10 Unocal Stlnion 18201 Des Moincs Way LUST

I ! Weyedmeuser West Sea-T_ UST
12 AirborneFreightCorp. 2580 S. 166thSt. LUST, UST
13 BP 03142 2841 S. 188th LUST, SmGen

13 BudgetRe_t-a-C_ 2806 S. JUtb LUST, US3"
13 Exxon Slafion#7-3287 2841 S. 188th LUST, UST

13 QuickStop Tune Lube 18820 PacificHighwayS. LUST, UST
13 SeaTac Gull #263 iUI2 Pa_fic Highway S. UST
13 ThriftyRein-a-Car 18836Pacific Highway S. UST, SmGen
14 BudgetRont-a-C_ 17808 Pacific Hi.way S. LUST, UST, SinGen
15 Burim Fuel 14260 Des Moina MemorialDr. S. LUST
16 Chevron92259 18514 Pacific Highway S. LUST, UST, SmGen
17 DeltaAirlines 18753 28thAve. S. LUST, UST
17 Mamott In FliteFro'vices IHS0 28th Ave. S. LUST, UST
18 Sea-TacAlaskaAir HangarBids i8650 Alaska Service Rd. LUST, UST
19 Higidine Wa_'_ Equip Yard 1980028th Ave. S. LUST
20 MinchewProperty 3025 150thS. SCL
21 NorthwestAirlines, inc. Sea-Tsc IntermuionalAirport LUST
22 SAFECOEnvironmemal 2212 S. 144th CERCLJS,L_
23 SunsetPark/TubLake S 136th& 18IhAve S. SPL
24 Texaco SS 632321419 17010 Pacific HighwayS. LUST, UST, SmGen
25 DollarRe,t-a-Car 17600 Pacific HighwayS. UST
25 TheSouthlandCorp. 3123 S. 176th UST
25 UnocalStation#4871 17606 PacificHighway S. LUST, UST
26 A_ I_ Co. 16215Air CargoRd. UST
27 ASRD Sea-TacIntenm_l/onalAirport 47e 27' 07"N, 1 !° 18'51" W UST
28 Conm/nerFreightTransport 1422120th Ave. S. UST
28 MilneTruckLines 14221S. 20th UST
28 Sea-TacDism'butionCeateT 2201 S. 142rid UST
29 FederalAviation Adminht,,fion !9415 PacificHighway S. UST
30 Fit Ops/Admin.Tr_ Cenm 2651 S. 192ridSL UST
30 GolfManagemmt, Inc. 2401 S. 192ridSL UST

31 Budl_t Rein-a-Car 1903028th Ave. S. SmGea, UST
31 Ray'sAuto Sales 190_9PacificHighway S. UST
32 Sco¢colo Consu'u_on Inc. 28"25S. 154th UST
33 U.S. Postal Set'v/(= 16601Air CargoP.d. UST

34 SesHleMarriottHotel 3201 South 176th UST, Sm Gen
35 RTRD Sea-TacInternationalAirport 47e 27' 07"N, 11° 18' 16"W UST
36 Sea-Tat/UnitedFuel From ._ Sea-Tat lntmm/onal Airport SCL
36 Sea-TacYContinemalFuelFrom 176thSt. AirportServ. Rd. SCL
37 Sea-Tsr./PanAm FuelFrom Sea-Tat InternationalAirport SCL
Source: Vim Envirormm_ lnf_ 1994.
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Table 1V.21-2 (Page 1 of 2)

SEA-TAC AIRPORT RISK SITES REPORTED

CONTAMINANTS AND cOMPOUNDS

Map Sit_._qe Confirmed Compounds Suspected Compounds
m_
l Fm'naceDoctors Petroleum Products

2 Chevron USA SS 94312 Petroleum Products

3 Nick Raffo Garbage Petroleum Products
4 Willies Texaco Petroleum Products
5 AFP Partners Petroleum Products Halogenated Organic Compounds,

EPA Priority Pollutants Metals,
Non-Halogenamd Solvents

5 Sea-Tac Distribution Center PetroleumProducts
6 FuelFarms PeerolemnProducts

? Lee's Sanitation PetroleumProducts

8 Sea-Tac Airport Halogenated OrganicCompounds, EPA PriorityPollutants, PCBs
Petroleum Products, Non-
Halogenazed Solvents

9 Highline SchoolDistrict Petroletun Products
I0 UNOCAL Sta6on Petroleum Products

11 Weyeduteuser Peu_lemn Products

12 Airborne Express Petroleum Produas
12 Airborne Freight Corp. Pelroleum Products
I3 BP 03142 Petroleum Products

13 Budget Rent-a-Car Petroleum Products
13 Exxon Station #7-3287 Petroleum Products

13 Quick Stop Tune Lube Pe_oleum Products
13 Sea Tac Gull #263 Petroleum Products

13 Thrifty Rent-a-Car Petroleum Products

14 Budget Rent-a-Car Petroleum Products
15 Burien Fuel Petroleum Products
16 Chevron 92259 Petroleum Products

17 Delta Airlines Petroleum Products

17 Marriott In Flite Services Petroleum Products

18 Sea-Tac Alaska Air Hangar Bld_ Petroleum Products

19 HighlineWaterDislrictEquip. Yard Pe'aoleumProducts
20 Mincbew Property Petroleum Products Halogenated OrganicCompounds,

EPA Priority Polluiau_ Metals,
Metals-Other, Non-Halogenated
Solvents

21 SeaoTacJNW Airlines Fuel Farm Petroleum Products, Non-
Halogenated Solvents

22 SAFECO Environmc.t_] (SAFECO not reported
Solvent Treatment, Inc.)

23 Sunset Pad_ub lake EPA Priority Pollutant Metals, Haiogenated Organic Compounds
Petroleum Products, Non-
Halogenated Solvents, PAH

24 Texaco SS 632321419 Petroleum Products

25 Dollar Rent-a-Car PetroleumProducts

25 The Southland Corp. Petroleum Products
25 UNOCAL Station #487I Petroleum Products

26 Airport Drayage Co. Petroleum Products
27 ASRD Sea-Tac International Airport Petroleum Products
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TableIV.21-2(Page2 of2)
SEA-TAC AIRPORT RISK SITES REPORTED

CONTAMINANTSANDCOMPOUNDS

Map Site Confirmed Compounds Suspected Compounds
IV
28 Container Freight Transport Petroleum Products
28 Milne Truck Lines Petroletm_ Products
28 Sea-Tac Dislribution Ccmter Petroleum Products

29 Federal Aviation Adminislxation Petroleum Products

30 FILOpsJAdmi- Trai-l-g Center Pelrolema Products
30 GolfManagemont, Inc. Peu-oleum Products

31 Budget Rent-a-Car Pelroleum Products

31 Rays Auto Sales Petroleum Products
32 ScoccoloCo_nuction, Inc. PelroleumProducts
33 U.S. Postal Service Pewolonm Products
34 Seattle Marriott Hotel Petroleum Products

•35 RTRD Sea-Tat Intematinnal Airport Peuoleem Pmdu¢_
36 Sea-Tac/Continental Fuel Farm Petroleum Products, Non-

Haloge_l Solvems
37 Sea-Tac/Pan Am Fuel Farm Pelroleum Products, Non-

I-_og_ Solvents

Contaminants Legend

Petroleum Products - Crude oil and any fraction thereof. Each ofthese materials may cons_ of a number of specific
chemical compounds. Examples are gasoline, diesel fuel, mineral oil.

Halogenated Organic Compounds - Organic compounds, typically solvents, with one or more of the halogens (e.g.,
chlorine, bromine, fluodme) incorporated into their slruclm_. Examples are: carbon tewachioride, chloroform, and vinyl
acetate

EPA Priority Pollutants Metals - Metals included in EPA's priorhy pollutant compounds list. Examples are: antimony,
arsenic, beryllium, cadmium, chrom/um, copper, cyanide, lead, mercury, nickel selenium, silver, thallium, and 2inc.

Non-Halogenated Solvents - Organic solvents, typically volatile and sem/-voladle, not containing any halogens.
Examples are: acrolein, benzene, toluene, and acetone.

PCBs - Polychlorinated Biphenyls: A specific "family" of aromatic chlorinated organic compounds, often referred to as
"AROCLOR."

Metals-Other- Other non-priority pollutant metals. Examples are: aluminum, barium, cobalt, iro_ manganese, and tin.

PAIl - Polynucle_ Aromatic Hydrocarbons: Hydrocarbons composed oftwo or more benzene rings. Examples re'e:
Benzo-Fluoranthene, Chrysene, Amhracene, and Acenapthene.

Source: Deparlmont of Ecology-Toxics Cleanup Program Site Information SystemConfirmed and Suspected
Contaminated Sites. Washington State Department of Ecology, November 13, 1995.
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TABI.t'. IV,21-3
PORT OF SEATTLE HAZARDOUS STORAGE

Lo_fion(MapID)a/ Stora2eVesselTwe b/ Canacitv Material
Ftre Deparm_t (1) UST 4,000 gallon Diesel

UST 4,000 gallon Gasoline
AST 4,000 gallon Dier_l
AS'I" 2,500 gallon Fuel Oil

Container 30- I gallon Antifreeze
Drum 4 - 55 $aJlon Motor Oil - Waste Diesel

250 pllon Waste Oil

Auto Shop (2) UST 2 - 8,000 gallon Diesel
UST 4,000 gallon Gasoline
AST 250 g_lou Motor Oil
AST 50 gallon Waste Antifreeze

AST 250 ,8_tllon Antifreeze

Paint Shop (2) Camlainer 300 to 400 - 5 gallon Oils, l:_rmmels.Solvent
_er 35 [[_lous Spent Paint Thinner

Maintenance Building Yard (2) AST 20,000 gallon UCA_ Runway Deicing
Fluid (ethylene glycol/urea)

AST 10,000 gallon Potassium Acetate
AST 22,000 gallon Potassium Acetme

Tanker Trucks 2-2,000 gallon Liquid Urea (winter only)
Tanker Truck 4,000 gallon Liquid Urea (winter only)

AST 2,000 gallon Diesel
Drum 5 to 10 - 55 gallon Cleaning SOIvmL Bulk Oil,

Asphalt Emulsion, Waste
C.rasolme(reused in 2-eycle
engine),WasteAntibeeze

(to be recycled)
Container 4 to $ - 20 gallons Waste Solvents (to be

r_..ct_ .......
Supply/Loading Dock (3) AST 3,500 gallon Urea

UST 2,000 gallon Diesel
UST 2,000 gallon Diesel

Drum 3 to 5 - 55 gallon Hydraulic Fluid
UST 1,000.salion Diesel

Boiler Rm & Cooling Twrs (3) UST 20,000 gallon Bunker C
UST 20,000 gallon Bunker C
Drum 4 to 10 - _5 gallon Sodium Molybdate, Sodium

Hydro_de
Conveyor Shop Areas (4) Drum 2 to 4 - $5 gallon in each area Gear Box Oil
Engineering Yard/Building (5) Drum 4 to 6 - 55 gallon Transformer Fluid (mineral

oil)
Contractor Staging Areas (6) Drum 4 to 6 - 55 gallon Herbicides, Paints, Conaete

Additives

Treatment Plant (7) AST 250 gallon Diesel
AST 300 gallon Liquid Alum
AST 15,000 gallon RecoveredFuel from

Lagoons

Hazardous Materials Storage Area Drums, Containers, and various various
(s) Bo_e,

_a/ StoragelocationsshownonExhibitIV.21-2.
b/ UST_mclerground morage tank, AST=above-ground storage tank

Source: Seattle-Tacoma Imernafional Airport Spill Prevention Control and Coumermeasure Plan (£)r_rfl), Port of
Seattle, 1995
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TABLE IV.21-4

MATERIALS STORED IN THE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS STORAGE AREA

Descri_on Ouantitv Desc-rmtion Ouantitv

Oil and water from an elevator shaft 2 drmns Domino Amjet print ink 1 container

Roof patch compound I drum Freon 1 container
Recovered solvent 4 drums Electrical insulating compound I drum

Contaminated di_ fi'om AOA drains 5 drums U_:l/expired Chlorinol 1 container

Absorbal 1dnn West Bryte wax 1 container

Weathered oil booms from 9 drm_ Hydro Chem 381L 1 container

Des Moines Creek Ice blast waste 1 drum

Transformer oil 1 gallon Ammonium hydroxide 1 container

Fire foam 1 drum Ni_icacid I container

Penetrating seal #207 1 container Bulk from spray cans l drum

Berryman Chem-Dip 1container Fire department confiscation 3 boxes

(mace, film remover, smoke,etc.)
Kloorideen Plant Cleaner 1container Household hazardouswaste 2 drums

Phosphorus pentoxide I container PCB cleanup I drum
Filter media ! drum Oil & Freon 2 drums

Source: Port ofSeanle 's Sca-Tac Airport Fuel and tiazardous Substances Spill Plan Drafl, 11117/94
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 22

ENERGY SUPPLY AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Energy in the form of electricity, natural gas, were analyzed as existing and future sources of
aviation fuel, diesel fuel, and gasoline is energy for Airport facilities.
consumed through the operation of the airport
facilities, aircraft, and attendant equipmenT- (A)._._R_I_,_
Increasing demand for the Airports services, as
indicated by the increase in the forecast furore Based on utility bills and dam provided by
activity levels, would place an ever increasing suppliers, Airport facilities consumed
demand on the sources of energy at the Airport. approximately 604 Billion British Thermal
The proposed Master Plan Update "With Units (BBTU) of energy in 1993. The
Project" alternatives would increase total energy energy consumption was distributed asfollows:
usage by seven to nine percent in comparison to

the Do-Nothing. All suppliers of these natural . Electricity - 119,032,935 Kwh3/ (406
resources have indicated the capability of BBTU)
servingthe increased demand. • Natural Gas - 1,984,915 therms_/ (198

BBTLD
The following sections summarize the impacts
of alternatives on various energy sources and Elecu'ical service is provided by Puget
natural resources. Sound Power and Light Company to the

various portions of the Airport. Sources of

(1) ENERGY REQUIRED TO OPERATE electrical consumption include the airfield
lighting and navigational aides, the

AIRPORT FACILrFIES passenger terminal and concourses, Port of
Seattle offices, and various airport tenants.

Energy demands resulting from the operation of According to data received from the Port of
airport facilities are met through the Seattle, airfield lighting and navigational
consumption of both electricity and natural gas. aides account for approximately two percent
Electricity is the primary source of energy used of the Airports annual electrical
for lighting and cooling of the airport facilities, consumption, s/ The remainder of the annual
including the terminal building. On the airfield, electrical consumption can be atu'ibuted to
electricity is used for nmway and taxiway the operation of the passenger terminal and
lighting, and to power the various navigational concourses, and airport tenant facilities.

systems. Natural gas is supplied by Washington
Natural Gas. The Airpoffs natural gas

Natural gas is used primarily to provide heat, supply is in_rruptible, which means that
steam, and hot water to the airport facilities. Washington Natural Gas can temporarily
The boilers in the Airports main heating plant suspend delivery of natural gas to Sea-Tac
use natural gas as their primaryenergy source.l/ during peak demand periods. These peak
Historically, the alternate energy source has
been used less than te_ days a year, and in 1993
no fuel oil was used.- Because of the limited 3/ Mr.JesseGo, SeniorTechnicalSpecialist- Electric,

Port of Seattle Department Mr. Gordan Florence,
use of fuel oil, only elecnicity and natural gas ChiefOperatingandMaintenanceEngineer.Portof

Seattle Department of Aviation, May, June, and
August, 1994.

1/ Fuel oil is used as a backup energy source when the 4/ Mr. Paul Riley, Supervisor Gas Measurement
nann_ gassupply is interrupted. Division. Washington Natural Gas, May, 1994.

2/ Mr. Gordan Florence, Chief Operating and _/ Mr. Jesse Go, Senior Technical Specialist - Electric,
Maintenance Engineer, Port of Seattle, May and Port of Seattle Department of Aviation. Telephone
August, 1994. Conversation and Correspondence, June,1994.
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periods typically occur in the winter during 1. Alternstive 1 (])o-Nothine)
extended periods of unusually cold
temperatures. During these periods a fuel The amountof en¢._ consumedat Sea-
oil backup system is used to fuel the boilers. Tac would not increase noticeably
As stated previously, this is seldom without development of new" facilities to
necessary and in fact did not occur at all in serve the increasing passenger demand.
1993. Historically, the backup system has However, the increasing enplanement
not been used more than four weeks during levels forecast for the Airport are likely
a given winter, and no more than ten or to lead to a small increase in the amount
twelve days consecutively.J / of electrical consumption at the Airport.

Based on a ratio of existing
Sea-Tac's electrical usage represents about enplanements to electrical usage, the
seven tenths of one percent of the total following future usage was determined.
amount of electricity supplied by Puget
Sound Power and Light Co. Airport Alternative 1 (Do-Nothing)
facilities are, however, one of Puget Sound Electrical Consumotion
Power and Lighfs top ten individual high Year (Million Kwh)
voltage electricity accounts.2/ The 1.9 1993 l 19
million therms of natural gas consumed by 2000 128
Airport facilities in 1993 accounts for a 2010 138
little more than 03. percent of the annual
therm production of the Washington Natural 2020 147
Gas Company.iF The Airporfs natural gas
account is one of the 30 largest single As shown above, without additional
accounts for Washington Natural Gas. development, electrical consumption
However, the usage of electricity and levels are expected to reach 147 million
natural gas by airport facilities represent a Kwh by 2020, a 24 percent increase
small percentage of the individual utilities from current levels.

overall production. 2. "With Proieet" (Alternatives 2

08) Future Usage Throu_,h 4)

Energy required to operate airport facilities The Master Plan Update "With Project"
would increase in the future. Sea-Tac alternatives would result in an increased
Airport is anticipated to _ence level of energy consumption. Futm_
increasedenplanementlevelseither with or energy demand levels were developed
without development, and the increased based on a proportion of existing
enplanement levels would result in an facility square footage to existing
increased energy demand. Airport consumption levels. Use of this
improvements would increase the amount of methodology assumes that a linear
building space requiring healing, cooling, relationship exists between facility size
and lighting, the provision of which would (primarily terminal and concourse
cause a corresponding increase in energy space) and energy consumption. The
consumption. The following sections increased electrical consumption due to
summarize the impacts of both the Do- development of the new parallel runway
Nothing and"WithProject" alternatives, and associated taxiways have been

developed based on proportion of
existing to future airfield lighting
requirements.

_/ Mr. Gordan Florence, Chief Opcraling and Each Master Plan Update "With
MaintenanceEngineer,Portof SeattleDcpmmcmof Project" alternative would result in
Aviation,TelephoneConve_salioa,MayandAugust, differing amounts of terminal and1994.

71 Ms. Diane Olsen, AccountRepresentative,Puget concourse space development.
SoundPowerandLightCo.,TelephoneConve_,Jation,
August,1994. Databasedon June,,1994. • Alternative 2 - North Unit Terminal

8/ Mr. Paul Riley, SupervisorGas Mealmrement Development of the new
Division,WashingtonNaturalGas,Correspondence, dependent parallel runway and
May,1994. taxiways by the year 2020 can be
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expected to increaseelectrical includesthe oeatestincreasein
consumptionof the airfieldby buildingsquarefootage,terminal
approximately 1.96 million kilowatt and concourse, other expansions
hours over the Do-Nothing would add approximately 3.0
alternative. Airport terminal, million square feet of building space
concourse and cargo development to the existing facilities. The
under Alternative 2 would increase additional building space would
building space at the Airport by result in an increase in electrical
approximately 2.6 million square consumption of approximately I l0
feet by the year 2020. This million kilowatt hours over the Do-
additional space would result in an Nothing alternative in 2020. Total
increase in electrical consumption electrical consumption in 2020
of approximately 93 million would increase by approximately
kilowatt hours over the Do-Nothing 112 million kilowatt hours or
alternative. Total electrical approximately 76 percent over the
consumption with this alternative 2020Do-Nothing alternative.
would increase approximately 95
million kilowatt hours or 65 percent The additional building space
over the Do-Nothing alternative, associated with this alternative

would increase natural gas

Development of the new parallel consumption by approximately 2.1
runway would not impact natural million therms over the 2020 Do-
gas consumption at the Airport. Nothing alternative, a 107 percent
However, heating requirements for increase.
the additional building space would
increase natural gas consumption by 3. Preferred Alternative
1.7 million therms over the 2020 (Alternative 3)
Do-Nothing alternative, an increase
of approximately 87 percent. The Preferred Alternative would result

in an increased level of energy
• Alternative 3 - Cenwal Terminal - consumption. Development of the

Development of the new runway proposed new runway would result in
would result in the same increase in the same increase in electrical
electrical consumption as consumption by 1.96 million kilowatt
Alternative 2. The additional hours over the Do-Nothing alternative.
building space would result in The additional building space would
increased elect/cat consumption of result in increased electrical
approximately 94 million kilowatt consumption of about 94 million
hours over the Do-Nothing kilowatt hours over the Do-Nothing
alternative in 2020. ToUt]elecnical alternative in 2020. Total elecmcal
consumption in 2020 would consumption in 2020 would increase by
increase by approximately 97 approximately 97 million kilowatt hours
million kilowatt hours or or approximately 65 percent over the
approximately 65 percent over the 2020 Do-Nothing alternative. The
2020 Do-Nothing alternative, heating requirements for the additional

building space would increase natural
The heating requirements for the gas consumption by approximately 1.8
additional building space would million therms over the 2020 Do-
increase nanual gas consumption by Nothing alternative, an 88 percent
approximately 1.8 million thenns increase.
over the 2020 Do-Nothing
alternative, an 88 percent increase. Sufficient capacity exists in the existing utility

supply network to accommodate the increased
• Alterp_tive 4 - South Unh Terminal energy consumption by airport facilities, with or

- Development of the new nmway without additional airport development.
would remit in the same increase in
elecwical consumption as
Alternative 2. This alternative
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(2) ENERGY REOUIRED TO OPERATE The amount of fuel consumed at the Airport
A]URCRAFT during each phase of the LTO cycle, for each

type of airor_ using the Airport, was esumated
The amount of energy consumed by aircr_ using the methodology presented in AP-42.
operating at the Airport is dependent on two This methodology estimates the amount of
operationalcharacteristics: aviationfuel consumed by eachof the aircraft

• The a_c_aft fleet mix (i.e., the numbers types during each phase of the LTO cycle. This
and types ofa_-_aft in use at the quantification does not represent total flight
Airport.) consumption. The fuel consumption calculated

from the LTO cycles represent the amount of
• The length of time the ahc,_ operates fuel consumed by an aircr_ while it is in the

in the airport environment, airport environs, and does not include the fuel
consumed while the aircraft is en-route between

The time that an aircraft is in operation at an the departure aizport and Sea-Tac or Sea-Tac
airport is referred to as the landing and takeoff and the destination airport.

• (/,TO) cycle. An LTO cycle encompasses the

time from which an aircraft descends on final (A)._
approach to an airport, through the ground taxi

and delay time both to and from the terminal, In 1994, operations at Sea-Tac resulted in
until it climbs out from an ahl)ort on departure, approximately 26.7 million gallons of fuel
The LTO cycle consists of four distinct modes: being consumed during the various phases

• Approach of the LTO cycle. Approximately 394.2million gallons of Jet A fuel were dispensed
• Taxi-Idle at the Airport in 1993.11/

• Takeoff The Olympic Pipeline Company is the
• Climbout supplier of Jet A fuel at the Airport and is

responsible for the Airports main fuel farm

As the consumption of fuel varies substantially and distribution system. The Airpo_s fuel
according to aircraft operating modes, the farm is composed of eight above ground
average time an aircraft spends in each mode tanks with a combined capacity of 574,000
must be identified. In addition, the time in barrels (24,108,000 gallons). Four of the
mode for both the approach and climbout phases tanks have a 55,000 barrel capacity, two
is dependent on a determination of the mixing have 80,000 barrel capacity, and two have
altitude for the Seattle Area. The mixing 97,000 barrel capacity. These tanks are
altitude in the Seattle area is 626 meters (2,054 refilled via direct connection to the pipeline.
feet) for a winter morning with no Aircraft are fueled in one of two ways,
precipitation, t/ Thus, the standard LTO cycle hydrant fueling or by way of a fuel tanker
time in mode for the approach and climbout truck. Delta, United, and Northwest
phases were adjusted based on a ratio of the Airlines each maintain hydrant fueling
Seattle mixing height to the standard mixing systems that provide fuel directly to the
height of 914 meters. The time in mode for the aircraft apron via a pipeline. Each of these
takeoff phase was taken directly from AP-421tv systems have an intermediate storage area
for each aircraft type category. AP-42 also fed from the main tank farm. The remainder
provides an average taxi-idle time for typical of the airlines are fueled directly from a
airports. However, due to the uniqueness of fleet of fuel trucks operated by the
Sea-Tac's poor weather operating consuaints, individual airlines, Signature Flight Support,
specific taxi-idle times were calculated, or Aircraft Services International Inc.J2/

The fuel trucks are all filled at a common
truck rack located adjacent to the general
aviation apron.

_/ u.s. EnvimnmmtalProtectionAgencyDocumentAP-
101, Mixing, Heights. Wind Sts_ and Pe_tisl For

Urban Air Pollution Throu2hout the Contitmgu_ 11/ Mr. David Johnson, Accounting Deparlment,
Table 13-1, Pg. ! I0. Olympic Pipeline Comps_y, Correspondence, June,

Comeilation of Air Polbnam_ g_mi_'q:irmFmetor_ 1994.

Volume If: Mobile Somcex AP.42, U.S. 12/ Mr. Tracy Green, Sea-Tac Terminal, Olympic Pipeline
Envimnmem_ProtectionAgency.September,1985. Company,TelephoneConvenation,April,1994.
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However, the Port of S_n!¢ is currently descn'bed, the following future 1)o-
preparing an Aircraft Fuel System Study,_/ Nothing _i_R fuel consumption levels
which considers various options in the way were calculated:
aviation fuel is stored and disl_ibuted at
Sea-Tat. The focus of the current on-going Aiterna_,e 1 (Do-Nothing)

study is to consider eliminating Aircra_ FuelConsumption
approximately 28 existing underground Year
storage tanks located primarily at three on- 1994 26.7
ail_3rt locations (DeRa, United, and 2000 28.6
Northwest facilities) and centralizing 2010 35.7
storage and distribution services via the 2020 46.0
Olympic Pipeline Company. New storage
capacity would be added to replace that lost As shown, aircraft energy consumptionis expected to grow from 26.7 million
with removal of the underground storage gallons in 1994 to 46 million gallons in
tanks. Such storagecapacitywould be 2020, a 72 percentincreaseover
added within the existing Airport storage existing levels.
area; new added capacity may also be
considered within this area. Distribution As stated previously, fuel consumption
through a hydrant system is being estimated by the LTO cycle
considered. Overall, the effect of these methodology does not represent the
changes would be to eliminate all of the total amount of fuel dispensed at the
remote aviation fuel storage facilities, to airport because it does not account for
reduce the number of truck filling/refilling fuel consumption during the en-route
trips, and to provide direct availability phase of a flight. The Airport's current
through the hydrant system to the aircraft in fuel system has a capacity of24,108,000 gallons. To estimate the
the terminal area. Upon selection of a final ftm, e amount of fuel dispensed, the
fueling system plan, the Port of Seattle 397,000,000gallons of fuel dispensed in
would comply with any necessary NEPA 1994 was increased in direct proportion
requirements, to the increased LTO cycle fuel

consumption for each activi_ level.
0B) _ The annual amount of fuel dispensed

and the estimated re-supply period,
The takeoff, climbout, and approach phases based on complete discharge of the
of the LTO cycle are not expected to change system, are summarized below:
fTom existing levels in the future. The taxi-
idle phase however would vary in the future AnnualFuel Maximum
fortheDo-Nothing,as wellas the "With Dispensed Re-SupplyProject" alternatives. Increased activity
levels would result in an increase in delay, (Million Gallons) P_ tDa_)
while the "With Project" alternatives would I994 397.1 220.
result in different taxi times as well as a 2000 424.6 20.7
reduction in delay. 2010 529.7 16.6

2020 683.1 12.9
1. Alternative 1 IDo-Nothin_)

As shown above, increased activity
Based on forecast aviation demand, levels would increase the annual amount
aircraft fuel consumption was estimated of fuel dispensed by approximately 286
for the Do-Nothing alternative at each million gallons from current levels,
of the funu_ activity levels. Using the which reduces the maximum re-supply
LTO cycle methodology previously period by approximately nine days.

Generally, the supply of Jet A fuel at the
Airport is replenished on a weekly

_t/ WorkingPaperB DraftReportForecastingPhase: basis. Olympic Pipeline company usesAircraft Fuel System Study, Seattle-Tacoma
InternationalAirport,PreparedforPortofSeattle.and
Airline Fuel Committee, Preparedby Argus
Engineering+Planning,Management).
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historical data to schedule delivery of levelswould result in greater delay
Jet A fuel to the Airport.H/ times and an increase in taxi/idle

time over 1994 levels. The
2. "With Proieet" Alternativ,m proposed unprovements associated

(Alternatives 2_3 and 4) with this alternative are anticipated
to increase aircraft fuel

Changes in the length of the taxi-idle consumption during the LTO cycle
phase of the LTO cycle account for the by approximately 100,000 gallons,
changes in fuel consumption between or two teaths of one percent,
the Do-Nothing and "With Project" annually, by the year 2020, as
alternatives for each of the future compared to the Do-Nothing
activity levels. Each of the proposed alternative.
altemativas would result in changes in
the layout of the aircraft parking As can be seen from the previously
positions resulting in variations in the presented data, for a given activity level,
taxi times associated with each development of the various "With
alternative. Project" alternatives does not have a

significant impact on fuel consumption
• Alt.cynative 2 - Central Terminal - levels as compared to the "Do-Nothing"

By 2020, increasing demand levels alternative. The primary reason that the
would result in greater delay times proposed "With Project" alternatives do
and an increase in taxi/idle time not result in a significant change in fuel
over 1994 levels. The proposed consumption is that although the
improvements associated with this development of the new runway causes .
alternative are anticipated to reduce a reduction in the delay values included
aircraft fuel consumption during the in the taxi-idle phase of the LTO cycle,
LTO cycle by approximately this reduction is offset by the additional
I00,000 gallons, or two tenths of taxi times that result from the various
one percent, annually, by the year facility developments, and the
2020, as compared to the Do. additional time required to taxi to the
Nothing alternative, new runway.

• Alternative 3 - North Unit Terminal The amount of fuel required by the 2020
By 2020, increasing demand activity level, regardless of development

levels would result m greater delay option, would result in a reduction of
times and an increase in taxi/idle approximately 8 days in the maximum
time over 1994 levels. The re-supply period of the Airports fuel
proposed improvements associated storage facility. However, the current
with this alternative are anticipated storage facility would still be capable of
to reduce aircraft fuel consumption maintaining approximately a 13 day
during the LTO cycle by supply of fuel.
approximately 200,000 gallons, or
four tenths of one percent, annually, 3. Preferred Alterna_ah,e
by the year 2020, as compared to (Alternative 3)
theDo-No_ing alternative. Table
IV.22=1 summarizes the annual fuel Changes in the length of the taxi-idle
consumption calculated from the phase of the LTO cycle account for the
LTO cycles, the corresponding changes fuel consumption between the
amount of fuel dispensed annually, Do-Nothing and Preferred Alternative.
and the maximum re-supply period The proposed improvements associated
for both the Do-Nothi.g and "With with this alternative are anticipated to
Project" alternatives, reduce aircraft fuel consumption during

the LTO cycle by approximately
• Alternative 4 - South Unit Terminal 200,000 gallons, or four tenths of one

By 2020, increasing demand percent, annually, by the year 2020, as
compared to the Do-Nothing alternative.

14/ Mr.TracyGreen,Sea-TacTerminal,OlympicPipeline
Company,TelephoneConversation,April,1994.
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(3) ENERGY REOUIREh T° OPERATE service vehicles at each of the various
GROUND SERVICE EQUIPME_, annual activity levels is shown below:

Ground service vehicles (GSE) operate in the Daily
terminal gate areas to fuel, tow, load, and unload Service Vehicle Fuel Consumption
aircraft and otherwise prepare aircraft for Do-Nothing and "With Project"
departure. The types of equipment used, and the (Gallons)
length of time they are in use, varies by aircraR 1994 1,007
type. Different tenants and airlines may use 2000 1,035
different types and quantities of service vehicles 2010 1,156
to service similar ai,-,_,,h_ttypes. As a general 2020 1,333
rule however, the larger _raft types such as
the Boeing 747 and MD 11 have longer ground As shown above, increases in the annual
times and service vehicle operation times than activity levels result in an increased level of
do the smaller aircraft such as the Boeing 737. service vehicle fuel consumption. The

increased activity level in the year 2020
(A) Existjn_ Usage would result in a 32 percent increase in

service vehicle fuel consumption over
To calculate service vehicle fuel current levels.
consumption, typical aircraft service times
and associated service vehicle mix data * * *
were used. As defined in several FAA
studies? 5/service vehicle fuel consumption The consumption levels for each of the energy
is a function of: service time, fuel burn rate, sources analyzed were converted to one
aircraft fleet mix and related service vehicle common unit, the British Thermal Unit (BTU),
types. Modifications to the typical service in order to summarize the variations in energy
times for each aircraft type were made, as consumption levels between the Do-Nothing and
appropriate, to account for more typical "With Project" alternatives at different annual
operating conditions at the Airport. The activity levels.
various types of service vehicles consume a
variety of fuel types including, Jet A, As shown below, both the proposed
propane, gasoline, and diesel fuel. Because development alternatives and the increasing
of the wide variety of service vehicle types activity levels at the Airport result in an increase
used by the respective airlines, it is in the amount of fuel consumed annually at the
impossible to accurately determine the Airport. Alternative 4, the South Terminal
actual amounts of the various fuel types alternative, results in the greatest increase in
consumed. Based on existing LTO cycles, annual energy consumption at the Airport, when
approximately 367,500 gallons of fuel was compared to the Do-Nothing alternative. At the
consumed by service vehicles in 1994. 2020 activity level the South Terminal

development alternative results in a 9.4 percent
(B) Future Usa2e increase m total energy consumption over the

Do-Nothing alternative. Alternatives 2 and 3
As aircraft activity increases in the future, result in 7.3 and 7.6 percent increases over the
either with or without the proposed master Do-Nothing alternative respectively in 2020.
plan developments, the amount of fuel All suppliers have indicated sufficient resources
consumed by service vehicles can be are available to meet this increased demand.
expected to increase also. Because the

future activity levels forecast for the Airport (4) CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
are not constrained by lack of airport
development, the amount of fuel consumed The proposed Master Plan Update alternatives
by the service vehicles for both the Do- would result in additional energy and natural
Nothing and development alternatives are resource consumption. In addition, other
the same. The amount of fuel consumed by regional development would similarly result in

the consumption of energy and natural
resources. However, none of these additional

15/ Airport F_cimry Air Pollmmn Study, FAA-RD-74- regional urban plans in combination with the
212, December1974 andAn Air Pollution Impact Master Plan Update improvements is likely to
Metho,lolo_O/or Airpor_ and AttendonILand Use,
APTD-1470,January,1973.
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exceed the capac_y of the region to service the (5) _GATIQN M_ASURF_
energy and natural resource needs.

As there would be no si_mificant adverse
impacts, no mifi_fion measures are required.

Energy Required to Operate Facilities, Aircraft, and Service Vehicles
(Billion BTU'_;)

Year Ahemafive ] Akema_e 2 Alternati_ 3 Ahernativ_4

1994 3,943.8 N/A N/A N/A
2000 4,210.9 4,255.8 4,251.8 4,261.7
2010 5,132.2 5,403.6 5,283.0 5,604.1
2020 6,451.4 6,941.9 6,923.1 7,058.4

_I/A"_NotApplicable
!Source: Landrmn& Brown,Inc.
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TABLE IV.22-1

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport

Environmental Impact Statement

FUTURE FUEL CONSUMPTION
AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS

Do-Nothing Central Terminal North Unit Terminal South Unit Terminal
Year Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4

Aircraft Fuel Consumption (Million Gallons)
1994 26.7 N/A N/A N/A
2000 28.6 28.7 28.7 28.7
2010 35.7 35.8 35.7 36.0
2020 46.0 45.9 45.8 46.1

Fuel Dispensed (MillionGallons)
1994 397.1 N/A N/A N/A
2000 424.6 425.4 425.8 426.6
2010 529.7 530.9 530.4 533.8
2020 631.1 680.9 680.1 683.8

Maximum Re-Supply Period (Days) **
1994 22.2 N/A N/A N/A
2000 20.7 20.7 20.7 20.6
2010 16.6 16.6 16.6 16.5
2020 12.9 12.9 12.9 12.9

LTO Cycle (Time in Mode) for Taxi-Idle
Do-Nothing Central Terminal North Unit Terminal South Unit Terminal

year Altfrnative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4
1994

Heavy Jet 11.0 N/A N/A N/A
Jet 10.7 NIA NIA N/A
Propeller 10.3 N/A N/A N/A

20OO
Heavy Jet 11.0 11.7 11.6 11.8
Jet 10.9 10.9 l 1.0 11.0
Propeller 109 10.0 10.1 10.1

2010
Heavy Jet 13.5 13.7 13.6 ]4.0
Jet 12.9 12.9 12.9 13.1
Propeller 12.3 12.0 12.0 12.0

2020
Heavy Jet !6.6 16.9 16.9 17.0
Jet 16.0 15.6 15.3 15.7
Propeller 15.3 14.8 15.2 15.3

N/A = Not Applicable

Note: The397.1 Million gallonsof feel dis,lxmsed in 1994was extrapolatedbasedon data providedby Olympic Pipeline Co.
for 1993, _d Jan-May1994..
** Assumes completedischargeof the maintankfarm.
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 23

CONSTRUCTIONIMPACTS

Consn_ction impacts are, in general, short-term (A) M_THODOLOGy.
and temporary in nature. Typical impacts
resulting from conslrdetion may include air and A number of assumptions were made
noise pollution, as well as disruption of surface concerning the cons_uction of the Master Plan
transportation patterns. Construction impacts Update alternatives:
considered in this section are: noise, air, surface
transportation, social, socioeconomic, and * Schedule:

water quality. Other construction impacts are 1. The largest fill material requirements,
discussed in their respective sections of this associated with the proposed new
document, parallel runway, Runway Safety

Improvements, and South Aviation
At this time, detailed design and conslruction Support Area are expected to occur
plans have not been prepared. Therefore, it is during the first five years of the Master
not possible to identify the specific types of Plan Update implementation.

consmaction equipment and frequency of usage 2. Construction activities involving the
that could occur with conslruction of the hauling of embankment fill material for
proposed Master Plan Update improvements, the construction of the propos.ed new
This section identifies a range of consmaction parallel runway, the expanswn of
impacts, assuming two alternative scenarios: Runway Safety Areas, and the haul of
minimum excavation from on-site sources, and ill] material for the South Aviation
maximum excavation of on-site sources. Support area are anticipated to occur

over a three year period between 1996
To implement the proposednew parallel runway and the year 2000.
and other Master Plan Update alternatives, one 3. Transport of fill material from off-site
or more permitted material site(s) off of Port sources will occur 270 days per year
owned land may be used to supply the required and 16 hours per day. Transport of fill
fill. Permitted material sites have or will be material from on-site sources will occur
subjected to environmental review as part of the 210 days per year and 16 hours per day.
appropriate regulatory process that granted the
permits and which established conditions of * On-Site Borrow:
operations. Several municipalities have recently
or are in the process of adopting truck route 1. The EIS addresses both the likely
ordinances that may pose additional conditions minimum and the likely maximum useof on-site fill
on operations from individual material sites.
The process of removing fill material at the 2. The Port will explore non-lrucking
source and transporting it to the fill site must alternatives for material extracted from
comply with local permits, operating conditions, Port land. Alternatives such as
legal load limits, arid restoration associated with conveyer belts could be used. To
the source site(s) and haul routes. This is present a worst case assessment, this

EIS assumes that fill is transported by
standard procedure for constructionprojectsin mack.
the Puget Sound Region.

• Off-Site Borrow:

Provisions ofFAA Advisory Circular 150/5370- 1. At this time, it is not possible to
10 "Standards for Specifying Construction of determine the exact off-site material
Airports", would be incorporated into sources that will be used. Several
construction specifications, permitted sites exist within 20 miles,

sufficient to supply some or all of the
material needed for the Master Plan
Update Alternatives. Given the fill
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requirements of the Master Plan Update, in off-site truck traffic rates of 109 and 66
it is also possible that new material sites trucks per hour, per direction. On-site truck
can be economically developed and traffic necessary to haul the 8.0 MCY of
permitted. Subject to the appropriate material would average 36 trucks per hour. per
guidelines included in a Consmetion direcuon or adjusted for peaking to 54 trucks
and Earthwork Management Plan, a
selection will be made among the per hour, per direction. Consu_ction vehicles,
material sites based on availability, such as scrapers, are anticipated for use in
costs, mitigation requirements for the moving the common excavation material, with
use of those material sites, and other no lrips on public roads.
considerations.

03) SURFACE TRANSPORTATION
2. Fill may be transported by rail or barge

to locations near to the Airport and then The following section sununar_s the
trucked or conveyed by belt systems to
the airport conslruction sites. To conslzuction related surface transportation
present a worst case assessment, this impacts. Off airport hauling would affect the
EIS assumes that fill will be most likely level of service on freeways, highways, anerials
transported by lruck, but considers a and permitted local slreets used for hauling.
conveyor belt system and rail as The degradation of service levels would be
potential alternatives that may be significant if hauling occurs in congested areas
considered by conslruction conlractors, during peak uavel times. However, these

3. Material transported by trucks will use impacts would be temporary and will be
freeway, highway, arterial class mitigated as a part of actions w be included in
roadways, designated Iruck routes, the Conslruction and Earthwork Management
permitted local streets, or Port Plan and similar mitigation measures.
properties, until reaching the on-airport
haul routes. (1) On-_ite Source Trameertation

The compacted in-place fill requirements were Source locations: Due to wetland impacts
increased by 15 percent to account for shrinkage or cost to excavate, five of the eight on-
during placement of transported fill material, airport sites identified by the Preliminary.
Appendix J contains an expanded construction Engineering Study would likely be used toextract fill. The range of fill volumes
impact evaluation, available from these sites is described in

Chapter IV, Section 19 "Earth Impacts".
Table IV.23-1 shows fill requirements that will The location of those sources and potential
exist for the Master Plan Update alternatives, haul routes are shown in Exhibit IV.23-1.
Based on an assumed average Iruck capacity of
22 cubic yards per truck, about 1,200,000 truck On-site material Sites #I-4 are located south
loads of fill would be needed to complete all of of South 188th and north of South 216th
the improvements included in the Master Plan Streets. All of Site #2 and portions of #l
Update, or about 1,074,500 for the fill and #3 lie within the City of Des Moines.
requirements between 1996 and the year 2000. Portions of #1 and #3, and all of Sites #4
The 1996-2000 transport is the worst case and #5 lie within the City of SeaTac.
scenario and is the analysis event for the EIS.

This analysis assumes a constant hourly rate
of truck trips, and accounted for the ability

For the assumed minimum (Option 1) and to consWuct during poor weather. A
maximum (Option 2) fill amounts available on- conslzuction haul period of 210 days per
site, the average number of trucks required to year was assumed to account for the water
haul the required pre-2000 material would be 73 sensitive nature of the on-site material
and 44 trucks respectively per hour, per soureesoils.
direction. As described in Appendix J, for
analysis purposes, a factor of.l.5 was assumed
to account for peaking of truck traffic, resulting
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Hind conveyance meehaeu_m: As was 154/156th Street, which are both arm_als and
noted earlier, several means exist for the designated mlck routes by the City of
U-aasportof fill. While u_cks are anticipated ScaTac. Trucks would then enter the
to be used, connectors may bid use of northern side oft he construction she and use
conveyor systems for the owshe souses, on.Airpon haul routes. The noz_ material
This EIS presents a worst case evaluation by site could also average 36 trucks per hour.
assuming truck modes. Use of conveyors per direction adjusted to 54 lxucks per hour
would reduce or eliminate the truck trips, for peaking analysis. Consm_ction truck

lnfffic would cause the intersection of 24e'
Haul routes mad Service l._-vels: Transport Avenue South and South 154_ Street to
of the m_eria/ from the southern on-site del_orate from LOS C to LOS E for Option
material source would most likely use on-site 1 (minimum use on-site material LOS D for
haul routes constructed within or adjacent to Option 2 (maximum on-site material).
the material sites to reach South 200th Street, Mitigation could consist of adding
whereupon the trucks would either access southbound and eastbound right turn lanes.
directly into the SASA site or to the on- Pavement overlay or reconswuction of 24th
airport roadway system. South 188th Street Avenue South may be required due to
would be crossed via the runway bridge, increased lruck use.
While on-site routes are preferred,
construction equipment and trip levels might (2) Off-Site Source Transportation
be found hicompatible with safe aircraft
operations. In the event that off-site routes As noted earlier, the amount of truck trips
are used, this EIS assessed their use. that would occur would depend on the

quantity of soil obtained on-site versus off-
Construction tracks from Sites #1-4 could use site. Minimum (Option 2) versus maximum
South 200th Street to access Des Moines (Option 1) off-site truck trips necessary to
Memorial Drive and the Airport Perimeter transport required import material ranges
Road at the intersection with South 188th from 66 to 109 trucks per hour, per direction,
Street Both South 200th Street and Des adjusted for peaking conditions.
Moines Memorial Drive in this area are

designated truck routes. As residences exist Source locations: Sixteen (16) off-site
along both South 200* Sweet and Des Moines material source locations were identified by
Memorial Drive navel conditions were the Port of Seattle. Two additional sites
examined along these routes. This analysis were identified by this EIS. Potential haul
showed that entering sight distance, roadway routes to access those sites are depicted in
width, and shoulder conditions are adequate Exhibit IV.23-2. Based on a further review
for safe _ck franc along these roadways, of the 18 sites showed that a u'uck haul will
Through the year 2000, all intersections most likely focus on sources 4, 7, 9, 11, I1A,
along this alternative construction route are 12, 13, 15, and a potential future site at the
expected to operate at LOS C or better. The Maury Island King County Park (15A) due to
use of both South 200tb Street and Des the quantity of material these sites can
Moines Memorial Way may require provide, and the condition of the roadway
pavement overlays or reconsmlction at the access to these sites. Table IV.23-2 lists the
end of the construction period, following haul route characteristics for these

off-site locations:
Site #2 is anticipated m be connected to Site
# l via a constructed east-west haul route, and * Roadway jurisdiction
then use the on-site haul route through Site • Roadway classification#1 to South 200 _ StreeL This route would
roughly parallel South 216a Street, traversing • Number of lanes
the proposed SR 509 existing right-of-way. • Currentpavement condition
In the event that this haul route could not be • Speed limit along route
consm_cted, the Port could seek permits from • Existing average daily traffic volumes
the City of Des Moines for the use of South
216_ Street as an alternative route, between Most of the probable material sites are
Sites #1 and #2. currently permitted. Sites 11A, 13, and the

" Maury Island King County Park site could
Transport of the material from the north on-
site borrow source, Site #5, would most
likely occur on 24th Avenue Sotrahand South
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require additional permitsY Most likely a water of Puget Sound off-load and docking
combination of sites would be required to station near the Des Moines Beach Park, and
comply with hours of operation and future installation of an above-ground conveyor belt
truck route conditions. For these off-site system approximately two miles along the
sources, the expected haul routes are Des Moines Creek Park via a Midway Sewer
categorized as arterial or highway roads, in District easement to the construction site.
'fair' or better pavement conditions. No The advantages of this proposal is that it has
safety concerns are anticipated due to sight been used effectively on other large scale
distance or roadway configuration. Table projects and it would eliminate all off-site
IV.23.3 summarizes the conditions along the material truck transporL Due to the size and
off-site haul routes, quality of the material sites that could barge

material, this alternative could also eliminate

Haul conveyance mechanism: Similar to the the need for use of the on-site material
on-site source conveyance, Irucks are sources. The conveyor belt proponent has
expected to b_ the likely mode of transport, obtained an agreement with the Sewer
Other potential ways of providing material to District for the use of the easement, but has
the construction site involve barges to the not obtained other permits or environmental
Duwamish area from sites #15 and the King review. Thus, this EIS assumes transport of
County Parks site, and/or rail supplied material by m_ck. Required environmental
material from site 09 to either the Duwamish review would be conducted and compliance
or Kent Valley areas. Material barged or rail with applicable permitting requirements
transported to the Duwamish could be would occur prior to development of the
trucked to the Airport via SR 509 during any conveyor system and any associated
time of the day. Material transported by rail facilities.
to the Kent Valley area could be trucked to
the site,but due m roadwaycongestion in this Haul routes and Service Levels: Contractor
area, trucking may be limited to evening and use of off-site material sites west of I-5
night periods. Required environmental review would require the use of I-5 or 1-405 to reach
would be conducted and compliance with SR 518 and SR 509 to access the Airport
permitting requirements would occur prior to construction site. Use of material sources
development of a rail station or rail spur for located on Maury Island, Port Gamble, or the
this rail alternative. Dupont area are expected to be barged into

the Duwamish and trucked using SR 509 and
An alternative to the import of off-site SR 518 to access the Airport consmJction
material by trucks has been suggested. This site. Level of service analysis throughout the
alternative would use a conveyor belt system day for year 2000 volumes at key locations
to transport material barged or transported by with conditions expected to cause congestion
rail to a site in the general vicinity of the impacts due to increased volumes of heavy
Airport. Based on one proponents vehicles were performed. Year 2000 mlffic
suggestion, several conveyance routes were was chosen as a worst case event, even
reviewed. These include: conveyance south though most construction haul activities are
from the Duwamish indusWiai area along SR to occur before then.
509, conveyance fzom the Kent valley west
along Orilla Road, and conveyance from Results of the level of service analysis are
Puget Sound, along the Des Moines Creek. smnmarized in Table IV.23-4. This analysis
Based on the transport distances (greater than indicates that I-5 at the SR 518/I-405
2 miles), only the Des Moines Creek route interchange area would f_nction at LOS F
appears financially viable, during the PM peak (3:00 to 7:00 PM) due to

regional traffic levels without the Iruck traffic
The Des Moines Creek route is in the initial associated wi_ the Master Plan Update
stages of development by a private construction activities. Predicted maximum
proponent. It is anticipated to require an in- off-site peaking lruck volumes of 109 mJcks

per hour, per direction would worsen
somewhat and would also cause deterioration

_/ Currently,theMmn,yIsled KingCountyParksite is tOLOS F during Midday (9:00 AM to 3:00
notpermitted,althoughone wouldbeanticipatedwith PM) traffic flows. In addition, 1-405 is also
thegradingassociatedwith the KingCountyproject expected to be at LOS F without airportTheothersitehasbeenexhaustedof fillmaterialunder
the presentpermit requirements. Weyerhaeuser is construction truck traffic during AM (6:00 to
presently working withthe ownerconcerningexpansion 9:00 AM) and PM peak periods. Increased
ofthe fillcapability.
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n_ck waffic would worsen and would also Plan would include actions such as the
cause Midday peak to deteriorate to LOS F. following:
Predicted maximum off-site truck traffic
would cause SR 518 (west of I-5) to • South 170" Street and the Northbound
deteriorate from LOS D to F during the PM Airport Expressway Ramp. Potential
peak. SR 18 which is a potential haul route use by off-site truck traffic would change
for truck traffic from the Auburn/Black this unsignalized intersection from peak
Diamond area soumes is predicted to hour LOS D to LOS E for Options 1 and
function under year 2000 wa,fic without the 2. Signalization could raise the
Airport construction traffic at LOS F during intersection to LOS B.

the AM, Midday and PM peaks. * Air Cargo Road and South 170'_ Street -
Construction traffic would worsen the Potential use by off-site truck traffic
regional traffic induced level of service. SR would change this unsignalized
167, which could also serve as a haul route intersection from LOS D to LOS E under
for trucks from the Auburn/Black Diamond Options 1 and 2. Signalization wouldarea, is predicted to function at LOS F during
the PM peak as a result of additional Iruck provide LOS B.
traffic. SR 509 which could serve as a haul - Air Cargo Road and Southbound Airport
route for all off-site material sources Expre__swayRamp - Potential use by off-
functions at LOS E or better with both site truck traffic would change this
maximum and minimum off-site truck traffic unsignalized intersection from LOS E to
during all periods of the day. All routes LOS F under Options 1 and 2.
considered could accommodate conswaction Signalization would provide LOS B.
truck traffic during evening and night
periods. * South 154_ Street and 24 thAvenue South. Potential use by both on-site and off-

A Conm'uction and Earthwork Management site truck traffic would change this
Plan will be prepared which, based on the signalized intersection from peak hour
selected contractor(s) haul plan, specifies LOS C to LOS E (Option 1) or LOS D
hours of operation, haul mutes, and similar (Option 2). Additions of Eastbound and
controls. It is expected that such a plan Southbound right turn lanes would
would be consistent with normal conWacting restore it to LOS C.
practices because it is unlikely that a * Westbound SR 518 Off-Ramp to Des
contractor would schedule haul activities Moines Memorial Drive - Potential use
during extreme congestion periods. Such by off-site truck traffic would keep this
scheduling practices radically increase the unsignalized intersection at a peak hour
cost of completing the haul. Contractors LOS T with Options l and 2.
would most likely choose to either use Signalization would improve this
material sites that rely solely on SR 509 intersection to LOS B.
(which is the least congested major road in
the airport area), or choose to operate very * Des Moines Memorial Drive and 8*
low volumes during the day with most off- Avenue South - Potential use by off-site
site haul activity occurring during the Iruck traffic could cause traffic control
evening (7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.) and night concerns, Signalization would improve
(10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.) periods. Two sites, these concerns.

Sites #9 and #13 are expected to have hours • Southbound SR 509 Ramp at South 160"
of operation that would support evening and Street - Potential use by of-site truck
night hauls. Other sites could have additional traffic would change this intersection
morning and midday hours of operation during peak hours from LOS E to LOS F
permitted through standard environmental under Options l and 2. Signalization
and permit review procedures, could restore it to LOS C.

Several intersections in the Airport vicinity * Northbound SR 509 Ramp at South 160_
would be impacted by the construction Street - Potential use by off-site truck
hauling activity. Thus, it is expected that if traffic could change this unsignalized
during the fmal constrnctmn phasing intersection from peak hour LOS D to
planning, already severely congested roads LOS F (Option 1) or LOS E (Option 2).
are identified by the contractor(s), the Signalization could restore it to LOS B.
Conmraction and Earthwork Management
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(3) Cumulative On-Site and Off-Site
In addition, residential properties are located

The proposed new Runway embankment and along the southern on-site borrow source routes:
nmway safety areas lie along the west side of Des Momes Memorial Drive (the most likely
the existing airfield. Potential direct access haul route for the southern on-site material) is a
from existing roadways include South minor arterial, with residential development
154/156th Sueet, South 160th Street and by located on the east and west sides of the street.
way of the Airport Perimeter Road and On-site haul routes have been revised to include
associated security roads. Haul traffic would routes consisting mostly of Port-owned land (see
reach these roads from SR 518, the Northern I_.Yh_it IV.23-1, which shows potential on-site
Airport Expressway, Air Cargo Road, Des haul routes). The routes would help to minimize
Moines Memorial Drive, SR 509, South social and neighborhood impacts from truck
188th Sneer, and 24th Avenue South. traffic. South 160thStreet,botweenSRS09and
Conswuction traffic tnmsportingoff-site fill the airport, could also potentially be used as a
material requirements for SASA are haul route. About 15 residential properties face
anticipated to use SR 509, South 188th this street.
Street, and 28th Avenue South. The traffic
level of service both with and without Temporary construction impacts would include
conswaction u'affic was calculated at key increased noise, dust, vibration, congestion, and
intersections and freeway locations, and for uuck traffic near residences, businesses, and
combinations of on-site and off-site truck institutions located along conslmction routes
volumes, near on-site contruction areas. Normal vehicular

traffic patterns would be disruptive if drivers
Appendix J contains a detailed summary of shose to cut-through neighborhoods to avoid
the LOS evaluation which shows that the congestion. Neighborhood cohesion could be
u-uck _ps associated with the proposed adversely affectedby mcreased traffsc.
Airport development would result in
degradation. This degradation could be Construction traffic using SR 509. SR 518, and
significant, particularly where background Interstate 5 likely would not result in significant
levels of congestion are at or exceed capacity, impacts to schools because they are limited acces
However, there are periods and routes which highways with grade separated crossings. The
can be used to haul the required material to following schools are located in the vicinity of
the site without significant degradation of thse limited access haul routes: Dunlap Elem.;
levels of service. Highline High; Woodside Elem. - currently an

administrative center;, Thomdyke Elem.; Holy
(C)SOCIAL Innocents; and Sea-Tac Occupational Skills

Center.
Residential and commercial properties requiring
acquisition are detailed in Section 6 "Social The following schools are located near or along
Impacts" of this document. This section haul routes in the immediate airport area (other
summarizes potential social and neighborhood than SR 509, SR 518) and could be adversely
impacts from truck hauling of fill for the affected: Angle Lake Elementary, Maywood
construction of the new parallel runway and Elementary, Normandy Christian, Sunny Terrace
runway safety areas. Elementary (currently a mental health facility),

and Sunndydale Elementary.
As is noted in Table IV.23-3, residential
neighborhoods are located along a portion of the At this time, haul routes have not been finalized;
haul routes from the following off-shes borrow specific routes will depend upon final borrow
sources: sources, contractor,and method used to transport

fill. Some routes for on-site borrow sources are
• Site 2 (Des Moines Memorial Drive/SR being investigated that are exclusively on Port

509) residents abut Des Moines property. The potential for social impacts at
Memorial Drive, elementary schools noted previously as well as

• Site 6 (Federal Way) residents along residential areas would be reduced with the useof these routes. The use of routes on PortMilton Road;
property for on-site borrow sources l through 4

• Site 7 (Auburn) residents along 41st and could result in potential indirected impacts
Ellingson; (primarily noise and fugitive dust) on Des

• Site 9 residents along Maltby Road. Moines Creek Park.
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Becauseofthesoc_ddisruptionthatwouldoccur
in the genera/ vicinity of the new runway TABLE IV.23-5
construction program, a consmg'tion mitigation
acquisition program has been recommended. CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENTNOISE
This acquisition includes about 70 residential and Typical
commercial properties located east of Des
Moines Memorial Drive between SR 509 and SR SoundLevel
518. If this recommended acquisition program is T_oe
adopted, only 15 residences would remain in DumpTmck 88
close vicinity to the merge points between on-site PortableAir 81
and off-site haul traffic. The_ residences, and ConcreteMixer 85
those closer to the off-site sources, would Jackhammer 88
experience increased air and noise pollution Sta-aper 88
during the constructionperiod and could,during Dozer 87
peak traffic periods experience difficulty in Paver 89Generator 76
entering and exiting their property. Pile Driver I01

OD)NOISE Rock Drill 98Pump 76

Noise impacts will occur in the vicinity of the PnetmmticTools 85
consmsction sizes associated with the "With Backhoe 85
Project" alternatives. Earth work and site
preparation activities will result in elevated levels _e: Handbookof Noise A_essmen:,, May, D.N. Page
of noise generated by the types of equipment 215. van NosmmdReinholdCompany, NewYork,1978
used on most construction sites. Noise from this
equipment would vary from model to model, and
would change according to the operation (type of The following peak hour average sound level
construction) involved, changes were identified:

Table IV.23-5 lists an estimate of the typical • With maximum use of on-site material,
sound level energy from each basic type of property located along 200th Street, between
construction equipment. The total sound level the on-site borrow sources and Des Moines
energy is essentially a product of the machine's Memorial Drive could experience
sound level, the number of such machines in construction noise levels of as high as 5.5
service and the average time they operate, dBA over existing roadway-related noise
Although pile drivers and rock drills produce the levels if 200th Street is used as a haul route.
greatest sound levels, it is dump trucks, air However, in this area, aircraft noise levels are
compressors, and concrete mixers that, due to substantially greater than the peak hour
their greater number or longer operating times, average construction related roadway noise
produce the most total sound energy, levels;

Noise levels resulting from operation of * Residences facing Des Moines Memorial
construction equipment are generally higher than Drive, between 200th and SR 509 would
those generated by normal surface traffic flows, experience an increase in sound level of
However, with a few exceptions, there would be about 3.6 dBA;

limited off-airport consmlction-related noise * Residences facing 24th Street South, near
impacts because of the distances of most 154th Street would experience an increase in
residential areas from the sound sources at the the peak hour average sound level of 6.4
various construction sites, dBA;

As is discussed in this section, the development * With maximum use of off-site sources,
of various elements of the Master Plan Update residences facing South 160th Street east of
alternatives will resuR in the movement of earth the SR 509 interchange could experience an

to develop airport facilities. Based on the increased peak hour average roadway-relatednoise levels of about 7.6 dBA. Because of
maximum hourly number of Iruck trips, the this increase noise level, much of the area
FI-IWA's STAMINA .2.0 model was used to between SR 509 and the new runway
quantify the changes in noise exposure to embankment isproposedforacquisition.
residential areas located along the haul routes.
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While construction related noise would increase The conslruction haul vehicles are expected to
by 5 dBA or more above existing or Do.Nothing rely primarily on use of heavy duty diesel
(a substantial increase), according to Washington vehicles capable of carrying up to I00,000 tons of
State Deparlment of Transportation guidelines, fill material. The analysis considers the peak
these impacts are not permanent changes in noise hour of operation by all motor vehicles, including
levels, and are, thus, exempt from the criterion the haul lrucks, that would occur "With Project"
The construction nmse tmpact exemption, along each of the routes in comparison to the Do-
however, does not apply during nighttime hours Nothing condition.
(10 p.m. to 7 a.m.). As a result, the Port will
develop the Construction and Earthwork It should be noted that the methodology used in
Management Plan to minimize nighttime noise this analysis relies on the use of modeling default
impacts on noise sensitive facilities adjacent to values and input assumptions, as determined in
the haul routes. However, even with noise consultation with the Department of Ecology and
management actions in use during the nighttime USEPA. Significant coordination was needed,
hours, residents west of the proposed runway due to the lack of actual data on particulates for
may experience dump truck related construction the Region. Accordingly, this application
no_se, represents true worst case analysis characteristics

of a much more arid (dry) environment than is
(E) AIR QUM_ typically experienced in the Puget Sound Region.

Construction will have a short-term impact on (1) Carbon Monoxide Concentrations
local air quality. Air pollution levels during the
construction period would be a consequence of The use of diesel haul trucks would not be
one or more of the following activities: expected to produce substantial carbon

monoxide (CO) emissions. As shown in
. Vehicular activity in support of consu_ction; Table IV.23-6, the maximum 1-hour and g-
• Wind erosion of soils; hour CO concentrations along each of the
• The movement of construction vehicles along haul routes would be expected to be well

haul routes; below the CO ambient air quality standards.
• Excavation; and The "With Project" concentrations would be

equal to or slightly above the Do-Nothing
• Cement and aggregate handling, condition. Nonetheless, CO concencations at

all receptor locations along the proposed
Air pollution impacts would be most pronounced routes would be below the standards. Carbon
at the individual consU'uction sites and along the monoxide concenn'ations along the proposed
construction haul routes, unpaved, on-airport road south of the airfield

would produce negligible CO emissions off-
The air quality impacts associated with the airport.
hauling of construction fill material was
evaluated through a separate pollutant dispersion (2) PM_I0 Concentrations
modeling analysis. The conslruction vehicle
dispersion analysis was performed using the The high volume of construction Iruck
CAL3QHC air quality computer model, as activity would be expected to generate
described in Appendix D. CAL3QHC is a considerable fugitive dust emissions,
USEPA approved model used to predict pollutant especially during dry conditions. Nearly all
concentrations from motor vehicles. Vehicle of the particulate roarer identified would be
emission rates for input into the CAL3QHC created by "stirring' up of the dust particles
model were derived from two other USEPA air already on the roads. This 'entrainment' of
quality models, MOBILE5A for carbon dust particles would be created by the mixing
monoxide emissions and PART5 for particulate of turbulent air currents from conslruction
matter, equipment movement. Without mitigation or

the use of conU'ol measures, the results would
Particulate matter (PMI0) is usually the pollutant be particulate emissions above the ambient
of greatest concern related to construction air quality standards along each of the
activity. To quantify the effects of dispersing the proposed consn'uction haul routes.
pollutants within the surrounding environs,
receptors were modeled at three meters (12 feet) Table IV.23-7 presents the maximum 24-
from the edge of the roadways along each of the hour and annual particulate concentrations
proposed haul routes, along each consu_ction route. As shown, the

maximum concentrations would be
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considerably _zer than the Do-Nothing mu_ volumes during dry periods. These
concentrations, and exceed the sumdards measures could achieve up to 80 percent
along each route, reduction in fi_tive dust during dry periods.

Along Route 1 (SR 509 to South 160'_Street Sweeping, watering and paved consU'uction
- Routes A & B on Exhibit IV.23-1), the routes are normal Port construction practices
maximum 24-hour concentrations of PM10 used at Sea-Tac Airport. Thus, construction
would be 350 ug/m3 as compared to the 150 plans will be developed to include these
ug/m3 standard. The maximum annual actions. In addition, the Port will develop an
concentration along Route I or 70 ug/m3 overall fu_tlve dust control program.
would also exceed the annual 50 ug/m3
annual standard. The PMI0 concentrations * * *
along all other routes would show similar
exceedances. Heavy consW_ction operations at the borrow and

construction sites also results in fugitive dust

Use of an on-site, unpaved cons_ction haul emissions. In general fugitive dust would be
route could also result in considerable generated bytwophysicaloccurrences:
fugitive dust emissions. As shown in Table
IV,23-7, (construction route "V'), PM]0 • Pulverization and abrasion of surface
emissions with use of an unpaved road would materials by application of mechanical force.
result in concentrations well above the * Enn'ainment of dust particles by the action of
standards without the application of control turbulent air currents. Airborne dust could be
measures, generated independently by wind erosion.

Therefore, without mitigation, the PMI0 The air pollution impact potential of fugitive dust
concentrations along each of the haul routes sources would depend on the quantity and drift
would exceed the standards, potential of the dust injected into the atmosphere.

While the climate of the Region results in
(3) Mitigation M_e_.u,res frequent rain, dry spells can result in the

generation of fugitive dust.
Control measures for paved roads focus on

either preventing material from being To estimate the quantity of fugitive dust that
deposited on the roads (preventive controls), could result from heavy conslruction operations
or removal from the travel lanes of any at the fill borrow sites and on-airport consu'uction
material that has been deposited (mitigative activity, emissions factors were obtained from the
controls). Preventive measures include EPA's "Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission
policies requiring the covering of loads in Factors". These factors (112 lb. per vehicle
truck or "wetting" of material being hauled, mile traveled or 1.2 tons per acre disturbed per
cleaning vehicles before they leave a construction month) were then applied to the area
conslruction site, using 'bump strips' or dismrbed andestimatedconstructionduration.
grates to 'shake' dusk from vehicles, or by

paving the construction site access roads The following fugitive dust emissions were
nearest to the paved roads, estimated:

To minimize the stirring or entrainment of
fugitive dust already on the roads, mitigation TotalFugitive
measures include frequentvacuum sweeping, DustEmissions
flushing the roadways with water, or a Alternative (Tonsveryear)

combination of sweeping and flushing. For Do-Nothing/No-Build 2,904
example, vacuum sweeping along each route
would reduce particulate matterby almost 40 "With Project"Alternatives
percent. Flushing the roadways with water Max. On-SiteUse: 55,970
followed by sweeping could reduce Min.On-SiteUse: 69,840
particulates by over 90 percent if performed

frequently. To minimize the fugitive dust transport, unpaved
roads and inactive portions of the construction

Control measures'-for unpaved roads will site will be either watered (achieving a 50 percent
include frequently appb/ing water or reduction in dust) or chemically stabilized
chemical stabilizers, paving, and traffic (achieving an 80 percent reduction) during dry
control measures limiting vehicle speeds and
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periods.Developmentofconstructionplanswill Equation (RUSLE). RUSLE providesa.n
include identification of a fugitive dust plan. estimate average sediment production caused by

sheet and rill erosion processes, which are the
(F) INDUCED SOCIO-ECONOMIC dominant erosion processes at construction sizes

(i.e., runway fillslopes and borrow source area
cutsiopes). RUSLE does not account for

Induced socioeconomic eHects from potential sediment production from gully erosion
construction activities were esumated using or mass wasting processes, which are not
input-output model factors. The multipliers used processes typically encountered at conscuction
in this analysis are based on 0_tA from the sites. It should be noted that estimated sediment
Washington State input-output model and were yields are esHmates of sediment eroded from
adjusted downward to more accurately reflect the fillslope and cuBIopes, This is not equivalent to
Puget Sound economy. The adjtmed multipliers the amount of sediment delivered to or received
were then applied to estimated capital costs for by Miller and Des Moines Creeks. A significant
the construction of the Master Plan Update proportion of eroded material would be removed
alternatives to determine employment impacts, and retained onsite by stormwater management

facilities.

The resulting employment impacts are:
A number of assumptions were made to estimate

ConstructionRelatedEmolovment sediment yields from fillslopes and cutsiopes at
construction (i.e., fillsiopes) and borrow sourceDo-Nothing(Al_aa_ve !)
area (i.e., cutslopes) sites. Sheet and rill erosionDirectJobs 3,687
are the dominant erosional processes at

IndirectJobs 4.465 consU'uctionsites and therefore sediment yields
Total 8,152 from construction areas are approximated by the

revised universal soil loss equation A =
RunwayLengthOptions R*K*L/S*C*P where R is the factor for climate

8_00_ 7_00_ 7.000 ft erosivity (from R factor map = 40); K is the soil
"WithProject"(Alterna_ve2. 3 and4) erodibility factor for compacted fillslopes and

DirectJobs 20,559 19,101 19,231 cutslopes of glacial till, recessional and advance
IndirectJobs 24.894 23.I29 I2.286 outwash materials, which is approximated by the

Total 45,453 42,230 42.517 erodibility factor for Alderwood Series soils ('K
= 0.15); L/S is the length/slope factor (from

Revenue effects that would accrue to individual published table); slope lengths determined using
communities in the Region as a result of airport- the Pythagorean Theorem a2+b2=_2 where a =
related construction activity would vary horizontal distance from plan view drawings_ , b
depending on the extent of local purchases of = vertical height and c = slope length; all slope
goods and services in these cities. In the State of lengths for the borrow source area cutsiopes use
Washington, materials and labor used in maximum recommended vertical height of 30 feet
consm_ction are included in the taxable base for and 50% slope; fillslopes and cutslopes will be
retail sales; therefore, one-time sales tax revenues 50% (2H:IV), unreinforced slopes; C is the
would be generated on the basis of the estimated cover-management factor (C = 0.1 for mulching
value of construction spending throughout the and 0.03 for established vegetation); P is the
construction project period. Consmction- support practices factor for conservation
activity-generated sales revenues would also planning. Total average annual sediment yield
accrue to King County and the State of for fillslopes and cutslopes (tons/year) was then
Washington. determined by multiplying the estimated

sediment yield (tons/acre/year) by the appropriate
fillslope and cut.slope areas determined from plan

(G)WATER QUALITY view drawings. Borrow site sediment yield
estimates were determined using the preferred

Potential construction impacts include temporary alternatives for each site_z. Proposed terminal
increases in suspended sediment concenwations (i.e., landside) improvements would result in
caused by an increase of eroded materials negligible increases in sediment being
entering/reaching Miller and Des Moines Creeks.

Conslxaction activities including clearing, _ Seattle-TaconmInternationalAirportThirdDependent
grading, and filling at the runway site (and Runway Preliminary Engineering.Smdy, HNTB, 1994.
excavation at borrow source areas) have been _ DraflSeattle.TacornalnternationalAirport
estimated using the Revised Universal Soil Loss lnwJ_ati_ o/On-SiteBorrow3owc_, HNTB,May

1995.
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transported to Miller and Des Moines Creeks.
Estimated sediment yields using a cover factor of Actual sediment yields would be expected to be
0.03 and support practices factor of 0.2 represent lower than estimates in Table IV.23-8 for several
expected conditions following successful reasons. Average annual sediment yields for
establishment of vegetation. Estimated sediment borrow source areas are based on maximum slope
yields using a cover factor of 0.l and P factors gradient of 50%. Based on the preliminary
ranging from 0.5 to 0.2 represent expected preferred altemative gradingpians for the borrow
conditions during and up to 1 year after source areas, average slope gradients would be
consmlction, significantly lower than 50% for at least half of

the slopes of all borrow source areas. Slope
The primary mechanism for delivery of sediment gradient is one of the most important factors
to Miller and Des Moines Creeks from affecting erosion. As gradient decreases,
conslyuctionand borrow sourceareasis in potentialenergyand potentialsheetand rill
storrnwater runoff. Without established transport erosion decreases proportionally. Therefore,
routes or pathways to Miller and Des Moines estimated average sediment yields would be
Creeks (e.g., culverts, ditches, and swales), much expected to be considerably higher than actual
of the sediment eroded from fillslope surfaces sediment yields from borrow source areas. In
would be deposited at the base of the fillslopes addition, several other factors at borrow source
where there are buffers of established vegetation areas would be expected to reduce actual
and lower gradients between potential sediment sediment yields compared to these estimates:
sources and these creeks. Estimated sediment
yields do not account for removal of suspended
solids (i.e., water borne sediment) from * Topographic benches or much lower gradient
stormwater runoff. Some fraction of the eroded slopes are proposed at the base of all steeper
fillslope materials will reach stormwater slopes;
collection and conveyance facilities. Proposed * All borrow source area boundaries are
conceptual stormwater management facilities separated from Miller and Des Moines
(i.e., wet vaults and biofiltration swales), which Creeks by forested buffers of at least 150
have suspended solid removal efficiencies feet;

ranging from 50 to 100%, Based on treatment * A buffer of established vegetation of at least
efficiencies it is expected that at least 80% of the 50 feet would be maintained between
totalsuspended solids delivered to stormwater clearing and grading limits and borrow
management facilities (e.g., wet vaults, wet source area boundaries;
ponds, and swales) will be removed. Although
unlikely, it is assumed all sediment yields would * Potential sediment delivery pathways (e.g.,
be delivered to stormwater management facilities, drainages, culverts, ditches, or swales) to

Miller and Des Moines Creeks are absent;

Therefore, during and up to 1 year after * Only a fraction of the material eroded would
construction,it is estimated there couldbe an eventually reach stormwater management
increase in sediment loading of about 28 to 71 facilities (as TSS) on Miller and Des Moines
tons per year to Miller Creek and about 24 to 60 Creeks; the rest would be retained within the
tons per year to Des Moines Creek. Based on borrow source area boundaries.
estimated existing sediment loadings (as Total
Suspended Solids - TSS) for Miller Creek and
Des Moines Creek, these represent estimated For these reasons, actual potential increases in
increases of about 11 to 27% (Miller Creek)and sediment loading to Miller and Des Moines
14 to 36% (Des Moines Creek) during and Creeks would be expected to be lower than
immediately after consu'uction. Sediment that is estimated. Actual sediment yields and temporary
not retained in stormwater management facilities increases in TSS from construction activities
and that reaches Miller and Des Moines Creeks would depend on the effectiveness of erosion and
would contribute to temporary increases in TSS sediment controls; fillslope and cutslope lengths;
concentrations. These potential temporary widths of existing buffers of forest vegetation
increases in suspended solids and impacts on (i.e., established vegetation); topographic
water quality could be expected to decrease benches and depressions that act as sinks for
exponentially as vegetation becomes established, eroded materials; and available sediment delivery
covers exposed soils, reducing soil erodibility pathways (e.g., ditches, culverts, and swales).
and thereby sedimentyields and sediment loads.

In addition, the Port's erosion control plan, would Potential consla'uction impacts would be reduced
furtherreduce potential sedimentation levels, by an erosion and sediment control plan. An
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approvederosioncomrolplanwould includea Potentialconstructionimpactson surfacewater
complex and effective system of erosion and quality are generally limited to short-term
stormwater runoff controls. Elements of an increases in total suspended solids from erosion
erosion and sediment control plan would include and sedimentation. Such impacts would be
a interconnected system of erosion and mitigated by implementation of an approved
stormwater runoff controls, including best stormwater pollution prevention plan and erosion
management practices and s_uctural erosion and sedimentation control plan, which are
control methods, such as phased clearing and required conditions of the Port of Seattle NPDES
grading, confining construction to the dry season permit for the Airport. These plans would be
whenever possible, sediment naps and ponds, required before construction began and would
interceptor dikes and swales, mulching, filter include specific performance standards and
fabric fence, hydroseeding, and terracmg, contingency plans. Chapter IV, Section l O
Terracing and phased clearing and grading and "Water Quality and Hydrology" provides
other erosion controls would reduce slope lengths additional detail on water quality impacts.
and result in proportional reductions in surface
erosion. Similarly, storrnwater runoff controls (I-I)_
(e.g., interceptor dikes and swales, sediment
ponds) would result in proportional reductions in King County contracts with two private firms,
surface erosion by reducing tilling, increasing Waste Management, Inc. and Regional Disposal
sediment deposition, and reducing sediment Company (Rabanco), to provide receiving
delivery to Miller and Des Moines Creeks. facilities for non-recyclable CDL wastes
Combined these BMPs or structural erosion generated in King County. Contracts negotiated
controls reduce erosion or sediment delivery and with Waste Management, Inc. and Rabanco
thereby control potential increases in TSS in include an agreement that King County no longer
Miller and Des Moines Creeks. Although accept CDL wastes, except in incidental
implementation of an effective erosion and quantifies. Waste-handling services provided by
sediment control plan would not remove all TSS, Waste Management, Inc. and Rabanco include
it is expected to successfully mitigate potential Wander of mixed loads of CDL wastes, removal
TSS loading and temporary consmaction impacts of recyclable materials, and collection and
on water quality in Miller and Des Moines disposal of CDL wastes. The CDL waste
Creeks. collected at transfer facilities is disposed of in

landfills owned and operated by these companies.
Erosion control success depends on the tuning of
application of the control measure(s), the rate of Limited recycling of CDL materials is provided
application (for mulches), and types of control at the vendor facilities. King County also offers
measures, soil erodibility, and slope gradient, technical assistance to encourage recycling of
Erosion conlrols implemented immediately after CDL wastes. A CDL Material Management
or during construction have a much greater Resource Guide, published by the King County
potential to appreciably reduce sediment Solid Waste Division, lists local CDL recycling
production comparedto measures implemented facilities.
later._/ In general, sediment production rates
from fillslopes are initially high in The amount of construction and demolition waste
unconsolidated material, then decrease associated with the four alternatives for the Sea-
exponentially over time as vegetation becomes Tac International Airport Master Plan cannot be
established. The ability of established vegetation quantified at this time, but would be expected to
to anchor and hold soils in place is clearly be essentially the same for each build alternative.
reflected in the lower sediment yield estimates in A substantial amount of demolition and
Table IV,23._ for established cover conditions, construction waste will be generated. The
As vegetation becomes established on these majority of the waste material will result from
fillslope and cutslope areas following off-Airport site building, road, and associated
construction, sediment yields are expected to infrastmctme demolition, as well as on-site
decrease exponentially. Only a fraction of the building, road, and taxiway demolition to
estimated sediment from fillsiope and cutslopes is accommodate new and expanded iandside and
likely to reach Miller and Des Moines Creeks. airside facilities at the Airport.

. _ CUMULATIVEIMPACTS

4 Reduction of Soil Erosion on fore_ Roads, E.R. The completion of the proposed Master PlanBurroughsJr.endLG.King.GeneralTechnicalRepon
INT-264, U.S. De_nnent of Almcutmr¢,Forest Update improvement is not anticipated to have a
Service,lntennotmtainResearchStat/on,1989. large impact, in combination with other
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developmentintheAirportarea.The timingof acquisitionincludesabout 70 residentialand
theproposednew parallelrunwayembankment commercial propertieslocatedeast of Des
constructionisnotanticipatedtocoincidewith MoinesMemorialDrivebetweenSR 509 and SR
other equally large scale development m the
Airport area. Terminal and landside 518.
improvements could occur in a timeframe similar
to other roadway projects, such as the SR 509 To minimize the fugitive dust transport, unpaved
Extension/South Access. The cumulative roads and inactive portions of the cons'u-action
impacts of the Master Plan Update site will be watered (achieving a 50 percent
landside/terminal improvements would likely
result in added roadway congestion and impacts reduction in dust) or chemically stabilized
due to air, noise, and water pollution. (achieving an 80 percent reduction) during d_

periods.

(J) MITIGATION

Based on the selected hauling plan, the Port of
Seattle will develop a Construction and
Earthwork Management Plan. If impacts are
found, actions such as the following measures
will be taken to minimize construction related

impacts:

I. The Plan would designate preferred haul
routes and specific conditions such as hours
of operations, traffic con_'ol changes, and
route mitigation which should be included in
the consm_ction earthwork bid document(s)
as contract requirements. If the routes
suggested by the contractor(s) include
roadways or intersections that are already
performing at a LOS D or F, the Plan would
include action such as provisions that restrict
truck traffic during AM and PM peak
periods.

Durin.g. dry weather conditions, contract
provisions which would require the
contractor to cover all loads to reduce debris
and dust loss from the transport activities and
to provide for street cleaning and pavement
repairs during the conswuction process will
be stipulated.

2. Consider acquiring material fights to the
Manry Island sites. Use of Site #14 and the
Maury Island King County Park (consistent
with the development of the park and if
permits can be obtained) would limit the
affected routes to SR 509, which could
handle additional truck traffic throughout the
day without significant impacts on levels of
service.

Because of the social disruption that would occur
in the general vicinity of the proposed new
runway construction, a consn'uction mitigation
acquisition program will be implemented. This
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TABLE IV.23-1

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Environmental Impact Statement

CONSTRUCTION FTI.I. REQUIREMENTS

Fill Available

Available On-Site Fill

On-Site (Million Cubic Yards)
Borrow Source Minimum Maximum

Area I 0.00 0.50
Area 2 0.00 0.65
Area 3 0.00 2.9O
Area4 0.00 2.20
Area 5 0.00 1.75
Area $ 0.00 0.00

Subtotal 0.00 8.00

Common Excavation 2.90 3.10

Total On-Site Fill Available 2.90 11.10

Fill Reauirements

Total Fill Requirements
Master Pin Update (Million Cubic Yards)

Construction Activity In-Place Adjusted

8,500 Foot New Parallel Runway 17.25 19.84

RSA Improvements 0.98 1.13
Relocation orS. 154th Street 0.13 0.14
SASA Facilities 2.20 2.53

Subtotal 20.56 23.64

Runway 34R Extension 2.40 2.76

Total Fill Required 22.96 26.40

ExhibitIV.23-1 shows theon-site borrowsources,while ExhibitIV.23-2 shows thepossible off-site sources.

Source:INCAEngineers,December1995.
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TABLE IV.23-3

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport

Environmental Impact Statement

SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC IMPACTS
REVIEW FOR USE OF OFF-SITE BORROW SOURCES ACCESS ROUTES

Borrow Feasible Site: R_idufial " Safety Roadway itJadway
Source Quality/ Con_s Coneenas Clauifimtieas Cudition Comments

Q.nety
1 Limited Satisfa_y Satisfactory Sa_sfactory limited ffuality or quan_W.

cl,_._C Usenotanticipated.
2 Limited Des Moines Satisfactory Safisfactmy Smisfamory limited quainy or quantity.

Class C Drive Use not _tic/p_cd.

May be on SR
509 Alignment

3 B/C Along Orillia $atisfaftoW Satisfactory Sali_actory limned quality or quanmy.
Road and Use not anticipated

South 188_

4A/4B Yes Satisfactory SalLtfaclory S_ry,
5 Yes Satisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory limited quality or quanmy.

Use not anticipated.

6 Yes Along Milton Saxisfa=ory Sat_facmry Satisfactory Local access mute
Road congested throughout the

day. Use notanticipat_i.
7 Yes, Could Along 41st/ Satisfactory Safisfamory Satisfactory

Supply All EUingson
8 Yes Smsfactow Satisfactmy S_ry limited quality or quantity.

Use not anticipated

9 Yes Along Satisfactm7 Satisfactory S_tisfa_ory Potential Rail Source
Maltby Road

l 0 Yes, Could ' Satisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory limited quality or quantity.

Supply All, ,, Use not anticipated.

Zl/llA Yes Satisfactory,. faaisfactory Sagsfactory
12 Yes Samfa_ry Smi.sfamor), Safisfactmy

13 Yes, Could Salisfamory Satisfactory Satisfactory

Sappy,All
14, 15, Yes, Could Satisfactory Safi_actory Satisfamory

!5A Supply All
16 Class C Sazisfac_W Sal_actory S_ory limitedqu_aF or qmmbty.

Usenot_tic.ipaz_:l.

Off-site borrowsource¢on._-uctientruck traffic could range from 66 truck trips to 109 truck trips per hour. Exhibit IV.23-2
shows the possible off-site sources.

Source: INCA Engineers, December, 1995.
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TABLE IV.23-6

Seanle-Tacoma ImernatJonaJAirport
Environmental Impact Statement

CONSTRUCTION ROUTE EMISSIONS
1.HOUR & 8-HOUR CARBON MONOXIDE
WITHOUT BACKGROUND LEVEL(ppmY v

1.][],,mrCorben Molozlde Emissions Levels

4'

3.S'

3'

2.$' !,,:_

i i
] .S" n2000 Do-Nothing

i2000With project t

0._"

0-
A B C D E F G 14 I

COOStructlolmIoutes

i 1.5-
n2000 Do-Nothm|

i2000 W ith project

0.5

A B C D E F G 14 1

Constrmction komtes

Nolo: A=SR._gf_mSl_lSmSo. 160thSueet

B=So. 160th Street from SR509 to Des Moines Memet'ial Drive So.
C = Des Moines Memot, ial Drive So. from So. 160oh Saeet m 8ch Avenue So.

D = Des Momes M_ Dove So. from 8oh Avelme So. to 148oh S_et

E = 154oh Street fimm 24oh Avenue So, w 16oh Avenue So.
F= 24¢h Avenue So. from 154th Sueet to So. lS2nd Seem

G = Des Momes Memec_ Drive So. fr_n So. 20_h Stn_ m i 88_ Sm_et

H = So. 200th Su_x from Des Moines Mcrnomd Drive So. to 26th Avenue So.

1 = Unpaved m_-Airpon _ south of airfield
(E.v.hibit IV.23.l illusu_tes the conscmcuon haul mutes]

AAQS: l-Hour CO = 35 ppm; 8-Hour CO = 9 ppm

v Backlpmund levels aurenot included as foUows: l-Hour backpmm_-5 ppm: 8-Hour _nd=3.$ ppm

Souroe: I._ndrum A Brown. Inc., CAL3QHC. December, 1995
k_lla_|21 & cemmmJtb
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TABLE IV.Z3-7

Seattle-TacomaInten_onAlAirport

EnvironmentalImpactStau_ment

CONSTRUCTION ROUTE EMISSIONS
34 HOUR & ANNUAL PARTICULATES

WITHOUT BACKGROUND LEVEL {]_,/m^3)

A st c D u F O H !

Construction Routes

Nog: A ffiSR._09 from SRtl 8 to So. 160th Su_t

BffiSo. 160¢hS_eetfrom SR509 toDes Moines Memorial Dr_e So.

C = Des Moin_ Memm/_ l)riveSo,fromSo, 160thStre_w 8thAvenue So.

D = Des Moines _ Dm_ So.frwn 8thAvmue So.W 148thSU_t

E= 154th$u_t from 24thAwmuc So.w 16_hA_me So.

F: 24¢hAvenue So.from l.S4th Sl_et to So. 152ad S_t

O ffiDes Moin_ Memm_ Dnw So. from So. 200th Sm_ _o 188th Street

H : $o. 200_ ._e_ from D_ Moim_ M_'isJ Drive $o. so 2&h Avamc So.

I= Unpaved oa-A_ roadmudz ofairfield

[ExhibitlrV.23-Iillustmcsthecoasaucnonhaulrouus]

AAQS:24-HourPam_lmes= 150pS/mA3;ArmualPamc_ues : 50Iqr,/n'P3

v _ levelsmenoti_.h_,.,4asfollows:24.Heurbacklp_und=88./JS/n_3;Anaualbadr4mund=33

Som_: Lanclmm&Brown,Inc.,CAI_QHC.December.1995
h.'_o_OI2IO_lkzqcmmom._ &ommm._
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TABLE IV.23-8

ESTIMATED EXISTING AND POTENTIAL SEDIMENT YIELDS (tons/yr)

from sheet and rill erosion at proposed construction sites

using the revised Universal Soil Loss Equation? /

Existing a Mulched/50% b Mulched/20% b Est. Cover/20% c

Ml/lu..Czltk_

West embankment -- 229.8 91.9 27.6

Northembankment -- 24.5 9.8 2.9

Runwey, etc. d _ 18.0 6.9 6.9

NorthBorrowSilese -- 84.2 33.7 I0.1

Total Sediment Yield -- 356.5 142.3 47.5

Total Sediment Load 263-1,336 71.3 28.4 9.5

Des Moines Creek Basin

Runway, etc.d -- 22.9 9.1 2.7

South Borrow Sites e -- 277.0 110.8 33.2

Total Sediment Yield -- 299.9 119.9 35.9

Total Sediment Load f 167-622 60.0 24.0 7.2

Assumptions:Allcmbankmentaandcutslopesareunreinforced2H:IV slopes;44% ofrunwayconslzu_onareawilldrainto
Miller Creek and 56% will drainto Des Momes Creek; maximum used for borrow source areacalculations
(dope height 30 feet, slope length 60 feet).

a Rangeofestimaledexislingsedimentloadings(asTSS)arefortheantirebasinareasbasedonestablishedlanduseloading
rates(lbs/acre/year)and landuseareas identifiedin DraftEISTable IV.10-2.

b All exposed areaswould be mulche..dwith swawand 20 to 50% of enxled material deliveredto consmJction site or borrow
sommeareaboundm-ies(i.e, 50 to 80%retainedor depositedwithin these areas).

c Allexposedareaswould have establishedgrass or shrubvegetatiun and 20%of eroded malerial would be delivered to
constructionsite or borrowsourceareaboundaries(80/. retainedordepositedwithin theseareas).

d Runway, etc. includes the new parallelrunway,taxiways, perimetermad, and interrunway_rea._

• North BorrowSites includesonly Bon'ow Source Area 5 (sites 6, 7, and 8 havebeen droppedand are no longer considered
viable options);SouthBorrowSites includes BorrowSourceAreas 1-4.

f 20%of all sedimcnt delivered (i.e., sediment yield) to stormwatermanagcmentfacilRies would be delivered to Miller and
DesMoinesCreeks.

_/ Revised Uniwrsal Soil LosJ Equation, U.S. Depw'tmentof Agriculture,NaturalResources ConservationService, !995.
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 24

AESTHETICS AND URBANDESIGN

This section includes a general descry. "onof the assess the potential aesthetic impact resulting
present views and aesthetic characteristics of the from each alternative.
Airport. Also presented is an analysis of the
aesthetic view impact of Sea-Tac Airport and the The following sections describe existing aesthetic
proposed Master Plan Update alternatives from conditions and the results of the of the analysis of
specific locations on public rights-of-way around the proposed Master Plan Update akematives.
the Airport perimeter. Although the proposed
"With Project" alternatives would cause a (2) EXISTING CONDITIONS
permanent change in the visual character of the
area, adherence to applicable design and The present airport site is characterized by
landscaping standards would ensure that this somewhat dramatic down-slol_s along the
impact would not bead verso, northern, western, and southern edges, and a

gradual up-slope along the eastern edge. These
(I) METHODOLOUY landforms define a shallow plateau between the

Green River tothe east and Puget Sound to the
A reconnaissance of Airport perimeter was west upon which the Airport is situated.
conducted to establish potential areas which may
be affected by the Master Plan Update For this analysis, eighteen locations, eight on-
alternatives. A series of black and white Airport and ten off-Airport, were used to describe
photographs were taken from representative the existing visual character of the Airport and its
views in which the Airport and/or its facilities immediate environs. These locations are
could be viewed. These views were located in depicted in Exhibit IV.24-1. They represent
public fights-of-way in residential and non- points from which the Airport can be seen
residential areas, as well as views from hotels, unobstructedly or which may be adversely
public recreation facilities, and churches. These affected by changes in land form as a result of the
photographs formed the basis for preparing a proposed project and its alternatives. Table
description of views and vistas, amenities, scale, IV.24-1 provides a brief description of each view
land use character, and massing of development, site.

The a_alysis for this section was conducted using Combined, the eighteen view sites provide the
digital_ airport layout plan illuslrations depicting context in which the Airport is located and
the pre-design concepts of the proposed provide ample references from which to assess
development and its alternatives, photographs the potential visual and aesthetic impact of
taken during the field reconnaissance depicting airport development alternatives. Photographs
existing visual conditions, and imagery produce_ from each of the eighteen view sites are provided
using a three dimensional computer mode]"_ in AppendixN.
showing the anticipated changes resulting from
the alternatives. Also used for this analysis was The next step of the analysis, the field of
Digital Elevation Mapping (DEM) d_ta obtained eighteen view sites were narrowed to four view
from the U.S. Geological Survey for use in the sites to perform the 3D overlay analysis of
three dimensional modeling to provide accurate alternatives. These four view site were selected

topographic relief and _sontrol. Using oa based on the ability to see various aspects of the
combination of AutoCAD and 3D Studio , existing airfield and facilities, as well as the
three dimensional representations of each ability to view the result of any proposed
alternative were overlain on the photos of changes. The four view sites that were selected
existing conditions to visualize the anticipated for detailed analysis include:
changes resulting from each alternative. The
resulting views were then used to qualitatively • FL*wSite I - Red Lion Hotel Towers. This

view site is representative of views which
might be seen from commercial and

I/ AmodeskAutoCADe, Re|eesel2,Amodesk, ln¢., residential areas south and east of the
1992. Airport.

2/ Autodesk3DStudioe, Release4, Amodesk.Inc.,1994.
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• V'_w S_ 5 - Prince of Pea_ Luthenm The following paragraphs provide an analysis
Church. This view site is representative of of the potential visual impact at each view
views which might be seen from residential site resulting fi_m Alternative 2.
areas south and west of the Airport.

• V'k,w Site I - As shown in Exhibit
• View Site 6 - Residential area northwest of IV,24-6, implementation of Alternative 2

Airport. This view site is representative of would result in additional terminal
views which might be seen from residential building frontage and roadway
areas north and west of the Airport. improvements along International Blvd

South. Views from this site are currently
• V'_,wSite 17- Holiday Inn Hotel. This view of mixed low to mid-rise commen:ial

site is representative of views which might be developments including hotels, fast food
seen from commercial and residential areas restaurants, and parking lots. The
east of the Airport. aesthetic character of this area could be

characterized as cluttered and variable.
Exhibits IV.24-2 through IV.24-5 show the In genend, Altenutfive 2 would improve
views of the existing Airport as can be seen from the street frontage appearance along
each of the four view site analysis locations. In Imeraafional Blvd South by providing a
the analysis of future conditions, each of the maintained landscaped fac_e similar to
alternatives will be discussed in terms of these that of the existing terminal area. Views
four view site locations, from this site would include the facade of

the extended Concourse A and new
(3) H_rrURE CONDITIONS Airport access reads connecting the

existing mad network to South 188th
This section presents the potential future impacts Street. Existing commercial facilities
to the aesthetic character of the area which may immediately adjacent to the northwest
result from the implementation each of the three comer of International Bivd South and
build alternatives. Impacts will be discussed in South 188th Street would be maintained.
terms of changes to the existing visual character
of'he area. • View S/re 5 - As shown in Exhibit

IV.24-7, implementation of Alternative 2
(A) Alternative I (Do Nothing_ would result in no adverse long-term

changes to views as seen from this
The Environmental Impact Statements for the location. Much of the view is and would
SASA, On-Airport Hotel and Des Moines remain shielded by lines of dense
Creek Technology Campus identify the vegetation. However, Alternative 2
aesthetic and urban design impacts. The would have some limited short-term
SASA development was identified to alter impacts to views from residential areas
the visual character of the area immediately south and west of the Airport beyond the
southeast of Sea-Tac. The On-Airport Hotel, consu'uction period while vegetation
due to its 16 story configuration, would serve along the new slopes mature.
as a visual landmark at Sea-Tac. However, it
would not block views and it will be • View Site 6 - Similar to views seen from
designed with anti-reflective surfaces to View Site 5, implementation of
avoid glare. The Des Moines Creek Alternative 2 would result in no adverse
Technology Campus would alter the long-term changes to views as seen from
character of the site. However, replanting of this location. Much of the view is and
vegetation will minimize the impacts, would remain shielded by lines of dense

vegetation as can be seen in Exhibit
('B)Alternative 2 (Central Tcrmin,,l) IV.2441. However, Alternative 2 would

have some limited short-term impacts to
Alternative 2, Centralized Terminal Concept, views from residential areas north and
calls for the expansion of the existing west of the Airport beyond the
terminal complex by extending Concourse A construction period while vegetation
to the south along International Blvd South. along the new slopes mature.
In addition, this concept includes the
expansion of both the-north and south * V'_,w Site 17 - As shown in Exhibits
satellite concourses, expansion of the existing IV.24-9a and IV.24-9b, implementation
garage to the south, and construction of a of Alternative 2 would result in
proposed 8,500-foot new parallel runway, additional terminal building frontage and

ChapterIV - W.24-2-
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roadway improvements along immediately adjacent to the northwest
International Blvd South. Views from comer of International Bird South and
this site consist primarily of views of the South 188th Slreet would be maintained.
existing airfield and terminal complex. The proposed north unit terminal would
The ae_etic character of this area could not likely be seen from this site.
be c_ as maintained and
ordered. In general, Alternative 2 would • _w Site $ - As shown in Exhibit
continue to provide a maintained IV.24-11, implementation of Alternative
landscaped facade similar to that of the 3 would result in no adverse long-term
existing termir_l area. Views from this changes to views as seen from this
site would include the facade of the location. Much of the view is and would
proposed airport hotel located at the remain shielded by lines of dense
north end of the existing terminal, new vegetation. However, Alternative 3
Airport access roads, and expansion of would have some limited short-term
the existingnorth satellite concourse, impacts to views from residential areas
Existing commercial facilities and south and west of the Airport beyond the
cemetery along IntemadonalBlvd South, construction period while vegetation
north of the existing terminal complex along the new slopes mature.
would be maintained.

• V'_,wS/re 6 - Similar to views from View

(C) Alternative 3 (North Unit Terminal) Site 5, implementation of Alternative 3
would result in no adverse long-term

Alternative 3, North Unit Terminal Concept, changes to views from this location.
calls for a minor expansion of the existing Much of the view is and would remain
t_l_in_| complex by extending Concourse A shielded by lines of dense vegetation as
to the south along International Blvd South, can be seen in Exhibit IV.24-12.
along with the consu_ction of a new unit However, Alternative 3 would have
terminal north of the existing terminal limited short-term impacts to views from
complex. In addition, this concept includes residential areas north and west of the
expansion of the existing garage to the south, Airport beyond the consmlction period
and cons_ction of a proposed new parallel while vegetation along the new slopes
runway. The following paragraphs provide matures.
an analysis of the potential visual impact
resulting from the implementation of • V'_w Site 17- As shown in Exhibits
Alternative 3. IV.24-13a and IV.24-13b,

implementation of Alternative 3 would
• V'_,w Site 1 - As shown in Exhibit result in additional terminal building

IV.24.10, implementation of Alternative frontage and roadway improvements
3 would result in additional terminal along International Bivd South, both
building frontage and roadway north and south of the existing terminal
improvements along International Blvd. complex. Views from this site consist
South, both south and north of the primarily of views of the existing airfield
existing terminal complex- Views from and terminal complex. The aesthetic
this site are currently of mixed low to character of this area could be
mid-rise commemial developments characterized as maintained and ordered.
including hotels, fast food restaurants, In general, Alternative 3 would continue
and parking lots. The aesthetic character to provide a maintained landscaped
of this area could be characterized as facade similar to that of the existing
cluttered and variable. Similar to terminal area. Views from this site
Alternative 2, views resulting from would include the facade of the proposed
Alternative 3 would generally improve airport hotel located at the north end of
the street frontage appearance along the existing terminal, the proposed new
International Blvd South by providing a north unit terminal and its access roads,
maintained landscaped facade similar to and expansion of the existing north
that of the existing terminal area. Views satellite concourse. Existing commercial
from this site would include the facade of facilities and cemetery along
the extended.Concourse A and new International Bird South north of the
Airport access roads connecting the existing terminal complex would be
existing road network to South 188th maintained.
Street- Existing commercial facilities

Chap_ IV - W.24-3 -
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(D) Alternative 4 (South Unk Te_inaD • V'_,w $_ 6- Similar w views from View
Site 5, impi_a_tion of Alternative 4

Alternative 4, South Unit Terminal Conc_'pt, would result in no adverse long-term
calls for an expansion of the existing terminal changes to views from this location.
complex by extending Concourse A to the Much of the view is and would remain
south along International Bird South to shielded by lines of dense vegetation, as
connect into a new unit _lninal/garage south can be seen in Exhibit IV,24-16.
of the existing terminal complex_ In However, Alternative 4 would have
add/tion, this concept includes the expansion limited short-term impacts to views from
of both the north and south satellite residential areas north and west of the

concourses, expansion of the existing garage _ beyond the construction period
to the south, and construction of a new while vegetation along the new slopes
parallel runway. The following paragraphs matures.
provide an analysis of the potential visual
impact resulting from the implementation of • V'_,w Site 17 - As shown in Exhibits
this alternative fi'om each view site. IV.24-17a and IV.24-17b,

implementation of Alternative 4 would
• V'_,w Site I - As shown in Exhibit result in additional _,uinal building

IV.24-14, implementation of Alternative frontage and roadway improvements
4 would result in additional terminal along lnternational Blvd South, primarily
building frontage and roadway south of the existing terminal complex.
improvements along International Bird Views from this site consist of views of
South, south of the existing terminal the existing airfield and terminal
complex. Views from this site are complex. The aesthetic character oft his
currently of mixed low to mid-rise area could be characterized as maintained
commercial developments including and ordered. In general, Alternative 4
hotels, fast food restaura_, and parking would continue to provide a maintained
lots. The aesthetic character of this area landscaped facade similar to that of the
could be characterized as cluttered and existing terminal area. Views from this
variable. Similar to Alternatives 2 and 3, site would include the facade of the
views resulting from Alternative 4 would proposed airport hotel located at the
generally improve the street frontage north end of the existing terminal, new
appearance along International Blvd Airport access roads, and expansion of
South by providing a maintained the existing nor_ satell/te concourse.
landscaped facade similar to th= of the Also seen from this view would be the
existing terminal are& Views from this facade of the proposed new remote
site would include the facade of the parking garage. Existing commercial
extended Conc_mrse A and new south facilities and cemetery along
unit terminal, as well as new Airport International Blvd South north of the
access roads connecting the existing road existing terminal complex would be
network to South 188th Stz_-t. All of the maintained.
existing commercial facilities located
between the exiting Airport property and (E) Preferred Alternative (Alternative 3)
International Bivd South to South 188th

Street would be eliminated and replaced The Master Plan Update study reviewed
by the proposed terminal improvements, general aesthetic improvement concepts and

guidelines for improving the various areas
• V'_w S/re $ - As shown in Exhibit around the Airport. In general these

IV.24--15, implementation of Alternative improvements would respond to:
4 would result in no adverse long-term
changes to views as seen from this • The arrival and departure experience
location. Much of the view is and would being dominated by large scale and high
remain shielded by lines of dense speed experience;
vegetation. However, Alternative 4
would have some limited short-term * The improvements should respond to the
impacts to views from residential areas perspectives of the auto and the aircraft;

south and west of theAirport beyond the * Design priorities should: a) provide clear
conslruction period while vegetation information to traveling public; b) create
along the new slopes mature, a series of spatial rooms; and c) enhance
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." the Airport's identify and interface with polymer r_i_foreement. Retaining walls
the City of SeaTac; and would be used wherever practical to

m_nimlze encroachment on SR 509 and
• Low or no-maintenance slrategies should natural resources m the area.

be applied whenever possible.
The Preferred Alternative calls for a minor

Currently, the Airport's en_nce is built expansion of the existing terminal complex
upon a design concept that emphasizes the by extending Concourse A to the south along
arrival sequence in a clear and simple manner International Blvd South, along with the
that one is arriving in a "green place". This _on of a new unit terminal north of
green theme reinforces the natural beauty of the existing terminal complex- In addition,
Puget Sound. The Master Plan Update this concept includes expansion of the
suggests that as development undertaken, that existing garage to the south, and construction
the green concept is reinforced in the of a new parallel runway. The following
treatment of open spaces, pedeslTian spaces paragraphs provide an analysis of the
and vehicular areas. It would involve the potential visual impact resulting from the
enhancement of the existing landscape implementation of The Preferred
concept, providing gateway elements m Alternative.
support of the entry sequence, maintain
options to use the open spaces to the south of • VK,w $_e I - As shown in Exhibit
the existing main terminalasurbanpublic IV.24-10, implementation of The
spaces, and creates special feature areas at Preferred Alternative would result in
pedestrian areas where different modes of additional terminal building frontage and
movement concentrate. Similarly at the roadway improvements along
Airport's perimeter, the Master Plan Update International Blvd. South, both south and
recommends blendingthe Airport'sedge north of the existing terminalcomple_
with the adjacent off-airport landforms. Views from this site are currently of

mixed low to mid-rise commercial
The development of the proposed new developments including hotels, fast food
parallel runway will affect the visual restaurants, and parking lots. The
character of the west side of the Airport. The aesthetic character of this area could be
new runway would require cons_'uction of an characterized as cluttered and variable.
extensive fill embankment to establish the Similar to Alternative 2, views resulting
proposed runway and runway safety area fi'om The Preferred Alternative would
grades. Site preparationwould include generally improve the street frontage
keying and benching along the existing appearance along International Bird
embankment to create a stable fill base where South by providing a maintained
the existing grades slope beneath the landscaped facade similar to that of the
proposed new runway embankment. Upon existing terminal area. Views from this
completion, runway grades would range from site would include the facade of the
410 feet above MSL at the north threshold to extended Concourse A and new Airport350 feet above MSL at the south threshold.

access roads connecting the existing road
To establish these grades, fill thickness network to South 188th Street. Existing
would range up to approximately 160 feet at commercial facilities immediately
the maximum depth, with typical depths adjacent to the northwest comer of
ranging between 30 and lO0 feet. Cutsin International Blvd South and South lggth
existing grade of up to 20 feet would be Street would be maintai------n_. The
required, proposed north unit terminal would not

Unreinforced fill slopes no steeper than 2 likely be seen from this site.
horizontal to 1 vertical are recommended for * View Mte 5 - As shown in Exhibit
most of the slfety area embankment west of IV.24-II, implementation of The
the proposed new parallel runway. Preferred Alternative would result in no
Reinfom_.d earth embankments, allowing adverse long-term changes to views asembankment slopes of up to 55 degrees from seen from this location. Much of the
the horizontal, could be used along portions view is and would remain shielded by
of the west embankment, where practical,to lines of dense vegetation. However, The
minimize encroacliment onto adjacent areas. Preferred Alternative would have some
Constructionof reinforced embankments limited short-term impacts to views frominvolves establishing a zone of moderately residential areas south and west of the
well-compacted fill with hyers of steel or
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Airport beyond the construction period applicable design and landscaping codes and
while vegetation along the new slopes standards would help to ensure that this impact
mature, would not be adverse. No further mitigation

would be needed.
• V'_,wS_e 6 - Similar to views from View

Site 5, implementation of The Preferred
Ahe_ative would resuh in no adverse
long-term changes to views fiem tiffs
location. Much of the view is and would
remain shielded by lines of dense
vegetation as can be seen in Exhibit
IV.24-12. However, The Preferred
Alternative would have limited short-
te.uimpactsto views from residential
areas north and west of the Airport
beyond the construction period while
vegetation along the new slopes matures.

* _ S/re 17 - As shown in Exhibits
IV.24-13a and IV.24-13b,
implementation of the Preferred
Alternative would result in additional
terminal building frontage and roadway
improvements along International Bivd
South, both north and south of the
existing terminal complex. Views from
this site consist primarily of views of the
existing airfield and terminal complex.
The aestheticcharacter of this areacould
be characterized as maintained and
ordered. In general, the Preferred
Alternative would continue to provide a
maintained landscaped facade similar to
that of the existing terminal area. Views
from this site would include the facile of
the proposed atrport hotel located at the
north end of the existing tenninul, the
proposed new north unit terminal and its
access roads, and expansion of the
existing north satellite concourse.
Existing commercial facilities and
cemetery along International Bird South
north of the existing terminal complex
would be maintained.

(4) CUMm_TWE _MPACr,_

Other development in the airport vicinity, that
may occur in the future, in combination with the
Master Plan Update improvements, may also
affect area aesthetics and design. Specific
cumulative impacts could result and would
depend on the site design and facility placement.

Although the proposed "With Project"
alternatives would cause a permanent change in
the visual character of the area, adherence to
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TABLE IV3A=I
Page I of 3

Seattle- Tacoma intonational AL-pon
Environmenm/ImpactStatemmat

DESCRIPTION OF VIEW SITES

V_w Dir_ioa l_Imi_

Site # Lecattom of View FAevatiom Dwcripfion ofVlew/Lamd Um

1 Red Lion Hotel Tow_s West Above Field Provides s view of the south end of the lemiatl area
Elevation,13th and airlinerace facili_es. Provides a vantage

LqlamuionalBlvd South Floorof Hotel point in which w obs_ve proposed cl_mgcs to the
& South I8gthSu-e_ Towers south tm-mmal'rodah'field m_as. Lmld uses along

In_nmx/owJ Bird include low-risecommercialand

rem_lsalesesmblishmm_aJongwithseveralU_on-
ofie_uxlmotelsJmdbote_

2 Tyee Valley Golf West BeiowF'_.ld From this vantage point cam be obsGn_edthe _nall
Courseparkinglot, near Elevation valley located at I/_ end of the parallel runways+
the sou_ end of the Simtted in this valley is an 18-ho1¢ golf course
existing runways surroundedby wooded areas to the south of South

200th Stn_ aad 8 wooded hillside to the w_¢ Two
streambeds cut throughthe coun_ one from the
northwestcornerand the other,the upperm_h of Des
Mo/ncs _ flows out of the northeasterncorner of

thegolf course.+

3 Along the bendof the North Below Field This site is situatedalong the west edge of the Tyee
roadwhere South 196th Elevation Valley Golf Course under the e_m_-4 cram-I/noof
Slreet Inmsibom into Runway 16R/34L with views to the north The site
18thAvenue South overlooks the areapreviously approval for the SASA

development program. Elements of the golf course
include undulatingmmin below the rumvay elevation,
wi_ a mix of deciduo_ trees in thin groupings
between the fairways and several small unpmmdmems
in the northwestm'ncomer of the course.

4 Along the bend of the East Below Field This site is situatedalong the west edge of the Tyee
roadwhere South 196th Elcvadon Valley Golf Comse under the exte_ed cemm'iineof
Sneer mmsifions into RumwW 16R/34L with views to the east. The site
18thAvenue South overlooksthe areaj:.z'viouslyq_roved for the SASA

developmentprogram.

5 At the eomer of South East , At Field Presmts a view of the Airport as seea fi_mmthe Prince
192nd Street and 8th Elevation ofPaceLuthemnChtm:h. AtmPl_n_xi,,-m_ythemm_e
Avenue South elevation as the Airport, the churchgrounds affon_ •

view of the soulh end of the tirfieid tt the emunmost
edge of suburbia res/dmtiM m_s ia the westm'n
portionof the c_, of Sere-Tic. Between the c_nm:hsnd
the Ai_xx't in this view is msmall valley 8_m_gDes
Moiaes Memomd Highway c_nprised primarily of
commerciMlaad uses.

Source: Landrum &Brown, Inc., 1995
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TABLE IV.24.1

Page2 of 3

Seattle - Tacoma International Airport

Environmental Impact Statement

DESCRIPTION OF VIEW SITES

View Direction lt_ttve

Site # Le_fion of V'mw Elevation Dmcriptlom of View/Land Uses

6 Ill I-Ii£hlir_ in a East / Above Field This site is represenmive of views of the Airport and a
re=dmtial area aleq Southea_ Elevation smallvalleyasserefromreskhmfialareasnm',hwestof
Southwest 146th Street the Airport The land uses im=domimmt in this area
at 5th Avenue South ma be characterized as mburban residential. Des

Moines Memorial Highway (hidden from view) rum

betweentiff=dte and the Airport ,

7 On Southwest 146th South / Below Field This rite affmds • view of the we_ side siope of
Street as it curves into Southea_ Elcva_on the 8/rfield u $_ f_om • nt_-by n_idential area.
12th Place Sou_ Between this site and _ Ai_ is a small, m=e.lmcd

valley comprised of _ residential dwellings.

8 At the intersection of East Below Field This site is mnong the lowest areas in the vicinity and

8th Avenue South and Elevation provides a view of the residences m the bonom of the
Des Moines Memorial westerly slope of the Airport. From this vantage point,
Highway views are pan_iy blocked by a variety of deciduous

trees.

9 Perimeter Road on South Below Field View of the north end of P.amway 16R/34L. View

existing Airport Elevation shows the relationship of the Airport to South 154th
property Street (SouthRonton - Three Tree Point Road) and

depicts the relative change in elevation at the north end
of the airfield.

I0 On Perimeter Road, North/ Below Field Views looking both north and south. Residential land
adjacent to 12th Avenue South Elevation uses are predominant along the west side of 12th
South at the inlm'secbon Avenue South. Thick areas of deciduous trees and

of South l$Sth Street shrubs are located along the rising slope east, between

theouterl_rimeterroadand the runway_

II Along the Perimeter North From th_ point,one can looknorth(towards SiteI0)

Road, spp_oxinmely I/2 and see the drmmsic chansc in elevation m the tenain
n_le south of View Site dopes down and back up again before reaching View
10 Site 10. Again similar to Site View !0. the west side

of 12th Avenue South is residential in nature.

12 Along the inner loop of South At field This site provides a southerly view of the airfield u it
the Perimeter Rnad, Elevation wansitions along the top edge of the western slope.
_ south of
the akpon anvefltmce
redar (ASR) amenna

I3 Along the out=" loop of! North At Field Site provides view of the airfield looking north
the Perimeter Road, new ElevaLion adjacent to the Weyerhacuser conslruction staging
the south end of area.
Runway 16Rf34L

Source: Landrum & Brown, Inc., 1995.
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TABLE IV.24-1
Page 3 of 3

Seattle - Tacoma International Airport
Environmental Impact Statement

DESCRIPTION OF VIEW SITES

v_w Diret'siom R_,itt_w
Site # Location of View F.Jevstion Description of View/Land Uses

14 Along the outer loop of North At Field Site provides view of the airfield looking north
the Perimeter Road, near Elevation adjacent to tad immediately east of State Route 509 as

the south end of runway it intettects with Des Moines Memorial Highway.
16R/34L

15 Along the Perimeter Northeast At Field This site provides views fi_m the top edge of the slope

Road, .on the west side Elevation looking down (south and east) toward the Tyee Valley

of the far south end of Golf Course. This site shows the relative change m

Runway 16L/34R elevation between the airfield and the surrounding

(inboardrunway) terms.

16 Along the Perimeter North At Field This site provides views from the top edge of the slope

Road, on the east side of Elevation looking down (south and east) toward the Tyee Valley

the far south end of l Golf Course. This site shows the relative change in

Runway 16L/34R elevation between the airfield and the surrounding
(inboard nmway) terrain.

17 Holiday Inn Hotel 1Ith West Above Field This site provides the best, unobstructed views of the

floor. On Intem_onal Elevation terminal area and north end of the existing airfield

Bird, north of South fromtheeastsideoftheAlrportanm
176th Street

18 Mm'nott Hotel, $th West Above Field Representative of views fl-om residential areas eat of

floor. East of Airport Elevation Airport looking toward the terminal area. Views are

tel-mimfl aren on 32rid generally obstructed by dense vegetation.
Avenue South

Source: Landrum&Brown,Inc.,1995.
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Exhibits IV.24-2 through Exhibit W.24-17b

are provided in Appendix N
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CHAFI'ERV

PROBABLE,UNAVOIDABLE,ADVERSE
ENVIRONMENTALIMPACTSAND

MITIGATIONMEASURES

This chapter summarizes the probable adverse The following additional population and
impacts which would result from implementation housing impact affected by DNL 75 and
of Master Plan Up_l_J_t_alternatives at Seattle- greater sound levels (severe noise exposure)
Tacoma International Airport and the forms of and DNL 65 and greater sound levels (which
mitigation possible to reduce these impacts, include the DNL 75 and greater impacts) are

shown in the table to the right.
1. PROBA_BIeE ADVERSE IMPACTS

As is desen1_-d in Chapter IV "Env/ronmental Increased Noise Exposure over
Consequences", the "With Project" aitematives the Do-Nothing (Alternative 1)
would result in adverse impacts on the natural
and social environmem of the Airport area. The
proposed MasterPlan Updatealternatives would 65 DNL and
resuk in impacts to all environmental factors greater population Housin_
considered,withthe exception of: Year2000Air 2 920 150

• Coastal Zone Management and Coastal Aft 3 920 150Air4 920 150
Barriers; Year2010

• Prime and Unique Farmland; Air2 420 130
• Wild and Scenic Rivers. Air3 410 130

Ah4 410 130
The following section smnmarizesthe mitigation Year2020
measures that would be implemented to lessen Air2 470 180
the significant adverse impacts. Air 3 440 160Aft4 470 180

2. MITIGATION MEASURES AlternativeswithS,_o0-t_newrunway,located2,500
feetwestof 16L/34R

The following sections summarize the adverse Source:Shap_Asugis_ 1995
impacts creauxi by the alternatives, and the
measures available to reducetheseimpacts.

Through the implementation of the Noise
(1) N0i_Land Use a_d _5oeial-Related Remedy Program, the Port of Seattle has

Impacts fiududinf DOT Section 4/ft. conducted an extensive noise and landuse
Historic sites) compatibility effort. As a resultof this noise

and land use compatibility progntm, a notable
As is described in ChapterIV, Sections I and portion of the existing and future noise
2, ("Noise" and "Land Use"), the proposed exposed area has been subject to sound
Master Plan Up__:_¢ "With Project_ insulation and, for the more severely noise
alternatives would increase noise exposed affected areas, acquired and relocated.
area by 5 to 7 percent over the Do-Nothing Therefore, the "With Project" alternatives
action. The additional area exposed to would result in a small number of residents
ah-cr&ftnoise levels in excess of DNL 65 that would be newly affected by noise with
would also increase the population and the proposed improvements in comparison to
housing units exposed. Some residential the Do-Nothing.areas affected by DNL 65 and greater sound

levels would experience an increase over the To facilitate continued noise reduction, the
Do-Nothing of 1.5 DNL or greater, following noise and land use mitigation is

recommended.

ChapterV - V-1 -
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The measures now in effect, that would be genentte. The Port of Seattle estimates that
continued,include: some 60 and 70 houses that were evaluated

and/or insulated prior to 1992 would require

• Nighttime Limitations Program - limiting additional soundproofing at a cost of S6,000
the hours of operation for Stage 2 to $10,000 per residence. The Port will audit
aircraft, these facilities, and subject to FAA sound

insulation criteria, sound insulate the
• Ground Noise Control - reducing the remaining portions of the home that do not

noise of ground events such as achieve the applicable noise level reduction
powerback operations, run-_s and guidelines.
reduction of reverse thrust on landing.

• Flight Corridorization- maintemmce of Aceuisition in the A+ovroach Transitional
runway heading flight uacks by departing Area - In recoguRion of the fact that the
jets until reaching altitudes above 4,000 standard Runway Protection Zone (RPZ)
feet. dimensions do not always provide sufficient

noise and safety buffer to the satisfaction of
• Flight Track and Noise Monitoring - nearby residents, the FAA will cost-

maintenance of records of noise levels participate with airport operators to acquire
and flight track location information for "up to 1,250 feet laterally from the runway
identification of deviations and ¢enterline, and extending 5,000 feet beyond
communication with public and users, each end of the primary surface.2/

Several land use mitigation suategies will be The acquisition of properties within the
undertaken: appruach and Iransitional areas north and

south of the proposed runway may serve as a
Mhitating Significant Noise Impacts: The feasible and appropriate mitigation measure.
following five noise sensitive facilities would This measure would involve the acquisition
experience significant increased noise of all residential uses, and any vacant,
impacts (i.e. an increase of 1.5 DNL or more) residentially zoned properties which cannot
in the year 2020 in comparison to the Do- be compatibly zoned, within selected areas
Nothing: both to the north and the south of the new

• Sea-Tac Occupational Skills Center runway ends. Commercial land uses, which
(SI02) would experience an increase of make up most of the eligible area to the

south, need not be acquired and may
3.1 DNL; in place on both runway ends.

• Woodside Elementary (S105) would
experience a 1.7DNL increase: The FAA Memorandum provides funding

• Sunny Terrace Elementary (S106) would eligibility for a box up to 5,000-foot long and
experience a 2.6 DNL increase; 2,500-font wide, centered on the runway and

beginning 200 feet from the physical end of
• Brunelle Residence (A27) would the runway. Based on the configuration of

experience an increase of 1.5 DNL; current airport land, local streets, and

• Bryan House (A29) would experience an residential development patterns, theapproach and uansitional area selected for
increase of2.4DNL. use as a mitigation area includes the standard

The Port will coordinate with the owners of Runway Protection Zone and a rectangular
these properties and sound insulate the noise extension of the RPZ outward another 2,500
sensitive uses subject to FAA sound feet. The limit of coverage of the proposed
insulation guidelines, approach and uansitional areas are shown inExhibit IV.6-3.

Provide Directional Soundvroofin_.
Residences that were insulated prim:to 1992 In the northern approach and transitional
may need additional directional area, 82 singie-family residential parcels, 2
soundproofmg to mitigate noise generated apartment buildings (with 28 units), and 2
from new flight paths from the operation of mobile home parks, with 96 units, would be
the new runway. Many residences evaluated
for noise impacts prior to 1992 were not
evaluated to consider the add/t/onal noise J/ FAA Memonmdtan,Action: LandAcquisition -

impacts that the proposed runway would eligible RunwayProtection,ObjectFree Area and
ApproachandTransitionalZones,datedApril30, 1991.
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acquired.Tothesouth,71 singie-family CmmaySur/aceWaterDeai
residentialparcelsand6 apartmentbuildings Manua/ispresentlybeingrevisedandthe
(with32 units)would be acquired.Only revisedversionisexpectedto contain
residentialpropertiesin the approachand designstandardsthatarecomparableto
transitionalarea would be acquired- ormorestringentthanEcology'smanual.
commerciallanduses,whichmake up most

of the areato the south, would not be • Stormwaterqualitytreatmentwould
acquiredandwould remaininplaceon both be providedwitha combinationof
runway ends. Based on the current assessed wet vaults and biofiltration swales.
value of these 309 residential homes and
multi-family buildings located in the • Design stormwater facility outlets to
approachandtransitionalarea,it is estimated reduce channel scouring,
thatthecostof acquisitionand relocation sedimentationand erosion,and
would be approximately $35 million, improve water quality. Where

possible, flow dispersion and outlets

As the probable impact of low flying aircraft compatible with sueam mitigation
would not be experienced until the opening should be incorporated into
of the proposed new parallel runway, this engineering designs.
option will receive further consideration • To mitigate potential reductions in
during the forthcoming SewTac Airport FAR shallow groundwater recharge and
Part 150 Update, which the Port anticipates incremental reductions in base flows
undertaking during 1996. It is anticipated in the creek,s, infiltration facilities
that during the Part 150 Update, the Port would be consm_cted where feasible.

would further explore this action with the • Maintain existing and proposed new
specific residents within the Approach stormwater facilities. Stormwater
Transition Area, and, if the residents so management facilities should be
desire, establish a program including maintained according to procedures
relocation objectives, timing and funding specified in the operations manuals
priorities, ofthe facilities.

• The potential for using constructed

(2) Water Quali W aquifers within the runway fill, as
described in Appendix Q-C, should

The following stormwater management be further investigated.
mitigation will be undertaken unless basin * Tyee pond would be relocated and
planning determines that other actions would enlarged as part of the SASA.
mitigate the impacts of the proposed
improvements: Various mitigation requirements, as

stipulated by federal, state, and
• Provide stormwater detention for applicable local laws, policies, and

construction and operation of new on-site design standards, would be applicable to
development. Detention criteria would construction and operation of the
be based upon Deparonent of Ecology proposed new parallel runway and
standards limiting 2-year peak flow rates landside development at the Airport.
from the developed portions of the site to These requirements would be
50 percent of the existing 2-year rate, components of the proposed design and
limiting the developed lO-year flow rate are expected to reduce potential impacts
to the existing 10-year rate, and limiting on surface water and groundwater
the developed lO0-year flow rate to the quality. For example, potential
existing lO0-year rate. Stormwater temporary increases in suspended solids
detention volumes would be provided levels in Miller and Des Moines Creeks
with either underground storage vaults or or their tributaries from construction
with regional storage ponds. Detention activities would be reduced by
requirementsof Ecologys Stormwater implementation of an effective erosion
Management Manual for the Puget and sedimentation control plan, which is
Sound Basin are more stringent than required before construction could begin.
those of the King County Surface Water
Design Manual, the latter of which have Effective erosion and sedimentation
been adopted by the City of SenTac. The control could be achieved by using a

system of erosion controls (e.g.,
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mulching,siltfencing,sedimentbasins, atborrowsourceareasor implementing
and check dams) that are properly best management practices,such as

applied,installed,and maimamed. Ina installingpropertemporaryfuelstorage
study of consuuctionsitesin King and spillcontaimnentor designated
County between JanuaW 1988 and April maintenance areas would eliminate or
1989, the most common reasons for reduce spills and contamination potential
ineffective erosion control plans included
failure to install Best Management Several required and numerous optional
Practice (BMP) erosion controls, practices are used to mitigate the
improper installation of erosion controls_ potential for operational impacts on
and failure torrmingainerosion conn-ols" smface water and groundwater quality
The Port of Seattle may need to include The Port of Seattle's National Pollutant
specific provisions in its agreements with Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
contractors to ensure that erosion control permit requires the Port to prepare
measures are properly installed and several plans and to carry out several
maintained during constructionactivities studies to identify pollutantscoming
(eg, performance bonds) from the Airport, slid to preventand

controlpotentialoperational impacts on
Use of BMPs at construction sites, such surface and grotmdwater resources from

as spill containmentareas, p.has.ing of industrial wastewater system (IWS)and
constructionactivities (to mmmuze the storm drainage system (SDS)
amount of disturbed and exposed areas), discharges
and conducting activities during the dry
season (April through September), also * Specific plans required as part of
should prevent or reduce potential compliance with the HI)DES permit
impacts on surface water and include:
groundwater quality. According to the * a stormwaterpollution
NPDES permit(Permit No WA-002465- prevention plan (SWPPP);
I) issuedby the Washington State
Department of Ecology, the Port of * a spill prevention, control and
Seattle is responsible for developing and countermeasures plan (SPCCP);
implementing a construction erosion and * a construction erosion and
sedimentationcontrolplantopreventand sedimentcontrolplanforeach
controlthepotential for water quality project exposing more than 5
impacts on surface water from all acres of ground;
constructionactivities at the Airport. • a sludge characterization and

treatment disposal plan; and
Temporary and permanent terraces are
recommended for filislopes and ¢utslopes * a solid waste disposal plan.
wherever possible because they reduce • Specific studies required as part of
sheet and rill erosion Terraces reduce compliance with theNPDES permit
slope length, reducing potential rill include:
development and surface e_osion. * an engineering and treatability
Terraces also increase deposition, study of theIWS
reducing transport of eroded materials
from construction sites Other BMPs and • a vehicle washwater study
mitigation that could be used to reduce • annual stormwater monitonng
potential increases in TSS from reports

construction activities include graveling • whole effluent (both IWS and
of access roads, use of wheel wash stormwater) toxicity studies
facilities, and covering of loads
Prohibiting fuel storage, refueling, or • a marine sediment monitoring
maintenance of construction equipment study

• Major elements of the SWPPP
Eroswn and _dinumt Control: An EvnJua_on of include:
lmplememation of Best Managlm.nt Practices on " monitoring of base flow and
Conatruction Sites in King County, Wa.vhm_on storrflwater runoff from the

January1988-April 1989. Prepared by C. Tiffany,G, Airportoutfalls;Minion, and R, Friedman-Thomas for the King County
Consen_on District, Remon,WA. KingCounty,1990.
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• identification and • Using remote sensors to provide
implementation of operational temperatme and moisnn_ dam on runway
BMPs and applicable source and taxiway surface conditions to
control BMPs that do not require determine when chemicals need to be
capital improvements (by applied;
December 31, 1995); • Applying chemicals before ice forms,

• identification and which requires less chemical compared to
implementation of BMPs deicing;
requiring capital i_mvements • Applying chemicals at specified rates
(by June 30, 1997); using applicators with metering systems.

• development of a fist of
pollutants that would be present This procedure is expected to reduce the
in stormwater and estimation of amount of potassium acetate and ammonia in
annual quantifies of these stormwater runoff and in Miller and Des
pollutants m stormwater Moines Creeks.
discharges;

• inspection of SDS periedicaIly to In accordance with the SWPPP, the Port of
ensure they are functioning Seattle has completed or is in the process of
properly and that there are no completing a number of mitigations (i.e.,
illegal discharges (i.e., to the capital improvements to the IWS). Inaddition, numerous source control and
SDS); and operational BMPs listed in the SWPPP have

• modification of theexistingplan been or will be implemented by 1997.
whenever there is an alteration of Operational, source control, and capital
airfield facilities or their design, improvement BMPs completed and
construction, operauon or implemented as part of the SWPPP are
maintenance, which causes the expected to reduce the amounts of fecal
SWPPP to be less effective in coliform bacteria, potassium acetate, glycols,
controning pollutants, ammonia, and other pollutants in stormwater

runoff from reaching Airport stormwater
In addition, the Port of Seattle is outfalls and Miller and Des Moines Creeks.
conducting a stream study of Miller and Recent capital improvements cpr_'cting
Des Moines Creeks to determine the specific identified problems include._, "_
effects of Airport stormwamr discharges
on aquatic biota. Implementation of • Installation of an elevated berm to
these plans and mitigation measures is contain washwater from solid waste
expected to identify potential existing containers and prevent drainage of fecal
water quality problems caused by airport coliform bacteria to Outfall 002.
operations and to control and reduce the
potentialpollutantloadingtoMillerand • Connectionof areasin the C and D
Des Moines Creeks and Puget Sound Concourse to the IWS.

from the Airport. The Port of Seattle continues to monitor

The Port of Seattle has completed or is in stormwater quality and the effectiveness of
the process of completing a number of implemented BMPs and capital
operational BMPs and capital improvements to both the SDS and IWS, The
improvements that are expected to reduce results of ongoing base flow and stormwater
the amount of pollutants in stormwater runoff water quality monitoring are used to
runoff. The Port of Seattle has determine the need for additional BMPs and
implemented_ a strategy to reduce anti- capital improvements to the SDS and IWS.
icing fluids. _ This slntegy minimizes The Port of Seattle develops BMPs and
the amount of potassium acetate and urea structural improvements in coordination with
requiredto anti-ice runways and tsxiways Ecology, as necessary, to mitigate operational
and the frequency ofanti-icer use by: impacts on water quality and aquatic biota in

Stormwater Pollution Prewmion Plan, Port of Sea_le,
June 30, 1995.

2: $tormwaterPollutionPreventionPlan,PortofSea.e, _ Annual5tormwaterMonitoringReportSummary, Port
June 30, 1995. of Seattle, August 30, 1995.
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Miller and Des Moines Creeks. These are • Contributing funds to the Des Moines
reflected, in part, by periodic revisions to the Creek Basin planning and visioning
SWPPP. process;

• Developing a short-term monitoring plan
A number of capital improvements to the in cooperation with the Monitoring Team
IWS are scheduled to be completed on or to sample Miller Creek basin ouffalls and
before June 30, 1997, including: the ouffall from Lake Reba examining

glycol, BOD TSS, flow, ammonia, and
• Installing a slot drain and divenion to turbidity and develop appropriate

convey _ptured solid waste container responses, as necessary, for any
washwater in the tunnel beneath the identified water-qualityproblems.
terminal away from Out_l 002 to the

sanitary sewer; Additional mitigation for potential
• Connecting the Port Mabnenance Shop operational impacts to _e water quality

Yard and a portion of the U.S. Postal would be considered depending on,the results
Service aircraft parking area near the of the _ monitoring study"_ and the
North Satellite, which presently drain to effects of Airport stormwater runoff on
the SDS and Outfal1002, to the IWS; Miller and Des Moines Cr_ks. Monitoring

• Connecting two _1 glycol sources: of selected stations upstream and downstream
Gate C8 and an area north of the South of Airport ouffalls to Miller and Des Moines
Satellite to the IWS; Creeks is planned for this winter (95/96).

• Connecting the aviation industrial Potential additional mitigation that would be
activity areanow draining to Outfall 007, considered includes use of alternative, FAA-
which is suspected of contributing to approved runway anti-icing chemicals (e.g.,
elevated ammonia and BOD, to the IWS; calcium magnesium acetate and sodium
and _ formate) or diversion of runway runoff to the

IWS during anti-icing events. The latter
• Connecting snow storage areas, which option is .being.evaluated as part of ongoing

have been identified as probable sources IWS engineering study, which includes
of glycols, to the IWS. capital improvements to increase the

lzeatment efficiency and capacity of the IWS
These improvements are expected to reduce treatment plant
the amounts of anti-icing and deicing
chemicals (e.g., potassium acetate, ammonia, Basin planning is another method for
and glycols) reaching SDS outfalls and Miller investigating mitigation of water quality
and Des Moines Creeks. impacts on Miller and Des Moines Creeks

and Puget Sound from Airport and urban
The Stipulated Settlement Agreement and runoff. Although the Airport affects
Agreed Order of Dismissal, which dismissed relatively small proportions of both the
Ms. Brasher's, Normandy Park Community Miller and Des Moines Creek drainage basins
Club's, and the City of Des Moines' appeal of (approximately 5 and 30 percent,
the Port's NPDES permit contained the respectively), activities on these areas could
following provisions. Components of the significantly affect these drainages. The Port
stipulated NPDES permit appeal settlement of Seattle is actively participating in basin
agreement expected to mitigate potential planning activities in the Miller and Des
operatiopal impacts on water quality Moines Creek basins with Ioca] jurisdictions,
include-'W including King County and the cities of Des

Moines, Normandy Park, SeaTac, and
• Creating a Monitoring Team, including Burien.

representatives appointed by the

appellants; (3) Wetlands and Floodplains
• Conducting at least two additional

sampling events of permitted stormwater Actions that effect wetlands generally require
ouffalls in 1995; authorization from various federal, state, and

applicable local agencies. In the State of
"- Washington, projects with significant adverse

StipulatedSettlementAgreementNo. 94-157, 2/ 5tormwaterReceivingEnvironmentMonitoringPlan,
WashingtonPollutionControlHearingsBoard,1995. Portof Seanle,August,1995.
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wetland impacts require a Section 404 permit (lack of sufficient water) conditions, and (3)
from the U.S. Army Corps of Engm.e_ts the FAA guidelines strongly recommendw
(Corps), and _Section 401 Water (_u_tlgy that airports do not have "wildlife
Certification from the Washington 5Ulte attractions" within I0,000 feet of the edge of
Department of Ecology (Ecology). In any active jet runway. For these reasons, the
addition to the required permits and Port proposes to conduct wetland mitigation
approvals, compensatory wetland mitigation outside of the watershed where these
may also be required to offset significant constraints do not exist.
adverse impacts on wetlands and their
functions. ARer investigating over 100 individual

parcels, the Port has selected a site located
The Port of Seattle has initiated the wetland within the City of Auburn for the
permitting process with the Seattle District of development of the compensatory wetland
the Corps. The Corps is a cooperating mitigation. This site, located m Section 31,
agency in the preparation of this EIS. Township 22N, Range 5E, Willamette
Additional coordination is anticipated with Meridian in the Green River watershed, is a
the Washington State Department of 69 acre parcel of land slightly south of S.
Ecology. h is anticipated that permits would 277th Street and east of Auburn Way. The
be issued after approval of the Final undeveloped parcel has been farmed in the
Environraental Impact Suttement/gecord of recent past, and currently supports a mix of
Decision for the Master Plan Update actions upland pasture grasses and forbs that are
and that no adverse impacts would occur on common to abandoned agricultural land in
wetlands as a resuk of the Master Plan the Puget Sound Region. Approximately 4.3
Update prior to issuance of the appropriate acres of reed canarygrass-dominated wetland
permits, was delineated at the site. The site is bound

by a variety of land uses including agriculture
Significant unavoidable adverse impacts will to the north and south; undeveloped land,
occur m wetlands as a result of multi-family homing and a drive-in theater to
implementation of the proposed the west; and the Green River, patches of
improvements. These impacts include filling, riparian forest, and undeveloped slopes to the
gradmg, changes of hydrology, and removal east. A narrow strip of land along the
of vegetation. The Port of Seattle will avoid western banks of the Green River is held by
adverse impacts where possible (e.g., use of King County. In December 1995, the Portof
off-site fill to avoid wetland impact in Seattle gained ownership of the property
Borrow Area 8), will minimize impact by following completion of a bankruptcy
using Best Management Practices (BMP) proceeding by the previous owners.
during construction and operation of the
proposed improvements. However, as is The Port of Seattle has coordinated with the
noted in Chapter IV, Section 23 Corps of Engineers concerning the proposed
"Construction Impacts', the filling of on-site mitigation site and the plan included in this
borrow sources could further minimize Final EIS. Appendix P contains a detailed
wetland impacts. However, if the minimum mitigation plan for the wetland mitigation,
use of on-site material occurs, maximum off- including:
site mack trips will resuR as well as possible
increased cost of consmJcfion. * Water regime;

After extensive study, the Port of Seattle has s Site grading;• Landscape plan; andselected a preferredwetland mitigation site in
the lower Green River Valley. Mitigation for , Monitoring plan
impacts on wetlands at the Airport, within the
watershed where the impacts may occur, is Initially, the City of Auburn expressed
not feasible for three reasons: (1) the reservations concerning the development of
majority of the area surrounding the Airport the mitigation site within the City boundaries.
is developed, and not enough land area exists However, the final mitigation plan reflects
m the watershed to create compensatory changes that were made to the draft plan to
mitigation wetlands, (2) much of the address their concerns.
undeveloped land-in the watersheds is
existing wetland, or land unsuitable for
wetland mitigation due to topographic _ "WildlifeAttractionsOnorNearAirports,"F,4ADraft
(moderate to steeply sloping) or hydrologic A_,troryC=x'_ar150/5200-,nocare.
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Floodplain encroachment and flooding FAA _ state: "a significant
impacts in the Miller and Des Moines Creek encroachment will require a federal finding
basins resulting from the proposed as part of any favorable decision on the
improvements would be unlikely because of action that there is no practicable alternative
required mitigation. Mitigation will include and that the action conforms to applicable
adherence to floodplain development state and/or local floodplain protection
standards and floodway management standards."Jr Significant encroachment
requirements of the FAA and Washington includes the risk of loss of human life, likely
State Department of Ecology. Floodplain property damage, and notable adverse
development standards prohibit any reduction impacts on natural JInd beneficial floodplain
in the lO0-yem" floodplain or base flood values (e.g., groundwater recharge, wildlife
storage volume. Compensatory mitigation is habitat, flood storage and control). FAA
required by state law for any proposed filling directives also state: '_l'he term practicable
of lO0-yearfloodplain so as to achieve no net means feast_ie. Whether another alternative
loss in flood storage capacity and to prevent is practicable depends on its feasibility in
an increased risk of loss of human life or terms of safety, meeting lransportation
property damage._/ objectives, design, engineering, environment,

economics and other applicable factors."
Compensatory mitigation for floodplain FAA directives indicate that an alternative is
impacts near the northwest comer of the feasible if it can be engineered, but an
proposed new parallel runway has been alternative also must be prudent, which is a
incorporated into the stream relocation design reference to safety, policy, environmental,
(Appendix P). The slzemn mitigation design, social, or economic consequences. _ These
which was developed in cooperation with directives require analysis of all practicable
several resourcesagencies, including theU.S, measures to minimize harm, restore and
Army Corps of Engineers, would create an preserve the natural and beneficial floodplain
equivalent amount of floodplain storage- so values affected, and provide evidence of
no net loss of flood storage capacity or conformance with applicable state or local
increased risk of loss of human life or floodplain protection standards.
property damage would result.

As this Environmental Impact Statement
Another potential flood storage mi flood de!nonstrates, no other practicable alternative
conUol mitigation option for the Miller Creek _ other than completion of one of the
basin that is being considered involves proposed Master Plan Update alternatives.
modification of current operating procedures Significant floodplain encroachment would
at the Lake Reba Regional Detention facility be unlikely as a result of the "With Project"
to provide additional storage. King County alternatives due to strict mitigation
Surface Water Management Division, which requirements which would be adhered to
currently operates the facility, is negotiating under any of the alternatives.
transfer of the facility operating
responsibilities to the Port of Seattle. The Washington State Department of
According to as-built drawings, the Lake Ecology also has specific mitigation
Reba Detention facility has a design storage requirements to reduce potential flooding
capacity of about 80-acre feet; however, a impacts from new developments. New
dam safety report indicates that it has a projects are requ/red to meet Ecology
maximum storage capacity of about 90-acre stormwater drainage detention for the 2-, 10-,
feeL Based on the dam safely report, the and lO0-year storm events, l_ Storm flow
storage capacity appears to be underused, modeling based on conceptual s_rmwater
Before any recommendations can be made on detention facilities and using these design
operational procedure modification for storms indicates no increase in peak flow
maximizing or providing addifiona_camcity,
the outlet rating curve for the faail_ must be
verified to accurately determine oe,,ention _ FAAAirportEnviro,ensntalltandboot 5050.4,4.
characteristics and available storage _acity. FederalAvimionAdminismtt/on,Washington,D.C.

October8, 1985.

J_ 49 USC 47101 andSection40) of the Departmentof
TrmmporlmionAct requirefindingsthatno "possible"

_/ EnWronmentallySen_t_e Areo_. FloodHamrdArem, or'feasible"altemativecxisls.
Chapter15.30210-250.CityofSeaTacM_ J2/ StormwatcrManagementManualfor the Puget
Code. Basin. WashingtonSta_eDepatummtof Ecology,1990.
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rates and little risk of flooding from the _Scale will undertake appropriate action such
proposed Master Plan Update alternatives, nsthose identified below.
Required mitigation would be expected to
prevent significant adverse unpacts on (A) "" tionfo t raational
floodplains or flooding in the Miller and Des Blvd. and uth 170th Street
Moines Creek basins. Preliminary
compensatory floodplain replacement designs The Preferred Alternative increases
for floodplain encroaohment in the Miller pollutant concentrations over the Do-
Creek basin for the 8,500-fl runway length, Nothing alternative at this interse_on.
demonstrating no net loss of flood storage This is due primarily to changes in how
capacity, are presented in Appendix P. airport-related traffic would access the

Airport in the future.
The Master Plan Update alternativesare the
only practicable alternative to satisfying the Because of the high traffic volumes and
needs identified by this EIS. While the unacceptable level of vehicle delay,
displacement would be substantially greater ==-vendimprovements in this intersectio.n
(7.2 acres displaced versus 0.03 acres) with could be undertaken to reduce mr
the preferred alternative relative to other pollutant concenwafions. The mitigation
alternatives, potential impacts could be measures include the addition of an
mitigated through creation of an equivalent additional northbound ieR-tm'n lane (2
amount of floodplain so there would be no total); the construction of high capacity
net loss of flood storage capacity or increased right-turn lanes in the southbound and
risk of loss of human life or property damage, eastbound directions; and the

construction of a westbound right-turn
(4) Air Ona!ity lane. These improvements would occur

by 2010 when relief would be needed to
The proposed landside improvements substantially decrease the time vehicles
included in the "With Project" alternatives-- idle at this intersection. By 2020, an
improved terminal facilities and public and additional lane along International
employee parking-would result in changing Boulevard (SR 99) would also be added.
vehicular traffic movement and patterns m These improvements would address the
the immediate airport area. For the Preferred air quality and increased traffic volumes
Alternative, (Ahemative 3), the majority of anticipated at this intersection.
employee parking within the terminal area
shifts to a new lot located north of SR 518, (B) ]Vfitization for International
reducing congestion and pollutant Blvd. and South t60th Street
concentrations.

The Preferred ARemative increases
The intersection "hot spot" analysis for pollutant concentrations over the Do-
carbon monoxide indicated that potential Nothing alternative at this intersection.
exceedances of the standards might occur Pollutant concentrations at this
with the Preferred Alternative (NorthUnit intersection are only marginally higher
Terminal). The North Unit Terminal by the year 2020.
alternative would change how motor vehicles
access the Airport. Accordingly, these Mitigation measures proposed would
changes would result in increasesin motor include adding an additional southbound
vehicle traffic, and result in possible leR-turn lane (2 total); and
exceedances of the AAQS at International improvements to the westbound right-
Boulevard (SR 99) and South 170th Street, turn lane. These improvements would
and at South 160th Stzeet. This added occur by 2010. An additional lane along
Airport-related Uaffic further contributes to International Boulevard (SR 99) would
these already heavily congested roadway be needed by 2020 to provide additional
intersections, relief at this intersection.

The analysis contained in this document (C)Additionnl Inithttiv_For
represents a worst case evaluation. Thus, the Reduein¢ Air pollutants within the
Port of Seattle will conduct an air monitoring Airuort Area
program at two roadway intersections to
determine if such exceedances would occur. The Port of Seattle continuesto support
If such exceedances are found, the Port of the air quality initiatives which have been
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enacted in the Puget Sound Region to • Convenience disincentives/
improve air quality. These initiatives incentives:
have included the growth management , Development ofremotePark'n'Fly
planning mandated by the Growth operations
Management Act; the wood burning , Require private autos to use third
stove curtailment initiative of the 1990's; floor plaza instead of terminal
the seasonal use of oxygenated or curbfront
reformulated fuels (between November I
through February 28); and the • Require use of alternative fuels by
Inspection/Maintenance program which courtesy vehicles
monitors emissions and compliance with

• Improved airport access roads thatair quality pollution control equipment on
motor vehicles. These measmes are amact users offthe area arterials
enforced as part of the USEPA's (i.e., South Access Road).
vehicular emission standards which

progressively more =u;_gent The Port of Seattle's plans are to continue toemission standards.Restrictions exploreways inwhich to reducepollutant
on commercialand residentialoutdoor levelsattheAirport.

burning and mandatory use of
oxygenated fuels arc measures used to (5) Surface Tra_portation
decrease ambient CO concentrations in
the PugetSoundReglon. -Mitigation is proposedfor each adverse

impact that would occur with each "With
The Port of Seattle is also committed to Project" alternative (Ahernatives 2, 3, and 4).
reducing emissions from various sources An adverse impact is defined as a significant
at the Airport. On-going considerations degradationin level of service (reducing the
have focused on reducing the number of level of service) compared to the Do-Nothing
vehicles accessing the a/mort by alternative. In all cases the proposed
providing alumnatives to single- mitigation measures will be sufficient to
occupancy vehicle access to and from the alleviate the significant adverse impact
Airport. Other actions have addressed caused by proposed Airport improvements.
motor vehicle idling along the terminal
curbfront. Airport staff rigorously Because of the uncertainty of the proposed
monitor access and idling by taxi's, extension of SR 509 and South Access, as
limousines, and buses within the terminal well as the public acceptance and use of high
area. and higher occupancy vehicles and the

impact of regional traffic on airport area
The Port of Seattle has supporteda trip roadways, the Port will continue to
reduction strategy which has several participate in cooperative planning with State
components: employee shuttle bus and local offichds to address its respective
servtce to remote public and employee share of surface Wansportation impacts.
parking to reduce vehicle trips in the Mitigation actions that are expected to be
terminal area; regional light-rail transit addressed in continued mitigation planning
system; limiting passenger drop-off and include the following associated with the
pickup, and providing short-term parking Preferred Alternative:
alternatives.

Several mitigation options were identified for
Additional actions that could further the Preferred Alternative. These include
reduce air pollutant concentrations at options assuming the completion of the South
Sea-Tac: Access/SR 509 Extension and withoutthis

Regional roadway improvement. As is noted
• Financial disincentives for single in Chapter IV, issues surrounding a proposed

occupancy driving to the Airport State Route 509 extension project and an

• Raise short-termparking rates airport south access road have been discussed
among the Port of Seattle and surrounding

• Implement toll system on the southwestern King County communities. In
airport madway with lower fees for December 1995, a Draft Programmatic
High Occupancy Vehicles (HOW). Corridor EIS was released. As a specific

alignment has not been identified and
funding has not been committed, two
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scenarios were examined relative to the weslbound right-turn lane). These
proposed airport improvements. Both improvements provide a level of
scenarios identify mitigation associated with service rating of LOS E for the year
the proposed airport improvement with or 2010. A_in_ these improvements
without a SR 509 extension and south access, would not be sufficient for the year

2020 due to the significant amount of
North Unit TermiHI Alternative (With regional traffic on International

Boulevard (State Route 99). For the
year 2020, the International Boulevard

The following mitigation possibilities have (State Route 99) corridor would need
been identified: to be improved to provide additional

capacity (i.e. seven lanes plus HOV
• International Boulevard (State Route treatments). These improvements

99) and South 160th Street - This would provide a level of service rating
intersection would degrade from LOS of LOS E for the year 2020. The Port
E to LOS F in the year 2010 without of Seattle would be responsible for a
SR 509. The co_on of the North pro-rata contribution towards the
Unit Terminal will shift some regional proposed improvements at this
traffic from South 170th Street to intersection.
South 160th Street, but the primary
ca_e of the congestion is the regional * Air Cargo Road and Southbound
traffic on International Boulevard Airport Expressway Ramps; Air Cargo
(State Route 99). For the year 2010 Road and South 170th Su'eet;
only minor improvements to the Northbound Airport Expressway
intersection are necessary (dual Ramps and South 170th Street - Thesethree intersections would requiresouthbound left-turn lanes,
improvements to the westbound right- signalization by the year 2010.However, the construction of the Northturn lane). These improvements
provide a level of service rating of Unit Terminal would eliminate these
LOS E for the year 2010. However, three intersections by the year 2010.
these improvements are not sufficient Therefore, temporary signals should be
for the year 2020 uaffic levels due to installed when the signal warrants are
the significant amount of regional satisfied in order to provide adequate
traffic on International Boulevard intersection control until the North
(State Route 99). For the year 2020, Unit Terminal is constructed. The Port
the International Boulevard (State of Seattle would only be responsible
Route 99) corridor would need to be for a pro-rata contribution towards the
improved to provide additional installation of the temporary signals

due to the significant amount of
capacity (i.e. seven lanes plus HOV regional pass-through trafficutilizingtreatments). These improvements
would provide a level of service rating the Airport Expressway at this
of LOS D for the year 2020. The Port interchange area.
of Seattle would be responsible for a * Northbound Interstate 405 On-Ramp
pro-rata contribution towards the from Southbound Interstate 5 - This
proposed improvements at this freeway ramp junction would degrade
intersection, from LOS C to LOS F in the year 2020

• International Boulevard (State Route with SR 509, The primary cause is a
99) and South 170th Street - This shift in Airport traffic patterns that
intersection is actually improved under would route more trafficeastbound
this Alternative (better LOS F rating), through the Southcenter interchange.
but it serves as an access point to the Eastbound State Route
Airport terminal area and would need 518/Northbound Interstate 405 should
to meet the City of SeaTac's adopted be widened to two lanes through the
level of service standard. For the year interchange. This additional lane could
2010 only minor improvements to the then be dropped at the State Route 181
intersection are necessary (dual Off-Ramp located down-stream. The
northbound "left-turn lanes, high- Port of Seattle would only be
capacity right-turn lanes in the responsible for a pro-rata contribution
southbound and eastbound directions,
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towardstheproposedimprovementsat corridor(i.e.seven lanes);dual left-
thisinterchange, turn lanes in the southbound,

eastbound,and wesxbounddirections;

North Unit Terminal Alternative (Without and a westbound right-turn lane. These
State Route 509) improvements would provide a level of

service rating of LOS E for the year
2020. The Port of Seattle would be

• International Boulevard (State Route responsible for a pro-rata conn-ibution
99) and South 160th Street - The towards the propo._l improvements at
impacts and poss_le mitigation this intersection.
measures are the same for this scenario
as with SR 509. The only exception is • 28th/24th Avenue South and South
that for the year 2020 the 200th Street - This intersection would
improvements provide a level of degrade flora LOS D to LOS F in the
service rating of LOS E instead of LOS year 2020 without SR 509. Only minor
D. The Port of Seattle would be improvemenls to this intersection
responsible for a pro-rata contribution would be required (dual westbound
towards the proposed improvements at left-Urea lanes, eastbound right-turn
this intersection, lane, re-striping the northbound

apprmch to provide one left-turn, one
• International Boulevard (State Route through, and two right-turn lanes).

99) and South 170th Street - The These improvements would provide a
impacts and possible mitigation level of service rating of LOS E for the
measures are the same for this scenario year 2020. The Port of Seattle would
as with SR 509. The Port of Seattle be responsible for a pro-rata
would be responsible for a pro-rata contribution towards the proposed
contribution towards the proposed improvements atthisintersection.
improvements at this inte_mion.

• International Boulevard (State Route * Military Road South and South 200thStreet/Southbound Interstate 5 Ramps -
99) and South 188th Street - This This intersection would degrade deeper
intersection would degrade deeper into into LOS F in the year 2020 without
LOS F in the year 2020 without SR SR 509. Only minor improvements to
509. This intersection is forecast to this intersection would be required
have a demand of approximately 6,000 (dual northbound left-turn lanes, two
vehicles during the PM peak hour and eastbound through lanes). These
would require the construction of an improvements would provide a level of
urban interchange to meet the City of service rating of LOS D for the year
SeaTac's adopted level of service 2020. The Port of Seattle would be
standard. With this type of
improvement it would also be possible respons_le for a pro-rata contributiontowards the proposed improvements at
to incorporate a fly-over ramp design this intersection.
for the Airport South Access. The Port
of Seattle would be responsible for a * Military Road South and Northbound
pro-rata conlribution towards the Interstate 5 Ramps- This intersection
proposed improvements at this would degrade from LOS E to LOS F
intersection, in the year 2020 without SR 509. Only

• International Boulevard (State Route minor improvements to this
99) and South 200th Street - This intersection would be required
intersection would degrade deeper into (widening the eastbound approach to
LOS F in the year 2020 without SR provide one left-turn and one fight-turn
509. Significant improvements would lane, and providing a southbound right-

turn phase overlap). Thesebe required in order to meet the City of
SeaTac's adopted level of service improvements would provide a level of
standard. These include the following: service rating of LOS D for the year
providing additional capacity along the 2020. The Port of Seattle would be
International Boulevard (State Route responsible for a pro-rata conu'ibution
99) corridor (i.e. seven lanes plus HOV towards the proposed improvements at
treatments); providing additional this intersection.
capacity along the South 200th Street
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• Air Cargo Road and Southbound proposed development as safe as if it were
Airport Expres._vay Ramps; Air Cargo not located in a seismic hazard area._ Two
Road and South 170th Street; seismic h-_rds occur on the site of the new
Northbound Airport Expressway parallel runway in relatively small areas of
Ramps and South 170th Street - These loose, shallow sediment. During runway
three intersections would require consu'uction, this sediment would be
signalization by the year 2010 without removed and replaced with compacted fill If
SR 509.However, the constru_iun of futuresubsm'face investigations verify the
the North Unit Terminal would occurrence of seismic b,_Tds on Borrow
eliminate these three intersections by Source Areas I, 5, and 8, special measures to
the year 2010. Therefore, temporary maintain cut slope stability during excavation
signals should be installed when the in these areas may be required.
signal warrants are satisfied in order to
provide adequate intersection conlrol A landscaping plan will be developed for
untilthe North Unit Terminal is areasofexcavationandconstruction.Forthe
constructed. The Port of Seattle would borrow source areas, the landscaping plan
only be responsible for a pro-rata could include recontouring, seeding,and
contribution towards the installation of plaming of trees and shrubs. Potential
the temporary signals due w the mitigation measm_ for aesthetic impacts of
significant amount of regional pass- the proposed new runway are included in
through traffic utilizing the Airport Chapter IV, Section 24 "Aesthetics and
Expressway at this interchange area. Urban Design" of this Final EIS.

.. Northbound Interstate 405 On-Ramp
from Southbound Interstate 5 - The (7) _onstruc_ion Impacts
impacts and proposed mitigation
measures are the same for this Although no surface wansportation
Alternative as with SR 509. The Port congestion mitigation is requmul, the
of Seattle would be responsible for a following measures are identified to
pro-rata con_bution towards the minimize constructionrelated surface
proposed improvements at this transportation impacts:
interchange.

1. Develop a Construction and Earthwork
(6) Earth Management Plan. The Plan would

designate preferred haul mutes and
An Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan, specific conditions such as hours of
including measures specific to site operations, traffic control changes, and
conditions, will be designed and implemented route mitigation. Depending upon the
to minimize erosion and sedimentation levels, selected contractor(s) haul mutes, such
The plan would include elements for site controls could include:
stabilization, slope and drainageway
protection, sediment retention, and dust • Provisions that resu'ict trucktraffic
control on haul routes and borrow sites, during AM and PM peak periods.

• Conu-act provisions which would
As stated in Chapter IV, Section 2 "Land require the contractor to cover all
Use, the application and implementation of loads to reduce debris and dust loss
City of SeaTac regulatory provisions to the from the transport activities and to
Master Plan Update improvements is provide for street cleaning and
c_tly the subject of negotiation through pavement repairs during the
interiocal processes between the Port and construction process.
City. If applicable, as determined from the

result of the interlocal negotiation process 2. Consider acquiring material fights to the
between the Port of Seattle and the City of Maury Island sites. Use of Site #!4 and
SeaTac (not expected priorto issuance of the the Mamy Island King County Park
Final EIS), the City of SeaTac (consistent with the development of the
Envuoranentally Sensitive Areas Ordinances
allow alterations to seismic baird areas only park and if permits can be obtained)would limit the affected routes to SR
if (1) site-specific subsurface investigations

show the site is not a seismic hazard or (2) _ EnvironmentallySensitiveAreas Ordinance, City
mitigation is implemented that renders the of SeaTac,1994.
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509, which could handle additional Iruck of adjacent sm'face waters would occur. The
traffic throughout the day without amount of erosion and sedimentation would
significant impacts on levels of service, depend on the design and implementation of an

Erosion and Sedimentation Connvl Plan.

Because of the social disruption that would
occur in the general vicinity of the proposed Clearing and grading of upland and wetland
new runway construction, a consmlction habitat represents the principal unavoidable
mitigation acquisition will be implemented, adverse impact on wildlife and wildlife habitat
This acquisition includes about 70 residential associated with the proposed Airport
and commercial properties located east of im_v_=_ts. Construction of any of the
Des Moines Memorial Drive between SR 509 proposed build alternatives would result in the
and SR 518. permanent loss of wildlife habitat and native

vegetation communities by clearing, grading, and
To minimize the fugitive dust transport, construction of impervions surfaces. Conversion
unpaved roads and inactive portions of the of land uses in the project area following
construction site will be watered (achieving a construction would result in an overall reduction
50 percent reduction in dust) or chemically in the number of animals and the loss of
stabilized (achieving an 80 pcment reduction) distm_unce-sensitive species. Animals displaced
during dryperiods, from the site most likely would perish.

3. SIGNIFI(_ANTUNAVOIDABLE 4. DEGRI_I_ OF CONTROVERSY
ADVeRSe.X  ACrS CONC-ZRNINGTBEPROJECT

Long term unavoidable adverse impacts in the The Master Plan Update alternatives have
form of displaced residences and businesses received support from some local communities
would occur under each "With Project" and have been the subject of controversy in
alternative. Between 350 and 390 single-family others. The Port of Seattle worked with local
residences, 26 and 260 aparanent and communityofficials to provide an understanding
condominium units, and 96 to 117 businesses of the airport master planning process and the
would be acquired and displaced under identification of options to address existing and
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 depending upon specific future airport needs. In general, jurisdictions
runway length and terminal options. All furthest from the Airport are supportive of the
acquisitions would comply with the Uniform Master Plan Update, in lieu of the development
Relocation Assistance Act, and would be of a supplemental airport in their locale. A
coordinated by the Port of Seattle. number of the jurisdictions surrounding Sea-Tat

oppose the environmental impacts associated
Impacts on earth resources that could result from with existing airport operation. As they believe
construction and operation of the Master Plan that mcrensed aviation traffic would result in
Update improvements include clearing, grading, additional environmental impacts, they oppose
excavation, fill placement, and soil erosion. The development that would accommodate forecast
"With Project" alternatives would require the growth.
movement of approximately 23 million cubic
yards of earth. Cuts of 15 to 45 feet would be To aid public understanding of the Master Plan
excavated on Borrow Source Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, and Update process and recommendations, the Port of
5. Construction of the new runway would require Seattle undertook a public information program.
fills up to 160 feet thick, with typical thicknesses This program consisted of:
ranging from 30 to 100 feet. Cuts in existing
grade would be up to 20 feet On the SASA site, • Nine Sea-Tac University Sessions - public
fills up to 70 feet thick and cuts up to 60 feet information meetings to brief interested
deep would be necessary to achieve proposed citizens on the Master Plan Update process
grades. The size of cuts and fills on the Des and status as the planning effort was
Moines Creek Technology Campus site would underway;
depend on the selected grading option.
Relatively minor amounts of earthwork would be • Commm:iry Planners Forum - twO meetings
required tO construct the remaining elements of were conducted with the municipal planners
the MasterPian Update. of the communities surrounding Sea-Tac.

• The purpose of the meetings was to ensurean
Erosion of exposed soils in areas of excavation, understanding of the status and results of
fill, and stockpile, and subsequent sedimentation local comprehensive plans, under the Growth
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ManagementAct, and airport master plan;
and

• Technical Adv_ory Committee - Five
Technic.a] Advisory Committee meetings
were coo_inmed to brief representatives of
the local jurisdictions, busin=s community,
airport users, and StateYFedml agenciesof
the smms of the Master Plan Update

• Commtmity Elected O_ch_ Briefm_ - At
the request of a number of communities, staff
from the Port of Seattle conducted numerous
briefings of elected officials, city councils
and special imerest groups concerning
various face_ of the airport and the Master
Plan Update.

Controversyover the developmentat Sea-Tat is
primarily focused on noise, land use, water
resourcesand air pollution impacts. In addition,
a number of comments from communities
immediately adjacent to Sea-Tat concern the
need for a supplemental airport.
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CIIAPTERVI

LIST OF PREPARERS, ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS, INDEX AND
GLOSSARY

Professional

Name E x_-rience/'EIS Role

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

Dennis G. Ossenkop 19 years: environmental evaluation Interdisciplinary Science,
Regional Airports Division and noise ¢onu'ol, regional project Business

planning and evaluation and NEPA
compliance and processing

SarahP. Dalton 11years: airportcapacity, planning, Civil Engineering, Public
Airport Planning & Capacity Officer conslruction, and environmental studies Admmiswation

Carolyn T. Read, P.E. 16 years: project coor_ation within Civil Engineering
Puget Sound Planner FAA, planning and engineering

Karl B. Lewis, Branch Manager 18years: regional legal review, Law
Office of Regional Counsel project planning and evaluation

Denise Dee Knapp I I years: Legal review, environmental Law
Office of Regional Counsel law

PORT OF SEATTLE

Barbara A. Hinkle I 0 years: environmenud management; Environmental Science/

EIS Project Manager Natural & built environment; SEPA Urban Planning & Design
and NEPA compliance and processing

David Smith 11 years: airport/Aviation Planning Business Admin/
Master Plan, ProjectManager Master Plan Project Management Aviation Adminislration

andAirport Operation

Diane Summerhays 6 years: noise program management English Literature
andabatemmtpbmning

Robert A. Wells 14 years: environmental analysis Geography/Biological
air quality mudysis, SEPA/NEPA Oceanography
evaluation

Michael Feldman 14 years: airport/Aviation Master Urban & Tnmsportafion
Planning and Program Management Planning

Troy Brown 4 years: airport Master Planning, Geography
SEPA coordlnanon

Stacey Reisig 1 year: project coordination Environmental Science
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Professional
_ Experience/HISRole

SYNERGY CONSULTANTS, INC.

Mary L. Vigilante 18 years: project management for Mathematics/Computer
President environmental stndies, environ- Science

mm_l pro(_ing, noise & _ iml_'t
_aes.ma=D_, socioeconomic iml_
wodmd_ NEPA proce=in z

LANDRUM & BROWN, INC.

Max A. Wolfe 27 years: land use plmming, noise Urban Geography
Vice President abatementplanning, environmental

plmmmg

Jon M. Woodward 24 years: noise modeling and Geography/Political
Director monitoring, noise abatement Science

Eugene P,. Peters 11 years: environmental planning, Commun/ty and
Senior Consultant air quality assessment and Environmental Planning

modeling, energy a._erdment

Timothy L. Aiexandar 12 ysm_: air quality &messment Environmental Eng./
SeniorConsultant and modeling Me_oloKY

MarkA. Perryman 10 years: environmental planning, Urban and Environ-
Senior Consultant DOT Section 4( 0 lands, historic sites, mental Planning

aesthetic and views

Keith B. Wiischeitz 6 years: surface mmsl_rtation Aerospace Engineering
Senior Consultant planning, airport land.side planning

and design

Ted J. Woosley 4 years: noise impact assessment Aviation Management
Consultant

Kurt M. Schwaget 3 years: surface transportation Civil Engineering
Consultant plmming, surface noise impacts

Janet E. O'Callaghan 2 yems: geographic information Geography
Consultant sy_ms, human health issues

Michael P. Hanlon 3 years: ah'port/aircr_ facilities Civil Engineering
Consultam energyusage

Dharma Thapa 1 year:, noise/airqualitymodeling Aviation ManagementAnalyst

Karen J. Apple I year:, air quality impacts, Final EIS Urban and Environmental
Analyst coordination and preparation Planning

SHAPIRO AND ASSOCIATES, INC.

Keith McGowan -- 15 years: transportation, land use, Urban and Regional
Vice President socioeconomic evaluations, resource Planning

recreation and SEPA/NEPA analysis
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.ExTL-ri_nee/I_JS Role Di_cmline

Steve Kennedy 12 years: project mm_gemcnt, compreJ_en- Urban and
Planner 4 sly= planninS, SEPA/NEPA documenmion, Regional Pl_nnmg

land use r_,ul_on, housing & community
development, agency coordin_on

Marc Boule 20 years: wetl_d and sens/dve Marine Science/Geology
Vice President nam_ resouzx:em-eas, habi_

preservation,mizip_onp]annmS,
biolos/ad _ssments

David Roberts 17 yea_s: soil and water resources Soil Science
Scientist 5 analysis, hazmlous waste management

wetland delineation

EdwardMcCarthy 12years:watershedplanningand WaterResources

Scientist5 evaluation,hydrologicalmodeling, Engineering_ydrology
hydrologicalanalysissaormwax_design

Sharon Feldman 7 years: wetland delineation and Soil Science
Scientist4 inventory,softand water resources

wazerand westewater u_,azznent

Scott Luchessa 8 years: wetland delineation, water Aquatic Ecology
Scientist3 quality, fisheries, and aqua_c

resourceanalysis

JuliaTiros 4 years:wildlifebiology,avian WildlifeBiology
ScientistI ecology,threatened& endangered

speciesmonitoring,contaminants

JeffMaag 2 years:air/noisemodelingandanalysis CivilEngineering
Planner 2 and general environmental and land

useplanning

Peter Rowe_ 2 years: mmspormtion planning, land Urban and Regional
Planner 2 me conuvLs, public finance, SEPA/ Planning

NEPA. public involvement

Dawn Neeley 17 years: mban and regional planning Urban and Regional
Planner 4 housing and redevelopment, land use Planning and Historic

archaeology and historic preservation Preservation

Chris Wright 5 years: wetland delineation, and Soil Science
Scientist 3 inventory, assessment, soil and water

resources, fisheries analysis

Mark Gander 7 years: economics, public finance, land Urban and Regional
Planner 3 me and mmsportafi_ planning, housing Planing

studies, NEPA/SEPA

Kimberly DeMuth 12 years: historic _,-v.;_wation Historic Preservation
Planner 5

John Greene II years: _ous waste, water Water Resources

Scientist3 resources,permitting Engineering/Hydrology
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Prof_onal

Nam_ E_xperienc¢/_ Role ._

INCA ENGINEERS, INC.

James F_z)wards,P.E. 20 y_m: mmspormi_ pi_nnlng, Tmmpormtion

M__su u-amcc_in_., to.way design _gineering
md_c smdim

DanielPm_a, P.E. 25y_rs: m_c _ n-_lic Tmnspomnion

Pzin_l comzol, comm_ion m.d_ _gin_ring

Ming Wang, P.E. 24 years: m_ Signal _ Tmnspormion
Sr. Engineer consmcti_ raging, em_c mmlysis Engmea'ing

H_sher Waters 2 ym_s: n-anslxa_enimlm_ mmlysis T_on

TrafficEngineer mL_¢ d_: collection,comtruction Engin_rmg
u'a_¢commt,tm_c monitoring

METRO COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

TheresaGr_o-SmRh I0ymns:_ nmi_comm,ol,public FlightTechnology
P_sidemt communic.ation

GAMBRELL URBAN

RickGambrell 15years:gc-'ographicinformation CityPlanning

President systems,landusepolicy

Ivan Oatchik I0 years: geographic information Gengr_hy/Bio Resource
Associate sysmms Engin_-u'/ng

MOLYNEAUX ASSOCIATES, INC.

Gary Molyneaux,Ph.D. 20 years: IzanSl_en and land use C_ogmphy/
President planning, pass_ger ,rod fmght rail Urban Planning

planning,publicpolicycoord/na_on

Liza Jolt-ion 2 years: U-anspon_en planning, Urb_mPlanning
Associate public policy coordim_on

PARAMETRIX, INC.

Kathleen Stephanik 8 years: na_wal resource mi_g_ion Oeography
Senior Plmmer plm_task manag_

Jim Kelley, Ph.D. 15 years: wetland impact assessment Plant Ecology/
SeniorWetland Ecologist andmi_'galienplanning Aquae Biology

Paul Fmdt II._ -_:Miller _ mitigation CivilEnginecsring
Storm Wmer Engim_ dmi_.

KirtleEllenFord "- 15years:wetlandmitigationdesign Urban Planning
SmtiorWetlandEcologist
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LI.q'rOF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

AAJ.A Airport & AirwayImprovementAct

AADT AnnualAverageDuflyTraffic

ADP AirportDevelopmentPlan

AF AirwayFaciIRiesDivision,FAA

AG AgriculturalLand

AGL AboveGroundLevel

AIRTRAC AirTransporm_onCommission

ALP AirportLayoutPlan

ALS ApproachLightSystem
ALSFo2 High In_sRy Appro_h lighting Sys_m with S_F_ne_d Fl_._hers

AMF AirmailF_il_
ANCA AirportNoise madCapacityAct

AP AirportsDivision,FAA
APEC AsizmPacificEconomicCooper_ion

ARFF AirportRescueand Fire FighliagFacility

ARSA AirportI_,,b_-Serv/ceArea
ARSR Air RomeSm'veill_ce
ARTCC Air RouteTrafficConlxolCenter

ARTS AutomnledRadarTerminalSystem
ASDA Accelerate- StopDislmlceAvailable

ASDE AirportSurfa_ DeU_on Equipment

ASIL AcceptableSource/mpact I_vels

ASR AirportSurveilhmcei_.a,_
ASV AnnualServiceVolume
AT AirTrafficDivision, FAA

ATC AirTm.4_cConrad

ATCT AirportTrafficConu'olTower

BBTU Billion BritishT_enna]Uni_

BOD BiologicalOxygenDemand

BMP BestIVim_gemmtIh'acUce
BTU B_ishThermalUnit

CAB CivilAeronau_csBoard

CATI CategoryI _ent L_ding System (uses MALSR)
CATII C_egory n Insm_mt LandingSystem (usesALSF-2)

CATIn CategoryIll _ent LandingSystem(usesALSF-2)
CBRA CoastalBmTi_SResou_es Act

CE C_tegorir._!Exclusion

CEQ Councilon EnvironmentalQuOit7

CEQRegulations Council on EnvironmentalQualityRegulationsImplementingTheN_icml
Eav-huw_nentPolicyACt

CFR Code of Federal Regulations
CL Centerlinefights

Class"AA" _ (waters)

CMSA Consol_dmL-dMe_zopolitanStafi._cal Area
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LIST O_' ,4RRREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS (Continued3
CO Carbon Monoxide

COE or USCOE U.S. Army Corps of Eagineers

CTI CellTher_w_micsINC.

cy cubic yards

CZMA CoaszaJZone ManagementAct

CZMP _ Zone Management Progn_

DARC Dire_ Access Rndar Channel

db Decibels

dBA Decibels A-weighw.d

DEIS Draft En_mnmud Impact Smzmmt

DNL or Ldn Day-Night Average Sound Level

DOE WashingUm Sine Depmmem of Ecology

DOI U.S. Deparunent oftheInterior

DOT U.S.Deparunm ofT_ou
EA EnvironmemalAssessment

EDMS Emissions Dispersion Modeling Symem

EIS Environmenud Impact Slmement

EMF Elec_mggn_c Fields
EO Execul_ve Order

EPA Environmental Prmection Agency

F&E Facilities and Equipment
FAA Federal Aviation Admini.vamion

FAR Federal Aviation Regulation
FCC Federal Communication Commission

FEIS Final Envh'onmental Impact Stmement

FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency

FHWA Federal Highway Admini.mmion
HA Federal FloodInsunmceAdmin_on

HCON Federal Inter-agency Committee on Noise

HCAN Federal Inter-agency Committee on Aircraft Noise

FIRM Flood Insur_ce Rate Map

HS Federal Inspection Services

FMS Flight Management System
FO Forested Land

FONSI Finding of No Significant Impact

FPPA Farmlmd Protection Policy Act

FK Fedml Register

FS Flight Standards Division, FAA
ft. Feet

FTA Federal Transit Adminimalion, U.S. Deparanent of Transportation
GA General Aviation

GI -Geographic Information System

GMA Growth Management Act

GNSS GlobalNavigationSatelliteSy_em
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T.TK'r OF ABBl_"V]AllON$ AND A_ONt'Y1V[_ (Confirmed)

GPS Global Posilioning System

HC Hydrtmarbons

HCF High Capacity Trensit System

HIRL High Intemity Runway Lights

HOV High Occupancy Vehicle

HPA Hydraulic Project Approval

HSGT High Speed Ground Transportation Study

HUD Housing & Urban Development

IFR Instrument Flight Rules

ILS Insmunent Landing System

INM Integrated Noise Model

ISTEA Intennodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act

IWS IndumiaI Waste System

kwh Kilowatt

• LDA Localiz_r Directional Aid

LDA Landing Distance Available

Ldn or DNL Day-Night Equivalent Smmd Level

LdnT Day-Night Equivalent Sound Level-Total (including non-aircraft related sounds)

Leq Equivalent Sound Level
LF Linear Footage

LLWAS Low Level Wind Shear Alert System

LOS Level of Service

LTO Landing and Takeoff Cycle

LUST Leaking Underground Storage Tank

MALS Medium Intensity Approach Lighting System

MALSF Medium Intensity Approach Lighting System with Sequential Flashing Lights

MALSR Medium Intet_ity Approach lighting System with Runway Alignment Indicator
Lighting System

MCY Million Cubic Yard

Mgd Million Gallons per Day

MIRL Medium Intensity Runway lights

MITL Medium Intensity Taxiway lights

MLS Microwave Landing System

MPO Melropolitan Planning Organi_tion

]VISA Metropolitan Statistic Area
MSL Mean Sea Level

N/A Not Applicable

NAAQS National Ambient Air Quality $umdards

NASA National Aeronautics Space Adminislration

NAS Plan National Airports System Plan

NBEG Narrow Body Equivalent _ Gate

NEPA National Environmmtal Policy Act
NLR "- Noise Level Reduction
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LI_I" OF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS {Cnntin.,ffl_

NOAA National Ocemdc and AtmosphericAdminisn'_on

NPDES National Pollutant Elimin_on System

NPIAS NationalPlanoflmegramdAirportSystems

NPDES NationalPollutant Discharge Eliminanon System

NTSB NmimmiTmxspormionSafetyBoard
N/S North/South Corridor

OAG Official AirlineGuide

ODALS Omnidim_onal Abpon Lighting Sysmm

OFA ObjectFreeArea

O&D Origin_un-_un

ORDER 1050.1D Policies md Procedures for Considering Environmental Impa_

ORDER 5050.4A Airport Environmental Handbook

PAH Polynucl_r Aromatic Hy_xzrbuns

PAPI Precision Approach Path Indicmor Sy_m_

Pan 150 FAR Part150 NoiseComp_'bilityPl_aningProcess

PFC PassengerFacility Clm_e

PM ParticulateMatter

POS Port of Seattle

ppm Parts per million

PPP PollmionPrevention Plan

PRM Precision Runway Monitors

PSATC Pug_ sound Air Transpormion Comm_ee

PSCOG Puget sound council of Governments

PSRC Puget Sound Regional Cmmcil

PSRCMSA Puget Sound Regional Council Major Supplemental Airport

R/W Runway

RAILS Runway AlignmentIndicator Lighling System

RASP Regional Airport System Plea

R.EIL Runway Fad identifier Lights

ROD Record of Decision

ROFA Runway Objeet Free Area

RPZ Runway Pmtectiun Zone (once called a Clear Zone)

RSA Runway Safety Area

RTA RegionalTransitAuthority

RT/R RemoteTransmitter/Receiver

RVR Runway Vimml Range

SASA South Aviation Support Area

SCS U.S. Soil Conservation Service

SEA Sealtle-Tacoma International Airport

SEPA "Washington State Environmental Policy Act

SEL Sound Exposure L,evel

SF Squ_-e Feet
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS fConfiuued_

SHP0 StateHistoricPreservationOi_ccr

SIMMOD Airspaceand AirportSimulationModel

SIP StateImplementationPlan

SMGCS Surface Management Guidance and control System

SR State Route

SWPPP Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

TA Time- Above

TAF Terminal Area Forecast

TCA Terminal Control Area

TCAS Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System

TDM Tmns_rmfion Demand Management

TDZ Touchdown Zone

TODA TakeoffDistanceAvailable

TORA TakeoffRun Available

TRACON Terminal Radar Approach Control

ttg/m Micro grams per meter
UAL UnitedAirlines

UMTA Urban Mass Transportation Administration
USC U.S.Code

USCOE orCOE U.S.Army CorpsofEngineers

USDA U.S.DeparmlentofAgriculture

USFWS U.S.FishandWildlifeService

VASI VisualApproachSlopeIndicator

VFR Visual Flight Rules

VOC Volatile Organic Compound

VOR Very High Frequency Omnidirectional Range

VORTAC VHF Omni directional Range with Tactical Air Navigation

WsDOT or WSDOT Washington State Depar_nent of Transportation
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CoastalBarriers IV,13-1
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Earth IV.19-1
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GLOSSARY OF _g

A-Weighted Sound (dBA_ - A me_Bsurt_entrcpre_nting a sound generally as the human ear hears it by
filtering out as much as 20 to 40 decibels of sound below 100 hertz (Hz). Used for aircraft noise
evaluations.

- The highest point on an airport's usable runways expressed in feet above mean sea
level (MSL).

,Air_rt lmmvvement Prot,ram (ALP)- A Federal funding program for airport improvements. Funds are
derived from sources such as airline tickets, aviation fuel, etc.

,Air_ort Layout Plan - An airport plan (ALP) is a scaled, drawing of existing and proposed land and
facilities necessary for the operation and development of the airport. Any airport will benefit from a
carefully developed plan that reflects current FAA design standards and plan.n,ing criteria. The ALP
shows boundaries and proposed additions to all areas owned or controlled by the sponsor for airport
purposes, the location and nature of existing and proposed airport facilities and structures, and the
location on the ai_ort of existing and proposed non-aviation areas and improvements thereon.

?drport C)_,Tations- The total number of movements in landings (arrivals) plus takeoffs (departures)
fromanairport.

Aimon Surveillance Radar (ASR_ - A radar system which allows air traffic controllers to identity an
arriving or departing aircrafts distance and direction from an Airport.

?,nnual Service Volume (ASV) - A planning term which describes the number of annual aircraft
operations which Is possible at an airport with an ac_-ptable amount of delay. The measure is specific to
individual airports because it is derived from their own particularcapacity characteristics.

ASIL- Acceptable Source Impact Levels. Values established by the Puget Sound Air Pollution Control
Agency which represent incremental ambient air impact concentrations for air emissions sources.

- An area in which the federal or state standards for ambient air quality are being
achieved.

Automated Radar Terminal System (ARTS) - Computer-aided radar display subsystems capable of
associating alphanumeric data with radarreturns.

- That area subject to a one percent or greater chance of flooding in any given year (i.e.,
the ]00-year floodplain).

Best Management Practices - Methods employed during construction and included in the development
for ensuring environmental management to the greatest possible extent.

Biochemical Oxygen Demand - The oxygen used in meeting the metabolic needs of aerobic
microorganisms in water rich in organic matter.

Building Restriction Line (BRL) - A line which identifies suitable building area locations on airports.
The BRL encompasses the runway protection zones, the runway visibility zone areas required for airport
traffic control tower clear line of sight, and all airport areas with less than 35 foot (10.Sin) clearance
under the FAR Part 77 surfaces.

Capacity_- The number of aircraft operations possible at a particular airport. When a continuous demand
of activity is assumed, regardless of delay, it is described as ultimate capacity. When a limit on the
number of operations is considered based on an acceptable level of delay, it is described as practical
capacity.

- Commuters are those carriers that provide regularly scheduled passenger or cargo
service or aircraft predominantly seating fewer than 66 passengers or holding cargo with 18,000 pounds
of payload or less. A typical commuter flight operates over a trip distance of 100 to 300 miles and is
flown at lower altitudes than those operated by the long-haul c_riers.
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Connectingpassen__er- An airlinepassengerwho transfersfrom an arrivingaircraftto a departing
ah-_,raftat a hub airport in order to reach their ultimate destination.

Connection passent-.-r - An airline passenger who transfers _ an arriving aircra_ to a departing
aircraft at a hub airport in order to reach their ultimate destination. Also described as a "through"
passenger. The opposite of a connecting passenger.

- Refers to the possible indirect impacts to DOT Section 4(0 properties such as perks.
Constructive use is considered to occur when a transportation project does not incorporate land from a
Section 4(0 resource but the project's proximity impacts are so severe that the protected activities,
features or atWibutcs that qualify a resource for protection under section 4(0 are substantial}y impaired.
Substantial impairment occurs only when the protected activities, features or attributes of the resource
are substantially diminished. For example, a substantial increase in noise levels at a park due to
transportation project may represent a constructive use, even though the park is not directly affected
through acquisition or development.

Day-Night Equivalent Sound Level (DNL)- A noise measure used to describe the average aircraft noise
levels over a 24-hour period, typically an average day over the course of a year. Ldn considers aircraft
operations that occur between the hours of 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. to be 10 decibels louder than they actually
are to account for increased annoyance. I.An may be determined for individual locations or expressed
contours. Ldn is currently the accepted measure for ai_,_R noise analysis. See Appendix 4.

- A unit of noise level representing a relative quantity. This reference value is a sound
pressure of 20 micronewtons per square meter.

Delay - The difference, in minutes, between the scheduled time and actual time of an aircraft arrival or
departure. For airport planning purposes, it is often expressed as an annual average per aircraft operation
(in minutes).

I_t_:inf,_- The temporary or permanent lowering of the groundwater table to allow excavation to be
carried out in relatively dry conditions above the lowered groundwater table.

Di.spe_ion Analysis - the examination of air pollutant conditions at specific locations. Expressed in
pans per million or micro-grams per meter.

Displaced Threshold - A threshold that is located at a point on the runway other than the designated
beginning of the runway. The pomon of pavement behind a displaced threshold may be available for
takeoffs in either direction and landings from the opposite direction.

-Domestic, territorial, and international revenue passenger enplanements in scheduled and
nonscheduled service of aircraR in intrastate, interstate, and foreign commerce.

Environmental Assessment (EA) - An environmental assessment is a concise document that assesses the
environment impacts of a proposed Federal action. This document discusses the need for, and
environmental impacts of, the proposed action and alternatives. A listing of agencies and persons
consulted is also included. An environmental assessment should provide sufficiem evidence and analysis
for a Federal determination whether to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) or a Finding of
No Significant Impact (FONSI).

Environmental Imnact Stnt_ment (E|S) - An EIS is normally required for a fn'st time airport layout plan
approval or airport location approval for a commercial service airport located in a standard metropolitan
statistical area and Federal financial participation in or airport layout plan approval of, a new runway
capable of handling air carrier aircraft at a commercial service airport in a standard melropolilnn
statistical area. Even though these actions normally require an environmental impact statement, the
preparation of the environmental impact statement will usually be preceded by an environmental
assessment If the environmental assessment demonstrates that there are no significant impacts, the
action shall be processed as a FONSI instead of an EIS.

Equivalent Level (Leq_ - The equivalent steady noise level which in a stated period of time would
contain the same noise energy as the time-varying noise during the same period. The Leq can be for any
defined period, unlike the DNL.
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Erosion - Wearing away of rock or soils by the gradual detachment of soil or rock fragments by win&
ice, water, and other forces.

Farmland Conversion Imnaet Rating - A form (form AD-1006) used by the U.S. Soil Conservation
Service to evaluate soils which are potentially eligible for protection as Prime or Unique farmland under
the Farmland Protection Policy Act of 1981,

FAR - Federal Aviation Regulation.

Federal Aviation Administration - The FAA cons1311cts,operates, and maintains the National Airspace
System and the facilities which are a part of the system; allocates and regulates the use of the airspace;
ensures adequate separation between aircraft operating in controlled airspace; and through research and
development programs, provides new systems and equipment to improve utiliT-_tion of the nation's
airspace

l:ederai Aviation Regulation _AR) Part 150 - Established by Congress under the Aviation Safety and
Noise Abatement Act of 1979 for the purpose of developing a balanced and cost effective program to
reduce the effects of aircraft noise on local communities.

Finding of No Significant Impact - Following the preparation of an environmental assessment, the
Federal Agency determines whether to prepare an EIS or FOIqSI. If the proposed project is determined
not to result in any significant environmental impact, a finding (FONSI) is made by the Federal Agency.

Flight Track Utilization - The use of established mutes for arrival and departure by aircra_ to and from
the existing runways at the airport.

Growth Management Act - The act requires all cities and counties in Washington State to do some
planning and calls for the fastest growing counties to plan extensively in accordance with state goals.

Grid Analysis - A type of aircraft noise analysis which evaluates the noise levels at individual points
rather than generate noise comours.

Habitat - The specific area or environment in which a particular type of plant or animal lives. An
organism's habitat must provide all of the basic requirements for life and should be free of harmful
contaminants.

Hub- An airport which serves airlines that have hubbing operations.

Hubbing - A method of airline scheduling that times the arrival and departure of several aircraft in a
close period of time in order to allow the transfer of passengers between different flights of the same
airline in order to reach their ultimate destination. Several airlines may conduct hubbing operations at an
airport.

Hydraulic Project Approval - a permit granted by the Washington Departments of Fisheries and Wildlife
for work to be performed on or near a body of water, such as a creek or river.

Instrument Flight Rules (IFR,) - Federal Aviation Regulations rules that govern the procedures for
conducting instrumem flight (FAR Part 9 I).

Instrument Landing System ilLS) - An electronic system installed at some airports which helps to guide
pilots to runways on landing during periods of limited visibility or adverse weather. A pilot must have
proper training and his aircraf_property equipped to use an ILS. Most major airports have at least one of
their runways equipped with an ILS.

Instrument Meteorological Conditions ilMC_ - Meteorological conditions expressed in terms of
visibility, distance from cloud and ceiling which are less than the minimums specified for visual
meteorological conditions.

Inter,rated Noise Model ('fNM_- A computer model developed and maintained by the FAA to predict the
noise Impacts generated by aircraft operations.

Land Use Compatibility - The ability of land uses surrounding the airport to coexist with airport-related
activities with minimum conflict.
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L_din_ and Takeoff _LTO_Cv;le - The time that an aircraft k b operation at an _1_ An LTO

cl_ (departure).
Level-of-Service (LOS_ - A measure of the effect of a number of facton on surface traffic flows. LOS is

a function of volume and composition of traffic and speeds attained on any specific roadway, and is
defined as LOS "A' through "F" . LOS A is unencumbered free flow, LOS C is stable flow with
frequent delay and LOS F is forced flow with extensive backup.

]._Igf,fatili_ - A temporary condition during which soil behaves more like a viscous liquid than a solid
medium. The condition is due to the build-up of water pressure in the spaces (pores) between the soil
particles and the inability of the sold to drain quickly, as energy is imparted to the soil mass during an
earthquake.

- A passenger who either enters or exits a metropolitan area on flights served by the
area'sairport Theoppositeof a connectingpassenger.

Location ]mnact Analysis - An analysis conducted to determine if noise level Increases associated with
projected development would approach the FAA threshold of a 1.5 DNL increase within the 65 DNL or
greaternoise contours over any noiubsensiti-¢e land use.

Loudness - The subjective intensity of sound.

]_,gl__.P.JaLL_la_ - An update to the long-range airport development requirements. These plans are
typically updated every 5-7 years.

- A prescribed procedure to be followed by aircraft that cannot complete an attempted
landing at an airport.

- The avoidance or minimization of an adverse impact.

- An action taken to alleviate adverse impacts.

MiZdaI.SRIR- The distribution of trips among competing rowel modes, such as walk, auto, bus, etc.

Mod¢- A particular form or method of travel, such as walk, auto, bus, etc.

NarrowbodyAircraft - A commercial passenger jet having a single aisle end maximum of threo seats on
each side of the isle. Narrowbody aircraft include B727, B737, B757, DC9, MDS0, MD90 and A320.

Navaid - Any facility used for guiding or conlrolling flight in the air or during the landing and takeoff ofaircraft

NEPA - The National Environmental Policy. Act of 1969 (N'EPA) is the original legislation establishing
the environmental review process.

Noise - Unwanted Sound.

- a procedure of the operation of aircraft at an airport which minimizes the impact of
noise on the environs of an airport_

- A map representing average annual noise levels summarized by lines connecting
points of equal noise exposure.

Noise Exposan_ Map (hEM) - A map of an airport and its environs which identifies the area impacted by
various aircraftnoise levels. The FAA has specified criteria for presentation of Part 150 Noise ExposureMaps.

Noise Level Reduction (NLR) - The amount of noise level reduction achieved through incorporation of
noise attenuation (between outdoor and indoor levels) in the design and construction of a facility.

Non-Attainment An-_ - an area-in which the federal or state standards for ambient air quality are beingexceeded.

- An aircraft arrival at or departure from an airport.
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Orion and De_'tin_on P_qsen_ers - Tbose passengexs, whether visitors or residmts, that begin or end
their trip in the region.

- As point in the destination terminal area from which aircraft are cleared w the approach fix
or final approach course.

PAX - Passenger

Precision A.m)mach Procedure/Precision A._m_'oach.A standard insmm_ent approach procedure in which
an electronic glidescope/glidcpath is provided, e.g, _ and PAR.

Primary Commercial Service Airpo_ - A commercial airport which enplanes 0.0l percent or more of the
total annual U.S. enplancmenls.

- the runway on which the majority of operations take place. At large, busy airports,
there may be two or more parallel primaryrunways.

Public Use Airport - Any public, airport, any privately owned reliever airport, any privately owned
airport which is determined to enplane annually 2,500 or more passengers and receive scheduled
passenger service of alrcra_ and which is used or to be used for public purposes.

Reliever Airport - An airportwhich, when certain criteria are met, relieves the aeronautical demand on a
busier air carrierairport.

- Relating to, living in, or located on the bank of a natural watercourse, such as a river.

Rotational Runway Use - Variance in the particularrunways in use over a specific time period to prevent
constant use of one runway.

Run-Up - A routine procedure for testing an aircra_ engine at a high power setting. Engine run-ups are
normally conducted by airline maintenance personnel checking an engine following the conduct of
maintenance.

- A defined rectangular area on an airport prepared for the landing and takeoff run of aircraft
along it's length. Runways are normally numbered in relation to their magnetic direction rounded off to
the nearest 10 degrees, e.g., Runway 14, Runway 32.

Runway Protection Zone (RPZ) - An area (formally the clear zone) trapezoidal in shape and centered
about the extended runway centerline, is used to enhance the safely or aircraft operations. ]t begins 200
feet (60m) beyond the end of the area usable for takeoff or landing. The RPZ dimensions are run,ions
of the design aircraft, type of operation, and visibility minimums.

Runway Safety Area (RSA) - A defined surface surrounding the runway prepared or suitable for
reducing the risk or damage to airplanes in the event of an undershoot, overshoot, or excursion from the
runway.

Sediment - Material suspended in or settling to the bottom of liquid.

Sound - Sound is the resuk of a sound source vibration in the air. The vibration produces alternating
bands of relatively dense and sparse particles of air, spreading outward from the source in the same way
as ripples do on water after a stone is thrown into it. The result of the movement is fluctuation in the
normal aunospheric pressure or sound waves.

Sound Exposure Level (SEL) - The constant sound level which has the same amount of energy in one
second as the original sound event.

- Aircr_ which meet the noise levels prescribed by FAR Part 36 and are less stringent
than those established for the quieter designation (Stage 3). The Airport Noise and Capacity Act requires
the phase-out of all Stage 2 aircraft by 1999, with case-by-case exceptions through the year 2003.

- Aircraft that meet the most stringent noise levels set in FAR Part36.

- A defined path established for the taxiing of aircraft from one part of an airport to another.

Threshold - the beginning of that portion of the runway usable for landing.
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Time Above _A_ - Time above m_c_s the time m minutes d_t a _ dB(A) level is exceeded
during a 24-hour period.

- A stream that flows into another.

Watershed - The geographic region from which water drains into a particular river or body of water. A
watershed includes hills, lowlands, and the body of water into which the land drains.

Vehicle-Miles-Traveled (VM_ - a measure of total travel within a study area, usually estimated as the
total number oflxips multiplied by the average length of a typical trip.

Very High Frequency Omniranfe Station - A ground-based radio (eleclronic) navigation aid transmitting
radials in all directions in the VOR frequency spectrum; provides azimuth guidance to pilots by reception
of electronic signals.

- An approach by an IFR flight when either part or all of an insm_ent approach
procedure is not completed and the approach is executed in visual reference to terrain.

Visual flifht Rules (VFR) - Rules that govern the procedures for conducting flight under visual
conditions. In addition, it is used by pilots and controllers to indicate type of flight plan.

Visual Meteorolot, ical Conditions (VMC) - Meteorological conditions expressed in terms of visibility,
distance from cloud, and ceiling equal to or better than specific minimum. Typically, these conditions
occur whenever the cloud ceiling is at least 1,000 feet above ground level, distance to cloud is 1 statue
mile, and the visibility is at least 3 statue miles.
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Draft and Final EIS Distribution List

Rodrick Malcom Deborah North

Plmmeg Depanmem Dopamn_t of Ecology
Muelde_ot lndim Tribe Northwest Regtonal Office
39015 172rid Ave SE 3140 - 160th Ave SE
Auburn, WA 98002 Copies 1 Bellevue, WA 98008-5452 Copies 3

KingCountyEnvironmentalDivision F_ EmesgeagyMngt Agency
SEPA Division Region X
3600 -13601Plag:eSE FederalRegiomd Center

Bellevue, WA 98006-1400 Copies I 130 - 228th St SW
Bothell, WA 98021 Copies I

Mayor Anm Jhaveri Mayor Richard Kermedy
City of Burien City of Des Momes
13838 - 1st Avenue S. City Hall
Burien, WA 98168 Copies 1 21630 111hAvenue S

Des Moine_, WA 98198 Copies !

Robert Stead Seattle/King County Depanmem of Headth

City of Federal Way Arm: Mr. Larry Kirschner
Municipal Building 1404 Central Avenue S
33530 IS Avenue S Suize 101
Federal Way, WA 98003-6210 Copies ] Kent, WA 98032 Copies 1

Adam Smith Nell Bennett

State Senator Air Transport _on
27030 47th Ave S 8939 S Sepulveda Bivd 408

Suite #104 Los Angeles, CA 90045 Copies 1
Kent, WA 98032-7190 Copies !

Section Director Mayor David Miller
Washington Department of Wildlife City of Normandy Park
Environmental Review Scion City Hall
16018 Mill Creek Bird 801 SW 174th Sheet
Mill Creek, WA 98012-1296 Copies 1 Normandy Park, WA 98166 Copies I

Weshington Parks and Recreation Commission Leonard Garfield
7150 Ciemwater IAme Dopanment of Community Development
KY-I! Office of Archaeology and Historic _on
P. O. Box 42650 ! 1i West 21st Avenue KL-! 1

Olympia, WA 98504-2650 Copies i Olympia, WA 98504 Copies !

Patricia Crumlay I_t of Fisheries

Department of Ecology 115 General Admm Bldg
Environmental Review Section MS AX-I !

P.O. Box 47703 Olympia, WA 98504 Copies 1
Olympia, WA 98504-7703 Copies 1
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Director DapenmemofNanmaResotm_
_ent of Trade and Economic Development Division of Aquatic Lands
9th and Columbia Building 1111 Was_ St SE
MS GH-51 P.O. Box 47027

Olympia, WA 98504-0613 Copies 1 Olympia, WA 98504-7027 Copies I

David Fredrick Deparmmat of Social and Health Sesvices
Field Supervisor Legisla_ve and Conmmnity Relations
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service An.: Gregg Dohm
3704 Gdflem Lane S.E. Suite 102 MS OB-44R

Olympia, WA 98501 Copies I Olympia, WA 98504-0095 Copies I

ThomuCyn PugetSoundW_er_ ^_hor_
Manager Nongame Data Systems Aim: Vailau Piccolo
WashingtonDeparanentof Wildlife P.O. Box 40900

600 Capitol Way North Olympia, WA 98405-0900 Copies i
Olympia, WA 98501-1091 Copies I

_em of T_on Julia

RegionalAdministrator StateR_ve Dislrit_33
Federal Highway Adminislration P.O. Box 40665

111 S. Capitol Way Suite 501 Olympia, WA 98504-0665 Copies 1
Olympia, WA 98501 Copies I

District Conservationist Utilities and T_ Commission
U.S. Depar_nent of Agriculture 1300 S. Evergreen Park Dr. SW
Soil Conservation Service P.O. Box 47250

6128 Capital Bird Olympia, WA 98504-7250 Copies I
Olympia, WA 98501 Copies I

Dave Deiumum Sandy Norwood
Washington Departmem of Natuntl Resources Washington l_ent of Natural Resom_es Natural
SEPA Center Herilage Program
P.O. Box 4701S Division of Iamd and Water Conservation
Olympia, WA 98504-7105 Copies ] Mail Stop EX-13

Olympia, WA 98504 Copies 1

Duwhamish Tribal Office Mayor Joe Brenmm
212 Wells Avenue S. City of SenTac
Ste C City Hall
Renton, WA 98055 Copies I 19215 - 28th Avenue S

SeaTac,WA 98188 Copies I

City of SeaTac Mike On

Land Use Division Alaska Airlines
17900 International Blvd Ste 401 P.O. Box 68900

SeaTac, WA 98188 Copies I Seattle, WA 98168 Copies I

King County Solid Waste Divisio_ METRO - MS 92
An.: Mr. Roduey Hansen An.: Ms. Katherine McKee

400 Yesler Way Environmantal Compliance Division
Suite 600 -- 821 2rid Avenue M/S I 10

• Seattle, WA 98104- 2637 Copies 1 Seattle, WA 98104-1598 Copies I
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King CountyP&CDDivision RegionalTransitProject
Atzn:MiriamCneeBbatun Aun: Mr.ArthurM. Skolnik
707 SmithTower ExchangeBuildingSuite 151
506 2ridAvenue 821 2ridAvenue
Seaffie,WA 98104 Copies I Seanlc, WA 98104-159g Copies !

King County SurfaceWaterMaonSementDivision TomF. Mueller
Ann: Mr.Jim Kxmner Chief- Regulto_ Branch
400 Yesler Way ArmyCorps of Engine¢_
Suite400 4735 E MarginalWayS
Sceffie,,WA 98134- 2637 Copies1 Seattle,WA 98124-2255 Copies3

Deputy RegionalAdminislrawr GeraldD. Dinndorf
I_ent of Housingand UrbanDevelopment DirectorGrowthManagementPlanning
SeattleFederalOffice Building Suite 200 Puget Sound RegionalCouncil
909 FirstAvenue 1011WesternAve
Seattle,WA 98104-1000 Copies 1 Seattle.WA 98104-1035 Copies4

Ms. Desnn Dryden King County Division of RoadsandEngmcering
InformationCenter Ann: Louis Haft
Puget Sound Regionl Council 500 - 4thAve Room 976
1011WesternAve Seal/J¢,WA 98104 Copies 1
Seaffie,WA 98104-1035 Copies I

GaryLocke lulie Koicr
King CountyExecutive KingCounty Office of HistoricPreservation
400 King CountyCourthouse 1115 SmithTower
516 ThirdAve 506 2ridAve
Seattle,WA 98104-3271 Copies I Seattle,WA 98104-2311 Copies I

MayorNormanRice RegionalDirector
MayorCity of Sceffic NmionalParkService
1200MunicipalBuilding Padfic NorthwestRegion
610 ThirdAvenue 83 S. King Sm_er Suite 212
Sceffie, WA 98104 Copies l ScenJe,WA 98104 Copies I

JaneSanders ArthurR.Dammkenhler

Office of JimMcDermott Puget Sound Air PollutionControlAgency
1809 - 7th Ave 110Union Street
Seaxxle,WA 98104 Copies 1 Room 500

Seattle,WA 98101-2038 Copies 2

EdPouharst KendraDahlen
SeattleCity Light SeattlePlennmg Commission
Environmemtl- Health& Safety 600 FourthAvenue
1015ThirdAvenue Suite 210

Seattle,WA 98104-1198 Copies I Seattle,WA 98104-1826 Copies I

ScenleYKingCounty Departmentof Health FlorincBolar
Ann: Mr. CarlOsaki SenatorSladeGortun
201 SmithTower 3206 FedentlBldg
ScevJe,WA 98104 Copies ! 915 2nd Ave

Seaxtle,WA 98174-1000 Copies I
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David Bortz _ Fisher
StateIkparunmt ofNanmd Resonrces StateRepresentativeDist. 33
1100Olive Way 14630 - 46th Avenue SouOi
Suite 1450 Seattle,WA 98168 Copies 1
Seattle,WA 98 i01 Copies I

MikeHeavey RegionalAdminimm_
State_e Dist.34 U.S.Envi_en_ ProtectionAgoncy
9403-44ThAveSW RegionX
Seattle,WA 98136 Copies I 1200Six_Avenue

Seattle,WA 98101 Copies 5

SemmrPartyMurray AssisumtSecremy of Tnmspom_on
U.S. Senator WashingumDeparmem of Tmnsporm_on
2988 JacksonFedend Bldg Aerooamia Divimoo
9]5SecondAve 8900E.MaginalWay Somh
Seattle, WA 98174 Copies I Seattle,WA 981084024 Copies I

WashingtonEnvironmentalCouncil _ Duncan
5200 UniversityNE SuquamishTribe
Suite201 P.O. Box 498
Seanie, WA 98105 Copies I 15835Sandy Hook

Suqmunis_ WA 98392 Copies i

Doug Sutherland MayorJOhnRants
PierceCounty Executive City of Tukwila
930 TacomaAvenue S. City Hall
Room 737 6200 SouthC2=terBird

Tacoma,WA 98402 Copies I Tukwila, WA 98188 Copies !

PeterKin_ JamesDickson
Cutler& Sumfield DirectorOffice of EnvironmentalAffairs
700 FourteenthSu-eetNW Departmentof Healthand Human Services
Washington,D.C. 20005 Copies ! 200 IndependenceAve S.W. Room ! 1014

Washington,D.C. 20201 Copies 1

U.S. Departmentof Energy Office of Ambitecnmd& EnvironmenUdPreservation
Divisionof NEPA Affairs AdvisoryCouncil on Historic Preservation
Room4G064 1100PmzasylvaniaAve NW
1000 lndepenchmceAvenue N.W. Room809

Washington,D.C. 20585 Copies 1 Washington, DC 20004 Copies I

Departmentof Agriculture Office of EnviroomentalAffairJ
OfficeoftheSecretary U.S.DepemnentofInterior
ATT: CoordinatorEnvironmmudQualityActivities 1849C StreetNW
Washington,D.C. 20251 Copies I Room 20240

Washington,D.C. 20240 Copies9

Office of FedendActivity Librarian
U.S. EnvimnmenudPrmectionAgency SeattlePublic Libraries
FilingSection forEISs - M/C 22_2A DotmmentsDeparunent
1200PensylveniaAvenueNW I000- 4th Avenue

Washington,D.C. 20094 Copies5 Seattle,WA 98104 Copies 20
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Librarian L_m
King CountyIAbrmes TacomaPublic Librmy
DocummtsDeparm_t ! 102 Tacoma Avmu¢S
300-8thAvenue Tacoma,WA 98402 Copies2

Seattle, WA 98109 Copies 15

ExecutiveDirector AhlmrtCommuniu= C(_ition

RegionalCommis=ononAirpartAffairs 21650-IlibAvmue South
801S.W. 174thStzeet DesMoist=,WA 98198-6317 CopiesI
NormandyPark.WA 98166 CopiesI

Mr.ScottLindsay Mr.Norm Hime
RepresmumvcJennifaDunn'sO_ _ve Ri_ Wh_
50-I16thAvenue 21905 64_hAwmue Wcs:

Suite#201 MounflakeT_ War.h/ngum 98043 Copies 1
Bellevue,WA 98005 Copies I

Ms,DcbbieDuvis HighlineSchoolDistri_
CongressmanParodyTate 15675Ambaum Blvd.S.W
31919 lstAvenue S. Burien,Washington 98166 Copies ]
Suite 140
FederalWay,Washington98003 CopiesI

Ms. JacquelineWyllmd Ms. BethMeans
Environmental&Tuch.Services SeattleCommunity Council Federation
NationalMne FisheriesService 3125Fariv_.w East
525N.E. OregonSu'e_ Sui_ 500 HouseboatE
Port/and,Oregon 97232-4169 Copies ! Seattle,WA 98102 Copies I

Ms. LynnPickard JonathanBlank
FedendAviationAdministr_on Prcsum Gates& Ellis
800Ind_endence Avenue SW 1735 New York Ave NW
APP-600 Suite500

Washington,D.C. 20591 Copies5 Washington,D.C 20006 Copies 1

PaxJones Molly Harris
ExecutiveDir. City of TacomaPublic WorksDept.
WashingtonPublicPortsA.ssoc 747 MarketSlreet
1501CapitolWaySuite 304 Suite 345

Olympia,WA 98507 Copies ! Tacoma,WA 98402 Copies 1

ArdenForRy RandallLewis
HawthorneHillsCommunityClub CityManagersOfSce
4916Pta-dueAveNE Cityof Tacoma
Seattle,WA 98105 Copies i 747 MarketStreetSuite 1200

Tacoma,WA 98402 Copies I

NoraSmith David Orrmann
WaterResourcesPiarmer WashingtonState Departmentof NaturalResources
Seaale Waterl_t Geology Department
710 SecondAvenue Suite 1133 P.O. Box47007

Sentlle, WA 98104 Copies I Olympia,WA 98504-7007 Copies 1
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PaulKrauss gJhe_meMcKe¢

Depm_ent ofPlmmingandCommunityDevelopment KingCourtW Dc1_ent ofMelxopolitlmServices
C_y ofAuburn 821____¢on_dAvenue
25West Mmn Sm_ MS-120
Auburn, WA 98001-4998 Copies I Seattle.,WA 98104-1598 Copies 1

GrogNickels Chris Vance
King Coumy Counc/mum King Coumy CouBcilmm
1200King County Courthouse 1200 K.ingCounty Courthouse
516-3rdAvenue 516-SrdAvmue

5¢_t!¢, WA 98104 COPes I ,_'))e_ WA 98104 Copies I

Ron Sims JorgmBader
KingCoun_ Councilman Ravenna-B_antCommtm_y Associanon
1200KingCountyCourthouse 6525RavennaAvenueNE
516-3rdAvenue Se_l/e_WA 98115 Copies!
Seattle,,WA 98104 Copies !

Director Tacsfla Bautyola
KentChamberof Commcs_e Scuttle Water

524 WestMeekcr Street- Suite ! Dextor Honon Building - 10_ floor
P. O. Box 128 710 Second Avenue
Ke_t, WA 98035-0128 Copies 1 Seattle, WA 98104 Copies I

RobertDerrick Director
King CounW Depar_nmutof Dev©lopmmtand Environ. MagnoliaCommunh'yClub
Scavices P.O. Box 99164
3600 - 136ythPlaceSE Scat'de,WA 98199 Copies i
Seattle.,WA 98006-1400 Copies 1

EricMand_ Minnie Brusher

LeschiCommunityCouncil SouthwestKing Cotmt7 CommunityGroup
P. O. Box 22391 P.O. Box 66134

Seattle,WA 98122-0391 Copies 1 Burien, WA 98166-0134 "CopiesI

DebbicDesMarias
24322 - 22nd Avenue S.

DesMoines, WA 98198 Copies 1
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APPENDIXA

SCOPING AND AGENCY COORDINATION

This appendix contains a summaryof the agency • Washington State Department of Community,
coordination that was conductexiin preparationof Tradeand Economic Development - Office of
this document. Included are: Archaeology and Historic Preservation

• King County Surface Water Management

• Coordination with agencies Division

• Scoping * WashingtonStateDepartment of FishandW'ddlife

• PublicHearing * TroutUnlimited

• Executive Order12372 Intergovemmental * U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Review of FederalPrograms

1. COORDINATION WITH AGENCIES Copies of the conespondence from each of the
above agencies are included in this appendix.

A number of Federal, State and local agencies
were contacted during the preparation of this 2. PUBIvI_ AND AGENCY SCOPING
Environmental Impact Statement. To facilitate
the early consideration of key issues related to In accordance with CEQ Regulations and SEPA,
airport development, two scoping meetings (as the FAA and Port of Seattle issued a "Notice of
discussed later in this chapter) were conducted to Intent to Prepare and Enviromrwmtal Impact
mtreduce the document preparers to the Statement"(NOD for the Sea-Tat Airport Master
respective agencies and to begin consideration of Plan Update. This notice was published in the
the key issues. Following the scoping meetings, January 4, 1994 Federal Register. As shown m
formal coordination was conducted with the Exhibit A-I, the NOI contained a brief

applicable agencies. Correspondence concerning description of the proposed action and the range
of alternatives, a de&,'_,'iptionof the scopmgthe MasterPlan Update was received from:
process, location of the acoping meetings, and the
name and address for the NEPA and SEPA

• U.S. Department of the Army , Seattle
District Corps of Engineers; contacts. In addition to publication in the Federal

Register, a similar notice was published in the
• Puget Sound Regional Council; Seattle Times, the Seattle Post Intelfigencer, and
• Puget Sound Air Pollution Control Agency; the Highline Times.
• U.S. EnvironmentalProtection Agency;

• WashingtonDeparunent of Ecology; On February9, 1994 from 3 p.m. until 9 p.m., an
• U.S. Department of Commerce, National open house public scoping meeting was

Oceanicand AtmosphericAdministration,conductedatTyee High School.Thisnmeting
National Marine Fisheries Service; was attended by aplxoximately 100 people. On

• U.S. Department of Interior, F_h and February 10, 1994 from 9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. an
Wildlife Service; agency scoping meeting was conducted in the

• Washington State Department of Natural auditorium at Sea-Tac Airport. Approximately
Resources; 40 individuals from the following groups: Seattle

• Washington State Departmentof Community, Times, former Congressman Kreidler, Umversity
Trade and Economic Development, Office of of Washington, City of Normandy Park,
Archaeology and HistoricPreservation; Departn_t of Ecology, City of Tttkwila, City of

• King County, Cuhur_. Resources Division; Burien, Washington State DOT, Seattle Water,
• City of SeaTac
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King County Surface Water Management, City of questions concerning the analysis underlying the
SeaTac, City of Des Moiues, Airport Draft HIS and to provide an oppormmty for
Communities Coalition, City of Federal Way, residents to formally submit their comments.
City of Arlington, U.S. EPA, I-Ii_hline Times,
Highliue School District, Puget Power, U.S. Additionally, as requested by the public, the
Departmentof Housing and Urban Development, formal comment period was extended to 90 days,
Puget Sound Regional Council, the FAA and the to enable a thorough consideration of the analysis
Port of Seattle. and findings. Therefore, the Hearing record

remained open until August 3, 1995. Testimony
Those in attendance at either meeting were was provided by 77 individuals and the
provided with a copy of an outline that workshop/hearing was attended by approximately
summarized the Environmental Impact Statement 150 individuals. To further facilitate the general
(EIS) process, the contents of an EIS, the range of public's undersumding of the Master Plan Update
alternatives to be considered, and environmental development and its resulting environmental
factors to be considered, impacts, the FAA agreed to conduct a second

Public Hearing, which was conducted on June 14,
Scoping was conducted in writing and 114 letters 1995 at the Catlvm-yLuthcrm Church'in Federal
were received. These letters are on file with the Way, from 6 p.m. until 10 p.m. Testimony was
Federal Aviation Admini-mmion. Issues noted in received from 15 individuals and the Public

the _coping letters were: Heating was attended by approximately 40
individuals.

• A desire for a detailed consideration of noise,
air pollution, water resource and human Comments were mailed to Mr. Dennis Ossenkop,
health impacts associated with the current of the Fedmal Avimion Administration, Regional
airportoperation and how the impacts would Airports Office. Approximately 250 comment
change m the _; letters were submitted during the 90 day public

• Concerns for impacts on property values and agency comment period. Once all comn_nts
from noise and airport expansion; submitted during the 90 day comment period

• Concerns that the expansion at Sea-Tac were reviewed and the Pubfic Hearing wanscnptwould be a partial solution to long-term
regional aviationdernandneeds; was available, responses were prepared to

address all applicable comments. In several• A desire to have a number of alternative
modes of travel and alternative _rpon sites instances, the comments resulted in additional
considered, analysis that has been included in this document.

Copies of the comment letters and official Public
3. PUBLIC HEARING Hearing Transcript are included in Appendix T.

Likewise, responses to the comment letters and

The Draft EIS was released in late April, 1995. Public Hearing Transcript are included in
OnJune l, 1995, the FAA and the Port of Seattle Appendix R.
conducted a Public Hearing at the Sea-Tac Red

Lion Hotel at South 188th and International 4. E.O. 123721NTERGOVERNM]_NTAL
Blvd, from 1 p.m. until I0 p.m. The Public REVIEW OF FEDERAL PROGRAMS
Hearing was conducted for the purpose of

obtaining comments from the public concerning Executive Order 12372 requires the sponsor of
the materials and methodologies used in the actions that will use federal assistance to

analysis and findings in the Master Plan Update determine the proposed project's impact or
for the Draft EIS. Simulumeous with the conflict with stateside or areawide

Hearing, the FAA and Port of Seattle conducted a comprehensive planning or upon the plans of
public information workshop to aid the public local governments. In the state of Washington,
with preparation of the testimony and to answer there is no clearing house for this process. Thus,

AppendixA - A-2 -
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the public comment process on the Draft EIS, as
well as other p]ann/ng activities in the Region
(such as the PSRCs VISION 2020) will be used
to determine consistency with regional plans.

Enclosed in this appendix are the following
resolutions:

• Puget Sound Regional Council A-95-03
• PortResolution 3125
• PSRC Executive Board

• Puget Sound Regional Council Executive
Board EB - 94-01

• Snohomish County Resolutions

$:',9$SF.A_,I,_A.DOC
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PUBLIC AGENCY SCOPING MEETING

SEATTLE TACOMA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

DRAFT MINUTES
FEBRUARY10,1994

The Mr. Ossenkop opened the Public Agency Scoping Meeting at 9:30 a.m. and noted that the

meeting would be conducted generally following the material distributed in advance of the
meeting. Ms. Hinkle reviewed the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) process and Master
Plan Update process. The consulting team conducting the EIS was introduced. Ms. Vigilante
provided a summary oftbe contents of the EIS and the issues to be addressed. The meeting was
opened for agency comments and questions. Mr. Ossenkop noted that official comments must
be submittedin writing by February25, 1994. He then asked those in attendance if they hadany
questions or issues that they would like to see addressedin the EIS.

_t

Washington State Department of Transportation, Office of Urban Mobility, focused on the
landside issues related to the local transportationnetwork and its ability to accommodate growth
in traffic. He noted that State and local jurisdictions are adding landside capacity through the
completion of SR 509, transit improvements, high occupancy vehicle facilities, and TDM
programs. The doubling of passenger activiv, time of day (peaking), and mode split is of
concern and should be reviewed. The WDOT also requested that the parking supply should also
be evaluated. The WDOT questioned what assumptions will the EIS make concerning the
potential regional transit project. Freight and inter modal connections should be part of the
transportationanalysis. The land use assumptions should also be closely evaluated. Airside
issues include the need to incorporatethe Master Plan into the Statewide Multi-Modal Plan
process.

Mayor Jhaveri, City of Burien, expressed concern that the EIS scoping process is flawed. He
suggestedthattheNoticeofIntentshoulddefinethespecificalternativesandprovidea statement
ofNeed.He askedtheFAA towithdrawtheNoticeofIntent.Mr.Ossenkoprespondedthatthe
FAA willnotwithdrawtheNoticeofintentasitcorrectlydefinestheplanningeffort.He noted
thatthepublicwillhavemultipleopportunitiestocommentontheEISandthataPublicHearing
willbeheld.TheMasterPlanUpdateandtheEIS processareintendedtoilluminatetheissues
andalternatives.Inaddition,MayorJhaverirequestedthathistoricsitesbeassessedintheEIS
studyprocess.

Mr. Stooder, City Manager, City of Burien, identified requested that the EIS address the potential
impactoftelecommutingon thetransportationanalysis.Inaddition,herequestedthatthestudy
includea sectionthatdefines"whatpeoplewant."

Bob Davis,Mayor ofNormandy Park,statedthattbeFAA needstore-assesstheaviation
demandattheairportandfortheregion.He statedthatairtrafficdemandforecastsshouldbe
updated,includingcurrentpopulationandemploymentprojections,asairtraffichasleveledoff

A-5
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PublicScopLn_Meeting Minutes

in recent years. Mr. Ossenkop responded that the Master Plan Update will be re-assessing the
aviation demand forecasts. In addition, Mr. Davis suggested that an analysis of "unresolved
issues" needs to be included as part of the NEPA process. He stated that a detailed EIS should be
preparedon each alternative. He asked if the FAA will amend the Scope of Work based on the
scoping comments. FAA responded that the Scope of Work has not been finalized and that the
scoping meetings were helping determine the scope of the consultants work.

Kitty Millne, Vice-Mayor, City of Burien, asked in the scope will include the Washington State
Air TransportationCommissions recommendations and if it would include issues related to the
supplemental airport study. She stated that the EIS should wait until the PSRC work is
completed. She also requested that the air and noise analysis reflect monitors in the impacted
communities.

Dorothy De Rodas, TulcwilaCity Council, requested that the study evaluate cumulative impacts
of airportactivities and local actions on u-affic, air pollution, and public services. She noted that
the City of SeaTac is a major urbancenter under the Vision 2020 and will increase densities.
Increased air traffic will place more people in the impact area. She questioned if the EIS would
include these impacts..Mr. Ossenkop responded that this type of analysis will be included the
process.

Richard Kennedy, Mayor, Des Moines, asked if the EIS would address growth management and
social and economic issues. He also asked how will mitigation be handled in the study process.

He also questioned if the EIS will address the GMA and would it perform a consistency
evaluation. Mr. Ossenkop noted that the EIS will address these issues where possible when
policies are clearly formulated and adopted. The Mayor continued by asking if the EIS would
address impacts on public/private activities and services. Mr. Ossenkop noted that the EIS will
address these concerns and are already part of the scope as required.

Mr. Loeb, City Manager - Des Moines, stated that citizen input has been limited to the last
critical weeks of the EIS process. He commented that this is a disservice to the public
involvement process and that the public needs adequate time to review documents and data. He
requested that the FAA note that no public testimony is being accepted during the agency
scoping exercise. Mr. Loch requested that draft materials be available for public review and that
the scoping period be extended. The FAA responded that the issues of draft materials will be
reviewed and that the scoping exercise will not be extended.

Mr. Pina, Highline School representative, stated that schools affected by noise have lower test
scores than other schools. He requested that noise be measured using the "C" Scale in the same
lash/on has a study conducted by the School District. Mr. Ossenkop requested a copy of the "C"
Scale Study. Mr. Pina responded that they would provide the study. He noted that the district
continues to be concerned about noise related issues as it builds new facilities in the area.

Vivian Mathews, Burien City Council, indicated concern that the scoping process does not have
an "open mike" for testimony. She stated that the public scoping meeting should not have been
an open house and requested that a public meeting be held such that all residents could hear one-

another's comments. Ms. Vigilante responded that the scoping process is based upon national
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experience that preserves the ability of citizens and agencies to submit written comments for a
record of concern. Ms. Mathews asked how citizens will know that comments have been
received a response. Mr. Ossenkop noted that there will not be any individual responses to
comments. However, the issues will be addressed in the EIS.

Mr. Brown, Department of Ecology, stated that DOE requests strong baseline definition of
currentconditions. This includes air quality and tra_c and sir operations information, as well as
water quality data. He noted that warn" quality, storm water, and sewage for all off-site
watershedalternatives should be addressed.

Mr. Fenin-¢,City of Federal Way, stated thatthe city will provide written comments and specific
analysis requests. He requested that the DEIS comment period be emended from 45 days to 120
days. He also noted that the EIS should update the Part 150 Study.

John Bregar, EPA, will prove written comments on air, noise, etc. issues.

David Masters, King County SurfaceWater Management, will provide written comments for the
scoping process. He noted that cumulative impacts are of concern, as well as operational issues
related to de-icing, drainage systems, hydrology, fishery, and monitoring systems.

Diana $havey, Department of Houing and Urban Development, raised issues related to the
impact of the airport on low to moderate income housing. She noted that the EIS should address

the impact on housing stock and tenants for both multi- and single family housing. The study
should also assess the market impact on housing and its potential for effecting mortgage
insurance programs operated by HUE).

Jack Dodge, City of SeaTac, requested that water quality issues concerning Miller Creek and
other streams should be assessed. He suggested that new noise impacts on adjacent development
and jurisdictions should also be addressed in add/don to health impacts, traffic impacts, and
co_cfion impacts. He requested that the EIS analysis be coordinated with the City of SeaTac
plans and identify how local regulations will be impacted by airport development.

A representative from Puget Power noted that they will provide written comments. Of special
concern to Puget Power are electrical requirements and the compatibility between local
communities. He noted that relocation of existing facilities serving residential and commercial
users is difficuk. He noted a desire to cooperate and coordinate on these issues.

Mr. Olander, City Manager - Des Moines, indicated that the EIS process requires good baseline
data on water quality. He stated that the analysis should include low to high water periods. He
noted similar concerns about the noise analysis.

All agencies attending were provided an opportunity to present issues of concern. The meeting
was adjourned at approximately 11:50 a.m.

C:_SEA'MI._.SCOPII_'_SCOPAG.M_I
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY .-

SEATTLEDISTRICT. CORPS OF ENGINEERS
P.O. IOX 3?55

Ii[AT'Ir'I.L WASHINGTON Ill|24*ZZSS

FEB-l "

Re_lato_ Branch

o.

.

Mr. De__nis G. Oss_kop _...
Federal Aviation Administration H_-]__ _ _ n_--_'_m _'"
1601 Lind Avenue Southwest I[Z_I_""_-_ _,l_

aenton, Washington 98055-4056 /[]I/] L,-_ _-_IIII_

- 9 JgcJS"'Dear Mr. Ossenkop: " " !!;"L_
• . _OP.•

The Seattle Distrlct, U.S. Army C__ (C_rps)

-- accepts the Federal Aviation Administration_'F'z_'___to _e a
cooperating agency in the preparation of a National _nmental
Policy Act (NEPA) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the
proposed expansion of the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport.

The Corps participation as a cooperating ag.ency will be
limited to reviewing and commenting on the prellminary draft
sections of the EIS that relate to project alternatives and
wetland/mitigation issues. We will make every attempt to provide
comments on these sections of the preliminary draft EIS within 15

working days of receipt of =he information.

As you are aware, the Corps will require a Section 404 permit
for the fillingof we£l-ands 6ns'ite-..... _ such, the portion of the
project requiring Sec=ion 404 authorization will be subject to
the Corps' own environmental review under NEPA. As a cooperating
agency, the Corps can adopt the final EIS in order to satisfy our
NEPA compliance obligations associated with issuance of a Section
404 permit.

I agree that cooperation between our agencies is the most
effective way to achieve our mutual goal of a draft EIS which
satisfies both our agency's needs before...being circulated to the
public. We look forward to working with you on this project.

Mr. Jonathan Smith has been assigned as the .point of contact
for the Corps on this project. If you have any questions, please
contact Mr. Smith at telephone (206) 764-6910.

Sincerely,

- _ Thomas F. Mueller
"- Chief, Regulatory Branch
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December 22, 1994 =_L e_,',

Ms. Barbara Hi-lde

Enviromental MR-_sement Specialist rr .......
Port of Seattle

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
P.O. Box 68727
SeaOJe, WA 98168

Dear Ms. Hinkle:

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Proposed Air (_za]lty Mod_1_no YrotocoL I have
enjoyed working with Gene ]Peters of Laudram & Brown, =.d I trust he h_ found my
suggestions useful

The scope and level of detail of thiq modeling exe.rche are outside the purview of the Puget
Sound Regional Council, so no concurrence on our part b neces_ry. We defer to the other
agencies more directly concerned with the subject ofth;J exerehe.

Please feel free to tail me (464-5402) if you have any que_ions.

Sincerely,

Senior Planner

ca: Gene Petcn

1011 Wealem Avenue. Sulto 500 - Seat=t-, Washington 98104..1D35 • (206) 464-70g0 • FAX 587-482Y.
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PUGET SOUND AIR POLLUTION CONTROL. AGENCY
-- ' '_ KING COUNTY _. 10_J _ COUNTY • I'IERC| COUNTY • SNOHC)MISH COUNTY

November 29, 1994

Barbara]-Iinide ..
•Port of Scanle
PC) Box 68727
$ca_e, WA'98168 -"

Dear l_. Hl_de:

Comments on P¢oposed Air Quality Modeling Protocol
for Seattl_Tscoma International A|rpo.rt

Thank you for the oppommi_ to comment on thc proposed air quality modeling procedures for me in the sir
quslit_=stysis intheP.nvimmnoutal_pm _m=_ f_. thzMutert_,enUpd=eatSesU/e-Tsmms
Xntem=iontl(Sm-Tsc'_Airport.1_. GonePetasofLmdram&Brownim beenworkiugwithourstafffor
some time to obtain our formal t_mdafioas on this lnotocol. We would like the Por_ m consider the
following comments on the protocol dated October 12, 1994,

• ]3ackground Concentration for Carbon Monoxide: 7he proposed background concentration for carbon
mcuoxlde Is acceptable since this is the .remmmendeddefault in EPA's "Guidelines for Modellnll C_bon
Monoxide from.Roadway latemectloas" (|994). "However; the'equation d=!ved by Larson. ct aL in a recent
technical report entitled "Local Background Levels of Carbon Moaoxide in Urban Areas" would also be
acceptable. This equation:

COs-br= 1.8$(Vma) °'°4s

is appropriate for high traffic areas wt_ere COs._rrs the eight-hour average background concentntlon in ppm
and Vast is the highest average weekday triffic volume within-200 meters off, he _c_tor s.ite.

• Backf_und Concentration for Oxides of'Nitregem A_.thoughthe recommended value of 0.02.ppm
(tunual) is based on old monitoring data, a recentstudy by I.anon et ILl.entitled "Amu)sphezic Observation
of Hitr08m Dioxide in Seatfic, Washington" (1994) monitored biweekly average conceatratlons ranging

from 0.0_ to 0.03 ppm of NOz at several locations In the PuBet Sound region. Therefore 0.02 ppm is
appropdzte: " "..

• Background Concentrations for Partlcuhtte Matter and Sulfur Dioxide: The use of the South Pa_k data
for PMso and the Duwmnish data for SOz is acceptably consexvativc. However, using 1990-1993 data only
is appropriate since this data more closely reflects cunent background levels.

• Modeling Techniques: The air quality modeling protocol should include a description of the methods used
to estimate and model emissions from the parkinglots, _el tanks, s_aintenahce acttvkins, and engine testing.

0ennls I. Mcl.m'_ A_ Fellut_ Coat,el Oa'.t'_ ""

S-_O ^ R D O f O I It E C T ,O-.4_ "S

•Chain,_on: Win Gn_tu_, C_amh_. _ County Lyre S. _ MaV_. _ HsmSd G. Matt. MIym'. Tacsma

)saetC:l_lk. _ stt.m,te it.CIohnm_Coq_ilaum.Smohomi_County Nommo,Rkz.M,v_,_ -

110UnionStreet.SuiteS00,Seattle.WaShington98101-2038 • (206)343-0000 A (800)552-3565 _ FAX:(206)343-7S2,
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• Tcmpecature: The use of 40 degrees F ai theaveragewinter annual tomperature it • good assumption and
probably gepre_eatatlvc of actual conditions duringexce__dence$.However, note that .-Kcologyused •
temperatureof'46 d¢_ree_ F In tho CO SIP. Eitherof these values is a,:_-'_,__tabte..

• Cold Starts: The use of the p_ceat vehicle c01dstartsdefault in MobileSA of 20.6% for roadways is
a_ptablc. However, assum|ng 100_ v_i_e cold smu for _ in thc parking 10t is overly con_efvztive
tint8 many of the cars in the metered parking aream_dn at thc aitlmrt only for a short time period. More
realistic assumptions would bo 8;ccptablo to tho Agency for determining percent vehido cold ttaxtt in the
parking lot.

• Toxic Air Contam|nant F.,m_longSenslfiye Receptors: The evaluation of toxic air coatamL'x_ts appears
to have been dropped from the protocol. The outline presented _ the p_;mi.,_y scopingmeeti_ stated
that toxic compcm-_c would be estimated basedon their known pmpo_on to pollutant levels Identified
during the inventory sn, lysi_ Landctun& Brownaim seat ul a study which eaetm-tfy! and evaluated cancer
rhks near Midway Airport in Chicago which maid be used as a model for estimating impactsat Sea-Toe
Akport. Since trade ah_com_mi-t_,_ are of tigaificant conce_ to _tl_na in the vi_dty of the _rpon, we
strongly remmmead ind/_ding _is tnal_ds. I"aemoniSm'logd_ _dl_____ In 199_ dmuld be used m verify
the modeling data aud additional monitoring flumJdbe perfonaed if n_._e_s_sty to ace.stately char_et-ize
impacu of toxi.¢ tic mntamina_.

It is aim iraportant to focus on potentially Sensitiveinc_io_ latchaS hospitals and schools and loca$ions

which lena/corr, munlty ._ups _ concc_'ne,d about. Additional receptors should be added at _eee
Iocatiogu.

• Reeldue Testing: Although we unde_and thatMr. Pete_ was .._le to get mud_ intet'e_ in re_ldt_ete_
from c[_ living in the vicinity of the airport, we _dd _ that Landrum & Bm.wn contact at
least one of the ckizea groups tn the area to easur_ thatthis is not a confiimed iuue. If. this ir_mpis not of
concern, Lanckum & Bt_wn should deacrlbethe effom made towards sampling residue (i.e. citizen groups
conta_teAand their response) and the reason Ibis issue _ not included in the amdyJis.

. In add|lieu to ou_ comments on the Sea-Too Airport Matt_ Plea Updste, we would recommend'using _y
odorant datafrom the air _tlity study in the Knvlmnme=talImpact'Statement beig.g prepared for the proposed
hotelto belocated adjacentto the north endof'he maintem,.in=lat the airport.

We are available m provide furthe¢ teclmieal guidancem the Port and their con_Ita_ Landmm & Brown, on -
the air quality nnalysls at Seattle-Tacoma InternatlonalAirport. If you have furthe_ questions s_udcomments,
feel free to contact Maggie Corbin _ _06) 689-4057.

$|nc_ely,

David $. Kircher

Manager- Engineering

DSK:h

co: Brian O'SuUiva_ Gerry Pade, Magic Corbin PSAPCA *-
Gen=Peters, Landmm & Brown
Rcpre_¢nta_veGrcgFishcr
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._ PUGET SOUND AIR POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCY
KING COUNTY • KITSAP COUNTY • PIERCE COUNTY as SNOHO/vIISH COUNTY

May 6, 1994

Eugene Peters
Landrum& Brown
1021 West Adams Street

Chicago,IL 60607

Dear Mr. Peters:

Airport Emissions in PSAPCA's lurisdiction

Ihaveenclosedthechapteronairportemissions.Ihopeitwillanswerallyourquestions.Since
theSta_ImplementationPlan(SIP)didnotrequireSO2 andPMI0 emissionsestimates,they
arenotincluded.IwouldadviseyoutogetcopiesofAP-42,Vol.IIandProcedurefor
EmissionInventoryPreparation:VolumeIV, MobileSources,EPA-450/4-81-021d(Revised),
1992.Thesedocumentswillfillinanyotherinformationthatyoumay findmissinginmy
write-up.

I did obtain a full fleet mix data and flight data from Seattle - Tacoma International Airport
(SeaTac), and summarized the data into a presentable form. For your purpose you may need to
use the raw data. You can obtain that from the Operations Department of the Port of Seattle and
also from the FAA publication Airport Activity Statistics. I recommend obtaining it from the
Port of Seattle directly since it also gives monthly breakdown.

There are no engine tests at SeaTac. Planes being tested get logged as flights.

I wish to add that I did not follow protocol because Doug referred you. Normally we charge a
token fee for information we give to consultants. If you want me to do anything further that
might take more than one hour of my time you will have to pass it through my manager, Dave
Kircher (206-689-4050), so that he may decide if we should charge a fee or release data that has
not been officially published.

You cancontactme at206-689-4054orfax206-343-7522

Sincerely,

Kwame Agyei
AssistantAirPollutionEngineer

KA:Is

Arthur Davldson, Actin I Air Poll_ion Comml C_icer

8 O ^ R O O F O I R E C T O R $

Chairman: Win Granlund, Commissioner, KilSap Courtly Lynn S. Hoflon, ktayor, _ Harold G. Moss,/V_llytx, "1_lcom.I
lanel Chalupnik. _ a! Larse R.C. Ioh_m_, Councilman, Snoi'mm.$h Cowsay Norman B Rice. Ma_', ._all_

Edward D. Hamen. Mayor, Everen Gary Lo(ke, Kin 8 Coumy Executive C)oul_ $ulhetland, Pierce Courtly IzeCUl.ve

! 10 Union Street, Suue SO0, Seatlle, Washinglon 98101-2038 • (206) 343-88O0 • (800) 552-3505 • FAX:(206) 343-7$22
A-12 ......
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"_ PUGET SOUND AIR POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCY
KING C(')UNTY '_ KITS_,P COUNTY "_ PIERCE C( )tlNTY -* SN()I I(')MISI I COUNTY

June 16,1994

Gene Peters
l._nndrum and Brown
1021 W. Adams Street

Chicago, Illinois 60607

DearMr. Peters:

Comments _ "Es_tiort and Evaluation of Cancer Risks Attributed
to Air Pollution in Southwest Chicago." in Regard to Sea-Tac Airport

Thank you for the opportunity to review the study performed in Southwest Chicago. In
general, the procedures used in this evaluation of existing air quality will be appropriate for
your evaluation of air quality in the vicinity of Sea-Tac Airport. However, I would like to
make the following comments and suggestions:

1. As I'm sure you know, many of the assumptions made in the Chicago report will have to
be refined significantly for Sea-Tac Airport since Midway is a very different type of
airport. For example, in the Appendix A letter from John Summerhays, he states that
tests of exhaust composition for a CFM-56 engines were considered most represen_tive
of jets used Midway Airport. This would not be appropriate for Sea-Tac Airport since
there is a more varied mix of engines used at Sea-Tac. Another example on Page 13-4, the
data should be available for the fleet make-up of air taxis. There is very little General
Aviation at Sea-Tac (Page B-5), probably more turbine then piston, and there is an
insignificant amount of military activity.

! The Chicagostudyonlyaddressedalimitednumber oftoxica£rcontamm_nts,only30
carcinogens.Pleaseaddressalltoxicaircontaminantsforwhichinformationis
reasonablyavailable.

3. Iwas surprisedatthehighesRmatesofformaldehyde,13-butadieneand polynuclear

aromatichydrocarbonsthatwereemittedfromMidway Airport.Thesechemicalshave a

highertoxicitythanbenzeneand would be ofparticularconcerntoourAgency.

4. InAppendix B,PageB-4,thereportstatesthatmixingheightismainlyimportantfor
NOx emissionsand thatadefaultmixingheightwi£IbeusedsinceNOx willnotbe

Arthur Dav_ton. AcI,_,/ur PoIlullon Co¢_a_ O(ticer

B O A R O O F O I R E C T O R S

Chairman: Win Craniund. Commissioner. Kilsap Counlv Lynn S. Hoflon. MayOr, B_ Harold C. MOSS. MaVQ¢. laComa
|an_ Chalul_ik. Membe_ al Larse R.C. JOhn,.on. Councilman. S_4_,sh Coumy Noeman B. Rice. Ma_'..T_,Nle

110 Union Slreel. Suile 500. Seallle. VVashinglon q8101-2038 (206) 343-8800 (800) 552-3565 FAX:(206)343-7522
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Gene Peters
June 16,1994
Page Two

calculated. I assume that NOx will be calculated in your study so a default mixing
height would not be appropriate.

5. On Page B-24, it is assumed that the approach phase to be considered for dispersion
modeling will include only the distance from the edge of the airport to a respective
runway. Please evaluate whether significant emissions would occur if you modeled
beyond airport boundaries and include if significant

6. Finally, I was u_.lear as to whethe_ you were planning on evaluating ell sourcesof air
contaminants within a certain distance from the boundary of the airport (as was done in
the Chicago study) or just using the procedures pertaining to emissions from Midway
A_o_. _ease,'],,,_7.

Please keep me iniormed of your progress since our Agency is very interested in keeping up
to date with the Sea-Tacproject. Feel free to contact me at (206) 689-4057 if you have fm'ther
questions or comments.

Sincerely,

MargaretI. Corbin
Air Pollution Engineer

jrs

cc: Brian O_ullivan

s

A-14
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"_ _ _ UNITEDSTATESENVIRONMENTALPROTECTIONAGENCY
,:,EG,ON",O

.... -_ _o_ 1200SixthAvenue
.... S_attle,Washington98101

RE_LYTO
^_rNOF: WD*I26

BarbaraHinkle

Port of Seattle
Seattle-Tacoma Intexnational Airport
P.O. Box 68727

Seattle, WA 98168

Re: Proposed Air Quality Modeling Protocol for Seattle-Tacoma International
Airport

Dear Ms. Hinlde

In response to your November 16, 1994 letter to Jon Schweiss in our Environmental
Services Division, we have provided the following comments on the proposed air quality
modeling protocol, for the Master Plan Update at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport.

Our contact for this air quality analysis has been Mr. Gene Peters of Landrum &
Brown. We met with him in October to discuss the modeling protocol and he subsequently
sent us a written memorandum for our review which was enclosed with your November 16th
letter.

Our comments are as follows:

l) The protocol seems to suggest that both a screening-level and a refined-level analyses will
be undertaken. It is not clear why both would n_ to unde;xaktm. Normally, if problems
are identified in a screening assessment, the situation is evaluated further using more refined
techniques. EPA recommends that the protocol include a list of criteria which would signify
if and when a refined analysis is warranted.

2) EPA disagrees with the approach proposed for defining receptors to be evaluated in a
refined analysis. Because the screening procedure proposed is independent of local
meteorological conditions, locations of concern identified using this technique may not

(probably will not) coincide with areas of maximum concentrations identified using a more
refined technique with local meteorology. We recommend that the screening approach be
used to indicate whether the potential for air quality problems exists. If it does, this would ""
trigger the need to conduct a refined analysis. Receptors used in the refined analysis should
be selected to divulge.maximum air quality impacts in ambient air (independent of locations
indicated in the screening assessment) to evahtate compliance with applicable NAAQS.-The- , ,.-.

A-15 _ pm,_ _, _,_,¢_dP._"
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evaluation Ofimpacts at additional specific "sensitive" receptor locations may also be
Warranted. -

3) The November 8, 1994 memo from Gene Peters of Landrum and Brown indicates that
dispersion modeling in the vicinity of selected roadway intersections will be conducted using
the CAL3QHC model. We recommend that a description of this component of the work be
ineorporated into the modeling protocol.

4) Phone discussions with Gene Peters have revealed that the Port is currently evaluating
other projects that could have impacts that should be included as part of the analyses related
to the 3rd runway project. We recommend that the protocol identify these projects and how
they will be integrated into the analyses for the 3rd Runway F_.,IS.

Thank you for the opportunity to review this proposal. If you have any questions
about these comments, please contact either John Bregar in our Environmental Review
Section at (206) 225-1984, or Bill Ryan in our Environmental Services Division at (206) 553-
8561.

Sin_y,

Cabreza, C_ef -
EnvironmenR ew S=aon "

cc: Gene Peters, Land.rum& Brown

• o-.oo

A-16
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•. @
STATE OF WASI,III_'TON

DEPARTMENT"OF ECOLOGY
Iv_il _op I_- I r • _ Wastd_on _04-07 t ! • (205) 45_3000

Z____ml_..r6, 1994

Ms. Barbara Hinkle
Port of Seattle
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
PO Box 68727

Seattle, WA 98168

Dear Ms. Hinklc:

Thank you for your I¢tI_ of/qovcmbzr 16, 1994. Mr. wmiams has _ me to reapond'to you
directly. As you noted in your letter, the EL_ consultant, Lamdrum & Brown, has been in
contzct with Air Quatity _ staff n:gan_g the modcfing of impacts from the Maste_ Plan
Update for Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. We have already notified Mr. Genc Peters of
•Landrum & Brown that the fuml protocol, _ describedin his memorandumof November 8,
1994, is r,atisfactory.

Please refer any further q.ue_ons to either Ms. Cris Fqguema (206) 407-6807 or me at (206)
407-6815.

Sincerely,

Clinton R. Bowman, Jr.
AirQualityModeler

CB:rr

co: Joseph R. WUliams, Ecology
Cris Figuer_a, Ecology

..r..x.'2_.
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.-'#'_ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Ocuni© andAtm_pherk= Administration

_,_e_ NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE
s_"* ENVIRONMENTAL & TECHNICAL SERVICES DIVISION

911 NE 111n Ammm. Room E20

PORI].AND,OREGONv_-;_

sma_m F,x_ F/NW03

Jim 1994

Ms. Julia Titus, Wildlife Ecologist

Shapiro and Associates Inc.
1201 Third Avenue - Suite 1700

Seattle, Washington 98101

Re: Species List Request for Sea-Tac International Airport
Master Plan

Dear Ms. Tims:

The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) has reviewed your

May 16, 1994, letter to Brian Brown requesting a list of
threatened or endangered species to aid in your preparaUion of an

environmental impact statement for the Sea-Tac International

Airport Master Plan. It is our understanding that this project
will entail the construction of a new runway at the airport.

We have enclosed a list the anadromous fish species that are
listed as endangered or threatened under the Endangered Species
Act (ESA) and those that are candidates for listing. This list

includes only anadromous species (salmon and steelhead) under
NMFS jurisdiction that occur in the Pacific Northwest. The U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service should be contacted regarding the
presence of species fallingunder its jurisdiction.

Available information indicates that no listed Snake River salmon

are in the project area or immediately downstream from it. The

final critical habitat designated for the listed salmon (December

28, 1993, 58 FR 68453) does not include the proposed project
_ea.

However, some of the anadromous fish species that are presently
candidates for listing under the ESA may be present in, or
downstream from, the proposed action area. The candidates for

listing that maybe present are coho salmon (Oncorhynchus
kisutch), steelhead (Oncorhynchusmykiss), end chum salmon

(Oncorhynchus keta). Candidates for listing have no status under

the ESA. Once a candidate species is proposed for listing, or is
listed, a conference or consultation may be required.

Please refer to the ESA sectaon 7 implementing regulations,
50 CFR Part 402, for informauion on the conference and

consultation process.
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If you have further questions, please contact Steve Stone, of mystaff, at (503) 231-2317.

Sincerely,

Brian J. Brown

Acting Division Chief

Enclosure

A-19
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ENDANGERED AND�OR TH2EATENED SPECIES
UNDER HATICXEL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE JURISDICTION

THAT OCCUR IN THE PACIFIC NORTRWEST

Listed Species

Sacramento River Winter-Run

Chinook Salmon Oncorhynchus cshawy_scha

Snake River Sockeye Salmon Oncorhynchus nerka

Snake River Fall Chinook Salmon Oncorhynchus _shawytscha

Snake River Spring/Summer

Chinook Salmon Oncorhynchus Cshawycscha

CANDIDATES FOR LISTING

Mid-Columbia River Summer

Chinook Salmon Oncorhynchus tshawycscha

Coho Salmon Oncorhynchus kisucch

Steelhead Oncorhynchus mykiss

North Umpqua River

Cutthroat Trout Oncorhynchus clarki clarki

SPECIES FOR WKIC_ NMFS HAS RECEIVED LISTING PETITIONS

Baker River sockeye salmon Oncorhynchus nerka

Hood Canal/DiscoveryBay/Mud bay/

Eld Inlet chum salmon Oncorhynchus keta

Elwha/Lower Dungeness River

pink salmon Oncorhynchus gorbuscha

White/Dungeness/North and South
Fork Nooksack River spring

chinook salmon Oncorhynchus tshawytscha

A-20
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United States Department of the Interior

FISH AND Wn.m,_E SERVICE
Ecologi ca1 Servi ces

3704 GriffinLaneSE. Suite 102
Olympia.Washington 9B501-2192

(206)753-9440 FAX: (206)753-9008

June 17, 1994

juliaLisaTims
WildlifeEcologist
Shapiro& Associates
1201ThirdAve..Suite1700
Seattle.Washington 98101

FWS Reference: I-3-94-SP-530

DearMs. Tims:

This is in responseto your letterdated May 5, 1994. and receivedin this
office on May 6. Enclosedis a list of listed threatenedand endangered
species,and candidatespecies(AttachmentA). that may be presentwithinthe
area of the proposed.Sea-TacInternationalAirportMasterPlan updateand new
runway.The list fulfillsthe requirementsof the Fish and WildlifeService
(Service)underSection7(c)of the EndangeredSpeciesAct of 1973.as amended
(Act), We have also encloseda copy of the requirementsfor the Federal
AviationAdministration(FAA) complianceunderthe Act (AttachmentB).

Shouldthe biologicalassessmentdeterminethat a listedspeciesis likelyto
be affected(adverselyor beneficially)by the project,the FAA shouldrequest
Section 7 consultationthroughthis office. If the biologicalassessment
determinesthat the proposedaction is "not likely to adverselyaffect" a
listed species, the FAA should request Service concurrence with that
determinationthrough the informal consultationprocess. Even if the
biologicalassessmentshows a "no effect" situation,we would appreciate
receivinga copy for our information.

Candidatespeciesare includedsimplyas advancenoticeto federalagenciesof
specieswhich may be proposedand listedin the future. However.protection
providedto candidatespeciesnow may precludepossiblelistingin the future.
If early evaluationof your projectindicatesthat it is likelyto adversely
impacta candidatespecies,the FAA may wish to requesttechnicalassistance
from this office.

In addition,pleasebe advisedthat federaland state regulationsmay require
permits in areas where wetlands are identified. You should contact the
Seattle District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for federal permit
requirementsand the WashingtonState Departmentof Ecologyfor state permit
requirements.

A-21
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Your interestin endangeredspecies is appreciated. If you have additional
questionsregardingyour responsibilitlesunderthe Act, pleasecontact
Jim Michaelsor Jodi Bush of this officeat the letterheadphone/address.

Sincerely.

_avid C. Frederick
StateSupervisor

jb/ac
SE/FAA/1-3-gA-sP-530/King
Enclosures

c: WDFW, Region4
WNHP,Olympia

2
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ATTACHMENTA

LISTEDAND PROPOSEDENDANC_EI_AND TI_.A_ SPECIESAND
CANDIDATESPECIESWHICH MAY OCCURWITHINTHE VICINITYOF THE PROPOSED

SEA-TACINTERNATIONALAIRPORTFASTERPLAN UPDATEAND NEW RUNWAYPROJECT
IN KING COUNTY.WASHINGTON

CT22NRO4E $4-5;T23N RO4E$16-17/20-21/28-29/32-33)

FWS REFERENCE:I-3-g4-SP-530

LISTED

Bald eagle (Haliaeetusleucocephalus)- winteringbald eaglesmay occur in the
vicinityof the projectfrom aboutOctober31 throughMarch 31.

Peregrinefalcon (Falcoperegrinus) spring and fall migrant falcons may
occur in the vicinityof the project.

Major concernsthat should be addressedin your biological assessmentof
projecti_acts to bald eaglesand peregrinefalconsare:

1. Levelof use of the projectareaby bald eaglesand peregrinefalcons.

2, Effectof the projecton eagles"and falcons"primary food stocks and
foragingareasin all areasinfluencedby the project.

3. Impactsfrom project constructionand implementation(e.g.. increased
noise levels, increased human activity and/or access, loss or
degradationof habitat)which may resultin disturbanceto eagles and
falconsand/ortheiravoidanceof the projectarea.

PROPOSED

None

CANDIDATE

The followingcandidatespeciesmay occurin the vicinityof the project:

Blacktern (Chlidoniasniger)
Bull trout (Salvelinusconfluentus)
Mountainquail (Oreortyxpictus)
Northernred-leggedfrog (Ranaaurora)
Northwesternpondturtle(Clerrrnysmarmorata)
Spottedfrog (Ranapretiosa)

3
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• A'TT,ACHHENTB

FEDERALAGENCIES'RESPONSIBILITIESUNDERSECTIONS7(a)AI_ 7(c)
OFTHE ENDANGEREDSPECIESACTOF1973. AS

SECTION7(a) - Consulta_:ion/Conferqnce

Requires: 1. Federalagenciesto utilizetheirauthoritiesto carry out
programsto conserveendangeredand threatenedspecies:

2. Consultationwith FWS when a federalactionmay affecta
listedendangeredor threatenedspeciesto ensurethat any
actionauthorized,funded,or carriedout by a federalagency
is not likelyto jeopardizethe continuedexistenceof listed
speciesor resultin the destructionor adversemodification
of criticalhabitat. The processis initiatedby the federal
agencyafter it has determinedif its actionmay affect
(adverselyor beneficially)a listedspecies:and

3. Conferencewith FWS when a federalactionis likelyto
jeopardizethe continuedexistenceof a proposedspeciesor
resultin destructionor an adversemodificationof proposed
criticalhabitat.

S_CTION7(c) - BioloqicalAsse_smen_for ConstructionPro.iects*

Requiresfederalagenciesor their designeesto preparea BiologicalAssessment(BA) for
constructionprojectsonly. The purpose of the BA is to identifyany proposed and/or
listedspecieswhich is/arelikelyto be affectedby a constructionproject. The process
is initiatedby a federalagency in requestinga list of proposedand listed threatened
and endangeredspecies(listattached). The BA shouldbe completedwithin 180 days after
its initiation(orwithinsuch a time periodas is mutuallyagreeable). If the BA is not
initiatedwithin90 days of receiptof the specieslist.pleaseverifythe accuracyof the
listwith our Service. No irreversiblecommitmentof resourcesis to be made duringthe
BA processwhich would result in violationof the requirementsunder Section 7(a) of the
Act. Planning.design,and administrativeactionsmay be taken:however,no construction
may begin.

To completethe BA. your agencyor its designeeshould:(I)conductan on-site inspection
of the area to be affectedby the proposal,which may includea detailedsurvey of the

areato determineif the speciesis presentand whethersuitablehabitatexists for either
expandingthe existingpopulationor potentialrein,roductionof the species: (2) review
literatureand scientificdata to determinespeciesdistribution,habitatneeds, and other
biologicalrequirements;(3) interviewexpertsincludingthose within the FWS. National
MarineFisheriesService.state conservationdepartment,universities,and others who may
have data not yet publishedin scientificliterature;(4) reviewand analyzethe effects
of the proposal on the species in terms of individualsand populations, including
considerationof cumulativeeffectsof the proposalon the species and its habitat: (5)
analyze alternativeactions that may provideconservationmeasures: and (6) prepare a
reportdocumentingthe results,includinga discussionof studymethodsused, any problems
encountered,and other relevant information. Upon con_letion,the report should be
forwardedto our EndangeredSpeciesDivision,3704GriffinLane SE. Suite 102, Olympia.WA
98501-2192.

• "Constructionproject"means any major _ederalactlonw_ich significantlyaffects the
qualityof the humanenvironment(requiringan EIS).designedprimarilyto result in the
buildingor erectionof human-madestructuressuch as dams.buildings,roads, pipelines.
channels,and the like. This includesfederalactionsuch as permits grants, licenses
or otherformsof federalauthorizationor approvalwhichmay result in construction.
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_ w.,_..m'_'_N _ DEPARTMENTOFNatural Resources
Comrr_Sone_ofP_4_c

KALEENCO--AM
Supe_r

June 8, Igg4

Julia Lisa Tims
Shapiro & Associates
1201 Third Ave - Suite 1700
Seattle WA 98101

SUBJECT: Sea-Tac International Airport Master Plan Update and NewRunway
(T22N RO4ES04 &O5and T23N RO4E$16,I7,20,21,28,29,32, U3)

We've searchedthe NaturalHeritageInformationSystemfor informationon
significantnaturalfeaturesin your studyarea. Currently,we have no
recordsfor rare plants,high qualitynativewetlandsor high qualitynative
plantcommunitiesin the vicinityof your project.

The WashingtonNaturalHeritageProgramis responsiblefor informationon the
state'sendangered,threatened,and sensitiveplantsas well as high quality
nativeplantcommunitiesand wetlands. The Departmentof Fish and Wildlife
managesand interprets data on wildlife species of concern in the state. For
information on animals of concern in the state, please contact the Priority
Habitatsand SpeciesProgram,WashingtonDepartmentof Fish and Wildlife,600
CapitolWay North,Olympia,WA 98501-1091,or by phone (206)753-3318.

The NaturalHeritageInformationSystemis not a completeinventoryof
Washington's natural features. Many areas of the state have never been
thoroughlysurveyed.Theremay be significantnatural featuresin your study
area thatwe don'tyet know about. This responseshouldnot be regardedas a
finalstatementon the naturalfeaturesof the areasbeingconsideredand
doesn'teliminatethe needor responsibilityfor detailedon-sitesurveys.

I hope you'll find this information helpful.

Sincerely,

SandyNorwood, Environmental Review Coordinator
WashingtonNatural Heritage Program
Division of Forest Resources
POBox47047
Olympia WA 98504-7047
(206) 90Z-1667

1111WA,,qHINGTONSTSE| POBOX47CID0I OLYMP_.WA9B504-7CC0

®_" EClUOlOpporturdty/A_e ACtionErnl::_oyer _ _ O
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cny _nq_.
Joe Brenrzn D. _ Rc;-as

Deputy Mayer , A-.,.L-lam
TerryAnc_-_n C__J. Fus
C.olmcamolall_rl
RogerAnderson " CityAUormy
ShirleyTl'cx_pson Dan_l B. Heicl

F,__.,,,_ City of SeaTac
Don Delian 17900 International Blvd., Suite 401 - SeaTac, Washington-,98188-4236

City Hall: (206)241-9100 • Fax: (206)241-3999 • TDD: (206)241-0091

December 12, 1994

Shapiro & Associates
ATTN: P. Rowen
1201 Third Avenue - Suite 1700

Seattle, WA 98101

Re: Vaeea Farm Property

Dear Mr. Rowen,

The City of SeaTac rezoned the Vacca farm property to RM-900 in 1991 and changed the
comprehensive plan in 1992 to reflect that change. The farm use has continued, but it is not
zoned for farm use or agricultural. The farm use is considered a legal non-conforming use.
If you wish further infon_tion on the rezone action/condi_ns, you may rmriew the file
('R_70001-91) at the City of SeaTae City Hall during regular business hours.

In regard to other farmland, the City has an Urban Reserve Zone, which would permit
Agricultural Crop Sales (Farm Ordy) on the eastern hillside of the City. At this time, the

City doe,s not have an "active" farm, other than the continued activity at the Vacca farm site.
Also, the City has not purchased the Vacca farm or any of the surrounding area and does not
have any plans to do so in the future.

If youneedfurtherassistance,#ease call meat (206)241-1893.

sincerely, p,_.. . /

Michael Booth
Senior Planner
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STATEOFWASHINGTON

DEPARTMENTOF COMMUNITY, TRADEAND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
OFFICEOFARCHAEOLOGYAND HISTORICPRESERVATION

111 2tstAvenueS.W. • P.O.Box 48343 • Olwnpia, Washir_lon 98504-8343 • (206)753-40tl • SCAN 234-_t1

June 9, 1994

Mr. Peter J. Rowen

Transportation Planner
Shapiro and Associates

Incorporated
1201 Third Avenue Suite 1700

Seattle, WA 98101

Dear Mr. Rowen:

This is to confirm your visit to the Office of Archaeology and
Historic Preservation on June I, 1994. As part of the
environmental check-list, the following townships involved in the

Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan Update project were checked for
cultural resources:

T23N R4E
T24N R4E
T22N R4E
T21N R4E

The inventories of historic resources, archaeological sites and

State and National Register sites were reviewed for this study
area.

We appreciate your consideration of the cultural resources during
this project.

Sincerely,

Sara Steel

Inventory Records Specialist

SS:isw
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Pm_. Plmsmn_m_
_sources Depsrnnem
Ar_ Cosmnissto.
Landnm_ Cmmnimms

Smith To._r Bmldmg

Sea_e,_ _104
(2O6)I_S-_580 V/TDD2N-7_m0

June3,1994

Mr.PeterRowen
Sh_m_d_
1201ThirdAvenueSuite1700
Seante,W._i-_on 98101

DearMr.Rowe-:

Inresponseto yourrecentinquiryabouthistoricresourcesinthevicinityofSea-TacAirpor4
I havese_chedourfiles for _ listed intheKing County I_onc Resource Inventory
(HRI) andon the StateArchaeologicalShe Inventory. The mazefialleft for pickup yesterday
_rnmafiz_ the informationavailable in ourfiles.

Please notethe boththe HRIandtheStateArchaeological Site Inventoryareincomplete and
that listedpropertiesmay have lost theirintegrity since being surveyed. Heretofore
unidentified culturalresourcesmay also exis_above or below groundin the drainage. Should
youuncoverinform_ononunlistedhistoric_m_.h=olo_._ whichlieinthe
planningazeabutareoutsidecity boundaries,pteasennormu'momce.

If youneedfurtherinformationorhaveque.monsaboutthe materialalreadyprovided,please
call me at296-8673.

PreservationPlanner

Enclosme

co:. JulieKoler,HistoricPreservationOfficer
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STATEOFWASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY, TRADE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
OFFICEOF ARCHAEOLOCYAND HISTORICPRESERVATION

177 27stAvenueS.W. • P.O.Box 48343 • OlT_rnPia,Washin_on 98304-8343 • (206)753-4011 * SCAN 234-4_71

Ma_h 8, 1995

Ms. Dawn Neeley
Shap/ro& Associates
1201ThirdAvenue,Suite1700
Seattle,Washington98101

Log: 01_95-16-FAA
Re: SeaTacAirportMasterPlanUpdateEIS

DearMs.Neeley:

Thankyou forcontactingtheWa.¢hln_onStateO_ce ofAtr.haeologyandHistoric
Preservation(OAHP) x_Sa..-dingtheabovereferencedaction.From yourletter,Iunderstand
thatan EnvironmentalImpactStatement(F_.IS)isbeingpreparedinanticipationofexpansion
atSeaTacInternationalAirport-

In response, I have reviewed the material submitted identifying historic properties within the
area of project effect. This martial addresses sixty seven buildings (predominantly
residences) west of the existing airport property. Based upon the information submitted, it is
my opinion that none of the properties are eligible for _ in the National Register of
Historic Places. Although a few of the properties are intact examples of early to mid
twentieth century residential architecture, none appear to be significant examples of a style,
design, or craftsmanship nor exhibit significant historical associations which meet criteria for
listing in the National Regismr.

Thank you for the opporumity to review this material. Should you have any questions, or if

additional information comes to light which would cause us to reassess our opinion, please
feel free to contact me at (360) 753-9116.

• Grego_. C_ni_h#V

GAG:tit Comp?nsive PlanningSpecialist
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Depsrm,_ of_d=li¢wo_
700F_fth,*_me $mm7200
scmtle,WA_104

c_)_9 October25, 1994(_06}zgG=01o9FAX

Edward bicCarthy
Shap_&Assoc.=
1201 ThirdAvenue
Suite 1700
Seattle, WA 98101

RE: bffller and Des lv[oi.es Creek HvdroloL,j'cModels. Revorts and Data

Dear Mr. McCarthy:

We have provided Sailor Water P,_tm:cs l=_ne¢_ K_ry l_m_md, P.E., of Montgom_y
Water Group, Inc., the following hydrologic mc_1_, reports and data for the _fller and Des
MoinesCreekbasins.Thiswu requm_ in the l_m" dated Sq_cmb_ 19,1994from
BarbaraHinklc,SeniorEnvimmmmml Mamgemem Specialist,S_tlv-TacomaInummional
Airport (SeaTac), and acknowledged in the _ dazed September 19, 1994 from Jim Ka-amer,
Manager,KingCountySm'f==waterManagemmt(SWM)

On 120-Me.byteIVn.L.DamCartridge

MillerCreekBasin:

I. Ambaum RegionalPond Soil_on S_viceTR-20hydrologicmodel
2. HSPF model ¢omplet=d in 1991 for Miller Creek Ba._n (WDM file)
3. All Miller Creek stzeam and mnfa]l gage information collected by the WM Division
4. HSPFUCIfilmforcumm_ futureandcalibraminms for _dler Creek

Des Moines Creek P_in:

i. AllDes MoinesCreekstreamand rainfall gage information collected by the SWM
Division

2. SeaTac Business Park Master Dmmge Plan Soil Conservation Service TR-20
hydrologic models and alternatives

3. Des Moines Creek Sail Conservation Service TR-20 hydrologic model and alternatives
forTyeeRegional]'end

Studies, Reports, Maps and Cemtructioa Plans

MillerCreekBasin: ..

I. "BriefDesign Report of Ambaum Regional Water Quality Detention Pond," Project
]_oagem_tandDesign_) Unit,SWMDivi=ion(9/26/89)

2. As-built construction plans for Ambaum Regional Pond, PM&D (11/5/91)
A-30
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Edward McCarthy
October25, 1994

Page2

3. "_,f_ttterCreekRegionalS_mnwaterDetmdonFa=litiesDesignHydrologicModeling,"
Northwest Hydraulic Consultants, Inc. (11/13/90 and 4/2/91 supplement)

4. As-built _on plans for 1_i_ Reba Regional Pond, pM,c,r_ (4/1/92)
5. "Flood Conn'olManagemmt Plan, City of Normandy Park," 1LW. Beck and

Asu_:_es,_ dr_ report(6/92)

Des Moines Creek Basin:
1. DesMoines Creek- SchematicDiagramsfor Soil Conservation Service TR-20

hydrologic model, PM&D (10/16/86)
2. As-built construction plans for Des Moines Creek Regional (Tyee Golf Course) Pond,

PM&D (414188)
3. "SeaTac Business Park Master Drainage Plan," R.W. Beck and As.u3ciates (2/90)

lWtu:eJ_aaem=

1. "List of Gage Locations and StationNumbers, ]Vffl]erand Des Moines Creeks"
(10/20/94)

2. Description of gage data file and formats, e..mall Funk= to Parsons (10/14/94)
3. W'mdowsscreenprintsof dataandmodelingfile directoriesand sub-d.iz'ectorJ_

Enclosedis your receiptfor the$208.00 reproductionandcomputermediafee.

Please contact me at 296-8016 if you have any questions regarding these materials or if you
would like to arrangea time to meet to discuss them. We look forward to working with you
and Mr. Ritland as youdeveloptheHS'PF modelsfor Des Moines and Miller Creeks and
evahmte the impacts andmitigations for the _ve runway scenarios.

Manager
RP:_'u

F_elo_'es

co: BarbaraHinkle, Senior EnvironmentalManagement Specialist, SeaTac International
Ah_ort

Ken'y Ritland, P.E., Senior Wate_ Resources Engine=, Montgomery Wate_ Group, Inc.
Jim IL,amer, Manage=',King County Surface Water Management Division
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DEPAR'T_ENTOFFISHANDWILDUI_
f6078 _l Owk _umar_ . _l Cre_t,H/a_mg_ JWO12, _J 77:f.r3_1FA,r(,_) 33S.TO_;

1201ThL,d Av=nae, $_ 1700 :
Sea_e., WashinSum98101

P_: CO_.ON _ CONCFawrUAL_ MITIGATION
OPPORTUNITIF._AND CONSTRAINTS REPORT FOR THE SEATTLE- TACOMA
_'_TIONAL AIRPORT bIASTER.I'LAN UI'DA'I_;

DearM.r.McCarthy:

Thefonowi__ myc,o=menufo_this

1. Themitisationplan shouldincorporatermUnationof_ passage throughthe culvertson
l_ftllerCr_k,. Thiscould be in _hcformdesignyank constru_en, or bringh_ togctherthe
variousage_t,o_to_tlim=j_aet, ereg_'ation.P.,_,. someoftbeimpactstc
Lfdler CreekgroinSP,.518 fi_n a wzte_quatitystandpointcanbe con_-ted. Thiswould b_ in
line withyour holisfic approach m your mifil_donplan.

2. The_sed reafignmentof MillerCreeklooks good andit seen_ like ifs an
o_ort_ to_:_rovefi._habi_inthissreaWe_ woodyd,.-'omfor_wr _d
banks_biliz_ionwh_.__ded. ..

3. Thesty,,,,: _ are_ tobrdIlerCreekandareimp_d bythenmwayfill should
be mitigated. _'es lo createspawningen=s Jn_se streamsshould be pun_. d _md

,_perianu-eesorsbru_shouldbeplantedalongthesesu'eem.

4. I would llke to _ an excellentplanbe developed_ncurtailerosionfi-omboth theborrow
endfill area. Someone shouldspecificallybehiredto monitorandbe able_o initiate erosicm
controlmeasmm.

I wouldIikem thankyou for theopportuni_toprovide some earlycomm_.t=_onthis plan. If"
you have anyquestions,please callme a_(206) 775-I311, ext. 107.

Sincerely,
Philip Schneider
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._Jr=b 24, 1_5

McC_
Shapiro & Associates, Inc.
1201 Third Ave., Suite 1700
Seattle, WA _IQI

Subject._ Ccements on Preliminary Draft of Eavirom_en_at Two.act
S_ate_t (EI_) _or _11_T Creek "_r_ MitigEhiom pl=...

Reference: Meeting on March 22, 1995 on subject "St_ Mitigation
Plan..

D_ Ed,
My cmm_ents, resulting from the reference meeting, and assessment of
discussions in the meet_j are of a general nature.

AS a matter of background, the s_reams in the vic_-_ty of the Sea-Tan

_Airpcrt were ,,'_, at one *d_e, producers of wild anadromous fish,
F_17 er Creek included. This was true at the time the airport was
first built in the mid 1940's. Due to all the developmen_ in the area,
including expansion of Sea-Tan Airport, the strea_ has experienced
continuous de_eriora_uion by pollution and siltation, and has fur some
time been void of -inch _aatic life.

The draft EL_ discounts the concerned are_ of _11 er Creek as being
viable for anadrcmous fish species due to down stream barriers. This

is currestly true, and these barriers have all been created by ma_-
_-d through .development". The proposal as presented would only
move the stream bed from one location to another and provide strewn-
side vegetation. Other actions of acquisition in the watershed would
help._mprove water q-=1_ty over the current situation.

At the present time, there is considerable effort beign expers_edby
concerned citizens, organizations, mnnicipaiities, and government
agencies to restore streams in the area, _]]er Creek being the first
as a pilot prcgr_. The restoration is planned £rom stream mouth to
source in an effort to provide clean water and to re-instate anadromous
fish runs. The barriers referred to in the draft EL_ will be removed

to permit fish m_ration.

In the reference meeting, I reco_nemded that the concerned area of
F_]l er Creek be provided with the capability fur spa_ning of anadromous
fish. The discussion pointed out that gradient may not be satisfactory
f_r _ purpose. Upon further consideration of this matter, it appears
the property i_v_ived would =11 be within the control of the Sea-Tan
•_'port. Est_b] _-_ the adequate gradient fur spawning _n_rposea
would be a relatively simple matter, as compared to the extensive move-
memt afearth f_ involved with the cause for the mitigation procedure.
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The DesMoines S_l_nn Chapter c_ l_-out Urinated feels this to be a
_-_ of _t±ga_ou t;o be e_. ec_ed to meet our go-l-_.

S4,,e_.e._,

A. Dannel-
Unl4,,,-_'Ged

160_5 2_;_ Ave. S.W.
•-: WA _I/:6
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March27,1995

Ed McCarthy, SeniorHydrologist
Sh._.:_roand A.sa_"_
1201 ThirdAvenue
Smttle, WA 98101

RE: ]V_er Cr_e_kandSeaTacThirdRunwayFill Proiect

Dear Dr. McCa.nhy:

Thank you for the interestingand informative presentationon March22, 1995 _rding
preliminarypropo_l_ for miti_ impacts to bfiller Creekthat conld result from _ling
associated with the thirdrunwayproposalat SeaTac Airport. I commendyou for getting
affected agenciesand citizen groups togetherto discuss this proposalwhile it is still in the
formativestages. I found the disc-_6on to be vm-yuseful as a forumfor sharingideas on
how to make use of this opportunityto improvethe overall functionof the bfdler Creek
streamsystem.

The biggest concernI have overthe proposedfill project, as I mentionedat ourmeeting, is
constructionimpacts. Theproposedfill and assodated streamrelocationefforts will result in
large areas of exposedsoil, and very large quantities of fill mmial being transportedand
placad,in close proximity to bf_fllerCreek. The optxa'mnityforerosion and re.sulting
sedimencztionimpactstoMillerCreekduringthecriticalconsu'uctionwindowisquire
substantialandcouldeasilyoverwhelmthebenefitsofeventhebestmitigationplanina
single,ilI-_ned,rainfallevent.Bethatasitmay,Iundersumdyourrespon._'bilityisforthe
designofmitigationforthesu'earnrelocations,andnottheconstructionimpacts,sotherestof
my remarkswillbeconfinedtothatsubject.

Area 1Comments:

As I under,and the Area 1 proposal, it would involve creationof approximately1,480 feet of
new channel, and the filling of 980 feet of MillerCreekand 440 feet of an unclas.dfied
tributary. The proposed initiation discussedat our meeting involved creatinga new
meanderingchannelwith in-streamhabitat structuresand a substantialreplantingof the flood
plain and ripariana_a.

If implementedas we discussed, this mitigation would result in substantialimprovementsto
this reach of MillerCreekwith resul_g benefits to the downsu'eamportions of the basin.
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F.OMcCarthy
March27,1995
Page2

Area ] is known as a significant source of water q,mlity and sedimentationproblems and has a
very degraded riparianzone which contributesto elevatedwater t=npcraturcs. The pmlmsed
mitigationeffort hasthepotentialto rcclucoor eliminateall of theseprobJcans.A successful
Area 1 mitigationeffort,asproposed,wouldbea substantial/mprov_entto waterquality,
habitat andaesthetics in this portionoftheMiller Creek drainage.

Area 2 Comments,

My understandingoftheArea2 proposalisthattwouibumfieswouldhavea totalof2,080
feet impacted through filling, a.d approximately 1,200 feet of stream _d 900 feet of grass-
lined uwalewould be createdax mitigation.

The creationof 900 feet of grass-lined swales insteadof standardroadsideditches is a good
idea and one which I supportfor its obvious water qualitybenefits. Swale_do not,howcver,
fully replacethe functionsof existing streamchannels that will be lost in this area. I would
encourageyou to examine opportunities to lengthen the proposedchannel relocations to more
fully replacethe values being lost,

Ongoing restorationand rehabilitation efforts in Miller Cr_,k have, as one goal, expansion of
the area utilized by salmonids. Streams coming off of the vegetated fig slope on this portion
of the airportcould, with minor attentionto vegetationmanagementprataiceson the airport
property, have some of the ben waterquality in the streambasin, l encourageyou W
examine ways to lengthcv the small streams in this arearather thanshortening them. You
might also conddc.rwaysW co|le_t additionalhigh-qualitywater fromthewe.stern fill slope in
order to supplementflows in the_ small tributaries.

Thc,_ small m'butariesalso pre._cntan opportunityto establi_ potentiallystable, high value
habitat suchas saimonid spawningarea, which is currentlyin shortsupply in the system.
While spawninghabitatwould not be Of Use immediatdy due.to dcrwnstrcamblockages, it is
importantthat the design of proposed mitigationeffort,;not foreclose future opportunities to
accomplish this type of restoration. The._ small streams are some of the only areas in the
Miller Creek system with control over upstreamland-use, snfficie, t gradient, and soils
al_ropriat_fox eslablishingspawning area.

Area 3 Comments:

I understandthe prolmsalin this _rcais to create200 feet of gra.*_lin_ swale tomitigate for
the fill of 200 feet of _all stream channel. While grass-linedswale is not a f, II replaecancat
for streamchannd, it does no{ aplx_r feasible to add additionalstream dmnnel or gain
additionalfishexleshabitat in this area. Any imbal_ between values lost andvalues
replacodin Area 3 would likely be most effectively madeup in thestreamrelocations
occurring in Area 2.
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Ed McCarthy
Marr.h27, 1995
Page3

Thankyou for tkis OlVOrt_ty to commenton yourpreliminarymitigationlnoposals. I
enjoyedthe pres_tation and the free flow of ideas that occurredin the subsequentdiscussion.
I look forwardto ad_tional discussionswith you on theseand relatedtopifs.

Sincerely,

l_ject._ager

DM:gnr.37

co: Ken Guy, _t Manage, Sm'fa_ WaterManagemmtDivision
Keith Hinman,Manager,BasinPlanningProgram
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MPF_-30-lS_5 17:_ F_ US COE-M=-r_3LATORY_ TO _:241901 P.O_

¢C3_IMENTS
SEATI'LE-TACOMA AIP..PORT MASTER PLAN UPDATE

CC2¢CEFTU'AL_ MI'TZC,_TION PLAN
30 M_TF_1995

1. Probably good idea to have Natural Resource Conservation
Service confirm th-t Vacca Farms are in fa_c prior converted
cropland and not farmed w_.tland. Addition a_1mitigation for
wetlands displaced hy rmlocated stream would be required if they
are wetlands.

2. Your overall approach appears appropriate. The focus is aud
should be on replacing lost functions and values. The
approximately I:1 stream length replacement ratio with the
reduced sedimentation, septic and water wi_u_rawal improvements
appear appropEiate. My _pin/ons have not been reviewed _ _r
colleagues, so this statement is not an agency position.

3. The overall design 8PI_-ars satisfactory. It sea,n__ that _u
are ready to begin the .wnre detailed design of the habitat
conducive for fish, "and aquatic and stream bank plants, insects
and other organisms.

4. Need to keep checking that stormwater attenuation, retention,
pre-treatment designs will work as planned under actual operating
conditions given potential contaminants, sediment loads,
infiltration rates, euc.

r __
Regulatory Branch
U.S. Arzny Corps of Engineers
Seattle District

G_10_mL _OmN _ fr_

FAX TRANSMITTAL I..m. ) /
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September19, I994

Barbm Hinlde

senior nnvironmeat_ _*amagementSpecialist
Seattle-TacomaIatm'n_onal Airport
Post Office Box 68727
Seattle,WA 98168

RE: InformationReauest

Dear Ms. Hinkl¢:

Thank you for your August 24, 1994 letter .retting me to your desire to obtain infotln_on

on past studies and hydrologic dam for the MiLl= and Des Moines Creek basins, I have
directed the Surface Water Mmtagement (SWIrl) Division staff to maim copies of any

publishedregom or studies available to you and yourstaff for our customary copying
_argcs.

Yourrequestfora copy of the "HSP-Fmodelpreviouslypreparedfor MiLlerCnzk,
regionalstormwtt= facih'tystudiesand operationcriteriathatwould be needed to model the
facilities in the bal_s" is somewhat diflicuR for us to _ to. Worded in this way, it

asks the SWlVlDivision to decidewhat in_v..,ation is relevantto modeling the facilities,
with little knowledle of what degree of accuracyyourmodelingeffort will underudmm
zchicvcor what Icve.lof technical_se yourn_leling crew will have. I hope you
und=st_dthat with no tzchnicslsum]ysJsrole in the process, the SWM Divm'on cannotbe

to d_d= what informationyou must hay= in orderto prod== m=min_ m_lm.

Ourexperiencewith g.._-P modelingis that the =:curacyof'the nm.d_acanbe greatly
affected by the qualit7 of the dam used in catibration, and by the skill of the modeler= in
seteng upand runningthe aimxllafi_n.Our_ _ in modelingportiona of bfillez
Creek were sufficient for design of the exilfdng faeiUties, but we recognize some
shortcomings in the accuracy of the current calibration. We will be happy to make

availablethe existingmodel and addilionslstreamgaugingdatathat we have collected in
this azeasince the model wu last nm. I am aho directingottrmff to spend up to five
houri preparingwrile-upsof opemtiomdcritm-iaandother informationthat we believe my
be relev_t to youreffort, as wen as discussingthis i_;u_,J_on with your staff. Under the
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September19, 1994

pn=entcin:,nnmnoM,then_lms,'l_lltyfor_ whetheryouhsve,uIFzci_t
infunmtiontoproduceme_minl{f-ulresultswillhavetonm,inwitlmyour_.

I_ yourmoddi_,_fort_Id {x_mf,i_lylxmfltfmumt{_ami_{n_ofmemlx_of
ourcnl_'in$ andn_.ling raft, andI wouldbehappyto discussmw_,emmU wimeby
youcould utilizeourmff Ivusi_/n youreffom. TheSWMD/v_on mf_'/s av_'lableto
discussthehourlyrimsfur _pon/q yourefforUandwou/dbe lmppyIowockw/th_ W

mc

'D,,m_you aga/nforyourletter. Shouldyoubein_ in punuinl__ malta',please
call SusanThomas,In_-rBov_mm_ Relation_CoordinaWr,-*2_-_304.
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Portof Seattle

August 24, 1994

Mr. Jim Kramer

King County Surface Water Management Division
700 FifthAvenue, Suite 2200
Seattle, WA 98104

Dear Mr. Kramer:.

Toadequately address scoping comments received from KCSWM and others for
the Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan Update EIS, the Port of Seattle submits this
request for informationfrom your division. We have recently talked to Randall
Parsons who is looking into the availability of hydrologic data and past studies
for both Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek. Data which Randall suggested is
available and which we would find useful in the analysis of surface water include
gage data for Des Moines Creek and Miller Creek, diskette copy of the HSP-F
model previously prepared for Miller Creek, regional stormwater facility studies
and operation criteria that would be needed to model the facilities in the basins,
and a copy of the Sea-Tac Master Drainage Plan.

We hope to work in cooperation with you over the next several weeks in
evaluating the concerns that have been identified through the scoping process.
Ed McCarthy, from Shapiro and Associates, will be in contact with Randall to
coordinatetransfer of the above items.

Barbara Hinkle

Senior Environmental Management Specialist

Seattle -Tacoma
International Airport A-4 1
P.O.Box68727
Seame.WA98168U.S.A.
TELEX7034_
FAZ£206)431.5912
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November 22, 1995

Mr. Jeff Haas
-U.S. Fish andWildlife Service
3704 Griffin Lane S.E., Suite 102
Olympia,WA 98501-2192

DearMr.Haas: _

As perour telephone conversation on November 14, t995, please find enclosed the
addendumto the Biological Assessment for Bald EaglesandPeregrine Falcons prepared
for the Sea-TacAirportMaster Plan Upclat. Draft ]_S. The DraftEIS was issued in April
1995. The _dendum provides additional infonn_on on a new bald eagle nest located in
the vicinityof the Airportthazwas discovered afterthe completionof the dra_ Biological
A&_._rn=nL

The purposeof this letter is to request inclusion of the addendum in the consultation
process between the Portof Seaale and your office in coordinagonwith Section 7(c) of the
EndangeredSpecies Act of 1973, as amended. Based on informagonprovided in both the
Biological Assessmentand the addendum, the Portof Seattle. in cooperation with the
FederalAvi_on Aflministr_on, has determined that the proposed a_on is "not likely to
adverselyaffect" baldeagles and peregrine falcons,andwe requestyour concurrence with
this de_ninagon.

Due to projecttimeconstraints, we would appreciatenotificationof concurrence with our
determinationby December 15, 1995. The Final EIS for the Master Plan Update is
schexiuledforcompletion anddistribution in 1anuary1996.

•Thankyou foryourtime and consideration.Ifyou have any questions regarding this
matter,pleasedonothesir_-"tocontactme at(206)624-9190.

-201 Third Ave.

Sincerely,

s.,,..Too SHAPIRO AND ASSOCIATES, INC.

,..,,,.
_, ..,o, Jufia LisaTuns

WildlifeEcologist
,,ep_oeoe:

c: BarbaraHinkle,PortofSeattle
DennisOssenkop,FA.A

:o,.62,._,,o MaryVigilante, Synergy Consultants, Inc.

F.,,_.,.: enclosure

206.624.1901
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United States Department of the Interior

FISH AND Wn.nL/FE SERVICE
North Pacific Coast Ecoresioa

Western Washington Ottice
3704 _ Lane SE, Suite I02

Olympia,W, d6,_ 98501-2192
(36O)753-_,,,oFAX_(36O)753-9oos

December6. 1995

JuliaLisaT;m_,
W'ddlifeEcologist

ShapiroandAsso_-';_:_,Inc.
1201ThirdAve=ue,Sui_ 1700
Seaztle,Washington98101

FWS Reference:1-3-96-I-29

Dear Ms.T'am:

This letter is in responseto lettersdatedOctober I9, 1995, and November 22, 1995, transmitting the
Biological Assessment inregardto the proposedconsma_on of a new pmllel runway and associated
fad]/tiesat the S_'_'He-Tag:omaIm_'mmon_Airportaspartof'ksMasterPlan Update. Theproposed
new parallel runway site is located w_n the City of SeaTac, in King County, Watl_gtoa

Su_cientinformationwasIm_videdtodeterminetheeffectsofthisprojectandtoconcludewhether
thisprojectislikelytoadverselyaffecttheperegrinefalconandbaldeagle.However,regulations
implementing50 CFR§402.13 of the EndangeredSpecies Act of1973, as amended (Act), stipulate
that the U.S. Fish andWildlife Service (SeIMce)concurrence may be provided onlyto the involved
federalagencywhich,inthiscase,istheFederalAviationAdministration('FAA).

To expedite the environmemalreviewprocess,you mayconsider this project to be in compli,-ce with
the requiremem of Section 7(aX2) of the Act if the FAA agrees with your finding of"not lficelym
adversely affect" the peregrinefalcon andbaldeagie. To conclude the constdmfion process, we
request a copy of"the FAA Determinationof _ for our records. Please use the Service's
refuence number (1-3-96-I-29) whe_ _g the con_'pondemccrequested.

Thisprojectshouldbermnalymdifnewinformationrevealsthattheactionmay affectlistedspecies
orcriticalhabitatina mannerortoanextentnotconsideredinthisconsultation;iftheactionis
subsequentlymodifiedina mannerthatcausesaneffecttothelistedspeciesorcriticalhabitatthat
was notconsideredinthisconsulmfion_and/orifa new speciesislistedor criticalhabitatis
designatedthatmaybeaffectedbythisproject.
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Your_ inendangeredspecks is _ _r__ If'you have fm'therquestions about t__q letter or

your respon._ilines under the A_, plea._e_ JeffHaas a_ (360) 753-6045 or YnnlVfichaetsof
my staffat the let:erhead phone/addre_

• °ok "°o

SE/FAA/1-3-96-I-29

c: WDFW (Resion 4) Thompson
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Dec,.,_er 14, 1995

Mr. David F=ederick
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NotCh Pacific Coast Ecoregion

Western Washington Office
3704 Gxif_n Lane S.E., Su_Ce 102

Olympia, _ 98501-2192

(Reference Number 1-3-96-I-29)

Dear Mx. Fredeziok:

This is in response Co you= letter of December 6, 1995, Co Shapiro and
Associates, requesting a c_py of our De_em_a_ion of Effec_ regarding _he

recently idennified bald eagle nes_ near Angle Lake.

Enclosed is a copy of the Addendum to the Biological Asaessmenn fo: Bald
Eagles and Peregrine Falcons pz_ for the Sea-Tar Airport Master Plan
Update. The FRA, in cooperation with _he Por_ of SeaCt.le, has defie_m4-ed

thau _he proposed action ks "nou likely Uo adversely affect" the recently

identified bald eagle nesU neaz Angle Lake.

Thank you for you_ exped.i_ious review a_d ¢onc_Lrren=e with _h_s
dece m_ naT:ion.

Sincerely,

ORIGINALS!GNEDBYDENNISOSSENKCP

Dennia Ossenkop
Enviror,-,-ncal Yroce_on Specialise

co: Bazbara Hinkle, Poz_ of Seattle

Mary VigilanUe, Synergy Consul_tnts, Inc. /
Julia Tiros, Shapiro and Associate_, Inc, _/ _

ANM611 :DGOssenkop: x2611: his :12/15/95: USFWS2. DOC
FILE: SEATAC
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY, TRADE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
OFFIC_ OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND HISTORIC PRESERI/ATION

171 21st Amwe _W. • P.O. Box J8343 • _ _ _P8804.8343 • (360) _'33-.;0T7N0',nsnl::xn"22.1995

Ms. Dawn Neeley, Senior Plann_
Shapiro & _ Inc.
1201 Third Avenue
Suite 1700
Seattle, Washington 98101 ..

Log: 01_--595-16-FAA
Re: Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan Update Final

En_ental ImpactStatement

DearMs. Neeley:

Thankyou foryourletterandsupportingmaterialregardingtheabovereferencedproject.I
understandthatthisinformationisbeingcompiledinconjunctionwithpreparationofthe

ups=,-oftheFinalEnvironmentalImpaczStaxementaddressingexpansionplansforSea-Tac
I.nm'nationalAh-port-

Inresponsetoyourletter,itismy opinionthattheBryanHouse(1029South146thStreet)
andthe BnmelleHouse(1243South104thStreet)bothinBurien.arenoteligibleforlisting
intheNationalRegisterofHistoricPlaces.Thisopinionisbasedon substantialalterationof
historicbuild;n_fabric(andapparentremovalintheinstanceoftheBruneIleHouse)atthese
properties.

Inarrivingatopinionsofeligibilityfortheseproperties,OfficeofArchaeologyandHistoric
Preservation(OAHP) staffusethecriteriaforlis_in¢propertiesintheNationalRegisterof
HistoricPlaces.TheNationalRegistercriteriaacknowledgespropertieswith"local
significance"which,indeed,isthelevelatwhichmostNationalRegisterlistedpropertiesare
evaluated.ItislikelythatpropertiesintheSea-TacAirportvicinity,wouldbeevaluatedat
thelevelof"localsignificance"ratherthanat"state"or"national"levelsofsignificance.
AnothertoolusedforassessingNationalRegistereligibilityistheminimum 50 yearage
thresholdforlistingproperties.Propertieswh/charelessth,m50 yearsinagemust
demonstrate"exceptionalsignificance"inordertobe listed.The 50 yearagethresholdisalso
oftenappliedduringthesurvey,andinventory,processofidentifyinghistoricproperties.
However,the50 yearruleislesss'a'ingendyappliedduringa survey,and inventory,process
andindeed.OAHP recommendsthatsurveyorsidentifypropertieslessthan50yearsinage
duringan inventory,project.Applicationofa lesseragethresholdfacilitateslongrange
historicpreservationplanning.
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Ms. Dawn Neeley
November "_. 1995

Page Two

I have also taken the opportunity m review the sixty, lmapemes you submizzed fi'om the Burien
and Des Moines historic property,survey process. Several of these properties appear to be of
historical and/or _ _ However, in order to arrive az an informed decision
about National Register eligibility of these la'Olamies,additional photographs and substantial
additional information is needed. Please see the enclosed list of deven properties which
appear to merit further evaluation.

Again; thank you f6r the opport'umtyto review and comment on these properties. Should:you
have any questions, please feel free to contact me a_ (360) 753-9I 16.

Sincerely,

CoThensive ?lanning SpecialistEnclosure

GAG:tit
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_. Dawn Neel_
November_ 1995
_;CLOSURE

FEIS Number Name Location

N-2 Pacific Telephone Bldg. 14605 8thAvenue South. Burien

N-3 Pollock House 654 152ndStreet South, Burien

N-6 Sunnydale School 15631 8th Avenue South, Burien

N-7 YMCA 17874 Des Moines Way South, Burien
o

N-8 Dodd Homestead 606 140th Sucet, Burien -

N-10 1944 Subdivision 128th to 132.ridStreet, Burien

N-18 Wesley. Homes-The Terra 816 216th Street Som:h. Des Motnes

N-46 Pacific Telephone Bldg. 22600 28th Avenue South, Des Moines

N-51 Walsworth House 1104 223_'rdStreet South=Des Moines

N-56 Nunner House 1917 240th Avenue South, Des Moines

N-59 GouldHouse 1242Kent-DesMoinesRoad,Des Moines
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JJ:_89 "95 B4:ISPMPOS AV/EN_ P.Z/3

Puget
_oT.vr:o_ l_ro.]_._.01

a 2UOLUTIONoftbm_ _ _ the
IDUl_Sowl R,i_.MI_ _ W,m_l_on,

]nm.m_ _por_ -,_ _zded _ _ ,ddi_mof, _L'd_l-_s r_w_q,E Se_-T_•

_ _be_ Bead_.I_1_ _ _ee m nofmdbl, dm forLmM_r

wm_Jr_, s_ ]m_hlb m_a_ _ im_ of_ ml __ _I
norm_m/flsmimforc5o__o:nm',,m/d__ m x,e_immofmmm_]tabU©_].t_;

_, __f_ • mqo__ _br_wm,b__mm mmu_:_mmdm_
new_ _,_,,_s widthwould_ withod:__ n_ obUlPmo:_,
whilelh_ cost of building• thirdSea..Tscnmw_ wouldbe m_ w/l:hgl:egdy id_dfied

_, ,drran'Ira_ _ _ opp_ti_ t_theconoq_of mppl_:al
_N,,_themmk_.t-ddv_economicnatttiesof_ ind_rx_

_, mbrmd_ o_h,bo:,burma,andommmm__ral_ mqqx__lx_sddig/_
of s _'d S_-Tm: ruaw_ym _ the n_r.m'm Mr_ _ needs of_he
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.Jl:_l89 "95 O,I:I6PMPOS AV/E]$; P.3_3

" NOW,_oIur,, _ IT_mlOLVJ_,tim:dB1._'m/vaBoard_ _ _,.t
U="R._ A_-_: Implmmm_msmm"m_pmd_ _n_ve Soldt_ow_
_uuttveBoadtodetamimwizt_ tfseI_io_ Com_dmldSo_.mudw/th
mdditiomtsupplanms_./rponsmd_sadpmuasttothasuxhodty,d=_mcutb_Ikzrd
dctamhu=dS _ zu¢_ nbouldssot_ undamksm.

BEITFURTHERRESOLVED,tt_ _mdooid,,._th8 ExecutiveBoLd_t_ Pu_
Soundlh_ioml_.msudlb toz_a_utheO,mml_s sppr_ _a thirdr_w_ for
SIn-T=,_ _ _mem _ _ .vs/_doaotdwm/m,ui dem,_
mmSme_ _dm _ o__ nm_ A_03,_ _ _ear_mm_ _
mv_wp_uL

FOErm_;b_ I_d _ t_ _ n_,, _k w_hd_ 8tram enact
iqinlzton_ _ _ ,u/,qutsabl.i_zadvuendzm_mmt_ tara:aununides

_'J_Tmm._ r_,cut/ve_-d _ d_ t_ S,.__.iu_ wahsppropr_
_a_jzi.dtcttm.M_ _ _ z_=zsdm_ l=p_mz ,_
_ha,/ve _ _ ml_ _ _ m mJ_e suxeor'WtJJdns_'s_._

ADOP'rI_byth. _ Board_d_STds_ ofOmkr, 1994.

City_ 1,ou_bo

sound_ _ s_, _C_:_, _
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PugetSounaR ionaiCouncil

RESOLUTION A-93-03

A RESOLUTION of the General Assembly. of the

Puget Sound Regional Council Amending the
1988 Interim Regional Airport System Plan (RASP) for

Long-Term Commercial Air Transportation Capacity Needs of the Region

WHEREAS, the Puget Sound Regional Council, designa_d under federaland state laws
as the Metropolitan Planning Orgamz_on and Regional Transport_ion Planning Orp-_non
for the centralPuget Sound re_ion, is responsible for adopuug and maintaining re_onal growth
management and u-anspormion s_rategiesfor the region; and

WHEREAS, the Regional Council has adoptedVISION 2020: GrowthandT_rt_tion
Strate_,yfor the Central P_et Sound ReL,ion. to guide growth management and wansponauon
decisions and acuons m King, I¢,.i_ap,Pierce and Snohomi,_hcounties; and

WHEREAS, VISION 2020 seeks to assure that the people of this region continue to enjoy
an oumanding and improving quality of life that includes a vibrant economy, a healthy
environment,and livable communhies connectedby a multimodaL tr-_-_-onent_d u-ansportation
system that emphasizes acc_bility and enables the efficient movement of people, goods and
freight; and

WIIERF_,AS.with respe_ to assemmms of commercial air waasponation needs, the
Regional Council acknowledges tong term forecasling uncercaimies, and the reductionon a day-
to-day basis of currentairport capacity at Sea-Tac Airportduring bad weather conditions; and

WHEREAS. VISION 2020, as the Regional Transpona_on Plan for the region, includes
the 1988 interim Regional Airport Sysmn Plan with language that called upon the region m
"proceedexpc_tiously with the ¢L-mile_ievaluationand sek_ion of a preferredregional aircarrier
system alternative," and which now needs to be amended to reflect the Regional Council's recent
planningand deliberations regarding the long-termcommereial air transportationcapacity needs
of th_ region; and

WtIEREAS, jurisdictionsin the regioa agreeto site r_ional mm_orr_on facilitiesin
a mann= that reduces adverse societal, environmentaland economic impa_; seeks equity and
balance in siling and improving the region's mmsportafionsystem; andaddressesregional growth
planningobjectives; and

w]grl_REAS, the Regional Council throughthe Flight Plan Project, has sought to address
policy, environmental, and procedural concerns through a variety of products and processes,
including the following:
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(a) The Regional Council. acting jointly with the Port of Seat-de. completed a non-
project Final Environmental Impact Statement evaluating various system altcrnauves
for nteeting projected demands and their noise and other environmental intpacm, and

(be The Regional Council conducted a series of workshops, decision nteetin_, open
houses,andapubliche.axing,toILrumtotheconcernsandsuggestionsofcommumtw.

groups,individualsand inmmsm thatcouldbe affecmdby aregionalcommcn:ialair

transportationcapacity,decision;and

WHEREAS, as a pan of thiseffort,the RegionalCouncilfntdsthatcommercial air

transportationis importantto the region'seconomy, and tl_ additionalcommercml air

transportation capacity, needs to be idm&fied and preserved, and implemented when needed at
some point in the future: and

WHEREAS. the Regional Council finds dmt there is'no perfect air mmspormtion cap.acid.,
solution, but that whatever solution is adopmd mu._ be pan of an mte m-amd transportation system

that includes air and marine trausporm_on as well as madwa.vs and rail that demand managenten_
and sy_em management should be ufili_d to make the ntost efficiem use of the existing .system.
and that any solution ntust not result in a decrease in safety, and must address noise; and

Wl:J[]EREA_, the R_ional Council further finds that the adopted solution should be

flexible, must be consistent with the growth management planning that is occurring in the region,
and should be financially feasible; and

WHEREAS, the Regional Council Transpurmtion Policy Board and Executive Board have
developed and refnted this recommendation to the Regional Council General Assembly; and

WHEREAS. thisarnendmenttotheinterintRegionalAirportSystemPlanisconsistent

with the VISION 2020 Final Enviromenufl Impact Statement:

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Remonal Council Executive Board
recommends that the General Assembly adopt the following elements of a Regional Airport
System Plan amendment:

That the region should pursue vigorously, as the preferred alternative, a major
supplemental airport and a third runway at Sea-Tac.

I. The major supplemental airport should be located in the four-county area
within a reasonable travel time front significant markets m the region.

2. The third runway shall be authorized by April I, 1996:
a. Unless shown through an environmental assessment, which will include

iqn,meial and market feasibility, studies, tl_ a supplentental site is
feasible and can eliminate the need for the third runway; and
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b. ._ter demand management and system rnanagemem pro m-_.s are
pursued and achieved, or de,trained to be infeasible, b_sed on

independcm evaluauon; and
c. When noise reduction performance o_ccuves arc scheduled, pursued and

achi=ved based on md_pendem evaluation, and based on measurcmcm of
real noise impacts.

3. The Regional Council requests consideration by the Federal Aviation
AdminislrauonofmodifyingtheFour-PoslPlantoreducenoiseimpacts,and

therelatedimpactson regionalmililaryairu'affi¢.

4. Evaluationof the major supplementalairportshallbe accomplishedin

cooperationwiththestateofWashington.

5. Proceed immediatelyto conduct sire-specificstudies,includingan

environmental impact statement, on a $ea-Tac third runway;
6. Elimina_smallsupplementalairports,includingPaineField.as a preferred

alternative.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Board is directed to:

I. Take all necessary, steps to assure efficient, effective and economical
implemenlation of this resolution.

2. Negotiate with the Port of Searde. the Washington Sm_e DepaLzment of
Transportation and other responsible agencies, as necessary., to assure the
implemcnt_ion of this resolution.

3. Assure that implementation of this resolution is at all times in compliance with
the requizem_s of all applicable federal, _=)e and local laws and reguimions,

4. Reportto the C-ChoralAssembly on the resultsof itsaczionsat the next

regularlyscheduledAssembly meeting or at such specialmeeling of the
AssemblyastheBoard may call.

ADOPTED by theGeneralAssembly this29thday of April.1993.

BillBrubaker,Councilmexnbcr

SnohomishCounzy

President,PugetSound RegionalCouncil

AtteSt:Mary McC_ber. Exemai D"
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RESOLI/TION NO. 3125, As Am___

• BZSOLU_0N of the Port C_mt••ian of the Port of Seattle
directin8 Port 8t•ff, in coop_r•tion vLth the
Federal AirS•rio• &dELD:Lstz_tttoQ, to cosoduct
©ertaLn studies, prep•re cez_a4_ plans, prep•re
• sLte specific enviresmenr_ Lupact eta•emma
and take certain other actions pzeparatoz7 to
8uthorlzstloa of co.strut•los of a fjord zlmvaT
at Sea_tle-Tacona InternaUon_l _4rport.

.ms.....

I_RK&8, s_xLtos Lndlea_e •Jest tJse number of 81z_.z_UFt ope, ratiess at

Seattle-Tacoma ZnternationaZ Airport ($27A) is C_t4wn45_ tO 4_P_ease sad S"ZZ&

ab/llty to •ccomodateinc_eas_liS air tra_£ic 4. near,n8 capacit7 particularly

in poor Tlsibilit7 tonalities•; and

hua_SdLS, in 1989, the Port of Se.s_tle and the Puse_ Sound Rqio_Ll

Council (PSZC) appointed the PuBes Smmd Air Tnupor_tt_ CornS•tee (PSLTC)

and 4-4elated the FlJjiht Plan Project to study long-tin _Lter_atives for

resolvLn8 Ltr trLffie caper.Lay problaos 4. the PuBes Sound _res; and

_...a_, the P_ v•s • bz_uLly baaed corn/tree, vith nembershtp u

shown at At•soirees• &, includinl cit4zm--, environmmtal interests, local and

• tat• elected officials, and reprelm.tattve8 of the Ltrltne8 and buskin•a8

c_nun/_7, vith neobersh*p from r4.., ](imp, Pierce, Snohomish and _mrston

emm_ies; and

• _JkS, the P_dLTC,vith s_U_f .._rt frtm the Poz_ and the _S_C,

retaLned Lndependent consul•am•8 to mist tn its s4r tnffic forecasts and

related studies and •dop_ed ha•or f_ Lnr.ludtn8 the follov*u_:

• Hourly capacity at ST/A is jr•it17 reduced du_ inclese=t

vea_ber, vhich occun about 45 perem, t of the year.

• Air traveX des•rid 4. the PuBes Sound resi_ is projected to

CO_t_,m- IrovLn8 stronSly ve_L1 into the nat ce=tury based on

rqion_l population esd e_-onoatc _rovth estimates.

• Efficient airfield capacity v/LI be e_cesded vhem aircraft

operatic=s reach 380,000 per year, vhlch is forecast to occur

clole to the year 2000. $27A handled 358,000 operas/s=• in 1991

stud is probe•ted to h-._e 350,000 4. 1992; and
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_]IZLS, _ its an-year e_udy, _ PSkl_ ex_L--4s_ a vide rm_e

of wyatt alternatives for smetiu$ _ forecasted air t_ demand

denrelolxed • _teC of 34 alcel-nat2veJ for f_lM_her et'_lies of ¢o8t, feasiblltt_r mid

envir_ental impect; and

bmsJUi_, i_ Jan_al_y 1992, the PSil"C issued tee draft report _nd •

nora-project d_tfc enYironmesc•l hapoot etatmo-_t (DKIS) prepared pu_i.i_c co the

State Znvironnental Polio7 Act, evaluatln_ the __tI_Clal noise, air quali_7.

traffic, land us, and other potential environmmt_l lap•eta of I nwtber of

alternatives IncludLn_ • "no acclml" tltez_tLve; end

Imus_Ae, the PSJLTCconducted 11 publlc heaz_J_J at _th verbal

ceatlmen_ vu received from spproX4"_tte2y 650 people, and the ?Sk._ ban revleved

over S,O00 passe of lJTitten conme_t8 on its d_ft repol_ mid I_ZS, leed_ in

Jmle 1992 to issn_mc• of l_t final repol_ mad Feeo_e_htttm, mad issuance of a

final EZ$ in September 1992; and

_---_, the PSIT¢ recmme=ded phased lmpleme_tatien of a mu2tiple

airport staten in_ludin$: the addition of a dependent air emier rummy at

ST/J, 2,500 feet vest of the centerZine of ex_etin_l run_ 26I, before the year

2000; the introd_tioI1 of athedu_ed air cao--J_ler sel-Y4ee at pa4_e Field before

the year 2000; and Identification of • two-may airport site in Pierce Co_t'y

for development by the year 2010 in collaboration vith the _ilitary, and falliD&

cl_c, the tdencificatic_ of a suitable location 4_ Yhurscen County; a=d

ma_, the PS.LTC voted 29 to 8ix in favor of its nultiple airport

system recomnendacien. Lltaap, Pierce and Thuretem emmty uenbere were

mutinous in their support, and Snohouinh co_ty members .-;_rted the

recosmendacl_ three to _m. Tvelve of the fourteen mmnbere repres*ncin_ ][in_

County |overeat mM p_dvate 2nteresrJ voted, _th ei_t a_ort_ and four

opposing. Masher• :eprxenting the govez_or'• office, state agencies, the

airline industzT and the PAl were mutinous in their support.
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uumm_, protons•ruction plmm/n&, pezqt/tt/aZ and oonsoruc:tcm

8cttvttiu necUSaz7 to accesplish the addtCtoQ of • dope•dam• act: carrier

z_mvay at _ u reoNm_ded bY the PSLTC nay require five to seven year8 to

cesplete, it is 8pprapriate to eminence o:udy of sioe-Jpecific envtrau_me'l

imp•ors and ether pre-eesscr_ctio_ p).m_4ne at eh48 time tll order to neet the

PSITC'e rot•emended inplesestation othedule; sad

o unmmae •he state Crovth l_najement &Ctd_._quires the PSRC to

prepare • nov I_eSional Transpoz_acion Plan mul requLru Pqet Sound cmmctea sad

cities co prepare nov comprehensive land use plan•; and

mlq, irate lsv eathol-lze8 the UJJh4__etus Sl_tte 14r

Tzansportat4o_ Cmmtssion to conduct certacLu semite• msd issue cert_tn repom

resardlns air transportatioa, and proh/bi_ coo•true•los o£ a nov .....y at SYIA

prior to the Connie•ion's sutmittal of a flea1 repose, fLadLags and

reon--_-ttcms to the Wtth4eetes Les£oll_vt Yranspoz_tttaa CaumJttoo bY

December 2, 1994, but pore/to p_._4_ activities, Luclud/a& studies or

preparation of an EXS;

BOg, nsmmm0RE, mr IT imSOLVI_ by the Port of Seattle Co_tssion u

follovs:

SECTION 1:

(a) Subject to the coraL••Ions of Soctlo-, 2, the Port of

Seattle adopt8 the portions of the PSJLTCrococo•de•toms, dated June 17, 1992,

that directly pertain to addta_ • depeadm.t _u_sy st Sea-Z&t /nternation_

Airport to improve the all-weather capacity and safe•7 of _S8 alz_le14. In

addition, the Port of Suttle Comte•to= cLUe for the reminder of the reS/ooal

solution to include • reconsidorstto= of • fur rail systes linkt_s Portland, OR

rod Vancouver, B.C. airports and central business 4is_ricts ooze•her vith the

diversion of a11 torso only caz_rters to ea altoz_ative airport site u voll --

the nultiple alrpoz_ 8ystes recto•haled by the PSJLTC.
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(b) Fort 3_tff Is directed, /n c_peratl_ vdth the

relera_ Aviatlou /dalniserttl_t (rl/), to: (1) eaadm:t hectare.-? ;t1_d_tJ tl_

prepare pl n" for eonstruetinJ • depemint air carrier rumvay at Seattle-Tacaum

Intet_atlonal Litl_rt; (il) prepare • 81te-epeclflc anviremm_tal impact

• tat.---,,t purlmmt to the Hational a_d State Znviro_entai Policy acts to

¢_ider the potntial _vir_ontai _ao_ of such r_vay develo_t;

_J_l) york cooperativelY with the ?_tC tad Irate _. local _Pisdictio_l i_ am

effort to arrive at a fa©i3At7 plsm that is temsietent with other relevant

relional and local plans, in ae¢ord,unel with the Growth _enent act; mad

(iv) tint • Notice of &ctim_ pursmmt to ItCH43.21C.080 requirin8 that amy

la_mutt to chslle_e this Coemielion actiem em the basis of SZP£ be filed v/th/n

90 days of publication of the Hotiee of £eticm or be foreVer bL1Ted.

(C) Port stiff iS aiJO directed to cloY•lop end _lement

a plan to insulate _p to S,O00 elisible sin•l• fsmlly reside_eas in the ezistinS

noise rmaedy prOl_rma tneluded on the vaitin& list an of December 31, 1993,

before cm_mctl_ conJt_ctim_ of the proposed 1"_v•7. .'_,,e _-J_ eli_Ib1:

sLugle fl_ly residences on the _titL_ list are to be insulated prior to

operation of the proposed z_nvay.

In addition, the Port ¢omits to complete insulation of all

sin_le-faail? residences thet become eli$1ble for insulation u a result of

actions taken based on the site-epecifi_ ZZS sad are on the vaitL_ lilt as of

December 31, 1997, prior to eoutencing operattem of •aid :unv_.

Staff is feather inJtz_cted to develop and implement enendmeat8 to the

• em:stteai tnsulst|on program to include mu/ti-famlly, schools, sad other

institutional uses.

(d) The Zzecutive Director and the Ilmsag_ Director,

Aviation Division, are each authorized to select and retain outside profastional

sez'v4_cas necessary _.o carry out these dtrtetivas wi_-k4_ 8utJ_or_zed b_d_et

limits, and to wLke applicetion to _md eecept federal and state Irene nan/el or

such other f_2n_ assiltence u ml_ be available therefore.
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ATTAC3RWD_qT B TO P_SOLUTION NO. 3125, AS AMENDED

Pote_ti_ 1_ S_stezY Enbancemenu
for

Scathe-Taco.s Intemltiomd Airport

IUT_nUCTIOH

SeattXe-Tacmus Inttr_ttioutl Airport is in the forofrmlt of the lndustrT-vide
effort co mtcisate nezative impacts 8enersted by ca_erci8_ air transport. The
Port of Seattle in cooperation rich the airlines, FedoraS, State and Xoc_l
$overannts and p:ivatt citizm has beon both iota•votive and effective in
z_qtucinz impacts. The rlisht Plan project has puo-additAmm_ focus on these
mitigation programs and Nc miJhc be dmle to ful_hsr _mhm_o their
effcctivoncss.

The technical and envtrmments_ anaJ4mis conducted as part of rll4_t Plan
concluded chat ,,_4_ no action in rome Co _he projected increase in dmumt
for sir trm_p0nstJ0n m not • vlA_8 sequoia. Be i4qmuts useeAJtN vith
doi_ no_z are vo_s *_ ".hose z_6ciated vi_h tJ_4%+ aetie_. _he
reco_ended depend•no ,_-_7 at Sea-Tat vl3_ reduce beth noise and air quality
released impacts betsy the levels expected if airfield tfficionc7 is not
improved. This fact coupled vith the eonvereio_ of the aircraft fleet servi_
Sea-Tae to Stage 11I by the year 2000 and the phased implemmatation of a
regional multiple airport system produces the lovest future impact levels.

There is s continutn_ co_l_mt and responsibility to reduce impacts to the
naxt_ extent that is rmmouable and techn_ feasible. Such efforts should
be focused not only on specific proJtcts but on the onCtro airport operation.
The mitigation prof_ms ._T_--r.i7 in place need to be revimmd to explore both
-_k--cmt and aoc_erutton. _sero are 8_eu of _q_ct such u surface
transportation and air qu_lt7 that need to be further addressed. 13sere is _18o
• rsn_e of coumm_ co_stiblli_ actiou to be coutdcred u part of the
Port's continued interest in beinK a good nsl4bl_r _nd part of the _reater South
_n_ Coun_ co_W. Si of the potontial mitlaatAon actions _hich could bc
evaluated d_i_ the sits specific mm_ysi8 are 4on_tbed belov: "

Noise

X. Explore devoXopmmt of s regulatory mechanism to cap aircraft operational
noise at the 1992 levels.

2. Fully e_plore the impacts of pe_ period pricW and ocher demand
mmu_usout techniques.

3. Acceleratim of the m_tsttnS Boise imedy Program vich ezpL_ttan to include
public bu_ldtnp and other is_tiCu_iontl neu.

4. Acquisition _md redevclopmout to compatible nees.

5. Attenuation of airport noise throMh use of bezmJ and bezTlcrs.

- 1 -
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6. On-airport noise control nea_z_ reducing nl_sttSme a_urom of _t
related 8rend noise.

7. DevtlOl_ent and etFAct tpp_cati em of c_Jructiml noise red, tie
tecJmAques _d practices.

Air Oual_ _r/TTtnsmortatie_

8. Quantify baseline air qQaAity conditions in viclntt7 of the aArpo_t uin&
both 8empl_ and mode_inK te_m4queo.

, 9. Denise and lmq_lnam.t am, assresoive o_-airpe_ e_Lasion reduction proiram
for both aircraft _ a_'fece vehicles.

20. Inplemnt aosressive off-airport estssto_ reduc_l_A prof_a_ related so
jrou_! acctoJ 12d co28eetion zlt_itf. |scoot on _eestve advocate at the
leglenaA _rmmit Flon and Pueet Sound Regional e_ms_L1 leveAs for u_nJ_t
co_ectieeJ dai_sed to reduce the ue of automobiles aeeaeing
Seattle-Tacoma InteraattonaA Airport.

Land 9me/_ms_4L-y Comoa_Sb411t"v

11. Utilize FAt tart 150 proem to promote increued eompatlbJJAty of adjacent
development.

_. Xnpr_ve aemChstic appeam_e of aArpor_ bonndary.

13. Decil_ a nethsnAon end pro©sos to pz_notc nu_ aArpez_/c_7 land use
e_tibiXit? throu4h improved ceerdlnatlon, _ation a_d 2nvo2VelUmt
of elected officiate and staffs of affected 2ec_L and specie2 PUZlPOSe

Natura_ _n_r/_.,w_/3fa_e_ N..,.ouarces

la. l)eoi_n and _npXenent protection of local n_face and Sround voter resources.

15. Develop ce_pzehenslve atonwate_ --_-_enent plon in cooperation vlth the
Xoca_ efface vatcz aooncles.

_ublic Beal_h and Safety

16. Conduct a_ -_n4_-_ion of educational and health related effects of the
inertial additio_ lwpacto of aircraft operatim on _eelden_e8,
schools and other Insti_u_le_el uses and idonti_ app_opzlate aLtisatlon
10e_J1_zeo.

- 2 -
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SNOHOMI$H COUNTY EXE_JlWE

SNOHOMISH COUNTY COUNCIL

SNOHOMISH COUNTY, WASHINGTON

JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 92_10

A JOINT RESOLUTION TO OPPOSE THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF
THE RJGHT PLAN STUDY .

edopted by z'ellolut.J.on t.he eRole £Or DeveLopment of PaJLr_ Tleldu,
and in 1979, the _8I£oZI_g £_r _ by rololutio_
z.e=o]mendatlon of the Paine ]I'411(I Xed.ILa1_on PS_Mk]L_
with the eatabllshe_ -General &_rlst:Lon e z_28; and .

this =ole yam _uffi_ed by 8nohom:_h Coun_ in 1989.

based on _ 1978-79 Me4iatau:l _]L8 dete_:Llrukti_#
8noho=Ish Qotl.nty allowed Z114usTJ_lal Sot't,_tg IL_ottr_ Pa:L1r_ 7J.82.d I_0
be r..lxanged t:o Slngla and ltul't:iple Fa._LI¥ Kou_ing; and

the M_d.4.aT.e,a. Role det_lnatAon nipultted _t
"development of Paine Field v£11 h p_ed£cst_l on _ ._ec.=_slt_Lon
that it _es4des vlthln an _d_c_bi_Jb_d'o_nuni_ and _ZZ be

sensitive to the quali_y o_ lite o_: the suzTounding o_m_ni_;
and.

_EI_B development of PKil_ _'.4.e.ld as _ _or oo]mmz_ini ,,_
woUld have 81gnifioan_ ne,gat:iv* :l..upactP.s upon _he sur_oundlng
oo_u_nnlt_; and

lr_nzas there are -£gni_i_ant £1aws and _o_s in the FZi_A_ PZ_n
P:ojeot DEalt Final Rapo_ identified in the 8nohomlJ_ C_um_y
_esl_nse to the D_aft Final _. These flaws 8rid e_ro_s I_r@ of
much a _agnitude so _o invalidate the ¢on=It_lons _eaohe_.

NoW, T_EroRR, BR _ RISO_J_, _.he Bnohoulsh Oou_'_ Z:z_vo
and Snobbish CounLT Counoil adopts the £ollowl_: .

1. The Coun_ _gea, an4 v111 _n_:tnue _ oppose,
reco:aen_Clon ot the Fll_at Plan Pro_ect D_aE_ F/aal Repo=t to
be_ln naJor c_me_=£al airline 8ervt=e at Paine Field O=
ArlingTon.

2. The County u_es the re_ec_ion of the repo_ ba_ed (m the
81gniti=an_ flaws an4 ezToEs _on_ained within It.

r=° r
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3. The Counl_y x'ea_f:L_'ns £t.s _mm.tt:nent to t.hs. 1978-79 Ned:Lat.,_ Role.
deternt.nat4on. -

snohc:_=h coun_'y"¢ou_J.1

9

• " °

&'£"I'BS'_:

• •
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• NOItOMISH COUNTY _suLvrzv_."
_OHOMISH CO_ COUNCIL

Joint Resolution No. 94013

A Joint Resolution Rea_arminK
8nohondah County's Co_,_,-_-t To

Preserving Pnt-e Field's Existing Aviation Role

w.t:_, the Puget Sound Re_*1Coun_ (PSRC) has previou_
deter_;',',_d '_,,t Paine Field is not an appmpria_ site fur the loeat:icm_ a
major _,.,.,,._,-_,t airport. for a variety ofp_ and envir__ m_l
reasons, and

__AS, the PSRC is b_3_ prompted to reconsider its previm_
on the status _P_;,_ Field, n,_

_v_, on April 11, 1978, _h. 8,tnhm-;.k Ccnmty_Ccmm;m.rl_-es
adopted by resolution the "Role fur Development of Pa/ne Field," and in 1979,
further adopted by resolution the recommendation of the P_-- Fl_d
Me_a_ Panel in aoeordan_ with the "Ge-e_,'alAviation" rolt for that
public f_flity, a role which was subsequently r__q,_d by Snohon_
County in 1989. and again in 1992. and

WH _-___-AS.based on the 1975-79 Mediated Role determ_-_ aud th_
_._eq-,-,',_ r_,,m,.m_, Snoho.-;-_ Co...._ ugowudand 1_: mnfluued to
allow the ori_-,d ind_ goning szound P*_,,_ Field to be elumged to
single end multiple _,_fly __m;n_.with tt,_ result t_,t a
residential _c_-,,m--;_ h,,; developed in the.area based on the Counts
pro_;-e to protect the eommunRy from adverse airport hnpae_,
the use ofP__e _ u s,,,-_or eo,-,-e,_d sirpm_ and

WH,_:tc.Y,AS, the P_;,',o Field area, based on the 1978-79 Mediated Role
deter_Ation, _t_ also developed as a m_jor _me_,_an _ center, the
manuf_ hesd_ to our nation's largest exporter, the Boe_;,,__
_-_mp_n_y,as well as numerous other _l-ted aviation 4_._ustries, 811
providing regional employment to over 40,000 men and women, and

W_, the integrity of a democratically-elected governmm)_es
com,_t_ent to the constituency it serves is _-_-absolute goundat/on for a
free and just society, and th,_t any abrid_nent ofthe prom;-e_ made by

A-_
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govamm_mtto eltize_ thr_ts_ the very substance of a eiviliz_ soeisty,
and

wl-. _-_-_,J,S,the planning and _ ofan regional _ are
contingent upon the ere_t_ of lone-term gover-_,*-t decision making.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that tlm _nOh_nml,hCorm_ty
Er_ut/w andCounendoJointly_.m,_ our_v_,_fs _ to
preservln_ the -_g aviation role ot'P-_A Field, end urp tho PSP.C to
stand byits previous aud va]td dedsion to exclude p.h,. Fie_ from among
potential ,_,,,,,,,,._,d eJzlx_ eibm.

API_0V]DD Tm_ 2lb_ DAY OF gl_pTJ_m_ 1994

Bob Drewel
County Executive

Count7 Coun_ Count_

A-&_
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RESOLUTION 92-001

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL
OF THE CITY OF BURIEN

DE_G ITS OP/K3SITION TO THE THIRD
SEATAC AIRPORT RUNWAY

WHEREAS, the Port of Seattle is currently planning and lobbying for the
const_ruction of a third runway at the SeaTac Airport to facilitate the handling of
increased commercial all-plane and jet traffic;,and

WHEREAS, according to certain studies such a runway, evenif constructed,
would only have a useful life (useful life is deft.ned as that period of time from start
of operations until demand traffic equals capacity) of approximately seven years from
anticipated completion in the year 2000, unal it reaches its fullest traffic capacity in
approximately the year 2007; and

WHEREAS, there is no room for further expansion of the SeaTac Airport
beyond that proposed with the third runway, which would only mitigate adverse air
traffic congestion for approximately seven years; and

WHEREAS, projected growth rates for the year 2000 in Washington State
justify the creation and/or expansion of supplemental airports in the Snohomish,
Thurston or Pierce counties; and

WHEREAS, factual data supports the proposition that congestion caused
delay times at the SeaTac Airport can be reduced through the use of supplemental
airports, without further adversely affecting the health and well being of Burien
residents living in proximity to SeaTac, some of whom would be displaced from their
homes and residences, by the construction of a third runway.

NOW, THEREFORE,BE IT RESOLVED bytheCityCouncilof the
City of Burien, King County, Washington, that the City of Burien formally expresses
its opposition to the construction of a third runway at the SeaTac Airport.

UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED by the Burien City Council, King County,
Washington, at a regular meeting thereof held on this 2_day of _ 1992.
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Burien City Councilworr_n

Buri©nCity Co,m_Ir---

Ca_ "Ki_" M_l_ f -
BurienCityCouncilwoman

Jo_ I_nnelly
Buri_ City Councilman

VivianMa_J=ws

BurienCityCouncilwoman

Buricn City Councilwom..
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I_._OLUTZON NO. 674

A RESOLUTION OF _ CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF DES
MOINES, WASHINGTON reaffirming its opposition to development of a
third runway at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, calling for
the c_rea_ion of a coalition of interested jurisdictions,

organizations, and parties to oppose such development, and
authorizing the City _ger to take such action as is necessary
to effect the policies stated herein.

Wh£kEAS, the Port of Seattle has announced the development
of a _hird runway inside the current boundaries of Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport, and

WHEREAS, the Port of Seattle may also consider other
improvements such as high-speed taxi-ways, use of taxi-ways for
aircraft landings and takeoffs and other system improvements
leading to increased air traffic, and

WHEREAS, the City of Des Moines and other cities and
unincorporated co_mnanities now surrounding Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport are experiencing severe noise-related
impacts from the current runway configuration which adversely
affect the quality of life, and

WHEREAS, Des Moines residents are taxed by the Port of
Seattle with such taxes being used to construct airport
facilities that adversely impa_ Des Moines residents with
increased noise, and

WHEREAS, this expansion of Seattle-Tacoma International
Airport will have additional serious negative effects on the City
of Des Moines and surrounding cities and unincorporated areas by
reducing property values, increasing community uncertainty,
disrupting ¢owmunity planning, and reducing private investment,
severely degrading the quality of life, and

WHEREAS, the decision to add a third runway at Seattle-
Tacoma International Airport ignores significant adverse impacts
on surrounding property owners and jurisdictions; now, therefore:

THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF DES MOINES RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. The City of Des Noines reaffirms the position
taken in Resolution No. 507 (1985) and in Resolution No. 527
(1988) in opposition to the development of a third runway at
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport.

Section 2. The City of Des Moines supports the creation
of a coalition of interested jurisdictions and parties to oppose
the development of a third runway at Seattle-Tacoma International
Airport, and directs and authorizes the City Manager to engage in
any and all activities in opposition to development of such third
runway, including, but not limited to, research and challenge to
the adequacy of any elYvironuental impact statement, research and
challenge to noise contour updates, engaging in persuasive
activities directed to the Port of Seattle, Washin_on State
Legislature, King County Council, and Puget Sound Regional
council, and taking a leadership role in a coalition formed for
the purpose of opposing the developlent of a third runway at
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport.

Section 3. Initiation of litigation in any court of
competent jurisdiction shall require further action of the City

• Council.

ADOPTED BY the City Council of the City of Des Moines,
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Resolution No. 674
Page 2 of 2

Washington this 9th day of January, 1992 and signed in

authentication thereof this 9th day of January,/_993. ,_ ./ /
i.,." /' _ ! .__.

MAYOR
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

City "_tt _y __

c_y Clerk

IVOV- 3 Bg_

,
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Resolution No. _/
/

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY OF NORMANDY PARK RELATING TO SEATTLE
TACOMA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT EXPANSION AND FLIGHT PLANS.

WHEREAS, the City of Normandy Park lies adjacent to the Seattle
Tacoma International Airport, a_d

WHEREAS, the Citizens of Normandy Park are directly impacted by air
traffic overflights, ground access, storm water runoff and
other consequences flowing from the operation of said airport,
and

WHEREAS, these impacts directly effect the health, safety and
welfare, as well as the quality of life within the City of Normandy
Park,

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
NORMANDY PARK AS FOLLOWS:

Section i. The City of Normandy Park is adamantly opposed to any
expansion of Sea-Tac Airport, installation of a third
runway or any expansion West of the existing airport boundary.

The City will actively participate in and support other
Community and�or Citizen action directed toward the rejection
of Sea-Tac Airport expansion as a solution for accommodating
increasing air traffic.

Further, to preclude the necessity of Normandy Park's living under
the continued threat of Sea-Tac Airport expansion to the West, this
correspondence is to strongly insist that the agencies involved
immediately adopt binding policy statements ruling out any further
consideration of expansion of Sea-Tac Airport to the West.

PASSED B_ THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF NORMANDY PARK THIS
DAY OF _-_rtL • 19917 AND SIGNED IN AUTHENTICATION OF ITS

PASSAGE DAYOF A , 1991.

K_thleen Vermeire, Mayor

Attested by:

Shirley- Sm_, Clerk/Treasurer
L/
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O
U.S. Det::x3rtment Northwest Mountain Region 1601 LindAvenue. S. W.

Colora0o. Idaho.Momana Renton.washington 98055-4056
Of TronsDortation Oregon. Utah.Washington
Fldefol Avlollon Wyoming
AdminL_nallon

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION/PORT OF SEATTLE
DISCLOSURE STA_

We T._ndmm& BrowrLIncomomted. do hearbycer_ thatwe haveno financial'
orotherinure=sisinthecx¢ctrdonor outcomeof theproposedMasterPlanUpdate

development located at Sea_le-Tacoma Inu:mafional Airport. We further understand
that this certification is _ under Federal Aviation Order 5050.4A and Council on
Environmental Quality Regulations Section 1506.5 and that we must remain in
compliancetherewiththroughoutourp_licipafioninthep_on of theNrEPA
Environmental Impact Statement related to the proposed Master Plan Update
development

The undersigned further cenities that he/she has read the foregoing and is authorized to
execute this DisclosureStatementfor theabovenamedfirm.

-

"Expect Exc ellen ce "
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0
U.S. [:)el:x:_ment Northwest Mountain Region lr_1 U_ Avenue.S. W

ColoraOo.Idaho,Monlana Renlon, Washmglon98055-4056
of Transl:x)rtation Oregon.Utah. Was_ng_on
Ir,edeml Je,iq_lon Wyoming
A¢ll111|nJ$11,a_¢_l

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION/PORT OF SEATTLE
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

We Shanim andAssociates. Inc. do heathy certifythat we have no financial
or other interests in the execution or outcome of the proposed Master Plan Update
development located at Seattle-Tacoma Inu:rnafionalAizport We further understand
that this certification is required und_ Fcxkz-alAviation Order 5050.4A and Council on
EnvironmentalQuali_ P_gulationsSection1506.5and thatwe must remainin
compliancetherewiththroughoutourparticipationinthepreparationof theNEPA
Environmental Impact Statement related to the proposed Master Plan Update
development.

The undersigned further certifies that he/she has read the foregoing and is authorized to
execute this Disclosure Statementfor the above named firm.

Title: I/=¢ /_P.__,_ t-_-

"Expect Excellence"
A-71
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O
U.S.Del:_rtrnent NorthwestMountain Region 16o1LindAv,mue.S. W
of Tror_sl_orto_or_ Co_ra_. Idaho.I,_'zzana Renton.Washington980S5-.4056

Oregon,Umh.Washin9_'_
_1 Avt_lon wyomin9
_lminis'lmllon

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION/PORT OF SEATTLE
DISCLOSURE STA_

We INCA Enc,ineers Inc. do lw.zrbycertify thmtwe have no financial
or other interests in the execution or outcome of the proposed Master Plau Update
development located at Seattle-Tacoma Intematioml Airport. We further understand
that this certification is required unde_ Federal Aviation Order 50S0.4A and Council on
Environmental Quality Regulations Section 1506.5 and th_ we must rem-;n in
compliance there with throughout our particil_fion in the preparation of the NEPA
Environmental Impact Statement related to the proposed Master Plan Update
development.

The undersigned further certifies that he/she has read the forego/rig and is authorized to
execute this Disclosure Statement for the above named

Ti e::0.

"Expect Excellence"
t',-72
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O
U.$. De_lllT_nt Northwest Mountain Region 1601 UnclAvenue,S. w

Golotaclo.Ictano,Montana Renton.Washington98055-4056
of TronsDortotion OR,gon. utah, Washi_zon

_lmifflsff_l_n

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION/PORT OF SEATTLE
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

We Metro Communications.Inc. do hearbycertify that we have no financial
or other interests in the eoeecufionor ou_ome of the proposed Maswr Plan Update
development located at SeaRle-Tacoma International Airport. We further understand
that this certification is required under Federal Aviation Order 5050.4A and Council on
Environmental Quality Regulations Section 1506.5 and that we must remain in
compliance there with throughout our particip_on in the l_'par_on of the NEPA
Environmental Impact Statement related to the proposed Master Plan Update
development.

The undersigned further certifies that he/sha has read the foregoing and is autho_._l to
execute this Disclosure Statement for the above named firm.

Signed: '_' __) Date: °/7/ _

Title: -Pr_,_ _-#

"Expect Excellence"
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0
U._ DeOortrnent NorllsweslMountain Region 16o1lindAvemue,S.W.
o¢Tror'ZSlDO_Of_On Co¢omdo.Idaho.MonZ_r_ Renmn.Wmh_ 98055-4O56

Oregon.Utah.Washington
r._i_ml _ol_a Wyoming

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION/PORT OF SEATTLE
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

We Qambl_ll Urban.Inc. do heathy certify that we have no financial
or other interests in the execution or outcome of the proposed Master Plan Update
.development located at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. We further understand
that this certification is required.under Federal Aviation Order 5050.4A and Council on
EnvironmentalQualityRegulations Section1506.5and thatwe must remainin
compliancetherewiththroughoutourparticipationinthep_on of theNEPA
Environmental Impact Statement related to the proposed Master Plan Update
developmenL

The undersigned furthercertifies that he/she has read the tbregoing and is authorized to
execute this Disclosure Statement for the above named firm.

Title: At..,"_ _a,¢/,,_ //

"Expect Excellence"
A-74
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O
U._ DeDorlmen_ Northwest Mountain Region 16olLiflclAvenue,S. W

Colorado,Idaho.Montana Renlon.Washrlg;on 98055-4056
c_TronsDortolion Oregon.Utah,Washing_
r,edemi JWi_km Wyo_r_
Adminiilmlion

FEDERAL AVIATION ADM/NISTRATION/PORT OF SEATTLE
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

We , __L'tl'OComrm.micstiOl_.Inc. do hearby certify that we have no financial
or other intere_ in the execution or outcome of the pro_scd Master Plan Update
development located at Seattle-Tacoma InternationalA/rporL We further undermand
that this certification is requ/red unde_Federal Aviation Order5050.4A and Council on
_lavironmc_tal Q_dity Regulations Section 1506.5 and that we must remain in
compliance there with throughout our participation in the preparation of the NEPA
Environmental Impact Statement related to the proposed Master Plan Update
development.

The undersigned furthercertifies that he/she has .readthe foregoing and is authorized to
execute this Disclosure Statement for the above namedfirm.

Signed: '___' _) Date: °/7/ qq

Title: "Pr_; c/_ r,-_

"Expect Excellence"
A-75
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O
U.S. Deportment Northwest Mountain Region 16oI Lind Avenue.S. W.
of TrorlsDortofior'l CoioraOo.Idaho.Monlana Renan. Wasmngton98055-4056

Oregon,Utah,Washington
Federal Avlallon Wyoming
Adminis/mllon

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION/PORT OF SEATTLE
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

We GambrellUrban. Inc. do heathy certify that we have no financial
or other intere_ in the execmion or outcome of the proposed Master Plan Update
development located at Seatde-Tacoma Int_'nadonalAirport. We ftmh_ understand
that this certification is required under Federal Aviation Order 5050.4A and Council on
Environmental Quality Regulations Section 1506.5 and that we must remain m
compliance there with throughout our participation in the preparation of the NEPA
Environmental Impact Statement related to the proposed Master Plan Update
development.

The undersigned further certifies that he/she has read the/bregoing and is authorized to
execute this Disclosure Statement for the above named firm.

Tide: P_t,,_ ag_ /"

"Expect Excellence"
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APPENDIX B

STUDIES OF ALTERNATIVES

This appendix summarizes or identifies the availability of the following:

• History of Seattle Tacoma International Airport
• Flight Plan Study
• Alternative Airport Sites
• Pail Planning
• Master Plan Update Documents

As introduced in the background section of Chapter I "Project Propose and Need," airport planning and
developmem is governed by federal, state, regional, and local policies. The planning framework is also
guided by specific airport study processes, methodologies, and environmental impact assessment
procedure, as defined in various federal and state statutes and regulatory agency documents. The overall
transportationplanning process within CentralPuget Sound including, jurisdiction roles, responsibilities,
and relationships is reviewed in Appendix S.

1. HISTORY OF SEAT_E-T#COMA I]_'ERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (Sea-Tac Airport) is the primary air transportation hub of
Washington State and the Northwestern United States. The Airport is located within the King County
and the City of SeaTac, about 12 miles south of downtown Seattle and about 20 miles north of Tacoma.
Airport property consists of about 2,500 acres of land. Exhibit I-1 illustrates the location of Sea-Tac
Airportrelative to the Puget Sound Region (Region).

Sea-Tat Airport is the primary commercial service airport for the Pacific Northwest and is the only
airportwhich provides primaryscheduled commercial aircarrier service in the four-county Central Puget
Sound area, which consists of King, Kitsap, Pierce, and Snohomish Counties. Scheduled passenger
service is provided at Sea-Tac by 10 major airlines and 14 all-cargo carriers have scheduled service.
Non-stop air service is provided to 44 cities nationwide and to the international cities of Copenhagen,
London, Seoul, Tokyo, Hong Kong, Taipei, Shanghai, Osaka, Vancouver, and Victoria. Sea-Tac Airport
is the 21st busiest airport in the country, as measured by total passengers. It is also the 8th largest
international air gateway to Europe and Asia, and the 17th busiest cargo airport.

(1) A_rport Management and Pmerams

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport is operated by the Port of Seattle (Port), a municipal
corporationof the State of Washington. The Port is governed by a five member Commission, elected
at-large by the voters of King County. Port Commissioners serve four-year terms of office. The
policies enacted by the Commission are implemented by the Port's Executive Officer and
administrative and operations staff. Port disu'ict and taxation boundaries coincide with the
boundariesof King County, Washington.

The Port is responsible for developing and managing commerce though two key operating divisions:
the Aviation Division, which operates Sea-Tac Airport and the Marine Division. To accompfish its
responsibilities, the Port provides freight and passenger terminals, storage and transfer facilities for
air/water/surfaceuausportation modes, acquires and improves lands for sale or lease for industrial or
commercial purposes, and creates industrial development districts.

Append_B - B-] -
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The Port finances its operations and capital improvements at Sea-Tac A/rpon through the co]]ection
of revenue from leases, rentals and other charges to airlines, as well as other users of Port facilities
and services. In addition, the Port receives federal grants from the Aviation Trust Fund for specific
improvements. The Port levies real property taxes but, no property tax revenue has been used for
Sea-Tac Airport operations and capital improvements in over 20 years.

(2) Rt_ianal and State Economic Dev_ooment

The Port of Seattle provides services to facilitate and support the economic vitality of the Region and
Washington State. Two primary services include the Sea-Air Cargo Program and Intermeda/
Connections

• Sea-Air Cargo Program - The Port of Seattle programs have resulted in the world's busiest
sea-air facilities, due to shorter sailing times to Asia and flying times to Europe than from
any other West Coast port. Seattle's equidistant location between Tokyo and London affords
shippers an economic advantage over air-only wauspormfion and a faster alternative to water-
only movements. The Pacific Ocean transit time from port cities in Asia to Seattle is 8 days.
This is 30 hours less than lravel time to Southern California ports. An average of 500 tons of
cargo per week (26,000 tons anv,,any) is flown from Seattle m Europe by all-cargo airlines
and wide-body passenger ah-¢_e/t. Currently, 2 all-cargo carriers and 6 passenger service
camels participate in the Sea-Air program, along with six ocean shipping lines and 17 freight
forwarders.

• Intermodal Connections - The Port supports intermodel transportation facilities to assist in
the transfer of goods between air. sea, and land modes. Two major transcontinental railroads
and more than 100 u'ucking companies link Port facilities to major markets throughout North
America. The Seattle Rail Program offers customers a complete package of inland rail
services for container and load quantities; and the Semfle Truck Contract Program provides
shippers with a low-cost, efficient method of moving less-than-uuck-and centsiner-load of
imported cargo throughout the continental United States. As a result, the Port of Seattle is
the fourth largest contsiner-load center in the U.S. and among the world's top twenty.
Containerization has enabled ports traditionally serving relatively sinai] primary markets,
such as Seattle, to attain container gateway status.

Two-way w_de through the Port of Seattle facilities is conducted between more than 100 countries.
On a per-capita basis, Washington State conducts more international trade than any other state.
Washington State is the fourth largest exporter in the nation, following C_Jifornia, Texas, and New
York. Top air exports include automatic data processing equipment, measuring inslruments, aircraft
pans, and engines.

The Port of Seattle officials have been active participants, along with numerous other state and
national elected officials, business leaders, and trade groups, to support enhanced trade with Asian
and Pacific countries. The Puget Sound Region hosted the Asian Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC) conference in 1993. In June 1994, the National Center for APEC was established in Seattle
through the active support of the business couununity, including the Port of Seattle. As a result, the
Port of Seattle has initiated marketing efforts with Asian, Pacific, and European cities to encourage
foreign flag and domestic carriersto provide regular service between their respective trade centers.
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2. AIRPORT mSTORY

The Puget Sound Region has been a focal point for aviation since the first Boeing aircraft was built in
1916. In 1928, King County built the area's first commercial airport (Boeing Field - now known as King

County International Airport) on drained land, prone to fog, near the mouth of the Duwaraish River
where it flows into Puget Sound. During the late 1930s and early 1940s, the adjacent Boeing Aircraft
Factory was expanding rapidly and needed the adjoining air field facilities for its own use. The Army
Air Corps required additional facilities for their experimental and technical programs.

In January 1941, Boeing Field was oven.,uwded and a growing need was identified for additional
commercial and military aviation facilities. The Aviation Committee of the Seattle Chamber of
Comn_rce mnnediately started considering possible sites for locating a new major airport facility. A
year later, the Committee was infmmed by the CAvil Aeronautics Administration that $I.0 million had
been allocated for a new Seattle airport, subject to finding a suitable site and sponsor. By mid-February
1942, two suitable sites had been found (Bow l-_ke and Lake Sammamish). The City of Seattle and King
County were unable to commit the necessary resources to the project and the Chamber requested that the
Port of Seattle serve as the airport sponsor.

During the early years of commercial aviation, airports represented a financial drain to those operating
the facilities. Boeing Field was no exception. It cost King County residents $2.5 million between 1928-
1942. Thus, when the Chamber approached the Port concerning sponsorship of the airport, they initially
rejected the opportunity. However, based on the desires of more than I00 trade, labor and service
organizations in the Region, the Seattle Chamber passed a resolution requesting the Port operate and
manage the new airport. These groups called for "immediatesponsorship of a new commercial airport ...
as a present and furore need to the defensive and economic welfare of Sea,e". As described at the time,
the "Port of Seattle Commissioners performed an unusual wedding ceremony. They united the sea and
air by taking upon themselves the _d____task of providing the Pacific Northwest with an international
airportof first magnitude."

The Port, in 1942, acquired 906 acres of land for the development of the new airport at Bow Lake. The
site is located within the King County, about 12 miles south of downtown Seattle and about 20 miles
north of the City of Tacoma. The land originally contained a horse riding academy, two rabbitries, a frog
farm, a mushroom farm, a dog kennel and 50 homes. To ensure that the Airport was named Seattle-
Tacoma Airport, the City of Tacoma contributed $I00,000 to the project. Today, the airport is located
within the boundaries of the City of SeaTac.

In 1943, the Port officially broke ground on the new airport. To level the terrain and prepare for the
runways, terminal, and other facilities, approximately 4 million cubic yards of earth were moved. At its
opening, the Airport consisted of 4 runways. These included: a main runway (6,100 feet long) and was
oriented north/south andcrosswind runways located in the east/west, southeast/northwest, and southwest/
northeast directions. Exhibit I-2 illuslrates the current layout of the Airport.

In October, 1944, a United Airlines DC-3 departed from Boeing Field and _ the first official landing
at Sea-Tac Airport. By 1948, Northwest Orient and Western Airlines offered regular scheduled
commercial passenger service through a temporary administration facility. In 1949, the Port dedicated a
permanent admmisuation terminal at the airport signaling Seattle's bid for dominance in the Pacific

Northwest as a major international and domestic air travel center. At the same time, the Airport was re-
named the Seaffle-Tacoma International Airport. The new adminisuation building withstood an
earthquakethree months before its dedication on July 9, 1949.
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As earlyasJune,1956,thePortofSeattlebeganprepa_g forthejetageby extendingthemainrunway.

Duringthe1960sand 1970s,extensiveadditionsandimprovementsweremade tothepassengerterminal

toaccommodateincreasedpassengerslevelsandimproveservice.From 1967to1973,SewTac Airport
underwentnotablechangewiththecompletionofthesecondparallelrunway,northandsouthsatellite

terminals,passengersubway,thenorthairportaccessfreeway,andaneightstoryparkinggarage.During
this time, the Airport roadways were separated into upper and lower levels for departing and arriving
passengers.

In 1976. the Port of Seattle and King County adopted the Sea-Tac Communities Plan to guide
development of the Airport and surrounding unincorporated King County residential and commercial
neighborhoods. The plan included the first major off-airport land acquisition program in the United
States designed to reduce the impact of jet aircraft noise on the smroonding community. The plan was
updated in 1985, including the adoption by the Port of a Noise Remedy Program. This program included
a $140 million allocation to expand airport land acquisition, noise insulation of homes, and provided
home-selling assistance to those individuals most affected by ah_.._f'tnoise.

During the early 1980s, the Port's economic development efforts focused on international service and

marine/air interfaces. In 1983. "Sen-Air" cargo service started - when Asian cargo transported by ship
throughthePortofSeattle'smarineterminalswasthenflowntoEuropefromSewTac Airport.The Port

hostedthefirstinternationalfamiliarizationtourstoinlaoducekey members of theJapanesetravel
industryand Japanesejournaliststomany of theRegion'stouristatuactions. In addition,Japanese-
language tourism information booths were opened to aid Japanese travelers. By 1984, 26 carriers served
Sea-Tat Airport, an increase from 12 carriersprior to airline industry deregulation in 1979.

3. AIRPORT PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

In 1984, the Port began what has become a significant period of airport planning activity. To help guide
the planning, the Port directed that the underlying premise for the activity was that the "...primary role of
the Airport is to serve the traveling public and to promote trade by accommodating the air transportation
needs of the region." The Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan up,it, was completed in 1985 and many of the
plan's recommendations were implemented through the 1980s and early 1990s. In 1989, the Port
Commission adopted a missions and goals statement drafted in parmership with customers, labor unions,
government officials, and community and business groups. The statement reaffirms the Port's primary
mission continues to emphasize its role as, "...a leader in providing services and facilities to
accommodate the transportationof cargo andpassengers by air. water and land, to provide a home for the
fishing industry; and to foster the economic vitality and a qualityof life for King County citizens." The
missions and goals statement serves as a guide for Port policy, plan, service, and facilities development.

(I)Sea-Tae Airo0rt Plannin_

The Port completed the Comprehensive Planning Review & Airspace Update Study in the mid-
1980s. The purpose of the Study was to assess the validity of previous plans developed for Sen-Tat
Ah]x_ in light of air travel growth and other changing conditions at the Ahlx_ A major finding of
the study identified that previous plans had not indica_t____a need for new runway capacity, although
the review demonstrated that the existing runway system would not be capable of serving the
increased airportdemand past the year 2000.

This Planning Review & Airspace Upd_t_e was followed in 1989 by an Airport Capacity
Enhancement Study initiated by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). The puq_ose of this
effort was to address aircraft delay conditions. The FAA's Study found that in 1989 with 335,259
operations, 48,000 hours of aircraft delay were incurred, while determining that when aircraft
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operations reach 390,000 annually, delay would reach 168,000 hours. This delay was estimated to
cost aircraft operators $69 million annually.

The three year study effort identified the primary cause of delay to be poor weather conditions that
reduces operational capacity from 98 to 55 operations per hour. It was also determined that the
reduction in capacity is directly related to the close spacing between the existing two parallel
runways which cannot support poor weather operations. The Study also _ed the impact of
numerous capacity improvements and identified 21 possible actions as having the potential means of
reducing delays and increasing capacity. Other delay reduction methods implemented at Sea-Tac are
de___i_d in Chapter II Alternatives.

(2) Ce,,-'al Puget Sou_rid Regional Airport Planning

The Regional Ah-port System Plan (RASP) was initiated in the late 1980's as part of the Central
Puget Sound regional wansportation planning process. The RASP is an element of the Metropolitan
Transportation Plan. The study was sponsored by the Puget Sound Council of Governments (now the
Puget Sound Regional Council or PSRC). "I'nis plan evaluated of the Region's airport system,
including Sea-Tac International Airport. The RASP concluded that the existing two runways at Sea-
Tac would not be adequate to meet regional air travel needs beyond the year 2000. This conclusion
confirmed the 1988 findings of the comprehensive Planning Review & Airspace Ul_nt_.

As a result of the comp_hensive Planning Review & Airspace Update, Airport Capacity
Enhancement Study, and RASP, the Port of Seattle and the PSRC entered into an interlocal
agreement to co-sponsor a process to identify a long-term solution to the Puget Sound Region's air
transportation needs. A 39 member blue-ribbon panel, known as the Puget Sound Air Transportation
Committee (PSATC) conducted the three year effort known as the Fright Plan Study. The purpose of
this study was to "...develop a regional au-port system, that would meet the aeronautical needs of the
region to the year 2020 and beyond." This effort found that passenger demand would reach 45
milfion annum/passengers by the year 2020 (a 168 percent increase over 1988 levels). Based on the
study findings which examined ways to accommodate demand, the Flight Plan Study recommended a
multiple airport system that included a new runway at Sea-Tat _ as the preferred al_rnative.
Two supplemental airports were recommended: Paine Field in Snohomish County (located north of
the Airport), and another airport to be located somewhere in Pierce County (south of King County).

An environmental impact statement (EIS) was prepared to assess the Flight Plan Study and
recommendations. The EIS was completed in accordance with the Washington State Environmental

Policy Act (SEPA) requirements. Following publication of the Fright Plan EIS and related materials,
the PSRC and Port chose to narrow the focus of additional studies and environmen_ review to

development of a new runway and associar_e_ facilities at Sea-Tat Airport. The Hight Plan EIS and
related materials are listed and described in later in this appendix.

In November 1992, based on the Flight Plan Study and EIS, the Port of Seattle passed Port
Resolution (No. 3125) mandating:

"SECTION 1: (a) ... the Port of Seattle adopts the portions of the PSATC (Puget Sound Air
Transportation Committee) reco_u_cm_ions, datedJune I7, 1992, that directly pertain to adding a
dependent runway at Sea-Tat Internaliomd Airport to improve the all-weather capacity and safety of
the airfield. In addition, the Port of Seattle Commi_ion calls for the remainder of the regional
solution to include a reconsideration of a fast rail system ]inlfing Portland, OR and Vancouver, B.C.
airports and cemral business dislric_ together with the diversion of all cargo only cm'riexs to an
alternative airport site as well as the muldple airpoct system recommended by the PSATC."

Also in response to the Fright Plan Study EIS, and other studies, the PSRC General Assembly
adopted Resolution No. A-93-03 in April 1993 to amend the RASP. The PSRC resolution suites:
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" ... Thatthe region should pursuevigorously,as the preferredalternative,a major supplemental
airp_t and a thirdnmwayatSea-Tat.

1. The majorsupplementalairportshouldbe located in the four-countyareawithin a reasonable
traveltimef_omsignificantmarke_smtheregion.

2. Tbe thirdnmwayshallbe anthorizedby April l, 1996:
a. Unless shown throughan en_,-_o_l_entnlassessment,which will include financial and market

feasibilitystudies, that a supplmnenmlsite is feasible and can _ the need for the third
runway;and

b. After demandmanagementand system manasementprogramsare pursued and achieved or
detemunednotto be feasible,basedon indepmuiemevaluanon;and

c. When noisereductionperformanceobjectivesarescheduled,pursuedandachievedbasedon
independentevaluationandbasedon menstnmont of realnoise impacts.

3. The Regional Council requests considen_on by the Federal Aviation Admlnislra_on Of
modifyingthe Four-PostPl_ to reduce noise impacts, and the related impacts on regional
mil/taryairwaffle.

4. Evaluationof themajorsupplementalaiqxrt shallbe aconmplishedin cooperationwith thestate
of Washington.

5. Proceed immediately to conduct site-specific studies, including an environmental impact
statementona Sea-Tat _ nmway.

6. l_iiminatesmallsupplementalairports,includingPaine Field, asa _ alternative."

Copies of these resolutions are located in Appendix A.

To implement the recommendations of the Flight Plan, the PSRC passed Resolution A-93-03. The
PSRC undertook a study of the feasibility of a major supplemental airport - known as the Major
Supplemental Airport (MSA) study and the Port proceeded to conduct an update of the Airport
Master Plan, including an environmental impact statement on a third runway at SewTac. The PSRC
MSA was envisioned to be conducted in two phases: MSA Phase I-identify feasible sites and MSA
Phase II-prepa_ a site plan for the feasible sites.

MSA Phase I consisted of an exhaustive examination of potential new airport sites. This included
review of 14 operating airportsand five geographic subareas. These subareas included:

• Arfington/Stanwood Area (Snohomish County)
• Enumclaw/Buckley Area (King/pierce Counties)
• FortLewis/Spanaway Area ('PierceCounty)
• Olympia/Black Lake Area (ThurstonCounty)
• Napavine Prairie Area (Lewis County).

The evaluation process narrowed the list of prospective sites to three locations: Arlington and
MarysvHle located in Snohomish County and Tanwax Lake in Pierce County.

The PSRC Executive Board reviewed the study findings and concluded that these and the other sites
were not acceptable for locating a major supplemental airport within the four county Region. They
also concluded that the addition of a third all-weather runway at Sea-Tat would provide adequate
capacity for the region throughthe year 2030.

The Executive Board determined not to _proceed___with the MSA Phase H site planning process and
passed Resolution EB-94-01: This resolution sta_s:

"...Whereas,theExecutiveBoardconcludes that therearc no feasiblesites for a majorsupplemental
airportwithinthe fonr-coontyregion andttmtcontinuedexaminationof any local site will prolong
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commnmtyanxietywhile erodingthec:edib'flityof legienal gov=maa_; ud_..Now, the_fo_e be it
resolved,thatthe Exe_6ve Board funhez clarifiesthat the Resolution A-93-03: lmpk=ncamioe
su_ =lop_ by _e Exnc_ BoardallowtheF..xecudveBoardto detmnmewhethertheRegiomi
Council should go forward with _li_onal supplementalzml_ort=udm and pursuantto that
a_bority,_'_F..xecudveBoarddeterminesthatfurd_ _ shouldnotbemdemken."

This resolmion ended the feasibility study process.

(3) W_,_hi-_ton State Mr Trm=porm_on Policy Planninf

The State involvement in aviation planning is established in legislative statutes. Primary State
interest is found in the transportationand environmental statutes. The Washington State Department
of Transportation guides development of the State Transportation Poficy Plan and MultiMndal
Transportation Plan, while the Washington State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) guides
environmental evolution. In addition, the Legislature has established conmfissions to study and make
recommendations regarding various wansportafion modes. Since 1989, the Legislature has created
the Rai] Development Commission and Air Transportation Commission. Both commissions have
completed their assignments and are no longer in operation.

In 1990, the Washington State Legislature created the Air Transportation Commission (AIRTRAC)
to recommend statewide air transportationpolicies. The Commission's Ir-=nd_,tewas tO "

"...recommendwaysto promo_a statewidemulti-modalIzan.tpo_-,_ionsystemfluu includes
air, slimulaxeeconomicdevelopmentthroughairIransportation,tailgate negativeimpactsof
avimionactivitieson commumlies,andto advancethe State's¢_mpedtivepositionin nalional
andinternationalu'adethroughairu'ansponadon."

The Commission's recommendations noted that Sea-Tat Airport is approaching its aid'leld capacity
and found the demandforecasts developed for the Hight Plan Project to be valid. The recomn_nded
policies called for:

"...ensuringthat existing capacity is preservedand that new capacity needs are addressed;
pursuingmodal alternativesand demand manasement;reducing furorenoise _ and
enm'ing mitigation of noise im_; improvingthe perfommu_e of the air _oe
infraswacmrew support economic development goals; and improving surface access to
airports."

II. FLIGHT PLAN STUDY

As is described in Chapters I "Background" and H '*ProjectPurpose and Need and Alternatives for
Satisfying the Needs", a number of studies were conducted recendy concerning identifying sites for a
possible new airportto serve air travel needs of the Puget Sound Region. The following resources were
developed by the Fright Plan and Major Supplemental Airport Study efforts:

• Phase I Forecasts. FliEdltPlan Study. Puget Sound Re,on. July 1990: This study found that if
current trends continue, activity at Seattle Tacoma International Airport would exceed capacity by
the year 2000. The main factors for this facility rmmrationare passenger growth and increased
aircraft operations due to the region's economic and population growth. Passenger growth was
forecast to increase from 14,500,000 in 1988, to 25,400,000 in 2000, to 34 million in 2010, to 45
million by 2020. Total airport operations m 1988 were 316,000 and were estimated to grow to
427,000 in 2000, to and to reach 575,000 by the year 2020. With increased operations, aircraft
delays would be anywhere from 10 minutes to an hour with poor weather conditions.
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• PAa¢. I1: Develooment oF Alternatives Final Revor_. Flir.ht Plan Study. Puget Sound Air
TransDortalionCommittee. June 1991: Phase Hforecast a more conservative growth rate for ai/,.,ah
operations over the Phase I effort. The forecast was changed slightly downward: the year 2000 with
411,000 operations, and the year 2020 with 524,000 operations. The changes reflected a more
reasonable forecast of operations in the largest regional markets served by Sea-Tat. In Phase H it is
also recommended that passenger growth be re-evaluated during Phase HI.

• Phase H Develovment ofAlternmives. Avvend_ Flieht Han Study. Put,et Soun0 ,Mr Transportation
Committee. June 1991: This appendix to the preceding report contains several summaries concerning
airport search areas, the evaluation of existing airports, and hypothetical noise contour maps. It also
contains a review of land use plans, and airspace analysis, and aircraft delay analysis.

, Draft Final Revort and Technical Aooendices (lncludin_ Dra_ Prozrammatic Environmental Imoact
Statementk Flight Plan Project. Puget Sound Air Transoommon Committee. January 1992. This
study summarizes the efforts associated with Phase rrl of the Flight Plan. The revised passenger
forecast found that in the year 2000, 25.4 miilicm passengers would occur. Satltration of Sea-Tac
would begin when ai_.iaft operations reach 380,000 per year (estimated to be 2000). Delays were
found to increase dramatically during bad weather. This study also identified and present the
environmental impacts of regional solutions.

• Final Environmental Imvact Statement. F/ifht P/an Study. Pu_t Sound ReL,ional Council and Port nf
Seattle. October 1992: The Final Environmental Impact Statement is divided into four major
sections. These are: the Summary and Decision context; the Problem St___t_ement:Air Capacity Issues,
System-level Alternatives; and Affected Environment, Sitmificant Impacts and Mitigation. This
FEIS also encompasses the three main options related to improvements at Sea-Tac: broad system
management, dependent thirdrunway, and a remote airport.

These resources are available at the following locations:

• Puget Sound Regional Council, Information Center, 216 - 1st Avenue South, Seattle

• Federal Aviation Administration, Airports District Office, 1601 Lind Avenue, Renton

Phases I and H

The PSRC's Flight Plan Project was a syst_n-level study of commercial air transportation alternatives
joindy sponsored by the PSRC, the Port of Scathe, and the FAA. The Puget Sound Air Transportation
Cornminee CPSATC) was established by the three sponsoring agencies and directed to oversee the
project. Phase I of the Flight Plan Project developed preliminary forecasts of air transportation demand
through the year 2020. Phase I did not include any site level analysis of alternam airport sites. Phase II
of the Flight Plan Project consisted of preliminary screening of almmatives. The methodology involved
forecast adjustments, identification of system alternatives, and evaluation of sysmm alternatives based on
their technical feasibility, their ability to meet the standards of PSATC's "Vision: Air Transportation
2020," and pubfic involvement.Y Public involvement consismd of stakeholder participation on the
PSATC, open comment periods at PSATC meetings, and public hearings on system alternatives. Nine
system alternatives were explored, including:

• no action;

• limited short-term capital projects and policies to be implemented at Seattle-Tacoma International
Airport(Sea-Tac)before2000;

• expansionofSea-Tac;

• closureofSewTacanddevelopmentofareplacementairport;

It SeePugetSotmdRegionalCouneilandportofSeattle,sJune,1991Phasell:DeveiopmentofAhernativesforaddifional
informationaboutmethodology.
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• the establishment of a multiple airportsystem involving Sea-Tac and one or more smaller
supplemental airports;

• the development of a single remote airportto be functionally linked to Sea-Tat;
• the use of demand management;
• the use of new technologies;
• and the development of a high speed groundIransportation system.

The nine system alternatives identified in Phase II of the Flight Plan Project were screened for
feasibility. Since the availability of sites for each system alternative was critical to feasibility, the
feasibility assessment identified specific sites for potential supplemental airports. Both existing airport
sites and potential new airportswere identified. E,xis_g ah'portsites considered are listed below.2J

Arlington Municipal Airport Auburn Municipal Airport
Bellingham International Boeing Field (King Co. Airport)
Bremerton National McChord Air Force Base
Moses Lake Airport (Grant Co.) Olympia Airport
Paine Field (Sno. Co. Airport) Port Angeles Apt. (Fairchild Int.)
Renton Municipal Airport Seattle-Tacoma Int. Airport
Skagit/Bayview Airport Tacoma Narrows Airport

Several of these existing airports were eliminated fi'om the technical analysis due to size constraints,
topography, or urban development (Auburn, Port Angeles, Renton, and Tacoma.) The feasibility
assessment also involved a preliminary search for new airport sites. The analysis did not identify
specific sites, but general areas where a new airport could be located. The effort identified five "search
areas," including:

• Arlington/Stanwood Area (Snohomish County)
• Enumclaw/Buckley Area (King/Pierce Counties)
• Fort LewistSpanaway Area (Pierce County)
• Olympia/Black Lake Area (ThurstonCounty)
• Napavine PrairieArea (Lewis County)._

The various system alternatives were evaluated based on a series of criteria. These included (I) airspace
and the presence of conflicts with other airportsor terrain; (2) capacity; (3) ground access for residents of
the Puget Sound region; (3) investment requirements; (4) economic impact on the region; and (5)
implementation feasibility. The screening process resulted in a recommendation for a multiple airport
system as the preferred alternative. The study recommended the expansion of Sea-Tac and the
development of one supplementary airport with one or two runways. The study cited the following as
potential supplementary airports._

_,isung Ain)orts Potential New Airports

Arlington Arlington/Sumwood
McChord Air Force Base Fort Lewis/Spanaway
Paine Field Olympia/Black L.ake

Other system alternatives recommended for further study included the closure of Sea-Tac and
construction of a replacement airport; the use of Boeing Field as a close-m remote airport; and cominued

2/ PugetSoundRe_onalCouncilandPortof Seattle(1992)PugetSoundAirTranspormaonCommittee.TheFlightPlan
Project.DraftFinalReportandTechnicalAppendices.p.20.
/b/d.,p.20.

-_ /b/d.,p.22.
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use of Sea-Tat in conjunction with demand management techniques, new technology, and alternate modes
of transportation. The remaining system alternatives were not recommended.

Phase HI

Phase In of the Flight Plan Project confisted of a technical/operational, economic/financial, institutional,
and enviromnental analysis of the alternatives recommended for further study._ The methodology
consisted of refinement of system altemativos, evaluation of system alternatives based on a series of
criteria, and public hearings on draft recomane__ltions and a Draft Programmatic HIS. With regard to
the multiple airport system, several scenarios were evaluated, based upon whether Sea-Tac would have
two or three runways and whether the supplemental airport would have one or two nmways. The
feasibility of a three-airport system was also evaln=t,-d, with one supplemental airport to the north and
another to the south, both of which would serve regional markets. The analysis included detailed site
layouts for each of the supplemental airport sites under consideration. The following sites and
configurations were assessed.f

• Existing Arlington Airport with runway extension
• Arlington Airport with a new runway
• Existing Paine Field
• Paine Field with a new runway
• Existing McChord AFB used jointly with military
• McChord AFB with a new runway used jointly with military
• Fort Lewis/Spanaway with one runway (including use of land east of Fort Lewis)
• Fort Lewis site with two runways (including land east of Fort Lewis)
• Olympia/Black Lake site with one runway
• Olympia/Black Lake site with two runways

A total of thirty-three options for five system alternatives were evaluated. These system alternatives and
site specific options are outlined in Table B-1. Twenty-eight of the options pertain to the two or three
airportmultiple airport system alternatives. Other system alternatives in the evaluation included Sea-Tac
options, the development of a replacement airport, and a Do-Nothing option.

The various options were evaluated based on the following considerations: operational/technical,
economic/financial, institutional, and environmental. Operational and technical factors included runway
capacity, airspace, and accessibility. Economic and financial considerations included capital costs,
aircraft delay costs, funding, and economic impacts. Institutional considerations related to sociopolitical
factors and the use of existing or new legislation to implement the recommendations. Finally, the
environmental assessment considered nmse impacts, air quality, wetlands impacts, and salmon stream
impacts. It is important to note that while these assessments did involve site level data, the intent of the
study was the evaluate system level alternatives, each of which included a number of site level options.
Given this purpose, data collected at the site level was aggregated for each of the system level
altematives.2_

Following the technical analysis, the PSATC developed a progranunatic, non-project EIS. The EIS was
directed toward system alternatives and deferred evaluation of specific sites to later work. The analyses,

Demi)edinformationabouteachof theaaaly_ is availablein work_nfpapersof theFlightPlanProject:WorkingPaper$7,
Airspac_Capacity,andDelay;WorkingPaper#9, A__,:o____'bility/lmeractioawithOth_ Modes;WorkingPaper#11,Capital
CostsandFtmdinff,WorkingPaper#8, EconomicBeaefitsandStrategicEconomicIssues;WorkingPaper#12A,Noit¢
Asr_smmttStudy;WorkingPaper#I2B,AirQual/tyAmeummt;andWorkin_Paper#12C,WealandsImpactsandSalmon
Stream_.

f /b/d.,p.26. "
21 PugetSoundRegionalCouncilandPortof Seattle(1992)Pu#¢t5oundAirTrans_rmtionC4mumttee.TheFlightPlan

Project.DraftFinalReponandTechnicaIAppendices.,p.31.
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public hearings, and Draft ProgrammaticEIS led to the PSATC's June, 1992 recommendation to PSRC
and the Port of Seattleto developa multipleairportsystemrevolvingan expandedSea-Tacandtwo
supplemental airports. The PSRC received PSATC's recommendations but. based on other
considerations, chose to endorse a third runway at Sea-Tac and a single, larger, supplemental airport as
its preferred alternative. This de_sion and the Feasibility Study of a New Major Supplemental Airport
(MSA Study) that resulw_iare discussed in the section to follow.

HI. MAJORSuP_._E_rr,_L AW.PORTS_'DY

The Puget Sound Regional Council's (PSRC) Feasibility Study of a New Major Supplemental Airport
(MSA Study) is one of several study efforts that resulu_! from the outcome of the PSATC's 1991 Flight
Plan Project. As discussed above, the PSATC identif'_l the need for two small, supplemental airports
and a third runway at Sea-Tac International Airport (Sea-Tac) as the preferredalternative for meeting the
region's furore commercial air transportation demands. After considering this recommendation, the
PSRC adopted Resolution A-93-03 on April 29, 1993, endorsing a third runway at Sea-Tac and a single,
larger supplemental allport The resolution directed the Port of Seattle to study the addition of a third or
new runway at Sea-Tac, and directed the PSRC staff to initiate the MSA Study. The ]VISAStudy was to
address the environmental, market, and economic factors relating to the feasibility of a major
supplemental airport, building upon the work completed during the development of the 1991 Flight Plan
Project. W_e the MSA Study did address specific sites, it was intended to be a feasibility analysis, not
a site selection process.

The ]VISAStudy commenced in 1994 with the establishment of the ]VISAWorking Group, composed of
representatives from the counties, the FAA, the Port of Seattle, the PSRC, professional associations,
community interest groups, and other public and private entities. Phase One of the MSA Study consisted
of site identification, developroe_t of site evaluation criteria, site evaluations, public and policy review of
sites, and decision framework on acceptable sites.[ Public involvement included stakeholder
participation on the MSA Working Group, open meelings, the distribution of a public review information
packet, public hearings, and a 24-hour hotline for questions and comments related to the supplemental
airportsitesearch.

SeePSRC'sWorkingPaperI: ._teScreeningCriteria,WorkingPaper2, andWorkingPaper3: PreliminaryAirportSite
Eva/urn/onSummaryformoreinformauonconcm'ningmethodology.
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Table B-I

AlternativesandSite+Specifi+".cOptions+
Considered in Phase HI of me vught Plan'Project

AIRPORT OPTIONS

1 Sea-Tac without commm_r nmway
2 Sea-Tac with con_u_-r runway
3 Option 1 & Arlington 1 RW
4 Option 1 & Paine 1 RW
5 Option 1 & McChord 1 RW
6 Option 1 and Cenu-alPierce (Ft. Lewis) 1 RW
7 Option 1 & Olympia/Black lake I RW
8 Option 1 & Arlington 2 RW
9 Option 1 & Paine 2 RW
10 Option I & McChord 2 RW
l I Option 1 and Cea_d Pierce (Ft. Lewis) 2 RW
12 Option 1 & Olympia/Black Lake 2 RW
13 Sea-Tac w/Dependent RW & Arlington 1 RW
14 Sea-Tac w/Dependent RW & Paine 1 RW
15 Sea-Tac w/Dependent RW & McChord 1 RW
16 Sea-Tac w/Dependent RW and Central Pierce 1RW
I7 Sea-Tat w/Dependent RW & Oly/Black Lake 1 RW
18 Sea-Tac wl Dependent RW & Arlington 2 RW
19 SewTac w/Dependent RW & Paine 2 RW
20 Sea-Tac w/Dependent RW & McChord 2 RW
21 Sea-Tat w/Dependent RW and Cenn'al Pierce 2 RW
22 Sea-Tac w/Dependent RW & Oly/Black Lake 2 RW
23 Option 1 & Arlington 1 RW & C. Pierce 1 RW
24 Option 1 & Paine 1 RW & C. Pierce 1 RW
25 Option 1 & Arlington 1 RW & Oly/Bik Lake 1 RW
26 Option 1 & Paine 1 RW & Oly/Blk Lake 1 RW
27 Option 13 & Central Pierce I RW
28 Option 14 & Central Pierce 1 RW
29 Option 13 & Olympia/Black Lake 1 RW
30 Option 14 & Olympia/Black Lake l RW
31 Central Pierce w/3 RW
32 Olympia/Black Lake w/3 RW
33 FortLewis w/3 RW

34 Option 1 & Demand Management

- B-12 -
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With regard to site identification, the MSA Study considered a broader range of alternatives than the
previous Fright Plan Project. Forty sites, listed below, were subject to initial site screening. Some of
these were _g airports,while others were potential sites for the development of a new airport.

Samish Bay Lake Tapps
Skagit Regional Bay Ah_n Buckley
Stanwood/Conway Thun Field
Arlington Ah-pon Shady Acres Airport
Marysville West Spanaway
Marysville East Bremerton National Airport
Fn'stAir Airport Gig Had_r
Campbell Airfield Tacoma Narrows Air
Harvey Field McChord AFB
Bothell Fort Lewis Gray Field
Martha Lake Airport K_owsin Airport
Duvall F'rederickson
Redmond Harts lake
Boeing Field Tanwax Lake
Renton (Boeing) Airport Vashon Island
Port OrchardAirport Lacey
Lake Sawyer Olympia Airport
Enumclaw Tenalquot
Auburn Municipal Airport Sunnydale

The initial screening criteria included the ability to accommodate a supplemental airport with a footprint
of 2,140 acres; a maximum slope difference of 2% from one side of the site to the other; and the absence
of physical obstructions such as hillg, cliffs, or bodies of water.• Of the forty sites that underwent
preliminary screening, fifteen were eliminated from furtherevaluation because they did not satisfy these
requirements. Twenty-five sites were carried throughto the next level of assessment. Again, some of the
sites were existing airports, while others were potential sites for a new airport. These twenty-five sites
are identified below:

Samish Bay Mount Vernon
Stanwood Arlington
Marysville West " Marysville East
Bothell/Mill Creek Dovall
Redmond Lake Sawyer
Gig Harbor Enumclaw
Lake Tapps Buckley
McChord Thun
Lacey Fort Lewis
Spanaway Frederickson
HartsLake Tanwax Lake
Olympia Tenaiquot
Sunnydale

The next level of screening involved evaluation based on eight criteria: (1) market analysis; (2)
insmm_nt approach capability; (3) local airspace; (4) constnk-'tion cost; (5) expansion potential; (6)
noise impact; (7) predominant land cover, and (8) natural environment. Six of the twenty-five sites were
eliminated from this stage of the analysis because they were located outside the four county jurisdiction
of PSRC: Samish Bay, Mt. Vernon, Lacey, Olympia, Tenalquot, and Sunnydale.

PugetSoundRegionalCouncil.MajorStepplementalAirportFeasibi_tyStudy.WorkingPaperThree:PreFmmmryAirport
S_te£valuation$_mmry.p.l.
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Based on the evaluation of the remaining nineteen locations, a number of sites were eliminated from
further considenmon. Lake Tapps, Bucldey, and Thun Field were eliminated due to insu-ument approach
capability. FortLewis, Harts Lake, and Spanaway were removed due to airspace considerations. Finally,
Gig Harbor was dropped due to construction costs.

Following this phase of the evaluation process, twelve sites remained as possible locations for a
supplementary airport. Two of these were existing airports, while ten were sites for potential new
airports:

Pottn_al New Airvorts
• Bothell/MJll Creek

• Arlington
• McChord AFB • Duvall• Enumclaw

• Prederickson
• Lake Sawyer
• Marysville East
• MarysviUe West
• Redmond
• Sumwood
• Tanwax Lake

The MSA Study's Working Paper Three, Preliminary Airport Site Evaluation Summary, provides an
overview of PSRC's evaln_tion process, summary d_t_ for each of the twelve sites, and detailed 0am
about each component of the analysis. An appendix to the working paper offers the FAA's perspective
on airspace acceptability of the sites under consideration. The following site level summaries are drawn
from PSRC's Working PaperThree and its appendices.

Working papers and other documents from the MSA are available through the Puget Sound Regional
Council.

EXISTINGAREAAIRPORTS

Arlineton

Evaluation Summarylff

Site Area Access AnalysisZl' 16%of the Puget Sound Population
InstrumantApproach CapRbility Poor: East Horizontal Surface Violated b_,300'

Accept___bility Pair: Some Conflicts with Paine Field
Construction Cost +0%

Expansion Potential Excenent: Up to 14,000" for each runway, up to
6.000' runway separation

Noise lm,naet [700 People in 65 Ldn Contour

Site lmp_ets: People, School.%Hospitai_ on Site I 1,800 People on Site

N_nn'al Envimnnmnt lmmet_
Acres of Wetlanti_ 45
Miles of Fish Habitat Str_m_ 2.3

Acres of Priority Habitat, Listed Species 124 i

.iff PugetSoundRegionalCouncil(1994)PublicRev_,wPacket:Major5upplemeraalAirportFeasibilityStudyPhaseOne-
PreliminarySite5creenin$Evaluation.

JJ/ PmcemageofPugetSoundpopulation10minutesclosertothesitethanto Sea-T='.
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PSRC Findings:
"l'he Arlington site is located at the existing Arlington Municipal Airport. Use of the eximng air_rt,
relatively good access to I-5, and the generally flat nature of the site combine to make this the least
expensive airport to construct. Arlington is also located in an area that provides excellent expansion
potential, allowing for both a 14,000 foot runway and 6000 foot separation between runways.
Preliminary evaluation of local airspace indicates that the Arlington site has good potential. The
Arlington site...has limitations in access potentiaL"D/

FAA Findings:
The FANs airspace evaluation indicated that Arlington had the potential to affect Whidbey. It is also
possible that there would be an impact on Paine Field and Sca-Tac traffic. The FAA noted that traffic
depat_g to the south and intending to _ south might have to reverse course to the north until it is
above Sea-Tat traffic. F'mally, the terrainto the east of Arlington could prove to be a difficuhy for the
_-pon's u-afficpa_ros._

McChord

Evaluation 3ummary_

Site AreaAccess Analysisl_ 22% of thePuf_ SoundPopulation
InstrumentApproach Capability Excellent
Airspace Acceptability Poor:.Conflicts with Gray Airfield, Ft. Lewis

MOA
Construction Cost 0%

Expansion Potential Poor:.Only Expansion is to the South
Noise Impact 4,600 People in 65 Ldn Contour
Site Impacts:People, Schools, Hospitals on Site 5,600 People, 1 School on Site
Natural EnvironmentImpacts
Acres of Wetlands 166
Miles of Fish Habitat Streams 4.1

Acres of Priorit7 Habitat. Listed Species 196

PSRC Findings:
"This site is located in such a way as to use the existing McChord Air Force Base runway as the western
of the two runways required for a Major Supplemental Ah'port. McChord has "Excellent" insuument
approach capability and the second lowest construction cost increase due mostly to the presence of an
existing runway that could be utilized. The proximity to Fort Lewh causes local airspace concerns due
to both Gray Field and the Fort Lewis Military Operational Area. McChord has good access potential
with approximately 22% of the Puget Sound population 10 mimnes closer than to Sea-Tac. The location
of McChord relative to the Tacoma population would impact approximately 10,200 people within the
Ldn contour, and almost 5,600 people on the airportsite itself."lf

PugetSoundRegionalCouncil.MajorSupplememalAirportFeasibilityStudy.WoddnfPaperDmee:PreFmmtaryAirport
£_,a/uationSummary.p.12.

PugetSotmdRegionalCouncil,MajorSupplementalAirportFeasibilityStudy.WorkingPaperThree:PreliminaryAirport
SiteEw,h,,-_onSummary.Append_A: FAAAirspaceEvaluationConmsenu.

J--_:PugetSoundRegionalCouncil(1994)PublicReviewPacket:Major SupplementalAirport FeaMbility Study PhaseOne --
PreliminarySueScre_sin&Evalm_ion.

]_ _ of PugetSoundpepulationlOminutesclo_ tothesitethanto Sea-Tac.
Xf _b_.,p.]4-15.
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FAA Findings:
According to the FAA, the McChord site does have potential ah_ace conflicts with FortLewis and
possibly Sea-Tac. Furtheranalysis would be required to determine how much additional capacity
McChord could provide.J2/

PffIENTIALNEWAIReORTSITES

EvaluationSummary_

ISite 31% ofthe Sound

AreaAccessAnalysing' Puget Po_on

Insmmlent Approach Capability Puor. East Horizontal Surface Violatedby I00'

Airspace Acceptability Poor:.withSea-TacC°nflictswith Paine Field, Some Conflicts
[ Constn_on Cost +10%
[ Expansion Potential Poor:.East Runway May Be Expanded to 12,000'
[Noise Impact 2.800 People, 3 Schools in 65 Ldn Contour
Site Impacts: People, Schools, Hospitals on Site 3,400 People on Site, 2 Schools on Site
NaturalEnvironmentImpa_
Acres of Wetlands 92
Miles of Fish Habitat Streams None

Acres of Priority Habitat, Listed Species 170 Acres, 1 Listed Species i

PSRC Findings:
'The Bothell/Mill Creek site is located north of Bothell and immediately west of MillCreek. This
location is within the site search area that produced the highest market potential values of all the site
search areas evaluated. This site is ten minutes closer than Sea-Tat to 31% of the Puget Sound
population. This airport site is in the second most populated area _ldied, with more than 3,400 people
currently living on the airport site alone. Other negatives of this site include "poor" instnnnent approach.
local airspace acceptability, and expansion potential. Prelin_nary environmental analysis of the
BothelFMill Creek site indicate the site apparently contains no fish habitat su'eams but contains a
reported state 'candidate' wildlife species."_'

FAA Findings:
The FAA confirmed PSRC's observation that airspace acceptability was a problem for this site,
identifying conflicts with Sea-Tac, Paine Field, and the presence of high terrain east of the site. 2V

171PugetSeendRe,oralCouncil.Major$_pplemenmlAirportFeasibilitySu_ly.WodangPaperThree:Pre_ Airport
Site£_ Ss_n'y. Appmd_ It:F_AA_nrpace£mlumionCommenu.

PugetSoundRe_ Council(1994)PublicRtn,_,wPack_t:MajorSupplementalAirportFeas_ilityStudyPhaseOne-
Pvelimau_SiteScreeningEw,l-,,_,:__.

J_ Percental_ofPugetSetmdlmpulation10mLm__t_closeftothesitetlumtoSewTac.

20 PugetSaundRegionalCouncilMajorSupplementalAirportFeasibilityStudy.WorkingPaperThree:PreliminaryAirport
,_te£_ Summary,p. 13.

211 PugetSmmdP_onal Council.Major_spplemtnmlAirit_nFeaxibilily_udy WorkingPaperThree:PreliminaryAiroort
SiteEmluat_ $_muoy. AppendixA: FAAAirspaceEw,h,,,,ionComments.
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Duvnll

Evaluation Summary_
ii

Site Area Access Analysis_ 29% of the Puget Sound Population
InstrumentApproach Capability Fair:.Area Hills, No Surface Violations
Airspace Acceptability Good: Access to Site Restricted by Mountains

iConstruction Cost +20%
Expansion Potential None
Noise Impact 400 People in 65 Ldn Contour
Site Impacts:.People, Schools, Hospitals on Site 900 People on Site ,
NaturalEnvironment Impacts
Acres of Wetlands 104
Miles of Fish Habitat Streams 0.2

Acres of Priority Habitat, Listed Species 121

PSRC Findings:
"Fhe Duvall site is located Northwest of Dural1 on a ridge above the Snoqualmie River valley. The
Duvall site, like the Bothell/Mfll Cnmk site, is located in a site search area with good access potential
indicating 29% of the Puget Sound population is 10 minutes closer to this site than to Sea-Tac, The
Duvall site does not impact as many people with only 900 people riving on the site. Preliminary
evaluation of the local airspace indicates the site would have only small potential for interfering with
existing airports. Location on a ridge prohibits any expansion potential and increases construction costs
significantly due to the amount of earthwork, rockwork, and access improvements which would be
required. Duvall is potentially the most expensive site to construct indicating an approximately 20%
increase in base construction costs."H'

FAAFbu_ingz:
In conmastto PSRC's evaluationof local ah-spaceat DuvaU, the FAA held that the location was
impractical from an airspace perspective, given conflicts with Paine Field and Sea-Tac, as well as the
presence of high terrain east of the site._ '

22; PugetSoundRegionalCouncil(1994)PublicReviewPacked:MajorSupplementalAirportFeasibility5mdyPhaseOne-
PreliminarySue5crcemn8 Ev_wn.
Perceagageof PugetSotmdpopulation]0minutes_mertothe_tethamtoSea.T=,-.

2_ PugetSoundRegionalC.ouigiLMajor.Y_ppl_ntalALrportFeasibilityStudy.WorkingPaperThree:PrelimiaaryAirport
5iaeEvaluation5_mmmry,. p.13.

PugetSoundRegionalCounciLMajor5_pplementalAirportFeasibilityStudy.Worl=ngPaperThroe:PreliminaryAirport
SueEvaluation5vanmary.AppendixA: FAAAirspaceEmluarionCommenta.
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Enumdaw

Evaluation Sumn_r3_

Site Area Access Analysis22/ 10% of the Pufet Sound Popalalaon

l_s_'-_n_ At,p_--_b CJ_nlbility :air:. Mo--_i-_ to the Sottth and East

Aja_._._e._ A__._@_._ahility Fa_. A___c__ssI__--,;_l by Motmus
Construction Co_ +10% :

Exp_s_oa pote,ti_1 Good: _ be Expanded to North, West, and East
NoiseIm___ 300 Peoplein65 Ldn Contour

Site l,i,,_-ts: People, Schools, Hosp_tai_ on Site 900 Peop_ 1 School on Site

Acres of W_tl_ndg 83
Miles of Fish Habitat S_ne-_ms INone

Acres of Priorit_ Hab,_'t_LListed Species 192

PSRC Findings:
The Enumclaw site is located just east of Enumclaw and southeast of Auburn. This site has 'Good"

expansion potential and relatively small noise impacts. The insmnnont approach and local airspace
concerns are both 'Fair.' This site would have a 10% construction cost increase due almost entirely to

the need to upgrade access for almost 17 miles. The site contains no identified fish habitat streams. "2s_

FAA Findings:
The FAA had serious concerns about the airspace acceptability of this site, citing conflicts with Sea-Tac

and high terrain. 291

EvaluationSummary_

Site Area h.ccess Analysis_' 18% of the Puget Sound Population

Instrument Approa_eh C__pabil'ny Poor:. East Horizontal Surface Violated by 125'

Airs_aef Acceptability , Poor:. Conflicts with Sea-Tac and McChord
Construction Cost !+5%

Expansion Poten_n'_l IGood: Expandable North, EasL and West
Noise Impact 600 People, 2 Schools in 65 Ldn Contour
Site ImpreSs: Peopler Schools, Hospitals on Site k300 People, 2 Schools on Site
N_nwal _jlvironme_nt l rr_tetS
Acres of Wf.tismd_ 29
Miles of Ftsh Habitat Stream_ None

Acres of Prioz_, Habitat, Listed Species 33

PugetSoundRegionalCmmal (1994)Pub/_ReviewPackm:MajorSupplementalAirportFemUoili_StudyPhaseOne -
Prel_u_y Site$cr_in# Emlua_

27_ Pen:enmgeofPugetSoundpopulaliea10minutesclmertothesitethantoSea-Tac.

2JF Ibid.,p.14.
2_ PugetSoundRegiona]Council.Major Suppl_mental Airport F_asibilityStudy. Working Paper Thr_: Pr_lhntnaryAirport

Site EmlaazimSummary.app, n_ A: FAd _e EmlaationComment_

_-_ PugetSoundRqiol_ Council (1994)-Pub/t,-Rm6_wPa_k_: Major Supplemental Airport Fm_bil_y Snm_yPhase One --
PrelmunarySite Screening Evm,._n.

_ Percemageof PugetSoundpopulafion10mim.,_ clo_e_to the sitetlumto Sea-Tac.
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PSRC Findings:
_'his site is i_+t__i sontheast of Spanaway adjacent to State Highway 7. The Frederici_n site has good
expansion potential and only a 5% increase over base construction costs. The access potenthd is also
relatively good with 18% of the Puget Sound population I0 minutes closer to the site than to SewTac.
The local airspace acceptability is 'Poor' due to significant interference potential with both Sea-Tac and
McChord. The site contains no fish habitat streams and is the lowest of all sites for acres of potential

priority habitats and wedands. "32/

FAA Findings:
The FAA concuned with PSRC that the Frederickson site had airspace acceptability problems. FAA
noted conflict with Sea-Tac, McChord, the Fort Lewis Restricted Area, Mr. Rainier, and possibly the
Kapowsin jump area._ _

l_,ake Sawyer

Evaluation Summary_

Site Area Access Analysis_ 5% of the Puset Sound Population
Instrument Approach Capability Fair:.Mountains North and South
Airspace Acceptability Good: Access to Area Restricted by Mountains
Construction Cost +10%
Expansion Potential Fair:.Can Extend Runways to 12,000', Increase

Separation to 5,000'
Noise Impact 800 People and 1 School in 65 Ldn Contour
Site Impacts: People+ Schools, Hospitals on Site 1,800 People on Site, 1 School on Site
Natural Environment Impacts
Acres of Wetlands 39
Miles of Fish HabitatStreams 4.2

Acres of Priority Habitat, Listed Species 179

PSRC Findings:
"The Lake Sawyer site is located immediately west of Lake Sawyer near Black Diamond. This site
provides some expansion potential and has good airspace acceptability. Mountains to the north, east, and
south do not intrude into the minimum insu'umentapproach slope, but are large enough to be of concern.
This site ranks the lowest in access potential with only 5% of the Puget Sound population 10 minutes
closer to this site than to Sea-Tac. Construction costs at this site are increased by the presence of two
power lines that would need to be relocated, poor access, and significant earthwork requirements. The
site contains a relatively low number of wetland acres, but is among the sites with the most miles of fish
habitat streams.''36t

._/ Puget SOund Rqflonal C.omgiL Major 5_pplememal Airport Feasibility Study. Working Paper Three: Preliminary Airport
s_ Em/umim_,_Rm7. p.14.
Puget Sound Re_omtl C.mmciL Major Supplemental Airport Feasibility Study. Working Paper Three: Preliminary Airport
Size Evalualion Swnmary. Appendix A: FASt Airspace Eveduation Comments.

_' Puget Sound Regional Council (1994) Public Rtn_,w Pocket: Major Supp_menml Airport Feasibility Study Phase One -
Prel_ninary Site Screening E_laatk_n.

_' PercentageofPuge_Scmadpopulafion 10 minutes clmer to the $ite than to Sea-TIc.

_Y_ Puget Sound Regional Council. Major Supplemental Airport Feasibility Study. Working Paper Three: Preliminary Airport
Site Evaluation 5unmmry, p. 14.
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FAA Findings:
PSRC and the FAA had different perspectives on the airspace acceptability of this site. The FAA had
serious concerns about Lake Sawyer's airspace acceptability, citing conflicts with Sea-Tat and high
terrain.37

Marysv/lle East

Evaluation Summary,7_
i

Site Area Access Analysis,_ 165, of the Puset Sound Population
Instrument Approach Capability Fair:. I-Iit_hHills to North and East
Airspace Acceptability Fair:.Conflicts with Arlinh,ton and Paine Field
Consm_ction Cost +55,

Expansion Potential Fair:.Runways Can Be Extended to South,
Separation Up to 6,000"

Noise Impact 300 People in 65 Ldn Contour
,SiteImpacts: People, Schools, Hospitals on Site 700 People on Site
NaturalEnvironment Impacts
Acres of Wetlands 185
Miles of Fish Habitat Streams 0.1

Acres of Priority Habitat, Listed Species 310

PSRC Findings:
'Whe Marysville East site is located east of Marysville and due north of Lake Stevens. The Marysville
East site is unique to this study as it has no significantly positive points and no significantly negative
points. This location has relatively minor construction cost increases due mostly to the need to construct
additional roadway capacity from the site to I-5. Some expansion potential exits to allow increased
runway separation, however, little room exists to lengthen runways due to the presence of mountains to
the north which also limit the insmmq_t approach capability of the site. Again, this site has limited
access potential with...16% of the Puget Sound population 10 minutes closer to the site than to Sea-Tac.
The site has a relatively high humor of wetlands acres and potential priority habitats."_'

FAA Findings:
The FAA indicated that the Marysville East site would have some impact on Whidbey, Paine Field, and
Sea-Tac. Its airspace conditions are similar to those of Arlington._t

_J PugetSoundRe_onalCouncil.MajorSupplementalAirportFeasibilityStudy.WorldngPaperThrte: Preliminm'yAirport
.SiteEmluatwnSummary.AppendixA: FAAAu'spaceE_ Comment._.
PugetSoundRegionalCouncil(1994)PublicReviewPackm:Major5upplmmmu_AirportFeasibilityStudyPhaseOne-
PreliminarySi:eScreeningEmlua:wn.
Pesceau_of PugetSoundpopulationI0minutesclose_tothe,it,.thantoSea-Tac.

PugetSoundRegionalCouncilMajorSupplm_n:alAirportF,_ity Study.WorlwtfPaper Three: Preliminary Airport
$i:eE_n Stmmmry, p. 13.

41/ PugetSom_Re_onalCouncilMajorSupplemcnl_AirportFeasib_ Study.WorkingPaperThree:PreliminaryAirport
.SiteEvaluationSummar):AppendixA:FAAA_rspaceEvaluationCommen£t.
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Evaluation Swnmary_

Site Area A¢__e_sA_lysis_ 16% of the Puget Sound Populanon
ln___--t Appr___rh C_-_bility Poor. West Horizontal Surface Violated by 400'

Fair:. Conflicts with Arlington Municipal and
Acceptability IPaine Field

Con_'tion Co_ +5%

Exl_-_io_ Potential None

Noise |mnact 800 People, 2 schools in 65 Ldn Contour
Site Impacts: People, Schools_ Hospitals on Site 800 People on Site
N_nn'al Environment Impacts
Acres ofWetlands 75

Miles of Fish Habitat Streams 6.2

Acres of Priorit_ Habitat, Listed Species 232

PSRC Findings:
"The Marysville West site is located just North and to the West of Marysville on the Tulalip Indian
Reservation. The preliminary local airspace valuation mdicates potential conflicts with Paine Field and
Arlington Municipal. The proximity of Arlington Municipal would require the transfer of Arlington
General Aviation operations to this site. The presence of hills immediately West of this site and the town
of Marysville immediately East, limit the msmnnent approach capability and prohibit any potential
expansion of this site. The access potential of the site is [limited, similar to Arlington and Stanwood].
The site is among the sites with the most miles of fish habitat. "--_'

FAA Findings:
The FAA also recognized potential airspace difficulties at the Marysvine West site, noting potential
conflict with Whidbey and Paine Field. 45/

_/ PugetSoundRegionalCouncil(1994)PublicRt,vK,w Packet:MajorSupplementalAirportFeasibilityStudyPhaseOne-
PreliminarySite ScreeningEmhw_ion.
_ of PugetSoundpopn!ltlon I0 minutescloser to the site thanto Sea-Tat.

PugetSeundRe_eMl _ Major ._Pl_emental Airport Ft.asibilityStudy. Workinz Paper _ree: Preliminary Airport
SiteEmluationSsunmary, p. 12.

_._ PugetSoundRe_onal_ MajorSupp4ememalAirportFeasibili_Study.WorkingPaperThree:PreliminaryAirport
SiteEmlua:ionSummary.AppendixA:FAA AirspaceEmlua:i_Comments.
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Redmond

Evaluation Summary_
i

Sire Area Ac___s ,_nalysis_2J 129% of the Puget Sound Population
Iusmm_nt Approach Capabili_ Fair. Monn_ing and Radio Towers m South and

West

Airspace Acceptability Good: No Apparent Conflicts, Mountains Restrict
Access

Construction Cost +10%

Expansion Potential Poor:.Can Extend East Runway North to 12.000'
Noise !n_____ 500 People in 65 LAn Contour

ISite !mpacts: People, Schools, Hospitals on Site 1,000 People on Site
INatural Environment Impacts
Acres of Wetlands 187
Miles of Fish Habitat Streams 1

Acres of Priority Habitat, Listed Species 335

PSRC Findings:
"'The Redmond site is located on the plateau east of Redmond. This site is within the same site search
area as Duvall and has a good access potential. The Redmond site ranks as 'Good' in local airspace
acceptability and has approximately 1,000 people on the site which is relatively low. As with Duvall, the
expansion potential of this site is limited by the Snoqualmie River valley and the surrounding
topography. Construction costs of this site would be relatively high due to access, drainage concern_
and earthwork. Mountains to the east and south of this site do not inmule on the minimum insmm_ent

approach slopes, but are significant enough to be of concern during inclement weather. The site
apparently contains the highest number of wetland and potential priority habitat acres of all sites. "4#_

FAA Findings:
As m the case of Duvall, the PSRC and the FAA came to different conclusions regarding local airspace at
this site. The PSRC concluded that Redmond had "Good" airspace acceptability, as mentioned above,
while the FAA deemed the site "impractical" given conflicts with Sea-Tac and Paine Field, as well as the
presence of high terrain to the east.

_' PugetSoundReg_omdCAmel (1994)Pub/k'Rev/ewPacket:MajorSupplementalAirportFea.ffbilityStudyPhaseOne-
Prel_am_,7._e$crtzanS £mluaaon.

47_ PercentageofPugetStead polmlationi0minutesclosetto thesitetlumto Sea-Tat.
PugetSoundgegicmalComgil.MajorSupplementalAirportFea_ibifityStudy.WorkingPaperThree:PreliminaryAirport
5_eE_dum/zm5ummm_, p.14.
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Stanwood

EvaluationSummary_

!Site Area Ac_ss Analysis:_ 16% of the Puget Sound Population
Instznm*-mApp__h CJ,,_hir_ !Poor:.NE Horizontal Surface Violated by 350-750'

!Poor. Conflicts with NAS Whidbey, BayviewAirspace Acceptability

ConstructionCos'A +5%

Expa_n_onpoten_fiAI Good: Only Limit to Expansion is I-5 to the East
Noise lmp=_ 100 People in 65 Ldn Contour
Site Lmpscts:People, Schools, Hospitals on Site 500 People on Site
N_nn"a]E_lv_rnnn_ntIrr_-'_
ACI'_S of We tlanci-g 182

Miles of Fish Habitat Stresmx 4.5

Acres of Pricn_tT Habitat, Listed Species 233 Acres, 1 Listed Species

PSRC Findings:
"The Stanwood site is located on the Northern borde_of Snohomish County adjacent to Interstate5. This
remote location results in several positive aspects to this site including low construction costs,good

expansion potential, limited noise impact, and a small number of people living on the site at this time.
The remote location does, however, sit,nificantly lower the access potential of the site with only 16% of
the Puget Sound poptilation more than I0 minutes closer to this site than Sea-Tac. Mountains to the east
and Whidbey Island Naval Station to the Northwest limit the viability of this site by both instrument
approach and airspace concerns. Preliminary environmental analysis of the Stanwood site indicate that it
has among the highest numbers of wetland acres, miles of fish habitat streams, and potential priority
habitats. These is a state and federal 'threatened' species reported on the site.'_l

FAA Findings:
FAA's evaluation of local airspace indicated thatStanwood could have a serious impact on NAS
Whidbey operations, and some conflict with Bellingham and Canadian air traffic._2

4__ PugetSoundRegionalCouncil(1994)PublicReviewPacket:MajorSupplementalAirportFeasibilityStudyPhaseOne-
PreliminarySiteScreeninI Evalua:im.
Pen:emageof pugetSoundpopulation10minutesclou:rtothesitetlumtoSe.a-Tac.

251./PugetSoundRegionalCouncil.MajorSupplementaIA_portFeasibifityStudy.Wor_ PaperThree:PreliminaryAirport
SiteEvaluationSummary,.p.12.
PugetSoundRelponalCouncilMajorSuppleme.n:alAirportFe.a.ffbili_Study.WorkingPaperThree:PreliminaryAirport
Site Evabtmion Summary. Appendix A: FAA Airspace Et_uation Comments.
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.Tanwax Lake

Evaluation Summary_

ISite Area Access Analysis._ 17% of the Puget Sound Population
_Instrument Approach Capability Fair:.Mountains to South and West
Airspace Acceptability Fair:.Conflict with McChord AFB
ConstructionCost +10%
Expansion Potential ;Good: No Site Limitations, Mountains Limit

Runway Extensionto South
NoiseImpact 50 People in65Ldn Contour

Site Impacts:People, Schools, Hospitals on Site 250 People on Site
NaturalEnvironment Impacts
Acres of Wedands 78
Miles of Fish Habitat Streams None

AcresofPriorityHabitat,Listed Species 77 ....

PSRC Findings:
'_l'his site is located south of Spanaway, northwest of the junction of State Route 702 and State Route 7.
The access potential is similar toFrederickson with a value of 17%. This site impacts the fewest people
with ordy approximately 300 people within the Ldn contour. The base constm_on cost would increase
by approximately 10% due entirely to the remote location and the need to construct new access.
Preliminary local airspace evaluation indicates some potential for interference with McChord and Sea-
Tac.Thesitecontainsnofishhabitatsu'eams."_'

FAA Findings:
FAA concreted that Tanwax Lake had a potential airspace conflict with Sea-Tac and McChord, as well
as the Port Lewis Restricted Area, Mt. Rainier, and possibly the Kapowsm jump area.ss_

On July 29, 1994 the Working Group characterized six sites as favorable and six as less favorable. These
are identified below.

Favorable Sites Less Favorable Sites
Arlington Stanwood
Marysville East Marysvi]le West
Duvall Bothell/Mill Creek
Redmond Lake Sawyer
McChord Enumclaw
Tanwax Lake Frederick.son

53/ PugetSoundRegionalCouncil(199,$)PublicReviewPacket:MajorSupplcmentalAirportFca_ibili_StudyPhaseOne --
PreliminarySite5crso_mt£valmtion.
Pet_tag¢ofPugetSmmdpo_ 10minutescloserto tl_sitethanto Sea-Tat.

PugetSoundRegionalCounciLMajorSupplementalAirportFeasibilityStudy.WorkingPaperThree:PreliminaryAirport
SiteEmluasionSt_nary , p. 15. "

PugetSoundRegionalCouncilMajorSupplemtntalAirportFmsibil_ Study.WorimtgPaperThree:PreliminaryAirport
SiteEvaluationSummary.AppendixA: FAAAirzpaceEvataalio_Comments.
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CONCLIPSIONS

The recommendations of the Working Group were presented to the PSRC Policy Board, that de.trained

only three sites be forwarded to the PSRC's Executive Board. These sites mcludad:

• AHingmu
• _F._
• 'r_wax.

The Executive Board. in response to the evaluation process, policy alternatives, and public opposition,
issued Resolution EB-94-01 on October 27, 1994, concluding there were no feasible sims for a major
supplemental airport in the Central Puget Sound Region and directed the PSRC staff to discontinue
timber study. Consequently, the PSRC did not proceed__with the Phase Two, MSA Study, which would
have involved detailed planning and assessment of the identified sites.

Working papersfrom the MSA are available throughout the Puget Sound Regional Council.

IV. RAIL PLANNING

The following summarizes the efforts that have been conducted to evaluate alternative use of rail to
satisfy transportationdemands in Washington State.

1. lntercity Rail Passenger Program

This program was established by the State in 1990 with the authorization of $41 million in funds to
conduct passenger raft studies and provide for improved conventional rail passenger services. The
studies included an evaluation of txue high speed rail service (speeds above 150 mph) in the I-5
corridor between Portland, Oregon and Vancouver, British Columbia and a possible link to eastern
Washington. A second study was authorized, called the "Gap Study,"_2Jto evaluate train service
between Portland, Oregon and Vancouver, British Columbia utilizing new train _:hnology that can
achieve speeds between 79 mph and 150 mph. Program funding for new conventional services has
supported improving rail station facilities, additional train frequency, safety improvements, and re-
establishment of service to Vancouver, B. C.

2. High Speed Ground Transportation, Train Speeds Above 150 mpb

Between 1991 and 1992, the WSDOT and the High Speed Ground Transportation Steering
Committee completed a comprehensive feasibility assessment of high speed rail service. This
assessment was undertaken because of the growing congestion levels within the state'smain highway
travel comdors and air transportation system. The High Speed Ground Transportation Study
(I-ISGT)._ focused on economic, envirtmmental, and institutional issues. Selection of an advanced
train technology was not a focus of the study, although such technologies were reviewed by the
Smering Committee.

57_ 5tattwideRailPa._engerProgram,Pa._engerTrainSpeedis_ases to MaximumsHigherthen79MPH.WorkingPaper
NumberI through3. WashingtonStateDepartmontof TrmxwM-_tion,WilburSmithAssociates,1992. _ mudi_tm_
incorporatedbyreferm_andmeavailabletlmm_ WsDOT.

•_ HighSpeedGroundTmmpormt/onStudy,WashingtonStateDepartmentof Tnmslxn'tation,GannettFleming,Inc.,1992.
Thisstudyis incorporatedbyreferenceandisavailablethroughtheWsDOT.
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The Steering Committee identified several study findings of imporumce to Sea-Tac Airport,
including:

• Existing airand highway modes are facing growing congestion;

• HSGT must be integrated with other transportationmodes, inclnding uansit;

• The North-South (N-S) corridor between Everett, WA and Portland, OR offers the best near-term

oppornmity for HSGT;

• The East-West corridor between Seattle and Spokane offers the best long-term oppornmity to
utilize the speed advantages of new technology;

• Ridership potential exists in the N-S corridor for true high speed service, based on travel surveys,
general Iravel demand model, and socioeconomic market data;

• The 334 mile N-S corridor is estimated to cost between $9.03 and $11.95 billion, while the 256
mile East-West corridoris es_mmted to cost between $5.5 and $7.3 billion; and

• Most ridership came from attraclmg travelers who would otherwise travel by auto or bus.

Cost estimates were based upon a high speed corridor located east of the I-5 corridor and entering
Central Puget Sound east of Lake Washington and the city of Bellevue. Estimates would be higher if
rights-of-way and supporting facilities would traverse the urbanized core of the region.

The committee identified seven conclusions affecting airports and intermodal connections:

• HSGT _ obviate the need for continued improvements and expansion of the airport
system;

• HSGT has the potential for reducing shon-hanl air commuter trips, but the greatest impacts are
beyond the cm-re_tyear 2020 planning horizon;

• HSGT will not have a significant impact on out-of-state air travel in the foreseeable future;

• Speed, travel time, and topography present serious concerns about the ability of the Moses Lake
Airportconnection to serve out-of-state passenger travel to and from Central Puget Sound;

• Implementation of a regional multiple airport system in the N-S corridor could impact HSGT
ridership raising operational issues for future study;

• HSGT planning should examine the need to serve any supplemental airport;and

• HSGT is currently not envisioned to serve the existing regional airport facility.

Two general study conclusions were drawn by the Ovenight Conenittee:

• The developmem of a competitive third mode of intercity travel is a must if the economic growth
and quality of life in the state are to be maintained and

• Implementation of such a system will require a long lead time to develop and fund.

A phased approach to implementation was recommended to occur between 1993 and the 2020. This
approach is to include further study of the HSGT oppommitics, a coordinated planning approach
with Oregon and British Columbia, improvements to existing rail rights-of-way for existing rail
service, introduction of new higher speed convenUonal technologies to improve existing train speeds,
cooperative work arrangements with the railroads to improve freight and passenger movements, and
designation of the Northwest Rail Corridor as a federal high speed rail demonstration area.
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3. "Gap Study", Train SpeedsBetween79 mpb and 150mph

This study was authorized to eval;-,,_ trainoperations, track conditions, and ridership potential in the
N-S corridor for wains operating at speeds of 79 mph and 150 mph. The study was completed in
conjunction with the Burlington Northern Railroad, Amuak, and the Departments of Transportation
for Washington and Oregon.

ThestudydefinedtheengineeringslandardsforhigherspeedrailservicewithintheN-S corridor.It
alsodescn'bedthepotentialmiringstockthatcouldbe usedwiththeexistingtrackgeometryand
right-of-way.The :,-nlysisalsoprovidedforasegmeat-specificuackspeedevaluabontodetermine
locationsforimprovementsand regulatorychanges.In addition,rights-of-wayrelocationwas
examined,suchastheTacoma BypassandNisquallyconnection,was examinedintheurb-ni-,,_
areas.The Gap Studyanalysisdeterminedthattramspeedsabove125mph wouldrequiresignificant
changes in track geomeu'y and extensive new rights-of-way and should not be pursued as an
alternative. Tram service speed goals above 125 mph should be part of any fun,re true high speed
rail program.

The introduction of higher speed uam service on the existing mainline railroads will produce some
inherent constraints due to the mix of freight and passenger service operations requirements. Freight
trains operate at significantly slower speeds, with top speeds currently at 60 mph. Because freight
wains are heavier than passenger trains, they place additional weight on the inside rail, creating
significant wear and increased maintenance costs. The difference in train speeds also creates a
greater need for track capacity and sidings than if all wains operated at approximately the same
speed. In addition, the lack of existing parallel rail lines in this corridor restricts the potential for
transferringfreight trains to other rail lines. The study concluded that little can be done to alter
freight train schedules within current system capacity and regulatory limitations.

Trip-time calculations within the N-S comdor were based upon the industry train perforroance
model. The schedule assumed a 2_5 hour average trip between Seattle and Portland and a trip of
under3.0 hours from Seattle to Vancouver, B.C., including time to clear U.S. and Canadiancustoms.
The performance model indicated that nearly 68 percent or 126 miles of wack of the N-S mute would
accommodate speeds in excess of 90 mph. Using diesel tilt Wain technology, this would permit a
travel time of approximately 2 hours and 21 minutes. Based upon improved travel times and service
frequency there was found to be a potential for higher rail ridership. This ridership would come
primarily from highway diversions and pleasure travelers. These findings reflect the conclusions for
true high speed service.

The Seattle-Portland corridor would require an estimated investment of $356.6 million in right-of-
way and facilities for higher speed service, including $I 19.4 million for third main line development.
The Seattle-Vancouver segment would require an estimated $113.9 million for improvements. These
costs are significantly less than the e_s for tree high speed operations because extensive new
rights-of-way, grade separation, and electrification are not required.

4. Current Intercity Rail Passenger Program

Currentintercity rail passenger service is operated through the State of Washington by Amtrak. The
F-mpireBuilder, operates one train per day, providing service between Seattle and Spokane. The
Coast Starlight and Mount Rainier trains operate one train each between Seattle and Portland daily.
Three times per week the Pioneer runs between Portlandand Seattle. Between April and September
1994, an additionaltrain demousu'ating the new Talgo 200 train technology was added to the Seattle
and Portland schedule. This Talgo Project is described below.

Ridership on the existing service has held steady over the past several years. During the federal fiscal
year of October 1992 to September 1993, over 569,200 hoardings occurred in the Seattle to Portland
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segment of the corridor. Seattle accounted for 258,911 bomdings, while Portland had 140,981
hoardings for the period. The corridor has been averaging over 500,000 boardings a year for the total
period.

The introduction of new service frequencies and equipment will provide Ju__itional oppommiti_ for
ridership growth. This growth will requL,e the continued involvement of the State in providing
additional support forrail service. Federal policy support for Anurak service is su'onger now than
any _ over the last 12 years, but financial constraints will lmmper development of any new
service. The present Amlrak two year budget authorization proposal contains less operating funds
and is described as a "barebones" budget for 1995. Amlrak's $400 million capital and $337 million
operating budget requests me cunently proposed to be funded at $32 m/l/ion less than the requested
amount. The $270 milfiun budge_ request for improvements to the Northeast Corridor were
eliminatedfrom the budgetproposal.

The State determined that an incremental approach to improving rail service for intercity travel was
appropriateand cost effective. WSDOT was directed by the Legislature to identify a passenger rail
program, including funding requirements, that would fulfdl the Slate's conmnilment to providing a
refiable third mode of travel. To support this effort, $240 million was authorized to improve service
speeds and frequency, re-establish service to Vancouver, B. C., imlmrovesafety, and inuoduce new
technology to the corridor. Working cooperatively with Amtrak and the Burlington Northern, the
State has proceeded with this program.

WSDOT has identified a ten-year inve,muent program for statewide rail passenger service. This
program is bemg funded within the legislative biennial appropriations process and the six-year
Transponatien Commission funding plan. Total estimated cost for the program is $638.6 million.

A long-term passenger rail programis being developed as an element of the Statewide Multi-Modal
Transportation Plan. This element establishes passenger program service objectives and a 20 year
investment slrategy. To implement this strategy, it is estimated that $802 million will be needed to
meet mtercity rail passenger service objectives for the period. The service objectives include:
improvements to 14 intennodal facifities statewide, 7 daily round trips from Seattle to Vancouver, B.
C., and 14 daily round tripsbetween Seattle and Portland.

5. Talgo 200 Demonstration Pro._-t

As pan of the State's program to improve intercity rail passenger service and provide for a viable
third mode of travel in the N-S corridor, the WSDOT established a demonswafion project to
introduce new train technology. The Talgo 200 demonstration project added new train service to the
Seatde-Pordand corridor and provided for an evahiation of the state's role in sponsoring train service.

The trainset is a passive tilt system that adjusts to mainlain passenger comfort through curves at
increasedoperatingspeedsof up to 125 mph. Becauseof track and speedlimitations in the N-S
corridor,the Irain did not operateabove79 mph. The u'alnsetconsist of two power cars, onedining
car, one bistro car, and eight coach cars. Train capacity is 198 passengers and meets Anan-ican with
Disabilities Act standards. The Talgo schedule offered round trip daily service leaving Seattle at
1I:30 a.m. and arrived in Portland at 3:25 p.m. The northbound train departed Portland at 6:00 p.m.
and arrived in Seattle at 9:55 p.m. Upon expiration of the lease, regalar Ama'ak equipment replaced
the Talgo 200.

The WSDOT leased a Spanish Pendular Talgo 200 trainset for operation between Seattle and
Portland during a 6 month period in 1994 at a cost of $527,000.00. During the lease period, train
revenues exceeded projected costs of $810,000 as ridership exceeded expectations. Over 33,000
passengers traveled on the Talgo train during the four months, April to July 1994, period. The train
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served the communities of Seattle, Tacoma, Olympin/L,mcey, Cenu'alia, Kelso, Vancouver, and
Portland. "Pae 19g-seat wain opera_ at 82 and 72 per cent of capacity during April and May,
respectively. The Talgo's weekend runs were nearly sold out, but the Monday, Tuesday, and
Wcc[nesdayruns had available space.

Ridership is up for the whole Northwest corridor. The added frequency of the Talgo service
increased overall comdor rail ridership.
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v. pLANUPDATE

The following Master Plan Update reports were prepared by the Port of Seattle:

1. Tochnical Report Number 1

2. Technical Report No. 2 Market Research Results

3. Technical Report No. 3 PlanninE History and Study Relationships

4. Technical Report No. 4

5. TechnicaJ Report No. 5 Preliminary Forecast Remm

6. Technical Report No. 6 _ Omions Revort

7. Technical Report No. 7A Terminal Ovtions Renort

8. Technical Report No. 7B Landside Omions Report

All of these documents have been placed on file at the following locations:

Portof Seattle, Project Office, Room MT 6434, Terminal Building Mezzanine Level, Sea-Tac Airport

Puget Sound Regional Council, Information Center, 216-1st Avenue, Seattle

Boulevard Park Library, 12015 Roseberg South, Seattle

Burien Library, 14700-6th SW, Burien

Des Moines Library, 21620-1 lth South, Des Moines

Federal Way Library, 34200-1st South, Federal Way

Foster Library, 4205 South 142nd, Tukwila

University of Washington, Sm,_llo Library, Government Publications, Seattle

Valley View Library, 17850 Military Road South, SeaTac

C:_DATA_WORDSDEI_.DOC 01/07/_5 I.'02PM
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SUMMARY

Shapiro and Associates, Inc. (SHAPIRO) field verified a level I stream survey for Miller Creek
(Figure 1) that was conducted by the Des Moines Salmon Chapter of Trout Unlimited (Trout
Unlimited). The purpose of this study was to verify the Trout Unlimited information within the
study reach (about fiver mile 2 to river mile 3.3) and supplement this information to document
existing fish habitat conditions for the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport Master Plan Update
Draft EIS. The study reach is in a third order section of Miller Creek. In general, Trout Unlimited
accurately classified existing habitat conditions; however, SHAPIRO's assessment was
inconsistent with some of the habitat classifications and pool quality index ratings assigned by
Trout Unlimited.

The structuraldiversity, complexity, and quality of resident and anadromous fish habitat in Miller
Creek has been degraded by urbanization. Stream habitat is primarily composed of fast-water
habitats including runs, glides, and low-gradient riffles. Although some suitable salmonid
spawning gravels exist, these areas are limited within the study reach. There are few high quality
pools, which are important over-wintering habitats that provide refuge for fish during high-flow
events. Residential development has encroached on Miller Creek; removing native, streamside
vegetation and reducing large organic debris recruitment and formation of debris jams. For these
reasons, there is generally a lack of (1) instream and overhead cover, (2) available low- and high-
flow habitat, and (3) available spawning habitat. These conditions appear to limit the ability of
Miller Creek to support substantial populations of anadromous and resident salmonids or nongame
fishes native to the region.

Several corrugated metal pipes (cmp) and concrete box culverts within the study reach appear to be
potential barriers to upstream passage of anadromous and resident salmonids. Some of these are
seasonal barriers during high or low flow conditions whereas others appear to be impassable under
all conditions. Potential barriers to anadromous and resident fish include cmp and box culverts at
First Avenue S., S. 160th Street, and SR 509. In addition, there is an 8-foot waterfall about 0.2
mile upstream of S. 160th Street, which is expected to be impassable. Seasonal and year around
barriers to upstream fish passage limit the availability of upstream habitat to anadromous and
resident salmonids.

There are few prominent morphological features, such as eroding banks, landslides, slumps, or
debris jams in the study reach. Seven notable landslides or eroding banks were observed during
the verification survey. Of these, two appeared to be recent and unstable. The other five were

older and appeared to be stabilized by streamside vegetation. These eroding areas do not appear to
be significant sources of sediment to the creek.

Few large, woody debris jams and little, woody debris exists within the study area. The absence
of these important structural elements appears to limit the availability of high-quality pools and
suitable low- and high-flow fish habitat.

Resident salmonids and other fish were observed throughout much of the reach. Salmonids,
probably resident cutthroat (Oncorhynynchus clarki), were observed below First Avenue S. and up
to the waterfall about 0.2 mile upstream of S. 160th Street. Other fish, possibly pumpkinseed
sunfish (Lepomis gibbosus), were observed in glides and runs dominated by silt and sand
substrate, upstream of 8th Avenue S. and up to Lake Reba.

Observations of aquatic invertebrates were limited to areas with coarse-textured gravels and cobble.
A few species of mayflies, caddis flies, and black flies were relatively abundant in such substrate
found in riffles and runs below First Avenue S. Upstream of First Avenue S. finer silts and sands
were predominant in the streambed. Invertebrate community structure in these finer substrates
appeared to consist primarily of midges and worms.
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The study reach could benefit from enhancing or creating low- and high-flow habitat. Hydraulic
analysis would be required to determine appropriate locations for creation of scour pools and
placement of instream structures, including large woody debris. Enhancing existing and creating
new low- and high-flow refugia would improve the availability and quality of these habitats.

METHODS

A level I King County stream survey was conducted from the mouth of Miller Creek upstream past
SR 518 in 1993 by members of Trout Unlimited. The results of this survey (i.e., within the study
reach) are presented in Attachment A. Approximately 4.5 miles of Miller Creek were evaluated in
the survey. Trout Unlimited surveyed the study reach segment between March and June 1993. In
late June and early July 1994, SHAPIRO conducted a survey of a segment of Miller Creek to
verify the analysis of Trout Unlimited. A fish habitat relationship (FHR) methodology developed
by the U.S. Forest Service 1and modified by King County Surface Water Management was used
in the SHAPIRO survey. 2

SHAPIRO personnel verified Trout Unlimited habitat classifications from the confluence of the
Lake Burien tributary (WRIA 0354) at about river mile (R_M)2 to Lake Reba (about RM 3.3), a
total length of about 1.3 miles. SHAPIRO staff identified the habitat units and compared their
classifications with those of Trout Unlimited. Areas in which there were inconsistencies between
SHAPIRO and the Trout Unlimited habitat classifications are summarized and cross referenced to
Trout Unlimited data sheets (Attachment A). Habitat types and characteristics of these habitat units
within the study reach are summarized in this report.

In addition to verifying the Trout Unlimited survey data over an approximately 1.3-mile length of
Miller Creek, SHAPIRO supplemented the habitat survey by:

• Creating a photographic record of existing conditions and distinguishing features including
landslides, slumps, prominent debris jams, and potential barriers to fish passage (Attachment
B);

• Documenting the locations of photographs and distinguishing features by cross-referencing
them to habitat unit references in the Trout Unlimited survey (Attachment A);

• Estimating the areal extent of sediment sources, such as eroding streambanks;

• Identifying potential limitations and significant habitat, which are not clearly distinguishable
from the Trout Unlimited survey;

• Recording observations of fish and aquatic invertebrates; and

• Identifying potential mitigation opportunities.

The results of the habitat survey verification and supplementary study performed by SHAPIRO is
summarized in the following para_aphs.

IStream Habitat Classification and Inventory Procedures for Northern California. McCain, M., D. Fuller, L.
Decker, and K. Overton. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Pacific Southwest Region, 1990.

2Stream Survey Report Criteria. King County Building and Land Development Division (now Department of
Development and Environmental Services), 1991.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In general, Trout Unlimited accurately identified stream and riparian habitat in the 1.3-mile study
reach. There were a few areas; however, in which there were inconsistencies between Trout
Unlimited and SHAPIRO classifications. These areas, identified in Table 1, and the potential
sources of inconsistency are described as follows.

Table 1: INCONSISTENCIES BETWEEN TROUT UNLIMITED AND
SHAPIRO HABITAT TYPE CLASSIFICATIONS

Reference Trout Unlimited
No.* Date Classification SHAPIRO Classification

23 4/24/93 trench/chute low gradient riffle
27 4/24/93 cascade plunge and dammed pools
32 4/24/93 run low gradient riffle

8 5/15/93 glide run
16 5/15/93 comer pool channel confluence pool

19-23 5/15/93 plunge pool dammed pool
37 5/15/93 pocket water glide or run

47-49 5/15/93 comer and mid-channel pools plunge pools
54-56 5/15/93 glide run

32 5/29/93 mid-channel pool glide or trench chute
4 6/20/93 dammed pool glide
6 6/20/93 mid-channel pool glide
8 6/20/93 mid-channel pool glide

*Reference numbers and dates are those identified on the Trout Unlimited inventory data forms (Attachment A).

Source: Shapiro and Associates, Inc. 1995

Habitat classification is a somewhat subjective and occasionally imprecise practice. Classification
can vary depending on flow conditions at the time of an inventory and experience of inventory
personnel. A recent study of observer variation in the classification of primary and secondary
habitat types concluded that consistency decreases among observers when using, a complex
classification system) Some of the inconsistency between the Trout Unlimited and SHAPIRO
habitat classifications are due to differences in flow conditions at the time of these surveys. Some
of Trout Unlimited's survey was conducted following storm events. Other differences may
involve the application of the FHR method by Trout Unlimited inventory personnel. Another
potential explanation for such inconsistency is that habitat conditions have changed in some areas
between the time the Trout Unlimited inventory was conducted and this field verification. The last
two cases in Table 1, for example, may be a result of changing substrate conditions. At the time of
the verification, there was no evidence of scouring in the middle of the channel. Other than those
exceptions noted above, Trout Unlimited habitat classifications were generally consistent with
those determined in the 1994 survey.

The Trout Unlimited survey indicates that habitat in the study reach between the Burien Lake
tributary and Lake Reba (Figure 2) is primarily composed of fast-water habitats (Table 2) that
provide some feeding and rearing opportunities for fish. There are seven fast-water habitat types

3Observervariabilityinclassifyinghabitattypes in stream surveys. Roper,B.R.and D.L.Scarnecchia. North
AmericanJ. of FisheriesManagement. 15:49-53, 1995.
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in the study reach, including low-gradient fifties, runs, step runs, glides, pocket water, trench
chute, and cascade (Table 3). Although one unit each was classified as pocket water and cascade,
respectively, these were not confirmed during SHAPIRO's verification; these units were classified
as glide and a series of dammed and plunge pools, respectively. In general, fast-water habitat is
composed of long, relatively shallow fifties, glides, and runs that are separated by small, shallow
pools. Many fifties, runs, and glides have substrates of silt and sand (Attachment A) that are
unsuitable for spawning by resident or anadromous salmonids. In addition, silt and sand particles
provide no instream cover for juvenile or adult fishes. Gravels suitable for coho salmon spawning
are limited to riffles below First Avenue S. Areas suitable for cutthroat trout spawning are
scattered in small patches between S. 156th Way and First Avenue S. (see Figure 2). Fast-water
habitat units, which are generally less than a foot deep, are most suited to feeding and rearing
activities.

Table 2: GENERAL HABITAT CATEGORIES IN MILLER CREEK STUDY
REACH (RM 2.0-3.3) AND PERCENT OF TOTAL STREAM AREAS
AND VOLUME

General Percent of Total Percent of Total
Habitat Type Stream Area Stream Volume

Fast-water Habitats
Riffles, Runs, Glides 72% 56%

Slow-water Habitats
Pools 28% 44%

Source: Des Moines Salmon Chapter of Trout Unlimited, 1993.

Table 3: SUMMARY OF HABITAT TYPES INVENTORIED ALONG MILLER
CREEK STUDY REACH (Tributary 0354 to Lake Reba)

Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean
Habitat Number Habitat Habitat Habitat Habitat Habitat Habitat Habitat

Type Observed Length Length Width (l) Width( 1) Depth Depth Surface Area
(f_} _ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft2)

Riffles
Low-gradient 67 49.5 10 - 200 10.1 4.3 - 21.0 0.4 0.1 - 0.7 529

Riffles
Runs 27 55.5 24- 143 8.8 4.0- 16.5 0.8 0.5- 1.4 466

Step Runs 6 70.2 28.4 - 165 11.8 6.0 - 17.0 0.6 0.5 - 0.7 743
Glides 61 69.1 1.3 - 590 9.6 4.5 - 20.0 0.9 0.5 - 2.0 658
Pocket Water 1 35.0 NA 9.7 NA 0.9 NA 340
Trench Chute 1 74.0 NA 12.0 NA 1.4 NA 888
Cascade 1 86.0 NA 17.0 NA 1.5 NA 1,462

Pools
Corner 20 37.7 9- 194 19.0 6.0- 18.3 1.4 0.5 - 1.8 453
Backwater 1 33 NA 19.0 NA 1.4 NA 627
Lateral Scour 9 27.2 19 - 42 7.5 4.0 - 11.6 1.4 0.9 - 2.5 451
Mid-channel 9 36.3 12- 107 10.6 8.0 - 14.0 1.6 1.4 - 2.0 417

Plunge 13 41.0 10 - 99.5 16.4 7.0 - 25.0 1.5 0.9 - 5.0 676
Dammed 9 78.4 1.8 - 300 16.0 10.0 - 25.0 1.3 0.7 - 2.0 1,397

IWidth is of wetted perimeter of stream.

Source: Des Moines Salmon Chapter of Trout Unlimited, 1993.
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In addition to fast-water habitats, there are six types of pools that provide slow-water habitats.
Five of these; comer, backwater, lateral scour, plunge, and dammed pools were observed in the
study reach. Comer, lateral scour, plunge and dammed pools are the most common pool habitat
types (Table 4). Nine pool habitat units were identified by Trout Unlimited as mid-channel pools.
During the verification, SHAPIRO classified all of these units as glides or runs based on the
absence of scouring associated with mid-channel pools. With a few exceptions, pool habitats are
relatively shallow, filled with sand and silt, and lack instream cover. Maximum water depths are
infrequently greater than 3 feet.

Table 4: SUMMARY OF POOL HABITAT QUALITY IN MILLER CREEK
STUDY REACH (RM 2.0 - 3.3)

Pool Type Number of Pools with _ PQI 1 Rating of: Total Number Number of Po01s Formefl By:

1 2 3 4 5 of Pools 2 LWD Debris Jam

Lateral Scour 0 3 I 0 0 8 7 0

Mid-channel 4 0 3 1 3 1 8 0 0
Comer 0 11 3 4 0 20 0 0
Backwater 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
Plunge 0 3 2 4 2 13 0 0
Dammed 0 1 1 4 1 9 2 0

Total 0 21 10 13 4 48 9 0

Percent of

Total 3 0 44 21 27 8 100 19 0

1pool Quality Index (PQI) Source: Platts, et al., 1987.

2In some cases, not all pools that were classified received a rating (i.e., PQI). For example, eight lateral scour pools
were observed; four were rated, and four were not rated.

3percent of the total number of pools that were rated.

4SHAPIRO classified all these habitat units as glides or runs.

Source: Des Moines Salmon Chapter of Trout Unlimited, 1993.

Pool habitat quality is relatively poor. Habitat quality and pool quality index values (Table 3) are a
function of water depth, habitat area, and instream cover. Most pools (65%) have pool quality
index ratings of two and three. Although 27% and 8% of the rated pools in the study reach had
PQIs of 4 and 5, respectively, SHAPIRO could not confirm many of these higher ratings. In
general, pools were relatively shallow, small, and provided marginal cover. Only 19% of the rated
pools were formed by large woody debris (LWD).

LWD is an important structural element in Pacific Northwest streams, particularly smaller streams
like Miller Creek. Logs form deep scour pools, capture organic matter that is a fundamental energy
source for aquatic organisms (including fish), sort substrate, and dissipate energy. Pools formed
by large organic debris jams can be stable structural components of stream systems and are often
important refuges for fish during high flow events. The lack of high-quality pools formed by large
organic debris appears to limit the amount of high-flow habitat available to resident and
anadromous fish. Lack of high-flow refugia, combined with other factors, may limit the sizes of
resident and anadromous fish populations that Miller Creek can support.
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Several potential barriers to upstream fish passage, of manmade and natural origin, were observed
in the study reach. Some of these affect both anadromous and resident salmonids and others may
act as potential barriers only to resident salmonids. In addition, some of these may only pose
seasonal barriers and appear to be passable under favorable flow conditions. Concrete box
culverts or cmp at First Avenue S., SR 509, and S. 160th Street appear to be barriers to upstream
fish passage. A beaver has dammed two-thirds of the 9-foot diameter cmp at First Avenue S. This
is a total barrier to both anadromous and resident salmonids. The two cmps under SR 509 are over
100-feet long, contain no baffles, and are likely velocity barriers to both anadromous and resident
salmonids under high and low flows; they may be passable under moderate flow conditions. The
concrete box culvert at S. 160th Street appears to be a bamer to upstream anadromous and resident
fish passage under all flows. Under low-flow conditions the vertical drop is greater than 1.5 feet
and the plunge pool is a foot or less deep beneath the culvert outlet. In addition, there are no
baffles or velocity breaks in the culvert bottom, making the culvert a potential velocity barrier
during high-flow conditions. During low-flow conditions, there is not enough water for
salmonids to pass (<0.1 foot deep). An approximately 8-foot high waterfall located about 0.2 mile
upstream of S. 160th Street is a barrier to resident salmonids. There is a deep pool below this
waterfall, making this possibly passable to anadromous fish during flow events that raise the
elevation of the pool below the waterfall. These seasonal and year-round barriers to upstream fish
passage limit the availability of fish habitat in reaches above these barriers to anadromous and
residential salmonids. Clearing culvert obstructions, constructing backwater pools, or replacing
culverts could remove these barriers to upstream fish passage and make habitat upstream available
to anadromous and resident salmonids.

There are few eroding banks, landslides, slumps, or debris jams within the study reach that could
be major contributors to sediment loading. Seven notable eroding banks or landslides were
observed at the time of the verification study. Five cutbanks appeared to be more than two years
old, well colonized by riparian vegetation or composed of erosion resistant glaciolacustrine
material, and stable. The approximate location and size of these are as follows:

• Right bank (RB), 15-feet high x 50-feet long, located 100 feet downstream of Ambaum
Avenue;

• RB, 6.5-feet high x 20-feet long, located 100 feet downstream of S. 160th Street;
• Left bank (LB), 3-feet high x 40-feet long, located 160 feet downstream of South 160th Street;
• RB, 7-feet high x 26-feet long, located 300 feet upstream of S. 160th Street; and
• LB, 7-feet high x 40-feet long, located 350 feet upstream of S. 160th Street.

Two sites, a cutbank and a landslide, appear to be more recent and potentially unstable. The
approximate location and size of these areas are:

• A slump/landslide on the LB near the confluence of Miller Creek with the Burien Lake tributary
is 16-feet high x 40-feet long; and

• AcutbankontheRB ll-feethighx23-feetlong 150 feet upstream 1200 upstream of S. 160th
Street;

Because most of these areas appear to be stable, streambanks in the study reach do not appear to be
major sediment sources to downstream areas of Miller Creek. In fact, many of the glides and runs
upstream of First Avenue S. appear to be aggrading and have accumulated large volumes of silt
and sand from upstream sources. These deposits have buried spawning gravels and filled
interstitial spaces between gravels and cobbles, reducing habitat complexity and quality. Escape
cover for juvenile salmonids and habitat for aquatic invertebrates is reduced or eliminated by
accumulations of fine-textured sediments, reducing the invertebrate and salmonid production
within these reaches.
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Habitat complexity and quality also is reduced by the lack of debris jams and low LWD loading.
Only two debris jams were observed in the study reach. One was located downstream of First
Avenue S. near the confluence with the Burien Lake tributary. The other was located between S.
160th Street and 8th Avenue S. Both debris jams were older and appeared to be relatively stable.
A relatively high quality lateral and bottom scour pool had formed downstream of the latter debris
jam. Both debris jams appeared to be good energy dissipaters and provide refuge to salmonids
during high-flow events.

In addition to the lack of debris jams, there is not very much high-quality woody debris in the
study reach. In undisturbed Puget Lowland streams large logs, particularly conifer logs, are
important structural elements. Unlike hardwood logs, such as red alder and black cottonwood,
which sometimes are rotten when they enter creek systems or decompose relatively rapidly, conifer
logs have more resin and resist decomposition, thus may last over 100 years in water. LWD
creates dammed and scour pools that provide habitat to aquatic invertebrates and salmonids. Pools
formed by large woody debris often provide high-quality, high- and low-flow habitat because they
are deep and provide cover for salmonids. In addition, pools are often holding areas for spawning
salmonids and pool tailouts are often important spawning areas. Because of urbanization and loss
of riparian vegetation, there is a limited abundance of large woody debris and deep scour pools in
this section of Miller Creek. Lack of these important structures has contributed to a lack of high-
quality, high- and low-flow habitat and spawning areas dependent on gravel source and gradient in
this section of Miller Creek.

Although salmonid habitat has been degraded by urbanization, this section of Miller Creek
continues to support apparently small populations of salmonids and nongame fish. Coho salmon
(Oncorhynchus kisutch) historically have been observed in the study reach up to S. 160th Street. a
Juvenile coho remain in freshwater for about one year before migrating to Puget Sound during
their second year of life. No juvenile coho were observed during the verification study and areas
upstream of First Avenue S. are currently inaccessible (as described previously). Resident
salmonids, probably cutthroat trout, were observed throughout the study reach from below First
Avenue S. up to the waterfall located approximately 0.2 mile upstream of South 160th Street. In
addition, other fish (possibly pumpkinseed sunfish), were observed in glides and runs with silt
and sand substrates from about 8th Avenue S. up to Lora Lake.

Aquatic invertebrate communities; composed of relatively abundant numbers of mayflies, caddis
flies, and black flies, were observed in gravels and cobbles downstream of First Avenue S.
Upstream of First Avenue S., medium coarse and coarse gravels are limited to only a few, small
areas. Fewer taxa and smaller numbers of macroinvertebrates were observed ingravels upstream
of First Avenue S. Accumulations of silt and sand substrates are predominant in the glide and run
type habitats upstream of First Avenue S. It is assumed that these support primarily midges and
worms that are typically found in silt and sand substrates. Mayflies, caddis flies, stoneflies, and
other aquatic invertebrates typically associated with larger gravel and cobble substrates and
associated periphyton are likely absent in many of these silt- and sand-dominated habitats.
Substrate homogeneity (e.g., large accumulations of silt and sand over large areas) contributes to a
lack of habitat complexity and suitable habitat for some of the mayflies, caddis flies, and stoneflies
often found in small second- and third-order streams found in the Puget Lowland area.

There appear to be substantial restoration opportunities in the study reach. Habitat improvements,
including creation of high- and low-flow habitat that contribute to habitat diversity and complexity,
would be beneficial to salmonid and aquatic invertebrate production. Deeper scour pools could be
created and seeded with coarser substrate (e.g., cobbles and rubble). In addition, instream
structures of large organic debris (e.g., root wads) could be placed to provide high flow refugia.

4personal communication with the author. Miller, Alan. Stream Restoration Coordinator, Des Moines Salmon
Chapter of Trout Unlimited, 1994.
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Creation or enhancement of scour pools and instream structures requires careful hydraulic analysis
to determine the appropriate locations for sustaining these habitats. In addition, careful
consideration must be given to activities in the watershed upstream of potential mitigation sites
before habitat restoration feasibility can be better determined. Upstream sources of sediment first
must be controlled in order to ensure a higher likelihood that instream structures would provide
sustainable fish habitat. Deposition of sediment in created or enhanced pools, for example, would
adversely affect the long-term function of such habitat. Ensuring that upstream impacts on the
stream can be controlled would make potential restoration and habitat enhancement or creation
opportunities appear to be viable. Conceptual habitat restoration, enhancement, or creation
opportunities should focus on increasing high-quality pools with instream cover, including large
woody debris and interstitial spaces in stream substrate that provide habitat for macroinvertebrates,
periphyton, and fish.
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ATTACHMENT A

1993 Trout Unlimited Miller Creek Stream Survey Results
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Thisreport_ thehydrologicalmodeling analyses of Miller Creek andDes Moines Creek

using the Hydrological Simulation Program - Fortran (HSPF) model, a continuous simulation

rainfallrunoffand sueamflowmuting model. The analyses was conducted by MontgomeryWater

Group, Inc., under subcontract to Shapiro and Associates as part of the Environmental Impact

Statement (EIS) for the Seattle-TacomaInternational Airport (SeaTac Airport) Master Plan Update.

This report was first prepared for the Draft EIS submission on April 7, 1995. For the Final EIS,

several modifications were made to the HSPF modeling analysis. One involved a revision of the

pervious and impervious areas within the SeaTac Airport drainage subbasins. Recently revised

estimates of these areas, developed during ongoing studies of the SeaTac Airport stormwater

drainage system (SDS), were incorporated into the HSPF models. This revision resulted in

significant changes to the Des Moines Creek model, but had little effect on the Miller Creek model.

A second revision involved a reanalysis of the stormwater detention requirements. A more in-depth

analysis of the offsite stormwater flows was performed to estimate the total detention volume

needed to completely meet the stormwater detention criteria. Finally, the analysis of the effects of

the proposal on low flows was expanded to include a separate verification of the HSPF modeling

results.

1.1 PURPOSE

The HSPF modeling analyses were performed to evaluate the effect of land use changes proposed

in the Master Use Plan Update on streamflow characteristics in Miller and Des Moines Creek.

Those streams are the receiving waters for stormwater runoff from SeaTac Airport. Land use

changes proposed in the Master Use Plan Update include an increase in the impervious surface for

the proposed SeaTac Airport 3rd runway, new areas of compacted fiU which cover areas that are

currently occupied by low density housing or open space, and expansion of terminal facilities.

Potential effects to streamflows in Miller and Des Moines Creek were evaluated by comparing the

hydrologic regime of the creeks under proposed land use conditions to their current hydrologic

regime. The comparison was performed using statistical measures of flood frequency, annual flow

duration, flow volumes, and monthly flow exceedence.

HYDROLOGICMODEL_GSTUDYFORSE,_TACAmPOE£ MONTGOMERYWATERGROUP,INC.
A_TER Pt_ Up_TE EIS
NovguRER 16, 1995 G- 1
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The HSPF modeling analyses focused on assessing the effects of the proposed project on offsite

streams. Detailedmodeling of the existing SDS within SeaTac Airport was not conducted because

the HSPF model is not suitablefor modeling _ elementsof complex storm drainage systems.

A separate stormwater system modeling analysis using WATERWORKS, a hydraulic analysis

computerprogramcapable of modeling complex storm drainage systems, is currently underway by

the Portof Seattle. For this study, a representation of the proposed airport expansion was created

in the HSPF model using available data on existing drainage patterns, available streamflow data for

calibrating an existing conditions model, overall proposed land use changes, and likely offsite

stormwater discharge limitations. These data allowed for an accurate assessment of the effect of

currentand proposed SeaTac Airport stormwater drainage on the two receiving streams.

1.2 METHODOLOGY

Hydrologic modeling of Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek was performed using the HSPF

Version 10 (USEPA, 1993) continuous simulation model. The HSPF model is accepted by local

agencies and is the preferred method for evaluating effects of stormwater runoff on receiving

streams.Thehydrologicsimulationofbothbasinsusedthe47-yearrecordofhistoricalSeaTac

hourlyprecipitation(October1948toJuly1994).

HSPF models which simulate existing hydrologic conditions were created and calibrated for the

Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek Watersheds. Figure 1 shows the location of Miller and Des

Moines Creekrelative to SeaTac Airport. Current land use characteristics within these watersheds

are summarized in Table 1-1. The land use within the Miller Creek Basin is largely residential,

whereas the majority of the land use within the Des Moines Creek Basin is airport and other

commercial uses.

The Miller Creek HSPF model covers the entire drainage basin. It was adapted from an earlier

HSPF model developed by Northwest Hydraulic Consultants (NHC) for the feasibility analysis of

the Lake Reba Regional Detention Pond (NHC, 1989). For this study, the NI-/C model was revised

using updated stream and watershed data and then recalibrated using five years of recorded

streamflow data (July 1989to June 1994). The streamflow data was collected by King County from

sites at the Lake Reba Detention Pond discharge and at lower Miller Creek near the mouth.

HYOl_Ot.OOl¢MOOEZO_GSxZ_YFot_SEaTacAmeo_T MOUTC,OM_YWM'_ GROrJP,INC.
P_v Vez_._ El5

NOVl_BF.R16, 1995 G-2
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TABLE 1-1
SUMMARY OF CURRENT LAND USE IN MILLERCREEK

AND DES MOINES CREEK WATERSHEDS

'[ , ,,'; i

Des Moines Creek Miller Creek
Land Use

Area, acres Percentof Total Area, acres ["Percent of Totali ,ll i

Commercial- Airport 983 27% 193 4%

Commercial 814 23% 727 14%

Multi-family 197 5% 250 5%

Residential 855 24% 2988 57%

Open 735 21% 720 14%

Forest/wetland 0" 0% 305 6%

Total 3585 100% 5183 100%

"ForestedandwetlandareasinDesMoinesCreekareincludedintheotherlanduseclassifications.

TheDesMoinesCreekHSPF modelwasassembledfromdataandinformationcompiledinprevious

hydraulicmodelingstudiesofthestream.TheDesMoinesCreekHSPF modelcovers2,700acres,

whichisabout75percentofthe3,585acreDesMoinesCreekWatershed.Themodelextendsfrom

theheadwatersofthebasintoSouth208thStreet.The DesMoinesCreekHSPF modelwasalso

calibratedusingfiveyearsofstreamflowdatacollectedfromasiteattheinflowtoTyeeDetention

Pond.

The proposed condition models evaluated the potential effects of the changed land use on the

hydrologicregimes of Miller and Des Moines Creek. The proposed action will change the mounts

and types of impervious and pervious surface area in the subbasins draining from SeaTac Airport.

Land use changes incorporated into the proposed condition models included increased impervious

surfacearea from the 3rd runway and changes in pervious surface area from new fill. To mitigate

increased stormwater runoff, stormwater detention storage was also included in the proposed

conditions models. Detention storage requirements were calculated using detention criteria from

the Stormwater Management Manual for Puget Sound (Ecology, 1992). The stormwater detention

criteriaincluded detention of the 2-year storm and release at a rate no greater than 50 percent of the

existing 2-year runoff rate, and detention of the 10-year and 100-year storms and release at existing

rates for those storms.
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1.3 DATA SOURCES

The HSPFmodels of Miller and Des Moines Creek were created or adapted using existing hydraulic

models and other relevant data. The data sources are listed below.

1.3.1 Miller Creek

Miller Creek Regional Stormwater Detention Facilities Design Hydrologic Modeling (NHC, 1990).

A HSPF model of Miller Creek was prepared for that study to evaluate the Lake Reba Regional

Detention Facility. Land use charaeteri_'cs, subbasindelineation and some structural data from the

NHC model was the framework for the revised HSPF model of Miller Creek described in this study.

Miller Creek Regional Stormwater Detention Facilities Draft Feasibility Report (Parametrix, 1990).

That report evaluates Lake Reba detention alternatives. Additional derails on the selected alternative

are included in this study.

Miller Creek, Normandy Park, Washington, Limited Map Maintenance Study (NHC, 1991). That

study was prepared for the Federal Emergency Management Agency to delineate the 100-year

floodplain along Miller Creek. The study produced a HEC-2 model for Miller Creek, beginning at

Lake Reba and extending to Puget Sound. Stream hydraulic modeling results from the HEC-2

model were incorporated into the revised HSPF model of Miller Creek prepared for this study.

Lake Reba Regional Detention Facility Dam Safety Analysis (Parametrix, 1992). Storage-elevation-

discharge rating curves for Lake Reba were obtained from that report and used in the revised HSPF

model of Miller Creek.

Lake Reba Regional Pond, Miller Creek, Design Drawings (KCSWM, 1992). Design elevations

for the Lake Reba outletworks were obtained from the design drawings to verify storage-elevation-

discharge rating curves.

Lake Reba Operation and Maintenance Manual (KCSWM, no date). That brief document provided

miscellaneous operational data for Lake Reba.
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Brief Description Report of Ambaum Regional Water Quality Detention Pond (KCSWM, 1989).

That report and the accompanying TR-20 modeling files describe the operational characteristics of

the Ambaum Pond. The HSPF model of Miller Creek was prepared for this study and incorporated

in the Ambaum Pond facility.

Ambaum Regional Pond, Miller Creek, Design Drawings (KCSWM, 1991). Design elevations for

the Ambamn Pond outlet works were obtained from the design drawings to verify storage-elevation-

discharge rating curves. The Ambaum Regional Pond was built in 1992.

1.3.2 Des Moines Creek

Des Moines Creek Watershed Management Plan (Herrera, 1989). That report provides

documentation of a hydrologic model of Des Moines Creek that was previously created by King

County Surface Water Management Division, (SWM). The model, based on the Soil Conservation

Service's TR-20 model, was used to evaluate various detention pond alternatives for Des Moines

Creek. One of the alternatives, Tyee Pond (termed Pond C in the report), was eventually built by

King County. Subbasin model structure and stream hydraulic data from the TR-20 model were

incorporated into the new HSPF model of Des Moines Creek.

TR-20 Model Files for Des Moines Creek Pond C (Tyee Pond) (KCSWM, 1989). Computer model

fries for Des Moines Creek were obtained from King County. The model of Des Moines Creek was

revised by King County during the Tyee Pond design to evaluate various outlet works options. A

storage-elevation-discharge rating curve for Tyee Pond was obtained from these files.

Des Moines Creek Regional Pond, Tyee Valley Golf Course, As-Built Design Drawings (KCSWM,

1992). Design elevations for the Tyee Pond outlet works were obtained from the design drawings

to verify storage-elevation-discharge rating curves.

Tyee Regional Pond Operations and Maintenance Manual (KCSWM, no date). That brief

document provided misceUaneous operational data for Tyee Pond.
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Final Environmental Impact Statement (Parametrix, 1994). A drainage analysis of the South

Aviation Support Area (SASA) was eonducu_ for that EIS. The drainage analysis adapted and used

, the King County TR-20 model of Des Moines Creek. Assumptions on total impervious area and

drainage to the IndustrialWastewater System (IWS) were incorporated into the HSPF model of Des

Moines Creek.

Des Moines Creek GIS Snuty (Gambrell Urban, 1994). Land use data for Des Moines Creek were

obtained from these maps which are being prepared for the SeaTac Airport Master Use Update.

Geologic Map of the Des Moines Quadrangle, Washington (Waldron, 1962). Soil mapping units

representing till, outwash, and wet!and soils were derived from this map.

1:25,000-Scale Metric Topographic-Bathymerric Map of Burien, Washington (USGS, 1983).

Delineation of the Des Moines Creek subbasins were largely based on this map.

1.3.3 Sea-Tae Airport

Sea-Tac International IWS and Storm Water Systems, August 1992 (Anne Symonds, 1992). The

1" = 200' maps of the airport prepared by Anne Symonds provide a detailed inventory of the SDS

and IWS conveyance systems, drainage subbasinboundaries, and ouffall locations. Ousite drainage

boundaries and pathways used for this study were based on information contained on these maps.

WATERWORKS Model Data for SeaTac Airport (Anne Symonds, 1994). Preliminary

WATERWORKS model files of the SDS system developed by Anne Symonds were used to

determine total impervious surface area within each of the eight SeaTac Airport stormwater drainage

systems. That data was used to describe SeaTac subbasin land use in the HSPF models prepared

for this study. The WATERWORKS model of SeaTac Airport was still under development and was

not yet available at the time this study was performed. Updated estimates of impervious and

pervious areas were obtained for the Final EIS analysis (Minton, G., personal communication,

October 5, 1995).
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Preliminary Maps of SeaTac Master Use Plan Alternatives (P&D Aviation, 1994). A delineation

of the 3rd runway and other proposed facilities was obtained from AutoCAD maps supplied by P&D

Aviation. The plansfor the 8,500-foot runwaywith the central terminalwere used to determine new

impervious areasin the HSPF models prepared for this study.

1.3.4 Precipitation And Streamflow

SeaTac Precipitation and Evaporation WDM File (KCSWM, 1994). A HSPF Watershed Data

Management (WDM) file containingprecipitationand evaporation data for the period October, 1948

to July 1993 was obtained from King County Surface Water Management. The precipitation data,

which were collected at the SeaTac Airport Weather Station, were recorded at hourly intervals.

Daily evaporation rates were derived from historical monthly pan evaporation rates recorded at

PuyaUup.

Hourly Precipitation Data, Seattle-Tacoma Airport (NCDC, 1994). SeaTac precipitation records

for the period of July 1993 to July 1994, used to update the WDM File, were obtained from the

National Climatic Data Center.

King County Surface WaterManagement Stream Gauge Data (KCSWM, 1994). Provisional stream

gaugingdata for various locations in Miller and Des Moines Creek were obtained from King County

Surface Water Management. Sites used for calibrating the HSPF models included Gauge 42A,

Miller Creek at Southwest 175th Place in Normandy Park; Gauge 42B, Lake Reba outflow (Miller

Creek); and Gauge 11A, Tyee Pond discharge (Des Moines Creek). The period of record for the

gauges generally runs from 1988 to 1944; a comparison of the available records is provided in

Figure 2.
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1.4 MODELING ASSUMPTIONS

As with any hydrologic model, assumptions were made regarding use of existing data, how basin

features were incorporated into the model, and how proposed conditions were simulated. The

following paragraphsdescribe the primary assumptions used in the modeling process.

* Modelingdataobtained from existing models were still valid. For example, land use
data forMillerCreek developed in 1989 were still considered valid for our modeling
effort.

• A single HSPF model using land use characteristics of the 8500-foot runway
proposal was developed to evaluate Alternatives 2-4 relative to currentconditions
(Alternative 1). The 8500-foot runway alternative has the greatest area of new
impervious surface and therefore represents the largest potential increase in storm
stormwater runoff of all alternatives.

• The existing stormwater drainage system (SDS) at SeaTac Airport was not
incorporated into the HSPF models because of its complexity. Flow from the SDS
was modeled by simulating runoff from pervious and impervious surfaces that are
quantified in the current WATERWORKS model of the SDS.

• For the same reason, the existing IWS was also not incorporated into the HSPF
models. The IWS collects runoff from industrial areas (e.g, fueling, maintenance
and de-icing locations) for treatment at the lagoon treatment system. A pipeline
drains the effluentto Puget Sound. The lWS has a hydraulic capacity of between the
10- and 25-year storm events and overflows to the.SDS during larger storm events.
It was assumed that all runoff from the IWS drains to Puget Sound. Therefore, these
areas were removed from the HSPF models.

• Landusechangesassociatedwiththeproposalweresimulatedbyreplacingaffected
areaswithimpervioussurfaceandperviousfillarea,andbyaddingdetentionstorage
tomitigatetheincreasedstormwaterrunoff.Detentionfacilitieswerelocatedat
locationswherestormwatcrislikelytodischargeoffsiteandenterthemainstcm
channelsofMillerandDes MoinesCreek.The effectsofchangedlanduseinthe
proposedborrowsourceareaswerenotconsideredintheHSPF modelinganalysis.

• Stormwater drainage will following existing drainage pathways under proposed
conditions, with no transferof drainage area between Miller and Des Moines Creeks.
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2.0 CURRENT CONDITIONS ANALYSES

A discussion of the methodology and results of the HSPF modeling for current conditions is

contained in the following sections.

2.1 MILLER CREEK MODEL

The Miller Creek current conditions HSPF model was adapted from a previous HSPF model that

was developed for the Miller Creek Regional Stormwater Facilities Design Hydrologic Modeling

(NHC, 1990). The NHC model was modified andimproved for this study using updated stream

watershed data from recent studies providing better information on SeaTac Airport subbasin

characteristics,and more extensive streamflow data for calibration.

The Miller Creek Watershed subbasins used in the currentconditions HSPF model are shown in

Figure3. A moredetaileddepiction of drainage basin boundaries in the vicinity of SeaTac Airport

is shown in Figure 4.

Land cover data used in the Miller Creek HSPF model for currentconditions are summarized in

Table A-1 (Appendix A). Table A-1 gives the acreage of land use types, soil types and slope

combinations within each subbasin. A schematic of the HSPF model of Miller Creek for current

conditions,illustra_g the arrangement of subbasins and stream reaches in the model, is shown in

Figure 5.

Land cover data for the SeaTac Airport SDS and IWS drainage basins are summarized in Table 2-1.

These estimates of drainage areas were developed during current modeling studies of the SDS and

IWS. Since the IWS discharges directly to Puget Sound, the IWS area were assumed to not

contribute any runoff to Miller and Des Moines Creeks.

Most subbasins are represented by a single set of land cover data within the HSPF models.

However, the SeaTac Airport subbasins each have two sets of land cover data. These basins are

identified by a pair of numbers, such as 20/25 in Figures 3 and 4. Land cover data in the fwst

subbasin number represents the area drained by the SDS system for that subbasin (i.e., the areas in

Table 2-1), and land cover data in the second subbasin number represents the remaining area in the
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TABLE 2-I
SEATAC AIRPORT SDS AND IWS AREAS

SDS (acres) IWS

Subbasin Pervious Impervious Total lacres) Drainsto:
SDE-4 28 92 120 -- Des Moines Creek

SDN-I 0 14 14 -- MillerCreek

SDN-2 7 27 34 -- Miller Creek

SDN-3 .43 16 59 -- Miller Creek

SDN-4" 7 3 1O -- MillerCreek

SDS-1 0 40 40 -- DesMoinesCreek

SDS-2 b 13 0 13 -- Des Moines Creek

SDS-3 221 209 430 -- Des Moines Creek

SDS-4 26 18 44 -- Des Moines Creek

SDW-3 14 10 24 -- Des Moines Creek

IWS Air Cargo ...... 106" Puget Sound
/Runway

IWS Terminal ..... 148d Puget Sound

TOTAL 359 429 788 254 -
Included in SDN-3 in HSPF model.

b IncludedinSubbasinIIinHSPF model.

c Located in Subbasins SDE-4 (56 acres) in Des Moines Creek model, and SDN-1 (25 acres) and
SDN-2 (25 acres) in Miller Creek model.

d Located in Subbasin SDS-1 in Des Moines Creek model.

subbasin (e.g., not drained by the SDS system). The model was constructed this way to allow the

SDS components to be modeled individually if necessary.

For this study, several changes were made to the HSPF model prepared by NHC. One change was

made to correct an error in the stream network. The NHC model showed the SeaTac "r' Pond

subbasin (Subbasin No. 20) drslnlng to Walker Creek, located below the stream gauge site on lower

Miller Creek. Subbasin 20 actually joins Miller Creek a short distance below 1st Avenue South,

above the stream gauge site. Another change to the HSPF model prepared by NHC was a revision

of the subbasin boundaries in the vicinity of SeaTac Airport to those shown on the SDS drainage

basin maps recently prepared by Anne Symonds (1992). Current drainage basin boundaries are
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shown in Figure 4. Changingthe boundaries rcquir_ modification of land use dam in subbasins

adjoining S_Tac Airport. Land use and soils dam from NHC (1990) were used for _is purpose.

OtherchangesmadetotheHSPF modelincludedrevisionstostreamreachdataforMillerCreek

belowLakeReba.New routingdatawasderivedusingthere.sultsoftheFEMA HEC-2 hydraulic

model of Miller Creek (NHC, 1991). The change resultecl in a more accurate representation of

streamflow routing in the HSPF model. Elevation-storage-dischargerelationships for the Lake Reba

andAmbaum Detention Facilities were also incorporated into theHSPF model based on information

contained in the King County TR-20 models, as-built drawings, and dam safety reports.

2.2 DES MOINES CREEKMODEL

The Des Moines Creek HSPF model preparedfor this study used hydrattlic modeling data contained

in the TR-20 model that was originally developed by King County. The TR-20 model was used in

several studies including the Des Moin_ Creek Watershed Plan and the Tyee Pond Detention

Facilitydesign.The TR-20modelincludedtheeastandwestbranchesofDes MoinesCreek

(draining from Tyee Pond and Northwest Ponds, respectively), and extended downstream to South

208th Street.

A map of the subbasiusused in the Des Moines Creek HSPF model is shown in Figure 6. A more

detailed description of the drainage basin boundaries in the vicinity of SeaTac Airport is shown in

Figure 4.

Land cover data for the SeaTac Airport SDS drainage subbasins are summarized in Table 2-1.

Table A-2 in Appendix A summarizes the land cover parameters used in the HSPF model for Des

Moines Creek under current conditions. Table A-2 gives the acreage of land use types, soil types

and slope combinations within each subbasin. Subbasin land use data were derived from a

geographical information system (GIS) analysis of land use and soil maps which was performed by

Gambrell Urban. A schematic of the HSPF model of Des Moines Creek for current conditions,

illustrating the arrangement of subbasins and stream reaches in the model, is shown in Figure 7.
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To create the Des Moines Creek HSPF model, the following adaptations from the TR-20 model

were performed:

• Thenumberof subbasinsfrom the TR-20 model was reduced to groupsimilar land
use areastogether and to simplify the stream network.

• Stream cross-sections from the TR-20 model (XSECTN) were modified and
combined to create FTABLES stream reach data in the HSPF model.

2.3 CALIBRATION

Calibrationis theprocesswherebymodel parametersare adjusted to achieve a close match between

recorded streamflows and simulated streamflows over a time period when streamflow data are

available. Nearly five years of recorded streamflow, from October 1989 to July 1994, were used

in the calibration process.

Hydrologic modeling using HSPF requiresrefinement of many different parametersthat describe

different streamflow-producing processes. These processes are based on the concepts of the

StanfordWatershedModel. The dominantprocesses in HSPF include rainfall runoff from pervious

andimpervious surfaces,infilwationof rainfall to shallow and deep soils, soil moisture accounting,

flow of groundwaterfrom shallowsoils to streams (i.e., interflow), flow of groundwaterfrom deep

soils to streams, and loss of groundwater to deep aquifers. Each of these physical processes are

controlledby severalparameters. Typically, standardparameters that have been developed for the

Puget Sound lowland region (Dim'cola,1990), areused as the initial starting point in the calibration

process. This is followed by parameter adjustments to achieve a better match between simulated

and recorded streamflows.

As a general guide, the following objectives were established for calibration:

• Achieve a good match of peak flow magnitudes and hydrograph recession
characteristics for the larger storms of record, particularly the January 1990,
November 1990, and early 1991 events.

• Achieveagoodmatchbetweenrecordedandsimulatedaveragemonthlyflows(i.e.,
runoff volume).
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• Achieveagoodmatchbetweenrecordedandsimulatedflowdurationcurves.

A goal of matching peak flows and volumes to within plus or minus 10 percent (on average) was

thetargetforcalibration.However,greateremphasiswas placedonaccuratecalibrationofthe

largestrecordedstormstoachieveaccurateflood frequencyestimates.

ThefinalHSPF parametersarrivedatinthecalibrationprocessfortheMillerCreekandDesMoines

CreekHSPF modelsaresummarizedinTables2-2and2-3,respectively.Modelparameterslisted

inTables2-2and2-3wereadjustedona watershed-widebasis,ratherthanbyindividualsubbasins

during thecalibrationprocess. Thus, in the Miller Creek HSPF model the parametersin Table 2-2

were used for the drainage areas above each of the two stream gauges. Total impervious areaand

active groundwater outflow (in the pervious runoff function) were also adjusted during the

calibrationprocess to match peak runoff and baseflow rates, respectively. These parameterswere

adjustedseparatelyfor each drainage area that is tributaryto a stream gauge to improve the match

of simulated flows to recorded flows.
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Results fromthe HSPFmodel calibrationprocess for the 5-year period of recorded streamflows are

shownin Figures8 and 9. Figure8 is a plotcomparing recorded and simulated monthly peak flows

at two locations:MillerCreek near its mouth and Des Moines Creek at South 208th Street. Figure

9 is a plot comparing recorded and simulated monthly average flows, which are representative of

flow volume,for the sametwo locations. Data used to create the plots are contained in Tables B-1

to B-3 (Appendix B).

In the study for the LakeReba Detention Facility (NHC, 1990), the HSPF model was calibrated

using streamflow data from a single gauging station at lower Miller Creek for the period of 1988-

1989. For this study, the HSPF model for Miller Creek was calibrated at two locations: Miller

Creekbelow LakeR_ba(King County Gauge 4213)and Milla"Creekat S.W. 175th P1. in Normandy

Park (KingCounty Gauge 42A), which is located near the mouth of the creek. Model parameters

were modified to calibrate the model to five years of recorded streamflow data (1989-1994),

including the three largest storms on record which occurred in 1990 and 1991. Because the Lake

Rebaand Ambaunadetentionfacilities were built in 1992, model calibration was performed for pre-

and post-detention conditions. All subsequent simulation runs were based on post-detention

conditions.

TheDesMoinesCreekHSPF modelwascalibratedtostreamflowdatacollectedfromthestream

gaugelocatedatthecastbranchofDesMoinesCreekaboveTyeePond(KingCountyGauge11C).

Model parameters were modified to calibrate the model to five years of recorded streamflow data

(1989-1994). Stream gauge data for the Tyee Pond outlet were not used because King County noted

that stage re_qcllrtgsfrom this gauge were affected by debris. Also, unknown amounts of streamflow

bypassed the outlet gauge during the January and November 1990 storms when water flowed over

the emergency spillway. Stream gauge data from a gauge located near the mouth of the stream in

Des Moines were available but were not used for calibration because the basin model did not extend

downstream to that location.

In general, good calibration results were achieved at the lower Miller Creek gauge for both peak

flows (Figure 8) and flow volume (Figure 9). The simulated monthly peak flows averaged 89

percent of the corresponding recorded flows (Table B-1). The simulated flow volume achieved
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betterresults, with the simulated volume equal to 99 percent of recorded volume. However, data

inTableB-1 showthatsimulationaccuraciesvariedfromyeartoyear.Thevariationsmay be

caused by several factors, including inaccurate peak flow estimates in the stream gauge data,

variable precipitation patterns in the watershed (HSPF assumes a uniform distributionusing data

recordedattheairport),or inaccuracy in subbasin characterization in the HSPF model. Calibration

results at the Des Moines Creek inflow to Tyee Pond were similar, with simulated peak flows

averaging 101 percent of the recorded flows anda simulated flow volume averaging 114 percent

of the recordedvolume (Table B-3). The simulated peak flows were also quite variable, probably

due to the difficulty of simulating runoff from a basin that has a high percentage of impermeable

surfacearea. The Des Moines Creekbasin has approximately 50 percent of its area in commercial

and airportuses.

Calibrationresultsfor Miller Creek below Lake Reba are summarized in Table B-2 (Appendix B).

A good match of peak flows was obtained, but the simulated flow volumes were only 60 percent

of the recordedflow volumes. The calibrationproblem was caused by difficult modeling conditions

in the upper Miller Creek Watershed. Streamflow monitoring data for this section of the Miller

Creek Basin (recordedat SR 518 above Lake Reba) showed very low peak flow magnitudes for the

relatively large basin size. That may be a result of a combination of highly permeable soils,

groundwater that drains to deep aquifers rather than to Miller Creek, several natural lakes that may

retain large amounts of stormwater runoff, and inaccurate stream gauge data. Runoff volumes were

underestimated at Miller Creek below Lake Reba because impervious areas had to be significantly

reduced to achieve a good match of peak flows.

In addition to a calibrationof the models tt_ingthe parameters listed in Tables 2-2 and 2-3, test runs

were made using the parameters from the NHC model for Miller Creek and the USGS regional

parameters for Des Moines Creek. The test runs were made to compare the performance of our

calibration parameters to parameters used in previous modeling studies.

A comparison of flow duration characteristics between recorded and simulated flows is shown in

Figure B-1 (Appendix B). Two duration curves for simulated flows are shown: one for the

calibrated model and one for the test runs using either the USGS regional parameters or the NHC
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parameters.Thedur_oncurvesillustratethatthemodelcalibrationusingourparametersresulted

inaclosermatchtorecordedfows.

Hydrographplots of simulamdversus recorded flows for major storms am shown in Figures B-2 to

B--4(Appendix B) foreach of the stream gauge locations (MillerCreek near its mouth, Miller Creek

below Lake Rcba, and Des Moines Creek above Ty_ Pond) during the storms of January 1990,

November 1990, and April 1991. In addition, a fourthset of hydrographplots am shown (Figure

B-5) comparingsimulatedDes Moincs Creek flows at South 208th Street with recorded flows near

the mouth. The stream gauge on lower Des Moines Creek was established in lau_ 1991, and

therefore the hydrographplots are for storms that occurred after this dine. Although these two

locations arc somewhat scparau_l from each other, good matches of storm peak and shape were

achieved.

Hydrograph plots of the entire 5-year calibration period are also included in Figures B-6 and B-7

(Appendix B). These plots show daffy peak hourly flows for recorded and simulated records at

MillerCreeknearitsmouthandattheDesMoinesCreekinflowtoTyccPond.

2.4 LONG TERM SIMULATION RESULTS

Following calibration of the HSPF models, long-tsrm hydrologic simulations of current conditions

for Millerand Des Moines Creek were performed. These simulations were run for the 1948-1994

(47-year) period using hourly SeaTac Airport precipitation and daily Puyallup evaporation data as

input. HSPF input data files, called user control input (UCI) files, for the current conditions

simulationare contained in Appendix D. The UCI files that were used for the calibration runs are

identical to the long-term simulation UCI files contained in Appendix D, except that simulation time

and output file specifications were changed.

The results of the current conditions analyses were summarized using flood frequency and flow

duration statistical measures. The summaries were completed for selected locations along Miller

and Des Moines Creeks. The locations, which spatially represent streamflow conditions along the

creeks, are as follows:
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• Miller Creek:
- Below Lake Reba
- At 1st Avenue South
- Near mouth

• Des Moines Creek:
- below Confluence (of east and west branches)
- at South 208th Street

Flood Frequency

Flood frequency estimates for current conditions are summarized in Table 2-4. Flood frequency

estimateswere calculatedusingannualpeakflows produced by the HSPF simulation and the Corps

of Engineerscomputer programHEC-FFA, Flood Frequency Analysis (COE, 1992). Exceedence

probability graphs of flood frequency data are included as Figures C-1 to C-5 (Appendix C).

TABLE 2-4
FLOOD FREQUENCY ESTIMATES FOR

CURRENT CONDITIONS

Flow (cfs)

Miller Creek Des Moines CreekReturn
Period below at 1st near below at S.

Probability (years) Lk. Reba Avenue Mouth Confluence 208th

0.01 100 171 293 468 232 280

0.02 50 158 259 412 207 247

0.05 20 140 217 343 176 206

0.10 10 125 185 293 154 178

0.20 5 108 154 243 132 150

0.50 2 80 109 173 103 112

0.80 1.25 57 77 124 83 86

0.90 1.11 47 64 104 74 76

0.95 1.05 40 55 91 69 69

0.99 1.01 28 40 69 60 58
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The estimated 100-year flood for lower Miller Creek is 468 cfs. This compares to an estimate of

562 cfs by NHC using theprevious HSPF model of Miller Creek (NHC, 1990) for the scenario of

currentland use without the Lake Reba Detention Facility, and 479 cfs for the scenario of future

landuse with theLakeRebaDetention Facih'ty. NHC did not report an estimate of flood flows for

thescenarioof currentlanduse with the Lake Reba Detention Facility. That scenario was modeled

in this study.

In theproposedconditions analysisdescribedin Section 3, representative 2-year, 10-year, and 100-

year storms were selectedfor use in calculating total detention storage requirements. Those storms

were selected from the historical simulation period by choosing storms whose peak flows most

closely matchedthe flood frequency estimates. The selected storms were December 2-5, 1975 for

the2-yearevent;February26-29, 1972 for the lO-yearevent; and January 8-11, 1990 for the 100-

year event.

ElmI)uzaziaa

How durationanalyses undercurrentconditions were also completed. The results are summarized

in a comparative analysis to proposed land use conditions in Section 4.

2.5 MODELING AND CALIBRATION CHALLENGES

Severaldifficulties in model development and calibrationwere encountered during the study. The

following paragraphsbriefly describe difficulties encountered during the modeling process.

• The primary challenge to model calibration was the difficulty simulating the very rapid
hydrograph recession in Miller Creek flows. This hydrograph characteristic is probably the
result of the large amount of impervious surface in the watershed. During the calibration
process, the interflow andrece_on parameters were extended beyond their "normal" range.
This resulted in improved simulation. Furore modeling efforts should consider reanalyses
of land use characteristics for the entire watershed and more emphasis on adjustment of
effective impervious areas in the calibration process.

• A large groundwater loss was needed to simulate recorded flow volumes in both Miller and
Des Moines Creek. This was achieved by increasing infiltration and deep-groundwater
recharge rates. Recorded peak runoff rates from upper Miller Creek (above SR-518) were
particularly low relative to the basin area. The low runoff rates may be due to very pervious
soil conditions and lake retention. A large reduction in effective impervious area was made
in the HSPF model input to properly simulate the recorded peak flow rates.
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• Much difficulty was encountered while trying to establish the current outlet rating curves
for the Lake Reba, Ambaum, and Tyee Pond detention facilities, and for Bow Lake and
Pond B. Accurate elevation-storage=discharge relationships for these facilities and lakes
should be developed for future modeling efforts using as-built drawings and flow
monitoring. Relationships that were derived during pre-design studies areapparently still
being used by King County for their stream gauging.

• Streamflow data used for calibration were provided by King County with the qnalifier

"provisionaldata- donotdistribute".Therecordshadnumerousgapsdueto gaugefailure
and many highflow _dlngs appeared erroneous, particularly the LakeReba outflow data.
The data should be further reviewed and checked by King County.

3.0 PROPOSED CONDITIONS ANALYSES

The tasks performedin theproposed conditions analyses included modifying the Miller Creek and

Des Moines Creek models to reflect additional impervious areaand other changed landuse in the

SeaTac Airportsubbasins, calculating detention storage required to meet offsite discharge criteria,

running the 47-year simulations, and comparing the resulting streamflow to existing condition

streamflow.

A detailed representation of proposed stormwater facilities (i.e., conveyance pipes and stormwater

ponds) was not incorporated into the HSPF models for two primary reasons. First, the design

process for the runway drainage system had not begun, and no details of a potential system were

available for incorporation into this study. Second, such a system would have been too complex to

incorporate into an HSPF model. The only significant change made to the modeling network was

the addition of detention storage ponds at certain subbasin nodes. Other minor changes were made

to the network structure to help simplify the modeling of detention storage facilities. This included

joining adjacent subbasins at a single node so that the combined runoff entered a single detention

pond.

3.1 LAND USE CHANGES

Figure 10 illustrates the land use changes associated with the proposal. Changes in land use are

based on the alternative that includes a 8,500-foot runway located 1,700 feet west of existing

Runway 16R-34L. Also included with this alternative is the proposed South Aviation Support Area

(SASA) in the southeast corner of the airport, new expansion of parking and cargo areas north of
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SR-518, andnew areas of fill. Ocherfacilities such as terminal facilities and central parkingwere

not incorporated into the HSPF models became they do not add new impervious area or they

currentlydrainto the IWS. Also, futureconversions of SDS areas to connect to the IWS (for water

qualityimprovements)were not incorporatedinto the HSPF models because study efforts regarding

these potential actions arc still in progress.

Table3-1 summarizesthecurrentandproposedlanduse in the SeaTac Airport subbasins. Land use

changes are detailed by subbasin in Table 3-2. New impervious area was assumed to be 100

percenteffective, and new fill was assumedto haverunoffcharacteristicsequal to flat fill. Subbasin

areasand parametersfor the proposed conditions model are summarized in Table A-3 (Appendix

A).

Under the proposal, impervious surface areawill increase by 95.4 acres in the Des Moines Creek

Watershedand by 97.4 acresin the MillerCreekWatershed,for a total of 192.8 acres. Another 65.7

acres of impervious surface area will be located in the SASA area, but will drain to Puget Sound via

the IWS. That area was excluded from the model. In addition, the total area of flU is increased by
about 550 acres over both watersheds.

3.2 DETENTION REQUIREMENTS

The Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget Sound Basin (Ecology, 1992) was used as a

guide to determine stormwater detention volumes and release rates. The detention criteria used for

this analysis included detention of the 2-year storm and release at 50 percent of the existing 2-year

runoff rate, and detention of the 10-year and 100-year storms and release at 100 percent of existing
runoff rates for those storm events.

Detention storage required to meet Ecology's standards was estimated through the use of design

storms hydrographs produced by the HSPF model. As described in Section 2.4, design storms were

selected from the historicalsimulation period to represent 2-year, 10-year, and 100-year recurrence

interval storms. The selected storms were December 2-5, 1975 for the 2-year event; February 26-29,

1972for the 10-year event; and January 8-11, 1990 for the 100-year event. The recorded flows at
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lower Miller Creek during these design storms are 172 cfs, 277 cfs, and 433 cfs, respectively,

compared to the flood frequency estimates of 173 cfs, 293 cfs, and 468 cfs, respectively (for the

TABLE 3-1
SUMMARY OF LAND USE CHANGES IN SEATAC SUBBASINS

ASSUMED FOR PROPOSAL

Des Moines Creek Miller Creek

(acres) lac_s) Total¢i

CURRENT LAND USE

- SDS imperviousarea" 369 60 429

-I'WS" 204 50 254

- Fill and other" 410 83 493

. Non-airportb 204 326 530

Total 1,187 519 1,706

PROPOSED CHANGES

- New SDS impervious area 95.4 97.4 192.8

- New IWS 65.7 0 65.7

- New fill 282.5 262.3 544.8

PROPOSED LAND USE

- SDS impervious area 464.4 157.4 621.8

- IWS 269.7 50 319.7

- Fill and other 452.9 311.6 764.5

Total 1,187 519 !,706

Includes Subbasins 19 and 24 (SDW-3), 20 and 25 (SDS-3), 21 and 26 (SDS-1),
and 23 and 28 (SDE-4) in Des Moines Creek, and Subbasins 23 and 27 (SDN-1),
24 and 28 (SDN-2), and 25 and 29 (SDN-3 and SDN-4) in Miller Creek.

b Areas in other subbasins affected by airport expansion.

2-year, 10-year, and 100-year return intervals). Since the January 1990 runoff event was less than

the estimated 100-year flow, the hourly precipitation amounts in this storm were proportionately

increased by a factor of 1.10, which raises the total nmoff volume from that event to an amount

equal to the average of the January and November 1990 runoff events (the two largest events on

record).
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TABLE 3-2
DETAIL OF LAND USE CHANGES IN SEATAC SUBBASINS

ASSUMED FOR PROPOSAL

Modified LandUse (acres)

Subbasin Compacted Impervious
Location Number Fill Surface

MILLER CREEK

- Drainage to Lake Reba (node 40) 6 32.7 37.9

7 24.5 0

25/29 16.3 3.6

- Drainage to middle creek (node 47) 8 67.3 13.7

26 71.0 24.5

- Drainage to lower creek (node 46) 20 50.5 17.7

Subtotal 262.3 97.4

DES MOINES CREEK

- Drainage to Northwest Pond (node 66) 19/24 26.6 1.0

20/25 144.3 55.0

- Drainage to Tyee Pond (node 50) 4 7.7 0.0

5 26.8 27.2

6 27.0 42.7

- Drainage below confluence (node 67) 12 12.6 0.0

13 13.2 28.1

21/26 24.3 7.1

- Less drainage to IWS 0.0 (65.7)

Subtotal 282.5 95.4

TOTAL 544.8 192.8

The first step in determining detention volumes was to calculate existing runoff rates from the area

in each subbasin that were affected by proposed land use changes (i.e., the areas in Table 3-2).

Those rates were determined by performing an HSPF model run with the areas removed. Existing

rates of runoff were calculated by comparing these flows to the existing conditions model. The

second step was to calculate the allowable runoff rate from each subbasin as defined by the
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stormwamrdcumfioncrimria.Forthe2-yearevent,thiswascalculatedastheexistingsubbasinflow

minusone-hailoftheflowcalculamdinthef_ststep.Forthe10-yearand100-yearevenus,the

allowablerunoffrateisequaltotheexistingsubbasinflow.The laststepwas tomodifythe

subbasinlanduseparametersm r_flccttheproposedlanduseandtoaddtherequireddetention

storage.

DetentionpondsizeswereestimatedusingtheKingCountySurfaceWaterManagementDivision

compumrprogramRDFAC. Ninety-sixhourhydrographswereextractedfromtheHSPF models

toperformaroutinganalysiswithRDFAC. A "generic"configurationofastormwaterpondwas

assumedinallcases.Thestormwa_pondswereassumedtobe6-footdeepbasinswithtwooutlet

orifices.Thebouomorificewassizedfortheallowablereleaserateduringa2-yearevent,andthe

toporificewassizedfortheallowablereleaseraresduring10-and100-yearevents.Thisanalysis

resultedinaninitialestimateofstormwaterdetentionvolumes.To derivethefinalstormwater

detentionvolumes,aseriesoffullHSPF simulationswereconducted,witheachHSPF simulation

usinganincrementallylargerstoragevolume.Aftereachsimulationafloodfrequencyanalysiswas

conductedateachoftheevaJnafionpoinmalongMillerandDesMoinesCreektoverifywhetherthe

detentioncriteriaweremet.ThefinalstoragevolumesintheMillerCreekmodelwereincreased

by50percentoverthoseiniually_atecl usingthedesignstorms,andthestoragevolumesinthe

Des MoinesCreekmodelwcreincreasedby 20 percent.The MillerCreekmodelneededa

significantlylargerincreaseinstoragevolumes.Thereasonforthismay bethepresenceofalarge

amountofexistingstoragealongthisstream(mostlybehindroadwayculverts),whichaltersthe

floodroutingcharacter_csofthisstream,andtheamingofrunofffromthethreeSeaTacsubbasins

thatenterMillerCreekatdifferentpointsinthebasin.

The volumeofstorrnwaterdetentionusedintheproposedcondiuonsanalysisissummarizedin

Table3-3.We assumedthatthreedetentionpondswouldbeplacedwithineachwatershed.The

locations were selec_ to represent the likely locations of stormwater discharge after the change in

land use at the airport.
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TABLE 3-3
ASSUMED ONSITE DETENTION VOLUMES

Total Detention
Volume =

Location (ac-ft)
MILLER CREEK

- Drainage to Lake Reba 14.9

- Drainage to middle creek 35.3

- Drainage to lower creek 10.4

Subtotal 60.6

DES MOINES CREEK

- Drainage to Tyee Pond 4.6

- Drainage to Northwest Ponds 24.4

- Drainage below confluence 2.4

Subtotal 31.4

TOTAL 92.0

" Includes active storage volume only (i.e., to 100-year storm level).

3.3 RESULTS

The estimated discharge from airportareas under existing and proposed conditions is summarized

in Table 3-4. The results are from HSPF runs using the design storm events discussed in Section

2.4. In all cases, the discharge under proposed conditions is lower than the current discharge. In

fact, in order to meet the stormwater detention criteria at offsite stream locations, in many cases

runoff rates aresignificantly lower under proposed conditions compared to existing conditions. The

discharges listed in Table 3-4 include runoff from areas not affected by proposed land use changes

in addition to the areas with land use changes. Thus, a full 50 percent reduction in the 2-year

discharge from all airport areas would not be realized.

The performance of the detention ponds in attenuating storrnwater runoff is illustrated by

hydrographs in Figure 11. The hydrographs are of stormwater discharge from a representative

subbasin, Miller Creek Subbasin 24, under three scenarios: existing conditions, proposed conditions

without detention,andproposedconditions with detention. Stormwater detention reduces the peak

flow rate but increases the rate of flow during the period of hydrograpb recession. Stormwater
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detention has the greatest relative effect during the 2-year storm because detention used in the

analyses called for a 50 percentreduction in peak flows duringthat event.

TABLE 3-4
DESIGN STORMDISCHARGES FROM ONSITE SUBBASINS

Discharge (cfs)

Location Flow Event= Existing [ Proposed

I

MILLER CREEK

- Lake Reba inflow 2-Year 22.4 16.1

10-Year 55.9 39.2

100-Year 93.2 82.4

- Middle creek 2-Year 13.7 6.4

10-Year 51.4 23.8

100-Year 94.5 72.8

- Lower creek 2-Year 18.7 12.4

10-Year 46.8 33.1

100-Year 78.8 69.6

DES MOINES CREEK

- NW Pond inflow 2-Year 53.4 44.8

10-Year 89.5 80.5

100-Year 145.3 138.5/

- Tyee Pond inflow 2-Year 25.7 22.3
10-Year 44.5 37.6

100-Year 63.8 60.2

- Below confluence 2-Year 8.0 6.2

10-Year 17.8 13.4

100-Year 26.2 24.5
' 2-Year event: December 2, 1975

10-Year event: February 27, 1972
100-Year event: January 9, 1990 (with precipitation factored by 1.10)
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Simulated peak flow rates in Miller and Des Moines Creeks undercurrentand proposed land use

conditionsfor the threedesign stormevents aresummarizedin Table3-5. The simulated peak flows

underproposedconditions were found to be less than currentpeak flows. HSPF input data fries for

the proposedconditions analyses are contained in Appendix E.

TABLE 3-5
DESIGN STORM DISCHARGES AT OFFS1TESTREAMFLOW LOCATIONS

Flow (cfs)

Location Flow Event' Existin_ Proposed
MILLERCREEK

- Near mouth (node 17) 2-Year 172 169

10-Year 298 282

100-Year 434 414

- at 1st Ave. S. (node 33) 2-Year 106 103

10-Year 188 169

100-Year 247 233

- Lake Reba outflow (node 7) 2-Year 78 76

10-Year 124 123

100-Year 147 144

DES MOINES CREEK

- At S. 208th St. (node 18) 2-Year 99 98

10-Year 171 162

100-Year 259 248

- Below confluence (node 13) 2-Year 90 88

10-Year 145 139

100-Year 999 213
' 2-Year event: December 2, 1975

lO-Year event: February 27, 1972
100-Year event: January 9, 1990
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4.0 ANALYSIS OF IMPACTS

Potentialeffects of the proposedlanduse changes on streamflows in Miller and Des Moines Creeks

were determinedby comparingHSPF model simulationresultsfrom the proposed conditions model,

which included increased impervious surfaces and stormwater detention, with results from the

current conditions model. Statistical measures of flood frequency, flow duration, and flow

exceedence were used in the comparativeanalysis.

4.1 FLOOD FREQUENCY

A 47-year simulationusing the historical precipitation recordwas runwith the proposedcondition

models. A flood frequency analysis of the results of that simulation can determine whether the

detention ponds, whose design was based on a representative design storm, can have similar

performance over other individual or sequences of storms contained in the historical period of the

precipitation record.

The flood frequency analysis was performed using annual peak flows derived from the 47-year

simulation period and the I-IEC-FFA software package. Estimated peak flows for various flood

frequencies are summarized in Tables 4-1 and 4-2 for Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek,

respectively. The tables also present the difference betweenestimates of peak flows under proposed

and current conditions. The analysis using a full 47-year period of record indicated that peak flows

under proposed conditions will not exceed those predicted for existing conditions. As discussed in

Section 3.2, the HSPF models were used to verify the amount of stormwater detention volume that

would be required under the proposed development scenario. The flood frequency values for

proposed conditions that are contained in Tables 4-1 and 4-2 reflect the amount of stormwater

detention volume needed to limit offsite flood peaks to no greater than existing conditions.

4.2 ANNUAL FLOW DURATION AND VOLUME

A flow duration analysis quantifies changes in streamflow rates at incremental flow intervals over

the entire range of streamflow. Table 4-3 summarizes a comparison of flow duration characteristics

between current and proposed conditions. The flow duration analyses were prepared using

simulated hourly flows and the USGS SWSTAT computer program which is a surface water

statistical analysis program (USGS, 1993).
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TABLE 4-1
FLOOD FREQUENCY ESTIMATES FOR

PROPOSED CONDITIONS - _-I-k'R CREEK

Location

Return Below Lake Reba At 1st Avenue Near Mouth
Period Flow Difference ° Flow Difference = Flow !Difference'

Probabmty(years) (ds) (cfs) (cfs) (ds1 (ds) (ds)
0.01 100 166 -5 292 -I 454 -14

0.02 50 152 -6 256 -3 400 -12

0.05 20 134 -6 212 -5 334 -9

0.10 10 119 -6 181 -4 285 -8

0.20 5 103 -5 150 -4 238 -5

0.50 2 76 -4 105 -4 170 -3

0.80 1.25 55 -3 75 -2 122 -2

0.90 I.II 46 -I 63 -I 103 -I

0.95 1.05 39 -I 54 -I 89 -2

0.99 1.01 28 0 41 +l 68 -1
" Compared to existing conditions (Table 2.4).

TABLE 4-2
FLOOD FREQUENCY ESTIMATES FOR

PROPOSED CONDITIONS - DES MOINES CREEK

Location

Remm Below Confluence At S. 208th Street
Period Flow Difference' Flow Difference"

Probability (years) (cfs) (cfs) (cfs) (cfs)
0.01 100 232 0 280 0

0.02 50 205 -2 244 -3

0.05 20 172 .4 202 -4

0.i0 I0 149 -5 173 -5

0.20 5 127 -5 145 -5

0.50 2 96 -7 108 -4

0.80 1.25 76 -7 84 -4

0.90 1.11 68 -6 74 -2

0.95 1.05 62 -7 68 -1

0.99 1,01 ;54 -6 58 0
* Compared to exisung conditions (Table 2-4).
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TABLE 4-3
FLOW DURATION CHARACTERISTICS AT OFFSITE STREAM LOCATIONS

Miller Creek near Mouth (Node 17)

_nte_ _ _w_ v_ _ _ _ va_ne vdume pm_t

0 2 34.52 100.00 250 34.25 100.00 248 -2 -1% -24
2 4 34.89" 65.48 758 33.65 65.75 731 -27 -4% -108
4 8 7.67 _0.50 274 7.47 32.08 270 -4 -1% .9
6 8 4.07 23.03 206 4.t8 24.62 212 6 3% 10
8 10 289 18.98 188 3.03 23.44 195 7 4% 10
lO 16 4.79 16.07 433 5.03 17.44 450 25 9% 25
_s 2o _ 11_ 379 3.25 lZ:_ 412 34 9% 24
20 25 2.00 8.30 326 2.21 9.11 360 34 11% 18
25 30 1.43 6.30 285 1.55 6.91 311 26 9% 11
30 35 1.08 4.87 254 1.16 5.34 273 19 7% 7
35 40 0.80 3.79 217 0.87 4.19 236 19 9% 6
40 45 0.62 2,99 191 0.67 3.31 206 15 8% 4
45 50 0.48 2.37 165 0.54 2.64 165 21 13% 5
50 60 0.62 1.89 247 0.68 2.10 271 24 10% 5
60 70 0.38 1.27 179 0.44 1.42 207 28 16% 5
70 80 0.25 0.89 135 0.28 0.98 152 16 12% 3
80 90 0.16 0.64 98 0.18 0.70 111 12 12% 2
90 100 0.11 0.48 76 0._2 0.52 83 7 9% 1
100 120 0.14 0.37 111 0.16 0.40 127 16 14% 2
120 140 0.09 0.23 85 0.09 0.23 85 0 0% 0
140 160 0.04 0.14 43 0.05 0.14 64 11 26% 1
150 150 0.02 0.10 25 0.02 0.10 25 0 0% 0
180 200 0.03 0.07 41 0.03 0.07 41 0 0% 0
200 220 0.02 0.05 30 0.02 0.04 30 0 0% 0
220 240 0.01 0.03 17 0.01 0.03 17 0 0% 0
240 260 0.00 0.02 0 0.01 0.02 18 18 0% 1
250 260 0.01 0.0(2 20 0.01 0.02 20 0 0% 0
280 :300 0.01 0.01 21 0.01 0.01 21 0 0% 0
300 320 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0 0% 0

Acm.fmthje_. 5,054 Acre-fe_J_. 5,361 3O7
Averageflow:. 6._ (c_) Avera¢_flow:. 7.42 {cfs) 0.43 (cfs)

Miller Creek at 1st Avenue (Node 33)

i PercentTime PercentTime AnnualFlow Percent'l'_me PercentTmle AnnualFlow Tom Durat_nof
Interval in Flow_ Volume in Flow Exceeds VoUne Votume Percent Flow

(ors) FlowInte_ra.I lower Limit (ac-fl) Flow Inten_l LowerUmit (ac-fl} (ao-.fl) Volume (hours)
0 2 71.99 100.00 621 69.98 103.00 507 -15 -3% -176
2 4 8.23 26.01 179 8.31 30.02 150 2 1% 7
4 6 4.40 19.78 " 150 4.63 21.70 168 8 5% 20
6 8 3.04 16.38 164 3.25 17.07 165 11 7% 18
8 10 2.24 12.34 146 2.46 13.52 160 14 10% 19

10 15 3.68 10.10 333 4.11 11.36 372 39 12% 38
15 20 2.13 6.42 270 2.36 7.25 299 29 11% 20
20 25 1.37 4.29 223 1.55 4.90 252 29 13% 16
25 30 0.89 2.92 177 1.01 3.34 201 24 13% 11
30 38 0.55 2.03 132 0.64 2.33 151 19 14% 7
35 40 0.39 1.47 106 0.44 1.69 119 14 13% 4
40 45 0.27 1._ 83 0.32 1.25 98 15 19% 4
45 50 0.18 0.81 52 0.21 0.92 72 10 17% 3
50 60 0.22 0.63 88 0.25 0.71 100 12 14% 3
50 70 0.12 0.41 56 0.14 0.45 55 9 17% 2
70 80 0.08 0.29 43 0.10 0.32 64 11 25% 2
80 90 0.06 0.21 37 0.07 0.22 43 6 "17% 1
90 100 0.04 0.15 28 0.05 0.15 34 7 25% 1
100 120! 0.04 0.10 32 0.05 0.10 40 8 25% I
120 140 0.03 0.06 28 0.02 0.05 19 -9 33% -I
140 160 0.01 0.03 11 0.01 0.03 11 0 9% 0
150 180 0.01 0.02 12 0.01 0.92 12 0 0% 0
150 2OO 0.00 0.01 0 0.00 0.01 0 0 O_ 0
2O0 22O 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0 0% 0

Ac,e4_U_. 2,680 AcmZeeU,/e_. 3,124 244
Averageflow:. 3.99 (cfil) Averageflow:. 4.32 (cfs) 0.34 (ors)
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TABLE 4-.3 (CONTINUED)
FLOW DURATION CHARACTERISTICS AT OFFSFI'ESTREAM LOCATIONS

MiNer Creek below Lake Reba (Node 7)
rr.mt_ Condmms P%'T"_ _ Dm'_

Row P_c_Tmm Perc_Trne AnnuJFImv Pen:_Time Pen:lntTinne Am_Flow Total Durab_o
IntKv_ in Flow _ Volume in Flow_ V_Anne Volume Percent Flow

(cfs_ Flowlnterval LowerLimit (_,-n) Row _ '__..,,__Limit (=_t) (,,c-a) Wume (_u,s)
0 2 81,._ 100.00 589 80.12 100.00 580 -9 -1% -105
2 4 7.64 18.68 166 7.84 19.88 170 4 3% 18
4 6 3.69 11.05 134 3.88 12.04 140 7 5% 17
6 8 Zl0 7.36 106 225 8.16 114 8 7% 13
8 10 1.30 5.28 85 1.46 6.91 95 10 12% 14

10 15 1.81 3.g6 164 1.97 4.46 178 14 9_ 14
15 20 0.86 2.15 109 0.97 2.40 123 14 13% 10
20 25 0.48 1.29 78 0.54 1.52 88 10 13% 6
25 30 0.28 0.81 52 0.32 0.98 64 12 23% 5
30 35 0.16 0.55 38 0.19 0.66 45 7 1915 3
35 40 0.10 0.39 27 0.13 0.47 35 8 30% 3
40 45 0.07 0.29 22 0.58 0.34 25 3 14% 1
45 50 0.05 0.22 17 0.35 0.28 21 3 20_ I
50 60 0.68 0.17 24 0.07 0.20 28 4 17_ I
60 70 0.03 0.12 14 0.04 0.13 19 5 33% 1
70 80 0.32 0.00 11 0.02 0.09 11 0 015 0
80 90 0.01 0.07 6 0.01 0.07 6 0 015 0
90 100 0.02 0.08 14 0.02 0.05 14 0 0% 0

100 120 0.02 0.04 16 0.02 003 16 0 0% 0
1°n 140 0.01 0.01 9 0.01 0.01 9 0 0% 0
140 160 0.00 0.08 0 0.00 0.00 0 0 0% 0

Acm-feet/yl_. 1,680 Acre-feet/yl_. 1,781 101
Averaqeflow:. Z32(cfs) A_fiow: 2.45(cfs) !0.14(c_

Des Moines Creek at S 208th Slzeet (Node 18)
_ C_.-r._M-- _ _ Oiffs'_.,,_

Row Pm-,_,,._;.Time _,_ T.ne AnnualFlow PercentTime PercentThe Annual Flow Total Dural_n ¢f
intem_ m BowE=mds v_me in RowE=mm voum Vo_Jme_ Fk,w

0 2 32.07 100.00 232 35.62 100.00 258 25 11% 311
2 4 31.26 07.93 679 20.29 64.38 636 -43 .5% -I 73
4 6 13.12 35.67 475 11.58 35.09 419 -56 -12% -135
6 8 6..55 23.55 332 6.11 23.51 310 -22 -7% -39
8 10 3.99 17.01 260 3.78 17.40 245 -14 -5% -18

10 15 5.27 13.01 47"7 5.32 13.62 451 5 1% 4
15 20 2.51 7.75 318 2.65 8.31 336 18 0% 12
On 25 1.45 5.23 236 1.51 5.65 246 10 4% 5
25 30 0.93 3.78 185 1.01 4.14 201 16 9% 7
30 35 0.73 2.85 172 0.78 3.13 164 12 7% 4
35 40 0.52 2.12 141 0.57 2.35 165 14 10% 4
40 45 0.43 1.61 132 0.47 1.78 145 12 0% 4
45 50 0.31 1.17 107 0.35 1.31 120 14 13% 4
50 60 038 0.67 151 0.42 0.98 167 16 11% 4
60 70 0.22 0.49 104 0.25 0.54 118 14 14% 3
70 80 0.11 0.27 60 0.13 0.29 71 11 18% 2
80 90 0.06 0.16 37 0.06 0.17 37 0 0% 0
90 100: 0.03 0.10 21 0.03 0.11 21 0 0% 0

100 120 0.93 0.07 24 0.04 0.08 32 6 33% 1
120 140 O.nO 0.04 19 0.02 0.05 19 0 0% 0
140 150 0.01 0.02 11 0.01 0.03 11 0 0% 0
160 180 0.01 0.01 12 0.01 0.01 12 0 0% 0
180 200 0.00 0.03 0 0.00 0.01 0 0 0% 0
200 220 0.00 0.08 0 0.00 0.00 0 0 . 0% 0

Total acn)4eet: 4,164 Totalacre-feet: 4,223 39
A_ flOW:. 5.79 (¢fs) Averageflow:. 5.64 (¢fs) 0.05 (¢fs'J
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TABLE 4-3 (CONTINUED)
FLOW DURATION CHARACTERISTICS AT OFFSITESTREAM LOCATIONS

Des Moines Creek below Confluence (Node 13)

Flow Pen:_ntTeme PercentTene ArmualFlow Pen:entTmte Pen:entTene AnnualFlow Toad Duml_nof
_ F_,Etm,m VoU,. _. Fk.,F.x=,,mVmm, V=,,.. P,e=m Row

(_) Flow_r_.._.Low..Limit (._a) mowt.mM._Lo._Limit (at-,)(_.,)volta.(.o_)
0 2 41.32 100.00 2gg 44.59 100.00 323 24 8% 286
2 4 28.31 58.68 615 25.88 55.41 562 -53 -g% -212
4 6 10.19 30.37 369 9.06 28.52 328 -41 -11% -99
6 8 5.68 20.18 288 5.32 20.45 270 -18 -6% -32
6 10 3.50 14.50 228 3.40 15.13 222 -7 -3% -9
10 15 4.72 11.00 427 4.84 11.73 438 11 3% 11
15 20 2.18 6.28 276 2.33 6.89 295 19 7% 13
20 25 1.31 4.10 213 1.40 4.56 228 t5 7% 8
25 30 0.82 2.79 163 0.93 3.16 185 22 13% 10
30 35 0.50 1.96 139 0.64 2.22 151 12 3% 4
35 40 0.40 1.38 109 0.47 1.68 12B 19 17% 6
40 45 0.27 0.97 63 0.32 1.11 98 15 19% 4
45 50 0.19 0.71 65 0.20 0.79 69 3 5% I
SO SO 02S 0.Sl 92 O.27 0.S_ I08 16 17% 4
60 70 0.11 0.29 52 0.12 0.32 56 5 9% 1
7O a0 0.0e 0.1S 33 0.0e 0.19 43 11 33% 2
80 90 0.04 0.11 25 0.04 0.12 25 0 0% 0
9O 100 0.0a O.O7 14 O.O2 0.06 14 0 0_ 0

100 120 0.0(2 0.05 16 0.03 0.65 24 8 50% I
120 140 0.01 0.02 9 0.01 0.03 9 0 0% 0
140 160 0.01 0.01 11 0.01 0.01 11 0 0% 0
160 180 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.OO 0 0 0% 0
180 200 0.00 0.00 0 0.OO 0.00 0 0 0% 0
20O 22O 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.OO 0 0 0% 0

Total am-e-feet 3,525 Totalacre-feet: 3,586 61
Averaqeflow:. 4.88 (cfs) Averageflow:. 4.96 (,ms) 0.08 (c/s)

HYDROLOGICM ODEZ._VGSTUDYFOR SEATxCAmPoRr M Oh'TGOMERZWATERGROUP,INC.
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The flow duration analyses predict that flow volumes in lower Miller Creek will increase by

approximately300 acre-feet per year on average, or an increase of approximately 6 percent. Flow

volumes in Des Moines Creek are predicted to increase by approximately 60 acre-feet per year, or

an increase of approximately 1 percent. The increase in flow volumes is caused by the additional

impervious area, which reduces htfilwation and evapotranspirafion. The smaller increase found for

Des Moines Creek was a result of the diversion of surface water runoff in the South Aviation

Support Area to Puget Sound via the IWS.

The increasein flow volumes occur in the lower flow ranges. In Miller Creek near the mouth, the

increase occurs mostly below the 120 cfs flow level, which is equal to about the 1.25-year storm

frequency. (The 1.25-year flood occurs on average about every 4 out of 5 years). In Des Moines

Creek at South 208th Street, the increase occurs below the 80 cfs flow level, which is also equal to

about the 1.25 year flow magnitude. This is the range of flow that occurs when the detention ponds

discharge their storage to the streams after a storm event. For storms larger than the 2-year event,

the increased volume of flow is not significant.

Underlow flow condifiom, the HSPF model predictsthatsueamflows will decrease. The reduction

is due to less interflow and groundwater recharge thatcould occur when impervious surface area

is increased. In MillerCreek,streamflowsbelow the 6 cfs magnitude, which occur about 77 percent

of the time over the year, would be reduced by about 3 percent as a result of the proposal. The

greatesteffect to streamflows would be in the 2-4 cfs range, where the flow would be reduced by

up to 4 percent.

The effects of the proposal on low flows are more pronounced in Des Moines Creek. Streamflows

below the 10 cfs magnitude,which currently occur about 87 percent of the time over the year in Des

Moines Creek, would be reduced by about 6 percent as a result of the airport project. The greatest

decreasewould be in the 4-6 cfs range, where streamflows would be reduced by up to 11 percent.

The effects aregreaterin Des Moines Creek than in Miller Creek because diversion of runoff to the

IWS furtherdecreases the amount of water reaching the stream.

lt_ROI, OGICMODKLnVO5TUDYFOa SEAT,_CAmPORT MO_t_,OMF.RyWaTKRGROUP,live.
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4.3 SEASONAL FLOW EXCEEDENCE CHARACTERISTICS

The potential change in seasonal runoff characteristics was assessed using a flow excecdcncc

analysis for differentperiods of the year. For the analysis, flow exccedencc levels of 90 percent,

50 percent and 10 pe_..nt were selected to represent low, m_lian, and high streamflow conditions,

respectively. To assess seasonaldifferences,thecalendaryear was divided into 48 periods, or 4 per

month. This analysis allows one, for example, to determinehow the proposal will affect August

sueamflow ratesduringa low flow year. A computer program developed by the USGS (Program

B17) andmodified by Bruce Barkerof the Department of Ecology WaterResources Division was

used for this analysis.

TheseasonalflowexcccdenceanalysisissummarizedinTable4-4.The analysiswasconducted

ateachofthefiveevaluationpointsonMillerandDesMoinesCreek.Theresultsshowthat,due

totheproposedlandusechange,summerstreamflowsduringlowflowyears(i.e.,exceeded90

percentofthetime)may decreasebyuptoabout0.1cfsinMillerCreek,andbyupto0.2cfsinDcs

MoincsCreek.Summersueamflowispredictedtoincreaseduringmedianandhighflowyearsin

MillerCreek,butdecreaseinDesMoinesCreek.ThelatterisduetodiversionofSASA runoffto

the IWS.

HYDaOLOGICMODFZaCOSTUD]'FORSEaT,,CAae_Ol_T MolcrGOMEaYWA2"FAGaOUP,INC.
Mas2_ Pt.ANUPDAr_£15
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TABLE 4-4

FLOW EXCEEDENCE CHARACTERISTICS AT OFFSITE STREAM LOCATIONS

Miller Creek near Mouth{Node 17)
Avera,c/eDaily_ Rate (cfs)

CurrentCondit]oes ProposedConditions Difference
Low Median High Low Median High Low Median High

Period Month Flow..... Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow
1 Jan 3.1 9.4 29.7 3.1 9.8 31.8 0.0 0.4 2.1
2 3.7 10.5 29.6 3.5 11.0 31.4 0.1 0.5 1.8
3 3.2 9.9 33.9 3,_ 10.5 36.3 0.0 0.6 2.4
4 3.5 11.3 29.6 3.6 11.8 31.6 0.1 0.5 2.0
5 Feb 2.8 8.1 24.4 2.8 8.4 26.0 0.0 0.3 1.6
6 3.4 8.7 25.0 3.4 9.1 26.7 0.0 0.4 1.7
7 3.4 10.4 27.5 3.4 10.9 29.4 0.0 0.5 1.9
8 3.2 8.1 23.0 3.2 8.4 24.5 0.0 0.3 1.5
9 Mar 3.4 7.4 21.8 • 3.4 7.7 23.1 0.0 0.3 1.3
10 2.8 7.1 19.6 2.8 7.4 20.9 0.0 0.3 1.3
11 2.7 5.6 14.8 2.7 5.8 15.7 0.0 0,2 0.9
12 2.9 6.2 14.0 2.9 6.4 14.9 0.0 0.2 0.9
13 Apr 2.4 4.5 13.7 2.4 4.6 14.5 0.0 0.1 0.8
14 2.3 4.6 11.2 2.3 4.8 11.9 0.0 0.2 0.7
15 2.0 3.9 11.0 2.0 4.0 11.7 0.0 0.1 0.7
16 2.3 3.6 6.8 2.3 3.7 7.1 0.0 0.1 0.3
17 May 2.1 3.1 6.0 2.t 3.2 6.3 0.0 0.1 0.3
18 1.9 2.8 4.6 1.9 2.8 4.8 0.0 0.0 0.2
19 1.8 2.6 4.5 1.8 2.7 4.7 0.0 0.1 0.2
20 1.8 2.8 5.6 1.8 2.9 5.9 0.0 0.1 0.3
21 Jun 1.7 2.5 6.5 1.6 2.6 6.9 -0.1 0.1 0.4
22 1.6 2.5 5.1 1.6 2.6 5.4 0.0 0.1 0.3
23 1.7 2.2 4.4 1.7 2,?. 4.6 0.0 0.0 0.2
24 1.6 2.4 4.2 1.6 2.4 4.4 0.0 0.0 0.2
25 Jul 1.6 2.2 3.7 1.6 2,2 3.9 0.0 0.0 0.1
26 1.5 2.1 3.8 1.5 2.1 3.9 0.0 0.0 0.1
27 1.6 1.8 2.8 1.6 1.9 2.9 0.0 0.1 0.1
28 1.6 1.8 2.6 1.6 1.8 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
29 Aug 1.5 1.7 3.0 1.5 1.7 3.t 0.0 0.0 0.1
30 1.5 1.7 3.0 1.5 1.7 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.2
31 1.4 1.8 3.9 1.3 1.9 4.t -0.1 0.1 0.2
32 1.5 2.0 4.7 1.4 2.0 5.0 -0.1 .0.0 0.3
33 Sep 1.3 2.0 4.1 1.3 2.0 4.3 0.0 0.0 0.2
34 1.4 2.1 4.0 1.4 2.2 4.2 0.0 0.1 0.2
35 1.4 2.5 6.1 1.3 2.6 6.6 -0.1 0.1 0.5
36 1.3 2.6 7.2 1.3 2.7 7.8 0.0 0.1 0.6
37 Oct 1.4 2.4 7.4 1.4 2.5 8.0 0.0 0.1 0.6
38 1.5 3.2 9.0 1.5 3.4 9.8 0.0 0.2 0.8
39 1.6 3.5 9.8 1.6 3.7 10.6 0.0 0.2 0.8
40 2.3 5.0 11.6 2.4 5.3 12.7 0.1 0.3 1.1
41 Nov 2.2 5.8 15.5 2.2 6.2 16.9 0.0 0.4 1.4
42 2.6 7.8 22.2 2.7 8.4 24.1 0.1 0.6 1.9
43 2.6 8.5 26.2 2.7 9.0 28.3 0.1 0.5 2.1
44 3.7 10.8 27.9 3.8 11.5 29.9 0.1 0.7 2.0
45 Dec 4.2 11.9 27.6 4.3 12.7 29.8 0.1 - 0.8 2.2
46 3.8 10.8 28.2 3.9 11.5 30.3 0.1 0.7 2.1
47 3.6 10.3 29.1 3.7 10.9 31.1 0.1 0.6 2.0
48 3.9 10.4 25.3 4.0 11.0 27,2 0.1 0.6 1.9

Notes:

Low,medianand high flow are defined as flows exceeding90%, 50% and 10% of the brae, respectively.
Eachmonth is dividedinto4 equalperiods,for a total of 48 periodsinthe year.
Flowsare based on HSPF modelresultsfor a 1948-1994 simulationperiod.
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TABLE 4-4(CONTINUED)

FLOW EXCEEDENCE CHAKACTERISTICS AT OFFSITE STREAM LOCATIONS

MillerCreek above 1stAvenue (Node 33)Ayerlge Dm_ Flew Rate (cfsl
CurrentConditions ProposedConditions Difference

Low Median High Low Median High Low Median High
Period Month Row Row Flow Flow Row Flow Flow Flow Flow

1 Jan 1.1 5.0 19,1 1.I 5.4 21.0 0.0 0.4 1.9
2 1.5 5.7 18,8 1.6 62. 20.4 0.1 0.5 1.6
3 1,2 5.3 21,8 1.3 5,7 24.0 0.1 0.4 2.2
4 1.3 62. 19,1 1.4 6.7 21.1 0.1 0.5 2.0
5 Feb 0.9 42. 15.6 1.0 4.4 17.1 0.1 02. 1.5
6 1.3 4.6 15,7 1.4 5.0 17.2 0.1 0.4 1.5
7 1.2 5.7 17,7 1.3 6.1 19.4 0.1 0.4 1.7
8 12. 42. 14,4 12. 4.5 15.8 0.0 0.3 1.4
9 Mar 1.3 3.8 13,3 1.4 4.1 14.6 0.1 0.3 1.3
10 1.0 3.5 12,2 1.0 3.7 13.4 0.0 0.2 12.
11 0.9 2.7 8.9 0.9 2.9 9.7 0.0 0.2 0.8
12 1.0 3.0 8.4 1.0 3.2 92. 0.0 0.2 0.6
13 Apr 0.7 2.0 8.0 0.7 2.1 8.7 0.0 0.1 0.7
14 0.6 2.0 6.5 0.6 2.1 7.2 0.0 O.1 0.7
15 0.5 1.5 6.2 0.5 1.6 6.8 0.0 0.1 0.6
16 0.6 1.4 3.5 0.6 1.5 3.8 0.0 0.1 0.3
17 May 0.5 1.1 2.9 0.5 1.1 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.3
18 0.4 0.8 2.1 0.4 0.9 2.3 0.0 0.1 02.
19 ; 0.3 0.7 2.0 0.3 0.8 2.2 0.0 0.1 0.2
20 0.3 0.8 2.7 0.3 0.9 3.0 0.0 0.1 0.3
21 Jun 0.2 0.7 3.1 0.2 0.7 3.4 0.0 0.0 0.3
22 0.2 0.6 2.3 0.2 0.6 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.3
23 0.2 0.5 1.8 0.2 0.5 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.1
24 0.2 0.5 1.8 0.2 0.5 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.2
25 Jul 0.2 0.4 1.4 0.2 0.4 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.1
26 0.1 0.4 1.4 0.1 0.4 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.1
27 0.1 0.3 0.8 0.1 0.3 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.1
28 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.1
29 Aug 0._ 0.2 0.8 0._ 02, 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.1
30 0.1 0.2 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
31 0.1 0.2 1.3 0.1 0.2 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.1
32 0.1 0.3 1.9 0.1 0.3 2.2 0.0 0,0 0.3
33 Sep 0.1 0.2 1.5 0.1 0.3 1.7 0.0 0.1 0.2
34 0.1 0.3 1.7 0.1 0.3 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.2
35 0.1 0.4 3.1 0.1 0.5 3.7 0.0 0.1 0.6
36 0.1 0.5 4.0 0.1 0.5 4.6 0.0 0.0 0.6
37 Oct 0.1 0.5 4.1 0.1 0.6 4.6 0.0 0.1 0.5
38 0.1 0.9 5.8 0.1 1.0 6.4 0.0 0.1 0.8
39 0.2 1.1 6.0 0.2 1.2 6.8 0.0 0.1 0.8
40 0.5 2.2 6.8 0.6 2.4 7.7 0.1 0.2 0.9
41 Nov 0.4 2.7 10.0 0.5 3.0 11.2 0.1 0.3 1.2
42 0.6 4.2 14.0 0.6 4.7 15.7 0.0 0.5 1.7
43 0.7 4.5 17.0 0,7 5.0 18.9 0.0 0.5 1.9
44 12. 6.4 17.3 1.3 7.1 18.9 0.1 0.7 1.6
45 Dec 1.6 6.9 17.3 1.7 7.6 19.1 0.1 "0.7 1.8
46 1.4 6.1 17.8 1.6 6.6 19.6 0.2 0.5 1.8
47 1.4 5.7 18.5 1.4 6.2 20.4 0.0 0.5 1.9
48 1.6 5.7 15.9 1.7 6.2 17.6 0.1 0.5 1.7

Notes:

Low, medianand high floware definedas flows exceeding90%, 50% and 10% of the time, respectively.
2) Each monthis dividedinto4 equalperiods,for a totalof 48 periodsin theyear.
3) Flows are basedon HSPF mode/results for a f 948-1994 simu/ationperiod.
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TABLE 4-4 (CO_D)

FLOW EXCEEDENCE CHARACTERISTICS AT OFFSITE STREAM LOCATIONS

Miller Creek below Lake Reba (Node 7)
Average Daily Flow Rate (cfs)

CurrentConditions ProposedCondiUons Difference
Low Median High Low Median High Low Median High

Pedod Month Flow Flow Flow .FIow Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow
1 Jan 0.7 2.7 10,2 0.7 2.9 10.9 0.0 0.2 0.7
2 0.9 3.1 10.2 0.9 3.3 10,9 0.0 0.2 0.7
3 0.7 2.9 11,9 0.8 3.0 12,7 0.1 0.1 0.8
4 0.8 3.4 10.4 0.8 3.6 11,1 0.0 0.2 0.7
5 Feb 0.6 2,3 8.5 0.6 2.4 9.1 0.0 0.1 0.6
6 0.8 2.5 8.4 0.8 2.6 9.0 0.0 0.1 0.6
7 0.7 3.1 9.6 0.7 3.3 10,3 0.0 0.2 0.7
6 0.7 2.3 7.8 0.7 2.4 8.4 0.0 0.1 0.6
9 Mar 0.8 2.1 7.3 0.8 2.2 7.7 0.0 0.1 0.4
10 0.6 1.9 6.5 0,6 2.0 7.0 0.0 0.1 0.5
11 0.5 1.5 4.7 0.5 1.5 5.1 0.0 0.0 0.4
12 0.6 1.6 4.4 0.6 1.7 4.7 0.0 0.1 0.3
13 Apr 0.4 1.0 4.2 0.4 1.1 4.5 0.0 0.1 0.3
14 0.4 1.0 3.3 0.4 1.1 3.6 0.0 0.1 0.3
15 0.3 0.8 3.2 0.3 0.8 3.4 0.0 0.0 0.2
16 0.3 0.7 1.7 0.4 0.7 1.8 0.1 0.0 0.1
17 May 0.3 0.5 1.3 0.3 0.6 1.5 0.0 0.1 0.2
18 0.3 0.4 0.9 0.3 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.1
19 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.1
20 0.2 0.4 1.1 0.2 0.4 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.1
21 Jun 0.2 0.3 1.3 0.2 0.4 1.5 0.0 0.1 0.2
22 0.2 0.3 1.0 0.2 0.3 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.1
23 0.2 0.3 0.7 0.2 0.3 0.S 0.0 0.0 0.1
24 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.1 0.3 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.1
25 Jut 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.1
26 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.1
27 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
28 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
29 Aug 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.1
30 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.1
31 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.1
32 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.1 0.2
33 Sep 0.0 0.1 0.5 0.0 0.1 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.1
34 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.0 0.1 0.1
35 0.0 0.2 0.9 0.0 0.2 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.2
36 0.0 0.2 1.2 0.0 0.2 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.3
37 Oct 0.1 0.2 1.3 0.1 0.2 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.3
38 0.1 0.3 1.S 0.1 0.4 2.2 0.0 0.1 0.4
39 0.1 0.4 1.8 0.1 0.5 2.3 0.0 0.1 0.5
40 0.2 0.7 2.4 0.3 0.9 2.9 0.1 0.2 0.5
41 Nov 0.2 1.0 3.8 0_. 1.2 4.5 0.0 0.2 0.7
42 0.3 1.7 6.1 0.3 t .9 6.9 0.0 0.2 0.6
43 0.3 2.0 8.2 0.4 2,2 9.0 0.1 0.2 0.6
44 0.5 3.0 9.3 0.6 3.3 9.9 0.1 0.3 0.6
45 Dec 0.8 3.3 9.0 0.9 3.6 9.7 0.1 "0.3 0.7
46 0.8 3.1 9.4 0.8 3.3 10.1 0.0 0.2 0,7
47 03 3.0 9.8 0.8 3.2 10.6 0.1 0.2 - 0.8
48 0.9 3.0 8.7 0.9 3.2 9..3 0.0 0.2 0.6

Notes:

Low, medianand highfloware defined as flowsexceeding90%, 50% and 10% of the time, respectively.
Each monthis dividedinto 4 equal pedods, for a totalof 46 periodsin the year.

3) Flowsare based on HSPF modelresultsfor a 1948-1994 simulationperiod.
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TABLE 4-4 (CONTINUED)

FLOW EXCEEDENCE CHARACTERISTICS AT OFFSITE STREAM LOCATIONS

Des Moines Creek belowConfluence(Node 13)
Averaqe DailyFlowRate (ors)

CurrentConditions ProposedConditions Difference
Low Median High Low Median High Low Median High

Period Month Flow Row Flow Row Row Row Flow Flow Flow
1 Jan 2.4 6.8 17.4 2.3 6.8 18.3 -0.1 0.0 0.9
2 3.0 7.6 17.6 2.8 7.7 18.4 -0.2 0.1 0.8
3 2.6 7.3 19.4 2.4 7.3 20.2 -0.2 0.0 0.8
4 2.6 8.1 18.1 2.5 8.1 18.8 -0.1 0.0 0.7
5 Feb 2.3 6.5 15.4 2.1 6.3 15.8 -0.2 -0.2 0.4
6 3.1 6.6 15.5 2.9 6.6 15.9 -0.2 0.0 0.4
7 2.8 7.7 16.4 2.6 7.6 17.0 -0.2 -0.1 0.6
8 2.8 6.5 14.3 2.7 6.3 14.6 -0.1 -0.2 0.3
9 Mar 3.1 5.9 13.8 2.9 5.8 14.1 -0.2 .0.1 0.3
10 2.7 5.7 12.9 2.5 5.6 13.1 -0.2 -0.1 0.2
11 2.4 4.9 10.4 2.2 4.7 10.6 -0.2 -0.2 0.1
12 2.8 5.1 9.3 2.5 4.9 9.5 -0.3 .0.2 0.2
13 Apr 2.2 4.0 9.7 2.0 3.9 9.8 .0.2 .0.1 0.1
14 2.0 4.1 8.3 1.8 3.9 8.4 -0.2 -0.2 0.1
15 1.8 3.6 7.8 1.6 3.4 7.9 .0.2 -0.2 0.1
16 1.9 3.4 5.5 1.8 3.3 5.5 -0.1 -0.1 0.0

17 May 2.0 2.9 4.8 1.8 2.7 4.8 .0.2 .0.2 0.0
18 1.6 2.6 4.1 1.5 2.4 4.1 -0.1 -0.2 0.0
19 1.5 2.4 4.0 1.3 2.2 4.0 -0.2 .0.2 0.0
20 1.5 2.5 4.5 1.4 2.4 4.6 -0.1 -0.1 0.1
21 Jun 1.3 2.3 5.2 1.2 2.1 5.4 .0.1 -0.2 0.2
22 1.3 2.1 4.3 I .I 2.0 4.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.0
23 1.2 1.9 3.7 1.1 1.7 3.7 -0.1 -0.2 0.0
24 1.2 1.9 3.6 1.0 1.8 3.7 -0.2 -0.I 0.1
25 Jul 1.2 1.7 3.2 1.0 1.6 3.2 -0.2 -0.1 0.0
26 1.0 1.6 3.2 0.9 1.5 3.2 -0.1 -0.1 0.0
27 1.0 1.4 2.5 0.9 1.3 2.4 -0.1 .0.1 -0.1
28 1.0 1.3 2.1 0.9 1.2 2.0 .0.1 -0.1 -0.1
29 Aug 0.9 1.2 2.4 0.8 1.1 2.3 -0.1 -0.1 .0.1
30 0.9 1.2 2.5 0.8 1.1 2.5 -0.1 -0.1 0.0
31 0.8 1.2 3.2 0.7 I .I 3.2 -0.I .0.1 0.0
32 0.8 1.4 3.9 0.8 1.3 4.0 0.0 -0.1 0.1

33 Sep 0.8 1.4 3.4 0.7 1.3 3.5 -0.1 .0.1 0.1
34 0.8 1.5 3.1 0.7 1.4 3.3 -0.1 .0.1 0.2
35 0.8 1.8 5.1 0.7 1.7 5.4 -0.1 .0.1 0.3
36 0.8 1.9 6.0 0.7 1.8 6.4 -0.1 -0.1 0.4
37 Oct 0.8 1.8 5.7 0.7 1.7 6.1 .0.1 -0.1 0.4
38 0.9 2.4 7.2 0.8 2.4 7.8 .0.1 0:0 0.6
39 0.9 2.6 8.2 0.8 2.6 8.9 -0.1 0.0 0.7
40 1.6 3.9 9.4 1.5 4.1 10.3 -0.1 0.2 0.9
41 Nov 1.6 4.5 11.5 1.5 4.7 12.6 -0.1 0.2 1.1
42 1.9 6.0 14.6 1.8 6.3 16.1 .0.1 0.3 1.5
43 1.9 6.1 15.9 1.9 6.4 17.3 0.0 0.3 1.4
44 2.6 7.3 16.0 2.6 7.7 17.0 0.0 0.4 1.0
45 Dec 3.1 8.1 15.9 3.0 8.4 17.0 -0.1 " 0.3 1.1
46 2.8 7.5 16.5 2.8 7.7 17.5 0.0 0.2 1.0
47 2.7 7.0 17.1 2.6 7.1 18.1 .0.1 0.1 1.0
48 3.0 7.2 14.9 2.9 7.3 15.5 -0.1 0.1 0.6

Notes:

1) Low, medianand highflow are definedas flowsexceeding90%, 50% and 10% of the time, respectively.
2) Each month is dividedinto4 equalperiods,for a totalof.48 periodsintheyear.
3) Flows are basedon HSPF modelresultsfor a 1948-1994 simulationperiod.
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TABLE 4-4 (CONTINUED)

FLOWEXCEEDENCECHARACTERISTICSAT OFFSITESTREAMLOCATIONS

Des Moines Creek at S 208th Street (Node 18)
Average Daily FlowRate (ors)

CurrentConditions ProposedConditions Difference
Low Median High Low Median High Low Median High

Period Month Flow Flow Flow Flow Row Row Row Row Flow
1 Jan 2.9 8.0 20.2 2.8 8.0 21.0 -0.1 0.0 0.8
2 3.5 9.0 20.5 3.4 9.0 21.3 -0.1 0.0 0.8
3 - 3.1 8.7 22.5 3.0 8.6 23.3 -0.1 -0.1 0.8
4 3.2 9.6 21.1 3.0 9.6 21.7 -0.2 0.0 0.6
5 Feb 2.8 7.8 17.9 2.6 7.6 18.3 -0.2 -0.2 0.4
6 3.8 7.9 18.0 3.6 7.8 t8.5 -0.2 -0.1 0.5
7 3.4 9.1 19.1 32-?. 9.0 19.6 .02- .0.1 0.5
8 3.5 7.7 16.7 :3.3 7.6 17.0 .0.2 .0.1 0.3
9 Mar 3.7 7.0 16.?. 3.6 6.9 18.5 .0.1 -0.1 0.3
10 3.3 6.8 15.0 3.1 6.6 15.3 .0.2 .02- 0.3

11 _ 2.9 5,8 12.3 2.7 5.7 12.3 -0.2 .0.1 0.0
12 3.4 6.0 10.9 3.1 5.9 11.1 -0.3 -0.1 0.2
13 Apr 2.7 4,8 11.3 2.5 4.7 11.5 .02- -0.1 0.2
14 2.4 4.9 9.7 2.3 4.7 9.8 -0.1 -0.2 0.1
15 2.2 4.4 9.1 2.1 4.2 9.2 -0.1 -0.2 0.1
16 2.4 42, 6.5 2.2 4.0 6.5 -0.2 -02- 0.0

17 May 2.5 3.5 5.7 2.3 3.3 5.7 -0.2 -02- 0.0
18 2.0 3.1 4.9 1.9 2.9 4.9 .0.1 -0.2 0.0
19 1.8 2.9 4.8 1.7 2.7 4.7 .0.1 .02- -0.1
20 1.9 3.1 5.4 1.7 2.9 5.5 -0.2 -02- 0.1
21 Jun 1.7 2,7 6.2 1.5 2.6 6.3 -0.2 .0.1 0.1
22 1.6 2.6 5.0 1.4 2.5 5.1 .0.2 -0.1 0.1
23 1.6 2.3 4.5 1.4 2.2 4.5 .0.2 -0.1 0.0
24 1.5 2.3 4.3 1.3 2.2 4.4 .0.2 .0.1 0.1
25 Jui 1.4 2.1 3.8 1.3 2.0 3.8 .0.1 -0.1 0.0
26 1.3 2.0 3.8 1.2 1.9 3.8 -0.1 -0.1 0.0
27 1.2 1.8 3.0 1.1 1.6 2.9 -0.1 -0.2 -0.1
28 1.2 1.6 2.5 1.1 1.5 2.4 -0.1 .0.1 -0.1
29 Aug 1.1 1.5 2.9 1,0 1,4 2.8 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1
30 1.1 1.5 3.0 " 1.0 1.4 3.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.0
31 1.0 1.5 3.8 0.9 1.4 3.8 -0.1 .0.1 0.0
32 1.1 1.7 4.5 1.0 1.6 4.7 -0.1 .0.1 0.2
33 Sep 1.0 1.7 4.0 0.9 1.6 4.1 -0.1 .0.1 0.1
34 1.0 1.8 3.7 1.0 1.7 3.8 0.0 -0.1 0.1
35 1.0 2.1 5.9 0.9 2.1 6.2 -0.1 0.0 0.3
36 1.0 2.3 6.9 0.9 2.2 7.3 .0.1 -0.1 0.4
37 Oct 1.0 2.2 6.7 0.9 2.1 7.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.4
38 1.1 2.8 8.3 1.1 2.9 8.9 0.0 0.1 0.6
39 1.1 3.1 9.4 1.0 3.1 10.1 -0.1 0.0 0.7
40 1.9 4.6 10.8 1.9 4.8 11.6 0.0 0.2 0.8
41 Nov 1.9 5.3 13.3 1.8 5.5 14.3 -0.1 0.2 1.0
42 2.2 7.0 16.8 2.2 7.3 18.2 0.0 0.3 1.4
43 2.3 7.1 18.2 2,2 7.4 19.7 .0.1 0.3 1.5
44 3.0 8.5 18.5 3.0 8.9 19.5 0.0 0.4 1.0
45 Dec 3.7 9.4 18.3 3.6 9.7 19.4 -4).1 "0.3 1.1
46 3.4 8.8 19,0 3.3 9.0 20.0 .0.1 0.2 1.0
47 3.2 8.2 19.9 3.1 8.4 20.8 -0.1 0.2 . 0.9
48 3.6 8.4 17.3 3.5 8.5 17.9 -0.1 0.1 0.6

Notes:

Low, medianand highfloware de6nedas flows exceeding90%, 50% and 10% of the _me, respectively.
Each month is dividedinto4 equalperiods,for a totalof 48 periodsin the year.
Flowsare based on HSPF modelresultsfor a 1948-1994 simulationperiod.
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4.4 LOW FLOWS

ThediscussionofHSPF modelingresultsinSections4.2and4.3includedanasse._mentofhow the

proposeddevelopmentwouldaffectlowflowsinMiUcrCreekandDes MoinesCreek.Inthe

analysisofannualflowduration,thetotallowflowvolumebelowthe6cfsmagnitudewaspredicted

todecreasebyabout3 percentinMillerCreek,and thetotallowflowvolumebelowthe10cfs

magnitudewaspredictedtodecreasebyabout6 percentinDesMoinesCreek.Intheseasonalflow

cxceedenceanalysis,thesummerstreamflowramswereprexiictedtodecreasebyupto0.Icfsin

MillerCreekandbyupto0.2cfsinDesMoinesCreek.

To verifytheseHSPF-modeledestimates,aseparateanalysiswasconductedtoreviewthepotential

effectsoflandusechangesonlowflows.Thebasisofthisanalysiswasanassumptionthatlanduse

changesthatincreasetheimperviousareawithinabasinwillresultinaproportionalreductionin

rainfallinfilu'ationtogroundwateraquifers.Sincesummerlowflowsaresuppliedbygroundwater

sources,achangeingroundwaterrechargewillmostlikelyhaveasimilareffectonthemagnitude

oflowflowsinthestreams.Theevaluationofeffectsonlowflowswas madeatonepointoneach

stream,atthelower-mostpointsinthemodeledsystems.

Chan_es to GroundwaterRecharge Potential
w

In this analysis, groundwater recharge refers to water that reaches deeper aquifers. It does not

include rechargeof the interflowzone. The interflow zone is the shallow soil layer near the surface

that typically supplieswaterto streamsfor shortto intermediate periods of time following a rainfall

event. In contrast, discharge from aquifers is the predominant source of water for streams during

extended periods of dry weather, which typically occurs during late summer and early fall.

Interflow(also call.___edsubsurface flow) is the predominant runoff mechanism in areas of glacial till

deposits and groundwater flow is the predominate runoff mechanism on glacial outwash deposits

(Dinicola, 1990). Thus, development in areas of outwash soils would have a much greaterpotential

for affectinggroundwaterrechargeand low streamflowsthan development in areas of till soils. The

change in groundwater recharge potential was calculated from the change in land use.

Table 4-5 summarizes areas of differing soil types and land use under existing and proposed

conditions, and the net change between the two. Areas that describe the recharge potential of
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different soils and land cover in the Miller and Des Moines Creek basins were categorized as till

soft, outwash soil, wetland (or saturated) soil, and impervious area. Outwash soil has the greatest

infiltrationcapacity because it consists of uneollsolidut_ sand andgravel that are highly permeable.

Tallhas very tittle infiltrationcapacity because it consists of compacted silt and day (hardpan) that

have low permeability. The changein land areas (as detailed in Table 3-2) results from replacement

of pervious areas with impervious pavement, or from replacement of highly permeable soils such

as out'wash soil with less permeable soil such as tftl or compacted soil. The area of impervious

surface within each basinwas based on thepercent impervious valueslisted in the land use summary

tables in Appendix A. The change in impervious area in Table 4-5 is smaller than that shown in

Tables 3-1 and 3-2 becauseit includesa small loss of existing impervious area in existing developed

areas.

TABLE 4-5
CHANGE IN LAND USE COVERAGE

Affected Land Areas Miller Creek Des Moines Creek

Infiltration Net Net

Rate Existing Proposed Change Existing Proposed Change
Soil Type (in/hr) (acres) (acres) (acres) (acres) (acres) (acres)

Till or 0.06 2005.6 2070.4 +64.8 1208.1 1112.8 -95.3
Compacted

Outwash 1.4 1851.4 1692.3 -159.1 415.9 358.1 -57.8

Wetland 2.0 101.5 101.5 0 65.9 65.9 0

Impervious 0.0 1224.2 1318.4 +94.2 1010.2 1163.3 153.1

Total -- 5182.7 5182.7 0 2700.1 2700.1 0

Infiltration rates listed in Table4-5 are based on the regional parameters developed by the USGS,

which were derived from soil survey data published by the Soil Conservation Service. All

classifications for a particular soil type (e.g., forest and open) were grouped together under an

average infdtration ramto simplify the calculation. This resulted in average infiltratiori rates for till,

outwash, and wetland soils of 0.06, 1.4, and 2.0 inches per hour, respectively. As in the HSPF
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analysis,new fill associatedwith the airport expansion was assumed to be hydraulically equivalent

to till soft.

In the Miller Creek basin the change in land use will result in an increase of 64.8 acres of low

permeable till soft and 94.2 acres of impervious surface, and a decrease of 159.1 acres of higher

permeable outwash soft. In the Des Moines Creekbasin, the change in land use will result in an

increaseof 153.1acres of impervioussurface,and a decrease of 95.3 acres of fill soil and 57.8 acres

of outwash soil.

To deten'ainehow theselandchanges could affect in_tration to groundwateraquifers, the areas in

Table 4-5 were multipliedby theirrespective softinfiltrationrates and then added together to derive

anindex thatdescribes the potential for groundwater recharge before and after construction of the

project.Althoughthismethodcannotbeusedtoquantifythetotalamountofrechargeoccurring,

itcanbeusedtoestimatetherelativechangeininfdtrationratesthatiscausedbychangedlanduse.

ThegroundwaterrechargeindicesforMillerandDesMoinesCreekareasfollows:

For Miller Creek: _ = C1 * [(2005.6".06)+(1851.4"1.4)+(101.5"2.0)] = C1"2915

Q_,p = C1 * [(2070.6".06)+(1692.3"1.4)+(101.5"2.0)] = C1"2696

Qp_ = Q=,= * 0.93

For Des Moines Creek: Q_ = C1 * [(1208.1".06)+(415.9"1.4)+(65.9"2.0)] = C1"787

Q_ = C1 * [(1112.8".06)+(358.1"1.4)+(65.9"2.0)] -- C1"670

Qp,,p= _ * 0.89

Where Q==t is the groundwater recharge rate under existing conditions

Qmp is the groundwater recharge rate under proposed conditions

We conclude that, due to the proposed land use changes, potential groundwater recharge rateswill

decrease by approximately7 percent in the Miller Creek basin and by 11 percent in the Des Moines

Creekbasin. These estimates should be considered approximate because groundwater recharge and

discharge processes are more complex than accounted for in this analysis.
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Chan_es to Summer Law Flows Due m Land Use Changew

To estimate the effect of a reduction of groundwater recharge on low flows, it was assumed that

low flows would be reduced in directproportion to the reduction in potential groundwater recharge.

The percentage decrease in potential groundwater recharge thatwas calculated above was applied

to monthlylow flows to estimate thenet reduction in streamflow. Monthly low flows for existing

conditions were obtainedfrom the flow exceedence analysis thatwas summarized in Table 4-4. The

low flows predicted in the HSPF modelling process were compared to historical flow monitoring

data and it was found that the modelled flows generally corresponded to the historical flow

monitoringdata. For example, recordedflows from the late summer in the 1988-1994 time period

at the mouth of MillerCreek typically ranged from 1.5-2.0 cfs. Those flow rates agreewith the flow

exceedence values from the HSPF simulation. The 1992-1994 monitoring data for Des Moines

Creek near the mouth has a very similar range of summer low flow rates that, when translated

upstream to the South 208th Streetevaluation point, also generally agree with the simulation results.

Thegroundwaterrechargeanalysispredictsthatflowswillreducebyabout0.Icfsinbothstreams

duringlatesummer.Theestimatesforthepredictedreductionofsummerflowscloselyagreewith

theHSPF analysissummarizedthatwas summarizedinTable4-4.

TABLE 4-6
LOW FLOW CHANGES ASSUMING DIRECT INFLUENCE

OF LAND USE CHANGE ON GROUNDWATER RECHARGE

| " ,, i , ,

Miller Creek near mouth Des Moines Creek at S.208th

Low Flows Low Flows

Existing under Existing under
Low Proposed Low Proposed

Flows Conditions Change Flows Conditions Change
Month (cfs) (cfs)......(cfs) (cf,s.)_ (cfs) . (cfs)

July 1.5 1.4 -0.1 1.0 0.9 -0.1

August 1.4 1.3 -0.1 0.8 0.7 -0.1
t l

September 1.3 1.2 -0.1 0.8 0.7 - -0.1

October 1.4 1.3 -0.1 0.8 0.7 -0.1
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5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This hydrologic modeling study for the SeaTac AirportMaster Plan Update EIS accomplished the

following tasks andanalyses:

• Hydrologicmodels of Miller and Des Moines Creekwere assembled using the HSPF model
from availablestream and watershed data. The models were calibratedusing recorded
streamflow datafrom the period 1989-1994.

* The calibratedmodels were runfor a 47 year simulation period (1948-1994) using hourly
precipitationdamfrom SeaTac Airport.

• Currentflow regimes of Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek were derived from the results
of the HSPF current conditions models. Flow statistics of flood fi'equency,annual flow
duration,and seasonal flow exceedence were derived.

• Proposed condition models that incorporated proposed featuresof the MasterPlan Update
were createdbymodifyinglanduses to reflect the addition of the 8,500-foot 3rd runway and
expansionof terminalfacilities.

• Detention storage volumes and release rates for stormwaterrunoff were calculated and the
peffo_ of thedetentionstorage_ were simulatedin the HSPF models. Detention
criteriafrom the StormwaterManagement Manual for the Puget Sound Basin were used.

• The proposedconditionsmodels were runfor the 47-year simulation period. Flow statistics
of the resultingsueamflow regimes in MillerCreek andDes Moines Creek were derived.

• StreamflowcharacteristicsinMil_x CreekandDes Moines Creek underproposed conditions
were thencomparedto currentcoalitions to determinethe effect of stormwaterdischarge on
the receiving streams.

The comparisonof currentand proposed streamflow regimes in Miller Creek andDes Moines Creek

resulted in the following conclusions:

• The current 100-year flow magnitudes for Miller Creek near the mouth (at the sewage
treatment plant)and Des Moines Creek at South 208th Street are estimated to be 468 cfs and
280 cfs, respectively.

• Peak flows in Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek will not increase if adequate stormwater
detention storage is provided. Approximate detention storage volumes of 61.acre-feet and
31 acre-feet were calculated for Miller and Des Moines Creek, respectively. With those
detention volumes the HSPF simulation showed that peak flows in the streams will not
increase.
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• The total flow volume in Miller Creek near the mouth is predicted to increase by
approximately 300 acre-feet per year, or 6 percent of the average annual flow. Flow
volumes in Des Moines Creek will increase by approximately 60 acre-feet per year, or 1
percent. The increases are caused by the additional impervious area, which reduces
infiltration of rainfall.

• The flow durationanalysis showed that the increase in runoff occurs below the 1.25-year
returnperiod flow rate,which is in the 80-120 cfs range for both streams. The increase in
runoff volume above those flow rates is not significant.

• The seasonal flow exc,ev_nce analysis showed thatsummer streamflows during low flow
years (i.e., exceeded90 percent of the time) could decrease by up to about0.1 cfs in Miller
Creek,andby up to about0.2 cfs in Des Moines Creek. A water balance analysis based on
an analysis of land use changes resulted in a similar estimate of potential changes to low
flows. Summer streamflow could increase during median and high flow years in Miller
Creek, but decrease in Des Moines Creek. Average monthly flows in the winter could
increase by up to 2.1 cfs on Miller Creek and 1.3 cfs on Des Moines Creek during wetter,
higher flow years.
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Taide A-I.
Miler Crlmk _ _,,._ _ for Cun'ent _

iLandUse
Use Soil % Sub-bas_ Ar_s (meres)

Type T_1)e Imp. 1 2 3 4 _ 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

C/AP TGF 0% - -
EIA 100% - -

C TGF 85% 16.5 87.3 2J! 14.7 14.7 13.1 0.9 4.6 81.6 53-3 20.2
OG 85% - 46.9 9.2 12.0 8.3 24.7 3.5 10.1 50.7 146.2 7.2

MF TGM 47% - - 5.5
TGF 47% - - 6.4 23.0
OG 47% 6.4 4.6 1.8 10.0 10.1 39.5 29.4 23.0 15.4

HD TGM 15% - - - 119.5 33.1
TGF 15% 242.7 320.8 91.9 113.1 5.5 22.8 21.1 24.8 55.2 8g.2 191.2
OG 15% 40.4 m.9 22.1 130.5 27.9 52.4 11.0 7.4 27.6 23.0 19.3

LD TGM 4% - -
TGF 4% 26.7 3.7 5.5 8-3 11.(:
OG 4% - ?'3_5 3.7 14.7 45.5 8.3 60.7 - 59.4
TIM 4% 15.6
OF 4% 7.4

G TGM 0% 4.6
TGF 0% 8.3 8-3 33.1 34.0 29.5 4-3 27.8 7.4 2.8 5.5
OG 0% 5.3 10.1 69.9 57.9 64.8 27.4 31.9 3.7 14.7 • -

F TFM 0% - "
TFF 0% 3.7 4.6 4.6
OF 0% - 1.8 5.5 14.7 46.c

- SA 0% 6.4 8.3 16.1 15.3 11.4 8.3 -
Basintotal: 307.§ 541.5 242.7 391.7 150.7 171.0 50.5 164.5 110.3 221.6 332.8 254.6 216.9 184J_ 191_

PERLNDareas:
TGM - 198_. 31.1
TGF 217.1 294.1 104.2 135.0 46.2 50.8 4.3 27.8 18.1 37.1 62.6 98.8 171.1 10.(
TFM - 15.0
TFF 3.7 4.6 4.6
0[3 34.3 74.8 104.2 188.6 74.2 68.5 27.9 104.6 63.1 97.7 43.8 51.4 19.6 82.1
OF - 1.8 5.5 21.8 46._(
SA 6.4 8.3 16.1 15.3 11.4 8.3
suMotaJ: 251.4 368.8 298.4 330.0 128.7 135.5 47_5 143.8 84.8 139.4 112.8 184.0 171.1 162_ 170.(

IMPLND areas:
EIA 55.5 172.7 34.3 61.7 22.0 35.6 3.0 10.7 25.5 62_ 220.0 90.6 45.9 22-3 20.(

IWSarea: -

Baslntotal: 307.9 641.5 242.7 391.7 150.7 171.0 50.5 154.5 110.3 221.6 332.8 254.6 216.9 184JJ 191-.'

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1J) 1.(3 1.0 1.0
NETWORKFACTORS
PERLND26 (TGM) - 8.848 2.588
PERLNO24 (TGF) 18.089 24.506 8.681 11.249 3.847 4.237 0_58 2.317 1.506 3.095 5._15 8.234 14_54 0.880
PERLND16 (TFM) - - - - 1.246
PERLND14 (TR=) - - 0.30a 0.3a3 0383
PERLND44 (OG) 2.862 6_-9 8.685 15.718 6.184 5.709 2.327 6.716 5.256 8.139 3.650 4286 1.629 6.840
PERLND34 (OF) - 0.150 0.458 1.817 3_08
PERLND54 (SA) - 0.533 0.692 1-342 1.275 0.qs0 0.692
IMPLND14 (EIA) 4.708 14.3.90 2.860 5.141 1J536 2.963 0.?.46 0.892 2.121 6.850 18335 7.647 3.821 1.858 1.717

LEGEND
SoilTyl_S: Use Tyl_s:
TGS Till,grass,steep CJAP Commen_alairport
TGM Till,gross,moderate C Commar_ai
TGF Till, grass,fiat MF Multi-Pdmily
TGS Till, grass,steep HD Highdensityresidential
TFM Till, forest,moderate LD Lowdensityreaiderdial
TFF Till, forest,flat G Grass oropen
OG Ot,'twashgrass F Forest
OF Outwashforest
SA Wetland
EIA Effectiveimperviousaria
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TableA-1 (cont.)
MilerCrwk ,Subba_Pare,roWsforCurrentConditions

LandUse SDN-I $0N-2 $0N-3 Sm_tx sm4x SI_4X
Use Soil % Su "

Type TyPe Imp. 16 17 18 19 _) 21 _ 23 24 Z_ _ _7 28 29 Tgt_l

C/AP TGF 0% - - 7,0 50.0 S'/.(:
EIA 100% - 14.0 27.0 19.0 60.(:

C TGF 85% 4.6 - 10.1 - 324.1_
OG 85% 1.8 11.0 71.4 - - 7.2 7.7 427.5

MF TGM 47% 6.4 11.9
TGF 47% 0.9 4.6 - 34.9
OG 47% 4.6 23.9 35.9 204.8

lid TGM 15% . 8.4 83.7 - 242.7
TGF 15% 13.8 50.6 13.7 34.0 21.1 - 1311.5
OG 15% 12.0 41.4 8.3 87.3 15.6 2.9 _.0

!LD TC-_ 4% 9.2 9.2
TGF 4% 6.3 60.7 - 12.0 6.4 142.6
OG 4% 3.7 59.5 16.4 73.3 - 401.1
TIM 4% 13.8 19.3 7.4 56.1
OF 4%i 105.7 67.1 - 33.1 12.0 - 225.3

G TGM 0% - 7.4 12.0
TC.,F 0%i 1.8 53.4 22.1 - 53.9 15.3 307.5
OG 0%; 16.5 74.9 19.9 - 400.0

F TFM 0% - 1,8 - - 1.8
TFF 0% 9.2 11.0 - - 33.1
OF 0% 23.0 31.3 30.3 12,9 - 1.8 166.2

- SA 0% 6.4 25.3 - 0.8 3.2 101._
Bmdntotal: 81.9 159.0 116.7 280.3 265.4 348.6 29.4 14.0 34.0 59.0 11LS.5 10.9 0.0 15.3 5132.7

PERLNDareas:
TGM 5.4 - 90.8 - 233.4
TGF 20.9 105.5 6S.0 64.0 - 7.0 50.0 78.0 - 15.3 1683.4
TFM - 15.0 18.5 - 7.1 - - 55.7
TFF 9.2 11.0 - - 33.1
OG 16.5 105.9 110.3 93.2 13.3 - 93.8 1.2 1466.9
OF 23.0 132.8 94.7 12.9 31.8 13.3 - 384.5
SA - 6.4 25.3 - 0.8 3.2 101.5
-,_,h_al: 59.5 153.3 113.2 239.7 200.7 286.9 26.6 0.0 7.0 50.0 172.6 4.4 0.0 15.3 3958.5

94PI,NDareas:
EIA 12.4 5.7 3.5 40.6 64.7 61.7 2.8 14.0 27.0 19.0 12.9 6.5 0.0 0.0 1174.2

IWSarea: 25.0 25.0 - 50.0

Basin total: 61.9 159.0 116.7 2803 265.4 348.6 29.4 39.0 52.0 50.0 185.5 10.9 0.0 15.3 5182.7

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
NETWORK FACTORS
PERLND26 ('rGM) 0.453 - 7.564
PERLND24 ('rGF) 1.759 - 8.793 5.420 5.336 - 0.583 4.167 6.498 1.275
PERLND16 (TIM) 1.254 1.544 0.592
PERLND14 (TFF) 0.767 - 0.9t7 -
PERLND44 (OG) 1.372 - 8.661 9.194 7.759 1.105 7.818 0.066 -
PERLND34 (OF) 1.917 11.054 7.593 1.075 2.648 1.110
PERLND54 (SA) - 0.633 2.105 - 0.O67 0.267
IMPLJqO14 (EIA) 1.031 0.478 0.288 3.379 5.394 5.140 0.235 1.167 2.250 1.583 1.076 0.545
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Tab_A-2.
DesMa_esCreekSubbm_ParamsmmforCurrantCandJons

LandUse
Use S_I % S_/b-ba_n

Type TYPe Imp. 1 ;_ 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

G/AP TGF 0% - -
TGM 0% 12.2 3.1 7.7 40.1 38.2 0.3 7.5
EL& 100%
OG 0% - 23.2 26.1 7.9 1.3 26.0
TGS 0% - -

C TGF 85% - - -
TGM 85% 55.5 29.7 2.9 61.0 3.3 9.4 20.5 2.8 23.4 0.6 16.4 30.7 13.6
OG 65% 6.1 21.8 9.9 11.6 24.9 0.6 3.7 4.9 -
SA 85% - 10.4 9,5 17.1 -
TGS 85% -

MF TGM 47% 63.5 1.4 8.4 3.2 0.9 1.0 6.8 39.0 3.1
0{3 47% 24.6 0.9 0.8 0.5 172. 3-9

HD/LD TGM 4% 214.5 0,3 - 35.6 2.2 23_5 38.8 0.6 3 :) 3.6 91.7 12.5
TGF 4% - - -
OG 4% - 12.1 2.2 7.2 1.8 2.7 14.9 5,5
TGS 4% - -

G TGM 0% 33.6 - 24.5 21.6 7.3 0.7 1.2 26.8 6.6 1.0 29.6
TGF 0% -
OG 0% 10.5 4:_ - 11.0 25.1 6.5 28.7 4.4 29.1 28,3 37.6 8.5
SA 0% - 9.3 1.5 12. 26.5 21.8
TGS 0% - -

F TGM 0% - 2.8 -

- SA 0%
Basintotal: 420.5 60.5 22.1 107.7 66.6 75.9 123.1 71.4 85.0 37.2 80.4 54.9 80.1 54.9 31.0 231.8 38.8

PERLNDareas:
TGS -
TGM 293.7 8.6 4.9 52.9 40.6 41.7 50.1 0,3 54.4 7.3 0.7 4.0 33.4 9.8 10.5 143.1 15.7
TGF
OG 24.5 7.5 2.0 232. 26.1 24.4 38.6 15.2 26.7 33.0 29.1 26,3 40_3 2.9 31.9 7.3
SA - - 10.9 2.9 12. 29.1 21.8 -
subtotal: 3182. 16.1 6.8 52.9 63.8 67.8 85.4 42.1 79.6 372. 62.7 54,q 59.7 59.0 13.4 175.0 23.1

IMPLNDareas:
EIA 102.3 44.4 15.3 54.8 2.6 8.1 37.7 29.3 5.4 0.0 17.7 -0.0 20.4 4.9 17.6 50.8 15.7

IWSarea: -

Basintotal: 420.5 60.5 22.1 107.7 66.6 75.9 123.1 71.4 85.0 37.2 80.4 54.9 80.1 54.9 31.0 231.6 38Ja

NETWORKFACTORS
PERLND28 (TGS) - .
PERLND26 (TGM) 24.475 0.715 0.407 4.410 3.383 3.477 4.178 0.025 5.364 0.608 0.058 0.333 2.785 0.814 0.377 11.926 1.309
PERLND24 ('TGF) -
PERLND16 (TFM) -
PERLND14 (TFF)
PERLND44 (OG) 2.038 0.623 0.154 1.933 2.175 2.032 32.37 1.269 2.392 2.746 2.425 2.192 3.355 0.238 2.660 0.612
PERLND34 (OF)
PERLND54 (SA) - - 0.905 0.244 0.100 2.422 1.817
IIVlPL.ND14 (El/k) 8.529 3.704 1.271 4.566 0.234 0.673 3.143 2.444 0.451 1.473 1.699 0.406 1.469 4.731 1.312

LEGEND
SmlTypes: Use Types:
TGS Till, gross,steep C/AP Commercialairp(xl
TGM Till, grass,moderate C Commercial
TGF Till, gross,flat IVlF Multi-family
TGS Tdl.grass,steep HD Highdensityresidential
TFM 'T'dl,foreat,moderate LD Low defw,ityrlmidential
TFF Till, foreat,fiat G Graea or open
OG OutwQshgrass F Forest
OF _ foist
SA Wetland
EIA Effectiveimperviousarea
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Talde A-2 (cont.)
Des _ Creek S, =_hm=inParameWm f=r Currant Condibons

LandUse $Ow-3 8DS-3 8D8-4 8D8-t 8DE*4 _ _ _ _G.11X_ • _= - _,.h,tlmb._

Twe Tvoe Imp. 18 19 ;20 21 22 _3 ;_4 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 Total

C/AP TGF 0% 0.5 14.0 221.0 26.0 28.0 289._
TGM 0% 7.0 . 116/
EIA 100_ 10.0 200.0 18.0 40.0 92.0 - - 369.(
OG 0% 16.4 " " 102J
TGS 0% 0.(

C TGF 85% 0.(
TGM 65_ " 270.(
OG I1_ 1,3 - " " 65.t
SA 85% .... 37.CTGS 65_ .... " O.C

MF TGM 47% 2.6 - 129J
OG 47% 2.9 - 50.8

HD/LD TGM 4% 2.1 4254
TGF 4% 0.0
OG 4% 5_ - 5,?._
TGS 4% - 0.0

G TGM 0% 5.1 " " 150_
TGF 0% 13.8 92.9 t4.9 121.4OG 0% 31.1 - .
SA 0% 223_
TGS 0% 60.3

0.0

F TGM 0% " 2.8

- SA 0% .... 0.0
Basin total: 74_ 24.0 430.0 44.0 40.0 120.0 13.6 92.9 14.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2496.1

areas:
TGS . _

" - 0.0TGM 15.5 . - - 797.2
TGF 0,_ 14.0 221.0 26.0 28.0 13.6 92.9 14-9 . 410.9
OG 54.8
SA 415.9

65.9
subtotal: 70_ 14.0 221.0 26.0 0.0 28.0 13.6 92.9 14,9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1689-9;

IMPLNDareas:

EIA 4.0 10.0 200.0 18.0 40.0 92.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 806_

IWSarea: 148.0 56.0 - - 204.50(]

Basin total: 74.8 24.0 430.0 44.0 188.0 176.0 13.6 92.9 14.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2700.1

NETWORK FACTORS
PERLND28 CrGS) .. °

PI_qI.ND26 (T_ 1_1 -
PERLND24 (TGF) 0.042 1.167 18.417 2.167 2.333 1.133 7.742 1.242 -
PERLND16 (TFM) ....
PE I.ND 14 (TFF) - .
PERLND44 (OG) 4.567 . . "
PE_.ND 34 (OF)
PERLNO54 (SA) . "
IMPLND14 (EIA) 0_34 0.833 17.417 1_i00 3,333 7.667 . . ".
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Tab_A.3.
MibrCrmk Suld_mn_for P_

Landuse
Use Soil % Sub-basinAreas(acres)

Type Type Imp. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

C/AP TGF 0%
EIA 100%

C TGF 85% 16.5 87.3 2.8 14.7 14.7 13.1 0.9 4.6 81.B 53.3 20.2 4.6
OG 85% 46.9 9.2 12.0 8.3 24.7 3.5 10.1 60.7 146.2 7.2 1`8

MF TGM 47% - 5.5
TGF 47% 6.4 23.0 - 0.9
OG 47% 6.4 4.6 1.8 10.0 10.1 31).5 29.4 23.0 - 15.6 4.6

HD TGM 15% - - 119.5 33.1 6.4

TGF 15% 242.7 320.8 91.9 113.1 5.5 21.1 24.8 55.2 80.2 191.2 - 13`8
OG 15% 46.4 (10.9 22.1 130.5 12.3 52.4 11.0 7.4 27.6 - 23.0 19.3 12.0

LD TGM 4% " " "
TGF 4% 26.7 3.7 5.5 8.3 - - 11.0 8.3
OG 4% - 73.5 3.7 14.7 32.9 8.3 60.7 - - 59.8 3.7
TRM 4% - - - 15.6 - 13.8
OF 4% - - - 7.4 - 105.7

G TGM 0% - - - 4.6
TGF 0% 8.3 8.3 33.1 34.0 14.4 4.3 - 7.4 2`8 5.5
OG 0% 8.3 10.1 69.9 57.9 32.1 2.9 6.9 3.7 14.7

F TFM 0% - 1.8
TFF 0% - 3.7 4.6 4.6 9.2
OF 0% - 1.8 5.5 14.7 46.9 23.0 31.3

,- SA 0% 6.4 8.3 16.1 15.3 11.4 8.3
iBasin total: 307.9 541.5 242.7 391.7 150.7 100.4 26.0 73.5 110.3 221.6 332.8 254.6 216.9 184.8 191,2 81.9 159.0

PERLNDareas:
TGM - 106.2 31.1 5.4
TGF 217.1 294.1 104.2 135.0 46.2 16.4 4.3 18.1 37.1 62.6 98.8 171.1 10.6 20.9
TIM - - 15.0 15.0

• TFF 3.7 4.6 4.6 - 9.2
OG 34.3 74.8 104.2 188.6 74.2 35`8 3.4 54.2 63.1 97.7 43.8 51.4 19.6 82.1 16.5
OF - 1.8 5.5 21.8 46.9 23.0 132.8
SA - 6.4 8.3 16.1 15.3 11.4 - 8.3 -
subtotal: 261A 368.8 208.4 330.0 128.7 68.3 23.0 65.6 84.8 139.4 112.6 164.0 171.1 162.5 170.6 69.5 153.3

IMPLNDareas:
EIA 55.5 172.7 34.3 61.7 22.0 32.1 3.0 7.9 25.5 82.2 220.0 90.6 45.9 22.3 20.6 12.4 5.7

IW$ area:

Basintotal: 307.9 541.5 242.7 391.7 150.7 100.4 26.0 73.5 110.3 221.6 332.8 254.6 216.9 184.8 191.2 81.9 159.0

NETWORKFACTORS
PERLND26 (TGIVl) - 8.848 2.588 0.453
PERLND24 (TGF) 18.089 24.506 8.681 11.249 3.847 1.364 0.358 1.506 3.095 5.215 8.234 14.254 0.880 1.739
PERI.ND16 (TFM) - 1.246 - 1.254
PERLND14 CI'FF) 0.308 0.383 0.383 - 0.767
PERI.ND44 (OG) 2.862 6.229 8.685 15.718 6.164 2.984 0.285 4.520 5.256 8.139 3.650 4.286 - 1.529 6.840 1.372
PERI.ND34 (OF) 0.150 0.458 1.817 3.908 1.917 11.064
PERLND64 (SA) 0.533 0.692 1`342 1.275 0.950 0.692
IMPLND14 (EIA) 4.708 14.390 2.860 5.141 1.836 2.678 0.248 0.655 2.121 6.850 18.335 7.547 3.821 1,858 1.717 1.031 0.478

LEGEND
SoilTypes: Use Types:
TGS Till,grass,steep C/AP CommercialWrport
TGM Till,grass,moderate C Commercial
TGF T'dl,grass,flat MF Mutli-family
TGS Till, grass,steep HD Highdensity
TIM Till, forest,moderate LD Lowdensityreeidenfial
TFF Till, forest,fiat G Grasso¢open
OG Outwmhgrass F Forest
OF Outwashfomst
SA Wetland
EIA Effectiveimpenno_sarea
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TableA-3(core)
MilerCrwk SulobNmParwlilm forP_

L._lldUse 80N-I 8ON-2 $DN-3 ga_liX _ _ NEW NEW NEW
Use Soil % Sub-ba_nAreas (acres)

Tvoe Tvoe Imo. 18 19 20 71 _ :T3 74 25 _ 77 28 29 44 45 45 Tqtal

C/N: TGF 0% - 7.0 30.1 - 162.8 49.0 50.5 2_.4
EIA 100% - 14.0 27.0 19.0 - 38.2 41.5 17.7 157.4

C TGF 85% 10.1 - - - 324.e
OG 85% 11.0 71.4 7.2 7.7 - 427.9

MF TGM 47% - 6A " - - 11.9
TGF 47% 4.6 - - - 34.9
OG 47% 23.9 35.9 - 204.8

lid TGM 15% 83.7 242.7
TGF 15% 50,6 g.2 34.0 - 11.1 1274-,"
OG t5%1 41.4 5.3 87.3 15.6 - 2.9 580.4

LD TGM 4% - 9.2 . g.2
TGF 4% - 60.7 - 12.0 6.4 - 142.6
OG 4% - 3g.5 18.4 51.6 - 376.8
TFM 4% 19.3 - 7.4 56.1
OF 4% 67.1 - 35.1 12.0 225.3

G TGM 0% - 7.4 : 12.0
TGF 0% 1.8 8.4 22.1 - 15.3 165.7
OG 0% 16.5 S.1 - 282.1

F TFM 0% " " 1.8
"rFF 0% 11.0 - . 33.1
OF 0% 35.3 12.9 1.8 - 168.2

-- SA 0% 6.4 25.3 0.8 3.2 - - 101.5
Bastntotal: 116.7 280.3 197.1 348.6 29.4 14.0 34.0 49.1 g0.0 10.9 0.0 15.3 201.0 90.5 68.2 5132.6;

PER_D areas:

TGM * g0.8 - - 233.41
TGF 105.5 16.2 64.0 7.0 30.1 15.6 - 15.3 162.8 49.0 50.5 '1752.3
TFM 18.5 - 7.1 - - - 65.7
TFF 11.0 - - 33.1
OG 103.9 g2.0 932 13.3 62.7 1.2 - - 1300.g
OF 94.7 12.9 31.8 13.3 384.5
SA 6.4 25._ - 0.8 3.2 101.5
subtotal: 113.2 239.7 133.5 265.9 26.6 0.0 7.0 30.1 79.1 4.4 0.0 15.3 162.8 49.0 50.5 3870.3

IMPLND areas:

EIA 3.5 40.6 63.6 61.7 2.8 14.0 27.0 1g.0 10.9 6.5 0.0 0.0 35.2 41.5 17.7 1262.3

IW$ area: - 25.0 25.0 0.0 0.0 50.0

Baintotal: 116.7 280.3 197.1 348.6 29.4 14.0 34.0 49.1 g0.0 10.5 0.0 15.3 201.0 90.5 68.2 5182.6

NETWORKFACTORS
PERLND26 (TGM) - 7.564
PERLND24 (TGF) 8.793 1.352 5.336 0.583 2.508 1.298 1.275 13.567 4.083 4.208
PERLND16 (TFM) 1.544 0.592
PERLND14 ('rFF) 0.917
PERL.ND44 (OG) 8.651 7.665 7.765 1.108 - 5223 0.906
PERLND34 (OF) 7.893 1.075 2.648 1.110 -
PERLND54 (SA) 0.533 2.108 - 0.067 0#.67
IMPLND14 (EIA) 0.288 3.379 5.300 5.140 0.235 1.167 2.250 1.583 0.912 0.545 3.183 3.458 1.475
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Table A-4.
Des Mcm_ Crlek Subbas_ Pa'arnmn for Propoud C_

L_ndUse
Use Soil % Sub-basin

ITvpe Type imp 1 2 _ 4 5 5 7 8 9 1(_ 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

C/AP TGF 0% - - 7.7 - -
TGM 0% 12.2 3.1 - 9.3 03 7.5 -
EIA 100% 19.6 6.4 63 -
OG 0% - - 4.0 7.9 1.3 28.0 - -
TGS 0% ....

C TGF 85% ....
TGM 85% 55-5 29.7 2.9 61.0 3.3 20.5 2.8 23.4 0.6 16.4 30.7 13.8
OG 85% 6.1 21.8 9.9 11.8 24.9 0.6 3.7 4.9 -
SA 85% - - - 10.4 9.5 17.1 - -
TGS 85% ....

MF TGM 47% 63.5 1.4 8.4 3.2 0.9 1.0 6.8 39.0 3.1
OG 47% 24.6 - 0.9 0.8 0.5 17.2 3_g

HD)LD TGM 4% 214.5 0.3 - 35.8 2.2 23.5 35.6 0.6 3.2 3.6 91.7 12.5
TGF 4% .....
OG 4% - - 12.1 2.2 7.2 - 1.8 2.7 14.9 5.5
TGS 4% ....

IG TGM 0% 33.6 24.5 21.6 7.3 0.7 1.2 6.6 1.0 29.8
TGF 0% - - - 26.8 27.0 12.6 13.2
OG 0% 10.5 4.2 - 11.0 25.1 6.5 28.7 4.4 29.1 13.8 37.8 8.5
SA 0% - - 9.3 1.5 1.2 26.5 9.2
TGS 0%

F TGM 0% 2.8

I- sA 0_
Basintotal: 420.5 60.5 22.1 107.7 59.0 39.6 123.1 71.4 85.0 37.2 80.4 54.9 59.3 54.9 31.0 231.8 38.1_

PERLNDareas:
TGS
TGM 293.7 6.6 4.9 45.2 9.8 2.1 50.1 0.3 54.4 7.3 0.7 4.0 4.6 9.8 10.6 143.1 15.7
TGF 7.7 26.8 27.0 12.6 13.2
OG 24.5 7.5 2.0 4.0 24.4 38.8 15.2 28.7 33.0 29.1 13.8 40.3 2.9 31.9 7.._
SA 10.9 2.9 1.2 29.1 9.2
subtotal: 318.2 16.1 6.8 52.9 36.6 33.1 85.4 42.1 79.6 37.2 62.7 54.9 31.6 50.0 13.4 175.0 23.1

IMPLNDareas:
EIA 102.3 44.4 15.3 54.8 22.4 6.5 37.7 293 6.4 0.0 17.7 -0.0 26.7 4.9 17.6 56.8 15._

IWSarea: 7.6 353 - 21.8

Ba_ntotal: 420.5 60.5 22.1 107.7 66.6 75.9 123.1 71.4 85.0 37.2 80.4 54.9 80.1 54.9 31.0 231.8 38.!

NETWORKFACTORS
PERLND28 (TGS) -
PERI.ND26 (TGM) 24.475 0.715 0.407 3.768 0.816 0.176 4.178 0.025 5.364 0.608 0,058 0.333 0385 0.814 0.677 11.926 1.309
PERLND24 (TGF) 0.642 2.233 2250 - 1.050 1.100 - -
PERLND16 (TI=M) - -
PERLND14 (TFF)
PERLND44 (OG) 2.038 0.623 0.164 0.333 2.032 3.237 1.289 2.392 2.746 2.425 1.150 3.355 0.238 2.660 0.612
PERLND34 (OF)
PERLND54 (SA) 0.905 0.244 0.100 2,422 0.767
M_.ND14 _) 6.5293.7O41.2714._ 1-5e70-5413.1432.4440.451 1.473 2_4 0.40S1._ 4.7al 1.312

LEGEND
Soil Types: UseTypes:
TGS Till, grass,steep C/AP Corn_ airport
TGM Till,grazs,moderate C Commemial
TGF Till,grass,fiat MF Multi-family
TGS Til_,grass,strum HE) Highdemd/ynmidentia!
TFM Till, forest,moderate LD Lowd._,-,_._),mskleflbal
TFF Till, forest,fiat G Grassor open
OG Outwashgrass F Forest
OF Outwal_form;t
SA WeUand
EIA Effectiveimperviousarea
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Ta_eA-4(corn)

Land _ $DW-3 8D8-3 r_38-4 4;D$-1 8DE-4 _ sDr,,tx _ _G4X Sos.t¢ • _: • :_m,vs.mlm--_
Use Soil % Sub-basin

T_e True Inm. 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 ?5 :_6 27 28 29 30 31 3_ 33 Total

C/AP TGF 0% 0.5 14.0 221.0 26.0 28.0 - 297",
TGM 0% 7.0 - - - 39.d
EIA 100% - 11.0 264.0 25.1 40.0 92.0 - 464.,
OG 0% 16.4 - 57.(
TGS 0% ' - " 0.(

C TGF 85% - - 0.(
TGId 85% - - 280.(
OG 85% 1.3 - 85.C
SA 85% - 37.C
TGS 85% O.C

IdF TC,dd 47%, 2.6 - " " 129,q
0(3 47% 2.9 - " - 50.8

HDA.D TGM 4% 2.1 " - - 428.8
TGF 4% - . 0.O
OG 4% 5.8 - . 52.2
TGS 4% - , 0.0

G TGM 0% 5.1 131.4
TGF 0% - 12.6 37.9 7.9 137.9
OG 0% 31.1 - 210.7
SA 0% - - 47.7
TGS 0% - " " 0.0

F TGId 0% - " " 2.8

- SA 0% " " 0.0
Basin total: 74.8 25.0 485.0 51.1 40.0 120.0 12.6 37.9 7.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2430.4

PlgtI.ND areas:
TGS - - - 0.0
TGM 15.5 - 690.3
TGF 0.5 14.0 221.0 26.0 28.0 12.6 37.9 7.8 435.1
OG 54.8 - 358.1
SA - 533
subtoad: 70.8 14.0 221.0 26.0 0.0 28.0 12.6 37.9 7.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1536.7

IMPLNDmeal:

EIA 4.0 11.0 264.0 25.1 40.0 92.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 893.7

IWSarea: - 148.0 56.0 - - 269.7

Basintotal: 74.8 25.0 485.0 51.1 188.0 176.0 12.6 37.9 7.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2700.1

NETWORKFACTORS
PERLNO28 (TGS)
PERLND28 ('T'GM) 1.291 - .
PERLND24 (TGF) 0.042 1.167 18.417 2.167 - 2.333 1.050 3.158 O.65O
PERLND16 ('TFM)
PERLNO14 FFF)
F:_RLND44 (OG) 4.,_
PERLND34 (OF)
PERLND54 (SA)
IdPLND14 (EIA) 0.334 0.917 22.000 2.092 3.333 7.667
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APPENDIX B

CALIBRATION DATA AND PLOTS
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TableB-I.
HSPF C_ Data,MilerCreeknearMouth

(Gauge42A, Node17)

A_ MonthlyRaw(cfs) Peak HoudyFlow(c"f$)
Mo_ Recorded Simulated RPD Recorded Simulated RPD

Aug 1989 Z05 Z18 1.06 158.50 70.50 44%
Sep 1989 0.96 1.66 1.73 15.50 14.g8 97%
Oct 1989 3.82 3.83 1.00 94.,50 39.59 42%
Nov 1989 10.19 9.48 0.93 158.30 90.77 54%
Dec 1989 10.54 11.20 1.06 186.00 158.10 55%
Jan 1990 n/a 23.58 40630 428.43 105%
Feb 1_0 rga 12.18 n/a 78.94
Mar 1980 n/a 5.84 Na 33.13
AIx 1990 497 4.09 0.82 45.30 30.80 68%
May 19e0 3.55 3.50 0.99 97.50 105.32 108%
Jun 1990 5.06 6.34 1.26 11630 85.86 74%
Jul 19g0 2.05 2.22 1.08 71.30 37.74 53%
Aug 1SG0 1.74 1.90 1.09 37.80 18.63 49%
,Sep lg90 1.64 1.58 0.96 3.40 _ '_ 65%
Oct 1_0 5.27 6.50 1.23 117,30 67.33 57%
Nov 1_0 rga 26.61 388.00 371.45 96%
Dec 1_0 n/a 9.93 n/a 77.54
Jan 1991 13.20 11.07 0.84 153.50 151.38 99%
Feb 1991 17.67 15.05 0.85 193.80 219.14 115%
Mar 1991 16.90 11.58 0.69 154,30 123.82 75%
IAIx 1. 2D.37 19.18 0.94 244.00 301.81 124%
!May 1. 5.72 2.96 0.52 25.30 31.59 12_o

1_1 5.41 2.67 0.49 34.= 30.59 _o

:Jul 1991 2.28 1.96 0.86 19.80 22.07 111%
Aug 1991 3.08 3.43 1.11 40.80 45.88 112%
Sep lg91 1.55 1.70 1.10 3.70 4.13 112%
iOct 1991 n/a 2.53 n/a 43.24
Nov 1991 iVa 7,47 n/a 48.53
Dec 1991 4.86 6.79 1.40 54.80 7237 132%
iJan 1_2 n/a 16.74 Na 177.51
Feb 1_2 rga 9.42 n/a 59.95
M,m" 1992 n/a 4.30 n/a 3839
iApt 1992 5.74 7.75 135 72.50 117,87 163%
May 1_2 Z54 2.17 0.85 7.30 4.95 68%
Jun 1_2 2.30 2-40 1.04 26.80 36.72 137%
IJui 1992 2-63 2-18 0.77 40.30 40.60 101%
Aug 19G(2 2.53 2.04 0.81 45.00 45.33 101%
,Sap 1_2 1..90 2-19 1.15 4330 47.2D 109%
IOct lg92 rga 4.09 n/a 28.04
Nov 1992 591 7.71 130 7130 49.87 70%
Dec 1_2 5.46 8.13 1.49 57.80 71.90 124%

1_3 6.63 8.88 1.30 9130 59.09 g8%
=Feb 1983 3.15 2.68 0.85 6.10 11.76 193%

IMar 1gO3 8.49 10.04 1.18 149.30 139.3) g3%
Apt 1_:3 6.65 7.95 120 33.80 46.57 138%
May 1_3 4.89 3.89 0.80 64.00 42.89 67%
Jun 1993 4.45 4.08 0.92 70.00 51.11 73%
Jul lgg3 3.05 2.25 0.73 44.30 23.14 64%
Aug 1963 1.98 1.69 0.65 3.50 1.79 51%
Sep 1_3 1.82 1.58 0.87 3.00 1.62 54%
Oct 1963 2.80 2.59 096 59.80 24.82 36%
Nov 1993 3.39 2.93 0.86 109.50 59.99 63%
Dec 1_3 n/a 6.87 n/a 71.49
Jan 1994. 5.15 5.30 1.03 59.00 37.83 64%
Feb 1g94 10.50 9.33 0.89 125.30 67.84 46%
Mar 1_4 9.40 725 0.77 120.00 51.22 43%
Apt 1994 4.93 4.69 0.g6 73.00 41.00 58% .
May 1994 3.16 2.48 0.78 1£00 13.55 85%
Jun 1994 2.62 2.31 0.58 nka 37.06
Jui 1994 1.89 1.87 0.g9 5.70 8.93 157%

Average 1590 106% 75"%
1991 88% 109%
1992 110% 109%
1993 96% " 84%
1984 90% 75%

1990.94 99% 89%
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TableB-Z
HSPF_ Data,_ CreekbelowLakeReba

(c-,=m42B,Noda7)

Mo_ Recorded ,S_ulatad RPD Recorded _ RPD
Nov 1989 3.39 Z01 0.59 31.80 21.94 e9%
Dec 1689 4.09 3.41 0.83 4300 62.00 144%
Jan 1990 rVa 8.12 nfa 268.66
!Fob 1980 rVa 3.92 rlfa 32.81
Mar 1960 3,02 1.59 0.53 16.30 9.40 58%
Apr 1990 1,38 0.82 0.59 8.53 5.58 68%
May 1990 1.01 0.65 0.64 1580 27.42 174%
J_ 1_0 1.59 1.68 1.06 17.00 30.79 181%
Jul 1990 0.57 0.27 0.47 11.00 6.12 58%
Aug 1990 0.57 0.15 0.26 5.e0 z75 49%
Sop 1_0 0.35 0.06 0.17 0.60 0.17 21_
Oct 1_0 z06 0.95 0.46 24.00 1399 58%
Nov 1_0 10.93 8.89 0.81 221.50 231.37 104%
Dec 1_0 4.28 3.09 0.72 39.30 29.43
Jan 1991 4.70 3.46 0.74 4380 72.68 167%
Feb 1991 5.73 5.68 0.89 38.80 152.77 394%
Mar 1991 5.52 3.72 0.67 33.80 73.01 216%
!Apr 1991 rVa 6.80 nfil 197.16
May 1991 nfa 0.53 9.10 5.33 59%
Jun 1991 Z76 0.37 0.13 11.00 5.05 46%
Jul 1991 0.65 0.19 0.29 6.10 3.43 56%
Aug 1991 0.88 0.41 0.47 12.00 8.45 70%
,Sap 1991 0.52 0.12 0.23 1.40 0.47 34%
Oct 1991 0.87 0.23 0.26 10.50 7.54 72%
Nov 1991 3.74 1.31 0.35 19.00 11.83 62%
Dec 1991 3`00 1.75 0.58 26.00 22.88 88%
Jail 1992 6.10 5.38 0.68 38.00 96.33 254%
Feb 1992 5.65 2.94 0.52 20.00 22.51 113%
Mar 1992 1.79 1.04 0.58 11.03 9`06 82%
Apr 1992 2.09 2.18 1.04 24.00 57.51 240%
May 1992 0.78 0.33 0.42 1.90 1.29 68%
Jun 1_2 0.53 0.26 0.41 7.40 6.80 g2%
Jul 1992 0.65 0.21 0.32 9.g0 7.31 74%
Aug 1992 0.46 0.15 0.33 9.80 8.09 83%
Sap 1_2 0.72 0.15 0.21 11.00 8.67 79%
Oct 1992 iYa 0.85 nfa 14.22
Nov 1962 2.02 1.44 0.71 11.00 11.13 101%
Dec 1992 2.68 2.14 1.03 16.50 22.68 134%
Jan 1_3 2.51 2.46 0.99 31.00 33.56 108%
Feb 19Q3 0.68 0.57 0.65 1.50 2.18 136%
Mir 1_3 2.86 2.97 1.04 40.00 58.41 130%
Apr 1963 2.55 2.24 0.88 9.50 1591 166%
May 1993 1.91 0.76 0.40 10.00 8.29 83%
Jun 1983 1.31 0.78 0.60 12.00 13.65 109%
Jul 1_3 0.62 0.27 0.44 7.00 5.07 72%
Aug 1_3 0.34 0.12 0.35 0.40 0.17 43%
Sap 1993 0.26 0.06 0.21 0.40 0.09 23%
Oct 1993 0.34 0.23 0.68 9.10 4.22 46%
Nov 1993 n/a 0.29 rVa 15.02
Dec 1_3 n/a 1.22 nfa 13.79
Jan 1994 1.67 1.16 0.69 11.03 6.06 73%
Feb 1994 3.35 2.51 0.75 15.00 19.87 132%
Mar 1994 2.90 2.06 0.71 13.00 17.53 135%
Air lg94 1.27 1.14 0.90 10.00 13.03 130%
May 1994 0.54 0.38 0.67 3.40 2.30 68% "
Jun 19_4 0.53 0.27 0.51 7.80 6.98 89%
Jul 1994 0.22 0.15 0.68 0.60 1.43 238%

Average 1_0 5"7% 85%
1991 ,46% 115%
1992 59% 120%
1_3 62%
1994 70% 124%

199o-s4 107%
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TiI_ B-3.
HSPF _ Dam, Des Moinm Creek atTyee Pond

(Gauge 11C,Node51)

Av,.-=_,SVW=mWFlaw(c_). Pwk Hou,IyRaw (c:_)
Month Recorded S_ulat_ RPD Record_ Sirnulat_ RPD

Oct 19eg rVa 1.46 rVa 4,9.58
Nov 1989 2.43 3.45 142% 74.50 55.31 115%
Dec 1989 rVa 3.01 rVa 66.43
Jin 1990 6.05 6.77 112% 151.50 158.67 103%
Feb 1960 rVa 3.82 rVa 31.71
Mar 1900 n/a 2.11 rVa 23.33
Apr 1_0 0.9(2 1.57 171% 5.60 23.06
May 1990 1.00 1.26 125% 68.80 67.07 97%
,,k.=n 1990 1.61 2,05 127% 44.80 48.71 108%
Jul 1993 0.48 0.76 158% 22.50 42,12 187%
Aug 1990 0.55 0,55 100% 16.80 19.37 115%
8ep 1990 0.60 0.40 6"/% 1.80 0.72 40%
Oct 1990 2,88 2.89 100% 50.00 52.29 105%
Nov 1_0 7.62 7.90 105% 142.30 154.76 109%
Dec 1990 rVa 3.58 nfa 40.05
Jan 1991 rVa 3.76 rVa S_.C]9
Feb 1991 4.62 4.85 107% 107.00 81.00 76%
M=" 1991 4.00 4.06 102% 91.30 57.94 63%
Apr" 1_1 5.67 5.93 105% 132.50 114.43 86%
May 1991 rVa 1.37 rVa 21.72
Jun 1991 rVa 1.14 n/a 24.31
Jul 1_1 0.61 0.72 118% 28.80 19.66 68%
Aug 1991 1.29 1.43 111% 44.80 35.45 79%
8ep 1991 0.65 0.58 86% 2`20 1.50 68%
Oct 19_1 1.23 0.92 75% 31.30 31.04 99%
Nov 1991 4.05 3.29 81% 46.80 32.74 70%
De(: 1991 2`39 2`39 100% 32.80 29.79 91%
J_ 1992 rVa 5.08 rVa 69.79
Feb 1992 3.07 3.35 1019% 23.30 30.30 130%
Mar 1992 1.19 1.75 147% 17.80 33.51 188%
Air 1_2 Z67 2,53 95% 40.80 55.75 137%
May 1992 0.32 0.81 253% 2.50 1.55 63%
Jun 1_ 1.02 0.86 84% 24.30 23.62 97%
Jul 1992 1.00 0.79 79% 60.30 32.43 54%
Aug lS92 0.48 0.66 138% 33.50 32.08 96%
Sep 1992 0.57 0.70 123% 31.50 39.49 125%
Oct 1992 1.14 1.15 101% 46.80 30.61 65%
Nov 1992 3.91 3.51 90% 66.00 52.90 80%
Dec 1992 rVa ZS0 rYa 44.57
Jan 1983 2.87 2,88 100% 24.50 39.96 163%.
Feb 1993 0.51 0.90 176% 3.20 8.17 255%
Mar 1993 2.49 3.07 123% 38.50 46.80 122%
Apr lS1_3 2,34 2,72 115% 27.10 29.,=_ 1019%
May 1993 1.33 1.53 115% 25.30 32.96 130%
Jun 1993 1.61 1.68 104% 94.80 45.43 48%
Jul 1993 0.92 0.80 87% 23.00 18.91 82%
Aug 1993 0.36 0.47 131% n/a 0.57
,Sep 1993 0.33 0.39 118% 2.20 0.42 19%
Oct 1993 1.21 0.95 79% 27.90 20.34 73%
Nov 1993 1.64 1.11 68% 53.50 56.18 105%
Dec 1_3 3.39 2.89 85% 25.80 36.13 140%
Jim 1994 2.37 1,67 79% 15.50 27.55 178%
Feb 1994 2.54 3.05 120% 20.80 37.93 182%
Mar 19_, 2.13 2.42 114% 2350 3_26 142%
Apr 1994 1.10 1.63 148% 18.20 22.37 123%
May 1994 0.64 0.85 133% 9.30 9.11 rYa
Jun 19e4 1.21 0.76 63% 41.80 29.30 70%
Jul 1994 0.26 0.51 196% 5.10 8.08 n/a

Average 19E} 118% 108%
1991 98% 78%
19@2 122% 104%
1993 109% 113%
1994 122% Se%

1989-94 114% 101%
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APPENDIXC

EXCEEDENCE FREQUENCY GRAPHS
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EXCEEDANCE FREQUENCY IN PERCENT
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--- Flow Frequency (with Exp. Prob. )

• Weibull Plotting Positions Miller Creek near Mouth
........5% and 95% Confidence Limits Current Conditions

1949-1994 S-imulation
FREQUENCYSTATISTICS
LOGTRANSFORMOF FLOW, CFS NURBEROF EVENTS

MEAN 2.2406 HISTORIC EVENTS 0
STANDARDDEV .1703 HZGHOUTLZERS 0

SKEW .0723 LO_ OUTLZERS 0
REGIONALSKEW .0200 ZEROOR RISSING 0
ADOPTEDSKEW .1000 SYSTEI_TZC EVENTS 46
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EXCEEDANCE FREQUENCY IN PERCENT
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--- Flow Frequency (with Exp. Prob. )

• Weibull Plotting Positions Miller Creek at ist Avenue
.......5% and 95% Confidence Limits Current Conditions

FREQUENCYSTATISTICS 19AQ--1994 S.imulation
LOGTRANSFORMOF FLOW, CFS NUMBEROF EVENTS

MEAN 2.0360 HISTORIC EVENTS 0
STANDARDDEV .1766 HIGH OUTLZERS 0
SKEW .0375 LOWOUTLIERS 0
REGIONAL SKEW .02(X) ZERO OR RTSSZNG 0
ADOPTEDSKEW .0000 SYSTEMATICEVENTS 46
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EXCEEDANCE FREQUENCY IN PERCENT
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--- FlOw Fre_ency (with Exp. Prob. )

• Weibull Plotting Positions Miller Creek below Lake Reba
........5% and 95% Confidence L_nits Current Conditions

1949-1994 Simulation
FREQUENCYSTATISTICS
LOG TRANSFORROF FLOW, CFS NUMBEROF EVENTS

NEAN 1.8935 HISTORIC EVENTS 0
STANDARDDEV .1608 HIGH OUTLZERS 0
SKEW -.(_1 _ OUTLZERS 2
REGIONALSKEW .0200 ZERO OR MISSING 0
ADOPTEDSKEW -._X)O SYSTEMATICEVENTS 46
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EXCEEDANCE FREQUENCY IN PERCENT
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--- Flow Frequency (with Exp. Prob. )

• Weibull Plotting Positions Des Moines Creek at SW 208th

........5% and 95% Confidence Limits Current Conditions

FREQUENCYSTATISTICS 1949-1994 Simulation
LOGTRANSFORMOF FLOW,CFS NUMBEROF EVENTS

HEAN 2.0581 HISTORICEVENTS 0
STANDARDDEV .1409 HIGHOUTLIERS 0
SKEW .6606 LOWOUTLIERS 0
REElONALSKEW .0200 ZEROORMISSING 0
ADOPTEDSKEW .L_O0 SYSTEMATZCEVENTS 46
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EXCEEDANCE FREQUENCY IN PERCENT
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--- Flow Frequency (with Exp. Prob. )
• Weibull Plotting Positions Des Moines Creek below Conflu
........5% and 95% Confidence Limits Current Conditions

1949-1994 Simulation
FREQUENCYSTATISTICS
LOGTRANSFORMOFFLOW,CFS NUMBEROFEVENTS

ttEAN 2.0216 HISTORICEVENTS 0
STANDARDDEV .1209 HIGHOUTLIERS 0
SKEW .8150 LOt/OUTLZERS 0
REGIONALSKEW .0200 ZEROORfllSSlNG 0
ADOPTEDSKEW .5000 SYSTEMATICEVENTS &6
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APPENDIX D

HSPF INPUTFILES -

CURRENTCONDITIONSIMULATION
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RILL-SIM. UCI page 1

RUN

.6L_L

m._ FILE: HILL-SIH.UCl

m SIRULATION RUN - CURRENTLJ_D USE - EXISTI_ C_DTTIC_S .m.

MILLER CREEKBASIN HSPF MODEL

START 1948/I0/01 00:00 END 1994/07_1 24:00
RUN INTERP _XTPUT LEVEL 0

RESURE 0 RUN I

END GLOBAL

FILES

<_> <fun)--( fnam_.. >

INFO 21 ¢: \hspf10\hspinf. da

ERROR _ c: \hsFrf10\hsperr._

WARN 23 c:\hspflO\hspwrn.da

RESSU 24 mmiLL-sil. ech

WDH 25 RILL-SIR. WDH

END FILES

OPN SEGgJENCE

INGRP INDELT 01 :_

PERLND 14

PERLND 16

PERLND 18

PERI.ND 24

PERLND 26

PERLND 28

PERLND 34

PERLND /_

PERLND 54

IRPL,ND 14

RCHRES I

RCHRES 2

RCHRES 3

RCHRES 4

RCHRES 5

RCHRES 30

RCHRES 31

RCHRES ' 23

RCHRES 24

RCHRES 25

RCHRES 27

RCHRES ?.8

RCHRES 29

RCHRES 6

RCHRES 38

RCHRES 7

RCHRES 9

RCHRES 8

RCHRES 26

RCHRES I0

RCHRES 32

RCHRES 16

RCHRES 11

RCHRES 33
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RCHRES 13

RCHRES 12

RCHRES 35

RCHRES 20

RCHRES 19

RCHRES 15

RCHRES 14

RCHRES 34

RCHRES 17

RCHRES 18

RCHRES 21

RCHRES 36

RCHRES 22

RCHRES 37

END ZHGRP

END OPN SEQUENCE
m

PERLND

GEN-TNFO

<PLS • Name NBLKS Unit-system Printer *"*

# - # User t-series Engl Herr ***
in out **_

14 TFF- TTLL FOR FLT 1 I 1 1 60 0

16 TFM- TZLL FOR HOD 1 1 1 1 60 0

18 TFS- TILL FOR STP 1 1 I 1 60 0

24 TGF- TZLL GR FLT 1 I I 1 60 0

26 T6R- TZLL GR HOD 1 I 1 1 60 0

28 TES- TILL GR STP 1 1 1 1 60 0

34 OF - OUTWASHFOR 1 1 1 1 60 0

OG - OUTWASHGR 1 I 1 1 60 0

54 SA - WETLANDS 1 I 1 1 60 0

END GEN-ZNFO

ACTZVZTY

<PLS • *"_"'_"_"*"* Active Sections __ ....... _*_***

# - # ATMP SNOWPWAT SED PST PWGPQAL HSTL PEST NZTR PHOS TRAC m

14 200 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
END ACTTVZTY

PRZNT-ZNFO

<PLS • =====_ ........ _ Print-flags _:=_ .... _ PIVL PYR
# - # ATMP SNOWPWAT SED PST PWGPQAL HSTL PEST NZTR PHOS TRAC ;;_-;-_"_"

I/, 200 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 9
END PRZNT-INFO

PUAT-PARN1

<PLS • _---_---- Flags *___
# - # CSNORTOP UZFG VCS VUZ VNN VIFW VIRC VIE m

14 200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
END PUAT-PARI_

PUAT-PARI_.

<PLS •

# - # mFOREST LZSN 1NFTLT LSUR SLSUR KVARY AGURC

1/* /*.SO00 0.1000 /*00.00 0.0500 O.SO00 0.9600

16 4.5000 0.1000 Z_O.O0 0.1100 0.5000 0.9800

18 4.5000 0.1000 200.00 0.2000 O.SO00 0.9800

2/* 4.5000 0.1000 400.00 0.0500 0.5000 0.9800

26 4.5000 0.1000 _,00.00 0.1000 O.SO00 0.9800

28 4.5000 0.1000 200.00 0.2000 0.5000 0.9800
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34 5.0000 1.5000 400.00 0.0500 0.3000 0.9800

44 5.0000 0.7000 400.00 0.0500 0.3000 0.9800

54 4.0000 1.0000 100.00 0.0010 0.5000 O. 98(X)

END PWAT-PAPJ12

PWAT-PARM3

<PLS >,,m

# _ #m PETIlAX PETMIN INFEXP ZNFILO DEEPFR BASETP ASS#ETP

14 2.5000 2.0000 .80 O. O.

16 2.0000 2.0000 .80 O. O.

18 1.5000 2. O(X)O .80 O. O.

24 3.5000 2.0000 .80 O. O.

26 2.0000 2.0000 .80 O. O.

28 1.5000 2.0000 .80 O. O.

34 2.0000 2.0000 .90 O. O.

44 2.0000 2.0000 .90 O. O.

54 10.000 2.0000 .00 O. 0.7

END PS#AT-PARR3

PS#AT-PAPJ_

<PLS • _"

# - # CEPSC UZSN NSUR ZNTFS# IRC LZ_

14 0.1000 0.2500 0.3500 1.700 0.1200 0.7000

16 0.1000 0.2500 0.3500 1.700 0.1200 0.7000

18 0,1000 0.2500 0.3500 1.700 0.1200 O.YO00

24 0.1000 0.2500 0.2500 1.700 0.1200 0.2500

26 0.1000 0.2500 0.2500 1.700 0.1200 0.2500

28 0.1000 0.1500 0.2500 1.700 0.1200 0.2500

34 0.1000 0.2500 0.3500 1.700 0.1200 0.7000

44 0.1000 0.2500 0.2500 .000 0.1200 0.2500

54 0.1000 3.0000 0.5000 1.000 0.1200 0.8000

END PS#AT-PARI'14

PS#AT-STATE1

<PLS > PS#ATERstate variables m

# - #_ CEPS SURS UZS IFS#S LZS AES#S GS#VS

14 0.078 O. 0.0010 O. 0.077 0.698 0.023

16 0.078 O. 0.0010 O. 0.075 0.667 0.026

18 0.078 O. 0.0010 O. 0.074 0.628 0.027

24 0.051 O. 0.0010 O. 0.300 0.681 0.053

26 0.051 O. 0.0050 O. 0.300 0.680 0.049

28 0.051 O. 0.0060 O. 0.300 0.659 0.048

34 0.078 O. 0.0010 O. O.OgO 0.675 0.038

44 0.051 O. 0.0040 O. 0.300 0.414 0.152

54 0.051 O. 0.3330 O. 0.622 0.400 0.000

END PS#AT-STATEI

END PERLND

IRPLND

GEN-INFO

<ILS • Name Unit-systems Printer

# - # User t-series EngL lietr _'*
in _t _*

14 IMPERVIOUS 1 1 1 60 0

END GEN-INFO

ACTIVITY

<ILS • _==_= Active Sections _

# - # ATRP SNOWIS#AT SLO Ik_ IQAL m

14 0 0 1 0 0 0

END ACTIVITY
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PRINT-INFO

<ILS • _ Print-fLags _=_ PIVL PYR
# - # ATHPSNOWIWAT SLD IWG IQAL _

14 0 0 6 0 0 0 1 9

END PRINT-INFO

IWAT-PARH1

<ILS • FLags mm m_*
# - # CSNORTOP VRS VNN RI"I..I m ,,,m,,

14 0 0 0 0 0

END IWAT-PARH1

IWAT-PARH2

<ILS • ,,m

# - # LSUR SLSUR NSUR RE"TSC *_*

14 SO0.O0 0.0500 0.1000 0.1000

END IWAT-PARII2

%WAT-PAP.I_

<ILS •

# - # PETHAX PETMIN m

14

END IWAT-PARH3

IWAT-STATE1

<ILS • IWATER state variables mm

# - # RETS SURS mm

14 1.0000E-3 1.0000E-3

END ZWAT-STATE1

END IMPLND
veve,m

EXT SOURCES
veve_

mm NOTE: The only RCHRESthat precip and PET are appLied to are Lakes.
www

<-VoLume-> <Held)at> SsysSgap<--IquLt_>Tran <-Ta_et voLs> <-Grp> <-Member-> mm

<Name> # <Name> # teu strg<-factor->strg <Name> # # <Name> # # *_"
WDM 2 PREC _LZERO PERLJ¢D l& 200 EXTNL PREC

WDM 2 PREC ENGLZERO ZMPLND 14 EXTNL PREC

WDH 3 EVAP E_LZERO 0.8 DIV PERLND 14 200 EXTNL PETINP

WDM 3 EVAP E_I.ZERO 0.8 DIV I_PI.J_D q& EXTNL PETINP

WDM 2 PREC _ITENO RCHRES I EXTNL PREC

WDM 3 EVAP _LZENO 0.8 DIV RCHRES 1 E3CTNL PREC

WDI! 2 PREC _I, ZERO RCHRES 4 EXT1/L PREC

WDM 3 EVAP ENGLZERO 0.8 DIV RCHRES 4 EXTNL PREC

WDM 2 PREC ENGLZERO RCHRES 6 EXTNL PREC

WDH 3 EVAP ENGI.ZENO 0.8 OlV RCHRES 6 EXTNL PREC

WDH 2 PREC _LZERO RCItRES 9 EX'rtiL PREC

WPlq 3 EI/AP _LZERO 0.8 DIV RCItRES 9 EXTNL PREC

WDH 2 PREC _LZERO RCHRES 13 EXTNL PREC

WDH 3 EVAP ENGLZERO 0.8 DIV RCHRES 13 EXTNL PREC

UDH 2 PREC ENGLZERO RCHRES 20 EXTNL PREC

WDM 3 _AP _ITERO 0.8 DIV RCHRES 20 E)CTNL PREC

MDM 2 PREC ENFLZENO RCHRES 11 EXTNL PREC

WDH 3 EVAP _LZENO 0.8 DIV RCHRES 11 EXTNL PREC

WDM 2 PREC ENGLZERO RCHRES 38 EXTNL PREC

WDM 3 EVAP _17EIU3 0.8 DIV RCHRES 38 EXTNL PREC

UNIT FLOWT'O RCHRES, 1"0 INPUT GROUNDWATERBASE FLOW

0.G52S IS EQUIVALENTTO 1 CFS (HSPF UNITS ARE AC-FT/HR) m
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WDH 4 FLOW ENGI.ZERO .120 RCHRES 35 EXTNL %VOL

WDH 4 FLOW EI_GI.ZERO .150 RCItRES _ EXTNL ZVOL

END _ SOURCES
m

NETWORK
m

<IIERBER>SSYSSEAP<--RULT_>TRAN <-TA_ET VIOLS> <-lINER->

<NAME> # <NANE> TEM Sl"RE<-FACTOR->S_ <NAME> # # <_RP> <N/UIE> # # m

m SUHASXN M 1

PERL,ND 24 PWATERPERO 18.0890 RCHRES 1 EX'TNL ZVOL

PERI.ND 64 PWATERPERO 2.8620 RCHRES 1 EXlltL IVOL

1HPLND 14 %WATERSU_ 1.(X)O0 RCHRES 1 EXlltL ZVOL

"'* SUB-BASIN H 2

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 24.501_) RCHRES 2 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 6/, PWATERPERO 6.2290 RCHRES 2 EXTNL ZVOL

ZMPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 1.0(X_O RCHRES 2 E_L ZVOL

m SUB-BASZN H 3

PERL.ND 24 P_ATERPERO 8.6810 RCHRES 3 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 44 PMATERPERO 8.6850 RCHRES 3 E_CTNL IVOL

IMPI.ND 14 ZWATERSURO 1.00(X) RCHRES 3 EXTNL ZVOL

,,m SUB"BASZN H 4

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 11.2490 RCHRES 4 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 15.7180 RCHRES 4 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND $4 PWATERPERO 0.5330 RCHRES 4 EXTNL ZVOL

ZMPI.J¢D 14 ZWATERSURO 1.0000 RCHRES 4 EXXNL ZVOL

•,,m SUB-BASZN H 5

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 3.8470 RCHRES 5 E_(TNL ZVOL

PERLND _. PMATERPE_ 6.1860 RCHRES 5 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 54 PWATERPERO 0.6920 RCHRES 5 EXTNL IVOL

IRPLND 14 IWATERSURO O.5(XX) RCHRES 5 EXTNL IVOL

"_'_ SUB-BASIN fl 6

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 4.2.'_'0 RCHRES 31 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 5.7090 RCHRES 31 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 54 PWATERPERO 1._J_?.O RCHRES 31 EXTNL ZVOL

ZHPI.ND 14 1WATERSURO 0.5000 RCHRES 31 EXTNL 1VOL

_'_* SUB-BASZN H 7 - FLOWSTO RCHRES26 1N ItODZFZEON_RK

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 0.3580 RCHRES 26 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND _ PMATERPERO 2.3270 RCHRES 26 EXTNL [VOL

PERLND 54 PWATERPERO 1.2750 RCHRES 26 EXTNL IVOL

ZHPLND 14 IMATER SURO 0.2480 RCHRES 26 EXTNL IVOL
• "_ ZNCREASEZMP AREA FOR CALZBRATZON

_'_* SUB-BASZN M 8 - FLOWSTO RCHRES26 1N IIODZFZED NETMORK

PERLND 24 P_ATER PERO 2.3170 RCHRES 26 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 8.7160 RCHRES 26 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 54 PWATERPERO 0.9500 RCHRES 26 EXTNL ZVOL

IHPI.ND 14 ZMATERSURO 0.8920 RCHRES 26 EXTNL ZVOL
m SUB-BASZN M 9

PERLND 14 PWATERPERO 0.3080 RCHRES 9 EXTNL IVOL

PERIJID 24 PWATERPERO 1.5060 RCItRES 9 EX'II_L IVOL

PERLND 64 PMATERPERO 5.2560 RCHRES 9 EXTNL ZVOL

IHPI.ND 14 ZWATERSURO 2.1200 RCHRES 9 EX'rNL IVOL
m SUB-BASIN fl 10

PERLND 14 PWATERZFWO 0.3830 RCHRES 10 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 14 PWATERSURO 0.3830 RCHRES 10 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 24 PWATERZF;tO _.0950 RCHRES 10 EXXNL IVOL
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PERLND 24 PWATERSURO 3.0950 RCHRES 10 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 8.1390 RCHRES 10 EXTNL IVOL

ZHPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 6.8500 RCHRES 10 EXTNL X_L

"" SUB--BAS%NH 11

PERLND 14 PUATER ZFE_) 0.38_K) RCtlRES 11 EXTNL ZIR)L

PERLND 14 PWATERSURO 0.3830 RCHRES 11 EXTNL IVOL

PEUD 24 PUATER ZFWO 5.2150 RCHRES 11 EX'rNL ZVOL

PERLND 24 PWAI_R SURO 5.2150 RCHRES 11 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 34 PUATER PERO 0.1500 RCHRES 11 EXTNL ZI/OL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 3.6?.50 RCHRES 11 EXTNL ZVOL

ZHPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 18.3350 RCHRES 11 E:CTNL ZVOL

*"* SUE-EL_SZN H 12

PERLND 24 PWATERZFNO 8.2340 RCHRES 12 E3CrNL Z_L

PERLND 24 PWA_ERSURO 8.23_0 RCHRES 12 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 34 PWATERPERO O.a;SSO RCHRES 12 EXTHL Z_DL

PERLI/D _ PWATERPEEK) 4.2860 RCHRES 12 EXTNL ZVOL

PEP.I.ND 54 PWATERPERO 0.6920 RCHRES 12 EXTNL ZVOL

ZNPLJ_D 14 ZUATERSURO 7.5/+70 RCHRES 12 EXTNL ZVOL

m SUB-BASZN H 13

PERLND 24 PWATERZFt/O 14.2.5_ RCHRES 13 EX'TNL ZVOL

PERLND 24 PWATERSURO 14._";_0 RCHRES 13 EXTNL ZVOL

ZHPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 3.8210 RCHRES 13 EXTNL ZVOL

m SUB-BASZN M 14

PERLND 16 PWATERZFWO '1.2480 RCHRES 14 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 16 PNATERSURO 1.2480 RCHRES 14 EX'I1/L ZVOL

PERLND 26 PWATERZFWO 8.8480 RCHRES 14 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 26 PWATERSURO 8.8/.80 RCHRES 14 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 34 PWATERPERO 1.8170 RCHRES 14 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 1.6290 RCHRES 14 EXTNL ZVOL

IHPLND 14 IWATER SURO 1.85_K) RCHRES 1/, EX'rNL IVOL

"" SUB-BASIN H 15

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 0.8800 RCHRES 15 Ex'rNL ZVOL

PERI.ND 26 PWATERPERO 2.5880 RCHRES 15 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 34 PWATERPERO 3.9080 RCHRES 15 EXTNL 1VOL

PERI.ND _ PUATERJDERO 6.8/00 RCHRES 15 EXTNL ZVOL

1NPLJND 14 %WATERSURO 1.7170 RCHRES 15 EXTNL ZVOL

m SUB-BASZN R 16

PERI.ND 14 PWATERPERO 0.7670 RCHRES 16 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 1.7390 RCHRES 16 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 34 PWATERPERO 1.9170 RCHRES 16 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 1.3"/20 RCHRES 16 EXTNL %VOL

ZHPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 1.0310 RCHRES 16 EXTNL %VOL

*"* SUB-SASZN R 17

PERLND 16 PWATERPEI_D 1.2.510 RCHRES 17 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 0.4530 RCHRES 17 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 34 PUATERPERO 11.0640 RCHRES 17 EXTNL ZVOL

ZHPLND 14 ZwA'rERSURO 0.4780 RCHRES 17 EXTNL IVOL

m SUB-BAS%N H 18

PERLND 16 PWATERPERO 1.5_ RCHRES 18 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 24 PWATERPE_ 7.8930 RCHRES 18 EXTNL ZVOL

ZMPLND 14 Z_ATER SUI_D 0.2880 RCHRES 18 EXTNL ZVOL

"_ SUB-BASZN R 19

PERLND 1_ P_AI"ER PERO 0.9'1"/'0 RCHRES 19 E3CT'NLTVOL

PERL.IqD 24 PWATERPERO 8.7930 RCHRES 19 EXTNL TI/OL

PERLJqD 34 PWATERPERO 1.07'S0 RCHRES 19 EXTNL ZI/OL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 8.6610 RCHRES 19 EXTNL X_L
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PERLND $4 PUATERPERO 0.5_ RCHRES 19 EDCTNLZVOL

ZHPLND 14 IRATER SURO 3.3"?90 RCHRES 19 EXTNL ZVOL

m SUE-_SIN R 20

PERLND 24 PRATERPERO 5./_ RCHRES 35 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 9.1940 RCHRES 35 E_CTNL IVOL

PERLND 54 PWATERPERU 2.1080 RCHRES 35 EXTNL ZVOL

INPLND 1/, IWATER SUI_O 5.39/10 RCltRES 35 EDCl"NLIVOL

SUB-BASIN M 21

PERLND 16 PWATERPERO 0.5920 RCItRES 21 EXlliL I_Ol.

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 5.3360 RCHRES 21 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 7.56/_) RCItRES 21 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND _4 PWATERPERU 2.6480 RCHRES 21 EXTNL IVOL

PERLJiD 44 PWATERPERO 7.7690 RCHRES 21 EXTNL IVOL

IRPI.ND 14 IWATERSURO 5.1400 RCHRES 21 EXlltL IVOL

m SUB-'EL_SIN H 22

PERLND 34 PIdAI"ERPERO 1.1100 RCHRES ?.2 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 4a_ Pt/AT1ERPERO 1.1050 RCflRES _ EX'rNL IVOL

IBPLND 14 IWATERSURU 0.2350 RCHRES 22 EXTNL IVOL

m SUB-BASIN R 23

IRPLND 14 IWATERSURO 1.1670 RCHRES 23 ED(TNL IVOL

SUB-BASIN H 24

PERLND 24 PRATERSURU 0.5830 RCHRES 24 EXTNL IVOL

IHPLND 14 IWATER SURO 2.2500 RCHRES 24 EXTNL IVOL

m SUB-BASIN R 25

PERLND 24 PRATERSURO 4.16_ RCHRES ?.5 EXTNL IVOL

IMPLND 14 IWATER SURO 1.5830 RCHRES ?3 EXTNL IVOL

m SUB-BASIN H 26

PERI.ND 24 PRATERPERO 6.4960 RCHRES 26 EDCTNLIVOL

PERLND 44 PRATERPERU 7.8180 RCHRES 26 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 54 PRATERPERO 0.0670 RCHRES 26 EXTNL IVOL

INPLND 14 IgATER SURO 0.5000 RCHRES 26 EXTNL IVOL

**" SUB-BASIN M 27

PERLND _ PWATERPERO 0.09(_) RCHRES 27 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 54 PWATERPERO 0.2670 RCHRES 27 EXI_L IVOL

IRPLND 14 IWAI"ERSURO 0.5450 RCHRES 2"/ EXTNL IVOL

*" SUB-BASIN N 2B

m,,, SUB--BASIN N 29

PERLND 24 PWATERSURO 1.2750 RCHRES 28 EOCl"NLIVOL
m

"*" CHANNELNETWORKLINKAGESmm
_t

*" NOTE: RFACTOR12.1 CONVERTSACRE-FEETOF RUNOFFTO AVERAGECFS PER HOUR.

"_* IT IS TIHESTEP DEPENDENT.THE OTHER HFACTOESCONVERTACRE-FEET

m OF RUNOFFTO INCHES.

RCHRES 1 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 2 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 2 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 3 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 3 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 30 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 4 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 5 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 5 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 30 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 30 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 38 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 27 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 6 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 28 H_R ROVOL 1 RCHRES 6 E_L IVOL

RCHRES 29 IffOR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 6 ED{TNL IVOL

RCHRES 23 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 6 E_L IVOL

RCHRES 24 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 6 ED(TNL IVOI.
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RCHRES 25 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 6 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 31HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 6 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 6 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 38 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 38 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 7 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 7 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 8 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 9 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 8 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 8 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 26 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 26 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 32 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 10 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 32" EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 32 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 16 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 16 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 33 EXTNL %VOL

RCHRES 11 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 33 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES 13 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 12 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 12 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 15 EXTNL %VOL

RCHRES 33 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 15 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 35 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 20 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 20 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 19 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 19 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 15 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 15 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 34 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 14 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES ]4 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 34 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 17 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 17 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 37 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 18 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 36 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 21 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 36 E]CrNL ZVOL

RCHRES 36 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 22 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 22 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 37 EXTNL ZVOL
m

END NETUOPJ(

EXT TARGETS

<-VoLume-> <--Grp> <-Namber-><----MuLtm>Tran <-VoLume-> <Member> Tsys Tgap Amd .,m

<Name> # <Name> # #<-fac_or->strg <Name> # <Naae> tern s_rg s_rg *_
RCHRES 17 HYDR RO UDM 20 FLOW ENGL REPL

RCHRES 7 HYDR RO UDM 21 FLC_ ENGL REPL

RCHRES 26 HYDR RO UDM 22 FLOW ENGL REPL

RCHRES 33 HYDR RO UDM 23 FLOW ENEL REPL

RCHRES 24 HYDR RO UDM 24 FLOW ENGL REPL*t"

RCHRES 25 HYDR RO UDM 25 FLOW ENEL REPLm

RCHRES 20 HYDR RO UDM 26 FLOW ENGL REPL_'_
END EXT TARGETS

leleW

RCHRES

GEN-INFO

RCHRES Name Nexits Unit Sys_m Printer

# - #< ><_> User T-series EngL Metr LKFG ***
in otrt *-,*

1 Arbor Lake M 1 I 1 I 1 0 0 0

2 Arbor Ck -03710 M 2 I 1 I 1 0 0 0

3 Arbor Ck M 3 I 1 1 1 0 0 0

4 Tub lake M 4 I 1 1 1 0 0 0

5 HilLer Ck SP.518 _ 1 I 1 1 0 0 0

6 Lake Reba out M 6 1 I 1 1 0 0 0

7 MiLLer Ck Detent M7 1 1 1 I 0 0 0

8 HiLLer Ck SW160 N8 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

9 Lore Lake fl 9 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
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11 #iLLer Ck trib M 11 1 I I 1 0 0 0
12 Trib(0356) 1112 I 1 1 1 0 " 0 0

13 Burien Lake II 13 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

14 Trib (0353) II 14 1 1 I 1 0 0 0

15 HiLLer Ck above STP I 1 I 1 0 0 0

16 11iLLer Ck beLou 1st 1 I 1 1 0 0 0

17 HiLLer Ck beLceaSTP 1 1 I 1 0 0 0

18 Trib ((]371A) !I 18 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

19 Trib ((Z];'/'IA) 1119 I 1 1 1 0 0 0

confl.. A + H tribs 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

20 Trib 1120 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

21 Trib (0371H) It 21 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

22 Trib (0371A) 1122 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

23 SeaTec SDN--1 1123 1 1 1 I 0 0 0

24 SeaTec SDN--2 1124 1 I 1 I 0 0 0

25 SeaTac SDN.-3 1125 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

26 I1i LLer Ck SR509 M26 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

27 SDN--1other II 27 I 1 1 1 0 0 0

28 SDN-2 other 11 28 1 I 1 1 0 0 0

29 SDN-2 other 1129 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

30 s-- at SR-518 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

31 sum Lake Reba infLo 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

32 s,,- at 1-509 I I 1 I 0 0 0

33 sub at 1st Ave S. 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

34 SUmat STP 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

35 SeaTec Pond Z 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

36 WaLker Creek 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

37 sum at sound 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

38 sum beLow Reba LK 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

END GEN-ZNFO

ACTIVZTY

RCHRES__-_ Act:ire Secl:ions -_--_-_-'_"_

# - # HYFGADFG CNFGHTFG SOFGGQFGOXFG NUFG PKFG PHFG _'*

1 38 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

END ACTIVITY

PRINT-INFO

RCHRES=_-_---_- Printout FLags _ PZVL PYR

# - # HYDRADCA CONSHEAT SED C_L OXP.XNUTR PINK PHCB =;;;m,,.

1 38 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 9
I

END PRINT-ZNFO

HYDR-PAR111

RCHRES FLags for each HYDR Section m

# - # VC AI A2 A.3 ODFVFGfor each m ODGTFGfor each FUNCT for each

FG FG FG FG possible exit m possible exit possible exi'c
t t _ _e w _ w t ,_ t _e _e w t m

1 38 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2
END HYDR-PARfll

HYDR-PAR112

RCHRES _-,

# - # FTABNO LEN DELTH STCOR KS DBSO """

< >< ><_><-- >_ >< >< > m

1 1 0.010 0.3

2 2 0.660 0.3

3 3 0.980 0.3

4 6 0.O10 0.3

5 S 0.380 0.3
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6 6 0.010 0.3

7 7 0.010 0.3
8 8 0.596 0.3
9 9 0.010 0.3

10 10 0.380 0.3

11 11 0.010 0.3
12 12 1.000 0.3
13 13 0.015 0.3

14 14 0.450 0.3
15 15 0.735 0.3

16 16 0.772 0.3

17 17 0.755 0.3
18 18 0.800 0.3

19 19 0.910 0.3

20 20 0.010 0.3
21 21 0.450 0.3

22 22 0.300 0.3

23 30 0.010 0.3
24 30 0.010 0.3

25 30 0.010 0.3

26 26 0.780 0.3
27 30 0.010 0.3

28 30 0.010 0.3

29 30 0.010 0.3

30 30 0.010 0.0
31 30 0.010 0.0

32 30 0.010 0.0
33 30 0.010 0.0
34 30 0.010 0.0

35 30 0.010 0.0

36 30 0.010 0.0

37 30 0.010 0.0

38 30 0.010 0.0
ENDHYDR-'PARI't2

HYDR-INZT

RCHRESInitial conditions for each HYI)Rsection **-

# - # *** VOL InitiaL value of COLIND Initial value of OUTDGT

mm ac-ft for each possible exit for each possible exit
.... >< • <__•<__•<__><__><__• m <_•<__><__><__><__>

1 2.0 4.0
2 0.1 4.0

3 0.1 4.0

4 2.0 4.0
5 0.1 4.0

6 2.0 4.0

? 0.1 4.0
8 0.10 4.0

9 0.10 4.0
10 0.10 4.0

11 0.10 4.0
12 0.10 4.0

13 10.0 4.0

14 0.10 4.0
15 0.1 4.0

16 0.1 4.0

17 0.1 4.0
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18 0.1 4.0
19 0.1 4.0

2O 1.0 4.0
21 0.1 4.0

22 0.1 4.0
23 0.1 4.0

24 0.1 4.0

25 0.1 4.0
26 0.1 4.0

27 0.1 4.0
28 0.1 4.0

29 0.1 4.0
:30 0.0 4.0

31 0.1 4.0
32 0.0 4.0

33 0.0 4.0
34 0.0 4.0

35 0.0 4.0
36 0.0 4.0

37 0.0 4.0
38 0.0 4.0

ENDHYDR-INIT

ENDRCHRES

FTABLES
FTABLE 1

ROWSCOL5""
10 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUHE OUTFLOWm

0.000 3.0000 0.0000 0.00
0.500 3.0000 1.5000 1.80
1.000 3. O(XX) 3.0000 5.00

1.500 3.3000 4.6000 10.90
2.000 3.6000 6.5000 17.50

2.500 3.9000 8.4000 26.20

3.000 4.1000 10.500 32.50

3.500 4.3000 12.500 35.00
4.000 4.5000 16.000 38.10

6.000 5.0000 26.000 46.40
ENDFTABLE 1

FTABLE 2
ROWSCOLS,,m

9 4
DEPTH AREA VOLURE OUTFLOW"_

0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00

0.100 0.2571 0.0129 0.16
0.500 0.3873 0.1417 6.53

1.000 0.5501 0.3761 25.95
1.500 0.7128 0.6918 59.86

2.000 0.8756 1.0889 110.67

3.000 1.2011 2.1273 272.24
3. 500 1. 3639 2. 7685 387.38
4.000 1.5266 3.4912 528.19

ENDFTABLE 2
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FTABLE :3

ROWSCOLS"_
12 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOWm
0.000 O.--P_-- O.--nO_-- 0.00

0.100 0.9669 0.0483 0.13

0.500 1.0637 0.4545 4.92
1.000 1.1846 1.0165 17.12

1.500 1.3055 1.6390 34.92
2.000 1.4264 2.3220 57.95

2.500 1.54"/'3 3.0634 86.14

3.000 1.(_52 3.8693 119.53
3.500 1.7891 4.7336 158.24

4.000 1.9100 5.6584 2_L41

4.500 2.02% 6.6310 251.52
5.000 2.1488 7.6624 306.28

ENDFTABLE 3

FTABLE 4
ROWSCOLS_'*

5 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOW***
0.000 3.8(300 0.0000 0.00

1.000 4.6000 4.0000 0.00
2.000 6.8000 9.7000 4.00

3.000 9.1000 17.700 12.00

4.000 14.000 29.300 30.00

ENDFTABLE4

FTABLE 5
ROWSCOLSm,_

10 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOWm
0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00

0.100 0.1010 0.0051 0.03
0.500 0.1754 0.0603 1.46

1.000 0.2684 0.1713 6.16

1.500 0.3614 0.3288 14.89
2.000 0.4544 0.5327 28.48

2.500 0.5474 0.7832 47.70

3.000 0.6404 1.0801 73.29

3.500 0.7334 1.4236 105.94
4.000 0.8264 1.8136 146.33

ENDFTABLE5

FTABLE 6

LAKEREBAMAXDEPTH: 5.0 FEET*'_
ROWSCOLS***

9 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOW,e,
0.000 2.00(X) 0.0000 0.00

0.500 2.0000 1.0000 3.00

1.000 2.0000 2.0000 12.00
2.000 2.0000 4.0000 _.00

3.000 2.0000 6.0000 45.00

4.000 2.3000 8.3000 54.00
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S.O00 2.6000 10.900 66.00
5.500 2.6000 11.500 100.00

6.000 2.6000 12.000 200.00

ENDFTABLE6

FTABLE 77

PRE-LAKEREBADETEHTZOHPOND''"
ROWSCOLS

12 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUIIE OUTFLOW"'"

0.000 0.0000 0.00(30 0.00

0.100 0.1860 0.0093 0.12
0.500 0.2552 0.0975 4.84
1.000 0.3/,17 0.2/,67 18.49

1.SO0 0.4282 0.4392 41.30
2.000 0.5148 0.6750 74./,0

2.500 0.6013 0.9540 119.01
3.000 0.6878 1.2763 176.30

3.500 O.77td, 1.6418 247.41
4.000 0.8609 2.0506 333.43

4.500 0.%70 2.4992 434.59
5.000 1.0331 2.9905 552.33

ENDFTABLE77

FTABLE 7

POST-LAKEREBADETENTZONPOHDm
ROUSCOLSm

22 4

DEPTH AREA VOUJHE OUTFLOWm
0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00

0.500 0.2500 0.1000 9.70
1.000 0.3/_X) 0.2500 19.50

'1.500 0.4200 O.z,_O 29.20

2.000 0.5100 0.6800 :38.90
2.500 0.6000 0.9500 48.70
3.000 0.7700 1.2700 58.40

3.500 0.8600 1.6400 68.10

4.000 0.9000 2.0500 77.70

4.500 1.5000 2.4900 86.50
5.000 2._00 2.9000 94.40

5.500 4.8000 5.7000 101 .?0
6.000 7.2000 8.6000 108.50

7.000 11.900 14.400 121.00
8.000 14.500 29.500 132.40

9.000 17.100 _.600 142.80

10.000 19.700 59.700 152.20
11.000 23.000 74.800 161.60

11.500 25.000 82.400 178.90
12.000 27.000 89.900 288.40

12.500 27.000 97.500 495.20
13.000 27.000 105.10 750.00

ENDFTABLE7

FTABLE 8
ROWSCOLSmm

16 4
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DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOW,u_
0.0 0 0 0

0.8 3.18 3.54 15
1.5 6.35 7.08 29

2.1 8.27 11.53 59

2.8 13.83 21.56 88
2.8 16.08 25.04 105

2.9 19.99 27.77 121
2.9 21.18 29.96 138

2.9 24.36 35.20 1/,8
3.0 26.01 37.46 159

3.0 26.67 40.13 170

3.4 30.59 44.93 190
3.8 33.20 50.42 210

4.2 35.17 55.96 230
4.9 37.92 67.06 315

5.3 40.75 78.08 400
ENDFTABLE8

FTABLE 9
ROWSCOLS*"*

7 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOW"""
0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00

1.000 0.4000 0.4000 2.00

1.500 O.5(XX) 1.0000 4.00
2.000 0.90(30 1.3000 11.00

2.500 1.3000 1.6(X)O 15.00

3.000 1.60(X) 2.0000 18.00
3.500 1.9000 2.5000 20.80

ENDFTABLE9

FTABLE 10
ROWSCOLS

9 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOWm

0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00

0.100 0.1010 0.0851 0.06

0.508 0.1660 0.0585 2.27
1.000 0.2472 0.1618 9.32

1.SIX) 0.3285 0.3057 22.08

2.000 0.4097 0.4902 41.66
2.500 0.4909 0.7154 69.09

3.000 0.5722 0.9811 105.37
4.000 0.6887 1.6116 209.70

ENDFTABLE10

PREAHBAUHOETENTZON*'"
FTABLE 111

ROUSCOLS"_

12 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUHE OUTFLOW""

0.050 0.0000 0.0000 0.08

0.500 0.2160 0.0750 5.30
1.000 0.2730 0.1990 21.10

1.500 0.2890 0.3410 43.90
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2.00O 0.290O 0.483O 68.8O
2.500 0.2910 0.6070 89.10

3.000 0.2950 0.6820 90.00
3.500 0.3000 2.1000 100.00

4.000 0.3050 2.5000 105.00
4.500 0.3100 3.0000 110.00
5.000 0.3200 3.5000 120.00
5.500 0.3300 4.0000 130.00

ENDFTABLEl11

POSTAMBAUMDETENTION*'_

FTABLE 11
ROWSCOLS*'_

13 4
DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOW*""

0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00
1.000 0.10(30 0.2300 3.90

2.000 0.2000 0.6000 6.30
3.000 0.3000 0.9700 8.10

4.000 0.4000 1.3400 11.10
5.000 0.5000 1.8200 16.00

6.000 0.6000 2.2700 19.10

7.000 0.7000 2. _300 21.60

8.000 0.8000 3.3700 30.80
9.000 0.9000 4.0000 38.10

10.000 1.0000 4.6500 74.10

10.500 1.1000 5.2000 133.00

11.000 1.1500 5.3000 500.00
ENDFTABLE11

FTABLE 16

ROWSCOLS*"
16 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOW""*
0.0 0 0 0

0.9 2.29 2.45 17
1.8 4.58 4.90 33

2.3 6.23 8.16 66

2.7 7.32 11.16 99
3.1 8.53 13.48 166

3.2 12.50 15.95 134

3.2 13.47 17.67 151
3.4 14.13 19.45 167

3.5 15.74 21.67 183
3.6 16.47 24.05 200

3.8 19.24 27.78 225
4.0 20.77 31.80 250

4.2 21.78 35.78 275

4.4 23.32 43.05 312
4.7 25.31 49.62 350

ENDFTABLE16

FTABLE 13

ROWSCOLSt,m
7 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOW""
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0.000 40.000 0.0000 0.00
1.000 41.400 40.000 0.00

1.500 42.000 60.000 10.00

2.000 42.700 80.000 16.00
2.500 43.300 100.00 20.00
3.000 44,000 120.00 28.00

5.000 45.000 210.00 45.00

ENDFTABLE13

FTABLE 12
ROWSCOLS

10 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOWm
0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00

0.100 0.6327 0.0316 0.15
0.500 0.7960 0.3174 5.87

1.000 1.0002 0.7664 21.53
1.500 1.2043 1.3176 46.43

2.000 1.4085 1.9708 81.20

3.000 1.8168 3.5834 183.79
4.000 2.2251 5.6044 336.22

5.000 2.6335 8.0337 545.30
6.000 3.0418 10.8713 817.51

ENDFTABLE12

FTABLE 15
ROWSCOLSm

16 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOW,m,

0.0 0 0 0
0.7 1.63 1.69 26

1.3 3.26 3.37 51
1.8 4.78 5.84 103
2.2 5.75 8.15 154

2.4 6./,9 9.41 182

2.6 10.66 12.23 210

2.8 11.50 13.58 239
2.9 12.06 15.04 261

3.1 13.11 16.89 289
3.1 13.68 18.87 306

3.4 16.29 21.96 347
3.5 17.73 25.54 388

3.7 18.63 28.64 429
4.0 20.04 35.13 491

4.2 21.87 40.52 552

ENDFTABLE15

FTABLE 14

ROWSCOLS"_'
8 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOWm

0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.(30
0.100 0.3361 0.0168 0.24

0.500 0.3809 0.1602 9.04
1.000 0.4370 0.3647 31.61

1.500 0.4930 0.5972 65.00
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2.000 0.5491 0.8577 108.85
2.500 0.6051 1.1462 163.33

3.000 0.6612 1.4628 228.78
ENDFTABLE14

FTABLE 17
ROWSCOI.S_,,_

16 4
DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOW

0.0 0 0 0

0.9 0.83 0.96 26
1.9 1.66 1.91 51

2.6 3.05 3.52 103
3.2 3.92 5.12 154

3.5 4.61 6.03 182

3.8 8.72 8.50 210
4.0 9.52 9.51 239
4.2 10.04 10.71 261

4.4 11.05 12.25 289
4.5 11.60 14.04 306

6.8 14.12 16.70 347
5.0 15.61 19.65 388

5.2 16.12 22.54 429

5.5 17.26 28.2;7 491
5.7 18.88 33.12 552

ENDFTABLE17

FTABLE 18

ROWSCOLSm
7 4
DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOW""

0.008 0.0800 0.0000 0.00

0.100 0.9758 0.0488 0.36
0.500 0.9884 0.4416 13.44

1.000 1.0042 0.9398 44.63

2.000 1.0262 1.9550 136.47
3.000 1.0482 2.9923 253.70

4.000 2.5069 4.7698 347.74

ENDFTABLE18

FTABLE 19
ROWSCOLSm

7 4

DEPTH AREA VOLURE OUTFLOW

0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00
0.100 0.5620 0.0281 0.09

0.500 0.6174 0.2640 3.38
1.000 0.6866 0.5900 11.42

2.000 0.8250 1.3458 37.28

3.000 0.9635 2.2400 75.10

4.000 1.1019 3.2727 125.11
ENDFTABLE19

FTABLE 20

ROWSCOLS
6 4
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DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOW
0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00

1.000 5.0000 2.0000 5.00

2.000 IO.O(X) 9.5000 16.00
3.000 15.000 22.000 30.00

4.000 19.000 39.000 35.00
5.000 22.000 50.000 39.00

ENDFTABLE20

FTABLE 21
ROWSCOI.Sm

8 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUHE OUTFLOWm

0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00
0.100 0.2259 0.0113 0.11

0.500 0.2707 0.1106 4.27

1.000 0.3268 0.2600 15.13

1.500 0.3828 0.4374 31.67

2.000 0.4389 0.6/,28 54.02
2.500 0.4949 0.8763 82.52

3.000 0.5510 1.1377 117.55
ENDFTABLE21

FTABLE 22
ROWSCOLSmm

9 4
DEPTH AREA VOLUHE OUTFLOWmm

0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00

0.100 0.3680 0.0184 0.25
0.500 0.3717 0.1664 9.39

1. 000 O.3763 0.3534 31.06
2.000 0.3819 0.7325 94.37

3.000 0.3874 1.1171 174.33
4.000 0.3930 1.5073 265.38

5.000 0.3985 I ._30 364.68

6.000 0.4040 2.3043 470.60
ENDFTABLE22

FTABLE 26
ROWSCOLS"**

16 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOWm

0.0 0 0 0
0.9 2.81 :3.11 11

1.8 5.61 6.22 21

2.5 7.45 10.18 42
3.1 9.68 14.24 64

3.4 11.88 17.36 " 71
3.4 15.77 19.85 74

3.4 16.92 21.82 79
3.5 17.67 23.68 83

3.6 19.32 26.07 87
3.6 19.96 28.46 89

3.9 23.79 33.18 118

4.1 26.26 38.23 146
4.4 2.8.10 43.26 175
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4.8 30.56 52.23 218
5.2 33.13 60._ 261

ENDFTABLE26

FTABLE 30

ROWSCOLSm
8 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOW,,,.,,m
0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00

1.000 0.1000 0.0100 100.0

2.000 0.2000 0.0200 200.0

3.000 0.3000 0.0300 300.0
4.000 0.4000 0.0/_0 500.0

6.000 0.6000 O.__nr___ 700.0
7.000 0.7000 0.08(30 800.0

8.000 0.8000 0.1000 999.9
ENDFTABLE30

mm

ENDFTABLES
m

ENDRUN
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RUN

GLOBAL

m DES ROZNESCREEKHSPF HODEL

m SZHULATZONRUN- CURRENTLANDUSE - EXISTING CONDITIONS m

DES HOZNESCREEKBASIN HSPF HODEL

START 1948/10/01 00:00 END 1994/07131 24:00
RUN ZNTERP OUTPUTLEVEL 0

RESUHE 0 RUN 1

END GLOBAL

FILES

(type) (furOre( f I_!=: )

INFO 21 c: \hspflO\hspinf.da

ERROR 22 c: \hspflO\hsperr.da

WARN 23 c: \hspflO\hsl:_arn. da
HESSU 24 DESM-C.ECH

WDH 25 DESH-si-,.wda

91 fLow.pLt
END FILES

OPN SEQUENCE

INGRP INDELT 01:00

PERLND 14

PERLND 16

PERI.ND 18

PERU¢D 24

FERLND 26

PERLND 28

PERLND 34

PERLND 44

PERLND 54

IHPLND 14

RCHRES 1

RCHRES 2

RCHRES 3

RCHRES 49

RCHRES

RCHRES 35

RCHRES 2.3

RCHRES 28

RCHRES 36

RCHRES 37

RCHRES 4

RCHRES 38

RCHRES 22

RCHRES 27

RCHRES 39

RCHRES 5

RCHRES 6

RCHRES 51

RCHRES 40

RCHRES 21

RCHRES 26

RCHRES /_

RCHRES 19

RCHRES 24
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RCHRES 41

RCHRES 8

RCHRES 7

RCHRES 20

RCHRES 25

RCHRES 42

RCHRES 9

RCHRES 10

RCHRES 11

RCHRES 50

RCHRES 43

RCHRES 12

RCHRES 45

RCHRES 13

RCHRES 14

RCHRES 16

RCHRES 46

RCHRES 47

RCHRES 15

RCHRES 17

RCHRES 48

RCHRES 18

END ZNGRP

END OPN SEQUENCE
m

PERLND

GEN-INFO

<PLS • _ NBLKS Unit-system Printer •

# - # User t-series EngL Herr *_
in _,u) m

14 TFF- TILL FOR FLT 1 1 1 1 60 0

16 TFH- TILL FOR HOD 1 I 1 1 60 0

18 TFS- TILL FOR STP 1 1 1 I 60 0

24 TGF- TILL GR FLT I 1 1 1 60 0

26 TGH- TILL GR HOD 1 1 1 1 60 0

28 TGS- TILL GR STP 1 I 1 1 60 0

OF - OUTWASHFOR 1 1 1 1 60 0

44 OG - OUTVASHGR 1 1 1 1 60 0

54 Sk - WETLANDS 1 1 1 1 60 0

END GEN-INFO

ACTIVITY

# - # ATNP SNOMPWAT SED PST PUG PQAL HSTL PEST NITR PHOS TRAC m

14 200 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
END ACTIVITY

PRINT-INFO

# - # ATHP SNOMPUAT SED PST PUG PQAL HSTL PEST NITR PHOS TRAC =_-

14 200 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 9
END PRINT-XNFO

PUAT-PARI_

<PLS • =====_=__ FLags ====__---**
# - # CSNORTOP UZFG VCS VUZ VNN VIFU VIRC VLE .,m

14 200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

END PUAT-PARK1

PMAT-PAPJI2
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<PLS • m

# - # ""FOREST I.ZSN INFILT LSUR SLSUR KVARY AGWRC

14 4.5000 0.3000 400.00 0.0500 0.5000 0.9960

16 4.50(0 0.30C_ /_X).O0 0.10(0 O.S_ 0. _)(=0

18 4.5000 0.3000 200.00 0.2000 0.5000 0.9960

24 4.5000 0.3000 400.00 0.0500 0.5000 0.9060

26 4.5000 0.3000 400.00 0.1000 0.5000 0.9960

28 4.5000 0.3000 200.00 0.2000 O.SO00 0.9960

34 5.0000 2.0000 400.00 0.0500 0.3000 0.9960

5.0000 0.8000 400.00 0.0500 0.3000 0.9960

54 4.0000 2.0000 100.00 0.0010 0.$000 0.9960

END PWAT-PAPJQ.

PMAT-PA_

<PLS >""

#- r-" PE_ PETMZN INFEXP INFILD DEEPFR BASETP AGWETP

14 3.5000 2.0000 .40 O. O.

16 2.0000 2.0(X)O .40 O. O.

18 1.5000 2.0000 .40 O. O.

24 2.5000 2.0000 .40 O. O.

26 2.0000 2.0000 .40 O. O.

28 1.5000 2.0000 .40 O. O.

34 2.0000 2.0000 ./_) O. O.

/_ 2.0000 2.0(]00 .40 O. O.

54 10.000 2.0000 .40 O. 0.7

END PWAT-PAI_

PWAT-PARH4

<PLS • m

# - # CEPSC UZSN NSUR INTFW IRC LZETPm

14 0.2000 1.0000 0.3500 3.000 0.3000 0.7000

16 0.2000 0.5000 0.3500 3.000 0.3000 0.7000

18 0.2000 0.3000 0.3500 3.000 0.3000 0.7000

24 0.1000 1.0000 0.2500 3.000 0.7000 0.2500

26 0.1000 0.5000 0.2500 6.000 0.5000 0.2500

28 0.1000 0.3000 0.2500 7.000 0.3000 0.2500

34 0.2000 0.5000 0.3500 2.000 0.8000 0.7000

0.1000 0.5000 0.2500 2.000 0.8000 0.2500

54 0.1000 3.0000 0.5000 1.000 0.8000 0.8000

END PWAT-PARlt4

PWAT-STATEI

<PLS • PUATERstate variabLes m

#_ #m CEPS SURS UZS ZFWS LZS AGWS GWS

14 0.078 O. 0.0010 O. 0.0"/7 0.698 0.023

16 0.078 O. 0.0010 O. 0.075 0.667 0.026

18 0.078 O. O.O(YlO O. 0.074 0.628 0.027

24 0.051 O. 0.0010 O. 0.300 0.681 0.053

26 0.051 O. 0.0050 O. 0.300 0.680 0.049

28 0.051 O. 0.0060 O. 0.300 0.659 0.048

34 0.078 O. 0.0010 O. 0.090 0.675 0.038

/_, 0.051 O. 0.0040 O. 0.300 0.414 0.152

54 0.051 O. 0.3330 O. 0.622 0.400 O.CX)O

END PWAT-STATE1

END PERLND

IRPI.ND

GEN"INFO

<ILS • Name Unit-system Printer "_

# - # User T-series EngL Herr "'*
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•in out ,row

14 200 ZHPERVZOUS 1 1 1 60 0

END GEH-TNFO

ACTIVITY

<%LS• __ Active Sections _

# - # AITiP SNOW%WAT SLD Z_ ZQAL

14 200 0 0 I 0 0 0

END ACTZVZTY

PRINT-INFO

<ILS • ==_==; Print-fLags =_= PIVL PYR
# - # ATHP SNOBZWAT SLD ZWGZGAL _

14 200 0 0 6 0 0 0 1 9

BtD PRZNT-ZNFO

ZWAT-PARI11

<%LS> FLags m ,,m
# - # CSNORTOP VRS VNN RTLZ mm m

14 200 0 0 0 0 0

END TUAT-PARH1

TWAT-PARH2

<ILS > _*

# - # LSUR SLSUR NSUR RETSC m

14 200 200.00 0.0500 0.1000 0.1000

END IWAT-PARH2

ZWAT-PARK3

<ILS • ,,m

#- # PETHAX PETHTN ""

14 200

END 1'MAT-PARK3

ZMAT-STATE1

<ILS • IWATER state variables "_*

# - # RETS SURS mm

14 200 1.0000E-3 1.0000E-3

END IWAT-STATE1

END ZHPL.ND

EXT SOURCES

"_ NOTE: The only RCHRESthat precip and PET ere appLied to are Lakes.
m

<-VoLume-> <Member> SsysSgap<--HuLl:-->Tren <-Target voLs> <-Grp> <-Hember-> m

<Name> # <Name> # tern strg<-fector->strg <Name> # # <Name># # *_*
UDH 2 PREC ENGLZERO PERLND 14 54 EXTNL PREC

WDH 2 PREC ENGLZERO ZHPLND 14 EXTNL PREC

UDH 3 EVAP ENGLZERO 0.8 DZV PERI.ND 14 54 EXTNL PETZNP

WDH 3 EVAP EHGLZERO 0.8 DTV ZRPL.HD 14 B(TNL PETZNP

WDH 2 PREC ENGLZERO RCHRES 49 EXTNL PREC

UDH 3 EVAP ENGLZERO 0.8 DZV RCHRES 49 EXTNL PREC

IdOlq 2 PREC ENGLT.ERO RCHRES 51 B(TNL PREC

NOll 3 EVAP ENGLZERO 0.8 DZV RCHRES 51 EXTNL PREC
END EXT SOURCES

m

NETWORK

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 0.0000 RCHRES 1 EXTHL ZVOL

PERLND 26 PUATERPERO O.OOO0 RCHRES 1 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 28 PWATERPERO O.OCXX) RCHRES I EXTNL TVOL
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PERLND 34 PWATERPERO 0.0000 RCHRES 1 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND /4_ PUATER PERO 0.0000 RCHRES I EXTNL ZVOL

PERI.HD 54 PWATERPERO O.O(XX) RCHRES 1 EXTNL ZVOL

m

<NEHBER>SSYSSGAP<---flULT_>TP._ <-TARGET VOLS> <--flEHBER->

<NAltE> # <NAIIE> TEH S'TI_<-FACI_DR->S_ <HAllE> # # <_RP> <I/AtlE> # # "*

,m SUB"_SZN DH 1

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 24.47_ RCHRES 1 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND /_ PWATERPERO 2.a38 RCHRES I E_CrNL ZVOL

ZHPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 8.529 RCHRES 1 EXTNL ZVOL

,m SUB-BASZNDH 2

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 0.7150 RCHRES 2 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 0.6230 RCHRES 2 EXTNL ZVOL

ZHPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 3.7040 RCHRES 2 EXTNL TVOL

SUB-BASIN DII 3

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 0./_)70 RCHRES 3 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 0.16_0 RCHRES 3 EXTNL ZVOL

ZHPLHD 14 ZWATERSURO 1.2710 RCHRES 3 EXTNL ZVOL

m SUHASIN DH 4

PERLttD 26 PWATERPERO 4.4100 RCHRES 4 EXTNL ZVOL

ZNPLND 1/, IWATER SURO 9.5000 RCHRES 4 EXTNL IVOL

,m SUB-BASIN DR S

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 3.3830 RCHRES S EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND /_ PWATERPERO 1.9330 RCHRES 5 EXTNL IVOL

ZHPL.HD 14 ZWATERSURO 0.2340 RCHRES S EXTNL ZVOL

""' SUB-BASZNDH 6

PERLHD 26 PUATERPERO 3.4770 RCHRES 6 EXTHL ZVOL

PERI.NO 44 PWATERPERO 2.1750 RCHRES 6 EXTNL IVOL

IHPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 0.6730 RCHRES 6 EXTNL IVOL

,m SUB-BASIN DH 7

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 4.1780 RCHRES 7 EXTNL IVOL

PERI.ND _ PWATERPERO 2.0320 RCItRES 7 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 54 PWATERPERO 0.9050 RCHRES 7 EXTNL ZVOL

ZHPLHD 14 ZUATERSURO 3.1430 RCHRES 7 Ex'rNL ZVOL

,m, SUB-BASZNOH 8

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 0.0250 RCHRES 8 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 3.2370 RCHRES 8 E_L ZVOL

PERI.HD 54 PWATERPERO 0.2_J,O RCHRES 8 EXTNL ZVOL

IHPLJCD 14 XUATERSURO 2.4A/_ RCHRES 8 Ex'rNL ZVOL

"_ SUB-BASZNOH 9

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO S.3640 RCHRES 9 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 1.2690 RCHRES 9 EXTNL IVOL

IHPLND 14 IWATER SURO 0.4510 RCHRES 9 EXTNL IVOL

,,m,, SUB-BASIN DII 10

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 0.6080 RCHRES 10 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND /_ PWATERPERO 2.3920 RCHRES 10 EXTNL lVOL

PERLHD 54 PWATERPERO 0.1000 RCHRES 10 EXTNL lVOL

m SUB-BASZND1t11

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO O.OS_ RCHRES 11 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 2.7/,60 RCHRES 11 EXTNL XVOL

PERLND 54 PWATERPERO 2./_?.20 RCHRES 11 EXTNL IVOL

IHPL.ND 14 ZWATERSURO 1.4730 RCHRES 11 EX'rHL IVOL

*"" SUB.-_SZN DH 12

PERI.ND 26 PUATERPERO 0.3330 RCHRES 12 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 2.4250 RCHRES 12 EX_L ZVOL
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PERLND 5/; PBATERPERO 1.8170 RCHRES 12 EXTNL ZVOL

SUB-BASZNDH 13

PERLND 26 PIJATERPERO 2.7850 RCHRES 13 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 4a; PWATERPERO 2.1920 RCHRES 13 EXTNL TVOL

%llPLND 14 TWATERSURO 1.6990 RCHRES 13 EXTNL ZVOL

*'" SUB-BASTNDII 14

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 0.8140 RCHRES 14 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 3.3550 RCHRES 14 EXTNL ZVOL

ZIIPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 0.4060 RCHRES 14 EXTNL ZVOL

SUB-BASIN DH 15

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 0.8770 RCHRES 15 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 0.2380 RCHRES 15 EXTNL ZVOL

ZHPLND 14 ZUATERSURO 1._90 RCHRES 15 EXTNL ZVOL

m SHSZN OH 16

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 11.9260 RCHRES 16 EXTNL TVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 2.6600 RCHRES 16 EXTNL ZVOL

ZHPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 4.7310 RCHRES 16 EXXNL ZVOL

m SUS-BASZN DH 17

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 1.3090 RCHRES 17 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 0.6120 RCHRES 17 EXTNL IVOL

IHPLND 14 1WATERSURO 1.3120 RCHRES 17 EXl"NL ZVOL

SUB-BASIN DR 18

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 0.0420 RCHRES 18 EX'rNL IVOL

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 1.2910 RCHRES 18 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 4.5670 RCHRES 18 EXTNL ZVOL

ZHPLND 14 ZMATERSURO 0.3340 RCHRES 18 EXTNL ZVOL

m SUB-BASZNSDH-19 TO D!_-23 ARE SMS BASZNS

SUB-BASZNOH 19

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 1.1670 RCHRES 19 EXTNL ZVOL

ZHPLND 14 ZMATERSURO 0.8330 RCHRES 19 EXTNL %VOL

m SUB-BASIN DH 20

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 18.4170 RCHRES 20 EXTNL ZVOL

ZRPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 17.4170 RCHRES 20 EXTNL ZVOL
"" SUB-BASIN DR 21

PERLND 24 PNATERPERO 2.1670 RCHRES 21 EXTNL ZVOL

ZHPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 1.5000 RCHRES 21 EXTNL ZVOL

SUB-BASZNDR 22

ZHPLND 14 ZI/ATER SURO 3.3330 RCHRES 22 EXTNL ZVOL
SUB-BASZNDH 23

PERLND 24 PNATER PERO 2.3330 RCHRES 23 EXTNL ZVOL

ZIIPLND 14 ZNATERSURO 7.6670 RCHRES 23 EXXNL zVOL

"'* SUB--BASZNSDPr-24 TO DR-28 ARE SWS--OTHERBASZNS

SUB-BASIN DH 24

PERLND 24 PNATER PERO 1.1330 RCHRES 24 EXTNL lVOL

,,,,,t SUB-BASIN DH 25

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 7.7420 RCHRES 25 EXTNL ZVOL
"" SUB--BASZNDM 26

PERLND 24 PUATER PERO 1.2620 RCHRES 26 EXTNL IVOL

SUB-BASZNDR 27

""" SUB-BASZNDR 28
vMew

""" CHANNELNETWORKLZNKAGES
vrm_

mm HOTE: HFACTOR12.1 CONVERTSACRE-FEET OF RUNOFFTO AVERAGECFS PER HOUR.

n,, ZT ZS TZHESTEPDEPENDENT.THE OTHER ItFACTORSCONVERTACRE-FEET
**'_ OF RUNOFFTO ZNCHES.
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m

RCHRES 1 HYDR ROVOL 1 . RCHRES 49 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES 2 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 49 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 3 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 49 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 49 HYOR ROVOL I RCHRES _ EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 3/, HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 35 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 35 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 37 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES 23 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 36 EXTHL ZVOL

RCHRES 28 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 36 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES 36 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES ]7 E_(TNL ZVOL

RCHRES 37 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 38 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 4 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 38 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES ]8 HYOR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 5 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 22 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 39 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 27 HYOR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 39 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES 39 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 5 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES 6 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 51 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES S HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 51 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 51 HYOR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 40 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 40 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 45 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 21 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 44 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 26 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES _ EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 44 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 45 EXTHL XVOL

RCHRES 19 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 41 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 24 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 41 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES 41 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES SO EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES 8 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 7 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 7 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES SO EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 20 flYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 42 EXTNL IVOL

• RCHRES 25 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 42 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 42 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 50 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 9 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES SO E_'NL IVOL

RCHRES 10 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES SO EXTNL lVOL

RCHRES 11 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES SO EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES SO HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 43 EXTNL lVOL

RCHRES 43 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 12 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 12 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 45 EXTNL 1VOL

RCHRES 45 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 13 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 13 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 14 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 14 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 48 EXTHL IVOL

RCHRES 16 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES /,6 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 46 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 47 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 47 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 17 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 15 HYOR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 17 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES 17 HYOR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 48 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES /,8 HYOR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 18 EXTNL IVOL
m

END NETWORK
_w

EXT TARGETS

<-VoLuae-> <-Srp> <-_qdoer-x---HuL_>Tran <-VoLum-> <Rmber> Tsys Tgap And

<NAN> # <Na,,e> # #<-fac_or->sCrg <Name> # <_Hlle> 1:ell sl:rg s1crgm
RCHRES 40 HYOR RO WDH 20 FLOW ENGL REPLm

RCHRES 51 HYDR RO WDH 21 FLOW ENGL REPL

RCHRES 43 HYDR RO WDH 22 FLOW EHGL REPL

RCHRES 18 HYDR RO t/DR 2.3 FLOU EHGL REPL
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RCHRES 13 HYDR RO UDH 2/+ FLOW E_L REPL

END EXT TARGETS
m

RCHRES

GEN-ZNFO

RCltRES Name Nexits Unit System Printer m

# - #<. ><_> User T-series EI_JL Herr LKFG _m
in out _*

1 Bow Lake Basin 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

2 HWY99 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

3 Local SeeTac busines 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

4 _ 99 & l_th 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

S Upper E. branch 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
6 Lower E. branch I 1 1 1 0 0 0

7 Upper U. branch 1 I I I 0 0 0

8 Upper W. branch 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

9 Upper W. branch 1 I 1 1 0 0 0

10 Upper u. branch 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

11 Upper IJ. branch 1 I I 1 0 0 0
12 Lower U. branch 1 I 1 1 0 0 0

13 Above 2(X)_h Street 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

1/+ BeLow 200th Street I 1 1 1 0 0 0

15 Local inflow 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

16 ExecuteL pond inflow 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

17 Trai Let parks I 1 1 I 0 0 0
18 Above 208th Street 1 1 1 I 0 0 0

19 SWS SOW-3 I 1 1 1 0 0 0

20 SUS SDS-3 1 1 I 1 0 0 0

21 SUS SOS-/+ 1 I 1 1 0 0 0

22 SUS SOS-1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

23 SWSSOS-4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

2/+ SUS SOW-3 Other 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

25 SWS SOS-3 Other 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

26 SUS SDS-4 Other 1 1 1 I 0 0 0

ZT SUS SDS-I Other 1 1 1 I 0 0 0

SUS SDE-4 Other 1 1 1 I 0 0 0

29 Below 208th Street 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

30 Lower DMCtrib I I 1 1 0 0 0

31 Senior Center I 1 1 1 0 0 0

32 SR-509 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

33 Mouth I I 1 1 0 0 0

34 Bow Lake outf low 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

35 PipeLine A I I 1 1 0 0 0

36 SDE-4 combined flow 1 1 1 I 0 0 0

37 Pipeline B 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

38 Upper E. branch 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
39 SDS-1 r_xdDi_ flow 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

40 Tyee Pond otrcfLow 1 I 1 1 0 0 0
41 SDI_-3 combined flow 1 1 1 I 0 0 0

SDS-3 coabined flow 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

NU Pond (NJ_'fLow 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

SUS-4 combined flow I 1 I 1 0 0 0

45 E & U Branch confl. 1 1 I 1 0 0 0

FJ_ecuteI outflow I 1 I I 0 0 0

47 Pipeline C 1 1 I I 0 0 0

Sue below 200_h 1 I I 1 0 0 0
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49 BowLake infLow 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
50 NWPond infLow I 1 1 1 0 0 0

51 Tyee Pond inflow 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
ENDGEN-TNFO

ACTIVITY
RCHRES_-'_-'--_-_ Active Secticms _;_

# - # HYFGADFGCNFGHTFGSOFG8QFGOXFGNUFGPKFGPHFG

1 51 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ENDACTIVITY

PRINT-INFO
RCHRES*'_ ..... _: Printout FLags ---__ PIVL PYR
# - # HYDRADCACONSHEAT SE9 _ OXRXNUTRPLNKPHCB_

1 51 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 9

ENDPRINT-INFO
HYDR-PARII1

RCHRESFLags for each HYDRSection "'I"
# - # VCA1 A2 A3 ODFVFGfor each mm ODGTFGfor each FUNCT for each

FGFGFG FG possible exit m possible exit possible exit
Q w w o o w w w w _ t _ _ m

1 51 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2
ENDHYDR-PAI_I

HYgR-PARH2
RCHRES

#- # FTABNO LEN DELTH STCOR KS DB50 *'_
< >< >< >< >< >< ><__> m

1 1 O.mO 0.0
2 1 0.66O 0.3

3 I 0.980 0.3
4 1 O.mO 0.3

5 205 0.380 0.3

6 1 0.010 0.3
7 204 0.010 0.3

8 44 0.596 0.3
9 150 0.010 0.3

10 1 0.380 0.3

11 1 0.010 0.3
12 203 1.000 0.3 -

13 207 0.015 0.3
14 59 0.450 0.3

15 1 0.735 0.3
16 1 0.772 0.3

17 201 0.755 0.3

18 200 0.800 0.3
19 1 0.910 0.3

20 I 0.m0 0.3
21 1 0.450 0.3

22 1 0.300 0.3
23 1 o.mo 0.3

24 1 0.010 0.3
25 1 0.010 0.3

26 1 0.780 0.3

27 1 0.010 0.3
28 1 o.mo 0.3

29 1 0.010 0.3
30 I 0.010 0.0

31 1 0.010 0.0
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32 1 0.010 0.0
33 1 0.010 0.0

34 99 0.010 0.0
35 1 0.010 0.0

36 1 0.100 0.0

37 I 0.010 0.0
38 1 0.010 0.0

39 1 0.100 0.0
40 89 0.010 0.0

41 140 0.010 0.0
42 135 0.010 0.0

43 25 0.010 0.0
44 I 0.010 0.0

45 1 0.010 0.0

46 59 0.010 0.0
47 202 0.010 0.0

48 1 0.010 0.0

49 1 0.010 0.0
50 1 0.010 0.0

51 1 0.010 0.0

ENDHYDR'-PARI_
HYBR-INIT

RCHRESInitial conditions for each HYDRsection *_"

#_ # m VOL Initial value of COLIND Initial value of OUTD6T

_'_ ac-ft for each possible exit for each possible exit
< >< • <__•<__•<__•<__•<__> m <__•<__><_><__><__>

1 2.0 4.0

2 0.1 4.0

3 0.1 4.0
4 2.0 4.0

5 0.1 4.0
6 2.0 4.0

7 0.1 4.0

8 0.10 4.0

9 0.10 4.0
10 0.10 4.0

11 0.10 4.0

12 0.10 4.0
13 10.0 4.0

14 0.10 4.0
15 0.1 4.0

16 0.1 4.0
17 0.1 4.0

18 0.1 4.0

19 0.1 4.0

20 1.0 4.0
21 0.1 4.0

22 0.1 4.0
23 0.1 4.0

24 0.1 4.0

25 0.1 4.0
26 0.1 4.0

27 0.1 4.0

28 0.1 4.0
29 0.1 4.0

30 0.0 4.0
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31 0.1 4.0
32 0.0 4.0
33 0.0 4.0

34 0.0 4.0
35 0.0 4.0

36 0.0 4.0

37 0.0 4.0

38 0.0 4.0
39 0.0 4.0
40 0.0 4.0
41 0.0 4.0

42 0.0 4.0

43 0.0 4.0
0.0 4.0

45 0.0 4.0
46 0.0 4.0
47 0.0 4.0

48 0.0 4.0

49 0.0 4.0

50 0.0 4.0
51 0.0 4.0

ENDHYDR-INIT
RCHRES

FTABLES

FTABLE 1

RO_ISCOI.S

8 4

DEPTH AREA VOI.URE OUTFLOW

0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00
1.000 0.1000 0.0100 100.0

2.000 0.2000 0.0_0 200.0

3.000 0.3000 0.0300 300.0
4.000 0.4000 0.0400 500.0

6.000 0.6000 0.0600 700.0

7.000 0.7000 0.0800 800.0
8.000 0.8000 0.1000 999.9

ENDFTABLE 1

FTABLE 115

LENGTH 750 ***
ROWSCOLS

9 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.500 .176 .850 9.200
1.000 .194 3.575 30.400

2.000 .232 10.325 105.800

3.000 .271 31.075 228.900
4.000 .310 50.825 405.800
5.000 .349 158.575 642.700

6.000 .387 217.325 945.700

7.000 .426 320.075 1320.700
ENDFTABLE115

FTABLE 110

LENGTH 570 "'"
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ROWSCOLS,m.

11 4
.000 .000 .000 .000

.250 .020 .033 2.200

.500 .027 .153 9.400

.750 .031 .390 21.000
1.000 .035 .765 36.0G0

1.250 .039 1.303 53.600
1.SO0 .039 1.990 72.000

1.750 .041 2.828 89.500
2.000 .041 3.815 104.700

2.250 .041 4.928 114.200

2.500 .038 6.128 114.300
ENDFTABLE110

FTABLE 25
PONDB 1 ***

ROWSCOLS

11 4
.GO0 13.500 .(XX) .000

.280 13.500 3.800 .SO0

.590 13.500 9.000 2.000

.930 13.500 13.8(20 4.800

1.250 13.500 19.000 8.600

1.6(X) 13.500 24.000 13.500
1.920 13.500 28.500 19.300

2.250 13.500 3"5.500 26.000

2.600 13.500 36.500 37.000
2.900 13.500 40.500 39.0(X3

3.200 13.500 43.700 49.000
ENDFTABLE25

FTABLE 120
LENGTH 590

ROWSCOLS
13 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.600 .051 .450 6.000
1.200 .068 2.100 25.500

1.800 .080 5.430 56.800

2.400 .090 10.740 97.700
3.000 .095 18.150 145.200

3.600 .100 27.690 195.100

4.200 .102 39.330 242.700
4.800 .103 52.950 283.700

5.400 .101 68.280 309.400

6.0(X) .096 84.810 309.500
8.000 .072 141.510 _02.000

10.000 .058 198.410 476.000
ENDFTABLE120

FTABLE 125
LENGTH10470 ,,,w,

ROWSCOLS_'*
11 4

.000 .000 .000 .000
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.200 .361 .020 .800

.400 .406 .085 3.400

.600 ._1 .210 7.600

.800 .541 .410 13.000

1.000 .5"Tr .690 19.400

1.200 .601 1.0SO 26.000
1.400 ..605 1.485 32.400

1.600 .608 1.990 37.900
1.800 .601 2.560 41.300

2.000 .566 3.174 41._0

ENDFTASLE125

FTABLE 135

LENGTH 1200 *""
ROWSCOLS,,,m

7 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.500 .198 .6(X) 9.000
1.000 .236 2.625 30.900

2.000 .306 12.875 115.800
3.000 .376 33.925 265.500

4.000 .446 69.175 491.800

5.000 .517 122.025 806.300
ENDFTABLE135

FTABLE 40
LENGTH 750

ROWSCOLS,,m

12 4
.000 .000 .000 .000

.350 .037 .087 2.900

.700 .052 .420 12.400

1.050 .059 1.085 27.800
1./_0 .066 2.135 47.700

1.750 .071 3.605 70.900
2.100 .074 5.495 95.300

2.450 .076 7.805 118.500
2.800 .077 10.517 138.500

3.150 .075 13.563 151.100

3.500 .071 16.835 151.200

3.900 .064 20.677 170.000
ENDFTABLE40

FTABLE 140

LENGTH 2300 *"*
ROWSCOLSmm

11 4

.O(X) .000 .0(30 .000

.300 .098 .056 2.100

.600 .132 .261 8.800

.900 .158 .681 19.600

1.200 .172 1.341 33.600

1.500 .185 2.256 50.000
1.8(X) .194 3.441 67.100

2.100 .200 4.896 83.500
2.400 .201 6.606 97.600
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2.700 .197 8.526 106.500

3.000 .185 10.581 106.600

ENDFTABLE140

FTABLE 145

LENGTH 900 _"

ROWSCOtSm

8 4
.000 .000 .000 .000

.500 .180 .725 6.200

1.000 .208 3.125 20.800

2.000 .260 14.875 75.400
3.000 .313 38.425 168.700
4.000 .366 77.175 306.900

5.000 .418 134.525 496.100
6.000 .471 213.875 742.300

ENDFTABLEi45

FTABLE

LENGTH 900
ROWSCOLS=_'

8 4

.000 .000 .OO0 .000

.500 .180 .725 6.200
1.000 .208 3.125 20.800

2.000 .260 14.875 75.400

3.000 .313 38.425 168.700
4.000 .366 77.175 306.900

5.000 .418 134.525 4%.100
6.000 .471 213.875 742.300

ENDFTABLE44

FTABLE 150

LENGTH 1000

ROWSCOLS"* ,
8 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.500 .200 .725 9.700

1.000 .231 3.125 32.600
2.000 .289 14.875 118.300
3.O(X) .3/,8 38.425 264.700

4.000 .406 77.175 481.500

5.000 .465 134.525 778.400
6.000 .523 213.875 1164.600

ENDFTABLE150

FTABLE 59
EXECUTELPOND ,,m

ROWSCOLS,,m

19 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

1.000 .080 .080 24.420
2.000 .230 .310 34.540

3.000 .393 .703 42.300
3.500 .494 .950 45.690

4.000 .508 1.204 48.850
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4.500 .532 1.470 51.810
5.000 .540 1.740 54.610
5.500 .540 2.010 57.280

6.000 .580 2.300 59.820
6.500 .600 2.600 62.270

7.000 .600 2.900 64.620
7.500 .6(X) 3.200 66.900

8.000 .(QO 3.510 69.100

8.500 .640 3.830 71.200

9.000 .740 4.200 82.220
10.000 .650 4.850 119.830

11.000 .720 5.570 169.000
12.000 .750 6.320 250.900

ENDFTABLE59

FTABLE 99

BOWLAKE ""
ROWSCOLS

15 4

.000 14.000 .000 .000

.230 14.000 3.800 .300

.470 14.000 6.900 1.100

.720 14.000 10.000 2.500

.060 14.000 13.800 4.400

1.200 14.000 17.000 6.700
1.450 14.000 20.500 12.000

1.700 14.000 23.800 20.(XX)
2.000 14.000 25.000 35.000
3.000 14.000 27.800 65.0(X)

4.000 14.000 41.000 00.000
5.O(X) 14.000 54.200 110.000

6.000 14.0(X) 67.400 130.000

7.000 14.000 80.600 155.000
8.000 14.(XX) 93.800 180.000

ENDFTABLE99

FTABLE 105

LENGTH 460 """
ROWSCOLS

1'1 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.300 .0,?.0 .056 1.000

.600 .026 .261 4.200

.900 .032 .681 9.400
1.200 .034 1.341 16.200

1.500 .037 2.262 24.000
1.800 .039 3.458 32.300

2.100 .040 4.917 40.100
2.400 .040 6.627 46.900

2.700 .039 8.547 51.200

3.000 .037 10.617 51.300
ENDFTABLEI05

FTAELE 100

LENGTH 5700 *""
ROWSCOLS..t.,,
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11 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.400 .343 .140 2.200

.800 .442 .640 9.500
1.200 .523 1.640 21.100

1.600 .577 5.220 36.300

2.000 .618 5.420 54.000
2.400 .646 8.260 72.500

2.800 .659 11.720 90.200

3.200 .662 15.760 105.500
3.600 .649 20.300 115.000

4.000 .618 25.200 125.100

ENDFTABLEIO0

FTABLE 200
LENGTH 2150

ROWSCOL3

14 4

.000 .000 .000 .000
.500 .572 .191 7.300

1.CO0 .799 ./,38 23.200
2.000 .968 1.001 75.700

3.000 1.155 1.727 155.100

4.000 1.317 2.542 262.700

5.000 1.478 3.475 400.300

6.000 1.643 4.565 570.200
7.000 1.791 5.688 774.400

8.000 1.932 6.822 1015.100
9.000 1.%5 7.025 1294.500

IO.O(X) 1.958 7.244 1614.500
11.000 1.970 7.481 1977.000

12.000 1.983 7.734 2384.700

ENDFTABL_O0

FTABLE 201
LENGTH 1125

ROWSCOLS*"

10 4
.000 .000 .000 .000

.300 .169 .034 2.900

.600 .192 .076 9.800

._0 .215 .128 20.400

1.200 .238 .189 35.100
1.500 .?.59 .258 54.100

1.800 .?_2 .336 77.700

2.100 .303 .423 106.200
3.100 .376 .779 245.000
3.600 .412 .988 335.000

ENDFTABLE201

FTABLE 202

LENGTH 1330 ""
ROWSCOLS

11 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.350 .069 .020 4.600

039625
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.700 .096 .656 19.200

1.050 .112 .099 42.800
1.400 .124 .150 73.400

1.750 .125 .203 100.030
2.100 .121 .240 146.600

2.450 .110 .264 182.400
2.800 .096 .284 213.200

3.150 .090 .290 232.400

3.500 .088 .293 232.600
ENDFTABLE202

FTABLE 203

LENGTH 1440 ""
ROUSCOLS

9 4
.000 .(XX) .000 .000

.500 .291 .111 3.600
1.000 .346 .263 12.400
2.000 .450 .684 45.800

3.000 .554 1.256 103.500

4.000 .656 1.974 189.700

5.000 .753 2.788 308.400

6.000 .796 3.189 464.400
7.000 .837 3.823 658.200

ENDFTABLE203

FTABLE 204

LENGTH 1800

ROWSCOLS,,m

8 4
.000 .000 .000 .000

.500 .300 .120 6.200

1.000 .416 .276 20.800
2.000 .520 .694 75.400

3.000 .626 1.252 168.700
4.000 .732 1.950 306.900

5.000 .836 2.790 496.100

6.000 .942 3.768 742.300
ENDFTABI.F.204

FTABLE 205

LENGTH 2235 """
ROWSCOLS""

13 4
.000 .000 .000 .000

.550 .200 .098 4.900

1.100 .543 .299 20.800

1.630 .609 .520 _.500
2.200 .671 .T?4 80.000

2.750 .752 1.040 118.700
3.300 .778 1.288 159.500

3.850 .819 1.519 198.400
4.400 .849 1.701 231.900

4.950 .866 1.817 252.900

5.500 .865 1.820 253.000
8.200 .975 2.565 400.000
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10.200 1.043 3.139 520.000
ENDFTABLE205

FTABLE 206

LENGTH 2010

ROWSCOtS*'_
13 4

.000 .COO .COO .000

.450 .134 .045 4.800

.900 .1gO .133 20.300
1.350 .225 .236 45.400

1.800 .249 .348 78.000
2.250 .266 .474 115.900

2.700 .271 .610 155.800

3.150 .264 .707 193.800
3.600 .251 .772 226.500

4.050 .238 .812 247.000
4.500 .234 .825 247.100

6.500 .185 .833 340.000

8.500 .166 .838 415.000
ENDFTABLE206

FTASLE 207
LENGTH 750

ROWSCOtS***

9 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.500 .153 .051 4.300

1.000 .272 .132 14.400
2.000 .317 .312 50.400

3.000 .360 .544 109.600

4.000 .404 .826 195.000
5.000 .450 1.163 309.500
6.000 .497 1.548 456.300

7.000 .542 1.984 638.(XX)
ENDFTABLF.207

FTABLE 89

TYEEPOND

ROWSCOts mm
19 4

.COO .000 .000 .OOO
1.000 .272 .010 5.000

2.(XX) .317 .022 10.000
3.500 .360 .070 18.000

4.500 .404 .200 23.000

5.500 .4S0 .500 30.000
6.500 .497 .880 38.000

7.500 342 1.300 _.000
8.500 .642 2.400 54.000

9.500 .742 3.300 64.000

10.500 .842 4.800 75.000
11.500 .942 6.000 83.000

12.500 1.042 9.400 94.000

13.500 1.142 11.100 105.000
14.500 1.242 15.300 115.000
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16.000 1.442 19.200 130.000

16.500 1.542 20.300 135.000

17.000 1.672 21.500 270.000

17.500 1.742 23.300 520.000

END FTABLE 89

END FTABLES

END
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RUN

GLOBAL

,,,,m FILE: HILL-PS.UCZ - FULL SIMULATION

,,,m PROPOSEDCONDITIONS - DEVELOPEDAREAS INCLUDEDUITH DETENTION
""' NETWORKHODIFIED TO SIHPLZFY INCLUSION OF DETENTION

HILLER CREEKBASIN HSPF HODEL

START 1948/10/01 00:00 END 1994/07131 24:00
RUt4ZNTERPOUTPUTLEVEL 0

RESUNE 0 RUN 1

END GLOGAL

FILES

(_e> <fun>'**( f r._;_ )

INFO 21 c: \hspf10\hspinf.da

ERROR 22 c: \hspf10\hsperr.da

WARN 23 c: \hspflO\hspwrn.cla
ltESSU 24 mi LL-c. ech

WDM 25 HILJ.-P5. u_m

END FILES

OPN SEOUENCE

ZNGRP ZNDELT 01:00

PERLND 1/,

PERLND 16

PERLND 18

PERLND 24

PERLND 26

PERLND 28

PERLND

PERLND

PERLND 54

IHPLND 14

RCHRES 1

RCHRES 2

RCHRES 3

RCHRES 4

RCHRES 5

RCHRES 30

RCHRES 31

RCHRES 23

RCHRES 24

RCHRES 2.5

RCHRES 27

RCHRES 28

RCHRES 29

RCHRES 45

RCHRES 40

RCHRES 6

RCHRES 38

RCHRES 41

RCHRES 7

RCHRES 9

RCHRES 42

RCHRES 8

RCHRES 44
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RCHRES 43

RCHRES 47

RCHRES 26

RCHRES 10

RCHRES 32

RCHRES 16

RCHRES 11

RCHRES

RCHRES 13

RCHRES 12

RCHRES 46

RCHRES 35

RCHRES 20

ECHRES 19

RCHRES 15

RCHRES 14

RCHRES 34

RCHRES 17

RCHRES 18

RCHEES 21

RCHRES 36

RCHRES 22

RCHRES 37

END TNGRP

END OPN SEQUENCE
www

PERLND

GEN-TNFO

<PLS > Naae NBLKS Unit-system Printer m,.

# - # User t-series EngL Herr mm
in ou_ m

14 TFF- TILL FOR FLT I I 1 I 60 0

16 TFH-- TZLL FOR NOD 1 1 1 1 60 0

18 TFS- TTLL FOR STP I 1 I 1 60 0

24 TGF- TZLL GR FLT 1 1 1 1 60 0

26 TEN- TZLL GR NOD 1 1 1 1 60 0

28 TES- TZLL GR STP 1 1 1 1 60 0

OF - OUTUASHFOR 1 I 1 1 60 0

44 OG - OUTWASHGR 1 1 1 1 60 0

54 SA - WETLANDS 1 1 1 1 60 0

END GEN-INFO

ACTIVITY

<PLS • __ Acl:ive SecTions __=====_=_=_

# - # ATMP SNOWPWAT SED PST Pile PQALRSTL PEST NZTR PHOS TRAC ..m

14 200 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

END ACTIVITY

PRZNT-ZNFO

<PLS > *'-"_--__ Prinl:-_Lags ___-----* PTVL PYR
# - # ATRP SNOtl PWAT SED PST Pile PQALltSTL PEST NZTR PHOS TRAC _

14 200 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 9

END PRZNT-INFO

PWAT-PAP.I_I

<PLS • _-__ FLags _=_=_==_
# - # CSNORTOPUZFG VCS VUZ VNN VTFW VTRC VIE mm

1_ 200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

END P_AT-PARR1
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PWAT-PARM2
<PLS• m
# - # *"FOREST LZSN INFILT LSUR SLSUR KVARY A6WRC

14 4.5000 0.1000 /_0.00 0.0500 0.5000 0.9800
16 4.5000 0.1000 400.00 0.1100 0.5000 0.9800

18 4.5000 0.1000 200.00 0.2000 0.5000 0.9800
24 4.5000 0.1000 400.00 0.0500 0.50(X) 0.9800

26 4.5000 0.1000 _X).O0 0.1000 0.5000 0.9800
2B 4.5000 0.1000 200.00 0.2000 0.5000 0.9800

34 5.0000 1.5000 400.00 0.0500 0.3000 0.9800
44 5.0000 0.7000 /_0. O0 0.0500 0.3000 0.9800

54 4.0000 1.0000 100.00 0.0010 0.5000 0.9600
ENDPWAT-PAPJ42

PWAT-PARI_
<PLS>***

# _ #,,m PETI_X PETHIN INFE3(P INFILD DEEPFR BASETP AGWETP

14 2.5000 2.0000 .80 O. O.
16 2.0000 2.0000 .80 O. O.

18 1.5000 2.0000 .80 O. O.
24 3.5000 2.0000 .80 O. O.

26 2.0000 2.0000 .80 O. O.
28 1.5000 2.0000 .80 O. O.

34 2.0000 2.0000 .90 O. O.

44 2.0000 2.0000 .90 O. O.
54 10.000 2.0000 .00 O. 0.7

ENDPUAT-PARM3

PWAT-PARW+

<PLS•
# - # CEPSC UZSN NSUR XNTFW XRC I.ZETPm

14 0.1000 0.2500 0.3500 1.700 0.1200 0.7000

16 0.1000 0.2500 0.3500 1.700 0.1200 0.7000
18 0.1000 0.2500 0.3500 1.700 0.1200 0.7000

24 0.1000 0.2500 0.2500 1.700 0.1200 0.2500
26 0.1000 0.250(3 0.250(3 1.700 0.120(3 0.2500

28 0.1000 0.1500 0.2500 1.700 0.1200 0.2500

34 0.1000 0.2500 0.3500 1.700 0.1200 0.7000
44 0.1000 0.2500 0.2500 .000 0.1200 0.2500

54 0.1000 3.0000 0.5000 1.000 0.1200 0.8000
ENDPWAT-PARM4
PWAT-STATEq

<PLS• PWATERstate variabLes_"

# _ #,,m CEPS SURS UZS IFW5 LZS AGWS GWV5
14 0.078 O. 0.0010 O. 0.077 0.698 0.023

16 0.078 O. 0.00'10 O. 0.075 0.667 0.026

18 0.078 O. 0.0010 O. 0.074 0.628 0.027
24 0.051 O. 0.00'10 O. 0.300 0.681 0.053

26 0.051 O. 0._0 O. 0.300 0.680 0.049

28 0.051 O. 0.0060 O. 0.300 0.659 0.048
]4 0.078 O. 0.0010 O. 0.090 0.675 0.038

44 0.051 O. 0.0040 O. 0.300 0.414 0.152
54 0.051 O. 0.3330 O. 0.622 0.4,00 0.000

ENDPWAT-STATE1

ENDPERLND
XRPI.ND

GEN-INFO

<XLS• Name Unit-system Printer ,,m
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# - # User t-series EngL Metr *'_
in out *"*

14 %HPERVZOUS I 1 1 60 0

END GEN-ZNFO

ACTIVITY

<ILS • __ Active Sections _'_'_

# - # ATRP SNOWZWAT SLD TWGZQAL ._m

14 0 0 1 0 0 0

END ACTIVITY

PRINT-ZNFO

<%LS> _ Print-fLags _=_=== PZVL PYR

# - # ATMP SNOBZWAT SLD IgG IQAL _

14 0 0 6 0 0 0 1 9

END PRINT-INFO

IgAT-PNUql

<ZLS • FLags _
# - # CSNORTOP VRS VNN RTLI m m

14 0 0 0 0 0

END ZUAT-PARI_

TWAT-PARR2

<ZLS •

# - # LSUR SLSUR NSUR RETSC *_*

14 500.00 0.0500 0.1000 0.1000

END TgAT-PARIQ

ZgAT-PARR3

<ILS • *_
#- # PETHAX PETRIN mm

14

END IgAT-PARI13

ZgAT-STATE1

<ILS • IgATER state variabLes _*

# - # RETS SURS """

14 1.0000E-3 1.0000E-3

END ZgAT-STATE1

END ZIIPLND
_e_ew

B(T SOURCES
_w

NOTE: The only RCHRESthat precip and PET are applied to are Lakes.

<-VoLume-> <l_r> SsysSgap<---HuL_-->Tran <-Targe_ voLs> <-Srp> <-14ember,->

<Nag,e> # <Name> # t_l strg<-fac_oP->strg <Name> # # <Neie> # # _m,

gDtl 2 PREC ENGL.ZERO PERLND 14 200 EXTNL PREC

gDM 2 PREC ENGLZERO THPLND 14 EXTNL PREC

gDH 3 EVAP ENGLZERO 0.8 DZV PERLND 14 200 EXTNL PETZNP

gDH 3 EVAP ENGL.ZERO0.8 DZV ZHPLHD 14 EXTNL PETZNP

gDM 2 PREC ENOLZERO RCHRES 1 EXTNL PREC

gDH 3 EVAP ENGL.ZERO 0.8 DZV RCHRES 1 EXTNL PREC

gDM 2 PREC ENGLZERO RCHRES 4 EXTNL PREC

gDH 3 EVAP ENELZERO 0.8 DZV RCHRES 4 EXTNL PREC

gDH 2 PREC ENGLZERO RCHRES 6 EXTNL PREC

WDH 3 EVAP ENGLZERO 0.8 DZV RCHRES 6 EXTNL PREC

gDM 2 PREC "ENGLZERO RCHRES 9 EXTNL PREC

UDH 3 EVAP ENGI.ZERO 0.8 DZV RCHRES 9 EXTNL PREC
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WDH 2 PREC ENGLZERO RCHRES 20 E3CI"NL PREC

WDH 3 EVAP E_i.ZE_ 0.8 DZV RCHRES 20 EXTNL PREC

WDH 2 PREC _LZEIK) Rr._IRES 11 EXTNL PREC

WDfl 3 EVAP ENGLZERO 0.8 DZV RCHRES 11 EXTNL PREC

WDPl 2 PREC ENGLZERO RCHRES 38 EXTNL PREC

WDH 3 EVAP ENGLZERO 0.8 DZV RCHRES 38 EXTNL PREC

UNIT FLOWTO RCHRES, TO INPUT GROUNDWATERBASE FLOW

0.0825 ZS EQUZVALENTTO I CFS (HSPF UNZTS ARE AC-FT/HR)

WDH 4 FLO&/ _LZERO . 120 RCHRES 35 EXTNL ZVOL

I/DR 4 FLOW EHGLZERO .150 RCHRES _ EXTNL ZVOL

END EXT SOURCES

NETi_RK

"'* <HERBER>SSYSSGAP<--HULT_>TRAH <-TARGET VOLS> <-HERBER->

<HARE> # <NAHE> TEH STRG<-FACTOR->STRG<HARE> # # <_RP> <H/UIE> # # ""

SUB-BASZN H 1

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 18.0890 RCHRES 1 E3CrNL ZVOL

PERI.ND _ PUATERPERO 2.8620 RCHRES 1 EXTNL Z_L

ZNPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 1.0000 RCHRES 1 EXTNL Z_L

*"* SUB-BASZN R 2

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 24.50_0 RCHRES 2 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLN9 44 PWATERPERO 6.2_90 RCHRES 2 EX'IldL ZVOL

ZIIPL.ND 14 ZWATERSURO 1.(XX)O RCHRES 2 E3(TNL ZVOL

m SUB-BASZN R 3

PERLND ;)4 PUATERPERO 8.6810 RCHRES 3 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND A4 PUATERPERO 8.6850 RCHRES ] EXTNL ZVOL

ZHPLHD 14 ZWATERSURO 1.0(X)O RCHRES 3 EXTNL ZVOL

SUB-BASIN R 4

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 11.2490 RCHRES 4 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLHD _ PWATERPERO 15.7180 RCHRES 4 E_L IVOL

PERLJtD 54 PWATERPERO 0.5330 RCHRES 4 EXTNL ZVOL

IRPI.)IO 14 1WATERSURO I .O(OX3 RCHRES 4 EXTNL IVOL

SUB-BASZN R 5

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 3.8470 RCHRES 5 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND /_ PWATERPERO 6.1840 RCHRES S EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 54 PWATERPERO 0.6920 RCHRES 5 EXTNL ZVOL

IBPLND 14 IWATER SURO 0.5000 RCHRES 5 EXTNL IVOL

SUE-BASIN H 6

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 1.36/_) RCHRES 31 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLJ/D /_+ PWATERPERO 2.9840 RCHRES 31 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 54 PWATERPERO 1.3_0 RCHRES 31 EXTNL IVOL

ZHPL)ID 14 ZWATERSURO 0.2150 RCHRES 31 EXTNL ZVOL

SUB-13ASZN H 7

PERU/D 24 PWATERPERO 0.3580 RCHRES 41 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND /_, PWATERPERO 0.2850 RCHRES 41 EXTNL ZVOL

PERI.ND 54 PUATERPERO "I._50 RCHRES 41 EXTNL ZVOL

IRPt.KO 14 I_ATER SURO 0.2680 RCHRES 4'1 EXTItL IVOL

INCREASEIRP AREA

"" SUB-BASIN M 8

PERLND 24 PUATERPERO 0.0001 RCHRES 42 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 4/, PWATERPERO 4.5200 RCHRES 42. EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 54 PWATERPERO 0.9500 RCHRES 42. EXTNL ZVOL

IRPLND 14 IWATER SURO 0.6550 RCHRES 62 EXTNL IVOL
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m SUB-BASIN II 9

PERLND 14 PWATERPERO 0.3080 RCHRES 9 EXTNL IVOL

PERLHD 24 PI/ATERPERO 1.5060 RCHRES 9 B(TNL IVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 5.2560 RCHRES 9 EXTNL I_L

IHPLHD 14 IWATERSURO 2.1200 RCHRES 9 EXTNL XYOL

SUB-BASIN N 10

PEUD 14 PWATERIFtK) 0._ RCItRES 10 EDCI?IL II_OL

PERLND 14 PWATERSURO 0.3830 RCHRES 10 EXllNL IVOL

PERI.ND 24 PWATERIFWO 3.0_0 RCHRES 10 EXTNL It/OL

PERLND 24 PWATERSURO 3.0950 RCHRES 10 EXTNL ZVOL

PERI.ND 44 PWATERPERO 8.1390 RCHRES 10 E_L IYOL

TRPLND 14 INATER SURO 6.8.500 RCHRES 10 EXTNL XVOL

*** SUB--BASIN H 11

PERLND 14 PWAI"ERIFWO 0.3830 RCHRES 11 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 14 i_ATER SURO 0.3830 RCHRES 11 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 24 PWATERIFWO 5.2150 RCHRES 11 EXTNL XVOL

PERLND 24 PWATERSURO 5.2150 RCHRES 11 EXTNL XVOL

PERLND 34 PWATERPERO 0.1500 RCHRES 11 EXTNL I_L

PERLJ/D Z_ Iq/ATER PERO 3.6?.50 RCHRES 11 EXTttL %VOL

IHPLND 14 IWATERSURO 18.3350 RCHRES 11 EX'rNL XVOL

SUHASXN H 12

PERLND 24 PWATERIFWO 8.2340 RCHRES 12 EXTNL IVOL

PERLHD 24 PWATERSURO 8.23/,0 RCHRES 12 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 34 PWATERPERO 0.45_K3 RCHRES 12 EXTNL IVOL

PERLJID _ PWATERPERO 4.2860 RCHRES 12 E3CrNL IVOL

PERLND 54 PUATERPERO 0.6920 RCHRES 12 EXTNL IVOL

ZHPLND 14 IUATER SURO 7.5470 RCHRES 12 BCTNL XVOL

_,m SUB"BASZN H 13

PERLND 24 PWATERIFWO 14.25/0 RCHRES 13 EXllqL IVOL

PERLtiD 24 PNATERSURO 14.2.5/K) RCHRES 13 Ex'rNL Z_DL

IHPLND 14 I_ATER SURO 3.8210 RCHRES 13 EXTNL IVOL

_'* SUB-BASIN 1114

PERLND 16 PUATERIFWO 1.2480 RCHRES 14 E3CTNL IVOL

PERLND 16 PWATERSURO 1.2Ld50 RCHRES 14 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 26 PWATERZFWO 8.8480 RCHRES 14 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 26 PWATERSURO 8.8_ RCHRES 14 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 34 PWATERPERO 1.8171) RCHRES 14 E_L IVOL

PERI.ND 44 PWATERPERO 1.6290 RCHRES 14 EXTNL IVOL

1HPLND 14 IWATER SURO 1.8.580 RCHRES 14 EXTNL IVOL

m SUB-BASZN H 15

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 0.8800 RCHRES 15 E_L IVOL

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 2.5880 RCHRES 15 B('rNL IVOL

PERI.ND 34 PWATERPERO 3.9080 RCHRES 15 EXTNL IVOL

PERLHD 44 PWATERPERO 6.8400 RCHRES 15 EXTNL IVOL

IHPI.ND 1/(. IWATER SURO 1.717'0 RCHRES 15 EXTNL I_L

SUB-EASIN H 16

PERLND 14 PWATERPERO 0.7670 RCHRES 16 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 1.7300 RCHRES 16 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 34 PWATERPERO 1.9170 RCHRES 16 BCTNL IVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 1.3720 RCHRES 16 EXTNL IVOL

IHPI.HD 14 IgATER SURO 1.0310 RCHRES 16 B(TNL IVOL

SUB-BASIN !I 17

PERLND 16 PWATERPERO 1.2.510 RCHRES 17 EXTtIL IVOL

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 0.45_d) RCHRES 17 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 34 PWATERPERO 11.0(00 RCItRES 17 EXTNL .IVOL

IflPLND 1/* XWATERSURO 0.4780 RCHRES 17 EXTNL IVOL
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""" SUB-'-BASZNH 18

PERL.ND 16 PWATERPERO 1.5/_K) RCHRES 18 BCTNL ZVOL

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 7.89]0 RCHRES 18 BCTNL IVOL

IMPLND 14 ItMTER SURO 0.2880 RCHRES 18 EXTNL ZVOL

m SUB-BASIN M 19

PERLND 14 PUATERPERO 0.9170 RCHRES 19 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 8.7930 RCHRES 19 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 34 PIMTER PERO 1.0750 RCHRES 19 EXTNL ZVOL

PERI.ND Z_ PI/ATER PERO 8.6610 RCHRES 19 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 54 PUATERPERO 0.5330 RCllRES 19 EXTNL ZVOL

IHPLND 14 ZUATERSURO 3.3790 RCHRES 19 EXTHL IVOL

"_* SUB-BASIN H 20

PERLND 24 PI/ATER PERO 1.3520 RCHRES 46 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 7.6650 RCHRES 46 EXTNL lVOL

PERLND 54 PIdATERPERO 2.1080 RCHRES 46 EXTNL ZVOL

ZRPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 5.3000 RCHRES 46 EXTHL ZVOL

SUB-BASIN M 21

PERI.ND 16 PWATERPERO 0.5920 RCHRES 21 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 5.3360 RCHRES 21 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 26 Pl/ATER PERO 7.56_0 RCHRES 21 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 34 PWATERPERO 2.6680 RCHRES 21 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 44 PI/ATER PERO 7.7690 RCHRES 21 EXTNL ZVOL

IHPLND 14 IIdATER SURO 5.1400 RCHRES 21 EXTNL IVOL

"*" SUB-BASIN M 22

PERLND 36 PI/ATER PERO 1.1100 RCHRES 22 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND _ PWATERPERO 1.1050 RCHRES 22 EXTNL IVOL

IHPLND 14 II/ATER SURO 0.2350 RCHRES 22 EXTNL IVOL

"" SUB-BASIN R 23

ZHPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 1.1670 RCHRES ;)'4 EXTNL ZVOL
•,t, SUB-BASIN It 24

PERLND 24 PWATERSURO 0.58.30 RCHRES 24 EXTNL IVOL

ZMPLND 14 IWATER SURO 2.2500 RCHRES 24 EXTNL ZVOL

"* SUB-BASZN H 25

PERLJtD 24 PWATERSURO 2.5080 RCHRES 2S EXTNL ZVOL

1RPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 1.5830 RCHRES 25 EXTNL ZVOL
m SUB-BASZN H 26

PERIJtD 24 PI/ATER PERO 1.2980 RCHRES 43 EXTNL ZVOI.

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 5.2230 RCHRES 43 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 54 PWATERPERO 0.0670 RCHRES 6.3 EXTNL ZVOL

ZHPLND 14 IWATER SURO 0.3360 RCHRES 43 EXTNL ZVOL
"'* SUB-BASZN R 27

PERLND /._ PWATERPERO 0.0960 RCHRES 27 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 54 PgATER PERO 0.2670 RCHRES 27 EXTNL ZVOL

IMPLND 14 IWATER SURO 0.5450 RCHRES 27 EXTNL IVOL
m SUB-BASIN M 28

• ** SUB-BASIN H 29

PERLND 24 PWATERSURO 1.2750 RCHRES 28 EXTNL ZVOL
• "' SUB-BASZN M

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 13.5670 RCHRES 44 EXTNL ZVOL

ZHPI.ND 14 1WATERSURO 3.1830 RCHRES 44 EXTNL IVOL
• *" SUB-BASIN M 45

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 4.0830 RCHRES 45 EXTNL lVOL

ZHPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 3.4580 RCHRES 45 EXTNL ZVOL
_'_'* SUB-BASIN H 46

PERLND 24 PIdATERPERO 4.2(_0 RCHRES _ EXTNL ZVOL

IRPLHD 14 II/ATER SURO 1.4750 RCHRES 46 EXTNL IVOL
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m

"t" CHANNELNETWORKLZNKAGES

m NOTE: HFACTOR12.1 CONVERTSACRE-FEETOF RUNOFFTO AVERAGECFS PER HOUR.

m ZT ZS TZHESTEP DEPENDENT.THE OTHERHFACTORSCONVERTACRE-FEET

OF RUNOFFTO INCHES.
m

RCHRES 1 HYOR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 2 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 2 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 3 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 3 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 30 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 4 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 5 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 5 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 30 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 30 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES ]8 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 27 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 40 EXTNL |VOL

RCHRES 28 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 40 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 29 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES GO EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 23 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES GO EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 24 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 40 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 25 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 40 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 31 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES GO EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 45 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES GO EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES GO HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 6 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 6 HYDR ROVOL. I RCHRES ]8 EXTHL IVOL

RCHRES ]8 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 7 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 41 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 7 EXTNL ZVOL",m

RCHRES 7 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 8 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 9 HYgR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 8 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 42 flYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 8 EXTNL ZVOLm

RCHRES 43 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 26 EXTNL IVOL'm

RCHRES 44 HYOR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 26 EXTNL ZVOLmm

RCHRES 41 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 47 EXTHL ZVOL

RCHRES /,2 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 47 EXTNL %VOL

RCHRES 43 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 47 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 44 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 47 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 47 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 26 EXTNI. ZVOL

RCHRES 8 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 26 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 26 HYOR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 32 EXTHL ZVOL

RCHRES 10 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 32 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 32 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 16 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 16 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 33 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 11 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 33 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 13 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 12 EXTHL ZVOL

RCHRES 12 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 15 EXTHL lVOL

RCHRES 33 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 15 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 46 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 35 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 35 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 20 EXTHL ZVOL

RCHRES 20 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 19 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 19 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 15 [XTNL IVOL

RCHRES 15 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 34 EX'rNL ZVOL

RCHRES 14 HYOR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 34 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 34 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 17 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 17 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 37 EXTHL IVOL

RCHRES 18 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 36 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 21 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 36 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 36 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 22 EXTNL %VOL

RCHRES 22 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 37 _"L ZVOL AH---039638
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m

END NE'Tt_RK

EXT TAI_ETS

<-VoLume-> <_rp> <_r-><_uLt-->Tren <-Volume-> _r> Tsys T_ _ "'*

<Name> # <Name> # #<-factor->strg <Hie> # <Name> tea strg st_ m
RCHRES 17 HYDR RO WDM 20 FLOU _L REPL

RCHRES 7 HYI)R RO Wl)H _ FLOW ENGL REPL

RCItRES 26 MR RO WD11 := FIJ3W ENGL REPL

RCHRES _rJ HYOR RO UDM _.3 FLOW _L REPL

RCFtRES 40 H_CDR RO UD11 24 Fl.Ot/ _L REPL"_

RCHRES 47 HYDR RO WON 25 FIJ_W _L REPLm

RCHRES _ FI_I)R RO UDH 26 FLOU ENGL REPL*_

EXT TARGETS
m

RCfiRES

GEN-INFO

RCHRES Name Nexits Unit Systems Printer *"*

# - #< ><--> User T-series EngL Herr IJ<FG "_

in out m

I Arbor Lake H 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

2 Arbor Ck -03710 M 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

3 Arbor Ck M 3 1 1 1 I 0 0 0

4 Tub Lake M 4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

S MiLLer Ck SR518 115 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

6 Lake Rei_ out H 6 1 I 1 1 0 0 0

7 Hiller Ck Detent lfr 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

8 Hiller Ck SWI(_) _ 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

9 Lore Lake H 9 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

10 Trib ((]_F71G) M 10 I I 1 1 0 0 0

11 Miller Ck trib M 11 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

12 Trib(0354) N 12 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

13 Burien Lake M 13 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

14 Trib (0353) H 14 I I I I 0 0 0

15 Hiller Ck above STP I I I 1 0 0 0

16 Miller Ck below 1$t I 1 I 1 0 0 0

17 Hiller Ck below STP 1 1 I 1 0 0 0

18 Trib (0371A) 1118 I 1 I I 0 0 0

19 Trib ((1371A)1119 1 1 I 1 0 0 0

36 cenfl. A + H tribs 1 I I I 0 0 0

20 Trib 1420 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

21 Trib (0371H) M 21 I 1 1 1 0 0 0

22 Trib (0371A) M 22 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

SlmTec SDN-I 11 _ 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

24 SeaTec SON-2 11 24 I 1 I 1 0 0 0

25 SeaTac SDN-3 M 25 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

26 HilLer Ck SR509 M26 1 I 1 1 0 0 0

27 SDN-1 other II 27 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

28 SDN-2 other H 28 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

SDN-2 other 1129 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

30 sum at SR-518 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

31 sum Lake Reba infLo I 1 1 I 0 0 0

32 sum at T-§C_) 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

33 sum at 1st Ave S. 1 I I I 0 0 0

34 sum at STP 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

35 SeaTac P(H_dI 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
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36 Walker Creek I 1 I 1 0 0 0
37 sun at sound 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

38 mu beLowReba LK 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
40 Lake Reba inf Low 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

41 15-7flow 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

42 !_8 flou I I 1 1 0 0 0
43 R-26 flow 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

44 FLowsum I I 1 1 0 0 0
45 Flow sun 1 I 1 1 0 0 0

46 FLowsun 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

47 Flow sun 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
ENDGEN-ZNFO
ACTZVITY

# - # HYFGADFGCNFGHTFGSDFG£_FGOXFGNUFGPKFGPHFG m

1 47 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ENDACT%VZTY
PRTNT-ZNFO

RCHRES__==_ Printout FLags _...... -__ PZVL PYR
# - # HYDRADCACONSHEAT SED GQLOXRXNUTRPLNKPHCB_

1 47 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 9

ENDPRTNT-TNFO

HYDR-PARR1

RCHRESFLags for each HYDRSection *_
# - # VCA1 A2 A3 ODFVFGfor each m ODGTFGfor each FUNCT for each

FGFG FGFG possible exit mm possible exit possible exit

I 47 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2

ENDHYDR-PARM1
HYI)R--PARI_

RCHRES
# - # FTABNO LEN DELTH STCOR KS DBSO _*

<__>< ><__>< >< >< >< > _m_

1 1 0.010 0.3

2 2 0.660 0.3
3 3 0.980 0.3

4 4 0.010 0.3

5 5 0.380 0.3
6 6 0.010 0.3

7 7 0.010 0.3

8 8 0.596 0.3
9 9 0.010 0.3

10 10 0.380 0.3
11 11 0.010 0.3

12 12 1.000 0.3

13 13 0.015 0.3
14 14 0.450 0.3

15 15 0.735 0.3

16 16 0.772 0.3
17 17 0.735 0.3

18 18 0.800 0.3

19 19 0.910 0.3
20 20 0.010 0.3

21 21 0.450 0.3
22 22 0.300 0.3

23 30 0.010 0.3
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24 30 0.010 0.3
25 30 0.010 0.3
26 26 0.780 0.3

27 30 0.010 0.3
28 30 0.010 0.3

29 30 0.010 0.3
3O :30 0.010 0.0

31 30 0.010 0.0

32 :30 0.010 0.0

33 30 0.010 0.0
34 2;0 0.010 0.0

:35 30 0.010 0.0
36 30 0.010 0.0

37 30 0.010 0.0
38 3O 0.010 0.0

40 40 0.010 0.0
41 30 0.010 0.0
42 30 0.010 0.0

43 30 0.010 0.0

30 0.010 0.0
45 :30 0.010 0.0

46 0.010 0.0
47 47 0.010 0.0

ENDHYDR-PAP.H2

HYgR-XNXT

RCHRESInitial conditions for each HYI)Rsection m

# - # "_ VOL Znitial value of COLZND ZnitiaL value of OUTDGT

m ac-ft for each possibLe exit for each possible exit

1 2.0 4.0

2 0.1 4.0

3 0.1 4.0
4 2.0 4.0

5 0.1 4.0

6 2.0 4.0

7 0.I 4.0

8 0.10 4.0

9 0.10 4.0

10 0.10 4.0

11 0.10 4.0

12 0.10 4.0

13 10.0 4.0

14 0.10 4.0

15 0.1 4.0

16 0.1 4.0

17 0.1 4.0

18 0.1 4.0

19 0.1 4.0

20 1.0 4.0

21 0.1 4.0

22 0.1 4.0

25 0.1 4.0
24 0.1 4.0

25 0.1 4.0
26 0.1 4.0

27 0.1 4.0
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28 0.1 4.0
29 0.1 4.0

30 0.0 4.0
31 0.1 4.0

32 0.0 4.0

33 0.0 4.0
34 0.0 4.0

35 0.0 4.0

56 0.0 4_0
37 0.0 4.0

38 0.0 4.0

40 0.0 4.0
41 0.0 4.0

42 0.0 4.0
43 0.0 4.0
44 0.0 4.0

45 0.0 4.0

0.0 4.0

47 0.0 4.0
ENDHYDR--1NXT

ENDRCHRES

FTABLES

FTABLE I
ROWSCOLS*"*

10 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUNE OUTFLOW,,,m
0.000 3.0000 0.0000 0.00

0.500 3.0000 1.5000 1.80
1.000 3.0000 3.0000 5.00

1.500 3.3000 4.6000 10.90

2.000 3.6000 6.5000 17.50

2.500 3.9000 8.4000 26.20

3.000 4.1000 10.500 32.50
3.500 4.3000 12.500 35.90
4.000 4.5000 16.000 38.10

6.000 5.0000 26.000 46.40

ENDFTABLE1

FTABLE 2
ROt/SCOLSm

9 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOWmm

0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00
0.100 0.2571 0.0129 0.16

0.500 0.3873 0.1417 6.53

1.000 0.5501 0.3761 25.95
1.500 0.7128 0.6918 59.86
2.000 0.8756 1.0889 110.67

3.000 1.2011 2.1273 272.24

3.500 1.3639 2.7685 387.38

4.000 1.5266 3.4912 528.19
ENDFTABLE2

FTABLE 3

ROWSCOLS
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12 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUNE OUTFLOWm
0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00

0.100 0.9669 0.0483 0.13
0.500 1.0637 0.4545 4.92

1.000 1.1846 1.0165 17.12
1.500 1.3055 1.6390 34.92

2.000 1.4204 2.3220 57.95
2.500 1.5473 3.0654 86.14

3.000 1.6682 3.8693 119.53

3.500 1.7891 4.7336 158.24
4.000 1.TIO0 5.6584 202.41

4.500 2.0294 6.6310 251.52

5.000 2.1488 7.6624 306.28
ENDFTABLE 3

FTABLE 4
ROWSCOLS

5 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOWm
O.0(X) 3.8000 0.0000 0.00
1.000 4.6000 4.0000 0.00

2.000 6.8000 9.7000 4.00

3.000 9.1000 17.700 12.00
4.000 14.000 29.300 30.00

ENDFTABLE 4

FTABLE 5

ROWSCOLS
10 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOW"'*
0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00

0.100 0.1010 0.0051 0.03
0.500 0.1754 0.0603 1.46

1.000 0.2684 0.1713 6.16

1.500 0.3614 0.3288 14.89
2.000 0.4544 0.5327 28.48

2. 500 O.5474 O.7832 47.70

3.000 0.6404 1.0801 ?3.29
3.500 0.7334 1./_.36 105.94

4.000 0.8264 1.8136 146.33
ENDFTABLE 5

FTABLE 6

LAKEREBAMAXDEPTH: 5.0 FEET*'_'
ROWSCOLS""

9 4

DEPTH AREA VOLURE OUTFLOW"'*
0.000 2.0000 0.0000 0.00

0.500 2.0000 1.0000 3.00
1.000 2.0000 2.0000 12.00

2.000 2.0000 4.0000 33.00

3.000 2.0000 6.0000 45.00
4.000 2.30(X) 8.3000 54.00

5.000 2.6000 10.900 66.00
5.500 2.6000 11.500 100.00
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6.000 2.6000 12.000 200.00

ENOFTABLE 6

FTABLE 77

PRE-LAKERENADETENTXONPOND'_''
ROWSCOLS,.m

12 4
DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOW,,,,,m
0.000 0.0008 0.0000 0.00

0.100 0.1860 0.0093 0.12
0.500 0.2552 0.0975 4.84

1.000 0.3417 0.2_7 18.49

1.500 0.4282 0.4392 41.30

2.000 0.5148 0.6750 74.40
2.500 0.6013 0.9540 119.01

3.000 0.6878 1.2763 176.30

3.500 0.7744 1.6418 247.41
4.000 0.8609 2.0506 333.43

4.500 0.%70 2.4992 434.59
5.000 1.0331 2.9905 552.33

ENDFTABLE77

FTABLE 7
POST-LAKEREBADETENTXONPOND,'*t

ROWSCOLS'I"

22 4
DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOWm

0.080 0.00(30 0.0800 0.00

0.500 0.2500 0.1000 9.77
1.000 0.3400 0.2500 " 19.50

1.500 0.4200 0.4400 29.20

2.000 0.5100 0.6800 38.90
2.500 0.6000 0.9500 48.77
3.000 0.7700 1.2700 58.40

3.500 0.8600 1.6400 68.10
4.000 0.9000 2.0500 77.70

4.500 1.5000 2.4900 86.50

5.000 2.4000 2.9000 %.40

5.500 4.8000 5.7000 101.77
6.0(30 7.2000 8.6000 108.50

7.000 11.900 14.400 121.00
8.000 14.500 29.500 132.40

9.000 17.100 44.600 142.80

10.000 19.700 59.700 152.20
11.000 23.000 74.800 161.60

11.500 25.000 82.400 178.90

12.000 27.000 89.900 288.40
12.500 27.080 97.500 495.20

13.000 27.000 105.10 750.00

ENDFTABLE7

FTABLE 8

ROWSCOLSm,,
16 4

DEPTH AREA VOLURE OUTFLOWmm

0.0 0 0 0
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0.8 3.18 3.54 15
1.5 6.35 7.08 29
2.1 8.27 11.53 59

2.8 13.83 21.56 88

2.8 16.08 25.04 105
2.9 19.99 27.77 121

2.9 21.18 29.96 138

2.9 24.36 35.20 148
3.0 26.01 37.46 159
3.0 26.67 40.13 170

3.4 30.59 44.93 190

3.8 33.20 50.42 210
4.2 35.17 55.96 230

4.9 37.92 67.06 315

5.3 40.75 78.08 400
ENDFTABLE8

FTABLE 9
ROWSCOLS"'"

7 4

DEPTH AREA VOLURE OUTFLOU*'-'

0.000 0.0000 0.000(3 0.08

1.000 0.4000 0.4000 2.00
1.500 0.5(]00 1.0000 4.00

2.000 0.9000 1.3000 - 11.00

2.500 1.3000 1.6(X]O 15.00
3.000 1.6000 2.0000 18.00

3.500 1.9000 2.5000 20.80
ENDFTABLE9

FTABLE 10

ROWSCOLS
9 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUHE OUTFLOW"'*

0.000 0.0000 O.CXX]O 0.00

0.100 0.1010 0.0851 0.06
0.500 0.1660 0.0585 2.27

1.000 0.2472 0.1618 9.32
1.500 0.3285 0.3057 22.08

2.000 0.4097 0.4902 41.66
2.500 0.4909 0.7154 69.09

3.000 0.5722 0.9811 105.37

4.000 0.6887 1.6116 209.70
ENDFTABLE10

PREAHBAUHDETENTZON
FTABLE 111

ROWSCOLS,,,,,,,,,

12 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUHE OUTFLOW

0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00

0.500 0.2160 0.0750 5.30
1.080 0.2730 0.1990 21.10

1.500 0.2890 0.3410 43.90
2.000 0.2900 0.4830 68.80

2.500 0.2910 0.6070 89.10
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3.000 0.2950 0.6820 90.00
3.500 0.3000 2.1000 100.00
4.000 0.3050 2.5000 105.00

4.500 0.3100 3.0000 110.00
5.000 0.3200 3.5000 120.00

5.500 0.3300 4.0000 130.00

ENDFTABLE111

POSTAIqBAUIIDETENTZONm_,

FTABLE 11

ROWSCOLS,,m

13 4
DEPTH AREA VOLUHE OUTFLOWm

0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00

1.000 0.1000 0.2300 3.90
2.000 0.2000 0.6000 6.30

3.000 0.3(]00 0.9700 8.10
4.000 0.4000 1.3400 11.10

5.000 0.5000 1.8200 16.00

6.000 0.6000 2.2700 19.10
7.000 0.7000 2.8300 21.60

8.000 0.8000 3.3700 30.80

9.000 0.9000 4.0000 38.10

10.000 1.0000 4.6500 74.10
10.500 1.I000 5.2000 133.00
11.000 1.1500 5.3000 500.00

ENDFTABLE11

FTABLE 16
ROWSCOLSm

16 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOW*"
0.0 0 0 0

0.9 2.29 2.45 17

1.8 4.58 4.90 33
2.3 6.23 8.16 66

2.7 7.32 11.16 99

3.1 8.53 13.48 166
3.2 12.50 15.95 134

3.2 13.47 17.67 151
3.4 14.13 19.45 167
3.5 15.74 21.67 183

3.6 16.47 24.05 200

3.8 19.24 27.78 225
4.0 20.77 31.80 250

4.2 21.78 35.78 275

4.4 23.32 43.05 312
4.7 25.31 49.62 350

ENDFTABLE16

FTABLE 13
ROgSCOLS,,m

7 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOWm
0.000 40.000 0.0000 0.00

1.000 41.400 40.000 0.00
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1.500 42.000 60.000 10.00

2.000 42.700 80.000 16.00
2.500 43.300 100.00 20.00

3.000 44.000 120.00 28.00
5.000 45.000 210.00 45.00

ENDFTABLE13

FTABLE 12
ROWSCOLS,,,m

10 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOW""

0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00
0.100 0.6327 0.0316 0.15

0.5(30 0.7960 0.3174 5.87
1.000 1.0002 0.7664 21.53

1.SO0 1.2043 1.3176 46.43

2.000 1.408S 1.9708 81.20

3.000 1.8168 3.5834 183.79
4.080 2.2251 5.60_ 336.22

5.000 2.6335 8.0337 545.30

6.(XX) 3.0418 10.8713 817.51
ENDFTABLE12

FTABLE 15

ROWSCOLS*'_
16 4

DEPTH AREA VOLURE OUTFLON,,,m
0.0 0 0 0

0.7 1.63 1.69 26
1.3 3.26 3.37 51

1.8 4.78 5.84 103

2.2 5.75 8.15 154
2.4 6.49 9.41 182

2.6 10.66 12.23 210
2.8 11.50 13.58 239

2.9 12.06 15.04 261
3.1 13.11 16.89 289

3.1 13.68 18.87 306
3.4 16.29 21.96 347

3.5 17.73 25.34 388

3.7 18.63 28.6/, 429
4.0 20.04 35.13 491

4.2 21.87 40.52 552
ENDFTABLE15

FTABLE 14
ROWSCOLS

8 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUHE OUTFLOW""
0.000 O.(XX)O 0.00(30 0.00

0.100 0.3361 0.0168 0.24
0.500 0.3809 0.1602 9.04

1.008 0.4370 0.3647 31.61
1.500 0.4930 0.5972 65.00

2.000 0.3491 0.8577 108.85
2.500 0.6051 1.1462 163.33
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3.000 0.6612 1.4_.8 228.78

ENDFTABLE14

FTABLE 17

ROWSCOLS
16 4

DEPTH AREA VOLURE OUTFLOWm
0.0 0 0 0

0.9 0.83 0.96 26
1.9 1.66 1.91 51

2.6 3.05 3.52 103
3.2 3.92 5.12 154

3.5 4.61 6.03 182

3.8 8.72 8.50 210
4.0 9.52 9.51 239

4.2 10.04 10.71 261

4.4 11.05 12.25 289

4.5 11.00 14.04 306
4.8 14.12 16.70 347

5.0 15.41 19.65 388
5.2 16.12 22.54 429
5.5 17.26 28.37 491

5.7 18.88 33.12 552

ENDFTABLE17

FTABLE 18

ROWSCOLS,,m
7 4

DEPTH AREA VOLIJ_E OUTFLOWm
0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00

0.100 0.9758 0.0488 0.36
O.SO0 0.9884 0.4416 13.44

1.000 1.0042 0.9398 44.63
2.000 1.0262 1.0550 136.47

3.000 1.0482 2.9923 253.70
4.000 2.5069 4.7698 347.74

ENDFTABLE18

FTABLE 19

ROilSCOI.Smm

7 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUNE OUTFLOW*"*
0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00
0.100 0.5620 0.0281 0.09

0.500 0.6174 0.2640 3.38
1.000 0.6866 0.5900 11.42

2.000 0.8250 1.3458 37.28

3.000 0.9635 2.2400 75.10
4.000 1.1019 3.2727 125.11

ENDFTABLE19

FTABLE 20
ROWSCOLS*_*

6 4
DEPTH AREA VOLUI'IE OUTFLOW*"*

0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00
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1.000 5.0000 2.00(30 5.00
2.000 10.000 9.5000 16.00
3.0(]0 15.000 22.000 30.00

4.000 19.000 39.000 35.00
S.O00 22.000 50.000 39.00

ENDFT48LE20

FTABLE 21
ROWSCOLS"_

8 4

DEPTH AREA VOLURE OUTFLOWm

0.000 0.0000 0.000(3 0.00
0.100 0.2259 0.0113 0.11

0.500 0.2707 0.1106 4.27
1.000 0.3268 0.2600 15.13

1.500 0.3828 0.4374 31.67
2.000 0.4389 0.6428 54.02

2.500 0.4949 0.8763 82.52
3.000 0.5510 1.1377 117.55

ENDFTABLE21

FTABLE 22
ROWSCOLS

9 4

DEPTH AREA VOLURE OUTFLOW*_"_

0.000 O.O(XX) 0.0000 0.00

0.100 0.3680 0.0184 0.25
0.500 0.3717 0.1664 9.39

1.000 0.3763 0.3534 31.06
2.000 0.3819 0.7325 94.37

3.0(X) 0.3874 1.1171 174.33
4.000 0.3930 1.5073 265.38

5.000 0.3985 1.9030 364.68

6.000 0.4040 2.3043 470.60
ENDFTABLE22

I

FTABLE 26

ROWSCOLS_'_

16 4

DEPTH AREA VOLURE OUTFLOWm

0.0 0 0 0

0.9 2.81 3.11 11
1.8 5.61 6.22 21

2.5 7.45 10.18 42
3.1 9.68 14.24 64

3.4 11.88 17.36 71
3.4 15.77 19.85 74

3.4 16.92 21.&?. 79

3.5 17.67 23.68 83
3.6 19.32 26.07 87

3.6 19.96 28.46 89
3.9 23.79 33.18 118

4.1 26.26 38.23 146

4.4 28.10 43.26 175
4.8 30.56 52.23 218

5.2 33.13 60.48 261
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ENDFTABLE26

FTABLE 30

ROWSCOLS
8 4

DEPTH AREA VOLURE OUTFLOWm

0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00
1.000 0.1000 0.0100 100.0

2.000 0.2000 0.0200 200.0
3.000 0.3000 . 0.0300 300.0
4.000 0.4000 0.0400 500.0

6.000 0.6000 0.0600 700.0
7.000 0.7000 0.0800 800.0

8.000 0.8000 0.1000 999.9

ENDFT,_m_r_ 30

VOLUMEXNCREASE9BY 50%, DZSCHARGEDECREASEDBY3_

FTABLE 40

11 4
.000 1.660 .000 .000

.600 1.660 1.920 9.246
1.200 1.660 2.987 13.060

2.400 1.660 5.978 18.480

3.600 1.660 8.965 22.6/,0
4.400 1.660 10.956 25.030

5.400 1.660 13.446 61.230

6.000 1.660 14.942 71.600
6./,00 1.660 15.943 85.150

6.800 1.660 16.923 104.460
7.200 1.660 17.930 127.460

ENDFTABLE40

FTABLE 47

11 4

.000 3.922 .000 .000

.600 3.922 4.130 3.640

"1.200 3.922 7.059 5.160

2.400 3.922 14.111 7.300
3.600 3.922 21.180 8.9/,0

4.200 3.922 24.708 32.770

5.400 3.922 31.770 62.620
6.000 3.922 35.299 72.690

6.400 3.922 37.652 86.220
6.800 3.922 40.000 105.670

7.200 3.922 42.345 128.600

ENDFTABLE47

FTABLE 46

11 4

.000 1.151 .000 .000

.600 1.151 1.035 7.300
1.200 1.151 2.070 10.300

2.400 1.151 4.141 14.590
3.600 1.151 6.214 17.870

4.600 1.151 7.938 20.200
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5.400 1.151 9.320 50.270

6.000 1.151 10.355 60.600
6./4)0 1.151 11.045 73.970

6.800 1.151 11.732 93.070
7.200 1.151 12.425 115.800

ENDFTABLE46
m

ENDFTABLES
m

ENDRUN
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RUN

GLOBAL

mm FZLE:DESN-PS.UCZ - FULL SZHULATZCN

""* PROPOSEDCOHDZTZONS- DEVELOPEDAREAS ZNCLUDEDUITH DETENTZON

NETWORKHODIFIED TO SIHPLIFY INCLUSION OF DETENTION

DES HOZNESCREEKBASZNHSPF NODEL

START 1948/10/01 00:00 END 1994/07f31 24:00
RUN ZNTERP OUTPUTLEVEL 0

RESUHE 0 RUN 1

END GLOBAL

FZLES

<:)_e> <fun>*_< fna_ >

ZNFO 21 c: \hspflO\hspinf.da

ERROR 22 c: \hspflO\hsperr. da

WARN 23 c: \hspflO\hsl_rn. cla
HESSU 24 DESR-C. ECH

WDH 25 DESI'I-PS._hm

91 fLov.pLt
END FZLES

OPNSEQUENCE

ZNGRP INDELT 01 : O0

PERLND 14

PERLND 16

PERLND 18

PERI.ND 24

PERLND 26

PERL.ND 28

PERI.ND

PERLND

PERLND 54

ZHPLHD 14

RCHRES 1

RCHRES 2

RCHRES 3

RCHRES 49

RCHRES 34

RCHRES 35

RCHRES 23

RCHRES 28

RCHRES 36

RCHRES 37

RCHRE5 4

RCHRES 38

RCHRES 22

RCHRES 27

RCHRES 39

RCHRES 63

RCHRES 5

RCHRES 6

RCHRES 61

RCHRES 66

RCHRES 51

RCHRES 40

RCHRES 21
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RCHRES 26

RCHRES /_;

RCHRES 19

RCHRES 24

RCHRES 41

RCHItES 8

RCHRES 7

RCHRES

RCHRES 25

RCHRES

RCHRES 9

RCHRES 10

RCHRES 11

RCJ4RES (K)

RCltRES 50

RCHRES

RCHRES 64

RCHRES 12

RCHRES 45

RCHRES 62

RCHRES 65

RCHRES 67

RCHRES 13

RCHRES 14

RCHRES 16

RCHRES /_S

RCHRES 47

RCHRES 15

RCHRES 17

RCHRES /_5

RCHRES 18

END INGRP

END OPN SEQUENCE

PERLJqD

GEN-INFO

<PLS > Name NBLJCS Unit-systtms Printer "_

# - # User t-series EngL Herr *_
in c_a'c ,,m

14 TFF- TILl. FOR FIT 1 1 1 1 60 0

16 TFR- TILL FOR HOD I 1 1 I 60 0

18 TFS- TILl. FOR STP 1 1 1 1 _K) 0

24 TGF- TILL GR FLT 1 1 1 1 6(3 0

26 TGH- TILL GR ROD 1 1 1 1 60 0

_JB TGS- TILL GR STP 1 1 1 1 O0 0

OF - OU_ASH FOR 1 I 1 I 60 0

44 (3G - OUTWASHGR 1 1 1 1 60 0

54 SA - WETLANDS 1 1 1 1 60 •0

END GEN-INFO

ACTIVIIY

<PLS • ;==;====;==== Active Secl:icrls *'_======__--'_

# - # A_P SNOWPWAT SED P_ P_.PGAL MSlq. PEST NZTR PHOS lq_AC m

14 200 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

EI/D ACTIVZl_f

PRZNT-INFO

<PLS > ===========_'_"_'_'_'_'_ Print-fL_3s =====_------------_ PIVL P_q_
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# - # ATItP SNOWPWAT SED PST P_ PQALHST1. PEST NZTR PHOSTRJtC_
1/* 200 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 9

END PRTNT-INFO

PWAT-PAEN1

<PLS • __=== FLags ----_---_---_
# - # CSNORTOP UZFG VCS VUZ VNN VTFW VTRC VIE m

14 200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

END PWAT-PARlll

PWAT-PARlt2

<PLS • ***

# - # mFOREST LZSN TNFZLT LSUR SLSUR KVARY AGt#RC

14 4.5000 0.3000 400.00 0.0500 0.5000 0.9960

16 4.5000 0.3000 400.00 0.1CX)O 0.5000 0.9960

18 4.5000 0.3000 200.00 0.2000 0.5000 0.9960

24 4.5000 0.3000 400.00 0.0500 0.5000 0.9960

26 4.5000 0.3000 400.00 0.1000 0.5000 0.9960

28 4.5000 0.3000 200.00 0.2(X)O 0.5000 0.9960

34 5.00(X) 2.0000 400.00 0.0500 0.3000 0.9960

44 5.0000 0.8000 400.00 0.0500 0.3000 0.9060

54 4.0000 2.0000 100.00 0.0010 0.5000 0.9960

END PWAT-PARI12

PWAToPARH3

<PLS >m

# _ #m PEllqAX PETIIZN lrNFEXP INFZLD DEEPFR BASETP AGW_P

14 3.50(X) 2. (XXX) .40 O. O.

16 2.0000 2.(XX)O .40 O. O.

18 1.5000 2.0000 .40 O. O.

24 2.5000 2.00(X) .40 O. O.

26 2.0000 2.0000 .40 O. O.

28 1.50(X) 2.0000 .40 O. O.

34 2.0000 2.0000 .40 O. O.

44 2.0000 2.0000 .40 O. O.

54 10.000 2.0000 .40 O. 0.7

END PMAT-PARK3

PMAT-PARM4

<PLS • _'_

# - # CEPSC UZSN NSUR ZNTFIJ ZRC 17ETPm

14 0.2000 1.0000 0.3500 3.0(X) 0.3000 0.7000

16 0.2000 0.5000 0.3500 3.000 0.3000 0.7000

18 0.2000 0.3000 0.3500 3.000 0.3000 0.7000

24 0.1000 1.0000 0.2500 3.000 0.7000 0.2500

26 0.1000 0.5000 0.2500 6.000 0.5000 0.2500

28 0.1000 0.3000 0.2500 7.000 0.3000 0.2500

34 0.2000 0.5000 0.3500 2.000 0.8000 0.7(300

44 0.1000 0.5000 0.2500 2.000 0.8(300 0.2500

54 0.1000 3.0000 0.5000 1.000 0.8000 0.8000

END PWAT-PARH4

PWAT-STATE1

<PLS • PWATERstate variables _*_

# _ #m CEPS SURS UZS IFWS LZS AGWS GWS

14 0.078 O. 0.0010 O. 0.077 0.698 0.023

16 0.078 O. 0.0010 O. 0.075 0.667 0.026

18 0.078 O. 0.0(?10 O. 0.074 0.628 0.027

24 0.051 O. 0.0010 O. 0.300 0.681 0.053

26 0.051 O. 0.0050 O. 0.300 0.680 0.049

28 0.051 O. 0.0060 O. 0.300 0.659 0.048
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34 0.078 O. 0.0010 O. 0.090 0.675 0.038

44 0.051 O. 0.0040 O. 0.300 0.414 0.152

54 0.051 O. 0.3330 O. 0.622 O./_X) 0.000

END PWAT-STATE1

END PERLND

ZHPLAD

GEN-ZNFO

<ILS • Name Unit-systems Printer mm

# - # User t-series EngL Iletr mm
in out "-*

14 2(_) IMPERVIOUS 1 1 1 60 0

END GEN-INFO

ACTIVITY

<ZLS > _===== Active Sections ;_;

# - # ATMP SNOWZWAT SLD 1_ ZQAL m

14 2(X) 0 0 I 0 0 0

END AcrIVZTY

PRIHT-INFO

<ILS • _ Print-flags _====_ PIVL PYR
# - # ATHP SNOWZWAT SIn ZWGIQAL ;;;_;_;;_

14 200 0 0 6 0 0 0 1 9

END PRINT-ZNFO

ZWAT-PAR111

<ZLS • FLags mm mm
# - # CSNORTOP VRS VNN RTLZ m m

14 2(X) 0 0 0 0 0

END ZWAT-PARR1

IWAT-PAIU42

<ILS • *'*

# - # LSUR SLSUR NSUR RETSC _'*

14 200 200.00 0.0500 0.1000 O.I(XX)

END %WAT-PARM2

IWAT-PARH3

<ILS • *'*

#- # PETMAX PETHIN **"

14 200

END ZWAT-PARlt3

1WAT-STATEI

<tLS • ZWATERstate variables "*

#- # RETS SURS mm

14 2()0 1.0000E-3 1.0000E--3

END IWAT-STATE1

END IHPLND

EXT SOURCES
m

m NOTE: The only RCHRESthat precip and PET are applied to are Lakes.
mm

<-Volume-> <llember> Ssysf._ap<--MuLt-->Tran <-Target voLs> <_rp> <-Held)er-> *_

<Name> # <Name> # te_ strg<-factor->strg <Name> # # <Name> # # "'*
WDM 2 PREC _LZERO PERLND 14 54 BCTNL PREC

WDH 2 PREC _LZERO %HPLND 14 EXlltL PREC

WDM 3 EVAP ENGLZERO 0.8 DIV PERLND 14 54 EX'rNL PETINP

WDH 3 EVAP ENGLZERO 0.8 DZV IHPI..ND 14 EXTNL PETINP

WDH 2 PREC ENGL.ZERO RCHRES 49 EXTNL PREC

WDM 3 EVAP E_LZERO O.8 DZV RCHRES 49 EXTNL PREC
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WDH 2 PREC ENGLZERO RCHRES 51 EXTNL PREC

WDH 3 EVAP E_IGLZERO 0.8 DIV RCHRES 51 E_L PREC

END EXT SOURCES
erect

NETWORK

PEUD 24 Ft_A'rERPERO 0.00(X3 RCHRES I Ex'rNL T_L

PEUD 26 PWATERPERO 0._____ RCHRES 1 E3CrNL ZVOL

PERLND 28 PWATERPERO 0.0000 RCHRES 1 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 34 PWATERPERO O.OOOO RCHRES 1 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO O.(X](X) RCH_S 1 EX11¢L %_L

PERL)ID 54 PWATERPERO 0.0000 RCHRES 1 EXTNL Z_L

*,_t <HEHBER>SSYSSGAP<_ULTm>TRAN <-TA_ET WDLS> <-REHBER->

<NAME> # <NNIE> TEl4 S_<-FACTOR->STRG <NAME> # # <_RP> <NNIE> # # m

m SUB-BJkSZNDH 1

PERI.ND 26 PWATERPERO 24.475 RCHRES 1 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 41+ PWATERPERO 2.038 RCItRES 1 EXlltL. ZVOL

ZRPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 8.529 RCHRES I EXTIqL ZVOL

"'* SUB'_SZN OH 2

PERLND 26 PUATERPERO 0.7150 RCHRES 2 ED(TNL ZVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 0.6230 RCHRES 2 EXTNL %VOL

ZRPLND 14 1WATERSURO 3.'/_)_3 RCHRES 2 EX'II_L ZVOL

m SUB_SZN DH 3

PERLHD 26 PUATERPERO 0.4070 RCHRES 3 EXTNL %VOL

PERLND 44 PUATERPERO 0.1640 RCHRES 3 EXINL %VOL

ZHPLHD 14 1WATERSURO 1.2710 RCHRES 3 EXTNL ZVOL

SUB'-BASZNDR 4

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 3.7680 RCHRES 4 EX'rNL T_L

PERUqD 26 PWATERPER(3 0.6/_-_0 RCHRES 4 EXTNL ZVOL

TIIPLND 16 1WATERSURO 9.5(300 RCHRES 4 EX'rNL TVOL

"* SUB-BASZNDM 5

PERI.J¢D26 PWATERPERO 0.8160 RCHRES 63 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 26 PUATERPERO 2.2330 RCHRES 63 EXTNL IVOL

PERI.ND 4/* PWATERPERO 0.00(0 RCHRES 63 EXTNL ZVOL

ZHPLJ4D 14 ZUATERSURO 1._'/_) RCHRES 63 EXTNL ZVOL

*"' SUB-BASZNDM 6

PERI.ND 26 PWAI"ERPE_ 0.1760 RCHRES 6 EXTNL TVOL

PERI.JqD 24 PWATERPERO 2.2500 RCHRES 6 E]CrNL zVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 0.33]0 RCHRES 6 EXTNL IVOL

ZHPI.ND 14 ZWATERSURO 0.5410 RCHRES 6 E3(TNL %VOL

m SUB-BASZNDR 7

PERLND 26 PUATERPERO 4.1780 RCHRES 7 E3CTNL ZVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 2.(3320 RCHRES 7 EXTNL TVOL

PERLND 54 PWATERPERO 0.90S0 RCHRES 7 EXTNL ZVOL

ZHPLND 14 IWATER SUM 3.1430 RCHRES 7 EXTNL TVOL

"I" SUB-_SIN DH 8

PERUtD 26 PWATERPERO 0.0250 RCItRES 8 EXlltL %VOL

PERI.ND 44 PWATERPERO 3.2370 RCHRES 8 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 54 PWATERPERO 0.24J_0 RCHRES 8 EXTNL IVOL

IRPLND 14 ZWA11HRSURO 2._:*:_0 RCHRES 8 EXTNL TVOL

*"' SUB-EASZNDH 9

PERLND 26 PWATERPE_ 5.36J_) RCHRES 9 E3CTNL ZVOL

PERLND _ PWATERPERO 1.2690 RCHRES 9 EXTNL TVOL

1RPI.ND 14 1WATERSURO 0.&510 RCHRES 9 E3CI"NLZVOL

**" SUB-BASZN DH 10
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PERLND 26 PWATERPERO O,__a/___ RCHRES 10 EXTNL IVOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 2.3920 RCHRES 10 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 54 PUATERPERO 0.1000 RCHRES 10 EXTNL ZVOL

m SUB-BASZNDM 11

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 0.0580 RCltRES 11 EXTNL %VOL

PERLND 44 PWATERPERO 2.7660 RCHRES 11 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 54 PNATERPERO 2./_.20 RCHRES 11 EXllIL ZVOL

ZRPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 1.4730 RCHRES 11 EXTNL ZVOL

m SUB-BASZNDR 12

PERLND 26 PI#ATERPERO 0.3"330 RCHRES 64 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 1.0500 RCHRES 64 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 4/* PWATERPERO 2./__50 RCHRES 64 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 54 PWATERPERO O.O(X)l RCHRES 64 EXTNL ZVOL

*** SUB-BASZN I)1113

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 0.3850 RCHRES 65 EXTNL Zt/OL

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 1.1000 RCHRES 65 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND 4/* PWATERPERO 1.1500 RCHRES 65 EXTNL IVOL

TNpLND 14 ZWATERSURO 2.22/t0 RCHRES 65 ErrNL Zl/OL

PERLND 26 PMATERPERO 0.8140 RCHRES 14 EX'rNL IVOL

PERLND /_ PWATERPERO 3.3550 RCHRES 14 EXTNL ZVOL

ZHPLND 14 %WATERSURO 0._)60 RCHRES 1/+ EXTNL ZVOL

SUB-BAS%N0ti 15

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 0.8770 RCHRES 15 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND _ PWATERPERO 0.2380 RCHRES 15 EXTNL ZVC_.

ZRPLND 1/* ZWATERSURO 1.4690 RCHRES 15 EXTNL ZVOL

m SHSZN Dll 16

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 11.9260 RCHRES 16 E3(TNL ZVOL

PERLND _; PWATERPERO 2.6600 RCHRES 16 EXTNL ZVOL

IHPLND 14 INATER SURO 4.7310 RCHRES 16 EXTNL IVOL

.,m SUB-BASIN 01t 17

PERLND 26 PWATERPERO 1.3090 RCHRES 17 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND _ PWATERPERO 0.6120 RCHRES 17 EXTNL IVOL

ZRPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 1.3120 RCHRES 17 E]CrNL ZVOL

,,m SUB-BASZNDR 18

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 0.0/_20 RCHRES 18 EXINL ZVOL

PERLND 26 I_ATER PERO 1.2910 RCHRES 18 EXTNL ZVOL

PERLND /_ PNATERPERO 4.5670 RCHRES 18 EXTNL IVOL

IIIPLND 14 ZWATERSURO 0.3340 RCHRES 18 EXTNL IVOL

m SUB-BASZNSDII-19 TO DM--23ARE SWSBASZNS

m SUB-BAS%NOff 19

PERLND 24 PQA_R PERO 1.1670 RCHRES 19 [_11qL IVOL

IHPLND 14 IWATER SURO 0.9170 RCHRES 19 EXTNL IVOL
m.,,, SU_ _ASZN Dlq

PERL.ND 24 PNATERPERO 18.4170 RCHRES 20 EXTNL ZVOL

ZRPLND 14 %WATERSURO 22.0000 RCHRES 20 EXTNL IVOL

SUB-BASZNDM 21

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 2.1670 RCHRES 21 EXTNL %VOL

IHPLND 14 ZMATERSURO 2.0920 RCHRES 21 EXTNL %VOL

m SUB-BAS|N Dfl 22

ZI'IPL.ND 14 ZWATERSURO 3.3_r30 RCHRES 22 EXTNL ZVOL
SUB-BASZNDM 23

PERLND 24 PWATERPERO 2.3330 RCHRES 23 EXTNL ZVOL

ZltPLND 1/+ ZNATERSURO 7.6670 RCHRES 23 E_CrNL ZVOL

m SUB-BASZNSDtl-24 TO Dfl-28 ARE SWS-OTHERBASZNS

"** SUB-BASZNDII 24
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PERL.ND 24 PWATERPERO 1.0500 RCHRES 24 EXTNL ZVOL

,,m.,,SUB-BASIN DH 25

PERLND 24 PHATERPENO 3.1580 RCHRES 25 EXTNL ZVOL

SUHAS%N _ 26

PEUD 24 PWATERPERO 0.6500 RCHRES 26 EXTNL IVOL

n,, SUB-BASIN DIq27

,,,,,m SUB-'BAS.tNDN28

""" SUB-BASIN DH60

IMPLND 14 IWATERSULK3 0.0001 RCHRES 60 BCTNL %VOL

SUB-BASIN DH61

INPLHD 14 IUATER SULK) 0.0001 RCHRES 61 EXTNL ZVOL

SUB-BASIN DN 62

XNPLND 14 %WATERSURO 0.0001 RCHRES 62 BCTNL ZVOL
m

_,t CHANNELNETWORKUNKAGES m
m

NOTE: NFACTOR12.1 CONVERTSACRE-FEET OF RUNOFF10 AVERAGECFS PER HOUR.

IT IS TZNESTEP DEPENDENT.THE OTHERNFACTORSCONVERTACRE-FEET

*'_ OF RUNOFFTO INCHES.
m

RCHRES 1 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 49 E3(TNL ZVOL

RCHRES 2 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 49 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 3 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 49 BCTNL IVOL

RCNRES 49 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 34 EXTNL 1VOL

RCHRES 34 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES :35 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 35 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 37 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 23 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 36 EX'rNL ZVOL

RCHRES 28 FI_I)R ROVO/ 1 RCHRES 36 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 36 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 37 BCTNL IVOL

RCHRES 37 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 38 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 4 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 38 EXTNL IVOL*'_

RCHRES 38 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 5 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 22 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 39 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 27 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 39 BCTNL IVOL

RCHRES 39 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 5 E_TNL ZVOL

RCHRES 6.3 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 5 B(TNL IVOLm

RCHRES 4 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 06 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 63 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 66 E_L IVOL

RCHRES 6 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 66 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 61 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 66 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 6 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 51 EX'rNL XVOL*t*

RCHRES 5 HYDR ROVO/ 1 RCHRES 51 E_L IVOL

RCHRES 66 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 51 EX'rNL. IVOL

RCHRES 61 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 51 EX'rNL IVOLm

RCHRES 51 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 40 EXTNL IVOL

RCNRES 40 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 45 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 21 H_R ROVOL I RCHRES 44 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 26 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 44 E3CI"NLZVOL

RCHRES 44 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 45 EXTNL ZVOL*** .

RCHRES 19 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 41 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 24 HYDR NOVOL 1 RCHRES 41 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 41 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 50 BCTNL IVOL

RCNRES 8 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 7 EXllqL IVOL

RCNRES 7 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 50 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 20 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 42 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 25 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 42 EX'rNL ZVOL
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RCHRES 42 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 50 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 9 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 50 EXTNL IVOL

RCHRES 10 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES SO EXTNL XVOL

R(_IRES 11 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 50 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES 60 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES SO EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES 50 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 43 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 43 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 12 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES 64 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 12 EXTNL ;VOLm

RCHRES 12 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 45 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES /_ HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 67 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES 64 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 67 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES 65 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 67 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 62 HYDR ROVOL I RCHRES 67 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES 45 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 13 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES 67 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 13 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES 62 HYDE ROVOL I RCHRES 13 EXTNL ZVOLm

RCHRES 65 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 13 EXTNL XVOL*'m

RCHRES 13 HYOR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 14 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES 14 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 48 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES 16 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 46 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES _ HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 47 E)('rNL XVOL

RCHRES 47 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 17 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 15 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 17 EXTNL ZVOL

RCHRES 17 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES /,8 EXTNL XVOL

RCHRES 48 HYDR ROVOL 1 RCHRES 18 EXTNL XVOL
m

END NETWORK

m

EXT TARGETS

<-VoLume-> <-Grp> <-_mber-><--NuLtm>Tran <-VoLume-> <Neaber> Tsys Tgap Ammd"_

<Name> # <Name> # #<-fac_or->strg <Name> # <Name> tel strg strg m
RCHRES 5 HYDR RO WDH 21 FLOW ENGL REPL

RCHRES 13 HYDR RO WDN 22 FLOW ENGL REPL

RCHRES 18 HYDR RO WDM 23 FLOW ENGL REPL

RCHRES 50 HYOR RO WDN 24 FLOW ENGL REPL

RCHRES 50 HYDR RO WI)M 25 FLOW ENGL REPL*"*

RCHRES 66 HYDR RO WDN 26 FLOW ENEL REPLm"_

RCHRES 67 HYDR RO WDN 27 FLOW ENGL REPLm
END EXT TARGETS

m

RCHRES

6EN-ZNFO

RCHRES Name Nexits Unit Systems Printer m

# - #<' ><_> User T-series EngL Netr LKF6 m
in out _t

I _ Lake Basin I 1 I I 0 0 0

2 HWY99 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

3 Local SeaTac busines 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

4 _ 99 & 188th I 1 I I 0 0 0

5 Upper E. branch I 1 1 1 0 0 0

6 Lower E. branch 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

7 Upper W. branch I I I I 0 0 0

8 Upper W. branch 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

9 Upper W. branch 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

10 Upper W. branch 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

11 Upper W. branch 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
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12 Lower W. branch I 1 I 1 0 0 0

13 Above 200th Street 1 1 I 1 0 0 0

14 BeLow 200th Street I 1 I I 0 0 0

15 Local inf Low 1 I I 1 0 0 0

16 Execu_el pond inflow I 1 1 1 0 0 0

17 Trai Let parks 1 1 I I 0 0 0
18 Above 208th Street I I 1 I 0 0 0

19 SWS SDW-3 1 I I 1 0 0 0

20 SWS SDS-3 I 1 1 1 0 0 0

21 SWS SDS-4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

22 SWS SDS-1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

23 SWS SDE_ 1 I 1 1 0 0 0

2/, SWS SDW-3 Other 1 1 1 I 0 0 0

25 SiJS SDS-3 Other 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

26 SWS SDS-4 Other 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

27 sws SDS-1 Other 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

28 SWS SDE-4 Other 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

29 BeLow 208th Street 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

30 Lower DRC trib 1 1 1 I 0 0 0

31 Senior Center 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

32 siPS09 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

33 _owth I 1 1 1 0 0 0

34 Bow Lake o_f Low 1 1 I 1 0 0 0

35 PipeLine A 1 1 I 1 0 0 0
36 SDE-4 combined flow I 1 1 1 0 0 0

37 PipeLine B 1 1 1 I 0 0 0

38 Upper E. branch 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

39 SDS-1 combined fLow 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

40 Tyee Pond outflow 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

41 SDW-3 coabined flow 1 I 1 1 0 0 0

42 SDS-3 combined flow 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

NW Pand owtflow I I I I 0 0 0

44 SWS-4 ¢ol_)ined flow I 1 1 1 0 0 0

45 S & tJ Branch confl. 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

ExecuteL _f low I I I I 0 0 0

47 Pipeline C 1 I I I 0 0 0

48 Sum below 20oth 1 1 1 I 0 0 0

49 Bow Lake inflow 1 1 I I 0 0 0

50 _ Pond inflow I 1 I 1 0 0 0

51 Tyee Pond inflow I I 1 1 0 0 0

60 I 1 I 1 0 0 0

61 I 1 I 1 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 0 0 0

63 1 1 I 1 0 0 0

1 I 1 1 0 0 0

65 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

1 1 I 1 0 0 0

67 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

END EEN-INFO

ACTIVITY

RCHRES_.._______tn Acl:ive Sections __-_---

# - # HYFGADFG CNFGHTFG SDFGGQFGOXFG NUFG PKFG PHFG **_

I 67 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

END ACTIVTTY

PRINT-INFO

RCHRES_---**_* Printout Flags ====_===_-_ .... _ PIVL P_
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# - # HYDRADCACONSHEAT SED GQI.ONP,X NUTRPINK PHCB_

1 67 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 9
ENDPRXNT-ZNFO

HYi)R-PARII1

RCHRESFlags for each HYI)RSection "_
# - # VCA1 A2 A30DFVFG for eech mm ODGTFGfor each FONCT for each

FGFGFG FG __,_,_sible exit ,,m N,ssibi,e exi_ possible exit
o o _ o w w o _ o o w w w _ m

1 67 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2

ENDHYDR-PARR1
HYDR-PARR2

RCHRES *'_

# - # FTABNO /.El/ DELTH STCOR KS DBSO _"
< >< >< ><_>< >< >< • w_,

1 1 0.010 0.0
2 1 0.660 0.3

:3 1 0.960 0.3

4 1 0.010 0.3
5 21_ 0.380 0.3

6 1 0.010 0.3

7 204 0.010 0.3
8 44 0.596 0.3

9 150 0.010 0.3

10 1 0.380 0.3

11 1 0.010 0.3
12 203 1.000 0.3

13 207 0.015 0.3

14 59 0.450 0.3
15 1 0.735 0.3

16 1 0.772 0.3
17 201 0.755 0.3

18 2OO 0.80O 0.3

19 1 0.910 0.3
20 1 0.010 0.3

21 1 0.450 0.3
22 1 0.300 0.3

23 1 O.mO 0.3

24 1 0.010 0.3
25 1 0.010 0.3

26 1 0.780 0.3

27 1 0.010 0.3
28 1 0.010 0.3

29 1 0.010 0.3

30 1 0.010 0.0
31 1 0.010 0.0

32 1 o.mo o.o

33 1 0.010 0.0
3/+ 99 0.010 0.0

35 1 O.mO 0.0

36 1 0.100 0.0
37 1 0.010 0.0

38 1 o.mo o.o

39 1 0.100 0.0

40 89 0.010 0.0
41 140 0.010 0.0

42 135 0.010 0.0
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43 25 0.010 0.0
44 1 0.010 0.0
45 1 0.010 0.0

/,6 59 0.010 0.0
47 2O2 0.010 0.0

48 1 0.010 0.0
49 1 0.010 0.0

50 50 0.010 0.0
51 1 0.010 0.0

60 1 0.010 0.0
61 1 0.010 0.0

62 1 0.010 0.0

63 1 0.010 0.0

64 1 0.010 0.0
65 1 0.010 0.0

66 66 0.010 0.0
67 67 0.010 0.0

ENDI,fl'DR-PAPJ_
HYDR-INIT

RCHRESInitial conditions for each HYDRsection _'_

#- # _'* VOL Initial value of COLIND Initial value of OUTDGT

ac-ft for each possible exit for each possible exit
<_>< > <__><__><__><__><__> mm <__><:__><__><__><__>

1 2.0 4.0
2 0.1 4.0

3 0.01 4.0
4 2.0 4.0

5 0.1 4.0

6 2.0 4.0
7 0.1 4.0

8 0.10 4.0

9 0.10 4.0

10 0.10 4.0

11 0.10 4.0

12 0.10 4.0

13 1.0 4.0

14 0.10 4.0

15 0.1 4.0

16 0.1 4.0

17 0.1 4.0

18 0.1 4.0

19 0.1 4.0

20 1.0 4.0

21 0.1 4.0

22 0.1 4.0

2.3 0.1 4.0

24 0.1 4.0

25 0.1 4.0

26 0.1 4.0

27 0.1 4.0

28 0.1 4.0

29 0.1 4.0

3O 0.0 4.0

31 0.1 4.0

32 0.0 4.0

33 0.0 4.0
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34 0.0 4.0

35 0.0 4.0
36 0.0 4.0

37 0.0 4.0
38 0.0 4.0

39 0.0 4.0
40 0.0 4.0

41 0.0 4.0
42 0.0 4.0

43 0.0 4.0
44 0.0 4.0

45 0.0 4.0

46 0.0 4.0
47 0.0 4.0

48 0.0 4.0

49 0.0 4.0

50 0.0 4.0

51 0.0 4.0

6O 0.0 4.0
61 0.0 4.0
62 0.0 4.0

63 0.0 4.0

64 0.0 4.0
65 0.0 4.0
66 0.0 4.0

67 0.0 4.0

ENDHYDR-INIT

RCHRES

FTABLES

FTABLE I

ROWSCOLS*""
8 4

DEPTH AREA VOLUME OUTFLOW
0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00

1.000 0.1000 0.0100 100.0

2.000 0.2000 0.0200 200.0

3.000 0.3000 0.0300 300.0
4.000 0.4000 0.0400 500.0

6.000 0.6000 0.06O0 700.0

7.000 • 0.7000 0.0800 800.0
8.000 0.8000 0.1000 999.9

ENDFTABLE 1

FTABLE 1'15

LEI_'rH 750 _'*
ROWSCOLS*'_

9 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.500 .176 .850 9.200

1.000 .194 3.575 30.400

2.000 .232 10.325 105.800
3.000 .271 31.075 228.900

4.000 .310 50.825 405.800

s.ooo .349 138.s756,.2.7oo AR 039663
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6.030 .387 217.325 %5.700
7.000 .426 320.0"/5 1320.700

ENDFTABLE115

FTABLE 110

I.EN6114 570 ""

ROWSCOLS*'_
11 A

.000 .000 .000 .000

.250 .020 .033 2.200

.500 .027 .153 9.400

.750 .031 .390 21.000
1.000 .035 .765 36.000

1.250 .039 1.303 53.600
1.500 .039 1.990 72.000

1.750 .041 2.828 89.500

2.000 .041 3.815 104.700

2.250 .041 4.928 114.200
2.500 .038 6.128 114.300

ENDFTABLE110

FTABLE 25

PONDB 1
ROWSCOLS*"

11 4
.000 13.500 .OOG .000

.280 13.500 3.800 .500

.590 13.500 9.000 2.000

.930 13.500 13.800 4.800

1.250 13.500 19.000 8.600
1.6(X) 13.500 24.000 13.500

1.920 13.500 28.500 19.300
2.250 13.500 33.500 26.000

2.600 13.500 36.500 37.000

2.900 13.500 40.500 39.000
3.200 13.500 43.700 49.000

ENDFTABLE25

FTABLE 120

LENGTH 590 m
ROWSCOLS

13 4
.000 .000 .000 .000

.600 .051 .450 6.000

1.200 .068 2.100 25.500
1.800 .080 5.430 56.800

2.400 .000 10.740 97.700
3.000 .095 18.150 145.200

3.600 .100 27.690 195.100
4.200 .102 39.330 242.700

4.800 .103 52.950 283.700
5.400 .101 68.280 309.400
6.000 .096 84.810 309.500

8.(XX) .072 141.510 402.000
10.000 .058 198.410 476.000

ENDFTABLE120
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FTABLE 125

LENGTH10470
ROWSCOLSmm

11 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.200 .361 .020 .8(X)

.400 .406 .085 3.400

.600 .481 .210 7.600

.800 .541 .410 13.000

1.000 .577 .690 19.400

1.200 .601 I .OSO 26.000
1.400 .605 1.485 32.400

1.600 .608 1.990 37.900
1.800 .601 2.560 41.300

2.000 .566 3.174 41.400
ENDFTABLE125

FTABLE 135
LENGTH 1200 m

ROWSCOLS,,vv,
7 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.500 .198 .600 9.000

1.000 .236 2.625 30.900

2.000 .306 12.875 115.800
3.000 .376 33.9?.5 265.500

4.000 .4/,6 69.175 491.800
S.O00 .517 122.025 806.300

ENDFTABLE135

FTABLE 40

LENGTH 750 *"
ROWSCOLS

12 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.350 .037 .087 2.900

.700 .052 .420 12.400

1.050 .059 1.085 27.800
1.400 .066 2.135 47.700

1.750 .071 3.605 70.900

2.100 .074 5.495 95.300
2.450 .076 7.805 118.500

2.800 .077 10.517 138.500
3.150 .075 13.565 151.100

3.500 .071 16.835 151.200

3.900 .064 20.677 170.000
ENDFTABLE40

FTABLE 140

LENGTH 2300 "*"
ROWSCOLS*"

11 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.300 .098 .056 2.100

.600 .132 .261 8.800
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.9(X) .158 .681 19.600
1.200 .172 1.341 33.600
1.500 .185 2.256 50.000

1.800 .194 3.441 67.100
2.100 .200 4.896 83.500

2.400 .201 6.606 97.600
2.700 .197 8.526 106.500

3.000 .185 10.581 106.600
ENDFTABLE140

FTABLE 165

LENGTH 900

ROWSCOLSm
8 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.SO0 .180 .725 6.20O
1.000 .208 3.125 20.800

2.000 .260 14.875 75.400
3.000 .313 38.425 168.700

4.000 .366 77.175 306.900
S.000 .418 134.525 496.100
6.000 .471 213.875 742.300

ENDFTABLE145

FTABLE 44

I.B_TH 900

ROWSCOLS
8 4

.000 .000 .000 .000
.500 .180 325 6.200

1.000 .208 3.125 20.800
2.000 .200 14.875 75.400

3.000 .313 38.425 168.700
4.000 .366 77.175 306.900

5.000 .418 134.525 496.100
6.000 .471 213.875 742.300

ENDFTABLE44

FTABLE 150

LENGTH 1000 *'_

ROWSCOLS_"
8 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.500 .200 .725 9.700
1.000 .231 3.125 32.600

2.000 .289 14.875 118.300
3.000 .348 38.425 264.700

4.000 .406 77.175 481.SO0

5.000 .465 134.525 778.400
6.000 .523 213.875 1164.600

ENDFTABLE150

FTABLE 59

EXECUTELPOND ,,,,m
ROWSCOLS

19 4
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.000 .000 .000 .000
1.000 .080 .080 24.420

2.000 .2_0 .310 34.540
3.000 .393 .703 42.300
3.500 .494 .950 45.690

4.000 .508 1.204 48.850
4.500 .532 1.4?0 . 51.810

5.000 .540 1.740 54.610
5.500 .340 2.010 57.280

6.000 .580 2.300 59.820

6.500 .600 2.600 62.270
7.000 .600 2.900 64.620

7.500 .600 3.200 66.900
8.000 .620 3.510 69.100

8.500 .640 3.830 71.200

9.000 .740 4.200 82.220

10.000 .650 4.850 119.830
11.000 .720 5.570 169.000

12.000 .750 6.320 250.900
ENDFTABLE59

FTABLE 99
BOWLAKE m

ROWSCOLS,,m
15 4

.O(X) 14.000 .000 .000

.230 14.000 3.800 .300

.470 14.000 6.900 1.100

.720 14.000 10.000 2.500

.960 14.0(X) 13.800 4.400

1.200" 14.000 17.000 6.700

1.450 14.000 20.500 12.000
1.700 14.000 23.800 20.000

2.0(X) 14.000 25.000 35.000

3.000 14.000 27.800 65.000
4.000 14.000 41.000 90.000

5.000 14.000 54.200 110.000

6.000 14.0(X) 67.400 130.000
7.000 14.000 80.600 155.000

8.000 14.000 93.800 180.000
ENDFTAELE99

FTASLE 105

LENETH 460
ROWSCOLSm

11 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.300 .020 .056 1.000

.600 .026 .261 4.200

.900 .032 .681 9.400

1.200 .034 1.341 16.200
1.500 .037 2.262 24.000

1.8(X) .039 3.458 32.300

2.100 .040 4.917 40.100
2.400 .040 6.627 46.900

2.700 .039 8.547 51.200
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3.000 .037 10.617 51.300

ENDFTABLE105

FTABLE 100

I.F._TIt 5700 ""
ROWSCOLS*""

11 4

.000 .000 .CO0 .000

.400 .343 .140 2.200

.800 .442 .640 9.500

1.200 .523 1.640 21.100
1.600 .577 3.220 36.300

2.000 .618 5.420 54.000

2.400 .646 8.260 "/2.500
2.800 .659 11.720 90.200

3.200 .662 15.760 105.500
3.600 .649 20.300 115.000

4.000 .618 25.200 125.100

ENDFTABLEIO0

FTABLE 200

LF._TH 2150 "_*
ROWSCOI.S,,m

14 4
.000 .(XX) .000 .000

.500 .572 .1_ 7.300

1.000 .799 ./38 23.200
2.000 .968 1.001 75.700

3.000 1.155 1.727 155.100

4.000 1.317 2.542 262.700
5.000 1.478 3.475 /4)0.300

6.000 1.643 4.545 570.200
7.(]GO 1.791 5.688 774.400
8.000 1.932 6.8?.2 1015.100

9.000 1.945 7.025 1294.500

10.000 1.958 7.244 1614.500
11.000 1.970 7.481 19"r/.ooo

12.000 1.983 7.734 2384.700

ENDFTABLJE200

FTABLE 201

t.ENGTH 1125 "*

ROWSCOLS*""
10 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.300 .169 .034 2.900

.600 .192 .076 9.800
.900 .215 .128 20.400

1.200 .Z38 .189 35.100
1.500 .259 .258 54.100

1.800 .282 .336 77.700
2.100 .303 .423 106.200

3.100 .376 .T'F) 245.000
3.600 .412 .988 335.000

ENDFTABLE201
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FTABLE 202
LF.N6TH 1330 *"*

ROWSCOLSm
11 4

.000 .(XX) .000 .000

.350 .069 .020 4.600

.700 .096 .056 19.200
1.030 .112 .099 42.800

1.400 .124 .150 73.400
1.750 .125 .203 109.000

2.100 .121 .240 146.600

2.450 .110 .264 182.400
2.800 .096 .28/_ 213.2OO
3.150 .000 .290 232.400

3.500 .088 .L:x)3 232.600
ENDFTABLE202

FTABLE 203
LENGTH I/_0 *""

ROWSCOLS*""

9 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.500 .291 .111 3.600
1.000 .3_ .263 12.400

2.000 .450 .(_ 45.800

3.000 .554 1.256 103.500
4.000 .656 1.974 189.700

5.000 .753 2.788 308.400

6.000 .'F)6 3.189 464.400
7.000 .037 3.623 658.200

ENDFTABLE203

FTABLE 204

LENGTH 1800 "J"
ROWSCOLSm

8 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.500 .360 .120 6.200
1.000 .416 .276 20.800

2.000 .520 .694 75.1,00

3.000 .626 1.?..52 168.700
4.000 .732 1.950 306.900

5.000 .836 2.790 496.100

6.000 .942 3.768 742.300
ENDFTABLE204

FTABLE 205

LENGTH 2235

ROWSCOLS,,,,m
13 4

.000 .O(X) .000 .000

.550 .200 .098 4.900

1.100 .543 .299 20.800
1.650 .609 .520 46.500

2.200 .671 .774 80.000

2.750 .732 1.040 118.700
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3.300 .778 1.288 159.500
3.850 .819 1.519 198.4(30
4.400 .849 1.701 231.900

4.950 .866 1.817 252.900
5.500 .865 1.820 253.000

8.200 .9?3 2.565 400.000
10.200 1.043 3.139 520.000

ENDFTABLE205

FTABLE 206-

LENGTH 2010 *"'
ROWSCOLS,,m

13 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.450 .134 .045 4.800
.900 .190 .133 20.300

1.350 .225 .236 45.400
1.800 .249 .348 78.000

2.250 .266 .474 115.900

2.700 .271 .610 155.800
3.150 .264 .707 193.800

3.600 .251 .772 7.26.500

4.050 .258 .812 247.0(X)
4.500 .234 .825 247.100
6.500 .185 .833 340.000

8.500 .166 .838 415.000

ENDFTABI.E206

FTABLE

LENGTH 750 *"*
ROWSCOLS

9 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

.500 .153 .051 4.300

1.000 .272 .132 14.400
2.000 .317 .312 50.400

3.000 .360 .5_ 109.600

4.000 .404 .826 195.000
5.000 .450 1.103 309.500

6.000 .497 1.548 456.300
7.000 .542 1.984 638.000

ENDFTABLE207

FTABLE 89
TYEEPOND *"*

ROWSCOLS*"
19 4

.000 .000 .000 .000

1.000 .272 .010 5.000
2.0(X) .317 .022 IO.O(X)

3.500 .360 .070 18.000

4.5OO .404 .200 23.OOO
5.500 .450 .500 30.000

6.500 .497 .880 38.000
7.500 .542 1.300 46.000
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9.500 .742 3.300 64.000
10.500 .842 4.800 73.000

11.500 .942 6.000 83.000
12.500 1.042 9.400 94.000

13.500 1.142 11.100 105.000
14.500 1.242 15.300 115.000

16.000 1.442 19.200 130.000
16.500 1.S42 20.300 135.000

17.000 1.672 21.500 270.000
17.500 1.742 23.300 520.000

ENDFTABLE89

,m storage increased 2_, discharge reduced IOX

FTABLE SO
11 4

.000 3.392 .000 .000

.600 3.392 3.441 31.310

1.200 3.392 6.885 44.270

2.400 3.392 10.769 62.610
3.250 3.392 14.228 72.860

4.200 3.392 17.100 101.500

5.400 3.392 21.979 117.510
6.0(X) 3.392 24.423 130.770

6.400 3.392 26.050 145.110

6.800 3.392 27.678 166.590
7.200 3.392 29.307 192.610

ENDFTABLE50

FTABLE 66

11 4
0.000 0.643 0.000 0.000

0.600 0.643 0.462 12.520
1.200 0.643 0.925 17.710

2.400 0.643 2.150 25.040

3.250 0.643 2.606 29.140

4.200 0.643 3.237 43.610
5.400 0.643 4.165 53.330

6.000 0.643 4.626 57.420

6.400 0.643 4.935 68.840
6.8(X) 0.643 5.244 87.480

7.200 0.643 S.552 110.830
ENDFTABLE66

FTABLE 67
11 4

.O(X) .339 .000 .000

.600 .339 .243 3.410
1.200 .339 .487 4.83O

2.400 .339 1.500 6.830

3.600 .339 1.761 8.370
4.800 .339 2.151 9.657

5.400 .339 2.396 18.330
6.000 .339 2.440 23.580

6.400 .339 2.602 35.100
6.800 .339 2.765 53.700
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7.200 .339 2.923 76.820

END FTABLE67

END FTABLES
m

END RUN
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Portof Seattle (Port) is proposing to updatethe Master Plan of Seattle-Tacoma International
Airport (Sea-Tac Airport). Implementation of the proposed updated Master Plan would result
in development that could cause significant, unavoidable adverse impacts to natural resources
in the project vicinity, most notably to Miller and Des Moines creeks, and 10.35 acres of
wetlands (Figure 1.1-1). This report describes the mitigation to compensate for these natural
resource impacts.

1.1.1 Purpose and Need

As currently configured, Sea-Tac Airport is unable to efficiently meet existing and future
regional air travel demands. The airfield operates inefficiently duringpoor weather because it
can accommodate only a single arrival stream. As a result, significant arrival delay occurs
duringpoor weather. Aircraftare either held on the ground in their originating city, slowed en
mute, or they are placed in holding patterns to await clearance to land at Sea-Tac Airport.
These conditions result in the inefficient operation of the existing airfield, as described in
Chapter I of the Final EIS.

With or without airport development, airport activity is expected to increase as a consequence
of regional population growth. As aviation demands grow, aircraft operating delay would
increase exponentially. The increased passenger, cargo, and aircraft operations demands would
place increasing burdens on the existing terminal and support facilities. Without improvements,
the roadway system, terminal space, gates, cargo and freight processing space would become
more inefficient and congested, and the quality of service would be reduced.

Before and during preparation of the proposed Master Plan Update, regional officials identified
the following needs:

• Improve the poor weather airfield operating capability to accommodate aircraft activity
with an acceptable level of aircraft delay;

• Provide sufficient runway length to accommodate either warm weather operations or
payloads for aircraft types operating to the Pacific Rim;

• Provide Runway Safety Areas (RSAs) that meet current Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) standards; and

• Provide efficient and flexible landside facilities to accommodate future aviation demand.
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1.1.2 Key Pro|ect Elements

The proposed Master Plan Update includes the following major components:

• adding a third parallel runway (16X/34X) with a lengthof up to 8,500 ft and associated
taxiway and navigational aids

• extending Runway 34R by 600 ft

• establishing standard RSAs for existing Runways 16P./34L and 16L/34R

• adding a new air traffic control tower

• improving and expanding the main terminal

• improving and expanding parking and access

• developing the South Aviation Support Area (SASA) for cargo and/or maintenance
facilities

• relocating, redeveloping, and expanding support facilities.

Those proposed airport improvements that would have the greatest effect on wetlands and
streams are the new runway, the Runway 34R extension, and the development of SASA. The
analysis in this Natural Resource Mitigation Plan assumes the maximum buildout described in

the proposed Master Plan Update Final EIS, including a new 8,500-ft runway. If the Port were
to choose to build a shorter runway (less than 8,500 ft), impacts to natural resources,
particularly Miller Creek, would be reduced.

1.1.3 Unavoidable Impacts to Wetlands and Stream_

1.1.3.1 Wetlands

Some 55 individual wetlands totalling nearly 144 acres occur within the detailed study area used
for analysis in the Master Plan Update EIS (EIS). Thirty-four individual wetlands could be
directly affected by development at the Airport. The EIS identified 10.35 acres that would be
directly affected by proposal implementation. The 21 wetlands that would not be affected
include some of the larger wetlands on the airport site.

Significant unavoidable adverse impacts would occur to wetlands in the study area. The impacts
include fiUing, grading, changing hydrology, and removing vegetation.

Port of Seattle
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To mitigate for the unavoidable impacts to wetlands, the Port proposes to create new wetlands
on a 47-acre site of an approximately 69-acre parcel located within the city limits of Auburn,
Washington. Wetland mitigation at the Airport, within the watersheds where the impacts may
occur, is not feasible for three reasons: (1) most of the area surrounding the Airport is
developed, and not enough available land exists in the watershed to create compensatory
mitigation wetlands without additional business and residential relocation; (2) the FAA is
currently finalizing a Draft Circular that states that airports with "wildlife attractions" within
10,000 ft of the edge of any active runway is not recommended by the FAA; and O) wildlife
control activities in wetlands near the airport would conflict with wetland habitat mitigation
goals. Because of wildlife attraction issues, the Port earmot commit to maintaining sites on or
near the Airport as wetland habitat mitigation in perpetuity. If a site were to become a safety
concern because of its attraction to wildlife, particularly birds, and jeopardize aircraft safety, the
Port would be compelled to remove it. Safe airport operations are the Port's and the FAA's
p: _.ryconcern. However, the hydrologic functions the wetlands perform would be replaced
at airport site with the proposed storm water management facilities.

1.1.3.2 StreAm_

Provosed Master Plan Update improvements would affect two streams: Miner Creek, at the
northwest corner of the airport property, and Des Moines Creek, at the southern end. Both
would require relocation.

Miller Creek

The Airport Master Plan's proposed fill activities would directly affect three areas in the Miller
Creek watershed (Shapiro 1995e) due to the proposed new parallel runway embankment. Area
1 includes approximately 980 ft of Miller Creek. The affected portions extend approximately
1,000 ft south of Lora Lake. Area 2 includes Class III tributaries, totaling 2,080 ft, that
originate as seeps in the Airport Operations Area (AOA) then flow west to Miller Creek. Area
3 includes 200 ft of the Class III headwaters of Walker Creek. These waters, which originate
from seepage and storm water runoffat the corner of 12th Avenue South and South 176th Street,
flow northwest to State Route 509 (SR 509).

Des Moines Creek

The relocation of Des Moines Creek was first proposed in the South Aviation Support Area
(SASA) EIS, a joint NEPA/SEPA document prepared by the Port of Seattle and the FAA. The
Final EIS was released in March 1994; the FAA's Record of Decision was made final in
September 1994. The proposed Master Plan Update has further refined the layout and contents
of SASA, which would require a new realignment plan for Des Moines Creek. This new
alignment is assessed in this mitigation plan. Because the proposed Master Plan Update would
be implemented in phases, with development at the SASA location occurring relatively late in
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the process, the final SASA layout cannot be established until that time. If the layout is
substantially different than outlined in the SASA Final EIS or the Master Plan Update Final EIS,
supplemental environmental review could be required. At that time, the Port would apply for
the necessary permits, including those required for the Des Moines Creek relocation, and a
detailed mitigation plan would be prepared.

Regardless of the final layout, it is likely that 2.23 acres of wetlands would be t-died for the
SASA development. Building the compensatory wetlands when implementing the first phases
of Master Plan would help ensure that they are functional by the time the actual impacts occur
to the existing wetlands at the SASA site.

1.2 PROJECT LOCATION

The proposed project is located at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, SeaTac, King County,
Washington.

The impacted wetlands and streams are located in Sections 20, 21, 28, 29, 32, and 33, Township
23N, Range 4E; and Sections 4 and 5, Township 22N, Range 4E, Willamette Meridian in the
Des Moines and Miller Creek watersheds.

The wetland mitigation site lies within the city limits of Auburn, King County, Washington in
Section 31, Township 22N, Range 5E, Willamette Meridian in the Green River watershed.

1.3 RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

Pro__nent:
Port of Seattle
P.O. Box 68727

Seattle, Washington 98168
(206) 728-3193
contact: Barbara Hinkle

Preparers of Mitigation Plan:
Parametrix, Inc.
5808 Lake Washington Boulevard N.E., Suite 200
Kirkland, Washington 98033
(206) 822-8880
contact: Jim Kelley
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Preparers of Wetland Delineation R_port (SASA-related wetlands);
David Evans and Associates
415 ll8th Avenue SE

Bellevue, Washington 98005
(206) 455-3571
contact: Ron Kranz

Pr_arers of Wetland Delineation Re__rt (remaining ai_rportweflands_:
Shapiro and Associates, Inc.
1201 Third Avenue, Suite 1700
Seattle, Washington 98101
(206) 624-9190
contact: Christopher Wright

1.4 REI_RT ORGANIZATION

The report is modeled after Guidelines for Developing Freshwater Wetlands Mitigation Plans
and Proposals (Ecology 1994). The Natural Resource Mitigation Plan is divided into three
major chapters; Wetlands, Miller Creek, and Des Moines Creek. Each chapter is intended to
be a separate report that fully describes the mitigation proposal for that particular resource. The
chapters discuss (1) the current resource conditions, (2) the goals, objectives, and performance
standards of the proposed mitigation, (3) the proposed mitigation site, (4) the proposed
mitigation site plan, and (5) provisions for monitoring, protecting, and maintaining the
mitigation. Each chapter also discusses proposed contingency measures to be implemented if

_eestablished performance standards are not achieved.
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2. MITIGATION APPROACH

Federal, state, andlocal naturalresources regulatoryprogramssharea common policy objective;
that is, protecting and conserving the biological and physical integrity of our natural resource
systems. The agencies implementing these programs have widely overlapping regulatory
mandates, thereby requiring an integrated approach to project planning. The National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (40 CFR §1508.20) specifically defines the following
sequentialprocess for project planning to reduce adverse impacts:

• avoid the impact altogether by not taking a certain action or parts of an action;

• minimize impacts by limiting the degree of magnitude of the action and its
implementation;

• rectify the impact by repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring the affected environment;

• reduce or eliminate the impact by preservationand maintenance operations during the life
of the action (including monitoring and appropriate corrective measures;) and

• compensate for the impact by replacing or providing substitute resources or
environments.

The Port of Seattle used this approach to develop the proposed Master Plan Update. This
chapter documents that process. Section 2.1 discusses airport siting, operation, and design
alternatives considered to avoid and minimize impacts to natural resources. Section 2.2
identifies the overall intent of the Master Plan Update to mitigate for unavoidable impacts to
regulated natural resources. The broad Master Plan Update mitigation goals in Section 2.2 are
further defined in separate sections for wetlands and streams (see Sections 3.3, 4.3 and 5.3),
with specific goals, objectives, and performance standards.

2.1 MITIGATION SEQUENCING

The planning process that led to the proposal analyzed in the Master Plan Update E,IS began in
the mid 1980s. During this process, several alternatives that would avoid or minimize the
impacts to the wetlands and streams at Sea-Tac Airport were considered. This section describes
those alternatives.
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2.1.1 Alternatives Considered to Avoid or Minimize Natural Resource Imp_ct,_

Several siting, operational, anddesign alternatives thatwould avoid or minimize naturalresource
imps. were analyzed duringtheFlight Plan Study, the New MajorSupplementalAirportSiting
Stuc ld the Master Plan Update. Chapter H and AppendixB of theMaster Plan Update FEIS
descnoe the alternatives in further detail.

2.1.1.1 Siting Alternatives

Studies in the late 1980s concluded that the existing two runways at Sea-Tac would not meet
regional air travel needs beyond the year 2000. As a result, the Port of Seattle and the regional
planning council (now called the Puget Sound Regional Council or PSRC) co-sponsored a
process, called the Flight Plan Study, to identify a long-term solution to the region's air
transportationneeds. The study analyzed alternatives to accommodate demand by replacing or
supplementing Sea-Tac Ah'port. Based on this 21_-year effort, the 1992 Flight Plan Study
recommended a multiple airport system that included a new runway at Sea-Tac Airport.

New Maior SuoDlemental Airport Sitln__ Study

In response to the Flight Plan Study and additional study by PSRC, the PSRC General Assembly
adopted Resolution A-93-03 in April 1993 to amend the Regional Aviation Systems Plan. The
PSRC resolution states _ . . .that the region should pursue vigorously, as the preferred
alternative, a majorsupplemental airport and a third runway at Sea-Tac."

The PSRC then studied the feasibility of a major supplemental airport in response to the
recommendations of the Flight Plan Study and the subsequent Resolution A-93-03. The Major
S _plemental Airport (MSA) Study was to be conducted in two phases. Phase I identified
I_..:,ible sites and Phase II was to prepare a preliminary site plan for each of the feasible sites.

The Phase I studies resulted in three recommended sites; Arlington, Marysville, and Tanwax
Lake. Due, in part, to significant public opposition, Phase II was not implemented. Executive
Board Resolution EB-94-01 (October 27, 1994) states that "...the Executive Board concludes
that there are no feasible sites for a major supplemental airport within the four-county region and
that continued examination of any local site will prolong community anxiety while eroding the
credibility of regional governance."
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2.1.1.2 Operation Alternatives

As stated in Section 1.1.1, the following four operational needs have been identified:

• Improve the poor weather airfield operating capability to accommodate aircraft activity
with an acceptable level of aircraft delay;

• Provide sufficient runway length to accommodate either warm weather operations or
payloads for aircraft types operating to the Pacific Rim;

• Provide RSAs that meet current FAA standards; and

• Provide efficient andflexible landside facilities to accommodate future aviation demand.

The EIS for the proposed Master Plan Update Improvements, as required by NEPA and the State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA), analyzed a reasonable range of alternatives to meet these four
needs. Table 2.1-1 addresses the various alternatives.

As the table suggests, several alternatives were considered that would avoid impacts to natural
resources at the airport. The alternatives were rejected, however, because they did not meet the
four operational needs identified in the proposed Master Plan Update.

2.1.1.3 Design Alternatives

The Master Han Update EIS Usts seve_ design measures that would be implemented to
minimize the natural resource impacts. These measures include:

• using off-site fill to avoid approximately 19 acres of wetlands in an otherwise feasible
on-site borrow area

• using retaining walls rather than sloped fill to avoid direct impacts to portions of Miller
Creek

2.1.2 Provosed Compensation

The remainder of this Natural Resource Mitigation Plan outlines the Port's proposal to
compensate for the unavoidable impacts to wetlands and streams that full implementation of the
proposed Master Plan Update would cause.
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2.2 GOAL DEVELOPMENT FOR NATURAL RESOURCE MITIGATION PLAN

The federal wetlands "no net loss" standard aims to achieve no overall net loss of wetland
acreage and function and to increase the nation's quality and quantity of wetlands resources
throughrestoration and creation. This policy objective is central to the mitigation approach for
unavoidable impacts to stream and wetland resources resulting from implementation of the
proposed Master Plan Update. The goals for this program broadly define the intent to
compensate for unavoidable wetland and streamimpacts, by providing appropriate replacement
resources both on- and off-site. The potential impacts to biological and physical functions
(discussed in Sections 3.2, 4.2, and 5.2) are empba$iTedin the mitigation goals to ensure that
objectives and performance standardsare appropriate, measurable,and achievable. The overall
goals identified below are further defined in separate sections for wetlands and Miller Creek
(Sections 3.3 and 4.3, respectively); they are accompanied by design objectives and performance
standardsappropriateto each resource.

Goal l. Achieve no overall net loss of wetland acreage and stream length.
Goal 2. Create diverse native wetland and riparianplant communities and streambed habitat

with equal or greater functional value for wildlife and fish.

Goal 3. Enhance airport operations safety, consistent with FAA guidelines, by providing off-
site replacementhabitats for wildlife species that create a potential hazardfor aircraft.

Goal 4. Achieve no net loss of 100-year floodplain storage.
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3. WETLANDS

The mitigation plan for wetland impacts associated with proposed Master Plan Update
improvements is presented in this chapter. Sections of the proposed plan generally correspond
to Guidelines for Developing Freshwater Wetlands Mitigation Plans and Proposals (Ecology
1994). Affected wetlands were delineated and characterized for their biological and physical
functions, which provided the basis for selecting a mitigation site and developing this plan.
Goals, design objectives, and performance standards are identified to guide construction of the
mitigation wetland and to provide long-term standards for measuring mitigation success.

3.1 WETLAND DELINEATION OF IMPACT AREA

Shapiroand Associates, Inc. conducted a detailed wetland investigation of the Sea-Tac Airport
Master Plan Update studyarea from August to December 1994 (Shapiro 1995b). By reviewing
existing literature, conducting a field reconnaissance, and using air photo interpretation, 55
wetlands were identified on both Port-owned and adjacentprivate land. Of these, 32 wetlands
ranging in size from approximately0.02 to 18.10 acres were delineated and surveyed as partof
the Shapiro study. Wetland 27 is subject to fill under authority of an approved Section 404
Nationwide 26 permit. Wetlands were delineated using the criteria described in the Federal
Manual for Identifying and Delineating Jurisdictional Wetlands (FICWD 1989). The Federal
Manual's Intermediate-Level On-site Determination Method was chosen to determine wetland
boundaries. Delineated wetland boundaries do not differ from those that would be identified
using the criteria described in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Wetlands Delineation Manual
(EnvironmentalLaboratory 1987).

Of the remaining 23 wetlands not delineated by Shapiro, 10 had been inventoried during
previous studies (CH2M Hill 1995; Parametrix 1994; Sea-Tac 1993; Sheldon 1992) and 13
wetlands were not delineated because permission to access private properties containing these
wetlands could not be obtained. Figure 3.1-1 shows the locations of wetlands in the Sea-Tac
Master Plan Update study area. Table 3.1-1 lists the size, Cowardin (1979) classification, and
dominant vegetation communities for each wetland. The complete jurisdictional wetland
determination for the proposed Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan Update improvements is included
in the F.IS as Appendix H-A (Shapiro 1995b).

Thirty-four individual wetlands would be impacted by implementation of the proposed Sea-Tac
Airport Master Plan Update improvements. The total area of wetland impact is 10.35 acres.
These impacts would occur mostly during Phase I of plan implementation, which includes
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Ti 3.1-1. O_mk_ _, i h'_ to w_ i _ _-n_--- _Tac Ak_ _ M_t_ _m U_ m_ arm"

Wetland Total Impact Vesmfioa Cover Type Impact (_res)

Number Ckm_m a Wetland $_ (Acres) (Acres) FO _ EM
1 PFO 0.07 0.07 0.07
2 _O_M (_/_) 0.74 0.74 0.44 0.29
3 PFO 0.56 0.56 0.56
4 NO 5.02 0._
5 PFO/SS 4.58 0._
6 PSS 0.87 0.00
7 PFO/OW_M 6.70 0._
8 PSS/EM 4.95 0.00
9 PEM/FO (60/40) 2.85 0.13 0.05 0.08
10 P$$ 0.31 0.00

I1 _O_M (80/20) 0.50 0.47 0.37 0._
12 PEM/FO (80/20) 0.21 0.21 0.04 0.16
13 PEM 0.05 0.05 0.05
14 PFO 0.19 0.19 0.19
15 PEM 0.28 0.28 0.28
16 PEM 0.06 0.06 0.06
17 PEM 0.03 0.03 0.03

18 NO 0.12 0.12 0.12
19 PFO 0.57 0.57 0.57

20 PSS/EM (90/10) 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.01
21 PFO 0.22 0.22 0.22

PEM/SS (90/10) 0.06 0.06 0.01 0.05
23 PEM 0.78 0.78 0.78
24 P_ 0.14 0.14 0.14

25 PFO 0.06 0.06 0.06
26 PEM 0.02 0.02 0.02

27 PEM* 0.00 0.00
28 POW/S$ (O/100) 18.10 0.06 0._
29 PFO 0.74 0.74 0.74

30 FO_S _) 0.50 0.50 0.40 0.10
31 PEM 0.05 0.00
32 PEM 0.05 0.05 0.05
33 PFO/SS/EM/OW 17.60 0.00
34 POW 1._ 0._
35 PEM 0.21 0.18 0.18
36 PFO/EM 0.30 0.00

37 PFO/$S (70/30) 2.41 1.68 I. 17 0.50
38 PEMISSs 0.00 0.00
39 PFO 0.07 0.00
40 PFO 0.09 0.09 0.09
41 PEM 0.08 0.08 0.08
42 PEM 0.50 0.00

43 PEM/SS/FO/OW 30.30 0.00
44 PFO/SS 0.70 0._
45 PEM 5.00 0.00
46 POW 0.06 0.00
47 POW 0.20 0.00
48 PEM 0.02 0.00
49 PSS 0.02 0.02 0.02

50 PEM 0.03 0.03 0.03

51 PFO 8.10 0.48 0.48
52 PFO/_ (90/10) 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.10
53 PFO 0.60 0.60 0.60
54 PSS/OW 25.70 0.00
55 PSS 0.04 0.04 0.04
TOTAL4 143.86 10.35 7.08 0.39 2.88

Souse: Shapiro 1995b; additional data compiled by Parametrix
abased on USFWS classification system (Cowardin et al. 1979). Where impacts would occur to more than one cover type, the percentages used
for _act calculations are _own m pare_esis.
2 Fall of this wetland has been approved by a Section 404 Nationwide 26 penmt.
_This wetland was determined not to be a regulated wetland by the City of Sea-Tat and the Corps of Engineers.

_Values are rounded to two significant figures. Actual values differ slightly due to the effects of rounding.
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construction of the new parallel runway, the Runway 34R extension, and RSA upgrades.
Wetland mitigation is planned to compensate for all anticipated wetland impacts attributed to full
implementation of the proposed Master Plan Update improvements.

3.2 ECOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT SITE

Study area wetlands occur in two drainage basins (Des Moines Creek and Miller Creek basins)
and in many cases are physically separated from other wetlands and upland habitats by urban
and !adastrial development (refer to Figure 3.1-1). In addition to substantial fragmentation of
wetland habitat, the small size of most impacted wetlands suggests that they may function
independently rather than as an ecological system. However, many of the affected wetlands
serve similar physical and biological functions and can be grouped for ecological assessment.
The following sections discuss important ecological characteristics of wetlands within proposed
impact areas. These characteristics have been incorporated into the mitigation design.

3.2.1 Existin_ Vegetation

Nineteen vegetation communities were identified in the proposed Master Plan Update study area,
including 9 wetland and 10 upland vegetation communities (Landrum & Brown 1995). The 9
wetland vegetation communities may be furthergrouped into three vegetation cover types: (1)
forested wetland; (2) shrubwetland;and (3) emergent wetlands. Vegetation in all wetlands and
buffer areas shows characteristics of relatively recently disturbed plant communities, including
a predominance of successional species, a young average age of canopy species (estimated from
tree diameters), and evidence of past and ongoing human disturbance. These characteristics
indicate that most wetlands support vegetation established within the past 25 to 50 years.

Tables 4 and 5 in Appendix H-A of the Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan Update EIS (Shapiro
1995b) list the wetland indicator status of observed plant species in wetlands and uplands in the
Sea-Tac Master Plan Update study area. Plant communities in the study area are common to
the region; no unique, threatened, or endangered species occur in the study area.

3.2.1.1 Forested Wetlands

Twenty-six wetlands in the Master Plan Update study area support a forested wetland vegetation
class. Of these, 18 wetlands with a forested component would be impacted by implementation
of the proposed Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan Update improvements. Impacts to forested wetland
vegetation at individual sims, ranging in area from 0.04 acres to 1.17 acres, would affect 7.08
acres overall (Table 3.1-1).

Shapiro (1995b) characterized three types of forested wetland vegetation in the impact area: (1)
red alder and salmonberry-dominated wetland; (2) willow-dominated wetland; and (3) mixed
deciduous wetland.
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Red aider- and salmonberry-dominatedwetlands are most prevalentin wetlands associated with
streamcorridors, including wetlands 19 and 37 in the Miller Creek corridorand wetlands 51 and
52 in the Des Moines Creek corridor. Isolated wetlands supportingred alder swamp include
wetlands 21 and 40 near the western edge of the proposed airport operations area (AOA),
Wetland 29 in the south Borrow Area 3, and Wetland 53 in the SASA area. Big-leaf maple,
western red cedar, Sitka willow, and black cottonwood occur as associated species in the
overstory. Associated understory plants include Indian plum, blackberry species, and English
ivy. The most common herbaceous species observed included horsetail, lady-fern, and reed
canarygrass. Other herbaceous plants found in red alder swamps included stinging nettle, tall
mannagrass, creeping buttercup, bittersweet nightshade, and Watson's willow-herb. A total of
4.78 acres of red aider-dominated swamp would be affected by the proposed Master Plan
improvements.

The greatest willow-dominated wetland concentration oceurs in the Lake Reba wetland complex.
However, impacts to this vegetation type have been substantially reduced by eliminating use of
Borrow Area 8, which encompasses most of the Lake Reba wetland complex. Willow-
dominated wetlands that would be impacted include wetlands 3 and 9 in the area proposed for
improvements to South 154th Street, Wetland 25 near the western edge of the proposed AOA,
and Wetland 30 in the south Borrow Area 3. Sitka and Pacific willow dominate this vegetation
community. Red alder, black cottonwood, and Scouler's willow are associated canopy species.
The understory is dominated by willow shrubs. Herbaceous species that grow under the
relatively thick canopy include tall mannagrass, small-fruited bulrush, common and giant
horsetail, lady-fern, creeping buttercup, watercress, American speedwell, and soft rush. The
total area affected in willow-dominated wetlands would be 1.07 acres.

Mixed deciduous wetlands occur throughout the study area. Wetlands supporting this vegetation
type that would experience impacts include wetlands 1 and 2 in the proposed warehousing and
parking area and wetlands 11, 12, 14, and 18 along the northern and western edges of the
proposed AOA. The overstory consists of a mixture of hydrophytic trees such as red aider,
black cottonwood, Pacific willow, Sitka willow, and western red cedar. The undergrowth varies
considerably with the hydroperiod, the amount of sunlight received, and soils. Some of the most
commonly observed shrubs include Himalayan blackberry, willow, salmonberry, red elderberry,
and Douglas spirea. Herbaceous species found growing below the canopy included creeping
buttercup, bentgrass, soft rush, lady-fern, swordfern, reed canarygrass, and common horsetail.
the proposed Master Plan Update improvements would affect 1.23 acres of mixed deciduous
wetland.

3.2.1.2 Shrub Wetlands

Seventeen wetlands in the Master Plan Update study area support a shrub wetland vegetation
class. Of these, seven wetlands with a shrub component would be impacted by build-out of the
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proposed Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan Update improvements. Acreages of shrub wetland
vegetation affected at individual sites would range from 0.01 to 0.10 acres (Table 3.1-1).

Shrub wetland vegetation occurs in the southern and western portions of the AOA. These
previously cleared areas are presently revegetadng with tree saplings. The dominant vegetation
species are red alder, black cottonwood, and willow. Common herbaceous plants include velvet-
grass, soft rush, bentgrass, and Watson's willow-herb.

Willow-dominated shrub wetland occurs mainly in the north borrow area where softs are
saturatedt_ ,he surface for most of the year. Pacific willow and Sitka willow sharedominance
in these a_=as. Common understory herbaceous species are the same as those described for the
willow-dominated forest community.

Salmonb dominated wetland occurs in the north borrow area upslope of the willow-
dominate _ressions. Herbaceous species that occur in this community are similar to those
in the re_..,der- and salmonberry-forested wetland community.

3.2.1.3 Emergent Marsh

Twenty-eight wetlands in the Master Plan Update study area support an emergent wetland
vegetation class. Of these, 18 wetlands with an emergent component would be impacted by
build-out of the proposed Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan Update improvements. Impacts to
emergent wetland vegetation at individual sites would affect areas ranging in size from 0.01 to
0.78 acres (Table 3.1-1).

Monotypic standsof reed canarygrassare located throughout the study area. These wetlands are
often bordered by stands of Himalayan blackberry or forested wetland. Species found in
association with the reed canarygrass stands include Canadian thistle, black mustard, bentgrass,
cattail, and stinging nettle.

Two large stands of cattail oceur on the site; one is located between Lake Reba and Lora Lake.
The other stand is north of Tyee Valley Golf Course at the south end of the runways. The stand
in the north borrow area is bordered on one side by a service road and on the remaining sides
by reed canarygrass. Miller Creek provides water to this community year-round. Associated
species include reed canarygrass, soft rush, and bittersweet nightshade. The community of
cattail in the southern portion of the site has common reedgrass, soft rush, Watson's willow-
herb, and reed canarygrass as associated species.

Mixed grass and forb emergent marsh occurs on the airfield in the AOA, in several depressions
with compact soils, and in association with several hillside seeps. These areas are characterized
by a mixture of hydrophytie forbs such as soft rush, toad rush, cudweed, Watson's willow-herb,
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common and giant horsetail, common cattail, and an array of hydrophytic grasses that include
common velvet-grass, bentgrass, reed eanarygrass, and foxtail.

3.2.2 Existing Water Ret_ne

Wetlands in the Master Plan Update study area are associated with a variety of hydrologic
features, including Lake Reba, Miller and Des Moines creeks, hillside seeps, roadside ditches,
and numerous seasonally saturated to permanently flooded depressions. During field studies in
the summer and fall of 1994 (Shapiro 1995b), observed on-site hydrology changed dramatically
at the transition to the winter rainy season. Many areas that were dry to 30 inches below the
ground surface during late summer had observable wetland hydrology during the latter part of
the growing season after fall rains began. During the December 1994 field visits, recent storms
had flooded several wetlands.

Wetlands that would be impacted by the proposed Master Plan Update improvements can be
divided into two general impact categories, based on site hydrology: (1) wetlands with seasonal
hydrology; and (2) wetlands with a year-around source of hydrology. Most wetlands that would
be affected axe associated with seeps and depressions having a fluctuating hydrologic regime
influenced by seasonal rainfall. Acreage impacts to wetlands with seasonal hydrology would
total 5.8 acres. Impacted wetlands with a year-around water source are associated with Lora
Lake (wetlands 9 and 11), Miller Creek (wetlands 18, 19 and 37) and Des Moines Creek
(wetlands 28, 51, 52 and 55). Impacts to these wetlands would total approximately 4.6 acres.

3.2.3

Soils in the proposed Master Plan Update study area were characterized based on the soil survey
of King County (USDA 1973) and field observation (Shapiro 1995b). The Soil Conservation
Service (SCS) soil survey identifies soils only in the southernmost portion of the study area south
of South 192nd Street. Because SCS typically does not map soils in urban areas, all of the study
area north of South 192nd Street is unmapped. Soils in the unmapped area were, however,
evaluated for their consistency with SCS-mapped soil series in the general vicinity and for hydric
characteristics (Shapiro 1995b). SCS identifies six different soil series in the area, including:
(1) Alderwood gravelly sandy loam; (2) Arents, Alderwood material; (3) Bellingham silt loam;
(4) Everett gravelly sandy loam; (5) Indianola loamy fine sand; and (6) Norma sandy loam.
Only the Bellingham and Norma series soils are identified as hydric (USDA 1991); however,
hydric soil inclusions are relatively common in the non-hydric soil series occurring in the project
area. An earlier soils survey of the study area (USDA 1952) identified Alderwood series soils
as the predominant soil type in the region. This series typically has inclusions of hydric soils
(Norma, BeUingham, Seattle, Tukwila, and Shalcar soils).
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Shapiro (1995b) distinguished six basic soil types in the study area. Four of these six were
determinedto be hydric because of soil characteristics indicating saturatedconditions, including
mottles in a low-chroma matrix and gleyed color formation.

The most common upland soil observed by Shapiroin the study areais generally a brown (10YR
3/3) loam over light brown (10YR 4/3) sandy loam. These soils often are gravelly and appear
to be fill material; they most closely match the SCS description of Arents, Alderwood material.
Very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) loam softs without mottles were also encountered in the
northern portions of the study area. These two soil types were not considered to be hydric
because soil colors indicate they lack high water tables.

The most common hydric softs observed in the studyarea axe very darkbrown and black (10YR
3/2 and 10YR 2/1) loams and sandy loams overlying grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2) sandy loams and
graveUy sandy loams. These soils typically have medium and coarse, strong brown (7.5YR
4/6), distinct and prominent mottles in the subsurface horizons. Soils matching this general
description were observed in wetlands 2, 7, 11, 12, 16, 20, 22, 23, 31, and 39.

Shapiro (1995b) determined that the very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) to black (10YR 2/0)
loam soils found throughoutthe northernportions of the study areawere hydric where aquic soil
moisture regimes andlow-matrix chromas were encountered. Wetlands 6 and 29 contained this
soil type.

Saturated, dark greenish gray (SG 4/1) sands were observed in wetlands in the northern borrow
area and along the western study area boundary. Because these soils, observed in wetlands 3,
4, and 18, exhibit low-matrix chromas and an aquic moisture regime, they are considered
hydric.

Throughout the AOA Shapiro (1995b) found dark brown (10YR 2/2) loams overlying grayish
brown and dark grayish brown (10YR 5/1 and 2.5Y 5/2) silt loams, often with prominent
mottles. These soils are considered hydric because they exhibit low-matrix chromas and mottles.
Wetlands 1, 14, 15, and 21 contain soils matching this general description.

In the study area, Shapiro (1995b) observed two organic soils. The first generally has 6 to 8
inches of black (10YR 2/1) loam over highly decomposed muck. This soil was seen in wetlands
5 and 6. The second is generally a muck or mucky peat soft overlying gleyed mineral softs, as
was observed in wetlands 5, 13 and 30. Wetland 5 also included areas of interbedded peat and
mineral soft horizons. Soils with high organic contents are considered to be hydric.
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3.2.4

The impacted wetlands within the study area support forested, palustrine, and emergent
vegetation (Cowardin et al. 1979). Wildlife habitat in wetlands within the study area is
fragmented by residential and commercial development which limits access to most large
mammal, and many waterfowl, species (Landrum& Brown 1995). Water quality in these
wetlands may be marginaliTed by developed buffers andsurface contaminants. Amphibians are
sensitive to water quality (Richter 1995) and some species that normally use wetlands similar
to those being impacted may be absent due to degraded water quality. Faunal diversity in the
study area is furtherlimited since most of the impactedwetlands are too small to meet minimum
habitat requirements for viable wildlife populations. There are, however, human-tolerantspecies
using the study area.

Impacts to forested wetlands within the studyarea would generally be small, ranging from 0.04
to 1.17 acres, and most affected wetlands lack significant surface water features. These
wetlands may be used by small passerine birds (such as varied thrushes, orange-crowned
warblers,black-cappedchickadees,andfoxsparrows)fornestingandfeeding(Ehrlichetal.
1988),smallmammals(includingmountainbeaver,raccoon,opossum,Douglassquirrel,and
deermouse)forbreedingandcover,andsomeamphibians(includingnorthwesternsalamander,
Pacificchorusfrog,andrough-skinnednewt)forresting,foraging,andbreeding(Nussbaumet
al.1983).

Shrubwetlandsoffernestingand coverhabitatforsongbirds(suchas Swainson'sthrush,
Bewick'swren,andkinglets)andsmallmammals(includingthewatershrewandNorwayrat).
Pondedareasinshrubwetlandsarevaluableforamphibianbreeding,becausetheyoffersmall
vegetativestem structure,emergingfrom surfacewaters,thatis suitableforegg mass
attachment.However,withoutanassociatedforestedcomponent,shrubwetlandslackthewoody
debriswhichisdesirabletoterrestrialamphibianssuchasensatina.The potentiallyimpacted
shrubwetlandsinthestudyareaaresmall(< 1.0acre)andisolatedfromothernaturalareas,
andthislimitstheirhabitatvalue.

Emergent wetlands provide habitat to songbird stx_ies, which use the vegetation for nesting and
foraging (such as red-winged blackbirds, marsh wrens), small mammals (such as muskrat and
water shrew) that forage on the vegetation and invertebrates, and amphibian species (including
long-toed salamander, Western toad, and Pacific treefrog) that need vertical stems in standing
water for egg mass attachment. Many of the potentially impacted emergent wetlands in the
study area are small, isolated, and highly disturbed. Wetlands located within the current AOA,
are maintained in a disturbed state which limits their value as wildlife habitat (Landrum &
Brown 1995). Most emergent wetlands have intermittent surface flows or seasonal standing
water which also limits their overall habitat value.
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3.2.5 Wetland Functions and Values

The biological and physical functions of wetlands within the studyarea were assessed to identify
important qualities that should be replicated by the mitigation design.

Functional assessment methodologies for wetlands typically identify and evaluate physical
attributesthatprovide predictive rather thandirect measurementsof specific ecological functions
of interest (Reimold 1994). The limitations of many of the available functional analysis methods
make expert opinion critical when assessing wetland functions and values.

Several assessment methodologies are available to determine wetland functions; these include
the Wetland Evaluation Technique (WET) (Adamus 1991) and the Wetland Assessment
Techniques (Reppert et al. 1979). These assessment procedures are, however, frequently used
to predict wetland functions over broad geographical areas such as entire drainage basins. These

ethodologies typically do not recognize local variations in small wetlands on a scale such as
,ae proposed Master Plan Update study area. The methods emphasize the importance of
waterfowl and flood control functions of wetlands, but they typically do not differentiate the
functional value of smaller we ands that lack aquatic habitat similar to many wetlands within
the Master Plan Update study area. Because of the diversity of wetland systems nationwide,
general functional assessment procedures often do not recognize regional variations in wetlands
with similar physical attributes. To address this gap in assessment methodologies, Hruby et al.
(1995) developed a numeric assessment methodology (Indicator Value Assessment or IVA) that
establishes relative functional values for wetlands within a limited geographic region. This
system is based on professional opinion and the numeric evaluation of physical attributes
observed in the field.

For this project, a combined approach was used to assess wetland functions by determining the
presence of recognized indicators of biological and physical functions (Hruby 1995; Adamus
1991; and R_ 1979) and by using professional judgement to evaluate the overall significance
of these indicators to the function being considered. This assessment evaluated field indicators
of habitat quality for fish and wildlife (Table 3.2-1) and indicators of hydrologic and water
quality functions (Table 3.2-2). Field evaluations of wetlands were completed during August
and September 1995. Wetlands in the study area were evaluated by recording the presence or
absence of these field indicators within and adjacent to each wetland.

Because of the small size of most wetlands and their frequent lack of hydrologic connectivity,
and because of the relatively similar vegetation types within wetland classes, most wetlands
functions were evaluated for groups of wetlands with similar vegetation cover. Tables 3.2-3 and
3.2-4 summarize the physical and biological functions of forested and emergent wetlands in the
study area. Total acreage impacts to shrub wetlands would be low, and most shrub wetlands
are associated with other vegetation types. Functional impacts to shrub wetlands would be
similar to the assessment for forested and emergent wetlands.
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Table ).2-1. Wetla_ attrlbut_ coacidered in evaluat_mg biologka] funct_ns of wetlands impacted by the Master Plan

Update impro,ements.

Funcuon

= _ " o E
Wetland Attribute _ _ _ .r _

Wetland cultivated or drained X X X X X X

Wetland ditched or drained X

Amount of impervious surface in wetland or watershed X X X X

Amount of buffer in crops or pasture X X
Amount of buffer in forest or shrubvegetation X X X X
Connection of wetland to other natural areas X X X

Size of wetland X X X X

Number of Cowardin vegetation classes: 3 X X X

Vegetation interspersion X X X X
Amount of forested wetland X X X X

Evidence of seasonal ponding in forest vegetation classes X X X

Areas of aquatic bed vegetation X X X

Areas of emergent vegetation X X X X

Presence of invasive emergent vegetation X X X X
Amount and diversity of shrub wetland X X

Presence of seeps and springs X X

Wetland contains a seasonal/permanent channel/stream/ditch X X X X X X

Documentedevidenceofusebyfish(within3 yrs.) X X X X
Channel/streamsinuous X X X

Streamvelocitiesandindicatorsoferosion X X

Pools and riffles present X X X X X

Spawning gravels are present X X
Presence of undercut banks X X

Interspersion of water and emergent vegetation X X X X
Stream channel shores or OW overhanging vegetation X X X X

Adjacent vegetation is deciduous X X X
Frequency and amount of flooding in wetland X X X X

Part of wetland is flooded at least once per year X

Depthandareaofseasonalopenwater X X X X

Depth and area of permanent open water X X X X X

Areas seasonally ponded, emergent vegetation X X X X

Perch sites adjacent to or above water X X
Conifers forest present with large woody debris X X X X X

Log, stump, or snag is > 35" diameter within wetland X X

Nature and amount of woody debris in stream or flooded portions of wetlands X X X X

Hummocks/islands present in wetland X X X X

Upland/wetland edge irregular (W:L ratio >2:1) X X X X

Evidenceofimpactsfromexcessnutrients,toxicmaterials,orsediments X X X

Datacompiledby Parametrix
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Table 3.2-2. Wetland attributes considered in evaluating physical functions of wetlands impacted by the
proposed Master Plan Update improvements.

Function

° i
Wetland Attribute

Wetland ditched or drained X X X X X X X X

Weal__andin pastureor cultivation X X X X

Wetland contains a seasonal/permanent X X X
channel/stream/ditch

Multiple channels within wetland X X X X

Wetland on slope discharging to stream X
Amount and type of human activities in upstream X X
watershed

Menmade structures hold back water X

Evidence of beaver dams X X X X X X
W_land has no inlet and no outlet X X X X

Wetland has outlet but no inlet X

Outflow tmment during s,rmm_r but no inlet X

Topo_ ,'of wetland relative to outlet X X X X X X

Amc- looding within the wetland X X X X
We." fluctuating water levels throughout year X X X X X X

Am egetation present in flooded portions of X X X
wet

Di_. _nce of sediment trapping X X X
PreseL of organic soils X X X X

Underlying soil a clay, till, or hardpan X

Interspersion of vegetation and open water areas X X

Water depths X X X X X X

Data compiled by Parametrix
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The geohydrology of the Master Plan area is discussed in Chapter IV-4 of the FEIS. The
groundwater recharge/discharge functions of wetlands was not specifically addressed in this
analysis. However, based on interpretationof the landscape position of wetlands, the function
of wetlands relative to groundwater movement can be inferred.

Groundwater discharge/recharge functions of wetlands appear to be variable throughout the site.
For wetlands occurring on till soils above the Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek ravines,
wetlands appear to form in localized depression where perched soils develop on low permeability
till. Due to the low permeability of the till layer, it is unlikely these small wetlands contribute
to recharge of groundwater. Wetlands located in the ravines associated with Miller and Des
Moines Creek typicaUy have intermittent or perennial seeps and springs that indicate
groundwater discharge.

Since many of the wetlands thatwould be impactedby the proposed Master Plan improvements
are small (< 0.5 acre); isolated from other significant aquatic or semi-aquatic habitat; and occur
in a landscapefragmentedby streets, commercial,residential,or airportdevelopment;their
wildlife habitat functions are generally significant only to the local vicinity (rather than to a
larger landscape or watershed) (Brinson 1993). However, hydrologic functions (such as flood
storage, groundwater discharge, and storm water detention) are potentially important at the
watershed level, because, when present, they help maintain fish habitat in Miller and Des
Moines creeks.

3.3 WETLAND MITIGATION GOALS, OBJECTIVES AND PERFORMANCE
STANDARDS

3.3.1 Goals and Objectives

Specific mitigation goals for unavoidable wetland impacts were developed to meet the federal
standard of no net loss of wetland functions and area, while still recognizing the unique
mitigation siting requirements imposed by FAA airport operation safety guidelines. An FAA
draft Advisory Circular 150/5200, which is expected to be in effect in the near future, would
require that careful consideration be given to preventing wildlife attractions. While it is
preferable for wetland mitigation to be sited near the impact (to provide replacement habitat for
displaced wildlife) and within the same drainage basin (to replace lost physical functions), the
FAA draft Advisory Circular strongly contradicts this option. Due to topography and extensive
development, there are no appropriate lands of sufficient size for wetland habitat mitigation
within the Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek drainage basins and outside the 10,000-ft safety
radius. Siting wetland mitigation within the Miller Creek or Des Moines Creek basins would
require acquisition of additional land currently developed for residential and business uses.
Therefore, mitigation for impacts to wildlife habitat would be located outside the basins.
Mitigation for impacts to physical functions of wetlands, such as storm water storage and
floodwater attenuation could be achieved without creating attractive habitat for wildlife and will
be located within the Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek basins. Specific mitigation measures
for these impacts are discussed in Sections 4 and 5 of this mitigation plan.
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The n_.le for selecting an off-site and out-of-basin wetland mitigation area is included in
Sec; z.3--Rationale for Site Selection. Based on federal policies regarding no net loss and
airpc, ,:ety, the following specific wetland mitigation goals have been developed for the
proposed Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan Update improvements:

Wetland Goal 1: Achieve no overall net loss of wetland acreage by establishing a diverse, in-
kind replacement habitat with forested, shrub, and emergent wetland classes.

Wetland Goal 2: Provide in-kind wildli_habitat replacement outside the 10,000-ft aircraft
operations safety radius.

Wetland Goal 3: Facilitate an increase in overall habitat functions.

3.3.2 Desi2n Objectives. Design Criteria. and F'mal Performance Standards

Impacts of the proposed Master Plan Update improvements to wetland functions, design
objectives to compensate for these impacts, and the compensation ratios that would be achieved
by the wetland mitigation plan described in this chapter are summarized in Table 3.3-1. To
achieve the wetland mitigation goals, specific design features will be implemented on a 47-acre
site located 7.2 miles from Sea-Tac Airport in the city of Auburn. The off-site mitigation
location would satisfy the unique wildlife habitat siting requirements associated with airport
development by providing replacement habitatsoutside the recommended 10,000-ft safety radius
identified in FAA draft Advisory Circular 150/5200. The size of the mitigation site would allow
for development of an aggregate of habitat types that would provide greater overall habitat
values than the collection of small, discontinuous wetlands that would be filled. Long-term site
protection would be enhanced by allowing for consolidated management, monitoring, and
contingency planning. Specific design objectives, design criteria, and final performance
standards are identified for each wetland mitigation goal in Table 3.3-2. These performance
standards are the basis for the monitoring program discussed in Section 3.6.

3.4 PROPOSED MITIGATION SITE

" _.1 Site Description

The 47-acre mitigation site is part of a 69-acre parcel located within the City of Auburn
immediately west of the Green River (Figure 3.4-1). The undeveloped parcel has been farmed
;n the recent past and currently supports a mix of upland pasture grasses and forbs that are

_mmon to abandoned agricultural land in the Puget Sound basin. Approximately 4.3 acres of
:eed eanarygrass-dominated wetland was delineated during previous site investigations (David
Evans and Associates 1995) and is included in the 47-acre portion of the site proposed for
mitigation. The remaining 22 acres would be designated as a reserve area for future
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Table 3.3-1. Smnmary of wetland impacts and compensatory design objectives for the proposed Seattle-
Tacoma International Airport Master Plan Update.

Compensatory Design
Project Impact Objectives Acreage Provided Compensation Ratio

Fill of 7.08 acres of Provide in-kind replacement 20.87 acres of forested minimum 2:1
forested wetland and loss of of forested wetland wetland maximum 2.95:1

associated wildlife habitat, vegetation cover and
in_ese overall wildlife
habitat value.

Fill of 0.39 acre of shrub Provide in-kind replacement 1.02 acres of shrub minimum 2:1
wetland and loss of of shrub wetland vegetation wetland maximum 2.62:1
associated wildlife habitat, cover and increase overall

wildlife habitat value.

Fill of 2.88 acres of Provide in-kind replacement 5.43 acres of emergent minimum 1.5:1
emergent wetland and loss of emergent wetland wetland maximum 1.89:1
of associated wildlife vegetation cover and
habitat, increase wildlife habitat

value.

Loss of some surface water On-site replacement of NA NA
treatment, surface water functions will

be addressed in the final

design of the proposed
Master Plan Update
components.

Additional mitigation to Approximately 30 to 60 NA
provide flood storage acre-ft of flood storage
capacity in the Green River capacity
drainage basin.

Loss of degraded wetland In-kind replacement for Approximately 3 acres NA
buffers, upland buffer impacts and of forested upland

additional mitigation for buffer
wildlife using both wetland
and non-wetland habitats.

Data compiled by Parametrix
NA - Not applicable
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Table 3.3-2. Mitigation goals with associated design objectives, design criteria, and lrmal performance standards.

Design Objectives Design Criteria t Final Pertbrmance Standards 2

i!i_:::_:_!_i__i_ !_i!__!i__:_!_!_!_ _!._!_!!__!_i_ _i!_.]_!_ii::i_:':::::':::::':!::"_:: :.!:::::::::::::::::::::::::?.-::;::i:%i":_i::ii::_!!i!i:_:-_:i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::==================================================================================================================================:::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::..-i::-._:ia:i:::!:_:!_ii:::!iii::-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::i_:.:::ii!-.:_::i:::!:.:!ii_:_:::::!:i:i!=======================================_:i:._::_ii_?__!_;_;_i_!i_!::::::::::::::::::::::::i:::_:_::_:::"::i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!iii:.:!:i:!:::::.:i::::i:i:_::::_:::i:_:.._:i!ii_ii:_:!:i:!:!:iii:!:::!!
::i::_t _ _!_i_ _!__i_!_ii::!_i!::iii!_ii!i2i__i__i::!i_!i_i_i__ii_i_::::!::::ii_iii_i_ili_i!::iiiiiiiiii:_iiiiiiiii!i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iii_i::i_i::i!i_iiii_ii_ii_iiiiiiiiii_i_iiiii_i_ii_i_i_i!i_i::i_igi_i_ii__i::i_ii_::_i!_iiiii_i!iiii_!ii!iiiliiillfilli!i_!!!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii!ii!i!!ii::i_i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Provide seasonal to permanent Create a perched water table by constructing a low- In forested areas, soils will be saturated _ to approximately 12
wetland hydrology appropriate permeability soil layer overlain by topsoils with final inches of the surface (or less_) from late December through April in
tot each wetland vegetation grades of: years of normal rainfall.
cover type.

40.5 fl - 41.5 ft in emergent wetlands In shrub areas, soils will be ,saturated at approximately the 6- to 12-
41.5 R - 42.0 ff in shrub wetlands inch depth year-round in normal rainfall years. Soils will be
42.0 fl - 43.0 l_ in forested wetlands flooded with approximately 6 inches of water between December

and late May.

In emergent zones, soils will be saturated near the soil surt_ce

during normal rainfall years, and they will be flooded permanently
where soil elevations are below 41 ft. Above 41 ft, flooding up to
24 inches deep will occur from late November through June.

Provide in-kind replacement for Plant five forested wetland plant associations that are Forested wetlands will achieve a minimum in-kind replacement

impacts to 7.08 acres of native similar in composition to naturally occurring plant ratio of 2:1 by covering at least 14.6 acres of the mitigation site.
torested wetland, associations. Use native deciduous and evergreen species

such as black cottonwood, Oregon ash, red alder, western Native wetland tree species will contribute at least 80% of tree
red cedar, and Sitka spruce, density in each forested wetland plant association.

Plant a native shrub understory in 70% of the forested Tree species density will exceed 200 trees per acre in forested
wetland area. Use native species such as sedmonberry, wetland areas.
twinberry, red-osier dogwood, red elderberry, willows,

and vine maple. Native wetland shrub species will contribute at least 80% of the

shrub density in areas of the forested wetland that are planted with
Plant native tree species at densities of at least 250 trees shrubs.

per acre (approximately 13 ft on-center).

Shrub density will exceed 400 stems per acre in areas of the
Plant native shrub species at densities of at least 500 forested wetland that are planted with shrubs.
plants per acre (approximately 9 ft on-center).

Native tree and shrub species will be in a healthy, vigorous
growing condition, with average ammal stem elongation of at least
2 inches during years I-5 of the monitoring program.

Provide in-kind replacement for Plant an association of native shrub wetland species that is Shrub wetlands will achieve a minimum in-kind replacement ratio
impacts to 0.39 acre of native similar in composition to naturally occurring shrub of 2:1 by covering at least 0.78 acre of the mitigation site.
shrub wetland, wetlands, including species such as Pacific willow, red-

osier dogwood, bearberry honeysuckle, Douglas Native shrub wetland species will contribute at least 80% of shrub
hawthorne, and Pacific ninebark, density in the shrub wetland association.

Plant native shrub species at densities of at least 500 Species composition in the shrub wetland will include at least a 5%
plants per acre (approximately 9 ft on-center), component of each native species piamed.

Shrub density will exceed 400 stems per acre in shrub wetland
areas.

Native shrub species will be in a healthy, vigorous growing
condition, with average ammal stem elongation of at least 2 inches
during years 1-5 of the monitoring program.

Provide in-kind replacement for Plant an association of native emergent wetland species Emergent wetlands will achieve a minimum in-kind replacement

impacts to 2.88 acres of native similar in composition to naturally occurring emergent ratio of 1.5:1 by covering at least 4.32 acres of the mitigation site.
emergent wetland, wetlands. Use native species that are suited to seasonally

and/or permanently flooded conditions, such as water Native emergent wetland species will contribute at least 70% of
parsley, slough sedge, hardstem bulrush, and common plant cover in areas planted with emergent species.
spike rush.

Species composition (stem density or percent composition) in the
Plant native emergent species in approximately 2,500-1_ emergent wetland will include at least a 5 % component of each

monotypic patches at densities of 450 plants per 1,000 fF native species planted.
(approximately 18 inches on-center).

Plant densities will exceed 1 stem per 1.5 f_ in areas planted with
emergent species.

Upland emergent species will colonize with 80% cover by native

species.

Increase flood storage capacity in Grade 29 acres of the mitigation area to an elevation of A minimum of 29 acres of the mitigation site will be below the 45-
the Green River drainage basin. 45 ft or less. ft elevation and directly connected to the 100-year floodplain.

Provide a topographic connection between the site and the
100-year floodplain of the Green River backwater area.
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Table 3.3-2. Mitigation goals with associated design objectives and final performance standards (continued).

Design Objectives Design Criteria _ Final Pertbrmance Standards:

iiiii!ii iii/ii ! ii ii i
Provide out-of-kind flooded Emergent wetlands will satisfy the design criteria for Emergent wetlands will satisfy the final performance standards
emergent wetland habitat suitable Wetland Mitigation Goal 1. Additional design criteria for identified for Wetland Mitigation Goal 1. Additional performance
for waterfowl feeding and resting waterfowl habitat include: standards for waterfowl habitat include:

during the winter and spring
months. Provide year-round shallow water (7-12 inches deep) with Permanently flooded emergent wetlands will have shallow-water

patches of emergent vegetation as feeding habitat for habitat (< 12 inches deep) near the edges, with emergent vegetation
dabbling species, and bottom detritus interspersed throughout.

Provide ponded water with an emergent edge tbr water Ponded water at least 6 inches deep will occur in open areas of at
resting habitat, least 1 acre with low surrounding vegetation (< 24 inches tall and

covering an area at least 35 ft wide) between mid-September and
Provide adequate protection for watertowl habitat by April.
minimizing adjacent cover tbr predators.

Evidence of waterfowl use (nesting, breeding, staging, or foraging
activities) will be present.

Provide in-kind emergent, shrub, Forested, shrub, and emergent wetlands will satisfy the Forested, shrub, and emergent wetlands will satisfy the final
and torested wetland habitat with design criteria tbr Wetland Mitigation Goal 1. Additional pertbrmance standards identified tor Wetland Mitigation Goal 1.
t_eding and breeding for design criteria tbr songbird habitat include: Additional final pertbrmance standards tbr songbird habitat include:
songbirds.

Plant tbrested wetland adjacent to shrub, emergent, and Perch sites in the tbrested canopy will overhang emergent wetland
standing-water habitats, areas.

Plant portions of the forested wetland with shrub Forested wetlands will have a shrub understory of 400 stems per
understory species to provide a multiple-layered canopy acre over 25 % of the area.
'adjacent to the shrub portion of the wetland.

Evidence of songbird nesting (nest, breeding territories, or
observations of breeding behavior) will be present.

Provide in-kind forested, shrub, Forested, shrub, and emergent wetlands will satisfy the Forested, shrub, and emergent wetlands will satisfy the final

and emergent wetland t_eding design criteria identified tot Wetland Mitigation Goal 1. performance standards identified tbr Wetland Mitigation Goal 1.
and breeding habitat for small Additional design criteria for small mammal habitat Additional final performance standards for small mammal habitat
mammals, include: include:

Large woody debris (stumps and logs of native species) Evidence of small mammal use (nests, feeding signs, observations)
placed throughout the forested wetland at densities of 70 will be present.
pieces per acre (approximately 25 t_ on-center) to provide
year-round cover tor small mammals. Shrub hummocks will have a minimum of 12 inches of non-

saturated soil above the 42-tt winter pending elevation and cover at
Low hummocks (with a minimum area of _50 ttz at least 10% of the shrub zone.
elevation 43 R) constructed in the shrub wetland areas to

provide non-saturated soils for burrowing small mammals.

Provide in-kind breeding habitat Forested, shrub, and emergent wetlands will satisfy the Forested, shrub, and emergent wetlands will satisfy the fi_ml
for amphibians, design criteria tbr Wetland Mitigation Goal 1. Additional performance standards tbr Wetland Mitigation Goai 1. Additional

design criteria tbr amphibian habitat include: final performance standards for amphibian habitat include:

Provide soil saturation in forested wetlands within Soils in tbrested wetland areas will be saturated within 12 inches of

approximately 12 inches of the soil surface from late the soil surface from late December to April.

December to April.
Leaf litter and vegetative debris will be present to provide habitat

Provide attachment substrate tot breeding amphibian tbr invertebrates.
species consisting of emergent vegetation with stem
diameters <0.25 inches in pouded water. Invertebrates will be present in the ground litter.

At least 50% of live and dead stems in ponded emergent areas will
be species with stem diameters less than 0.25 inches.

Evidence of amphibian breeding (egg masses; larval stages) will be
present.

Consolidate mitigation for Construct a contiguous wetland system with forested, The mitigation wetland will satisfy the final pertormaace standards

impacts to many small, shrub, and emergent wetland types and wildlife habitat identified for Wetland Mitigation Goals 1 and 2.
discontinuous wetlands into a features that provide in-kind and out-of-kind habitat
single, larger wetland to provide replacement.
a more diverse aggregate of

habitat types.

Assure long-term protection of Screen the north and south perimeters of the wetland from Forested buffers will satisfy the final performance standards
the mitigation site(s), off-site development with a 50-ft-wide torested and shrub identified tor forested wetlands tor Wetland Mitigation Goal 1.

buffer.
All permanently and seasonally flooded wetlands will be screened

Locate trails a minimum of 50 tt from emergent wetlands from on-site trails by a mitfimum 50-t_-wide buffer of tbrest and
and provide shrub and forest vegetation as screening shrub vegetation.
between trails and emergent wetlands.

Interpretive signs will be located at 500-t_ intervals around the
Provide permanent interpretive and notice signs along the perimeter of the mitigation wetland.
perimeter of the mitigation area describing natural
features and restrictions related to use of the wetland

mitigation area.

Data compiled by Parametrix
The rationale for design criteria is explained in Section 3.5, Mitigation Site Plan.

: Condition required at the end of the 10-yr monitoring program. Interim performance standards are included in the Contingency Plan, Section 3.7.
_l _ Saturated soil is defined as the zone below the water surface in a hole or monitoring well.

t_ ' All references to depths of flooding or depth to saturated soil refer to depths anticipated during years of normal raint_tll (rainfall statistically similar lP >. 101 to
¢,O the long-term average).
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development of regional storm water facilities or other city-designated uses. The site is bounded
by a variety of land uses including agriculture to the north and south; undeveloped land, multi-
family housing, and a drive-in theater to the west; and the Green River, patches of riparian

forest, and undeveloped, forested slopes to the east. A narrow strip of land along the western

banks of the Green River is held by King County. The site is currently zoned R2 (single-family
residential) by the City of Auburn and the 1995 Comprehensive Plan designation is single-family
(Auburn 1995). The site is nearly level but gently slopes to the northwest, with elevations
ranging from 45 ft in the northwest corner to 52 ft along the eastern property boundary.
Detailed descriptions of on-site hydrology, soils, and vegetation are included in Section 3.4.4,
Ecological Assessment of the Mitigation Site.

3.4.2 Ownership

The Port of Seattle owns the 69-acre site.

3.4.3 Rationale for Choice

Implementation of the proposed Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan Update improvements would result
in impacts to wetland resources totaling 10.35 acres at 34 individual wetlands (Table 3.1-1).
Because most of these wetlands are small and separated from other natural areas by large
expanses of urban development, they provide limited ecological functions at the local and
landscape scale. The overall intent of this proposed mitigation plan is to offset wetland impacts
at a single site, thereby providing a regionally meaningful expanse of habitat with enhanced
assurances for successful implementation and long-term protection. Because of draft FAA
guidelines for airport operation safety, mitigation planning for impacts to wildlife habitat must

seek opportunities for habitat replacement outside a 10,000-ft radius of Sea-Tac's runways.

The search for the mitigation site, which began in February 1995, was constrained by certain
limiting parameters including:

* nonwetland sites with evidence of seasonally high water tables,
• vacant or substantially vacant parcels,
• parcels in excess of 10 acres,

• under single ownership (preferably),
• close to surface water features (preferably),

• within the Green River valley from South 180th Street south to the Pierce County border,
• available for purchase by the Port of Seattle.

The properties could not be within 5,000 ft of an existing general aviation airport (because of
FAA considerations) in addition to the 10,000-ft guideline for Sea-Tac, or include land to which

King County owns the development rights under the farmland preservation program. Also, the
conversion of property to wetlands had to be economically feasible.
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Although over 100 parcels were initially identified, the search focused to sites larger than 50
acres because of the acreage needed to mitigate impacts at the airport and the ecological and
logistical advantages of developing mitigation on a single site. Of eleven sites larger than 50
acres, five sites were rejected because they were unsuitable because of the large amount of
wetlands present. These sites offered little or no opportunity for improvement of habitat. Of
the six remaining sites, two were not available for purchase, thedevelopment rights of two were
owned by King County for farmlandpreservation, and one site had been recently purchased by
the City of Kent for its own mitigation purposes.

The remaining site is the one analyzed in this mitigation plan. The site has several attributes
that make it favorable for wetland mitigation. It is large enough to accommodate the entire
wetland mitigation project and it has excellent physical features that would successfully support
the proposed mitigation approach, including proximity to the Green River and to a 100-year
floodplain.

In addition, the city of Auburn is planning a regional storm water detention facility to be located
in the general vicinity of the proposed mitigation parcel, and the Port of Seattle is exploring
options with Auburn to integrate these projects. The proposed wetland mitigation project could
receive treated supplemental water from the detention facility, which would be beneficial to the
wetland during summer months. Refer to Section 3.5.1 for complete discussion of wetland
hydrology.

3.4.4 EcoloRical Assessment of the Mitb,ation Site

3.4.4.1 Existing Site Conditions

Ve_,etation

The mitigation site consists of abandoned agricultural land that is dominated by a mix of native
and non-native herbaceous species, including thick stands of Canadian thistle. Grass species
intermixed with the thistle include quackgrass, orchardgrass, colonial bentgrass, and a few small
patches of reed canarygrass. Table 3.4-1 lists species observed on the mitigation site during site
investigations in October 1995. Invasive and noxious species scattered throughout these areas
include cocldebur, common dandelion, and climbing nightshade.

A narrow wetland swale bisects the parcel from north to south along the western boundary of
the 47-acre mitigation site (Figure 3.4-2). This existing wetland is dominated by grasses that
include red top, colonial bentgrass, quackgrass, tall fescue, velvet grass, and patches of reed
canarygrass. Other herbaceous species in the wetland include soft rush and creeping buttercup.
The mitigation would impact less than 0.1 acre of this existing wetland. Within the mitigation
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Table 3.4-1. Plant species observed on the mitigation site during October 1995.

Scientific Name Common Name WIS _

Trees

Alnus rubra Red alder FAC

Crataegus spp. I-Iawthom FAC

Fraxinus latifolia Oregon ash FACW

Populus trichocarpa Black cottonwood FAC

Prunus emarginata Bitter cherry FACU
Shrubs

Acer circinatum Vine maple FACU

Comus stolonifera Red-osier dogwood FACW

Corylus cornuta Beaked hazel-nut FACU

Cytisus scoparius Scot's broom NI

Populus trichocarpa (saplings) Black cottonwood FAC
Rosa nutkana Wood's rose FAC

Rosa pisocarpa Pearfruit rose FAC

Rubus discolor Himalayan blackberry FACU

Rubus laciniatus Evergreen blackberry FACU

Rubus ursinus Pacific blackberry FACU

Sal/x Slap. Willow FACW
Salix scoulerana Scouler willow FAC

Symphoricarpos albus Snowberry FACU
Herbs

Agropyron repens Quackgrass FAC

Agrostis alba Redtop FACW

Agrostis tenuis Colonial bentgrass FAC

Alopecurus geniculatus Water foxtail OBL

Alopecurus pratensis Meadow foxtail FACW

Cirsium arvense Creeping thistle FACU

Orsium vulgare Bull thistle FACU

Dactylis glomerata Orchard grass FACU

Dipsacus sylvestris Teasel FAC

Eleocharis palustris Creeping spikerush OBL

Epilobium ciliatum Willow-herb FACW

Equisetum arvense Field horsetail FAC
Festuca arundinacea Tall fescue FAC

Geranium Slap. Crane's-bill FACU

Holcus lanatus Common velvet grass FAC

Juncus effusus Soft rush FACW

Juncus slap. Rush FACW
Lotus corniculatus Birds foot trefoil

Phalaris arundinacea Reed canarygrass FACW

Phleum pratense Timothy FAC
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Table 3.4-1. Plant species observed on the mitigation site during October 1995 (continued).

Scientific Name Common Name WISI

Phragmites communis Common reed FACW

Plantago lanceolata English plantain FAC
Poa pratensis Kentucky bluegrass FAC

Polystichum munitum Sword fern FACU
Ranunculus repens Creeping buttercup FACW

Rmnex crispus Curly dock FAC

Scirpus acutus Hard-stem bulrush OBL
Solanura dulcamara Climbing nightshade FAC

Tanacetum vulgate Common tansy UPL
Taraxaoon officinale Common dandelion FACU

Trifoliura pratense Red clover FACU

Typha latifolia Common cattail OBL
Xanthium strumarium Coelde-bur FAC

Data compiled by Parametrix
lWetland Indicator Status (Environmental Laboratory 1987)

Category Symbol Definition

Obligate Wetland Plants OBL Obligate wetland plants occur almost always
(estimated probability > 99 %) in wetlands
under natural conditions, but may also occur
rarely (estimated probability < 1%) in non-
wetlands.

Faeultative Wetlands Plants FACW Facultative wetland plants usually occur
(estimated probability 67 to 99%) in
wetlands, but may also occur (estimated
probability 1 to 33 %) in non-wetlands.

Faeultative Plants FAC Facultative plants with a similar likelihood
(estimated probability 33 to 67%) of
occurring in both wetlands or non-wetlands.

Faeultative Upland Plants FACU Facultative upland plants usually occur
(estimated probability 67 to 99 %) in non-
wetlands, but also occur (estimated
probability 1 to 33 % of the time) in wetlands.

Obligate Upland Plants UPL Upland plants occur almost always (estimated
probability > 99 %) in non-wetlands under
natural conditions.
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site, a wetland (about 0.2 acre) is present. This wetland would be replaced by the mitigation
project. The wetland is dominated by reed canarygrass, but includes other emergent plant
species, as listed above.

The southern boundary of the mitigation site is a fence line dominated by shrubs with a few
scattered trees. Himalayan blackberry is the dominant shrub, and reed canarygrass is the

dominant herb. Other shrubs along the fenceline include vine maple, Woods rose, snowberry,
and red-osier dogwood. Tree species scattered throughout the fence line consist of Douglas
hawthorn, Oregon ash, and black cottonwood.

_i ._ter Regime

T_,e n':'" .... ion site is very flat and without distinctive on-site drainage features. The Green
} _r is .. :ated immediately east of the site. A small area of the 100-year floodplain in the

r ,est corner of the property drains to the Green River to the north (Figure 3.4-3). There
i., ,tydrr alic connection across the mitigation site between the mapped floodplain and the
Gr,:en P.: _-. The narrow wetland swale (see Figure 3.4-2) that bisects the parcel is shallow
(< 6 inches topographic change) and displayed no wetland hydrology during site investigations

for development of this plan (August-November 1995). However, soils in this area display
hydric cha.racteristics and do contain a high percentage of silts; this likely restricts their
permeability. Drainage characteristics of on-site soils are discussed in Section 3.4.4.3.

Shallow groundwater monitoring began September 12, 1995 when 11 monitoring sites were

established (see Figure 3.4-2) to assess the shallow groundwater gradient across the site and to
measure any seasonal variations that may occur in response to rainfall and changes in river
elevation. Based on these observations, the groundwater table appears to average 8.0 to 9.0 ft

below the ground surface in the early fall months, with a rise in groundwater elevation during
the transition to the rainy season beginning in November (Table 3.4-2).

Soils

The predominant soil type at the proposed mitigation site, below the 6 inches of organic surface

material, is silt (or ML) according to the Uniform Soil Classification System (USCS). The silt
varies in color from reddish brown to gray, with clay and clay mottles throughout. The Soil

Conservation Service soil survey for King County (USDA 1973) identifies the predominant soil
in the mitigation area as Oridia silt loam. Other SCS-mapped soils in the area include Renton
silt loam and Briscot silt loarn (Figure 3.4-4) and their drainage characteristics are listed in Table

3.4-3. The Oridia and Briscot series are described by SCS (USDA 1973) as somewhat poorly
drained soils that formed in alluvium in river valleys. In a representative profile, the surface
layer is dark grayish-brown silt loam about 9 inches thick. The subsoil is mottled grayish-
brown, dark grayish-brown, and gray silt loam and stratified fine sandy loam that extends to a
depth of 60 inches or more.
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Table 3.4-2. Land surface and depth to groundwater on the proposed wetland mitigation site from
September 8, 1995 to present.

Depth to Groundwater (ft)
Date

Monitoring Land Surface
Well Number Elevation 12 SEP 28 SEP 10 OCT 24 OCT 9 NOV
P-1 47.6 >9.0 >9.0 8.9 7.6 7.0
P-2 46.7 8.0 8.2 8.3 7.6 6.7
P-3 46.7 8.1 8.3 8.4 7.9 6.7
P-4 48.5 >8.8 >8.8 >8.8 >8.8 >8.8
P-5 50.1 >9.0 >9.0 >9.0 >9.0 >9.0
P-6 8.2 7.5 6.7
P-7 8.2 7.5 5.7
P-8 8.8 8.3 5.7
P-9 >7.8 >7.9 >7.9
P-10 > 8.3 > 8.3 > 8.3
P-11 >6.5 >6.5 >6.5

Data compiled by Parametrix

Table 3.4-3. Drainage characteristics of soils on the mitigation site.

High Water Table Flooding
Soil Series' Drainage Class Permeability° Depth Months Frequency Duration Months

(in/hr) (ft)

Briscot Poorly 0.63-2.0 1 to-1 Nov-Apt Occasional Brief Dec-Feb
Oridia (drained) Poorly 0.20-2.0 1 to 3 Nov-Apr Occasional Brief Nov-Apr
Renton Somewhat 2.0-6.3 1 to 1.5 Nov-Apr Common Brief Nov-Apr

poorly

Source: USDA 1973

" All soils are classified as hydri¢ (wetland); however, on-site conditions indicate only limited areas of hydric
soils are present.

b Within the top 20 inches of soil.

This description is consistent with the findings of the soils laboratory testing and the field
investigations performed by Parametrix in October 1995. Based on field observations and
analytical test results, two distinct soil profiles occur at the proposed mitigation site. For this
investigation, the two soil profiles are designated as the wetland corridor and the upland regions.
The two soil profiles are presented for comparison in Figure 3.4-5.

The wetland corridor was delineated during previous site investigations and would not be
substantially modified during site grading. The wetland corridor soil profile generally consists
of a 6-inch acidic organic layer (pH=5.49; organic content = 6.77%) that covers a layer of
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clayey silt. The first 24 inches of the clayey silt is uniform, with clay mottles dispersed
throughout. This uniformity is possibly a result of agricultural tilling and cultivating at the site.

Below the uniformly mixed silt, the soil is stratified to gray layers of silt and sandy silt that
grades to a wet, sandy silt layer at a depth of about 72 inches. Below the wet sandy silt are 12
to 16 inches of very compact clayey silt with an average permeability that varies between 7.12
x 10 -' cm/sec and 2.36 x 10.7 cm/sec (determined at two locations). Below the clayey silt layer,

the soil grades to a uniformly free sand layer. Because of the thickness of the clayey silt layer
and the absence of an underlying fine sand layer (similar to the upland soils described below),
these soils drain slowly allowing hydric soil characteristics to develop.

The upland portion of the site includes those areas outside the wetland corridor that are planned
to be modified as part of the grading plan. The typical soil profile of the upland region is
similar to the existing wetland corridor for the first 30 inches, with a 6-inch acidic organic layer

followed by a 24-inch, uniformly mixed layer of clayey silt with dispersed mottles. Below the
clayey silt layer, the soil is predominantly fine sand, with some silt. The sand is uniform gray

up to depths of 96 inches below the surface. A 6- to 8-inch-thick clayey silt layer was again
encountered between the 72- and 96-inch depth. Below the clayey silt, the soil returns to a uni-
form f'me sand. The 36- to 48-inch fine sand layer located near the soil surface allows surface
soils to drain more quickly than wetland soils, and hydric characteristics have not developed.

Environmental Site Assessment

A Phase I Site Assessment of the mitigation property was conducted in December 1995

(Parametrix 1995) and is incorporated into this document by reference. The report was prepared
according to guidelines described in American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
Standard Practice for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I Environmental Site Assessment

Process (ASTM E 1527). The assessment did not indicate environmental conditions of concern

associated with past or current use of the site and adjacent properties.

Wildlife Habitat

The mitigation site is mostly abandoned agricultural land, which is dominated by grasses and
forbs, and a non-flooded, emergent wetland swale. Adjacent areas to the north are still in
agricultural use. The habitat south of the site is also disturbed by agricultural use and, to the

west of the site, wildlife habitat has been mostly eliminated by residential development. No
permanent surface water features occur on the site, and there is no evidence of seasonal surface
flow. The most prominent associated habitat feature is the Green River on the eastern site

boundary and the steep, forested slopes along the opposite bank of the Green River, which
provide habitat connectivity to other natural areas.

The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife Priority Habitats and Species database
(WDFW 1995) identifies the palustrine emergent wetland that bisects the site as a priority habitat
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(all wetlands are identified by WDFW as priority habitat). The wetland is dominated by reed
canarygrass, velvet grass, and soft rush. The habitat quality of the wetland and the adjacent
grassy uplands is compromised by invasive species, low vegetative diversity, and lack of habitat
structure. Small mammals may use the area for feeding and breeding, but lack cover from
predation. The site may provide foraging habitat for raptors, such as Northern harriers--which
may use nearby fenceposts as low perches--and red-tailed hawks. Grassy areas on the site lack
habitat structure for nesting cover, protection from predation, thermal cover, or perching for
passerine species.

A narrow band of shrub vegetation along the south fenceline consists of invasive blackberry
species with reed canarygrass undergrowth. Himalayan and evergreen blackberry are non-native
species that dominate disturbed habitats. The blackberries provide the only shrub habitat on the
site. A_ "mghthey bear fruit and provide habitat structure that would otherwise not be present,
they art . .msidered a nuisance species.

During field investigations in November 1995, tracks or scat of coyote, mink, deer, raccoon,
and kingfisher were observed on the mitigation site. Species observed include common snipe,
red-tailed hawk, common yellowthroat, and mallard duck.

3.4.4.2 Functions and Values of Mitigation Wetland

The off-site wetland mitigation site is designed to provide in-kind replacement of wetland
biological functions affected by implementation of the proposed Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan
Update improvements. The proposed design of the mitigation site would also provide additional
mitigation for species using wetland buffer areas and other upland habitats at the airport.
Although not related to impacts of the proposed Master Plan Update improvements, additional
flood storage capacity would be considered as part of the design process. Vegetation cover and
site hydrology following construction of the mitigation wetland are discussed in Sections 3.5.1
and 3.5.3.

Wildlife Habitat

Construction of the forested, shrub, and emergent wetlands would create conditions that provide
habitat for a variety of wildlife species. Table 3.4-4 identifies a broad range of wildlife species
that would be expected to occur over time in the mitigation wetland. However, habitat structure
and availability would change as vegetation matures over the next several decades, and many
listed species would begin using the site in future years. Table 3.4-5 identifies expected trends
in _ i:dlife use of the site through several stages of vegetation establishment, up to and beyond
25 y_ars following construction.
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Table 3.4-4. Wildlife species expected to occur in the wetland mitigation site after construction.

Habitat Type
Permanently Seasonally
Flooded Flooded
Emergent Emergent Shrub Forested Riparian Abandoned
Wetland Wetland Wetland Wetland Forest AgriculturalLand

Amphibians
Northwesternsalamander X X X X

Long-toed salamander X X X X
Pacific giant salamander X X X
Rough-skinned newt X X X
Ensatina X
Western toad X X
Pacificchorusfrog X X X X X

Red-leggedfrog X X X X X
Bullfrog (1) X

Reptiles
Common garter snake X X X X X

Birds
Great blue heron X X X X

Canadagoose X X X
Green-wingedteal X X X
Mallard X X X X

Northernpintail X X X
Americanwigeon X X X

Osprey X
Bald eagle X
Northern harrier X X X
Red-tailedhawk X X X
Killdeer X X X

Common snipe X X
Herring gull X
Rock dove (1) X
Western screech-owl X X
Rufous hummingbird X. X
Belted kingfisher X
Downy woodpecker X X
Northern flicker X X

Pileated woodpecker X
Willow flycatcher X X
American/northwestern crow X X X X X

Black-capped chickadee X X
Bushtit X X
Bewick's wren X X X
Winter wren X
Marsh wren X X

Golden-crowned kinglet X
Ruby-crowned kinglet X X
American robin X X X X
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,hie 3.4-4. Wildlife species expected to occur in the wetland mitigation site after construction (continued).

Habitat Type
Permanently SeasonaLly
Flooded Flooded
Emergent Emergent Shrub Forested Riparian Abandoned
Wetland Wetland Wetland Wetland Forest AgriculturalLand

Variedthrush X X

Europeanstarling(I) X X X
Yellowwarbler X X

Yellow-rompedwarbler X X

MacGiUivray'swarbler X X X
Common yellowthroat X X
Wilson's warbler X X
Rufous-sided towhee X X
Fox sparrow X X
Songsparrow X X X X X X
Dark-eyedjunco X X
Red-wingedblackbird X X X X

Brown-headedcowbird X X X X X X
Americangoldfinch X X
House sparrow (1) X

Mammals

Vagrant shrew X X X X
Pacific water shrew X X
Shrew-mole X
Pacific m ;e X
Pacific jumping mouse X X
Racccx)n X X X X X
Mink X X X X X
Striped skunk X X
Coyote X X X
Red fox X X X

Data compiled by Parametrix.
Non-endemic species.

Post-construction habitat structure in forested areas would be immature, similar to regenerating
forest, and would develop mature forest habitat attributes after several decades. The proposed
shrub understory would promote the development of habitat structure. Songbird use in early
stages of habitat development would include leaf and bark gleaning species
Odnglet/chickadee/bushtit/vireo) that forage in the area. Oregon ash, vine maple, willows, red
cedar and hemlock produce seeds that are used by many songbird and mammal species. Small
mammals would likely forage for seeds and invertebrates, even though optimal habitat conditions
would not occur for one or more decades. As the canopy begins to develop, nesting
opportunities and lrredator avoidance cover would increase.
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Tree nesting songbirds (such as thrushes, vireos, and warblers) would use horizontal branches
for nesting when the canopy closes enough to provide cover. Leaf litter and forest detritus
would begin to accumulate, providing habitat for the invertebrates (Pennak 1989) that
amphibians (such as ensatina), small mammals, and ground-foraging birds feed on. Small
mammals, in turn, would become food for predators (such as barred owls). Over the course of
several decades, forest competition, disease, or climatic conditions would weaken some trees and
likely result in mortality. Dead and decaying trees would eventually provide woody debris and
snag habitat for flickers, woodpeckers, and small cavity-nesting birds.

The shrub and emergent wetlands should reach stable habitat conditions earlier than the forested
wetland community. Shrub species should produce forage and nesting opportunities within two
to ten years. Swainson's thrush and Wilson's warblers use moist shrub habitats for nesting and
foraging. Berries produced by salmonberry, elderberry, and red-osier dogwood are used by
several insectivorous songbird species to supplement fall and winter diets (Ehrlieh et al. 1988).
Mink, shrews, and other small mammals would readily exploit insect and aquatic invertebrate
food sources. Wading birds, such as great blue herons and bitterns, can feed on small mammals
and amphibians. Amphibian use, however, would likely be limited by immigration rates because
of the lack of existing amphibian habitat in the area. Some species, such as Pacific giant
salamander, northwestern salamander, and rough-skinned newt commonly migrate through
terrestrial habitats and may be expected to use the mitigation site.

Although flooded emergent wetlands can provide substantial forage opportunities for ducks,
habitat use would vary with proximity to upland predator cover. Waterfowl, which are wary
of dense shrubs that allow predators to approach undetected, prefer interspersion of emergent
vegetation and open water. Slough sedge, spike rush, and scouring rush are all species preferred
by dabbling ducks and geese during migration (Payne 1992). Narrow-leaf burreed is preferred
by dabblers and migrating wood ducks. As decaying vegetation builds up in flooded areas,
shovelers, pintails and other diving species could use growing populations of plankton, algae,
aquatic insects, and gastropods.

3.5 MITIGATION SITE PLAN

The mitigation site plan and general construction methods used to achieve mitigation design
objectives are presented in this section. Considered in detail are the evaluation methods and
justification for establishing the wetland water regime, the grading plan, revegetation plan, and
monitoring and contingency plans for wetland development.

The potential impacts associated with developing the site for wetland mitigation were assessed
in Environmental Report: Port of Seattle Master Plan Improvements Wetland Mitigation Site,
Auburn, Washington, (Parametrix 1996) which is incorporated into this document by reference.
The report found no significant environmental impacts associated with implementation of the
mitigation project that could not be mitigated.
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3.5.1 Water Reeime

An adequate water regime is the most critical factor required to establish the desired forest,
shrub, and emergent wetland vegetation classes on the mitigation site. The duration and amount
of standing water, or soil saturation, control the wetland community types present on-site.

(Throughout this report saturation depths refer to the level of water in a hole or monitoring
well.) Based on the design objectives outlined in Table 3.3-2 and knowledge of typical

hydrology in native Puget Sound wetland communities, a proposed hydrologic regime for the
mitigation wetland was developed:

• Forested Wetlands would be established where soils are seasonally saturated during the

winter and spring period (late December - April). Soil saturation in forested wetlands
would be 12 to 18 inches below the soil surface during much of this period.

• Shrub Wetlands would be created in areas where soils remain wet throughout the year
(saturated to within 6 to 12 inches of the soil surface). Flooding with up to 6 inches of
standing water would occur during the December - May period.

• Emergent Wetlands would be established where extended periods of flooding (up to 12
inches deep) are present. In areas where flooding is not permanent, soils would remain
moist or saturated to within 6 inches of the soil surface throughout the summer months.

Groundwater monitoring on the mitigation site indicates that it is feasible to create the hydrologic
conditions defined above by excavating a basin to intercept the shallow groundwater that occurs
at depths of at least 8 to 9 ft below the ground surface during late summer months (see Table
3.4-2). However, to reduce overall earthwork, the above hydrologic regime would be
established by creating a perched water table in an excavated basin that has been lined with low-
permeability soils (native on-site soils compacted or amended with clay) (refer to Section 3.5.2,
Site Grading). Water levels in the excavated basin would be controlled by seasonal patterns of
precipitation and evapotranspiration, rather than by seasonal fluctuations in groundwater levels.
The relationship of the proposed wetland vegetation zones to water levels and site topography
are shown in Figure 3.5-1. The methods used for developing the water level regime are
summarized below.

Seasonal precipitation and evapotranspiration patterns for the project area based on 30 years of
rainfall data are summarized in Table 3.5-1. Figure 3.5-2 illustrates the annual soil moisture
regime in a wetland based on the 30-year rainfall data for the area. The figure shows that over
a 14-month period starting in September, there is a period of soil moisture recharge until about
6 inches of total precipitation has accumulated (typically by mid-November). Following this
recharge, additional precipitation generates surplus water in the soil profile that results in soil
saturation and runoff. Once a soil water surplus develops, water depths in the wetland basin
increase throughout the winter months. During early spring, evapotranspiration increases to
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rates exceeding precipitation, resulting in the use of soil moisture and a gradual decline in water
depths.

The model described above can be used to predict the hydrologic regime in a closed wetland
basin such as the proposed mitigation wetland. The constructed basin would be lined with a
low-permeability layer of compacted soil that would limit infiltration of precipitation into the
underlying soil to less than 0.1 inch per month. Since Puget Sound is an area where annual
precipitation exceeds the combined effects of evapotranspiration and infiltration, the wetland
basin would fill with water and generate runoff during the winter months (Figure 3.5-3).
Considering site topography and soil conditions, the wetland would be designed to accumulate
water up to surface elevations of 42 ft (see Section 3.5-1). Above this elevation, the basin
would be unlined, and runoff from the wetland would infiltrate into the subsoil on the site (as
is presently the case). During spring and summer months, as soil water is used, water levels
would decline to about 41 ft by late September. During October and early November,
precipitation would recharge soil moisture and increase water levels to the 42-ft winter elevation.

Table 3.5-1 presents average precipitation values and shows an average annual excess of over
13 inches of water. Based on historical climate data (Department of Commerce 1982), even
during record dry periods, sufficient rainfall would occur during the fall and winter months to
fill the wetland basin. Thus, the wetland would have the designed water depths by April of each
year. During years when below-normal rainfall occurs in the spring and summer months, water
levels would decline more rapidly and to lower levels compared to average rates shown in
Figure 3.5-3. During abnormally dry summers (when little or no rainfall may occur for 30 to
90 days), the emergent wetland communities could be dry from late June to mid October and
shrub wetlands could be dry from late May to late October. Because of the infrequency of
extended dry periods, and the fact that many shrub and emergent wetlands in Puget Sound are
dry during late summer months, no long-term adverse effects from periodic drought are
anticipated.

A regional storm water detention facility may be constructed by the city of Auburn in the
general vicinity of the proposed mitigation parcel and could be used to enhance hydrologic
conditions in the wetland. The mitigation wetland could receive treated supplemental water from
the detention facility (treated and conveyed to the wetland through a biofiltration swale) during
summer months when water levels are lowest. This additional water would be particularly
beneficial during below-average rainfall years and could ensure that standing water would be
present in emergent areas throughout the summer of all years. However, the feasibility of
integrating the wetland with a storm water detention facility has not been fully investigated, and
the wetland has been designed to function without supplemental water. Integration of the
facilities would require only minor modifications of the mitigation plan for the addition of
biofiltration swales and an adjustable flow control structure to divert a portion of the storm water
into the wetland.
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Table 3.5-1. Monthly precipitation, evapotranspiration, and cumulative water balance (in inches) for a
lined wetland basin in Kent, Washington (1950-1980).

Water Losses

Potential Cumulative

Month Average Rainfall Evapotranspirationt Infiltration 2 Monthly Excess 3 Excess

October 3.47 1.8 0.1 1.57 1.57

November 5.68 0.8 0.1 4.78 6.35

December 6.48 0.5 0.1 5.88 12.23

January 6.18 0.3 0.1 5.78 18.01

February 4.23 0.6 0.1 3.53 21.54

March 3.77 1.2 0.1 2.47 24.01

April 2.64 I. 8 0.1 0.74 24.75

May 1.75 3.1 0.1 -1.45 23.3

June 1.52 3.8 0.1 -2.38 20.92

July 0.81 4.5 0.1 -3.79 17.13

Augus 1.34 4.1 0.1 -2.86 14.27

Septemt_r 2.05 2.8 0.1 -0.85 13.42

Annual 39.92 25.3 1.2 13.424

Source: Cooperative Extension Service 1968; Departmentof Commerce 1982
Evapotranspirationis the physical loss of water to the atmosphere from soil and water surfaces (evaporation)
and the physiological loss of water from plant foliage to the atmosphere (transpiration). Potential
evapotranspiration is the amount of water loss thatoccurs when available soil moisture exceeds that needed for

transpiration (associated with plant growth) and evaporation. Since wetland conditions will exist year-round,
soil moisture will not be limiting and potential evapotranspirationrates will control water levels in the wetland.

: Infiltration is the amount of water lost from the proposed wetland through the low-permeability soil liner.
3 Equals rainfall minus water losses.
4 Annual excess is lost from the wetland by discharge to adjacent areas when water levels exceed elevation 42,

which corresponds to the top edge of the low-permeability liner.

The proposed wetland would be located within the 100-year floodplain of Green River backwater
areas (FEMA 1989). Within this area, the base 100-year flood elevation is 45 ft; thus, during
100-year flood events, forested and shrub wetland areas that are typically non-flooded would be
flooded with up to 3 ft of water. Emergent wetland communities would also experience
increased flooding of 3 ft (see Figures 3.5-1 and 3.5-5). Flooding of the wetland is not expected
to alter wetland plant communities because of its infrequent occurrence and short duration. All
wetland plant species included in the mitigation plan (Section 3.5.3) are adapted to saturated soil
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conditions and have established naturally in areas subject to periodic flooding along many Puget
Sound rivers. It is anticipated that excess ponding from periodic floods would recede quickly

due to lateral flux over the proposed liner.

3.5.2 Site Gradin2

The mitigation design objectives would be achieved by grading a basin to a range of depths and

creating a perched water table several feet above the natural summer water table at the site
(Figures 3.5-4 and 3.5-5). This section discusses the technical considerations, constructability
issues, and limitations associated with grading the mitigation site.

The proposed grading involves four earthwork construction steps. First, the top 6 inches of soil
would be excavated and removed from the site. Five to 10 ft of underlying sandy silt-loam soils
would be excavated to form a basin, with approximately one-third of the soil stockpiled for reuse
on site (two-thirds available for off-site use). The third step is to line the basin with a 9- to 12-
inch layer of compacted soil of low permeability, to create an artificial "perched" groundwater
condition. The last grading step is to replace the stockpiled soil over the low-permeability layer.
This soil would be graded at varying thicknesses to provide the appropriate rooting depth and
zones of saturation for each of the desired wetland classes. The construction steps related to

technical issues and approximate soil quantifies are described below.

3.5.2.1 Surface Soil Removal

Surface soil would be removed because of potential adverse impacts from invasive plants.
Excavation of 6 inches of surface soil in most areas would largely eliminate seeds, roots, and

rhizomes and reduce colonization by most invasive plants; excavation depths may be slightly
greater where reed canarygrass predominates. Based on a site grading area of 29 acres
(including the wetland and floodplain areas below elevation 45) and removal of 6 inches of
surface topsoil, the quantity of topsoil hauled off-site would be approximately 23,400 yd3.

3.5.2.2 Basin Excavation

Approximately 400,000 yd 3of soil would be excavated to create the wetland basin (Figure 3.5-
5), with excavation depths ranging between 7 and 12 ft across the site. Approximately one-third
of the excavated material would be selectively stockpiled on-site. Fine-grained clayey silt soils
would be used to construct the low-permeability liner, and sandy loam soils would serve as
backfill and replacement soils. The bottom of the excavation would have a slight slope toward
the low point(s) in the basin. The transition slope, between the floor of the basin and the

undisturbed grades around the perimeter of the mitigation area, would be approximately 10H: 1V
(horizontal to vertical) to facilitate planting and to minimize the potential for erosion.
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3.5.2.3 Low-Permeability Layer Construction

The low-permeability layer construction would depend on the quantity and properties of the
clayey silt encountered during excavation. It is anticipated that a 9- to 12-inch-thick layer would
be constructed using compacted native soils, if sufficient quantifies of suitable soils are found.
Approximately 44,000 yd3 of a compactable soil are needed to create a 12-inch-thick low-
permeability layer over the 27-acre wetland area.

Preliminary site soils information (collected at monitoring well locations shown in Figure 3.4-2)
shows that a clayey silt layer extends from the 6- to 30-inch depth. If the clay layer is
continuous and 15 inches of the clayey silt are available after surface soil removal, a sufficient
quantity of this material would be stockpiled for construction of the low-permeability layer.
Another layer of clayey silt was found at depths ranging from 72 to 96 inches. The measured
permeability of this lower clayey silt layer also appears adequate to meet project requirements.
However, the extent and eontinu_:y of this lower layer is unknown, and the measured thickness

of this layer (6 to 8 inches) would make it difficult to segregate during excavation. These soils
would be considered for construction of the low-permeability liner only if sufficient quantities
of the shallower clayey silt are unavailable. Additional field investigations within the proposed
grading area will be conducted to further characterize the available soils.

If suitable on-site soils are not found in sufficient quantity, bentonite would be used as a soil
amendment to reduce the permeability characteristics of available soils. This method has been

used successfully in other large-scale earthwork projects such as landfill and pond liner
improvements, and is appropriate for wetland construction.

3.5.2.4 Soil Replacement and Finish Grading

As shown in Figure 3.5-5, soil would be placed and graded to varying thicknesses over the low-
permeability layer to provide the proper rooting depth and zone of saturation for the selected

vegetation classes. Generally, soil thickness would change in increments of approximately 6
inches between wetland classes, with the thickest soils occurring in forested areas. The proposed
grading and wetland class acreages indicate that approximately 100,000 yd3 of replacement soil
are needed. The on-site sandy loam material would be used as a topsoil.

3.5.3 Landscape Plan

Four wetland vegetation classes would be planted in the mitigation area (Figure 3.5-6). These
general classes would include eight wetland plant associations (Figure 3.5-7) typical of

freshwater wetlands and forested uplands in the northern Puget Sound basin. These plant
associations are groups of plants selected to mimic naturally occurring native plant groups that

may be found within a wetland class. The species composition and relative abundance of species
in each plant association and their wetland indicator status are listed in Table 3.5-2.
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Table 3.5-2. Plant species proposed for the wetland mitigation area.

Plant Associations I

m

-_ =

- _ _ _

Scientific Name Common Name Status

Trees

Acer macrophyllum Big-leafmaple FACU +

Alnus rubra Red alder FAC + - +

Fraxinus latifolia Oregon ash FACW +

Malusfusca Western crabapple FACW -

Picea sitchensis Sitka spruce FAC

Populus trichocarpa Black cottonwood FAC +

Populus trichocarpa X Hybrid cottonwood FAC +
deltoides

Pseudotsuga menziesii Douglas fir FACU +

Salix sitchensis Sitka willow FACW +

Salix hookeriana Hooker's willow FACW- + + -

Salix lasiandra Pacific willow FACW + +

Thuja plicata Western red cedar FAC + + -

Tsuga heterophylla Western hemlock FACU- + + -

Shrubs

Acer circinatura Vine maple FAC- + + +

Comus stolonifera Red-osier dogwood FACW + +

Corylus cornum Hazelnut FACU + +

Lonicera involucrata Twinberry FAC+ + + +

Oemleria cerasiformis Indian plum FACU +

Physocarpus purshiana Pacific ninebark FACW- + - -

Rosa nutkana Nootka rose FAC - -

Rubus spectabilis Salmonberry FAC + +

Salix scouleriana Scouler's willow FAC +
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Table 3.5-2. Plant species proposed for the wetland mitigation area (continued).

Plant Associations I

-_ =

Indicator _ _ _ _ ]
Scientific Name Common Name Status

Sambucus racemosa Red elderberry FACU

2ymphoricarpos albus Snowberry FACU +

Herbs

Carex obnupta Slough sedge OBL + + + +

Eleocharis palustris Common spike-rush OBL +

Lolium multiflorum Annual ryegrass UPL +

Oenanthe sarmentosa Water parsley OBL + + + +

Polygonum amphibium Water smartweed OBL +

Potent '.;apalustris Marsh cinquefoil OBL + +

5cir,:.,_ acutus Hardstem bulrush OBL +

Sr :_anium emersum Narrow-leaf burreed OBL + +

Grasses

Agrostis alba Red top FACW +

Alopecurus geniculatus Water foxtail OBL +

Alopecurus pratensis Meadow foxtail FACW +

Dactylus glomerata Orchard grass FACU +

Festuca arundinacea Tall rescue FAC +

Lotus corniculatus Birdsfoot trefoil FAC

Phleum pratense Timothy FAC +

Trifolium pratense Red clover FACU

Data compiled by Parametrix

IThe symbols " +" and "-" indicate the relative abundance of selected species in each plant association.
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These plant associations were selected because they are adapted to the expected soil moisture
during normal rainfall years and they provide a range of moisture tolerance during unusually dry
or wet years. The general relationship of wetland classes to site hydrology is illustrated in
Figure 3.5-8. Plant species were also selected based on their value as food sources for wildlife.
The hybrid cottonwood, Populus trichocarpa x deltoides, would be planted to provide rapid
development of canopy cover and greater structural diversity in the early years of mitigation plan
implementation. Plantings of native Populus trichocarpa would be intermingled with hybrid
poplar, but these native trees would be spaced so as not to be shaded excessively by the hybrid
poplar. Since the hybrid cottonwood is sterile, future colonization of cottonwood on the site
would primarily be by native cottonwood; some colonization by hybrid cottonwood by fallen
branches and suckering may occur.

The five forested wetland plant associations and one shrub wetland plant association used would
both correspond to slight hydrologic variations in the wetland and provide habitat diversity.
Selected species, including red alder, black cottonwood, Oregon ash, western red cedar, willow,
salmonberry, and red-osier dogwood, are typical of lowland Puget Sound wetlands. Each
association includes species that tolerate the seasonally saturated soil conditions expected on the
site. However, some associations, such as the black cottonwood/willow- and Oregon ash-
dominated associations, include a higher proportion of FACW species that are particularly
adapted to wet soils. These associations are identified for planting adjacent to seasonally and
permanently flooded emergent areas.

Following site grading, a wetland hydroseed mix that includes a small percentage of a sterile
hybrid grass would be planted over all areas identified for shrub and forested wetland plantings.
The hybrid grass would provide rapid soil stabilization while the slower-growing native grasses
establish. Planting of overstory trees and shrubs in forest and shrub plant associations would
occur during the first fall or spring season following site grading, when the soil moisture is near
the ground surface and temperature conditions are favorable for establishing roots and plant
growth. Two- to three-year old branched seedlings at least 24 inches tall would be planted at
a density of approximately 250 stems per acre (or 13 ft on center). This density exceeds the
final performance standard of 200 trees per acre (refer to Table 3.3-2), allowing for some
natural mortality during the early years. Shrub understory species in the forested areas would
be planted in patches at densities of 300 plants per acre to mimic their natural occurrence
patterns. Shrubs in the shrub wetland area would be planted at a density of 400 plants per acre.
Part of the site would be graded to a relatively abrupt shoreline, eliminating the shrub wetland
zone between elevation 41.5 and 42 ft, thereby providing forested wetland cover and
overhanging vegetation adjacent to permanently flooded emergent areas. Understory
development in the forest and shrub wetland areas is expected to occur through colonization from
adjacent seed sources.

/

Emergent wetlands would be planted with native emergent species common in the Green River
Valley and the northern Puget Sound region. Since wetland hydrology is designed to create both
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seasonally and permanently flooded areas, selected plants that are tolerant of extended flooding
and soil saturation would be established. Species would include water parsley, slough sedge,
narrow-leafed burreed, hardstem bulrush, and common spike rush. The typical growth pattern

for emergent marsh plants is in monotypic patches with some interspersion in open, less densely
vegetated areas and proposed planting would mimic this pattern. Planting shoots with rhizomes

18 inches on center in monotypic stands of varying size and seeding a mix of emergent species
in the areas between patches should achieve that result. Because ponding in emergent areas is

expected well into the early summer, planting of emergent species would occur during the fall
months when soils are becoming saturated but before water levels reach their winter maximum.

All vegetated upland areas disturbed during mitigation wetland construction would be

hydroseeded using native upland grasses that typically occur in open fields in the area (Table
3.5-2). Following hydroseeding, forested buffers would be planted bordering the northern and
southern boundaries of the mitigation wetland. These boundaries are most susceptible to outside

disturbance from ongoing agricultural activities and from potential future urban development.
Trees and shrubs would be planted at densities sufficient to attain the stem density performance
standards identified for forested wetland habitat. Buffer plantings are not proposed for the
eastern boundary, which is to remain undeveloped. A narrow strip of land to the east of the
site, adjacent to the Green River, is owned by King County. Approximately 120 ft of open
grassland would remain as an open space between the edge of the constructed mitigation wetland
and the King County property boundary. Land along the western edge of the site is delineated
as emergent wetland and would remain undeveloped.

3.6 MONITORING PLAN

The mitigation project would be monitored for a 10-year period, with monitoring focusing on
the physical and ecological data necessary to determine whether performance standards for the

project (Table 3.3-2) are being achieved. Monitoring reports would summarize the ecological
condition of the wetland, and the degree of compliance with performance standards; as necessary

contingency actions would be recommended. The first phase of preparing the monitoring report
would be to complete an as-built report, as described below; Section 3.6.2 describes the
activities and schedule during the monitoring period.

3.6.1 As-Built Report

An as-built wetland report that describes the mitigation as constructed and planted would be

prepared to define the baseline conditions for measuring progress toward the defined mitigation
goals and final performance standards. The as-built report also establishes all sampling locations
for future monitoring activity. Any later significant deviations from plan documents would be

noted, and the significance of these deviations evaluated and coordinated with the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers.
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A detailed wetland map would be prepared from field surveys. Baseline observational data, with
which future monitoring can be compared, would also be collected and mapped, as appropriate.
These baseline data would include:

• topographic mapping
• locations of major plant community boundaries
* locations of surface water

The topographic survey is used to evaluate the amount of land added to the 100-year floodplain
and to determine whether the performance standard for floodplains has been achieved.

For the -__-built report, a staff gage assembly would be installed within the pond area, with the
lower pc 'don extending to the sediment surface of 40.5 ft. The staff gage would be mounted
on a trea_ed 4-inch x 4-inch post, and its location surveyed and mapped.

A visual site inspection to describe the types, condition, and locations of planted species in the
wetland would be part of the as-built report. For each planting area, observations would include
species, typical size and approximate ranges in size, the approximate spacing of plants, and their
location relative to elevation and ground or surface water levels. In addition, the edge between
wetland classes would be staked and mapped.

During future monitoring efforts (Section 3.6.2), transects would be used for sampling plant
species composition, cover, and growth, allowing comparative analysis of these parameters over
time. These transects, which would be field-staked during the as-built survey, must be randomly
selected to eliminate sampling bias.

Photographs taken during the monitoring period can qualitatively document plant community
development in both the wetland and adjacent buffer. Photographs would be used, therefore,
to show the extent and rate of plant height and cover. Photographs can supplement quantitative
vegetation characterization from the permanent transects. Photographic points established along
transects and other appropriate viewpoints would then be described and labeled on maps.

An as-built report summarizes the existing wetland condition when construction is completed.
The report would include descriptions of the aerial extent of the wetland (and each vegetation
zone planted) relative to mitigation goals, the hydrologic condition of each wetland planting area,
and the relationship between each planting zone and observed soil moisture. These wetland
features would then be compared to those established as design criteria for the wetland (Table
3.3-1). Any deviations from design parameters would be noted and discussed, including the
anticipated significance of any deviations on the eventual development of a functioning wetland
system.
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3.6.2 10-Year Monitoring Plan

Monitoring activities would focus on the collection of baseline hydrology, vegetation, and
wildlife data to evaluate wetland function and compliance with the performance standards
summarized in Table 3.6-1. Monitoring would also include photographic documentation of site
features and the development of habitat on the site.

Table 3.6-1. Off-site wetland monitoring methods and reporting schedule.

Design Objective Performance Method Month Frequency
Standard

Forested Wetland In-kind Aerial photographic or ground- May As-built,
Vegetation replacement ratio based mapping Years 3, 5, 10

Species Walk-through surveys and plot or July Years 1, 2, 3,

Composition belt transect sampling to document 5, 7, 10
all plant species present

Tree and shrub Measure by line-intercept method July Years 3, 6, 10
density along transects

Plant growth Walk-through surveys to estimate July Years 1, 2, 3, 5
annual shoot growth and survival
rates

Vegetation Describe from walk-through July Years 1, 2, 3,
structure surveys, incorporating data from 5, 7, 10

above analysis as available

Shrub wetland In-kind Aerial photographic or ground- May As-built,
vegetation replacement ratio based mapping Years 3, 5, 10

Species Walk-through surveys to document July Years 1, 2, 3,
Composition all plant species present 5, 7, 10

Shrub density Measure by line-intercept method July Years 3, 6, 10
along transects

Plant growth Walk-through surveys to estimate July Years 1, 2, 3, 5
annual shoot growth and survival
rates

Vegetation Describe from walk-through July Years 1, 2, 3,
structure surveys, incorporating data from 5, 7, 10

above analysis as available

Emergent wetland In-kind Aerial photographic or ground- May As-built,
vegetation replacement ratio based mapping Years 3, 5, 10

Species Walk-through surveys to document July Years 1, 2, 3,
Composition all plant species present 5, 7, 10
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Table 3.6ol. Off-site wetland monitoring methods and reporting schedule (continued).

Design Objective Performance Method Month Frequency
Standard

Herbaceous plant Measure by plot sampling method July Years 3, 6, 10
coverage/density along transects

Plant growth Walk-through surveys to estimate July Years 1, 2, 3, 5
annual shoot growth and survival
rates

Vegetation Describe from walk-through July Years 1, 2, 3,
structure surveys, incorporating data from 5, 7, 10

above analysis, as available

Wetlan logy Soil saturation Depth from the soil surface to Monthly Years 1, 2, 3;
groundwater measured at

permanent sampling stations in February, Years 5, 10
forested, shrub, and emergent June
wetland zones

Surface Water Water depths measured at Monthly Years 1, 2, 3;
Depth permanent sampling stations in

shrub and emergent wetland zones February, Years 5, 10
June

Flood storage Topography Analysis of as-built topographic Year O
capacity survey

Wildlife Habitat Structure Analysis of hydrologic and February, Years 1, 2, 3,
vegetation data from forested, June 5, 10

shrub, and emergent wetlands

Description of habitat structure February, x _ars 1, 2, 3,
from walk-through surveys June 5, 10

Wildlife usage Conduct surveys to record wildlife January, Years 1, 2, 3,
sixties and activities on-site. April, June, 5, 10

November

Long-term protection Buffers, adjacent Description of buffer vegetation June Years 5, 10

land uses and adjacent landuses, including
proximity and screening.

Public access Description of on-site trails and June Years 5, 10
trails adjacent vegetation, including

proximity and screening from

pernmnently or seasonally flooded
wetland habitat

Data compiled by Parametrix
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under various hydrologic regimes, and other general observations relevant to mitigation design
and implementation.

Most monitoring activities would be completed along the permanent transects and fixed points
established and marked during the as-built survey; however, as determined in the field,
additional monitoring may be needed to document unique conditions not present at pre-
established sampling locations. All monitoring uses standard ecological techniques to sample,
measure, or describe vegetation, hydrologic, and wildlife habitat conditions. These techniques
include walk-through surveys, line-intercept sampling along transects (Canfield 1941), plot
sampling (Daubenmire 1959), and wetland delineation (FICWD 1989; Environmental Laboratory
1987).

3.7 SITE PROTECTION

The Port of Seattle and the city of Auburn are currently negotiating the terms of site protection.
A number of alternatives are being considered. The mitigation project would be protected
against further development in perpetuity.

3.8 MAINTENANCE AND CONTINGENCY PLAN

The mitigation wetland is designed to achieve the final performance standards without ongoing
maintenance. Wetland hydrology is dependent on rainfall and plant communities are adapted
to the designed hydrologic regime. Supplemental irrigation during the first two seasons
following planting may be necessary to assure plant establishment. This maintenance activity
would depend on rainfall quantities and on ongoing planning for a regional storm water facility
which could supplement summer water levels in the wetland. The monitoring activities outlined
in Table 3.6-1 would identify conditions requiring contingency actions, which are outlined in
Table 3.8-1. Contingency actions would be implemented in coordination with the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers.

Since reed canarygrass is present in adjacent wetland areas, and this aggressive species could
invade the wetland through seed dispersal, maintenance actions may be require to control its
spread. These actions could include periodic mowing, treatment with herbicide, and reseeding
with native wetland grasses, or more extensive restoration of the on-site wetland that would
remain.
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4. MILLER CREEK

4.1 ECOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT SITE

The Miller Creek basin, located in southwest King County, is bordered on the east and southeast
by Sea-Tac Airport; the city of Normandy Park lies to the south, the plateau above Seahurst to
the west, and the hill north of Arbor Lake to the north. The basin encompasses about 8 mi2 and
includes a small portion of Sea-Tac Airport, as well as parts of the cities of SeaTac and Burien.
Sea-Tac Airport covers an estimated 5 percent of the entire basin. The Miller Creek watershed

consists of tributaries that originate at Arbor, Burien, and Tub lakes; surface water and seep
drainages from the north end of Sea-Tac Airport; and overflows from Lake Reba and Lora Lake.
The creek generally flows south and southwest toward Puget Sound.

4.1.1 Stream Classification

The lower reaches of Miller Creek are Class II salmon-bearing waters, as defined by the
Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW). However, the upper reaches
(starting about 0.2 mi upstream of Southwest 160th Street) are believed to be inaccessible to

anadromous salmonids (Shapiro 1995e). The other tributary streams that flow through or
adjacent to the study area are Class III or unclassified reaches that function primarily as drainage
or groundwater conveyances. Class III streams are classified according to their intermittent or

ephemeral characteristics during normal rainfall years. The watershed is generally classified by
Ecology as having Class AA (extraordinary) water quality. Storm water runoff from residential,
commercial and agricultural properties has contributed to water quality degradation. As a result,

Miller Creek fails to meet many of the state water quality standards (Landrum & Brown 1995).

Water quality in the basin has degraded as a result of pollutants commonly found in urban storm
water runoff. Nutrients, organics, metals, fecal coliform bacteria, and suspended solids have
contributed to occasional violations of Class AA water quality standards and federal water
quality criteria. In addition, occasional violations of Class AA water standards for pH, dissolved
oxygen, and ammonia have also occurred in the basin (Landrum & Brown 1995).

4.1.2 Primary Uses/Function in the Watershed

Most of the 5,000-acre Miller Creek watershed is fully developed with residential and
commercial properties. Approximately 60 percent of the land use in the basin is residential, 20
percent is commercial, and the remaining 20 percent is open space or forested. The single
largest commercial facility in the watershed (approximately 5 percent of the area) is Sea-Tac
Airport. Other commercial facilities are scattered along Des Moines Way, Ambaum Boulevard,
and First Avenue South. Some agricultural uses are also found in the upper watershed,
including the impact site. Although urbanization has significantly altered the stream and riparian
habitat, these areas continue to support some fish and wildlife species.
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4.1.3 Existing Fish Habitat

Historically, Miller Creek supported anadromous fish runs of coho and chum salmon and sea-run
cutthroat trout, as well as resident populations of pumpkinseed sunfish, sculpin, and cutthroat
trout (Landrum & Brown 1995). The creek currently supports a small coho salmon run that is
maintained by annual releases of hatchery-reared fingerlings raised by the Des Moines Chapter
of Trout Unlimited (Shapiro 1995e). The last W'DFW-sponsored spawner survey in 1985 did
not observe any spawning eoho. However, the Des Moines Salmon Chapter of Trout Unlimited
reported about 91 fish in a recent coho spawner survey. No comprehensive population study
has been conducted on Miller Creek.

Residential development in the watershed has resulted in a general deterioration of fish habitat
owing to the removal of native riparian vegetation, stream channelization and bank armoring,
filling of riparian wetlands, reducing the availability of large organic debris, and increasing the
non-point source pollution loading. The expansion of impervious surface area in the basin has
also led to increased runoff volumes and velocities; the result has been increased bank erosion,
downcutting, landslides, and debris jams. These factors have contributed to a general lack of
(1) instream and overhead cover, (2) available low- and high-flow habitat or refugia, (3)
available spawning habitat in the basin, (4) habitat complexity, and (5) high-quality water
(KCSWM 1987; Landrum & Brown 1995; Shapiro 1995a).

In addition to the deteriorated habitat conditions in the basin, several natural and manmade
barriers appear to be limiting anadromous fish species access to the upper basin. The most
prominent barrier on Miller Creek is an 8-ft waterfall about 0.2 mi upstream of Southwest 160th
Street. Other potential barriers in the basin include several corrugated metal and concrete box
culverts (Shapiro 1995a). These seasonal or year-round barriers appear to limit upstream habitat
use to non-salmonid resident fish species, such as pumpkinseed sunfish and sculpin (Shapiro
1995e).

In addition to these barriers, habitat availability may be contributing to the current fish
distribution pattern. Shapiro (1995a) found suitable coho salmon spawning gravel limited to the
area downstream of First Avenue South, while suitable cutthroat spawning habitat Was scattered
in small patches between South 156th Way and First Avenue South. Areas upstream of First
Avenue South, however, consisted predominantly of fine silt and sand substrate, which is more
suitable habitat for the non-salmonid fish species that occur there.

King County Surface Water Management (KCSWM; 1987) reported that natural, unaltered
stream reaches in the basin are essentially nonexistent, and that major portions of the mainstem
and all tributary streams are channelized or otherwise modified. The mainstem section that
would be relocated as a result of the proposed airport development project is a low-gradient,
channelized stream, with low-density riparian vegetation, no large woody debris, and limited
habitat complexity. This reach is dominated by slow-flowing water and shows signs of excessive
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sedimentation. This sedimentation appears to be at least partially caused by agricultural runoff.

Shapiro (1995e) estimated that some 10 tons of sediment are transported to the creek annually
from the adjacent 11 acres of agricultural land. The factors mentioned contribute to the lack of
high-quality fish-rearing pools in the reach. Such pools are important over-wintering habitats
that provide refuge for fish during high-flow events (Shapiro 1995a).

Several smaU tributaries originating from groundwater seeps under the runway flow west to
Miller Creek. These reaches are intermittent surface and groundwater conveyance ditches that

do not appear to provide fish habitat at any time (Shapiro 1995b). The habitat in these reaches
consists of a series of small, shallow, runs and riffles with occasional pocket-water. During

winter flow periods, these tributary reaches consist of shallow fivulets that are approximately

1-3 inches deep and typically less that 1 ft wide.

4.1.4 Hydrolo2v

The addition of fill and impervious surface areas as a result of the proposed Master Plan Update

improvements would decrease the amount of rainfall infiltration in soils (groundwater recharge)
and increase the volume and flow rate of storm water runoff in the basin. Unless mitigated,

these changes are expected to cause increased flooding, erosion, and instream habitat degradation
in areas downstream of the study area. These problems already occur in the area due to
previous basin development.

KCSWM (1987) estimated that 40 percent of the basin's surface area was impervious in 1986;
an increase to 50 percent was predicted when the area was fully developed. Increased runoff
rates and volumes resulting from urbanization and development in the watershed have
contributed to erosion and downcutting in the steep ravine areas, and sedimentation and

aggradation in the low-gradient areas (Shapiro 1995e). The impervious surface areas also limit
the groundwater recharge in the area, resulting in less groundwater seepage during low-tiow
periods.

Since 1991 (KCSWM 1994) KCSWM has monitored flow rates at the outlet of Lake Reba. The

available flow data provide a good record of base flows, normal wet and dry season flows, and
annual peak flows. Stream flow rates are typically highest between October and April and
lowest between May and September (Landrum & Brown 1995). Montgomery Water Group
(1995) modeled hydrologic characteristics in the basin and found that in some years no flow
occurs in the upper watershed areas during portions of the summer. They also reported that

summer flows only exceed 0.5 ft3 per second (cfs) about 10 percent of the time. A range of
flow rates for channel design have been determined from these data sets (Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-
2).
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Table 4.1-1. Estimated base flow rates (cfs) at the Lake Reba outlet structure.

Base Flow Rates Flow Rate (cfs)

Dry Season (May - September) 0.5

Wet Season (October - April) 5.0

Approximate Annual Peak 40.0

Source: KCSWM 1994

In addition to monitored flows, a detailed hydrologic study was prepared (Montgomery Water

Group 1995) that includes a peak flow rate for flood frequencies up to the 100-year flood (Table

4.1-2). The 2-year-flood peak flow rate is estimated at about 75 cfs (just downstream of the

Lake Reba detention facility), and the 100-year flow rate is about 175 cfs.

Table 4.1-2. Flood frequency estimates - Miller Creek at the Lake Reba control structure.

Return Period (years) Peak Flow Rate (efs)

1.01 21

1.11 40

2 75

10 125

20 141

50 161

1_ 175

_ou,'_ .'mtgomery Water Group 1995

4.1.5 Channel Confi_aration

• "Uler Creek from the Lake Reba detention facility outlet to South 156th Way is not a natural
:am; the creek has been dredged and straightened for farmland reclamation and wetland

Anage. Land contours, soil types, and fiat profiles indicate that the study segment was
,istorically a poorly drained wetland that overflowed to the south where Miller Creek follows

a topogre" ic incision. Ditches were constructed to connect the upper watershed, Lake Reba,

and Lora .ake to Miller Creek south of the study area. The channel currently overflows its

banks with at least a 2-year freo,'=ncy with full flow velocity of 1.7 ft per second (Shapiro

1995e). Frequent flooding is prir iy the result of inadequate channel capacity, in part because
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of the fiat channel slope. A side channel in the study area runs parallel to the main channel,
providing positive drainage for the farm fields. The side channel is not a true tributary, as it
does not drain runoff from a subbasin area nor does it provide additional channel capacity to the

main channel. Rather, its function is to provide positive drainage for a portion of the relatively

flat farm located in the study area.

Miller Creek through the study area is approximately 4 to 10 fl wide at the bottom and two ft

deep below the outfall of the Lake Reba detention facility. Large rocks line the edge of the
creek in the upper segments near Lora Lake, and the channel has a very silty bottom. Red alder

saplings shade the stream, and the banks are vegetated with nightshade and reed canarygrass.
Stream floodplains in the lower segments are filled and farmed.

4.1.6 Floodplain

Existing floodplains have been significantly altered by urbanization and agricultural development
in the Miller Creek basin. Development activities that have contributed to current floodplain
conditions include the filling of wetlands, removal of riparian vegetation, and stream bank

armoring. These activities have reduced both stream channel and floodplain capacities. In
addition, the construction of roads, residences, and commercial facilities have increased storm
water runoff rates and volumes. These factors have contributed to an increased flooding

potential in the basin (Landrum & Brown 1995).

The 100-year floodplain in the vicinity of the channel relocation is quite extensive. The wetland

ponding and poor drainage that existed prior to the land drainage activities are evident with the
100-year floodplain estimated by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) (Figure
4.1-1). The approximate 100-year flood elevations, determined by FEMA as part of their study,
vary from 266 ft at the Lake Reba Detention Facility outlet to 265 ft at the downstream end of
the proposed stream relocation.

Without mitigation, construction and operation of the proposed Master Plan Update

improvements could result in significant adverse floodplain impacts, including reductions in the
lO0-year floodplain area and storage capacity, increased storm water runoff rates and volumes,
and increased flood potential in downstream areas. Ecology floodplain development standards
and floodway management requirements prohibit reductions in floodplain area or storage
capacity, or significant increases in peak flow rates. Therefore, the implementation of the
mitigation plan is expected to result in no significant floodplain or flooding impacts.

4.1.7 Existing Riparian Vegetation

The riparian areas associated with Miller Creek and its tributaries are primarily classified as
forested wetlands. Both upland and wetland plant communities are dominated by an overstory
of Western red cedar, :red alder, black cottonwood, and Pacific willow trees. The understory
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vegetation is dominated by Himalayan blackberry, Douglas spirea, salmonberry, lady-fern, field
horsetail, cattail, soft rush, slough sedge, burreed, reed canarygrass, mixed grasses, and
creeping buttercup (Landrum & Brown 1995; Shapiro 1995e; and Parametrix 1991).

4.2 CREEK MITIGATION GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND PERFORMANCE
STANDARDS

4.2.1 Goals and Objectives

The primary mitigation goal is to replace the basic characteristics and functions of the three
portions of Miller Creek and its tributaries (Areas 1, 2, 3) that will be affected by the proposed
airport improvements (Figure 4.2-1). Area 1 is located northwest of the current runway at the
outlet of Lake Reba. Areas 2 and 3 are drainage tributaries flowing west from the runway
embankment to Miller Creek. The impacts to Area 1 require relocating approximately 1,080
ft of Miller Creek. Areas 2 and 3 will be affected by the filling of the drainage channels from
the western edge of the existing fill slope to the western edge of the proposed fill slope.

Miller Creek in Area 1 is not a natural stream because the creek has been dredged and
straightened for farmland reclamation and wetland drainage. Land development, roadway
construction, and past airport development have also altered the segment. Replicating the
marginal existing stream habitat with the proposed mitigation channel is insufficient. The goal
of the Miller Creek relocation (Area 1) is to provide a new stream channel with enhanced habitat
features having at least the same length as the existing ditch.

A farm ditch located in the impact area flows parallel to Miller Creek for approximately 800 ft.
The ditch provides positive drainage for the westerly portion of the farm, connecting to the main
channel near South 156th Way. A small segment of the side channel (approximately 250 ft)
would be impacted by the fill; however, because this segment is at the upper end of the side
channel, drainage and conveyance would not be affected. No habitat would be impacted, since
the ditch flows intermittently in response to rain, and has little riparian habitat due to farming.
For these reasons, no mitigation is proposed.

Area 2 consists of two small intermittent ditches with an indication of minor seepage. Area 3,
the headwater of Walker Creek, contains a short segment of drainage channel. All three
tributaries have been affected by existing airport drainage, perimeter road crossings, or
channelization. The mitigation goal for Areas 2 and 3 is replacing the drainage function of the
tributaries.
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4.2.1.1 General Mitigation Objectives

The new Miller Creek channel would be constructed near the lowest path through the broad flat

trough that defines the creek floodplain in the project area, with the channel edge offset from
the proposed fill a minimum of 25 ft to provide a buffer. Channel slope and minimum flow
depth would influence final channel alignment. The new creek would connect with the existing
Miller Creek channel downstream at the earliest possible point to minimize stream relocation

impacts. Channel relocation guidelines presented below may vary due to the limited space
available between Lora Lake and the proposed fill area. High flows would be diverted through
Lora Lake in the upper segments of the proposed Miller Creek channel.

Careful consideration of the benefits that Miller Creek and the three tributaries now provide

must be given when determining the required features for the post-mitigation stream. Streams
and waterways can provide many important functions such as conveying surface water and storm
water, including flood waters, and providing in-stream and riparian habitat for fish and other
water-dependent animals.

The proposed mitigation plan must ensure that present uses are not reduced and that other
beneficial uses be included or enhanced. Beneficial use criteria provide design considerations

and require consistency with the overall mitigation plan. Goals are prioritized from the most
critical function that the existing channel provides to enhancements that would improve channel

habitat. A list of impact compensation goals describes the decision-making priorities for the

proposed relocated creek. If goals conflict, the higher priority takes precedence.

Miller Creek Goal 1: The stream and tributaries must continue to provide base flow

conveyance functions

Miller Creek Goal 2: The new Miller Creek channel should provide improved fish habitat

Miller Creek Goal 3: The channels must accommodate peak flows up to the 100-year flow;
no net 100-year floodplain storage lost

Miller Creek Goal 4: Minimum channel flow velocity should minimize fine sediment

deposition

Miller Creek Goal 5: The channels must replace or enhance riparian habitat

Miller Creek Goal 6: The channels cannot include expansive, long-standing water pools or

wetlands that could potentially attract wildlife

Miller Creek Goal 7: The proposed Miller Creek corridor should accommodate passive
recreational uses, such as walking trails
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Three Miller Creek tributaries would be impacted by the flU for the proposed third parallel
runway. All three would have fill placed from the outlet to the base of the proposed fill slope.
The channels provide flow conveyance during storms, and minor seepage is collected as the
channels drop down the bluff. Beneficial uses include flow conveyance, base flow seepage,
water quality benefits from natural filtration, and limited habitat. Mitigating fill impacts would
include:

T=ibutary Goal 1: The tributaries must continue to provide adequate flow conveyance.

Tributary Goal 2: The tributaries would collect seepage to maintain base flows.

Tributary Goal 3: The new tributary must provide an open channel of equivalent length as
the existing tributary.

Specific Miller Creek and tributary design standards are described Tables 4.2-1 and 4.2-2.

4.2.1.2 Appropriate Habitat

Design and implementation of a mitigation program for the airport is especially challenging
because of flight safety issues. Collisions between birds and aircraft are a serious safety issue.
Open-water areas, wetlands, and tall trees can attract waterfowl, small flocking birds (such as
starlings), and raptors that may feed on small resident mammals. Large fish populations can
also attract many birds and small mammals to places where shorelines and open-water fish
habitat are accessible. The closer these habitat features are to airport runways, the greater the
potential for interference with aircraft.

That portion of Miller Creek lying within the proposed study area is characterized by sections
of lower-quality instream and riparian habitat. Stream channelization, streambank armoring,
riparian vegetation removal, filling of riparian wetlands, poor culvert design and installation,
increased development, and non-point source pollution have degraded stream and riparian habitat
in ,veral locations in the watershed (KCSWM 1987; Shapiro 1995e). These conditions
p .ntly constrain aquatic production in the Miller Creek basin.

Because the proposed airport improvements would not change anadromous fish passage
conditions, and because wildlife attractants are not encouraged (see Section 2.2), the mitigation
plan for Miller Creek does not include measures to remove existing anadromous fish barriers.
However, the plan does include design features that would enhance habitat for resident fish by
using performance standards developed for the more environmentally sensitive salmonid species.
Because resident fish typically do not experience the dramatic seasonal population changes that
occur with anadromous fish, there is little likelihood that a wildlife attractant would be created
by providing higher-quality resident fish habitat.
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4.3 PROPOSED MITIGATION SITE

4.3.1 Site Description

The proposed Miller Creek channel would be constructed near the bottom of a broad, fiat valley
located south of Lora Lake. The existing 1,080-ft-long main channel of Miller Creek would be
displaced approximately 200 ft to the west (Figure 4.4-1).

The Miller Creek tributaries would be mitigated in the proposed new parallel runway
embankment construction areas. Both mitigation channels would be constructed adjacent to the
proposed airport perimeter access road. The road is in a restricted access area, and a vegetated
fllterstrip buffer must protect the proposed channel from road runoff.

4.3.2 Ownership

The land for the stream relocation would be purchased by the Port of Seattle as part of the larger

property acquisition program for the proposed Master Plan Update improvements. It would be
designated in airport planning documents as a sensitive area to be protected in perpetuity, with
the exception of possible future bridge crossings.

4.3.3 Rationale for Choice

The mitigation site was chosen because it is relatively close to the edge of the parallel runway
embankment, therefore, require the shortest stream relocation length. Also, extremely flat site
conditions dictate that the proposed channel be as short as possible to provide the maximum
possible slope. The proposed realigned creek would be located as close to the base of the
proposed fill slope of the new parallel runway as possible. The channel would connect with the
existing Miller Creek channel at the earliest possible point to minimize stream relocation
impacts. The channel edge would be a minimum of 25 ft from the base of the slope, to
accommodate a riparian buffer. However, because of the limited space between Lora Lake and
the proposed embankment, narrower buffers might be required in this area. To compensate for
the restrictive high flow area, flows in excess of channel capacity are planned to be diverted
from the main channel of Miller Creek into Lora Lake and then reintroduced at the lake outlet
channel.

The tributary mitigation site was selected as the only appropriate option for recreating the
equivalent drainage length for the filled drainage channels. The existing channels could not be
left undisturbed or reconstructed on the fill slope because of airport operation and fill stability
requirements.
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4.3.4 Ecological Assessment of the Mitigation Site

See Section 4.1, Ecological Assessment of the Impact Site.

4.3.5 Constraints

A few constraints outside of the Port's control could affect the success of the stream relocation.

As discussed in Section 4.1.4, the water level of the Lake Reba complex is regulated by a
control structure and gate downstream of the lake outlet. The gate is not moved in the present
operation procedure. There are no existing plans to change the operation procedure, however,
if a different control structureprocedure were implemented, it would not affect the mitigation
design because stream hydrology would not be significantly modified.

The proposed channels would be constructed on Port property and collect Port drainage.
Although collecting all ground water in the vicinity of the existing seeps may prove difficult,
base flows can be maintained by collecting seepage at both the source and at the toe of the
proposed slope, the point where uncollected seepage water is expected to surface.

4.4 MITIGATION SITE PLAN

The description of the mitigation site plan is divided into two main sections: Miller Creek
(Section 4.4.1) and the Miller Creek tributaries (Section 4.4.2).

4.4.1 Miller Creek

4.4.1.1 Site Grading

The proposed channels would be excavated and constructed as shown in Figure 4.4-1.
Regrading is also necessary to provide floodplain mitigation. Approximately 5,030 yd3 of
floodplain storage would be lost in the proposed fill area. As shown in Figure 4.4-1
approximately 5,070 yd3 of floodplain storage would be created, not including storage for the
proposed stream channel. Although no additional site grading is proposed, some additional
grading may be required to ensure a positive drainage flow to the new channel and prevent long
periods of standing water in the floodplain.

4.4.1.2 Project Hydrology

The hydrologic design criteria for the Miller Creek mitigation plan are listed in Table 4.4-1.
Because expected storm water runoff increases from the proposed airport improvements would
be mitigated in separate storm water management facilities, this mitigation plan does not provide
for increased flows.
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Table 4.4-1. Estimated flow rates for channel design.

Flow Regime Flow Rate (cfs)

Dry season base flow 0.5

Wet season base flow 5

"Normal" storm flow 10

Annual peak flow 40

2-year peak flow 75

10-year peak flow 125

100-year peak flow 175

Source: Montgomery Water Group 1995;
additional data compiled by Parametdx

KCSWM has monitored flow rates at the outlet of Lake Reba since 1988 (1994). Although the

period of record is short, the flow data provide a good record of "normal" base flows, seasonal
peak flows, and average flows by season. Design criteria for base flow and annual peak flow
conditions were established from these data (Table 4.4-1). No statistical analysis of the flow
monitoring data was conducted; the design flow rates were selected by examining the data and
using best professional judgment to identify data trends.

In addition to monitored flow rate data, a detailed hydrologic modeling study was prepared
(Montgomery Water Group 1995) that calculated peak flow rates for flood frequencies up to the
100-year flood (Table 4.1-2). The flood return frequencies were calculated assuming that the
Lake Reba detention system and control structure are in place. The calculated flow rates appear
to be consistent with the flow monitoring data. The peak monitored flow rate (225 cfs) on
November 24, 1990, was in excess of the predicted 100-year flood flow (approximately the 500-
year flood flow). The control structure was constructed after the 1990 storm; it is likely that
the peak flow rate of November 1990 would have been reduced by the detention system.

4.4.1.3 Creek Hydraulics

Creek hydraulics refer to existing or proposed physical conditions that influence the direction,
depth, and flow velocity in the proposed relocated creek. Several factors influence flow
hydraulics including: flow rates, channel slope, channel cross section, channel roughness, and
flow depth. While several of these features would be designed, factors such as flow rate or
average channel slope cannot generally be modified. The following sections describe the design
parameters that apply to all channel segments, the design process used, and the proposed channel
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configuration for each segment. The proposed creek location is shown on Figure 4.4-2.
Channel substrate design is included in Section 4.4.3, Habitat.

Channel Alignment

The proposed channel cross section is shown centered on the proposed alignment. However,
the channel would be constructed to meander within the limits of the stream corridor (Figure
4.4-2). Meandering would be limited, however; minimum channel slope must be maintained
to meetflowvelocitygoals.

Channel Roughness and Side Slopes

Channel roughness, a factor in determining channel capacity is described by using Manning's _
roughness factor, n. The assumed Manning's channel roughness for the relocated stream is
0.035; this corresponds to a natural channel with a gravelly or stony bottom and little instream
vegetation.

The bottom 6 inches of the channel side slopes would be vertical (Figure 4.4-3). From 6 inches
to 1 ft, channel side slopes would continue at 1:1 slopes, primarily to enhance stability, provide
additional capacity, and simplify construction. From 1 to 2 ft, the side slope would be 6:1 or
flatter, depending on channel capacity requirements and channel planting and buffer
requirements. Above 2 ft of depth, natural grades would be used; however, if natural slopes
are too flat, slope or drainage alterations would be considered to prevent ponding.

Channel Slope

_'erage channel slope is determined by the physical constraints of the site. The bottom
elevation at the upstream end of the proposed channel (at the control structure outlet of Lake
Reba) is approximately elevation 264.0 ft. The approximate elevation at the point where the
relocated creek rejoins the existing channel is 260.0 ft. With a proposed channel length of
approximately 1,080 ft, the average channel slope is 0.37 percent. However, natural land slope
along the proposed stream channel does not drop continuously. The proposed alignment's
existing grade is approximately level at the start, then gradually slopes as the alignment turns
south. The alignment moves through a shallow depression, then begins to rise slightly before
rejoining the existing stream. To work with existing topography, the channel was divided into
three segments (A, B, and C) to determine how the slopes must vary through the proposed
alignment.

Flow velocity that meets the proposed design goals is primarily a function of channel slope.
Because the site offers little slope to increase flow velocity, compromises must be made for
providing flows that minimize sedimentation. Slopes in segments A and B (0.3 percent and 0.4
percent, respectively) were designed to limit sand deposition at base flow, while Segment C (0.2
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The Miller Crook tributaries mitigation plan has three requirements: to provide adequate
capacity to handle the design flow (100-year storm), provide an equivalent open flow channel,
and maintain base flows by capturing seepage from the proposed fill slope. Mitigation for all
throe tributaries would share the same design goals. The proposed mitigation channel for
TributaryB is shown in Figure.s4.4-7, and 4.4-8.

4.4.2.1 Channel Configuration

The tributary mitigation channels would be constructed on the east side of the proposed
perimeter access road. The bottom channel width may vary, but a minimum 2-ft bottom would
convey the peak design flow, assuming a one percent slope. The proposed channel would be
incorporated into the fill slope; therefore, final design parameters, such as peak flow rates and
channel slope, would be used to adjust the channel configuration. Minor modifications to the
prelirn_r_ design would not significantly alter the proposed mitigation channels. A vegetated
filter strip would separate the perimeter access road from the mitigation channel.

4.4.2.2 Channel Length

Ecuivalent channel length would be provided for each of the disturbed tributaries. Tributary B
wouid be accommodated in a single mitigated channel constructed adjacent to the proposed
perimeter road. Tributary A, the drainage ditch that collects runoff from the fill slope and
perimeter road, provides little or no habitat functions. The proposed mitigation would replace
the tributary's primary function, which is to provide drainage. Approximately 1,200 ft of
Tributary A channel would be lost; the proposed channel would be the same length. Seepage
and drainage from the Tributary A basin would be collected in the Tributary B mitigation
channel. The Tributary C mitigation channel would be approximately 300 ft long.

4.4.2.3 Channel Size and Slope

The proposed channel would be designed to convey the 100-year peak flow rate. While
maximum flow depth would be determined by road design considerations, it would be less than
2 ft deep. Minimum slope would be 1 percent.

4.4.2.4 Discharge Point

Both mitigation channels would discharge into the existing channel at the edge of the proposed
fill slope.

4.4.2.5 Channel Cross Section

The proposed channel cross section would have side slopes at a maximum slope of 4:1. The
bottom width, to be determined in final design, would be controlled by the design depth and
slope. Flow control would use check dams, log weirs, or channel widening to prevent erosion,
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percent slope) was designed to prevent silt deposition at base flows. A more complete
discus' :',n of flow velocity is included in the following section.

Flow ._ocity

Channel flow velocity is the primary variable influencing channel design. The goal is to
minimize fine-grained (silt and freer) material sedimentation in all proposed channel segments
during normal dry season base flows. If possible, sand deposition should also be limited.
Conversely, the flow velocity at peak design flows must not exceed rates that would erode the
channel and scour loose sediment and substrate larger than small gravel. With a minimum flow
depth of 0.25 ft at the base flow rate, and with channel roughness and side slopes fixed, channel
velocity is a function of channel bottom width and slope. Figure 4.4-4 shows the relationship
between flow velocity and sediment transport velocity. If the flow velocity equals or exceeds
that shown for each grain size, the sediment can be expected to move until the velocity
decreases.

Channel design is a process whereby variables are adjusted until all of the design parameters are
met. Initial channel slope was estimated using the available drop for Segment A. The
corresponding channel bottom width was determined and adjusted until the minimum flow depth
(0.25 ft) was achieved. The slope was then adjusted until the base flow velocity was strong
enough to move sediments smaller than sand. Using the adjusted slope, the channel was then
checked for peak flow rate velocity (in connection with maximum depths and channel
configurations described in the following sections). Channel widths and flow depth were
adjusted until flow velocity was less than the transport velocity for gravel. These steps were
used in each alignment section.

Channel Bottom Width

The channel bottom width, within the narrow range of possible channel slopes and using the
fixed side slope and roughness values, is controlled primarily by the minimum flow depth. Dry
season base flow depth must average at least 0.25 ft to provide minimum depth for fish
movement. To determine the channel bottom width, the base flow rate, slope, roiaghness, and
side slop,_.swere fixed, and the bottom width was adjusted until the flow depth was at least 0.25
ft. The results were checked to ensure that no other design criteria were changed to exceed
design parameters.

Channel Flow Depth

"everal design channel flow depths are available, depending on the flow rate and the design
:ent. Three flow depth standards have been determined: (1) dry season base flow depth of
25 ft; (2) wet season base flow depth of 1 ft; (3) annual maximum flow rate depth of 2 ft.

Flows greater than the annual maximum flow rate (40 cfs) will overflow into the floodplain.
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Figure 4.4-5 shows the approximate extent of the design storm floodplains.

Maximum Design Channel Flow

Segment A, located between Lora Lake and the proposed fill, is somewhat narrower than
Segments B and C. As a result, limited area is available for constructing a large channel that
can convey the lOG-yearstorm, while maintaining a minimum flow depth for dry season base
flows. This mitigation plan proposes a high-flow diversion structure near the beginning of the
proposed channel relocation, to divert flows in excess of the channel capacity (the 2-year storm)
throughLora Lake. The lake acts as a bypass channel that buffers peak flows and releases water
at a reduced rate to other segments that have adequate capacity. The proposed control structure
design is shown on Figure 4.4-6.

Lora Lake Outlet Channel and Structure

Runoff flowing into Lora Lake overflows into Miller Creek through a 12-inch concrete culvert
located in a berm that forms the south shore of the lake (Figure 4.4-2). When inflow exceeds
the lake storage and outlet pipe capacity, water flows over a low spot in the berm. In extreme
conditions, it is likely that the lake becomes part of the Miller Creek floodplain and completely
overwhelms the south shore berm.

The proposed Lora Lake outlet channel and structure is designed to release base flows in a
manner approximating the existing outlet structure. The proposed structure has a controlled
overflow feature that maximizes lake storage without adversely affecting lake stages or inflows.
A 12-inch low-flow orifice and 10-ft overflow weir would be constructed. The elevations of the
existing pipe and overflow basin would be used for the proposed outlet. The overflow weir
would have a broad-crestedoverflow, approximately 5 ft wide, with erosion control such as rock
and wire mesh. The existing Lora Lake outlet channel has similar design slopes to Segment A,
m _ potentially provides stream habitat.

4.4.2 Miller Creek Tributaries

Three tributaries of Miller Creek in Areas 2 and 3 would be affected by the proposed airport
improvement. All three are intermittent streams, primarily fed by rainfall, but supplemented
by groundwater seepage. The tributaries flow intermittently from culverts at the airport and
from seeps; however, no flow monitoring is available. The proposed channel design will be
based on hydrologic model calculations. Portions of all three channels have been partially
modified at road crossings, and Tributary B has been channelized for approximately 300 ft in
a roadside ditch. The primary goals of tributary mitigation are to provide equivalent open
channel lengths, peak storm conveyance, and groundwater seepage (base flows).
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sedimentation, scouring and downstream deposition impacts. The structures would be built to
control flow and not to provide habitat.

4.4.2.6 Channel Vegetation

The side slopes and buffers would be planted with native vegetation to provide shade and
nutrient loading to the channel. Section 4.4.3.1 includes a discussion of appropriate plant
species.

4.4.2.7 Groundwater Seepage and Hydrology

Hydrology would be maintained by constructing a subsurface drainage system to collect the
seepage from the hillside that is currently surfacing to form the existing channels. The system
would consist of a field of perforated pipes packed with highly porous sand or gravel. Seepage
would be collected, conveyed, and discharged to the edge of the new fill slope at the head of
the proposed channels.

4.4.3 Habitat

4.4.3.1 1n_tream Habitat

The instream habitat criteria used in the relocated channel design are based on general habitat
requirements of salmonids. The purpose of using these criteria is to provide the highest quality
habitat and environmental conditions for fish. A stream that provides quality salmon habitat is
a community goal. Compared to most resident fish species, salmonids axe typically very
sensitive to environmental conditions such as habitat and water quality. Salmonid prey items,
such as aquatic insects, also tend to have similar environmental requirements. Therefore,
designing the relocated stream to meet the needs of these sensitive species would help ensure that
the best possible fish habitat is created. Although anadromous salmonids are currently restricted
from the proposed impact areas, resident cutthroat trout might be present.

In general, salmonids require cool, well-oxygenated water, spawning gravel that is free of
accumulated silt, and abundant instream cover habitat. In addition, because habitat requirements
vary as life stages change, habitat complexity within the stream is also necessary. General
habitat requirements include:

• Access to habitat
• Stable flows
• Stream substrate
• Riparian and instream cover.
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Habitat Access

The various habitat areas should be accessible to resident fish populations under all flow
conditions. They should provide protected areas during high flows and avoid stranding problems
during low-flow conditions. Fish access throughout the entire relocated stream section would
be provided by the design minimum depth requirements. The channel is designed to provide an
average minimum depth of 0.25 ft during dry season base flows. This minimum depth
requirement allows fish access throughout the length of the channel to avoid stranding problems
during low-flow periods.

Stable Flows

Stable flows ensure habitat access and protect the habitat against erosion or scouring; they also
minimize the displacement of fish to less preferred habitats. The flow velocity criteria for the
channel are set to minimize both the accumulation of fine-grained material in the channel during
low-flow periods, and excessive scouring of larger-grained materials during high flows.
However, since these flow velocities are also an average over the entire channel (similar to the
depth criteria), sedimentation is expected to occur on the inside of bends and in deeper pools
during low-flow periods. These sediments do, however, flush out again with higher flows. The
channel width and bank slopes criteria have also been incorporated in the design to maintain
relatively stable flow velocities throughout typical flow variations. In addition, a high-flow
diversion structure has been included for Segment A to minimize erosion and fish displacement
processes during unusually high-flow periods.

Stream Substrate

Salmonids typically require stable gravel that is essentially free of accumulated silt for spawning
and early rearing life stages, as well as for optimum production of desired prey. Substrate in
the relocated channel would consist of gravel and cobble material to provide good stable
spawning and rearing habitat. However, portions of the channel would naturally be seeded with
sandy material over time.

Riparian and Instream Cover

Salmonids require cover habitat provided by such features as undercut banks, logs and boulders,
deep pools, and overhanging riparian vegetation for feeding, hiding, and resting. In addition,
these features help to stabilize stream banks and substrate during high-flow periods. The
relocated channel, which is designed with vertical banks in the low-flow depth range, would
encourage minor undercutting to provide cover habitat during low-flow periods. Large woody
debris (deflector logs, angle logs, and root wads), as well as boulders would be used to stabilize
the substrate, protect the upper banks from excessive erosion, and provide hiding and holding
habitat for fish during higher flow periods (Figure 4.4-9).
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Overhanging riparian vegetation would be used to maximize stream shade and provide
overhanging cover habitat. This vegetation would deposit organic debris (leaves, branches, etc.)
into the stream to provide a food source for aquatic insects; it also provides a mechanism for
terrestrial insects to enter the stream, thereby providing valuable food sources for fish. Suitable
plants include red-osier dogwood, Pacific willow, and salmonberry shrubs (Table 4.4-2).

Table 4.4-2. Suggested plants for riparian fringe relocation.

Scientific Name Common Name Stream_ide Zone Upland Buffer Zone

Trees

Acer circinatum Vine maple X X

Alnus rubra Red alder X X

Corylus cornuta Western Hazel X

Fraxinus latifolia Oregon ash X

Rhamnus purshiana Caseora X

Salix scoulerana Scouler willow X

Shrubs

Comus stolonifera Red-osier dogwood X

Gaultheria shalion Salal X

Physocarpus capitatus Pacific ninebark X X

Rosa woodsii Wood's rose X

Salix sitchensis Sitka willow X

Salix lasiandra Pacific willow X

Salix hookerana Hooker willow X

Spiraea douglasii Hardback spirea X

Data compiled by Parametrix

Riparian and buffer areas would be planted with species that provide rapid development of
woody plant cover to shade the stream and function as a riparian buffer, while minimizing the
potential for attracting wildlife. Plants suitable for stream riparian areas are listed in Table 4.4-
2. Riparian buffers plantings would have a tree density of about 250 stems per acre, and a shrub
density of about 400 stems per acre. Buffers would extend 25 ft from the edge of the floodplain
on the east side of the creek and 50 ft from the floodplain edge on the west side of the creek.

Several strategies have been used to ensure rapid development of shade along the relocated
stream. The landscape design concentrates plantings on the stream bank to ensure partial
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shading of the stream immediately following planting. Streamside plantings including fast-
growing willow and red-osier dogwood should provide substantial shade within 3 years.

Upland buffers would include a variety of plant species including red alder, cascara, western
hazel, rose, and salal. Plant selection favored species that would be unlikely to attract large
populations of birds (due to aircraft flight safety concerns). The planting design discourages
human intrusion into the buffer by using thorn-beating plants and/or split-post fencing. Exposed
areas between plantings in the upland buffer would be hydroseeded with upland grass mixtures.

4.4.3.2 Channel Substrate

Erosion and movement of streambed sediments need to be considered when designing stream
habitat features. As discharge increases in a stream channel, not only does the water level rise,
but the strearnbed may be scoured. In general, smaller diameter particles tend to be transported
at lower stream velocities relative to larger particles. The substrate criteria used in the relocated
channel design are based on the general characteristics that encourage salmonid production.
These criteria provide suitable spawning gravel, while minimizing the risks of scouring and
transporting this material downstream during high flows.

The minimum transport velocities for various sizes of streambed particles are summarized in
Figure 4.4-4. This figure was developed from data contained in the British Columbia
Department of Fisheries and Oceans' Stream Enhancement Guide (British Columbia Fisheries
1980). If the maximum velocity of a specific section of a stream channel is known, an estimate
of the size of the bed material that would be relatively stable can be determined. This is
particularly important where gravel is being added to modify stream characteristics, such as to
improve spawning conditions.

Miller Creek relocation requires a balance between a minimum base flow velocity, to prevent
sedimentation, and a maximum peak flow velocity that could scour sediment. Therefore, it is
desirable to have base flow velocities sufficient to transport finer-grained particles (such as silt),
and peak flow velocities that do not remove coarser-grained particles such as gravel. High flows
are required to initiate particle movement, and slightly lower flows have carrying power to keep
the particle moving. Using Figure 4.4-4, the channel parameters were adjusted to maintain base
flow velocity greater than the silt movement velocity, but less than the gravel movement velocity
for peak flow. Gravel recruitment from upstream of the mitigation channel would be limited
by the Lake Reba detention facility.
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4.4.4 Floodplains

4.4.4.1 Floodplain Storage Mitigation

The proposed channel was designed not to impede the 100-year flood; however, flood flows are
not expected to be completely contained within the stream banks. One hundred-year flood
storage lost by the proposed fill would be approximately 5,030 yd3. Equivalent effective
floodplain storage, as shown on Figure 4.4-1, would provide approximately 5,070 yd3 of
floodplain storage mitigation.

4.4.4.2 Floodplain Conveyance

The 100-year floodplain elevation in the proposed study area was determined by FEMA when
the Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM) were prepared. The proposed channel capacity was
checked for the 100-year flow rate peak capacity. No encroachment or f'dl is proposed in the
100-year conveyance area or floodway. No backwater calculations were made to estimate 100-
year flood elevation impacts. However, no impacts are expected since the floodplain storage
has not been altered and the 100-year conveyance channel has adequate capacity.

4.4.5 Implementation Schedule

Construction of the proposed parallel runway, which would affect Miller Creek, is currently
scheduled as part of Phase I (1996 - 2000) of the proposed Master Plan Update implementation.
The new stream channel must be constructed and fully stabilized before stream flow is diverted
from the old channel. Therefore, the stream channel would need to be constructed during the
early years of runway construction.

4.5 MONITORING PLAN

4.5.1 Hydrology and Hydraulics

The effectiveness of the relocated stream can be measured in several ways, but fish habitat
stability is an important gauge. Because erosion and sedimentation are the primary indicators
of stream hydraulic conditions, they are the critical criteria to be included in the proposed
monitoring plan. The following activities would be included in the stream monitoring plan:

* Inspect the constructed habitat features (log weirs, root wads, etc.) to ensure that they
have not been damaged or displaced (to the extent that they are not providing habitat).

• Inspect the substrate to ensure that sedimentation and erosion prevention goals are met.

• Inspect for erosion or scouring.
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• Inspect stream structures and channel after major storms, as monitored by the KCSWM
gage.

• Inspect for adverse flooding impacts and ponding water.

• 'lspeet diversion and outlet structures for debris accumulation, scouring, and damage.

4.5.1.1 Inspection Schedule

Table 4.5-1 includes the inspection schedule for monitoring the Miller Creek stream relocation
and tributary enhancement. The schedule includes routine inspections and emergency
inspections, in case of a major flood.

4.6 SITE PROTECTION

The site would be owned by the Port of Seattle and be designated in airport planning documents
as a sensitive area to be protected in perpetuity. However, because of potential access needs,
one or more road crossings may be developed sometime in the future.

4.7 MAINTENANCE AND CONTINGENCY PLAN

4.7.1 Maintenance

A design goal for the stream channel is that it functions as a natural channel, requiring little or
no maintenance. To ensure that this goa'. ;s achieved, a monitoring program (described in
Section 4.5) is required. Monitoring activ =s and frequencies axe listed in Table 4-5.1. As
indicated in this table, periodic maintenance may be required to correct a variety of detrimental
conditions.

4.7.2 Contin2encv

The proposed channel configuration has two basic conveyance criteria: (1) maintain minimum
flow depths and velocity for fish passage, water quality, and sedimentation; and (2) provide flow
capacity for peak flows. The channel was configured to provide the required design criteria by
developing a narrow channel cross section to accommodate base flow conditions and a wider
channel cross section (at slightly higher elevations) to accommodate flood flow conditions. If
flow rates and stream hydrology are substantially different from the design flows used to develop
this plan, the channel may not function as designed. If channel hydrology is substantially
different "om data used to create this design, the channel section can be modified by:
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Table 4.5-1. Millet- Creek mitigation monitoring schedule.

Inspect Frequency Action Threshold Action

Habitat Annually (May), or after structure displacedt, repair or replace2
structures flows in excess of the 2-year causing erosion or

peak flow collecting debris

Buffer Annually Mortality results in less Evaluate reasons for
Vegetation than 200 trees per acre or mortality, replace plantings,

less than 300 shrub stems and substitute with other

per acre species if appropriate.

Substrate Semi-annually Winter Prepare options for reducing
(February/August) sediments (sand or stream bottom width (i.e.,

smaller) in shallow, lateral logs, boulders) if
flowing segments or sedimentation persists for a
rimes second year.

Summer

Fine sediment (silt or
smaller) in flowing
segments or riffles

Erosion or Annually (May), or after 2- bottom sediment gone; Repair damage
Scouring year storm excessive streambank (bioengineering, etc.) and

erosion causing sloughing; enlarge channel if damage
excessive habitatdamage increases in the 2nd year.

Control Annually (May), or after 2- structural damage or determine cause and repair
Structures year storm failure;

obvious scouring or
cavitation

Adverse Twice yearly trapped standing or improve surface drainage
Flooding (November/February) ponding water; paths

persistent slow drainage

Data compiled by Parametrix
t A structure can be damaged or displaced and still provide habitat consistent with mitigation goals.
2 The benefits of repair or replacement would be balanced against the potential impacts.

• widening the base flow channel width to reduce velocities, and improve capacity

• narrowing the base flow channel with logs or boulders to increase base flow depth and
velocity.

• widening the flood flow of the channel (above 0.5 ft) to improve capacity and reduce
velocity
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• adding log weir "steps" to flatten stream slope, reducing velocity and increasing base
flow depth.

• adding a bypass flow channel to convey peak flows past the main channel in Segments
2and 3.

If standing water persists in the floodplain, side channels could be graded to provide positive
dr,,,J_ageto the main channel.

KCSWM has a control structure at the outlet of Lake Reba with an adjustable gate. Under
current operating conditions this gate is not adjusted and it is unlikely that operations would be
modified to allow more water to discharge from Lake Reba. However, future needs could allow
higher flows under certain conditions. Since the Miller Creek diversion structure would divert
most floodwater into Lora Lake, increased flow from Lake Reba would have only a modest
effect on the new stream channel. If the Lake Reba outlet were modified, contingency actions
could include simple modifications to the diversion structure at the head of the channel to direct
more flow into Lora Lake (for detention purposes) and away from the new Miller Creek
channel.

Contingency measures for buffer vegetation include replanting areas if high mortality is
observed. If significant plant loss occurs, site conditions would be evaluated to determine
whether :he conditions can support the species planted.

Major factors likely to contribute to large-scale plant loss include improper hydrologic condition,
improper soil conditions, and pest infestation. Depending on the cause of the plant loss, a
variety of remedial actions may be necessary to allow successful plant survival and restoration.
If necessary, site conditions can be altered to enhance planting success. Poor soil conditions
could be improved through amendments as necessary to optimize plant growth. Protection of
plantings from herbivores and control of insect populations may be necessary to allow initial
survival of young plant material.
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5. DES MOINES CREEK

5.1 ECOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT SITE

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the mitigation plan for the impacts to Des Moines Creek assumes
that the layout for the SASA development described in the proposed Master Plan Update EIS
would be built.

The impacts to wetlands in the SASA area have been considered in the development of the off-
site wetland mitigation that is outlined in Chapter 3. Building the compensatory wetlands during
the first phases of Master Plan Update would help ensure that they are functional by the time
the actual impacts occur to the existing wetlands at the SASA site.

5.1.1 Stream Classification

As a tributary to Puget Sound, Des Moines Creek is designated as an extraordinary (Class AA)
quality water body by the Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters of the State of
Washington (WAC 173-201).

5.1.2 Primary Uses/Function in the Watershed

The Des Moines Creek watershed includes several large developed areas including parts of Sea-
Tac International Airport, the city of SeaTac, and the city of Des Moines (Figure 5.1-1).
Developed areas range from (1) highly impervious areas (mostly pavement and rooftops) found
around the airport and commercial development along SR 99, to (2) areas with a moderate

amount of impervious surfaces such as the residential areas in the city of Des Moines. Tyee
Valley Golf Course and the airport clear zones are relatively undeveloped. The Des Moines
Creek watershed extends from the northern parts of the airport at the headwaters to the mouth

at Des Moines Beach Park on Puget Sound.

Des Moines Creek provides surface and storm water runoff conveyance and some limited fish
habitat.

5.1.3 Existing Fish Habitat

The Des Moines Creek drainage basin consists of about 3,700 acres situated primarily south and

southeast of the airport. The primary surface water conveyance in the basin is Des Moines
Creek which originates from Bow Lake and extends about 3.5 miles southeast to Puget Sound,

while dropping about 300 ft in elevation. Three major unnamed tributaries enter the creek at
about river miles (RM) 0.7, 1.9, and 2.4 (Williams et al. 1975).
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Des Moines Creek flows through a natural channel, except for the section at about South 200th
Street, most of which is the SASA site. This reach includes a 3,600-ft-long culverted and
channelized reach immediately downstream of Bow Lake. This culverted reach contains little
or no salmon spawning or rearing habitat, although cutthroat trout and some warm-water fishes
from Bow Lake may use it for some portion of their life stages. The strearnbed consists of silt
and sand intermixed with small gravel. Bank vegetation in the open channel areas consists of
very dense brush and small trees providing a good shade canopy.

The reach between RM 2.8 and South 200th Street (RM 2.1) flows through the Tyee Valley Golf
Course. This reach is characterized by an open, grassy bank channel. The stream is culverted
for 270 ft at the north end of the golf course and again at the outlet from the Tyee Pond at RM
2.4. The outlet structure appears to be a barrier to fish, and the stream channel provides little
rearing habitat for fish. The detention facility is actually a large grass-lined bowl that the creek
runs through during low flows; the facility only impounds water during storm events. This
creek section consists primarily of a straight, narrow run reach (relatively shallow, fast-moving
water) with virtually no pools, instream cover, or under-cut banks. As a result, there is very
little fish-rearing habitat in this area.

Due to the presence of the golf course, and because of FAA and Port concerns about attracting
birds to areas under the flight path, the canopy in this reach is largely absent. This lack of
shade probably causes water temperatures to rise during summer months; this might be a
problem for juvenile salmonids. The lack of trees also reduces the stability of the banks and
results in excessive erosion and bank sloughing which increases the silt loading in the creek.

The golf course reach has limited salmonid spawning habitat and marginal rearing habitat. The
wetlands on the west side of the golf course are probably not used extensively by juvenile
salmon due to stagnant water and warm summer temperatures. Bass have been reported to
inhabit these wetlands although the size of these populations or usage of the wetlands by other
fish species is not known. These wetlands are connected to Des Moines Creek by an unnamed
tributary at RM 2.4. This tributary is characterized by slow-moving water; soft, marshy banks;
and heavy accumulation of fine sediment. The streambed in the rest of the golf course reach
is predominantly sand and silt with some small patches of gravel and small cobble. Three drop
weirs (dams) are located in the golf course just north of South 200th Street. The culvert at
South 200th Street is flat-bottomed and at low flows its downstream end is higher than the
plunge pool. This requires fish to leap into the culvert which at low flows does not have
sufficient water depth for them to swim. The weirs, along with the box culvert under South
200th Street, might create problems for some fish. Although these barriers are probably not
significant blockages for coho salmon, they might be for trout and other smaller fish species.
In addition, the outlet control structure appears to be a barrier to most fish.
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5.1.4 Hydrology

The Des Moines Creek watershed is highly urbanized and includes the cities of Des Moines,
Normandy Park, SeaTac, and Burien. Sea-Tat Airport occupies approximately 20 percent of
the watershed and is the watershed's dominant hydrological influence. The area directly
southeast of the airport, once residential, has largely been purchased by the Port as part of the
Noise Remedy Program. The Tyee Valley Golf Course occupies the area immediately south of
the airport. The remainder of the watershed is mixed residential, commercial, and industrial
uses.

The two branches of Des Moines Creek (formerly known as Bow Lake Creek) are shown on
Figure 5.1-1. The west branch headwaters originate upstream of three wetlands areas,
collectively identified as the Northwest Ponds on Figure 5.1-1. The west branch merges with
the east branch approximately 1,200 ft north of South 200th Street.

=:i_eeast branch headwaters originate from Bow Lake. Bow Lake provides significant flow
attenuation before discharge to the east branch. The control structure that limits discharge from
Bow Lake was evaluated to determine whether modifications could provide additional storage
volume. The modeling conducted for the SASA EIS (Parametrix 1994) showed that Bow Lake
is currently operating at its full capacity during the 100-year design storm.

After discharge from Bow Lake, Des Moines Creek flows through 2,000 ft of 36- to 54-inch
storm sewers under South 188th Street and SR99/International Boulevard to the northwest corner

of the SASA site, where it combines with pipes carrying runoff from SR99/International
Boulevard and areas north and east of the airport. The creek comes into an open channel
flowing west from the storm sewer in a narrow ravine that crosses the Alaska Airlines Training
Facility parking lot. The creek corridor widens as it turns to the south. The creek then flows
through several 84-inch-diameter, and smaller, culverts before discharging into the Tyee
Detention Pond shown in Figure 5.1-1.

KCSWM constructed the Tyee Pond in 1989; it was a priority recommendation identified in the
1988 SeaTac Area Update for providing surface water flow controls in the Des Moines Creek
basin. In addition to flow control, the pond was designed with an automatic shutoff gate and
alarm that is activated by a hydrocarbon sensor. The shutoff gate was designed as a spill control
device in response to two large jet fuel spills from the tank farm. The pond is "in-stream"
which means that Des Moines Creek flows into the pond and out of the control structure at the
south end of the pond. The pond has a peak capacity of 24 acre-ft. The outlet structure was
designed to limit flows to non-erosive velocities during the 2-year frequency storm, and
optimized to limit flooding for 25-year and 100-year storms. No stream flow data are available
to compare flow rates before and after construction of the pond to verify performance.
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The creek discharges from the detention pond control structure into an approximately 535-ft-
long, 36-inch-diameter culvert. The 36-inch culvert discharges at the confluence of the creek

with the west branch. The creek continues south under South 200th Street through wooded
ravines approximately 2.25 miles to Puget Sound.

5.1.5 Floodplain

Because of the extensively developed area around the two main stream channels originating at
Bow Lake and the Northwest Ponds and extending down to South 200th Street, no 100-year
floodplain has been identified (Landrum & Brown 1995).

5.1.6 Existing Riparian Vegetation

With the exception of a short stretch of wooded area at the northeast corner of the SASA site,
riparian vegetation along the section of Des Moines Creek flowing through the SASA site is
primarily grass, which is regularly mowed.

5.2 CREEK MITIGATION GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND PERFORMANCE
STANDARDS

5.2.1 Goals and Objectives

Because of its large size, the proposed SASA development would require relocation of a portion
of Des Moines Creek. Currently, the portion of the stream requiring relocation flows through

a manmade channel. The primary mitigation goal is to retain the general drainage pattern within
the Des Moines Creek valley. Improving fisheries habitat and access is a potential long-range
goal.

To create a more natural stream course with increased fisheries habitat, the stream relocation

plan could include habitat features such as meanders, weirs, spawning gravel, and streamside

plantings. Meanders would replace the current straight alignment of most of the stream; shallow
weirs would create small pools and riffles along the stream course. Plantings on the banks
would shade the stream. Due to flight safety concerns, plantings would be selected to

discourage use of the mitigation site by birds, particularly waterfowl, raptors, flocking birds,
and blue heron.

5.2.2 Performance Standards

Specific performance standards would be similar to those proposed for Miller Creek (see Section
4.2).
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5. PROPOSED MITIGATION SITE

5.3. Site Description

The available area for the relocation of Des Moines Creek is constrained by the development of
the SASA site, the extension of Runway 34R and its RSA, and one possible alignment of the
region's proposed South Access freeway. During the site planning for these projects, an
appropriate corridor would be identified for Des Moines Creek. This corridor would include
a 25-ft buffer on either side of the creek.

5.3.2 Ownership

The proposed mitigation site is owned by the Port of Seattle. The land the Tyee Valley Golf
e'-_urse occupies is leased by the Port to the private golf course operator. The lease contains a

:ial termination provision that gives the Port the option to reclaim all, or a portion of, the
1.oexpand airport operations or facilities in the leased area. The lease expired in April 1992

has been renewed on a month-to-month basis, subject to closure after 30-days notice.

5.3.3 Rationale for Choice

"he new stream channel location would limit the amount of stream relocation required. The
:_ctionto be relocated is limited primarily to reaches that are currently culverted, or that have

.Jeen channelized or modified during previous development projects.

5.3.4 Ecological Assessment '"the Mitigation Site

See Section 5.1 for an ecological assessment of the area.

5.4 MITIGATION SITE PLAN

"4.1 Grading Plan

..onstruction of the streambed would require excavation, grading, installation of habitat features,
stabilization, and planting of wetland and riparian areas prior to the diversion of water from the
existing stream channel. The grading plan must identify channel elevations, riparian wetland
elevations, and buffer contours. The plan would design the stream channel to contain normal
flows. The floodplain grade would help detain peak flood flows. Creation of upland buffers
would provide a variety of micro-environments to sustain different plant species. This enhanced
habitat would be partially accessible to fish currently inhabiting habitat south of South 200th
Street. The barrier (a culvert at South 200th Street) could be removed as part of future project
mitigation, if stream cover on the SASA site has developed enough to discourage other wildlife
use of the stream.
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5.4.2 Hydrology/Hydraulics

An assessment of the softs underlying the location of the proposed streambed must be made to
determine whether significant amounts of surface water would be lost through seepage. If
potential losses would be significant, the streambed design may need a clay layer to ensure that
base flows are adequately maintained.

Any road crossings would be designed as box culverts or tunnels with natural streambeds.
Channel widths would be designed to allow low-flow levels suitable for fish passage through
these structures.

The use of large boulders, root wads, or logs could stabilize areas likely to experience erosion.
These erosion-prone areas include the outside bank at the beginning of a curve in the stream,
immediately upstream and downstream of weirs, and opposite banks of habitat features that alter
flows, such as root wads and digger logs.

5.4.3 Erosion Control

An erosion control plan should include proper placement of sediment control fences and hay
bales during site excavation to reduce erosion during construction. Before diverting stream flow
from the old channel to the new, streambeds and stream banks should be allowed to stabilize to
limit erosion and prevent sedimentation of downstream areas during early flows. Hydroseeding
and mulching areas outside of the stream channel would also reduce erosion.

Diversion of Des Moines Creek flows into the new channel should be delayed as long as possible
to allow plants to establish. Irrigation will be necessary during this period. To prevent washout
of the stream channel, riparian fringe, or upland buffer caused by flood flows, a temporary
bypass could also be created. A culvert or ditch bypass would shunt portions of storm flows
past the newly relocated stream, allowing establishment of riparian vegetation. After plants are
well established (2 to 3 years), storm flows are less likely to erode stream banks and wash away
planted vegetation, and the by-pass channel could be removed.

5.4.4 Habitat Structures

Several fish habitat structures would be included in the stream relocation effort. These are
described below.

Shallow weirs constructed across the stream channel would oxygenate the water and create pools
and riffles. The notched weirs concentrate flows within the notch during dry periods and
dissipate flows over a large area during flooding. Pools that develop behind the weirs provide
rearing habitat for fish. Dense overhanging vegetation would be planned to minimize use by
waterfowl; birds pose a flight safety threat for airport operations. High flow downstream of the
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weir would maintain spawning gravel beds created during stream construction. Weirs should
be placed at approximately 200-ft intervals. In some areas greater numbers of weirs may be
required to increase low oxygen levels which might occur during storms.

Other habitat features that could be included in the stream design include boulders, root wads,
and digger logs to provide cover for fish, reduce water velocities, and encourage pool formation.
Placed midstream, large boulders create areas of low flow and shelter for fish. Root wads and
digger logs placed near the edge of the stream bank and anchored by buried cement blocks
and/or riprap would provide cover for fish and shade the stream, while log-covered and rock-
covered overhangs would create additional fish habitat. Fish habitat structures would be placed
at approximately every 50 to 100 ft of open channel.

5.4.5 Riparian and Buffer Plantiw, s

The landscape design of the riparian and buffer areas should emphasize rapid development of
plant cover to shade the stream and creation of floodplain benches for wetland plants, while
minimizing the potential for attracting wildlife. Plants suitable for the stream riparian areas are
listed in Table 5.4-1, while plants suitable for the upland buffer area are listed in Table 5.4-2.

Several strategies would ensure rapid development of shade along the relocated stream. The
landscape design should concentrate plantings on the streana bank to ensure partial shading of
the stream immediately following planting. Larger nursery-grown red alders could be planted
along the stream channel to provide an immediate source of summer shade. Streamside
plantings including fast-growing willow and red-osier dogwood should provide substantial shade
within 3 years.

Stream banks and riparian areas could be planted with emergent wetland species. Wetter
streamside areas could be planted with bulrush, and arrowhead. Riparian floodplains could be
plat ' with burreed, small-fruited bulrush, and slough sedge. Willow and red-osier dogwood
ma) ncluded in both streamside and floodplain plantings. Exposed areas between plantings
worn_ Je hydroseeded with a mixture of grasses including fescue, water foxtail, colonial
bentgrass, and clover.

Upland buffers could include a variety of plant species including red alder, cascara, western
hazel, rose, and salal. Plant selection should favor species that would not attract birds, due to
aircraft flight safety concerns. Small trees should be planted within the clear zone because of
flight safety. The planting design should discourage human intrusion into the buffer by including
thorn-bearing plants and/or split-post fencing. Exposed areas between plantings in the upland
buffer should be hydroseeded with upland grass mixtures.
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Table 5.4-1. Suggested plants for Des Moines Creek riparian fringe.

Scientific Name Common Name

Trees

Acer circinatum Vine maple

Alnus rubra Red alder

Fraxinus latifolia Oregon ash

Salix scoulerana Scouler willow

Shrubs

Comus stolonifera Red-osier dogwood

Physocarpus capitatus Pacific ninebark

Salix hookerana Hooker willow

Salix lasiandra Pacific willow

Salix sitchensis Sitlm willow

Spiraea douglasii Hardback spirea

Hexbs

Alopecurus geniculatus Water foxtail

Athyrium filix-femina Lady-fern

Carex obnupta Slough sedge

Juncus ensifolius Daggerleaf rush

Oenanthe sarmemosa Water-parsley

Sagittaria spp. Arrowhead

Scirpus microparpa Small-fruited bulrush

Sparganium emersum Simplestem bur-reed

Tolmiea menziesii Pig-a-back-plant

Veronica spp. Speedwell

Data compiled by Parametrix
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Table 5.4-2. Suggested plantings for upland buffer communities.

Scientific Common Name

Trees

Alnus rubra Red alder

Acer circinatum Vine maple

Corx.'!..ocornuta Western hazel

Rhcu, purshiana Cascara

Shrubs

Gaultheria shallon Salal

Physocarpus capitatus Pacific nine-bark

Rosa woodMi Wood's Rose

Herbs

Agrostis tenius Colonial Bentgrass

Alopecuris geniculatus Water foxtall

Festuc arunchinacea Tall Fescue

Trifolium sp Clover

Data compiled by Parametrix

5.4.6 Implementation Schedule

Site excv :ion and planting needs to occur prior to diversion of flows. To reduce the

possibilit,__ of erosion and potentially damaging storm flows, construction of the relocated

stream chz:mel is recommended during the dry season between mid-May and mid-October.

' _ irrigvion of plants would be required to ensure their survival. Plantings should occur

..n mid-October and mid-May when water stress is low and transplant survival is highest.

_w stream channel would be constructed and fully stabilized before stream flow diversion
• _e old channel.

5.5 MONITORING PLAN

As stated in Section 5.2.2, in order to monitor and determine the success of the stream

relocation project, a set of performance goals must be established. These performance standards
allow determination of planting success, fisheries use, and retention of habitat features. Water
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quality parameters and flow rates would be monitored as identified in the storm water and water

quality improvement facilities sections of this report.

Planting standards should include 100 percent shrub survivorship during the first year as

guaranteed by the landscape contractor, and average survivorship rates of 85 percent over the
first three years. Survivorship is determined by quantitative sampling of living tree and shrub
species #anted during the growing season. A series of 15 permanent transects should be
established to measure percent cover; percent cover would be evaluated for the tree, shrub, and
herb layer and identified for each species.

The success of fisheries habitat features, such as root wads, digger logs, weirs, and overhangs

must be assessed. If greater than 10 percent of the designed habitat features are destroyed or
significantly damaged, replacement should occur when the ecological benefits of the features
outweigh the potential disturbance created by reconstruction.

While spawning habitat is included in this plan and would be constructed as part of the SASA-
related stream relocation, the ultimate success of this element depends on future actions. Access
to this habitat by downstream fisheries would be limited until modification or replacement of the

South 200th Street culvert occurs. The monitoring program should assess the stability of this
habitat; however, any failure may appropriately be addressed as part of future mitigation
activities. Performance standards for the gravel spawning beds could assume retention of 50

percent of the spawning area placed in-stream. Extra bed area could be necessary to ensure
success because some gravel beds are buried by silt or washed downstream. Qualified fisheries
biologists should measure the area of gravel beds during site monitoring.

For the first five years following construction, annual reports would summarize the mitigation
performance. The reports would evaluate performance standards, methods, and discussion of
the reasons for success or failure of the restoration. The monitoring report would evaluate the
success of the restoration, based on performance standards, and recommend appropriate action
if standards are not met.

5.6 SITE PROTECTION

The site is owned by the Port of Seattle and would be designated in airport planning documents
as a sensitive area to be protected in perpetuity.
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5.7 MAINTENANCE AND CONTINGENCY PLAN

5.7.1

Maintenance of summer base flow and stormflows within design limits is essential. If flow rates

exceed maximum rates, possible solutions could include the alteration of storm water control
facilities to detain more water or construction of a permanent high-flow bypass channel.

_, decline in low summer flows could result from the loss of water sources to the stream or

,nf'fltration into soils through the streambed. To determine the cause of water loss and identify

appropriate action, a hydrologic analysis could be completed. Potential solutions to identified
water losses could include increasing flow from other sources, and preventing loss of water from

the streambed by using a synthetic liner. The current water source.s and their flow rates suggest
that significant loss of water flow appears unlikely.

5.7.2 Stream Channel

Due to the hydrologic forces associated with streams, some natural changes in the stream bank
and channel are expected to occur. The plan would allow the stream channel to evolve without
interference as long as it remains within the performance standards. Excessive erosion would

require stabilization with plantings, logs, or other natural materials.

5.7.3 Habitat Features

Habitat features, such as root wads, digger logs, weirs, and overhangs, can be damaged by
storm events, vandalism, or structural failure. If performance standards are not met, the
damaged feature may be replaced. The monitoring ecologist may decide that replacement is

necessary if: (1) replacing the structure coincides with the natural evolution of the stream; and
(2) the ecological benefits of the habitat feature outweigh the disturbance created by its
reconstruction. Any replacement will be done in conjunction with the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers.

If significant amounts of gravel beds are lost or silted, several corrective actions could be taken.
New gravel beds could he created in high-flow areas as part of future project actions. Silted

gravel beds could be cleaned, as long as the source of silt has been removed. However, extreme
flow events in the SASA reach of Des Moines Creek are largely caused by conditions off-site

in the upper watershed. Remedial measures due to high flows may need to be assessed jointly
with upstream property owners, or through a city-wide rehabilitation program.
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5.7.4 Plantin2s

Success of the restoration plan depends in a large pan on the survival of the plantings. The
landscape contractor, based on a guarantee required during the bidding process, would replace
any plantings that die during the first year. If significant plant loss occurs, site conditions would

be re-evaluated to determine whether the conditions can support the species planted.

Major factors likely to contribute to large-scale plant loss include improper hydrologic

conditions, improper soil conditions, and pest infestation. Depending on the cause of the plant
loss, a variety of remedial actions may be necessary to allow successful plant survival and
restoration.

If necessary, site conditions can be altered to enhance planting success. Hydrologic conditions

could be altered by adjustments to weirs or the outflow from the storm water detention facility.
Poor soil conditions could be improved through amendments, as necessary, to optimize plant
growth. Protection of plantings from herbivores and control of insect populations could be
necessary to allow initial survival of young transplants.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report characterizes the baseline hydrogeology of the Sea-Tac IntemationalAirport and vicinity,
and evaluates potential groundwater quality and quantity impacts from proposed improvements
associatedwith the updated Sea-TacAirportMaster Plan. The proposed improvementsare
discussedinthedraftEnvironmentalImpactStatement(EIS),whichwas issuedinApril1995.Most
oftheimprovementsinvolvethedevelopmentofa thirdrunway and additionalterminalfacilities.
Theseimprovementswillrequireextensiveimportationand placementoffillthatwillbe excavated
froma number ofborrowareaswithinthestudyarea.The purposeofthisreportistorespondto
comments on thedraftEIS. As such,thisreportaddressesimpactstotheaquifersbelow theEIS
studyarearesultingfrom the developmentof imperviousareasassociatedwith airportfacility
development and utilization of Port-owned borrow source areas.

HYDROGEOLOGY

The sedimentsinthestudyareahavebeendividedintoI0stratigraphicallydistinctnonglacialand
glacialdepositsincluding(fromyoungesttooldest):Fill(Qaf),Alluvium(Qal),Vashon Recessional
Outwash (Qvr),Vashon Till(Qvt),Vashon Drift,Vashon Advance Outwash (Qva),Lawton Clay
(Qvl),ThirdCoarseGrainedDeposit(Qc[3]),ThirdFineGrainedDeposit(Qf[3]),FourthCoarse
GrainedDeposit(Qc[4]),FourthFineGrainedDeposit(Qf[4]),and TertiaryBedrockCI'br).

TheuppermostgroundwaterisperchedwithinAlluvium,RecessionalOutwash,and discontinuous
porous zones of till The primaryaquifersin the study areaoccur as the Shallow (Qva),
Intermediate(Qc[3]),and Deep (Qc[4])Aquifers.Groundwaterinthestudyareagenerallyflows
downward througheachoftheaquifers,and outwardtowardsPugetSound and theGreen River
Valley.

POTENTIAL IMPACTS

In areaswhere fillwillbe placedand compacted,rechargetotheShallow(Qva)Aquiferwillbe
reducedby an estimated0.18milliongallonsperday (mgd).Inborrow areaswhere thetillwillbe
removed to exposethe EsperanceSand,Shallow(Qva)Aquiferrechargewillbe increasedan
estimated0.32mgd. The proposedimprovementsmay thereforeresultina netincreaseinrecharge
totheShallow(Qva)Aquiferofan estimated0.14mgd.

Regionalgroundwaterflow directionsarenotlikelytochangeas a resultoftheimprovements.
Smallchangesinlocalgroundwaterflow,however,couldoccurintheborrow areasasa resultof
thepossibleelevationofthewatertableintheseareas.Thesechangesarelikelytooccurprimarily
intheShallow(Qva)Aquifer.

Elevationc_h_angesoftheShallow(Qva)Aquiferwatertableintheborrow areasassociatedwith
increasedrechargemay resultintemporarilyincreaseddischargetonearbystreams,andtoupstream
expansionof zonesofperennialflowin Des Moines or MillerCreeks,where theyintersectthe
ShaDow (Qva)Aquifer.
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Groundwater quality in the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer could potentially be impacted by the proposed
improvements through either infiltration of contaminated surface water associated with construction
activities or with future airport operations or borrow area development.

Potential construction-related impacts to water quality include a range of pollutants used during
construction. The potential for construction impacts is considered low due to the relatively short
Period of construction and the likely requirement for implementation of best management practices.

Potential operational impacts to groundwater quality in the proposed runway and aneinary
improvement areas are related to new impervious surface area and associated stormwater runoff.
This potential is also considered low because of plans to convey new surface water runoff to Des
Moines Creek and Miller Creek, thereby eliminating infiltration. Potential groundwater quality
impacts due to future airport operations are primarily those resulting from the use or leakage of
hazardous materials. The potential for these contaminants to infiltrate is considered low if best
management practices are implemented.

Because of the .potential for direct recharge to the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer within borrow areas, future
development m the areas could potentially present significant water quality impacts to the
groundwater system. Application of proper management techniques can reduce or eliminate the
potential for groundwater contamination.

MITIGATION MEASURES - AQUIFER RECHARGE AND DISCHARGE

The results of our study indicate a net increase in recharge to the study area groundwater system
may result from the proposed improvements. Little or no mitigation will likely be needed under
these circumstances. However, Shallow (Qva) Aquifer discharge from borrow areas may result if
seasonal water table elevations rise above the base of borrow area excavations. Containment of this
potential discharge could be constructed such that this water is detained within the borrow area, or
the base of the borrow pit could be kept above the seasonally highest water table.

MITIGATION MEASURES - GROUNDWATER QUALITY

Most potential impacts to groundwater quality associated with the airport improvements will likely
be prevented by continued implementation of existing management plans and techniques, and those
that will be adopted for the improvements.

For construction of airport improvements and the borrow areas, potential contamination spills can
be mitigated by implementation of best management practices, phasing of construction activities, and
conducting activities during the dry season.

As indicated in the draft EIS, various mitigation requirements stipulated by applicable laws, Policies,
and design standards will be implemented during construction and operation of the proposed
airport developments. It is assumed that construction and operational impacts on water quality will
be mitigated through implementation of National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permit requirements, and other guidelines.
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In the event of future development of the borrow areas, mitigation against potential groundwater
quality impacts to the Shallow (Qva) and Intermediate (Qc[3]) Aquifers will be necessary. This
mitigation could include preventing surface water run-on into the borrow areas from outside areas,
reserving the borrow areas for activities with little or no potential for groundwater contamination,
or developing the borrow areas with appropriate engineering controls.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL

This report characterizes the baseline hydrogeology of the Sea-Tac International Airport and vicinity
and evaluates potential groundwater quality and quantity impacts from proposed improvements
associated with the Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan Update. AGI was retained by the Port of Seattle
(Port) under a subconsultant agreement with Shapiro Associates to perform this study in response
to comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Master Plan update. The
Draft EIS was prepared by the Port and the Federal Aviation Administration (PAA) and was issued
in April 1995. Information in this report will be incorporated into a Final EIS.

The airport is located in SeaTac, Washington, approximately 12 miles south of downtown Seattle.
The area considered by this hydrogeologic characterization is a subarea of the Draft EIS study area
and is shown on Figure 1. The study area encompasses the Master Plan improvements.

1_. BACKGROUND

Sea-Tac Airport was first developed in 1943 and began operating commercially by 1948. When
opened, the airport consisted of four runways, with the main runway approximately 6,100 feet in
length. By 1956, the main runway was lengthened to 11,900 feet, and during the 1960s and 1970s,
extensive additions and improvements were made to the passenger terminal. From 1967 to 1973,
a second parallel runway, the north and south satellite terminals, and the passenger terminal were
constructed. Airport physical features have not significantly changed since that time.

Most of the development alternatives proposed by the Master Plan Update are associated with a
proposed third runway and additional terminal facilities. These improvements will require extensive
importation and placement of fill that will be excavated from a number of sites within the study
area. Details of the improvements are described in the Draft EIS.

This report is intended to be a companion report of the EIS. The Draft EIS is therefore referenced
extensively in discussions of the proposed improvements. Information in this study was also
derived from a number of investigations focused on the airport vicinity. The reference section at
the end of this report lists selected documents available from these investigations.

1.3 PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF SERVICES

The purpose of the baseline hydrogeologic characterization is to identify the general hydrogeologic
conditions of the EIS study area, based on existing hydrogeologic data, as a basis for evaluating
effects of the proposed construction activities on groundwater recharge, quality, and flow. In
particular, this study addresses impacts to the aquifers below the study area from increased
impervious areas associated with airport facility development and from utiliTation of Port-owned
borrow source areas. The specific objectives of the baseline hydrogeologic characterization are to:
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• Characterize three-dimensional subsurface geology.
• Identify aquifers and aquitards.

• Characterize existing groundwater occurrence and movement, including recharge and
discharge relationships.

• Qualitatively evaluate the impact of the proposed airport development on groundwater
conditions.

• Identify mitigation measures, as appropriate.

To accomplish these objectives, we reviewed information obtained through meetings with the Port,
Seattle Water Department, and Highline Water District (HWD). We also compiled and reviewed
data from the fonowing sources:

• Regional geologic literature
• Hydrogeologic studies of the Des Moines Upland
• Hydrogeologic studies of the Sea-Tac Airport vicinity
• Depa_h_Lent of Ecology records
• Seattle Water Depa_Lent records
• HWD records

The specific references we reviewed in preparing this report are listed in Section 5.0.

_A_
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2.0 EXISTING CONDITIONS

2.1 REGIONAL PHYSIOGRAPHY

The study area is located on the Des Moines Upland within the Puget Lowland, a north-south
trending structural and topographic depression bordered on the west by the Olympic Mountains and
on the east by the Cascade Mountains. Sea-Tac Airport occupies approximately 2,500 acres of gently
south- and west-sloping land near the crest of the Upland. Physiographic det_il_ of the study area
are described in the Draft EIS (Port of Seattle, 1995). Topography of the study area is shown on
Figure 1. Elevations at the airport range from approximately 350 to 420 feet above Mean Sea Level
(elevations in this report refer to Mean Sea Level datum). Outside the study area, land surface
elevations drop off steeply east and west to the Green River Valley and Puget Sound, respectively.

The study area includes watersheds of two streams: 1) Miller Creek, north and west of the airport,
and 2) Des Moines Creek, south and southwest of the airport (Figure 1). The Des Moines and Miller
Creek watersheds are discussed in the Draft EIS (Port of _,attle, 1995). The study area is primarily
lightly to moderately forested land of mixed commercial light industrial and residential use. An
undevelopednoisebufferareaexistson thenorth,south,and westsidesoftheairport.

2.2 HYDROGEOLOGY

2.2.1 Regional Geologic Histo_

The Des Moines Upland occurs as an elevated drift plain underlain by Quaternary glacial and non-
glacial sediments and by Tertiary volcanic and sedimentary bedrock. Deposits of at least six
glaciations have been identified in the Puget Lowland (Crande]l, 1958; Easterbrook, 1967). The last
of these major glaciations was named the Vashon. Armstrong, et al. (1965) renamed the youngest
glaciation the Fraser, and modified it to include two glacial advances or stades, separated by one
interstade. The youngest stade of the Fraser Glaciation is the Sumas and the oldest is the Vashon.
Only deposits of the Vashon Stade are present in the study area.

The majority of surficial deposits and landforms in the study area can be attributed to fluvial
lacustrine, and direct ice contact processes associated with the advance and recession of the Vashon
Glader 0Naldron, 1961, 1962). Glacial drifts from two older glaciations-Salmon Springs Glaciation
and theolderStuckGlaciation-havealsobeenmapped nearthestudyarea(Waldron,1961,1962),
althoughmore recentwork by Easterbrook(1994)suggeststhatthewidespreadcorrelationofpre-
Vashon depositswithSalmonSpringsDriftmay be invalid.Eachoftheseglaciationshad erosional
and depositionalprocessessimilarto theFraserGlaciation;consequently,depositsof the older
glaciations often appear physicaUy and hydraulically similar to those of Vashon age. Interglacial
depositscommonly occurbetweenglacialdriftsequencesand areoftenrepresentedby volcanicash,
mudflow,and streamdeltadeposits.
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2.2.2 _tudv Area Geolo_

Waldron (1962) completed the first surficial geologic map of the Des Moines 7.5 minute quadrangle,
which includes the study area. His map shows deposits of the Vashon and Salmon Springs
Glaciation and the Puyalhip nonglacial sequence overlying Tertiary bedrock; no other pre-Vashon
glacial or nonglacial deposits are recognized. However, a considerable number of geologic studies
completed since 1962 in the Puget Lowland have suggested that additional glaHa! and nonglacial
deposits occur between those of Vashon and Salmon Spring age (Easterbrook, et al., 1967; L-_cr,
1969; Noble, 1990). In particular, geologic studies in the study area conducted for the South King
County Groundwater Management Plan (SKCGMP) (South King County Advisory Committee, 1989)
identified a number of previouslyunrecognizedglacialand nonglacial sequences beneath the Des
Moines driftplain.Theseincludea nonglacialdepositbetweentheVashon and Salmon Springs
drift,and aposs_leolderglacialand nonglacialsequencebeneaththeSalmon Springsdrift.Because
the SKCGMP recognizesthese additionaldepositsand presentsthe most comprehensive
stratigraphicframework developedtodateforthestudyarea,thisreportgenerallyfollowsthe
stratigraphicnomenclatureused intheSKCGMP.

Sedimentsinthestudyareahavebeendividedinto10stratigraphicanydistinctdepositsbasedon
theSKCGMP nomenclature.Correlationofthesedepositsisbasedon common nomenclaturein
which upper Vashon and post-Vashondepositsarenamed basedon theirgenesis,and deeper
depositsareidentifiedby theirstratigraphiclocationand generalparticlesizedistribution.Study
areadepositsand theircorrespondinggeologicmap symbolsare,from youngesttooldest:

• Fill(Qaf)
• Alluvium (Qal)
• Vashon RecessionalOutwash (Qvr) I
• Vashon Till (Qvt) I Vashon Drift
• Vashon Advance Outwash (Qva) ]

• Lawton Clay (Qvl) I
• ThirdCoarseGrainedDeposit(Qc[3])
• ThirdFineGrainedDeposit(Qf[3])
• FourthCoarseGrainedDeposit(Qc[4])
• FourthFineGrainedDeposit(Qf[4])
• TertiaryBedrock(Tbr)

Thesedepositsarepresentedinorderofincreasingdepthand ageon theGeneralizedStratigraphic
Column shown on Figure2. Surficialgeologyofthestudyareaisshown on Figure3. Generalized
geologybeneaththestudyareaisdepictedby CrossSectionsA-A',B-B',and C-C',which intersect
the study area as shown on Figure 4. Cross Sections A-A', B-B', and C-C' are shown on Figtl_s 5,
6, and 7. Geology shown on these figures is based on well log information compiled from the
references listed at the end of this report and is simplified to show general, large-scale subsurface
relationships.SpecificboringlogsusedtoconstructthecrosssectionsareincludedinAppendix A.
Actualgeologicconditionsaremuch more complexthandepictedon thecrosssections.

The followingparagraphsdescribethedepositsinthestudyareainorderofincreasingdepthand
age.
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Fill : Fill placed during construction of airport f_cilities is present over an extensive area as shown
on Figure 3. Although fill is only shown on Figure 3 as underlying the ah'port, _ also occur
scattered throughout the study area supporting roads, buildings, and other structures. Fill deposits
consist of a variety of earth materials, but typically comprise silty sand and gravel Fill density
ranges from loose in landscaped areas to dense where compacted below runways, roadways, and
buildings. Fills in the study area may range up to approximately 30 feet in thickness.

Quaternary Alluvium fQal) : Anuvium in the study area typically consists of loose fine-grained
sand, silt, day, and peat deposits, located in low-lying areas. These deposits are primarily associated
with post-gladal fluvial and low energy depositional processes.

Vashon Recessional Outwash (Qvr) : Thin scattered deposits of Recessional Outwash occur below
fill or at land surface across the study area. This deposit occurs in a variety of grain sizes, but is
typically loose, coarse-grained sand and graveL Recessional Outwash was primarily deposited by
glacial meltwater streams near the front of the receding Vashon glacier.

Vashon Till (Qvt) : Vashon till underlies Recessional Outwash or fall where present, or is exposed
at land surface in the study area. The till is typically very dense, and consists of a non-stratified,
poorly sorted mixture of gray day, silt, sand, and gravel with occasional cobbles and boulders. The
Vashon till is interpreted to have been deposited at the base of overriding Vashon glacial ice
flodgement till), causing its higidy dense and compact character. The till typically averages
approximately 10 to 50 feet in total thickness across most areas of the study area.

Vashon Advance Outwash (Qva) : Advance Outwash, atso commonly named the Esperance Sand
in the northern Puget Lowland, generally underlies Vashon Till, but also crops out at land surface
in some parts of the study area. This deposit comprises beds of fluvial fine to medium-grained sand
with minor gravel likely deposited in streams and lakes in front of the advancing Vashon ice. In
comparison with the Recessional Outwash, the Advance Outwash is typically denser due to
compaction beneath the overriding Vashon glacier. This deposit ranges from 50 to 150 feet thick in
the study area.

Lawton Clay (Qvl) : This deposit is composed of beds of finely laminated to massive gray, brown,
and blue-gray silt and day, occurring beneath the Esperance Sand. This day is absent in several
locationsbeneathand northofSea-TacAirport,asshown on CrossSectionsA-A'and B-B'(Figures
5 and 6).Regionally,theday appearstopinchoutsouthward.Lawton Claywas likelydeposited
in lacustrine environments. This deposit typically ranges from 50 to 100 feet thick where present
in the study area.

Third Coarse-Grained Deposit (Qc[3]) : This deposit is ubiquitous throughout the study area,
occurringbelow theLawton Clayinmostareas,and beneaththeEsperanceSandwhere theLawton
Clayisabsent.Thisdeposittypicallyconsistsofa complexmixtureofgravel,sandy gravel,and
gravelly sand with varying proportions of slit and cobbles. Some drilled borings in the airport area
have encountered wood debris and volcanic ash within this deposit. Qc(3) is interpreted by the
SKCGMP and the Seattle Water DeparLment (1990) to be outwash associated with the Salmon
Springs Glaciation, and typically ranges from 50 to 250 feet thick in the study area.
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Third Fine-Grained Deposit (Qf[3]) : This fin_ed deposit occurs immediately beneath the
Salmon Springs. Qf(3) sediments are more heterogeneous than overlying deposits, but are
characterized by fine to medium sand, silty sand, and silt fluvial deposits ranging in tbl..ckness up
to several hundred feet. These sediments are thought to have been deposited during an interglacial
period and to be correlative with the Puyallup Formation of Cranden, et aL (1958).

Fourth Coarse-Grained Deposit (Qc[4]) : This deposit typically consists of gravel and sandy gravel,
and is likely associated with an older, pre-Salmon Springs Glaciation; however, its origin is
uncertain.

Fourth Fine-Grained Deposit (Qf/4J) : This unit comprises predominantly silty clay which appears
to cgmzr uniformly below Qc(4) in the study area. The age and origin of the Fourth F'me-Grained
Deposit is uncertain.

Tertiary Bedrock Orbr) : The bedrock below the Des Moines Drift Plain is primarily arkosic,
micaceous sandstone with interbedded shale and coal The sandstone is reported to occasionally
contain volcanic conglomerate, tuffaceous siltstone, tuff-breccia, and lava flows (South King County
Groundwater Advisory Committee, 1989).

2_ Aquifers and Aquitards

Groundwater in the study area occurs at least occasionally in each geologic deposit below ground
surface. The uppermost groundwater occurs perched within Alluvium, Recessional Outwash, and
discontinuous porous zones of the till The primary aquifers in the study area, however, ¢x:tazr
within the deeper glacial deposits, and are hydraulically delineated by the interposing deposits of
glacial till or low permeability fine-grained sediments. Hydrostratigraphy of the study area is
shown on the stratigraphic column (Figure 2).

Three deposits, Qva, Qc(3), and Qc(4), are considered the principal aquifers of the study area based
on permeability and development as groundwater sources for water supply. These aquifers are
identified as Shallow (Qva), Intermediate (Qc[3]), and Deep (Qc[4]). Cross sections A-A', B-B', and
C-C (Figures 5, 6, and 7) show these aquifers.

For this report we have generally adopted the aquifer names defined in Final Report; Highline Well
Field Aquifer Storage and Recovery Project (SeattJe Water Department, 1990). Study area
stretigraphic deposits are defined hydrostratigraphically as follows:

• Fill (Qaf) I
• Alluvium (Qal) I Perched Zone
• Vashon RecessionalOutwash (Qvr) I

• Vashon Till (Qvt) Aquitard
• Vashon Advance Outwash (Qva) Shallom (Qva) Aquifer
• Lawton Clay (Qvl) - Aquitard
• Third Coarse Grained Deposit (Qc[3]) - Intei_aediate (Qe[3]) Aquifer
• PuyaJlup Formation (Qf[3]) - Aquitard
• Fourth Coarse Grained Deposit(Qc[4]) - Deep (Q[4]) Aquifer
• Fourth Fine Grained Deposit (Qf[4]) - Aquitard
• Tertiary Bedrock (Tbr)
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Hydrostrafigraphy is shown on the Generalized Strafigraphic Column on Figure 2. Hydro-
stratigraphic units are described in the following paragraphs.

Perched Zone : Most of the perched groundwater in the study area occurs in Quaternary Alluvium
and Recessional Outwash where they overlie the till. Groundwater is also occasionally perched
within fill on top of till, or may be perched in discontinuous permeable zones within the fill. These
zones are generaliy seasonally present within a few tens of feet of land surface and have limited
thickness and lateral extent..

First Aquitard : _W-herepresent in the study area, compact fill (Qaf) forms the uppermost aquitard
restricting downward movement of water to underlying deposits. Over most of the study area,
however, the Vashon Till (Qvt) forms the first significant aquitarcl. The fine-grained, compact nature
of these deposits retards surface water infiltration and promotes runoff. Previous AGI studies
indicate the vertical hydraulic conductivity of till in the study area is typically in the range of 105
to 10-7cm/sec, which is several orders of magnitude less than that of the underlying Shallow (Qva)
Aquifer (AGI, 1988).

Shalloza (Qva) Aquifer: Groundwater in the Vashon Advance Outwash (Esperance Sand) comprises
this uppermost aquifer. Groundwater in the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer generally occurs under
unconfined (water table) conditions, and is typically protected from direct surface water infiltration
by overlying fill or tin. However, in some areas those upper deposits are absent, as shown on Cross
Sections A-A', B-B', and C-C' (Figures 5, 6, and 7). The base of the Shallow Aquifer is between
approximate Elevation 200 and 250, and its saturated thickness varies seasonally, typically ranging
from approximately 50 to 75 feet. Water table elevations in the study area typically range from
approximately 250 to 310 feet, or approximately 10 to 50 feet below ground surface.

The Shaliow (Qva) Aquifer is considered to be of moderate permeability. Pumping test information
reported by the South King County Groundwater Advisory Committee (1989) indicates a
transmissivity of approximately 48,000 gallons per day per ft (gpd/ft). Water supply wells
completed in the Shallow Aquifer may yield up to 500 gallons Per minute (gpm) (South King
County Groundwater Advisory Committee, 1989).

Qvl Aquitard : In most of the study area, the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer is separated from underlying
aquifers by the Lawton Clay, which forms the Qvl Aquitard. Hydraulic conductivity of clays
representative of the Lawton Clay are typically 10-7to 10"1°cm/sec (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). The
low permeability of the clay significantly retards flow between the overlying Qva and underlying
Qc(3) Aquifer.

A window or gap in the Lawton Clay exists in the north portion of the study area as shown on
Cross Section A-A' (Figures 5), and also in the middle and south portions of the study area where
the Lawton Clay appears to pinch out to the south, as shown on Cross Section B-B' (Figure 6). In
these areas, the Esperance Sand appears to directly overlie the Salmon Springs Drift, resulting in
direct hydraulic connection between the Shallow and Intermediate Aquifers. These conditions may
exist beneath portions of Sea-Tac Airport (see Figure 6), but existing data are inadequate to define

relationship.
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Intermediate (Qc[3]) Aquifer : The Sahnon Springs Drift has been studied as an important aquifer
in the Des Moines Upland, and is extensively used for water supply. The City of Seattle Highline
well field is completed in this aquifer. The aquifer exists under confined conditions where overlain
by Lawton Clay. Unconfined conditions may occur south of the study area near Midway Landfill
where the Salmon Springs Drift is reported to occur at land surface (AGI, 1988).

The Intermediate Aquifer typically occurs between sea level and Elevation 200, with a saturated
thickness ranging from approximately 50 to 250 feet. Water levels in wells screened in the
Intermediate Aquifer are typically above the top of the deposit, but below water levels in the
Shallow Aquifer.

Permeability of the Intermediate Aquifer is generally high. Aquifer test results for City of Seattle
Highline wells indicate transmissivity of the Intermediate Aquifer in the study area ranges from
20,000 to 460,000 gpd/ft (Seattle Water Department, 1990; Hart Crowser, 1985b), and well yields of
1,500 to 3,000 gpm have been reported for Intermediate Aquifer production wells (South King
County Groundwater Advisory Committee, 1989).

Qf(3) Aouitard : Fine-grained sand and silty sand below the Intermediate Aquifer form this
aquitard. Significantly lower in permeability than the overlying Intermediate Aquifer, these fine-
grained sediments retard downward movement from the Intermediate Aquifer, however, permeable
zones within the aquitard may transmit appreciable volumes of water. The Qf(3) Aquitard typically
occurs above approximately Elevation -100 and appears to range from approximately 50 to 100 feet
thick beneath most of the study area.

Deep (Qc[4]) Aquifer : The Fourth Coarse-Grained Deposit forms the Deep Aquifer. The areal extent
of this aquifer in the study area is not known; however, its depth is generally below Elevation -100.
The Deep Aquifer is likely highly confined. Where the Deep Aquifer has been encountered,
saturated thickness ranges up to 150 feet. Water levels in Deep Aquifer wells are typically above
the top of the aquifer, but below water levels in Intermediate Aquifer wells.

Permeabil/ty of this aquifer is considered low to moderate, with reported transmissivities of
approximately 2,000 to 30,000 gpd/ft (South King County Groundwater Advisory Committee, 1989;
Hart Crowser, 1985b). Well yields for the more permeable portions of the Deep (Qc[4]) Aquifer
range between 200 and 1,500 gpm (South King County Groundwater Advisory Committee, 1989).

Qf(4) Aquitard : The areal extent of the Qc(4) Aquitard in the study area is also not known. Silty
day comprises this deposit, and typically occurs below Elevation -150. The fine-grained nature of
this deposit indicates it likely retards downward flow of groundwater from the Deep (Qc[4])
Aquifer.

2.2.4 Groundwater Flow

Upon entering the study area aquifers, groundwater generally flows outward toward the edges of
the upland and downward from the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer to the Intermediate (Qc[3]) and Deep
(Qc[4]) Aquifers CLuzier, 1969; South King County Groundwater Advisory Committee, 1989). It
appears most groundwater eventually reaches Puget Sound to the west, or the Green River Valley
to the east.
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Local groundwater flow in the study area is complex, reflecting small-scale interlayering of glacial
and nonglacial deposits within the subsurface deposits identified in Section 2.2. Local flow is also
influenced by the distribution and magnitude of recharge and discharge, topography, water levels,
and aquifer hydraulic properties. Figures 8 and 9 show flow directions for the Shallow (Qva) and
Intermediate (Qc[3]) Aquifers based on generalized aquifer Potentiometric surface contours. Points
shown on Figures 8 and 9 are primarily compiled from the SKCGMP and Hart Crowser Technical
Memorandum No. 1 - Summary of Data Review for Highiine Well Field Study (1984a), respectively.
Water level dates and well designations are not certain.

Groundwater flow in the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer generally appears to radiate outward from the
highest portion of the upland toward the edges. A groundwater divide appears to be located east
of the airport (Figure 8). The primary directions of flow are to the east toward the Green River
Valley and to the west toward Puget Sound. In some areas, groundwater in the Shallow (Qva)
Aquifer intersects ground surface and discharges to streams. Groundwater discharge is discussed
in Section 2.3. Downward vertical flow also occurs from the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer, through the
underlying Lawton Clay to the Intermediate (Qc[3]) Aquifer. Flow through the Lawton Clay is very
slow due to its low permeability. However, in areas where the Lawton Clay Aquitard is absent,
downward vertical flow from the Shanow (Qva) Aquifer to the underlying Intermecliate Aquifer can
occur more quickly.

Groundwater in the Intermediate (Qc[3]) Aquifer also generally flows outward from the crest of the
Drift Plain (Figure 9). Like the Shanow (Qva) Aquifer, primary directions of flow within the
Intermediate Aquifer appear to be east and west, and where the aquifer intersects ground surface,
groundwater discharges to streams. Downward vertical flow also occurs in this aquifer, fonowing
the regional flow pattern described above. Some water in the Intermediate Aquifer likely eventually
reaches the Deep (Qc[4]) Aquifer.

Groundwater flow in the Deep (Qc[4]) Aquifer is not known due to lack of wells completed in this
aquifer.

2.3 GROUNDWATER RECHARGE AND DISCHARGE

2.5.1 Groundwater Recharge and Discharge Areas

Groundwater in the study area aquifers is recharged by infiltrating precipitation. Recharge occurs
everywhereacrossthestudyareawhere impervioussurfacessuch as roadways,buildings,and
airportrunways do not existand where groundwaterdoes not dischargeat ground surface.
Recharge magnitude is Largely governed by the permeability of the surface sediments and
topography.

Inrelativelyfiatareasunderlainby fine-grained,low permeabilitymaterials,suchastill,peat,and
compactfill,precipitationdoesinfiltrate,butatveryslowrates.Theseareasoftencontainbodies
of water, including Angle Lake and Bow Lake (Figure 1). Sloped areas underlain by these same
fine-grained deposits typically shed water at a much faster rate and allow less infiltration. In areas
where till is overlain by alluvium or Recessional Outwash, infiltrating water may be temporarily
detainedinthePerchedZone.Incontrast,areasunderlainby coarse-grainedsandsorgravelsallow
considerable direct infiltzation regardless of slope. These areas are typically considered recharge
areas, and are represented in the study areas by exposures of Vashon Advance Outwash.
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Figure 10 depicts our interpretation of existing recharge, discharge, and nonx_harge areas. Areas
underlain by ill], till, or peat, and existing developed areas of the airport are considered no_e
zones despite the fact that some recharge does occur in these areas. S'nnllarly, small-scale
recharge/discharge features associated with local sloped and low-lying areas are not mapped. Areas
with alluvium, Recessional Outwash, or Advance Outwash at the surface are considered to be
recharge areas, except where the alluvium is predominantly peat or where discharge llke_ occurs.
Most of the recharge areas shown on Figure 10 are based on assumed direct surface exposure of
Advance Outwash or absence of the till below the Recessional Outwasl_ Because boring log data
indicate Advance Outwash likely reaches land surface in several locations across the study area (see
Figures 5, 6, and 7), we assume areas mapped as Recessional Outwash on Figure 2 CLuzier, 1969)
are either areas where till is absent below the Recessional Outwash or where the outwash is actually
Advance. In both cases we assume these areas represent direct recharge areas.

Infiltrating water passing through one of the identified recharge zones reaches the Shallow (Qva)
Aquifer and provides direct recharge.

The Intermediate (Qc[3]) and Deep (Qc[4]) Aquifers are recharged by groundwater percolating
downward from the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer. Most of the recharge from the Shallow to the
Intermediate Aquifer probably occurs in areas where the Lawton Clay is absent, as shown on Cross
Sections A-A' and B-B' (Figures 5 and 6).

Discharge from the study area aquifers primarily occurs as:

• Flow into perennial streams or springs discharging to Puget Sound or the Green River Valley,
including D_ Moines, Miller, and Walker Creeks, and other smaller, unnamed drainages.

• Underflow to the Green River Vaney and Puget Sound.

• Pumping from municipal water supply wells in the Des Moines and Highline areas.

Figure 10 shows discharge areas within the study area. Des Moines and Miller Creek are the
primary stream discharge and both generally sustain flow at their mouths throughout the year.
While some of th_ water may come from seasonal water in the Perched Zone, the sustainable flow
in these streams is largely attributable to baseflow discharging f_om aquifers identified in the study
area. Below approximately Elevation 300, Des Moines Creek flows through exposures of the Shallow
(Qva) and Intermediate (Qc[3]) Aquifers. Baseflow in this stream is therefore attffbutable to
discharge from these aquifers. Miller Creek flows toward Puget Sound through exposures of the
Shallow Aquifer west of the airport at elevations close to the water table in that area; some of Miller
Creek's baseflow is therefore also likely due to discharge from the Shallow Aquifer.

Puget Sound and the Green River Valley are the other discharge areas for groundwater flowing
downward and outward from the study area flow system. Discharge along the sea cliffs or walls
of the Green River Valley forms springs. This discharge also likely occurs at depth as groundwater
underflow to the Green River Valley and Puget Sound.

Groundwater possibly enters other aquifers not shown on Cross Sections A-A', B-B', and C-C'.
However, previous studies indicate the Qf(4) Aquitard overlies, or is near Tertiary Bedrock (Tbr),
which is thought to contain little groundwater.
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Water supply accountsfora relativelysmall percentageof dischargefrom the study area
groundwatersystem.Groundwaterusefrom theIntermediate(Qc[3])and Deep (Qc[4])Aquifers
isdiscussedinSection2.4.

2.3.2 Existing Water Balance

Recharge and discharge relationships in the study area groundwater system are represented by the
water balance schematic for the study area shown on Figure 11. The water balance indicates relative
volumetric rates for recharge to and discharge from study area aquifers based on a simplified mass
balance of the study area groundwater flow system. Generally, inflow enters the groundwater
system as precipitation minus direct runoff, evaporation, and plant transpiration; water discharges
from the groundwater system as baseflow to streams, as springs or underflow to the Green River
Valley or Puget Sound, or as withdrawal from wells.

Inflow and outflow parameters used to develop the water balance are based on those used in
previous investigations for the Des Moines Upland (Hart Crowser, 1985; South King County
Groundwater Advisory Committee, 1989; Seattle Water Department, 1990). Averages of these
parameters for the Des Moines Upland are listed below with volumetric rates based on the
approximately 38,800-acre study area.

• Precipitation of approximately 39 inches per year (112.5 million gallons per day [mgd]).

• Evapotranspiration of approximately 17 inches per year, or 44 percent of precipitation (49
mgd).

• Runoff of approximately 8 inches per year, or 20 Percent of precipitation (28 mgd).

InfiltrationtotheShallow(Qva)Aquiferisthebalanceofwaternotlosttoevapotranspirationor
directsurfacerunoffasshown on Figure11.The waterbalanceassumeswaterenteringtheShallow
Aquifereitherflowsdownward to theIntermediate(Qc[3])Aquifer,or dischargesto streams.
Groundwater enteringthe IntermediateAquifereithermoves downward to the Deep (Qc[4])
Aquifer,out to streams,to Puget Sound or theGreen RiverValley,or to watersupplywells.
Similarly,Deep AquifergroundwaterflowstoPugetSound,theGreen RiverValley,or towater
supplywells.Relativevolumesoftheseflowsareestimatedasshown on Figure11.

TotalexistinginflowtotheShallow(Ova)Aquiferinthestudyareaisestimatedtobe approximately
35.5 mgd. Discharge from the study area aquifers that occurs as baseflow to streams is assumed to
total approximately 5 mgd, based on data reported for Des Moines and Miller Creeks in SKCGMP
and Seattle Water Department, 1990. Groundwater volumes discharged by wells are based on
supply well production information discussed in the following section; these total approximately 4.5
mgd for the Shallow (Qva), Intermediate (Qc[3]), and Deep (Qc[4]) Aquifers. The balance of water
in the groundwater system, approximately 26 mgd, is assumed to enter the Green or Duwamish
River Valley or Puget Sound.
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2.4 CURRENT GROUNDWATER USE

2.4.1 Water Su_ly

Each of the study area aquifers has been uH]ized historically as a source of groundwater for water
supply. The Draft EIS states there is currently no known use of the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer water
for drinking water supply in the study area; however, water rights information (discussed in Section
2.4.2) suggests there may be wells completed in this aquifer which may still be fiscd for domestic,
irrigation, commercial, or other uses. The Intermecllate (Qc[3]) and Deep (Qc[4]) Aquifers are used
by two major water purveyors for municipal water supply. The City of Seattle cunmltly pumps
from the Intermediate Aquifer via their Riverton Heights and Boulevard Park production wells
located in the city's Highline Well Field located northeast of the airport. The HWD draws water
fi_m the Deep Aquifer via the Angle Lake and Des Moines production wells located south of the
airport. Well locations are shown on F_ure 4.

According to their respective records, the city's supply from the Intermediate (Qc[3]) Aquifer
averages a total of approximately 1.5 mgd, and HWD's yield fi_om the Deep (Qc[4]) Aquifer
currently averages approximately 2.5 mgd. Total groundwater withdrawal by unknown or
inddental wells throughout the area is not certain, but for purposes of the water balance we assume
these do not exceed 0.5 mgd.

2.4.2 Water Rights

Current water rights issued by the Washington Department of Ecology for the study area are
induded in Appendix B. Rights to water supply in the study area provide for the following uses:

• Domestic

• Irrigation
• Commercial/Industrial
• Stock Watering
• Recreation and Beautification

• Fish Propagation
• Fire Protection

Approximately 40 percent of the listed water rights are for municipal and non-municipal wells. The
remainder are designated for streams, springs, rivers, and lakes. The water rights information does
not indicate which aquifers are screened by these wells; however, based on age and yield, it appears
most non-municipal wells are likely completed in the Shallow (Qva) or Intermediate (Qc[3])
Aquifers. This study did not determine which water rights are being exercised; however, total yield
from non-municipal wells is expected to be small compared with municipal withdrawals.

2.5 GROUNDWATER QUALITY

2.5.1 General Groundwater Quali_ of Study Area Aquifers

Representative general water quality data for the three study area aquifers are included in Table 1.
Man's impact on Shallow (Qva) Aquifer groundwater quality is documented near the airport due
to the many investigations of airport facility impacts in that area; these studies, however, do not
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typically identify general water quality parameters representative of background (non-impaO.ed)
conditions. Elsewhere, background water quality in the Shallow Aquifer is uncertain. Table I
shows data for several Shanow Aquifer wells as reported by Economic and Engineering Services,
Inc. (1985). Shallow Aquifer groundwater is generally assumed to be of good quality (Port of
Seattle, 1995).

Intermediate (Qc[3]) Aquifer water quality shown on Table 1 is based largely on City of Seattle
Highline Wenfield Studies (Seattle Water Department, 1990). Intermediate (Qc[3]) Aquifer water
quality is generany considered to be excellent throughout most of the study area.

Deep (Qc[4]) Aquifer water quality is based on HWD records of recent testing. Based on these data
and information in the Draft EIS, general water quality in the Deep (Qc[4]) Aquifer is excenent. The
HWD data indicate manganese is occasionally elevated. However, naturally ocaxrring manganese
in the Deep (Qc[4]) Aquifer sediments are likely the source of these concentrations.

2.5.2 Existing Contamination Sources

Existing sources of contamination in the airport area are presented in the Draft EIS (Port of Seattle,
1995) and are documented in various airport area investigations (see Section 5.0). Several areas of
known jet fuel hydrocarbon contamination exist in the Shanow (Qva) Aquifer near the airport. The
Draft EIS reports this contamination has not migrated nor has it been identified at significant
distances from its sources. Characterization and cleanup of these sources are reportedly underway
(port of Seattle, 1995).

There are also numerous sources of known and potential contamination throughout the study area
outside of the airport. Commercial development along major transportation corridors and the
overa_ increasing level of development in the area all pose potential long-term risk to groundwater
quality in the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer and underlying aquifers. This risk cannot be quantified with
the data available for the study.

Puget Sound is a potential source of high salinity to the Deep (Qc[4]) Aquifer, whereby high
pumping rates in Deep Aquifer wells could reduce the hydrostatic pressure in this aquifer
sufficiently to cause intrusion of Puget Sound water. Under these conditions, Deep Aquifer
groundwater quality could deteriorate significantly.

2.5.3 Contamination Receptors

The contamination receptors of interest in the study area are currently operating water supply wells
in the Intermediate (Qc[3]) and Deep (Qc[4]) Aquifers and Des Moines and Miller Creeks. Specific
webs are the City of Seattle's Boulevard Park and Riverton Heights webs, which are completed in
the Intermediate Aquifer, and HWD's Angle Lake and Des Moines wells, which are completed in
the Deep Aquifer. Based on the groundwater system described in Section 2.2.4, contamination
introduced at the ground surface may enter the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer, particularly in identified
recharge areas. Figure 10 shows areas where recharge conditions exist. Upon entry of contaminants
to the Shallow Aquifer, direct or indirect downward flow routes could result in impacts to the
underlying Intermediate, and possibly the Deep Aquifer. Although the Qvl and Qf(3) Aquitarcls
significantly inhibit downward flow, areas where the Lawton Clay is absent provide a direct flow
pathway from the Shallow to the Intermediate Aquifer.
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3.1 PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS

Improvements associated with the Master Plan Update are detailed in Section II of the Draft EIS.
The EIS considers four alternatives; Alternative 1 is "Do Nothing" and is not considered further in
this report. Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 consist of a new runway and associated taxiways or roads, and
terminal facility improvements. The following basic elements are common to Alternatives 2, 3, and
4.

* A 7,000- or 8,500-foot-long by 150-foot-wide runway. The proposed runway will parallel the
existing primary runway on the west Runway grades will likely range between about
Elevation 400 at the north end and about Elevation 350 at the south end.

• Other ancillary improvements, including: a safety area extending 250 feet west from the new
runway centerline; a 75-foot-wide parallel taxiway situated 600 feet east of the proposed
runway; and a 40-foot-wide perimeter access road with its centerline 285 feet west of the
proposed runway centerline.

The three alternatives also include the following terminal improvements:

* Alternative 2: Centralized Terminal
• Alternative 3: North Unit Terminal
• Alternative 4: South Unit Terminal

Figure 12 shows existing airport facilities together with proposed improvements and borrow areas
associated with Alternatives 2, 3, and 4.

Construction of the new runway and ancillary improvements associated with Alternatives 2, 3, and
4 will require importation and placement of substantial quantities of filL Anticipated fill volumes
and design thickness are referenced in Chapter 4, Section 24 of the EIS. Potential borrow areas for
the new fill are located within Port-owned properties north and south of the airport. The borrow
areas are shown as Areas 1 through 5 on Figure 12. The runway and ancillary facilities will be
permanent. Long-term plans for the borrow areas are not currently defined.

Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 would each disturb surficial geology of the study area to some degree.
Construction of the runway and other airport facilities will largely be completed by placing fill over
native soft or other fill to reach design grades and foundations. Specifically, the 8,500-foot runway
and other proposed improvements would result in approximately 193 acres of new impervious
surfaced fill and 544 acres of unsurfaced fill area. The impervious area would be approximately 18
percent and less for the Z000-foot runway than for the 8,500-foot runway (Port of Seattle, 1995). In
the borrow areas, native soils will be removed for construction of the proposed airport facilities.
Table 2 summarizes the area and maximum volume of soft available from each borrow area.
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3.2 POTENTIAL IMPACTS ON GROUNDWATER RECHARGE AND DISCHARGE

Construction and excavation associated with Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 will alter existing areas of
recharge areas shown on Figure 10. In areas where fill will be placed and compacted, including the
runway and airportfacilityimprovements,directsurfacewaterrunoffwillbeincreasedand recharge
reduced.AccordingtotheEIS,thiswaterwillbe directedtoDes Moines and MillerCreeksvia
stormwatermanagement facilities.Inborrowareas,rechargeshouldincreasesinceexcavationwill
removetilland exposepermeableAdvance Outwash.

Alteration of recharge or discharge in the study area will change existing inflow to the groundwater
balance depicted on Figure 11, and therefore will affect flow and volume in the Shallow (Qva),
Intermediate (Qc[3]), and Deep (Qc[4]) Aquifers. Effects on groundwater recharge and discharge
are discussed in more detail in the following sections.

3.2.1 Aquifer Recharge Volume

The new runway and airport facilities associated with Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 will generally be
surfacedwith imperviousmaterial,or be filledand compacted,significantlyreducingsurface
permeability.With the8,500-footrunway,approximately97 acresofnew impervioussurfacearea
and 262 acresofunsurfacedfillareawould draintoMillerCreek,and approximately95 acresof
new impervioussurfaceareaand283acresofunsurfacedfillwould draintoDes MoinesCreek(Port
of Seattle,1995).For purposesofthisstudy,we have assumed thatan new fillareaswillbe
nonrecharge areas (recog_i_d,xg that some recharge does occur in these areas). Figure 13 shows
existing recharge areas defined by this study that would be filled by the proposed improvements,
and thus be converted to non-recharge areas. The total reduction in recharge area based on Figure
13 is approximately 77.5 acres (3,376,000 square feet).

Evapotranspiration and runoff in areas of direct recharge are less than the regionwide values used
in Section 2.3.2 due to more direct percolation of precipitation. For such areas, evapotranspiration
and direct surface water runoff may each be estimated as approximately 10 percent of precipitation
(Viessman, et aL, 1989). Assuming these values, up to 31 inches of annual precipitation may
infiltrate the recharge areas in Figure 13 (39 inches minus 3.9 inches minus 3.9 inches). The
reduction of 77.5 acres in recharge area would thereby reduce recharge to the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer
approximately 0.18 mgd.

The Shallow (Qva) Aquifer is overlain by low-permeability till in portions of Borrow Areas 1, 2, 4,
and 5. In these areas the _ inhibits surface water infiltration to the Shallow Aquifer. In areas
where the till will be removed sufficiently to expose the advance outwash, Shallow Aquifer recharge
will be increased. Borrow Areas 1 and 5 appear to overlie zones in which the Lawton Clay is absent
(see Cross Sections A-A', B-B', and C-C'); recharge from these borrow areas may also directly
recharge the Intermediate (Qc[3]) Aquifer.

Current excavation plans suggest existing till will be completely removed from the borrow areas.
Table 2 provides estimates of the area of till that will likely be removed from each borrow area;
Figure 13 depicts these as recharge areas created by fill removal. (Note that recent borrow studies
indicate the till is not present in Area 3 despite its being mapped there on the surficiM geology map
(Figure 3). The total recharge area created by borrow area till excavation is approximately 158.3
acres (6,896,400 square feet). Assuming evapotranspiration and direct runoff total approximately
20percent,asabove, approximately31inchesofprecipitationwould be availableasdirectrecharge
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in the borrow areas as long as the excavations are unsurfaced and undeveloped. Total additional
recharge to the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer associated with these new recharge areas would thereby total
approximately 0.32 mgd. The estimated value of additional recharge per borrow area is included
in Table 2.

In summary, our study indicates the Alternative 2, 3, and 4 improvements would reduce recharge
approximately 0.18 mgd and borrow area development would increase recharge approximately 0.32
mgd. The balance of these effects indicates a net increase in recharge to the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer
of approximately 0.14 mgd is likely as long as the borrow areas are undeveloped or unsurfaced.

3.2.2 Aquifer Discharge Volume

Discharge volumes from study area aquifers will increase in direct proportion to the increase in net
recharge discussed above in Section 3.2.1. This increase will be expressed partly as greater discharge
to Milhr and Des Moines Creeks, and partly as greater underflow to Puget Sound and the Green
River Valley. Greater discharge to the creeks would occur shortly after development; greater
underflow would likely not be detectable for many years, perhaps centuries.

Greater discharge to area streams would be observable primarily near the proposed borrow areas,
where increased recharge would cause the water table (Shallow [Qva] Aquifer) to rise. The rising
water table would extend the area of perennial flow upstream and increase the volume of seepage
into the stream.

The decrease in recharge associated with fill placement for the airport improvements might also
have a localized effect on aquifer discharge. In the new fill areas the reduction in recharge could
cause the water table to drop slightly, thus reducing seepage into either Des Moines or Miller
Creeks. These effects should be offset by the greater discharge discussed above.

One other possible impact of increased recharge in the borrow areas is increased discharge if the
water table rises to land surface and then flows out of the borrow area. This could only occur if the
borrow area was excavated to below the seasonal high water table and an outlet was created for
overflows.

3.2.3 Groundwater Flow

Regional groundwater flow directions are not likely to change as a result of the increased recharge
associated with the Master Plan Update improvements. Small changes in local groundwater flow,
however, could occur in the borrow areas through increased recharge. Elevation of the water table
in these areas could result in higher hydraulic gradients than existing conditions, and therefore
increase local groundwater velocities. Similarly, changes in groundwater discharge, particularly
along segments of Des Moines and Miller Creeks, may temporarily change local flow directions
toward the creeks. These effects are likely to occur primarily in the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer.
Hydraulic gradients and groundwater velocity may also be reduced slightly below the proposed
construction fill areas due to reductions in recharge.
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3.3 GROUNDWATER QUALITY

Groundwater quality in the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer could be impacted by the proposed Alternative
2, 3, and 4 improvements through either infiltration of contaminated surface water associated with
construction activities or with later airport operations or borrow area development. However, all
of the potential impacts can be mitigated through proper planning and management.

Construction-Related Impacts : Potential construction-related impacts to groundwater quality
associated with the airportrunway and ancillary improvements would depend on local construction
area size, the amount of exposed soil, topography, proximity to water bodies, and the effectiveness
of erosion and sediment controls implemented. In the borrow areas, groundwater quality may be
impacted by construction-related contaminants introduced by infiltrating surfaoe water. In both the
borrow and the airport improvement areas, the potential for construction impacts should be low
based on the relatively short construction period and the restrictions likely to be applied by the
permitting agencies.

Potential construction impacts on water quality include a range of substances used during
construction, including fuels, lubricants, and other petroleumproducts,and construction waste such
as concrete wash water. The Draft EIS identifies the potential for pollution resulting f_m accidental
spills of these substances, from leaking storage containers, from refueling, and from construction
equipment maintenance activities. The potential for these impacts should be minimized in areas of
new impervious surfaces associated with the Alternative 2, 3, and 4 improvements.

Operations-Related Impacts : Operational impacts on groundwater quality in the proposed runway
and al_llary improvement areasaxe relatedto new impervioussurfaceareaand associated
stormwater runoff. The EIS reports that drainage from the new runway and taxiways would be
detained on site and then conveyed to Des Moines Creek and Miller Creek. Potential impacts to
surface water quality are discussed in Chapter IV of the Draft EIS. Essentially all of the new surface
water runoff will leave the airport and not be available for infiltration. Thus, the potential for
groundwater contamination from this source is low.

Potential groundwater quality impacts due to future airport operations in the improvement areas
include those resulting from the use or leakage of hazardous materials (e.g., fuels and other
petroleum products) stored at the airport. These contaminants could create conditions similar to

those discussed in Section 2.5.2. However, the airport is currently undertaking studies aimed at
reducing the potential for future groundwater quality impacts from this source.

In the borrow areas, operational impacts will depend on future development. The EIS reports the
borrow areas may be cleared, graded, or surfaced; however, plans for the areas are currently
undetermined. Because of the direct recharge to the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer from the borrow areas,
future development in unsurfaced borrow areas could present significant water quality impacts to
the groundwater system.
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PotentialimpactsassociatedwithAlternative2,3,and 4 improvementsaresummarizedasfollows:

Groundwater Recharge and Discharge Volumes

• Inareaswhere fillwillbe placedand compacted,includingtherunway and airportfacility
improvements,directsurfacewaterrunoffwillbe increasedand rechargereduced. This
reduction in recharge to the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer is estimated to be approximately 0.18 mgd.

• In borrowareaswhere thetillwillbe removed toexposetheEsperanceSand,Shallow(Qva)

Aquiferrechargewillbe increased.Totaladditionalrechargeto the Shallow Aquifer
associatedwiththesenew rechargeareasisestimatedtototalapproximately0.32mgd.

• Alternative2,3,and 4 improvementsmay resultina netincreaseinrechargetotheShallow
(Qva)Aquiferofapproximately0.14mgd.

• Elevation of the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer water table in the borrow areas due to increased
rechargemay result in temporarilyincreaseddischargetonearbystreams,and toupstream
expansion of zones of perennial flow in Des Moines or Miller Creeks, where they intersect the
Shallow (Qva) Aquifer.

• A possibility exists for groundwater discharge directly out of the borrow areas if they are
excavated below the seasonal high water table and an outlet is created for overflow.

• Borrow AreasI and 5 areinareaswhere theLawton Clayisabsent.Rechargeintheseareas
may thereforedirectlyaffecttheIntermediate(Qc[3])Aquifer.

Groundwater Flo_v and Ouality_

• Regional groundwater flow directions are not likely to change as a result of the Master Plan
Update improvements. Small changes in local groundwater flow, however, could occur in the
borrow areas as a result of the possible elevation of the water table in these areas. These
changes are likely to occur primarily in the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer.

• Groundwater quality in the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer could potentially be impacted by the
proposed Alternative 2, 3, and 4 improvements through either infiltration of contaminated
surface water associated with construction activities or with later airport operations or borrow
area development.

• Potential construction impacts on water quality include a range of pollutants used during
construction, including fuels, lubricants, and other petroleum products, and construction waste
such as concrete wash water. The Draft EIS states pollution could result from accidental spills
of these substances, from leaking storage containers, from refueling, and from construction
equipment maintenance activities. The potential for construction impacts is considered low
due to the short period of construction and implementation of best management practices.
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• Operational impacts on groundwater quality in the proposed runway and an,-in,_ry
improvement areas are related to new impervious surface area and associated stormwater
runoff. This potential is also considered low because most stormwater will be transported off
the airport and not be available for infiltration.

• Potential groundwater quality impacts due to future airport operations in the improvement
areas are primarily those resulting from the use or leakage of hazardousmaterials (e.g., fuels
and other petroleum products) stored at the airport. These contaminants could infiltrate
similar to theexisting contaminants discussed in Section 2.5.2. The potential for this to occur
is considered low as described above.

• Because of the direct recharge to the Shallow (Qva) Aquifer from the borrow areas, future
development in unsurfaced borrow areas could potentially present significant water quality
impacts to the groundwater system.

• Application of proper management techniques can reduce or eliminate all the potential impacts
listed above as sources of groundwater contamination.
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Mitigation measures for impacts from construction and operation-related activities are discussed in
the EIS, except where they relate to groundwater recharge or discharge. Mitigation measures
identified by our study for potential impacts to groundwater are presented below.

4.1 AQUIFER RECHARGE AND DISCHARGE

Our study indicates a net increase in recharge to the study area groundwater system may result
from the proposed Alternative 2, 3, and 4 improvements. Little or no mitigation will likely be
needed under these circumstances. However, where Shallow (Qva) Aquifer discharge may result
from seasoned water table elevations rising above the base of borrow area excavations, containment
could be constructed such that this water is detained within the borrow area, or the base of the
borrow pit could be kept above the seasonally highest water table.

4.2 GROUNDWATER QUALITY

Most potential impacts to groundwater quality associated with the airport improvements will likely
be prevented by continued implementation of existing management plans and techniques, and those
that will be adopted for the improvements.

For construction of the airport improvements and the borrow areas, potential contamination spills
can be mitigated by implementation of best management practices such as construction waste
handling plans and fueling and vehicle maintenance plans, and strict contractual requirements of
contractors. Use of best management practices such as spill containment areas, phasing of
construction activities (to minimize the amount of disturbed and exposed areas), and conducting
activities during the dry season (April through September) also should prevent or reduce potential
impacts on surface water and groundwater quality (Port of Seattle, 1995).

As indicated in the EIS, various mitigation requirements stipulated by federal, state, and .applicable
local laws, policies, and design standards, will be applicable to construction and operation of the
new parallel runway development at the airport. It is assumed that construction and operational
impacts on water quality will be mitigated through implementation of National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permit requirements, detention requirements, and compliance with
state waste and materials management requirements, water quality standards, and stormwater
management guidelines (Port of Seattle, 1995).

Specific plans required as part of compliance with the Port's NPDES permit will need to be
implemented to identify and control pollutants coming from the airport, and to prevent and control
Potential operational impacts on groundwater from industrial wastewater system (IWbOand storm
drainage system (SDS) discharges.
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In the event of future development of the borrow areas, mitigation asainst potential groundwater
quality impacts to the Shallow (Qva) and Intermediate (Qc[3]) Aquifers will be necessary. This
mitigation could include preventing surface water run-on into the borrow areas from outside areas,
reserving the borrow areas for activities with little or no potential for groundwater contamination,
or developing the borrow areas with appropriate controls.
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SITEID 472919122182501 LOCAL NUI_ER Z3H/O4E-16002 INT

LATITUDE &Tc129m19s L_GZTUDE 122c118m2Ss NO. IMTVL(FT) DESCRIPT[ON
ALT ZTI,IOE 365. O0 CONST. DATE 0312511985 ......................................................

WELL DEPTH 75.00 HOLE DEPTH 75.00 1 : O- 13 DAMP, GRY&BR, SLIGHTLY GR, SOY SLT

WATER LEVEL 61.00 W.L. DATE 11/13/1986 2 : 13- 152 DANP, BR, F-NED SD W/5OHE GR ZONES
SCREEN INT. 65.00 - 75.00 3 : 152- 165 UL_', SLUE-GHY, VERY FINE SANDY SLT

DRILLER HOIOCAIDO 4 : 165- 185 HOIST, ELUE-GRY, SLIGHTLY F SOY SLT

k_LL OI_ER SEATTLE WATER DEPT. 5 : 185- 199 DN4P,GRY,YELL,VERY SLTY, GR SAND
6 : 199- 330 MET, CRY, SLIGHTLY SLTY TO CLEAN

INT ? : 330- 3_ t,k"/', GR¥, GRAVELLY SAND
NO. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTI(_ 8 : 3&3- 438 DAMP, GRAY, SANDY AND FINE SOY S]LT

...................................................... 9 : 4_- &TF NOIST TO 6_'T, GRAY, SILTY TO CLEAN

1 : O" 20 GLACIAL TILL 10 : 477- 580 WET, GRAY, SANDY GRAVEL g/COBBLE
2 : 20- 75 DEMSE, DAMP TO MET, DR, F-lIED SAND 11 : 580- 602 WET, GRAY, SANDY, COBBLY _R

3 : 75- DENSE, DAMP, GRAY SILT 12 : 602- 619 DANP, GRAY, SILTY GLY AND CLYEY SLT

...................................................... 13 : 619- 623 SET, GRAT, SLIGHTLY GRAVELLY SAND
14 : 623- 706. DAMP, GRAY, SILTY CLY AND CLYEY SLT

15 : 704- 729 DAMP, WHITE TO LIGHT GRAY SANDSTONE
SITEID 47"291912,711_.502 LOCAL NUMBER 23H/O4E-1603 ......................................................
LATITUOE 47d29m19s LONGZTUOE 122dlGm25s

ALTITUDE 365.00 CONST. DATE 06127/1985 SITEZD 472B341221_101 LOCAL MLIHBER 23H/O&E-16HOl

_JELLDEPTH 297.00 HOLE DEPTH 297.00 LATITUDE &Yd28,u_4s LGHGITUDE 122c_18m31s

WATER LEVEL 7871.00 W.L. DATE 07/18/1985 ALTITUOE _S.OO CONST. DATE 12/10/1987
SCREEN INT. 212.00 - 297.00 WELL DEPTH 47.00 HOLE DEPTH 54.50

DRILLER HOK]CAIDO WATER LEVEL 292.00 IJ.L. DATE 12/07/1987
I/ELL OWNER SEATTLE WATER DEPT. SCREEN INT. 42.00 - 47.00

DR! LLER GEOBOR! NG

[NT WELL OWNER SEATTLE MATER DEPARTMENT
NO. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION

...................................................... INT

1 : O- 17 iiR TO GRAY S|LTY,GHAV,SAND(TILL} NO. [NTVL{FT) OESCRIPT[ON
2 : 17- 61 ER SAND WITH OCC. GRAVEL ......................................................

3 : 61- 128 ELUE-GRY SILT AND CL. SILT 1 : O- 7' DAMP, GRAY TO SR, SLTLY SLTY, GR SO
4 : 12B- 140 ER EL. GRAV, SILTY SAND 2 : 7- 12 DAMP, GRAY, CLEAN, N-F SAND
5 : 140- 169 BROWNSL SILTY FN-ffiED SAND WITH GR 3 : 12- 16 GRAVELLY SAND
6 : 169- 27& 8R SANDY GRAVEL I,IITH COBBLES,t/EATHE 4 : 16- 35 BROWN SAND

7 : 27&- 275 GR SILTY SANDY GRAVEL 5 : 35- 47 GRAVELLY SAND

8 : 275- 297 GRAY SO & GR, CL SILT AT BOTT[Iq 6 : 47'- 55 VERY DENSE, DAMP, GRAY TO BLUE, CLY
.................................... . ................. .... ................................ . ................ o

SITEID 472843122190901 LOCAL NUMBER 7.3H/O_,E-171_O;

SITEID 472_,212217_801 LOCAL NUMBER 23N/O4E-16KD1 LATITUOE 47c_._rd.3s LONGITUDE 122d1_95
LATITUDE 47d28_2s LONGITUDE 122d17m58s ALTITLIOE 320.00 CONBT. DATE 08/21/1973

ALTITUDE 390.00 _ST. DATE 04/09/1_5 WELL DEPTH ;x_.o0 HOLE DEPTH 110.00

NELL DEPTH 109.00 HOLE DEPTH 109.00 MATER LEVEL 19.00 W.L. DATE 11/2111984
MATER LEVEL 84.00 N.L. DATE 11/13/1986 SCREEH INT. 89.00 - 94.00

SCREEN IHT. 98.00 - 108.00 DRILLER STATEWIDE DR

DRILLER HOKKA_DO tJELL OWNER HELLUMS JAMES
NELL O_HER SEATTLE WATER DEPT.

[NT

INT NO. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION
NO. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION ......................................................

...................................................... 1 : O- 20 SILT, PEAT, SRO_N
1 : O- 20 GLACIAL TILL 2 : 20- 25 HARD PAN

2 : 20- 109 DENSE, DAMP TO WET, BR, F-HED SD 3 : 25- 89 SANDY SILT (SRC_N)

...................................................... 4 : 89- 99 SAND, BRO_/N WATER

5 : 99- 110 SILT, PEAT, BRONN GRAY

SITE]D &T2S42122175701 LOCAL HUMBER 23N/O4E-16J(02 _ ....................................................

LATITUDE 47d,?.Em&2s LONGITUOE 122d17m57s ISITEID 472E20122200001 LOCAL NUMBER 23H/O4E-19,_O1"_If%

ALTITUDE 390.00 CONST. DATE 0_,/09/198S LATZTLff_E 47d28,'n20s LONGI TUOE 122d2.OmQOs

NELL DEPTH 320.00 HOLE DEPTH 7"29.00 ALTITUOE _.3.60 CONST. DATE 04/2.3/1982
WATER LEVEL 120.00 W.L. DATE 11/13/1986 _ELL DEPTH 110.00 HOLE DEPTH 427.50

SCREEN INT. 220.00 - 320.00 MATER LEVEL 175.00 M.L. DATE 08/2z,/1982
DRILLER /¢D_KAZDO SCREEN INT. 80.00 - 100.00

t/ELL OWHER SEATTLE WATER DEPT. DRILLER PITCHER
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INT SITEID 47"2822122201901 LOCAL NUMBER 25N/O4E-19SO1

ND. INTVLCFT) DESCRIPTION LATITUO.E &Yc12Ba122s LONGI T1JOE 122d20m19s
...................... - ............................... ALTITUDE 375.00 CONST. DATE 03/18/1985

1 : O- 13 GLACIAL TILL NELL DEPTH 350.00 HOLE DEPTH 362.00

2 : 13- 2.5 GRNSH-GRY, VERY HARO, CLAYEY SILT MATER LEVEL 119.00 W.L. DATE 05/20/1985

3 : 25- 37 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SILTY SAND SCREEN INT. 265.00 - 342.00

4 : 37- 101 GRAY, VERY DENSE, F-NED SMID DRILLER RICHARDSON
5 : 101- 123 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SILT MILL OilER k'CWD49

6 : 125- 134 GRAY, VERY DENSE FINE SAND
?' : 134- 1/,& GRAY, VERY DENSE, SILTY SAND liT

8 : 1/*_- 164 GRAY, VERY DENSE FIRE SANO NO. IMTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION

9 : 164- 189 GRAY, VERY HARD, CLAYEY SILT ......................................................
10 : 189- 19/* GRAY, VERY DENSE, FINE SAND AND SLY 1 : O" 26 81tO_ SANDY TILL
11 : 194- 210 GRAY VERY DENSE CLAYEY SILT 2 : 26- 48 BROI_ SAND W/S_E SILT AND GRAVEL

12 : 210- 218 GRAY, VERY DENSE, GRAVELLY SAND 3 : /*8- 56 8ROUN GRAVEL WITH SOME SAND
13 : 218- 224 GLACIAL TILL & : S6- 7"2 BROWNSAND WITH S_E GRAVEL

14 : 224- 2_ GRN-GRY, VERY DENSE, F-CRSE SAND 5 : 72- 97 BROMN C_PACTED SILT AND FINE SAND

15 : 244- 250 GRAY, V DENSE, HARD, SO & CLY SILT 6 : 97- 106 RRO_ CONPACTED SILT, SAND & GRAVE[.
16 : _"SO- 298 GRY-SR, VERY DEHSE SANDY GRAVEL 7 : 106- 109 8RC_/N SAND WITH SILT AND SAND

I?' : 298- 308 GRAY, VERY DENSE FINE SAND 8 : 109- 126 8RGWN NOOERATLY ¢¢]4PACTED SLT,SO&GR
18 : 308- 330 GRAY, VERY NARD, SILTY CLAY 9 : 126- 145 CRY SILT AND F-SAND W/PEAT &
19 : 330- 352 GLACIAL TILL 10 : 145- 159 GRAY SILTY CLAY

20 : 352- 359 GRY-SR, VERY DENSE, SAND 11 : 159- 168 GRAY SILTY CLAY W/GR & SO
21 : 359- 371 GRY, VERY HARD, SILTY CLAY 12 : 168- 208 GRY TILL COMPACTED SD GR SLT & CLY

22 : 371- 374 GRAY, VERY DENSE, FINE SILT AND SD 13 : 208- 2/*6 GRAY SILT CLAY AND FINE SD W/_D
: 3"/'&- &28 GRAY, VERY HARD, SILTY CLAY 14 : 246- 257 GRY TO BLK SO & CR W/SOHE FINE

...................................................... 15 : 257- 263 SAND AND SILT MATRIX

_ 16 : 263- 276 GRY TO SLK SAND AND GR W/CRY CLAY
17 : 276- 278 GRAY SILT

SITEID 472820122200002 LOCAL _LJNBER 23N/O_.E-19A02 18 : 27'8- 287 GRAY TO SLK GRAVEL AND SAND

LATITUOE 47dPJM_20s LONGITUDE 122d20mOOs 19 : 287- 302 GRY POORLY SORTED SO & GR ;// SLT
ALTITUOE _3.60 COMST. DATE 0&123/1982 20 : 302- 343 GRY GRN AND SLK GR AND HED-CRS SD
;/ELL DEPTH 320.00 HOLE DEPTH &27.00 21 : 3/.3 . 345 GREEN CLAY

_LATER LEVEL 72.00 W.L. DATE 07/19/1982 22 : 345- 359 GR AND SO W/GRN CLAY & GRY SAND
SCREEN INT. 260.00 - 290.00 23 : 359- 362 FINE GRY SD AND CLAY
DRILLER PITCHER ......................................................

INT

NO. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION SITEID &728221PP201902 LOCAL NUMBER 23N/O4E-19B02

...................................................... LATITUOE 47d28m22s LONGITUDE 122d20m_gs

1 : O- 13 GLACIAL TILL ALTITUOE 375.00 CONST. DATE 02/0/./1986
2 : 13- 25 GRNSN-GRY, VERY HARD, CLAYEY SILT _ELL DEPTH 354.00 HOLE DEPTH 620.00

3 : 25- 37 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SILTY SAND WATER LEVEL 120.00 W.L. DATE 0711611986
/* : 37- 101 GRAY, VERY DENSE, F-HED SAND SCREEN INT. 284.00 * 304.00

5 : 101- 123 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SILT DRILLER RICHARDSON
6 : 123- 134 GRAY, VERY DENSE FINE SAND WELL Ok'NER KL'_4) /*9

7 : 134- 14/, GRAY, VERY DENSE, SILTY SAND

8 : 14_- 16/, GRAY, VERY DENSE FINE SAND INT

9 : 164- 189 GRAY, VERY HARD, CLAYEY SILT NO. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION
10 : 189- 19/* GRAY, VERY DENSE, FINE SAND & SILT ......................................................

11 : 194- 210 GRAY VERY DENSE CLAYEY SILT I : O* 55 GRAY GLACIAL TILL, SDf4EWHATSANDY
12 : 210- 218 GRAY, VERY DENSE, GRAVELLY SAND 2 : 55- 61 SAND AND GRAVEL WITH CLAY

13 : 21S- 22/* GLACIAL TILL "4 : 61- 65 LOOSE COARSE GRAVEL, DRY
I/* : 22/*- 24_ GRN*GRY, VERY DENSE, F-CRSE SAND /* : 65- 90 SRO_N SILTY SAND

15 : 2/*/*- 250 GRAY, V DENSE, HARD, SO & CLY SILT 5 : 90- 94 GRAY LOOSE SAND AND GRAVEL

16 : 250- 298 GRY-SR, VERY DENSE SANDY GRAVEL 6 : 94- 105 GRAY SAND t4UO CLAY WITH SC)IE GRAVEL
17 : 298- 308 GRAY, VERY DENSE FINE SAND 7 : 105- 118 GRAY BROWNSAND AND GR W/CLAY
18 : 308- 330 GRAY, VERY HARD, SILTY CLAY 8 : 118- 120 BROWNSILTY CLAY AND SAND

19 : 330- 352 GLACIAL TILL 9 : 120- 135 SROWN SILTY CLAY AND SAND

20 : 352- 359 GRY-BR, VERY DENSE, SAND 10 : 135- 162 COMPACTED GRAY SILT

21 : 359- 371 GRAY, VERY HARD, SILTY CLAY 11 : 162- 200 GRAY CLAY AND GRAVEL

22 : 371- 374 GRAY, VERY DENSE, FINE SILT AND SD 12 : 200- 212 CC)IPACTED GRAY CLAY COBBLES AND SD
23 : 37/*- &2S GRAY, VERY HARD, SILTY CLAY 13 : 212- 362 CRY SILT AND F-HED SD SOME

.............................. " ....................... 14 : 362- 370 GRAY SANDY SILT W/SOHE GRAVEL

15 : 370- 399 GRAY SILTY SAND WITH SOME GRAVEL o
" 16 : 399- 419 DAR)CGRAY SILT AND CLAY

17 : 419- 426 OK GRAY GRN, SLT _/ITH PEAT

AR 039870
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SITEID 472820122184601 LOCAL NUMBER 23NIO4E- SITEID 472820122184603 LOCAL NLRRER 23N/O4E-20A03
LATITUOE &Yc128aQOs LCtiGITUOE 122d18mASs LATITUOE 47d28a2Os LCNGITUOE 122d18m46s

ALTITUDE 290.40 CONST. DATE 05/06/1982 ALTITUDE 290.40 CONST. DATE 0510611982

WELL DEPTH 15.00 HOLE DEPTH 367.00 NELL DEPTH 365.00 HOLE DEPTH 367.00
MATER LEVEL 7.50 iLL. DATE 05/1011982 WATER LEVEL /,0.30 W.L. DATE 0711611982

SCREEN INT. 10.00 - 15.00 SCREEN INT. 340.00 - 350.00

DRl LLER P! TCltER DRI LLER P ITCNER

INT INT

NO. IMTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION NO. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION

1 : O- 20 YELLWSN-BR, VERY DENSE, SANOY CR 1 : O- 20 YELLWSH-ERW, VERY DEHSE, SANOT CRY
2 : 20- 38 GLACIAL TILL 2 : 20- 38 GLACIAL TILL

3 : 38- 44 GRAY, VERY DENSE, F-CRS SAND 3 : 38- &4 GRAY, V DENSE, F-COARSE SAND

4 : 4_- 65 GRAY, VERY DENSE F-CRS SILTT SAND 4 : 44- 65 GRAY, VERY DENSE F-COARSE SLTY SO

5 : 65- 110 GRAY VERY DENSE, F-CRS SANO 5 : 65- 110 GRAY VERY DENSE, F-COARSE SAND
6 : 110- 117 GRNSH-BLK, VERY DENSE CRVL & C:_SBLE 6 : 110- 117 GRNSH 8LK, VERY DENSE CR & COBBLES

7 : 117- 123 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SANDY GRAVEL 7 : 117- 123 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SANOY GRAVEL

8 : 123- 128 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SLTY SOY GRAVEL 8 : 123- 128 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SILTY SOY GRAVEL
9 : 128- 133 GRAY, VERY HAND SILT 9 : 128- 133 GRAY, VERY HARD SILTY

10 : 133- 140 BROWSN-BLK, VERY DENSE, SILTY SAND 10 : 133- 140 BROUSN BLK, VERY DENSE, SILTY SAND

11 : 140- 19/ GRAY, VERY DENSE, GRAVEL AND SAND 11 : 140- 197 GRAY, VERY DENSE, GRAVEL & SAND

12 : 197- 224 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SANDY GRAVEL 12 : 197- 224 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SANDY GRAVEL

13 : 7.24- 244 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SAND 13 : 224- 244 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SAND
14 : 244- _ GRAY, VERY DENSE SAND AND SILT 14 : 244- ?.34 GRAY, VERY DENSE SAND AND SILT
15 : Z54- 343 GRAY VERY HARD CLAYEY SILT 15 : 254- _#,3 GRAY VERY HARD, CLAYEY SILT

16 : 343- 347 GRAY, VERY DENSE SAND 16 : ]43- _#_7 GRAY, VERY DENSE SAND
17 : 3/*7- 356 GRAY, VERY HAND, CLAYEY SILT 17 : 347- 356 GRAY, VERY HARD, CLAYEY SILT
18 : 356- 367 GRAY VERY DENSE SANDY SILT 18 : 356- 367 GRAY VERY DENSE SANDY SILT
............................................................................................................

.......4 r-"
SITEID 472820122184802 LOCAL HUMBER Z3N/04E-ZOA02 _ SITEID 47282.1122192101 LOCAL HUMBER 23N/O4E-20COl

LAT I TUOE 47d28m?.Os LONG111JOE 122dlSm_s LATITUOE 47d2.Sm21s LONGITUDE 122d19m21s "rt ¢lb
ALTITUOE 290.40 CONST. DATE 0510611982 ALTITUDE 3.54.80 CONST. DATE 06/0711982

UELL DEPTH 195.50 HOLE DEPTH 307.00 UELL DEPTH 70.00 HOLE DEPTH 435.00
t_TER LEVEL 6.50 W.L. DATE 0511011982 WATER LEVEL 4_,.20 W.L. DATE 06/15/19E2
SCREEN INT. 150.00 - 180.00 SCREEN INT. 35.00 - SO.D0

DRILLER PITCHER DRILLER PITCHER

INT INT

NO. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION NO. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION

1 : O- 20 YELLI,'SH-SR, VERY DENSE, SANDY GRVL 1 : O" 13 YELL',./SH-BRW, DENSE, SILTY SAHDY GR
2 : 20- 38 GLACIAL TILL 2 : 13- 89 YELL_/SH-BR, DENSE, F-NED SAND

3 : 38- 44 GRAY, VERY DENSE, F-COARSE SAND 3 : 89- 130 GRAY VERY DENSE, SILTY SAND

4 : _- 65 GRAY, VERY DENSE F-COARSE SLTY SO 4 : 130- 149 GRAY VERY HARD, SILTY CLAY
5 : 65- 110 GRAY VERY DENSE, F-COARSE SAND 5 : 149- 153 GRAY VERY HARD CLAYEY SILT

6 : 110- 119' GREENISH ELAO:, VERY DENSE GR & CBL 6 : 153- 165 GRAY VERY DENSE, GRAVEL AND SAND

7 : 117- 123 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SANDY GRAVEL 7 : 165- 176 GRAY VERY DENSE, SILTY SAND
8 : 123- 128 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SLTY SDY GRAVEL 8 : 176- 194 GRAY VERY DENSE GRAVEL AND SAND

9 : 128- 133 GRAY, VERY HARD SILT 9 : 194- 204 GRAY VERY HARD, CLAYEY SILT

10 : 133- 140 BRt./NSH SLK, VERY DENSE, SILTY SAND 10 : 204- 214 GRAY VERY DENSE, SAND
11 : 140- 197 GRAY, VERY DENSE, GRAVEL AND SAND 11 : 214- 294 GRAY VERY DEHSE GRAVEL AND SAND

12 : 197- 224 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SANDY GRAVEL 12 : 294- 309 GRAY VERY HARD, CLAYEY SILT
13 : 224- 244 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SAND 13 : 309- 318 GLACIAL TILL

14 : 244- 254 GRAY, VERY DENSE SAND AND SILT 14 : 318- 323 GRAY, VERY HARD, CLAYEY SILT

15 : 254- 343 GRAY VERY HARD, CLAYEY SILT 15 : 323- 333 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SANDY SILT
16 : 34]- 347 GRAY, VERY DENSE SAND 16 : 3"¢] . 367 GRAY, VERY HARD SILT

17 : 347- 356 GRAY, VERY HARD, CLAYEY SILT 17 : 367- 373 GRAY, VERY HARD SILTY CLAY

18 : 356- 367 GRAY VERY DENSE SANDY SILT 18 : 373- 393 GRAY, VERY HARD, CLAYEY SILT

...................................................... 19 : 393- 414 GRAY, VERY HARD, SILTY CLAY
20 : 414- 435 GRAY, VERY HARD CLAYEY SILT

AR 039871
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SITEID ;72821122192102 LOCALNURSER 23N/04E-20CO2 SITEID 472821122192104 LOCALNLI48ER 23N/04E-2DCO4
LATITUDE &7_____mgls LONGITUDE 12.2dlDm21s LATITUDE &7dIBa21s LONGZTUOE 122d19m21s
ALTITUOE 354.80 COtlST. DATE 06/07/1982 ALTITUDE 354.80 CONST.DATE 06/07/1982
WELLDEPTH 289.50 HOLEDEPTH 435.00 ELL DEPTH L_,_5.00 HOLEDEPTH 435.00
WATERLEVEL 73.10 W.L. DATE 06/18/1982 MATERLEVEL 84.&0 &/.L. DATE 05/03/1982
SCREENINT. _.OO - 274.00 SCREENINT. /.10.00 - 415.00
ORI LLER PI TCHER DRI LLER PI TCHER

I NT lilt

NO. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION NO. INTVLCFT) DESCRIPTION
o............................................o........ ......................................................

1 : O- 13 YELLWSH-GR,DENSE, SILTY SANDYGR 1 : O- 13 YELLMSH-ER,DENSE,SILTY SNDYGRVL
2 : 13- 89 YELLIJSH-RR,DENSE, F-_F.D SAND 2 : 13- 89 YELLWSH-BR,DENSE,F-NED SAND
3 : 89- 130 GRAY, VERYDENSE, SILTY SAND 3 : 89- 130 GRAY,VERYDENSE, SILTY SAND
4 : 130- 1&9 GRAY, VERYHARD, SILTY CLAY & : 130- 1/.9 GRAY, VERYHARD,SILTY CLAY
5 : 1&9- 153 GRAY, VERYHARDCLAYEYSILT 5 : 1&9- 153 GRAY, VERYHARDCLAYEYSILT
6 : 153- 165 GRAY,VERYDENSE, GRAVELANDSAND 6 : 15"3- 165 GRAY,VERYDENSE, GRAVELANDSAND
7 : 165- 176 GRAY, VERYDENSE, SILTY SAND 7 : 165- 176 GRAY,VERYDENSE, SILTY SAND
8 : 176" 19& _DAY, VERY DENSEGRAVELANDSAND 8 : 176° 194 _RAY, VERY DENSE_AVEL A_ SAND
Q : 194- 204 GRAY, VERY HARD, CLAYEYSILT 9 = 194- 20& GRAY,VERYHARD,CLAYEYSILT

10 : 204" :_l& GRAY, VERYDENSE, SAND 10 : 204- Zl& GRAY,VERYDENSE,SAND
11 : 21/*- 294, GRAY, VERYDENSEGRAVELAND SAND 11 : 214- 294 GRAY, VERYDENSEGRAVELANDSAND
12 : 294- 309 GRAY, VERYHARD, CLAYEYSILT 12 : 294- 309 GRAY, VERYHARD,CLAYEYSILT
13 : 309- 318 GLACIAL TILL 13 : 309- 318 GLACIAL TILL
1/* : 318- 323 GRAY, VERYNARD, CLAYEYSILT 1& : 318- 323 GRAY, VERYHARD, CLAYEYSILT
15 : 3Z3- ]33 GRAY, VERYDENSE, SANDYSILT 13 : 323- _ GRAY,VERYDENSE, SANDYSILT
16 : 333- 367 GRAY, VERYHARDSILT 16 : 333- 367 GRAY,VERYHARDSILT
17 : 367- 37"3 GRAY,VERY HARDSILTY CLAY 17 : 367- 373 GRAY,VERYHARDSILTY CLAY
18 : 37"3- 393 GRAY,VERY HARD,CLAYEYSILT 18 : _'/'_- 393 GRAY, VERYHARD, CLAYEYSILT
19 : 393- /.I/* GRAY,VERY HARD,SILTY CLAY 19 : 3_- /.I; GRAY,VERY HARD, SILTY CLAY
20 : 41&- 435 GRAY,VERYHARDCLAYEYSILT 20 : &14- /,35 GRAY,VERYHARDCLAYEYSILT
....... . .................. . ..... . ..... . ..... ° ...... ... ...° ..... ° ........... ° ...... °...... ...................

% ----SITEXD &72821122192103 LOCALNL_SER Z3N/O/*E-20C03 TEID 472823122180501 LOCALNURSER 23N/O&E-21S01
LATITUDE &7die,m2ls LONG;TUOE 122d19m21s LATITUDE /.YdI_'_23s LONGITUDE 122dlEmOSs q_ a,lt
ALTITUDE 354.80 CONST.DATE 0610711982. ALTITUDE 436.80 CONST. DATE 05125/1982
VELL DEPTH 341.00 HOLEDEPTH 435.00 WELLDEPTH 167.00 HOLEDEPTH 512.00 e-- '
gATERLEVEL 83.00 W.L. DATE 05/20/1982 I/ATER LEVEL 17.2.30 _/.L. DATE 07/16/1982
SCREENINT. 316.00 - 326.00 SCREENINT. 137.00 - 147.00
DR1LLER PI TCHER DR1LLER

IHT INT
HO. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION NO. INTVL(FT) DESCR[PTION
...................................................... . ........................... °__..; .....................
1 : O- 13 YELLWSH-BR,DENSE, SLTY SOYGRAVEL 1 : O- 6 WEATHEREDGLACIALTILL
2 : 13- 89 YELLMSH-BR,DENSE, F-NED SAND 2 : 6- 22 GLACIALT|LL
3 : 89- 130 GRAY, VERYDENSE, SILTY SAND 3 : 22- 118 GRAY,V DENSE, F-COARSESAND
4 : 130- 1/,9 GRAY, VERYHARD, SILTY CLAY 4 : 118- 134 GRAY,VERYDENSEGRAVELLYSAND
$ : 149- 153 GRAY, VERYHARDCLAYEYSILT 5 : 134- 1/.1 GRAY, VERYDENSESAND
6 : 153- 165 GRAY,VERY DENSE,GRAVELANDSAND 6 : 1/.1- 164 GRAY,VERYDENSESILTY SAND
7 : 165- 176 GRAY,VERY DENSE,SILTY SAND 7 : 16/,- 179 GRAY,VERYDEHSE,SANDANDGRAVEL
8 : 176- 194 GRAY,VERY DEHSEGRAVELANDSAND 8 : 179- 182 GRAY, VERYDENSESAND
9 : 19/.- 204 GRAY,VERY HARD,CLAYEYSILT 9 : 182- 217 GRAY,VERYDENSESANDANDSILT

10 : 204- 21/. GRAY,VERYDENSE, SAND 10 : 217- :_0 GRAY,VERYDENSESAND
11 : 21/,- 294 GRAY, VERYDENSEGRAVELANDSAND 11 : 50- 286 GRAYVERYDENSE,SILTY GRVL& SAND
12 : 294- 309 GRAY, VERY HARD,CLAYEYSILT 12 : 286- 370 GRAY, GRAVELANDSAND
13 : "_09- 318 GLACIAL TILL 1] : 370- 400 GRAY,VERYDENSESAND
'14 : 318- 323 GRAY, VERYNARD, CLAYEYSILT 14 : /*OO- 403 GRAY,VERYDENSESILTY SAND
15 : 32_- 333 GRAY, VERYDENSE, SANDYSILT 15 : 403- /,13 GRAY,VERYDENSESAND
16 : 333- 367 GRAY, VERYHARDSILT 16 : 413- 418 GRAY,VERYDENSESILTY SAND
17 : 367- 373 GRAY, VERYHARDSILTY CLAY 17 : &18- 437 GRAY,VERYDENSESAND
18 : 3T3- 393 GRAY, VERYNARD, CLAYEYSILT 18 : 4"¢7- 4J.8 GRAY,VERYDENSESILTY SAMD
19 : 393- /.14 GRAY, VERYHARD, SILTY CLAY 19 : 4/.8- 453 GRAY,VERYNARD, CLAYEYSILT
ZO : 414- 435 GRAY, VERY HARDCLAYEYSILT ZO : 453- &58 GRAY,VERYDENSE,SAND
...................................................... 21 : 458- &T5 GRAY,VERYDENSE,SANDANDSILT

22 : /,7'.3- _ GRAY, VERYNARD, SILTY CLAY

k.. .

AP,039872
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SITEID 4728201221814431 LOCAL NLelEER 23N/O4E-21C03 iMT

LATITUDE 47cl28m208 LONGITUDE 122dlSm145 NO. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION

ALTITUDE &29. O0 CONST. DATE 07/29/1982 ......................................................

NELL DEPTH _[37.00 HOLE DEPTH 337.00 1 : 0- 9 VELLNSN-BRN, V DENSE SLTY CaR& SO
WATER LEVEL 149.00 N.L. DATE 08124/1928 2 : 9- 32 GLACIAL TiLL

SCREEN INT. 285.00 - 325.00 3 : 32- 65 GRAY, VERY DENSE, FINE SAND

DRILLER NDKKAIDO 4 : 65- 9/* GRAY, VERY DENSE, SAND AND SILT

WELL OUNER PORT OF SEATTLE 5 : 94- 104 GRAY, VERY NARD SILTY CLAY
6 : I04- 117 GRAY, VERY NARD, SILT

INT 7 : 117- 123 GRAY, VERY NARD SILTY CLAY

NO. INTVI.(FT) DESCRIPTIO_ 8 : 123- 128 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SILT AND SAND
...................................................... 9 : 128- 167 GRAY VERY HARD SANDY, CLAYEY SILT

1 : O- 28 GLACIAL TILL 10 : 167- 175 GRAY, VERY DENSE SANDY SILT

2 : 28- 36 GR¥BRt_I, V DENSE, F-CRS SLTY SAND 11 : 175- 189 GRAY VERY DENSE SILT AND SAND

3 : 36- 111 GRY BROMN, V DENSE, F-NED SAND 12 : 189- 204 GLACIAL TILL
4 : 111- 151 GRY SROI_, V DENSE GRAVELLY SAND 13 : 204- ?..57 GRAY VERY HARD SILTY CLAY

5 : 151- 170 CRY BROUN, VERY DENSE F-CRS SAND 1/, : 257- 295 GRAY, VERY HARD, SILT
6 : 170- 185 GRAY, VERY HARD, SILT 15 : 295- 301 GRAY,VERY DENSE SAND AND SILT

7 : 185- 226 GRY, V DENSE, SOY GRAVEL N/OCC. ORG 16 : 301- 322 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SAND
8 : _?.6- 240 GRY, V DENSE, GRAVELLY SO W/OC.ORG 17 : 322- 327 GRAY, VERY DENSE SAND AND SILT

9 : 240- 242_ GRAY, V DENSE SANDY SiLT 18 : 327- "4"45 GLACIAL TiLL /

10 : 244- 274 GRAY, VERY DENSE SANDY GRAVEL !---- .................................................. .-.---4
11 : 274- 337 GRAY, VERY DENSE SAROY GRAVEL
.................. ........ ............................

SITEID 472822122164902 LOCAL HUHSER 23H/O4E-22E02
SITEID 47281012217"3701 LOCAL MUl4BER Z3N/O&E-21H07 LATITI_E 47dZBat22s LONGITUDE 122d16_9s

LATI TI_E 47d28m10s LONGITUDE 122d171a37s ALTITUDE 272.40 CONST. DATE 05/19/1982

ALTITUDE 410.00 COXST. DATE 06/0111985 WELL DEPTH 200.00 HOLE DEPTH 335.20
WELL DEPTH 107.50 HOLE DEPTH 107.50 WATER LEVEL 17.20 N.L. DATE 0512311982

WATER LEVEL 95.00 N.L. DATE 0711811985 SCREEN INT. 170.00 - 190.00
SCREEN INT. 95.00 - 105.00 DRILLER PITCHER

DRI LLER HOKKAI DO
WELL OUNER SEATTLE HATER DEPT. INT

NO. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION
INT ......................................................

NO. IHTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION 1 : 0- 9 YELLSH-BRN, V-DENSE SLTY GR & SAND
...................................................... 2 : 9- 32 GLACIAL TILL

1 : O- 9 DAMP, BR, GRAVELLY, SLTY SAND 3 : 32- 65 GRAY, VERY DENSE, FINE SAND

2 : 9- 62 DAMP, GRAY, GRAVELLY, SILTY SAND & : 65- 94 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SAND AND SILT

3 : 62- 108 OAHP, BROWN, F-NED. SAND N/GR ZONES 5 : 94- 104 GRAY, VERY HARD SILTY CLAY
...................................................... 6 : 104- 117 GRAY, VERY HARD, SILT

7 : 117- 123 GRAY, VERY HARD SILTY CLAY

SITE!D 472826122162601 LOCAL NUMBER 23N/O&E-Z2AO1 8 : 123- 128 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SILT AND SAND
LATITUDE 47d28m26s LONGITUDE 122d16m2.6s 9 : 128- 167 GRAY VERY HARD SANDY CLAYEY SILT

ALTITUDE 285.00 CONST. DATE 05/30/1981 10 : 167- 175 GRAY, VERY DENSE SANDY SILT
WELL DEPTH 70.00 HOLE DEPTH 71.00 11 : 175- 189 GRAY VERY DENSE SILT AND SAlaD

WATER LEVEL 16.00 N.L. DATE 06/04/1981 12 : 189- 204 GLACIAL TILL

SCREEN INT. 62.00 - 67.00 13 : 204- 257 GRAY VERY HARD SILTY CLAY

DRILLER _,,J DRLG 14 : 257" 295 GRAY, VERY HARD, SILT
WELL OUNER ELLAFSON, LARRY 15 : 295- 301 GRAY, VERY DENSE SAND AND SILT

16 : 301- 322 GRAY, VERY DENSE, SAND

INT 17 : 322- 327 GRAY, VERY DENSE SAND AND SILT
NO. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION 18 : 327- 335 GLACIAL TiLL
............................................................................................................

1 : 28- 70 NHITE SAND, MATER
2 : 70- 71 BLUE CLAY

3 : 71- BLUE SILT SITEiD 472822122164903 LOCAL NUHSER 23N/O4E-Z2C05

,- ...................................................... L LATI TUOE 47d2.Sm22s LONGITUDE 122d16m49s

ALTITUDE 272.40 CDNST. DATE 0511911982SITEID 472822122164901 LOCAL NUMBER 2]N/O4E-22CO1==pjDqlL,,- WELL DEPTH 335.00 HOLE DEPTH 335.20
LATITUDE 47d28m22s LONGITUOE 122c116m_9s _'_ WATER LEVEL 99.30 W.L. DATE 07/19/1982
ALTITUOE 272.40 CONST. DATE 05/1911982 _ SCREEN INT. 305.00 - 325.00

HELL DEPTH 58.00 HOLE DEPTH 335.20 DRILLER PITCHER
k_ATERLEVEL 2.20 N.L. DATE 0513011982

SCREEN INT. 48.00 - 53.00 .
DR1LLER P I TCHER

AR 039873



116

INT INT
NO. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION RO. INTVL(FT) DESCR|PTION
.---.--.........-.------.--.....-- .... -----_-----o---- .oo....oo....o.o.o.m.......o ..o.o .... .o....o.. .... o...

1 : 0o 9 YELL_H-ER, VERY DENSESLTY GR& SO 1 : O- 12 VELWSNORNGE,HRDSILTY CLY AND GR
2 : 9- 32 GLACIALTILL 2 : 12- 32 IILUE, HARD, SANDYCLAYEYSILT
3 : 32- 65 GRAY,VERY DENSE, FINE SAND 3 : 32- &5 IIEDEO_C(SANDSTONE)

& : 65- 94 GRAY,VERYDENSE, SANOANDSILT & : 4S- 1&7 SEDROCK(BASALT)
5 : 94- lO& GRAY, VERY NARDSILTY CLAY S : 1&7- 25"3 BEDROCK(SANOSTONE)
6 : 104- 117 GRAY,VERY HARD,SiLT ......................................................
7 : 117- 123 GRAY, VERYHARDSILTY CLAY
8 : 123- 128 GaAY, VERYDENSE, SILT ANDSANg
9 : 128- 167 GRAYVERYHARDSANDY, CLAYEYSILT SITEID 472821122160101 LOCAL_JMBER 23N/04E-23DD1

10 : 167- 175 GRAY, VERYDENSESANDYSILT LATITUDE 47d28_.1s LONGITUDE 122d16m01s
11 : 175- 189 GRAYVERYDENSESILT ANO SAND ALTITUDE 163.10 G_ST. DATE 06/0211982
12 : 189- 204 GLACIAL TILL WELLDEPTH 150.00 HOLEDEPTH 220.00
13 : 204- 257 GaAYVERY HARDSILTY CLAY WATERLEVEL 84.90 W.L. DATE 07/1911982
14 : 257- _ GRAY, VERY HARD,SILT SCREENINT. 110.00 - 130.00
15 : 295- 301 GRAY,VERYDENSESANDANDSILT ORILLER PITCHER
16 : 301- 322 GRAY, VERYDENSE, SAND
17 : 322- 327 GRAY, VERYDENSESANDANDSILT |liT
18 : 327- 335 GLACIAL TILL NO. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTIO_M
..................... . ..... m...... .ee_ ...... e ..... .met _mele.e i.ei el_lm el ell.eeee_ee ! ...... .mlm ..............

1 : O- l& YELLOWISHOR, DENSESANDANDSILT

1""I__ 2 : 11- 1s cJuLY,VERYDENSE,GRSANDANDS;LrSITEID 4.77.823122172201 LOCALNI.IMBER23N/04E-2290 3 : 18- 2.3 GRAY,VERYDENSE, SILT ANDSAND
LATITUDE 47dZSm_S LONGITUDE 122d17m22s _/ /. : 23- 49 GLACIALTILL

ALTITUOE 358.20 CONST.DATE 06/02/1982 _ 5 : &9- 106 ONAY, VERYHARDCLAYEYSILT
WELLDEPTH 106.00 HOLEDEPT_I 4.52.50 _ 6 : 106- 112 GRAY, VERYDENSEFINE SAND
f,_TER LEVEL _.&O W.L. DATE 05/10/1982 7 : 112- 117 GRAY, VERYDENSESILT
DRILLER 8 : 117- 181 GRAY, VERYDENSEFINE-HED SAND

9 : 181- 197 GRAY, VERYDENSEGRAVELANDSAND
INT 10 : 197- 204 GRAY,VERYDENSELAMINATEDSO& SLT
NO. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION 11 : 204- 237 b_.ATHEREDSEDROC_
...o..... ............ . ......... .°..o°o ......... . ...... . ......... . .... . ....... . ......... .... ......... . .......

1 : O- 11 YELLWSHeBRW,DENSESANDYGRAVEL
2 : 11- 4.2 YELLgSHeSWW,DENSESLTY ONVLLYSAND
3 : 42- 75 YELL_HeSRW, V DENSE, FellED SAND SITEID 4.72_.1122160102 LOCALI_4BER 23N/04E-?..ED02
4 : 75- 127 8RO_SH CRYV DENSE, F-NED SAND LATITUDE 47cQSm21s LONGITUDE 122d16m01s
5 : 127- 141 GRAY VERYNARD,SILT (LACIJSTRINE) ALTITUDE 163.10 CO_IST.DATE 06102/1982
6 : 14.1- 189 GRAY VERYHARD,CLAYEYSILT _LL DEPTH 220.00 HOLEDEPTH 220.00
7 : 189- 25& GRAY VERYDENSEGRAVELANDSAND _ATER LEVEL 7_.20 W.L. DATE 06/24/1982
8 : 254.- 262 GRAY VERYDENSE, SILTY SAND SCREENINT. 180.00 - 200.00
9 : 262- 269 GRAY VERY HARD,SILT DRILLER PITCHER

10 : 269- 280 GRAY VERYDENSE, SANDANDSILT
11 : 280- 304 GRAY VERYDENSE, SAND INT
12 : 304- 314. GRAY VERYDENSESANDANDSILT 140. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION
13 : 314- 321 GRAY VERYHARD, CLAYEYSILT ......................................................

14. : 321- 3"34 GRAY VERYDENSE, GRAVELANDSAND 1 : O- 14 YELLOWISHOR, DENSESANDANDSILT
15 : 3"_,- 339 GRAY VERYDENSESILT ANDSAND Z : 14.- 18 GRAY, VERYDENSE, GRAVELLYSO& SLT
16 : 339- _d_ GRAY VERYDENSESAND 3 : 18- 23 GRAY, VERYDENSE, SILT ANDSAND
17 : 3/*4- 358 GLACIAL TILL 4 : 23- 49 GLACIAL TILL
18 : 358- 362 GRAY, VERYHARDSILTY CLAY 5 : 4.9- 106 GRAY, VERY HARDCLAYEYSXLT
19 : 362- 374. GRAY, VERYDENSEGRAVELAND SAND 6 : 106- 112 GRAY, VERYDENSEFINE SAND
20 : 374- 389 GRAY, VERYDENSEGRAVELLYSAND 7 : 112- 117 GRAY, VERYDENSESILT
21 : 389- 4.31 GRAY, VERYDENSESANDYGRAVEL 8 : 117- 181 GRAY, VERYDENSEFINE-HED SAND
22 : 4.31- _.2 GRAY,VERYDENSE, SAND 9 : 181- 197 GRAY, VERYDENSEGRAVELANDSAND
23 : _2- 4.53 GRAY, VERYDENSESANDYGRAVEL 10 : 197- 204 GRAY, VERYDENSELAHINATEDSO& SLT
" ..................................................... 11 : 204- 237 WEATHEREDBEDROCK

gmm_ ......................................................

LATITUDE 4.YdZ_m21s LONGITUDE 122d15m35s SITEID 4727_.122150601 LOCALNU_f;ER 23N/O4E-23_O;
ALTITUOE 192.60 CONST. DATE 06/14/1982 LAT111JOE 4.Yd27m.'_s LONGITUOE 122d15_068
VELL DEPTH 245.00 HOLE DEPTH 253.00 ALTITUDE 23.00 CONST.DATE 01101/1961
WATERLEVEL 94.70 W.L. DATE 06/24./1982 t_LL DEPTH 168.00 HOLEDEPTH O.OO
SCREENIHT. 205.00 - 225.00 t,_ATERLEVEL 9.17 M.L. DATE / /
DRILLER PICTURE DRILLER DANES& MOOR

_ELL OI_ER VESTENINC

AR 039874



J Riverton Heights Well No. 2 (RH-2)

UTHOLOGY WELL CONSTRUCTION
• SteeIBetweenRing20.Sealand24.1ncn Ca._.'ng-,:7 _ GroundSurface Beva_on = 435Ft.

P

J Brown/Gray SiltyGravelly Sand. Damp, 18._ _ 24-lnc_ Diameter Boreho,e;=-- 2_ CementGrout

SurfaceSeal

:. 20-Inch DiameterBorehole

]
-_ 20-1nch Diameter Casing

(0.375-1nc_Wall Thickness)

130-
Brown/Gray GravellySan(:. Silty

Mois_Below 135 Ft.

170 _ 170-- StaJ_cWater Level (11/10/88)Brown/Gray Sand ana Gravel. Grades to CoDDles

GraySilt 178

199-Gray Silty SandyGravel, Saturate(: 20s-
Gray Siltwith Organic Material, Wet 215-
Gray Silty,Sligf_tlyGravelly Sand

wittt Organic Material,Wet
238. / 18-1n¢hDiameterRiser PiDe

Gray SiltySandy Gravel /

] witt_CobblesandOrganicMatenals.Wet. --/270 Ne°preneFu3ureKPacker(UOPJ°llns°n)

] 1 -- 280 - Bottomof 20-inch Casing
20-1nct_Talescope (18-1nct_0.]3.)

I. StainlessStee_Screen

I f #1DOSlotScreen (280'-328')

] I '- 20-inch Borehole.
!

Gray Sand and Gravel, Saturate(: 330"1

350-1 I #40 SlotScreen _28'-342_#60 SlotScreen ('J42'-352")

Gray San(: and Grave_wl_ CoDDles I #ID0 SlotScreen (352'-370")

Gray Siigl_tlyGravellySiltySan(: 373-1 #40 Slot Screen (370"-385")

Grading to CODDles I

I 18-1nob Diameter O.D. "rail Pipe

I 385

With Welded End Plate4o5
Pea Gravel

_415

_ 425: --425 Granular BentoniteW'dhPea Gravel

l Gray Silt. Han_.Wet Continued _ 20-1nchDriveShoe Remnant
Next Page

]3-37
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_ Boring Log and Construction Data for Well OW-2
. Geologic Log Well Design

_ _ Top Casing Eleva¢ion in Fee!
Casing SlickuD in Feet Siee! 1.8

3 _ Ormmd Sur/.c. Elevetion in Feet Saml_,. PVC O.'

0asp. brown to grayish brown, silty, gravelly _Ut0.
S_|ece Sell

"_ (TILL). S-1
10

J 20 gain to (wet). braun, fine to radius and ftne =o:coarse _NO with so_ silty zones and occasion1 S-2
gravel.

"_ _0 O sleek casing
]m

40

J Gravel BeCWIUIS-3

S0

j S-4 -1 o f,vc60 -4
S-_ 3 Riser Pipe

0amp, bluish-gray SILT and clayey SILT. -1

7O "_
-1

-1

S-6
ao _

-I

J gO S-7 -1

J 100 .-1S-8 -_

110 ...1

-1

120 -_

130 _ Damp, brown, slightly gravelly, silty SAND. S-9 -1
:

140 ' -_

J S-lO -t
15o

,]
J - 1441 April 1985

NOTES; I. SO¢1 descr_liocts ore inll_'13¢ellv4 4nd IClU4# changes meV De gtadu41.

" =.w,,,, -,.., V i, ,o, =.,. ,.o,=.,.= ,.a me, ..,, .,, ,i.,. o, ,..,. HART-CROWSER & associates, inc.
ATO: AI T_ Of OFgJiN(}

_._ Sheet 1 of 2 Figure A-2

AR 039876



Boring Log and Construction Data for Well OW-2
. Geologic Log Well Design

¢ e Top Casing Elevation in Feet

_3_ Casing StickuD in FeetGround Surlace Elevation in Feet Sample

150_-- Wet, brown, slightly silty, fine 1:oBedim SAND
with varying grevel content.

160
o, ":"

2-mch O PVC .e2o-mch .-"

170 ' S-12 _i slot lite s©telll
Grades to thin SILT bed. S-13 n (Typ+©aJx 5)I

Wec, brown, sandyGRAVELwith varying cobble
+ 180 content.

S-14 m

' 5-15 m _lvol aackldl

190. Gravels are brownand slightly to moderately
weathered. _ail S-16 m

Test

" I200 ..m_
MIIJs knolo 4 DorlorSloOns

1 D., fool (z, 1/2mc.,s)
S-17m from leo I0 290 loll __21o
S-18iJ E

i slightly silty(?), sandyGRAVELwith S-19., L

r,.-

Wet, brown,220
varying cobble content. -Bail S-2C--Test

2311. -Bail _
Test S-2:
#3 " "

l 240' S-:)3-_.Bail
Test S-24

250 #4

S_2C" .

260 S-2_ --

] -Bail -5Test S-23 ,-

270 S-2E ,-
-Bail

] )aJnp. br_,n, silty, sandy GRAVEL./ Test@6 S-31_:_..m -_
280 Wet, gray, clean SANDand GRAVEL. 5-32 -- "_

S.3._ _290 -Sail -J
Test 5-34 . :1 "-"

Damp,greenish-gray, sandy, clayey SILT with\ #7
shoe

boulders. S-3E J300 -J
r Bottom of Boring at 300.b i-eet.

Completed4/8/85.

1

j mOTeS:i. So, +,,c,o,+ons ,r, +n*ef,r,,v, an+ ,c:..' c,,nO,s m,y +. e+aou,m. April
J 1985144 I

+...,., L...a _2_ _,,o,+.,. ,..+c.,.+,.+ m., ..,+ .+,. ,+meo, y..,. HART-CROWSER& associates, inc.
ATe: At Time of ol'illice

Sheet 2 of 2 Figure A-2

AR 039877
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Boring Log and Construction Data for Well GHPW-1
-- _ Geologic Log Well Design

: e_ Top Casing Elevation in Feet 396.8

au. Casing Sbckul) in Feet 1.8
e¢= Ground Surface Elevation in Fee| 395 (SWO Dawrr0 Sample

-IO_(D_se), dam, b_ to grey, stlW, g_lly _UlD.
"- -'_(TILL) _ito

. Surfa_10 Seal

20 Damp, brom, ftne to Idiua SNID.

30

4O "1

] .
50 "

" -- _ steel60 - casing
Damp, brmm. gravelly SAND and slightly gravelly
SAND.

70

_ steel
80 - casing

.J

100

Fine to medium SAND

110

_ _, -
120 ATD -

Intemediate

130 •

Aquifer
I

nap to wet, bro.n to brownish gray, ftne to
medium SAND.

140

I_ lS0 --
_J

NOTES: t. SO_l descriptions are interpretive and actual changes may be greaual. J-1441-01 ADrII 1986

j 2. Welet Level V is tolr dell ladicaled sad.may viry with lime ul year.. .... HART-CROWSER & associates, inc.ATD: At Time of Orilllog

Sheet 1 of 4 Figure 2

AR 039878



Boring Log and Construction Data for Well GHPW-1

. Geologic Log Well Design
_-: Top Casing Elevalion in Feel 396.8
_u. Casing SUckup in Feet 1.8

e_ Ground Surface Elevation in Foot 395 (SWD DaUn) Sample
150 :

: Wet, bromish gray to gray, ftne to Bedim SAND
-: with interbecls of damp, gray, sandy SILT.

160

170- Damp, blue, gray SILT. 411186
Deep Aqulfor

180

190. Pebbly SILT

Wet, gray. sandy GRAVEL.

2oo_
__-Dmp, gray. very stlW SANDwith stall pieces of

organic material.

21011 9_ steel

• . castng

22o__.._ii__6. .........
S-23t

2301 @steel
casing

240 1.
Wet, gray, cobb]y, sandy GRAVEL.

250 k_od
Mood S-28

260.
Damp, gray, very silty SANDwtth wood. S-30

270
S-32

J ,.oi

j 290

: S-37
,, aooJ

j" ° .

i NOTES: I. Sail descriptions Ire interpi'etive end lic:tuei ohenges may be greciuel. J-1441-01 April 1986
2. Water Level V is for dale Jndlce#ecJ trod may vary with lime el year.

ATD: At Time O| Otiliill_ HARToCROWSER& associates,lnc.

Sheet 2 of 4 Figure 2

AR 039879



]
Boring Log and Construction Data for Well GHPW-1

_, . Geologic Log Well Design
ee Top Casing Elevation in Fool 396.8

"iLL Casing Sbckuo in Feel 1.8

Q¢ Ground Surface Elevation in Feet 395 (SWD Datum) Sam)le

e

300d_ Wet, gray, cobbly, Sandy GRAVEL.

1 - 20-1nc_ @ steel

j .... casing
3tO_l

S-41 s_ GS

J _et, gray, gravelly layers very

320
SM9 Nit JI of hard,

damp, greenish gray, sandy SILT (as shown). Z0-tnch
- 0ri ve shoe

.j 33O SILT

340

SILT
SILT

350

- 16-tnch @ sr.eel
SILT

360 Wet, gray, silty, fine to medium SNtO interbedded casing
with very hard, d__mn,greenish gray SILT

370
-Some small bits of organics.

380
.J - Pebbly SILT

(Very hard), damp, gray SILT.

390

400

- Pebbly SILT"
410

420 Slightly gravelIy, sandy SILT
Interbedded wet, gray, fine sandy SILT and wet,
gray, silty, fine SANDwith cleaner zones.

430

440

as 450 .

J

NOTES: I. Soil descriptions ere Interp#relive add actual changes may lee ereduel. J-1441"01 April 1986
J 2. Water Level _ le lot dale Indlnaled end may very wilh lime ol

year. HART-CROWSER & associates, inc.ATD: AI Time O! Drillind

Sheet 3 of 4 Figure 2

AR 039880



Boring Log and Construction Data for Well GHPW-1
. Geologic Log Well Design

_ ee Top Casing Elevation in Foot 396.8
au. Casing Stickuo in Feel 1.8

_e--c Ground Surface Elevation in Feet 395 (SWD Datum) Sam)le
460' F

_t, gray SILT I
and
Wet, gray, flne SMO.

460

470

Idet, gray, gravelly SAND.
- Ii-tnch _ steel

480 . casing

Moist, gray, gravelly, silty 5A/ID to stlty, sandy
GRAVEL. (TILL) "

490

Wet. gray. slightly clayey, slightly sandy GRAVEL.
Non-wa_r bearing.

500

: Top of screen L

m

510 y at 511 ft.

|lank riser pipe L; --w| th K-packer
S-72 m

: drive shoe :_
S20 Wet, gray, GRAVELwith varying sand content and

cobbly zones. : ]angth of -
.150-inc_ slot size

: LS-75 B length of
530

: 14-inch 9_ pipe size -
stainless steel

screen assenly. -5-71 "=

540 C_plex zone of silty (;RAVEL, PEAT, hard SILT, and length of Lsandy GRAVEL. ; blank section

Wet,. gray, sandy GRAVEL. S-87 " : L550 ".

: length of .;_
S-gO " .150-inch slot size

560 J L

S-94 m

length of L570_ - .lO0-inch slot size

Met, gray, gravelly to sltghtly gravelly SAND. 5-96 I : L

_O s'gg I -- :
: pipe wi_,_ bail

-Damp, gray, sandy, very silty GRAVEL. : bottom.: L
690 -Wood : :

l-Hard, damp, sliqhtly sandy, gravelly, clayey _TLT.

• : Bottm. of Boring at sg5 Feet.
600-: Completed 1/31/86.

NOTES: 1. Soil deecriplioel ire interpretive lind eotull ehenges may be grllduel. J-1441-01 April 1986

2. Willis Level _ Ill for Chile Iltdicetea lind may very with time el year. HART-CROWSER & associates, inc.
ATO: At Time el Orinine

Sheet 4 of 4 Figure 2

gg



Boring Log and Construction Data for Well OW-1

_ Geologic Log Well Design
_ TOp Casing Elevation in Feet

_'I °"_ Casing StickuD in Feet 0.0

_!0.Ground Surface Eievetlon . Foot Sample A©eiuirl'- _ _ "mc'n**a! Gro.l

" S_rlace Semi

- 10'

S-2 m

_] 20,
S-3 s

Oai_, brown, slightly silty ¢o clean; fine to

] 30 --'dim SMD with gravelly zones. S-4 m

40 $-5 _

J • 0-INCh I 114101 CISltlQ
S-6 -

So

_]
60

_J $-7 .
70

8O

S-8 _

"'] 90

leo S-9 _
S-10 ..

110

Groun_ater encountered. S-ll m
S-12 --

120

130

5-14B:

"_ 140
Wet, gray, clean, fine to mediu_ SANDwith wood
and c_arcoal. S-15B=

1S0 --

_j NOTES:,.so. o..=,*o.o_...o i.,°,p,......o .=,..l =..o.. :ay o=o,.oos,. J-1441 February 1985
2. w.,., Levet _ is ,or "ate in"icm*e4 an4 m°, v,,, w,,n ,ira. o, ye.,. HART-CROWSER& associates, inc.

ATO: At Time OI OriUinQ

-_ Sheet 1 of 4 Figure A-1

AR 039882



Boring Log and Construction Data for Well OW-1
. Geologic Log WeU Design

£ _ Top Casing Elevation in Feet
_u. Casing Siickup in Feet
_c= Ground Sur/ace Elevation in Feet Sample

150 . Wet, gray, sandy GRAVELwith m]l pieces of wOOd. S-I

S-!

160, 'Damp, blue-gray, clayey SILT. S-1 _

170 Dampto wet, gray. gravelly, sandy SILT and sandy, 5-1 L

very silty GRAVEL. S-2

180 $-22_

! 90

S-24 _ 6-*nc_O s_eelcasing
:it', L

.-L
210. and GRAVEL.

$-;

220 Wet, greenish-gray, silty, sandy GRAVEL.
S-2

S-2
230

$-2 L

240 " L
S-3

gray, slightly Silty to clean, sanay bKAV_L. S-3

250 -1-foot-thick, moist, brown, clayey SILT with S-3
organic material.

S-3

260 Wet, gray, sandy, very silty GRAVEL.

270 S-3

gray, slightl_ s'itty to clean 5ANDanti _KAVEL. S-3; :-

280 _NeoDrene
K'Decker

-SILT bed. L
_6-tnCh OShoe DwJve _-"

290
I

.SILT bed.
Bail _ L
Test

300 #1

.OTES=1.So.a.o.p,*....,. I.,o,D,*.....a ec,..l ca..oe, m., a. a,.a..,. J" 144 1 February 1985
=...,., Lo.., _ a. to, de,. ,.d_c.,e_..a m._..,, .., .mec,, .... HART-CROWSER & associales, inc.ATD: At Time OI Drilltne

l Sheet 2 of 4 Figure A-1

AR 039883
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Boring Log and Construction Data for Well OW-1
"!

_ Geologic Log Well Design
: TOp Casing Elevation in Feel

a-- Casing StickuD in Feel

7 Ground Surface Elovalion in Feel SamPle

-_ 300 Wet, gray, slightly silty to clean SNIO and GRAVEL. "7

•._ -Silty _ail S-41 _._ _ tangsnolTest e-inch 4b leGoscopJc
9slvamze4 stool

.J 310, 12 5-42 .03e-menslotsize screen
S-43
S-_

-- • |lil DqD41wilh

_ai 1 S-47 ==,i =o.om

r_, 330 _ Wet. gray, gravelly SAND. Test S-48

i m3 S-49

340, S-50 t

350 Wet, gray, fine to medium SAHO. S-5;

"_' I _,,e, B,c_',
"-; 360

s-s3.:"_ get, gray, fi_ SAND.

,_ 3zo Jl 3

,,. : S-S

380- -J

..q
S-5

" 390 J "_
i

•-- Wet, gray, fine 1:o very fine sandy SILT. ' -_
S-56 _1

._ 400 "_

•" _ S-S; i
410 -_

IDII

I S-S_ ,z

,20 II "

- ' Wet, gray, clayey SILT,

-: 430
S-59 ,_

i 450"_
/ml

J- 1441 February 1985
NOTES: l. Soil 4asotiDIlons lie inlelptllive and actual changes may be gradual.

=.w.,., L..., _.V..-is,o,=.,. _,_ic.,.dan=,,,, ..,, ,,i,n,,,. o, ,.,,. HART'CROWSER& associates, inc.

ATO:*' TimeOIDrilling Sheet 3 of 4 Figure A-1

"]

AR 039884



Boring Log and Construction Data for Well OW-1

. Geologic Log Well Design
_ Top Casing Elevation in Feet

au. Casing Stickup in Feet
_"'; Ground Suttace Elevation in Feet Sample

450

460 ,.

' Pea Grevel 8ackt_l

470. ;_

Wet, gray, slightly fine sanctySILT. S-6 -;_
480

490

"_°°lSotrom of Boringat 500.0 Feet.

510--]

52O

530

57O

58O

NOTES: I. SO_ldes©;ipllotls"re inlerpretiv, and sctual ¢l_angesmay be gfsdu,l. J" 144 1 February 1985
=.w,,,, L,.., _ i. ,o,_,,° io_i=,,.d .°_ -,v ..,, ..,,, ,,,. o, ,..,. HART-CROWSER & associates, inc.

ATO: AI Tints OI Otilline

Sheet 4 of 4 Figure A-1
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Geologic & Monito,;_g Well Construction Log
Converse NW eroi-=N,,_ WeUN,,--ber

91-35364-06 CMW-8 shut 1 o_ "P

Project ._T_- |ntprl'1_t_nn_i Airnnrl" ("tlncmlr_ ]_ Loa_ion Se,gl_c W_.qhin_tnn
Elev,,tion (Top of Well Casinz) _t97 2_ Sudz,=e Elevation _i_2_7_
W_I_el glev. _03.61 St_ D;te _orii 5. 1993

Drilli_Method _il S_molin_ ¥iabh D_e _0ril 13. 1993
_q_=.._IDrivin¢ We;___ Air Ro_rv

stoo,,./or,,Well Cosmtruction Tram T 6" Dmcription

" "' " flush mount steel (pz.,_,) _IT' Asphalt P_--_.,,.-.,_:

i i monument FILL

QED Well Wisard 4" Csp
concrete annular seal

9 0 SANDY GILKVELLY SILT; brown, dightly mottled, free-mined,
T ID'avel rounded I" diameter, medium dense, moist

13

] bentonite chip seal

GLACIAL TILL

casing blank. 4" ID ;_ 11 3.6 SANDY SILT WITH GRAVEL; _y, fine to come sand, medium
Johnson 304 stainless steel / 40 to coarse gravel up to :_'; dense, very moist

_-solr

25 3 SILTY SAND WITH GRA.VEL; g'ray-brown, fine to medium,
- S0/3" medium to come gravel; dense, moist

Ch 30 3.4 SANDY SILT WITH GRAVEL; Er-ay-brown, slightly mottled
38 rust, fme-Erained, fine to coarse Er_vel; dense, moist

s0/s-
-3O

(Transitional till to outwuh)

11 0 SILTY SAND WITH GRAVEL; Er'Ay-brown, fine to medium
30 sand, free to medium Erave[; dense, moist

-35
ADVANCE GLACIAL OUTWASH

SILTY SAND WITH GRAVEL; _y-brown, finetomedium

I sand, fine to medium gT-4vel; dense, moistCh _ 32 6
- S0/4"

ST - Sampler Type: Lab Tests: Logged by: ,JJ'_

) I 2" OD Split Spoon Sampler (SPT) Oh - Chemical Properties Approved by: _S

Grab Sample (Sample I.D. Number)
3.35"OD PAng Sampler Level (Date Figure

¥ Water of Measurement) No. A-5

AR 039886



[[[ _ Geo|ogJc _ Monwtor_ We|| Constr_ctJon Lo_

II Converse NW p_j._N_b,r' w-,,_,=_..
91-35364-06 CMW-8 shut 2 or 7

_eoj_ct ._T_c lnt_rnatinn_l Airnnrt Cnncnur_e 13 Location S_r._ W_hin_tnn

• WatmrLavell_iev. ]03.61 Start Dm /_nrll 5. 1993
DriliiagMethod Soil _nmnlina FinishDate /_ril 13. 1993
_...._-_----/Driving Wmia,kt Air Rnt"_'v

! elo.,,/ ovx
.... (p_)

1,
!;

T 0.6 sEr-TY SAND; brm_, fi,,e to mKTtJum,little medium to _u_e
i 22 tz'_el; chum, moist

,*5

[.
T 0.9 grade no gravel

2S

! -50 b_toai_ chip Nal

grade slightly less silt
10 T

s01e-

I_ -55

i Ch [ 23 12so/e"

.60

I •
14 3 SILTY SAN'D; brown, fiae-gr'zined; dense, moist

Sole"
"65

!
high solids bentonite grout I0 0 g_ade finer-grained, inc_e_,ing silt

seal 25so/e-
-7O

I
6

];j -75

J i 6 0.2 SAND; brown, fine to medium, little silt; dense, moist
t" 27

!] ST- Sampler Type: Lab Tests:' Logged by: JJS

' [ 2" OD Split Spoon Sampler (SPT) Ch - Chemical Properties Approved by: J_'S

Gr'4b Sample (Sample I.D. Number)[_ 3.25" OD PAng Sampler _ Water Level (Date of Meffi-urement) Figure No. A-5

AR 039887



_._ Geologic & Monitoring Well Construction LogConverse NW Proj._,.._ w.uN.,-b=
91-3S364-06 CMW-8 Shs.t 3 of 7

Ii) 'Project S_Tnc lntP.rn_rinn_! A irnnrt Cnnentlr_e D Location
_on (Top of Well Casing) ]9_ _ Surface FAavMion _
Wa_r Lavel Elev. " 303.61 Start Date
DrillingMethod Soil Samnlina FinishDate

I $smpler/Driving Weight _Depth ! Other Blows/ OVA

i f.t i Wtll Construction T.ts r Dmu:ription

I ,/ ,/ (ppm)

i / _ 13 0 S_VD;brown,freeto come,tracesilt,trscefreec-svel;dense,
/ L 33 very moist

/ /_ s0/4--s5 / /_

I /V,//"
• / V,
• / V.

• __ _ 30 0 SANDY SI]LT; brown, fme-graJnecl; demur, very moist

I X'_ 4/xs/_ so/4""90 // S11519._
/ /
/,//

|
// 13 0.8 SAND; brown, fine to medium, little silt; dense, wet

2S
s0/e-

/ $'_ 0 grade coarser sands0/s

/ / hizhsolids bentonite grout

I
/ / feet

[05 /// _ 3S SAND; brown free to coarse little silt, trace gravel; dense wets016-

I , // 40 0.2 SAND; brown, medium to come, little silt;; dense, wet

_ , 0 =-..,,htl,comer-_.ed,t_cer_e,.vel
_JO ¢

/

k _ 4s 0 poorlyrended,no _vel

I / 7SlZ-
/
/ /
/ /
/ / 13 o
/ / 16

I / 35
-]5 / // 50/3"8 0 gra_e coarser sand, trace fine gl_vel

I 8 0.2
9

/ 13 03 GRAVELLY SAND; brown medium to coarse sand fine gravel;

ST - Sampler Type: Lab Tests: Logged by: JJS

_ I 2" OD SpUr Spoon Sampler (SPT 1 Ch - Chemical Propertie_ Approved by: JJ'S

I _ Grab Sample (Sample I D Number)3.25" OD Ring Sampler _¥ Water Level (Date of Measurement:) Figure No. A-5

AR 039888



I_ _ Geologic & Monitoring Well Construction Log
Converse NW _oj_ ._ w,ux._.-_er

91-35364-06 C'lVlW-8 Sheet 4 ot 7

II IClev_on (Top of Well Cuinz) - _0_ _ Surface Elev_on _)_ 7_
W_r Level Elm,. 303.61 Start Date Anr]] 5. 199_3
Drmi,,Sgethod Soil _mollng FiniabD_e April 13. !c)93

II] Q*-,-,--/DdvinS WeltEr Air ]_nr_rv ,.--r---

II
D_ Other OVAWell Construction Tests B!/owe Dem:ziption

h

12 (ppm) medium dan_. wet

1 4 incrouds_ gravel,weU-munded. 1/4" diameter9 0.2 GRAVELLY SAND; brown, medium to coarse sand, fizz* graved,
13 _" khi___dean lw_vellayer;, looee, wet
22
22 0.4 ' Ira8 distinct gravel laym

cobble-siu iprav,J stuck in discharge line at depth 124 feet
12
8
4 0.7
11

SO/6"SO/O" no sample coUected at depth 127-129 feet due to extreme sand
20 heave conditions, 10' of heave inside drill rods
25

i 23 cobble clOlri_ug discharge line at depth 129 feet$0/3 _ 0 SAND; brown, medium to come. trace fine gravel; lonse, wet
1
3
8 0.6 SILTY SAND WITH GRAVEL; brown, t'me to coarae, fine grave/;

i 12 dense, wet14 change bit to downhole hammer- Irraved clogging tricone bit
40 cosine to cobble-raze irra,ved exiting discharge at 133 feet

50/3" Drill through zr_vel zone- clean Zzlvel observed exiting discharge
I "_etween depths 133 and 135 feet0.1 SAz'qD;gray, little gl_vel, trace lilt; wet

high molldsbentonite grout PP,._-VASHO/_ D_TERGLACIAL

I essl GRAVELLY SAND; greenish, gr_y, come sand, medium/ well*rounded gravel; wet
/
/

I 0.,
wood fragments observed in cuttings, graved abundant, discharge

color _hanze _od_rk brown orlFa_ic-rich _one

0 SAND; zreen-gsay, fine to coarse, little g-r_ved, trace silt, wood

l debr_; wet
abundant gravel 1"-2" diameter exiting discharge

I = 0 SAND WITH GP,.AV_L; ;reen-gTay, medium to come, medium
gr_ved; wee

I _ED Well Wisard PurzePump Intake

_ 0

I ST - Sampler Type: Lab Tests: Logged by: J'JS

J 2" OD Split Spoon Sampler (SPT) Ch - Chemica_ Properties Approved by: ]'JS

I _ Gr_b Sample (Sample I.D. Number)3.25" OD Ring Sampler --__ Water Level (Date of MeuuremenC) Figure No. A-5

AR 039889



Geologic & Monitoring Well Construction Log
Converse NW P.j._..._ w-..um_

91-35364-06 CMW-8 Sh..= 5 of 7

Project Se'_T_ lntern_ti_n"l A imnrt Cnnen.t_, r3 Location .¢_._t_c Wa3hin_tnn
FAmtion (Top of Well Casing) 397 7_ surf_.= El=vUio. 3.9.?..2Y=_
Wa_ Lo,; _,_. 303.61 stage D_=
DrilllngMethod Soil S_m,lin_ FinishDate
Ssmplee/D rivinlr Weight _ ..

Oth._m j ova
/

J
(ppm) SAND; grzon-gray, medium to coarse; w,t

driUer report8 lravei zone, coarse gl-avel exiting _arge between
. I__62-165 feet

['_5 0 SANDY GRAVEL; green-lrzy, medium, medium to coarse sand,
well-rounded; wet
CLAYEY GI_.VEL; gray, stringer of clay grade back into dean
_mdy I_wl, wood debrk
drill_ estimat-_ 20-30 gpm of wa_er out of discharge

0 SANDY GILAYEL; very clean, no fin -a, productive water bearing
/ ZOne
/
/

_75 = o

high solid= bentonite grout

seal zrsde to SILTYSANDWITHGRAVEL;gray,fine to coarse

,'80 0 SANDY GRAVEL; green-gray, fine to coarse, medium to coarse
sand, trace silt; wet
decrea_ in discharge

0.3 gray =ilty sand out of d_charge fine, very fi_e-grained

['85 0 SILTY SAND; gray, fine-grained, white volcanic ash fr_gment=
. observed in cuttings; wet

decrease in water yield < 5 gpm

[-90 0

['95 // 0
/

:/
I ST - Sampler Type: Lab Tests: Logged by: JJS

J 2" OD Split Spoon Sampler (SPT_ Ch - Chemical Propertie_ Approved by: 3JS

J _ Grab Sample (Sample I.D. Number)3.25" OD ]Ling Sampler _--_ Water Level (Date of Measurement) Figure No. A-5

AR 039890



I _ J Geologic & Monitoring Well Construction Lo_
Converse NW emjea,..--___ W,U,-..._

• 91-35364-06 CMW-8 Sheet 6 of 7

Project S_-_Tac Intern_tlnn_l Airpnrt= Conennl_e r) I,oca_on " _ __
Elevation (Top of Well Casing) "_C)7_ Surfacl Elevation
Water Level Elev. 303.6 i Start Dat4 _k_
DHII_nwMethod Soil Samnline F;-;-h Date "
Sampime/Dt-iving Weight _

Depth Other S;Blows/ OVA
feet Well Construction Teats _ 6" Dmcription

L

1

• 5 0 SILTY SAND; gray, ane-Zrainsd, wet

J Z. ., 0

rl! ii

I! eo ./_2colo.dosi.c...d o r_, ..ghtlyco*.,,,--.
pack

! I- little coarse gravel observed exiting discharge

_'25 = 0.2 Srf-TY SAND; gray, fme-grainod, few coarse gravel, white

i volcanic ash observed in sample; wet
stamlmm steel centk'lJizer

increasing sand _ size, grade less silt

i _30 well screen, 4" I13 Johnson 0 SILTY SAND; gray, fine to coarse, wet
304 stainless steei, 0.020=

I slot size

1 i incroasin, gravel

"t'35 0 SILTY GRAVELLY SAND; gray, fine to coarse sand, fuse to

i':. ::i.' medium grBvel; wet

I i_croase in water discharge, approximately 10 irPm
color chtmge to green-gray, hazcler drilling

I ST - Sampler Type: Lab Tests: Lggged by: JJS

[ 2" OD Split Spoon Sampler (SPT) Ch - Chemica_ Properties Approved by: J]S

[ _ Grab Sample (Sample LD. Number)3.25" OD Ring Sampler ¥ W_er Level (Date of MeMurement) Figure No. A-5

AR 039891



Geologic & Monitorinlq Well Construction LoE
Converse NW e=j.t .=_ w.,,N,,,,,bo,

91-35364-06 CMW-8 Sheet 7 of 7

Project q_._T_c Tntern_rinn_i Aimnrf= C_ncn.r_ D Location _a._]_]1_,7_7_Elevmtiou (Top of WeB Casim_) _C)7 77 Surface Elevation 3
Wager Lewl Elev. 303_61 Start DaZe Anrll 5_ 1993

DrilUngMethod Soil K_mDling FiniahDate Anril 13_ 1993

Sampler/Driving Weight _

Depth Other _l_wlj OVAfeet We il Construction Testa Dmtcription

t-_ 0.1 ggmm-gray, clayey'silt clods in s-mple• . ,.

: .: '.. ,I

_5 "." 0 SILTY SAND WITH GRAVEL; Zz'een-_my, fine to coanm sand,
:': modium f_'avel, some ¢I.yey silt clods; wet

--,-" dise.hltq_ of wirier appt_im=tely 10 igPm
•.'_--".' mta,inlee_msteel ramtreltter

!ili _: qEO Well Wizard Sample 0 CLAYEY SILT; olive green, free-grained, little gravel and fine
_ Pump Intake IT 0 sand out of dischat'p

sediment mump, 4" ID 28 CgtA.YEY SILT; grin-gray, very fine-grained; hard, moist
_0 Johnson 304 $tainlmm steel 48 Bottom of boring at depth 248.5 feet

Mort/toting well instaU._tdto depth 249.$2 feet
Soil sampler driven rating 300-pound hammer filling 30-inches

_5

._5

70

_5

ST Sampler Type: Lab Tes_: Logged by: ]JS

I 2" OD Split Spoon Sampler (SPT) Ch Chemical Properties Approved by: ]JS

[ _ Grab Sample (SamplelD Number)3.25" OD ]Ring Sampler _ Water Level (Date of Meuurement) Figure No. A-5

AR 039892



120

IgT SITEID 47___'_122172/01 LOCALNUMBER23N/04E-34C02
NO. [NTVL(FT) OESCRIPTIO_ LATITUDE 47d26a_Os LONGITUDE 17.2d17mOBs
...................................................... ALTITUDE 395. O0 CONST. DATE 12/15/1960

1 : O- 58 DIRTY SANDA/_ SMALLGRAVEL,DRY UELL DEPTH 388.00 HOLEDEPTH 388.00
2 : 58- 104 DIRTY SANDANDGRAVEL MATERLEVEL 112.00 W.L. DATE 11/01/1961
3 : 104- 113 CLAY, BLUE SOIEEN INT. 152.00 - 189.00
& : 113- 126 GRAVEL& SAW), DIRTY DRILLER
5 : 126- 197 SANDYBLUECLAY UELL OBIER KCWD?5
6 : 197- 220 HARDPAN,BLUE
7 : 220- 250 GRAVELMITH CLAYANDSAND |NT
8 : 250- 260 GRAVELMID BOULDERS NO. ]NTVL(FT) DESt2_IPTION
9 : 260- 308 BOULDERS,GRAVEL& _ CLAY ......................................................

10 : 308" 350 CLAY, BLUEAgO GRAVEL 1 : O" 3 T-u_IL
11 : 350- 380 CLAY, SANDY,BLUE 2 : 3- 15 CLAY ANDGRAVEL
12 : 380- /01 GRAVELSANDANOSOMECLAY 3 : 15- &3 NARDPAN
13 : /01- 490 SANDYCLAY, BLUE 4 : 63- 67 SAND, GRAVELANDMATER
l& : &gO- 537 SANDYCLAY 5 : 67- 1_ CLAY, SANDAk_DGRAVEL
15 : 537- 569 CLAYSANOYGRAY 6 : 133- 139 CLAY, MULTI-COLOREDANDPEAT
16 : 569- 645 CLAY, GREEN& BLUE 7 : 139- 1S1 CLAY, GREEN, SOMESANDAtJDGRAVEL
17 : 645- 652 SAND, HARDCLAY, CEJ4ENT 8 : 151- 190 _L_TER,SAND, GRAVELSPEC;(SANDCLAY
...................................................... 9 : 190- 238 SANDANDGRAVEL, C_MENTED

m'l_ 10 : 238- 247 CLAY, SANDANDGRAVEL11 247- 388 CLAY, BLUE; SONESHALE
SZTEID 47_z91u174_1LOCXL.u.EERZ_./04E-_B01 ......................................................
LATITUDE 47C126m38S LONGITUDE 1_d171n545 _J_4
ALYITUDEZ64.00 CO_ST.DATElol 11_z-_.L.
UELL DEPTH 324.00 HOLEDEPTH 396.00 _ SITEID 472641122171801 LOCALNUHBER 23N/O4E-]4002
_TERLeve, eO.OO W.L.OATS 01/01/I_.3 LATI_SoE47,:_,,_1_ LONGITUDE122_17m_Bs
SCREEHINT. 85.00 " 321.00 ALTITUOE 450.00 CONST. DATE 01/16/1961
DRILLER N C JANNSEN HELL DEPTH" 189.00 HOLEDEPTH 3&B.DD
UELLO_ER PORTOF SEATTLE MATERLEVEL 112.00 W.L. DATE 01/16/1961

SCREENINT. 152.00 " 189.00
[NT DRILLER
NO. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION
.................. ""............ " .... " ................ ]NT

1 : O- 32 GRAVELANDBOULDERS NO. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION
2 : 32- 45 _NO ......................................................
3 : 45- 59 SANDANDGRAVEL 1 : O- 3 TOPSOIL
4 : 59- 64 SAND 2 : 3- 15 CLAYANDGRAVEL
5 : 64- 105 SANDANDGRAVEL,M.B. 3 : 15- 63 HARDPAN-C_MENTEDSANDANDGRAVEL
6 : 105- 111 BOULDERS 4 : 63- 67 SAND, GRAVELAND WATER
7 : 111- 113 HARDPAN 5 : 67- 133 CLAY, SANDANDGRAVEL
8 : 113- 137 CLAY 6 : 133- 139 MULTI-COLOREDCLAY ANDPEAT
9 : 137- 143 CLAY ANDGRAVEL 7 : 139- 151 GREENCLAY, SOMESANDANDGRAVEL

10 : 143- 7..2_ GRAVEL,SAND, ANDCLAY 8 : 151- 190 MATER, SAND, GR SPECX:SANDCLAY
11 : 224- 247 BLUECLAY 9 : 190- 238 CEHENTEDSANDANDGRAVEL
12 : 247- 290 CLAYgITH GRAVEL 10 : 238- 247 CLAY, SANDAND GRAVEL
13 : ZDO- 321 GRAVEL,g.8. 11 : 247- 388 BLUECLAY, SOMESHALE

: 321- 396 CLAY, BLUE ......................................................
..................................... . ......... . ......

SITEID 472608122174401 LOCALWJNBER23N/O4E-33JO1 SITEID 472625122165401 LOCALNL_BER Z3N/O4E-34F02
LATITUDE 47d26mOSs LONGITUDE 122dlTm,?.Bs LATITUOE 47d26m25s LONGITUOE 122d16m54s
ALTITUDE 3"75.00 CONST.DATE 1011711974 ALTITUOE 397.00 CONST.DATE 00/00/1958
WELLDEPTH 61.00 HOLEDEPTH 61.00 WELLDEPTH 245.00 HOLEDEPTH 247.00
WATERLEVEL 4_.00 W.L. DATE 1011811974 MATERLEVEL 109.00 W.L. DATE 08/0611958
DRILLER NWPUMP SCREENIHT. 197.00 - 205.00
WELL(_JNER SMITH, ROBERT DRILLER SALIOIO

WELLOWNER R_WO75
]NT

NO. INTVL('FT) DESCRIPTION INT
...................................................... NO. INTVL(FT) DESCRIPTION

1 : 0- 3 TOPSOIL ................... o .... o .............................

2 : 3- 54 BROWNGLACIALTILL 1 : O- 12 TOP SOIL ANDCLAY
3 : 54- 58 BROWNSAND 2 : 12- 32 CLAY, SANDY
4 : 58- 61 MATERBEARINGSANDANDGRAVEL 3 : 32- 53 HARDPAN

...................................................... 4 : 53- 68 SAND, BROTH, TIGHT

AR 039893 .....
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SE"VALVE

...,;,%.%-,..;;.a-_ " I"C'
A_ OC I@T 1:"_. I N _. **_-_,;_ ANGLE LAKE WELL & PUMP STATION IKC

. ._:_,-?._". ,* PHASE 2

P...... •" "','.._.,-.':,';_.:'-'-'-"'o ...... ;;-.._--;,;.,_- .... MECHANICAL DETAIL3.
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• i i i

RO.S. Coorclinates:N 3480 E 12,710

_ _ _ i Equipment.,, Mobi,eB-61
= aj

e #. "__ e | | Land Sullace 243 feet Die 12/2/94¢=o _,o _ o) Elevation
0 ;;7."; "
_ ::::':: BROWN SAND (SP) loose,wet; fine to medium

.. o:.-

_ ::::." grained,withorganic material (Recessional

_ Ouas- Unit1).

MO ' 2.S I04 21 "".-... GRAY BROWN SAND (SP) mediumdense, moist;fine
5- ::;.:L- to coarsegrained,witha trace of gravel
- "-::':: (RecessionalOutwash- Unit 1).-.°° -_.

,:.-°_o,
u ...:.o,

_o.--
MO 13.4 96 16 :.:.::.,

.;o°°. -,
::'.:.::.
°.°:..,

10-- :-:.:.-

•. •.. o,
•..:°L •
;:,:...:

MD 4.6 99 24 ......-
- .:.:...: Becomesred brown.

15-- ,:::-;;

_ • °°.
a'°o,

'"-": GRAY SAND (SW) dense, moist:fine to coarse• ..
,o ,.'@MD,SA 2.9 132 29 -- ......., grained,withgravel anti a trace of silt
''': (RecessionalOutwash - Unit 2).2o- ,:,:...-
• o•.
dl.'..,

COMP ' .":.-.:

- .:,:',..
el'...

- ::.'.: Becomes very dense, wet; with fine to medium gravel.
MD 5.7 144 90 - .-:.._

'_::= GRAYGRAVEl..(GW) very dense, saturated: fine to25- ,,.,
coarse grained, wlh sand and a trace of siltbLqP;:

• lh
(RecessionalOutwash -Unit 2).

-- 1 _h-%'-

60 _:a'
:2"g-_• , °.
• lb30-- ; ::
8* 6

:'::'_ Becomesbrown.

• aMD.SA S.@ 142 80 " ::
a

35-- _:_""
, • ,Ib

al_ a

qv
• 4b

MD 4.4 132 S_ .-,:=-Groundwater encounteredat 25.5 feet duringdrilling.
•-- .-- Bonng bacl_iiled w_h bentonite and _tlings on
i 12../2/94.

g0-

i i i

AGI of Area 3 Boring 4HNTB/Runway Borrow SourceStudy

TECHNOLOGIES SeaTac, Washington
I_ROJEC'TNO. _ OATE 'AP_ROVF_ ,-.EVI_.D uA'I"E

H3mwJ:_" 14,190.208 ECR 6 December 94

AR 039897



m m

P.O.S.Coordinates:N 3365 E 14,1_40

m _ _ _ Equipment MobileB-61

]!J .'= ;"3 _" LandSurface 297feet Date 12F23FJ4

BROWN-GP_YSILTYSAND(SM)mecSumdense.
w_: r_e m medmmg_ned, w_ gravel(FIE).

MD 15.1 119 18

GRAYSILTYSAND(SM)very dense,moist: fineto
coarsegrained,with fine gravel(Till- Unit1).

5O/5"

MD 7.7 124 50/3"

Withsomewet interbeddedsandzones.

5014"

t

I
m

50/I"

M 6.6 50/3"

50/3 =

MD 11.3 122 50/5"

oJ

AGI Log OfArea 1 Boring 8 (0-40', 1___0 l

SeaTac,Washington
NO. u,tAWN _I"E' "k;P_,3VF.b _VISF.D

H1Brnw.cdr 14,190.208 ECR 6 December 94

AR 039898



P.O.S.Coordinates:N 3365 E 14,@4@

J,=,_@ _ =8 _ LandSurface 297feet Date 12/23/94=,-, - c_ Elevation

50/4"

BROWNSILTYGRAVEL(GM)verydense,wet;fine
sot2" grained,withsand(AdvanceOutwash- Unit3).

MID 12.3 115 50/5"

5O/3"

5O/2"

GRAYGRAVEL(GP-GM)verydense,wet;fine
MD 10.5 129 _ grained,withsiltandsand[AdvanceOutwash-

Unit3).

50/4"

so_- Groundwaterencounteredat71.5 feetduringdrilling.
BoringbackfiUedwithbentoniteandcuttingson

8o 12/23/94.

AGI Log of Area1 Boring8 (40-78.4') AI"0bHNTB/RunwayBorrowSourceStudy
SeaTac,Washington

PRO_C'tNO. _ _TE' _qOVEu ,_VlSED u_E
H1-40.¢_ 14,190.208 ECR 6 December94

AR 039899
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AGI
TECHNOLOGIES

APPENDIX B

Study Area Water Rights
Washington Depaxtment of Ecology
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